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THE CUTTING EDGE IN POSITRON EMISSION
TOMOGRAPHY AND MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING

103 Insulin-stimulated 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose uptake is
delayed in GLUT4-deficient mice hearts

M. Simoes 1, S. Egert 1 , S. Ziegler 1, M. Miyagawa 1, S. Reder 1, T. Lehner 1 ,
M. Charron 2, M. Schwaiger 1. 1Technische Universitaet Muenchen,
Nuklearmedizinische Klinik, Munich, Germany; 2Albert Einstein College of
Medicine, Department of Biochemistry, New York, United States of America

Purpose: This study investigated the time course of insulin-stimulated myocar-
dial glucose uptake (MGU) in transgenic mice with ablation of GLUT4, the pre-
dominant insulin-responsive glucose transporter, using 18F-2-Deoxy-2-fluoro-
D-glucose (FDG).
Methods: MGU was studied in GLUT4-null (G4N, n=50) and wild-type (WT,
n=51) mice using FDG in-vivo by positron emission tomography (PET) imaging
and in-vitro using tissue biodistribution (BIO). Time course of MGU was as-
sessed by time-variable injections of glucose (1g/kg)+insulin (8U/kg) and FDG
(40µCi): simultaneous injection, 30-, 60-, and 120-minute delay. MGU was also
evaluated in isolated perfused hearts under short-term (30 minutes) and long-
term (60 minutes) insulin administration.
Results: At baseline, PET showed comparable MGU, in G4N (0.66±0.12)
and WT (0.67 ±0.11), p=0.7. After simultaneous injection WT showed a 3.5-
fold increase in MGU (2.45±0.45, p=0.03) while G4N presented no signifi-
cant increase (1.11±0.24). After 60 minutes MGU was comparable in G4N
(3.19±0.60) and WT (2.66±0.47). BIO results (illustration, * = p<0.05 in com-
parison to baseline), confirmed the lack of an increase in MGU early after in-
sulin in G4N (0.81±0.23) in contrast with a 10-fold increase in WT (5.29±1.04,
p=0.03). G4N exhibited a delayed response to insulin achieving values com-
parable to WT after 120 minutes (29.9±3.0 and 32.9±10.1, respectively). A
comparable late response in MGU in G4N was obtained in isolated heart prepa-
rations.

Time course of myocardial 18F-FDG uptake

Conclusions: Despite the absence of GLUT4, G4N increase myocardial glu-
cose uptake in response to insulin with a delayed time course. Increased
GLUT1 translocation or expression of one or more of the new GLUTs medi-
ate this compensatory mechanism.

104 Decreased left-ventricular function in experimental
diabetes associated with beta-adrenergic receptor down
regulation assessed by positron emission tomography

P. Merlet 1, D. Mesangeau 2 , JR. Deverre 3, F. Dollé 3, J. Delforge 3,
JL. Dubois-Randé 1 , L. Hittinger 4, A. Syrota 3. 1Henri Mondor University
Hospital, Cardiology, Creteil, France; 2Merck-France, Merck Research Center,
Chilly-Mazarin, France; 3CEA-DSV, Service Frédéric Joliot, Orsay, France;
4INSERM-Université Paris XII, U 400, Créteil, France

Objectives: The presence of cardiac autonomic neuropathy (CAN) in diabetes
is associated with a striking increase in cardio-vascular morbidity. Although in
diabetes the association of CAN and myocardial sympathetic denervation has
been clearly demonstrated, the potential alteration of cardiac beta-adrenergic
receptor (BAR) density and its potential consequences on cardiac function re-
main unclear. The purpose of this study was to evaluate in a minipig model the
effects of diabetes on left ventricular (LV) BAR density by Positron emission
tomography (PET) and on cardiac contractile function by echography.
Methods: In 10 male minipigs (Yucatan, 8-9 months old), diabetes was induced
by 2 intravenous injections of Streptozotocin 50 and 55 mg/kg); 6 other pigs
served as control group (CG). BAR concentration was determined in all pigs 6
months after diabetes induction in the LV myocardium using PET according to a
previously validated technique. We used C-11 labeled CGP 12177 as a ligand
and a modeling approach based on a modified graphical method applied on
myocardial PET time-activity-concentration-curves obtained using a 2-injection
protocol.
Results: The protocol injection of STZ used in this protocol induced a stable
and long lasting hyperglycemia in 7 pigs (diabetic group=DG) while 3 other pigs
(diabetes-escaped pigs:DEG) showed a progressive recovery after 1 month of

hyperglycemia, their glycemia being similar to that of controls at 6 months. Di-
abetes decreased myocardial BAR density (15.6 ± 4.0 vs. 20.8 ± 4.6 pmol/ml,
DG vs. CG, respectively, p<0.05). This effect did not appear imputable to STZ
since DEG did not show any alterations of BAR density (19.2 ± 4.4, p=NS).
The alteration of BAR density in myocardium was heterogeneous, the most im-
portant decrease in BAR being found in antero-apical area (p<0.05). Cardiac
function analysis by echography showed a 15% decrease in LVEF (p<0.001),
and a 10% increase (p<0.01) in LV-end-diastolic volume while LV mass re-
mained unaltered.
Conclusions: In minipigs, chronic hyperglycemia decreases the density of
BAR, especially in the anterior wall, and leads to impaired LV contractile func-
tion. These alterations may contribute to the observed increase in mortality
diabetes associated with CAN.

105 The effect of biventricular pacing on myocardial function
and oxidative metabolism in severe dilated
cardiomyopathy

J. Knuuti 1 , J. Sundell 2, E. Engblom 2, J. Koistinen 2, A. Ylitalo 3, A. Naum 4,
J. Airaksinen 5, JJ. Bax 6. 1Turku PET Centre, Turku, Finland; 2Turku University
Central Hospital, Dept. of Medicine, Turku, Finland; 3Pori Central Hospital,
Dept of Medicine, Pori, Finland; 4Turku University Central Hospital, Turku PET
Centre, Turku, Finland; 5Turku University Central Hospital, Dept. of Medicine,
Turku, Finland; 6Leiden University, Dept of Cardiology, Leiden, Netherlands

Purpose: Biventricular pacing is a recently discovered technique to treat pa-
tients affected by heart failure and with a desynchronised ventricular activation
and it has beneficial effects on left ventricular function. The aim of the study
was to investigate the effects of biventricular pacing on global and regional left
ventricular function and oxidative metabolism in patients with severe dilated
cardio-myopathy.
Methods: Ten subjects with end-stage heart failure and dilated cardiomyopa-
thy (NYHA III, LVEF <35%, LBBB + QRS >140-150 ms) and previously in-
stalled biventricular pacemaker were investigated. The patients were studied
pacemaker ON and OFF (at least 1 day before the studies) on separate days.
All medication was withdrawn 2 days beforehand. Left ventricular function was
measured using doppler echocardiography. LV oxidative metabolism was mea-
sured using positron emission tomography and monoexponential clearance
rate of [11C]acetate (kmono). On the study day when pacemaker was OFF
[11C]acetate study was performed also during low dose dobutamine infusion
(5-10µg/kg per min).
Results: Biventricular pacing enhanced global LV stroke volume significantly
(from 621±5 to 72±18 mL, p<0.05). Similar effect was seen by dobutamine
infusion (to 74±24 mL, not statistically significant, p=0.24). Global LV oxidative
metabolism (Kmono) was unchanged by pacing (0.047±0.01 to 0.49±0.01,
ns.). In contrast, dobutamine infusion induced significant increase in Kmono
values (to 0.063±0.01).
Regional results: The anteroseptal Kmomo was significantly higher as com-
pared to other myocardial regions when pacing was OFF. Pacing normalised
anteroseptal Kmono and due to simultaneous enhancement of LV function my-
ocardial efficiency was enhanced by 22% in the anteroseptal regions of LV.
Conclusions: Biventricular pacing improves LV function in the patients with
severe dilated cardiomyopathy. This improvement is not accompanied with in-
creased oxidative demand in contrast to the effects of dobutamine. The work
efficiency is improved and increased anteroseptal oxidative metabolism is nor-
malised by biventricular pacing. Biventricular pacing appear to have energeti-
cally favorably effects on myocardial oxidative metabolism in patients with heart
failure and desynchronised ventricular activation.
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106 In vivo quantification of absolute perfusion in mice with
myocardial infarction by spin labelling magnetic
resonance imaging

M. Nahrendorf 1 , JU. Streif 2, K-H. Hiller 2, K. Hu 1, C. Waller 1, F. Wiesmann 1,
E. Rommel 2, WR. Bauer 1. 1Medizinische Universitätsklinik, Kardiologie,
Würzburg, Germany; 2Experimentelle Physik 5, Würzburg, Germany

Background: To date, quantification of perfusion in mice has been performed
by invasive techniques only. Aim of this work was to establish the quantification
of the absolute perfusion in the murine myocardium in vivo by MRI and apply it
to mice with myocardial infarction (MI).
Methods: All experiments were performed at 7 T with a home built optimized
coil combination. Using spin labelling, assessment of perfusion is based on the
quantification of T1 after slice-selective and global spin inversion in separate
acquisitions. T1 mapping was performed by ECG-triggered inversion recovery
snapshot FLASH with adiabatic hyperbolic secant inversion pulse. Imaging pa-
rameters: FOV 30 mm x 30 mm, matrix size 64 x 64 with zerofilling to 128 x
128, slice thickness 2 mm. Cine MRI was performed for determination of LV
mass, volumes and MI size: slice thickness 1 mm, echo-time 1.2 ms, resolution
230 µm. Sham operated (N=11) and infarcted (N=7) NMRI mice were anes-
thetized with isoflurane. MI was induced by ligation of the left coronary artery
four weeks prior MRI.
Results: Average perfusion was 701 ± 53ml/100g*min in sham at a heart rate
of 442 ± 25 beats per minute. Mice with MI showed significantant reduction of
perfusion in the infarcted areas to values below 15% of healthy myocardium.
Perfusion in the remote areas was decreased as well (476 ± 81ml/100g*min,
p<0.05 vs. sham). LV mass was increased after MI (sham 92.8 ± 2.3mg, MI
151.1 ± 14.1mg, p<0.05). MI size was 40 ± 7%, EF was reduced after MI (MI
31 ± 6%, sham 61 ± 3%, p<0.05).
Conclusion: Perfusion results are in the range of previous microsphere stud-
ies. MI scar thickness was determined by cine MRI to be 530 ± 4µm. At a res-
olution of 469µmx469µm, partial volume errors may lead to an overestimation
of perfusion in this area. Isoflurane is known to have vasodilatory properties,
the given data may not represent true baseline values. Decrease of perfusion in
the remote myocardium after MI is caused by left ventricular remodelling con-
sisting of hypertrophy and consecutive reduction of relative capillary density or
higher left ventricular filling pressures in mice with heart failure. The presented
method allows for absolute in vivo quantification of murine myocardial perfu-
sion for the first time. It provides perfusion maps at a single pixel resolution of
469µm x 469µm and is sensitive enough to detect local reductions after MI.
It is a promising tool for the characterisation of transgenic mouse models and
can be used for investigation of post MI remodeling.

107 Detection of pulmonary vein stenoses after
radiofrequency catheter ablation in patients with atrial
fibrillation using magnetic resonance imaging: a
long-term follow-up

O. Ekinci 1, T. Dill 1, T. Neumann 1, J. Hansel 1, A. Kluge 2, G. Bachmann 2,
H.F. Pitschner 1, C.W. Hamm 1. 1Kerckhoff-Klinik, Kardiologie, Bad Nauheim,
Germany; 2Kerckhoff-Klinik, Radiologie, Bad Nauheim, Germany

Radiofrequency catheter ablation (RFCA) of atrial myofibrils at the orifice of
pulmonary veins (PV) for curing atrial fibrillation (AF) causes frequently diame-
ter reduction (DR) which can even lead to severe stenosis or vessel occlusion.
However, the time course of PV stenoses is not yet sufficiently investigated. To
determine the appropriate follow-up period, we examined the PV of patients
(pts) with RFCA using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) over a period of one
year.
Method: 307 PV of 108 pts (53±10y) with AF were examined before, one
day after and three months (112±34d) after RFCA with MRI (1.5T, Sonata ,
Siemens, Erlangen). A subset of 138 PV (43 pts, 54±10y) had an additional
one year follow-up (331±100d). For MRI, a non-gated contrast enhanced FISP-
3D sequence followed by a 3D reconstruction (MPR) was used. The ostium and
the proximal 20 mm of all PV were evaluated and measured.
Results: see table below.
Time course of diameter changes

138 PV Preinterv. 1 d after 3 mo.s after 1 year after p

Diameter [mm] 15.6±2.5 14.1±3.0 13.8±3.2 13.6±3.8 <0.001
DR in % _ 9±17 11±21 12±24 0.04
Rel. Freq. of DR _ 14.20% 11.90% 13% n.s.
Rel. Freq. of ST _ 3.70% 7.90% 10.10% 0.013

DR = diameter reduction >/=25 and <50%, ST = stenosis (diameter reduction >/=50%)

Conclusion: One year after radiofrequency ablation there are significantly
more stenoses detectable than one day after (10% vs 4%). An additional 13%
show moderate diameter reduction. Progressive diameter reduction was found
in 16%. A long term follow-up over at least one year seems to be necessary.
MRI as a non-invasive technique is proved to be suitable for this purpose. Dif-
ferent ablative strategies should be compared using this method.

108 Cardiac catheterization with magnetic resonance
fluoroscopic guidance

S. Schalla 1, M. Saeed 2, CB. Higgins 2, O. Weber 2, A. Martin 2 , E. Fleck 3,
P. Moore 4. 1Cardiology, German Heart Institute, Berlin, Germany; 2University
of California, Radiology, San Francisco, United States of America; 3German
Heart Institute, Cardiology, Berlin, Germany; 4University of California,
Pediatric Cardiology, San Francisco, United States of America

Purpose: Radiation exposure during cardiac catheterization, limited image
planes and poor soft tissue definition are disadvantages of x-ray fluoroscopy
that could be overcome with the use of magnetic resonance (MR) imaging.
This study evaluates the feasibility of real-time MR imaging (MR fluoroscopy)
to guide left and right heart catheterization.
Methods and Results: Anesthetized pigs (n=7) with defects of the atrial sep-
tum (ASD) were catheterized using venous and arterial access. A prototype
active tracking catheter was used to obtain blood pressures and samples from
cardiac chambers and great vessels using antegrade, transseptal and retro-
grade approaches. MR fluoroscopy was used for catheter steering. Velocity-
encoded cine MR imaging was used to measure pulmonary and aortic blood
flow to calculate vascular resistances. Image planes used during catheter ma-
nipulation employed rapid sequencing to planes directed by the catheterizer to
include the tip of the catheter and the chamber to be entered. All areas of inter-
est were effectively entered and samples obtained. In the presence of an acute
ASD, a Qp/Qs ratio of 1.3±0.2 was measured and no significant differences
in pressure between inferior vena cava, right and left atrium were found. Pul-
monary and aortic flow were 4.9±0.6 and 3.7±0.4 l/min, and pulmonary and
systemic vascular resistance were 312±134 and 2006±336 dynes sec cm-5.
Conclusions: Left and right heart catheterization using MR guidance is fea-
sible and safe. The combination of hemodynamic catheterization data with
anatomical and functional MR imaging may significantly improve the evaluation
of patients with congenital heart disease while avoiding radiation exposure.

INFLAMMATION AND ATHEROSCLEROTIC PLAQUE
RUPTURE

113 Chlamydia pneumoniae constituents in human atheroma
colocalize with ceroid deposits

VY. Hoymans 1, JM. Bosmans 1, D. Ursi 2, W. Martinet 3 , M. Altwegg 4, E. Van
Marck 5, M. Ieven 2, CJ. Vrints 1. 1University of Antwerp, Cardiology, Wilrijk,
Belgium; 2University of Antwerp, Microbiology, Wilrijk, Belgium; 3University of
Antwerp, Pharmacology, Wilrijk, Belgium; 4University of Zurich, Medical
Microbiology, Zurich, Switzerland; 5University of Antwerp, Pathology, Wilrijk,
Belgium

Background: Immunohistological detection of several Chlamydia pneumoniae
(CP) antigens within polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-negative atheroma has
suggested a controversial link between the bacterium and atherosclerosis. Our
study aimed to evaluate whether positive immunohistology is really explained
by the presence of chlamydial antigens, or due to cross-reactivity with non-
chlamydial plaque constituents.
Methods: Two hundred and five different, surgically removed human arterial
segments were examined for CP DNA in triplicate by conventional PCR using
three different primer pairs and by real-time PCR in two different laboratories.
Fragments of one hundred lesions were studied by immunohistochemistry us-
ing 1 CP-specific and 2 Chlamydia genus-specific monoclonal antibodies. Eight
mammary vessels obtained during coronary bypass surgery, and 6 fetal aorta’s
obtained at autopsy, were also included. Serial sections of 8 atheroma were
examined by Western blotting and histological staining. To rule out background
staining derived from autofluorescent ceroid deposits, adjacent sections were
viewed with a fluorescence microscope under UV light excitation.
Results: Immunohistological positivity for CP was frequently seen in human
atherosclerosis: CP membrane protein RR402 was detected in 79% of the
cases, chlamydial heat shock protein 60 in 17% and chlamydial lipopolysac-
charide in 11% of the specimens. Mammary arteries also scored positive. Anti-
genic positivity was not related to the extent of atherosclerosis (Stary classi-
fication). Fetal aortic tissue was negative for chlamydial immunoblotting and
antigenic staining. PCR analysis did not detect CP specific DNA in any of the
lesions. Histological staining for CP colocalised with UV light-induced ceroid
autofluorescence. In addition, chlamydial proteins were not detected by West-
ern blotting in adjacent tissue sections, although pure CP proteins, as a positive
control, showed reactivity.
Conclusion: The absence of CP DNA in human atherosclerosis, together with
negative western blot analysis for CP proteins, and significant colocalization
of positive CP immunohistology with autofluorescent ceroid, suggest cross-
reactivity with non-chlamydial plaque constituents.
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114 Neointimal smooth muscle cells display a
proinflammatory phenotype resulting in increased
leukocyte recruitment mediated by chemokines and
adhesion molecules

U. Zeiffer 1, A. Schober 1, E. Lin 1, W. Erl 2, M. Lietz 1, Z. Yan 3, C. Weber 1.
1University Hospital Aachen, Molecular Cardiovascular Research, Aachen,
Germany; 2IPEK, University Munich, Munich, Germany; 3Department of
Medicine, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden

Purpose: Leukocyte recruitment is crucial for the response to vascular injury
in spontaneous and accelerated atherosclerosis. Whereas the mechanisms of
leukocyte adhesion to endothelium or matrix-bound platelets have been char-
acterized, less is known about the proadhesive role of smooth muscle cells
(SMCs) exposed after endothelial denudation.
Methods and Results" In laminar flow assays, neointimal rat SMCs (niSMCs)
supported a 2-3-fold higher arrest of monocytes and ’memory’ T lymphocytes
than medial SMCs, which was dependent on both P-selectin and VLA-4, as
demonstrated by blocking antibodies. The increase in monocyte arrest on
niSMCs was triggered by the CXC chemokine KC, whereas that of ’memory’
T cells was triggered by stromal cell-derived factor (SDF)-1alpha. In contrast,
monocyte chemotactic protein (MCP)-1 secreted by niSMC was not involved
in monocyte arrest. This functional phenotype was paralleled by a constitu-
tively increased mRNA and protein expression of P-selectin and all relevant
chemokines in niSMC, as assessed by quantitative real-time RT-PCR, flow cy-
tometry and ELISA, which may be related to the constitutive up regulation of
IkappaB-alpha kinase (IKK) activity. Double immunofluorescence confirmed a
colocalization of P-selectin and SMC-specific alpha-actin in a subset of niSMC
in vitro, as well as in luminal cells of injured mouse arteries.
Conclusions: Our data reveal that niSMC support increased VLA-4-dependent
leukocyte arrest under flow conditions, which is mediated by an increased ex-
pression of P-selectin and chemokines, thereby defining a proinflammatory
phenotype of niSMCs. In addition, P-selectin expression in a subset of niSMC
may identify an endothelial cell like-SMC with the propensity to form luminal
cell lining in denuded vessels.

115 Stabilization of atherosclerotic plaque by blockade of
macrophage migration inhibitory factor after arterial
injury in apolipoprotein E-deficient mice

A. Schober 1, J. Bernhagen 2 , S. Knarren 1 , R. Bucala 3, C. Weber 1.
1University Hospital Aachen, Molecular Cardiovascular Research, Aachen,
Germany; 2University Hospital Aachen, Department of Biochemistry, Aachen,
Germany; 3Department of Internal Medicine, Yale University School of
Medicine, New Haven, United States of America

Macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF), a cytokine that controls cell-
mediated inflammatory responses, is upregulated in early atherogenesis and
during the progression of atherosclerosis, however its functional contribution to
lesion development has not been evaluated.
We studied the effect of a blocking anti-MIF monoclonal antibody (MIF mAb) on
neointima lesion formation following wire-induced carotid injury in apolipopro-
tein E-deficient (ApoE-/-) mice on high cholesterol diet. Either MIF mAb or a
control mAb was injected twice weekly (100 µg per injection) up to 3 weeks
after carotid injury. Neointimal plaque volume was determined in serial sec-
tions of the common carotid artery in a standardized distance from the bifur-
cation stained with Movats pentachrome. Neointimal macrophage and smooth
muscle cell (SMC) content was evaluated by quantitative immunohistochem-
istry using Mac-2- and SMC-specific alpha-actin Ab. Cellular MIF expression
in murine neointimal lesions was studied by immunostaining. Serum samples
were analyzed for lipids, MIF and cytokine levels.
Treatment with MIF mAb did not affect serum levels of total cholesterol and
triglycerides in ApoE-/- mice. Immunohistochemistry revealed endothelial MIF
staining in ApoE-/- mice on a high cholesterol diet. As early as 24 h after en-
dothelial denudation MIF immunoreactivity (IR) was detectable in SMC. Dou-
ble immunofluorescence staining confirmed MIF expression in neointimal SMC
and macrophages. Serum levels of MIF in this setting were increased at 6 h
after injury and plateaued at 24-48 h. Notably, the blockade of MIF resulted in
a 50% reduction of macrophage content in neointimal lesions (26±6.3% vs.
52±6.4% Mac-2 IR-positive area, n=5, p<0.02). Concomitantly, the neointimal
content of SMC was increased in ApoE-/- mice treated with MIF mAb (44±4%
vs. 24±1.5% SMC-specific alpha-actin IR-positive area, n=5; p<0.001). Dif-
ferences in total plaque volume between MIF and control mAb-treated ApoE-/-
mice were not significant (0.0093±0.0013 mm3 vs. 0.0117±0.0021 mm3, n=5).
Serum levels of proinflammatory cytokines, such as IL-2, IL-4, IL-6 and TNF-
alpha, were increased in MIF mAb-treated mice, excluding anti-inflammatory
effects of MIF mAb via regulating these mediators.
Inhibition of MIF resulted in a shift of the cellular composition of atherosclerotic
plaques towards a more stabilized phenotype with reduced macrophage/foam
cell content and increased SMC content. Total plaque volume was not signif-
icantly altered by MIF blockade, which may be explained by a compensatory
increase in proinflammatory cytokines.

116 Frequency and distribution of dendritic cells in
fibro-calcific versus lipid-rich atherosclerotic carotid
plaques – contribution of dendritic cells to plaque
destabilization

A. Yilmaz 1, M. Lochno 1, C. Reiss 1, C. Stumpf 1, K. Amann 2, T. Probst 3 ,
W.G. Daniel 1, C.D. Garlichs 1. 1Medical Clinic II, 2Dept. of Pathology,
University Erlangen-Nuremberg, Erlangen, Germany; 3Clinic Nuremberg,
Dept. of Vascular Surgery, Nuremberg, Germany

Background: Atherosclerotic (AS) plaques can be classified as stable
(fibro-calcific) or vulnerable (lipid-rich). The importance of T-cells (TC) and
macrophages (MO) for plaque destabilization is well known. Dendritic cells
(DC) probably sustain inflammation in AS through activation of TC. Currently,
little is known about the role of DC in plaque destabilization. Thus, we analyzed
the frequency and distribution of DC in lipid-rich versus fibro-calcific plaques.
Methods: Carotid plaques of 30 patients were histologically and immunohisto-
chemically analyzed with monoclonal antibodies to DC (Fascin), MO (CD68),
TC (CD3) and DC activation markers. The areas of the lipid core and the entire
plaque were digitally analyzed (Nikon DXM 1200). The lipid core ratio (LCR)
was calculated (lipid core/entire plaque). AS plaques were classified by their
LCR as fibro-calcific (<50%) or lipid-rich (>50%). Inflammatory cells were dig-
itally counted.

Frequency of DC compared to LCR.

Results: Stroke or transient
ischemic attack were more
frequent in patients with lipid-
rich (55%) than with fibro-
calcific plaques (33%). The
mean DC number was sig-
nificantly higher (T = -2.4,
p = 0.02) in lipid-rich (73/
0.25 mm2) than fibro-calcific
(35/0.25 mm2) plaques. The
frequency of DC significantly
correlated to the LCR (r =
0.46, p = 0.01). The DC dis-
tribution in fibro-calcific/lipid-
rich plaques was: plaque

shoulder 1 (39%/37%), plaque shoulder 2 (11%/11%), fibrous cap (21%/12%),
lipid core (18%/28%), media (8%/7%) and contralateral intima (3%/5%). The
expression of DC activation markers were higher in lipid-rich plaques.
Conclusions: The higher number of activated DC in lipid-rich plaques com-
pared to fibro-calcific plaques and their abundance in rupture-prone plaque
shoulders suggest a critical role of DC in plaque destabilization.

117 C-reactive protein upregulates angiotensin type 1
receptors in vascular smooth muscle in-vitro and in-vivo

S. Verma, C.H. Wang, SH. Li, RK. Li, DAG. Mickle, RD. Weisel. Toronto,
Canada

Purpose: Accumulating evidence suggests that C-reactive protein (CRP), in
addition to predicting vascular disease, may actively facilitate lesion formation
via inciting endothelial cell activation. Given the central importance of angioten-
sin type 1 receptor (AT1-R) in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis, we exam-
ined the effects of CRP on AT1-R expression and kinetics in vascular smooth
muscle (VSM) cells. In addition, the effects of CRP on VSM migration, prolifer-
ation, and reactive oxygen species production were evaluated in the presence
and absence of the angiotensin receptor blocker, losartan. Lastly, the effects
of CRP (and losartan) on neointimal formation were examined in-vivo in a rat
carotid angioplasty model.
Methods and Results: The effects of human recombinant CRP (0-100µg/mL)
on AT1-R transcript, mRNA stability and protein expression were studied in
cultured human VSM cells. AT1-R binding was assessed by 125I-labled angio-
tensin II (Ang-II). VSM migration was assessed by wound cell migration as-
says, whereas VSM proliferation was determined via using [3H]-incorporation
and cell number. The effects of CRP (and losartan) on Ang-II induced reactive
oxygen species (ROS) production were evaluated by 2’,7’-dichlorofluorescein
(DCF) fluorescence. Lastly, the effects of CRP (and losartan) on neointimal
formation, VSM cell migration, proliferation and matrix formation were studied
in-vivo in a rat carotid artery balloon injury model. CRP markedly upregulated
AT1-R mRNA and protein expression, and increased AT1-R number on VSM
cells. CRP promoted VSM migration and proliferation in-vitro, and increased
ROS production. Furthermore, CRP potentiated the effects of Ang-II on these
processes. In the rat carotid artery angioplasty model, exposure to CRP re-
sulted in an increase in cell migration and proliferation, collagen and elastin
content, AT1-R expression and an increase in neointimal formation; these ef-
fects were attenuated by losartan.
Conclusions: CRP, at concentrations known to predict cardiovascular events,
upregulates AT1-R mediated atherosclerotic events in vascular smooth muscle
in-vitro and in-vivo. These data lend credence to the notion that CRP functions
as a proatherosclerotic factor, in addition to a powerful risk marker.
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118 Tissue factor is released by human vascular smooth
muscle cells upon uptake of aggregated low-density
lipoprotein by low-density lipoprotein receptor-mediated
internalization

V. Llorente-Cortés, M. Otero-Viñas, O. Llampayas, L. Badimon. Hospital
Sta.Creu i S. Pau, Cardiovascular Research Center, Barcelona, Spain

Low density lipoprotein receptor (LRP) mediates internalization of aggregated
low density lipoprotein (agLDL) which in turn upregulates its expression in hu-
man vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC). The lipid-rich microenvironment of
the atherosclerotic plaque may influence the thrombogenicity of the vascular
wall. Tissue factor (TF) is the main initiator of the blood coagulation system
The aim of this work has been to investigate the effect of aggregated LDL of
the intima on TF expression and release by human VSMC.
Methods: Cultured human VSMC were obtained from human coronaries of
explanted hearts at transplant operations. LRP-expressing VSMC in parallel
with non-LRP expressing VSMC (LRP-/VSMC) were incubated with native LDL
(nLDL) and agLDL (100 µg/mL) for increasing times. TF mRNA and protein
expression levels were analyzed by Real time PCR and Western blot analy-
sis, respectively.TF microparticle content of the supernatants was measured
by flow cytometry.
Results: Both nLDL and agLDL transiently increase TF mRNA expression to
the same level after 2 hours of incubation. Western blot analysis of the cells
revealed that agLDL, but not nLDL, induced a significant decrease in cellu-
lar TF antigen (49 kDa) content in a time-dependent (by 70±8 at 24 hours
and by 80±12 at 48 hours) and dose-dependent manner (from 36±2.4% at
50 µg/mL to 90±12% at 300 µg/mL). The decrease of cellular TF content in-
duced by agLDL uptake was dependent of LRP-agLDL binding because it was
not observed in LRP-/VSMC. Western blot analysis of the VSMC supernatants
revealed that secreted TF antigen (54-55 Kda) increased in VSMC incubated
with agLDL. In agreement, flow cytometry indicated that content of TF-rich mi-
croparticles was higher in VSMC incubated with agLDL. LRP-/VSMC did not
show an increase in TF secretion in presence of agLDL. Incubation with agLDL
did not alter any tested apoptosis-related gen in these cells.
Conclusions: AgLDL internalization, which leads to lipid-loading of VSMC, in-
duces TF microparticle release but only in LRP expressing cells. The increased
release of TF microvesicles by LRP-mediated lipid-loading of VSMC could have
important consequences for the prothrombotic transformation of the vessel wall
with the advancement of atherosclerosis.
This study has been funded by an unrestricted research grant provided by MSD,
Spain; PN-SAF2000/0174 and FIS 01/0354

RATIONALE FOR TREATING INFLAMMATION IN HEART
DISEASE

119 Transforming growth factor B-1 and activation leukocyte
in patients with essential hypertension

O.M. Moiseeva 1, S.V. Villevalde 1, E.A. Lyasnikova 1, E.G. Semenova 2,
E.V. Shlyachto 1. 1Research Institute of Cardiology, Arterial Hypertension,
Saint- Petersburg, Russian Federation; 2Research Institute of Cytology, Cell
Culture Department, Saint- Petersburg, Russian Federation

Objective: The aim of the present study was to investigate the possible in-
volvement of peripheral blood leukocyte and circulating transforming growth
factor B-1 (TGF-B1) in the pathogenesis of essential hypertension.
Design and Methods: We examined 38 untreated hypertensive men (age 49,1
± 1,0 yrs, LV mass index was 142,7 ± 6,6 g/m2) and 10 normotensive healthy
volunteers (age 47,2 ± 1,5 yrs). Endothelial function was assessed by mea-
suring flow-mediated dilatation (FMD) of radial artery using high resolution
ultrasound. In all subjects 24-hour ABP monitoring, echocardiograms, carotid
intima-media thickness were performed. Flow cytometric analysis was carried
out to measure expression CD3, HLA-DR, CD25, CD11b, CD69, Fas and Bcl-
2 in lymphocytes in whole blood samples. Neutrophils’ (PMN) adherence to
ECV304 cell line was quantificated. The white blood cell (WBC) was measured
by a Sysmex, KX-21. The serum concentration of TGF-B1 was measured by
ELISA method.
Results: Serum TGF-B1 level was increased in hypertensive group compared
with normotensive (79,2±5,1and 41,9±6,8 pg/ml, p<0,01). We revealed in-
creased WBC count, PMN adherence and the number of circulating CD69+,
Fas+, Bcl-2+, CD11b+, but not HLA-DR+, CD25+ lymphocytes in hyperten-
sive patients. Univariate analysis showed positive relation between TGF-B1
level and the number of CD11b+(r=0,392, p=0,03), Bcl-2+(r=0,371, p=0,02),
Fas+(r=0,439, p=0,007), adhesion PMN (r=0,393, p=0,02). TGF-B1 level and
leukocyte activation markers were related with LV mass index, carotid intima-
media thickness and decrease of FMD in hypertensive patients.
Conclusion: Our results showed the potential role of TGF-B1 and activation
leukocyte in development of left ventricular hypertrophy and pathogenesis of
atherosclerosis in patients with essential hypertension.

121 Sub-suppressor dose of candesartan prevents
perivascular inflammation and myocardial fibrosis, but
not myocyte hypertrophy, in hypertensive hearts

H. Kai 1, K. Tokuda 1, F. Kuwahara 1 , M. Kai 2, T. Imaizumi 1. 1Kurume
University, Cardiovascular Research Institute, Kurume, Japan; 2Fukuoka
University, Department of Pharmaceutical Care, Fukuoka, Japan

Angiotensin II (Ang II) is implicated in the mechanism of cardiac remodeling.
Also, the pro-inflammatory effects of Ang II are suggested in various diseased
situations. Recently, we have shown that pressure overload transiently induces
TGF-beta-mediated myocardial fibrosis that expands from perivascular to inter-
muscular spaces, leading to diastolic dysfunction. However, the upper stream
event of TGF-beta induction remained unknown. Thus, we sought to deter-
mine whether the Ang II-mediated inflammatory process is involved in myocar-
dial remodeling in hypertensive hearts. Male Wistar rats were treated everyday
with the low dose (0.1mg/kg/day) of candesartan, an angiotensin AT1 receptor-
specific blocker, or saline from day -7, and underwent a suprarenal aortic con-
striction (AC) at day 0. This dose of candesartan was the maximum dose for the
agent not to induce the suppressor effect in AC rats. In AC+saline (control) rats,
myocardial ACE activity was transiently increased after day 1 with a peak at day
3, declining to the baseline level by day 14, whereas plasma renin activity was
not changed. And, in control rats, myocardial MCP-1 expression and perivascu-
lar accumulations of ED1-labeled macrophages and BrdU-labeled proliferating
fibroblasts were induced after day 1 with a peak at day 3. Thereafter, left ventric-
ular hypertrophy associated with cardiomyocyte hypertrophy and perivascular
fibrosis progressively developed after day 7 in control rats. In AC+candesartan
rats, myocardial MCP-1 expression was significantly suppressed at day 3. And,
not only macrophage accumulation but also fibroblast proliferation were re-
markably reduced at day 3. Moreover, perivascular fibrosis, but not myocyte
hypertrophy, was significantly ameliorated at day 14 in AC+candesartan rats. In
conclusion, sub-suppressor dose of candesartan prevented MCP-1-mediated
inflammatory process and subsequently TGF-beta-mediated myocardial fibro-
sis, but not myocyte hypertrophy, in hypertensive hearts, through the mecha-
nism independent of the change in blood pressure. These results suggest that
the Ang II-mediated inflammatory process plays a key role in myocardial fibro-
sis in hypertensive hearts.

120 ICAM-1- and MCP-1-mediated macrophage infiltration
plays a key role in cardiac remodelling in hypertensive
rats

H. Kai 1, F. Kuwahara 1 , K. Tokuda 1, M. Kai 2, T. Imaizumi 1. 1Kurume
University, Cardiovascular Research Institute, Kurume, Japan; 2Fukuoka
University, Department of Pharmaceutical Care, Fukuoka, Japan

Myocyte hypertrophy and myocardial fibrosis progress during cardiac remod-
eling in hypertensive (HT) hearts. Inflammatory process is implicated in my-
ocardial remodeling. MCP-1 and adhesion molecules regulate transmigration
of inflammatory cells. Thus, we studied the causal relation of macrophage
infiltration to myocardial remodeling and the roles of ICAM-1 and MCP-1 in
macrophage infiltration, in HT hearts. HT was induced by constricting the
suprarenal aorta of Wistar rats. ED1-labeled macrophages were first observed
in the perivascular space at day 1. macrophage accumulation was peaked at
day 3, declining to lower level by day 28. A robust increase in BrdU-labeled
proliferating fibroblasts was found in the perivascular area at day 3, returning
to lower level by day 28. After day 7, myocardial fibrosis and myocyte hyper-
trophy developed. Myocardial TGF-beta mRNA was upregulated after day 3,
and peaked at day 7, lasting until day 28. Immunoreactive ICAM-1, but not
VCAM-1, was transiently expressed on the coronary endothelial cells, at days
1-3. And, macrophage accumulation was observed in the interstitium adjacent
to the ICAM-1-labeled arteries. Furthermore, MCP-1 mRNA was transiently ex-
pressed in HT hearts after day 1 with a peak at day 3, declining to the baseline
by day 7. And, immunoreactive MCP-1 was expressed mainly in the intramy-
ocardial vessel wall. For blocking ICAM-1 or MCP-1 function, a neutralizing
monoclonal antibody (NAb) against ICAM-1 or MCP-1 was administered from
day -1 to day 28. ICAM-1 or MCP-1 NAb had no effects on arterial pressure
and myocyte hypertrophy. In the ICAM-1 NAb-treated rats, macrophage infil-
tration at day 3, fibroblast proliferation at day 3, TGF-beta expression at day
7, and cardiac fibrosis at day 28 were reduced in HT hearts by 81%, 75%,
63%, and 70%, respectively, versus the control IgG-treated rats. MCP-1 func-
tional blocking reduced macrophage infiltration, fibroblast proliferation, TGF-
beta expression, and myocardial fibrosis in HT hearts by 67%, 70%, 70%, and
59%, respectively, versus control IgG treatment. In conclusion, the ICAM-1- and
MCP-1-mediated macrophage infiltration may play an initial role in myocardial
fibrosis in HT hearts by activating fibroblasts.
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122 Increased production of tumour necrosis factor-alpha in
peripheral lymphocytes in patients with heart failure

S. Satoh 1, N. Suematsu 1, J. Oyama 1, T. Kadokami 1, M. Sugano 1, T. Inoue 2,
N. Makino 1. 1Med. Inst. Bioregulation, Kyushu Uni., Bioclimatology and
Medicine, Beppu, Japan; 2Oita National Hospital, Cardiology, Oita, Japan

Purpose: Increases in circulating proinflammatory cytokines, such as tumor
necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha), have been proposed to play an important
role in pathogenesis of heart failure. TNF-alpha has been shown to be pro-
duced in myocardium itself in patients with heart failure. However, contribution
of other sources of TNF-alpha production, such as in peripheral lymphocytes,
to heart failure remains unknown. We studied changes in lymphocyte subsets
and productivity of TNF-alpha in peripheral lymphocytes in patients with heart
failure, and analyzed the relationship between lymphocyte function and severity
of heart failure.
Methods: Symptomatic patients with ischemic heart disease, idiopathic di-
lated cardiomyopathy, hypertensive heart disease, and valvular heart disease
(NYHA II-IV, n=34, age 75 ± 9 years, ejection fraction [EF] 51 ± 17%; mean
± SD) were compared with asymptomatic patients (NYHA I) and normal sub-
jects (n=18, age 61 ± 15 years, EF 68 ± 6%). The number of peripheral CD3,
CD4 and CD8 lymphocytes (then calculating CD4/CD8 ratios), and intracellu-
lar production of TNF-alpha in CD4 lymphocyte (fraction of TNF-alpha-positive
CD4 (TNF-alpha/CD4) [%]), 4 hours after activation with phorbol 12-myristate
13-acetate and ionomycin in the presence of brefeldin A, were quantified by
immunofluorescent flow cytometry.
Results: Plasma brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) levels negatively correlated
with EF (r = -0.51, p<0.01), and positively correlated with plasma TNF-alpha
levels (r = 0.62, p<0.01) in NYHA I-IV patients. Whereas the absolute num-
bers of CD3 cells were not significantly altered, CD4/CD8 ratio was higher in
NYHA II-IV group than in NYHA I and normal group (1.91 ± 1.0 vs. 1.37 ± 0.35,
p<0.05). After activation, TNF-alpha/CD4 fraction increased more in NYHA II-
IV group than in NYHA I and normal group (19.6 ± 11.2% vs. 10.7 ± 9.4%,
p<0.01), negatively correlated with EF (r = -0.33, p<0.05), and positively cor-
related with the plasma TNF-alpha levels (r = 0.34, p<0.05).
Conclusions: These results suggest that in heart failure, helper T cell (CD4)
is dominant relatively to suppressor/cytotoxic T cell (CD8), and that TNF-alpha
production in helper T cell is upregulated, thus leading to an increase in circu-
lating TNF-alpha levels. These abnormalities in immune system may contribute
to pathogenesis of heart failure. CD4/CD8 ratio and TNF-alpha/CD4 in periph-
eral lymphocytes could be a feasible and good marker to assess the severity of
heart failure.

123 Unfractionated heparin causes pro-inflammatory
interactions between platelets and leukocytes

S.A. Harding 1, D.H. Josephs 2, D.E. Newby 2, K.A.A. Fox 2, I. Dransfield 2 ,
J. Sarma 2. 1University of Edinburgh, Cardiovascular Research Unit,
Edinburgh, United Kingdom; 2University of Edinburgh, Cardiovascular
Research Unit, Edinburgh, United Kingdom

Background: Unfractionated heparin (UFH) is a widely used anticoagulant and
forms part of the routine treatment during coronary intervention. Unfractionated
heparin may be associated with adverse platelet activation. Previous studies
have also suggested that UFH may have anti-inflammatory properties medi-
ated by blockade of P-selectin-initiated cell adhesion. Platelet-monocyte bind-
ing (PMB) is a sensitive marker of platelet activation and is largely P-selectin
dependent. The effect of UFH and other anticoagulants on PMB has not been
investigated
Methods and Results: Peripheral venous blood was collected from 18 healthy
volunteers into sodium citrate alone (control) or sodium citrate with UFH (1
U/ml), enoxaparin (0.8 U/ml) or lepirudin (5.6 mg/ml). PMB was determined
by 2-colour immunofluorescent labeling using specific platelet and monocyte
markers, followed by immediate flow-cytometric analysis. Compared to controls
(16.2 ± 1.6%), PMB was increased following the addition of UFH (20.1 ± 1.9%,
p<0.001) but not following the addition of enoxaparin (16.9 ± 2.0%, p=ns) or
lepirudin (17.0 ± 2.2% p=ns). To investigate the mechanism of this increase,
further experiments were performed in blood from 8 healthy controls antico-
agulated with PPACK. Platelet surface expression of P-selectin was quantified
using 2-colour flow-cytometric analysis following the in vitro addition of UFH
(1U/ml). P-selectin expression was significantly increased in UFH treated whole
blood (6.9 ± 1.2% vs. 3.2 ± 0.5%, p<0.01). PMB was also assessed following
specific blockade of P-selectin using an anti-P-selectin monoclonal antibody
(CLB-thromb/6, 10 µg/ml). P-selectin blockade reduced PMB by 65% in whole
blood (26.2 ± % vs. 9.1 ± 1.4% p<0.001). P-selectin blockade in whole blood
with UFH (1U/ml) reduced PMB to a similar level (7.4 ± 0.9% vs. 9.1 ± 1.4%
p=ns).
Conclusion: PMB is augmented in whole blood exposed to UFH, via a P-
selectin dependent mechanism. This was not evident in whole blood treated
with enoxaparin or lepirudin. Thus UFH not only activates platelets, but also
increases platelet binding to peripheral blood monocytes, with potential pro-
inflammatory consequences. This has implications for the routine use of UFH
in current clinical practice.

LATE FINDINGS AFTER TREATMENT FOR CONGENITAL
HEART DISEASE

125 Nature of progression of discrete subvalvular aortic
stenosis in adults: a comparison in patients surgically
treated in childhood and unoperated adults with mild
obstruction

JM. Oliver 1, P. Gallego Garcia D 2, A. González 1, A. Aroca 1, JM. Mesa 1,
F. Benito 1, JA. Sobrino 1. 1La Paz University Hospital, Adult Congenital Heart
Disease Unit, Madrid; 2Virgen Macarena University Hospital, Sevilla, Spain

Purpose: Early surgical intervention for mild discrete subvalvular aortic steno-
sis has been advocated to prevent rapidly progressive obstruction and sec-
ondary aortic valve injury. We sought to compare the progression of subaortic
obstruction and aortic regurgitation in adults who have been operated on in
childhood or have reached adult life without surgery. Methods: Left ventricular
outflow tract peak systolic pressure gradient and aortic regurgitation degree,
estimated by Doppler echocardiography, were analyzed in 152 patients > 15
years old (mean 33 ± 16) with discrete subaortic stenosis. Surgical repair be-
fore the age of 15 years had been performed in 51 patients (Surgical group) and
101 patients had not undergone previous surgical repair (Non surgical Group).
Sequential changes in pressure gradient and aortic regurgitation were deter-
mined for 69 patients with two or more echocardiograms performed with at
least a two-year interval. Actuarial freedom from new surgical intervention over
15 years of age was compared in both groups. Results: Peak systolic pres-
sure gradient was 42 ± 32 mm Hg in surgical group and 50 ± 41 mm Hg in non
surgical group (p = NS). Aortic regurgitation degree was 2.0 ± 0.8 in surgical
group and 1.5 ± 1.1 in non surgical group (p = 0.003). After 5.9 ± 2.3 years
of follow up (range 2 to 10.6), pressure gradient increased from 38 ± 29 mm
Hg to 46 ± 35 mm Hg (p < 0.001) but aortic regurgitation degree did not vary
significantly over time. The slope of change in pressure gradient was 1.9 ± 4
mm Hg per year of follow-up in surgical group and 1.5 ± 3 mm Hg in non sur-
gical group (p = NS). The actuarial freedom from new surgical intervention in
surgical group was 98% at the age of 20 years, 92% at the age of 25 years and
71% at the age of 30 years compared with 100%, 96% and 93% in non surgi-
cal group (log rank = 7.98; p = 0.0047). Conclusions: Progression of subaortic
obstruction in adults with discrete subvalvular aortic stenosis is slow either in
unoperated or postsurgical patients. Aortic regurgitation is common but rarely
progressive in both groups. Patients who have been operated on in childhood
are more likely to have significant aortic regurgitation and need for new sur-
gical intervention during adulthood. These data do not support early surgical
intervention in patients with mild discrete subvalvar aortic stenosis.

126 Aortic complications of coarctation of aorta in adults:
aneurysm, pseudoaneurysm, infective endarteritis,
dissection, fistulae and aortic rupture

JM. Oliver 1, P. Gallego Garcia D 2, A. Gonzalez 1, A. Aroca 1, FJ. Domínguez 1 ,
A. Fernández 1 . 1La Paz University Hospital, Adult Congenital Heart Disease
Unit, Madrid, Spain; 2Virgen Macarena University Hospital, Sevilla, Spain

Purpose: Severe aortic complications might occur in adults with aortic coarc-
tation (AoCo) despite successful surgical repair in childhood. The aim of this
study was to report the prevalence and predisposing conditions for aortic com-
plications in adults with operated or unoperated AoCo. Methods: A total of 235
adults diagnosed with AoCo (mean age 27 ± 13 years) were retrospectively
reviewed. Treatment had been performed by surgery in 181 patients (Group
I) and by balloon angioplasty or primary stenting in 28 patients (Group II).
26 patients with mild pressure gradient at diagnosis had not undergone previ-
ous intervention (Group III). Aneurysm, pseudoaneurysm, dissection, mycotic
aneurysm, fistulae and aortic rupture, which result in death or need for op-
eration, were considered to be aortic complications. Prevalence and predic-
tors of aortic complications were analysed. Results: Aortic complications were
found in 39 patients (17%): Ascending aortic aneurysm (22); descending aortic
aneurysm (10), aortic rupture (2), pseudoaneurysm (2), aortic dissection (2),
mycotic aneurysm (2), aortobronchial fistula (1) and fistula ruptured into right
ventricle (1). Three patients had more than one type of complication. There
was no differences among the three groups of treatment with respect to com-
plications: Group I, 28 (15%), Group II, 5 (18%) and Group III, 4 (15%). The
prevalence of ascending aortic aneurysm was 9% in Group I, 11% in Group II
and 12% in Group III (p=NS) and descending aortic aneurysm accounted for
4% in the three groups (p=NS). A significant relation between residual pres-
sure gradient, systemic hypertension or age at repair and the occurrence of
aortic complications was not found. Only current age (33 ± 15 vs 26 ± 12
years, p<0,01) and bicuspid aortic valve (76% vs 53%, p<0,01) were found to
be predisposing conditions for aortic complications. Conclusions: Aortic com-
plications are common in adults with AoCo. Ascending and descending aor-
tic aneurysm are the most frequent ones, but aortic rupture, dissection, pseu-
doanuerysm, mycotic aneurysm and fistulae may also occur during long-term
follow-up. Previous repair by surgery or percutaneous intervention does not
prevent their occurrence. The only predisposing conditions for aortic complica-
tions appear to be age and bicuspid aortic valve.
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127 Myocardial fibrosis and surgical scarring in operated
adult congenital heart disease

S.V. Babu-Narayan 1 , J.C.C. Moon 2, G.A. Pantely 3, M.A. Gatzoulis 3 ,
D.P. Pennell 2 , P.J. Kilner 2. 1Adult Congenital Heart Unit, Cardiovascular
Magnetic Resonance Unit, London, United Kingdom; 2Royal Brompton
Hospital, Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Unit, London, United Kingdom;
3Royal Brompton Hospital, Adult Congenital Heart Unit, London, United
Kingdom

Purpose: The aetiology of ventricular dysfunction late in adult congenital heart
disease (ACHD) is not entirely clear and contributes significantly to morbid-
ity and mortality. Cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging with late
gadolinium detects myocardial fibrosis after infarction. CMR can image the right
as well as left ventricle well. We hypothesised that myocardial hyperenhance-
ment would be demonstrable in these patients implicating a role for infarc-
tion/fibrosis in right ventricular pathogenesis. Methods: Adults with repaired
tetralogy of Fallot (TOF, n=11, 3 female, 8 male, mean age 35y) or transposition
of the great arteries palliated with the Mustard operation (TGA, n=3, 1 female,
2 male, mean age 30y) underwent cine and late gadolinium CMR. Mean time
from surgery was 26 years for Mustard and 29 years for TOF patients.
Results: Myocardial hyperenhancement was seen in 13 (93%) patients. In
11(85%), hyperenhancement appeared to reflect the previous surgical inter-
vention with focal hyperenhancement within the right ventricular outflow tract
(RVOT) free wall after incision or resection (n=10), at the site of VSD patch su-
ture (n=7) and in the left ventricle after previous apical vent (n=5). In 3 other pa-
tients (15%), there was unexplained right ventricular (RV) hyperenhancement,
which was extensive in 2.

Figure. (a) RVOT in repaired TOF (b) VSD site (c) apical vent (d) RV hyperenhancement.

Conclusion: Myocardial hyperenhancement after late gadolinium CMR imag-
ing is common in adult congenital heart disease patients post surgery. Surgical
scarring can be detected decades post operatively in both the right and left
ventricle. There is a subgroup with additional hyperenhancement unexplained
by surgery directly which merits further investigation.

128 Significance of exercise-induced hypertension in adults
after successful repair of aortic coarctation: relation to
end organ damage

JWJ. Vriend 1, E. De Groot 2, JH. Romkes 1, HW. Vliegen 3, G. Veen 4,
BJM. Mulder 1. 1Academic Medical Center, Cardiology, Amsterdam,
Netherlands; 2Academic Medical Center, Vascular Medicine, Amsterdam,
Netherlands; 3Leiden University Medical Center, Cardiology, Leiden,
Netherlands; 4Free University Medical Center, Cardiology, Amsterdam,
Netherlands

Objectives: Hypertension is a frequent finding in patients after successful re-
pair of aortic coarctation. Additionally, a considerable amount of these patients
(20-35%) is normotensive at rest, but shows a hypertensive reaction on ex-
ercise. The significance of exercise blood pressure profiles in these patients
and their relation to outcome and organ damage is not known. If an increased
prevalence of organ damage could be demonstrated in post-coarctectomy pa-
tients with exercise-induced hypertension, treatment would be justified.
Methods: One hundred and thirty seven patients (89 male; mean age 31.2,
SD 11.1 years; time after operation 7.8, SD 7.1 years) underwent a maximal,
symptom limited treadmill exercise test (Bruce protocol). Exercise-induced hy-
pertension was defined by a maximal systolic blood pressure > 200 mmHg. A
mean day systolic blood pressure > 140 mmHg at 24 hour ambulatory blood
pressure monitoring (ABPM) was considered hypertensive. Patients were stud-
ied by echocardiography to assess left ventricular mass. Ultrasound investiga-
tions of the carotid arteries were performed to determine carotid Intima-Media-
Thickness (IMT). Overnight urine specimens were examined for the presence
of microalbumin.

Results: Of the 137 patients 28 (20%) were known to have sustained hyper-
tension and received medication. The remaining 109 patients had normal office
readings and were divided into two groups: 72 patients (53%) without exercise-
induced hypertension (group 1); 37 patients with exercise-induced hyperten-
sion (group 2). IMT of the common carotid artery was signicantly increased
in group 2 compared to group 1 (0.64(0.139) vs. 0.57(0.098), p=0.008). There
was a significant difference in left ventricular mass in males between these
groups (127(29)g/m2 vs. 149(44)g/m2 , p=0.029). Urinary microalbumin was
within normal range in all patients. Of the 37 patients with exercise-induced
hypertension 20 patients (54%) had hypertension at ABPM. These 20 patients
had higher IMT of the common carotid artery than the remaining 17 patients,
normotensive at ABPM (0.68(0.14)mm vs. 0.59(0.13)mm, p=0.044). Left ven-
tricular mass was not different between the latter patient groups (151(39)g/m2

vs. 146(49) g/m2, p=0.744).
Conclusions: Patients with exercise-induced hypertension after successful re-
pair of aortic coarctation have increased carotid Intima-Media-Thickness and
increased left ventricular mass compared to normotensive patients. This in-
creased end organ damage may justify antihypertensive treatment.

129 Severity of congenital heart disease shows a weak
association with patients quality of life

K. Van Deyk 1, P. Moons 1, S. De Geest 2, M. Gewillig 3, W. Budts 3.
1Katholieke Universiteit, Center for Health Serv. & Nursing Res., Leuven,
Belgium; 2University of, Institute of Nursing Science, Basel, Switzerland;
3University Hospitals of, Division of Congenital Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium

Congenital heart disease constitutes a wide spectrum of heart defects with
varying levels of disease severity, affecting the progress of the disease, the
prognosis, and the functional status. In addition to the medical problems, these
patients are also faced with specific social and psychological concerns, influ-
encing their quality of life (QoL). We explored whether the severity of the heart
disease is associated with patients’ QoL.
Methods: Using a correlational, cross-sectional design, this study included 629
patients (60.1% males) with a median age of 24 (Q1=20; Q3=29) years. Inclu-
sion criteria were 18 years or older, Dutch-speaking and literate, followed-up at
the University Hospitals of Leuven, and oral informed consent. In the absence
of a gold standard for classification of disease severity of congenital heart de-
fects, severity was operationalised in terms of [1] initial diagnosis (classification
of ’Task Force 1’ of the 32nd Bethesda conference), [2] illness course (Disease
Severity Index), and [3] current functional status (NYHA, Ability Index, classifi-
cation of Gewillig). QoL was measured using a Linear Analogue Scale (LAS),
the Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS), and the Schedule for Evaluation of
Individual Quality of Life - Direct Weighting (SEIQoL-DW).
Results: Scores derived from the disease severity classification systems were
weakly, negatively associated with QoL parameters (see table). Functional sta-
tus parameters showed the highest correlations with QoL.

Disease severity and quality of life

LAS SWLS SEIQoL-DW

Task Force -0.06 -0.07 -0.02
Disease Severity Index -0.10* -0.12 -0.01
NYHA -0.17** -0.24** -0.17**
Ability Index -0.15** -0.24** -0.11*
Classification of Gewillig -0.14** -0.16 -0.13*

Spearman’s Rho correlation coefficient: *p≤0.05; **p≤0.01

Conclusion: This study revealed that severity of congenital heart disease is
marginally associated with patients’ QoL. Functional status is more related to
patients’ appraisal of QoL in contrast to initial diagnosis or illness course. This
information is critical to develop key interventions to enhance QoL in this patient
population, and to provide appropriate counselling.
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130 Natural history of the atrial septal defect in the age of
echocardiography

J. Popelova, P. Telekes, P. Antonova. University Hospital Motol, Interni klinika,
Praha 5, Czech Republic

Background: The natural history of atrial septal defect (ASD) is changing due
to the early diagnosis and closure in childhood. However, many asymptomatic
patients survive into adulthood and many surgeons did not operate the asymp-
tomatic patients with ASD in the middle age, over 40.
Aim: To assess the natural history of ASD in unoperated adults in various age
groups. Patients and methods: In 1995-2002 we examined clinically and
echocardiographically 134 consecutive adults with unoperated ASD type II,
who were referred to our Centre for adults with congenital heart disese. Patients
were divided into 3 groups according to their age: group A: 18-40 years: 52 pts,
mean age 27±5,4 years; group B: 41-60 years: 52 pts, mean age 51±6,8 years;
group C: age over 61: 30 pts, age 72±7,9 years.
Results: functional class NYHA increased significantly with age: A: 1,7±0,9; B:
2,3±0,7; C: 3,1±0,8; p(AB)<0,01; p(BC)<0,05; p(AC)<0,001. There were no
significant differences in the size of the ASD and shunt. Size of ASD in group
A: 17±7 mm; B: 21±8 mm; C: 19±9 mm; p: NS. Left-to-right shunt Qp/Qs: A:
2,2±0,72; B: 2,4±0,82; C: 2,8±0,89; p:NS. Pulmonary artery pressure (PAP)
increased with age: PAPs: A: 26±6; B: 38±9, C: 58±12 mmHg; p(AB)<0,01;
p(BC)<0,05; p(AC)<0,001. In the oldest group there was significant increase
in the frequency of atrial fibrillation (AF) and mitral regurgitation (MR). AF in
group A: 6%; B: 8%; C: 67%. MR in group A: 0%; B: 10%; C: 73%.
Conclusion: There is a significant deterioration of the clinical and hemody-
namical variables in patients with unoperated ASD after the age of 60, even if
they had been asymptomatic or only mildly symptomatic in their middle age.
The reason may be the progression of the pulmonary hypertension, progres-
sion of the mitral regurgitation due to altered geometry of the mitral annulus and
frequent atrial fibrillation. Patients with AF in their middle age were more likely
to be operated than patients in sinus rhythm. Our results support the strategy of
early closure of all significant ASDs which are diagnosed in adults, regardless
of symptoms.

THE BURDEN OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE IN THE
ELDERLY

131 Atrial fibrillation as a risk factor for impaired cognitive
function in older patients

A. Jozwiak 1, P. Guzik 2, A. Wykretowicz 2, H. Wysocki 2. 1Gniezno Hospital,
Department of Geriatry, Gniezno, Poland; 2Univerisity od Medical Sciences,
Dep. of Cardiology-Intensive Therapy, Poznan, Poland

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is an independent risk factor for transient ischemic attack
and cerebrovascular stroke. One of symptoms of central nervous system (CNS)
injury is impaired cognitive function. The study aim was to evaluate the relation
of the presence of AF with cognitive function in older patients hospitalized of
any reason. The study group consisted of 2267 consecutive patients (65 - 99
years old; 1473 female). Physical examination, resting ECG and Mini-Mental
State Examination (MMSE) used for cognitive function evaluation were taken in
all individuals. AF was found in 642 patients and symptoms of focal CNS injury
(detailed neurological physical examination and/or head CT) 291 patients. AF
was associated with significantly decreased MMSE score in patients without
(21.4 ± 6.4 vs. 22.7 ± 6.3 points; p<0.001) and with symptoms of CNS injury
(16.3 ± 6.8 vs. 18.6 ± 8.0 points; p=0.027). AF was more common in patients
from lower MMSE quartiles (Q), i.e. it was in 193 (34.0%) patients from the 1st
Q, in 165 (29.1%) subjects from the 2nd Q, in 157 (27.7%) individuals from the
3rd Q and in 127 (22.4%) patients from the 4th Q (p<0.001 for trend between
quartiles). Univariate logistic regression (adjusted for patient age and gender)
revealed that the risk of impaired cognitive function was increased for AF (OR:
1.6; 95% CI: 1.3-1.9; p<0.001), symptoms of CNS dysfunction (OR: 2.2; 95%
CI: 1.7-2.9; p<0.001) and particularly for the co-existence of both factors (OR:
2.8; 95% CI: 1.7-4.3; p<0.001). Patients with neither AF nor symptoms of CNS
dysfunction had a decreased risk for impaired cognitive function (OR: 0.5; 95%
CI: 0.4-0.6; p<0.001). AF in older patients is associated with cognitive dysfunc-
tion both in those who have or do not have symptoms of CNS injury.

132 Age and atrial fibrillation inducibility

B. brembilla-perrot, G. Bürger. CHU de Brabois, Cardiologie, Vandoeuvre,
France

The purpose of the study was to evaluate the effects of age on the atrial fib-
rillation (AF) induction. AF induction is used as a diagnostic test of atrial vul-
nerability in adults. AF prevalence is known to increase in elderly people and
electrophysiologic changes were reported during the life; however, the effects
of age on AF induction are unknown.
Methods: population of study consisted of 741 patients without spontaneous
AF, aged from 16 to 85 years (y)(mean 61±15), admitted for an electrophysi-
ologic study, which was indicated for dizziness or ventricular tachyarrhythmia.
Programmed atrial stimulation was systematically performed: 1 and 2 extra-
muli were delivered in sinus rhythm and 2 atrial driven rhythms (600, 400 ms).
Univariate and multivariate analysis of patients clinical and electrophysiological
data was performed.
Results: AF inducibility defined as the induction of AF lasting more than 1
minute, was paradoxically decreased in the elderly patients (>70 y) compared
to patients younger than 70 y (p <0.01): AF was induced in 40% of 63 pa-
tients younger than 40 y, 39% of 101 patients aged 40 to 50 y, 37% of 131
patients aged 50 to 60 y, 38% of 223 patients aged 60 to 70 y and only 28% of
223 patients older than 70 y. There was no significant correlation with the sex,
the presence of dizziness, the presence of an underlying heart disease, the left
ventricular ejection fraction, the presence of salvos of atrial premature beats on
Holter monitoring and the intra-atrial conduction time. There was a significant
correlation with a longer effective atrial refractory period in the elderly (226±41
ms) than in younger patients (208±31 msec) (p<0.001). Increased atrial re-
fractory period and age > 70 years were independent factors of decreased AF
inducibility.
Conclusion: AF induction is facilitated by the presence of a short atrial refrac-
tory period in patients younger than 70 years and programmed atrial stimulation
should be interpreted cautiously in these patients. In the opposite, the increase
of atrial refractory period could protect the patients older than 70 years against
AF inducibility.

133 Is the smokers paradox present in older patients with
acute myocardial infarction? Results of the PPRIMM75
Registry

H. BUENO, HD. Juan, M. Martinez-Sellés, E. Pérez-David. MADRID, Spain

Background: Although smokers (S) are at an increased risk of myocardial in-
farction (MI), the outcome of MI is better in S than in non-S. The reason for this
paradox is uncertain but it has been attributed, at least in part, to the younger
age of S.
Methods: To assess if the smoker’s paradox is present in a population of ad-
vanced age, we studied baseline characteristics and outcomes in 677 consecu-
tive patients enrolled in the PPRIMM75 Registry from 1988 to 1997 (aged >75
years and admitted to our CCU with a first MI).
Results: S were younger (79 vs 80.7 years)*, and less frequently female (5.4
vs 63%)*, diabetic (26 vs 34%, p=.06) and hypertensive (32 vs 57%)*, but had
more often peripheral artery disease (24 vs 11%)*. S arrived earlier (delay <6
hours: 30 vs 38%, p=.08) and were more frequently in Killip class I (77 vs
63%)*. They had similar rates of ST-segment elevation MI (84 vs 85%) and
anterior MI (34% in both groups). No differences between S and non-S were
found in the use of reperfusion therapy (35 vs 30%, p=.30), echocardiography
and coronary angiography, but stress tests were more frequently used in S (34
vs 13%)*. LVEF was similar in both groups. During hospitalisation, S showed
a lower incidence of cardiac complications: pulmonary congestion (32 vs 44%,
p<.02), cardiogenic shock (14 vs 19%, p=.13), mechanical complications (6
vs 10%, p=.16). In-hospital death was 22% in S and 33% in non-S (p=.01).
After adjusting the difference in age by logistic regression analysis smoking
remained as an independent predictor of death (OR: 0.62; 95%CI: 0.39-0.99).
However, when the other baseline clinical differences differences were taken
into account, smoking lost its "protective" effect (OR: 0.75; 95%CI: 0.45-1.26).
Conclusion: The smoker’s paradox can also be observed in elderly patients
with acute MI. The better prognosis of MI associated with smoking at advanced
ages is mainly due to the more favorable clinical profile of smokers at the time
the infarct occurs.
* p<0.01.
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134 Detection of potentially life-threatening arrhythmias by
systematic Holter monitoring in asymptomatic elderly
population

A. Baranchuk, JA. CABRERA, MA. Martín, PP. Pérez, B. Ibañez, JM. Rubio,
F. Cabestrero, J. Farré. Fundación Jiménez Díaz, Cardiology, Madrid, Spain

Previous Holter ECG-monitoring studies have suggested that bradyarrhythmias
contribute significantly to sudden cardiac death particularly in the elderly. The
present study was designed to analyse the prevalence and evolution of brad-
yarrhythmias in an unselected elderly population.
Methods: We have prospectively analyzed with 24-hour Holter monitoring all
109 residents of a geriatric institution (age 84±6 years, range 68-99, 76%
women). A previous diagnosis of coronary artery disease was present in 11%,
valvular disease 8%, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy 7%, dilated cardiomyopa-
thy 1% (total structural heart disease 27%). Cardiovascular symptoms were
recorded in 17.7% of the Pts (palpitations 7%, dizziness 5.3%, chest pain
2.7%, syncope 2.7%). A history of high blood pressure was present in 56%
of the Pts. Bradyarrhythmias were defined accordingly to ACC/AHA Guidelines
for pacemaker implantation. Results: Sinus rhythm was present in 97 patients
(Pts) (89%) and permanent atrial fibrillation (AF) in 12 Pts (10.6%). A class
IIa ACC/AHA indication of permanent pacemaker implantation due to brad-
yarrhythmias was established in 6 asymptomatic Pts (5.5%). High degree A-V
block in 3 Pts in sinus rhythm and 3 Pts in AF with pauses > 3 sec or re-
quirement of antiarrhythmic drugs. The presence of AF was associated with an
increase of bradyarrhythmias incidence (p<0.0001). During a follow-up of 9±4
months (range 3-14), 6 asymptomatic Pts died (5.5%), 3 Pts in sinus rhythm
and 3 in AF (p<0.01). Two Pts refused permanent pacemaker implantation and
one of them died suddenly during the follow-up.
Conclusions: 1) The systematic use of 24-Hour Holter monitoring detects po-
tentially life-threatening bradyarrhythmias in asymptomatic elderly population.
2) Atrial fibrillation was the most prevalent arrhythmia and was associated with
severe conduction disturbances and death.

135 Inadequacy of cardiovascular preventative therapy
among high-risk elderly patients in the United Kingdom

G. L’italien 1, Y. Yuan 1, E. Jozefiak 1, J. Shepherd 2 . 1Bristol-Myers Squibb Co,
Pharmaceutical Research Institute, Plainsboro, United States of America;
2University of Glasgow, Glasgow, United Kingdom

Background: Cardiovascular risk reduction benefits are well-known for high-
risk middle-aged patients. However, high-risk elderly patients may have greater
safety and efficacy concerns. We evaluated cardiovascular preventative care in
elderly vs middle-age patients using data from a large health care database.
Methods: The study population was derived from the General Practice Re-
search Database containing medical data from 400 general practices and 3.5
million patients, enrolled from January, 1998 to December, 2001. High risk pa-
tients were defined as those >45 years of age with an incident diagnosis or
treatment of coronary heart disease (CHD), transient ischemic attack (TIA) or
stroke, peripheral arterial disease, diabetes or hypertension. Cardiovascular
and resource use outcomes are defined below.
A total of 273,262 high risk patients (54% male) were identified. High risk sta-
tus, CVD recurrence rate, resource use, and polypharmacy rates were all signif-
icantly greater for elderly patients versus those < 65 years of age (p<0.0001).
Statin usage was low, particularly in patients >70 years of age (p<0.0001).

Study Outcomes Among High Risk Patients

Age-Range: 45-64 65-69 70-74 75-89 80+

Total N 466,883 84,139 77,615 70,560 87,842
Prevalence of High Risk 23% 48% 53% 54% 53%
Rate of recurrent CVD 9.5% 12.2% 14.3% 15.3% 18.3%
Office visits/yr 8.9 9.3 9.8 10.2 10.8
Hospitalizations/yr 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.6
Statin use 21% 23% 17% 9% 2%
Polypharmacy (≥5 agents) 37.7% 43.2% 44.7% 44.5% 44.8%
% of statin users taking 3A4 inhibitors 13.0% 13.7% 13.1% 12.7% 11.5%
% of statin users taking 2C9 inhibitors 11.6% 11.7% 12.6% 12.2% 13.1%

Conclusions: Elderly patients in the UK constitute a greater management
challenge compared to middle-aged patients due to their elevated CVD risk,
polypharmacy, and resource use. This elevated risk may warrant more inten-
sive statin therapy according to UK guidelines. However, statins metabolized
by 3A4 and 2C9 pathways may place elderly patients at risk for drug-related
interactions due to greater polypharmacy.

136 Impact of age on quality of care of patients presenting to
an emergency department with chest pain

M. Verde 1, F. Pelliccia 2, D. Cartoni 1 , P. Salvini 1, F. Albi 1, L. Macali 1 ,
R. Terrana 1, P. Tanzi 1. 1San Camillo Hospital, Cardiology, Rome, Italy;
2Rome, Italy

Age is often a major consideration at Emergency Department (ED) in the eval-
uation of chest pain, with regards to triage and treatment.
Purpose: We sought to determine if, in the era of critical pathways, age may
cause a selection bias in choosing management strategies at ED, thus affecting
negatively the quality of care in the elderly.
Methods: In 2001, 1,551 patients> 65 years old (age: 71±15 years) and 2,833
younger patients (age: 52±18 years) arrived to ED because of chest pain and
a possible myocardial infarction (MI). At entry, all patients were risk-stratified
on the basis of AHCPR’s classification and were then managed according to
recently developed ED critical pathways. Pathways include a protocol for rul-
ing out MI (i.e. q3 hour ECGs and serum markers of myocardial necrosis for 9
hours) as well as pre-specified indications for Doppler echocardiography, con-
tinuous 12-lead ST-segment monitoring, and exercise stress testing.
Results: During a mean stay of 12±10 hours at ED, no significant differences
between older and younger patients were seen in the use of continuous 12-
lead ST-segment monitoring (27% vs 17%, NS) and Doppler echocardiography
(38% vs 25%, NS). Diagnostic accuracy for MI at ED was similar between older
and younger patients (60% vs 65%, NS). More elderly patients were hospi-
talised (15% 3%, p<0.05), while more younger patients were discharged home
directly from ED (66% vs 27%, p<0.05). For the two different age groups, there
were no differences at ED in the length of stay (6±3 vs 7±5 hours, NS) and in
all-cause in-hospital mortality rate (0.5% vs 0.1%, NS). The quality of care indi-
cators were similar in older and younger patients, as no difference was seen in
door-to-thrombolysis interval (25±15 vs 21±17 min, NS), door-to-balloon time
(71±25 vs 68±21 min, NS), or time to transfer to CCU or cardiac wards (95±35
vs 109±44 min, NS).
Conclusions: In chest pain patients presenting to ED, hospital admission rates
and in-hospital cardiac events increase with age, but the use of diagnostic tools
and quality of care are similar to all ages. Thus, in the era of critical pathways,
age "per se" does not seem to cause a selection bias in choosing patients’
management strategies in chest pain.

EVOLUTION OF CARDIOLOGY PRACTICE AND
OUTCOMES

137 Comparison of 5-year mortality following acute
myocardial infarction in 1984–1988 and 1989–1993

R.D. Gregor 1, I.R. Bata 1, H. Wolf 2, B. Brownell 2. 1QEII Health Sciences
Centre, Division of Cardiology, Halifax NS, Canada; 2QEII Health Sciences
Centre, Centre for Clinical Reserch, Halifax, Canada

Purpose: To determine on a population basis the long-term survival of patients
discharged after myocardial infarction (MI) and to compare events occurring
during 1984-1988 with the ones during 1989-1993.
Methods: The study population comprised all persons aged 25-74 in the Hal-
ifax County MONICA MI database who, between 1984 and 1993, were dis-
charged after a definite or possible myocardial infarction (MONICA criteria).
Patient names, sex, birth date and last know residence were submitted to
Statistics Canada for a possible match with deaths between 1984 and 1998
recorded in the Canadian Mortality Database (CMDB). A probabilistic algorithm
was used to find the most likely match. Multiple matches were resolved by in-
spection. Patient characteristics were extracted from the MONICA database.
Their association with 5-year survival was assessed by chi-square statistics
and multivariate logistic regression.
Results: During the study period we obtained data for 3666 patients, 71.3%
were men; 22.9% of the patients died during the 5-year follow-up period. The
average 5-year mortality was 25.2% during 1984-88 and 20.8% during 1989-93
(p=0.001). Within each period there was no significant time trend in 5-year mor-
tality. The patients during the two time periods differed significantly (p<0.01)
with respect to male sex (73.7% vs. 69%), mean heart failure index (1.04 vs.
1.22), history (Hx) of PCI (0.51% vs. 5.6%); treatment during event with PCI
(4.8% vs. 17.3), CABG (10.5% vs. 15.8%), thrombolysis (7.1% vs. 29.9%); and
discharge medications ACE-I (4.4% vs. 17.3%), ASA (35.3% vs. 70.6%), and
beta-blocker (45.7% vs. 55%). Association between 5-year mortality and pa-
tient characteristics/treatment did not differ between the two time periods with
odds ratios > 1.0 for heart failure index, male sex, Hx of PCI and diabetes, and
ACE-I treatment; OR < 1.0 for treatment with acute PCI or thrombolysis, and
discharge medication ASA or beta-blocker.
Conclusion: In comparison with 1984-89, patients discharged between 1989-
93 had more severe disease. Nevertheless, 5-year mortality declined by 17%,
which we attribute to the introduction of thrombolysis and PCI in our centre in
late 1988 and the more aggressive treatment with CABG, ASA and beta-blocker
discharge medication.
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138 Heart failure after myocardial infarction: a 20-year
community study

JP. Hellermann 1 , SJ. Jacobsen 2, GS. Reeder 3, SA. Weston 2, JM. Killian 2,
R. Meverden 2 , VL. Roger 3. 1University Hospital Zuerich, Cardiovascular
Epidemiology, Zurich, Switzerland; 2Mayo Clinic, Health Sciences Research,
Rochester, United States of America; 3Mayo Clinic, Cardiovascular Diseases,
Rochester MN, United States of America

Objectives: To characterize the presentation and outcome of patients with
heart failure (HF) after acute myocardial infarction (MI) according to their left
ventricular function (LV) assessment and examine survival among those pa-
tients.
Background: Little is known about the presentation, evaluation and outcome
of HF post-MI and how it may have changed over time.
Methods: Using the Rochester Epidemiology Project, all incident MIs in Olm-
sted County, Minnesota between 1979 and 1998 were identified and validated
using standardized criteria. Left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) was as-
sessed by echocardiography, catheterization or nuclear angiography.
Results: Between 1979 and 1998, among 2171 patients with incident MI, 810
(37%) experienced HF during 6.9 (5.4) years (SD) of follow-up. Persons who
experienced CHF were more likely to be women (57%) and had a mean (SD)
age of 74 (12); 59% had LVEF measured within 60 days after the HF event.
Median survival was 3 years and older age, male sex, comorbidity, and impaired
LV function were all associated with increased risk of death. Patients with no LV
function assessment had the worst outcome. Survival did not improve over the
two decades of the study (P=0.27) even after adjustment for other prognostic
characteristics.

Conclusion: In this geographically defined cohort of patients with HF after MI,
LVEF was frequently under-ascertained after the HF event. Survival was poor
and remained unchanged over the two decades of the study period.

139 Pulse pressure: an independent predictor of
cardiovascular mortality in 12,763 middle-aged men: 25
year follow-up of the Seven Countries study

C. Pitsavos 1, A. Dontas 2, D.B. Panagiotakos 1, C. Chrysohoou 1 , A. Menotti 2 ,
H. Blackburn 2, D. Kromhout 2. 1University of Athens, School of Medici,
Cardiology Clinic, Athens, Greece; 2On behalf of the Seven Countries Study,
Zutphen, Netherlands

Background: Hypertension is a dominant characteristic in the prediction of
cardiovascular disease (CVD). However, much attention has been given over
the years to which blood pressure is the best measure for CVD events. The aim
of this study was to evaluate the effect of pulse pressure on CVD mortality.
Methods: Sixteen cohorts of in total 12,763 men aged 40-59 in seven coun-
tries (one cohort in the USA, two in Finland, one in the Netherlands, three in
Italy, two in Croatia (former Yugoslavia), three in Serbia (former Yugoslavia),
two in Greece, two in Japan) were surveyed from 1958 to 1964. Risk factors
and personal characteristics were measured and follow-up for vital status and
causes of death were carried out over 25 years (1985). Analyses were based
on comparisons of mean levels of risk factors and death rates within the 16
cohorts.
Results: The relation of pulse pressure and 25-year CVD mortality was
strongly positive and significant in all cohorts (age adjusted hazard ratio (HR)
varied among cohorts from 1.06 to 1.17 per 5 mm Hg, p < 0.05). Moreover, sta-
tistical analysis (based on Akaikes’ Information Criterion) revealed that pulse
pressure levels were the best predictor for CVD deaths among all blood pres-
sure measurements. This trend was recognizable in normotensive, borderline
and sustained hypertensive men, where CVD mortality increased with the level
of pulse pressure. Pulse pressure levels were also a significant predictor for
coronary heart disease deaths (pooled HR per 5 mm Hg = 1.10, 95% CI 1.08
to 1.11) as well as stroke (pooled HR per 5 mm Hg = 1.13, 95% CI 1.12 to
1.17).
Conclusion: Based on a large, multicultural, population sample of middle-aged
men, we revealed that pulse pressure was the best predictor for CVD mortality,
among all arterial blood pressures. A potential explanation is that the increase
in pulse pressure levels represents the decreased distensibility of the systemic
arterial system.

140 Thirty-year trends in cardiovascular disease risk factors
in Finland

T. Laatikainen 1, P. Jousilahti 1 , J. Sundvall 2, L. Valsta 1, E. Vartiainen 1 . 1KTL,
Epidemiology and Health Promotion, Helsinki, Finland; 2KTL, Health and
Functional Capacity, Helsinki, Finland

The aim of the study was to assess thirty-year trends in major cardiovascular
disease risk factors in Finland. The cardiovascular disease risk factor levels of
the population have been assessed in Finland since 1972 in population sur-
veys conducted in five-year interval. In the beginning, surveys were done to
evaluate the North Karelia project. Later, the surveys have been conducted
in connection of WHO MONICA project (1982-1992) and as the National FIN-
RISK Study (1997-2002). Stratified random sample of population aged 25 to 64
years is drawn from population register. Depending on the survey year and the
number of survey areas the sample size has varied from 8000 to 12000. Sur-
vey includes a self-administered questionnaire assessing health related factors,
physical examination and blood sampling for assessment of serum lipids. The
serum cholesterol levels have decreased significantly in Finland from 1972 to
1997 both among men and women. During the last five years from 1997 to 2002
the decrease has levelled off and the serum cholesterol changed among men
from 5.54 mmol/l to 5.51 mmol/l and among women from 5.45 mmol/l to 5.34
mmol/l. Blood pressure levels have decreased significantly both among men
and women from 1972 to 2002. Among men both the systolic and diastolic
blood pressure decreased statistically significantly between years 1997 and
2002: SBP from 138 mmHg to 137 mmHg (p=0.005) and DBP from 85 mmHg
to 82 mmHg (p<0.001). Among women only distolic blood pressure decreased
statistically significantly from 80 mmHg to 77 mmHg (p<0.001). Systolic blood
pressure level remained unchanged being 132 mmHg. Smoking rates have de-
creased significantly among Finnish men from 1972 to 1997. Between 1997
and 2002 smoking rate increased among men from 31% to 35% (p=0.01).
Among women the smoking rates have increased slightly until 1992. Between
1992 and 1997 the increase in smoking among women levelled off, but between
1997 and 2002 smoking rate has increased again from 20% to 24% (p=0.005).
The average cardiovascular risk factor level has decreased markedly in Fin-
land until 1997. According to the latest risk factor survey in 2002 the trend in
risk factor levels is not as favourable any more. Smoking rates are increas-
ing both among men and women and the remarkable decline seen in serum
cholesterol levels among Finnish population has levelled off. However, blood
pressure levels are continuously decreasing both among men and women.

141 The rule of halves for hypertension no longer exists in
Glasgow

C. Morrison 1 , A I. Buchanan 2 on behalf of All GPs and practice nurses in the
Greater Glasgow Health Board area. 1Greater Glasgow Health Board, Public
Health, Glasgow, United Kingdom; 2Greater Glasgow Primary Care NHS
Trust, Clinical Audit, GU United Kingdom

Purpose: The rule of halves for hypertension (HBP) is that 50% of those with
HBP are known, 50% of these are treated and only 50% of these, adequately
so. Our Health Authority strategy for prevention of CHD and stroke included an
incremental, funded approach in primary care to improving the recording and
treatment of HBP. Methods: In 1997, as part of a health promotion initiative,
211 of 217 practices (1M, principally deprived urban population, 600+ GPs)
audited blood pressure (BP) recording (all patients 40-84yrs. N=379,359). The
recording target increased annually. Treatment targets are now included and
recording of smoking habit to promote global risk assessment and ensure be-
havioural risk factors are addressed in hypertensive patients. Locally agreed
HBP guidelines (including advice about behavioural change support services)
apply across primary/secondary care and support the initiative. Customised
software supports a paperless audit.
Results: This collaboration between GPs, the Primary Care Trust and the
Health Authority, has proved successful. The table shows recording and target
BP achievement. Recording is more, and target achievement less, with age.
There is variation between practices.

1997 (%) 1998 (%) 1999 (%) 2000 (%) 2001 (%) 2002 (%)

BP ever recorded 66.5 78.4 82.7
BP recorded <5 yrs 68.3 79.0 79.1 81.4
HBP 15.5 18.5 18.4
HBP treated 88.6
HBP treated and controlled 65.6 67.4
HBP + smoking recorded 21 21

% of patients with BP recorded within different time periods; % with HBP treated and controlled
(<160 systolic and <95 diastolic); % HBP with smoking recorded.No value means audit data
not requested for that year for that variable.

Conclusion: The control of hypertension is an important part of CHD and
stroke prevention. In this population with high CHD mortality, high depriva-
tion levels, a network approach and a common purpose to address prevention,
hypertension identification and management can improve greatly, completely
breaking the rule of halves. There remain substantial gains to be made in pre-
vention as agreed target BP levels fall.
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TARGETTING SIGNALLING PATHWAYS IN
LEFT-VENTRICULAR HYPERTROPHY

143 Beneficial effects of combined blockade of angiotensin
type 1 receptor and HMG-CoA reductase on
left-ventricular remodelling and ventricular vulnerability
in infarcted rats

T. Lee 1, TF. Chou 2, CH. Tsai 3. 1Chi-Mei Medical Center, Department of
Internal Medicine, Tainan, Taiwan; 2Municipal Jen-Ai Hospital, Department of
Surgery, Taipei, Taiwan; 3National Taiwan Univ Hospital, Department of
Surgery, Taipei, Taiwan

Background Reactive cardiomyocyte hypertrophy after myocardial infarction
is an important risk factor for arrhythmias. Both angiotensin receptor antag-
onists and 3-hydroxy-3-methylgultaryl coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) reductase in-
hibitors have been shown to decrease cardiovascular morbidity and mortal-
ity. Whether combination treatment may be superior to either drug alone on
cardiomyocyte hypertrophy remains unclear. Methods and Results After lig-
ation of the left anterior descending artery, rats were randomized to both, 1,
or neither of the angiotensin receptor antagonist olmesartan (0.01, 0.1, 1, and
2 mg/kg per day) and HMG-CoA reductase inhibitor pravastatin (5 mg/kg/day)
for four weeks. Each drug, when given alone, decreased cardiomyocyte sizes
isolated by enzymatic dissociation at the border zone compared with vehi-
cles. However, compared with either drug alone, combined olmesartan and
pravastatin prevent cardiomyocyte hypertrophy to a larger extent. The myocar-
dial endothelin-1 levels at the border zone were 6.5-fold higher (P <0.0001) in
the vehicle group compared with the sham group, which can be inhibited af-
ter pravastatin administration. Further evaluation of combination therapy with
a low dose of olmesartan (0.01 mg/kg/day) significantly prevented cardiomy-
ocyte hypertrophy compared with pravastatin alone (3020 368 vs. 3202 406 m
in the pravastatin-treated group, P = 0.04). With the highest dose of olmesar-
tan (2 mg/kg/day) in combined therapy, we observed a further reduction of car-
diomyocyte hypertrophy although tissue endothelin-1 levels remained stable in
combination groups. Measurements of arrhythmic score mirrored those of car-
diomyocyte hypertrophy. Conclusions Dual-therapy with pravastatin and olme-
sartan, which produced an additive reduction in cardiomyocyte hypertrophy in
a dose-dependent manner after myocardial infarction through different mech-
anisms, decreases the propensity of the heart to arrhythmogenesis. Because
cotreatment with statins and olmesartan acts in an additive manner, these ob-
servations provide important therapeutic implications in pharmacotherapy of
clinical practice.

144 Blocking p193 and p53 pro-apoptotic pathways has
positive effects on cardiac morphology and function
after myocardial infarction

R.J. Hassink 1, H. Nakajima 2, H.O. Nakajima 2, A. Brutel de la Rivière 3,
P.A. Doevendans 4 , L.J. Field 2. 1University Medical Center, Cardio-Thoracic
Surgery - Hubrecht lab, Utrecht, Netherlands; 2Indiana University School of
Medicine, Krannert Institute of Cardiology, Indianapolis, Indiana, United States
of America; 3University Medical Center, Cardio-Thoracic Surgery, Utrecht,
Netherlands; 4University Medical Center, Cardiology, Utrecht, Netherlands

Purpose: Blocking the p193 and p53 pro-apoptotic pathways has shown
to alleviate cardiomyocyte death after myocardial infarction. We investigated
whether antagonization of these pathways in mice would be reflected by better
cardiac morphology and performance.
Methods: The p193 and p53 pro-apoptotic pathways in mice were antagonized
by the expression of cardiac-restricted transgenes that express dominant-
negative interfering p193 and p53 genes. Double transgenic mice (p193 and
p53), mice expressing p193 or p53 only and non-transgenic littermates (control
mice) were generated. Under anaesthesia the left coronary artery was ligated
via thoracotomy, the chest was closed, and the mice were allowed to recover.
After 4 weeks we measured pressure-volume loops in 7 double transgenic, 7
p193, 7 p53 and 6 control mice. After physiological measurements the hearts
were excised and histologically analysed.
Results: The systolic function of the double transgenic mice in terms of
dP/dtmax (mmHg/s) was significantly better compared with the control mice
(5477.4 ± 278.9 vs 4430.0 ± 465.2; p<0.05). Also there was a better dias-
tolic function, as measured by dP/dtmin (mmHg/s), in the double transgenics
(-4190.6 ± 227.1 vs -3207.8 ± 282.9; p<0.05). Another diastolic parameter,
tau (ms), showed a better outcome as well, (13.1 ± 0.7 vs 16.2 ± 0.9, p<0.05).
Further differences between both groups were higher end-systolic pressures,
significant lower end-diastolic pressures and higher myocardial oxygen con-
sumption in the double transgenic group. The p193 only transgenic mice also
scored better systolic and diastolic function compared with the control mice,
although this was a bit less pronounced than in the double transgenic mice.
The cardiac function of the p53 only transgenic mice was comparable with the
control mice. Histological analysis revealed smaller infarct size in double trans-
genic and p193 only transgenic mice compared with non-transgenic and p53
only transgenic mice (42% vs 52% of the left ventricle, p<0.05). In latter two

groups apoptosis rates of cardiomyocytes in the peri-infarct area were up to a
100-fold higher compared with double and p193 only transgenics. Also muscle
fiber diameters in the surviving myocardium in the non-transgenic and p53 only
transgenic mice were significantly bigger compared with the other two groups,
suggesting higher rates of reactive hypertrophy.
Conclusions: These findings indicate that antagonization of both the p193 and
the p53 or only the p193 pro-apoptotic pathways has positive effects on cardiac
morphology and function after myocardial infarction.

145 Gene transfer of the mechanically induced gene IEX-I
inhibits cardiac hypertrophy in vivo

PC. Schulze, GW. De Keulenaer, M. Cupesi, J. Sylvan, C. MacGillivray,
RT. Lee. BWH, Harvard Medical School, Cardiovascular Research,
Cambridge, United States of America

Mechanotransduction participates in both physiological and pathological pro-
cesses of the cardiovascular system and plays an important role in the tran-
sition from cardiac hypertrophy to heart failure. We recently identified the im-
mediate early response gene iex-1 as a strongly strain-induced gene in car-
diomyocytes. Aim of this study was to investigate functional effects of selective
cardiac gene transfer of iex-1.
Replication defective adenoviral vectors for overexpression of iex-1 (AdIEX)
and of the reporter gene gfp (AdGFP) were constructed using the padEASY
system. Cardiac hypertrophy was induced after thoracotomy by transverse aor-
tic banding (TAC, n=12) in male FVB mice (8-10 weeks). Control animals un-
derwent exactly the same procedure except that the banding was removed after
surgery (sham, n=12). During surgery, AdIEX (n=6) and AdGFP (controls, n=6)
were injected into the left free wall (2x10e9 pfu in 25 µl) of animals of both
groups. After 7 days, the animals were sacrified, the hearts removed, fixed in
paraformaldehyde (4%) and paraffin-embedded. Infected cardiomyocytes were
detected by positive cellular flourescence of GFP. Cross-sectional area (CSA)
of infected and non-infected cells was assessed by quantitative microscopy.
TAC induced robust hypertrophy after 7 days as compared to sham surgery
(CSA: 257.9±54.9 vs. 152.4±27.6 sqµm; p<0.0001). Overexpression of iex-1
significantly inhibited cardiac hypertrophy in response to TAC as compared to
AdGFP-infected controls (CSA: 136.3±31.5 vs. 262.5±34.4 sqµm; p<0.001).
In the sham group, no significant differences in cell size were found between
animals infected with AdIEX compared to AdGFP-infected animals (CSA:
132.0±38.2 vs. 152.8±30.2 sqµm; p=NS).
In conclusion, our findings demonstrate that adenoviral gene transfer of the
mechanically inducible gene iex-1 has distinct anti-hypertrophic effects in vivo.

146 Targeted disruption of ryanodine receptor type 2 in the
heart suppresses pressure overload-induced cardiac
hypertrophy but impairs cardiac functions

Y. Zou 1, H. Takano 1, Y. Qin 1, A. Yao 2, M. Sakamoto 1 , I. Komuro 1. 1Chiba
University, Cardiovascular Science and Medicine, Chiba, Japan; 2University of
Tokyo, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Tokyo, Japan

Purpose: Ryanodine receptor type 2 (RyR2) is a main calcium-induced cal-
cium release-receptor of intracellular calcium stores in cardiac myocytes. Al-
though calcium has been reported to play an important role in the develop-
ment of cardiac hypertrophy as well as in excitation-contraction coupling, there
has been no information concerning the role of RyR2 in pressure overload-
induced cardiac hypertrophy. We therefore examined the role of RyR2 in the
development of cardiac hypertrophy induced by pressure overload using adult
heterozygous RyR2 knockout mice (RyR2 KO mice).
Methods and Results: There were no significant differences in body weight,
heart rate, blood pressure and cardiac functions between RyR2 KO mice and
littermate wild type mice at basal condition. Constriction of transverse aorta
(TAC) caused similar degree of systolic blood pressure elevation in wild type
mice and RyR2 KO mice. After two weeks of TAC, marked hypertrophic re-
sponses were induced in the heart. Wall thickness of the left ventricle (LV), size
of cardiomyocytes and extent of LV fibrosis were increased, and the reprogram-
ming of specific gene expression was observed in wild type mice. In contrast,
all of the hypertrophic responses induced by TAC were significantly weak in
RyR2 KO mice. Moreover, at three weeks after TAC, end diastolic pressure of
LV was higher in RyR2 KO mice than in wild type mice, and the both maximum
and minimum dP/dt were smaller in RyR2 KO mice than in wild type mice.
These results reveal that in response to pressure overload, RyR2 KO mice do
not develop to cardiac hypertrophy but show impaired cardiac functions.
Conclusion: Our results suggest that RyR2 plays important roles in develop-
ment of cardiac hypertrophy and in maintaining of cardiac functions.
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147 Chronic overexpression of cardiac angiotensinogen
suppresses basal ex vivo heart function and
cardiomyocyte contractility in hypertrophic transgenic
mice

C.E. Huggins 1, A.D. Domenighetti 1 , T. Pedrazzini 2 , S. Pepe 3,
L.M. Delbridge 4. 1University of Melbourne, Physiology, Melbourne, Australia;
2University of Lausanne, Division of Hypertension, Lausanne, Switzerland;
3Baker Heart Research Institute, Melbourne, Australia; 4University of
Melbourne, Department of Physiology, Parkville, Australia

Angiotensin II (AngII) is known to induce cardiac growth and modulate myocar-
dial contractility. Elevated levels of endogenous AngII are thought to contribute
to the development of cardiac hypertrophy in hypertensives, but little is known
about the long term functional effects of cardiac exposure to AngII in normoten-
sives.
Aim: To investigate the effects of chronic cardiac overproduction of AngII on ex
vivo heart function and isolated cardiomyocyte contractility.
Methods: Normotensive heterozygous transgenic mice (TG) harbouring mul-
tiple copies of a cardiac specific rat angiotensinogen gene (Hypertension,
31:1324-1330, 1998) were studied at age 30-40 weeks and compared with
wild-type (WT) littermates. Left ventricular function was measured ex vivo in
crystalloid perfused Langendorff mounted hearts (36°C) using a fluid filled PVC
balloon interfaced to a pressure transducer (MLT844, ADInstruments). Isolated
left ventricular cardiomyocytes were prepared by enzymatic dissociation and
paced to contract by field stimulation at 5 Hz (36°C). Cell contraction kinetics
were measured using a high resolution (1 ms) digital imaging system.
Results: There was no difference in the mean (±sem) intrinsic heart rate of
TG and WT (352±12 vs 368±21 bpm, n = 10 & 7). Under standardised end-
diastolic pressure conditions, TG hearts exhibited a significant reduction in
peak developed pressure (138.5±8.2 vs 161.5±3.1 mmHg) and maximum rate
of pressure development (4.48±0.11 vs 3.69±0.24 mmHg/ms). Time to relax-
ation was also significantly prolonged in the TG hearts (77.2±1.7 vs 71.1±2.1
ms). In isolated cardiomyocytes, although no difference in maximum shorten-
ing was observed between TG and WT (4.19±0.50 vs 4.99±0.45% diastolic
length, n=15 & 16) there was a significant reduction in normalised maximum
rate of shortening in the TG myocytes (2.57±0.20 vs 3.79±0.34 cell length/s).
In TG cardiomyocytes the contractile cycle time was prolonged, with time to
relaxation increased by almost 50% (52.9±3.0 vs 36.2±2.2 ms).
Conclusion: These data demonstrate that chronic in vivo exposure to elevated
levels of intracardiac AngII is associated with significant contractile abnormali-
ties evident in individual cardiomyocytes and in the intact heart. Our findings
suggest that endogenous overproduction of cardiac Ang II, independent of
changes in blood pressure, is sufficient to induce ventricular remodelling that
culminates in impaired cardiac function which may precede failure.

148 Activation of E2F transcription factors in cardiac
hypertrophy

R. Hinrichsen, P. Busk, S. Haunsø. Copenhagen University of Copenhagen,
Laboratory of Molecular Cardiology, Copenhagen, Denmark

Abstract Objective: Cardiac hypertrophy is a complex phenotype induced by a
number of stimuli and may lead to cardiomyopathy and heart failure. Present
knowledge suggests that cell cycle regulatory proteins take part in the develop-
ment of hypertrophy. We have investigated the activation and regulation of the
E2F transcription factor during the hypertrophic response.
Methods: The expression and activity of E2F, the retinoblastoma protein and
the G1 cyclin-cdk complexes in cardiomyocytes were studied during serumin-
duced hypertrophy in isolated, neonatal cardiomyocytes. The E2F transcription
factor activity was inhibited directly by expression of a DN-Rb protein and indi-
rectly through pharmacological manipulation of the G1 cyclin-cdk complexes.
Results: The activity of E2F and the cyclin D-cdk4/6 kinase complex were up-
regulated during serum induced hypertrophy in cardiomyocytes. The E2F activ-
ity was downregulated when inhibiting cdk4/6 or cdk2 kinase activity, but hyper-
trophic growth was only impaired when inhibiting the cyclin D-cdk4/6 complex.
Inhibiting the E2F transcription factor directly by expression of a DN-Rb protein
also impaired hypertrophic growth. The induced E2F activity during the hyper-
trophic response induced the expression of cyclin D and cyclin E. However,
PCNA expression was not induced.
Conclusion: These data suggest that E2F transcription factor activity is in-
volved in the hypertrophic response, activating genes necessary for hyper-
trophic growth but not for DNA synthesis. This activity seems to be controlled
by the cyclin D-cdk4/6 complex. Hence, these data supports the notion that cell
cycle regulatory proteins regulate hypertrophic growth in cardiomyocytes.

REGULATORY EFFECTS OF ENDOTHELIAL CELLS:
FROM ANGIOGENESIS TO ISCHAEMIA

149 Cytochrome P450 2C9 induces cycloxygenase-2
expression in endothelial cells

U.R. Michaelis, B. Fisslthaler, I. Fleming, R. Busse. Klinikum der
JWG-Universität, Kardiovaskuläre Physiologie, Frankfurt, Germany

The endothelial cytochrome P450 epoxygenase 2C9 (CYP 2C9) plays an im-
portant role for vascular homeostasis via metabolising arachidonic acid into
epoxyeicosatrienoic acids (EETs). EETs do not only activate Ca2+-dependent
K+-channels and protein kinases, they also induce angiogenesis. The differ-
ent signalling pathways leading to EET-induced angiogenesis are not yet com-
pletely understood. COX-2 is known to be involved in angiogenic processes and
its expression correlates with the formation of new blood vessels. Therefore we
investigated whether CYP 2C9 overexpression modulates the expression of
COX-2.
To investigate the effect of CYP 2C9 on COX-2 expression, human umbilical
vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) were infected with CYP 2C9 sense or antisense
adenoviral constructs. Overexpression of CYP 2C9 induced a two-fold increase
in COX-2 protein expression, an effect which was accompanied by a two- to
three-fold increase in COX-2 promoter activity. The CYP 2C9-induced expres-
sion of COX-2 was sensitive to the specific CYP 2C9 inhibitor sulfaphenazole.
Furthermore, the protein kinase A inhibitor KT5720 attenuated the CYP 2C9-
induced increase in COX-2 promoter activity and protein expression. Moreover,
exogenous application of 11,12-EET led to an increase in COX-2 expression
in endothelial cells. Stimulation with 11,12-EET markedly increased intracellu-
lar cyclic AMP levels and activated and therefore induced DNA-binding of the
cyclic AMP-response element-binding protein (CREB). Taken together, these
data show, that CYP 2C9 induces COX-2 expression in endothelial cells via
a cyclic AMP-dependent pathway, a mechanism which probably contributes to
the CYP 2C9-induced angiogenic response.

150 Transplantation of spleen-derived progenitor cells
influences neointima formation after vascular injury

N. Werner, S. Junk, U. Laufs, M. Böhm, G. Nickenig. Universitätskliniken des
Saarlandes, Medizinische Klinik und Poliklinik, Homburg-Saar, Germany

Introduction: Transplantation of endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) has been
shown to contribute to neoangiogenesis and regeneration of infarcted tissue.
Endothelial cell damage followed by a rapid neointima formation is one im-
portant pathophysiological step of atherosclerosis and restenosis after angio-
plasty. Accelerated reendothelialization impairs neointima formation by inhibi-
tion of smooth muscle cell proliferation. In this study we evaluated the possible
role of transplanted spleen-derived progenitor cells on reendothelialization and
neointima formation in a mouse model of arterial injury.
Methods and Results: EPCs are a scarce population of cells in the periph-
eral blood. Therefore isolated spleen derived mouse mononuclear cells (MNCs)
were expanded ex-vivo in endothelial basal medium. After 4 days in culture
about 85% of cells showed uptake of Dil-acetylated LDL and lectin binding.
FACS analysis and immunocytochemistry revealed that these cells express
Sca-1 and various endothelial cell lineage markers including VEGFR-2. To eval-
uate the effect of stem cell transplantation on reendothelialization after vascu-
lar injury, mice received either 1x106 PKH-26 or dil-LDL labeled spleen derived
MNCs or ex-vivo expanded EPCs i.v. on the day of surgery and 24 h later. En-
face microscopy showed transplanted cells at the site of injury on day 4 and
on day 14 after surgery. A single dose of FITC-labeled lectin 30 minutes before
tissue harvesting demonstrated the endothelial phenotype of attached, trans-
planted cells. To evaluate the biological effect of transplanted cells, neointima
formation was measured in transplanted and placebo treated mice. Morpho-
metric analysis revealed a significant reduction of neointima formation after cell
transplantation.
Conclusion: Transplanted EPCs contribute to repair mechanisms after vas-
cular injury. Acceleration of reendothelialization leads to decreased neointima
formation. These results provide novel insights in stem cell biology and provide
further information for stem-cell based therapeutic strategies for the treatment
of vascular dysfunction and restenosis after angioplasty.
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151 Charaterization of endothelial progenitor cells derived
from umbilical cord blood

Y. Hong, G. Hong, J. Erusalimsky. University College London, Medicine,
London, United Kingdom

Background: Bone marrow-derived endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) cir-
culate in peripheral blood and can incorporate at sites of neovasculariza-
tion. These cells are thought to share a common origin with haematopoietic
stem cells. Human umbilical cord blood is known to contain large number of
haematopoietic stem/progenitor cells, and therefore could constitute a novel
source for isolating and expand EPCs. In the present study we have charac-
terized cultured EPCs derived from umbilical cord blood with regards to their
cellular phenotype, replicative capacity and functional characteristics, and also
compared these parameters with those displayed by human umbilical vein en-
dothelial cells (HUVEC).
Results: Mononuclear cells cultured with VEGF for 21 days gave rise to
colonies of proliferating adherent cells, the majority of which incorporated
acetylated LDL and stained with Ulex Europaeus lectin 1, confirming their en-
dothelial lineage. A fraction of EPC (∼8%) still expressed the haematopoietic
stem/progenitor cell antigen CD133, whereas this marker was not expressed
by HUVECs. In contrast, while all HUVEC expressed the endothelial cell anti-
gen CD146, only 60% of EPCs-derived cells were CD146+. bFGF or VEGF-A
stimulated both EPC and HUVEC proliferation, whereas placental growth fac-
tor was mitogenic only in EPCs. Telomerase activity was 2.5 times higher in
EPCs than in HUVECs; furthermore, this activity was sustained in later pas-
sage EPCs, but not in HUVECs. In a Matrigel assay, EPCs on their own formed
less developed tubule networks than those formed by HUVECs.
Conclusions: EPCs derived from umbilical cord blood maintain and inmature
endothelial phenotype following in-vitro culture. These findings suggest that
expansion of EPCs prior to transplantation may be a suitable approach to in-
crease the success of cardiovascular stem cell therapies.

152 Shear stress regulates smooth muscle cell-endothelial
cell interaction

J.-J. Chiu 1, L.-J. Chen 1, C.-N. Chen 1, S. Usami 2, S. Chien 2. 1National
Health Research Institutes, Medical Engineering Research, Taipei, Taiwan;
2University of California, San Diego, Department of Bioengineering, La Jolla,
United States of America

Vascular endothelial cells (ECs), which exist in close proximity to vascular
smooth muscle cells (SMCs), are constantly subjected to blood flow-induced
shear stress. Although the effect of shear stress on endothelial biology has
been extensively studied, the influence of SMCs on endothelial response to
shear stress remains largely unexplored. In the present study, the potential role
of SMCs in regulating the shear stress-induced gene expression in ECs has
been examined using our parallel-plate co-culture flow system, in which these
two types of cells were separated by a porous membrane. In this co-culture sys-
tem, SMCs tended to orient perpendicularly to the flow direction, whereas the
ECs were elongated and aligned with the flow direction. Under static condition,
co-culture with SMCs induced EC gene expressions of intercellular adhesion
molecule-1 (ICAM-1), vascular adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1), and E-selectin,
while attenuated that of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS). Shear stress
significantly inhibited the SMC-induced adhesion molecule gene expressions.
These EC responses under static and shear conditions were not observed in
the absence of close communication between ECs and SMCs, and they were
also not observed when ECs were co-cultured with fibroblasts instead of SMCs.
Our findings indicate that under static condition co-culture with SMCs induces
ICAM-1, VCAM-1, and E-selectin gene expressions in ECs. These co-culture
effects are inhibited by shear stress and require specific interaction between
ECs and SMCs in close contact.

153 Tetrahydrobiopterin depletion leads to endothelial nitric
oxide synthase dysfunction in ischaemic hearts

R. Biondi 1, Y. Xia 2, T. Liebgott 3 , N. Paolocci 3, AJ. Cardounnel 3 ,
G. Ambrosio 4, JL. Zweier 2. 1Medicina Clinica e Sperimentale, Perugia, Italy;
2Davis Heart & Lung Research Institute, Columbus, OH, United States of
America; 3Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Cardiology, Baltimore, MD,
United States of America; 4Univ. of Perugia School of Medicine, Cardiology,
Perugia, Italy

Endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) function is impaired in ischemic
hearts. However, the mechanisms of ischemia-induced eNOS impairment re-
main poorly understood. eNOS activity requires availability of key cofactors,
such as tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4). Previous studies have shown that lack of
BH4 is a major determinant of eNOS dysfunction in hypercholesterolemia and
hypertension. Yet, whether decreased BH4 is involved in ischemia-induced
eNOS dysfunction is unclear. Accordingly, we evaluated the time course of
changes in BH4 content and eNOS activity in isolated rat hearts subjected
to 30, 45 and 60 min global ischemia at 37°C. BH4 content was measured on
cardiac homogenates by HPLC using electrochemical detection; eNOS activity

was determined by L-[14C] arginine to L-[14C] citrulline conversion. Ischemia
led to a dramatic decrease in BH4 content within 30 min; this loss was paral-
leled by a substantial and progressive reduction in eNOS activity (Table). To
investigate whether decreased eNOS activity was causally related to ischemia-
induced depletion in BH4 level,parallel experiments were performed in which
eNOS activity was measured after addition of an excess (10 µM) of exogenous
BH4. BH4 addition substantially restored eNOS activity when ischemia was
limited to 30 min (Table), whereas no increase in eNOS activity was observed
when the assay was performed in presence of BH4 after more prolonged time
of ischemia (45 and 60 min).

BH4 and eNOS

Baseline 30 min ischemia 45 min ischemia 60 min ischemia

BH4 (pmol/mg) 2.51±0.51 0.45±0.09* 0.38±0.05* 0.31±0.14*
eNOS (pmol/min/mg) 0.16±0.02 0.08±0.01* 0.04±0.01* 0.03±0.01*
eNOS + BH4 (pmol/min/mg) 0.27±0.02 0.24±0.01 0.11±0.01* 0.04±0.01*

Time course of BH4 content and eNOS activity at baseline and during ischemia; eNOS ac-
tivity measured both under basal conditions and after addition of exogenous BH4 (values are
mean±SEM of 5 experiments; *=p<0.01 vs baseline)

Taken together, our data for the first time demonstrate that ischemia induces a
major loss in cardiac BH4 content and that eNOS activity is critically anchored
to BH4 bioavailability in this setting. Supplementation with exogenous BH4 may
partially restore eNOS function (at least within certain time frame), thereby rep-
resenting a potentially relevant tool to treat altered eNOS activity in ischemic
heart disease.

154 Effects of raloxifene, tamoxifene and β-oestradiol on
angiotensin type 1 receptor expression in human
umbilical artery endothelial cells incubated with high
concentrations of glucose

T. Francuz 1, J. Gminski 1 , V. Skrzypulec 2, E. Kotrys-Puchalska 1, T. Jurczak 1,
W. Garczorz 1, S. Zmuda 3. 1Silesian Medical Academy, Dept. of Clinical and
Experimental Bio, Katowice, Poland; 2Silesian Medical Academy, Dept. of
Women Health, Katowice, Poland; 3Silesian Medical Academy, Dept. of
Molecular Biology, Katowice, Poland

Diabetes and high-glucose concentrations are important risk factors of coro-
nary heart disease (CHD) and accelerated progression of atherosclerosis.
AT1R is thought to mediate the major cardiovascular effects of angiotensin II:
cell migration and proliferation, vasoconstriction and free radicals generation.
Thus, modulation of expression of AT1R gene may play an important protective
role in atherosclerosis. Estrogens decrease expression of AT1R in endothelial
cells in normoglyceamic conditions in vitro, but there is no evidence if this effect
could be observed in hyperglycemic conditions (e.g. in patients with diabetes).
The purpose of the study was to compare the effects of beta-estradiol, ralox-
ifene and tamoxifene on AT1R expression in endothelial cells (EC) incubated
with normal (5 mM) and elevated (15 mM) levels of glucose.
Methods: ECs obtained from human umbilical artery (HUAEC) were incubated
in selective growth medium with supplement containing ECs growth factors.
Just before experiment, cells were cultured in serum-free medium containing
normal or high glucose concentration. In parallel, medium was supplemented
with beta-estradiol, raloxifene and tamoxifene in two concentrations 1 and 10
microM/l. After 48h cells were harvested, and total cellular RNA were isolated.
AT1R mRNA levels were calculated using real time RT-PCR technique. Ex-
pression of AT1R mRNA was normalized using mRNA levels of glucose-6-
phosphate dehydrogenase as reference gene.
As a control, cells cultured in medium containing normal (5 mM - CN) or high
glucose level (15 mM - CH) were used. Statistical analyses were performed
using ANOVA test.
Results: High glucose concentration evokes significant overexpression of AT1
receptor (324% higher than in CN group). Observed effect of glucose was di-
minished by co-incubation with beta-estradiol, raloxifene and tamoxifene. AT1
expression in cells incubated with tested drugs and high glucose concentration
was statistically significantly lower than in CH cells (170% vs. 324%), but sig-
nificantly higher than in CN cells. There were no statistical differences between
tested substances.
Conclusions: Observed positive effect of raloxifene, tamoxifene and estradiol
on AT1R downregulation may have important protective role in atherosclero-
sis development. However, future clinical studies are necessary to confirm the
importance of this observation.
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155 Role of nerve firing, norepinephrine reuptake and
angiotensin neuromodulation for sympathetic nervous
augmentation in essential hypertension

M. Schlaich, E. Lambert, D. Kaye, J. Hastings, G. Lambert, MD. Esler. Baker
Medical Research Institute, Melbourne, Australia

Background: The mechanisms responsible for sympathetic activation occur-
ring in essential hypertension are still poorly understood. Potential contributors
include central mechanisms, alterations in norepinephrine disposition and in-
teraction with other neurohumoral factors, such as angiotensin II.
Methods and Results: To address this issue, regional sympathetic activation
was studied comprehensively using microneurography and radiotracer dilution
methodology in 24 untreated hypertensive patients and 11 age-matched nor-
motensive subjects both before and after intravenous administration of the neu-
ronal norepinephrine (NE) reuptake inhibitor desipramine (0.3mg/kg). Regional
angiotensin II concentrations were measured in parallel. Compared to their
normotensive counterparts, hypertensive subjects displayed increased mus-
cle sympathetic nerve activity (p<0.01) and total systemic and regional (car-
diac and renal) NE spillover at baseline (p<0.05). Whole body NE reuptake
and the fractional extraction of 3[H]NE across the heart, an indicator of car-
diac neuronal NE reuptake, were lower in hypertensive subjects (58±15 vs
70±12%; p<0.05). Desipramine lowered total body NE spillover by ∼25-30%
in both groups but elicited a more pronounced reduction of fractional 3[H]NE
extraction in normotensive subjects than in hypertensive subjects (-51±12 vs
-37±10%; p<0.05). Cardiac NE spillover increased only in normotensive sub-
jects and was similar to that of hypertensive subjects after desipramine infusion
(23.5±12.9 vs 24.2 ±12.8 ng/min; p=ns). DNA sequencing analysis of the NE
transporter gene did not reveal any mutations which could account for reduced
transporter activity. Arterial and coronary sinus angiotensin II concentrations
did not differ between the two groups and were not related to indices of sym-
pathetic activation.
Conclusions: Increased rates of sympathetic nerve firing and reduced neu-
ronal reuptake of norepinephrine both contribute to sympathetic activation in
essential hypertension, whereas a peripheral neuromodulating influence of
angiotensin II seems to be excluded.

156 Rilmenidine sympatholytic activity preserves mental and
orthostatic sympathetic response and epinephrine
secretion

M. ESLER, A. LUX, J. HASTINGS, F. SOCRATOUS, G. LAMBERT. Baker
Medical Research Institute, Melbourne, Australia

Purpose: To study the sympathetic properties of rilmenidine (RIL) and its blood
pressure (BP) lowering activity.
Methods: Randomised, double-blind, 6-week cross-over study with 1-week
placebo (PLA) run-in period, two 2-week active treatment terms (RIL 1 mg od
or PLA) at 1-week PLA wash-out interval. In 15 hypertensive patients, nore-
pinephrine (NE) and epinephrine (E) kinetics and intra-arterial BP measure-
ments were performed at rest, after mental stress (MS) and head-up tilt (HuT)
tests, at the end of each active treatment period.
Results: RIL significantly decreased NE spillover rate at rest but preserved
the increase after both MS and HuT tests. Intra-arterial BP rose after MS
and remained stable after HuT in the two treatment groups. E secretion was
162.3±106.6 ng/min while supine on placebo, was unchanged with HuT, and
increasedby 76.8±162.6 ng/min with MS (p=0.019). RIL was without effect on
E secretion under all conditions.
NE spillover rate and intra-arterial SBP

n=15 PLA RIL PLA-RIL

mean±SD mean±SD adjusted mean±SE between group p
NE spillover rate (ng/min)
Rest 582.0±260.8 358.7±155.3 205.8±61.2 p=0.005
MS-rest 168.9±218.4* 136.5±116.3** 54.2±32.5 ns
HuT-rest 134.5±261.2 147.5±120.1*** -51.0±76.1 ns
Intra-arterial SBP (mmHg)
Rest 175.2±18.3 159.5±19.5 15.0±4.1 p=0.003
MS-rest 23.7±16.6* 28.1±16.6* -1.6±4.2 ns
HuT-rest -1.5±16.7 -4.2±13.5 2.8±4.4 ns

Within group p: *p<0.001; **p=0.004; ***p=0.008

Conclusion: This study confirms the sympatholytic activity of RIL at supine
rest and shows that RIL preserves sympathetic reactivity to mental stress and
head-up tilt, with no deleterious postural effect on BP. The sympatholytic ac-
tion of RIL contrasted with its failure to suppress E secretion, affirming that
here, as elsewhere, sympathetic nervous and adrenal medullary function can
be disconnected.

157 Chronic sympathectomy improves survival and
attenuates cardiac dysfunction during the progression
of pressure-overload hypertrophy to heart failure

S. Perlini 1, I. Ferrero 1, S. Fallarini 2, G. Palladini 1, R. Tozzi 1, A. Radaelli 3,
G. Busca 4, AU. Ferrari 5 . 1Clinica Medica 2, IRCCS San Matteo, University of
Pavia, Pavia, Italy; 2University of Pavia, Dept. Biol. Animale, IGM-CNR, Pavia,
Italy; 3Az Osp Vimercate, Div Cardioriabilitazione, Seregno, Italy; 4Clin Med
Gen, IRCCS Osp Maggiore, 5Dip Medicina, Prev e Biotecnol Sanit, Ctr Fisiol
Clin e Ipertensione, Milan, Monza and Pavia, Italy

Chronic overactivity of the sympathetic nervous system is known to contribute
to left ventricular (LV) functional deterioration and to mortality in the congestive
heart failure (CHF) syndrome, and beta-blocker treatment has been unques-
tionably shown to exert clinical benefit in this setting. However, it is still un-
known whether more extensive interference with sympathetic activity has even
stronger protective effects than beta-blockade (Bb).
Methods: The course of pressure overload-induced LV hypertrophy, dysfunc-
tion and failure obtained by surgically banding the abdominal aorta (B) was
evaluated in Sprague-Dawley rats subjected to chronic treatment with vehi-
cle (Vh), Bb (oral propranolol, 60 mg/kg) or chemical sympathectomy (Sx, 6-
hydroxydopamine, 150 mg/kg i.p. twice a week). Concurrent groups of sham-
operated (S) rats were studied. Ten weeks after surgery, carotid systolic blood
pressure (SBP) and LV echo-derived endocardial fractional shortening (FS),
end-diastolic (EDD) and end-systolic (ESD) internal dimensions were mea-
sured. Excised lung (LUNGi), right ventricular (RVi) and LV (LVi) weight indices
(g/100 g body weight) were measured.
Results: In the banded groups, 10-week survival was 60% in Vh, marginally
improved by Bb (69%) but strongly improved by Sx (94%, p<0.01 vs Vh); sur-
vival was 100% in all S groups. Further results are shown in the Table.

Results

n EDD(mm) ESD(mm) FS(%) SBP(mmHg) LVi(g/100g) RVi(g/100g) LUNGi(g/100g)

S-Vh 9 7.1±0.3 4.3±0.2 42±2 102±12 1.9±0.1 0.5±0.1 2.9±0.6
S-Sx 11 7.2±0.3 4.4±0.2 39±2 96±15 2.0±0.2 0.6±0.1 3.6±0.4
S-bB 10 6.9±0.2 4.1±0.2 38±3 100±15 2.0±0.5 0.6±0.1 3.5±0.9
B-Vh 10 9.5±0.3* 6.3±0.3* 28±4* 154±19* 3.0±0.5* 0.8±0.3* 4.3±1.2*
B-Sx 15 8.6±0.3*# 5.8±0.3* 35±2# 159±18* 2.5±0.6*# 0.6±0.1# 3.7±0.6
B-bB 11 8.3±0.3*# 5.9±0.3* 33±4 150±12* 2.5±0.7*# 0.7±0.3 3.8±1.2

Means±SD; *p<0.05 vs corresponding S; #p<0.05 vs B-Vh.

Conclusions: In the course of experimental pressure overload, chronic sym-
pathectomy favourably affects the degree of hypertrophy, chamber dilation, sys-
tolic dysfunction, lung congestion and right ventricular involvement; even more
importantly, it improves survival. Therefore, extensive interference with sympa-
thetic activity in an experimental syndrome leading to LV hypertrophy, dysfunc-
tion and failure has strong beneficial functional and survival effects over and
above beta-blockade.

158 Importance of arterio-venous fistulas on sympathetic
nerve activity and on arterial baroreflex sensitivity in
renal transplanted patients

S. Velez-Roa 1, A. Ciarka 2, J. Neubauer 1, M. Wissing 3, P. Alberto 4,
V.K. Somers 5, P. Unger 1, P. Van de Borne 1. 1Erasme Hospital, Cardiology,
Bruxelles, Belgium; 2Institute of Physiology, Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland;
3Erasme Hospital, Nephrology, Brussels, Belgium; 4University of Milan,
Preclinical Science, Milan, Italy; 5Mayo Clinic, Internal Medecine, Rochester,
MN, United States of America

Objective: The acute bradycardia induced by the occlusion of an arteriove-
nous fistula (AVF), known as the Nicoladoni-Branham sign, is considerably
larger than that which occurs during a carotid sinus massage. This suggests
increased arterial baroreflex sensitivity during acute AVF occlusion. More-
over, the influence of acute AVF occlusion on muscle sympathetic nerve traffic
(MSNA, by microneurography) is unknown. We therefore assessed the effects
of acute AVF occlusion on baroreflex sensitivity and on MSNA in patients with
stable functional kidney grafts and patent AVF.
Design and methods: We measured blood pressure (BP), MSNA, heart rate
(HR), cardiac output (CO) and arterial baroreflex sensitivity at baseline and
during acute, 30-second pneumatic AVF occlusions for in 19 renal transplant
recipients.
Results: During the first 5 seconds of the AVF occlusion, mean BP increased
from 97 ± 4 to 114 ± 5 mmHg (p<0.0001) while MSNA decreased to 42 ±
17% of baseline values (n=11; p<0.01) and HR decreased from 71 ± 2 to
61 ± 2 bpm (p<0.0001). The largest increases in BP were accompanied by
the most marked decreases in both MSNA (r=-0.76, p<0.0001) and HR (r=-
0.69, p<0.0001) during the first 5 seconds of the AVF occlusion. During AVF
occlusion baseline CO of 7.1 ± 0.3 decreased to 5.7 ± 0.3 l/min (p<0.0001)
while baroreflex sensitivity increased from 9 ± 1 to 16 ± 2 ms/mmHg (p<0.01).
Conclusions: Arterial baroreceptor activation and increased arterial baroreflex
sensitivity decrease heart rate during AVF occlusion. In addition our study is
the first to demonstrate that sympathetic nerve traffic decreases during the
Nicoladoni-Branham sign.
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159 Abnormal neurovascular control during exercise and
mental stress in hypertensive patients

MUPB. Rondon 1, MC. Laterza 1, LDN. Janot 1, MJN. Alves 1, AMFW. Braga 1,
F. Roveda 1, EM. Krieger 2, CE. Negrão 3. 1Unit Cardiov Rehab and Exerc
Physiol, 2Unit of Hypertension, Heart Institute (InCor) Univ São Paulo, São
Paulo, Brazil; 3School of Phys Educ, Univ São Paulo, Heart Institute (InCor),
São Paulo, Brazil

Hypertension has been, at least in part, associated to increased sympathetic
nerve activity and vascular resistance. We hypothesized that muscle sympa-
thetic nerve activity during exercise and mental stress would be exaggerated
in hypertensive patients, whereas muscle blood flow would be reduced when
compared to normotensive controls. We studied 12 hypertensive patients (HP,
42±2 years, body mass index= 27.6±1 kg/m2) and 14 body mass index- and
age-matched normotensive controls (NC, 38±2 years, P=0.13; body mass in-
dex= 25.5±1 kg/m2, P=0.10) during isometric handgrip exercise (3 minutes)
at 10 and 30% of maximal voluntary contraction, when central command,
mechanoreceptors and metaboreceptors were selectively activated, and dur-
ing Stroop Color World Test (3 minutes). We measured muscle sympathetic
nerve activity (MSNA) directly from peroneal nerve by microneurography, fore-
arm blood flow by venous occlusion plethysmography, and blood pressure by
oscillometric automated method. Baseline MSNA burst frequency (36±1 vs.
22±1 bursts/min, P=0.00001) and mean blood pressure (114±3 vs. 94±2
mmHg, P=0.0001) were higher in HP than in NC. Forearm vascular conduc-
tance was lower (1.84±0.2 vs. 2.99±0.3 units, P=0.0001) in HP when com-
pared to NC. During 10% exercise, MSNA burst frequency (39±1 vs. 25±2
bursts/min, P=0.0008) and mean blood pressure (116±4 vs. 99±2 mmHg,
P=0.00001) were higher in HP than in NC. In contrast, forearm vascular con-
ductance (2.1±0.2 vs. 3.4±0.4 units, P=0.0001) was lower in HP than in
NC. Similarly, during 30% exercise, MSNA burst frequency (44±2 vs. 33±2
bursts/min, P=0.0001) and mean blood pressure (133±3 vs. 113±3 mmHg,
P=0.0001) were higher in HP than in NC. However, forearm vascular conduc-
tance (2.2±0.3 vs. 4.3±0.6 units, P=0.0001) was lower in HP than in NC. Men-
tal stress elicited greater MSNA burst frequency (40±1 vs. 28±2 bursts/min,
P=0.0001) and mean blood pressure (121±5 vs. 99±2 mmHg, P=0.0001) re-
sponses in HP than in NC. In contrast, forearm vascular conductance (3.0±0.3
vs. 4.7±0.6 units, P=0.01) was lower in HP than NC. Exercise or mental stress
provokes exaggerated increase in MSNA in HP. In addition, this neural re-
sponse seems to have hemodynamic implications, since forearm vascular con-
ductance is attenuated and blood pressure is enhanced during those two phys-
iological maneuvers in HP.

160 Adrenergic activation characterizes human obesity
independently by obstructive sleep apnea

G. SERAVALLE 1, A. Facchini 2, F. Tana 2, A. Monzani 2 , M. Robuschi 2 ,
S. Bianco 2, G. Grassi 2 , G. Mancia 2. 1S. Luca Hospital - Istituto Auxologico,
Cardiologia, Milano; 2San Gerardo Hospital, Internal Medicine, Monza, Italy

Objective: Conflicting evidence is available on whether the sympathetic over-
activity characterizing human obesity is a hallmark of the overweight state or
it rather occurs only when obesity is coupled with the presence of obstructive
sleep apnea (OSA).
Design and Methods: We studied 27 male normotensive subjects classi-
fied, according to body mass index (BMI) and presence or absence of
OSA (overnight respiratory polysomnography), as leans without OSA (L-,
n=7, BMI:23.7±0.7kg/m2 , age:52.6±2.2 yrs, mean±SEM), leans with OSA
(L+, n=6, BMI:23.9±0.6 kg/m2, age:52.5±1.9 yrs), obese without OSA (O-,
n=6, BMI:31.0±0.9 kg/m2, age:55.0±2.5 yrs) and obese with OSA (O+, n=8,
BMI:31.1± 0.7 kg/m2, age:54.7± 2.2 yrs). In each subject measurements were
performed in the resting awake state for 30 min and included mean arterial
pressure (MAP, Finapres), heart rate (HR, EKG), plasma norepinephrine (NE,
HPLC), muscle sympathetic nerve traffic (MSNA, microneurography), plasma
leptin (RIA) and insulin sensitivity (Homa).
Results: Subjects with OSA were characterized by similar increases in the
apnea/hypopnea index at the polysomnographic study. For similar MAP (93.2±
2.9 vs 92.3± 3.1mmHg) O+ showed MSNA values significantly greater than O_
(78.4±2.8 vs 63.2±4.4 bs/100hb, p<0.05). This was the case also for L+, which
displayed MAP similar to L- (94.3±2.3 vs 93.8±1.9 mmHg) but significantly
greater MSNA values (71.1±2.6 vs 43.4±3.8 bs/100hb, p< 0.02). MSNA was
significantly increased in O- vs L- (63.2± 4.4 vs 43.4±3.8 bs/100hb, p< 0.02)
but not in O+ vs L+ (78.4±2.8 vs 71.1±2.6 bs/100hb, p=NS). NE, although
significantly greater in obese than in lean subjects, failed to show significant
differences between subgroups with or without OSA. This was the case also
for leptin and insulin resistance.
Conclusions: These data provide the first evidence that, when proper com-
parisons are made, obese subjects display a sympathetic overactivity inde-
pendently on OSA. They also show that 1) the presence of OSA markedly in-
creases sympathetic drive in lean individuals, 2) in subjects with OSA the pres-
ence of obesity does not potentiate the degree of sympathetic activation and
3) obese subjects with and without OSA display a similar profile of metabolic
alterations.

MECHANISMS OF MYOCARDIAL DYSFUNCTION

161 Ser16-, but not Thr17-phosphorylation of
phospholamban influences frequency-dependent force
generation in human myocardium

K. Brixius, A. Wollmer, B. Bölck, H. Diedrichs, J. Müller-Ehmsen,
RHG. Schwinger. University of Cologne, Department of Internal Medicine III,
Cologne, Germany

Dependent Force Generation in Human Myocardium
Objectives: β-adrenoceptor/cAMP-dependent Ser16- as well as Ca2+-
dependent Thr17-phosphorylation of phospholamban (PLB) influences SERCA
2a-activity and thus myocardial contractility. Methods. To determine the cross-
signaling between Ca2+ and cAMP pathways, the phosphorylation of Ser16-
and Thr17-PLB was studied at increasing stimulation frequencies as well as in
the presence of β-adrenergic stimulation in isolated ventricular trabeculae from
failing (dilative cardiomyopathy, DCM, heart transplants, n=10) and non-failing
human myocardium (donor hearts, NF, n=13). In addition, we measured the in-
tracellular Ca2+-transient (fura-2) at increasing stimulation frequencies (0.5 to
3.0 Hz). As the Na+/Ca2+-exchanger (NCX) may compensate reduced SERCA
2a-activity in DCM, NCX- and SERCA 2a activity were studied as well. Only
DCM with unchanged proetein expression of the Na+/Ca2+-exchanger were
used. Results. In DCM, diastolic [Ca2+]i was increased and systolic [Ca2+]i
as well as Ser16 PLB-phosphorylation were decreased as compared to NF
(0.5 Hz, diastolic [Ca2+]i : 134±27 vs. 73±33 nmol/L; systolic [Ca2+]i : 186±29
vs. 289±63 nmol/L, PLB Ser16 P: 5594±1011 vs. 9213±1137 densitometric
units). The positive Ca2+/force relationship in human non-failing myocardium
was accompanied by a frequency-dependent increase in Ser16-PLB, but not
Thr17-PLB phosphorylation. After application of isoprenaline (1 µM), a pro-
found increase in Ser16-PLB phosphorylation was accompanied by a small in-
crease in Thr17-PLB phosphorylation, only in NF. Conclusions. The frequency-
dependent phosphorylation of Ser16-PLB may favour an increase in Ca2+-
transient and force generation in man. Cross talk signaling of Ser16/Thr17-
PLB phosphorylation after β-adrenergic stimuation exists in non-failing, but not
in failing human myocardium. The Ca2+-dependent CaM-kinase activity may be
altered in human heart failure.

162 Human cardiac performance is genetically modulated by
ile-164 polymorphism of beta-2 adrenergic receptor

E. Barbato 1 , M. Penicka 1, M. Vanderheyden 1 , W. Wijns 1, G R. Heyndrickx 1,
M. Goethals 1, B. De Bruyne 2, J. Bartunek 1 . 1O.L.V.-Ziekenhuis,
Cardiovascular Center, Aalst, Belgium; 2O.L.V.-Ziekenhuis, Cardiovascular
Center, Aalst, Belgium

Background: Genetic heterogeneity of BETA2-adrenergic receptor with
Thr164Ile polymorphism is associated with a poor prognosis in patients with
congestive heart failure. The mechanisms underlying the poor prognosis are
not entirely clear. We tested the hypothesis that Thr164Ile polymorphism di-
rectly modulates myocardial contractile performance.
Methods: We screened 916 subjects for the Ile-164 polymorphism. Thirty-three
subjects were found positive for the Ile-164 variant (allele frequency ∼3%). Car-
diac contractile response to a BETA2-adrenergic receptor agonist terbutaline,
as assessed from the peak myocardial velocity of systolic shortening (Sm) by
tissue Doppler imaging, was studied in 16 subjects with Ile-164 variant and in
15 matched controls.
Results: Terbutaline induced a blunted increase (DELTA) in heart rate
in subjects with the Ile-164 polymorphism vs controls (DELTA10±2 bpm
vs DELTA20±3 bpm, p<0.05). In subjects with normal LV function, peak
terbutaline-induced increase in Sm was lower in subjects with Ile-164 variant as
compared to controls (figure 1). In patients with dilated cardiomyopathy (CHF),
controls showed a preserved BETA2 adrenergic-mediated increase in Sm (fig-
ure). In contrast, subjects with Ile-164 had minimal BETA2 adrenergic-mediated
increase in Sm (DELTA20±6% NS vs baseline).

Conclusion: The presence of the BETA2-adrenergic Thr164Ile polymorphism
negatively modulates adrenergic-mediated cardiac responses. The severely
impaired myocardial inotropic response in carriers of the Ile-164 variant may
account for the poor outcome in patients with chronic congestive heart failure.
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163 Potential role of cardiodepressant autoantibodies in
cardiac dysfunction of patients suffering from dilated
cardiomyopathy

A. Staudt 1, Y. Staudt 1, M. Dörr 1 , S. Plötz 1, M. Böhm 2, A. Hummel 1,
J. Dahm 1, SB. Felix 1. 1Ernst-Moritz-Arndt Universität, Innere Klinik B,
Greifswald, Germany; 2Charité, I. Medizinische Klinik, Berlin, Germany

Background: Immunoadsorption (IA) which removes cardiac autoantibodies
from plasma represents an additional therapeutic approach in dilated cardiomy-
opathy (DCM).
Methods: Before IA antibodies were purified from plasma of 45 DCM patients
(LVEF<30%). We analyzed the functional effects of antibodies (300mg/L) on
calcium transient and on systolic cell shortening in adult rat cardiomyocytes.
After in-vitro analysis, in all patients IA was performed in 4 courses, at one-
month intervals until month three.
Results: Antibodies from 29 patients (cardiodepressant group) induced a re-
duction (>10%) of calcium transient (-16.5±1.9%) and a simultaneous reduc-
tion (>10%) of cell shortening (-21.2±1.8%) on cardiomyocytes (p<0.001). An-
tibodies from 16 patients (non-cardiodepressant) did not influence significantly
calcium transient or cell shortening. During the first IA course the cardiode-
pressant group showed an acute increase in cardiac index (CI) from 2.2±0.1 to
2.9±0.1 L/min/m2 (p<0.001). In the non-cardiodepressant group hemodynam-
ics did not significantly change throughout the three months. After three months
before the last IA course (prolonged effects) the CI was 2.1±0.2L/min/m2 in
the non-cardiodepressant group and 2.9±0.1 L/min/m2 in the cardiodepressant
group (p<0.001). In contrast to non-cardiodepressant group, after three months
in the cardiodepressant group LVEF increased from 20.8±1.1 to 30.5±1.1%
(p<0.01).
Conclusions: In a subgroup of DCM patients cardiac antibodies may play a
functional role in cardiac dysfunction. Evidence for cardiodepressant antibodies
predicts hemodynamic benefit during IA.

164 The stretch-dependent slow force response depends on
activation of Na+/H+-exchange but not to changes in pHi
in mammalian myocardium

C. Luers, F. Fialka, D. Von Lewinski, B. Pieske. University of Goettingen,
Cardiology and Pneumology Dept., Goettingen, Germany

Introduction: Mammalian myocardium is characterized by a biphasic response
to stretch with an initial rapid, followed by a delayed increase in force. The initial
phase is attributed to increased myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity, but the mech-
anism of the delayed phase remains unknown. We tested whether stretch-
dependent Na+/H+-exchange (NHE) activation and consecutive changes in pHi
underly the slow force response (SFR).
Methods: Rabbit left ventricular trabeculae (n=40) were electrically stimulated
(0.2 Hz, 300C, isometric contractions). The muscles were loaded with the flu-
orescent pH-indicator BCECF-AM (15µM for 45 min). Protocol: stretch to opti-
mum muscle length (lmax), unstretch to 88% lmax for 30 min (=base). Stretch
to 98% lmax with simultaneous registration of force and pHi changes, and repe-
tition of the same protocol with the same muscle after blocking NHE (HOE 642
3µM) or the "reverse mode" Na+/Ca2+ exchanger (KB-R 7943 5µM) in either
bicarbonate-containing (Tyrode (T)) or bicarbonate-free (HEPES (H)) buffer.
pH-signals after each experiment were calibrated with the "high-K+-Nigericin"-
method.
Results: Stretch from 88% to 98% resulted in an increase in developed force to
210.1±24.6% (in T; p<0.05) and to 200.8±30.7% (in H; p<0.05) of basal val-
ues. 66.3±1.9% and 70.4±9.4% of force increases occur with the rapid phase,
and 33.7±1.9% and 29.6±9.4% during the delayed phase (SFR). During SFR
pH increased from 6.72±0.13 to 6.82±0.13 in T (p=n.s.), and from 6.98±0.04
to 7.12±0.02 in H (p<0.05). HOE 642 reduces SFR slightly by 16.1±7.2% in
T (p=n.s.), and by 26.1±13.3% in H (p<0.05). There was no difference in pH
increase in T but in H pH increased only from 7.00±0.06 to 7.02±0.06 (p=n.s.).
Thus pH increase was reduced compared with controls. KB-R 7943 reduced
SFR by 21.8±7.2% in T (p<0.05) and by 27.9±17.9% in H (p<0.05). There
was no difference in pHi in T and H either with or without KB-R 7943. No blocker
affected the initial stretch-dependent force increase.
Conclusion: NHE and reverse-mode NCX activation contribute to the slow
force response to stretch. Under bicarbonate-containing physiological condi-
tions, pHi is maintained despite increased NHE activity, while the SFR in
bicarbonate-free buffer is accompanied by NHE dependent intracellular alka-
linization.

165 Biphasic contractile and progressive structural
remodelling during chronic volume overload in dogs

M. Peschar 1, G. Baaten 1, TH. Van der Nagel 1, J. Willems 1,
RNM. Cornelussen 1 , LHEH. Snoeckx 1, RS. Reneman 1, MA. Vos 2,
FW. Prinzen 1. 1Physiology, 2Cardiology, Cardiovascular Res Inst Maastricht,
Maastricht, Netherlands

Introduction: Although left ventricular (LV) hypertrophy is thought to be com-

pensatory, this response can eventually progress into heart failure. In fail-
ing hearts a negative and depressed force-frequency relation (FFR) together
with a decreased sarcoplasmic reticular Ca2+-ATPase:Na+/Ca2+ exchanger
(SERCA:NCX) protein ratio has been observed. Their evolution and relation
with contractile function, however, is poorly understood. Thus we investigated
the temporal behavior of contractile and structural remodeling in relation to LV
protein contents of SERCA and NCX during 16 wks of bradycardia induced
volume overload.
Methods: Volume overload was induced by atrio-ventricular block (AVB) in 13
dogs. The FFR was assessed under anesthesia by determining LV dP/dtmax
during idioventricular rhythm (IVR) and temporary ventricular pacing at 40-130
beats/min at 0, 6 and 16 wks of AVB. LV dimensions and mass were derived
from serial 2D-echocardiograms. SERCA and NCX protein contents at 6 and 16
wks of AVB were compared to those of control dogs (n=7). Data are presented
as mean ± SD; * and # = p < 0.05 compared to before AVB and to wk 6,
respectively.
Results: Acute AVB decreased heart rate (41±12 bpm*) and cardiac output
(-18±16%*). In time, two phases of adaptation to volume overload were rec-
ognized. After 6 wks of AVB (phase 1), cardiac output had normalized due
to an increase in LV systolic function (LV dP/dtmax at IVR: +57±21%*). By
that time the slope of the FFR became negative (-1029±491* mmHg) and LV
wall mass and cavity volume increased by 25±15%* and 37±19%*. Between
6 and 16 wks of AVB (phase 2), cardiac output was maintained, but LV systolic
function decreased by 27±19%#, while the slope of the FFR remained nega-
tive (-557±471* mmHg). LV wall mass and cavity volume further increased by
12±7%# and 25±11%#. Although absolute SERCA and NCX protein contents
were not changed in time, the SERCA:NCX protein ratio was 32±14%* lower
at wk 16 than in control hearts.
Conclusions: The evolution of structural and contractile remodeling after AVB
is different. A negative FFR and a reduced SERCA:NCX ratio can be present
in compensated hypertrophy.

166 Transforming growth factor-beta1 mediated cardiac
fibrosis in chronic heart failure: potential contribution of
activated lipopolysaccharide

R. Denver 1, A. Tzanidis 1, S. Pepe 2, D. Quick 2, H. Krum 1. 1Monash
University, Medicine, Prahran, Australia; 2Alfred Hospital, Cardiac Surgical
Research Unit, Prahran, Australia

Introduction - We have previously demonstrated that transforming growth
factor-beta1 (TGFb1) mRNA is increased in peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMCs) of chronic heart failure (CHF) patients (pts). However, factors leading
to this activation have not been determined. To examine this, we explored a
range of stimuli for TGFb1 in PBMCs including neurohumoral factors and LPS.
Given that infiltrating mononuclear cells may release factors that act on resi-
dent cardiac fibroblasts to stimulate collagen, we also determined the effect of
TGFb1 and other growth factors on markers of fibrosis within the heart.
Methods - (1) PBMCs from normal subjects & CHF pts were cultured in DMEM
with 1% FCS and stimulated with PHA 5µg/ml & LPS 20µg/ml, ET-1 or AngII
(both 10-7M) for up to 48 hours. TGFb1 mRNA was measured by real time
PCR. (2) Left ventricular fibroblasts (VFs) were isolated from explanted human
heart and used at passage 4-5. VFs were seeded at 50,000 (proline studies) or
150,000 (RNA studies) cells/well, serum starved for 48 hours then stimulated
with various growth factors: TGFb1,15ng/ml; ET-1, AngII, UII, all 10-7M; TN-
Falpha, 100ng/ml. Cells were harvested at 6-48 hours, alpha1(I)-procollagen
and CTGF mRNA were measured and collagen production estimated by [3H]-
proline incorporation.
Results - We observed a time-dependent increase in TGFb1 mRNA with
PHA/LPS stimulation in PBMCs, maximal at 48 hours, greater in CHF pts
(393±98%, n=4) than normal subjects (235±54%, n=4; both p<0.05). In con-
trast, neither ET-1 or AngII increased TGFb1 mRNA in either group. TGFb
stimulation of VFs increased alpha1(I)-procollagen mRNA in a time dependent
manner, maximal at 48 hours (264±13%, p<0.01). ET-1, AngII, UII and TN-
Falpha had no effect on alpha1(I)-procollagen mRNA. TGFb1, AngII and ET
increased CTGF mRNA in a time dependent manner, maximal at 24 hours
(TGFb1 298±9%; ET-1 192±11%; AngII 159±5%; all p<0.02). TNFalpha and
UII had no effect CTGF gene expression. All growth factors increased [3H]-
proline incorporation at 48 hours: TGFb1, 206±25%; ET-1, 160±24%; TNFal-
pha, 73±11%; AngII, 57±7%; UII, 24±7% (all p<0.02 vs unstimulated cells).
Conclusions - PHA/LPS but not ET-1 or AngII increased TGFb1 mRNA in
PBMCs, with cells from CHF pts more responsive to this stimulus. TGFb1 was
the most potent stimulus for collagen production in human VFs. These data
suggest that factors activated in the setting of CHF, such as LPS, may increase
collagen production via downstream induction of TGFb1, which we have shown
to be potently pro-fibrogenic within the heart.
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179 Isoflurane during reperfusion does not exert a protective
effect on cardiomyocytes

M. Dworschak 1, D. Breukelmann 2 , J.D. Hannon 3. 1University Hospital
Vienna, Cardiothoracic and Vascular Anesthesia, Vienna, Austria; 2University
of Münster, Anaesthesiology and Intensive Care, Münster, Germany; 3Mayo
Clinic, Anesthesia Research, Rochester, MN, United States of America

Background: Isoflurane as a pretreatment decreases infarct size, enhances
recovery from myocardial stunning and preserves intracellular ATP (1,2). How-
ever, when this anesthetic was given during reoxygenation in isolated rat hearts
its benefit was only modest (3). We therefore investigated the effect of isoflu-
rane on ischemia/reoxygenation injury in single cardiomyocytes when applied
during reoxygenation only.
Methods: After institutional approval, ventricular myocytes were obtained by
enzymatically dissociating rat hearts. They were stained with the fluorescent
dyes Fura-2 and BCECF to monitor intracellular calcium ([Ca2+]i) and pH (pHi),
respectively. Myocytes were exposed to an acidic medium (pH: 6.3) that also
contained deoxyglucose while pO2 of the buffer was reduced to < 15 mmHg.
After 30 minutes of simulated ischemia, cardiomyocytes were reperfused for
50 minutes with a glucose containing Tyrode’s solution (pH: 7.4) in the pres-
ence (n = 35) or absence (n = 40) of 2 MAC of isoflurane (rat minimum alveolar
concentration: 0.31 mM). Cardiomyocytes were continuously stimulated elec-
trically. Apart from [Ca2+]i and pHi, diastolic cell length, systolic cell shortening
and arrhythmic events were determined. ANOVA was employed for statistical
analysis. A P < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
Results: During ischemia, [Ca2+]i and arrhythmic events increased while pHi
and the degree of cell shortening decreased. During reoxygenation, [Ca2+]i
further increased in both groups whereas pHi remained depressed. [Ca2+]i was
almost twice as high in the isoflurane group throughout reoxygenation (P <

0.05). Contracture (23 vs. 10%) and decreased cell shortening was observed
more frequently in isoflurane treated cells (P < 0.05). Diastolic cell length was
75% of initial length in the isoflurane group vs. 97% at the end of reoxygenation
(P < 0.05). Additionally, arrhythmic events appeared to be more prominent in
the isoflurane group.
Conclusion: Isoflurane given after ischemia at 2 MAC increases [Ca2+]i and
enhances cell contracture. Furthermore, it decreases systolic cell shortening
and impairs diastolic relengthening. These findings are in contrast to those ob-
tained with halothane, another volatile anesthetic, which empties sarcoplasmic
Ca2+ stores (4). Thus, the combination of higher intracellular Ca2+ and ATP lev-
els during reoxygenation in the isoflurane group could account for the observed
differences (5).
References: [1] Anesthesiology 96:675, 2002; [2] Br J Anaesth 74:563, 1995;
[3] Br J Anaesth 81:913, 1998; [4] Circulation 96:4372, 1997; [5] Circulation
83:566, 1991.

180 Troponin elevation following coronary artery bypass
surgery, is it relevant?

J. Cosgrave, JB. Foley, C. Schilling, K. Bennett, E. McGovern, M. Tolan,
V. Young, P. Crean. St James Hospital, CREST Directorate, Dublin, Ireland

Background Troponin elevation following percutaneous intervention although
uncommon is associated with a worse clinical outcome. A rise after cardiac
surgery is frequent but its association with clinical outcome is unclear.
Objective To assess the association between post-operative peak troponin lev-
els and clinical outcomes.
Methods The study group consisted of 98 patients undergoing on pump non
emergent coronary artery bypass grafting at a University teaching hospital,
mean age 62.8 (range 35-80), 85% male, mean number of grafts 3.05 (range
1-5). Exclusion criteria included Renal failure, Ejection fraction < 35%, Malig-
nancy, Chronic inflammatory conditions and concurrent infection. Blood sam-
ples were taken at baseline, 12 and 24 hours following the onset of cardiopul-
monary bypass. Troponin T levels were assayed immediately using a Cardiac T
Quantitative Reader (Roche Diagnostics). The clinical endpoints analysed were
inotrope use, time to extubation, time to ICU discharge and length of hospital
stay. Troponin values were divided into tertiles and the association between
them and the clinical variables were tested by a Kruskall Wallis Rank Sum test.
Results Baseline troponin was zero in all but one case and only one patient
did not have a rise post operatively (range 0.09 – 2.1).

Troponin Tertiles vs clinical variables

Troponin 0-0.32 (N=33) 0.32-0.53 (N=32) > 0.53 (N=33) P Value

Intubation Hrs 5 (4-6.5) 6 (5-7) 6 (5-8) 0.176
ICU Discharge Hrs 21 (19.5-24) 22 (19.25-24) 22 (21-26.5 0.041
Hospital Stay Days 6 (5-7) 6 (6-8) 7 (5.5-7 0.14

There was no difference between the groups in inotrope use.
Conclusion While many patients undergoing on pump non-emergent coronary
artery bypass surgery have a large post-operative troponin rise this did not
correlate with clinical outcomes apart from longer ICU stay.

181 Which patients should undergo duplex carotid screening
prior to coronary artery surgery?

V. Aboyans, P. Lacroix, C. Yildiz, F. Rollé, M. Cautres, S. Sekkal, E. Cornu,
M. Laskar. Dupuytren Hospital, Cardiovascular surgery and Angiology,
Limoges, France

Purpose: Despite surgical techniques and medical care improvements, the
rate of stroke after coronary bypass artery grafting (CABG) remains stable,
mainly due to the ageing of the candidates and a growing prevalence of multi-
focal atherosclerotic patients. Around half of these events are due to the high
prevalence of cerebrovascular disease in these patients. We aimed to study
the risk factors of the presence of significant carotid lesions in these patients in
order to optimize the screening.
Methods: We prospectively studied 1043 consecutive candidates for CABG. A
first subgroup of 825 patients was studied to establish the predictive model. In
addition to their clinical and coronary angiography data, the results of physical
examination and ankle-brachial index (ABI) measurements were noted. Next
they benefited from a systematic Duplex study. Those with an artery stenosis
>50% were considered as having significant lesions. A multivariate analysis
by logistic multiple regression was then performed to determine significant risk
factors. The following 218 patients benefited from the same assessment proto-
col, and the ability of the model to predict >50% stenosis of the neck arteries
has been assessed, comparing to Duplex data.
Results: Among the first 825 patients, 108 (13.1%) had at least one significant
lesion on their neck arteries. The independent risk factors were: past history of
stroke or transient ischemic attack, neck bruit, patent peripheral arterial disease
(PAD), subclinical PAD (ABI<0.85), and age >70 years. Among the subsequent
218 patients, the presence of at least one of these factors was able to detect
24 out of 26 (92.3%) patients with a significant stenosis, and could rule out
41% of them from a systematic Duplex screening. The overall sensitivity of
this approach is at 90%, with a negative predictive value of 96%, permitting to
reduce dramatically the number of Duplex assessments by excluding low-risk
patients.
Conclusions: The excellent sensitivity of this risk assessment approach, en-
hanced by the use of a bedside ankle-brachial index measurement, is able
to perform a cost-effective screening of cerebrovascular disease in CABG pa-
tients.

182 Predictive value of EUROSCORE on long-term outcome
in cardiac surgery patients

R. De Maria 1, M. Mazzoni 2 , M. Parolini 1, D. Gregori 3 , F. Bortone 2,
O. Parodi 1. 1CNR Clinical Physiology Institute, Milano, Italy; 2Humanitas
Gavazzeni, Department of Anaesthesia and ICU, Bergamo, Italy; 3University
of Turin, Public Health and Microbiology Dept, Turin, Italy

Background: The European System for Cardiac Operative Risk Evaluation
EUROSCORE has shown good performance in the prediction of in-hospital
and 30-day mortality in patients undergoing cardiac surgery. Aim of this work
was to assess whether EUROSCORE may predict long-term outcome when
compared to standard risk factors.
Methods: We assessed by a multivariate Cox proportional hazards model the
impact of age, gender, left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), type of surgery
and EUROSCORE on long-term all-cause mortality and a combined end point
of mortality and cardiovascular events in a 2000-2002 cohort of cardiac surgery
patients.

EUROSCORE and event-free survival.

Results: We assessed 1230
patients (mean age 65 ±
11 years, 32% female) who
underwent cardiac surgery
at our institution. Surgical
procedure was coronary
artery bypass grafting in
64%, valvular surgery in
18%, combined coronary
and valvular in 15%, and
miscellaneous in 3%.The RR
of 30-day mortality (n=34,
2.8%) was 1.28 (95% C.I.
1.20-1.37, p < 0.0001) for
each EUROSCORE point.

During 20±9 months follow-up, 44 additional patients died and 217 were
admitted for a cardiovascular event (57%) or procedure (43%). By multivariate
analysis, independent predictors of all-cause mortality were EUROSCORE
(RR 1.17, 95% C.I. 1.10-1.26, p<0.0001), age (RR of 1.05, 95% C.I. 1.02-1.09,
p=0.004) and LVEF (RR 0.97, 95% C.I. 0.95-0.99, p=0.01). Event-free survival
was independently associated to EUROSCORE (RR 1.17, 95% C.I. 1.13-1.21,
p<0.0001) and LVEF (RR 0.99, 95% C.I. 0.97-0.99, p=0.001); a EUROSCORE
≥6 had a 2.7 RR (95% C.I. 2.7-3.9, p<0.0001) of events.
Conclusions: In a cohort of cardiac surgery patients, EUROSCORE was the
strongest predictor of long-term event free survival; a ≥6 score mandates
closer monitoring during follow-up.
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183 The prognostic significance of early cardiac enzyme
release following isolated coronary artery bypass
grafting

N. Newall 1, ND. Palmer 2, AY. Oo 3, AD. Grayson 4 , DM. Pullan 3,
WC. Dihmis 3, BM. Fabri 3, DR. Ramsdale 2. 1Liverpool, United Kingdom; 2The
Cardiothoracic centre, Cardiology, Liverpool, United Kingdom; 3The
Cardiothoracic Centre, Cardiac surgery, Liverpool, United Kingdom; 4The
Cardiothoracic Centre, Clinical Governance, Liverpool, United Kingdom

Release of cardiac enzyme (CE) following otherwise successful percutaneous
coronary intervention has been associated with increased medium term mor-
tality. We sought to determine the relationship between post operative cardiac
enzyme release and one year survival following isolated coronary artery by-
pass surgery (CABG).
Method: Between 1/1/1999 and 31/12/2001 3,024 consecutive patients under-
went isolated CABG. Patient characteristics were prospectively recorded in a
cardiac surgical database. Cardiac enzyme release, taken as the highest sin-
gle measurement recorded within the first 24 hours post-op, was abstracted
from an electronic archive. All cause mortality for the cohort was taken from a
national registry of deaths. The relationship between cardiac enzyme release
and one-year mortality was assessed by multivariate Cox proportional hazards
analysis.
Results: Data were complete for 2922 (97%) patients. The mean age of the
cohort was 64 years, 20% were female, 17.5% diabetic, 14% had peripheral
vascular disease, 3% had renal dysfunction, 81% had three vessel disease,
9% had ejection fraction below 30%, 2.5% had had prior cardiac surgery. CK
MB isoenzyme (Roche immuno inhibition assay, reference range 5-24 U/l) was
recorded in 2570 (85%),total CK in 352 (12%). Four hundred and ninety eight
patients (16.5%) had CE release three or more times the upper limit of the refer-
ence range (ULR), two hundred and twenty nine (7.6%) had CE five times ULR,
59 (1.9%) had CE ten or more times ULR. There were 122 (4%) deaths. Co
variables offered to the model included age, sex, renal dysfunction, diabetes,
cigarette smoking, emergency surgery, peripheral vascular disease, poor left
ventricular function, re-do surgery and the number of grafts done. Cox pro-
portional hazard analysis revealed that cardiac enzyme release 3-5x ULR (ad-
justed RR 1.8, 95% CI 1.6 to 2.9, p=0.008) and cardiac enzyme release six or
more times ULR (adjusted RR 3.8, 95% CI 2.4 to 6.0, p<0.0001) were inde-
pendently associated with increased one-year mortality.
Conclusions: Increased cardiac enzyme release within the first 24 hours fol-
lowing CABG is independently associated with higher one-year mortality. The
threshold values of cardiac enzyme release and orders of magnitude of associ-
ation with all cause mortality are similar to those observed elsewhere following
percutaneous coronary intervention. The definition of peri-operative myocardial
infarction following coronary artery bypass surgery should include elevation of
cardiac enzyme three or more times the upper limit of normal.

184 Troponin I as a marker of perioperative cardiac damage
after coronary artery bypass grafting

M. Sniezek Maciejewska 1, K. Sztefko 2, I. Kurowska 1, M. Zietkiewicz 1,
A. Latos 1, I. Gorkiewicz 1, R. Wieczorek 1, J. Sadowski 1 . 1Institute of
Cardiology CM UJ, Dpt of Cardiovascular Surgery, Krakow, Poland; 2Institute
of Pediatrics, Department of Biochemistry, Krakow, Poland

Purpose: To evaluate the usefulness of Troponin I (cTn I) in diagnosis of min-
imal myocardial damage (MMD) and perioperative myocardial infarction (PMI)
after CABG.
Material and methods: We studied 115 patients (95 men; 83%) aged 36-79
(mean 61) who underwent CABG in Dept. of Cardiovascular Surgery and Trans-
plantology in Cracow. Serial ECG recordings and measurements of cTnI and
CK/CKMB act. (before and 4,8,12,16,24 and 32 hours after surgery) were done.
PMI was diagnosed acc.to our own algorithm (ECG: ST segment changes, new
Q wave, new BBB; cTnI, CK/CKMB level, hemodynamic status; regional con-
tractility disturbances in ECHO).
Results: 3 groups of patients were identified: Gr.I: signs of myocardial infarction
in ECG (n= 26)

Gr.II: non-specific ECG changes and/or slight TnI level increase (max 5-6
ng/ml) (n =42)
Gr.III: patients with uncomplicated perioperative course (n = 47).
Diagram presents dynamic changes of cTnI in all groups. In patients with hemo-
dynamic complications (low cardiac output, cardiac arrest) significantly higher
levels of cTn I were observed (53,2±17,3 and 96,6±37,3 ng/ml respectively,
p<0,001) than in patients with uncomplicated postoperative course (3,7±1,4
ng/ml).
Conclusions: 1) Measurements of cTnI after CABG are of great value in diag-
nosis and monitoring of PMI and MMD. 2) cTnI measurements helps to verify
non-specific ECG changes and false positive or negative CK/CK MB levels. 3)
Patients with uncomplicated perioperative course had small cTn I increase, so
that the cut off value for these patients was 3,7 ng/ml.Changes of cTnI in all
groups.

NEW CLINICAL THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES IN
MYOCARDIAL ISCHAEMIA

185 Beneficial effect of pre-ischaemic administration of
enteral nitrates on infarct size

F. Padilla Marchan, D. Garcia-Dorado, L. Agulló, N. Escalona, M. Mirabet,
J. Soler-Soler. Hospital Vall d’Hebron, Cardiology, Barcelona, Spain

Background: The administration of nitrates and NO donors in the setting of
an acute myocardial infarction has been investigated in multicentric trials with
deceiving results. However, maneuvers aimed to increase NO levels or cGMP
content in reperfused myocardium in experimental models, have consistently
proved to reduce reperfusion injury. The purpose of this study was to investigate
the effect of prior oral administration of 5-isosorbide mononitrate (5-IMN) on the
extent of necrosis induced by a transient coronary occlusion.
Methods: Farm pigs (35.2±1.1 kg) were anesthetized with thiopental (30
mg/kg i.v.), intubated and mechanically ventilated. Three animals that received
increasing enteral doses of 5-IMN were used to select the dose necessary to
ensure adequate plasma concentrations of the drug. Thirty-four animals ran-
domly received either 0.3mg/kg of enteral 5-IMN or placebo. Fourty-five min
later, endothelial injury was induced in the mid left anterior descending coro-
nary artery (LAD) with an intracoronary catheter, and then the artery was oc-
cluded for 48 min. Heart rate (HR), aortic (AP) and left ventricle pressure (LVP),
regional myocardial contractility (intramyocardial ultrasonic crystals), and coro-
nary blood flow (CBF) were continously recorded. Bleeding time and in vitro
platelet aggregation were studied with serial determinations. After 2 hours of
reperfusion, the area at risk (AR) and infarct size (IS) were measured (fluores-
cein injection and trifeniltetrazolium reaction, respectively).
Results: Plasma levels of 5-IMN achieved a plateau phase 45 min after oral
administration. There were no differences between groups in HR, AP, LVP, CBF
or regional myocardial contractility throughout the experiment. Neither bleeding
time nor ex vivo platelet aggregation before occlusion or at the end of reperfu-
sion were affected by treatment, and 70% of the animals that received 5-IMN
presented cyclic flow reductions during reperfusion, compared to 71.4% in the
control group. The AR involved 12.2±0.8% and 11.8±0.6% of the ventricular
mass in treatment and control groups, (p=n.s.), but IS was significantly reduced
in the 5-IMN group: 29.9±5.2% vs 50.4±6.4% of the area at risk, p=0.03.
Conclusion: Enteral administration of 5-IMN before coronary occlusion re-
duces ischemia-reperfusion injury in the situ pig heart by mechanisms inde-
pendent of coronary blood flow, platelet activation or hemodynamic variables.
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186 Anti-anginal and anti-ischaemic effects of the If current
inhibitor ivabradine versus atenolol in stable angina.
A 4-month randomised, double-blind, multicenter trial

J.C. Tardif 1, I. Ford 2, M. Tendera 3, K. Fox 4 on behalf of the INITIATIVE study
investigators.. 1Montreal Heart Institute, Medicine, Montreal, Canada;
2University of Glasgow, Medicine, Glasgow, United Kingdom; 3Slaska
Akademia Medyczna, Medicine, Katowice, Poland; 4Royal Brompton Hospital,
Medicine, London, United Kingdom

Ivabradine, a novel selective heart rate reducing agent acting on the SA node,
has shown anti-ischemic and anti-anginal activity in a placebo-controlled trial.
The objective of this study was to demonstrate the non-inferiority of the anti-
anginal and anti-ischemic effects of ivabradine compared to atenolol in a larger
trial with a longer follow-up.
Methods: In a double-blind, parallel-group trial, 939 patients with a ≥3-month
history of stable angina and documented CAD were randomised to either 2
groups with ivabradine 5 mg bid or to a third group with atenolol 50 mg od for
1 month. Patients were then force-titrated to either ivabradine 7.5 mg bid or
10 mg bid in the first 2 groups and to atenolol 100 mg od in the third group
for 3 additional months. Patients underwent exercise treadmill tests (ETT) at
randomisation (M0), and after 1 (M1) and 4 (M4) months of therapy.
Results: Total exercise duration (TED) at trough (primary endpoint) was in-
creased from M0 to M4 by 86.8±129.0 sec and 91.7±118.8 sec with ivabra-
dine 7.5 and 10 mg bid respectively and by 78.8±133.4 sec with atenolol 100
mg. TED improved at M1 by 64.2±104.0 sec with ivabradine 5 mg and by
60.0±114.4 sec with atenolol 50 mg. Time to limiting angina (TLA) and time
to 1 mm ST segment depression (TST) were also consistently increased. Non-
inferiority of ivabradine vs atenolol was shown for all doses and ETT criteria.
Side effects of beta-blockers such as AV block, sexual dysfunction and bron-
chospasm were not observed with ivabradine. A higher incidence of mild visual
symptoms was noted with ivabradine, causing only 5 patients to withdraw from
treatment.

Conclusion: Monotherapy with ivabradine is at least as effective and safe as
atenolol in patients with stable angina.

187 Testosterone replacement therapy improves ischaemic
threshold and mood in hypogonadal men with angina

C.J. Malkin 1, PJ. Pugh 2, PD. Morris 2, TH. Jones 3, KS. Channer 2 .
1Cardiology Research, Sheffield, United Kingdom; 2Royal Hallamshire
Hospital, Cardiology Research, Sheffield, United Kingdom; 3University of
Sheffield, Academic Unit of Endocrinology, Sheffield, United Kingdom

Background: Men with coronary artery disease have lower serum testosterone
than men with normal coronary angiograms and we have found that 23% have
testosterone levels below normal range. Since testosterone is an efficacious
vasodilator, we hypothesised that physiological replacement therapy could im-
prove ischaemic threshold.
Methods: Patients were recruited following angiography confirming coronary
disease. 8 men completed the study; at baseline all had low serum testosterone
and were diagnosed androgen deficient by an endocrinologist. Patients were
randomised to a single blind crossover study. Testosterone (Sustanon 100) or
placebo was given for 1 month, following a month washout period the patient
crossed over to the alternate treatment. Patients were assessed at baseline
and 1 month of each treatment arm. The primary outcome was time in seconds
to 1mm ST depression during exercise electrocardiography (Bruce protocol).
Patients were also assessed with questionnaire (Beck Depression Inventory
and ADAM hypogonadal questionnaire). Results are recorded as mean ± sem
and were analysed by comparing the difference (delta value) of exercise time
and questionnaire score from baseline to 1 month of each treatment phase
(paired t-test).
Results: The change in time to ST depression with testosterone therapy was
significantly greater than with placebo (77±16secs v 7.2±11secs, p=0.002).
There were also significant improvements in questionnaire scores during
testosterone phase when compared to placebo; BDI (-3.3±1.7 v -0.4±1.8,
p=0.02) and ADAM (-2.3±0.5 v 0.3±0.7, p=0.05).
Conclusions: Nearly a quarter of men with coronary disease have low serum
testosterone. Hormone replacement in these men improves ischaemic thresh-
old and mood.

188 Rebound worsening in exercise performance was not
observed after abrupt ranolazine withdrawal in patients
with chronic angina in CARISA

J.O. Parker 1, B. Chaitman 2 , J. Skopal 3 , G. Chumakova 4, J. Kuch 5,
W. Wang 6, S. Skettino 6, A. Wolff 6. 1Kingston General Hospital, Kingston,
Canada; 2St. Louis Univ. School of Medicine, St. Louis, United States of
America; 3Hospital Na Frantisku, Prague, Czech Republic; 4Altay State
Medical University, Barnaul, Russian Federation; 5Medical Academy Hospital,
Warsaw, Poland; 6CV Therapeutics, Palo Alto, United States of America

Purpose: Ranolazine (RAN), a member of a new class that partially in-
hibits fatty acid oxidation, increases exercise capacity in chronic angina
pts when added to background antianginal drug therapy (CARISA: Circ
2001;104:25:1Be-4Be). The effect on exercise capacity of abruptly stopping
RAN in chronic angina pts has not been studied.
Methods: In CARISA 823 pts with chronic angina on stable doses of atenolol,
diltiazem, or amlodipine were randomized to double-blind treatment with RAN
750 mg bid, 1000 mg bid or placebo. After completing 12 wks of RAN double-
blind treatment, pts entered a 48-hour, double-blind, rebound assessment pe-
riod during which they either continued their RAN regimen or were switched to
placebo. A modified Bruce exercise test (ETT) was performed at 48 hrs and
results were compared to those obtained at baseline.
Results: Of the 823 pts, 727 pts had an assessment for possible rebound. Pts
withdrawn from RAN (table; columns B and C) had exercise durations on repeat
assessment that were not significantly different from pts who continued placebo
during the entire period (A) (p>0.05; table). Exercise capacity was maintained
in pts continuing RAN (D,E) whereas exercise capacity was diminished when
pts were switched to placebo (B,C).

Treatment (12 wk period/rebound period)

Change from Baseline during Rebound Phase in Seconds (mean ± SE)

Placebo/ RAN 750 mg bid/ RAN 1000 mg bid/ RAN 750 mg bid/ RAN 1000 mg bid/
Placebo (A) Placebo (B) Placebo (C) RAN 750 mg bid (D) RAN 1000 mg bid (E)

n=243 n=128 n=118 n=120 n=118

Total ETT
93 ± 8 98 ± 11 90 ± 12 119 ± 15 123 ± 13

Time to Angina Onset
121 ± 9 134 ± 13 119 ± 13 148 ± 16 158 ± 15

Time to Onset of 1 mm ST Depression
120 ± 10 135 ± 13 129 ± 14 151 ± 16 155 ± 14

Conclusion: The anti-anginal effect of ranolazine on exercise capacity is lost
when drug therapy is withdrawn in pts on background beta-blockers or calcium
channel antagonists after 12 wks of therapy but no evidence for rebound wors-
ening of exercise performance was observed after RAN withdrawal.
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189 Ranolazine decreases haemoglobin A1C (HbA1c) in
angina patients with diabetes: carbohydrate and lipid
parameters in MARISA and CARISA

B. Chaitman 1, S. Skettino 2, M. Jerling 2, J. Skopal 3, G. Chumakova 4,
J. Kuch 5, W. Wang 2, A. Wolff 2. 1St. Louis Univ. School of Medicine, St. Louis,
United States of America; 2CV Therapeutics, Palo Alto, United States of
America; 3Hospital Na Frantisku, Prague, Czech Republic; 4Altay State
Medical University, Barnaul, Russian Federation; 5Medical Academy Hospital,
Warsaw, Poland

Introduction: Ranolazine (RAN), a member of a new class of drugs that
partially inhibits fatty acid oxidation (pFOX), increased treadmill exercise ca-
pacity in pts with chronic angina both alone (MARISA, N=191) and when
added to background anti-anginal therapy with atenolol, diltiazem, or amlodip-
ine (CARISA, N=823). Angina frequency and nitroglycerin consumption were
reduced by RAN. The most frequently reported adverse events (dizziness con-
stipation and nausea) were generally mild and occurred in fewer than 10% of
patients. The potential use of RAN in diabetics is of interest because approxi-
mately one in four angina pts has diabetes.
Methods: HbA1c was measured at baseline and endpoint in diabetic patients
in CARISA, a 3-group, parallel, double-blind, 12-week study. Triglycerides, and
total, HDL, and LDL cholesterol were measured in both MARISA and CARISA
at baseline and endpoint. Laboratory evaluations continued in 550 patients who
completed MARISA or CARISA and received open-label RAN for a mean treat-
ment duration of 448 days.
Results: Efficacy and tolerability of RAN were similar in both diabetic and non-
diabetic patients in both MARISA and CARISA (previously reported). In diabetic
patients in CARISA (N=131), RAN 750 and 1000 mg bid were associated with
a mean absolute reduction in HbA1c of 0.48%age points and 0.70%age points,
respectively, compared to placebo at 12 weeks (each p<0.01). The reductions
versus placebo were greater in those pts on insulin (N=31; 0.84 and 1.05%age
points), on 750 and 1000 mg bid (p<0.02 and p<0.01), respectively. Fasting
glucose was not affected by RAN in diabetic patients in CARISA, regardless of
insulin treatment; one hypoglycemic episode was reported on placebo and one
on RAN. After 12-24 months of open-label treatment, HbA1c decreased from
baseline in the diabetic patients by 1.1%age points. During the first 12 weeks
of RAN treatment of diabetic patients in CARISA, mean total and LDL choles-
terol increased by up to 16 and 11 mg/dL, respectively; however, because of
mean increases in HDL cholesterol up to 5 mg/dL, the HDL/LDL ratio changed
little. Over 3 years of open-label treatment in the combined MARISA/CARISA
diabetic population, total and LDL cholesterol decreased from baseline, while
HDL cholesterol continued to increase.
Conclusion: RAN caused no apparent adverse effects on diabetic glycemic
control and was associated with significant decreases in HbA1c. After moder-
ate initial increases, total and LDL cholesterol decreased to below baseline with
continued treatment, while HDL continued to increase.

190 Efficacy of trimetazidine in stable angina patients
resistant to a beta-blocker treatment: TRIMPOL II, a
double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled,
multicenter trial

M. Trusz Gluza 1, H. Szwed 2, Z. Sadowski 2 , R. Dabrowski 2 ,
H. Grzelak-Szafranska 3 , E. Malarkiewicz 4, B. Mocarska-Gorna 4 ,
A. Rybicka-Musialik 1 . 1Institute of Cardiology, I Department of Cardiology,
Katowice, Poland; 2National Institute of Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland; 3Medical
University of Wroclaw, Department of Cardiosurgery, Wroclaw, Poland;
4Voivodship Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Olsztyn, Poland

The study aimed to assess the antianginal efficacy of trimetazidine, a metabolic
anti-ischemic agent which optimizes cardiac metabolism, in patients with per-
sistent angina pectoris despite a beta-blocker treatment.
Methods: Patients with stable angina despite a full dose of beta-blocker treat-
ment (metoprolol, MTP, 50mg bid) were included in this double-blind, random-
ized, placebo-controlled, multicenter study in 2 parallel groups. Before inclusion
all patients had two positive treadmill exercise tests separated by one week. At
inclusion (W0) patients were randomized to trimetazidine (TMZ, 20mg tid) or
placebo (Pbo, tid) on top of metoprolol for a 12-week treatment period. A tread-
mill test was again performed after 12 weeks (W12). Efficacy evaluation was
done with ergometric criteria: exercise test duration, time to 1-mm ST-segment
depression, total workload, time to onset of angina, rate-pressure product at
peak exercise and clinical symptom measurements: mean number of angina

Change (W12-W0) in: Trimetazidine Placebo P value*

Exercise test duration (s) 56 ± 90 34 ± 94 <0,010
Time to 1mm ST segment depression (s) 75 ± 108 38 ± 127 <0,010
Total workload (METs) 1,05 ± 1,73 0,47 ± 1,72 <0,010
Time to onset of angina (s) 70 ± 96 34 ± 105 <0,010
Rate-pressure product (HR x SBP) 653 ± 3397 395 ± 3680 NS
Mean number of anginal attacks per week -1,54 ± 2,56 -0,99 ± 4,51 <0,010
Mean nitroglycerin consumption per week -1,10 ± 2,31 -0,58 ± 3,81 <0,010

* Mann-Whitney test

attacks per week and mean nitroglycerin consumption per week. The analysis
was performed in the intention-to-treat population including all randomized pa-
tients (n=426). All statistical tests were conducted at the 5% significance level.
Results: Both treatment groups (TMZ n=211, Pbo n=215) were comparable
in terms of demographic and ergometric criteria at baseline. The results are
shown in the table.
Conclusion: In all randomized patients from the TRIMPOL II study who had
still stable angina despite a full dose of beta-blocker, treatment with trimetazi-
dine significantly improved all exercise test criteria and significantly reduced
clinical symptoms compared with placebo, without any hemodynamic changes.
The antianginal efficacy of trimetazidine was teamed with an excellent tolera-
bility.

ADJUNCTIVE PHARMACOLOGY DURING AND AFTER
PERCUTANEOUS CORONARY INTERVENTION

203 Safety of very low dose of heparin during percutaneous
coronary intervention: ACT, anti-Xa and creatine kinase
monitoring

A. Ohanessian 1, C. Caussin 2, P. Piquet 3, S. Doubine 3, B. Lancelin 2. 1Hôpital
Cochin, Cardiology, Paris, France; 2Hôpital Marie Lannelongue, Cardiology, Le
Plessis Robinson, France; 3Hôpital Marie-Lannelongue, Hematology, Le
Plessis Robinson, France

Background: Recent reports have advocated the use of very low dose unfrac-
tionated heparin (UFH) (2500 to 5000 IU) among patients undergoing percu-
taneous coronary intervention (PCI). The optimal activated clotting time (ACT)
arbitrary recommended for PCI is between 300 and 350 s, rarely attained with
low doses of UFH. The purpose of this study was to evaluate anticoagulation
ranges for low-dose UFH regimens during PCI, monitoring APTT, anti-Xa activ-
ity and ACT.
Methods: We prospectively included 300 patients who underwent an ad hoc
PCI receiving 3000 (n=222) or 4000 (n=78) UFH units. Patients pre-treated
by UFH or low weight molecular heparin were excluded from the study. At the
end of the procedure, ACT (Hemochron 401, ITC), APTT and anti-Xa activity
(Behring Coagulation Timer) were assayed for each patient arterial blood sam-
ple. A good anticoagulation level was defined by an anti-Xa activity > 0.4 IU/ml
and APTT ratio >2.5. Creatine kinase (CK) was systematically assayed 8 to
12 hours after PCI (N<150 U/l), periprocedural MI was defined by CK>450. A
clinical evaluation was performed at 7 and 30 days.
Results: Age was 64±13 years. Weight:77±11.7 kg. Current smokers: 31%,
diabetes: 20%, hypertension: 49.7%, dyslipidemia: 63%. Prior PCI: 48%, prior
CABG: 11.5%, prior MI: 34%. Acute coronary syndrome: 70%. Mean heparin
dose: 3274 ± 459 IU. ACC/AHA classification: A:19.5%, B1:35.9%, B2:32.3%,
C: 12.3%. Stenting: 84%, primary stenting: 76%. Biological results: ACT:
187±36 s, anti-Xa 0.77±0.3 IU/ml, APTT>120s: 94%. CK:61±59U/l. Rate of
complications: false aneurysm:1%, minor groin hematoma:3%, urgent revascu-
larisation:1 patient, MI 0%, death 0%. No MACE at 7 and 30 days.
Conclusion: PCI with very low dose UFH (3000 to 4000 IU) appeared to be
safe. Anti-Xa activity was within therapeutical ranges and APTT ratio was >4
in 94% of the cases despite low mean ACT of 187. These findings may explain
the safety of PCI with low dose heparin.
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204 Atorvastatin does not inhibit clopidogrel in patients
undergoing coronary stenting in randomized data from
the interactions of atorvastatin and clopidogrel
(INTERACTION) trial

V.L. Serebruany 1 , M.G. Midei 1, A.I. Malinin 1, D.R. Lowry 1, B.R. Oshrine 1,
S.R. Steinhubl 2 , C.M. O’Connor 3 , C.H. Hennekens 4. 1Sinai Hospital,
Thrombosis Research Center, Baltimore, United States of America;
2University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, United States of America; 3Duke
Clinical Research Institute, Durham, United States of America; 4University of
Miami, Miami, United States of America

Background: Atorvastatin and clopidogrel are of proven benefit and are com-
monly used following stent implantation. Some but not other retrospective data
have raised the possibility that the antiplatelet effects of clopidogrel are inhibited
by atorvastatin. The randomized INTERACTION trial was designed to address
this issue by serial measurements of various platelet characteristics by conven-
tional, as well as whole blood aggregometry, point of care tests with two rapid
analyzers, and assessment of 14 major receptors on the platelet surface, and
formation of platelet-leukocyte microparticles by whole blood flow cytometry.
Methods: A total of 75 patients undergoing coronary stenting were given 325
mg aspirin daily for at least one week, and 300 mg clopidogrel before stenting.
Other antithrombotic agents were prohibited. Patients were assigned at ran-
dom to atorvastatin (10-80mg), another statin (simvastatin (20-40mg); pravas-
tatin (10-40mg); lovastatin (20mg); and fluvastatin (20-80mg) at the discretion
of the treating physician, or no statin beginning 30 days before stenting. Platelet
studies were performed at baseline as well as 4 and 24 hours after stent im-
plantation.
Results: At baseline, platelets were significantly less activated in both statin
groups as compared with the patients on no statin as reflected by adeno-
sine diphosphate induced conventional aggregometry, Ultegra Analyzer, and
SPAN12 receptor expression. Despite phasic changes in platelet character-
istics after administration of clopidogrel, there were no significant differences
in the platelet measurers between groups at 4 and 24 hours after loading
with clopidogrel with the exception of the constantly diminished expression of
the anti protease-activated G-protein-coupled (PAR-1) thrombin receptor mea-
sured by SPAN12 antibody in both groups of patients assigned at random to
statins.
Conclusion: Statins in general, and atorvastatin in particular did not affect the
ability of clopidogrel to inhibit platelet function in patients undergoing coronary
stenting. The pattern of platelet inhibition by clopidogrel was almost identical in
patients assigned at random to atorvastatin, other statins, or no statins. These
randomized data raise the possibility that statins may inhibit platelets directly
via as yet unknown mechanism(s) presumably related to the cleavage of an
alfa- thrombin by PAR-1 receptors. These unexpected findings require a priori
hypothesis testing in randomized trials of larger sample size.

205 A randomised study with simvastatin for preventing
in-stent restenosis and neointimal growth as assessed
by intravascular ultrasound: a preliminary report

G. Amoroso, AS. Petronio, M. De Carlo, A. Micheli, U. Limbruno, B. Papini,
R. Dell’Anna, M. Mariani. University of Pisa, Cardiothoracic Department, Pisa,
Italy

Purpose: HMGcoA reductase inhibitors (Statins) have already proven to
reduce major events after coronary stenting. Conflicting data, possibly at-
tributable to their huge intraclass variability, have been reported on the efficacy
of statins in reducing in-stent restenosis. The aim of this study was to investi-
gate the safety and efficacy of simvastatin in preventing in-stent restenosis.
Methods: Normocholesterolemic (Total cholesterol <210 mg/dl and/or LDL
cholesterol <130 mg/dl) consecutive patients with stable angina pectoris and a
single native de-novo coronary lesion requiring revascularization were random-
ized to placebo or simvastatin (20 mg/daily) at least 2 weeks before, and contin-
uing for 12 months after successful coronary stenting. Exclusion criteria were:
acute coronary syndromes, diabetes, ongoing statin treatment. Primary end-
point were binary in-stent restenosis (stenosis >70% of reference vessel diam-
eter) as measured by quantitative coronary angiography (QCA), and neointimal
growth, as measured by intravascular ultrasound (IVUS), at 12-month follow-up
catheterization; secondary endpoints were safety of simvastatin treatment and
major cardiovascular events (MACE).
Results: A total of 71 patients (37 simvastatin, 34 placebo) entered the study.
To date, 49 patients (69% of total; 26 simvastatin, 23 placebo) completed a
6-months clinical follow up. MACE were 1 (4%) and 4 (17%), respectively in
the simvastatin and placebo-treated patients (P<0.05). No drug-related serious
event (myositis, increased hepatic transaminase, allergic reaction) or discon-
tinuation of therapy was reported among the simvastatin-treated patients. To
date, 13 patients (18% of total; 7 simvastatin, 6 placebo) had repeat catheteri-
zation (mean follow up period: 11±2 months). Binary restenosis was 1/7 (14%)
and 1/6 (17%), respectively for simvastatin and placebo-treated patients. No
significant difference was noted between simvastatin and placebo-treated pa-
tients regarding: minimal lumen area (5.4±1.5 mm2 vs 6.3±2.4 mm2;P=NS),
neointimal volume index (=[stent volume-lumen volume]/stent length) (3.7±1.7

mm3/mm vs 3.8±2.4 mm3/mm;P=NS), % obstruction volume (=[stent volume-
lumen volume]/stent volume%) (36±13% vs 35±25%;P=NS).
Conclusion: Prolonged treatment with oral simvastatin (20 mg/daily) is safe
and reduces major adverse events after coronary stenting. Preliminary IVUS
data are inconclusive about the role of simvastatin in preventing in-stent
restenosis and neointimal growth.

206 Is platelet inhibition by clopidogrel durable over 30 days
of treatment?

P.A. Gurbel, K.P. Bliden. Sinai Center for Thrombosis Research, Baltimore,
United States of America

Background: Long term stable platelet inhibition likely affects the occurrence
of stent thrombosis. Whether clopidogrel exerts stable inhibition in patients un-
dergoing stenting is unknown.
Methods: We studied platelet inhibition by clopidogrel (300mg load/75 mg qd)
+ aspirin (325mg) in 37 patients undergoing elective coronary stenting. Platelet
aggregation (5 and 20 µmol/L ADP) and stimulated p-selectin by flow cytom-
etry were determined at baseline and after 5 and 30 days of treatment. The
inhibitory response (IR) was defined as the baseline % aggregation (5 and 20
µmol/L ADP) or % positive cells (p-selectin) minus the respective value at day
5 and day 30.
Results: IR at day 30 strongly correlated with the IR at day 5 (5µmol/L ADP, r =
0.8; 20 µmol/L ADP, r = 0.8; p-selectin, r = 0.7). (Figure). Non-response (<18%
change from baseline (5µmol/l ADP) was observed in 14/37 patients at day 5
and did not change in 9/37 of these patients over 30 days (figure).

5 and 30 day/5 µmolar ADP.

Conclusion: The inhibitory response to clopidogrel is durable and patient-
specific over 30 days. In most patients, 30 day platelet reactivity is well pre-
dicted by 5 day reactivity. The majority of non-responders after 5 days of
therapy will remain non-responders at 30 days. The early detection of non-
response may limit the occurrence of stent thrombosis.

207 Pretreatment platelet reactivity strongly affects the
inhibitory response from clopidogrel

P.A. Gurbel, K.P. Bliden. Sinai Center for Thrombosis Research, Baltimore,
United States of America

Background: The effect of pretreatment platelet reactivity on the response to
clopidogrel is unknown. Patients with the most reactive platelets at baseline
may remain the most reactive after clopidogrel treatment and thus be at great-
est risk for thrombosis.
Methods: Aggregation (Agg) (%) by 5 µmol/L ADP and stimulated p-selectin
expression (% positivity) by flow cytometry (P-s) were determined at baseline
and at 1 and 5 days after elective coronary stenting (n = 96). All patients re-
ceived aspirin (325 mg) and a standard clopidogrel regimen (300mg load in lab
then 75mg qd). Per protocol, GP IIb/IIIa inhibitors were witheld. Baseline reac-
tivity was divided into high (Agg > 70%, P-s > 50%), moderate (Agg 60-70%,
P-s 40-50%), and low (Agg < 60%, P-s < 40%) and the response to clopidogrel
was determined in each group.
Results: Age was 68 ± 7 yrs. At day 1 Agg remained greatest in patients with
high pretreatment reactivity (67 ± 11) vs. moderate (56 ± 15), p=.004; and vs.
low (48 ± 9), p<.0001). At day 5 these differences between groups were no
longer significant (high (40 ± 16), moderate (36 ± 18), low (35 ± 17). At day
1, P-s was also greatest in high patients (35±17) as compared to patients with
low pretreatment reactivity (16 ± 7, p.0009) and at 5 days remained persistently
elevated in the high group (31 ± 12%) as compared to the moderate (19 ± 13%,
p=.06) and low groups (20 ± 7%, p=.04).
Conclusion: The early response to standard clopidogrel therapy for coronary
stenting is strongly affected by the pretreatment reactivity of the platelet. Pa-
tients with the highest pretreatment reactivity remain the most reactive after
treatment and may be at greatest risk for thrombosis. Alternative pharmaco-
logic strategies should be investigated in these patients.
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208 Procedural success and clinical outcome of
percutaneous coronary interventions in patients
presenting with stent thrombosis

P. Wenaweser, A. Remondino, M. Togni, D. Tüller, C. Seiler, B. Meier,
O.M. Hess, S. Windecker. Swiss Cardiovascular Center Bern, Bern,
Switzerland

Background: Stent thrombosis (ST) is encountered in 1-2% of patients (pts)
following percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), and is associated with ma-
jor morbidity and mortality. Immediate reperfusion therapy by repeat PCI is the
treatment of choice. However safety, efficacy and long-term outcome following
repeat PCI for ST is not established.
Methods: Between November 1995 and May 2002, a total of 4927 consecu-
tive pts underwent PCI with stent implantation at our institution. Following initial
PCI, all pts were treated with a dual antiplatelet regimen (acetylsalicylicacid
100mg/d with either ticlopidine 250 mg BID for at least 2 weeks, or clopidogrel
300 mg loading dose followed by 75 mg qd for at least 4 weeks). Angiographic
and clinical (MACE) outcome of all pts presenting with ST undergoing repeat
PCI was retrospectively assessed. Recanalisation was considered successful if
a residual stenosis <50% and TIMI flow 3 were achieved. Myocardial infarction
(MI) was defined as a creatin kinase (CK) elevation >2x the upper limit of nor-
mal. 30 day and long-term clinical outcome were obtained by a questionnaire.
Results: 85 ST (1.7%) were encountered in a total of 80 (1.6%) pts. Nine
(0.2%) were categorized as acute (<24 hours after stent implantation), 58
(1.2%) subacute (>24 hours <30 days) and 18 (0.3%) late (>30 days) ST.
Repeat PCI for ST was successful in 75 (94%) pts. Percent diameter steno-
sis significantly decreased from 94±15 to 14±23 (p< 0.001), whereas minimal
lumen diameter (MLD) increased from 0.2±0.4mm to 2.3± 0.7mm (p<0.001).
MI was diagnosed in 71 (89%) patients (non-Q-wave MI in 68 (96%) pts, Q-
wave MI in 3 (4%) pts). Peak CK and troponin-I levels were 1045±1144 U/l and
225 ± 271 µg/l, respectively. Left ventricular ejection fraction was not signifi-
cantly different between the initial and repeat PCI (57%±14 to 53%±13, p=ns).
In-hospital and 30 day death following repeat PCI were encountered in 3 pts
(4%) and 7 pts (9%), respectively. MI and TVR rate after 6 month were 3% and
4%, respectively. During a mean follow-up time of 1.5±1.3 years, 10 pts (12%)
died. Late ST was associated with higher mortality than subacute ST (17% vs
9%,p=0.6), but not significantly.
Conclusions: Repeat PCI for pts presenting with ST appears safe and effective
with procedural success and mortality rates comparable with that of patients
undergoing primary PCI in the setting of ST-elevation infarction. Late ST may
be associated with a higher mortality risk.

ESC LECTURE ON CLINICAL CARDIOLOGY – THE
GRÜNTZIG LECTURE

239 Efficacy of high-dose bolus tirofiban compared to
regular dose glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors on platelet
aggregation inhibition in myocardial infarction patients
treated with primary angioplasty

N.M.S.K.J. Ernst 1 , MJ. De Boer 1, R.J. Slingerland 2 , K. Miedema 2, A.W.J. van
’t Hof 1 on behalf of the Zwolle Myocardial Infarction Study Group. 1Isala
Klinieken, Cardiology, Zwolle, Netherlands; 2Isala Klinieken Zwolle, Clinical
Chemistry, Zwolle, Netherlands

Background: Glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors reduce thrombotic complications
in patients undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention. Little is known
about the extent of platelet aggregation inhibition (IPA) in patients (pts) with
acute myocardial infarction (MI).
Methods: IPA was measured at 5 time points in pts with acute MI who under-
went primary coronary angioplasty (PCA) and were treated with Clopidogrel
(C) alone, Clopidogrel in combination with Abciximab (A), Tirofiban (T) or high-
dose bolus Tirofiban (HT). Clopidogrel was administered before acute angiog-
raphy (300 mg orally). Glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitor bolus was given after acute
angiography (CAG) and before PCA, immediately followed by maintenance in-
fusion. Abciximab was administered as bolus of 0.25 mg/kg followed by infusion
of 0.125 µg/kg/min (max. 10 µg/min). Tirofiban was administered as bolus of
10 µg/kg followed by infusion of 0.15 µg/kg/min. High-dose Tirofiban was ad-
ministered as bolus of 25 µg/kg followed by infusion of 0.15 µg/kg/min. IPA
was assessed on a routine blood cell counter (Sysmex K4500; demonstrated
correlation coefficient of 0.90 with ICHOR CBC analyzer [Array Medical]) with
EDTA/PPACK as anticoagulant using 20 µM ADP as agonist (%).

Table I. Mean IPA (%) ± SD

on admission before CAG after PCA 1 hr after PCA 6 hrs after PCA

C (n=24) 13.1 ± 21.1 18.5 ± 22.0 16.8 ± 21.3 42.7 ± 33.3 42.0 ± 29.1
C + A (n=24) 21.2 ± 24.2 19.4 ± 22.2 55.5 ± 24.7 53.3 ± 24.3 57.6 ± 24.5
C + T (n=28) 11.5 ± 17.2 18.1 ± 24.7 57.4 ± 28.5 58.0 ± 27.3 73.3 ± 15.8
C + HT (n=16) 6.7 ± 5.4 7.8 ± 8.3 83.8 ± 13.4 69.9 ± 15.9 58.0 ± 20.7

Results: IPA was highly variable among pts. Mean IPA ± SD for the different
agents at 5 time points are shown in Table I.
Conclusion: This is the first study in which IPA is measured in acute MI
pts treated with primary PCA and Clopidogrel in combination with different
GPIIb/IIIa inhibitors. IPA was highly variable among pts. Only with high-dose bo-
lus Tirofiban sufficient peri-procedural platelet aggregation inhibition was found.
Further research is needed to assess the effect of bolus and maintenance in-
fusion dose adjustment of GPIIb/IIIa inhibitors on clinical outcome.µ±

240 Fate of patients admitted with ST-elevation myocardial
infarction not receiving reperfusion therapy. Results
from the European Heart Survey of acute coronary
syndromes

U. Zeymer 1, A. Gitt 1, R. Zahn 1, A. Battler 2 , L. Wallentin 3, E. Boersma 4,
M. Simoons 4, J. Senges 1 on behalf of Euro Heart Survey ACS Investigators..
1Klinikum Ludwigshafen, Medizinische Klinik B, Ludwigshafen, Germany;
2Rabin Medical Center, Pteah Tikva, Israel; 3University hospital, Uppsala,
Sweden; 4Thoraxcentre, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Background: Early reperfusion therapy has been shown to improve outcome
in patients with ST elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI)and is therefore rec-
ommended in the current guidelines of the ESC.The purpose of this analysis
was to evauluate the fate of patients with STEMI not receiving reperfusion ther-
apy.
Methods: A total of 4431 patients with the initial diagnosis STEMI were en-
rolled in the Euro Heart Survey Acute Coronary Syndromes. While 2472 re-
ceived early reperfusion therapy with thrombolysis (n=1556, 35.2%) or primary
percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI, n=916, 20.6%) 1959 (44.2%) were
treated initially conservatively.
Results: Patients not receiving reperfusion were older (68.0 vs. 61.0 years) and
had a longer pre-hospital delay (270 vs. 136 min), received less often aspirin
(93.3% vs. 98.5%), ACE inhibitors (62.3% vs. 69.0%), beta blockers (76.5% vs.
85.6%)and statins (49.7% vs. 63.6%). The clinical events occurring until day 30
are listed in the table.
Clinical events until day 30

No reperfusion Reperfusion p-value

Death 10.3% 6.3% 0.001
Reinfarction 2.3% 3.0% n.s.
Major bleeding 1.1% 2.0% 0.01
Stroke 1.1% 0.6% 0.01

Conclusions: Patients admitted with STEMI not receiving early reperfusion
therapy are older and treated less often with medical therapies recommended
in the current guidelines. This results in an significant increase in 30-day mor-
tality. Therefore all efforts should be made to increase the rate of patients
treated with early reperfusion therapy and adjunctive therapies adherent to re-
cent guidelines.

241 Valsartan versus angiotensin-converting
enzyme-inhibition in acute coronary syndrome after
successful stent implantation of the culprit lesion –
results from the VALVACE trial

S. Peters, M. Trümmel, W. Meyners. Klinikum D.Chr.Erxleben Quedlinburg,
Kardiologie Abt., Quedlinburg, Germany

The ValPREST trial could demonstrate a significant reduction of in-stent-
restenosis (ISR) in type B2/C lesions when 80mg Valsartan (Val) for six months
after stent implantation was given. This was mainly true for cases with acute
coronary syndrome (ACS). Valid recommendations for the treatment of ACS
include only ACE inhibitors (ACEi). This was the reason why 700 patients were
randomised to Val (LVEF > 50%) or ACEi captopril, benalapril or ramipril (LVEF
< 50%) after stent implantation in complex type B2/C lesions.
Results: Control coronary angiography was done in 89% after six months. ISR
rate in all patients on Val was 19.5% versus 34% on ACEi (p<0.005), in ACS
14% versus 43% (p<0.0001) and in stable angina 28% versus 27.5%. In cases
with diabetes ISR rate under Val was 24% and under ACEi 43% (p<0.01).
These results were not significantly influenced by additional CSE inhibition in a
total of 83% of patients. However MACE were not significantly different in both
groups.
In conclusion, in terms of additive pharmacological treatment of ACS after suc-
cessful stent implantation of the culprit lesion angiotensin receptor antagonists
seem to be more effective than ACE inhibitors due to more favourable vascular
effects thus reducing ISR rate and reintervention rate.
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250 Elevated troponin T is not associated with mortallity in
the medical intesive care unit

J. Alegria, I.J. Morales, S. Bhatia, S. Pislaru, J. Chandrasekhar, S. Peters,
B. Afessa. Mayo Clinic, Cardiology, Rochester, United States of America

Introduction: The significance of measuring troponin in patients admitted in
a medical intensive care unit (MICU) for non-cardiac reasons is uncertain. In
this retrospective study, we tested the hypothesis that abnormal troponin level
is an independent risk factor for mortality in MICU. Methods: We examined
the APACHE III database and serum troponin T levels of 1947 patients con-
secutively admitted to the MICU at the Mayo Clinic, between August 2000 and
December 2001. Troponin T levels greater than 0.1 ng/mL were considered ele-
vated. Chi Square, Mann-Whitney U and logistic regression tests were used for
statistical comparisons. The logistic regression model included hospital mor-
tality as dependent and troponin levels and predicted mortality rates as inde-
pendent variables. Risk ratios (RR) and their 95% confidence intervals (95%
CI) were calculated by logistic regression analysis. P-value < 0.05 was con-
sidered significant. Results: One patient with incomplete data was excluded.
Troponin was measured in 1214 (62%) of the 1946 patients at admission or
during MICU stay. The APACHE III predicted mortality rate of patients whose
troponin was measured was 24% compared to14% of those whose troponin
was not measured (p<0.0001). The observed mortality rate of patients whose
troponin was measured was 24% compared to 12% of those whose troponin
was not measured (p<0.0001). Among the patients whose troponin was mea-
sured, survivors’ and non-survivors’ median admission troponin levels were
0.02 ng/mL and 0.03 ng/mL (p=0.0119), respectively, and the highest troponin
levels 0.04 ng/mL and 0.07 ng/mL (p=0.0002), respectively. Among the 1214
patients whose troponin was measured, 122 of the 291 non-survivors (42%)
had elevated troponin compared to 296 of 923 survivors (32%) (P=0.0022). Lo-
gistic regression analysis showed that neither the admission (p= 0.4648; RR
= 1.114, 95% CI = 0.80-1.62) nor the highest troponin level (p = 0.3610; RR
= 1.16, 95% CI = 0.84-1.61) was independently associated with mortality The
APACHE predicted mortality rate was independently associated with mortality
(p < 0.0001). Conclusions: Among patients admitted to MICU, serum troponin
level is likely to be measured in sicker patients with higher mortality. Elevated
serum troponin level is not an independent risk factor for mortality.

251 Clinical prognostic score for short-term events in
patients with cardiogenic pulmonary edema

M. Fiutowski 1, T. Waszyrowski 1, M. Krzeminska-Pakula 2 , JD. Kasprzak 2.
1Jonscher Hospital, Cardiology, Lodz, Poland; 2Medical University IMW,
Cardiology, Lodz, Poland

Background: Cardiogenic pulmonary oedema (CPO) is a common reason of
hospitalisation connected with high mortality, however there are only few data
concerning the factors predicting long- and short-term prognosis. No prognostic
scales are used in this condition to date.
Aim: This study was performed to establish a simple score predicting the in-
hospital prognosis in patients with CPO.
Methods and Results: We studied 276 Pts (128 males, 148 females; me-
dian age 70 years) hospitalised due to CPO (mean duration of hospital stay
12±7 days). During the index hospitalisation 58 Pts (21%) died and 218 Pts
(79%) were discharged. 44 clinical variables were included in the analysis. Uni-
variate and multivariate statistical analysis revealed that the most significant
predictors for in-hospital mortality were: acute myocardial infarction (RR=2,12;
95%CI 1,36-3,31), heart rate > 115/min. (RR=2,13; 95%CI 1,33-3,4), systolic
blood pressure =< 130mmHg (RR=3,61; 95%CI 2,21-5,89) and white blood
cells > 11500/mm3 (RR=2,26; 95%CI 1,39-3,65) on presentation. The pres-
ence of each factor was rated 1 and the absence - 0 points. The pulmonary
oedema prognostic score - POPS - was defined as a sum of all points. Accord-
ing to the final score the study group was divided into 5 subgroups with POPS
from 0 to 4: POPS 0 - 53 Pts (19%), POPS 1 - 95 Pts (34%), POPS 2 - 85 Pts
(31%), POPS 3 - 32 Pts (12%) and PRPO 4 - 11 Pts (4%). Pts with POPS 0 had
very good short-term prognosis with 2% in-hospital mortality rate (RR=0,07;
95%CI 0,01-0,52) whereas mortality in Pts with POPS 4 was 64% (RR=3,31;
95%CI 1,98-5,51). To determine the optimum cut-off value for POPS, a receiver
operating characteristic curve analysis was applied proving good discriminative
ability of POPS (area under curve = 0,78; 95%CI 0,72-0,83). Scores 0-1 had
sensitivity of 79%, specificity of 62%, 36% positive and 92% negative predictive
value for in-hospital mortality (RR=4,43; 95%CI 2,46-7,99).
Conclusions: Pulmonary oedema prognostic score is a simple bedside tool
allowing a precise prediction of in-hospital prognosis after acute cardiogenic
pulmonary oedema. This index can be easily used in each patient on presen-
tation after ECG, blood pressure and white cell count are obtained.

252 Development of a comprehensive new endpoint for the
evaluation of new treatments for acute decompensated
heart failure: results with levosimendan in the REVIVE-1
study

M. Packer 1, W.S. Colucci 2, L. Fisher 3, B.M. Massie 4, J.R. Teerlink 4,
J.B. Young 5, C. Garratt 6 on behalf of The REVIVE study Investigators.
1Columbia University, Medicine, New York, United States of America; 2Boston
University School of Medicine, Myocardial Biology, Boston, United States of
America; 3Washington State University, Statistics, Seattle, United States of
America; 4Univ California, San Francisco, Medicine, San Francisco, United
States of America; 5Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Heart Failure Center,
Cleveland, United States of America; 6Orion Pharma, Clinical Development,
Nottingham, United Kingdom

Traditionally, intravenous (IV) drugs in decompensated heart failure (HF) have
been evaluated based on their hemodynamic effects. Thus, no endpoint to
measure symptomatic improvement in decompensated HF has yet been val-
idated. To do so, we adapted the clinical composite (which has been validated
in trials of chronic HF) to the evaluation of IV levosimendan in a pilot trial of
acute decompensated HF (REVIVE-1).
A total of 100 patients who were hospitalized for worsening HF and had dys-
pnea at rest despite IV diuretics were randomized (double-blind) to receive
placebo (PBO, n=49) or IV levosimendan (LS, n=51), given as a loading dose
of 12 µg/kg over 10 min and followed by a continuous infusion (0.1 µg/kg/hr
for 50 min and 0.2 µg/kg/hr for 23 hr); patients were then followed closely for 4
additional days. Patients were classified as improved if they reported their HF
to be moderately or markedly improved at specific timepoints. Patients were
classified as worse if they died or received an IV medication for worsening
HF during the 5-day study period. Patients were considered unchanged if they
were neither improved nor worse. Different models using different definitions for
improvement and worsening were prospectively and retrospectively examined.
The initial model defined improvement based on the responses at 24 hr and at
5 days and restricted the definition of worsening to the use of IV vasodilators or
inotropic agents. Using this model, improvement was observed more frequently
with LS than PBO (49% vs 33%) with no between-group difference in the pro-
portion of patients who were worse (overall P=0.229). When the definition of
worsening was expanded to include the use of IV diuretics for worsening HF
and confined to the occurrence of clinical events, LS-treated patients not only
were more likely to show improvement (51% vs 33%) but were less likely to
exhibit worsening (20% vs 35%), overall P=0.043. When the definition of im-
provement was expanded to include the responses at 6 hr (in addition to 24
hr and 5 days), the separation between the treatment groups increased even
further (improvement in 33% vs 14% and worsening in 24% vs 37%), overall
P=0.029 (LS vs PBO).
These findings indicate that a clinical composite approach can be used to de-
velop an endpoint that distinguishes the effects of IV LS in the setting of acute
decompensated HF. The new endpoint is now being used prospectively to eval-
uate the effects of LS in a definitive second study (REVIVE-2).
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253 Randomized comparison of intraaortic balloon support
versus a percutaneous left-ventricular assist device in
patients with revascularized acute myocardial infarction
complicated by cardiogenic shock

H. Thiele, P. Sick, E. Boudriot, K. W. Diederich, R. Hambrecht, J. Niebauer,
G. Schuler. University of Leipzig - Heart Center, Internal Medicine/Cardiology,
Leipzig, Germany

Mortality in cardiogenic shock following acute myocardial infarction (AMI) re-
mains at an unacceptable level despite interventional treatment of the underly-
ing cause and use of intraaortic balloon counterpulsation. Frequently patients
succumb to low cardiac output before the stunned myocardium is able to re-
cover from the ischemic event. A newly developed percutaneous left ventricular
assist device (VAD) (Tandem Heart;, Cardiac Assist Inc., Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania, USA) with active circulatory support might decrease mortality.
Patients in cardiogenic shock after an AMI, with intended revascularization of
the infarct related artery, were randomized to either IABP or percutaneous VAD
support. Exclusion criteria were mechanical complications after AMI or severe
neurologic dysfunction. Since 08/2000 15 patients were randomized to VAD
and 17 to IABP support. Predicted mortality probability was similar in both
groups (72% vs. 75%, p=n.s.). By VAD support hemodynamic and metabolic
parameters could be reversed more effectively in comparison to IABP treatment
(table).

IABP pre IABP post VAD pre VAD post

Cardiac Index (l/min/m2) 1.5 ± 0.4 1.7 ± 0.4 1.7 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.4*
Mean blood pressure (mmHg) 68 ± 11 72 ± 12 63 ± 13 76 ± 11*
Heart rate (beats/min) 108 ± 26 105 ± 25 112 ± 12 105 ± 12
PCWP (mmHg) 26 ± 6 21 ± 6 20 ± 4 14 ± 4*
CVP (mmHg) 14 ± 5 13 ± 6 12 ± 4 9 ± 3
Mean PAP (mmHg) 10 ± 3 28 ± 6 29 ± 11 22 ± 4*
Lactate (mmol/l) 6.5 ± 5.0 5.3 ± 3.7 4.5 ± 2.2 3.0 ± 1.2*

* denotes p<0.05 pre vs. post

However, complications as bleeding requiring transfusion of blood components
(n=14 vs. n=4, p<0.001), limb ischemia (n=5 vs. n=0, p=0.02), or elevated tem-
perature >38.5°C (n=15 vs. n=9, p=0.04) were encountered more frequently
after VAD support. 30-day-mortality was similar (IABP 45% vs. VAD 40%, log-
rank, p=0.63).
By a newly developed VAD hemodynamic and metabolic parameters can be
reversed more effectively as by standard treatment. However, so far there is no
mortality benefit, which may be accounted to more complications encountered
by the highly invasive procedure and the extracorporeal support.

254 Significantly lower doses of tezosentan are effective in
the treatment of acute heart failure: an interaction with
endothelin-1 levels?

G. Cotter 1 , E. Kaluski 1, K. Stangl 2, R. Pacher 3, C. Richter 2, L. Perchenet 4 ,
Z. Vered 1, G. Torre-Amione 5 . 1Assaf-Harofeh Medical center, Cardiology,
Zerifin, Israel; 2Charite Campus Mitte Humbold Universit, Kardiologie, Berlin,
Germany; 3AKH University, Cardiology, Vienna, Austria; 4Actelion
Pharmaceuticals, Alschwil, Switzerland; 5Baylor College of Medicine,
Cardiology, Houston, Tx, United States of America

In patients with acute heart failure, tezosentan, an IV dual endothelin (ET-A/B)
antagonist, in doses of 50 and 100 mg/hr, was shown to improved cardiac index
(CI) and wedge pressure but without substantial clinical effects. In the present
study the effects of lower doses of tezosentan were investigated.
Methods: 130 patients, hospitalized due to acute heart failure, with dyspnea at
rest, CI < 2.5 L/min/m2 and PCWP ≥ 20 mmHg, were randomized in a double-
blind fashion to receive either placebo or tezosentan 0.2, 1, 5 or 25 mg/h for 24
hours.
Results: Tezosentan induced a dose dependent increase in CI peaking in the
5 and 25 mg/h groups. The vasodilatatory effect was 50% lower in the 1 mg/h
group and similar to placebo in the 0.2 mg/h group. Maximal wedge pressure
decrease was observed in the 5 and 25 mg/h groups, but also in the 1 mg/h
group, although the maximal effect in this group was observed at 24 hours.
The hemodynamic effects, mainly on wedge pressure, were maintained, and in
the 1 mg/h even enhanced, after drug discontinuation, throughout 24 hours of
follow-up. The rate of recurrent worsening heart failure (WHF) at 48 hours was
different in the 5 groups, mainly due to a major decrease in the WHF rate in the
1 mg/h and to a lesser extent the 5 and 25 mg/h groups (p=0.005), which was
maintained at 30 days. Dyspnea score improved gradually in the 1 mg/h arm
throughout treatment and 24 hours of follow up, while improving transiently in
the 5 and 25 mg/h and not changing in the placebo and 0.2 mg/h groups.
Endothelin-1 (ET-1) levels were correlated with recurrent WHF. In the placebo
and 0.2 mg/h groups recurrent WHF was related to higher baseline ET-1 lev-
els, while in the high dose tezosentan groups (≥ 5 mg/h) recurrent WHF was
correlated with a more pronounced ET-1 increase during treatment. Similarly to
wedge pressure, BNP was significantly reduced (-30%) in all tezosentan treat-
ment groups but not by placebo.

Conclusions: Lower doses of tezosentan are effective in improving the hemo-
dynamics and possibly outcome of patients with acute heart failure since these
doses induce a maximal effect on wedge pressure and BNP while avoiding the
significant tezosentan induced vasodilatation and ET-1 increase observed with
the higher (≥ 5 mg/h) doses.

255 Abciximab treatment for acute myocardial infarction:
mortality in patients with cardiogenic shock

PR. Reid 1, X. Gu 2, HH. Jamal 2. 1Carmel, Indiana, United States of America;
2Eli Lilly & Co., Indianapolis, IN., United States of America

Objective: CS associated with acute myocardial infarction (AMI) represents
one of the highest risk conditions in cardiovascular disease. In the percuta-
neous coronary intervention (PCI) setting, we compared the mortality risk of
AMI patients with CS in abciximab (ABX)- and control (C)-treatment groups.
Methods: Meta analysis was performed and odds ratios (ORs) and 95% con-
fidence intervals (CIs) were calculated for the primary endpoint of all-cause
mortality at 30 days using a random effects model.
Results: A total of 18,056 patients were enrolled in the studies, out of which
466 (2.6%, range 0.5% to 100%) had CS (n= 240 and n= 226 for the ABX and C
group, respectively). Other treatments varied among the studies, but included:
stents (24.5%), aspirin (99.7%), heparin (99.7%), thienopyridines (9.3%) or
thrombolytics (99.3%). Available demographic data for the ABX and C groups,
respectively were: mean age = 66, 66 yr; female = 36, 40%; median weight
=77, 75kg; hypertension = 51, 49%; prior congestive heart failure = 11, 5%;
diabetes = 28, 29%; and any bleeding =35, 19%. Death occurred in 29% and
46% of the ABX and C groups, respectively. We found a significant treatment
effect in favor of ABX overall: OR = 0.385 (CI = 0.256, 0.580), p <0.0001; %
relative and absolute risk reductions of all-cause mortality =43 and 19, respec-
tively. This is equivalent to a number needed to treat (NNT) of 5.3. ORs and CIs
for all-cause mortality are shown below.

Conclusions: In patients undergoing PCI, an exceptionally high 30-day mortal-
ity risk is predicted for this small group of AMI patients with CS. ABX, combined
with PCI, produces a 57% relative risk reduction and a very low NNT (5.3).
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265 p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase inhibition prevents
early adverse ventricular remodelling in the immediate
post-myocardial infarction setting

F. See, A. Tzanidis, H. Krum. Monash University, Medicine, Prahran, Australia

Background: We have previously demonstrated that treatment with a p38
MAPK inhibitor (p38i) for 3 weeks commencing 1 week following myocardial
infarction (MI) in rats attenuated pathological cardiac remodeling and improved
LV function. However it is uncertain whether these benefits are observed follow-
ing early commencement of p38i-treatment in the immediate post-MI setting.
Methods: To investigate the effects of p38i on acute LV remodeling and dys-
function post-MI, RWJ-67657 (50mg/day, po) was given to rats (MI+p38i, n=7)
for 1 week, from 24h post-MI. MI controls (MI+V, n=7) and sham-operated rats
(n=6) received vehicle.
Results: MI+V demonstrated haemodynamic impairment at 1 week post-
MI. p38i-treatment of MI rats from 24h post-MI resulted in significantly
lower LVEDP cf. MI+V (MI+V: 25.4±4.8mmHg, MI+p38i: 16.1±1.5mmHg,
p<0.05). Both lung/body weight (LWBW) and heart/body weight (HWBW) ra-
tios in MI+p38i were significantly reduced cf. MI+V (LWBW: MI+V: 14.4±1.3,
MI+p38i: 9.6±0.1, p<0.05 vs MI+V; HWBW: MI+V: 5.1±0.3, MI+p38i: 4.2±0.3,
p<0.005 vs MI+V). LV dilation within the first week post-MI was inhibited in
MI+p38i cf. MI+V (deltaLVIDd: MI+V: 0.22±0.03cm, MI+p38i: 0.12±0.03cm,
p<0.05). There were also trends towards improvements in fractional short-
ening and relative wall thickness with early p38i intervention. Functional im-
pairment post-MI was associated with increased myocardial collagen content.
Compared to MI+V, hydroxyproline content (µg hydroxyproline/mg tissue) in
MI+p38i was reduced in the non-infarct zones (NIZ) (sham: 3.4±0.8µg/mg,
MI+V:3.4±0.4µg/mg, MI+p38i: 2.4±0.4µg/mg, p<0.05 vs MI+V) and infarct
zone (IZ) (MI+V: 8.48±0.6µg/mg; MI+p38i:7.0±0.8µg/mg, p<0.05 vs MI+V).
Increases in alpha1(I) procollagen gene expression post-MI were inhibited in
MI+p38i (IZ: -43%, NIZ: -40%, p<0.05 vs MI+V). Consistent with reductions
in collagen expression following p38i-treatment, there was also suppression
of gene expression of the profibrogenic factors TGFβ1 (NIZ: -62.7%, p<0.05;
IZ: -5%, p=NS vs MI+V) and CTGF (IZ: -43%, p<0.05; NIZ: -5%, p=NS vs
MI+V) in MI+p38i cf. MI+V. Additionally, MMP-2 gene expression was elevated
in MI+p38i cf. MI+V (IZ: 10-fold, NIZ: 11.7-fold, p<0.05). While p38i reduced
early myocardial collagen accumulation post-MI, it did not exacerbate infarct
expansion (absolute delta infarct size: MI+V:15.5%, MI+p38i: 12.2%, p=NS vs
MI+V).
Conclusions: These results demonstrate that early intervention with the p38i
post-MI attenuates cardiac haemodynamic impairment and pathological colla-
gen deposition in rat heart without exacerbating infarct expansion.

266 Angiotensin type 1 receptor-dependent inhibition of
early apoptosis in the remote, non-ischaemic
myocardium after infarction

G. Simonis, K. Schwarz, X. Yu, S. Wiedemann, R. Marquetant, R.H. Strasser.
University of Technology, Dept. of Cardiology, Dresden, Germany

Background: Remodeling of the non-ischemic myocardium after myocardial
infarction can be effectively prevented by ACE inhibition (ACEI) and possibly by
angiotensin AT-1 receptor blockade (AT1B). The exact molecular mechanisms
of this treatment have not been clarified. It could be shown earlier that as early
as 1 day after infarction, biochemical markers of apoptosis such as activation of
caspase-3 occur in the surviving myocardium after infarction. Hypothesis of this
study was that, after infarction, ACEI and AT1B both are operative by preventing
the early activation of apoptosis in the remote, surviving myocardium.
Methods: Male wistar rats (150g) were pretreated with ramiprilat (RA, 10 µg/kg
daily i.p.), irbesartan (IRB, 50 mg/kg daily i.p.), or saline (SA) for 1 week. Re-
gional myocardial infarction was induced by ligation of the left anterior descend-
ing coronary artery. Sham-operated animals served as controls in all groups.
Afer 1 day, transmural biopsies from the non-ischemic area of the left ventri-
cle were taken. Expression of caspase-3, of procaspase-3, of bcl-2, bcl-x and
bax were determined by Westernblot analysis. In parallel, DNA-laddering was
quantified by a polymerase chain reaction.
Results: The activation of caspase-3 seen early after infarction was completely
prevented both by RA and IRB (SA, 183±35% of sham, RA, 88±8%, IRB,
87±17%, p<0.05 for both comparisons). In the same manner, the significant
shift of the bcl/bax quotient to the pro-apoptotic bax (Sa, 71±7% of sham,
p<0.05) was abandonned by RA (109%) and IRB (103%). DNA-laddering, how-
ever, could only partially reversed by RA and IRB.
Conclusion: In the surviving myocardium after infarction, the early activation
of biochemical parameters of apoptosis can by inhibited by ACEI and AT1B via
an angiotensin AT-1 receptor-dependent pathway. Inhibition of early apoptosis
could be one important mechanism of the beneficial effects of ACEI and AT1B
in the remodeling after infarction.

267 Left-ventricular function after primary angioplasty for
acute myocardial infarction is determined by evolution of
tissue reperfusion

R. Hoffmann, P. Haager, J. Arning, P. Christott, R. Blindt, P. Radke, W. Lepper,
P. Hanrath. University Aachen, Medical Clinic I, Aachen, Germany

Objective: This study sought to analyze the evolution of myocardial perfusion
during follow-up after primary angioplasty and relate it to final left ventricular
function.
Background: Analysis of myocardial blush has been used to assess tissue
reperfusion immediately after angioplasty for acute myocardial infarction (AMI).
There is little knowledge on the subsequent development of myocardial perfu-
sion.
Method: In 101 patients with first AMI angiographic myocardial blush grade
(MBG) and TIMI frame count (CTFC) were analyzed immediately after inter-
vention and at follow-up 7.5±5.6 months later. Cineventriculography was per-
formed at follow-up angiography to define left ventricular function.
Results: 5 patients had occluded stents or flow limiting restenosis. In the re-
maining 96 patients myocardial perfusion defined by MBG was improved at
follow-up in 38 patients, unchanged in 50 patients and worse in 8 patients.
Patients with improvement of abnormal blush determined immediately after in-
tervention to normal blush at follow-up (N=30 patients) had compared to pa-
tients with persistently abnormal blush (N=19) a lower peak creatine kinase
(850±1311 vs. 1802±2091 U/l, p=0.038) and a better left ventricular ejection
fraction at follow-up (37.4±9.7 vs. 53.7±11.1%, p<0.001). Multivariate analysis
proved evolution of MBG from acutely to follow-up to be an independent predic-
tor of LV-function (R2=0.177, p<0.001) in addition to initial infarct size defined
by the sum of ST-segment elevation (R2=0.138, p=0.001) and infarct location
(R2=0.044, p=0.033). Evolution of MBG had a better predictive value for left
ventricular ejection fraction >55% at follow-up than MBG assessment after in-
tervention only (area under the receiver operator characteristics curve 0.796,
95% CI 0.698-0.873 vs 0.699, 95% CI 0.594-0.791, respectively, p=0.002).
Conclusion: Tissue reperfusion after angioplasty for AMI is characterized by
frequent improvement over time as indicated by repeated MBG analysis. Evo-
lution of perfusion after acute myocardial infarction is an independent predictor
of final left ventricular function.

268 Clinical and echocardiographic predictors of
left-ventricular remodelling after ST-elevation myocardial
infarction

M. Trabulo 1, C. Aguiar 2, M.J. Andrade 2, J. Ferreira 2 , E. Horta 2, A. Timóteo 2,
R. Gouveia 2, J. Aniceto Silva 3, R. Seabra-Gomes 2 . 1Lisbon, Portugal;
2Hospital de Santa Cruz, Cardiology, Lisbon, Portugal; 3Dept. of Cardiology,
Santa Crux Hospital, Carnaxide, Portugal

Background: After ST elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI), left ventricu-
lar(LV) remodelling portends an unfavourable impact on prognosis. The early
identification of patients (pts) at increased risk for remodelling may have im-
plications on the management strategy. The aim of this study was to deter-
mine the clinical and echocardiographic predictors of LV remodelling in pts with
STEMI.
Methods: We studied 105 consecutive pts (88 men), mean age 55.5 ± 9.2
years, with a first non-fatal STEMI. The MI was anterior in 50 pts and inferior in
55. Reperfusion therapy was performed in 94 pts (fibrinolysis in 77 and primary
PTCA in 17). An echocardiogram (echo) was performed in all pts between day
3 post-MI and discharge and a second echo was done between months 3 and
6. Discharge medication included an angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor
in 96% of pts and a beta-blocker in 87%. LV remodelling was defined as an
increase in end-diastolic volume greater than 20% between the 2 echos. We
evaluated the impact of baseline demographic parameters, clinical character-
istics (risk factors for CAD, MI location, heart failure manifestations on admis-
sion), peak CK-MB, baseline white blood cell count and in-hospital echocardio-
graphic findings(LV volumes, ejection fraction, wall motion score, mitral Doppler
flow pattern and presence of pericardial effusion).
Results: LV remodelling occurred in 16 pts (15%), 13 with anterior MI and 3
with an inferior MI (p=0.008). Independent predictors of LV remodelling were
wall motion score>23 (odds ratio=26.5; 95%CI: 3.2-220.2; p=0.002), the pres-
ence of heart failure manifestations on admission (odds ratio=9.5; 95%CI: 1.1-
79.8; p=0.038) and the presence of a restrictive pattern on mitral Doppler flow
on the first echo(odds ratio=9.7; 95%CI: 1.0-95.1; p=0.05).These predictors
were identified on multivariate analisys after adjustment for the effect of demo-
graphic parameters, white blood cell count, presence of pericardial effusion an
LV volumes on the first echocardiogram.
Conclusion: Findigs from the baseline clinical evaluation and predischarge
echocardiogram provide complementary information regarding the risk for de-
velopment of LV remodelling after STEMI in patients on optimized therapy. Risk
stratification of these patients may be improved by the combined use of these
predictors.
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269 Perfusion-metabolic mismatch in Tl-201 and BMIPP
scintigraphic imaging in patients with successful
reperfusion after myocardial infarction related to
subsequent left-ventricular dilatation

A. Hirayama, S. Komatsu, Y. Sakata, K. Kodama. Osaka Police Hospital,
Cardiovascular Division, Osaka, Japan

Background: Left ventricular (LV) remodeling has been known to result in the
clinical worse outcome after myocardial infarction (MI), however even the early
successful reperfusion could not prevent LV remodeling in clinical setting.
Methods: Forty three patients with first anterior MI who received early
successful reperfusion underwent both Iodine-123 15-(p-iodophenyl)3R, S-
methylpentadecanoic acid (BMIPP) and Thallium-201 (Tl) SPECT 1 month af-
ter the onset. The left ventricle was divided into 18 segments, and regional my-
ocardial uptakes of the tracers in each segment were scored from 0 (normal)
to 3 (no activity). More reduced BMIPP uptake than Tl uptake in each segment
was determined as Tl/BMIPP mismatch. LV end-diastolic volume index (EDVI)
were measured by LV graphy performed at 1 (1M) and 6 months (6M) after on-
set. Significant dilatation of end-diastolic volume index (EDVI) defined as more
than 20% increase during the study period was observed in 12 patients (group
D) and not in 31 patients (group N). Myocardial respiratory quotient (RQ) at in-
fracted region, a reflection of myocardial substrate utilization, was determined
by aorta and the anterior interventricular vein blood gas determinations.
Results: There were no significant differences between two groups in age,
gender, time from the onset to reperfusion, angiographic characteristics, infarct
size, hemodynamics, and medications during the study period. Tl/BMIPP mis-
match, defined as was observed in 12 patients (100%) in group D, whereas
mismatch was seen in 20 patients (64.5%) in group D. (p < 0.01).The ratio of
total defect score for TI to that for BMIPP was smaller in group D than those in
group N (5.6±0.3 vs.3.2±0.3, p<0.01). RQ in group D (0.98±0.7) was close to
1.0 and significantly higher than that of group N (0.82±0.3).
Conclusion: Persistent metabolic damaged myocardium is identified as re-
duced BMIPP uptake at rest despite normal or normalized perfusion after suc-
cessful reperfusion and glucose utilization, leading to subsequent LV dilatation.
Adjunctive metabolic intervention in addition to the reperfusion will be neces-
sary to prevent LV remodeling.

270 Effects of late recanalization of infarct related artery on
left-ventricular remodelling, regional contractility and
myocardial ischaemia and viability: a prospective
randomized study

JC. Silva 1, J. Soares-Jr 2 , CE. Rochitte 2, MA. Oliveira 2, EE. Martinez-Filho 2 ,
JC. Meneghetti 2 , JF. Ramires 2, JC. Nicolau 2. 1University of São Paulo
Medical School, Heart Institute (InCor), São Paulo, Brazil; 2Heart Institute
(InCor), University of São Paulo Medical School, São Paulo, Brazil

Purpose: to investigate the effects of late recanalization of IRA on left ventricu-
lar (LV) remodeling, regional contractility and myocardial ischemia (E) and via-
bility (RJ)6 mo later. Methods: we randomized 36 pts 12h after anterior myocar-
dial infarction with occluded IRA to angioplasty (Open-18 pts) or no intervention
(Occ-18 pts). Pts underwent Tl-201 scintigraphy plus gated SPECT (GPS)and
delayed enhanced and tagging magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at enroll-
ment and 6 mo later. The anterior wall of the LV was divided into 7 segments
and scored according to the degree of Tl-201 uptake:0-no uptake, 1-severe
hypoperfusion, 2-moderate, 3-mild, 4-normal. LV end diastolic (EDV), end sys-
tolic (ESV) volumes, ejection fraction (EF), Infarct size (IS) and transmurality
(IT)were measured by MRI and GPS. The influence of IT on strains circumfer-
ential shortening (Ecc)was analized on infarcted LV segments. Results: There
wasn’t difference of the EDV and ESV between groups. EF increased in the
open group by MRI. GPS didn’t show difference between E and RJ in the open
group. Both groups, IS and IT were similar. Ecc improved on infarcted segment
independent of the IT, however there wasn’t difference between groups.

Open (enrollment x 6 mo follow-up) Occluded (enrollment x 6 mo follow-up)

EDV (MRI) * (98.28 ± 32.29) x (102.52 ± 30.62) (93.68 ± 24.50 x 106.08 ± 34.59)
ESV (MRI) * (57.32 ± 30.75) x (54.99 ± 28.89) (52.46 ± 21.23 x 60.69 ± 32.30)
EF (MRI) # (43.59 ± 11.79) x (48.59 ± 12.88) (45.51 ± 9.82 x 44.75 ± 10.86)
IS (MRI) * (18.00 ± 8.97) x (16.66 ± 9.76) (18.11 ± 8.08) x (18.00 ± 6.29)
IT(MRI) <50% * (-0.09 ± 0.06) x (-0.13 ± 0.04)** (-0.07 ± 0.03) x (-0.09 ± 0.02)**
IT (MRI) >50% * (-0.04 ± 0.03) x (-0.07 ± 0.05)** (-0.05 ± 0.04) x (-0.09 ± 0.07)**
EDV (GPS) * (142.83 ± 60.45) x (144.89 ± 66.26) (171.38 ± 64.23) x (175.00 ± 69.51)
ESV (GPS) * (97.50 ± 61.83) x (91.83 ± 61.92) (128.13 ± 70.30) x (120.19 ± 70.34)
EF (GPS) * (36.06 ± 12.67) x (41.50 ± 13.74) (28.81 ± 13.14) x (35.06 ± 12.48)
E (GPS)* (0.56 ± 0.55) x (0.59 ± 0.45) (0.48 ± 0.43) x (0.70 ± 0.42)
RJ (GPS)* (0.65 ± 0.59) x (0.60 ± 0.45) (0.57 ± 0.40) x (0.69 ± 0.40)

*p = NS between open and occluded groups.**p < 0.05 (Ecc) between enrollment and 6 mo
follow-up. #p < 0.05 between open and occluded group

Conclusions: late recanalization of IRA didn’t improve LV remodeling, EDV
and ESV, and there wasn’t difference between groups for contractility, E and
RJ in the infarcted segment at 6 mo later.

ARRHYTHMIA DEVICE THERAPY: WHAT ARE THE
LIMITS?

276 Mortality and cause of death in single-lead VDD versus
2-lead DDD pacing

M. Nuernberg 1 , K. Steinbach 2, S. Hansen 3, J. Bodnar 4, D. Wojciechowski 5 ,
M. Novak 6, W. Kargul 7 , G. Swiatecka 8 on behalf of VDD-DDD multicenter
study group. 1Wilheminenspital, 3. Med., Vienna, Austria; 2L.Boltzmann
Institute, Vienna, Austria; 3Biotronik, Berlin, Germany; 4Hospital L. Pasteur,
Kosice, Slovakia; 5Wolski Hospital, Warsaw, Poland; 6St. Ann‘s Faculty
Hospital, Brno, Czech Republic; 7Silesian Medical Academy, Katowice,
Poland; 8Insitute of Cardiology, Gdansk, Poland

Purpose: Single-lead VDD pacing has been proven to be reliable and safe
and has become a therapeutic alternative to two-lead DDD pacing in patients
(pts.) with AV-block. The prospective, randomized VDD-vs.-DDD-Study com-
pared both therapies in the six year long-term follow-up. The results for the
mortality and the causes of death will be presented here.
Methods: One hundred eighty pts. were randomized into two groups: 90 pts.
with single-lead VDD-pacing (VDD), and 90 pts. with dual-lead DDD-pacing
(DDD). Both groups were comparable with respect to all observed critera (e.g.,
age, sex, atrial diameter, ejection fraction). The pts. condition was recorded
during the last routine follow-up and analyzed using the Kaplan-Meier sur-
vival analysis (log-rank test). The causes of death were classified into cardiac,
cerebro-vascular, non-cardiac and unknown.
Results: The mean follow-up time was 4.9 ± 1.8 yrs. (VDD) and 4.2 ± 1.9
yrs. (DDD), respectively (p > 0.01; t-test). There were 15 (VDD) and 27 (DDD)
documented deaths. Six years after implantation the cumulative survival rate
was 82% (VDD) and 64% (DDD), respectively. A significant difference (p <

0.05) between both groups was observed after 4 yrs. The number of pts. in
each class of cause of death for both groups was:
cerebro-vascular: 7 DDD vs 0 VDD
cardiac: 8 DDD vs 8 VDD
noncardiac: 9 DDD vs 6 VDD
unknown: 3 DDD vs 1 VDD
Five of seven pts. with a cerebro-vascular cause of death (all DDD) developed
permanent atrial fibrillation (AF) at a mean time of 3.8 ± 1.1 yrs. before they
died
Conclusions: There is a significant lower mortality in VDD compared to DDD
during longterm follow-up. This difference is due to cerebro-vascular events
exclusively in DDD occurring predominantely after development of permanent
AF. VDD pacing should be the preferred pacing mode in pts. with AV-block.

277 Is there quality of life improvement after upgrading to
dual-chamber pacing in patients with VVI pacemakers?

JG. Martinez 1 , A. Ibañez 2, C. Oliver 2, F. Marin 1, V. Arrarte 1 , J. Pineda 1,
A. Garcia 1, F. Sogorb 1. 1Hospital Gral. Universitario Alicante, Servicio de
Cardiologia, Alicante, Spain; 2Hospital General Universitario de Alic, Unidad
de Arritmias, Alicante, Spain

Background: Significant differences in quality of life (QoL) between single-
ventricular and dual-chamber pacing are not well demonstrated in all patients,
and only some subgroups of patients may benefit from dual-camber pacing.
Furthermore, in randomised trials of different pacing modes, many patients with
single-ventricular pacing devices develop clinical pacemaker syndrome. The
aim of our study was to assess QoL changes in VVI patients upgraded to dual-
camber pacing.
Method: We prospectively studied consecutive VVI patients who needed
pacemaker replacement because of battery depletion and pacing mode was
upgraded to dual-chamber pacing. Twenty-seven patients (17 men and 10
women, aged 74±15 years old) were upgraded from VVI to DDD pacing during
a 5 years period. In 12 (A group) upgrading was because of clinical pacemaker
syndrome, and in 15 (B group) because of doctor’s choice without pacemaker
syndrome. A QoL test (SF-36) was performed before upgrading and after 3-6
months of dual-chamber pacing
Results: There were no significant modifications in QoL after upgrading (SF-
36: 69.3 vs 72.3, p=NS). Only those patients with pacemaker syndrome
(A group) showed a significant improvement in QoL (SF-36: 63.2 vs 71.3,
p<0.005).
Conclusions: Upgrading from single-ventricular pacing to dual-chamber pac-
ing does not show improvement in QoL. In this way, upgrading stimulation mode
only seems to be justified in those patients with clinical pacemaker syndrome.
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278 Exercise-induced changes of atrial sensing in
patients with dual-chamber implantable cardioverter
defibrillators

G. Andrikopoulos 1, K. Kappos 1, V. Antonakos 2, M. Psarianou 1 ,
K. Triantafyllou 1, V. Tsiaggou 1, A. Kranidis 1, N. Exadaktylos 1. 1Evaggelismos
Hospital, 1st Cardiac Department, Athens, Greece; 2Mantzaris SA, Athens,
Greece

Aims: Despite the use of improved algorithms and technology by the manu-
facturers of dual chamber transvenous implantable cardioverter defibrillators
(dcICDs), the incidence of device-related adverse events, especially during ex-
ercise, is relatively high. We investigated the effects of treadmill exercise on
atrial sensing in patients who have been implanted with a dcICD.
Methods: We studied 15 consecutive patients (mean age 51±19 years, 73%
males) with a dcICD, implanted 12±11 months before examination, who were
regularly followed in the outpatients department of our hospital and were willing
to undergo treadmill exercise by the modified Bruce protocol. The patients were
exercised for 9±3 minutes achieving 6±2 METS of workload. Tip to tip, sensed
P wave amplitude was monitored continuously, and the intracardiac electro-
grams from 8 consecutive cardiac cycles in each phase of the exercise testing
were recorded on paper, scanned through a flatbed scanner, scale adjusted,
magnified and measured onscreen using a previously described computer-
based method in order to improve accuracy and reproducibility of the mea-
surements.
Results: Sensed P wave amplitude was significantly lower at peak exercise
compared to baseline values at rest (3.6±1.2 vs 4.4±1.4mV, P=0.003) and
compared to the third minute of the recovery period (3.6±1.2 vs 4.3±1.3mV,
P=0.001). P wave at peak exercise was reduced by an average of 16±17%
(range -2 to 66%), and values at implantation were not significantly correlated
to the observed changes at peak exercise (R=0.091, P=0.747). P wave over-
sensing, P wave undersensing and exaggeration of far field sensing were docu-
mented in three of the studied patients. Two of them had experienced episodes
of inappropriate therapy delivered by the device.
Conclusions: Atrial sensing of dcICDs is significantly reduced during treadmill
exercise. The average reduction or P wave amplitude was found to be 16% but
can reach 60% in selected cases. P wave values at implantation do not seem
to predict the magnitude of exercise-induced changes of atrial sensing. Given
the increasing role of dcICDs in prevention of sudden cardiac death, and the
relatively high incidence of device-related adverse events, our results, if verified
by larger studies, should be taken into consideration by physicians involved in
implantation and programming of dcICDs.

279 Left-ventricular mechanics during right-ventricular
apical or left-ventricular-based pacing in patients with
chronic atrial fibrillation after atrioventricular junction
ablation

E. N. Simantirakis 1, K.E. Vardakis 1, G.E. Kochiadakis 1, E.G. Manios 1,
N.E. Igoumenidis 1, E.M. Kallergis 1, M. Brignole 2, P.E. Vardas 3. 1Heraklion
University Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Heraklion, Crete, Greece; 2Ospedali del
Tigullio, Arrhythmologic Centre, Cardiology Dpt, Lavagna, Italy; 3Heraklion
University Hospital, Cardiology, Heraklion, Greece

Purpose: His ablation and permanent right ventricular (RV) apical pacing is
an acceptable therapy for drug refractory atrial fibrillation (AF), despite the fact
that long-term pacing from RV apex results in diminished left ventricular (LV)
function. In this study, for the first time in humans, we evaluated LV systolic and
diastolic function during RV apical and LV-based (LV free wall or biventricular)
pacing in such patients.
Methods: The study included 8 patients (3 men, mean age 61.6 ± 3.2 years),
5 with normal and 3 with impaired LV systolic function due to non-ischemic
dilated cardiomyopathy. All of them were implanted with a biventricular pace-
maker system and underwent atrioventricular junction (AVJ) ablation for chronic
AF with high ventricular response despite optimal treatment.
One day after ablation, during a routine coronary angiography, we analyzed
LV pressure-volume loops using the conductance catheter to evaluate acute
changes in LV systolic and diastolic performance during RV apical, LV free wall
and biventricular pacing in random order.
Results: Angiography revealed that all patients had mitral valve regurgitation,
which improved dramatically during LV-based pacing compared to RV apical
pacing. As regards LV systolic function, LV free wall or biventricular pacing
significantly improved end-systolic pressure (+11.5%) and volume (-12.9%)
compared to RV pacing (p<0.05). Similarly, cardiac index (+9.5%), stroke
work (+9%), preload recruitable stroke work (+12.1%), maximal rate of rise of
LV pressure (dP/dtmax) (+8.9%), LVEF (+29.4%), and end-systolic elastance
(+23.5%) were also significantly improved (p<0.05).
On the other hand, LV diastolic filling parameters, as end-diastolic pressure
(-18.3%) and volume (+14.3%) were better during LV-based pacing (p<0.05)
while LV relaxation parameters like -dP/dtmax (+2.2%) and passive diastolic
chamber stiffness (+2.8%) showed no clear change (p=NS).
There were no significant differences in any of the measured parameters be-
tween LV free wall and biventricular pacing.

Conclusions: Acutely, LV-based pacing is superior to RV apical pacing, in
terms of LV systolic function, in patients with AVJ ablation for drug refractory
AF, independently of normal or impaired LV systolic function. Our results also
suggest that LV filling is better during LV-based pacing in these patients.

280 Device longevity has not improved over the last 16
years: single centre implantable
cardioverter-defribrillator experience

A.D. Staniforth 1, SJ. Sporton 1, J. Cooper 2, MJ. Earley 2, AW. Nathan 1,
RJ. Schilling 1. 1St Bartholomews Hospital, Cardiology, London, United
Kingdom; 2University College Hospital, Medicine, London, United Kingdom

Background We present data on 415 subjects (522 implants) prospectively fol-
lowed for a total of 14,315 months (mean 55 months). This amounts to ∼8% of
all UK ICDs; a representative picture of practice between 08/1986 and 10/2002.
Results 23% of subjects died; median survival 98-months. Implant rate has in-
creased ten-fold since 1990. Age at implant has increased from 55 (SD 26)
in 1988 to 70 (9) years in 2002 (P=0.001). Implants for primary prevention
have increased, but still only accounts for 8% of devices. The frequency of
EPS assessment prior to implant has reduced (85% in 1990 v 35% in 2002;
P<0.001). Amiodarone usage has decreased (65% in 1986-1991 to 34% in
2001-2; P<0.001) and B-blockers have increased (16% v 55%; P<0.001). Box
changes (BC) accounted for 20%. Device longevity (median 51 months) has
not improved (RR (95% CI) for >1996 vs <1996 1.16 (0.7-1.9); p=0.56). BC
subjects were younger (60(SED 1) v 64 (6) years) and had better ejection
fractions (39(20) v 35(1)%. Both p<0.05). Subjects with appropriate therapies
(50%) were no more likely to have BC (RR 0.98 (95% CI 0.64-1.49); p=0.91).
Conversely, inappropriate therapies (RR 1.93 (1.13-3.3); p=0.02) and electri-
cal storm (RR 1.88 (1.11-3.18); p=0.02) were markers for BC. The groups did
not differ in use of drugs likely to affect defibrillation or pacing thresholds. Dual
chamber devices have increased from 0% in 1997 to 69% in 2002. BC were ac-
tually less likely to have been fitted with a dual chamber system (10% vs 45%;
P=0.001); and >95% of dual systems were programmed to DDI-40 suggesting
that bradycardia therapy was unlikely to contribute to unaltered ICD longevity.
Conclusion Changing indications for ICDs implant have resulted in a rise in
implant rate, recipient age and a decrease in EP studies. ICD longevity has not
improved. Subjects requiring a BC were more likely to be young, with better
ventricles and have had multiple therapies. Manufacturers product data states
that static current drain has reduced by 30-50% during this time implying that
unchanged longevity is not related to the proliferation in elaborate diagnostics.
More likely the drive for smaller generator size has negated the improvements
in battery and capacitor technology.

281 Prospective evaluation of Pacemaker lead endocarditis:
6 months preliminary results

D. Klug 1, M. Balde 2, D. Pavin 3, F. Hidden-Lucet 4 , J. Clementy 5, N. Sadoul 6,
B. Grandbastien 2 , S. Kacet 7 on behalf of PEOPLE investigators. 1University
of Lille, Dept.Cardiology A, Lille, France; 2University of Lille, Epidemiology,
Lille, France; 3Hôpital Cardiologique, Rennes, France; 4Hôpital Jean Rostand,
Paris, France; 5Hôpital Cardiologique, Bordeaux, France; 6CHU de
Nancy-Brabois, Nancy, France; 7Hôpital Cardiologique de Lille, Dept.
Cardiology A, Lille, France

The PEOPLE Study is a multicenter prospective study designed to assess the
incidence and the risks factors of infectious complications occurring after Pace-
maker (PM) and ICD implantations. In 47 centres, 6319 consecutive patients
(mean age = 73±13, 3771 males), implanted from 01-01-2000 to 31-12-2001
have been included and followed during 12 months.
All infectious complications were collected and their occurrence related to sev-
eral factors as: operator experience, implantation conditions and duration, type
of system implanted, patients characteristics, venous access route, presence
of temporary pacing wire, occurrence of other early complications such as
haematoma and lead displacement as well as prophylactic use of antibiotics.
Implanted devices were the following: 5866 PM (1960 single lead, 3789 dual
lead and 117 multisite pacing systems) and 453 ICD (275 single lead and
178 dual lead systems). The procedure was: a first implantation (n=4461),
a pulse generator or lead replacement (n=1858). Re-intervention before dis-
charge occurred in 91 patients (84 PM, 7 ICD). At 6 months follow-up PM
related infections were reported in 32 patients (0.5%). Infection was signif-
icantly correlated with fever [RR=9.8(3.5-27.1)] and temporary pacing wire
before implantation[RR=3.14(1.1-8.8)], heparin infusion[RR=2.4(1.1-5)], more
than 3 persons in the operating room[RR=2.3(1.1-4.7)], early re-intervention
[RR=9.4(4.3-20)] and the absence of antibiotic prophylaxis[RR=2.9(1.4-6.3)].
ICD, dual chamber PM, vein access and used of drain were not associated
with infection.
Conclusion: In our population which is representative of the PM and ICD im-
plantations in France, the incidence of infection was 0.5% at 6 months. Risks
factors of PM related infection at 6 months were: fever, temporary pacing
wire, heparin infusion, more than 3 persons in the operating room, early re-
intervention and the absence of antibiotic prophylaxis.
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DO WE UNDERSTAND WHY RESYNCHRONIZATION
WORKS IN HEART FAILURE

291 Biventricular pacing in severe congestive heart failure:
effects on neurohormonal assessment

E. Menardi 1 , A. Vado 2, G. Rossetti 2, E. Racca 2, M. Feola 2, U. Milanese 2,
A. Deorsola 2, E. Uslenghi 2 . 1S.croce e carle, Cardiology, Cuneo, Italy;
2S.Croce e Carle, Cardiology, Cuneo, Italy

Biventricular pacing in patients with severe congestive heart failure (CHF) and
complete left bundle branch block (LBBB) reduces the NYHA class improving
quality of life. The aim of the study was to assess the effect of biventricular pac-
ing on neurohormones [brain natriuretic peptide (BNP), aldosterone (ALDO),
endothelin1 (E1), big-endothelin (BigE) and TNF-alfa.
Methods: 25 CHF patients (18 males) underwent implantation of biventricu-
lar pacemaker and plasma determination of neurohormones at baseline and
at 9-month follow-up. Patients included had complete LBBB (QRS>140 ms),
left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF)<30% and NYHA III-IV. The causes of
CHF were: dilatative cardiomyopathy in 56%, CAD in 32%, valvular heart dis-
ease in 8% and hypertensive in 4%. The neurohormonal plasma determination
was obtained with immunoradiometric assay. The dosage of carvedilol, digoxin
and enalapril remained unchanged during the study period; only the dosage of
furosemide was reduced (baseline 47.7 mg/die vs FU 30.5 mg/die, p=0.006).
Results: the PM implantation was successful in 24/25 subjects, mean age
69±7. The functional class improved at 9-month follow-up (NYHA class from
3,15±0,49 to 1,15±0,49 p=0.001). The results of neurohormones are depicted
in table 1.
Table 1

BNP pg/ml END. fmol/ml Big-End fmol/ml TNF-alfa pg/ml

Baseline 180,83 ± 192,31 2,O7 ± 4,56 1,82 ± 1,55 26,33 ± 48,44
Follow-up 102,48 ± 130,12 2,66 ± 5,38 0,87 ± 0,74 27,51 ± 34,53
P 0,037 0,076 0,007 0,930

Conclusions: biventricular pacing improves the NYHA class in severe CHF
patients (p=0.0001). The resynchronisation therapy reduces BNP and BigE
(p=0.037 and p=0.007, respectively) without modifying TNF-alfa, ALDO and
E1.

292 Heart rate variability footprint to monitor patients with
end-stage heart failure treated by cardiac
resynchronisation therapy

M. Bootsma, S G. Molhoek, P. Kies, R. De Melker, L. Van Erven, E.E. Van der
Wall, M.J. Schalij. LUMC, Cardiology, Leiden, Netherlands

Introduction: Heart rate variability (HRV) is a non-invasive measure of sympa-
thic activity and reflects the status of patients with end stage HF. HRV changes
can be used to monitor heart failure patients treated with a biventricular de-
vice. We studied HRV changes obtained via a novell patient centric diagnostic
tool available in the dedicated biventricular defibrillator (Renewal, Guidant, MN,
USA) after implantation and 6 weeks later in 64 patients with class III-IV heart
failure.
Methods: Between July 2001 and May 2002, 78 Renewal ICD’s (incl. patient
centric diagnostics) were implanted in our hospital. 10 patients were excluded
from the HRV-study because of atrial pacing. During follow-up 4 patients died
because of progressive heart failure (both at implant date in end-stage class
IV). Of the remaining 64 patients "footprints" of HRV were measured as per-
centage of square plot surface (X-axis heart rate, Y-axis RR-variability) on the
third day after impantation and 6 weeks later. Correlations were made with the
Minnesota quality of life (QOL) score and 6 min walking test (MWT).
Results: Comparison between the baseline plot and the 6 weeks plot showed
improvement in HRV in 71% of the patients, footprint percentage increased
with 31 ± 12% (min 10%, max 52% improvement). In 29% of the patients no
improvement was seen. The improvement and deterioration obtained with the
patient centric diagnostic tool correlated significantly with the improvement or
deterioration in QOL score and 6-MWT.
Conclusion: A significant correlation was found between HRV changes and
changes in QOL and 6-MWT. The novell patient centric diagnostic tool allowing
to obtain HRV footprints should be used to monitor heart failure patients treated
with resynchronization therapy.

293 Biventricular pacing improves heart rate variability in
patients with chronic heart failure

B. Kramm 1, P. Mortensen 2 , HJ. Bruns 1, C. Linde 3 on behalf of the InSync III
study investigators. 1Bakken Research Center, Heart Failure Management,
Maastricht, Netherlands; 2Skejby Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Aarhus,
Denmark; 3Karolinska Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Stockholm,
Sweden

Purpose: Cardiac resynchronisation therapy (CRT) using bi-ventricular pacing
is an emerging treatment for patients with chronic heart failure and ventricular
dyssynchrony. The effect of CRT on heart rate variability (HRV) recorded by the
device has not been elucidated so far.
Methods: In 45 patients (age 66±11 years, NYHA class 2.9±0.6, EF 24±7%
at implant) with implanted CRT device (InSync III , Model 8042, Medtronic Inc.)
the time domain measures of 5 minutes medians of the HRV (SDANN) recorded
by the device were exported and analysed. "Seven days mean values" of the
daily SDANN values obtained by the device were compared after implant (IMP),
at 1 month (1m) and at 3 months (3m) after implant. Atrial intervals during atrial
high rate episodes were excluded. The non-parametric Wilcoxon test for paired
variables was used to compare the trend in HRV.
Results: Representing an early response to CRT therapy, the 7-day mean
SDANN parameter revealed a low variability in heart rate (65±21 bpm). One
month after implant (IMP) HRV significantly increased up to 74±24 bpm
(p<0.005) with further improvement after three months to 78±24 bpm, p<0.001
compared to IMP.
Conclusions: In patients with severe heart failure, increased HRV due to car-
diac resynchronisation therapy could reflect a reduction in sympathetic nerve
activity in these patients. Therefore, the time domain HRV parameter SDANN
could be used as a measure of clinical response in patients with bi-ventricular
pacing.

294 Is the release of brain natriuretic peptide a predictor of
improved left-ventricular function in patients with heart
failure and cardiac resynchronization therapy?

AM. Sinha 1, OA. Breithardt 1 , K. Filzmaier 1, KU. Markus 1, J. Graf 1 , D. Kunz 2,
P. Hanrath 1 , C. Stellbrink 1. 1Medical Clinic I, University Hospital Aachen,
Aachen, Germany; 2University Hospital Aachen, Institute for Clinical
Chemistry, Aachen, Germany

The release of Brain Natriuretic Peptide (BNP) is increased in patients with re-
duced left ventricular (LV) function. Cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) is
known to improve cardiac hemodynamics and reduce LV volumes in patients
with heart failure and ventricular conduction disturbance. Therefore, we inves-
tigated the effects of CRT on BNP levels and LV volumes in these patients.
Methods: 16 patients (12m, 65±12y, mean EF 23±5%) with left bundle branch
block (QRS 171±30ms) receiving CRT were investigated. BNP levels were
measured using the Triage BNP test (Biosite Diagnostics, USA). As BNP lev-
els depend on renal function, serum creatinine and BUN levels were measured
simultaneously. LV endsystolic (ESV) and enddiastolic volumes (EDV) and EF
were determined by echocardiography. Blood samples and echo data were col-
lected before pacemaker implantation (baseline) and after 18±8 weeks of CRT.
Results: Patients were divided into two groups: Group A showed baseline BNP
levels below the median (460 pg/ml), group B above the median. The effects of
CRT on BNP levels and LV volumes are shown in the table. During CRT, there
was no significant change in creatinine (1.5±0.4 vs 1.4±0.4 mg/dl) and BUN
(62±31 vs 61±35 mg/dl).

Effects of CRT on BNP and LV parameters

Group BNP (pg/ml) EDV (ml) ESV (ml) EF (%)

A Baseline 275±136 218±43 165±37 24±9
CRT 187±143* 212±50 129±43* 39±13*

B Baseline 726±263 256±103 210±100 19±6
CRT 564±415 248±109 185±104 25±10

mean ± SD, * p<0.05 vs. baseline

Conclusion: Patients with lower baseline BNP levels showed a significant de-
crease in BNP release and LV endsystolic volumes and an increase in EF dur-
ing CRT. Thus, baseline BNP levels might be used as a predictor of improved
LV function during CRT in patients with advanced heart failure and left ventric-
ular conduction disturbance.
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295 Effects of cardiac resynchronization therapy on
ventricular-arterial coupling in patients with congestive
heart failure

F. Zanon, S. Aggio, E. Baracca, E. Tattan, M. Carraro, G. Braggion, L. Roncon,
P. Zonzin. General Hospital, Division of Cardiology, Rovigo, Italy

Patients with congestive heart failure (CHF) and wide QRS, show long-term
clinical benefits from cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT). The clinical ef-
ficacy of CRT has been ascribed to the left ventricular remodeling, but the un-
derlying mechanisms are not completely investigated. It is well known that in
normal hearts the ventricular-arterial coupling (VAC) is direct to obtain the bet-
ter mechanical efficiency, while in CHF pts tends to optimize the external work
with disadvantage for the ventricular functioning. Aim of our study was evaluate
the effects of CRT on the VAC in CHF pts. Study population: 59 pts (47 males,
mean age 72 ± 9 y.o.) with CHF in NYHA class III/IV, cardiomyopathy of any
origin and prolonged QRS duration, underwent to CRT. A complete echocardio-
graphic examination was performed before and one week after the implantation
procedure in order to evaluate Effective arterial elastance (Ea) and Ventricular
elastance (Ees). Ea was considered as the relationship between systolic aortic
pressure and stroke volume while Ees the relationship between systolic aortic
pressure and end systolic volume index. The VAC was calculated as the ratio
between Ea and Ees (Ea/Ees). Ejection fraction (EF) and end systolic/diastolic
volume (ESVi/EDVi) were also measured. Results: CRT significantly reduced
ESVi (135,91 ± 43,72 ml/m2 vs 110,91 ± 45 ml/m2, p<0,0001), EDVi (178,46
± 50,44 ml/m2 vs 167,91 ± 57,54 ml/m2, p<0,002), leading to an increase of
EF (24,37 ± 5,77% vs 35,06 ± 7,69%, p<0,001). It also reduced Ea (2,41 ±
0,88 mmHg/ml vs 1,88 ± 0,65 mmHg/ml, p< 0,0001; and the relatives indexed
values: 1,34 ± 0,55 mmHg/ml/m2 vs 1,05 ± 0,39 mmHg/ml/m2) and Ea/Ees re-
lation (2,65 ± 1,57 vs 1,61 ± 1,04, p<0,0001; normal value 0,8). A significant
correlation (p<0.05) was found between Ea/Ees vs ESVi (r = 0,65); Ea/Ees
vs EDVi (r = 0,75); EF vs Ea/Ees (r = 0,67); Ea/Ees vs the variation of ESVi
induced by CRT (r = 0,52; p<0,01). Conclusions: CRT determined a signifi-
cant reduction of ventricular volumes and an increase in EF. It also reduced
Ea (index of aortic impedance) and ameliorates VAC expressed as a reduc-
tion of Ea/Ees. The ESVi reduction was in part due to variation of Ea/Ees. The
changes in VAC improve the ventricular efficiency and have to be considered
as an important feature for the final result of CRT.

296 Monitoring of patients activity in chronic heart failure by
pacemaker devices: a novel marker for individual
improvement after CR?

C. Linde 1, P. Mortensen 2 , B. Kramm 3, HJ. Bruns 3 on behalf of the InSync III
study investigators. 1Karolinska Hospital, Department of Cardiology,
Stockholm, Sweden; 2Skejby Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Aarhus,
Denmark; 3Bakken Research Center, Heart Failure Management, Maastricht,
Netherlands

Purpose: Cardiac resynchronisation therapy (CRT) using bi-ventricular pacing
is an emerging treatment for patients with severe heart failure and ventricular
dysynchrony. Recently, sensors have been incorporated into CRT devices to
enable continuous physical monitoring of the patient. The aim of the study was
to assess the effect of CRT on the individual physical activity recorded by the
device in addition to NYHA class as an estimate of clinical improvement.
Methods: In 56 patients (age 66 ± 11 years, NYHA class 2.9 ± 0.6, EF 24 ±
7% at implant) with implanted CRT device (InSync III, Model 8042, Medtronic
Inc.), the minutes of daily physical activity (MDPA) recorded by an activity sen-
sor were exported and analysed. "Seven-day means" of the MDPA values were
compared from the first week after implant (IMP), at 2 weeks (2w), at 1 month
(1m) and at 3 months (3m) after implant. The non-parametric Wilcoxon test for
paired variables was used to compare the trend in MDPA.

Fig. 1. Trend on physical activity by NYHA.

Results: Overall analysis re-
vealed low physical activity, mean
MDPA 108 ± 89 min/day in the
first week of CRT therapy. There-
after it significantly increased to
170 ± 112 min/day in the sec-
ond week, 211 ± 120 min/d at
1m; and 235 ± 134 min/d at 3 m,
p < 0.001 compared to baseline
and second week, p (3m vs. 1m)
= 0.012. Grouped analysis of the
MDPA measures in relation to pa-
tient NYHA classification at base-
line is given in Fig. 1.
Conclusions: CRT improves
physical activity measured by an

activity sensor in patients with severe heart failure with the greatest improve-
ment seen already within the first month. Since less physical activity was ob-
served in patients with high baseline NYHA classes minutes of daily physical
activity measured by the device can be assumed to reflect individual physical
activity.

BLOOD BORNE PROGENITOR CELLS FOR MYOCARDIAL
REGENERATION

319 Endothelial regeneration of vein grafts by circulating
progenitor cells

Q. Xu, Z. Zhang, E. Torsney, F. Davison, Y. Hu. St George’s Hospital Medical
School, Cardiological Sciences, London, United Kingdom

Background: Previously we showed that a large number of endothelial cells in
vein grafts undergo apoptosis or necrosis during the first few days followed by
endothelial regeneration.
Methods and Results: In the present study we investigated the kinetics of en-
dothelial cell death and regeneration in vein grafts using transgenic mice carry-
ing LacZ genes driven by the endothelial TIE2 promoter. We demonstrated that
the endothelium of donor vessels denuded completely by 72 h, and neoen-
dothelium appeared 24 h after grafting. When vein isografts were performed
between TIE2-LacZ and wild-type mice, beta-gal+ cells were observed on the
surface of vein segments at 48 h. These beta-gal+ cells were only seen on the
endothelial surface of vein segments grafted into TIE2-LacZ mice 1, 2 and 4
weeks after surgery, suggesting recipient origin. Interestingly, beta-gal+ cells
were evenly distributed on the surface of the whole vein segment grafted into
TIE2-LacZ mice, indicating a contribution of circulating progenitor cells. When
wild-type veins were grafted into a chimeric mouse carrying TIE2-LacZ genes
in bone marrow cells, about 30% of total endothelial cells displayed beta-gal+
staining.
Conclusion: We provide the first evidence that endothelial cells of vein grafts
are derived from circulating progenitor cells, of which 30% are derived from
bone marrow progenitor cells.

320 “Homing effect directs mesenchymal stem cells to
develop a myogenic phenotype

K. Jaquet 1, K. Krause 2, P. Fässler 2, J. Denschel 2, C. Lange 3, A. Zander 3,
K-H. Kuck 2. 1St. Georg Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Hamburg, Germany;
2St. Georg Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Hamburg, Germany; 3Eppendorf
University Hospital, Bone Marrow Transplantation Center, Hamburg, Germany

Background: The transplantation of stem cells seems to become a promising
new strategy for the treatment of patients with end stage heart failure. In this
study we investigated the capacity of mesenchymal stem cells transplanted into
rat myocardium to develop a myogenic phenotype.
Methods: Rat MSCs were isolated according to Caplan’s method. After the
separation of the non-mesenchymal subpopulation the adherent rMSCs were
further cultivated. For a later detection within the target area the eGFP gene
was introduced into the rMSCs using an adenovirus-mediated transfection. The
chest of the rats was opened via mini-thoracothomy, a cryolesion generated
and 1 Mill. cells (5 injections; 50µl each) were injected into the border zone the
lesion (6x4mm). 3 weeks later rats were sacrificed, hearts excised and anal-
ysed via fluorescence microscopy and immunohistochemistry. The following
mAbs were used: Smooth muscle actin (SMA), muscle actin (MA), troponin T-
C, myosin heavy chain (MHC), desmin and the endothelial cell specific marker
CD31.
Results: Rat MSCs within the target tissue showed a high rate of viability (70-
80%). Furthermore single rMSCs were detected that could be stained positive
for myocyte specific markers. However, the cells did not develop myofibers in
this early state of development. In addition we could find a high incidence of
small blood vessels in the transplantation area.
Conclusion: 1. The "homing effect" of injured rat myocardium might direct
transplanted rMSCs into a myogenic differentiation pathway. 2. The finding of
a high incidence of blood vessels within the transplantation area might point to
an angiogenic potential of rMSCs as well. 3. These findings have to be verified
in additional experiments with a longer follow up of at least 6 weeks.
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321 Via induction of differentiation from human bone marrow
derived mesenchymal stem cells to adult
cardiomyocytes?

K. Jaquet 1, K. Krause 2, M. Tawakol 2, N. Stute 3, A. Zander 3, K-H. Kuck 2. 1St.
Georg Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Hamburg, Germany; 2St. Georg Hospital,
Cardiology Dept., Hamburg, Germany; 3Eppendorf University Hospital, Bone
Marrow Transplantation Center, Hamburg, Germany

Background: The transplantation of human bone marrow-derived mesenchy-
mal stem cells (hMSC) into the myocardium is a promising new technique for a
hemodynamic improvement of heart function. However, it is not yet clear which
cells are suited best for the task of restoring structure and function and/or the
formation of new vessels within the infarct area. In this study we investigated
various growth factors (GF) and GF-combinations concerning their ability to
induce the formation of cardiomyocytes from hMSC in-vitro.
Methods: hMSCs were isolated and cultivated according to Caplan’s method.
After the separation of the non-mesenchymal subpopulation the adherent hM-
SCs were treated with 5-Azacytidine (10µM), VEGF (1ng/ml), bFGF (10ng/ml),
G-CSF (20ng/ml), Epo (2,5 mU/ml) and 5-Azacytidine (10µM/ml)+bFGF
(10ng/ml). Immunohistochemical analysis was done periodically during a 12
week follow up using the following myogenic antibodies: Smooth muscle actin
(SMA), muscle actin (MA), troponin T+T-C, actinin, alpha-SR-1 and desmin.
Results: Compared to unstimulated controls stimulated hMSCs changed mor-
phology and up to 85% of MSC became positive for the myogenic marker SMA.
RT-PCR analysis showed the expression of early cardiomyocyte transcription
factors Oct-4, Nkx2.5 and GATA4 as well as markers specific for adult car-
diomyocytes like atrial myosin light chain (MLC2a) and ventricular myosin light
chain (MLC2v). A de-differentiation could not be detected during the 12 week
follow up. But – as described in other publications – we could not show any
spontaneously contracting myocytes even after adding Acetylcholin (1mM).
Conclusion: 1. Using GFs we were able to induce a myogenic phenotype in
up to 85% of hMSCs. 2. Spontaneously contracting myocytes could not be
generated from GF-treated hMSCs.

322 Endothelial cell protection with dextran sulfate: a novel
strategy to prevent acute vascular rejection in
hamster-to-rat cardiac xenotransplantation

T. Laumonier 1 , K.M. Matozan 1, B. Vanhove 2, P.J. Mohacsi 1 , R. Rieben 1.
1University Hospital Bern, Cardiology, Bern, Switzerland; 2ITERT-INSERM
U437, Nantes, France

Purpose: Acute vascular rejection (AVR), as occurring in hamster-to-rat car-
diac xenotransplantation, can be prevented by complement depletion using co-
bra venom factor (CVF) combined with sustained T-cell immunosuppression by
cyclosporin A (CyA). In this setting, long-term survival of hamster hearts, de-
fined as "accommodation", is achieved in the presence of graft-specific antibod-
ies and complement. Endothelial cells (EC) protect themselves by upregulation
of genes like Bcl-2, A20 or heme oxygenase 1 (HO-1). We have shown recently
that low molecular weight dextran sulfate (DXS) acts as an EC protectant and
prevents complement– and NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity in vitro. In this study
we evaluated whether daily administration of CyA combined with repeated in-
jections of DXS could prevent AVR of hamster-to-rat heart xenografts.
Methods: Hamster heart xenotransplantations were performed into Lewis 1A
rats. Recipients were treated by daily administration of CyA (10 mg/kg) from
the day of transplantation and received intravenous injections of DXS (up to
50 mg/kg) starting one day after surgery. Immunofluorescence for anti-donor
IgM and IgG antibodies, complement products and HO-1 was done on hamster
hearts. Anti-hamster xeno-antibodies were measured by CELISA. In addition,
complement activity in serum was assessed by standard hemolytic assays.
Results: Untreated and CyA-only treated recipients rejected their grafts in 4.0
± 0.6 days (n=10). Among treated, grafted recipients (n=19), 40% became
long-term graft survivors (>30 days) and the remaining 60% rejected their graft
in 14.3 ± 7.2 days. In both long-term surviving and rejecting grafts, deposi-
tion of rat IgM and C3 were observed. Combined with the expression of HO-1
on long-term survivors’ EC, these results indicate that "accommodation" had
occurred. In addition, complement activity was intact in rat serum after DXS
injections, and unlike CVF the DXS-treatment did not induce systemic comple-
ment depletion.
Conclusions: Our preliminary data indicate that intravenously administered
DXS is able to prevent antibody- and complement mediated acute vascular re-
jection in vivo supporting the hypothesis that DXS can act as a "repair coat" that
functionnaly restores activation induced loss of heparan sulfate proteoglycans
and protects EC from damage.

323 Intramyocardial transplantation of human embryonic
stem cells in rats with acute myocardial infarction

E. Omerovic 1, E. Bollano 1, P. Björquist 2, M. Lorentzon 1 , T. Råmunddal 1 ,
L. Grip 3, A. Jeppsson 4, F. Waagstein 1. 1Wallenberg Laboratory, Sahlgrenska
University Hospital, Gothenburg; 2Cell Therapeutics Scandinavia,
Gothenburg; 3Dept. of Cardiology, 4Dept. of Cardiothoracic Surgery,
Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Gothenburg, Sweden

Background Stem cells have emerged as an attractive and promising new
therapeutic approach for treatment of heart diseases. While human adult stem
cells have been successfully used for cardio-reparation both in animals and
humans, this was not the case with pluripotent human embryonic stem cells
(hES). The aim of this study was to evaluate feasibility and safety of myocardial
hES cell transplantation into rats with acute myocardial infarction (MI).
Methods Male Sprague-Dawley rats ∼200 g were used. MI was induced by
direct cryo-injury using 3 mm probe. This procedure resulted in anterior MI
engaging ∼15-20% of left ventricle (LV). The rats were randomized to two
groups: rats with MI treated with vehicle (control, n = 8), rats with MI treated
with 1 million hES cells (hES, n = 8). Four MI rats treated with hES cells re-
ceived cyclosporine (5 mg/kg/d). The hES cells were suspended in 0,05 ml
buffer and transplanted by intramyocardial injection into the viable myocardium
close to the infracted area directly after cryo-injury. All animals were investi-
gated with transthoracal echocardiography, continuous ECG and LV catheter-
ization 1 week after transplantation. Post-mortem, the hearts were evaluated
histologically for detection and characterization of hES cells.
Results There were no deaths in the rats treated with hES cells. Variables of LV
function and morphology are given in the table. No arrhythmias were detected
in the rats treated with hES cells. dP/dT was similar in both groups. There
were no signs of abnormal tissue growth at the site of hES cell engraftment.
Preliminary data have confirmed the presence of human cells in the infarcted
area.
Echocardiography

E/A EF % LVVd ml LVDd mm HR bpm

hES 1.3 ± 0.1# 41 ± 2 0.41 ± 0.02 8.7 ± 0.1 295 ±14
control 3.1 ± 0.6 41 ± 0.5 0.43 ± 0.04 8.9 ± 0.1 272 ± 8

# p=0.05 v. control, E/A = mitral E-wave/A-wave ratio, EF=ejection fraction, LVVd=left ventricular
volume in diastole, LVDd=left ventricular diameter in diastole, HR=heart rate

Conclusion Transplantation of hES cells is feasible and safe in the rat model of
acute myocardial infarction. The use of hES may be an important approach for
cardio-reparation and reconstitution of normal cardiac structure and function in
the future.

324 Coagulation factor VIIa stimulates migration by
activation of the mitogen-activated protein kinase p38
and the GTP-ase Rac

I. Ott, B. Steppich, I. Seitz, B. Weigand, R. Michl, FJ. Neumann, A. Schömig.
Technische Universität München, 1. Med. Klinik/Deutsches Herzzentrum,
München, Germany

Aim: Tissue Factor (TF), the surface receptor for the serine protease factor
VIIa (FVIIa) and the initiator of the extrinsic coagulation cascade, supports an-
giogenesis, tumor metastasis and proinflammatory responses by activation of
extracellular, protease-dependent signaling pathways. The molecular mecha-
nisms that are independent of the proteolytic activity of FVIIa are not yet known.
Methods: The human bladder carcinoma cell line J82 (HTB-1) that expresses
high levels of TF was obtained from American Tissue Culture Collection and
grown in Dulbecco‘s modified Eagle medium (DMEM, Gibco) supplemented
with 10% fetal calf serum, glutamin, penicillin and streptomycin. Migration to-
wards FVIIa or proteolytically inactive FFR-FVIIa (Novo Nordisk) was analyzed
in a Boyden chamber assay. Analysis of the mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK) p38 was performed using in vitro kinase assays and activation of the
GTPase Rac was measured after precipitation of RacGTP with its immediate
downstream effector p21-activated kinase. For transfection experiments cells
were transiently transfected using Effectene (Qiagen, Crawley; UK).
Results: Migration of J82 cells was dose-dependently enhanced by a chemo-
tactic gradient of FFR-FVIIa in a Boyden chamber assay. Because a compa-
rable increase in the number of migrated cells was observed after stimulation
with proteolytic active FVIIa the protease activity is not reqiured for stimulation
of migration. This effect was specific for TF since in the presence of inhibitory
anti-TF-antibodies abolished the increase in migration by FVIIa and FFR-FVIIa
was abolished. Acitve site-inhibited FFR-FVIIa was sufficient to activate the
MAPK p38 and the GTPase Rac to a similar extent than FVIIa. This was re-
quired for the stimulation of migration because inhibition of the MAPK p38 by
SB203580 or overexpression of dominant negative p38 or the GTPase Rac
abolished TF-induced migration. Thus, FFR-FVIIa binding to TF enhanced mi-
gration by activation of p38 and the GTPase Rac.
Conclusion: Stimulation of migration by TF-mediated activation of the MAPK
p38 and the GTPase Rac provides a rationale to the understanding of the
proangiogenic, proinflammatory and prometastatic functions of TF.
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325 Guideline assessment supporting tools and ontologies
in clinical cardiology

P. De Clercq 1, W.R.M. Dassen 2, W.A. Dijk 3, N. Van der Putten 3, E.T. Van der
Velde 3, M. Baljon 3, C. Bonnemayer 2 , A. Hasman 1 on behalf of the
ICIN-GASTON project. 1Dept. Medical Informatics, 2Dept. of Cardiology,
Maastricht University, Maastricht, Netherlands; 3Institute of the Netherlands,
ICIN Interuniversity Cardiology, Utrecht, Netherlands

Within the ESC guideline task forces, policy conferences, working groups and
study groups are generating guidelines and protocols to standardize diagnosis
and treatment in cardiovascular disorders at a European level.
Currently these extensive guidelines are only available in written form, and
therefore hard to access, e.g. ESC guideline on Sudden Cardiac Death: 76
pages, executive summery 16 pages. Modern knowledge technology tech-
niques might be useful in making this information approachable. However, on a
more modest scale decision support systems are currently under development,
based on local protocols and in cooperation with existing patient information
systems, to support treatment and to generate warnings in conflicting situa-
tions. GASTON, (Guideline Assessment Supporting Tools and ONtologies) the
decision support system described in this study is currently evaluated in clinical
practice. Using this interactive system in defining guidelines, three layers are
distinguished: the flow diagram, the underlying rules and the communication
with external data sources and care providers about the actual patient status.
In the first layer, the flow charts derived from the guidelines and protocols are
drawn, and annotated using natural language. Secondly, the underlying criteria
are defined, using a domain specific vocabulary and a dedicated toolbox. Fi-
nally the communication of the patient data: manually, directly by an electronic
patient record form or by a link to an existing data source should be defined.
As stated above in Europe and also in the Netherlands, the impact of protocols
in clinical cardiology is growing rapidly, making excellent supporting knowledge
engineering tools essential. Being so successful in small-scale guideline repre-
sentation, a project was initiated to assess the feasibility of using GASTON as
a knowledge representation environment for a large number of national guide-
lines. In this project, launched by the ICIN, the Interuniversity Cardiology In-
stitute of the Netherlands, all participating centers are implementing various
(parts of) currently accepted national guidelines in a uniform way including the
guidelines for diagnosis and treatment of Atrial Fibrillation, Heart Failure and
Acute Coronary Syndromes. The separate definition of flow diagrams and un-
derlying rules enables the design of a language-independent knowledge rep-
resentation. Based on the official ESC guidelines set, national adaptations and
translations become feasible and documentable. Ultimately all ESC guidelines
might be represented in this unambiguous digital format.

326 Mobile access to always up-to-date clinical information
improves quality of care

E.T. Van der Velde, D.E. Atsma, T.A. Witteman, H. Foeken, M.J. Schalij,
H.F. Verwey, E.E. Van der Wall. Leiden University Medical Center, Cardiology
Dept., Leiden, Netherlands

Introduction: Until recently, cardiologists at the Leiden University Medical Cen-
ter (LUMC) had to use their their desktop PC’s to retrieve medical informa-
tion such as clinical guidelines, medication information, risk prediction calcu-
lators, calculation of physiological determinants (valve area, vessel resistance,
etcetera). Or even worse, they had to revert to clinical guidelines in printed
format. Today, much of this clinical information is available on-line via a web-
browser on a PC, but this still is not the perfect solution for the mobile cardiolo-
gist.
Solution: We have chosen to provide all staff members and residents at the
Department of Cardiology at the LUMC with a Palm Tungsten-T Personal Digital
Assistant (PDA). Relevant cardiology guidelines, such as the European (ESC)
and national guidelines are available on the PDA in a format using flowcharts
with hyperlinks. The GASTON decision support system is used to convert exist-
ing guidelines into flowcharts in PDA-format. Primary risk-prediction software,
developed earlier in our department, is also available on the PDA. Furthermore,
medical calculators and medication subscription software are available on the
PDA. To ascertain that each cardiologist always has the most up-to-date in-
formation on his PDA, Bluetooth Access Points (PICO Connect) are placed at
various places through the department, allowing the Palm Tungsten-T to con-
nect wirelessly to the network. Extended Systems Inc.’s XTNDConnect Server
software is used for central synchronization and administration purposes. Fi-
nally, by synchronizing the PDA with the information that is available on the
Exchange server of the LUMC, the cardiologist has always up-to-date informa-
tion about schedules, notes, and access to their corporate e-mail.
Conclusion: The ability to have up-to-date clinical information on an easy to
use PDA directly at the point-of-care allows consistent diagnosis and treatment
of all cardiology patients according to the latest guidelines, thereby vastly im-
proving the quality of care. Detailed information about the system setup will be
presented; the PDA applications will be demonstrated.

327 Pocket PC based tele-echocardiography

M. Cobos, J. Zamorano, J. Florit, C. Corros, C. Macaya. Hospital Clínico San
Carlos, Cardiology, Madrid, Spain

The evolution of portable handheld technologies gave clinicians access to med-
ical images on ultraportable computers. We explore the reliability and clinical
utility of interpreting echocardiograms send by internet over standard telephone
lines to a pocket PC.
A series of echocardiographic studies including 20 M-mode still frames, and 61
cardiac cycles (31 2-D echos, 30 colour-flow echos) were measured and in-
terpreted in our Hospital, and then they were compressed (JPG and MPEG-1)
using commercial software and send to a pocket PC. Two experienced echocar-
diographers received the images, measured off-line the M-mode recordings
and interpreted the cine-loops. Results were compared with the measurements
and diagnosis made in the echocardiography laboratory.
Every study was judged sufficient for interpretation. A good agreement (r =
0.91) was found for the 52 M-mode linear measurements between the off-line
echocardiographers and the echo laboratory. No clinically significant error was
observed in the diagnostic interpretation of the 61 cine-loops by the pocket PC
echocardiographers.
Conclusion: Our results indicate that transmission of echocardiograpic images
over standard telephone line to a pocket PC is feasible, and provides the basis
for an accurate, low cost system of tele-echocardiography.

328 Heart failure patient simulator

SV. Eriksson. Danderyds Hospital, Medicine, Danderyd, Sweden

Purpose: The general availability of computers has made educational software
an interesting tool for furthering training in medicine. Recently, interest in mul-
timedia applications has stimulated the search for efficient software, directed
towards interactive education in cardiology.
"Cardioactive" is based on case studies where you are presented with a patient
and can continuously enter suggestions for investigations and treatment from
your keyboard. The simulated patient immediately reacts according to the treat-
ment suggested. The first patient you are confronted with suffers from dyspnea
1 month after an acute myocardial infarction.
The program starts with an interview of a patient by her physician regarding
her present and past medical history. The interview is presented as a short
movie on the computer screen. At first a suggestion of diagnosis is presented,
followed by an opportunity to suggest different investigations. The software in-
cludes all current prices for every investigation. The investigator has the oppor-
tunity to treat the patient with any cardiovascular drug. At follow-up visits, the
patient’s symptoms, clinical and laboratory values change depending on the
treatment suggested. In addition, the patient’s risk-score changes and is pre-
sented on-line. If an investigation is ordered, the results of this investigation are
presented either as an on screen video or as graphics showing x-ray or ECG.
In addition to the end result of all treatments an assessment of the total cost for
all investigations as well as medical treatment is presented.
Hard- and software requirements: An IBM compatible computer with sound-
blaster running WindowsTM3.1 or higher or Windows-95 with a CD-ROM x8 or
faster.
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P329 The effects of atrial natriuretic peptide-NPRA
interaction on human vascular function in vivo

M. Schmitt 1, A. Broadley 2, P. Gunaruwan 2 , J. Taylor 2, L. Lee 2, J. Cockcroft 2 ,
A. Struthers 3, M. Frenneaux 2 . 1Wales Heart Research Institute, Department
of Cardiology, Cardiff, United Kingdom; 2Wales Heart Research Institute,
Department of Cardiology, Cardiff, United Kingdom; 3Ninewells Hospital,
Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics, Dundee/Scotland, United Kingdom

Background: Atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) plays an important role in cardio-
vascular control but its effects on veins remain controversial. Importantly, no
studies to date have conclusively shown that basal ANP levels contribute to
resting vascular function in humans, a prerequisite for accepting that ANP is a
physiologically important vasoactive peptide in health.
Methods and Results: Combining equilibrium blood-pool-scintigraphy (EBPS)
with a conventional occlusion technique (radionuclide plethysmography) we
examined the effects of ANP and the NPRA selective ANP-receptor antago-
nist A71915 on forearm vascular volume in healthy subjects. Creating pres-
sure/volume relations (PVR) we determined changes in vascular volume, com-
pliance and tone. EBPS was then used to assess the effects of systemic ad-
ministration of A71915 on regional intestinal vascular volume. Infusion of ANP
increased forearm vascular volume in a dose dependent manner (max. 20%;
p<0.001), exerting a maximum venodilating effect at plasma levels equivalent
to those seen in heart failure. A71915 increased venous tone thereby decreas-
ing vascular volume by 9.6 ± 1.1%; p<0.001 (forearm) and 2.6 ± 0.5%; p=0.01
(intestinal beds). Performing dose-ranging studies we further assessed the po-
tency and specificity of A71915 in the forearm resistance vasculature. At an
infusion ratio of 50:1 A71915 almost completely abolished the effect of ANP on
forearm blood flow.
Conclusion: ANP regulates regional vascular volume and tone without affect-
ing compliance. This effect was seen over a wide range of physiological and
pathophysiological plasma levels. In health, the effects of ANP on FBF are al-
most exclusively mediated via the NPRA receptor.

P330 Differential activation of left-ventricular interleukin-6
and brain natriuretic peptide gene expression in
experimental heart failure

C. Ulucan, S. Fredersdorf, T. Götz, GA. Riegger, A. Luchner. Klinikum der
Universität Regensburg, Kardiologie, Innere Medizin II, Regensburg, Germany

Circulating interleukin-6 (IL-6) as well as brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) con-
centrations are increased in congestive heart failure (CHF). However, their rel-
ative activation in left ventricular (LV) myocardium has not been well character-
ized in CHF. We therefore analyzed cardiac gene expression of IL-6 and BNP
in rabbits with pacing-induced heart failure. Rabbits developed asymptomatic
left ventricular dysfunction (ALVD) (n=5) by rapid right ventricular pacing with
330bpm for 10 days. Further progressive pacing with 360bpm and 380bpm
for 10 days each led to CHF (n=18). Left ventricular mRNA expression of IL-
6 and BNP referring to glyceraldehde-3-phosphate-dehydrogenase (GAPDH)
was analyzed quantitatively by real time PCR (light cycler , Roche). LV frac-
tional shortening (FS) and systolic wall stress (LVSWS) were assesed by echo-
cardiography (12 MHz probe). Both, IL-6 and BNP gene expression increased
step-wise during the progression of CHF. As compared to control (n=12), IL-
6 and BNP mRNA expression were both significantly elevated in CHF (figure,
IL-6: p< 0.05; BNP: p< 0.005). However, the relative increase of BNP in CHF
was greater than that of IL-6 (659% vs. 314%) and BNP expression even ex-
ceeded expression of the houskeeping gene GAPDH by 64%. In addition, BNP
mRNA expression correlated positively with LVSWS (r=0.47; p=0.05) and in-
versely with FS (r= - 0.76; p= 0.01), whereas no correlation was present with
IL-6.
In summary, IL-6 and BNP gene expression both increase step-wise during the
progression of CHF, but with a greater relative increase of BNP. Because of the
steeper and greater activation, BNP may be a superior marker of LV dysfunction
and CHF than IL-6.

IL-6 and BNP cardiac gene expression.

P331 N terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide is the most
powerful predictor of mortality in patients with
advanced heart failure

R.S. Gardner 1 , W. Martin 1 , R. Carter 2 , TA. McDonagh 3. 1Glasgow Royal
Infirmary, Cardiology, Glasgow, United Kingdom; 2Glasgow Royal Infirmary,
Respiratory Medicine, Glasgow, United Kingdom; 3University of Glasgow,
Cardiology, Glasgow, United Kingdom

Purpose: The selection of patients for cardiac transplantation (CTx) is notori-
ously difficult and traditionally involves clinical assessment and an assimilation
of markers of the severity of CHF such as the left ventricular ejection fraction
(LVEF), maximum oxygen uptake (peak VO2) and more recently, composite
scoring systems e.g. the heart failure survival score (HFSS). The prognostic
ability of NT-proBNP in advanced heart failure is unknown and no studies have
compared NT-proBNP to standard clinical markers used in the selection of pa-
tients for transplantation. The purpose of this study was to examine the prog-
nostic ability of NT-proBNP in advanced heart failure and compare it to that of
the LVEF, peak VO2 and the HFSS.
Methods: We prospectively studied 142 consecutive patients with advanced
CHF referred for consideration of CTx. Plasma for NT-proBNP analysis was
sampled and patients followed up for a median of 374 days.
Results: The primary endpoint of all-cause mortality was reached in 20
(14.1%) patients and the combined secondary endpoint of all-cause mortality
or urgent CTx was reached in 24 (16.9%) patients. An NT-proBNP concentra-
tion above the median was the only independent predictor of both all cause
mortality (chi2=6.03, p=0.01) and the combined endpoint of all cause mortality
or urgent CTx (chi2=12.68, p=0.0004). NT-proBNP split into quartiles is shown
in the figure against endpoint free survival. LVEF, VO2 and HFSS were not in-
dependently predictive of mortality or need for urgent cardiac transplantation in
this study.

Quartiles of NT-proBNP and prognosis.

Conclusion: A single measurement of NT-proBNP in patients with advanced
CHF, can help to identify patients at highest risk of death, and is a better prog-
nostic marker than the LVEF, VO2 or HFSS.
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P332 Brain natriuretic peptide, but not norepinephrine,
predicts improvements in left-ventricular structure and
function in patients with chronic heart failure enrolled
to Val-HeFT

R. Latini 1, M. Wong 2, S. Masson 1, L. Staszewsky 1, A.P. Maggioni 3 ,
I.S. Anand 4, J.N. Cohn 5 on behalf of the Val-HeFT Investigators. 1Istituto
Mario Negri, Cardiovascular Research, Milan, Italy; 2VA Greater LA
Healthcare System, Los Angeles, United States of America; 3ANMCO
Research Center, Florence, Italy; 4VA Medical Center, Minneapolis, United
States of America; 5University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, United States of
America

Background: Although both BNP and NE are elevated in heart failure (HF),
their relationships to LV remodeling, ejection fraction (EF) and diameter (LVIDd)
are not clear.
Methods: Val-HeFT (Valsartan Heart Failure Trial) randomized 5,010 pts in
NYHA class II-IV receiving precribed HF therapy. Plasma BNP was measured
by IRMA, NE by HPLC/electrochemical detection in 2 core labs at baseline
and during follow-up. Serial echocardiographic (Echo) exams were recorded
and read at each site with monitored quality control. Valsartan (V) and placebo
(P) patients were defined for exploratory analysis as responders (R) if EF in-
creased ≥ 5% or LVIDD decreased ≥ 0.5 cm one year after randomisation.
Non-responders (NR) did not meet these criteria.
Results: At baseline, BNP correlated with Echo variables (inversely with EF
and directly with LVIDd) better than NE. Overall, there was greater reduction in
BNP, smaller increase in NE and improvement in echo in V compared to P. In
the pooled population (Figure), the median decrease in BNP was significantly
greater in R than in NR. A similar trend was seen in both P and V patients even
if the difference between R and NR was less marked in P. Median NE changes
did not differentiate between R and NR.

Median change from baseline to month 12

Conclusion: BNP is an indicator of the severity of LV dysfunction in HF at
baseline. Changes in BNP, but not in NE, reflect those of EF and LVIDd. Thus,
a decrease in BNP, but not NE, appears to be an index for improvement in LV
structure and function.

P333 Detection of differences in diastolic function between
viable and non-viable myocardial segments by strain
rate analysis

R. Hoffmann 1, E. Altiok 1, B. Nowak 2, H. Kuehl 1 , U. Buell 2, P. Hanrath 1.
1University Aachen, Medical Clinic I, Aachen, Germany; 2University Aachen,
Department of Nuclear Medicine, Aachen, Germany

Background: Diastolic function analysis has been suggested for detection of
myocardial ischemia. Analysis of diastolic function for assessment of myocar-
dial viability has not been evaluated. Strain rate (SR) analysis allows quan-
titative segmental analysis of myocardial function and has been used during
dobutamine stimulation for assessment of myocardial viabilty.
Methods: In 37 patients with ischemic left ventricular dysfunction myocardial
viability was assessed using low dose (10 µg/kg/min) 2D DSE, strain rate imag-
ing and F18-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (PET). Peak
early diastolic (E-wave) and late diastolic (A-wave) myocardial SR was deter-
mined at baseline and during low-dose dobutamine stress from apical views.
Results: 192 segments with dyssynergy at rest were classified by 18FDG PET
as viable in 94 cases and non-viable in 98 cases. There were no significant
differences in peak E-wave and A-wave SR at rest between viable and non-
viable segments. With dobutamine stimulation peak E-wave SR increased sig-
nificantly for viable segments while it was unchanged for non-viable segments.
Peak A-wave SR increased for viable and non-viable segments. However, dur-
ing dobutamine stimulation peak A-wave SR for viable segments was signifi-
cantly larger than for non-viable segments.
Conclusions: Viable myocardial segments demonstrate an increase in early
as well as late diastolic SR with dobutamine stimulation while non-viable seg-

Diastolic strain rate parameters

Viable by PET (N=94) Non-viable by PET (N=98) P

Peak E-wave SR at rest (1/s) 0.89 ± 0.51 0.77 ± 0.49 0.103
Peak E-wave SR with dobutamine (1/s) 1.06 ± 0.51* 0.78 ± 0.48# <0.001
Peak A-wave SR at rest (1/s) 0.71 ± 0.55 0.57 ± 0.47 0.055
Peak A-wave SR with dobutamine (1/s) 1.00 ± 0.56* 0.71 ± 0.58¶ <0.001

*P<0.01 vs rest, #P=0.835 vs rest, ¶P=0.023 vs rest

ments are non-responsive to dobutamine. Diastolic SR analysis during dobu-
tamine stimulation may add to systolic function analysis in the assessment of
myocardial viability.

P334 Intraventricular dyssynchrony in ischaemic
cardiomyopathy improves after surgical ventricular
restoration

M. Di Donato 1, A. Toso 2, G. Barletta 2, F. Fantini 2, M. Sabatier 3 ,
L. Menicanti 4 , V. Dor 3. 1University of Florence, Critical Care Medicine,
Florence, Italy; 2University of Florence, Critical Care Medicine, Florence, Italy;
3Centre Cardio-Thoracique de Monaco, Monaco, Monaco; 4Istituto Policlinico
San Donato, Centro Cardiovascolare Malan, San Donato Milanese, Italy

Objective: Myocardial activation-contraction sequence abnormality is common
in dilated cardiomyopathy with interventricular conduction delay, and leads to
contraction dyssynchrony that impairs left ventricular (LV) ejection. Ischemic
cardiomyopathy results in non-uniform contraction, relaxation and filling (intra-
ventricular dyssynchrony) which may be independent of electrical conduction
delay. Surgical ventricular restoration (SVR) is an emerging technique that re-
stores LV geometry and shape. This study evaluated sequential regional con-
traction/relaxation and mechanical performance in patients with previous ante-
rior MI undergoing SVR.
Methods: Thirty patients (mean age 58±8 years) with depressed LV function.
LV pressures and angiography (heart paced at 100 beats/min) were performed
before surgery, during heart catheterization, and before discharge. Endocar-
dial time motion of 15 regional segments, global pressure/volume (P/V) loop,
segmental pressure/length loop (P/L), index of synchrony (SI; segments reach-
ing maximal motion (end systole)/15), and index of uniformity (UI; effective
area/theoretical area x 100) were calculated.
Results: QRS duration (ms) from 100 ± 17 to 114 ± 28 (p 0.09). The mean
SI and UI significantly improved after SVR from 0.23±0.12 to 0.60±0.13
(p< 0.0001) and from 28±17 to 47±17 (p<0.0001), respectively. The num-
ber of normal P/L loops increased and P/L loop abnormalities decreased
with a consistent decrease in right- and left-oriented CCW loops and left
CW loops (p<0.006). Functional parameters significantly improved: ejection
fraction (%) 30±13 to 45±12 (p<0.001), end-diastolic volume index (ml/m2)
202±76 to122±48 (p<0.001), end-systolic volume index (ml/m2) 144±69 to
69±40 p<0.001), end-systolic pressure 122±15 to 104±22 (p<0.016), end-
systolic pressure/volume ratio (mmHg/ml) 1.06±0.7 to1.60±0.8 (p<0.001),
peak filling rate (EDV/sec) 1.75±0.7 to 2.32±0.7 (p<0.0001), minimum pres-
sure (mmHg) 12±9 to5±4 (p<0.003), capillary wedge pressure (mmHg) 14±7
to 10±4 (p<0.0001), mean pulmonary artery pressure (mmHg) 21±8 to 13±6
(p<0.001), and diastolic stroke work (g/m/min) 19±12 to 13±8 (p<0.016).
Conclusion: This is the first study to describe that mechanical intraventricular
dyssynchrony is central to LV dysfunction in ischemic cardiomyopathy, indepen-
dent of conduction delay. SVR improves LV performance through a "mechanical
re-synchronization" of contraction with improved synergic distribution of parietal
stresses. This may explain why bi-ventricular pacing therapy is less effective in
ischemic than in non-ischemic cardiomyopathy with conduction delay.
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P335 Systolic or diastolic, interventricular or intraventricular
dyssynchrony in dilated cardiomyopathy: which is
most important?

I. Schuster, G. Habib, A. Ferracci, F. Franceschi, J. Lefevre, J.F. Avierinos,
F. Thuny, G. Derumeaux. Hôp. Timone, Serv. Cardiologie B, Marseille, France

Background: Cardiac resynchronization is now an accepted therapy for di-
lated cardiomyopathy (DCM). Its benefit is related to the correction of the sys-
tolic dyssynchrony (DYS) either between left and right ventricles [Inter DYS]
or between left ventricular walls [Intra DYS]. However, little is known about the
presence of a diastolic DYS in these pts, neither about the respective incidence
of Intra and Inter DYS.
Objectives: to compare the respective occurrence of Inter and Intra, and dias-
tolic (D) and systolic (S) DYS in a population of pts with DCM with or without
LBBB.
Methods: 116 pts with DCM (84 primary, 32 ischemic) were studied by echo
and Tissue Doppler Imaging (TDI). S and D parameters were measured using
the delays between the onset of QRS and the onset of the TDI velocity curves.
The septal and lateral walls of the left ventricles were used to assess Intra
DYS. Similar measurements between lateral free walls of right and left ventri-
cles were used to assess Inter DYS. Dyssynchrony (diastolic or systolic) was
defined as a delay > 40 ms.
Results: Systolic and diastolic DYS were observed in 58 (56%) and 77 (75%)
pts, respectively. S and D, Intra and Inter delays increased with increasing QRS
width but they were weakly related to QRS duration (table).

n S Inter (ms) S intra (ms) D Inter (ms) D Intra (ms)

QRS < 120 ms 40 24 ± 21 23 +/27 34 ± 37 18 ± 26
QRS 120-150 ms 34 34 ± 31 21 ± 27 49 ± 49 40 ± 55
QRS > 150 ms 42 56 ± 45 41 ± 35 80 ± 57 43 ± 42
r 0.4 0.3 0.36 0.24

Among 40 pts with QRS < 120 ms, 43% and 31% presented with S Inter and
S Intra DYS, respectively, and 43% and 29% presented with D Inter and D Intra
DYS, respectively by TDI.
Conversely, among 42 pts with QRS > 150 ms, 30% and 42% had no significant
S Inter and S Intra DYS, respectively, and 15% and 32% had no significant D
Inter and D Intra DYS, respectively.
Conclusion: The diagnosis of asynchrony can not be made on ECG data only.
Among pts with DCM, Inter and Intra delays by TDI are frequently observed but
are weakly related to QRS duration. Both Inter and Intra Dyssynchrony may
be observed in pts with or without LBBB. Diastolic DYS is more frequent than
systolic and may be observed alone in some pts.

P336 Long-term effects of Nebivolol on left-ventricular
function and exercise capacity in patients with
idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy

A.P. Patrianakos, F.I. Parthenakis, E.A. Papadimitriou, G.F. Diakakis,
P.G. Tzerakis, D.C. Kambouraki, P.E. Vardas. Heraklion University Hospital,
Cardiology Dept., Heraklion, Crete, Greece

Purpose: The beneficial effect of beta-blockers on the treatment of patients
(pts) with chronic congestive heart failure has been demonstrated, but there is
evidence of differential effects among them. Nebivolol, a new third generation,
beta 1- blocking agent, has not been adequately studied in these patients. We
assess the effects of Nebivolol on left ventricular (LV) function and exercise
tolerance in patients with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy (IDC).
Methods: Sixty patients, aged 55 ± 9.5 y, with angiographically proven IDC,
ejection fraction (EF)<45%, in stable New York Heart Association (NYHA)
class II-III, entered a double-blind, 1:1 randomized Nebivolol or placebo (up
to three months)trial. A complete echocardiographic study and exercise test
with Naughton protocol was performed at baseline, three months and one year
later on all patients.
Results: There were no significant baseline differences regarding NYHA class,
heart rate (HR), LVEF, systolic blood pressure (BP) or echocardiographic vari-
ables between the 2 groups. During the first 3 months follow–up, 4 pts in the
Nebivolol (13,3%) and 5 (16,6%) in the placebo group discontinued treatment.
A significant decrease was found in NYHA class (2,22 ± 0,31vs2.53 ±
0.44,p=0,02), resting HR (69,2 ± 8,4 vs 74,2 ± 8 b/min, p=0,05) and systolic
BP(119 ± 9,7 vs 144 ± 12,3 mmHg, p<0,001) and an increase in LVEF (38,8 ±
7,3 vs 33,1 ± 10%, p=0,04) in the Nebivolol group compared to placebo, after
3 months treatment.
Indices of diastolic LV function were also improved. The velocity time integral
of late LV filling (7,3 ± 2,1 vs 5,5 ± 1,3cm, p=0,01) increased and the atrial
wave of the pulmonary vein flow (0,29 ± 0,04 vs 0,39 ± 0,06 cm/sec, p=0,01)
decreased significantly. There was a decrease in maximum exercise duration
(ExD) (737 ± 319 vs 861 ± 427 sec, p=0,01) mainly due to reduced HR at
peak exercise (122 ± 11,3 vs 138 ± 12,8 beats/min, p<0,001). There was no
significant difference in the placebo group in all aforementioned parameters
at follow-up. At 12 month follow-up, 2 additional pts stopped Nebivolol while 2
other pts were lost. We found no further significant changes in HR, BP or echo

indices compared to 3 months findings. However, the ExD increased signifi-
cantly (1176 ± 626 vs 930 ± 364 sec,p= 0.03)after one year treatment.
Conclusion: In patients with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy Nebivolol im-
proves LV systolic and diastolic function and functional NYHA class after 3
month treatment, while after an initial decrease in ExD a significant improve-
ment at 12 months was achieved.

P337 ExTraMATCH: exercise training meta analysis of trials
in chronic heart failure patients. Reduction in mortality
and hospitalization

M. Piepoli 1, C. Davos 2, D. Francis 2, AJS. Coats 2 on behalf of ExTraMATCH
Collaborative. 1Piacenza, Italy; 2Imperial College School of Medicine, Cardiac
Medicine, London, United Kingdom

Background: There is a growing acceptance among specialists treating heart
failure (HF) that exercise training is safe and may offer an exciting new non-
pharmacological approach by beneficially influencing symptoms and prognosis.
Objectives: To determine the effects of exercise training programme among
HF patients.
Review methods: Randomised trials of an exercise training programme versus
control in patients with HF and left ventricular dysfunction, from which results
were available before December 2000, were identified from Medline, search
of abstracts of presentations at international congresses, examination of ref-
erence lists. Only the original individual patient data-sets of trials constituted
the data source for the metaanalysis. Trials had to use a method of randomi-
sation that precluded prior knowledge of the next treatment to be allocated and
comparisons had to be unconfounded – that is, to have randomisation only to
exercise training or control. The main outcome measures included death, hos-
pitalisation for cardiac and non-cardiac cause and the combined endpoint of
death or hospitalisation.
Results: Nine data-sets satisfying the entry criteria were identified, including
801 patients. Allocation to exercise training programme significantly reduced
hospitalisation (odds ratio=0.53, 95%CI= 0.35-0.79, P<0.001) and the com-
bined endpoint of death and hospitalisation (odds ratio=0.60, 95%CI= 0.43-
0.83, P=0.02). There was no significant reduction in the number of deaths
(odds ratio=0.82, 95% CI 0.58-1.18, p=NS) but Kaplan-Meier analysis of the
individual patient survival time data indicated a significantly lower mortality and
lower combined mortality and hospitalisation in the exercise-trained patients
(p=0.007 by logrank test).
Conclusions: This meta-analysis suggests that exercise training significantly
reduces hospitalisations in HF patients by approximately a half, and may
favourably influence survival. The number needed to treat to prevent one hos-
pitalisation at two years was 13, and to prevent one death or hospitalisation
was 12.

P338 Is the dobutamine stress echocardiography a predictor
of cardiac events or death in the late-follow-up of heart
transplantation? Four-years prospective evaluation

F. Bacal 1, LF. Moreira 2, N. Stolf 2, AC. Rodrigues 2, E. Bocchi 2, G. Bellotti 2,
JF. Ramires 2. 1Heart Institute - Univ. of Sao Paul, Heart Failure Unit, 2Univ. of
Sao Paulo - Medical School, Heart Institute (InCor), Sao Paulo, Brazil

Background: Cardiac allograft vasculopathy (CAV) remains the major cause
of death in long-term cardiac transplantation follow-up. Nevertheless, annual
angiographic evaluation is difficult to be routinely performed. We determined
the predictive values of clinical risk factors and noninvasive tests of cardiac al-
lograft vasculopathy for the development of cardiac events or death in asymp-
tomatic patients with normal ventricular function in the long-term follow-up after
heart transplantation. Methods: We studied 39 patients with mean ages 48 ±
13 years, submitted to heart transplantation and followed during a period of
48 months. They underwent thallium scintigraphy, treadmill stress test, dobu-
tamine stress echocardiography and also were submitted to angiographic eval-
uation to determine the presence of CAV. The occurrence of acute myocardial
infarction, congestive heart failure or death was prospectively observed during
a period of 4-years of follow-up for all the patients. Results: CAV was docu-
mented by angiography in 15 patients(38%). Three patients presented acute
myocardial infarction and other seven developed congestive heart failure, rep-
resenting an incidence of 25% of cardiac events during the studied period. Nine
deaths were documented during the same observation time (23%). Univariate
analysis showed that elevated body mass index, positive thallium scintigraphy
and positive dobutamine stress echocardiography were significantly associated
with the occurrence of cardiac events or death during the follow-up time. In the
absence of coronary angiography, stepwise logistic regression identified posi-
tive dobutamine echocardiography as the unique independent predictor for the
occurrence of both cardiac events (p=0.005) or death (p=0.02).
Conclusion: The occurrence of cardiac events or death, long-term after heart
transplantation is elevated in the follow-up of this studied population. On the
other hand, these facts may be strongly predicted by the performance of dobu-
tamine stress echocardiography, a well tolerated method, in the absence of
routine angiographic evaluation.
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P339 Determinants of changes in left-ventricular function
and atrial size in patients with persistent atrial
fibrillation in the RACE study

V.E. Hagens 1, I.C. Van Gelder 2, O. Kamp 3, H.L. Hillege 4, H.A. Bosker 5,
D.J. Van Veldhuisen 2, H.J. Crijns 6. 1University Hospital, Thoraxcenter,
Cardiology, Groningen, Netherlands; 2University Hospital, Thoraxcenter,
Cardiology, Groningen, Netherlands; 3Academic Hospital VU, Cardiology,
Amsterdam, Netherlands; 4Trial Coordination Center, Groningen, Netherlands;
5Rijnstate Hospital, Cardiology, Arnhem, Netherlands; 6University Hospital,
Cardiology, Maastricht, Netherlands

Background: Restoration of sinus rhythm (SR) in persistent atrial fibrillation
(AF) may improve left ventricular function and reduce atrial dimensions.
Objective: To assess determinants of improvement of left ventricular function
and reduction atrial diameters in patients included in RACE (rate control versus
electrical cardioversion in persistent atrial fibrillation).
Methods: Patients were randomized to rate control (n=256, negative
chronotropic drugs aimed at a heart rate < 100 bpm and oral anticoagulation)
or rhythm control (n=266, serial electrical cardioversions, antiarrhythmic drugs
and oral anticoagulation as needed). Improvement of left ventricular function
(echocardiographic fractional shortening) and decrease of left atrial diameter
(four chamber apical view) were calculated as the difference between baseline
and 2 years of follow-up.
Results: A total of 283 patients were analyzed. Rhythm control was associated
with a significant reduction of left atrial size (p=0.037) especially if SR was
maintained (p=0.000). Patients with hypertension showed progressive increase
of atrial size (p=0.043), independent of the strategy.
Rhythm control was associated with a significant improvement of fractional
shortening only if SR was maintained (p=0.02). A long duration of AF before
study entry was associated with worsening of fractional shortening irrespective
of treatment strategy (p=0.020). No other clinical characteristics were related
to changes in left atrial size and fractional shortening.
Conclusion: Rhythm control has beneficial effects on left ventricular function
and left atrial size mainly if it leads to persistent sinus rhythm.

P340 The impedance cardiogram recorded through two
defibrillator pads is a potential haemodynamic sensor
of ventricular fibrillation

N. Cromie 1, JD. Allen 2, A. McIntyre 3, T. Scott 3, J. Allen 3, JMCC. Anderson 3,
AAJ. Adgey 1. 1Royal Victoria Hospital, Regional Medical Cardiology Centre,
Belfast, United Kingdom; 2Queens University, Physiology, Belfast, United
Kingdom; 3Heartsine Technologies, Belfast, United Kingdom

Purpose: A haemodynamic sensor has the potential to enhance the efficacy
of therapy delivered by automated external defibrillators. Accurate detection of
cardiac output could reduce the delivery of inappropriate shocks and increase
the specificity of computer based treatment algorithms for cardiac arrest. We
sought to determine if the impedance cardiogram facilitated detection of cardiac
output.
Methods: Episodes of ventricular fibrillation(VF) were induced in 4 anaes-
thetised and ventilated pigs. The impedance cardiogram (ICG) was determined
by passing a low amplitude sinusoidal current between two defibrillator pads,
one placed on the right upper sternal chest and the second placed over the
apex. The ICG was recorded simultaneously through the defibrillation pads
along with the electrocardiogram (ventilation was suspended during record-
ings). The ICG was converted into the first order derivative (dz/dt) using the
BioBench Physiological Data Acquisition and Analysis software. Twenty four
five second episodes of sinus rhythm (SR) were recorded, as were 30 five sec-
ond episodes of ventricular fibrillation. The maximum peak-trough (dz/dt) was
noted for each five second recording. Dz/dt was sampled at 500 per second
and the standard deviation (SD) for each five second recording calculated.
Results: Shown are the maximum peak-trough dz/dt and standard deviation
dz/dt for SR and VF (see picture). The mean for maximum peak-trough dz/dt
(40.52 Ohms/sec) and standard deviation dz/dt (7.25) ICG were significantly
higher for SR compared to VF (dz/dt 22.31: SD 3.83; p<0.001).

Conclusion: The first order derivative of the ICG recorded through two defibril-
lation/electrocardiogram pads has the potential to be a haemodynamic sensor
for ventricular fibrillation.

P341 An under-recognized subepicardial macroreentrant
ventricular tachycardia due to left-ventricular
aneurysm in patients with normal coronary arteries

F. Ouyang, M. Antz, D. Baensch, A. Schaumann, S. Ernst, KH. Kuck. AK St.
Georg, II. med. Abteilung, Hamburg, Germany

Background: In patients with apparently normal hearts, monomorphic ventric-
ular tachycardia (VT) may only involve the subepicardial myocardium.
Methods and Results: Four patients (pts) with exercised-induced syncope
due to VT with right bundle branch block (RBBB) morphology were investi-
gated. Surface ECG showed a small q wave in leads II, III and aVF during
sinus rhythm (SR) in all 4 pts. Left ventricular (LV) angiography showed one
aneurysm in 3 pts or two aneurysms in one patient. All aneurysms were in the
LV infero-lateral wall. Coronary arteries were normal in all 4 pts. During elec-
trophysiological study, 6 unstable VTs (CL 200-305 ms) and one stable (CL
370 ms) were reproducibly induced. During SR, endocardial mapping was nor-
mal in all 4 patients. Maps via the coronary sinus demonstrated fragmented
and late potentials in one pt without transthoracic epicardial mapping. In the
remaining 3 pts, the epicardial mapping showed that an area with fragmented
and late potentials in the left infero-lateral wall near the mitral annulus, which
was anatomically consistent with the LV aneurysm. Pacing the site with late
potentials resulted in progressive prolongation with similar morphology and fi-
nal induction of clinical VT with a distinct diastolic potential in those 3 patients.
During tachycardia, epicardial mapping showed a macroreentrant VT with focal
endocardial activation in the pt with stable VT; a diastolic potential was only
recorded on the epicardium and coincided with the late potential in the same
area in the other 2 pts with unstable VT. Irrigated epicardial ablation was only
performed in 3 patients and successfully abolished those VTs with 12-28 ap-
plications. No VT recurred in 2 patients during follow-up of 2 and 8 months.
Clinical VT recurred after 6 months of ablation and was successfully ablated
in a repeated epicardial ablation in one patient. In the remaining patient with-
out transthoracic epicardial ablation, ICD was implanted with multiple shocks
during a follow-up of 31 month.
Conclusion: In patients with normal coronary arteries and LV aneurysm,
exercise-induced VT with RBBB morphology may have a subepicardial arrhyt-
mogenic substrate, which may be amenable to epicardial ablation.

P342 Fifteen minutes latent period for bolus intravenous
amiodarone to exert its antiarrhythmic effect –
experimental study

J. Terrovitis, E. Tsagalou, P. Papazoglou, G. Tanos, M. Mponios, E. Charitos,
S. Stavrakis, M. Anastasiou-Nana. University of Athens, Department of
Clinical Therapeutics, Athens, Greece

Background: The aim of the study was to examine the early time course of
changes in ventricular fibrillation (VFT) and defibrillation (DFT) thresholds af-
ter an i.v. bolus of amiodarone (A) in an experimental pig model of transient
myocardial ischemia.
Methods: VFT and relative effective ventricular refractory period (ERP) were
measured in 15 anesthetized open-chest pigs after 3min of regional coronary
ischemia before (time 0) and 2, 15, 30, 60 and 90 min after 5 mg/kg i.v. bolus of
A injected in 15 sec (Group I, n=10) or normal saline (Group II, n=5). DFT was
also measured by systematically increasing the stored voltage until defibrilla-
tion was accomplished. Hemodynamics, acid-base balance and temperature
were kept stable throughout the experiments.
Results: The time course of VFT, ERP and DFT in the 2 study groups were as
follows: (table).

Time course of VFT, ERP and DFT

Time (min) 0 2 15 30 60 90

Group I
VFT(mA) 9,2 ± 4,6 11,4 ± 8,4 13,7 ± 6,5*# 34,2 ± 28,7*# 50,3 ± 37,8*# 53,2 ± 38,8*#
ERP(ms) 197 ± 26 204+/25 211 ± 38 212 ± 40* 220 ± 34*# 227 ± 32*#
DFT(J) 14,5 ± 15,2 14,2 ± 14,8 9,3 ± 9,4 12,2 ± 7,9 8,2 ± 6,8 7,2 ± 3,2

Group II
VFT(mA) 9,5 ± 6,7 11,4 ± 9,8 9,6 ± 6,1 9,4 ± 5,3 8,2 ± 6,8 9,4 ± 4,2
ERP(ms) 205 ± 32 206 ± 30 212 ± 33 205 ± 31 186 ± 31 178 ± 28*
DFT(J) 11 ± 5,7 13 ± 6,7 10,6 ± 6,1 12 ± 9,2 7,2 ± 7,2 11,8 ± 7,6

* p<0,05 vs time 0, # p<0,05 vs control.

Conclusion: In this experimental study, amiodarone increased VFT and ERP
steadily over time, starting 15 minutes after bolus iv administration and reaching
a plateau by 60 minutes, without any effect on DFT.
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P343 Epilepsy patients who suffer sudden unexpected death
show signs of increased myocardial fibrosis, a
potential substrate for malignant arrhythmias

S. Dalager-Pedersen 1 , S. Tigaran 2, A. Vesterby 3, U. Baandrup 4,
H. Molgaard 1 . 1Aarhus University Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Skejby Sgh.,
Aarhus; 2Aarhus University Hospital, Dept. of Neurology, Aarhus; 3University
of Aarhus, Institute of Forensic Medicine, Aarhus; 4Aarhus University Hospital,
Dept. of Pathology, Aarhus, Denmark

Purpose: Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP) is a phenomenon
nearly 24 times more frequent among epilepsy patients as compared to a nor-
mal population. Based on autopsy and clinical studies it has been hypothesized
that repetitive ischemia during epileptic seizures may lead to patchy myocardial
fibrosis, which is a marker of ischemic damage and a potential substrate for
malignant arrhythmias causing sudden cardiac death. The aim was to examine
if pathological fibrosis could be found in the myocardium of epilepsy patients
dying of SUDEP. Methods: All consecutive autopsy cases of SUDEP were
prospectively collected from January 1998 to September 2000. Epilepsy as a
direct cause of death was accepted when no other explanation was found by
autopsy, microscopy, or chemical analysis. An age and gender matched con-
trol group was selected from consecutive non-epileptic cases from the same
period consisting of persons who died from accidents, suicides, or homicides.
From each heart, 13 tissue blocks were cut from predefined locations in the
myocardium as well as multiple blocks covering the conductive system. The
blocks were processed for microscopy and sections were stained with a battery
of connective tissue stains. The sections were evaluated in a blinded manner
by an experienced cardiovascular pathologist. The myocardial sections were
also quantitatively evaluated in random locations of the myocardium and the
subendocardial myocardium by using a point-counting system (magnification
160x). Results: Twenty-three SUDEP cases and 21 controls were collected.
Eight of the epilepsy patients and 6 controls could not be evaluated by histol-
ogy due to pronounced autolysis. The final analysis included 15 SUDEP cases
(6M/9F, mean age 40.9 years (14-58)) and 15 controls (9M/6F, mean age 38.4
years (27-58)). The epilepsy patients were all on anti-epileptic drugs. In 3 cases
serum levels of antiepileptic drugs were undetectable. The blinded evaluation
by the pathologist revealed significant myocardial fibrosis in 6 SUDEP cases,
and in 2 control cases (p=0.21). There was no difference in the degree of fibro-
sis in the conductive system of the groups. The blinded quantification (mean %
fibrosis ± SD) demonstrated a trend towards more fibrosis in the myocardium
(8.0±3.1 vs. 6.5±2.4, p=0.17) and subendocardial myocardium (8.5±4.1 vs.
6.5±3.1, p=0.14) of the SUDEP cases.
Conclusions: Our findings of a trend towards more myocardial fibrosis sup-
port the hypothesis that this fibrosis may serve as a substrate for malignant
arrhythmias causing sudden unexpected death in epilepsy patients.

P344 Does out-of-hospital cardiac arrests in Switzerland
increase during FIFA World Cup?

E. Katz 1, J. Metzger 1, J. Schlapfer 1 , M. Fromer 1 , D. Fishman 2, R. Kehtari 3,
R. Mauri 4 , L. Kappenberger 1 . 1Cente Hospiatalier Universitaire Vaudo,
Cardiology, Lausanne, Switzerland; 2Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudo,
Centre Interdisciplinaire des Urgences, Lausanne, Switzerland; 3Hôpital des
Cadolles, Centre Interdisciplinaire des Urgences, Neuchâtel, Switzerland;
4Cardiocentro di Ticino, Cardiologie, Lugano, Switzerland

Background: In Switzerland the estimated number of Sudden Cardiac Deaths
(SCD) averages 8,000 per year. Anger and mental stress were shown to in-
crease the risk of SCD.The FIFA World Cup 2002 was one of the most suc-
cessful sporting events. According to the FIFA data the total TV audience of
the FIFA World Cup in Switzerland was estimated near 11 million. Knowing
that psychological stress and sometimes anger are usual for most viewers of
the soccer play we postulate that during this competition the increase of out-of-
hospital cardiac arrests (OHCA) would be registred. Methods: In Switzerland
the MICU’s (Mobile Intensive Care Unit) qualified to carry out the emergency
cardiac care for out of hospital cardiac arrests are also often called in to exam-
ine the people found dead. We retrospectively analysed MICU registers in some
major cities of Switzerland (Geneva, Lausanne, Fribourg, Neuchâtel, Délemont,
Porrentruy and Lugano) during the FIFA 2002 World Cup (period A) and dur-
ing the same period in 2001 (period B). Only non-traumatic cardiac arrests of
presumed cardiac origin in adults were selected for our study. Statistics were
calculated following Poisson model. Results are presented in the table.

Period A (01.06-30.06.02) Period B (01.06-30.06.01) P

59 Pts 37 Pts 0.005
Males 43 Pts (73%) Males 25 Pts (68%) NS
Females 16 Pts (27%) Females 12 Pts (32%) NS
Mean age/SD (years) 70/25 Mean age/SD (years) 68/26 NS
SCD at home 44 Pts (75%) SCD at home 24 Pts (65%) NS
Mean time of ACLS 8.6 min Mean time of ACLS 8.2 min NS
First recorded rhythm: First recorded rhythm: -
Asystole/PEA 50 Pts (85%) Asystole/PEA 31 Pts (84%) NS
Ventricular Fib. 9 Pts (15%) Ventricular Fib. 6 Pts (16%) NS

Conclusions: The significant nearly 60% increase of the OHCA during FIFA
2002 World Cup (P=0.005) was noted. More than two-thirds of all events oc-
curred at patient’s home. (The increase of SCD at home, however statistically
non significant, was registred during the FIFA 2002 World Cup.) Despite short
ACLS intervals the small number of patients reached in ventricular fibrillation
must also be mentioned.

P345 Ventricular fibrillation induction at
cardioverter-defibrillator implantation: a controlled
comparison between direct current and shock on T

G. Boriani 1 , A. Capucci 2, G. Speca 3, M. Jorfida 4, F. Bonomi 5, T. Guidotto 6,
M. La Rosa 6, A. Branzi 1 . 1Inst of Cardiology, Bologna, Italy; 2Ospedale Civile,
Div of Cardiology, Piacenza, Italy; 3Ospedali Riuniti, Div of Cardiology,
Teramo, Italy; 4Ospedale Molinette, Div of Cardiology, Torino, Italy; 5Casa di
Cura "S. Rocco", Inst. of Cardiology, Ome (BS), Italy; 6St. Jude Medical Italy,
CRMD, Milan, Italy

The most critical phase during implantable-cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) im-
plants is ventricular fibrillation (VF) induction that may be obtained by two meth-
ods: by delivering of shock on the T wave or by applying a direct current. Aim
of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of DC Fibber (DC) induction pro-
tocol in comparison with Shock on T (SoT) induction protocol in inducing VF.
SoT tries to induce VF with a low energy (0,6J) shock wave delivered during
the vulnerability period of the ventricle but, many times, a slower, organised
arrhythmia - as a VT - more than a real VF is induced; DC Fibber algorithm,
available in St.Jude Medical ICDs, allows to induce VF by desynchronising the
ventricular activity with a 9V direct current (DC) pulse along the defibrillation
pattern. Methods: For the first VF induction, all the patients were randomly
allocated to DC Fibber or Shock on T induction protocol. Cross-over to the al-
ternative method was scheduled once, after four consecutive attempts (at pre-
defined values) performed with the same method followed by a last additional
attempt, according to the investigator. End point of induction was to induce VF
leading to arrhythmia detection. Results: 100 patients undergoing ICD implan-
tation were enrolled and allocated to DC (first induction in 50 cases) or to SoT.
Overall, VF was induced in all the 100 patients. 47 out 50 (94%) DC and 31 out
of 50 (62%) SoT inductions were successfully performed at the first attempt;
further attempts were requested to induce VF in 19 out of 50 (38%) patients
with SoT and 3 out of 50 (6%) with DC. Cross-over was necessary only for 5
patients (10%) randomly allocated to SoT. The use of antiarrhythmic drugs was
homogeneous in the patient population.
Conclusions: DC Fibber algorithm guarantees a very high percentage of suc-
cessful inductions of a real VF at first attempt, also reducing the incidence
of spontaneous arrhythmia terminations following device detection and before
therapy delivery. Moreover, DC Fibber is faster than SoT and can be useful for
reducing the time of anaesthesia and VF testing in hemodynamically unstable
patients who cannot tolerate long induction procedures during ICD implant.

P346 Prognostic value of electrophysiological testing in
patients with chronic chagas disease and ventricular
arrhythmias detected by Holter monitoring

G. Gonçalves 1, M. Maia 1, J. Atie 1, E. Andrea 2, W. Maciel 2 , S. Martelo 1,
H. Carvalho 1, S. Salles 1. 1Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Clementino
Fraga Filho Hospital, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; 2Dept. of Electrophysiology, Sao
Vicente Clinic, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Background: Chagas’ Disease (CD) is an infectious condition characterized by
chronic affection of multiple organs, including the heart. Impairment of cardiac
function, conduction disturbances and ventricular arrhythmias occur as the dis-
ease progress. Sudden cardiac death is a major concern. Objective: Our aim
was to evaluate the role of Electrophysiological Testing (EPT) to identify chaga-
sic patients presenting with ventricular arrhthmias on Holter monitoring who are
at risk of serious arrhythmic events. Methods: We selected 41 consecutive pa-
tients with CD with complex ventricular arrhythmias on Holter monitoring (Lown
III,IVa and IVb), with any degree of ventricular disfunction. Holter monitoring
was indicated regardless of symptoms. Patients were submitted to EPT. If sus-
tained monomorphic VT was observed, the patient was started on amiodarone.
Sudden death and other clinical arrhythmic events were assessed. Results:
The mean ejection fraction observed was 52±16%. Sustained Monomorphic
VT was observed on the EPT of 5 patients (12,2%); Group I (n=5). Mean sur-
vival in non-inducible patients (Group II) was 115 months versus 27 months in
GI (p<0,0001). All deaths from GI were sudden. All patients from GI presented
with non- sustained VT(lown IVb) on Holter monitoring. The mean ejection frac-
tion in GI was 32±11% versus 55,2±14,9% observed in GII (p=0,002). Sensi-
bility and Especificity of EPT for sudden death prediction was 71% and 100%,
respectively.
Conclusions: 1) Inducibility of sustained monomorphic VT at EPT is an impor-
tant prognostic factor for prediction of serious arrhythmic events in CD patients
presenting non sustained VT on Holter monitoring 2) This finding seems to
be independent of the degree of cardiac dysfunction. 3) Amiodarone was not
effective in preventing sudden death in this subset of patients.
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P347 Plasma C-reactive protein level is a predictor of
successful direct current cardioversion of atrial
fibrillation

DSG. Conway, B. Freestone, E. Hughes, P. Buggins, GYH. Lip. University
Department of Medicine, HTVBU, Birmingham, United Kingdom

Background: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is associated with raised circulating lev-
els of C-reactive protein (CRP), with levels related to the ’burden’ of AF. We
hypothesised that plasma CRP might prospectively predict successful DC car-
dioversion of AF.
Methods: We measured plasma CRP among 54 AF cases (mean age±sd
67±9 years, 74% male) scheduled for DC cardioversion, and related CRP lev-
els to procedural success. Factors associated with successful DC cardioversion
(p<0.05) on univariate analysis were entered into a multivariate model.
Results: 35 of 54 (65%) cases successfully cardioverted to sinus rhythm (see
table). These cases were younger, more likely to be receiving class I or class
III drugs and had lower plasma levels of CRP than those who remained in AF
(see table). A plasma CRP level above the median value for the cohort was
associated with a reduced chance of successful cardioversion (OR 0.21 (95%
CI 0.06-0.72), p=0.013), and remained an independent predictor of cardiover-
sion successs after adjusting for age and use of class I or class III drugs in a
multivariate model (OR 0.25 (95% CI 0.07-0.91), p=0.029).

Table 1: Successful vs. Unsuccessful DCC

Successful DCC (n=35) Failed DCC (n=19) p

Age (sd), years 65 (10) 70 (6) 0.035
Male, % 71 79 0.547
Hypertension, % 51 68 0.228
Heart Failure, % 26 21 0.702
Diabetes Mellitus, % 17 16 0.899
Ischaemic Heart Disease, % 31 37 0.687
Class I or III antiarrhythmic, % 29 5 0.042
Duration of AF (IQR), weeks 26 (12-39) 28 (16-44) 0.656
C-reactive protein (IQR), mg/ml 0.20 (0.10-0.38) 0.32 (0.25-0.48) 0.040

Normally-distributed data expressed as mean (sd) and compared by Students t-test. Non-
parametric data expressed as median (IQR) and compared by Mann-Whitney U-test. Cate-
gorical data expressed as percentages and compared using Chi-squared test.

Conclusion: Measurement of plasma CRP may help to identify AF patients
likely to benefit from DC cardioversion. Inflammation may be linked to ’per-
manence’ of AF. Larger studies are required to confirm these findings and to
establish the predictive value of other inflammatory markers in AF.

P348 Arrhythmiogenesis and obesity

D.Z. Psirropoulos 1 , G. Boudonas 1, A. Efthimiadis 1, P. Kelempecoglou 2 ,
D. Ginopoulos 1, I. Mavrepis 1, K. Stampoulidis 1 , N. Lefkos 1. 1Hippokration
Hosp, Aristotelian Univer, 2nd Dept Internal Med-Cardiology Unit,
Thessaloniki, Greece; 2General Hospital of Serres, Cardiology Dept., Serres,
Greece

Background: The heart rate variability (HRV) as a marker of the heart auto-
nomic tone, the QT dispersion (QTd) as a marker of heart repolarization and the
late potentials (LPs) as a marker of reentrant ventricular tachycardia have been
introduced as methods that can improve the diagnosis and prognosis of severe
arrhythmias especially in coronary artery disease (CAD) patients. Obesity has
been referred as independent risk factor for CAD and arrhythmiogenesis as
well.
Methods: 26 obese patients (10 male, 16 female, mean age 56±6,2 years,
body mass index-BMI>30 kg/m2) were studied. The pts had an obesity his-
tory of more than 5 years. A diet of 1200 kcal/day and regular physical exer-
cise (120min/day walking) was prescribed for four weeks. At baseline and at
the end of 4th week, all pts estimated for body weight and BMI and under-
went: 1) A Holter ECG to assess the HRV by the high frequency component
(HF)of the HRV power spectrum (parasympathetic activity) and the ratio of low
frequency (LF) to HF (L/H ratio: sympathetic activity). 2) A continuous rest-
ing ECG to assess the dispersion of QT (normal values<70ms. 3) A signal-
averaging ECG (SAECG) to assess the LPs based on: (1) the filtered QRS du-
ration (QRS<110ms) (2) the time that the QRS remains <38µV (low-amplitude
signals, LAS) and (3) root-mean-square voltage of the terminal 40ms of QRS
(RMS>20µV). At the end of 4th week all pts underwent an exercise treadmill
testing (ex-T). None of them had a history of arterial hypertension (AH), dia-
betes mellitus (DM) and CAD. Statistical analysis performed using the SPSS.10
(p<0.05).
Results: A significant weight loss was observed in all pts (BMI from 32.7 kg/m2

to 29.5 kg/m2, p<0.01). The mean values of the two components of HRV as-
sessment improved significantly (p<0.01): HF from 104.1 ms2 to 126.1 ms2

and L/H from 3.0 to 2.5. The mean QTd values improved significantly (from
72.2 ms to 60.3 ms, p<0.05). The mean values of the three components of
LPs improved significantly: QRS from 116 ms to 105 ms (p<0.05), LAS from
42 ms to 33 ms (p<0.05) and RAS from 18 µV to 24 µV (p<0.05). At base-
line, 12 (46.1%) obese pts had abnormalities: 7 (26.9%) pts in one of the ECG
tests, 2 (7.7%) in two and 3 (11.5%) in all three. At the end of 4th week, 5

(19.2%) obese pts had abnormalities in one of the ECG tests, none in two and
1 (3.9%) in all three. 7 (27%) pts had a positive ex-T for CAD that confirmed
angiographically in 6 of them (only one pt had QTd and LPs abnormalities).
Conclusion: It seems that obesity is connected strongly with arrhythmiogene-
sis irrespectively of coronary artery disease.

MISCELLANEOUS ASPECTS OF ARRHYTHMIAS

P349 Left atrial diastolic dysfunction as a factor
predisposing to lone atrial fibrillation

W. Kosmala, M. Przewlocka-Kosmala. Medical University, Cardiology,
Wroclaw, Poland

Lone atrial fibrillation (LAF) comprises 1-30% of all cases of this arrhythmia.
Mechanisms underlying the occurrence of LAF are poorly defined.
The aim of the study was to investigate factors predisposing to lone atrial fibril-
lation.
Material and methods: Studied group consisted of 19 pts (11 males, 8 females)
mean age 49.6 ± 8.7 with recurrent lone atrial fibrillation. 16 healthy persons
mean age 48.2 ± 9.3 served as control group. Each subject at least 30 days
after last episode of atrial fibrillation underwent echocardiographic study, which
included evaluation of left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), left atrial dimen-
sion (LA), peak velocity of early (E) and late (A) transmitral flow, deceleration
time of E wave (DT), isovolumic relaxation time (IVRT), total ejection isovolume
index (TEI), flow propagation velocity of E wave (Ep), peak velocity of systolic
(S), diastolic (D) and atrial reversal (AR) pulmonary venous flow, acceleration
(SAT) and deceleration time (SDT) of S wave.
Results: Pts with LAF showed significantly lower values of SAT (174.2 ± 67.2
vs 230.7 ± 82.3, p< 0.05) and higher values of SDT (259.8 ± 83.4 vs 163.6 ±
54.2, p< 0.01) compared to control group. No significant differences between
studied and control group were found with respect to other estimated parame-
ters.
In conclusion: This study suggests, that pts with lone atrial fibrillation have ab-
normalities of left atrial diastolic function, such as reduction of SAT and prolon-
gation of SDT, which might be a predisposing factor for occurrence of this atrial
arrhythmia.

P350 Biventricular systolic wall motion velocities are
decreased in patients with chronic atrial fibrillation

I. Can, K. Aytemir, S. Aksoyek, N. Ozer, L. Tokgozoglu, G. Kabakci, H. Ozkutlu,
A. Oto. Hacettepe University, Department of Cardiology, Ankara, Turkey

Background: Atrial fibrillation (AF) leads to cardiomyopathy in the long term.
In this study we evaluated biventricular systolic long-axis wall motion veloci-
ties with pulsed tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) in patients with chronic AF and
paroxysmal AF (PAF).
Methods: Thirty-seven patients with PAF (mean age: 67±9, m/f:12/25), 23 pa-
tients with chronic AF (mean age 58 ± 14, m/f: 11/12) and 24 control subjects
(55 ±8, m/f: 12/12) were studied. Patients with PAF were in sinus rhythm during
the examination. Left ventricular end-diastolic diameter (LVEDD) and fractional
shortening (FS) were measured by M-mode echocardiography. Pulsed TDI was
used to measure systolic biventricular long axis myocardial velocities
Results: LVEDD of the patients with chronic AF was not different compared
to controls (5.3±0.5 vs 5.12± 0.4 cm, p= 0.7). FS of the patients with chronic
AF was similar to controls (35±6.9% vs 39±7%, p=0.9).Mean heart rate was
similar between the groups. Biventricular systolic long axis velocities were sig-
nificantly lower in patients with chronic AF compared to controls. In patients
with PAF long axis systolic velocities didnot differ compared to controls (table).

Systolic long axis velocities (cm/s)

Group Lateral S Septal S Anterior S Inferior S RV-S

Control 9,9 ± 2.3* 7.8 ± 1.4** 10.3±2.8 *** 9.7 ± 2.1 # 13.9 ± 2.3 ¶
PAF 9.8 ± 2.1 7.6 ± 1.8 9.0 ± 2.7 8.1 ± 1.8 15.4 ± 4.5
Chronic AF 7.0 ± 1.1 5.3 ± 1.1 6.9 ± 1.5 5.5 ± 1.1 10.9 ± 2.9

*p<0.001 vs chronic AF, **p<0.001 vs chronic AF, *** p=0.03 vs chronic AF,# p=0.03 vs chronic
AF, ¶ p=0.002 vs chronic AFS: peak systolic pulsed tissue-Doppler velocity, RV: right ventricle

Conclusion: Long axis myocardial velocities are decreased in patients with
chronic AF despite preserved global systolic functions.
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P351 Determination of abnormal left-ventricular myocardium
by unipolar non-contact electrograms

S. Reek 1, JC. Geller 1, F. Grothues 1, HU. Schildhaus 2, HU. Klein 1. 1Univ.
Hospitals Magdeburg, Cardiology Dept., Magdeburg, Germany; 2Univ.
Hospitals, Pathology, Magdeburg, Germany

Determination of the arrhythmogenic substrate during sinus rhythm is used
among entrainment and activation mapping for the diagnosis of complex
ventricular tachyarrhythmias and to guide ablation therapy. For bipolar
electrograms, a good correlation between abnormal myocardium determined
by voltage mapping during sinus rhythm and histological changes has been
shown. Noncontact mapping (ENSITE) allows the reconstruction of unipolar
peak-to-peak voltage maps (UVMs) based upon the maximum deflection of
2048 virtual unipolar electrograms. Unipolar voltage maps of normal left ventri-
cles in 10 female sheep and 10 patients without structural heart disease were
used to define normal left ventricular myocardium based upon UVMs. Abnor-
mal myocardium was defined during sinus rhythm by a unipolar peak-to-peak
voltage of </= 5.3 mV. In 16 sheep with chronic experimental MI, infarct size
determined by UVMs was compared with pathology(group 1, n=7), and NMR
(group 2, n=9). In 6 patients with remote MI and a history of ventricular tachy-
cardia, simultaneous mapping with ENSITE and the electroanatomical mapping
system (CARTO) was performed. Abnormal myocardium defined by CARTO
had a bipolar voltage of </= 1.5 mV. The area of abnormal myocardium deter-
mined by UVMs (ENSITE) and bipolar voltage maps (CARTO) was compared
using linear regression analysis (group 3). UVMs always correctly detected the
region of MI. There was a positive correlation between the extent of abnormal
myocardium determined by UVMs and the infarcted area determined by the
reference method (group1: r=0.76, P<0.05; group 2: r=0.75, P<0.05; group 3:
r=0.83, P<0.05) in all groups. The area of abnormal myocardium determined
by UVMs was usually larger than the area of infarction assessed by histology,
NMR and CARTO (group 1: 15 ± 4 vs. 7.1 ± 3 cm, P<0.05; group 2: 17 ± 11 vs.
9.1 ± 3 cm, P=NS; group 3: 64.9 ± 33 vs. 47.4 ± 22 cm, P=NS). UVMs based
upon virtual unipolar electrograms allow the determination of abnormal left ven-
tricular myocardium. The addition of substrate mapping using multiple virtual
unipolar electrograms may further improve the capability of noncontact map-
ping in order to guide ablation therapy of complex ventricular tachyarrhythmias.

P352 Voltage and activation mapping: how the recording
technique affects the outcome of catheter ablation
procedures in patients with congenital heart disease

N.M.S. de Groot, M.J. Schalij, E.T. Van der Velde, E.E. Van der Wall. Leiden
University Medical Center, Cardiology, Leiden, Netherlands

Introduction: Endocardial mapping is mandatory prior to radiofrequency
catheter ablation (RFCA). Mapping can be performed using either unipolar
or bipolar recordings. Impact of the recording technique used was studied
in patients with and without structural heart disease using the 3-D electro-
anatomical CARTO mapping system.
Methods: Patients (n=44, 16 M, 43±16 yrs) referred for RFCA of atrial flutter
(AFL, n=18), focal atrial tachycardia (FAT, n=4), atrio-ventricular nodal reentrant
tachycardia (AVNRT, n=5) or scar related atrial reentrant tachycardia (IART,
n=17) were studied. Voltage- and activation maps were constructed during
tachycardia. The unipolar and bipolar voltage distribution in the different groups
was studied to establish a cut-off voltage value to facilitate delineation of scar
tissue.
Results: Electrograms were recorded during tachycardia (FAT: n=246, CL =
449 ±35 ms, AVNRT: n = 182, CL = 359 ±47ms, AFL: n = 1164, CL = 255 ±56
ms, IART: n = 2431, CL =280 ±74 ms). Unipolar voltages were > bipolar volt-
ages (p<0.001). Unipolar voltages smaller than 1.0 mV were equally distributed
in both AFL and IART patients. Bipolar voltages smaller than 0.1mV were only
found in patients with IART, and subsequently 0.1mV was used as a cut-off
value to delineate scar tissue. No unipolar cut-off value could be established.
Timing of unipolar and bipolar local activation was correlated in patients with
FAT (p<0.001), AVNRT (p<0.001), AFL (p<0.01) and (due to fragmentation)
weakly in IART patients (p<0.01).
Conclusion: The recording technique used has a considerable impact on re-
construction of reentrant pathways and on the outcome of RFCA. In patients
with congenital heart disease, bipolar recordings are preferable, as they allow
voltage based scar tissue delineation and are less susceptible to noise or far-
field potentials.

P353 Contactless localization and imaging of ventricular
preexcitation in an unshielded EP laboratory with a
novel 36-channel magnetocardiographic
instrumentation

R. Fenici, D. Brisinda, AM. Meloni. Catholic University, Internal Medicine,
Clinical Physiology, Rome, Italy

Multichannel Magnetocardiography (MMCG) is a contactless method, which
provides non-invasive three-dimensional (3D) imaging of cardiac electrogenetic

phenomena. However a multichannel system reliable in an unshielded hospi-
tal environment was needed for clinical application. We have recently installed
the first 36-channel instrumentation for MMCG operating in an unshielded EP
catheterization laboratory, and validated its accuracy for cardiac source local-
ization. In this study MMCG was used for 3D imaging of ventricular preexcita-
tion (VPX).
Method: the 36-channels DC-SQUID system sensitivity is 20 fT/Hz1/2. MMCG
from 36 points of the anterior chest wall (measuring grid 20 x 20 cm) lasts
90 seconds. Equivalent current dipole (ECD), Effective Magnetic Dipole (EMD)
and distributed currents model (DCM) models are used in the inverse calcu-
lations for 3D localization and imaging of VPX. Localization results are trans-
ferred into 3D realistic heart/torso models and onto MRI images. 38 WPW pts
were investigated, at least twice, to test for reproducibility. 27 pts were also
studied during pacing-induced maximal VPX. The study was designed and eth-
ically approved as a non-invasive study only. MMCG localization of VPX was
compared with that achiavable with most recent ECG algorithms.
Results: ECG classification of VPX was certain in 26/38 pts (68.4%), uncertain
in 10/38 pts (26.3%), unreliable in 2/38 pts (5.2%). MMCG classification of VPX
was certain in 35/38 pts (92.1%), uncertain in 3/38 pts, with complex activation
patters during the delta wave, suggesting multiple activation pathways, unpre-
dictable with ECG. MMCG was in agreement with ECG in 26/38 pts (68.4%).
In the 12 pts unclassifiable with ECG, MMCG provided a clear-cut localization
of VPX.
Conclusion: This study demonstrates that 36-channel MMCG provides fast
and reliable non-invasive localization of VPX also in an unshielded EP labora-
tory. As compared to ECG, MMCG is more accurate to classify, non-invasively,
complex paraseptal VPX and DCM is effective to identify multiple accessory
pathways. Furthermore MMCG provides quasi real-time 3D electroanatomical
imaging and integration with MRI.

P354 Sequence of atrio-ventricular electrical excitation
during nodal reentry tachycardia influences the
development of atriomyopathy

R. Lenarczyk 1 , Z. Kalarus 2, O. Kowalski 2, B. Sredniawa 2, P. Pruszkowska 2,
J. Kowalczyk 2, J. Prokopczuk 2, L. Polonski 2 . 1Silesian Center of Heart
Disease, Ist Dpt of Cardiology, Zabrze, Poland; 2Silesian Center of Heart
Disease, Ist Dpt of Cardiology, Zabrze, Poland

Background: Higher occurrence of atrial fibrillation (AF) in patients (PTS) with
nodal reentry tachycardia (AVNRT) was reported, but the impact of the elec-
trophysiological properties of tachycardia on AF-occurrence has not yet been
resolved.
Material and method: study population consisted of 107 consecutive PTS,in
which during electrophysiologic study AVNRT was stimulated.Two groups were
selected:AF Gr(n=22)with sustained AF during EPS,controls(n=85)without AF.
We performed comparative analysis of: tachycardia rate (VV), atrio (A)-
ventricular(V) activation time (AV-AT), VA-AT and indexes AV-AT/VV, VA-AT/VV
during typical (typ) and atypical (atyp)AVNRT. Logistic regression models were
used to identify AF-risk factors for both AVNRT forms.
Results:
Comparative analysis

AF typ Control typ AF atyp Control atyp

VV ms 344,2 352,5 328,3 341,7
AV-AT ms 287,5 299,7 194,7 151,2
VA-AT ms 72,2 51,5* 132,7 189,7***
AV-AT/VV% 82,5 84,7 58,5 43,4
VA-AT/VV% 20,5 15,1** 41,1 56,3

*p=0,002 vs AFtyp **p=0,008 vs AFtyp ***p=0,02 vs AFatyp

Logistic regression revealed VA-AT as AF-risk factor for both typical (OR
32.7,p=0.005) and atypical AVNRT (OR 0.004, p=0.04), VA-AT/VV% only for
typical(OR 20.2,p=0.01).

Logistic regression.

Conclusions: critical range of atrio-ventricular excitation during tachycardia
facilitates the development of atriomyopathy and AF in AVNRT-PTS.
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P355 Prevalence of inflammatory gene polymorphisms in
atrial fibrillation patients

A.M. Gori 1, F. Gensini 2, R. Marcucci 1 , E. Cecchi 1, I. Lapini 1 , L. Rossi 1,
G. Gensini 1, A. Michelucci 1 . 1Hospital Careggi, Medical and Surgical Critical
Care, Florence, Italy; 2Medical Genetic Unit, Clinical Physiopathology,
Florence, Italy

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most frequent rhythm’s disorder with high preva-
lence in general population. A number of risk factors possibly associated with
AF have been studied, but the pathogenesis of the disease remains to be elu-
cidated. Recently, the involvement of inflammatory processes in AF has been
demonstrated, but no data are available on genetic polymorphisms of the in-
flammatory proteins in AF. In the present study, we investigated the prevalence
of 1059G/C C-Reactive Protein (CRP), -174G/C Interleukin 6 (IL-6) promoter
gene, and -511 C/T Interleukin 1Beta (IL-1Beta) promoter gene polymorphisms
in 150 patients with AF (mean age 73 ± 8; 84 males and 66 females) and in 150
apparently healthy subjects, recruited from blood donors and staff of our hospi-
tal, age and sex-matched. 1059G/C CRP, -174G/C IL-6 and -511 C/T IL-1Beta
polymorphisms were analyzed by PCR and by a microarray technology using
electronic chip (Nanogen technology). Both in patients with AF and in control
subjects the genotype distributions were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. The
rare allele frequencies of 1059 G/C CRP, -175 G/C IL-6 and -511 C/T IL-1Beta
polymorphisms in AF patients (0.061 ± 0.001, 0.32 ± 0.027 and 0.38 ± 0.028
respectively) were not significantly different than those found in control subjects
(0.067 ± 0.015, 0.32 ± 0.027 and 0.31 ± 0.026 respectively). Genotype dis-
tribution of CRP and IL-6 polymorphism was similar in AF patients and control
subjects. The prevalence of IL-1Beta -511 CT and CC genotypes in AF patients
(62.7%) was higher, but not significantly (p=0.079) different, than that found in
control subjects (52.0%). In conclusion, our data show a trend towards a signif-
icant difference in genotype distribution of the IL-1Beta polymorphism. Further
studies are required to confirm these preliminary data on a larger number of
AF patients.

P356 Spatial variations in the atrial fibrillation frequency in
the multi-channel magnetocardiogram

P. Langley 1, U. Steinhoff 2 , L. Trahms 2, M. Oeff 3, A. Murray 1 . 1Freeman
Hospital, Regional Medical Physics Dept., Newcastle Upon Tyne, United
Kingdom; 2Physikalisch- Technische Bundesanstalt, Berlin, Germany;
3Universitaetsklinikum B. Franklin, Cardiology, Berlin, Germany

Introduction: The mechanism of multiple re-entrant pathways is thought to be
responsible for sustaining atrial fibrilllation (AF). Aim: To investigate the fre-
quency characteristics of the atrial waveform using a multi-channel magneto-
cardiogram (MCG).
Methods: The 49 MCG channels covering a circular area of 21 cm diameter
over the chest surface were recorded. Atrial activity was isolated from ven-
tricular activity by the selection of QRST free sections of AF. Fourier analysis
identified the frequency characteristics of the atrial waveform recorded at the
49 sensor locations. Principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to each
atrial waveform section. 10 sections with mean (sd) duration of 0.9 s (0.1 s)
were obtained from one patient, providing 490 AF waveforms.
Results: Across the 49 channels for any one QRST free section there were one
to three discrete peak frequencies observed, listed in table. The frequencies
were spatially grouped indicating spatial organisation with a single frequency,
mean (sd) 7.2 (0.6) Hz, dominating the centre of the measurement area. The
lower, 4.7 (0.9) Hz, and higher, 8.6 (0.3) Hz, frequencies dominated the up-
per periphery. There were statistical differences between the three frequency
groups (ANOVA, p < 0.05). PCA separated these frequencies into different
components.

AF Section Frequency 1 Frequency 2 Frequency 3

1 5.6 7.8 8.9
2 4.0 7.0 -
3 4.2 7.4 -
4 3.5 7.8 -
5 - 6.5 -
6 4.7 5.9 8.3
7 5.5 7.2 8.2
8 5.5 7.8 8.9
9 5.9 7.1 -
10 3.8 7.6 -

AF characteristic frequencies (Hz)

Conclusions: The number of characteristic frequencies observed may indicate
the number of re-entrant pathways. The frequencies may relate to the length of
pathway. Spatial grouping may relate to the locations of the pathways.

P357 Mechanisms of longstanding permanent atrial
fibrillation using non-contact and electroanatomical
mapping in the left atrium

M J. Earley, S C. Sporton, A D. Staniforth, A W. Nathan, R J. Schilling. St
Bartholomew’s Hospital, Cardiology, London, United Kingdom

The human left atrium (LA) is a complex structure and little is known of the
mechanisms that sustain atrial fibrillation (AF). Epicardial electrode arrays ap-
plied during surgery and non contact (ESI) mapping balloon deployed in the
right atrium (RA) have both been used to map AF. We describe percutaneous
LA mapping of permanent AF patients (pts) for the first time. METHODS: LA
mapping was performed with ESI and electroanatomical (Carto) systems in 6
pts (5 male) during permanent AF and on restoration of sinus rhythm (SR)
prior to undergoing a ’catheter maze’ procedure. Duration of AF was 6±5 yrs
(mean±SD) and pts last had SR 11±5 months before their procedure. LA di-
ameter was 4.9±1.1cm. Carto was used to construct a unipolar voltage map
from 104±47 contact points during AF. Detailed analysis of ESI data was per-
formed off-line in 30 sec segments of continuous recording. RESULTS: 0, 1
and 2 wavefronts (WFs) were seen in 2%, 63% and 34% of the total sampled
time. >2 WFs was recorded <1% of the total time. Sites of earliest activation of
the LA confirmed during SR were the superior, posterior and anterior septum
(43±27ms after p wave). Unipolar voltages were significantly greater in the LAA
(1.8±0.8mV) compared to anterior (0.8±0.4mV) and posterior (0.5±0.3mV) LA
(p<0.01). LAA AF cycle length was 138±16ms, with beat to beat variation of
8.4±3.3ms compared with 22.9±4.9 in other areas (p<0.01). Consistent pat-
terns of activation seen were right to left traversing of the LA roof, and a WF
circuiting in a cephalo-caudal direction bounded by the left PVs posteriorly and
the vertical midline of the anterior wall in front. CONCLUSION: We observed
that permanent AF in a dilated LA appears to be driven predominantly by sin-
gle WFs and that endocardial activation is frequently reinitiated focally from PV,
epicardial and RA breakthrough sites. Re-entry circuits occur in the anterior
wall, roof and around the LAA. The role of the LAA in permanent AF appears
to be more important than first thought and needs further investigation.

P358 Angiotensin-converting enzyme-inhibitor and
beta-blocker therapy: possible effective prophylaxis of
post-discharge new-onset atrial fibrillation following
cardiac surgery

R. Dabrowski, A. Jankowska, I. Kowalik. Institute of Cardiology, Ischemic
Heart Disease Dpt, Warsaw, Poland

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a common complication after coronary artery bypass
surgery (CABG) occurring in up to 40% of patients. It was proved, that higher
risk of AF occurrence is influenced by advanced age, low ejection fraction or
atrial ischemia. We analysed the other possible predictors and methods of pro-
phylaxis of late, post-discharge AF after CABG.
Methods: medical histories of 185 patients who had undergone coronary
surgery (135 men and 50 women) were analysed (between January 2000 and
December 2002). Mean age of pts: 62,3 years; BMI: 27,1, mean history of
coronary artery disease: 4,9 years. They were admitted to Ischemic Heart Dis-
ease Department after 4th postoperative day. Mean duration of hospital stay:
10 days.
Results: AF occurred in 28,6% (53/185) patients. Age of patients with AF was
higher: 65,3±8 (SEM 1,1) vs 61,1±9 (0,8), p=0,005. They had longer history of
CAD: 6,4±6 (0,8) vs 4,4±5 (0,4), p=0,0163. AF occurred in 25% patients with
<3 grafts in comparison with 73% pts with more than 3 grafts (p=0,0019). No
significant differences in AF occurrence between patients with cardiopulmonary
bypass or without and with left main artery surgery were observed. Patients
treated with beta-blockers before and after CABG had lower incidence of AF:
before CABG -35% vs 73% not treated (p=0,005) and after CABG- 26% vs
100% not treated (p<0,0001). Patients treated with ACE inhibitors before and
after CABG had lower incidence of AF as well: before CABG-11% vs 58%
(p<0,0001) and after CABG- 18% vs 61%, p<0,0001). 100% patients without
either ACE-I or beta-blocker, before or after surgery had AF in comparison with
32% with any treatment, before or after (p=0,012).
Conclusions: advenced age, duration of CAD, number of grafts are possible
predictors for post-discharge AF following cardiac surgery. Beta-blockers and
ACE-inhibitors seem to be effective in prophylaxis of post-discharge new-onset
AF.
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P359 Intracoronary endothelin-1 infusion combined with
systemic isoproterenol treatment: antagonistic
arrhythmogenic effect

O. Kiss, E. Zima, P. Soos, V. Kekesi, A. Juhasz-Nagy, B. Merkely. Semmelweis
University, Dept. of Cardiovascular Surgery, Budapest, Hungary

Endothelin-1 (ET-1) secretion and sympathetic activation may play important
role in clinical arrhythmia formation. In vivo interactions between these systems
are not defined. We studied the effects of low dose intracoronary ET-1 infusion
and intravenous isoproterenol (ISO) infusion in 18 anaesthetised open chest
mongrel dogs (weight: 24±2 kg, heart weight: 179±13 g) after AV-ablation.
Mean arterial blood pressure, coronary blood flow (CBF), left ventricular con-
tractility (dP/dt), ECG, right and left ventricular epi- and endocardial monopha-
sic action potential (MAP) were recorded. 30 pmol/min intracoronary ET-1 was
given to Group A (n=6), 0,2 µg/kg/min intravenous ISO to Group B (n=6), both
ET-1 and ISO to Group C (n=6) for 30 min. Group A: Prolongation of 90% MAP
duration (MAPd90) occurred in all studied regions (left ventricular epicardial –
LVepi- MAPd90 0 vs 30 min: 296±22 vs 369±20 ms, p<0.05), early afterdepo-
larisations (EAD) appeared in 3 dogs. Dominantly polymorphic non-sustained
ventricular tachycardias (nsVT) appeared in 6, ventricular fibrillation (VF) in 3
cases. Oly slight CBF decrease was observed before the appearance of se-
vere arrhythmias (0 vs 15 min: 18.8±2.7 vs 14.6±2.7 ml/min). Group B: ISO
caused MAPd90 shortening in all studied regions (LVepi 0 vs 15 min: 298±18
vs 237±24 ms, p<0.005). Monomorphic nsVT-s occurred in 6, atrial fibrillation
(AF) in 3 dogs. Group C: Similar CBF increase and MAPd90 shortening in all
studied regions (LVepi 0 vs 15 min: 302±18 vs 243±13 ms, p<0.05) as ob-
served in Group B was found. Additive effect of ET and ISO on dP/dt (0 vs
15 min: 1860±201 vs 3300±538 Hgmm/s, p<0.05) was observed. Monomor-
phic and polymorphic nsVT-s appeared in all cases. However, neither VF nor
AF developed. Concluding our results, ISO prevented ET-1 induced MAP dura-
tion prolongation, EAD formation and VF. Furthermore, ET-1 showed protective
effect against the development of ISO induced AF.

ATRIAL FIBRILLATION: PATHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
ASPECTS

P360 Does alcoholic intoxication really promote atrial
fibrillation? Experimental evidence against the
proarrhythmic effects of ethanol

G. Fenelon 1, C. Balbão 2, R. Fernandes 2 , P. Landim 2, A. De Paola 2.
1Paulista School of Medicine, Cardiology, São Paulo, Brazil; 2Paulista School
of Medicine, Cardiology Dept., Sao Paulo, Brazil

Background: Alcohol has long been implicated in the development of atrial
fibrillation (holiday heart syndrome), but its electrophysiologic actions have not
been studied in detail and remain unclear.
Aim & Methods: We evaluated the electrophysiological, hemodynamic histo-
logical and ultrastructural effects of alcohol in 21 chloralose-anesthetized dogs
(10-27 kg) at baseline and after 2 cumulative intravenous doses of ethanol: first
dose 1.5 ml/kg (plasma level 191 mg/dL); second dose 1.0 ml/kg (plasma level
267 mg/dL). In 13 closed-chest dogs (5 with intact autonomic nervous system,
5 under complete autonomic blockade and 3 sham controls), electrophysiologic
parameters, programmed stimulation and monophasic action potential (MAP)
recordings were undertaken in the right atrium and right ventricle. 2D echo was
performed in 3 additional dogs. In the remaining 5 dogs, open-chest biatrial
epicardial mapping with 8 bipoles on the bundle of Bachmann was undertaken.
Results: In closed-chest dogs with intact autonomic nervous system, ethanol
did not change mean arterial pressure. Also, no effects were noted on surface
ECG variables: sinus cycle length; P wave duration; PR interval; QRS duration;
and QTc. No changes were observed on PA, AH and HV intervals, corrected
sinus node recovery time and Wenckebach point. At a cycle length of 300 ms,
no significant effects were noted on atrial (98 vs 98 vs 98 ms) and ventricular
(150 vs 160 vs 150 ms) ERP and on right atrial MAP90 (97 vs 92 vs 96 ms).
These results were not altered by autonomic blockade. No changes occurred
in sham controls. In open-chest dogs, at rapid rates (200 ms), ethanol did not
affect inter-atrial conduction time (62 vs 63 vs 63 ms), conduction velocity (125
vs 125 vs 124 cm/s) and wavelength (12.4 vs 12.2 vs 12.6 cm). Further, ethanol
did not alter left atrial ERP (100 vs 98 vs 102 ms). Atrial arrhythmias were not
induced in any dog, either at baseline or after ethanol. 2D echo, histological
and ultrastructural findings did not differ between controls and ethanol-treated
dogs.
Conclusion: Ethanol at medium and high doses has no effects on atrial elec-
trophysiological parameters. These findings suggest that acute alcoholic intox-
ication does not promote atrial arrhythmias.

P361 Interleukin-6 levels and autonomic modulation in
patients with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation

S.N. Psychari 1, E. Hamodraka 2 , L. Sinos 1, G. Liakos 3, A. Velissaridou 3,
T.S. Apostolou 1. 1Nikea General Hospital, 2nd Cardiology Department,
Athens, Greece; 22nd Cardiology Department, Athens, Greece; 3Nikea
General Hospital, Biochemistry Department, Athens, Greece

Background: C-reactive protein (CRP), a marker of systemic inflammation,
has been found to be elevated in patients with atrial fibrillation (AF). Autonomic
nervous system plays a potentially important role in the occurrence and main-
tenance of AF. CRP and proinflammatory cytokines, like interleukin-6 (IL-6),
have been implicated in autonomic nervous control in various clinical settings.
Aim: To investigate possible relations between heart rate variability (HRV), a
marker of autonomic tone, and the level of CRP and IL-6, in patients with parox-
ysmal atrial fibrillation, after sinus rhythm restoration.
Methods: Forty patients with paroxysmal AF, no recent infection and no acute
myocardial ischemia, who underwent sinus rhythm restoration by drugs, were
studied prospectively. Blood sampling for measurement of CRP and IL-6, and
24-hour electrocardiographic recording for HRV analysis were obtained imme-
diately after conversion to sinus rhythm.
Results: A positive relation existed between IL-6 levels and the time domain
indices of heart rate variability: pNN50, rMSSD, and a negative relation for the
frequency domain index: LF/HF ratio. No statistically significant relations ex-
isted between CRP and HRV indices.
Relations of CRP, IL-6 and HRV

IL-6=4.43 (3.3-12.4) pg/ml median CRP=4.68 (2.08-30.3) mg/dl median
(25th-75th percentile) (25th-75th percentile)

r p r p

SDNN -0.27 0.27 -0.3 0.1
pNN50 0.48 0.05 0.14 0.46
rMSSSD 0.5 0.04 0.12 0.52
LF/HF -0.75 0.001 -0.3 0.13

Conclusion: In patients with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation a positive relation be-
tween IL-6 levels and parasympathetic indices of HRV, suggests a possible role
of inflammation in autonomic modulation that may facilitate arrhythmia occur-
rence.

P362 Beneficial effect on atrial remodelling of
spironolactone in a rat model of post-ischaemic heart
failure

P. Milliez 1, N. DeAngelis 2, C. Rucker-Martin 3 , A. Leenhardt 1 , C. Robidel 2 ,
E. Vicaut 4, C. Delcayre 2, S. Hatem 5. 1Lariboisiere University Hospital,
Cardiology department, Paris, France; 2Lariboisiere University Hospital,
INSERM U 572, Paris, France; 3Marie Lannelongue hospital, CNRS-U 8078,
Le Plessis Robinson, France; 4Lariboisiere University hospital, Clinical
Research Unit, Paris, France; 5Bichat University Hospital, INSERM U 460,
Paris, France

Background: The arrhythmogenic substrate of atrial fibrillation (AF) is com-
posed of marked functional and structural abnormalities of the atrial my-
ocardium including fibrosis (F) and dystrophic myocytes (DM). This atrial re-
modeling is also seen in hemodynamic overloaded atria (A) and during heart
failure (HF).
Methods: We used the rat model of HF post-myocardial infarction (MI) to study
the reversibility of the atrial remodeling. Echocardiography, invasive hemo-
dynamic measurements were performed to characterize the cardiomyopa-
thy. Histological analysis of the LA was performed with Masson’s trichrome
and picrosirius red assays. Our study comprised 8 groups of 11 rats: Sham,
MI, MI+sipronolactone, MI+lisinopril, MI+atenolol, MI+lisinopril+spironolactone,
MI+lisinopril+atenolol, MI+lisinopril+spironolactone+atenolol. Treatments be-
gun 3 months after MI if HF was achieved and lasted one month.
Results: 3 months after MI, all rats were in HF with hemodynamic (left ventricle
end disatolic pressure, LVEDP>20 mmHg), and echocardiographic signs of LV
dysfunction with dilated A. After one month of therapy, all rats were sacrified.
There was a marked F at the periphery of trabeculae and surrounding hyperto-
phied atrial myocytes with extensive myolysis in the MI control group. In addi-
tion, enlarged A with an increase of its weight/body weight ratio was observed.
There was a correlation between atrial F and LVEDP (r2=0.60; P<0.001). While
LVEDP was reduced in all treated groups without difference between treat-
ments, only spironolactone (alone or combined with other treatments) had a
significant effect on atrial remodeling reversibility.
Conclusion: Changes in the hemodynamic loading conditions of A is a major
factor for the constitution of the atrial myocardium remodeling. Such remodeling
is sensistive to both HT treatment and especially to spironolactone therapy.
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P363 Mechanisms of temporal variation in cycle length of
human atrial fibrillation

N.M.S. De Groot, R. Houben, J. Smeets, MA. Allessie. CARIM, Dept. of
electrophysiology, Maastricht, Netherlands

Background: The exact mechanism of the variations in atrial fibrillation cycle
length (AFCL) is unknown. In this study, we investigated to what extent beat-
to-beat alterations in conduction of fibrillation waves can explain irregularities
in AFCL.
Methods: In 15 pts with normal atria undergoing a thoracotomy AF was in-
duced by rapid atrial pacing. Epicardial mapping of the free wall of the right
atrium was performed with a 244 unipolar electrode array (4 cm diameter). In
each patient, isochronal maps were constructed of 12 seconds of AF (60±19
’beats’). At the center of the mapping area, AFCL was determined by measur-
ing the time intervals between consecutive fibrillation waves. Temporal varia-
tions in AFCL (d-CL) were related to beat-to-beat changes in conduction pat-
tern.
Results: The median AFCL was 161±26 ms with a d-CL was of 14±7 ms. The
majority of the fibrillation waves (66±22%) were ’linked’ to each other (<45°
change in direction).
Differences in conduction velocity of these linked beats caused a variation in
AFCL of 10±4 ms. In addition, beat-to-beat changes in direction of activation
(>45°) and epicardial breakthrough of fibrillation waves occurred in respectively
27± 18% and 7±11%. This resulted in a d-CL of 13±5 and 7±8 ms. The over-
all variation in AFCL caused by beat-to-beat changes in conduction under the
mapping electrode (diameter 4 cm) was 10±2 ms.
Conclusion: To a large part, the temporal variation in AFCL can be attributed
to beat-to-beat changes in conduction of the fibrillation waves. These changes
include both alterations in conduction velocity and changes in pathway.

P364 Altered connexin40 expression is related to atrial
dilation in patients with chronic atrial fibrillation

RA. Kaba 1, W. Li 2, SR. Coppen 1, E. Dupont 1, M. Yousufuddin 1, AC. De
Souza 3, JR. Pepper 3, NJ. Severs 1. 1NHLI, Imperial College London, Cardiac
Medicine, London, United Kingdom; 2Royal Brompton & Harefield NHS Trust,
Echocardiography, London, United Kingdom; 3Royal Brompton & Harefield
NHS Trust, Cardiac Surgery, London, United Kingdom

Purpose: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is frequently associated with atrial dilation. Such
dilation increases the risk of initiation and perpetuation of AF, and also reduces
the chances of maintaining sinus rhythm after successful electrical cardiover-
sion. However, in patients with AF, many of the underlying cellular changes as-
sociated with atrial dilation remain elusive. The present study investigates the
hypothesis that in patients with chronic AF, gap junction remodelling is related
to atrial dilation.
Methods: Ten patients with chronic (>six months) AF, undergoing cardiac
surgery, were included in this study. According to the pre-operative echocar-
diograms, the patients were divided into two groups: those with a normal sized
right atrium (right atrial minor axis ≤ 4.9 cm; n=4) and those with a dilated
right atrium (right atrial minor axis > 4.9 cm; n=6). During cardiac surgery, right
atrial appendage samples were obtained from each patient. The samples were
immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen for assessment by quantitative western
blotting (for connexins 43 and 40) and immunoconfocal microscopy (for con-
nexins 43, 40 and 45). All connexin analyses were performed blind.
Results: By western blotting, normalised connexin40 protein was significantly
lower in the group of patients with dilated right atria compared to that with nor-
mal sized atria (0.60±0.22 vs. 1.01±0.32, p=0.02). By contrast, normalised
connexin43 protein was not significantly different between the two groups of
patients (1.80±0.75 vs. 1.41±1.34, respectively, p=0.48). Using immunohisto-
chemistry and confocal microscopy, the labelling patterns of connexins 43, 40
and 45 appeared similar in both groups of patients.
Conclusions: In patients with chronic AF, reduced connexin40 expression is
related to atrial dilation; connexin43 expression is unaltered. This diminution
of connexin40 gap junctions may impair the conduction velocity in the AF re-
entrant circuits and, hence, perpetuate AF. As atrial dilation is a negative predic-
tor of maintaining sinus rhythm after electrical cardioversion of AF, gap junction
remodelling may contribute to this failure.

P365 C677T and A1298C methylene-tetrahydrofolate
reductase gene polymorphisms in atrial fibrillation

B. Giusti, L. Padeletti, R. Marcucci, I. Betti, L. Lucarini, L. Evangelisti,
D. Prisco, G. Gensini. Hospital Careggi, Medical and Surgical Critical Care,
Florence, Italy

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common sustained cardiac arrhythmia, and its
incidence increases with advancing age, with a prevalence of 4% in subjects
>60 years old and >10% in those >80 years old. AF is associated with a 5-
fold increased risk of developing stroke, probably as a result of embolization of
left atrial thrombus. Elevated plasma total homocysteine (tHcy) concentrations
have been identified as a risk factor for cerebrovascular disease. Hyperhomo-
cysteinemia may be associated with the presence of polymorphisms in genes
codifying for enzymes involved in the Hcy metabolism, in particular C677T and
A1298C in 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) gene. Aim of
this study was to evaluate homocysteinemia and the prevalence of the C677T
and A1298C MTHFR gene mutations in patients affected by AF. We studied
150 patients with AF [mean age 73 8.84, 84 males and 66 females] and 189
healthy control subjects comparable for sex and age. tHcy plasma levels were
determined by FPIA. For C677T and A1298C MTHFR mutation detection, DNA
was amplified by PCR and genotype was determined with a microarray technol-
ogy using electronic chip (Nanogen technology). For the microarray technology
we designed and validated two specific oligonucleotide sets (biotinilated PCR
primers, Cy5 and Cy3 labeled reporter and stabilizer oligonucleotides). tHcy
plasma levels were significantly higher in AF patients than in controls (14.0,
9.0-41.1 micromol/L versus 8.7, 1.6-24.0 micromol/L, p=0.0001). The distri-
bution of C677T and A1298C MTHFR genotype frequencies among AF pa-
tients and control subjects is in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. No differences
between AF patients and control subjects in 677T and 1298C allele frequen-
cies were observed (0.46 0.029 versus 0.42 0.025 and 0.29 0.026 versus 0.30
0.024, respectively). The prevalence of homozygotes for the C677T polymor-
phism in AF patients was higher (22.7%) than in controls (14.3%), but there
was no significant difference (Chi square=3.43, p=0.064). Neither difference in
the prevalence of homozygotes for the A1298C polymorphism in AF patients
and controls was observed. In AF patients and controls a significant genotype-
phenotype relationship between tHcy levels and C677T polymorphism was ob-
served (p<0.0001 and p<0.05, respectively). In conclusion our results stress
the interest to extend the study to a larger number of subjects and polymor-
phisms of gene involved in homocysteine metabolism in order to better under-
stand their possible role in atrial fibrillation.

P366 Atrial depolarization assessed with wavelet analysis in
patients with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation

V. Vassilikos 1, G. Dakos 1, I. Chouvarda 2, N. Manglaveras 2 , S. Mochlas 1,
K. Pappas 2, G. Louridas 1. 1AHEPA Hospital, Cardiac, Thessaloniki, Greece;
2Aristotle University, Medical Informatics, Theassaloniki, Greece

The aim of this study was to identify the possible atrial activation patterns using
the P wave wavelet analysis in patients with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (PAF).
Methods: The P wave was analyzed using the Morlet wavelet in 40 patients
with a history of PAF (Group A, 17 males, mean age 63.8 ± 10.2 years) and
in 29 normal individuals (Group B, 11 males, mean age 61.7 ± 8.54 years).
Recordings using a 3-channel digital recorder (Galix Biomedical Instrumenta-
tion, Inc. USA) were obtained from all patients in sinus rhythm at resting con-
ditions for 10 minutes. All ECGs were digitized with a sampling frequency of
1000Hz. Using a custom-made software, wavelet parameters expressing the
mean and peak energy of the P wave were calculated for each ECG orthogo-
nal lead (X,Y,Z) and the vector magnitude (VM) at three frequency bands (200-
160Hz, 150-100Hz and 90-50Hz). The P wave duration was also measured
in these axes. T-test, chi-square and ANOVA were used were appropriate for
statistical analysis.
Results: The P wave duration was significantly longer in all axes in Group A
patients. The peak energies at 150-100Hz and 90-50Hz frequency bands at the
X axis were lower in Group A. The mean and peak energies in all frequency
bands were significantly higher in Group A. These findings suggest a differ-
ent activation wavefront in patients with PAF, mainly along the Z axis, i.e. the
postero-anterior direction. Anisotropic conduction and the possible presence of
dispersion of refractoriness at the anterior and posterior-lower right atrium may
explain this activation pattern in PAF patients.
Conclusions: The P wave Morlet wavelet analysis in patients with PAF is in-
dicative of a different activation along the postero-anterior direction. The latter
may be explained by different conduction characteristics at the anterior and
posterior-lower right atrium.
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P367 Left atrial remodelling after short-duration atrial
fibrillation in hypertrophic hearts

AV. Mattioli, S. Bonatti, M. Zennaro, D. Monopoli, A. LeNoci, G. Mattioli.
University of Modena and Reggio E., Dpt of Cardiology, Modena, Italy

Background: The aim of the study was to evaluate the left atrial (LA) contribu-
tion to left ventricular (LV) filling after short duration of atrial fibrillation (AF) in
hypertrophic hearts.
Methods: We selected 100 patients (pts) with a first diagnosis of hypertension
who had a moderate LV hypertrophy. Pts were hospitalized because of an acute
episode of AF cardioverted within 48 hours from the onset. Pts population in-
cluded 71 men and 29 women with a mean age of 58 ± 9 years. Pts were
compared with a control population of 100 pts cardioverted because of lone
AF without cardiac hypertrophy (mean age of 59 ± 10 yrs). Atrial function and
size were assessed by Doppler-echocardiography and the following parame-
ters were measured: transmitral peak A velocity (A), atrial filling fraction, atrial
ejection force, peak E velocity (E), deceleration time, and isovolumic relaxation
time (IVRT), LA maximal (LA max vol) and minimal volume (LA min vol), LV
cardiac mass index (LVMI).
Results: All pts had an increased LVMI (289 ± 43 vs control 110 ± 40 g/m2;
p<0.001). Diastolic function was impaired in the study group: peak E vel was
0,56 ± 0,09 m/sec vs control 0,77 ± 0,10 m/sec, peak A vel was 0,81 ± 0,15
m/sec vs control 0,57 ± 0,12 m/sec, dec t was 285 ± 40 ms vs control 202
± 31 ms, IVRT was 118 ± 24 ms vs control 89 ± 13 ms. LA max vol was
increase in the study group during AF (36 ± 9 vs 34 ± 8 in control pts, p=n.s.)
and decreased after conversion to sinus rhythm from 36 ± 9 to 30 ± 6 cm3

(p<0.001) in hypertensive pts and from 34 ± 6 to 28 ± 5 cm3 (p<0.001) in
control pts. The reduction of LA max vol was lower in pts with hypertrophy (-
16.7% vs control -20.6%; p<0.01). Atrial mechanical function was reduced in
the study group (AEF was 10 ± 2 dynes vs control 16 ± 4; p<0.001). Univariate
analysis showed that the best predictors of the delay in the recovery of atrial
contraction was an increased LVMI (>250 g/m2) and a LA max vol >33 cm3.
Conclusions: LV hypertrophy influenced the recovery of atrial contraction after
cardioversion of AF. Atrial function was reduced even after short duration of AF.

P368 The effects of 5-HT4 receptor stimulation and blockade,
before and following 6 hours of atrial fibrillation

D. Leftheriotis, GN. Theodorakis, E. Livanis, D. Poulis, EK. Iliodromitis,
P. Flevari, DT. Kremastinos. Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, B’ Cardiology,
Athens, Greece

Aim: Stimulation of atrial 5-HT4 receptors is associated with atrial arrhythmias.
Their blockade prolongs the effective refractory period (ERP) following 10 min
of atrial fibrillation (AF). The aim of this study was to investigate the effects
of the selective atrial 5-HT4 receptor agonism and antagonism on the ERP,
monophasic action potential (MAP), ERP/MAP ratio and time to sinus rhythm
restoration (TSRR) in pigs, prior to and after 6 hours (h) of AF.
Methods: A quadripolar electrode catheter connected to an external fibrilla-
tor and a MAP catheter were percutaneously introduced into the right atrium
of 27 pigs (mean weight 18±4 kg). Atrial ERP, MAP duration and ERP/MAP
were assessed at baseline and following the infusion of the 5-HT4 antago-
nist SB203186 (10 pigs, group A), the 5-HT4 agonist RS67333 (7 pigs, group
B) and placebo (10 controls, group C). Then, AF was induced by 0.1 mA ex-
trastimuli at 50 Hz. Following 6 h, TSRR, ERP, MAP duration and ERP/MAP
were reevaluated. Differences within and between groups were assessed.
Results: In sinus rhythm, SB203186 prolonged and RS67333 shortened ERP
and MAP (p<0.05) as shown in the Table. Following AF, ERP and MAP short-
ening and TSRR prolongation were less in group A than in group B and C
(p<0.01). ERP/MAP ratio was increased in group B and C (p<0.01), while it
was unaltered in group A.

Baseline Drug infusion 6 h AF

Group A B C A B C A B C

ERP (ms) 140±9 135±5 134±4 152±9 125±5 133±4 101±5 77±2 81±3
MAP (ms) 180±10 182±13 178±11 201±11 155±13 177±10 143±7 77±4 4±2
ERP/MAP 0.8±0.1 0.7±0.0 0.7±0.0 0.8±0.1 0.8±0.0 0.7±0.0 0.7±0.0 1.0±0.0 0.9±0.0
TSRR (min) 0.4±0.1 6.0±1.5 6.3±0.9

Conclusion: SB203186 prolongs and RS67333 shortens atrial ERP and MAP
in sinus rhythm. Following 6h of AF, 5-HT4 blockade attenuates ERP and MAP
shortening, while 5-HT4 stimulation has the opposite result. SB203186 is also
associated with a decrease in ERP/MAP ratio.

P369 Suppression of the inward rectifier potassium current
delays repolarization of electrotonic depolarization
around a core region of the spiral waves, preventing
cardiac fibrillation

T. Namba 1, T. Ashihara 2, T. Yao 3, C. Fujimoto 1, A. Kawase 4, T. Ikeda 5,
K. Nakazawa 6, T. Ohe 7. 1Kagawa Pref. Coll. of Health Sciences, Medical

Technology, Kita, Japan; 2Tulane University, Biomedical Engineering, New
Orleans, United States of America; 3Shiga University of Medical Science,
Cardiovascular Medicine, Ohtsu, Japan; 4Toho University School of Medicine,
The 3rd. Depart. of Internal Medicine, Tokyo, Japan; 5Kyorin University School
of Medicine, The 2nd. Depart. of Internal Medicine, Mitaka, Japan; 6National
Cardiovascular Center, Research Institute, Suita, Japan; 7Okayama University
Medical School, Cardiovascular Medicine, Okayama, Japan

Background: Suppression of the inward rectifier potassium current (Ik1) tends
to prevent cardiac fibrillation. The purpose of this study is to clarify how the
suppressed Ik1 acts on spiral waves (SWs), which is myocardial activation se-
quences during cardiac fibrillation, to prevent cardiac fibrillation, using numeri-
cal simulation.
Methods: The electrical behavior was simulated on two sheets of 2-
dimensional excitable arrays corresponding to myocardial tissue of 30x30mm,
created using the Luo-Rudy-I model. In one array (array1: control), the maxi-
mum conductance of the Ik1 (Gk1) was set at 0.750mS/uF in whole units so
sustained SWs could be induced. In the other array (arrray2: suppressed Ik1),
the Gk1 was set at 0.375mS/uF so sustained SWs would fail to be induced. We
tried to induce the SWs in both arrays using crossfield stimulation. The voltage-
distribution over the array, and the wavefront and waveback, that is, the leading
and backmost edges of the propagating excitation, were represented.
Results: When forming SWs, the wavefront pivoted around its broken end (=
wavetip), and the wavetip simultaneously detoured around the region where
the excitability was lowered temporarily by electrotonic depolarization. The de-
toured region became a core of the SWs. The wavetip collided with the wave-
back (WB1) following after the wavefront, and the wavefront suspended the
rotation. Then, the wavetip meandered along WB1 toward the array boundary,
and elicited electrotonic depolarization along it. An excitable gap lay between
the wavefront and WB1. After a while, another waveback (WB2) emerged from
the core region and advanced concentrically, giving rise to another excitable
gap surrounded by WB2. The occurrence of WB2 was later in array 2 than in
array 1. In array 1, WB2 successfully caught up with WB1 before the wavetip
reached the array boundary. Two excitable gaps were united, becoming a broad
excitable gap around the wavetip. Then, the wavefront resumed pivoting to sus-
tain the SWs. In array 2, WB2 failed to catch up with WB1 in time. The wavetip
collided with the array boundary, and the SWs terminated.
Conclusions: Suppression of Ik1 delays the repolarization of the electrotonic
depolarization elicited in the core and along WB1, and which prevents the
wavefront from pivoting repeatedly as the SWs.

P370 Comparison of the efficacy of the IKur blocker
AVE0118 with the IKr blocker dofetilide in two pig
models of atrial arrhythmias

KJ. Wirth 1, K. Knobloch 1, J. Brendel 2, S. Peukert 2 , M. Bleich 1, AE. Busch 1,
H. Gögelein 1. 1Aventis Pharma, DG Cardiovascular Diseases, Frankfurt am
Main, Germany; 2Aventis, Dept. of Medicinal Chemistry, Frankfurt, Germany

Background: AVE0118 is a potent blocker of the Kv1.5 channel, the molecular
base for the human cardiac ultrarapid delayed rectifier potassium current (IKur).
Since the IKur is present in the human atria while it is absent in the ventricles
blockade of this channel is highly attractive for the treatment of atrial fibrillation
because the typical proarrhyhtmic effects of IKr channel blockade - EADs and
torsades de pointes arrhythmias - are not expected to occur. Indeed, AVE0118
prolongs the atrial ERP with no effect on the QTc interval in pigs and goats. We
investigated the effect effect of AVE0118 on atrial refractoriness and compared
the antiarrhythmic with the selective IKr blocker dofetilide (DO) in two different
pig atrial arrhythmia models, left atrial vulnerability and vagotonic atrial fibrilla-
tion.
Methods: Experiments were performed in pentobarbital anesthetized pigs
weighing 25-30 kg. Atrial ERP was determined with the S1-S2-stimulus method
in the free walls of left and right atrium at 240, 300 and 400 ms BCL. Left atrial
vulnerabililty (LAV): As previously shown the inducibility of brief runs of atrial
tachyarrhythmias by the S2 extrastimulus is very high in the left pig atrium (re-
ferred to as left atrial vulnerability (LAV)). The ERPs and incidence of runs of
tachyarrhythmias were determined before (vehicle) and after drugs. Vagotonic
atrial fibrillaton (vAfib): Atrial burst pacing induced stable vAfib in pigs during
bilateral vagal stimulation. AVE0118 or DO were administered after 40 min of
stable atrial tachyarrhythmia after a vehicle control.
Results: AVE0118, 0.5 mg/kg, prolonged left stronger than right atrial ERP
(32±6 vs. 18±5%, p<0.05; n=5) at 240 ms BCL and inhibited LAV by 100%
(n=5). DO (10 microg/kg) was stronger on the right than left atrium (36±4% vs.
23±2; p<0.05), and LAV was not significantly inhibited (-14%). AVE0118, 0.5
mg/kg, cardioverted all pigs with vAfib (n=6). DO showed no cardioversion in
vAfib (n=5) even at 20 microg/kg.
Conclusion: IKur and IKr blockade showed different atrial effects in pigs. In
Afib and LAV IKur blockade was highly effective while IKr blockade showed
hardly any effect. Short diastolic intervals are a common feature of Afib and
LAV. Since the IKur shows slow inactivation its contribution to repolarization
may increase after premature activation at the expense of the IKr explaining
the high efficacy of IKur blockade and the weak effect of IKr blockade.
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P371 Molecular genetic analysis of long QT syndrome in 67
Russian families

E. Zaklyazminskaya 1 , S. Chuprova 2, T. Kovalevskaya 3, A. Polyakov 3 on
behalf of none. 1Zhukovsky, Russian Federation; 2Center of Children’s
Arrhythmias, Moscow, Russian Federation; 31-Research Center for Medical
Genetic, Russian Academia of Medical Science, Moscow, Russian Federation

Congenital long QT syndrome (LQTS) is an inherited cardiac disorder charac-
terized by a prolonged QT interval, syncope due to polymorfic ventricular ar-
rhythmias ("torsade de pointes") and high risk of sudden death. At least seven
genes, when mutated, can produce this phenotype: KCNQ1 (LQT1), HERG
(LQT2), SCN5A (LQT3), KCNE1 (LQT5), KCNE2 (LQT6), KCNJ2 (LQT7).
Prevalence of disease is stable in different population (1:10 000 – 1:5 000).
One hundred and forty patients from 67 unrelated Russian families with dif-
ferent types of disease were available for DNA and clinical analysis. Diag-
noses were confirmed using criterias according by Schwarts (1993). Molec-
ular investigation revealed that not less then 20% of the identified mutations
arose de novo. We suggested that such considerable level of mutation de novo
could support stability of disorder’s prevalence. Using PCR-SSCP analysis and
DNA sequencing 20% of the coding region of five ion channel genes KCNQ1,
KCNH2, SCN5A, KCNE1, KCNE2 ("hot parts" of this genes) we identified ge-
netic defects in 33 (∼50%) probands. Distribution of mutation among there 5
genes was followed: 24 in KCNQ1 (75%), 6 in KCNH2 (16.7%), 1 in SCN5A
(2.8%), 2 in KCNE1 (5.5%) and none in KCNE2. We identified 17 novel mu-
tations and the others have been reported. Three probands had two different
mutations (the one was inherited and second was de novo). In all these cases
probands had graver ill than affected parent. Only these mutations (G306R-2
probands, G314S-3 probands, A341V-3 probands in gene KCNQ1) were de-
tected more than single family. The most severe clinical traits had patients with
A341V.
Genotype-phenotypes analysis found that clinical traits and triggers were gene-
specific in large part.
We identified 6 polymorphisms in genes KCNQ1(C513T), KCNH2 (A1692G),
KCNE1 (G84A, A112G, C252T) and KCNE2 (A22G) which prevalence among
patients and healthy individuals were the same. We supposed that these sub-
stitutions didn’t modified clinical phenotype. Polymorphism G253A (D85N) in
gene KCNE1 was found in affected group only (0.03). Clinical significance of
this substitution feels the need of verification subsequently.

P372 Slow and fast torsade de pointes – electrocardiogram
differences, the mode of onset and termination in
acquired long QT syndrome

PJ. KUKLA 1, T. Slowiak-Lewinska 2, A. Bromblik 2, K. Szczuka 1.
1SPECIALISTIC HOSPITAL, INTERNAL MEDICINE, GORLICE, Poland;
2hospital, internal medicine, GORLICE, Poland

As it’s known torsade de pointes(TdP)is a clinical arrhythmia not inducible by
programmed electrical stimulation. We decided to analyse some ecg variables
of TdP, its ventricular rate variability, the modes of onset and termination.
We assessed 54 episodes of TdP in 6 patients(5 female and 1 male)with
acquired LQTS. The mean heart rate of TdP was 218/min. We divided all
episodes into: slow–TdP(s-TdP)< 220/min(range from 145-220/min)and fast–
TdP(f-TdP)>= 220/min (ranged from 221-281/min).There’s no differences be-
tween s-TdP and f-TdP as regard to: coupling interval(CI)of the initiating beat
-488 msec and 472 msec respectively(p=0.48)and prematurity index(PI)-0.47
and 0.53 respectively (p=0.12). The QTc was similar in both groups before TdP:
517msec and 515 msec for s-TdP’s and f-TdP’s. The faster TdP were longer-p=
0.0003. We assessed parameter called ventricular rate variability(VRV) as a dif-
ference between R-R (V-V) intervals in TdP. From all 54 episodes – 9(16.6%)
degenerated into VF. Among that only 1(3.2%)from 31 episodes of s-TdP‘s
came to VF.we also analysed first cycle length of TdP(f-CL-TdP).The faster
TdP were preceding by faster heart rate - preceding RR interval – 922 msec
in compare to slower TdP-preceding RR interval-1062 msec(p= 0.03).Marked
U-wave was presented before 63% s-TdP and 60% f-TdP. The initiating beat
was of the same morphology as the ensuing course of TdP in 64% episodes
of s- TdP and 56% episodes of f-TdP. The most mode of termination of TdP
was decreasing the heart rate(slow-mode)– 58% episodes of S-TdP and 39%
episodes of F-TdP. The increasing in the heart rate of TdP(accelerate-mode)
were observed in 32% S-TdP and 26% F-TdP.
Results

mean VRV(ms) onset VRV(msec) f-CL-TdP(ms)

slow TdP 39.4 46.5 320
fast TdP 19.5 36.9 266
p value 0.0005 ns 0.004

Conclusion: Fast TdP‘s have shorter first cycle length and decreased VRV.
Slow TdP‘s degenerate into VF in only about 3% of episodes and have longer

last cycle length. The fast TdP is preceded by faster basic heart rate before
episode of arrhythmia.

P373 Form “fruste of long QT syndrome as a possible cause
for unexplained syncope revealed by dobutamine
infusion

J. Schläpfer, E. Gollut, E. Pruvot. CHUV, cardiology, Lausanne, Switzerland

Among 455 consecutive patients (pts) referred for syncope, 146 pts (32%) were
considered to suffer from unexplained syncope (US) after a targeted work-up
including a tilt-test, supine and upright carotid sinus massage, hyperventilation
and electrophysiological study when indicated. In 10 pts (6.8%) with incomplete
treadmill test and/or cardiovascular risk factors, a dobutamine (dobu) stress
echocardiography was proposed and finally performed in 7 pts. Six of them (3
males; mean age: 50±5 years) had a prolonged baseline QTc interval between
450 and 485 ms. With dobu infusion (maximal dosage: 20-30 ug/kg), QTc was
prolonged to 540-570 ms without any induced arrhythmia nor ischemia, and re-
turned to baseline values after dobu was stopped. Five pts had a sudden syn-
cope, and 2 females were treated with a known QT-prolonging drug removed
before dobu. The only pt with a normal baseline QTc interval didn’t show any
prolongation with dobu. These findings suggest the possibility of a form "fruste"
of long QT syndrome as a possible cause for US.
Conclusion: Dobu infusion significantly prolonged the QTc interval in a se-
lected group of pts with slightly prolonged baseline QTc and US. These results
suggest that dobu infusion could be used as a diagnostic test for a "fruste" form
of long QT syndrome; however, the effect of dobu on QT interval remain to be
determined.

P374 Can history identify Long-QT patients?

N. Colman 1, W. Wieling 2, JB. Reitsma 3, AAM. Wilde 4. 1Academic Medical
Centre, Cardiology, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 2Academic Medical Centre,
Internal Medicine, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 3Academic Medical Centre,
Clinical Epidemiology & Biostatistics, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 4Academic
Medical Centre, Cardiology, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: The challenge in syncope is to identify the small proportion of pa-
tients that are prone to severe morbidity or sudden cardiac death, within the
large group of syncopal patients, without excessive testing. History-taking might
play a key role. High risk circumstances which are associated with genotype
of Long QT Syndrome (LQTS), are syncope during exercise, and emotional
stress.
Methods: We used a standardised questionnaire to collect data on syncope
from 23 genotyped symptomatic LQTS patients and 114 patients with syn-
cope presented to the Emergency Department (ED). The ED patients had a
total history of 368 episodes lifetime, with a median of 1 in the last 12 months.
The LQTS patients had 188 episodes lifetime of which none during the last 12
months.
Results: Syncope during sleep or lying in bed was significantly more seen
as a trigger in LQTS patients (see table). Furthermore emotional stress was
confirmed as a significant trigger in LQTS. Surprisingly syncope during exercise
was not a major trigger, but syncope right after exercise was.

triggering circumstances

114 ED pts 23 LQTS pts p-value

Sitting 46 (40%) 9 (39%) 0.91
Standing 64 (56%) 8 (35%) 0.06
Lying/sleeping 7 (6.1%) 14 (61%) <0.0001*
During exercise 14 (12%) 4 (17%) 0.51
After exercise 2 (1.8%) 8 (35%) <0.0001*
Posture change 24 (21%) 6 (26%) 0.59
Emotion/pain 27 (24%) 13 (57%) 0.005*
Seeing blood 14 (12%) 1 (4.3%) 0.27

* significant

Conclusions: History can guide the attending physician in deciding which pa-
tients should receive additional testing. Patients with syncope during sleep and
emotional triggers should be considered as high risk for LQTS.
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P375 Ventricular conduction in idiopathic ventricular
fibrillation without right precordial ST-elevation –
comparative study with Brugada syndrome

M. Esato 1, A. Shimizu 2, T. Yamagata 1 , T. Ueyama 1, R. Kametani 1 ,
N. Inoue 1, M. Kanemoto 1 , M. Matsuzaki 1 . 1Yamaguchi Univ. School of
Medicine, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Ube, Japan; 2Yamaguchi
Univ. School of Medicine, Faculty of Health Sciences, Ube, Japan

To clearify the difference of electrical characteristics on ventricular conduction
between idiopathic ventricular fibrillation (IVF) without right precordial ST ele-
vation and Brugada syndrome (BS), electrophysiological test was performed in
IVF (without organic heart disease, or right precordial ST elevation and with
history of ventricular fibrillation, n=4: 39 ± 20 years old), BS (without organic
heart disease and with right precordial ST elevation and history of ventricular
fibrillation or syncope: n=9, 57 ± 13 years old), and control group (without or-
ganic heart disease, history of ventricular fibrillation,also wthout right precordial
ST elevation: n=6; 62 ± 13 years old). The maximum inter-ventricular conduc-
tion delay (S2V2-S1V1: Max.CD) from ventricular stimulation to the ventricular
electrogram at the distal electrode pair of coronary sinus was measured by us-
ing a single to triple ventricular extrastimulations from right ventricular apex and
outflow tract.
Results: 1)Effective refractory periods of 600 msec of a basic cycle length at
right ventricular apex were 259 ± 17ms in BS, 248 ± 26ms in IVF and 225 ±
21ms in control and that at right outflow were 254 ± 27ms in BS, 250 ± 12ms in
IVF and 242 ± 26ms in control. 2) Late Potential was positive in 7/9 (78%) of BS
while in 0/4 of IVF and in 0/6 of control. 3) There was no significant difference
on the Max.CD at a single ventricular extrastimulation among three groups.
However, the Max.CD of double ventricular extrastimulation at right ventricular
apex was significantly (p<0.01) longer in BS (53 ± 23 msec) than in IVF (18 ± 7
msec) and control (27 ± 7 msec). The Max.CD of triple ventricular extrastimulus
at right ventricular apex was also significantly (p<0.01) longer in BS (62 ± 15
msec) than in IVF (20 ± 5 msec) and control (21 ± 3 msec). Similar results were
shown at a basic cycle length of 400 msec. 4) The Max.CD of triple ventricular
extrastimulus at right ventricular outflow tract was also significantly (p<0.05)
longer in BS (53 ± 22 msec) than in IVF (21 ± 12 msec) and control (26 ±
8 msec). Similar results were shown at a basic cycle length of 400 msec. 5)
There was no significant difference on the Max.CD in any stimulation protocols
between IVF and control.
Conclusion: These data suggested that Brugada syndrome has relatively
larger inter-ventricular conduction delay in more aggressive extrasimulation
protocol, comparing with IVF and control. Electrophysiological characteriscitcs
on ventricular conduction in IVF without right precordial ST elevation may be
different from that in Brugada syndrome

P376 Recurrent unexplained syncope: brain or heart? An
observational study of six cases of arrhythmogenic
epilepsy

C. Kouakam 1, C. Daems-Monpeurt 2 , D. Klug 1, C. Marquié 1, P. Derambure 2 ,
D. Lacroix 1, S. Kacet 1. 1Cardiology Departement, 2Neurophysiology
Department, Lille University Hospital, Lille, France

Background: Despite exhaustive investigations, approximately 15 to 20% of
syncope remain unexplained and implantation of a loop recorder is sometimes
considered. An under-recognized cause of syncope, however, may occur when
epileptic discharges profoundly disrupt normal cardiac rhythm, the so-called
arrhythmogenic epilepsy.
Methods and Results: Six patients with a history of multiple unexplained
and/or convulsive loss of consciousness underwent a complete cardiologic (in-
cluding 24-hour Holter ECG, echocardiography, tilt testing and EP study in 4 pa-
tients), and neurologic assessment (including standard electroencephalogram
[EEG], CT and MRI scan). After this current approach, neurocardiogenic syn-
cope was suspected in 5 patients with tilt-induced hypotension and/or bradycar-
dia. Further investigation consisting of videotelemetry-EEG/ECG monitoring,
however, was undertaken because of insatisfactory results and difficulties to in-
terpret the observed abnormalities. While monitored in the epilepsy laboratory,
an asystolic pause preceded by partial seizure of temporal onset, reproducing
the clinical symptoms, was recorded in all patients. The table summarizes the
main characteristics of the studied patients.

Patients characteristics

Sex (age) Syncope (n) Asystole duration Mechanism Epileptic focus Management

F (47) > 20 > 30-sec SA temporal right AE drug + PM
F (50) 5 15-sec SA temporal left AE drug
F (37) > 20 30-sec AV block temporal left AE drug
F (77) 3 10-sec SA temporal right AE drug
F (21) > 10 27-sec SA temporal left AE drug + PM
M (52) 3 > 30-sec SA temporal left AE drug

AE: antiepileptic; PM: pacemaker; SA: sinus arrest

Four patients were managed by antiepileptic drugs, and 2 patients have been
refractory to antiepileptic drugs and required pacemaker implantation. All the
patients remained free of syncope during a mean follow-up of 42 ± 12 months.
Conclusions: In patients with partial epilepsy who present with loss of con-
sciousness, ressembling syncope, a transient cardiac arrest caused by seizure
attack may be the underlying mechanism. Caution should be paid when ana-
lyzing electrocardiographic findings derived from implantable loop recorder in
young patients with a history of recurrent unexplained syncope.

P377 Prodromes in the investigation of unexplained
syncope: fact or fantasy?

D. Graf, J. Schlaepfer, E. Gollut, M. Fromer, L. Kappenberger, E. Pruvot.
CHUV, Cardiology, Lausanne, Switzerland

Contradictory results have been reported about the diagnostic yield of pro-
dromes in unexplained syncope (un-Sy).
Aim: Our study is aimed at establishing prospectively the diagnostic value of
history in patients (pts) with un-Sy.
Method: 317 consecutive pts referred to a syncope clinic underwent a tar-
geted work-up including the screening for 22 warning symptoms (WS). A puta-
tive cause was identified in 79% of the pts. The following diagnostic categories
were established: vasovagal (VV) in 24%, bradyarrhythmic (Brady) in 20%, psy-
chogenic (Psy) in 17%, hypotensive (Hypo) in 8%, tachyarrhythmic (Tachy) in
7%, situational in 3% and unexplained in 21%.
Results: The proportion (%) of the 5 most relevant WS in each diagnostic cat-
egory is reported below. The absence of WS is more common and nausea,
diaphoresis and palpitations are less frequent in the Tachy and Brady groups
than in the other diagnostic categories respectively (p<0.05, Tachy + Brady vs
VV + Psy). Nausea, diaphoresis or palpitations have a 65-90% positive pre-
dictive value (PPV) and a 70% negative predictive value (NPV) of VV or Psy
syncope. In contrast, absence of WS has a 45% PPV and a 80% (NPV) of
rhythmic syncope (Tachy and Brady).

Prodromes (% of causes)

none nausea diaphoresis paresthesia palpitation

Bradyarrhythmic 48 11 17 2 2
Tachyarrhythmic 50 5 5 0 14
Hypotensive 8 4 21 4 0
Vasovagal 12 39 40 10 17
Psychogenic 4 35 56 53 47
Unexplained 46 12 16 3 10

Conclusion: Prodromes screening may help to define the best investigation
strategy for unexplained syncope. In particular, neurovegetative prodromes
suggest a reflexogenic or psychogenic syncope, while their absence indicates
a high likelihood of rhythmic syncope.
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P378 Clinical validation of a new automatic atrial capture
verification algorithm

A. Schuchert 1 , J. Sperzel 2 , G. Siemon 2, K. Mortensen 1 , G. Zhang 3,
A. König 4, R. Willems 4, T. Meinertz 1 . 1University Hospitals Hamburg
Eppendorf, Medical Clinic III, Hamburg, Germany; 2Kerckhoff Heart Center,
Electrophysiology, Bad Nauheim, Germany; 3Guidant Corporation, CRM
Research, St. Paul MN, United States of America; 4Guidant Europe, CRM
Research, Diegem, Belgium

Introduction: Beside ease of use and increased longevity, automatic atrial cap-
ture verification may also facilitate follow-up diagnosis. This study evaluated
atrial evoked response (AER) signals during unipolar (UP) and bipolar (BP)
pacing from an independent pair of sensing electrodes, between atrial ring and
an isolated indifferent electrode (AI).
Method: Patients indicated for DDD pacemaker implantation or replacement
were enrolled into this acute prospective study. After routine measurements,
an external version of the INSIGNIA (Guidant, St. Paul, MN) pacemaker was
connected to the leads to record and evaluate the performance of a new au-
tocapture algorithm during UP and BP atrial pacing. Manual step-down (6.5 to
0.1V @ 0.4 ms) threshold tests were performed. Surface ECG and intracardiac
EGM from AI, V and A sensing circuits were recorded for off-line validation. Min-
imum signal to artifact ratios [SARmin, defined as the minimum captured AER
amplitude (AERmin, baseline to peak) divided by the maximum non-captured
pacing artifact (ARTmax)] were calculated for each patient. Successful capture
detection was defined as SARmin > or equal to 2.
Results: Acute data from 20 patients, age 69±17 years, 9 female/11 male,
were analyzed. Nine different atrial lead types from 4 manufacturers were in-
cluded, 4 were chronically implanted (36-126 months), 16 were acute. Rou-
tine measurements, using a standard PSA were as follows (mean±SD): A-
pacing threshold at 0.4ms UP 0.9±0.4V, BP 1.0±0.4V; P-wave amplitude UP
2.7±0.7mV, BP 2.6±0.8mV; impedance UP 478±107 Ohm, BP 523±134 Ohm.
Data from 1 patient was excluded due to incomplete tests. The table shows the
averaged (±SD and range) AERmin, ARTmax and SARmin. The automatic
atrial pacing threshold measurement was successful in 94.7% (18/19) patients
with UP atrial pacing and 21% (4/19) pts with BP atrial pacing.

AERmin (mV) ARTmax (mV) SARmin

UP Pacing 0.9 ± 0.5 (0.2-2.1) 0.1 ± 0.1 (0.1-0.3) 7.6 ± 4.3 (1.7-18.0)
BP Pacing 2.5 ± 1.7 (0.5-7.4) 2.5 ± 2.3 (0.2-7.5) 1.7 ± 1.3 (0.4-5.2)

Analyzed results: mean ± SD (range)

Conclusion: Adequate automatic atrial pacing threshold determination based
on AER detection is reliable with unipolar atrial pacing. The lower success rate
with bipolar pacing can be explained by the use of a common atrial ring elec-
trode in the pacing/detection circuit.

P379 Digital processing of atrial signals for the detection of
far field R-waves

N. Van Hemel. St Antonius Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Nieuwegein,
Netherlands

Purpose: Sensing of far field R wave (FFRW) in the atrial channel of pace-
makers and ICD can infer with the correct detection of atrial arrhythmias and
led to incorrect mode-switching. Though adjusting of atrial sensitivity and/or
refractory period can reduce FFRW sensing, the risk of malsensing of trial ar-
rhythmias.persists. We presumed that digital processing of sensed events in
the atrial electrogram (EGM) could better separate FFRWs from P waves while
preserving high sensitivity and fast response.
Methods and Results: Bipolar and unipolar atrial EGM recordings were col-
lected during pacemaker implantation. Digital processing of the EGM signals
(8 bit, 800 samples/second) included filtering (15-180 Hz), slope and amplitude
calculations. For each atrial sense the most negative values of the filtered sig-
nals and the value of the belonging slope were measured. and added. This
summed value was called the digital morphology parameter. This parameter
was used to create histograms of all sensed atrial deflections. The histograms
could discrimination between P waves and FFRW when gap of >3 histogram
bins were applied. For the learning phase intra-operative recordings with vary-
ing sensing and pacing settings were made in 31 patients in whom PM replace-
ment was done. The test phase included different parts of these recordings.
Two blinded observers established the performance of the FFRW algorithm of
81 rhythm files. A total of 5653 (99.8%) P-waves were classified correctly and
9 (0.2%) were falsely corrected as FFRW. Conversely, 1340 (100%) were clas-
sified correctly and none were falsely classified as P waves. FFRW detection
had an overall sensitivity of 99.3% and a positive prediction of 99.8%
Conclusion: digital processing of atrial signals shows excellent discrimination
of FFRWs in off-line conditions. These results justify the implementation of this
algorithm in next pacemaker and ICD programs for the immediate discrimina-

tion between FFRWs and P waves avoiding false mode switching and inappro-
priate anti-tachycardia pacing in the absence of atrial arrhythmias.

P380 In search of the optimal right-ventricular pacing site: a
randomized comparison of septal and conventional
apical pacing

F. Victor, H. Mansour, D. Pavin, C. Alonso, C. Leclercq, D. De Place, P. Mabo,
C. Daubert. University Hospital, Cardiology, Rennes, France

Background: Results of non-controlled studies suggest that permanent right
ventricular septal (RVS) pacing is technically feasible and may significantly im-
prove cardiac performance as compared to conventional right ventricular apical
(RVA) pacing.
Objective: To assess the long term functional and hemodynamic effects of
RVS pacing in comparison with RVA pacing.
Methods: 28 pts, aged 63.2 ± 2.0 years with chronic atrial fibrillation and com-
plete heart block induced by radiofrequency catheter ablation, were implanted
with a standard DDDR pacemaker connected to two ventricular leads. A screw-
in lead was placed at RVS in the site providing the shortest paced QRS dura-
tion and was connected to the atrial port. The RV apical lead was connected to
the ventricular port. RVS and RVA pacing were achieved by programming the
pacemaker in the AAIR mode and in the VVIR mode, respectively. Four months
after implant pts were randomized to a crossover single-blind comparison of
RVS and RVA during two periods of 3 months each. At baseline LVEF was >

45% in 16 pts and < 45% in 12 pts. Pacemaker programming remained un-
changed throughout the study. At the end of each period, NYHA class, LVEF
(radionuclides), aortic output (Döppler-echo), exercise time and maximal oxy-
gen uptake (pVO2) were assessed.
Results: In comparison with RVA pacing, RVS resulted in a significant reduc-
tion of QRS duration (145±4 ms vs 1704 ms, p<0.001) and tended to normalize
the axis (40±10° vs -71±4°). LVEF increased during RVS pacing (48.0±1.4%
vs 44.8±1.7%, p<0.01). No statistically significant difference was found be-
tween the two pacing modalities for all other analysed parameters. Subgroup
analysis showed that LVEF improvement was statistically significant in the only
pts with baseline LVEF < 45% (42.3±1.5% vs 37.1±1.2%, p<0.001).
Conclusion: Within the limitations of this study, permanent RVS pacing signif-
icantly improves LVEF in pts with chronic atrial fibrillation and baseline LVEF <

45% as compared to standard RVA pacing.

P381 Rhythm discrimination by QRS morphology analysis:
what performance in presence of a wide QRS complex?

G. Boriani 1, M. Biffi 1, P. Silvestri 2, A. Dall’Acqua 2, C. Martignani 1 ,
C. Greco 1, A. Branzi 1 , R. Zannoli 1. 1Inst of Cardiology, Bologna, Italy; 2St.
Jude Medical Italy, CRMD, Milan, Italy

Morphology Discrimination (MD) is a rhythm discriminator based on an analy-
sis of QRS complex morphology, implemented in St.Jude Medical implantable
cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs). No data are available on the performance of
MD in presence of a wide QRS complex.
The aim of the present study was to assess the discriminator performance
in two series of patients (pts): with a wide (≥ 120 ms) and a narrow (<120
ms) QRS complex, respectively, in the electrogram (EGM) detected in sinus
rhythm and acquired as a template for MD scoring analysis. MD algorithm was
programmed to diagnose ventricular tachycardia (VT) if % matching score was
<65% in comparison with the template.
Results: Overall 26 pts implanted with a dual chamber ICD were analysed:
6/19 pts (31.6%) had a wide QRS complex (≥120 ms) of the template and
13 pts had a narrow QRS complex. Analysis of 988 detected events, occurring
during a follow-up of 18.8±5.1 months showed 662 episodes classified by Rate
Branch as episodes with ventricular rate < or = the atrial rate. The discriminat-
ing performance of MD in terms of sensitivity (SE) and specificity (SP) in VT
diagnosis was calculated in both groups of pts.

Morphology Analysis

QRS≥120 ms QRS<120 ms

N. of pts 6 13
Total Episodes 116 546
Overall SE 49/49=100% 5/5=100%
Overall SP 46/67=68.7% 492/541=90.9%
SP for Atrial Tachycardia 2/3=66.7% 75/98=76.5%
SP for Atrial Fibrillation 31/49=63.3% 20/26=76.9%
SP for Atrial Flutter 0 45/63=71.4%
SP for Sinus Tachycardia 13/15=86.7% 352/354=99.4%

Conclusions: Specificity of MD may vary comparing pts with wide and narrow
QRS complex, being lower in pts with a wide QRS complex (overall 68.7% vs
90.9%). Moreover, both in wide and narrow QRS pts, specificity may be different
considering different supraventricular tachyarrhythmias, being higher in sinus
tachycardia and lower in atrial fibrillation/flutter. These findings are relevant for
the clinical use of MD, used as single discriminator or in combination with other
discriminators (i.e sudden onset and stability).
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P382 Comparison of the atrial defibrillation threshold in
patients with and without coronary sinus lead

M. Mende 1, N. Klein 1, A. Neugebauer 1 , A. Tang 2, G. Boriani 3,
G. Gasparini 4 , M. Kühl 5, D. Pfeiffer 1 on behalf of the VENTAK PRIZM AVT
Investigators. 1Universitity of Leipzig, Department of Cardiology, Leipzig,
Germany; 2Heart Institute, Ottawa, Canada; 3Policlinico S. Orsola, Bologna,
Italy; 4Umberto I Hospital, Mestre, Italy; 5Guidant, Brussels, Belgium

A new generation of implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICD) offers addi-
tional therapy options to treat atrial tachyarrhythmias (AT) with either ATP or
shock therapy using different shock vectors. The value of a coronary sinus (CS)
lead for the selective treatment of atrial tachyarrhythmias by shock therapy re-
mains to be investigated. The aim of this study was to evaluate the poten-
tial benefit of the coronary sinus (CS) lead with respect to atrial defibrillation
threshold (ADFT), atrial arrhythmia conversion efficacy and safety.
Patients/Methods: In 86 patients (pts) (mean age 64±13 years, 77%male,
mean LVEF 45.5±16%, 53% coronary artery disease) with documented
episodes of atrial and ventricular tachyarrhythmia the dual-chamber ICD VEN-
TAK PRIZM AVT (Guidant, St. Paul; MN, USA) was implanted in 23 Euro-
pean and one Canadian centre. The additional option of selective atrial shock
therapy using A-TRIAD configuration was applied in 21 pts who were implanted
with an additional CS lead (Guidant PERIMETERCS). ADFT was evaluated
using different energy steps to conversion failure comparing the A-TRIAD and
V-TRIAD configuration after induction of AT episodes at implant or pre hospital
discharge test.
Results: A total of 33 episodes of induced AT were analysed, 19 using A-
TRIAD, 14 using V-TRIAD configuration for application of atrial shock therapy.
Comparison of the demographics of both groups showed no difference in gen-
der, age, NYHA class, ejection fraction and underlying heart disease. There
was a significant lower ADFT in pts with A-TRIAD compared with V-TRIAD
configuration (4.6±2.7 vs. 10.4±4.7; p<0.05). These findings confirm results
of previous animal studies. The mean implantation time was 123±57 minutes
(min) for A-TRIAD and 99±44 min for V-TRIAD.

A-TRIAD V-TRIAD

Implantation time (min) 123 ± 57 99 ± 44
Atrial defibrillation threshold 4.6 ± 2.7 10.4+/4.7

Conclusion: In this patient population, the addition of a coronary sinus shock-
ing lead to a dual-chamber ICD VENTAK PRIZM AVT system (A-TRIAD) signif-
icantly reduced the defibrillation threshold for atrial tachyarrhythmias compared
to a standard V-TRIAD system. The implantation of a coronary sinus shocking
lead may be an option for patients who suffer from frequent episodes of AT,
although a longer implantation time has to be taken into account.

P383 Effects of tip-to-ring distance and fixation type on far
field R-wave oversensing atrial leads

C. Pignalberi 1 , R. Ricci 1, PG. Golzio 2, L. Libero 2, V. Lemme 3, N. Grovale 4,
E. Wood 4, M. Santini 1. 1S. Filippo Neri Hospital, Rome, Italy; 2S. Giovanni
Battista Hospital, Torino, Italy; 3S. Eugenio Hospital, Rome, Italy; 4Medtronic
Italy, Rome, Italy

Background: It has been suggested that a shorter tip-to-ring distance could re-
duce the incidence of Far Field R Wave Oversensing (FFRWO) in atrial leads.
No data are available about the possible influence of lead fixation type on
FFRWO. Aim of this study was to evaluate the incidence of FFRWO in three
different groups of leads implanted in the right atrial appendage: 1) Group A:
active fixation leads with 10 mm tip-to-ring distance (Medtronic Capsure Fix
Novus 5076); 2) Group B: passive fixation leads with 9 mm tip-to-ring distance
(Medtronic Capsure SP Novus 5594 and Capsure Sense 4574; 3) Group C:
passive fixation leads with 17 mm tip-to-ring distance (control group).
Methods: 110 patients (pts) (41% F, mean age 74 ± 9) were implanted with
Medtronic Kappa 700 or Kappa 900 DDDR pacing system and followed for
4.2 ± 4.2 months (range 1-18). 21 pts (19%) were in Group A, 55 (50%) in
Group B and 34 (31%) in Group C. Results: Both active and passive fixation
short tip-to-ring distance atrial leads had lower FFRWO than those of control
group. The differences were statistically significant during the follow-up. No pa-
tient of group B showed FFRWO/P wave greater than 50% either at implant or
during the follow-up. On the contrary, at least 1/5 of group C patients showed
FFRWO/P>50% at the last follow-up. No significant differences could be iden-

Group A Group B Group C

Mean FFRWO at imp. (mV) 0.22 ± 0.46 0.20 ± 0.32 0.44 ± 0.52
Mean FFRWO at FU (mV) *0.12 ± 0.29 *0.11 ± 0.24 0.39 ± 0.78
FFRWO/P wave (imp.) 0.08 ± 0.19 0.06 ± 0.11 0.12 ± 0.17
FFRWO/P wave (FU) 0.05 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.10 0.13 ± 0.27
Pts with FFRWO/P > 50% (imp.) 5% 0% 3%
Pts with FFRWO/P > 50% (FU) 5% *0% 18%
Mean atrial thres. at 1 Volt (ms) 0.29 ± 0.14 0.28 ± 0.18 0.23 ± 0.16
Mean atrial impedance (Ohm) 545 ± 76 598 ± 84 571 ± 112

*p<0.05 vs Group C

tified among short tip-to-ring distance atrial leads as a function of active or
passive fixation. Pacing thresholds and impedance did not differ among the
three groups.
Results are given in the table.
Conclusions: Short tip-to-ring distance atrial leads, regardless of fixation type,
may improve atrial signal detection and should be recommended in pts with
atrial tachyarrhythmia.

P384 Validation of total atrial conduction time by surface-
electrocardiogram at various right atrial pacing sites

B. Strohmer 1, M. Froemmel 2 , D. Haar 3, H. Mayr 4, A. Pataki 5, C. Nimeth 6,
M. Migschitz 7, F. Hintringer 8 on behalf of ELVIS investigators.
1Landeskliniken Salzburg, Department of Cardiology, Salzburg, Austria; 2KH
Barmh.Schwestern, Wien, Austria; 3LKH, Fuerstenfeld, Austria; 4KH
Barmh.Schwestern, Wels, Austria; 5LKH, Bruck, Austria; 6KH
Barmh.Schwestern, Ried, Austria; 7St. Jude Medical, Vienna, Austria;
8University Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Innsbruck, Austria

Pacing the right atrium from the appendage (RAA) or free wall (RFW) is known
to be the source of delayed intraatrial and interatrial conduction. Electrophys-
iological studies have shown that right atrial septal (RAS) pacing produces
shorter interatrial conduction delay than conventional pacing.
Aim: In the present study we hypothesized that the surface ECG may be a
reliable tool to validate shorter total atrial conduction times by septal pacing in
pacemaker (PM) patients.
Methods: 62 patients (30 male, 32 female) with a mean age of 73 ± 2 years
underwent dual chamber PM implantation for Class I indications. Duration of
intrinsic and paced PW, latency [A-Stim to B-PW] and the interval [A-Stim to
E-PW] as surrogate for total atrial conduction time were measured during pre-
discharge control on surface ECG lead II (50 mm/s) when pacing at 80 bpm.
Results: Duration of global atrial activation with RAS pacing was significantly
shorter (p<0.001) compared to RFW or RAA pacing, whereas the latter two
pacing sites showed no significant difference. The mean duration (SD) of the
interval [A-Stim to E-PW] was 112 (16) ms for RAS, 156 (29) ms for RFW and
157 (29) ms for RAA pacing (see table).

Table 1

Electrode position A-Stim to B-PW A-Stim to E-PW Intrinsic PW Paced PW

RFW, n = 12 27.3 ± 22.8 155.5 ± 29.1 116.4 ± 24.6 128.2 ± 38.2
RAA, n = 34 41.4 ± 26.3 156.6 ± 29.2 116.7 ± 28.7 113.6 ± 30.4
RAS, n = 16 20 ± 7.3 111.9 ± 15.6 123.1 ± 20.6 91.9 ± 17.2
p-value <0.0001* <0.0001* n.s. <0.002*

A-Stim = atrial stimulus; B-PW = begin of P-wave; E-PW = end of P-wave; PW = P-wave du-
ration; RFW = right atrial free wall; RAA = right atrial appendage; RAS = right atrial septal; * =
RAA compared to RAS; n.s. = not significant; data are mean ± SD (ms).

Conclusion: RAS pacing shortened total atrial conduction time and paced PW
duration in PM patients significantly. Despite limitations in the accuracy of mea-
surement technique the effects of pacing on interatrial and total atrial conduc-
tion may be derived reliably from surface ECG. RAS pacing appears to be su-
perior to conventional right atrial pacing sites with respect to electromechanical
function and interatrial synchronization.
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P385 A new and fast echocardiographic method of
determination of the optimal atrio-ventricular delay in
patients after biventricular stimulation

J. Meluzin, M. Novák, J. Mullerová, J. Krejèí, P. Hude, M. Eisenberger,
L. Spinarová. St. Anna Hospital, 1st Internal Dept., Brno, Czech Republic

The optimization of atrio-ventricular (AV) delay is known to significantly con-
tribute to the maximum cardiac performance. The aim of this study was to val-
idate a new, fast, and simple echocardiographic method of identifying the AV
delay which provides the maximum cardiac output (CO).
Methods: Right heart catheterization and Doppler echocardiography of trans-
mitral filling were performed simultaneously in 19 patients with heart failure and
at least minimum functional mitral regurgitation treated with atrial synchronized
biventricular pacing. CO derived from catheterization and Doppler filling param-
eters were measured at the predicted optimal AV delay (oAVD), the short AV
delay (oAVD - 50 ms), and the long AV delay (oAVD + 28 ms on average/range,
+10 ms to +50 ms/) during a constant heart rate. The AV delay was regarded
as optimal if the end of atrial contraction (represented by the end of A wave of
transmitral filling) coincided with the beginning of ventricular contraction (her-
alded by the onset of the systolic component of mitral regurgitation). Prediction
of the optimal AV delay included the following steps: 1. The maximum AV delay
at which full ventricular capture is still preserved was found under electrocar-
diographic control. 2. This value declined by 5 to 10 ms was designated as "the
testing long AV delay", and the time interval from the end of the A wave to the
onset of the systolic component of mitral regurgitation (time t1) was measured
at this setting. 3. oAVD was simply calculated as "the testing long AV delay" -
time t1.
Results: The CO measured at the oAVD (4.5 ± 0.7 l/min) significantly ex-
ceeded those at the short AV delay (4.2 ± 0.7 l/min, p < 0.01) and the long AV
delay (4.3 ± 0.8 l/min, p < 0.01), respectively. The method correctly determined
the maximum CO in 79% of the patients.
Conclusion: Doppler echocardiography enables very rapid and accurate op-
timization of AV synchrony in patients after the implantation of a biventricular
pacemaker.

P386 Symptomatic occlusion of the access vein after
pacemaker or implantable cardioverter-defribrillator
lead extraction

F. Bracke, B. Van Gelder, A. Meijer. Catharina Hospital Eindhoven, Cardiology,
Eindhoven, Netherlands

Objective: We studied the incidence of symptomatic venous occlusion of the
access vein after pacemaker or ICD lead extraction.
Patients: Clinical follow-up was obtained in 87/89 pts. Group 1: in 65 pts. the
access vein was patent before extraction. Indication for extraction: infection in
37 and lead malfunction in 28 pts. Extraction was done with traction in 13 and
a laser sheath in 52 pts. An ICD was present in 14 pts. Group 2: 22 pts. with
an occluded access vein. Indication for extraction: infection in 18 pts. and lead
malfunction in 4 pts. A laser sheath was used in 21 pts. and traction in 1 patient.
Results: The follow-up was 29 ± 14 months. Group 1: 5 pts. had edema after
extraction, although all after laser sheath extraction this was not significantly dif-
ferent with traction (p=0.58). Neither indication (non-functional 4 pts., infection
1 pt.; p=0.15) nor type of lead (pacemaker 3 pts., ICD 2 pts.; p=0.29) influenced
the incidence of symptoms. Group 2: 2 pts. had new complaints of cyanosis of
the arm after extraction
Conclusion: This study indicates that lead extraction itself might be responsi-
ble for venous obstruction after the procedure. These findings should be con-
firmed by angiographic studies but until then it is prudent to refrain from lead
extraction for the sole purpose of preventing venous occlusion.

P387 Is determining the optimal site better for the patient
than using the posterolateral site with any position of
the right-ventricular lead?

L. van Campen, F.C. Visser, C.C. De Cock, H.S. Vos, C.A. Visser. VU Medical
Center, cardiology, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction Biventricular stimulation is a valuable tool in the treatment of pa-
tients with advanced heart failure and prolonged QRS duration. However, the
optimal pacing site of biventricular pacing and its hemodynamic effects is not
well established. Whether this site is better or not than the posterolateral site is
also not known.
Method A group of 75 patients with heart failure class III-IV and QRS>120
msec was studied (mean age 67±10 years). Temporary pacing leads (Biotronik
TC116) were placed in the right ventricular apex (RVAP) and outflow tract
(RVOT). Coated guidewires (Galeo Biotronik) were positioned in anterior (LVA)
and posterior (LVPL) position in the coronary sinus for unipolar stimulation.
Pacing was performed in 5 configurations: RVOT-RVAP, RVAP-LVPL, RVOT-
LVPL, RVAP-LVA and RVOT-LVA during VDD pacing. Cardiac index (CI) was
determined using echo Doppler flow measurements over the aortic valve and
hemodynamic response was determined by a relative increase in CI. For each

patient the optimal site was chosen and compared to the posterolateral with RV
apex and RV outflow tract combinations.
Results The hemodynamic measurements the optimal site and posterolateral
combinations are summarized in the table below.
Comparison of hemodynamic results

Pacing site Cardiac Index Cardiac index % p-value

Optimal site 1.94 SD 0.48 17.6 SD 9.1 -
RVAP-LVPL 1.89 SD 0.47 14.3 SD 9.9 <0.0001
RVOT-LVPL 1.89 SD 0.48 14.1 SD 10.0 <0.0001

Conclusion The optimal site is significantly better than the theoretically best
sites of posterolateral position. Therefore, it seems worth while to determine
the optimal site for the individual patient for hemodynamic best improvement,
in stead of choosing the posterolateral position.

ARRHYTHMIAS IN CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE

P388 Maximum P-wave duration and P-wave dispersion in
adult patients with secundum atrial septal defect: the
impact of surgical repair

U. Guray 1 , Y. Guray 2, MB. Yilmaz 2, B. Mecit 2, AA. Boyaci 2, H. Sasmaz 2,
S. Korkmaz 2, E. Kutuk 2. 1Ankara, Turkey; 2Yuksek Ihtisas Hospital,
Cardiology, Ankara, Turkey

Patients with atrial septal defect (ASD) have an increased risk for atrial fibrilla-
tion (AF).Previously it was shown that maximum P wave duration and P wave
dispersion in 12-lead surface electrocardiograms are significantly increased in
individuals with a history of paroxysmal AF.
Aims: We studied Pmaximum and Pdispersion in adult patients with ASD dur-
ing normal sinus rhythm.In addition,the impact of surgical closure of ASD on
these variables within one year after surgery was evaluated.
Methods: Thirty-four consecutive patients(21 women,13 men; mean age
35±11 years)operated for ostium secundum type ASD and 24 age-matched
healthy subjects(13 women, 11 men; mean age 37±10 years) were investi-
gated. Pmaximum, Pminimum and Pdispersion(Maximum minus minimum P
wave duration) were measured from the 12-lead surface ECG.
Results: Pmaximum was found to be significantly longer in patients with
ASD as compared to controls(115.2±9 vs. 99.3±14 ms;p<0.0001).In addi-
tion, Pdispersion of the patients was significantly higher than controls(37±9
vs.29.8±10 ms p=0.003).Pminimum was not different between two groups
(78.1±11 vs.70.3±14 ms; p=0.07). After surgical repair of ASD, 10 pa-
tients(29%)experienced one or more episodes of paroxysmal AF. Patients with
postoperative AF were older(45±6 vs.30±10 years; p=0.001)and had a higher
preoperative pulmonary artery peak systolic pressure as compared to the
those without postoperative AF(51±11 vs.31±9 mmHg; p<0.0001). No sig-
nificant difference in pulmonary to systemic flow ratio was observed preoper-
atively between two groups(p=0.5).Pmaximum and Pdispersion were signifi-
cantly higher in patients with postoperative paroxysmal AF at baseline and at
postoperative first month, sixth month and first year as compared to those with-
out it(for Pmaximum p=0.02,p=0.01,p=0.001,p<0.0001 respectively;for Pdis-
persion p=0.03,p=0.02,p=0.001,p<0.0001; respectively). In patients with post-
operative AF, no significant changes were detected in both of these P wave in-
dices during postoperative follow-up. However, in the other group, Pmaximum
and Pdispersion were found to be significantly decreased at postoperative sixth
month and first year as compared to baseline. Pminimum was similar through-
out the postoperative follow-up as compared to baseline in both groups.
Conclusions: In patients with ASD,mechanical and electrical changes in atrial
myocardium may cause greater P maximum and P dispersion. After surgical
closure of the defect, significant decrease in both of these P wave indices may
be related to a lower risk for AF in part, for a relatively short term follow-up.
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P389 Correlations between connective tissue dysplasia and
early repolarization syndrome

S. Boitsov, A. Bobrov. Military Medical Academy, Navy and general therapy,
Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation

Introduction: The aim of this study was to investigate phenotypic signs of con-
nective tissue displasia (CTD) in patients with different pronouncement of early
repolarization syndrome (ERS).
Methods: 119 individuals without apparent disease with ECG signs of ERS
(24.97±0.58 years old) and 21 health men were examined for external signs
of CTD (dolichomorphia, dolichostenomelia, arachnodactylia, joint hypermobil-
ity, skin distension, scoliosis). Two ECG signs were registered: j-point maxi-
mal elevation (jmax) and number of ECG leads in which j-point were found
(Sum-j-point). With the help of echocardiography cardiac manifestations of CTD
were registered (false tendons of ventricle, mitral valve prolaps, Valsalva’s sinus
aneurism).
Results: The sum of CTD signs in men with ERS was higher than in health
men (3.29±0.24 and 2.80±0.24; p<0.05). CTD of the heart was significantly
more frequent in individuals with ERS than in health men (57.1 and 33.3%;
p<0.05). Slanting false tendon of left ventricle prevalenced (34.5% - men with
ERS; 9.5% - men without ERS), especially in men with syndrom. All health
persons with ERS were separated in to 3 groups in relation to the pronounce-
ment of syndrome. In the 1st group (53 patients) there were minimal figures
of ECG signs of the ERS (jmax=0.144±0.014 mV; Sum-j-point=2.11±0.09
leads). In the 2nd group (48 patients) there were average figures of the
ERS signs (jmax=0.183±0.015 mV, Sum-j-point=3.25±0.2 leads). The 3rd
group (18 patients) was characterized with the highest figures of ECG signs
(jmax=0.286±0.058 mV, S-j-point=4.86±0.36 leads). CTD manifestations in
each group of ERS were studied. The sum of CTD signs increased from 1st
to 3rd group (3.053±0.137 - 1st; 3.800±0.563 - 3rd; p<0.05). Men with basal-
median slanting false tendon had maximal figures of ERS signs (p<0.05). Pa-
tients with highest sum of CTD signs had CTD of the heart and maximal ex-
pressed ERS.
Conclusions: Connective tissue dysplasia is significantly more frequent in men
with early repolarization syndrome, especially cardiac dysplasia. Maximal ex-
pression of early repolarization syndrome accompanies with slanting false ten-
dons of left ventricle.

P390 Quality of life in implantable cardioverter defibrillator
recipients: changes over the first two years after
implantable cardioverter-defribrillator

GA. Hamilton 1, DL. Carroll 2. 1University of Oslo, Nursing, Oslo, Norway;
2Massachusetts General Hospital, Patient Care Services, Boston, United
States of America

The implanted cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) has become standard of care for
life threatening arrhythmias. Although the ICD has reduced mortality from life-
threatening arrhythmias, there has been limited research on the quality of life
and health status responses over time to assess long-term adjustment of the
ICD recipient. Therefore the purpose of this study was to measure the changes
over time in perceived health status, psychological distress, quality of life, and
fears/concerns from time of ICD implantation, to 6, 12 and 24 months later.
A prospective, descriptive, repeated measures design was utilized to investi-
gate the changes over two years in health status, psychological distress, quality
of life, and fears/concerns in a sample of 70 ICD recipients. Subjects completed
the Medical Outcomes Short Form 36 (SF-36), the Ferrans and Powers Qual-
ity of Life Index (QLI), and the Profile of Mood States questionnaire (POMS)
at time of ICD, 6, 12 and 24 months later and the Brodsky ICD questionnaire
(B-ICD) at 6,12, and 24 months. There were 51 males and 19 females with a
mean age of 64 years, range 21 to 84 years. The majority (81%) completed at
least high school education and 66% were married. Eighty percent had coro-
nary artery disease with a mean NYHA class of 2 and a mean ejection fraction
of 37%.
The SF-36 mental (MCS) and physical (PCS) health composite summary
scores were significantly different over the first two years. The MCS improved
over time (F=4.8, p<0.003), baseline MCS = 47. 5 increased to 53.6 at two
years, indicating better mental health. The PCS decreased over the time, base-
line PCS = 43.6 decreased to 39.3 at two years (F = 9.54, p<0.0001), indicating
poorer physical functioning. All of the negative mood states measured by the
POMS were significantly better at two years compared to baseline, with anx-
iety (F=14.2, p<0.001) and fatigue (15.3, p<0.001) contributing the most to
the reduction in total mood score (F=10.8, p<0.001). The QLI was not signifi-
cantly different over the first two years though there is a trend to improvement
over time. On the B-ICD, subjects showed significantly lower scores at year two
specifically related to feeling less fear about the ICD firing on the job (p< 0.024)
or on the highway (p<0.006).
These data indicate improvements in mental health though reductions in physi-
cal functioning may explain why there is no significant change in the perception
of quality of life. These data identify a group of cardiovascular patients who
could benefit from a program of rehabilitation to reduce the effects of poorer
physical functioning.

P391 Changes in QRS duration during exercise are
associated with maximal exercise capacity and peak
oxygen consumption in adults with repaired tetralogy
of Fallot

W. Budts 1, L. Vanhees 2, P. Moons 3, F. Van de Werf 1. 1UZ Leuven,
Cardiology, Leuven; 2UZ Leuven, Cardiac Rehabilitation, Leuven; 3KU
Leuven, Center for Health Services and Nursing, Leuven, Belgium

Background: Adult patients with repaired tetralogy of Fallot (TF) have reason-
able exercise performance. In a previous study, we found that QRS duration
at rest in the presence of a right bundle branch block is a strong predictor of
maximal exercise capacity (Wmax) and peak oxygen consumption (Peak VO2).
Based on these findings we were interested in the relationship between the
changes in QRS duration during exercise and Wmax and Peak VO2.
Methods: Fifty-seven consecutive TF patients were examined. QRS duration
on V1 (ms) was measured at rest and at maximal exercise capacity. Wmax and
peak VO2 were obtained during a bicycle stress test (protocol: 20 Watt + 20
Watt/min). Cardiac output (l/min) at rest and at submaximal exercise (100 W)
were measured by the CO2 rebreathing technique. The corresponding stroke
volumes (ml) were calculated. Transthoracic echocardiography was used to cal-
culate the right ventricular diameter in parasternal and apical short axis in rest.
Via Doppler residual pulmonary stenosis (PS, mmHg) and via colour Doppler
pulmonary regurgitation (scale 0-4/4) and tricuspid regurgitation (scale 0-4/4)
could be quantified. Spearman rank correlation was used to describe the re-
lationship between the degree of change in QRS duration during exercise and
Wmax and peak VO2. Statistical significance was defined as P<0.05.
Results: Seven patients did not pass the anaerobic threshold and the exer-
cise capacity of one patient was extremely outlying (Wmax=340). These pa-
tients were excluded from the analysis, resulting is a sample of 49 patients
(75.5% male; median age=24 y., IQR=12). QRS duration at rest (median=160
ms, IQR=26) and at maximal exercise (median=153 ms, IQR=25) did not sig-
nificantly differ. The median change of QRS duration during exercise was -5 ms
(range -31 - +83ms). This was negatively correlated with Peak VO2 (2081±577
ml/min; n=-.34, p=.02) and Wmax (182±53 Watt; n=-.33, p=.02). No significant
relationship could be found between the echocardiographic variables and Peak
VO2 and Wmax. In addition stroke volume at 100 W correlated strongly with
Peak VO2 and Wmax (n=.55, p=.002 and n=.62, p=.0004, respectively).
Conclusions: This study indicates that TF patients with QRS shortening dur-
ing exercise have significantly higher peak oxygen consumption and maximal
exercise capacity than patients with QRS lengthening. Lower stroke volumes
may be responsible for this difference and could suggest restrictive filling pat-
terns of the right ventricle. Further research will be necessary to determine
these findings.

P392 Visualization of the moderator band using ccs-lacz
expression in murine embryos; possible implication in
the genesis of Mahaim tachycardia?

M. Jongbloed 1, RE. Poelmann 2 , MJ. Schalij 1, GI. Fishman 3,
AC. Gittenberger-de Groot 2. 1Leiden University Medical Center, Cardiology,
Leiden, Netherlands; 2Leiden University Medical Center, Anatomy &
Embryology, Leiden, Netherlands; 3New York University School of Medicine,
Cardiology, New York, United States of America

Background: Atriofascicular fibers (Mahaim fibers) can sustain atrioventric-
ular (AV)-re-entrant tachycardia. The morphological substrate for initiation of
these tachycardias has not been elucidated. The CCS(cardiac conduction sys-
tem)/lacZ construct is able to delineate the developing and mature cardiac con-
duction system.
Purpose: The aim of this study was to examine the localization of the de-
veloping AV conduction system in the CCS/lacZ reporter mouse, focusing on
possible sites of arrhythmogenesis.
Methods: Analysis of lacZ-expression during sequential stages of cardiogene-
sis was performed in a line of CCS/lacZ transgenic mice (E 9,5-15,5). Embryos
were stained for beta-galactosidase activity. An immunohistochemical staining
with the myocardial marker HHF35 was performed to produce a double staining
with the lacZ reporter construct. Results were constructed into 3-D-images to
obtain optimal insight.
Results: After stage E 10,5 lacZ expression became gradually confined to the
primitive conduction system. Expression was found in the right atrial sino-atrial
node and left and right venous valves, in the right and left AV ring, His bundle
and bundle branches. Expression was also evident in the right ventricular mod-
erator band, which extended laterally up to the right AV ring. The latter is an
unique finding, allowing for a direct connection between the right AV ring and
the apex of the RV, bypassing the AV-node. This may form a substrate for re-
entrant tachycardia. There was lack of expression in the RV inflow tract, which
may implicate the separate role of this structure in cardiac development. The
distal outflow tract also did not show lacZ expression.
Conclusion: Lac Z reporter gene expression is able to delineate the developing
murine cardiac conduction system. New details include the presence of lacZ
expression in the moderator band of the RV. The latter may have implications
in the genesis/perpetuation of Mahaim tachycardia.
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P393 Asymptomatic ventricular pre-excitation:
electrophysiological evaluation in children and
adolescents

B. Mercurio, B. Sarubbi, M. D’Alto, P. Vergara, G. Pacileo, A. D’Andrea,
R. Calvanese, R. Calabrò. Second University of Naples, Paediatric
Cardiology-Monaldi Hospital, Napoli, Italy

Purpose: Little information exists about the arrhythmic risk of an incidentally
found ventricular pre-excitation (VPE) in asymptomatic children. Aim of the
study was to evaluate, retrospectively, the role of electrophysiological study
(EPS) in the assessment of the arrhythmic risk in asymptomatic pts with VPE.
Methods: Fifty-nine pts (37M/22F, aged 10.1±6.6 years) referred to our Divi-
sion between 1985 and 2002 with diagnosis of asymptomatic VPE. All patients
underwent EPS during the follow-up period. The following parameters were ex-
amined: anterograde refractory period of the accessory tract, the inducibility of
supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) and the inducibility of atrial fibrillation with
measurement of minimal RR between two consecutive preexcitated QRS.
Results: During EPS 32 pts (54.2%) experienced sustained SVT. The tachy-
cardia was initiated in the basal state in 20 pts and after isoproterenol in the
other 12. Orthodromic SVT (cycle length 308.4±45.4ms) was recorded in 25
pts. In 3 pts were recorded both orthodromic and antidromic SVT, with differ-
ent cycle length (CL) as expression of multiple accessory AV pathways. An-
tidromic SVT alone (CL 239.5±13.7 ms) was recorded in 4 pts. Atrial fibrillation
was recorded in 9 pts: in 6 pts it was recorded after the induction of ortho-
dromic or antidromic SVT, in the other 3 cases atrial fibrillation was the first and
only arrhythmic event. The minimal RR between two consecutive pre-excitated
QRS ranged between 250-230 ms (mean 237.5±9.6ms). In the 27 pts who pre-
sented no induced sustained tachycardia in the EPS, the 1:1 conduction over
the accessory atrioventricular connection ranged between 210-600ms (mean
281.7±76.1ms)
Conclusions: VPE found on routine ECG in healthy children has generally
an excellent prognosis. However the risk of arrhythmic event is not negligible.
Electrophysiological evaluation remains the gold standard for assessing risk
of life-threatening arrhythmias in patients with VPE. A high number of healthy
children and adolescents with VPE can experience sustained SVT and/or AF
during EPS. These results raise questions about the necessity of an aggressive
treatment approach to prevent "rare" cases of sudden death.

P394 Specialized conduction tracts near the atrioventricular
node. Are they linked to the mechanisms of atrial
fibrillation?

PG. Platonov 1, LB. Mitrofanova 2 , LV. Chireikin 2, SB. Olsson 1. 1Lund
University, Department of Cardiology, Lund, Sweden; 2Research Institute of
Cardiology, St. Petersburg, Russian Federation

Background: experimental studies suggest existence of multiple atrio-AV
nodal inputs. However, their structure, complexity and function in regard to the
propensity for atrial fibrillation (AF) is unknown.
Objective: To investigate the morphology of intraatrial conductive pathways in
relation to AF in humans.
Methods: Fifteen hearts of the patients who died from coronary events were
stratified in two age-matched groups in regard to the history of AF (7 AF, 8
non-AF). Atria were excised at the level of the valve plane and separated from
interatrial septum (IAS) so as to leave 3-5 mm of the atrial walls both anteriorly
and posteriorly. IAS specimens were fixed in paraffin and then sliced into 10-
µm thick parallel histological sections with 1-mm step starting from the valve
plane, up to the atrial roof (30 to 60 sections per heart). The sections were
stained with van Gieson’s stain.
Results: 1). Distinct bundles consisting of N-, Purkinje-like and transitional cells
surrounded with fibrous matrix and separated from other septal structures were
found anteriorly and posteriorly to the fossa ovalis (FO) as well as subendocar-
dially on the right atrial side of IAS. Those bundles entered IAS from the right
atrial side and continued downward to the atrioventricular valve plane. 2). All 8
non-AF specimens showed presence of up to 4 bundles in the IAS regions cor-
responding to the classical locations of the internodal tracts. Six AF specimens
(85%) were characterised by more disorganised conductive bundles with addi-
tional bundle-like structures (up to 12) located both posteriorly and anteriorly to
FO.
Conclusion: specialised conductive bundles exist in the IAS suggesting multi-
ple entries to the AV node in humans. The divergent morphology of these bun-
dles, linked to a history of atrial fibrillation, may represent functional changes
of importance for the arrhythmia.

P395 QRS duration at standard or filtered electrocardiogram
for arrhythmic risk stratification after repair of tetralogy
of Fallot?

G. Russo, A.F. Folino, E. Mazzotti, L. Rebellato, L. Daliento. Clinical and
experimental medicine, Padua, Italy

The QRS duration (QRSD) at standard ECG has been proposed to identify
patients (pts) at risk of sustained ventricular tachycardia (SVT) during post-
surgical follow-up of total correction of TOF, but presence of complete right
bundle branch block (RBBB) reduces the diagnostic accuracy of this parameter,
particularly the cut-off of 180 ms. The aim of this prospective study was to
assess the prognostic value of filtered QRS at SAECG.
Sixty-six consecutive pts (33 m, 33 f), mean age at first visit 26±10 yrs, under-
went SAECG during clinical follow-up at 25-40-80/250 Hz. Filtered QRS dura-
tion (fQRS), duration of the high frequency low amplitude signal in the terminal
portion of filtered QRS (HFLA), root mean square of the mean voltage in the
terminal portion of filtered QRS (RMS), and QRSD were evaluated. During a
mean period of 7,3±3 yrs, 12 pts (18%) developed SVT and 2 of them suddenly
died.
Pts with SVT were characterized by a longer filtered QRS duration at all filter
settings. On the contrary, the QRSD did not differ in patients with or without
SVT (Table).
The duration of QRS is mainly due to the presence of RBBB, while the filtering
procedure magnifies the potentials of low amplitude and high frequency, par-
ticularly in the terminal portion of QRS. These potentials probably reveal the
presence of an arrhythmogenic anatomic substrate.

No NSVT, SVT NSVT, VT P

QRSD at standard ECG 152 ± 16 159 ± 20 NS
fQRS 25-250 Hz 175 ± 19 188 ± 18 0.02
HFLA 25-250 Hz 24 ± 15 29 ± 13 NS
RMS 25-250 Hz 51 ± 33 40 ± 21 NS
fQRS 40-250 Hz 165 ± 17 179 ± 18 0.01
HFLA 40-250 Hz 37 ± 23 47 ± 30 NS
RMS 40-250 Hz 30 ± 20 26 ± 14 NS
fQRS 80-250 Hz 157 ± 20 170 ± 18 0.04
HFLA 80-250 Hz 42 ± 24 53 ± 36 NS
RMS 80-250 Hz 14 ± 9 12 ± 6 NS

In conclusion, the presence of a prolonged filtered QRS at SAECG seems to
be a useful method to identify post-surgical patients with tetralogy of Fallot at
higher risk for severe ventricular arrhythmias.

P396 Long-term outcome of ablation of post-operative atrial
reentrant tachycardias is complicated by atrial
fibrillation

NMS. de Groot, EJ. Van Gennep, M. Bootsma, EE. Van der Wall, MJ. Schalij.
Leiden University Medical Center, Cardiology, Leiden, Netherlands

Introduction Catheter ablation is a possible curative treatment for post-
operative atrial reentrant tachycardias (ART) in patients (pts) with congenital
heart disease (CHD). 3-D mapping has proven to be an useful aid in the re-
construction of these complex reentrant circuits. However, long-term results of
these ablation procedures are unknown. The goal of this study was to evalu-
ate the long-term outcome after ablation of ART in pts with surgically corrected
CHD guided by 3-D electro-anatomical mapping (CARTO).
Methods The study population consisted of pts (n=36, age 38±14 yr., 22 male)
with ART and 1) tricuspid atresia (7), 2) transposition of the great arteries (5),
3) atrial septal defect (10), 4) aortic valve stenosis (8), and 5) tetralogy of Fallot
(6) referred for catheter ablation. The mean no. of failed anti-arrhythmic drugs
used prior to ablation was 2±1 [0-6] and the mean no. of surgical procedures
performed was 2±1 [1-4]. 3-D electro-anatomical activation/voltage maps were
used to identify target sites for ablation in all pts.
Results Successful ablation was achieved after 1 or 2 (n=8) ablation proce-
dures in 75% of the patients. Target sites were located at the cavo-tricuspid isth-
mus (n=24, CL 286±87 ms, 55%) or between areas of scar tissue/anatomical
structures (n=20,CL 279±68 ms 45%). After a follow-up period of 28±15
months, pts were in sinus rhythm (n=33, 91%, anti-arrhythmic drug usage:
88%). However, episodes of AF were documented in 10 pts (27%). Permanent
AF was present in 3 pts (8%). AF developed de novo in 5 pts (14%). The pres-
ence of AF was associated with the number of surgical procedures performed
(p<0.04),
Conclusion Ablation of ART in pts with surgically corrected CHD guided by 3-
D mapping has a considerable high procedural success rate. During long-term
follow-up the majority of the pts are in sinus rhythm, though not "arrhythmia-
free". Paroxysmal or permanent AF was present in respectively 27% and 8%
of the pts.
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P397 Radiofrequency catheter ablation of junctional ectopic
tachycardia with preservation of atrioventricular
conduction

N. Sreeram 1, T. Simmers 2, F. Wittkampf 3. 1Dept of pediatric cardiology,
University Hospital of Cologne, Cologne, Germany; 2Academic Medical
Center, Dept of cardiology, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 3University Medical
Center, Dept of cardiology, Utrecht, Netherlands

Background: Junctional ectopic tachycardia (JET) is an arrhythmia predomi-
nantly of infancy and childhood, with a poor prognosis. It is characterised by a
normal QRS tachycardia with AV dissociation. Drug therapy frequently fails to
suppress the arrhythmia.
Aim: To describe the effect of radiofrequency catheter modification of the ar-
rhythmia focus, while attempting to preserve atrioventricular (AV) conduction,
in children with primary JET.
Patients, Methods, and Results: Two patients, a 9 year old girl and a 12 year
old boy) with primary JET associated with symptoms (palpitations, presyncope)
who had failed a combination of upto 3 antiarrhythmic medications underwent
electrophysiologic study. JET was confirmed by the following: absence of dual
AV physiology or accessory pathway conduction, inability to induce or termi-
nate the arrhythmia by pacing maneuvers but an incessant character during
isoproterenol infusion, presence of AV dissciation, and His bundle electrogram
preceding ventricular activation with the same HV interval during tachycardia
as sinus rhythm. The following 2 measures were taken to minimise the risk
of AV block: 1. the His bundle was meticulously plotted out using the Local-
isa mapping system, allowing for a reliable measure of the distance between
a given ablation site and the site of the proximal His bundle recording (accu-
racy of 1mm); 2. all ablations were performed using gradually increasing power
starting at 5W during atrial overdrive pacing with continuous monitoring of AH
interval. Ablation was started midseptally at the tricuspid annulus, at a distance
of approximately 20mm from the proximal His bundle, and the catheter moved
closer to the His bundle at each successive RF delivery. Successful RF ap-
plication was performed at a distance of 5mm from the proximal His bundle
recording; this site also demonstrated the earliest retrograde atrial activation.
Accelerated junctional rhythm was observed at this site, requiring an increase
in atrial overdrive pacing rate to insure evaluation of AV conduction. Over a
follow-up of >6 months, neither patient has had a recurrence of tachyarrhyth-
mia, despite discontinuing all antiarrhythmic medications.
Conclusions: Successful RF ablation of JET with preservation of AV conduc-
tion can be performed, using accurate electroanatomical mapping and titrated
RF energy delivery during continuous monitoring of AH interval and atrial over-
drive pacing.

NUCLEAR IMAGING TO ASSESS CARDIAC INNERVATION

P398 Right-ventricular overload is the main determinant of
brain natriuretic peptide elevation in patients with
heart failure: a magnetic resonance study

C. Passino, AM. Sironi, B. Favilli, R. Poletti, A. Iervasi, M. Lombardi, M. Emdin.
CNR-National Research Council, Institute of Clinical Physiology, Pisa, Italy

Brain natriuretic peptide (BNP), secreted by ventricular myocytes, plays a key
role in volume homeostasis and its plasma levels are a sensitive and specific
marker of myocardial dysfunction. On the other hand, right ventricular dys-
function predicts a worse prognosis in moderate to advanced heart failure. We
tested the hypothesis that right ventricular overload might per se influence BNP
in heart failure patients. Forty-four patients (38 males, age 61±2 yrs, body sur-
face area 1.89±0.02 m2, mean ± SEM) with idiopathic (20) or postischemic
(24) cardiomyopathy underwent cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
and resting plasma determination of BNP (IRMA assay, Schering). Left and
right atrial and ventricular volumes and function were assessed by MRI (1.5
T, Cvi, GEMS, Milwaukee, USA). A FIESTA sequence was adopted to obtain
parallel short axis of the ventricles, and 3D reconstruction was obtained in post-
processing.
Left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) was 24.8±1.5, while right ventric-
ular ejection fraction was 37.7±1.5%. End-diastolic/systolic volumes were
134±7/101±7 and 61±5/40±4 ml/m2 for the left and right ventricle, respec-
tively. BNP plasma values ranged from 54 to 1280 with a mean value of 341±38
pg/ml. BNP positively correlated with either right end-diastolic or end-systolic
ventricular volumes (r=0.44, p=0.003 and r=0.51, P<0.001, respectively), less
with left volumes (r=0.35, P=0.018 and r=0.37, p=0.013, respectively). More-
over, a significant negative correlation was observed between BNP and either
LVEF and RVEF (r=-0.31, p=0.03 and r=-0.31, P=0.04, respectively). No signif-
icant correlation was found between BNP and dimension of the atria.
In conclusion, right ventricular overload appears the most critical mechanism
in plasma elevation of BNP. The role of right ventricular dysfunction, which is
known to independently worsen prognosis, could contribute, inducing compen-
satory elevation of plasma BNP, to its established prognostic power in patients
with heart failure.

P399 Early detection of cardiac involvement in patients with
familial amyloidotic polyneuropathy by
123I-meta-iodobenzylguanidine scintigraphy

MC. Azevedo Coutinho 1, I. Conceição 2, A. Almeida 1, G. Cantinho 3,
L. Sargento 1 , MC. Vagueiro 1. 1Santa Maria Hospital, Cardiology, Lisbon,
Portugal; 2Santa Maria Hospital, Neurology, Lisbon, Portugal; 3Santa Maria
Hospital, Nuclear Medicine, Lisbon, Portugal

Background: Familial amyloidotic polyneuropathy (FAP) is a hereditary disor-
der characterized by deposition of amyloid in several organs and tissues. The
clinical picture is dominated by polyneuropathy and progressive insufficiency of
the autonomic nervous system. The aim of this study was to assess the cardiac
involvement and to correlate the findings with the severity of the neurological
status.
Methods: 34 patients with FAP (15 male and 19 female; mean age 43 ± 15
years)underwent I-123-metaiodobenzylguanidine (MIBG) myocardial scintigra-
phy, in order to evaluate cardiac sympathetic innervation, 24-hour ambulatory
blood pressure (BP) monitoring and two-dimensional and Doppler echocardio-
graphy. Their neurological involvement was quantified according to a neuro-
physiologic score (EMG; 0 = no abnormality and 100% = maximal disability).
Results: Myocardial MIBG uptake for the overall group was 1.75 ± 0.5 (nor-
mal = 2.5 ± 0.3) and correlated inversely with the EMG score (r = - 0.67; p =
0.001). Twenty-seven of the 34 (79%) patients had a decrease in cardiac MIBG
activity, 18 (53%) revealed an alteration in the circadian BP pattern and/or an
increase in systolic and/or diastolic BP loads at night and 17 (50%) showed left
ventricular hypertrophy and/or diastolic dysfunction. Twenty-two patients were
symptomatic and had a mean EMG score of 37.7 ± 25% (group I) and the
remaining 12 were asymptomatic [EMG score = 0 (group II)]. Patients in the
group I were older (48 ± 15 vs. 33 ± 10.2 years, p = 0.01), had lower MIBG
uptake (1.5 ± 0.4 vs. 2.2 ± 0.5, p = 0.001), had higher systolic (129 ± 16 vs.
119 ± 6 mmHg, p = 0.01) and diastolic daytime BP (82 ± 10 vs. 76 ± 6 mmHg,
p = 0.05) as well as higher systolic (119 ± 17 vs. 105 ± 7 mm Hg, p = 0.01)
and diastolic nighttime BP (71 ± 11 vs. 62 ± 9 mm Hg, p = 0.01) than patients
in the group II.
In 21/22 patients in the group I and in 6/12 in the group II there was a decrease
in cardiac MIBG accumulation. Sixteen patients in group I and 2 in group II
had abnormal circadian BP pattern. In contrast, hypertrophy was only seen in
patients in group I.
Conclusions: Patients with FAP have a high incidence of cardiac denervation
and an abnormal circadian BP pattern. These alterations in cardiac autonomic
function often antedate the development of clinical and echocardiographic man-
ifestations and may be an important contribution to determine the optimal tim-
ing for liver transplantation, which is, nowadays, the only way to control the
progression of the disease.

P400 Myocardial beta-adrenoceptor downregulation in
idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy measured in vivo
using (S)-[11C]CGP 12388 and positron emission
tomography

RM. de Jong 1, ATM. Willemsen 2, JH. Cornel 3 , PK. Blanksma 1, A. Van
Waarde 2, W. Vaalburg 2, DJ. Van Veldhuisen 1, PH. Elsinga 2. 1University
Hospital Groningen, Dept of Cardiology, Groningen, Netherlands; 2University
Hospital Groningen, PET center, Groningen, Netherlands; 3Medical Center
Alkmaar, Dept of Cardiology, Alkmaar, Netherlands

Background: In vivo investigation of the beta-adrenoceptor (beta-AR) with
positron emission tomography (PET) provides more insight in the pathophysiol-
ogy of heart failure and the effects of interventions. The radiochemical synthe-
sis of the first developed radiotracer for PET imaging of the beta-AR, [11C]CGP
12177, was very demanding for clinical experiments, preventing widespread
use. An easy producible tracer, (S)-[11C]CGP 12388, has been developed and
was used to investigate cardiac beta-AR density with PET in patients with idio-
pathic dilated cardiomyopathy.
Methods and Results: Myocardial beta-AR density was investigated in pa-
tients with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy (IDC) (n=7) and healthy controls
(n=7), using (S)-[11C]CGP 12388 PET and a tracer kinetic model. Patients
showed a beta-AR density of 5.4 ± 1.3 pmol/g, which was significantly lower
than healthy controls (8.2 ± 1.5 pmol/g, p < 0.05).
Conclusion: This study shows that PET with (S)-[11C]CGP 12388 is applicable
for the measurement of myocardial beta-AR density in patients. A highly signif-
icant reduction in beta-AR density was found in patients with IDC compared to
healthy volunteers.
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P401 Prognostic value of 123I-meta-iodo-benzylguanidin
scintigraphy in patients with long QT syndrome

M. Paul 1, G. Mönnig 1 , M. Schäfers 2, E. Schulze-Bahr 1 , O. Schober 2,
G. Breithardt 1 , T. Wichter 1. 1Hospital of the University of Münster, Cardiology
and Angiology, Münster, Germany; 2Hospital of the University of Münster,
Nuclear Medicine, Münster, Germany

Background: Patients (pts) with congenital long QT syndrome (LQTS) clin-
ically present with ventricular tachyarrhythmias, syncopes or cardiac arrest.
Currently available data on sympathetic innervation in pts with LQTS is inho-
mogeneous, partly contradictory and obtained in small pt groups. Therefore,
this study was conducted to investigate regional sympathetic innervation in a
larger cohort of LQTS pts.
Methods: A total of 30 pts with clinically proven LQTS (mean age 32±12 years)
and 10 healthy volunteers (mean age 43±12 years; control group) were exam-
ined by means of 123I-meta-iodo-benzylguanidine single photon computed to-
mography (MIBG-SPECT). Images were acquired four hours post injection and
analysed for regional MIBG-uptake in a 33-segment bull’s eye scheme.
Results: As compared to the control group, 14 of the 30 pts with LQTS (46%)
had a significantly reduced regional MIBG-uptake. However, statistical analysis
of all segments of the LQTS group did not depict a consistent defect in a sin-
gle region. Visual evaluation of MIBG-SPECT images revealed homogeneous
MIBG-uptake in controls whereas in LQTS pts a rather inhomogeneous pat-
tern was observed. This was confirmed by statistical analysis of the variance
of regional uptake in the 33 analysed segments (variance LQTS 174±89 vs.
control group 87±38; p<0.0001). However, LQTS pts with an abnormal presy-
naptic tracer uptake (MIBG+) had more often severe cardiac events compared
to those LQTS pts with a normal presynaptic sympathetic innervation (MIBG-):
57% pts with MIBG+ were resuscitated from cardiac arrest (vs. 19% MIBG-).
In 57% of MIBG+ pts ventricular tachyarrhythmias were documented (vs. 25%
MIBG-), and in 57% MIBG+ pts an automatic cardioverter defibrillator was im-
planted (vs. 25% MIBG-). However, no significant difference as to parameters
of repolarization on 12-lead surface ECG was observed (QTc 498±66ms vs.
490±45ms; QT-dispersion 63±29 vs. 64±33).
Conclusions: Sympathetic innervation defects were observed in 46% of the
LQTS pts without a consistent location. MIBG-SPECT may be regarded as an
independent indicator for the occurrence of potentially life-threatening compli-
cations in LQTS pts in the presence of similar repolarization patterns.

P402 Assessment of myocardial adrenergic innervation in
patients with unexplained syncope

G.E. Kochiadakis 1, V.K. Prassopoulos 2 , M.E. Marketou 1 ,
E.A. Papadimitriou 1 , S.I. Koukouraki 2 , N.S. Karkavitsas 2, P.E. Vardas 3.
1Heraklion University Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Heraklion, Crete, Greece;
2Heraklion University Hospital, Radiology Dept., Heraklion, Greece;
3Heraklion University Hospital, Cardiology, Heraklion, Greece

Purpose: Cardiac scintigraphy with I 123 -Meta-iodobenzylguanidine (I 123 -
MIBG) is used to evaluate myocardial adrenergic activity. In this study we used
this method to investigate myocardial adrenergic innervation in patients with
syncope of unknown etiology.
Methods: We studied 25 patients (aged 38 ±19 years, 15 men) with a history
of syncopal episodes (>2 during the last 6 months) and a negative clinical and
laboratory workout (Group A), while a group of 20 healthy volunteers, with no
history of syncope, served as controls (Group B). None of the participants had
any disease that may have affected myocardial adrenergic innervation. Both
groups underwent a planar and a single-photon emission computed tomog-
raphy (SPECT) myocardial imaging of the heart after intravenous infusion of
5mg I 123 -MIBG. Heart to mediastinum ratio (H/M) was used for quantitative
assessment of adrenergic innervation, 10 minutes and 4 hours after drug in-
fusion. SPECT scintigraphy was used to evaluate the regional distribution of
adrenergic activity 4 hours after I 123 -MIBG injection.
Results: The H/M ratio at 10 min and 4 hours in Group A was 1.83 ± 0.11
and 1.80 ± 0.19 respectively; significantly lower than Group B (2.09 ± 0.11
and 2.06 ± 0.10 respectively, p<0.05 for both). During SPECT scintigraphy, 20
patients of Group A (80%) showed regional disturbances in myocardial adren-
ergic activity in inferior wall and 4 patients (16%) in the anterior wall. No regional
disturbances were detected in Group B.
Conclusions: A large percentage of patients with unexplained syncope have
myocardial adrenergic innervation abnormalities of the left ventricle. The pre-
cise contribution of our findings to the elucidation of the pathophysiology of
unexplained syncope requires further investigation.

P403 Mechanism of pre- and post-synaptic down regulations
of β-adrenergic pathway assessed with neuroimaging
techniques in cardiomyopathies

P. Merlet 1 , K. Mardon 2 , O. Montagne 2 , L. Hittinger 3, JL. Dubois-Randé 1 ,
A. Syrota 2. 1Henri Mondor University Hospital, Cardiology, Creteil, France;
2CEA-DSV, Service Frédéric Joliot, Orsay, France; 3INSERM-Université Paris
XII, U 400, Créteil, France

Objectives: Single photon imaging techniques with 123I-MIBG and positron
imaging technique with C-11 hydroxyephedrine or C-11 CGP 12177 have
demonstrated in human cardiomyopathies that an altered uptake-1 function and
β-adrenergic receptor down regulation was present. However, the relationships
between these two alterations and their mechanisms remain unclear. The aim
of this study was to evaluate the hypothesis of a chronic elevation of circulat-
ing norepinephrine levels as a mechanism for concomitant down regulation of
uptake-1 carrier site and β-adrenergic receptors.
Methods: Osmotic minipumps delivering intravenously either norepinephrine
(NE) or sodium chloride were implanted in rats for 5 days. The uptake-1 function
was assessed in vitro by measuring in excised hearts 3H-NE and 123I-MIBG
uptakes and uptake-1 carrier density using 3H-mazindol binding assay. The
myocardial β-adrenergic receptor density was assessed in vitro by 3H-CGP
12177 binding.
Results: A 34% decrease in 3H-NE uptake and a 35% decrease in 123I-MIBG
uptake were found in the hearts of rats infused with NE pump compared to
saline-solution-infused rats (n= 6, P<0.05 for both). Moreover, the uptake-1
carrier protein density was decreased by 29% (P<O.O5) and 33% (P<O.O5)
in right and left ventricles of NE-pump rats compared to saline-solution pump
rats (n=6 for both). A 36% reduction in β-adrenergic receptor density in the
right ventricle (P<0.05) and a 31% reduction in the left ventricle (P<0.05) of
NE- pump rats compared to saline-solution pump rats (n=6 for both).
Conclusion: A chronic elevation of plasma NE may cause a similar and con-
comitant down regulation of β-adrenergic receptor and uptake-1 carrier sites
that can be explored in vivo by using single photon or positron emission tomog-
raphy.

P404 Left-ventricular restrictive filling pattern is associated
with reduced myocardial adrenergic innervation in
patients with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy

A.P. Patrianakos 1, F.I. Parthenakis 1 , E.A. Zacharis 1, E.A. Papadimitriou 1,
G.F. Diakakis 1, E. Saloustros 1, M. Homatidis 1, P.E. Vardas 2. 1Heraklion
University Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Heraklion, Crete, Greece; 2Heraklion
University Hospital, Cardiology, Heraklion, Greece

Purpose: The hallmarks of left ventricular (LV) diastolic dysfunction are slow-
ing of relaxation and reduction of chamber compliance, which may lead to com-
pensatory elevation of LV filling pressure and it is a common finding in pts with
systolic dysfunction. The adrenergic nerve system has a major role in regulat-
ing cardiac function and 123-MetaIodoBenzylGuanidine (MIBG)cardiac uptake
has been used to study myocardial sympathetic activation.
Objectives: We studied the myocardial adrenergic innervation using MIBG car-
diac uptake, in relation to LV diastolic filling pattern in pts with idiopathic dilated
cardiomyopathy(IDC).
Methods: Thirty -seven patients, 13 women, mean age 56.7+11,3 y, in sinus
rhythm, with angiographically proven IDC, NYHA class II-III, LV EF 30.8+ 9.5%,
clinically stable during the last month, were studied with planar MIBG. Early
(10 min) and late (4 hours) heart to mediastinum uptake ratio and washout was
calculated. A complete echocardiographic study was performed on all patients.
Results: According to Doppler transmitral early (E) to late (A) filling Velocity
and Deceleration time of E (DTE) patients was divided into restrictive (E/A>2
or E/A=1-2 and DTE<140msec, 15 patients) (Group I) or non-restrictive (22
patients) groups (group II). There were no difference in age(57.1±10.6 vs
53.2±13.6yrs), NYHA functional class(2.2±0.36 vs 2.4±0.44) or LV ejection
fraction (33± 9.4 vs 28.1±9.2%)between two groups.Group I pts showed in-
creased left atrial diameter(45.8±4.1 vs 42.5±4.9,p=0.04),and decreased early
(1.48±0.12 vs 1.63±0.21,p=0.01)and late (1.38±0.14 vs 1.53±0.23,p=0.01)
MIBG uptake compared to group II pts. Late MIBG uptake was signifi-
cantly correlated with NYHA functional class(r=-0.44,p=0.006),A wave velocity
(r=0.37,p=0.02) and DTE (r=0.34,p=0.04) Binary logistic regression analysis
revealed that late MIBG uptake was independently associated with the LV re-
strictive filling pattern (p=0.009).
Conclusions: The transition of diastolic dysfunction from impaired relaxation to
restrictive filling pattern is associated with further reduced cardiac sympathetic
innervation independently of LV systolic function, in idiopathic dilated cardiomy-
opathy. A greater percentage of beta-receptors down-regulation may contribute
to the aggravation of LV diastolic dysfunction.
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P405 The neurohumoral response to exercise stress and its
relationship with inducible ischaemia on myocardial
perfusion scanning

C. Daly, C. Anagnostopoulos, P. Saravananan, C. Wright, M. Kemp, J. Hooper,
K. Fox. Royal Brompton hospital, Cardiology, London, United Kingdom

Purpose: Recent studies have shown that natriuretic peptides, in particular
BNP, are elevated during conditions characterised by cardiac ischaemia, such
as acute coronary syndromes or acutely following coronary angioplasty, as well
as in situations involving myocardial hypertrophy and volume overload. Natri-
uretic peptide levels may rise slightly in response to physical exercise in normal
subjects. The effect of chronic stable ischaemia, on BNP is not known. We
hypothesised that inducible ischaemia, may cause an increase in natriuretic
peptides though transient ventricular dysfunction. If the degree of reversible
dysfunction (known from isotope and echocardiographic studies to be an ad-
verse prognostic indicator) could be quantified by measurement of natriuretic
peptide levels, this could become a useful method of risk stratification in pa-
tients with stable coronary disease.
Methods: 36 patients with stable angina without a history or clinical signs of
heart failure were included. Baseline bloods were drawn for natriuretic peptide
analysis. Patients then underwent maximal exercise using a cycle ergometer.
Further blood samples were obtained at peak exercise and 30 minutes post
exercise. Thallium was injected during maximal exercise, and stress and rest-
ing SPECT images subsequently acquired according to standard protocol. The
results were analysed using a semiquantitative method to determine the extent
and severity of inducible ischaemia.
Results: Patients with any evidence of ischaemia during either stress or rest
had higher levels of BNP than those without. (9.03 vs 2.58 pmol/l) p= 0.07.
There was a ANP and BNP levels rose in a non significant fashion from base-
line to peak exercise and returned to normal. (10.9, 16.0 and 10.5 pmol/l and
5.0, 6.4, and 5.3 pmol/for ANP and BNP respectively). The absolute increase
in BNP during stress was greater in those with inducible ischaemia, compared
to those without. (4.85 vs 0.6 pmol/l, p=0.004). 22% of the population had ei-
ther severe or extensive ischaemia +/- transient left ventricular dilation or lung
uptake during stress. But this group did not have significantly higher natriuretic
peptide levels at rest or during stress. There was a weak correlation between
baseline ANP (r = 3.55 p= 0.08) and the extent and severity of inducible is-
chaemia, none with BNP.
Conclusions: BNP is elevated in patients with stable ischaemia. Exercise in-
duced ischaemia is associated with a significantly exaggerated rise in BNP, but,
the degree of ischaemia does not directly correlate with the quantity of mea-
surable peptide release.

P406 Relationship between iodine-123
metaiodobenzylguanidine myocardial imaging and
plasma brain natriuretic peptide concentration in
patients with isolated diastolic heart failure

Y. Takeda 1, T. Fukutomi 1, S. Suzuki 2, K. Yamamoto 2 , H. Kondo 1,
M. Sugiura 1, H. Suzumura 1 , M. Itoh 1. 1Nagoya City University, Internal
Medicie and Bioregulation, Nagoya, Japan; 2National Obu Hospital, Cardilolgy,
Obu, Japan

Background The usefulness of I-123 MIBG myocardial scintigrams has been
demonstrated in patients with systolic heart failure. However, that remains to
be elucidated in patients with isolated diastolic heart failure.
Methods We enrolled consecutive 21 patients with diastolic heart failure and
13 patients with systolic failure; each patients of either group complained car-
diogenic exercise intolerance of NYHA functional class II and III. The diagnosis
of diastolic failure was based on the following criteria: LVEF > 45% (measured
with modified Simpson methods on echocardiograms); plasma concentration
of BNP > twice the normal upper limit (36.8 pg/mL); without significant primary
valvular disease; diabetes mellitus of HbA1c fraction > 8.0%. MIBG myocardial
scintigrams, Echocardiography, NYHA functional class, and exercise tolerance
estimated using specific activity score were compared between the groups of
the patients.
Results In either group, plasma BNP concentration correlated with the
heart/mediastinum MIBG uptake ratio of delayed image (dH/M): diastolic fail-
ure, BNP = 656.9 - 264.4 x dH/M, p < 0.05, R = 0.405; systolic failure, 1097.3
– 488.1 x dH/M, p < 0.05, R = 0.562. Exercise tolerability described in METs
(ET) correlated with dH/M in patients with diastolic heart failure (ET = 2.251 +
1.474 x dH/M, p < 0.05, R = 0.355), but not in those with systolic heart failure.
In the patients with diastolic failure, dH/M was significantly lower in patients of
NYHA class 3 than those of class 2 (1.69 ± 0.17 and 1.85 ± 0.20).
Conclusions The present study suggests that H/M ratio of MIBG imaging is
related to neurohumaral activation and exercise intolerance in patients with di-
astolic heart failure. Accordingly, MIBG scintigraphy may provide useful infor-
mation for treatment of patients with diastolic heart failure.

P407 Assessment of adrenergic activity using MIBG in
patients with left bundle branch block

M.G. Koutelou 1, A. Theodorakos 1 , V. Tsapaki 1, G. Athanassopoulos 1 ,
A. Exarhou 1, D.V. Cokkinos 2. 1Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, Cardiology,
Athens, Greece; 2Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, 1st Cardiology Dept.,
Athens, Greece

Introduction: Patients with left bundle branch block (LBBB) frequently demon-
strate left ventricular functional abnormalities. We assessed myocardial adren-
ergic activity using iodine-123 metaiodobenzylguanidine (MIBG) in pts with
LBBB.
Methods: MIBG was performed in 17 patients (pts) with LBBB on ECG and all
underwent coronary arteriography (CAR), echocardiocraphy and adenosine-
thallium studies (AD-TL). Three pts had coronary artery disease and normal
cardiac function (cad-group 1), 13 pts dilated cardiomyopathy with normal coro-
nary arteries (CA) and heart failure (group 2) and one patient valvular dis-
ease and normal CA (group 3). All underwent MIBG planar images 5 min-
utes after the injection of MIBG and single emission tomography (SPECT) 4-
5 hours post injection. To evaluate the myocardial accumulation of MIBG the
heart/mediastinal (H/M) activity ratio was calculated. MIBG and AD-Tl SPECT
images were visually evaluated; We divided into 6 segments: anterior, sep-
tal, inferior, posterior, lateral and apical and graded as follows: o=normal up-
take, 1=mildly reduced, 2=severe reduced uptake and 3=no uptake obtaining a
global score. All pts had abnormal SPECT MIBG imaging. In group 1, H/M ratio
was 1.7±0.3, the MIBG score was 7 ±1.5 and AD-TL was 3±1.5. Group 2 had
H/M ratio 0.8±0.1 in pts with LVEF<30% and 1.9± 0.4 in pts with LVEF>30%
(P<0.0005), the MIBG and AD-TL score was 6.6±1.2 and 0. 2 respectively and
Group 3 (one patient with valvular disease) had H/M ratio 1.8, MIBG score 5
and normal AD-TL.
Results: All pts with LBBB had multiple and extensive denervated segments
independently of myocardial systolic function; diminished H/M was observed
only in the patients with severe heart failure. The limitation of this study is that
delayed planar images were not obtained to assess the MIBG washout into the
3 groups.
Conclusion: Ohe major finding of this study is the extensive myocardium den-
ervation in pts with LBBB regardless of the LVEF. The significant decrease of
the H/M ratio only in severe cardiac systolic dysfunction can be attributed to the
downregulation of neuronal receptors.

P408 Enhanced washout of 123I β-methyl-iodophenyl
pentadecanoic acid as a predictor of good
left-ventricular functional recovery after acute anterior
myocardial infarction

I. Morishima, T. Sone, H. Tsuboi, H. Mukawa, M. Satoda, T. Kono, T. Kosaka.
Ogaki Municipal Hospital, Dept. Cardiology, Ogaki, Japan

Purpose: The defects in early SPECT images of a free fatty acid analog, I-123
beta-methyl-iodophenyl pentadecanoic acid (BMIPP), may indicate the area at
risk in acute myocardial infarction (AMI) patients. Although washout (WO) or
fill-in (FI) is seen in the delayed images, the clinical significance of such BMIPP
kinetics is unknown. Accordingly, we investigated the link between BMIPP ki-
netics and left ventricular (LV) functional recovery after reperfusion therapy.
Methods: A total of 114 patients with their first anterior AMI following reperfu-
sion therapy underwent early (30 minutes after injection) and delayed (3 hours)
BMIPP quantitative perfusion SPECT imaging on day 8. WO extent was defined
as: WO extent (%) = extent of defects in delayed image (%) - extent of defects
in early image (%). The patients were divided into either a WO (n=40, WO
extent>0) or FI (n=74, WO extent<0) group. At 3 months, all patients under-
went 99mTc-tetrofosmin rest scintigraphy to measure LV volume with a quanti-
tative gated SPECT as well as infarct area that was demonstrated by the extent
of defects (%) with quantitative perfusion SPECT.
Results: Patients with WO had significantly lower LV end-diastolic volume in-
dices (60.4±14.1 vs. 75.7±26.2 ml/m2, p=0.0009) and infarct areas (12.5±13.4
vs. 22.3±13.8%, p=0.0004), and higher LV ejection fractions (59.3±9.5 vs.
49.0±10.8%, p<0.0001) than those with FI. Figure 1 also shows the signifi-
cant link between the WO extent and LV ejection fraction.

Conclusions: BMIPP kinetics may reflect myocardial viability, and WO extent
may predict postinfarct LV functional recovery, after reperfusion therapy.
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P409 Value of the assessment of cardiac function of rats
with cardiac overexpression of the SR Ca2+-ATPase
(SERCA2a) gene with three independent techniques

F. Prunier 1, Y. Chen 2, J. Amour 3, B. Vivien 3, B. Riou 3, W. Franz 4,
B. Escoubet 5, JJ. Mercadier 2 . 1Remodelage du Myocarde, Medical Univ of
Angers, Angers, France; 2INSERM, U460, Paris, France; 3Medical Univ
Pitié-Salpétrière, Paris, France; 4Medical University, Munich, Germany; 5Unv
Bichat, IFR02, Paris, France

We characterized the cardiac contractile function of transgenic rats with
cardiac-specific overexpression of the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPase
cardiac isoform (SERCA2a) in 3 month-old transgenic rats (TG) and their age-
matched Sprague-Dawley wild type controls (WT). Rats underwent an echo-
Doppler examination (systolic LV function assessed upon ejection fraction, frac-
tional shortening and peak systolic velocity of the mitral annulus (Sa); diastolic
function assessed upon Doppler transmitral flow parameters (E and A waves,
deceleration time, isovolumic relaxation time) followed by invasive hemody-
namic measurements using a Millar 3-Fr Mikro-tip pressure transducer catheter
immediately followed by sacrifice. LV samples were snap-frozen and kept at
-80°C until the measurement of the myocardial SERCA2a protein concentra-
tion by Western blotting using specific anti-SERCA2a antibodies. Two other
age-matched groups of TG and WT rats were used to assess LV papillary
muscle contractility. The heart and LV weight/body weight ratios were similar
in the two groups but myocardial SERCA2a protein level was 2-fold higher in
TG than in WT rats (11.6±2.1 vs 5.4±0.8 au.; p<0.01). Using echo-Doppler,
the two rat groups showed similar LV diameters and systolic function but an
increased LV relaxation was found in TG compared to WT rats characterised
by a shorter deceleration time (34.2±1.1 vs 45.4±1.8 ms; p<0.001), an in-
creased E/A ratio (1.46±0.06 vs 1.35±0.05, p<0.05), and a shorter isovolumic
relaxation time (16.0±0.7 vs 19.6±0.8 ms; p<0.005). The LV peak systolic
and end end-diastolic pressures were similar in the two rat groups but both
+ and -dP/dt were markedly increased in TG compared with WT rats (+dP/dt:
7263±467 vs 5531±377 mmHg/s, p<0.01; -dP/dt: 5178±198 vs 4121±359
mmHg/s, p<0.05). As compared to WT, papillary muscles of TG rats exhib-
ited an increased maximum unloaded shortening velocity (Vmax: 3.44±0.29
vs 3.15±0.18 Lmax/s, p<0,05) with no change in the force of the isometric
twitch while the maximal lengthening velocity was markedly increased (maxVr:
3.15±0.42 vs 2.62±0.33 Lmax/s, p<0.01) with no change the maximal short-
ening velocity (maxVc), resulting in an decreased maxVc/maxVr ratio (R1:
0.68±0.05 vs 0.76±0.08, p<0.05) characteristic of an increased SR function.
Taken together, these results indicate that the three techniques provide consis-
tent data for an improved diastolic function in SERCA2a TG rats whereas data
on systolic function are less consistent and deserve further investigation.

P410 Semi-quantitative analysis of SERCA2a activity during
beta-adrenoceptor stimulation in intact mouse
myocardium

S. Hirano 1, Y. Kusakari 1, K. Hongo 2, S. Mochizuki 2 , H. Nakayama 3 ,
K. Otsu 3, S. Kurihara 1 . 1Dept. of Physiology 2, 2Dept. of Cardiology, Jikei
Univ. School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan; 3Osaka Univ. School of Medicine,
Dept. of Cardiology, Osaka, Japan

Intracellular Ca is one of the important regulators for contraction-relaxation in
cardiac muscles. Ca-ATPase of sarcoplasmic reticulum (SERCA2a) is one of
the major players for lowering intracellular Ca concentration. In the present
study, we over-expressed SERCA2a to elucidate the contribution of SERCA2a
to the changes in the Ca transients and contraction in twitch. We used car-
diac restricted-over-expression of SERCA2a transgenic mouse (TG) and non-
transgenic littermates (NTG). In western blot analysis, SERCA2a protein in TG
increased 1.2 to 1.6 times higher than that in NTG. We used the aequorin
method to measure the Ca transients with tension in the left ventricular papillary
muscles of mouse. The time courses of the Ca transient and tension in TG were
faster than those in NTG. Then, we applied isoproterenol (ISO) to the prepa-
rations of TG and NTG. In NTG, the time course of the Ca transient became
faster, although no effect was observed in TG. The relaxation time was not sig-
nificantly shortened by ISO in TG, but was significantly shortened in NTG. The
maximally shortened decay time of the Ca transient by ISO in NTG was similar
to the decay time of the Ca transient in TG in the absence of ISO. These results

Ca removal time & Relaxation time.

suggest that a quantitative increase in SERCA2a shows an equivalent effect of
the phosphorylation of phospholamban via beta-adrenoceptor stimulation and
that relaxation time is mainly determined by the rate of Ca removal although
a slight effect might be due to faster off-rate of Ca from troponin. Thus, under
pathophysiological conditions, up-regulation in SERCA2a might be beneficial
in lowering the increased intracellular Ca level without phosphorylation of other
proteins including troponin-I.

P411 Proteom analysis of rat myocardium: influence of
neurohumoral factors and mechanical load

P. schott 1 , S. Singer 1, H. Kögler 1, P. Nguyen 1, K. Leineweber 2 ,
O.E. Brodde 2, G. Hasenfuss 1. 1Univ. of Goettingen, Cardiology, Goettingen,
Germany; 2Univ. of Essen, Dept. of Pathophysiology, Essen, Germany

Introduction: Monocrotaline (MCT) treatment of rats leads to an obliterative
vasculitis of the lung with consecutive pulmonary hypertension resulting in an
increase of right ventricular afterload. Further neurohumoral stimulation of the
left (LV) and right ventricle (RV) could be observed in this model. The aim of this
study was the identification of combined load-dependent and neurohumoral-
dependent (RV) expressed proteins and the detection of only catecholamine-
dependent (LV) expressed proteins.
Methods: Male wistar rats were treated with a single s.c. injection of MCT. In
the state of compensated RV hypertrophy 2D-gelelectrophoresis of RV and LV
homogenates were performed. Differentially expressed proteins of RV and LV
were identified by peptide-fingerprinting with MALDI-TOF-Masspectrometry af-
ter tryptic digestion. Myocardium of 5 MCT treated animals and of 5 control
animals was analysed. Further calcium cycling proteins (SERCA, NCX, Calse-
questrin) were analysed by western-blots.
Results: By 2D-gelelectrophoresis we detected 27 proteins showing a
load/neurohumoral-dependent regulation (RV, at least 2-fold regulated, p<0.05,
22 down- and 5 upregulated), while 26 proteins showed a isolated
neurohumoral-dependent regulation (LV, at least 2-fold regulated, p<0.05, 13
down- and 13 upregulated). In the group of combined load/neurohumoral- de-
pendent regulated proteins a variety of metabolic enzymes (i.e. pyruvatdehy-
drogenase E1 component B-subunit) were found. For calcium cycling proteins
only SERCA of the RV showed a significant downregulation in MCT treated
animals (-17%, p< 0.02)
Conclusion: Neurohumoral stimulation and increased afterload are leading to
a striking change of the myocardial proteom even in compensated myocardial
hypertrophy. Besides changes in the expression of structure proteins a differ-
ential expression of calcium cycling proteins and of enzymes involved in en-
ergy metabolism was observed. So even in compensated hypertrophy energy
metabolism of the myocardium seems to be impaired.

P412 Increased cardiac interleukin-18 mRNA,
pro-interleukin-18 and plasma interleukin-18 after
myocardial infarction in the mouse: a role in cardiac
dysfunction

P.R. Woldbaek 1, T. Tønnessen 2, U.L. Henriksen 1, G. Florholmen 1,
P.K. Lunde 1, T. Lyberg 3 , G. Christensen 1 . 1Institute for Experimental Medical
Res, 2Dept. of Cardiothoracic Surgery, 3Research Forum, Ullevaal University
Hospital, Oslo, Norway

Objective: Interleukin (IL)-18 has previously been reported to be an important
predictor for mortality in ischemic heart disease. IL-18 has proinflammatory
properties, induces cell death and stimulates nitric oxide production. The aim
of this study was to examine the synthesis of IL-18 in the myocardium of mice
after myocardial infarction (MI), as well as the effects of IL-18 on cardiomyocyte
shortening and left ventricular contractility.
Methods and Results: MI in the mouse was induced by ligation of the left
coronary artery. Seven days after MI, myocardial hypertrophy and pulmonary
edema were observed. RNase protection assay and Western blot analysis of
tissues from the non-infarcted left ventricular myocardium from MI-mice re-
vealed significantly increased abundance of IL-18 mRNA (2.0 fold), pro-IL-18
protein (1.4 fold) and IL-18 receptor protein (3.5 fold). The abundance of car-
diac IL-18 protein was, however, reduced by 25%. Since we measured both
increased cardiac activity of the pro-IL-18 processing enzyme, caspase-1 and
of the IL-18 degrading enzyme, caspase-3 (3.4 fold), it is likely that the ob-
served reduction of cardiac IL-18 protein following MI might be due to increased
degradation by cardiac caspase-3. However, the concentration of circulating IL-
18 was significantly elevated in MI-mice (90.4±11.7 pg/ml) when compared to
sham (47.2 ± 4.2 pg/ml). Following IL-18 (100 ng/ml) exposure, a 19% de-
crease in fractional shortening of electrically stimulated adult cardiomyocytes
was measured in vitro. Additionally, in vivo administration of IL-18 (500 ng/ml)
intravenously in mice reduced the left ventricular contractility (+dP/dt max) by
40%.
Conclusions: After MI in the mouse, increased production of cardiac IL-18
mRNA and pro-IL-18, as well as circulating IL-18 occur. Since IL-18 reduces
myocyte shortening in vitro and left ventricular contractility in mice in vivo, we
suggest a role for IL-18 in the pathogenesis of cardiac dysfunction following MI.
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P413 Chronic monotherapy with extended release
metoprolol succinate normalizes mRNA gene
expression for alpha and beta-myosin heavy chain
isoforms in left-ventricular myocardium of dogs with
heart failure

S. Rastogi 1, S. Mishra 1, RC. Gupta 1, H. Morita 1, G. Suzuki 1, S. Goldstein 1,
HN. Sabbah 2. 1Henry Ford Health System, Medicine, Detroit, United States of
America; 2Henry Ford Health System, Detroit MI, United States of America

Background: Myosin heavy chain (MHC) is a key component of the cardiac
contractile machinery. Recent studies have shown that a switch from the alpha-
MHC isoform to the beta-MHC isoform takes place in myocardium of patients
with heart failure (HF). In this study, we examined the effects of monother-
apy with extended release metoprolol succinate (ER-MET), a selective beta-
1 adrenergic receptor blocker, on mRNA gene expression of alpha-MHC and
beta-MHC in left ventricular (LV) myocardium of dogs with chronic HF (LV ejec-
tion fraction 30%-40%) produced by multiple sequential intracoronary microem-
bolizations.
Methods: Total RNA was isolated from LV myocardium of 14 dogs with HF
randomized to 3 months oral monotherapy with ER-MET (50 mg, once daily,
n=7) or to no therapy at all (n=7) and from LV myocardium of 6 normal dogs.
Using specific primers in reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-
PCR) and restriction enzyme analysis of the RT-PCR product, alpha-MHC and
beta-MHC isoforms were measured and normalized to total MHC (alpha-MHC
+ beta-MHC).
Results: mRNA gene expression for alpha-MHC was significantly reduced and
beta-MHC significantly increased in HF dogs compared to normal dogs. Ther-
apy with ER-MET significantly increased mRNA gene expression for alpha-
MHC and significantly reduced mRNA gene expression for beta-MHC com-
pared to untreated HF dogs. The data are shown in the table.

Normal HF-Untreated HF + ER-MET

Alpha-MHC (% of total MHC) 23.6 ± 2.5 13.3 ± 0.98* 22.2 ± 0.9**
Beta-MHC (% of total MHC) 76.4 ± 2.5 86.7 ± 0.9* 77.8 ± 0.9**

*=p<0.05 vs Normal; **=p<0.05 vs HF-Untreated

Conclusions: In LV myocardium of dogs with HF, mRNA gene expression
for alpha-MHC is decreased and mRNA gene expression for beta-MHC is in-
creased compared to normal dogs. Treatment with ER-MET normalizes mRNA
gene expression for alpha-MHC and beta-MHC. Since alpha-MHC is associ-
ated with faster velocity of
shortening compared to beta-MHC, this normalization may be responsible, in
part, for the observed improvement of LV ejection fraction seen in patients with
HF after long-term therapy with ER-MET.

P414 Prevention of myocardial fibrosis by inhibition of the
ubiquitin-proteasome system

S. Meiners 1, B. Hocher 2, C. Guenther 3 , A. Mrozikiewicz 4, G. Baumann 3,
K. Stangl 3. 1Charité/Humboldt-University, Cardiological Research Laboratory,
Berlin, Germany; 2Department of Nephrology, Medical Clinic, Charité, Berlin,
Germany; 3Charite/Humboldt-University, Medical Department I, Berlin,
Germany; 4Institute of Clinical Pharmacology, Med. Department, University of
Poznan, Poznan, Poland

Background: Myocardial fibrosis is a hallmark of cardiac remodeling contribut-
ing to left ventricular dysfunction. The ubiquitin-proteasome system is the major
pathway for intracellular protein degradation and plays a key role in degrading
central signal mediators, which are likewise involved in the development of car-
diac fibrosis. We have investigated whether inhibition of the proteasome may
influence myocardial fibrosis.
Methods and Results: Treatment of primary cardiac fibroblasts of the rat with
the specific proteasome inhibitor MG132 revealed concentration-dependent in-
hibition of fibroblast growth without severe cytotoxicity (determined by prolifer-
ation and XTT assays). Interestingly, we observed specific and concentration-
dependent downregulation of RNA expression of collagen I alpha 2 and III al-
pha 1 and of the matrixmetalloproteinases MMP9 and MMP2 as determined
by real-time RT-PCR analysis. Moreover, interleukin-1 beta-induced expression
of MMP9 and MMP2 was suppressed significantly with different protesasome
inhibitors (determined by zymography and western blot analysis). This down-
regulation was also observed on the RNA level.
The effect of proteasome inhibition on the development of myocardial fibrosis
was studied in spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHRs). Long-term treatment
over 12 weeks with MG132 (daily 0.1 mg/kg, n=10/group) was well tolerated
and resulted in pronounced inhibition of cardiac fibrosis by 38% as revealed by
computer-aided morphometry. This correlated well with significantly reduced
expression of collagen I alpha 2 and III alpha 1 and of MMP2 and MMP9 in the
left ventricle of MG132 treated animals.
Conclusion: We conclude from these proof-of-principle experiments that in-
hibition of the proteasome system effectively prevents myocardial fibrosis in
SHRs. These effects are presumably mediated by reduced growth of cardiac
fibroblasts and by a diminished expression of collagens and MMPs.

P415 Long-axis function is impaired in heart failure patients
with preserved global systolic function: a colour tissue
Doppler imaging study

NP. Nikitin, KKA. Witte, AL. Clark, JGF. Cleland. University of Hull/Castle Hill
Hosp., Academic Dept. of Cardiology, Hull, United Kingdom

Background: Patients with preserved LV systolic function make up a signifi-
cant proportion of the chronic heart failure population. This study tested the
hypothesis that long-axis function is impaired in these patients.
Methods: The study population included 41 patients (aged 67 ± 13 yrs) with
signs and symptoms of heart failure (29 of ischaemic aetiology and 12 of non-
ischaemic aetiology) who presented with preserved global LV systolic function
(ejection fraction > 45%) and 41 age-matched control subjects. The study pa-
tients underwent full echocardiographic examination including colour-coded tis-
sue Doppler imaging using a GE Vingmed System Five scanner. Mitral annular
systolic velocities (Sm), early diastolic (Em) and late diastolic (Am) velocities
were measured at six positions (at the lateral, septal, anterior, inferior, poste-
rior and antero-septal sites of the mitral annulus) and averaged.
Results: Systolic and diastolic mitral annular velocities are presented in the Ta-
ble. The indices of systolic long-axis shortening (Sm) and late diastolic length-
ening (Am) were decreased in heart failure patients compared to age-matched
controls, while the velocities reflecting early diastolic lengthening (Em) were not
significantly different between the study groups.

Patients Controls P

Sm 4.44 (1.13) 5.45 (1.13) 0.000
Em 4.91 (1.98) 5.27 (2.14) 0.425
Am 5.63 (1.68) 6.95 (1.48) 0.001
Em/Am 1.15 (1.66) 0.86 (0.61) 0.307

In conclusion, long-axis function (systolic shortening and late diastolic length-
ening) can be impaired in patients with symptoms of heart failure and pre-
served global LV systolic function. The role of this phenomenon as a potential
mechanism of symptoms, signs and prognosis of heart failure needs further
investigation.

P416 Tissue Doppler imaging for the early detection of
myocardial dysfunction in patients with type 2 diabetes
mellitus

I.S. Thrainsdottir 1 , H. Von Bibra 2, K. Malmberg 1 , L. Rydén 1. 1Karolinska
Hospital, Cardiology, Stockholm, Sweden; 2Academic Hospital
Munchen-Bogenhausen, Munchen, Germany

Purpose: The prevalence of type 2 diabetes mellitus is rapidly expanding,
which can cause the incidence and prevalence of heart failure to increase.
Myocardial dysfunction may be a consequence of diabetic cardiomyopathy and
is an important factor for the poor prognosis in patients with diabetes mellitus.
Accordingly early detection of myocardial dysfunction in diabetic patients is ex-
tremely important for implementing secondary and tertiary prevention in order
to improve the prognosis. This case-control study tested if quantitative Tissue
Doppler Imaging (TDI) may be a suitable tool for the detection of myocardial
dysfunction in diabetic patients.
Methods: A total of 43 diabetic patients and 34 non-diabetic control subjects
without any clinical signs of heart failure and with normal global LV-function by
standard 2-D echocardiography were investigated with TDI at rest and during
dipyridamol and/or dobutamin stress. Global myocardial function was calcu-
lated as mean value from six basal myocardial segments for the peak velocity
at systole (Vs), early diastole (Vd) and atrial contraction (Va). The diabetic and
control groups were well balanced in respect to demographics and case histo-
ries including coronary artery disease.
Results: The rate-pressure product and pulse pressure were significantly
higher in the diabetic patients at rest (9363 vs.7840; p<0.01 and 63.1 vs.
49.5;p<0.001)and during Dipyridamol stress (rate pressure product: 11035 vs.
9833; p=0.04 and pulse pressure: 63 vs. 50.8; p=0.001). Compared to controls
the diabetic patients had a compromised Vd at rest (8.6 vs. 9.6 cm/sec; p=0.02)
and during Dobutamin stress (10.0 vs. 13.1 cm/sec; p<0.01). Their resting Va
was higher (10.1 vs. 8.9 cm/sec; p=0.01) and the Vd/Va ratio at rest (0.9 vs.
1.1; p<0.01) and during Dipyridamol and Dobutamin stress significantly lower
than in the control group (Dipyridamol: 0.9 vs.1.1; p<0.01 and Dobutamin: 0.8
vs. 1.1; p<0.01). Compared to controls Vs was not reduced at rest in the dia-
betic patients (p=0.09). It was, however, lower during Dobutamin stress (10.7
vs. 13.6 cm/sec; p<0.05).
Conclusion: Patients with diabetes mellitus have early signs of predominant di-
astolic and also systolic myocardial dysfunction. This can be identified by quan-
titative TDI before any clinical signs of heart failure are apparent. Accordingly,
TDI may be used for screening diabetic patients for myocardial dysfunction and
for monitoring therapeutic strategies.
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P417 Dyslipidemic profile of the metabolic syndrome is
highly prevalent and under-treated in patients with
chronic heart failure – a single-center, electronic
medical record clinical experience

WHW. Tang 1, JP. Girod 2, H. Miller 3, CM. Harris 3 , GS. Francis 1, JB. Young 1.
1Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cardiovascular Medicine, Cleveland, United
States of America; 2Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Internal Medicine,
Cleveland, United States of America; 3Cleveland Clinic Foundation,
Information Technology, Cleveland, United States of America

Background: Dyslipidemic profile, such as low high-density lipoprotein choles-
terol (HDL-c) level or high fasting triglyceride(TG)/HDL-c ratio, is an indepen-
dent predictor of clinical outcome in patients with cardiovascular diseases. We
sought to determine the prevalence of low HDL-c and high TG/HDL-c ratio in
patients with heart failure, and the contemporary patterns of lipid intervention
in a busy outpatient heart failure and internal medicine clinic.
Methods: We reviewed 1,557 consecutive patients with chronic heart failure
seen at a tertiary care, outpatient internal medicine (IM) and cardiology (CV)
clinics between 10/99 and 5/02. Low HDL-c level was defined as </= 40 mg/dL
for men and </= 50 mg/dL for women (ATP-III criteria). Clinical, demographic,
laboratory data (including fasting lipid panel) and ICD-9 coding data were ex-
tracted from electronic medical records (EpiCare, Epic Systems Co.),and com-
pared using univariate analyses.
Results: In our study population (mean age 63 ±14 years, 64% male, 35%
diabetics), 35% had total fasting cholesterol of > 200 mg/dL with mean low-
density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-c) and HDL-c being 103 ±36 mg/dL and
43 ±14 mg/dL respectively. Overall, 58% of the patients had low HDL-c levels
(compared with 38% in historical controls of secondary prevention trials), and
was similar between men and women (57% vs 59% respectively, p=NS). In
addition, 41% patients had a fasting triglyceride/HDL-c ratio of >3.5. Among
those with LDL-c >/= 100 mg/dL (i.e. noncachetic), 43% men (mean LDL-c
= 127 ±24 mg/dL) and 53% women (mean LDL-c = 136 ±35 mg/dL) had low
HDL-c. Patients with low HDL-c levels are more likely to be diabetic and have an
ischemic etiology when compared to those with normal HDL-c levels (p<0.05).
Among all patients with low HDL-c, only 8% of patients were being treated with
a lipid-modifying agent, among which only 9 patients (0.6%) were receiving
niacin or fibric acid derivatives. Treatment patterns were similar between CV
and IM clinics.
Conclusions: Dyslipidemic profile of the metabolic syndrome is highly preva-
lent in ambulatory patients with chronic heart failure (up to 58% with low HDL-
c), even when adjusted for non-cachetic patients. The vast majority of patients
with low HDL-c are not adequately treated, and features of the metabolic syn-
drome were highly prevalent. Further investigation is needed to determine the
potential benefits of therapy to improve this dyslipidemic profile in the heart
failure population.

P418 The prevalence and determinants of uraemic
cariomyopathy in patients awaiting renal transplant
measuren using cardiac magnetic resonance

N. Johnston 1, T. Steedman 2 , S. Rodger 3, B. Greonning 1 , A. Jardine 3,
H. Dargie 1. 1Western Infirmary, Cardiology, Glasgow, United Kingdom;
2Western Infirmary, Radiology, Glasgow, United Kingdom; 3Western Infirmary,
Renal Unit, Glasgow, United Kingdom

Premature cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the most common cause of death
in patients with end-stage renal failure (ESRF) accounting for 50% deaths.
Left ventricular abnormalities such as left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) and
left ventricular systolic dysfunction (LVSD) are thought to be the strongest de-
terminants of CV outcome but echocardiography, especially in this population,
is inaccurate meaning as yet, there are no targets for intervention.
The aim of this study was to determine the true prevalence of LV abnormal-
ities in patients with ESRF using the gold standard non-invasive method of
measurement, cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) and to identify the
predictors of these LV abnormalities.
150 patients with ESRF were recruited from West of Scotland renal trans-
plant waiting list. Information collected included standard CV risk factors, co-
morbidity, drug history and the aetiology and duration of renal failure. 12-lead
ECG, resting BP, 24-hour BP monitor and phlebotomy were carried out as well
as CMR. CMR was performed on a Siemen’s Sonata scanner operating at 1.5
Tesla and analysed by a single operator. A proportion of the scans were anal-
ysed by another observer to ensure inter-observer variability was within normal
limits.
147 patients completed the study. The average age of the cohort was 50 years
and 66% of the cohort were men. 68% of the cohort had some form of left
ventricular abnormality and 65% had LVH, 22% LVSD and 18% had a di-
lated LV. 15% of the cohort had all three abnormalities. Predictors of LV ab-
normalities in the cohort were determined using multiple linear regression. The
strongest independent predictors of LVH were ambulatory systolic and diastolic
BP (p=0.002 & p=0.004) and the strongest predictor of LVSD was a previous
history of MI (p<0.001). With follow-up the strongest predictors of death or CV
event were ejection fraction (p=0.002) and end-diastolic volume (p=0.021).

Conclusion LV abnormalities are common in patients awaiting renal transplant.
68% patients have an abnormal LV and 22% have LVSD. The only modifiable
risk factors in this group is BP and ambulatory BP values more strongly predict
LV abnormalities. LV abnormalities are the strongest predictors of outcome in
this population and therefore BP should be aggressively targeted to improve
outcome.
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P419 Increased expression of the syndecan family of
transmembranous heparan sulpate proteoglycans
following myocardial infarction in the mouse indicates
a role in cardiac remodelling

A.V. Finsen 1, P.R. Woldbaek 2, J. Li 3, J. Wu 3, T. Lyberg 4, T. Tønnessen 2,
G. Christensen 1. 1Ullevaal University Hospital, Institute for Experimental
Medical Res, Olso, Norway; 2Ullevaal University Hospital, Department of
Cardiothoracic Surgery, Oslo, Norway; 3Cardiovascular Division, Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center, Harvard Medical School, Boston, United States of
America; 4Research Forum, Ullevaal University Hospital, Oslo, Norway

Purpose: Remodeling of the non-ischemic region after myocardial infarction
may involve proteins that link the cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix. The
purpose of this study was to identify essential genes involved in myocardial
growth and remodelling.
Methods: Myocardial infarction was induced by ligation of the left coronary
artery in anesthetized mice. After one week an increase in heart weight and
lung weight was found, indicating myocardial hypertrophy and congestive heart
failure. Left ventricular non-infarcted tissue from six mice with congestive heart
failure was analyzed by means of cDNA filter hybridization arrays (Atlas, Clon-
tech Laboratories Inc.), and the findings compared to those obtained by ana-
lyzing left ventricular tissue from six sham operated mice. To classify as signif-
icantly regulated, genes needed a calculated binominal probability of < 0.048,
after normalisation for the median value of expressed genes. Further gene ex-
pression analyses were carried out using Northern blotting.
Results: Out of a total of 1176, we found that 641 genes were expressed.
Twenty-three genes were consistently and significantly upregulated and thir-
teen downregulated in failing myocardium. Five genes were only expressed in
the failing myocardium. Syndecan-3, a transmembranous heparan sulphate,
was found to be upregulated together with its transcriptional activator, Wilms
tumor protein 1. Based on these findings we hypothesized that also the other
three members of the syndecan family are regulated during cardiac remodel-
ing. Northern blotting showed a 124 ± 45% upregulation of syndecan-1, 46 ±
17% upregulation of syndecan-2, 45 ± 16% upregulation of syndecan-3 and 30
± 9% upregulation of syndecan-4 following myocardial infarction. All four syn-
decans have been identified in fibroblasts, and syndecan-4 has been demon-
strated in cardiomyocytes. Syndecan-4 has been shown to activate PKC-alpha,
which is known to be involved in cardiomyocyte growth. Furthermore, the syn-
decans bind cytoskeletal actin filaments to extracellular matrix components like
collagen and fibronectin, and serve as co-receptors for basic fibroblast growth
factor (bFGF). Northern blotting also showed an upregulation of fibronectin and
bFGF receptor 1 following myocardial infarction.
Conclusions: Since the syndecans link the cytoskeleton to the extracellular
matrix and activate intracellular signal regulators involved in cardiomyocyte
growth, we suggest a role for all four syndecans in remodeling of the my-
ocardium after myocardial infarction.
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P420 Lipopolysaccharides inhibit the angiotensin II-induced
proliferation and migration of cardiac fibroblasts via
induction of mitogen-activated protein kinase
phosphatases

K. Graf, P. Stawowy, M. Roser, C. Margeta, S. Goetze, E. Fleck. Deutsches
Herzzentrum Berlin, Cardiology, Berlin, Germany

Activation of ERK1/2- and p38 pathways by angiotensin II (Ang II) plays an im-
portant role in cardiac fibrosis. Activity of MAP-kinases is closely controlled
by the recently identified group of dual-specific MAP kinase phosphatases
(MKPs). Bacterial endotoxins (lipopolysaccharides; LPS) and cytokines are el-
evated in patients with chronic heart failure and may contribute to disease pro-
gression. While some cytokines have been shown to synergistically interact
with Ang II to increase cardiac fibroblast (CFB) proliferation/migration, little is
known about the potential crosstalk of LPS and Ang II. In the present study,
we investigate the effect of LPS on Ang II-induced (1 µmol/L) CFB prolifera-
tion and migration. Pretreatment of CFBs with LPS (60 min; 1 µg/mL) inhib-
ited Ang II-induced proliferation (BrdU-assay) by 40% (p<0.05). Furthermore,
Ang II directed chemotaxis was inhibited by pretreatment (60 min.) of CFBs
with 1 µg/mL LPS by 70% (p<0.05 vs. controls). To identify the signaling path-
ways involved, CFBs were pretreated (60 min.) with 1 µg/mL LPS followed by
stimulation with Ang II (1µmol/L). Compared to controls, LPS significantly re-
duced phosphorylation levels of ERK1/2- and p38 kinases (70%, both p<0.05),
whereas it had no effect on Ang II-induced p70S6-kinase levels. Phosphoryla-
tion of MAPK by LPS alone occurred only concentrations > 1 µg/mL, whereas
a strong induction of MKP-1 expression was found in CFBs with 1 µg/mL LPS
(max. at 60-90 min; both p<0.05 vs. controls). Silencing MKP-1 levels with
antisense oligonucleotides (1 µmol/L) almost completely reversed the antimi-
togenic effect of LPS on Ang II-induced CFBs proliferation and migration close
to Ang II-stimulated levels (both p<0.05 vs. controls). In conclusion, our data
demonstrate that lipopolysaccharides have direct cellular effects in cardiac fi-
broblasts and inhibit Ang II-induced fibroblast proliferation and migration via
induction of MKP-1, thereby controlling MAPK-levels.

P421 Differences in serum profiles of matrix
metalloproteinases between diabetic and non-diabetic
patients with mild left-ventricular dysfunction

D. Tziakas 1, G. Chalikias 1, JT. Parissis 2, H. Chatzinikolaou 1 , D. Stakos 1,
G. Tripsianis 1, I. Tentes 1, D. Hatseras 1. 1Medical School of Thrace,
Cardiology Department, Alexandroupolis, Greece; 2Amalia Fleming Hospital,
Cardiology Department, Athens, Greece

Introduction: Extracellular matrix degradation by metalloproteinases plays a
pivotal role in the pathophysiology of adverse left ventricular (LV) remodeling
characterizing the progression of chronic heart failure (CHF). This study in-
vestigates the differences in serum levels of representative matrix metallopro-
teinases (MMP-1,-2,-3) between diabetic and non-diabetic patients with CHF
symptoms and mild LV dysfunction.
Methods: Serum MMP-1,-2,-3 were measured (ELISA method) in 16 dia-
betic patients with CHF (NYHA II-III, mean age: 72±5 years, LVEF: 42±7%,
HbA1c>6,5%), in 24 non-diabetic patients with CHF (NYHA II-III, mean age:
75±7 years, LVEF 41±5%), and in 22 age- and sex-matched healthy controls.
Values are expressed as medians and interquartitile ranges.
Results: We observed that serum MMP-2 and MMP-3 levels in both patient
groups were significantly higher than those of control group (p<0.05). In con-
trast, serum MMP-1 did not significantly differ among the three studied groups.
Additionally, we observed significantly lower levels of MMP-2 (298 ng/ml, 237-
353 ng/ml, p=0.006) and MMP-3 (18.7 ng/ml, 13.6-25.3 ng/ml, p=0.027) in dia-
betic patients with mild LV dysfunction as compared to respective non-diabetic
patients (MMP-2: 395 ng/ml, 316-485 ng/ml; MMP-3: 26.5 ng/ml, 16.8-43.4
ng/ml). Finally, there were no significant differences in serum MMP-1 between
diabetic patients (6.5 ng/ml, 3.8-10.1 ng/ml) and non-diabetic patients with mild
LV dysfunction (4.2 ng/ml, 3.4-6.7 ng/ml, p=0.141).
Conclusions: Diabetes mellitus affects significantly serum profiles of matrix
metalloproteinases MMP-2 and -3 in patients with CHF symptoms and mild LV
dysfunction. Our findings suggest that abnormal circulating metalloproteinase
activity may play a significant role in the pathophysiology of CHF in diabetic
patients.

P422 Antimycin A preconditions in a murine langendorff
model in a free radical dependent manner but
independent of MAPkinase kinase 3 (MKK3)

A M N. Kabir 1, M. Tanno 1, S. Dashnyam 2, J S. Hothersall 3 , M J. Shattock 2,
M S. Marber 1 . 1St Thomas’ Hospital, Rayne Institute (Cardiology), 2Rayne
Institute, St Thomas’ Hospital, Cardiovascular Research, 3University College
London, Inst. of Urology and Nephrology, London, United Kingdom

Aim: To show that AA can precondition in the murine langendorff model, to
investigate the interaction with MKK3, an upstream kinase of p38 MAPkinase.
Methods: Isolated hearts were Langendorff-perfused and subjected to 30 mins

global ischaemia and 2 hours reperfusion prior to infarct size determination
using TTC (triphenyltetrazolium). To confirm free radical release from mito-
chondria by AA, isolated rat cardiocytes were treated with 0.1µg/ml AA and
chemiluminescene measured as marker of superoxide production following lu-
cigenin admistration. Untreated cells acted as controls. FCCP (Trifluorocar-
bonylcyanide Phenylhydrazone), an oxidative phosphorylation uncoupler was
added to establish a mitochondrial role for the free radical production.Western
blotting probing for p38 activation in AA treated Langendorff perfused hearts
was performed.
Results: Infarct size was reduced significantly in the AA treated group
0.1µg/ml (3min infusion,10min washout) compared with control(26±4 vs 46±3
p<0.05). This protection was abolished by AA bracketed with MPG (200µM)
(51±2 vs (control) 46±3). The MKK3 wild-type(WT) and knockouts (KO)
treated with AA both had a reduction in infarct size compared to vehicle
only,(MKK3KO/Vehicle 49±5, MKK3WT/Vehicle 50±4 vs MKK3KO/AA 22±4,
MKK3WT/AA 23±2p<0.05). Panel A shows AA protects via a free radical
mechanism. Panel B shows this effect is MKK3 independent in the downstream
signalling pathway. The chemilumenscence signal was greater in the antimycin
A treated cells than contols and the signal in all groups was decreased by
FCCP. AA phosphorylated p38 similarily in WT/KO.

Free radical
dependent-MKK3
independent.

Conclusion: Antimycin A preconditions murine hearts. Its mechanism of action
does not involve MKK3/p38,however there may be a mitochondrial free radical
basis.

P423 Myocardial effects of ghrelin and expression of its
receptors in the progression to right-ventricular failure

T. Henriques-Coelho, P. Castro-Chaves, R. Roncon-Albuquerque Jr,
JB. Soares, AP. Lourenco, AF. Leite-Moreira. Faculty of Medicine, Physiology
Dept., Porto, Portugal

Ghrelin is an endogenous ligand of the growth-hormone secretagoge receptor
(GHSR). Previous studies failed to differentiate ghrelin’s direct myocardial ac-
tion from its indirect effects, mediated by secretion of growth-hormone and va-
sodilation. This study evaluated direct myocardial effects of Ghrelin and expres-
sion of its receptors in normal and hypertrophied right ventricles (RV), due to
monocrotaline (MCT) induced pulmonary hypertension. Forty Wistar rats were
randomly assigned to receive 60 mg/kg sc of MCT (n=15) or a similar volume
of the vehicle (Ctrl group; n=25). Three weeks later RV hemodynamics were
studied with a tip micromanometer. RV papillary muscles (Ctrl, n=28; MCT,
n=12) were then excised and mounted on vertical bath (modified Tyrodes; 1Hz;
1.25mM Ca2+; 35°C). Effects of graded concentrations (1, 10, 100, 1000 nM) of
a pentapeptidic active fragment of ghrelin (fG) were then tested. In two subsets
of Ctrl group muscles, fG was added in the presence of indomethacin (indo, 10
µM; n=10) and NG-Nitro-L-arginin (L-NA, 90 µM; n=5). Parameters presented
in percentage change from baseline: active tension (AT), maximum rates of
tension rise and decline (dT/dtmax and dT/dtmin, respectively), peak short-
ening (PS) and maximal velocity of shortening (dL/dtmax). In 16 rats GHSR
gene expression (concentration of mRNA, no. molecules/ng total mRNA) was
estimated using reverse transcription real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-
PCR), in RV transmural free-wall samples (Ctrl, n=7; MCT, n=9). Results ex-
pressed as mean±SEM (p<0.05). When compared with Ctrl, the MCT group
revealed higher systolic RV pressures (48±2 vs. 25±2 mmHg) and dP/dtmax
(1602±91 vs 1228±67 mmHg/s). In the papillary muscles, fG induced a dose
dependent negative inotropic effect maximum at 1000 nM. This effect was
similar in Ctrl and MCT groups and was not significantly modified by indo or
L-NA. For instance, in Ctrl muscles, in the absence of indo or L-NA, fG de-
creased 20.3±7.7% AT, 21.5±8.1% dT/dtmax, 21.1±9.9% PS and 23.5±8.1%
dL/dtmax, without affecting dT/dtmin. GHSR mRNA levels were identical be-
tween these groups (2.3*10e5±5.4∗10e4 vs 3.0∗10e5±1.1∗10e5). Ghrelin ex-
erts a direct negative inotropic effect, independent of its growth-hormone sec-
retagoge potential and most likely not mediated by PGI2 or NO. Its negative in-
otropic effect and respective subcellular mechanisms are apparently preserved
in the progression for RV failure, which is supported by the maintenance of the
biological response and level of gene expression of its receptors in RV hyper-
trophy.
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P424 Induction of c-jun mRNA in end-stage human heart
failure

P. Andreka 1, Z. Nadhazi 1 , G. Szanthó 1, NH. Bishopric 2. 1Semmelweis
University Faculty of Medic, 2nd Dept. of Medicine, Budapest, Hungary;
2University of Miami School of Medicine, Department of Pharmacology, Miami,
United States of America

Background: The product of the proto-oncogene c-jun plays a critical role in
cell growth and apoptosis in a number of cell types including cardiac myocytes.
Apoptosis and cell growth are implicated in the progression of end-stage human
heart failure as part of the remodeling process.
Methods and Results: To identify a link between the expression of c-jun and
end-stage human heart failure, we used sensitive quantitative RT-PCR anal-
ysis to measure c-jun transcript levels in the myocardium of normal donors
excluded from heart transplantation and in patients with idiopathic dilated and
ischemic cardiomyopathy undergoing cardiac transplantation. In dilated but not
in ischemic cardiomyopathy, c-jun transcript levels were approximately six-fold
higher than in non-failing hearts (37.05 pg/mg RNA±5.9 versus 6.55 pg/mg
RNA±0.48). Significant differences could not be detected in c-jun expression
between the four chambers in patients with either dilated or ischemic cardiomy-
opathy.
These results were confirmed by Western blot analysis of c-Jun protein. Data
obtained by gel mobility shift assays showed that AP-1 binding activity to its
consensus site was significantly higher in dilated cardiomyopathy than in either
non-failing hearts or ischemic cardiomyopathy.
Conclusion: Consistent with animal experiments, these results suggest that
c-jun may play an important role in the progression of dilated cardiomyopathy,
possibly by modulating rates of apoptosis.

P425 Tumour necrosis factor-alpha and interleukin-6 in
diastolic heart failure

Y. Shpak 1, E.N. Amosova 2, A.V. Nedozhdiy 1, L.V. Produsevich 3 . 1Regional
hospital of Kiev N2, Kiev, Ukraine; 2National medical Bogomolets University,
Kiev, Ukraine; 3Regional hospitals No. 1, Kiev, Ukraine

Background: Nowadays, the role of cytokines, specifically of Tumor Necrosis
Factor-α (TNFα) and Interleukin-6 (IL6) in pathogenesis of the systolic heart
failure(HF) has been well studied. But their role in the development of the di-
astolic HF and association with functional class of such patients has not been
researched.
Methods: We had examined 26 patients (60,2±3,21 years old, 19 males, 7
females). All of them had an diastolic HF (NYHA functional class II-IV, ejection
fraction of the left ventricle(LV)>45%) due to arterial hypertension and/or be-
cause of chronic ischemic heart disease. The control group was consisted of
10 healthy persons. All of them were subject to echocardiographic study. There
were determined commonly used parameters of systolic and diastolic (later-
after Doppler parameters of transmitral blood flow) function of the LV, thick-
ness of the interventricular septum (IVS), and posterior wall of the LV (PWLV),
end-diastolic size of the LV (EDSLV) and left atrial (LA) volume after Simpson
method from apical four-chamber view. Serum levels of the TNFα and IL6 were
measured with highly sensitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay.
Results: The TNFα and IL6 levels were significantly higher in the group of
diastolic HF, in comparison to the control group (347.1±65.5 and 15.8±1.9
pg/ml versus 100.8±51.9 and 7±1.4 pg/ml respectively; p<0.05). TNFα

and IL6 levels in groups with impaired LV relaxation (219.6±39.7 pg/ml
and 14.5±2.2 pg/ml respectively; n=20), and restriction/pseudonormalization
(772.3±161.5 and 20±3.2 pg/ml respectively; n=6) were significantly higher
than in control group (p<0.05). TNFα level was significantly higher in re-
striction/pseudonormalization group than in the group with impaired relaxation
(p<0.05), while according to the IL6 level these groups were not considerably
different. TNFα level was significantly higher in the group with NYHA class III-
IV (519.8±114.6 pg/ml;n=12) in comparison to the group with NYHA class II
(199.1±46.6 pg/ml;n=14) (p<0.05). IL6 level in these groups was not signifi-
cantly different (18.3±3.1 pg/ml versus 13.6±2.1 pg/ml). Only LA volume was
in strong correlation with TNFα level (r=0.61; p<0.05). No association was de-
termined between TNFα level and IVS or PWLV thickness, EDSLV. IL6 level
had not correlated with any of the mentioned parameters.
Conclusions: In diastolic HF serum levels of the TNFα and IL6 are elevated.
The level of TNFα elevation is in direct correlation with the severity of the HF
according to the NYHA classification, LV diastolic dysfunction level and LA vol-
ume.

P426 Decreased Ca2+-dependent binding of sorcin to
annexin VII and Ca2+-release channel in human failing
myocardium

K.F. Frank 1, B. Bölck 2, N. Hattebuhr 2, A.S. Malik 2, R.H. Schwinger 2.
1Laboratory of Molecular Cardiology, Department of Internal Medicine III,
Köln, Germany; 2Laboratory of Muscle Research, Department of Internal
Medicine III, Köln, Germany

Modulation of sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) Ca2+ release has been shown for
the penta EF hand protein Sorcin (SOR). In rat myocardium, Sorcin binds to the
Ca2+-release channel ryanodine receptor (RYR) and the sarcolemmal protein
Annexin VII (ANX). Thereby, binding of SOR alters the intracellular Ca2+-relase
kinetics.
Currently it is unkown whether the expression and binding of SOR to ANX
or RYR is altered in human failing myocardium. Thus, we tested the expres-
sion of SOR utilizing immunoblotting in human failing myocardium (dilated car-
diomyopathy, DCM, NYHA IV, n=10) and compared to nonfailing hearts (NF,
donor hearts, n=10). Furthermore, the binding of SOR to RYR and ANX was
examined using immunoprecipitation (IP), Ca2+-dependent incubation and ra-
dioligand binding of 3H-ryanodine after incubation with recombinant SOR in
homogenates and SR membrane preparations of NF and DCM.
SOR expression was significantly (p<0.05) reduced by 35±9% and 25±6%
(utilizing IP with SOR) in DCM vs. NF, while total ANX expression and RYR
expression remained unchanged. Furthermore, binding of SOR to ANX utilizing
IP revealed a diminished SOR binding of 38±10% in DCM compared to NF.
Increasing Ca2+-concentration attenuated the diminished binding of SOR to
ANX in DCM and was maximal at systolic Ca2+ of 10 µmol/l. Incubation with
recombinant SOR resulted in a significant inhibition of 3H-ryanodine binding in
NF vs. DCM (43±9 vs. 22±4%). Thus, DCM was less susceptible to inhibition
of SOR.
These finding suggest a decreased expression of SOR, diminished distribu-
tion of SOR and altered modulation of RYA by SOR in human failing my-
ocardium. Therefore, altered SOR availability may contribute to the disturbed
Ca2+-homeostasis and diminished systolic and diastolic excitation contraction
coupling in failing myocardium.

P427 The activity of the sarcolemmal Na pump determines
the functional consequence of adenoviral Na/Ca
exchanger overexpression

W. Schillinger 1, A. Ohler 2, S. Emami 2, F. Mueller 2 , H. Koegler 2 , N. Teucher 2,
T. Seidler 2 , G. Hasenfuss 2 . 1Goettingen, Germany;
2Georg-August-Universität Göttingen, Kardiologie und Pneumologie,
Göttingen, Germany

Objectives: The functional consequences of Na/Ca exchanger (NCX) overex-
pression in heart failure have been controversially discussed and may depend
on the activity of the sarcolemmal sodium pump.
Methods and Results: We investigated the Na/K-ATPase (NKA) inhibitor
ouabain (0.5-16 µmol/L) in electrically stimulated, isotonically contracting adult
rabbit cardiocytes overexpressing NCX after adenoviral gene transfer (Ad-
NCX-GFP, 48h culture time). Myocytes transfected with adenoviruses encoding
for green fluorescent protein (Ad-GFP) served as a control. NCX overexpres-
sion was verified by Western-Blots and RT-PCR. Contractions were analyzed
by video-edge detection. In the Ad-NCX-GFP group, the maximum inotropic
response was significantly reduced by 50.7% (p<0.05). This was a result of
an enhanced susceptibility to contracture after exposure to the drug (median
concentration to achieve contracture (25-75%): 4 (4-8) vs. 8 (6-16) µmol/L,
p<0.05). When analyzing relaxation before contracture, the maximum relax-
ation velocity was reduced (0.15±0.04 vs. 0.27±0.04 µm/s, p<0.05) and the
time from peak shortening to 90% of relaxation was increased (298±39 vs.
185±15ms, p<0.05). No differences in systolic and diastolic parameters were
observed with the sodium channel modulator BDF9198 (1 µmol/L).
Conclusions: Inhibition of NKA by ouabain induces a combined diastolic and
systolic dysfunction in NCX overexpressing rabbit myocytes. This may be the
consequence of cytoplasmic Ca overload due to inhibition of forward mode or
induction of reverse mode Na/Ca exchange. In end-stage failing human my-
ocardium and during digitalis treatment this mechanism may be of major im-
portance.
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OLD AND NEW PROGNOSTIC MARKERS IN HEART
FAILURE

P428 Body mass index has an inverse relationship to
prognosis in patients with heart failure: data from the
IN-CHF registry

A.P. Maggioni 1 , R. Latini 2 , A. Agnoli 1, G. Alunni 1, L. Gonzini 1, S. Provasoli 1,
L. Reggianini 1 , L. Tavazzi 1. 1ANMCO Research Center, Florence, Italy;
2Mario Negri Institute, Milan, Italy

Purpose In community based samples obesity resulted as an independent risk
factor of heart failure (HF). However, in HF patients, obesity was not associated
with increased mortality, but with a more favorable outcome. Since prevalence
and prognostic role of BMI in HF is not yet completely defined, we assessed
this issue in the 8622 patients enrolled in a community based registry, the Italian
Network on congestive HF (IN-CHF).
Methods Patients were stratified in 4 different BMI groups: Underweight: =<22;
Normal: 22-24.9; Overweight: 25-29.9; Obese: ≥30. Univariate and multivariate
analysis were performed to assess the prognostic significance of the different
BMI strata on total mortality at 12 months.
Results The Table reports the rate of patients in the different BMI strata, their
12 month all-cause mortality and the adjusted RR of death with the 95% confi-
dence intervals.
Underweight patients are more severely compromised than the other cate-
gories of patients being older, with more advanced NHYA class, lower SBP,
higher HR, lower EF%, higher creatinine levels and more frequent anemia. All
cause mortality was inversely related with the BMI level. Adjusted analysis con-
firmed underweight to be independently associated with a 30% higher risk of
all-cause death.

BMI ≤22 22-24.9 25-29.9 ≥30

% of pts 15.2 28.4 42.7 13.7
% of deaths 17.6 12.4 9.3 7.3 <0.0001
Adjusted RR 1.30 1 0.80 0.66
95%CI 1.09-1.55 0.68-0.93 0.52-0.84

Conclusions This analysis of the IN-CHF Registry confirms that BMI has an
inverse relationship to prognosis in patients with HF. Further studies are needed
to target the nutritional and pharmacologic approach to patients with HF.

P429 Incremental prognostic significance of serial
clinical/instrumental assessments in chronic heart
failure

F. Grigioni, C. Lofiego, C. Pedone, PL. Vassallo, F. Coccolo, G. Magnani,
C. Magelli, A. Branzi. University of Bologna, Institute of Cardiology, Bologna,
Italy

Background: In chronic heart failure (CHF), it is not known whether analysis of
serial changes in prognostic parameters provides incremental information with
respect to comprehensive isolated clinical and instrumental assessments.
Methods: We analyzed time-related changes over a period ≥6 months in
a broad panel of clinical, and instrumental (electrocardiographic, echocardio-
graphic, hemodynamic and cardiopulmonary) parameters in 105 CHF patients
(age 53±10 years, 88% male, 55% NYHA III-IV, EF 24±6%).
Results: Among the time-related parameters, QRS widening (adjusted RR per
10 msec, 1.21; 95%CI, 1.10-1.48; P=0.003) and peak oxygen uptake (pVO2)
decrease (adjusted RR per ml/kg/min, 1.11; 95%CI, 1.01-1.22; P=0.034) pro-
vided independent, incremental information for predicting cardiac death/need
for heart transplantation (CD/HT) with respect to the entire panel of isolated
readings. CD/HT free-survival after 12 months was overall 60±5%. Clinically
stable patients who presented QRS widening and pVO2 decrease values of
<10% showed a better CD/HT event-free survival at one year (92±5% vs.
50±6%, P<0.001).
Conclusions: The present study indicates that analysis of time-related
changes in prognostic parameters provides relevant incremental prognostic in-
formation and may help risk stratification of CHF patients and selection of HT
candidates. In particular, clinically stable patients who show QRS widening and
pVO2 decreases of less than 10% over a period ≥6 months appear to be char-
acterized by a good prognosis and may not be suitable candidates for HT.

P430 Renal function as a predictor of mortality in patients
admitted for decompensated heart failure

D. Aronson 1, DP. Horton 2, AJ. Burger 3. 1RAMBAM Medical Center,
Cardiology Dept., Haifa, Israel; 2Scios Inc., Sunnyvale, United States of
America; 3Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Boston, United
States of America

Background: Hospitalization for decompensated heart failure (HF) is associ-
ated with a high mortality after discharge. Renal function integrates both car-
diovascular and hemodynamic properties. We studied whether renal function is
a predictor of mortality in patients admitted for decompensated HF.
Methods: The prognostic significance of renal function was evaluated in 560
patients (mean age 63 ± 14 years, 377 male) with a previous diagnosis of HF
(96% with NYHA class III or IV) who were admitted for decompensated HF.
Four parameters of renal function were studied: blood urea nitrogen (BUN),
creatinine, BUN/creatinine ratio, and creatinine clearance.
Results: During a mean follow-up of 343 ± 185 days, 177 patients (32%) died.
The relation between measures of renal function and mortality was evaluated
in a Cox proportional-hazards model, adjusting for age, gender, diabetes, pri-
mary etiology of HF stratified as ischemic or nonischemic, sodium, and medical
therapy (ACE inhibitors, b-blockers, digoxin, and amiodarone). Elevated BUN
was strongly associated with mortality. The risk of death increased continu-
ously with each quartile of BUN (Figure), with an adjusted relative risk of 3.4
3-fold increase in mortality in patients in the upper compared to the lower quar-
tile of BUN (95% CI 2.0-6.0, p < 0.0001). Creatinine and creatinine clearance
were not significant predictors of mortality after adjustment for other covariates.
BUN/creatinine ration gave similar information as BUN.

KM curve according to BUN category.

Conclusion: Renal function is a powerful predictor of mortality in patients ad-
mitted for decompensated HF. BUN appears to be the most powerful predictor
of post-discharge outcome.

P431 New predictors of in-patient mortality following
emergency heart failure hospitalization

C. Berry 1, K. Hogg 2, J. Norrie 3, M. Brett 2, K. Stevenson 2, J. McMurray 2 .
1University of Glasgow, Department of Cardiology, Glasgow, United Kingdom;
2Western Infirmary, cardiology, Glasgow, United Kingdom; 3University of
Glasgow, Department of Statistics, Glasgow, United Kingdom

Introduction: Most predictors of clinical outcome in heart failure (HF) have
been derived from clinical trials which enrolled only patients with reduced left
ventricular systolic function (LVSF). We have studied the characteristics asso-
ciated with survival in "real-life", hospitalised HF patients, including those with
preserved LVSF. We examined the effect of haematological and biochemical
measures of recent interest, as well as the effect of concomitant treatment.
Methods: The predictors of in-hospital case-fatality were determined, by mul-
tivariate analysis, in all 528 emergency admissions with heart failure to one
acute urban University hospital during the year 2000. Echocardiography was
undertaken by a single operator. Reduced LVSF was defined as an ejection
fraction of <35%.
Results: The average age of patients was 72 (SD 13) years, 50% were male
and 88% survived to discharge. 80% had an echocardiogram, 30% of whom
had preserved LVSF. The in-patient (IP) case fatality rate was also comparable
between those who had preserved or reduced LVSF
On multiple forward step-wise regression analysis, the probability of being alive
at discharge was increased by treatment with an ACE inhibitor (odds ratio (OR)
11; 95% CI 0.9,137, P=0.06). Survival was also better in patients with a higher
haemoglobin [Hb] (OR 2.8 per SD(2.0 g/dL); 95% CI 1.0-7.9, P=0.05), or a
higher glomerular filtration rate (OR 4.8 per SD (52 mL/min/1.73m/2); 95% CI
1,24, P=0.05). Factors associated with a reduced chance of survival included
an elevated C-reactive protein concentration (OR 0.2 per SD (61 g/dL); 95% CI
0.1,0.6, P=0.001) or aspartate transaminase level (OR 0.06 per SD (279 u/L);
95% CI 0.005, 0.63, P=0.056), or anti-biotic therapy (OR 0.87 95% CI 0.008,
0.891, P=0.04).
Conclusion: This study has identified two new markers of a better short term
prognosis i.e. GFR and Hb concentration. The potentially protective effects of
a higher GFR and Hb merit prospective investigation in heart failure.
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P432 Prognostic value of hyponatremia in hospitalized
patients with heart failure – insights from the
outcomes of a prospective trial of intravenous
milrinone for exacerbations of chronic heart failure

L. Klein 1, WA. Gattis 2, JD. Leimberger 2 , IL. Pina 3, CM. O’Connor 2 ,
M. Gheorghiade 1 on behalf of the OPTIME-CHF Investigators. 1Chicago;
2Durham; 3Cleveland, United States of America

Purpose: In a post-hoc analysis we thought to describe the incidence of hy-
ponatremia and its impact on mortality and rehospitalizations in hospitalized
patients (pts.) with heart failure (HF) enrolled in the OPTIME-CHF trial.
Methods: The OPTIME-CHF trial randomized 949 pts. with systolic dysfunction
hospitalized for worsening HF and not requiring intravenous inotropic support to
receive 48-72 hours of intravenous milrinone or placebo. Cox proportional haz-
ards regression analysis was used to explore the relationship between baseline
hyponatremia (Na≤136 mEq/l) and mortality at sixty days. Logistic regression
was used to examine hyponatremia and rehospitalization or death at 60 days.
Results: There were 256 pts. with Na≤136 mEq/l and 687 pts. with Na>136
mEq/l. The results are showed in the table.

Variable Baseline Baseline p value
Na≤136 mEq/l Na>136 mEq/l
256 pts. (27%) 687 pts. (73%)

Age (years) * 67 (53, 76) 68 (57, 76) 0.669
Male sex (%) 68 66 0.577
Ischemic etiology of HF (%) 55 50 0.18
NYHA Class III-IV (%) 96 92 0.047
Elevated JVP (%) 72 66 0.1157
Pulmonary rales (%) 83 81 0.444
Baseline HR (bpm)* 84 (72, 96) 84 (72, 96) 0.5654
Baseline SBP (mmHg) * 114 (100, 130) 121 (108, 135) 0.0001
Baseline DBP (mm Hg) * 70 (60, 78) 70 (62, 80) 0.015
Baseline BUN (mg/dl) * 11.8 (7.1, 17.5) 8.6 (6.1, 13.2) 0.0001
Baseline Cr (mg/dl) * 1.4 (1.1, 1.8) 1.3 (1.1, 1.7) 0.0172
Mortality at 60 days (%) 16% 7% 0.0001**
Rehospitalizations/death at 60 days (%) 42% 33% 0.017

* Median, 25th, 75th** Log-rank statistic

Conclusions: Hyponatremia (Na≤136 mEq/l) is common in hospitalized pts.
with worsening HF. After adjusting for baseline variables, the Cox regression
analysis showed that baseline Na, when modeled linearly, predicts an in-
creased mortality at sixty days: Na (per 5 mEq/l) has a Hazard Ratio of 0.75
with 95% CI 0.6-0.95, p=0.018. Future treatments aimed at normalizing serum
sodium might improve the survival and should be evaluated in randomized tri-
als.

P433 Prognostic value of aldosterone in heart failure.
Results from Val-HeFT

I.S. Anand 1, R. Latini 2, R. Glazer 3, A. Hester 3, S. Masson 2, A. Maggioni 4 ,
N. Aknay 3, J.N. Cohn 5 on behalf of Val-HeFT investigators. 1VA Medical
Center, Minneapolis, MN, United States of America; 2Istituto Mario Negri,
Milano, Italy; 3Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation, East Hanover, NJ,
United States of America; 4ANMCO Research Center, Florence, Italy;
5University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, United States of America

Background: Plasma aldosterone (aldo) is increased in patients with heart fail-
ure (HF) and may cause disease progression. Whereas aldosterone receptor
blockade with spironolactone has been shown to improve mortality, it is un-
clear whether baseline (BL) aldo or change in aldo from BL over time relates
to mortality. Val-HeFT (Valsartan Heart Failure Trial) provided an opportunity to
examine this relationship.
Methods: Plasma aldo (pg/mL) was measured by radioimmunoassay in core
labs at BL and during follow-up in over 4000 patients. Cox proportional haz-
ard analyses were made for all-cause mortality with BL aldo classification by
median (> or < 104.1 pg/mL) and quartile (Q) groupings used as independent
variables in separate analyses. A similar analysis was also made with change
in aldo from BL to 4 months in Q for subsequent mortality.
Results: There was an association between aldo > vs < median and mortality
(21.1% vs 17.1%, RR 1.284, 95% CI, 1.114 - 1.480, p=0.0006). In the analy-

Mortality and aldosterone levels.

sis by BL aldo quartile, a uniform Q dependent increase in mortality was not
seen. Mortality was similar for Q1, Q2, and Q3, but was significantly higher for
patients in Q4. No direct relation between change in aldo from BL to 4 m in Q
and mortality was observed.
Conclusions: Only high levels of aldosterone appear to have a significant
prognostic relation with mortality in heart failure, and changes in aldo over time
are not related to prognosis.

P434 Incremental prognostic power of combined
triiodothyronine concentration and left-ventricular
function assessment in the risk stratification of
patients with congestive heart failure

A. Pingitore, A. Ripoli, S. Turchi, A. Bottoni, MC. Taddei, P. Landi, A. L’Abbate,
G. Iervasi. Clinical Physiology Institute, CNR, Pisa, Italy

Background: A decrease in triiodothyroinine (T3) levels has been reported in
patients (pts) with dilated cardiomyopathy (DC). Aim of the study was to assess
the incremental prognostic effect of an altered triiodothyronine (T3) state over
the clinical and functional parameters in a long-term follow-up of pts with DC
(LVEF <0.45). Methods: 263 consecutive inpts with post-ischemic (PI, n=143)
or non ischemic (NI, n=120) DC underwent thyroid evaluation. Patients were
followed for 14 months (median) and subdivided in two groups according to
the endpoint mortality: Group I, dead pts (n=69; 71 years); Group II, alive
pts (n=204; 68 years). Results: The two groups differed for LVEF (Group I:
26.2±7.9 vs Group II; 30.8±7.9, p=0.0001), Total T3 (TT3) (Group I: 72, 48, 89
ng/dl vs Group II: 85, 71, 103 ng/dl, p=0.001), fT3 (Group I: 2.15, 1.30. 2.79
pg/ml vs Group II; 2.34, 1.97, 2.73 pg/ml, p=0.037) and NYHA class (Group
I: 2.88±1.42 vs Group II: 2.20±1.70, p=0.002). At logistic univariate analysis,
TT3 was the strongest predictor of mortality (R= -0.270, p=0.0001), followed
by LVEF (R= -0.207, p<0.0001) and both they were the only independent vari-
ables at multivariate analysis (LVEF: R= -0.159, p=0.0005; TT3: R= -0.178,
p<0.0001). In pts with similar LVEF (0.25) the odds of death increased 4 times
when TT3 reduced from 80 to 40 ng/dl. By combining LVEF and TT3 in an in-
tegrated prognostic index (IPI), this was different in the two groups (Group I:
-0.95 vs Group II: -1.50, p=0.001). The area under the receiver operating char-
acteristic curve (AUC) for IPI (0.759, p=0.0001) was higher than that of LVEF
(AUC 0.65, p=0.008) and of TT3 (AUC 0.61, p=0.003).
Conclusions: T3 levels represent a powerful predictor of mortality in pts with
PIDC and NIDC, also adding prognostic power to conventional cardiac param-
eters.

P435 Prognostic importance of elevated circulating levels of
heart-type fatty acid binding protein in patients with
congestive heart failure

T. Arimoto, Y. Takeishi, R. Shiga, A. Fukui, H. Tachibana, N. Nozaki, O. Hirono,
I. Kubota. Yamagata University School of Medicine, First Department of
Internal Medicine, Yamagata, Japan

The heart-type fatty acid binding protein (H-FABP) is rapidly released from the
damaged myocardium and is used as a biochemical marker of acute myocar-
dial infarction. The purpose of the present study was to examine clinical sig-
nificance and the prognostic value of serum levels of H-FABP in patients with
congestive heart failure (CHF). Serum H-FABP levels were measured 99 pa-
tients with CHF, and patients were followed up with an end-point of cardiac
death or re-hospitalization for 22±24 months (3-104 months). The serum H-
FABP levels increased, as the severity of CHF advanced (control, NYHA I, II,
III, and IV: 2.7±0.8, 3.2±1.7, 3.7±2.6, 6.6±3.5*, and 11.3±10.6**# ng/ml, re-
spectively, *p <0.05 vs. control, **p <0.0001 vs. control, NYHA I, II, and #p
<0.05 vs. NYHA III). The normal upper limit of H-FABP level was defined as
mean + 2SD value of control subjects. Patients with abnormal H-FABP levels
(>4.3 ng/ml) had higher age (p <0.0001) and higher plasma lactate dehydro-
genase (LDH) levels (p <0.0001) than those with normal levels (≤4.3 ng/ml).
Serum levels of H-FABP were positively correlated with creatine kinase MB
(R = 0.365, p <0.05) and LDH (R = 0.439, p <0.0001). Patients with high H-
FABP levels had lower cardiac event free rate than those with normal levels
(p <0.0001). The Cox proportional hazard analysis revealed that high H-FABP
level was the independent predictor (chi-square 10.813, p = 0.001).

Cardiac event free rate in CHF patients.

These findings indicate
that elevated levels of cir-
culating H-FABP in pa-
tients with severe CHF
may reflect the latent on-
going damage of car-
diomyocytes. The serum
levels of H-FABP can pro-
vide important prognos-
tic information in patients
with CHF and can be a
new marker to predict pa-
tients’ clinical outcome in CHF.
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P436 Independent and incremental prognostic value of
aminoterminal propeptide of type III procollagen
circulating levels in patients with chronic heart failure

M. Cicoira, A. Rossi, L. ZANOLLA, S. BONAPACE, G. GOLIA,
L. FRANCESCHINI, P. ZARDINI. Divisione Clinicizzata di Cardiologia, Dip
scienze biomediche e chirurgiche, Verona, Italy

In patients with chronic heart failure (CHF), qualitative and quantitative changes
in the extracellular space are responsible for altered organ function. We aimed
to assess whether the measurement of PIIINP, a marker of extracellular ma-
trix turnover, might provide incremental prognostic information independently
of clinical status and hemodynamics in CHF patients. Methods: 101 consec-
utive CHF outpatients (mean age 61.7±8.7 years, 88% males) underwent a
complete clinical evaluation, including hormonal assessment, exercise testing
and an echocardiography and were followed-up for at least six months. The
combined end-point of the study was death and hospitalization for heart fail-
ure. Results: during a median follow-up of 38.0±11.8 months, there were 15
deaths and 11 hospitalizations for worsening heart failure. At the survival analy-
sis age (p=0.02), NYHA class (p=0.014), s-creatinine (p=0.014), s-PIIINP levels
(p=0.005), LVEF (p=0.0002), and a restrictive mitral filling pattern (p=0.0003)
predicted event-free survival. At the multivariate analysis, s-PIIINP levels pre-
dicted outcome independently of other clinical variables, hormones, echocar-
diographic and exercise testing variables (p<0.05 in all models). In patients
with LVEF <31%, the presence of s-PIIINP>4.7 µg/L levels significantly in-
creased the risk of death and hospitalization as compared with the other groups
(event-free survival rate at 12 months: 45% versus 95%; at 24 months: 27% ver-
sus 88%; at 36 months: 18% versus 85%, p<0.0001). Conclusions: in patients
with CHF, PIIINP levels predict outcome independently of clinical status, rest-
ing hemodynamics and hormonal activation. PIIINP levels provide incremental
prognostic information to that of left ventricular function alone, suggesting a
possible extracardiac role for this marker.

P437 N terminal B-type natriuretic peptide, but not the
putative cardiac hormone relaxin, predicts adverse
outcome in patients with chronic heart failure

C. Fisher 1, C. Berry 1, L. Blue 1, J.J. Morton 2, C. Hillier 3, J.J. McMurray 1 .
1Dept of Cardiology, Glasgow, United Kingdom; 2Department of Biochemistry,
Glasgow, United Kingdom; 3Caledonian University, Glasgow, United Kingdom

Background: Recently, relaxin, previously regarded as a hormone of partu-
rition, has been found to be secreted by the failing heart. Systemic plasma
concentrations are also increased in patients with chronic heart failure (CHF),
in proportion to the severity of their condition. We have examined the prog-
nostic importance of relaxin in CHF, comparing it to another cardiac peptide,
N-Terminal B-type natriuretic peptide (NT-BNP).
Methods: Plasma relaxin and NT-BNP concentrations, using validated assays,
were measured in 87 patients (51 male) admitted as an emergency with CHF
due to left ventricular systolic dysfunction. These were related to death and
death or readmission with CHF over the following year. The mean age of pa-
tients was 75 years.
Results: Plasma concentrations of both relaxin and NT-BNP were markedly el-
evated. Median plasma relaxin and NT-BNP concentrations were 89 and 2994
pg/ml, respectively (normal relaxin <2pg/ml; normal NT-BNP < 334 for women
and <227 pg/ml for men). NT-BNP was a powerful predictor of adverse out-
come. Of patients with NT-BNP above the group median concentration, 53%
died and 70% died or were hospitalised with CHF. For those with concentra-
tions below the median these proportions were 11% and 27%, respectively
(p<0.0001 and p<0.0001, respectively). Plasma NT-BNP concentration re-
mained an independent predictor of an adverse clinical outcome in a multivari-
ate analysis. Of patients with a relaxin concentration above the median, 31%
died and 48% died or were hospitalised, below the median, these proportions
were 33% and 49% (p=0.76 and 0.84, respectively).

Time to death related to serum NT-BNP.

Conclusions: NT-BNP is a powerful and independent predictor of outcome in
CHF whereas relaxin, also secreted by the heart in increased amounts in CHF,
is not.

P438 Value of troponin I in the risk stratification of patients
with heart failure

G.-A. Dan, A. Dan, I. Daha, R. Gheorghe, V.I. Ilie, O.D. Badescu. University
Hospital Colentina, Cardiology, Bucharest, Romania

The outcome of patients (pts.) with severe heart failure (HF) largely depends
on the ongoing myocardial damage. Identification of HF pts. who are at in-
creased risk of future deterioration would help in prognosis prediction and ther-
apeutic decision. There are few data on troponin I (TnI) value as a marker of
progressive myocardial injury in patients with advanced HF. We intended in our
prospective study to assess the validity of TnI as a prognostic marker in patients
with severe heart failure and we included 49 consecutive pts. (mean age 57 ±
12 yrs) with HF of NYHA III and IV class. The ischemic etiology was present in
66% of pts. and the mean left ventricular ejection fraction (EF) was 28% ± 3.
The pts. were divided in two groups according to the presence of TnI: group A
(25 pts.) had positive TnI at presentation (>0.06 ng/ml) and group B (24 pts.)
had negative TnI. Both groups were similar regarding NYHA class, EF, gender
repartition, etiology and associated conditions as diabetes mellitus, hyperten-
sion, atrial fibrillation or smoking. The exclusion criteria were acute coronary
syndromes, pulmonary embolism, recent stroke and myocarditis. Pts. in group
A had a worse quality of life as assessed by the LVD-36 questionnaire (p< 0.05)
and were less treated. A greater number of group A pts. received small doses
of ACEI or didn’t receive ACEI at all than group B pts (75% vs. 41%, p< 0.05).
Only 28% of group A pts. received beta blockers (vs. 50% in group B). The pts.
in group A had higher levels of CRP and lower albumin and cholesterol than the
pts. in group B. After a mean of 12 months follow-up 36% of group A pts. died
compared with 13% in group B. The number and proportion of hospitalization
for worsening HF was greater in group A than in group B (p<0.03). Also, the
decrease in EF and the increase in left ventricular echografic dimensions were
greater in group A pts (p<0.05).
Conclusion: Elevated TnI in pts. with advanced HF correlates with the clinical
severity and with the amount of treatment. TnI could be a marker of poor prog-
nosis in patients with severe HF pointing to progressive myocardial damage.
TnI could help in the stratification of patients with advanced HF.

P439 Association of brachial reactivity with survival in
patients at-risk of coronary disease

R. Fathi 1, B. Haluska 2, N. Isbel 2, L. Short 2 , V. Anderson 2 , TH. Marwick 2.
1Brookfield (Brisbane), Australia; 2Princess Alexandra Hospital, University
Department of Medicine, Brisbane, Australia

Objective: Impaired flow-mediated vasodilatation measured by brachial artery
reactivity (BAR) is commonly used as a marker of impaired endothelial func-
tion. BAR is influenced by vascular risk factors and is responsive to various
pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatments. However its long term
prognostic importance is uncertain.
Methods: 444 pts were prospectively enrolled to undergo BAR and follow-up.
These patients were "at-risk" for cardiovascular events based on the presence
of risk factors, known or suspected vascular disease, or renal disease, and
a full clinical history was obtained. Carotid intima-media thickness (IMT) was
measured as a marker of atherosclerotic burden. Pts were followed up for all-
cause mortality. Multivariate Cox regression analysis was performed to assess
the independent effect of investigation variables on outcomes.
Results: This group of patients exhibited an abnormal mean BAR of 5.3±6.0%.
Mean nitrate mediated dilatation was 9.7±9.0%. The average IMT was
0.68±0.12 mm. Forty-six deaths occurred over the median follow-up period
of 740 days (interquartile range 307 to 1000 days). Patients in the lowest tertile
group of BAR (<2%) had significantly more events then those in the combined
group of highest and mid-tertiles (P= 0.035, log rank test). Pre-determined cut-
offs demonstrated a trend towards different outcomes (Figure), with 95% sur-
vival in pts with BAR >8% (p<0.01 vs BAR 6-8%). However, the only indepen-
dent predictor of an event was mean intima-media thickness.

Conclusion: Vascular function as assessed by BAR provides long term prog-
nostic information for mortality.
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IS BRAIN NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE A POWERFUL
MARKER OF HEART FAILURE?

P440 The prognostic use of right heart catheter data in
patients with advanced heart failure and its relevance
in the modern era

R.S. Gardner 1 , G. Henderson 1 , TA. McDonagh 2. 1Glasgow Royal Infirmary,
Cardiology, Glasgow, United Kingdom; 2University of Glasgow, Cardiology,
Glasgow, United Kingdom

Purpose: Right heart catheterisation (RHC) has long been a routine investi-
gation in advanced heart failure, and has been variably linked to prognosis.
However, in the modern era, newer potential markers of prognosis are coming
to light. This study reconsiders the use of RHC and compares it to that of NT-
proBNP, a neurohormone linked with prognosis in milder forms of heart failure.
Methods: We retrospectively assessed the prognostic potential of baseline
right heart catheter data in 97 consecutive patients with advanced heart fail-
ure referred to the Scottish Cardiopulmonary Transplant Unit for consideration
of cardiac transplantation. As part of the assessment process, each patient un-
derwent baseline right heart catheterisation including cardiac output estimated
by the thermo-dilution technique. Patients were followed up for a median of 370
days.
Results: The primary endpoint of all-cause mortality was reached in 17 pa-
tients (17.5%) and the secondary endpoint of all-cause mortality or urgent
CTx was reached in 21 (21.6%) patients. NT-proBNP concentrations corre-
lated well with right atrial pressure (RAP), pulmonary artery systolic pressure
(PASP) and pulmonary artery wedge pressure (PAWP). Univariate predictors
of all-cause mortality included PASP (Odds ratio (OR)=4.1, p=0.02), PAWP
(OR=2.7, p=0.05) and NT-proBNP (OR=4.2, p=0.01) above their median val-
ues and a left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) (OR=3.7, p=0.03) below its
median value. Univariate predictors of the secondary endpoint included a RAP
(OR=4.2, p=0.02), PASP (OR=6.0, p=0.001), PAWP (OR=4.0, p=0.01) and NT-
proBNP (OR=6.2, p=0.001) above their median values, and a LVEF (OR=5.5,
p=0.002) and cardiac index (OR=4.2, p=0.02) below their median values. In
multivariate analyses, however, only NT-proBNP remained an independent pre-
dictor of both endpoints.
Conclusion: Despite the useful prognostic properties of right heart catheter
data, NT-proBNP is a far superior and non-invasive method of risk stratification
in advanced heart failure.

P441 Superiority of N terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide
over interleukin-6 as marker of left-ventricular
dysfunction after myocardial infarction

A. Luchner, C. Hengstenberg, H. Loewel, G. Riegger, S. Holmer. Klinikum der
Universität, Innere Medizin II, Regensburg, Germany

Activation of natriuretic peptides and cytokines are hallmarks of left ventricular
(LV) dysfunction and congestive heart failure (CHF). In the current study, we
assessed plasma N-terminal proBNP (NT-proBNP) and interleukin-6 (IL-6) in
a head-to-head comparison as markers for LV dysfunction in a large group of
patients in the chronic phase after myocardial infarction (MI). NT-proBNP and
IL-6 were measured by non-extracted, enzyme-linked immunoassay in 1090
subjects (n=625 outpatients in the chronic phase after MI (MONICA MI register
Augsburg; time after MI 1-10 years, mean 5.6) and 465 siblings without MI,
control). LV ejection fraction (EF) and mass index (LVMI) were assessed by
2D-echocardiography (Simpson, Devereux, respectively).
NT-proBNP (96.6±13.7 pmol/l vs. control 31.2±1.8, p<0.001) and IL-6
(2.57±0.08 pg/ml vs. control 2.09±0.07, p<0.001) were both elevated in sub-
jects with MI. These increases were particularly pronounced in the presence
of concomitant CHF (NT-proBNP 132.2±38.0 pmol/l and IL-6 2.78±0.16 pg/ml,
both p<0.01), LV dysfunction (EF<35%, NT-proBNP 182.8±41.9 pmol/l and IL-
6 2.94±0.48 pg/ml, both p<0.05) and LV dysfunction with concomitant hyper-
trophy (NT-proBNP 272.6±77.6 pmol/l and IL-6 3.68±0.64 pg/ml, both p<0.01).
NT-proBNP was highly significantly correlated with EF, LVMI, and history of MI
in uni- and multivariate analysis (all p<0.001). In contrast, IL-6 was only corre-
lated with LVMI and history of MI in multivariate analysis (both p<0.001), but
not with EF (p=n.s.). Accordingly, MI subjects with concomitant LV dysfunction
and hypertrophy were detected by NT-proBNP with a greater sensitivity, speci-
ficity, negative predictive value and ROC-area (90%, 79%, 99.9%, and 0.90,
respectively at an optimal cutpoint of 76 pmol/L) as compared to IL-6 (63%,
76%, 99.6%, and 0.76, respectively at an optimal cutpoint of 2.9 pg/mL).
NT-proBNP and IL-6 are both significantly elevated in MI patients and increase
further according to severity of LV dysfunction and presence of CHF. However,
since NT-proBNP has a closer association with EF and superior predictive val-
ues as compared to IL-6, it may provide greater benefit as biochemical marker
of LV dysfunction in these patients.

P442 N terminal brain natriuretic peptide versus brain
natriuretic peptide for the diagnosis of heart failure in
patients over 75 years old

R. El Mahmoud 1 , Y. Alibay 2, D. Brun-Ney 3, J.F. Morisson-Castagnet 1 ,
J.C. Boulard 3, H. Puy 2, G. Jondeau 1 . 1Ambroise Pare, Cardiology, Boulogne,
France; 2Ambroise Pare, Biochemistery, Boulogne, France; 3Ambroise Pare,
Emergency, Boulogne, France

Backgrounds: BNP value is established for the diagnosis of dyspnea in the
emergency room in standard population. However, data in elderly patients are
scarce and relative diagnostic value of NT-proBNP and BNP have not been
reported in this population where renal failure is more prevalent.
Methods: 103 consecutive patients over 75 y.o. who came to the emergency
department for acute dyspnea were included. Plasma BNP (Biosite) and NT-
proBNP (Roche diagnostic) were measured at admission along with other
standard biological parameters, and clinical variables were noted. Reference
diagnosis was adjudicated by 2 independant cardiologists using all available
information at discharge.
Results: 61 were female, 42 were male, mean age was 84.9±6.2 years.
Final diagnosis was CHF in 46 patients (45%), pulmonary embolism in 6 (6%),
pulmonary infection in 28 (27%). In 8(8%), dyspnea was considered of both
pulmonary and cardiac origin. 21 patients were oriented in pneumology unit,
30 in the cardiology department, and 19 in internal medecine. 10 were not
hospitalized, including 3 patients whose BNP was greater than 1300. Creatinin
levels were 105 ± 40µmol/l(50-287), indicating frequent renal insufficiency.
However, area under ROC curve (figure) for BNP (continuous line) and NT-
proBNP (broken line) as a diagnostic marker for heart failure were similar (0.79
CI:0.70-0.88) and (0.80 CI:0.71-0.89) respectively.

BNP level of 300 pg/ml has similar sensitivity and specificity that NT-proBNP
level of 1500 pg/ml.
Conclusions: BNP and NT-proBNP appear to have similar diagnostic value in
elderly patients despite the frequent renal failure in this population.

P443 Effects of carvedilol on plasma brain natriuretic
peptide concentration and functional capacity in
patients with isolated diastolic heart failure

Y. Takeda. Nagoya City University, Internal Medicie and Bioregulation,
Nagoya, Japan

Background Carvedilol is now a standard regimen for patients with heart fail-
ure accompanying systolic dysfunction. However, The benefits of this therapy
have not been elucidated in patients with diastolic heart failure.
Methods We enrolled consecutive 43 patients meeting the following criteria:
left ventricular EF > 45% (measured with echocardiography using modified
Simpson’s method); plasma concentration of BNP > twice the normal upper
limit (36.8 pg/mL); subjective symptom corresponding to NYHA functional class
II or III; no significant primary valvular disease; without obvious contraindica-
tions for carvedilol. They were randomly assigned to carvedilol (21 individuals)
or conventional therapy (22 individuals) and followed up for 12 to 15 months.
Results Dropout due to treatment failure occurred in one patients on carvedilol
and two on conventional therapy. Plasma BNP concentration significantly re-
duced in patients on carvedilol (186.3 ± 157.7 pg/mL to 100.9 ± 66.3 pg/mL,
p < 0.01) but not in those on conventional therapy (140.3 ± 68.5 pg/mL to
156.1 ± 119.0 pg/mL). NYHA functional class was also improved in patients
on carvedilol (2.45 ± 0.51 to 1.91 ± 0.76, p < 0.05) but not in those on con-
ventional therapy (2.10 ± 0.49 to 2.32 ± 0.78). Exercise capacity estimated us-
ing specific Activity Scale was increased in patients receiving carvedilol (4.14
± 1.28 METs to 4.81 ± 1.25 METs, p < 0.05) while that was not changed
in those on conventional therapy (4.45 ± 0.82 METs to 4.05 ± 1.46 METs).
The amplitude of BNP decrease (deltaBNP) was negatively correlated with the
heart/mediastinum MIBG uptake ratio of delayed image (dH/M) (delta BNP =
974.4 - 496.1 x dH/M, p < 0.05, R = 0.595).
Conclusions Carvedilol may be a treatment of choice for patients with diastolic
heart failure. MIBG myocardial scintigraphy may predict the effects in plasma
BNP concentration by carvedilol.
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P444 mRNA gene expression for B-type and A-type
natriuretic peptides is attenuated following chronic
monotherapy with extended release metoprolol
succinate

S. Rastogi 1, S. Mishra 1, RC. Gupta 1, H. Morita 1, G. Suzuki 1, S. Goldstein 1,
HN. Sabbah 2. 1Henry Ford Health System, Medicine, Detroit, United States of
America; 2Henry Ford Health System, Detroit MI, United States of America

Background: Plasma levels of B-type and A-type natriuretic peptides are ele-
vated in heart failure (HF) and are predictive of poor outcome. Therapy with ex-
tended release metoprolol succinate (ER-MET) has been shown to reduce mor-
tality and morbidity in patients with HF. We previously showed that monotherapy
with ER-MET increases left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction and attenuates LV
remodeling in dogs with chronic HF. In the present study, we examined the
effects of monotherapy with ER-MET, a selective beta-1 receptor blocker, on
mRNA gene expression of B-type and A-type natriuretic peptides in LV my-
ocardium of dogs with chronic HF produced by multiple sequential intracoro-
nary microembolizations.
Methods: Total RNA was isolated from LV tissue of 14 dogs with HF random-
ized to 3 months therapy with ER-MET (50 mg, once daily, n=7) or to no ther-
apy at all (n=7) and from LV of 6 normal (NL) dogs. Using specific primers
in reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), B-type and A-
type natriuretic peptides were identified on agarose-ethidium gel; correspond-
ing fluorescent bands were quantified in densitometric units and normalized to
glyceraldehyde-3 phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), a housekeeping gene.
The results are shown in the table.
Results: Expression of both B-type and A-type natriuretic peptides increased
significantly in untreated HF dogs compared to NL. Treatment with ER-MET
significantly reduced mRNA expression of both B-type and A-type natriuretic
peptides compared to untreated HF dogs.

NL HF-Untreated HF + ER-MET

B-Type/GAPDH 0.54 ± 0.02 1.60 ± 0.10* 0.64 ± 0.07**
A-type/GAPDH 0.48 ± 0.05 1.32 ± 0.03* 0.82 ± 0.03**

*=p<0.05 vs NL; **=p<0.05 vs HF-Untreated

Conclusions: The findings indicate that mRNA expression of both B-type and
A-type natriuretic peptides are increased in LV myocardium of dogs with chronic
HF. Monotherapy with ER-MET reduces mRNA expression of both B-type and
A-type natriuretic peptides. These findings are consistent with the observed at-
tenuation of LV remodeling and with reduced mortality and morbidity in patients
with HF treated with ER-MET.

P445 Brain natriuretic peptide plasma levels is a better
predictor of sudden death than heart rate variability in
mild to moderate heart failure

F. Pousset, R. Isnard, O. Chaviovskaïa, JS. Hulot, A. Carayon, D. Thomas,
M. Komajda. Pitié Salpétrière, Cardiologie, Paris, France

Risk stratification with regards to sudden death is of essential impact in chronic
heart failure (CHF). BNP plasma levels and heart rate variability (HRV) indices
have been shown to predict sudden death in CHF. The aim of this study is to
improve the risk stratification using BNP plasma levels and HRV indices.
BNP levels in addition to other neurohormonal (atrial natriuretic peptide, ANP
and endothelin, ET1), HRV and clinical variables were obtained from 188 am-
bulatory patients with mild to moderate heart failure (96% in NYHA class 2
or 3) in sinus rhythm with a left ventricular ejection fraction < 45%. HRV was
measured during 24 hours, daytime (9:00 AM-9:00 PM) and nighttime (11:00
PM-6:00 AM) by the standard deviation of normal RR intervals (SDNN), high
frequency power (HF): 0.16-0.40 Hz and low frequency power (LF): 0.04-0.15
Hz. HRV indices, clinical variables, BNP, ANP and ET1 plasma levels were re-
lated to sudden death by univariate and multivariate analysis (Cox).
During 673 ± 366 days of follow-up, 34 died (16 sudden deaths, 16 pump
failure, 2 other causes) and 8 underwent heart transplantation (HTx) and were
censored at the day of HTx. Univariate risk factors of sudden death were: NYHA
class (p=0.04), SDNN during daytime (p=0.028), ANP levels (p=0.003), BNP
levels (p=0.0001). In the multivariate model, the only independent predictor of
sudden death was BNP plasma levels (p=0.0001).
BNP was therefore the best non invasive predictor of sudden death in mild
to moderate heart failure, whereas SDNN did not add additional prognostic
information in risk stratification.

P446 Normal plasma N terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide
levels predicts good short-term prognosis in patients
with acute pulmonary embolism

M. Kostrubiec 1, A. Bochowicz 1, M. Szulc 1, H. Gurba 1, M. Kurzyna 2,
A. Fijalkowska 2, A. Torbicki 2, P. Pruszczyk 1. 1The Medical University of
Warsaw, Departament of Hypertension, Warsaw, Poland; 2Institute of
Tuberculosis, Department of Chest Medicine, Warsaw, Poland

Objective: Plasma levels of NTproBNP can be helpful in the prognosis predic-
tion of patients with left ventricular congestive heart failure. However, it is un-
known if NTproBNP can also predict prognosis in acute pulmonary embolism
(APE) frequently accompanied by acute RV dysfunction.
Material and Method: We evaluated 79 pts (28M, 51F, aged 63+16 years) with
APE proven by high probability lung scintigraphy or spiral CT. On admission
blood samples were collected for NTproBNP assay (Roche, ECLIA). 89% pts
were anticoagulated, while 11% pts received also thrombolysis. Fifteen pts died
during hospitalization, 24 pts experienced in hospital clinical serious adverse
event (SAE) (at least one of: death, thrombolysis, cardiopulmonary resusci-
tation, intravenous use of catecholamines). On admission plasma NTpro BNP
was above reference age and sex specific values (F<50rs <153pg/ml, F>50yrs
334pg/ml; M<50rs <88pg/ml, M>50 yrs 227pg/ml) in 66pts (83,5%). All deaths
and SAEs occurred in pts with elevated NTproBNP, while all 13 (16,5%) pts
with normal values had uncomplicated clinical course. Thus, normal values of
plasma NTproBNP reached 100% NPV for in hospital mortality or complicated
clinical course. However, PPV of elevated NTproBNP for death or SAE was only
22,7% and 36,3% respectively. Plasma NTproBNP concentration was signifi-
cantly higher in survivors than in nonsurviors (median 1939 pg/ml (range: 16-
27752) vs median 11491 pg/ml (range: 618-60958), p<0,001). They were also
higher in patients with SAE than in pts with uncomplicated clinical course (me-
dian 9678 pg/ml (range: 414-60958) vs median 1553 pg/ml (range: 16-27752),
p<0,001).
Conclusion: Plasma NTproBNP may be elevated in the majority of patients
with acute pulmonary embolism. Normal values of plasma NTproBNP indicate
good prognosis, while patients with complicated in hospital course, especially
fatal, show elevated NTproBNP levels. Therefore plasma NTproBNP determi-
nation may be helpful in risk stratification in APE.

P447 Serum levels of the tumoral marker CA 125 are
increased in heart failure patients and correlate with
brain natriuretic peptide values

A. D’Aloia 1, P. Faggiano 2, T. Bignotti 1, E. Vizzardi 1, C. Fiorina 1, L. Dei Cas 3.
1Spedali Civili, Unità Operativa di Cardiologia, Brescia, Italy; 2Spedali Civili,
Unità Operativa di Policardiografia, Brescia, Italy; 3Università di Brescia,
Cattedra di Cardiologia, Brescia, Italy

Recent studies showed that serum levels of the carbohydratic antigen 125 (CA
125),a tumoral marker specifically related to ovarian cancer, are increased in
patients(pts) with congestive heart failure(CHF, are related to the severity of
clinical picture(expressed as NYHA class) and of hemodynamic abnormali-
ties(i.e. pulmonary artery wedge pressure and right atrial pressure, are pre-
dictive of a poor prognosis and change in response to treatment. Aim of this
study was to evaluate the relation between CA 125, as measured by a stan-
dard assay (Tumor Markers CA 125 AxSYM system, Abbott Laboratories) and
brain natriuretic peptide (BNP)serum levels, as measured by a point-of-care
method based (Triage,B-type natriuretic peptide test, Biosite Diagnostics),in 58
pts (33 males, 25 females, mean age 68±12 years) with mild-to severe CHF.
Upper normal level of CA 125 is < 35 U/mL and of BNP < 100 pg/mL.
Results (see the table): 20 pts were in NYHA class I-II, 15 pts in NYHA class
III and 23 pts in NYHA IV; mean value of left ventricular ejection fraction was
24±10%.
A significant inverse correlation was found between the deceleration time of
early filling on pulsed Doppler transmitral flow (an indirect measure of left atrial
pressure) and serum levels of BNP(r =-0.83,p<0.05) and CA 125 (r= -0.61,
p<0.05). There was also a significant relation between BNP and CA 125 serum
levels (r= 0.74,p<0.05). In 14 pts BNP and CA 125 were repeated after 5-10
days of aggressive drug therapy with clinical improvement (reduction of at least
1 NYHA Class): BNP levels decreased from 782±361 to 324±300 pg/ml (-58%,
p<0.05) and CA 125 levels decreased from 79±37 to 36±23 U/mL (-54%,
p<0.05).

ALL PTS NYHA I-II NYHA III NYHA IV

BNP (pg/ml) 754 ± 447 229 ± 154 792 ± 222 1120 ± 150 p< 0.05
CA 125 (U/mL) 114 ± 93 28 ± 13 82 ± 39 200 ± 114 p< 0.05

Conclusions: CA 125 serum levels are increased in pts with moderate to se-
vere CHF and significantly correlate with the Doppler measure of left atrial pres-
sure and BNP serum levels. Furthermore, CA 125 changes observed after ef-
fective medical treatment paralleled those of BNP. Further studies are needed
to clarify the pathophysiological link between BNP and CA 125.
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P448 Age/gender-specific referenced high plasma brain
natriuretic peptide is a marker for subjects with high
risk of heart failure in the general population

T. Segawa 1, M. Nakamura 2 , K. Sato 1, F. Tanaka 1, M. Nagano 1, T. Onoda 3,
A. Okayama 3 , K. Hiramori 1 . 1Iwate Medical University, Medicine 2, Morioka,
Japan; 2Iwate Medical University Hospital, Dept. of Medicine 2, Morioka,
Japan; 3Iwate Med Univ, Hygiene and Preventive Med, Morioka, Japan

Background: Plasma B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) measurement is sug-
gested as a useful test for screening for cardiovascular disease. However, the
reference value and validity of BNP testing and the precipitating factors leading
to abnormal plasma BNP levels are unknown in the general population.
Methods: We have measured plasma BNP concentrations in 4,296 partici-
pants (mean 63.6±10.6 yrs, male 1456, female 2840) in northern Iwate area
in Japan. For reference value determination, subjects having ECG abnormali-
ties (atrial fibrillation, left-bundle-branch-block), hypertension (≥140 or 90 mm
Hg), diabetes, ongoing cardiovascular medication or a history including stroke,
symptoms of cardiovascular disease (edema, shortness of breath) were ex-
cluded. The remaining 1,498 subjects were eligible for the reference study.
Results: Among the reference subjects, mean plasma BNP increased with to
age, and was elevated in female (both p<0.01). To verify the BNP screening
test, clinical characteristics of subjects showing abnormally high plasma BNP
levels above the 95 percentile for each age- and gender-specific reference
value from the original cohort were examined. Odd ratio (by logistic regres-
sion) to contribute high plasma BNP levels were different between gender (see
Table). ECG abnormalities, history of hypertension and ischemic heart disease,
and impaired renal function were independent predictors of high plasma BNP
levels in male, whereas ECG abnormalities and history of hypertension were
the predictor in female.

Odd ratio to contribute high plasma BNP

HTN BMI IHD DM Cre ECG

Male 1.88* 0.73 2.80* 1.36 2.99* 5.66*
Female 2.14* 0.91 0.81 1.51 1.74 3.95*

HTN=hisory hypertension; BMI=obesity; IHD=hisory of ischemic heart disease; DM=diabetes
mellitus; Cre=renal impairment; ECG=major ECG abnormalities *p<0.05

Conclusion: In the general Japanese population, age- and gender-specific ref-
erenced high plasma BNP levels are likely to identify patients with high risks of
heart failure especially in male.

NURSING ASPECTS IN HEART FAILURE

P449 Telephonic consultation of a specialized heart failure
nurse; an ongoing important component of heart
failure care

GVE. Cleuren, C. Lucas. Rijnland Hospital, Cardiology, Leiderdorp,
Netherlands

Specialized heart failure (HF) programs to guide patients with CHF have been
started in many countries during recent years. In majority of these programs a
specialized HF-nurse has an important role. One of the tasks can be function-
ing as a telephonic consultant for the patients when the latter are encountering
problems regarding their HF at home. At the Cardiology department in Leider-
dorp a HF-program has started in 2000 and is still running. Results regarding
the importance of telephonic consultation of the nurse have been presented
before. After 3 years of running this program evaluation was made whether
there has been a change in number and content of calls and characteristics of
patients calling. Therefore all data concerning these questions were collected
prospectively. Results: In 2000, 2001 and 2002, 455, 572 and 458 phone calls
were made respectively by 96, 125 and 124 individual patients. Content of the
calls is shown in the table in consecutive years. Also patient characteristics are
demonstrated.
Content of calls, patient characteristic

2000 2001 2002

weight changes 154 (34%) 154 (27%) 53 (12%)
medication 89 (20%) 66 (12%) 51 (11%)
symptoms of HF 54 (12%) 173 (30%) 143 (31%)
letters/presciption 51 (11%) 54 (9%) 82 (18%)
clinic appointment 35 (8%) 35 (6%) 21 (5%)
other 72(16%) 90(16%) 108(24%)
age(years) 76 75 72
male (%) 56 54 58
LVEF (%) 43 41 41

Conclusion: The possibility to consult the HF-nurse in a CHF-program by
phone appears to be an important component to the improved care for CHF-
patients. Growing number of individual patients have been calling the nurse
during recent years. As shown there has been a decrease in the number of
calls made about weight changes concomitant with an increase in the number

of calls for other symptoms of CHF. One can speculate that this might results
in a decrease in readmissions because of symptoms of HF. Furthermore char-
acteristics of patients have not changed significantly.

P450 Care of the elderly with chronic heart failure in
community home care. A record review of nurses
assessments and interventions

I. Ekman 1, A. Ehrenberg 2, M. Ehnfors 3. 1The Sahlgrenska Academy,
Göteborg Univ, Institute of Nursing, Göteborg, Sweden; 2Dalarna University,
Department of Health and Society, Falun, Sweden; 3Örebro University,
Department of Caring Sciences, Örebro, Sweden

Background: Elderly patients with chronic heart failure (CHF) constitute a
large group in community home care, they are at high risk for hospitalizations
due to worsening heart failure, this may be prevented if early signs of deterio-
ration can be recognized and proper interventions are made.
The aim of the study was to describe nursing care for elderly patients with CHF
in Swedish community care, by examining the nurse recording.
Methods: Nursing documentation from 161 records on patients diagnosed with
CHF was collected retrospectively from nursing home care units in community
care for the elderly. Forty-five % of the patients were age 65-84 and 55% were
85 years or more, 30% were men and 70% women. Records were reviewed for
diagnosis specific aspects of nursing care.
Results: Problems related to CHF were poorly recorded which only made it
possible to follow fragments of the care process. Only 48% of all the records
contained notes related to CHF, of these, the most frequent assessment notes
dealt with heart rate and blood pressure (47%), breathlessness (45%) and
oedema (44%). Least frequent were notes on the patients’ body weight (12%)
and their knowledge about CHF (4%). The assessment data seldom resulted
in recommended interventions, such as weighing the patient each day. Nurs-
ing interventions related to CHF were mainly focused on drug administration
(80%). Least frequent were notes about patient information or education (3%).
Conclusion: The findings showed flaws in the recording of assessment data
and interventions for patients with CHF. Structured guidelines for nurses may
be needed to enhance proper community based home care.

P451 Quality of life of caregivers is worse compared to
patients with congestive heart failure

M. Luttik, T. Jaarsma, D.J. Van Veldhuisen. Academic Hospital, Cardiology,
Groningen, Netherlands

Background: Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) seriously effects the lives of both
patients and their caregivers. The practical and emotional support given by
partners of CHF-patient may be essential for the prognosis of these patients,
but little is known on the burden experienced by caregivers and how this effects
their Ouality of Life (QoL).
Literature in chronic illness suggest gender and role (patient versus partner)
differences in psychological distress and QoL, caused by dealing with a chronic
illness.
The aim of this study was to describe the QoL in relation to gender and role
(patient versus partner).
Method: Data of 40 patients (age 68 ± 8, 80% male, LVEF 30±12, NYHA
III-IV) and their partners from a previous HF study were analyzed. QoL was
measured by the Cantrils Ladder of Life. This is a self-report, one item scale
with 0 reflecting the worst possible QoL a patient or partner could think of, and
10 the best.
Demographic and clinical data of patients were obtained by chart review and
partners completed a short questionnaire with demographic data.
Results: The analyzed couples consisted of 32 male patients with their 32
female spouses and 8 female patients with their male partners. The mean age
of spouses was 65 years (± 9).
The average QoL score of all patients on the Ladder of Life (6.8 ±1.7, min.3
max. 10) was significantly higher (t=2.4, p<0.05) than the average QoL-score
of their partners (5.9 ±1.6). Female partners reported a higher QoL-score (6.0)
than male partners (5.5). Women, whether being a patient or a partner, re-
ported a higher QoL-score (mean 6.7) than men (mean 6.0).
Quality of life of patients was significantly correlated with the quality of life of
the partners (r=.50, p<.005) and to both the age of the patient (r= -.34, p<.05)
and the age of the partner (r= -.34, p<.05).
Conclusion: The results of this study describe the serious impact of taking
care of patients with CHF, with partners reporting a lower quality of life com-
pared to patients. In our attempts to improve patient outcomes, the role and
burden of caregivers should not be ignored.
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P452 How useful is reported weight gain as a predictor of
clinical decompensation in heart failure?

C. McNally, B. Travers, M. Ryder, A. Walsh, E. Kieran, J. Lewin, MT. Ledwidge,
K. McDonald. St Vincent’s University Hospital, Heart Failure Unit, Dublin,
Ireland

Background: Guidelines recommend daily weight monitoring in all patients
with heart failure. Although a stated component of most disease management
programmes (DMPs) as an early warning sign of clinical decompensation, it’s
value in this role is unsure.
Aims: To assess the usefulness of reported weight gain (defined as >2kg over
2 days) in the identification of early decompensation in heart failure patients.
Methods: All patients entered into our hospital based DMP are advised to im-
mediately report symptomatic deterioration and/or weight gain of > 2kg over
48hours irrespective of symptom status. In an ongoing study we prospectively
assess all patients who undergo clinic review for symptom deterioration, with
or without reported weight gain (Symp-WG and Symp-NWG respectively). We
also review patients who reported weight gain but with no symptom deterio-
ration (No-Symp-WG). Therapy was adjusted where appropriate and patients
were reviewed within one week for assessment of response to treatment. The
main outcome measure was the sensitivity and specificity of reported weight
gain in predicting clinical decompensation in the group.
Results: To date, 35 patients have been included (71.0 ± 9.6 years, 67% male,
68.6% ischemic, 77.1% systolic dysfunction, NYHA Class 2.7 ± 0.6). Twenty-
nine patients reported symptom deterioration (11 and 18 in the Symp-WG and
Symp-NWG groups respectively). BNP significantly increased from baseline in
these patients by 41% (808 ± 509 pg/ml, vs. 570 ± 410 pg/ml, P=0.004) and all
but 3 patients had medication adjustment. All but 1 patient was considered to
be in early clinical decompensation and 62% of these showed good response
to treatment on follow-up. A further 6 patients (No Symp-WG) reported weight
gain without any symptom deterioration and had no significant increase in BNP
from baseline (608 ± 642 pg/ml, vs. 563 ± 634 pg/ml, P=0.276). Only three
of these patients were considered to be in early clinical decompensation and
all of these showed good response to treatment on follow-up. There were no
significant differences noted between the groups in terms of age, gender, ae-
tiology, heart failure type, NYHA class and medication. Reported weight gain
had a sensitivity of 45% and a specificity of 82% in predicting clinical decom-
pensation in this study cohort.
Conclusions: In the setting of our DMP, reported weight gain was not a sensi-
tive indicator of clinical decompensation. While patients should be encouraged
to monitor weight gain, it should be recognised that the absence of weight gain
does not exclude clinical decompensation.

P453 Qualitative assessment of anxiety in implantable
cardioverter-defribrillator patients

S. Tsunoda 1, S. Ishizuka 1, T. Hada 1, M. Ohmi 1, S. Miyoshi 1, M. Tazaki 2.
1Medtronic Japan, Clinical, Kawasaki-shi, Japan; 2Tokyo University of
Science, Faculty of Science, Tokyo, Japan

Objective: Implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) therapy gains its popu-
larity in recent years in Japan. Quantitative measurement of quality of life (QOL)
of those patients becomes more important parameter in order to provide better
post-implant patient care. This study is a qualitative study to assess anxiety in
ICD patients. The result of this study is intended to use for quantitative study in
future.
Method: The assessment of anxiety was done by; 1. literature search, 2. anal-
ysis of inquiries for patient service phone at Medtronic Japan, 3. patient focus
groups. A list of anxiety of ICD patients was obtained by these activities and
was sorted out to eliminate generic anxiety which would be measured by a
general health questionnaire. The alpha-version of anxiety questionnaire was
designed from the list. It was tested for usability in 34 healthy subjects and
time to complete the questionnaire and understanding of questions were as-
sessed. The questionnaire was modified according to the usability test results
and beta-version was completed.
Result: Two focus groups were held in Tokyo (highly populated area) and
Sapporo (less populated local area), and total of 13 patients (9 males, age
19-74, mean 60 years old) and 5 family members participated in the focus
groups. They expressed anxiety related to implantable device in general such
as electro-magnetic interference (EMI), scar and feeling of foreign body, device
reliability, and quantity and quality of given information, as well as ICD specific
anxiety such as defibrillation therapy (unpredictable shock), limitation in daily
life and mental support. The alpha-version was tested with 34 healthy subjects
(17 males), and the mean time to complete the questionnaire was 4 minutes
and 35 seconds. Some expressions in the questionnaire were clarified for beta-
version.
Conclusion: The qualitative assessment revealed anxiety in ICD patients and
the questionnaire was verified to be feasible. Further study is required to test
the sensitivity, specificity, and reliability of the questionnaire.

P454 Multidisciplinary intervention in congestive heart
failure – does it reduce?

S. Stewart 1 , C. Berry 2, J. McMurray 2 . 1University of South Australia, Health
Sciences, Adelaide, Australia; 2Western Infirmary, Cardiology, Glasgow,
United Kingdom

Background: Nurse led multidisciplinary intervention (MDI) has been shown
to improve treatment adherence and improve symptom control/quality of life in
patients with chronic heart failure (CHF). In a few relatively small trials, disease
specific events (mainly hospitalisation for CHF) have also been reduced. How-
ever, it is not known whether this type of intervention definitely reduces more
objective end-points such as all-cause hospitalisation or death. Because of the
limited power of individual studies to address these end-points we have carried
out a meta-analysis of published studies.
Methods: A systematic review of the literature identified 14 randomised con-
trolled trials of MDI in CHF published between 1993 and 2002 which reported
on the outcomes of death, death or hospitalisation or the number of patients
hospitalised for any reason. The largest of these randomised 282 patients and
the smallest 37 (total of 2306 patients). Meta-analysis was performed using the
Peto method.
Results: 12 trials reported deaths. There were 172 deaths among the 1091
patients randomised to special intervention (IG) and 222 out of 1117 in the
control group (CG), giving an odds ratio (OR) of 0.77 (95% CI 0.61-0.96), P=
0.02. For death or hospitalisation (9 trials) these rates were IG 428/821 versus
CG 512/840, OR 0.68 (95% CI 0.55-0.83), P< 0.001. For all-cause hospital-
isation (patients not events) [9 trials], the rates were IG 325/813 versus CG
394/797, 0.65 (95% CI 0.53-0.80), P< 0.001.
Conclusions: MDI reduces the risk of hospitalisation from all causes by about
35% in patients with CHF and reduces the risk of death or hospitalisation by
32%. The effect of MDI on mortality is of borderline significance and strongly
influenced by one trial. MDI substantially reduces morbidity in CHF and may
even improve mortality.

P455 Gender differences in lifestyle exercise following
cardiac rehabilitation

S.M. Moore, C.M. Charvat, B.L. Roberts, M.A. Dolansky. Case Western
Reserve University, School of Nursing, Cleveland, United States of America

Purpose: Adopting and maintaining long-term aerobic exercise remains a
problem for individuals who have had cardiac events. The purpose of this
prospective study was to compare men and women’s patterns of exercise over
6 months following completion of cardiac rehabilitation (CR).
Methods: A convenience sample of 90 individuals (32 women and 58 men;
mean age = 62 years) wore portable wristwatch heart rate monitors during
exercise for six months following CR. Exercise behaviors measured were: ex-
ercise frequency, exercise amount (# of hours exercised), length of exercise
sessions, and intensity compliance (percent of exercise time spent in target
heart rate {THR} zone). Data were analyzed by month over the 6-month study
period.
Results: Of 90 individuals in the study, 13 (14%) did not exercise at all during
Month 1, and by Month 6, 25 (28%) were not exercising. Exercise frequency
and amount decreased over the study period for both women and men. Women
had fewer exercise sessions than men in Month 1 (9.6 versus 12.1) and in
Month 6 (6.6 versus 9.5). Exercise session length stayed consistent over the
study period; however, women had a shorter length as compared to men (41
versus 58 minutes; p = 0.02). Women’s exercise amount was significantly less
than men’s at both Month 1 (5.8 versus 10.6 hrs.; p=.02) and Month 6 (4.2 ver-
sus 9.5 hrs.; p=.02). Women’s exercise intensity compliance decreased over
the study period from 37% in Month 1 to 25% in Month 6; whereas, men’s
intensity compliance remained relatively stable over time. Slope analysis was
undertaken to determine if there were differences by gender in the downward
trajectory of exercise frequency and amount. Although women’s exercise fre-
quency and amount was less than men’s throughout the study period, there
were no significant differences in the slope changes, thus men and women’s
exercise behavior decreased at a similar rate.
Conclusions: A significant number of CR participants are not exercising at
all at 6 months following CR, and even among those who do exercise, the
frequency, amount, and intensity is lower than recommended. These findings
suggest that although CR programs do a good job of reconditioning individuals
following cardiac events, long term maintenance of lifestyle exercise requires
more targeted interventions by clinicians for both women and men.
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P456 The recognition and nurse-led modification of
cardiovascular risk factors among the coronary
disease patients hospitalized in a tertiary center

W. Otocka, M. Krzeminska-Pakula, J. Drozdz, JD. Kasprzak. Medical
University, Cardiology IMW, Lodz, Poland

Optimal methods of education in patients with coronary disease (CHDpts) are
not standardized and the potential of nurses may be underutilized.
Aim of the study was to assess the prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors
in CHDpts hospitalized in the academic cardiology center and to evaluate their
change during 3 months after nurse-led intensified educational session.
Methods: 100 patients (aged 59±10, 69% male) hospitalized in our Depart-
ment answered a questionnaire regarding their cardiovascular risk. 50 patients
(Group E) were randomized to undergo an individualized 20-minute nurse-led
educational session using a custom-designed booklet. The other 50 patients
were left with risk education delivered during routine care (Group R). The ques-
tionnaire was repeated 3 months after the index hospitalization.
Results: Risk factors in this selected subgroup of CHDpts who reach the
tertiary center are still prevalent, including: diabetes in - 13%, hypercholes-
terolemia - 41%, hypertension -51%, overweight - 46%; obesity- 24%, low
physical activity 92%. Only 49% knew the term "risk factors"before the study.
71% are past smokers, 13% continued smoking with decrease to 7% during
the follow-up questionnaire. The main specific changes in health behaviour in-
volved the increase in physical activity: patients reporting low activity decreased
from 54% to 12% (gr. E) but only 46% to 30% in Gr. R (p<0,05 between
Groups). Preference for nonsaturated fats in diet increased from 76% to 96%
(gr. E) and 84% to 94% in Gr. R (p<0,05 between Groups).
Conclusions: Even in the tertiary center, the CHDpts may have insufficient
recognition of cardiovascular risk factors. Individualized educational activities
can be effectively performed by trained nursesand significantly improve some
modifiable components such as physical activity and dietary habits. In this
group of patients smoking is already rare due to effective education at earlier
stages of medical care.

P457 Patient viewpoint after undergoing coronary
angiography/intervention

R. Yuval, L. Domb, D.A. Halon, B.S. Lewis. Lady Davis Carmel Medical
Center, Cardiology, Haifa, Israel

Background and Aims: Pts undergoing coronary angiography (cath) and/or
intervention (PCI) receive standard oral, written and visual explanations be-
forehand. Little attention has been focused after the procedure, however, on
the patients’ point of view regarding the cath experience.
Patients and Methods: Anonymous pre-discharge pt questionnaire was com-
pleted by 159 consecutive pts (age 64±11 yrs; 120 males, 39 females) 12-24
hrs after diagnostic coronary angiography (59.2%) and/or PCI (40.7%). In 74
(49%) pts the procedure was first cath procedure. Level of education in 37/144
(25.7%) pts was elementary, in 72 (50%) high school and in 34 (23.6%) univer-
sity/other higher education.
Results: The major reason for pt concern/fear was the "unknown" (70/145,
48.3%) or in-lab preparation prior to cath (36/145, 24.8%). Also of concern
were the femoral puncture (17 pts, 11.7%), staff discussions (12 pts, 8.3%) and
pain (10 pts, 6.9%). Pts with higher education were less concerned by discus-
sion, more by punctures. Pain was localized to the chest in 58/133 (43.6%)
cases, puncture site in 21 (15.8%), 50 (37.6%) no pain, 4 (3.1%) back or other.
42/156 (26.9%) pts missed having a family member present during the proce-
dure. 43 pts (29.7%) believed that anxiety could be reduced by background mu-
sic, greater reassurance by cath team (27, 18.6%), more attention to pain relief
(19, 13.1%), updating families during procedure (17, 11.7%), not possible/other
in the remainder. 123 (78.3%) pts wished to be involved in decisions regarding
treatment options. Body exposure was of concern to 15 (38.5%) women and
22 (18.7%) men (p=0.02), and to 7/14 (50.0%) religious pts vs 26/124 (20.9%)
others (p=0.03).
Conclusions: 1. The cath/PCI experience was accompanied by fears and anx-
ieties in most pts. 2. Anxiety was related mainly to the unknown and to in-lab
preparation. 3. Pts believed that fears/anxieties could be allayed by background
music, greater reassurance by cath team, pain relief, involvement of family
members. 4. Information from pt oriented questionnaires should allow us to
better address pt perspectives/concerns during cath/PCI.

P458 Sex and psychosocial adjustment by 2 weeks and 6
months after myocardial infarction

M. Olufsen, H. Lundanes, G. Gjerde, P.J. Smith. Baerum Hospital, Department
of Medicine, Baerum, Norway

Technologic and treatment advances have resulted in large numbers of pa-
tients who would previously have suffered mortality now surviving with more
or less chronic disorders. The present work investigated sex-based differences
in psycho-social outcome at 2 weeks and 6 months after myocardial infarction
(MI).
Materials and Methods: The study comprised 243 patients aged 80 years
and less. After 2 weeks and 6 months they were mailed two questionnaires.
One related to socio-demographic information, the other being the Psycholog-
ical Adjustment to Illness Scale (PAIS-SR) inventory. The latter assesses the
psychosocial adjustment to chronic illness or its sequelae. Higher scores indi-
cate poorer functioning.
Results: Average age at baseline was 66.1 and 63.4 years in women and
men respectively. 58% of the women and 87% of the men lived with a partner,
and 29% and 50% respectively were working. Apart from previous hyperten-
sion (women 35% vs. men 19%, p=0.02) and smoking (women 46% vs. men
35%, p=0.01), demographics were equally distributed between the genders.
At baseline women had significant higher scores than men in 2 PAIS domains
while the difference was of borderline significance in a third (table 1). After 6
months women had poorer scores compared with men in 2 domains (domestic
environment, p=0.016 and extended family, p=0.02).

Table 1

Women Men

Mean SD Mean SD p
Health orientation 6,30 2,96 5,95 3,04 ns
Vocational environment 9,50 5,69 5,62 4,67 ns
Domestic environment 3,69 3,16 3,45 2,31 ns
Sexual relationship 3,33 3,61 3,69 3,73 ns
Extended family 1,26 1,47 0,60 1,43 0,03
Social environment 6,08 4,29 4,71 3,68 0,028
Psychological distress 3,76 3,02 2,95 2,69 0,05

Means of PAIS scores for each domain in women and men at 2 weeks post infarction

Conclusions: Results at 2 weeks and 6 months are basically similar, but MI
affects different aspects of life of men and women. Health care providers should
be aware of these gender differences as intervention to improve psychosocial
factors increases in importance.

P459 The Irish experience in rapid access chest pain clinic
assessment

M. Leahy. Cork University Hospital, Cardiology, Cork, Ireland

In the Cork and Kerry region 25% of all deaths were attributed to Coronary
Artery Disease (CAD) in the years from 1993 to 1997. Tackling the burden of
CAD in a geographical hot spot such as this is a major challenge.
To address this problem a Rapid Access Chest Pain Clinic (RACPC) service
was set up. It is a Nurse- Led service where clients with suspected Angina are
assessed and screened for CAD within 24 - 48 hours of referral by their General
Practitioner. It is hoped that by intervening earlier in the presentation cycle that
acute coronary episodes in the future may be prevented.
The clinic opened in August of 2002 and to date 184 patients have been
screened for CAD. Of those screened 29% are newly diagnosed Angina. The
advanced stage of the disease process on initial presentation was particularly
striking. To date, twelve clients have undergone coronary revascularisation,
seven of which were Coronary Artery Bypass Grafts and five Angioplasties.
In the latter group, all were male and under 55 years.
One of the main priorities of the clinic is to identify those at high risk of future
coronary events. Once clients individualised risk factors are identified, they are
targeted with the use of education, support and medication from the multidisci-
plinary team. Our initial audit revealed 60% of all patients seen in the clinic had
a cholesterol level greater than 5mmol/l, and 64% of clients had Body Mass
Index’s greater than 25. In this group our main aim is "Prevention rather than
cure".
Thus far a wealth of data has been compiled in an area where deaths from
CAD are above the national average. To date 89% of our clients are seen within
48hrs of referral, which means we are moving in the right direction. We need
to continue fostering and developing links with the community so that primary
and secondary care services can work together to tackle the burden of CAD
and provide a seamless service to our clients.
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P460 Outcomes from the first 2-years of a nurse-led
percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty
follow-up clinic

A. Pottle, J. Breen, T. Joseph, S. King. Harefield Hospital, Cardiology,
Harefield, United Kingdom

Background Percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) with or
without the insertion of a stent is a widely used and relatively routine prac-
tice within cardiology with a mean of 581 per million inhabitants in Europe in
1996. The care of the patient does not end when they leave hospital. Patients
need to be reviewed in the out patient department to monitor their progress and
ensure timely reinvestigation if problems occur. From January 2001 the Cardi-
ology Nurse Consultant took over the follow-up of these patients at Harefield
Hospital in a nurse-led clinic. All patients are now seen at 1, 6 and 12 months
and thereafter annually providing they are not having problems. From Septem-
ber 2001 additional nursing staff have been involved in running the clinics. The
clinics have facilitated a uniform follow-up for this group of patients. In addition
experienced nurses have been able to develop their skills in a previously unfa-
miliar area. The small group of nurses involved has also increased continuity
of care and every effort is made to ensure the patient sees the same nurse at
each visit. The reorganisation of the clinic has allowed the collection of a large
amount of data on this patient group.
Results Data are available from the first 2 years of the clinics. Between Novem-
ber 2000-October 2002, approximately 1000 NHS patients underwent PTCA
performed by one of the in-house cardiologists at Harefield Hospital. 727 were
seen in the nurse-led clinic at 1-month post procedure (73%). Patients are of-
fered the choice of being followed up at their local hospital if they prefer. 561
patients were either free from chest pain or had non-cardiac pain (77%). 524
patients (72%) had a systolic blood pressure of <140mmHg. 88% of patients
were either non-smokers or had stopped smoking. Only 3 patients had resumed
smoking having initially stopped. 90% of patients were taking Aspirin, 68% were
taking Beta-blockers and 84% were taking a statin.
393 patients have been followed to 1 year. 80% were either free from pain
or had non-cardiac pain at this stage. 70% had a systolic blood pressure of
<140mmHg and 87% were not smoking. 92% of patients were taking Aspirin,
68% were prescribed Beta- blockers and 86% were receiving a statin. The
number of patients off sick from work had reduced from 129 at 1-month to 13
at 1 year.
Conclusion The nurse-led clinic is an effective way of monitoring patient
progress post PTCA. The numbers of patient receiving Aspirin, Beta-blockers
and especially statin therapy compare favourably with those reported in recent
studies such as GRACE and EUROASPIRE II.

PREDICTORS OF OUTCOME IN NON-ST-ELEVATION
ACUTE CORONARY SYNDROME I

P461 The measurement of whole blood brain natriuretic
peptide may detect acute myocardial ischaemia in
patients with ongoing chest pain and distinguish them
from those with pain not of ischaemic origin

N.I. Nikolaou 1, ZS. Kyriakides 2, EP. Tsaglis 1, DG. Antonatos 1,
EC. Cartsagoulis 1 , SP. Patsilinakos 1, AT. Rombola 3, DL. Tsigas 1.
1Konstantopoulion General Hospital, Cardiology, Marousi, Greece; 2Onassis
Cardiac Surgery Center, Cardiology, Athens, Greece; 3Onassis Cardiac
Surgery Center, ICU, Athens, Greece

Background: Plasma Brain Natriuretic Peptide (BNP) levels increase during
acute ischemic events. The aim of the present study was to test the hypothesis
that plasma BNP levels measured on arrival at the emergency department are
higher in patients with an ischemic attack than in patients with other causes
of chest pain and that this could be a marker for the detection of ischemia in
patients with continuing chest pain.
Methods and Results: Whole blood BNP was measured in 101 patients at
baseline, and at 2 and 6 hours after arrival in the emergency department with
ongoing chest pain. After a 1-month follow up period patients were classified
according to the results of diagnostic tests for myocardial ischemia. In the Is-
chemic Group median (25th, 75th percentiles) BNP values were 122 (20, 349)
pg/ml at baseline, 116 (36, 347) pg/ml at 2 hours, increasing to 148 (52, 428)
pg/ml at 6 hours (p<0.001 versus baseline). Non-ischemic patients had 12 (5,
32) pg/ml of BNP at baseline, 9 (6, 30) pg/ml at 2 hours, and 13 (5, 29) pg/ml
at 6 hours (p<0.001 versus corresponding values of the Ischemic Group).
The diagnostic performance of BNP levels was tested using receiver opera-
tor characteristic curve analysis. Areas under curve (95% confidence limits) for
BNP measurements were 0.81 (0.72, 0.88) at baseline, 0.87 (0.78, 0.93) at 2
hours, 0.90 (0.78, 0.93) at 6 hours and 0.89 (0.81, 0.94) for BNP increase from
baseline to 6 hours, all indicating a significant diagnostic ability for the detec-
tion of ischemia. Comparisons between areas under curves showed a superior
diagnostic performance of BNP at six hours compared to that at two hours
(difference between areas=0.04, standard error of difference=0.017, p=0.03)
and baseline values (difference between areas= 0.09, standard error of dif-

ference=0.02 p=0.000). This is reflected in the augmented specificity that is
observed as we proceed from baseline BNP (0.66) to BNP at six hours (0.83)
while sensitivity remains reletively unchanged (corresponing values 0.81 and
0.87 respectively).
Conclusions: BNP values may detect acute myocardial ischemia in patients
with ongoing chest pain and distinguish them from those with pain not of is-
chemic origin. Further studies are needed in order to establish optimal cut-off
points.

P462 Effect of spontaneous myocardial ischaemia on P-wave
dispersion in patients with coronary artery disease

K. Aytemir 1, G. Abali 1, S. Kose 2, B. Amasyali 2, G. Kabakci 1, L. Tokgozoglu 1,
E. Isik 2, A. Oto 1. 1Hacettepe University, Fac. of Medicine, Department of
Cardiology, Ankara, Turkey; 2GATA, Cardiology, Ankara, Turkey

Background: Increased P wave dispersion (P dispersion=P maximum - P min-
imum) has been shown during myocardial ischemia induced by coronary an-
gioplasty in patients with coronary artery disease (CAD). The effect of sponta-
neous myocardial ischemia on P dispersion has not been studied widely. The
purpose of this study was to examine the effects of ischemia on P dispersion
during spontaneous anginal episodes in patients with CAD.
Methods: Sixty-five consecutive patients with CAD documented by coronary
angiography (41 men, 24 women, mean age 62±13 years), who are admitted
to hospital for an episode of typical angina pectoris were enrolled. All patients
underwent 12-lead surface ECG during anginal episode and all showed ST
segment depression. Immediately after the ECG recordings, sublingual nitrates
were administered to all patients. Another 12-lead ECG was obtained when
anginal pain was relieved and the ST segment depression had disappeared.
P wave duration and P dispersion were calculated in all the 12 leads of the
surface ECG simultaneously recorded during both the symptomatic and the
painless period.
Results: P maximum values were 126±18 ms during angina, 116±17 ms after
the relief of angina respectively (p=0.001). P minimum were found to be 79±13
ms and 78±14 ms, and the difference between P minimum was insignificant
(p=0.7). P dispersion values were 46±15 ms during angina and 35±12 ms
after relief of angina (p=0.001).
Conclusions: Acute myocardial ischemia during spontaneous anginal
episodes causes an increase in P dispersion value, and this increment is the
result of an increase in P maximum duration. Therefore, increased P maxi-
mum duration and P dispersion may be marker of acute reversible myocardial
ischemia.

P463 Inflammation without concomitant myocardial necrosis
is associated to a worse outcome in patients with
acute coronary syndromes

O. Bazzino 1, J.L. Navarro Estrada 1, L. Guzmán 2, M. I. Sosa Liprandi 3 ,
R. Ahuad 4, J. Fuselli 5, J. Santopinto 6, S. Salzberg 7 on behalf of the PACS
Investigators. 1Hospital Italiano de Buenos Aires, Cardiology, Buenos Aires,
Argentina; 2ICBA, Cardiology, Buenos Aires, Argentina; 3Sanatorio Mitre,
Cardiology, Buenos Aires, Argentina; 4Hospital Privado Antártida, Cardiology,
Buenos Aires, Argentina; 5CEMIC, Cardiology, Buenos Aires, Argentina;
6Hospital Leónidas Lucero, Cardiology, Bahía Blanca, Argentina; 7Hospital
Fernandez, Cardiologia, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Background: There are few prospective data about the prognostic value of C-
reactive protein in the absence of elevation of markers of myocardial necrosis.
Methods: We prospectively included 1520 patients with non-ST elevation acute
coronary syndromes (NSTE-ACS). Single assays of troponin T(TnT), high sen-
sitivity C- reactive protein (CRP)and myoglobin were performed after a median
time of 3 hours from symptom onset. All results were kept blinded until the
conclusion of the study.
Results: In a subgroup of 897 patients with neither elevation of TnT (>0.03
ng/ml), or myoglobin (>58 ng/ml), there were 478 patients with elevated CRP
(>3 mg/L). These patients with elevated CRP had more common history of
diabetes, peripheral vascular disease and tobacco abuse than those with nor-
mal CRP. Both groups were similar in age, high risk characteristics at entry
(ACC-AHA criteria), baseline ST segment depression >0.5 mV, prior history
of aspirin use, and prior myocardial infarction. The 6 months rate of death or
new myocardial infarction in patients with elevated CRP was statistically higher
than the rate in those with normal CRP (6.7% vs 2.6% respectively, p=0.005).
In a logistic regression model that included diabetes, smoking habit, and prior
history of peripheral vascular disease, CRP>3 mg/L and diabetes retained its
prognostic value (OR 2.5, 95% CI: 1.2-5, p=0.01, and OR 2.5, 95% CI:1.4-5.1,
p<0.005, respectively)
Conclusions: In patients with NSTE-ACS and negative markers of acute my-
ocardial necrosis, elevation of CRP is an independent predictor of worse out-
come at 6 months. This study suggests that positive C-reactive protein may be
a sensitive indicator of severe but potentially reversible myocardial injury.
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P464 Plasma level of endothelin-1 in patients with coronary
artery disease

D. Mroczek-Czernecka 1 , M. Kitliñski 2, J. Nessler 1, M. Stêpniewski 3 ,
W. Piwowarska 1. 1Collegium Medicum UJ, Department of Cardiology, Krakow,
Poland; 2Malmo University, Department of Cardiology, Malmo, Sweden;
3Faculty of Pharmacy UJ, Radioligand Laboratory, Krakow, Poland

The aim of the study was to evaluate plasma level of ET-1 in patients (pts) with
coronary artery disease (CAD). Methods: Data of 156 patients (120 men and
36 women, aged 40-76 years mean 55 ± 0,85) were analyzed. The patients
were divided in two groups on the basis of the severity of CAD: Group I with
unstable angina (UA; n=60) and Group II with stable angina (SA; n=96). Pa-
tients with SA were further divided into subgroups according to the presence
of a history of myocardial infarction (MI). Subgroup A consisted of 65 pts with
SA and with a history of MI; Subgroup B 31 pts with SA and without a history
of MI. Plasma level of ET was evaluated in all patients. Mean values of ET in
all subgroups were calculated and analyzed. Endothelin level was measured
in the EDTA blood using an enzyme immunoassay Kit produced by Cayman
Chemical Company and Diagnostic Products Corporation. In a healthy popula-
tion plasma level of ET expressed in a picomolar range varies between 0,26-
5,0pg/ml. Results: Plasma level of ET in pts with SA varied between 7,8 and
39,6pg/ml mean 27,71 ± 5,921 and was significantly lower than in patients with
UA (range from 6,25 to 62,04 pg/ml mean 17,71 ± 15,15pg/ml.) Mean plasma
ET-1 level in subgroup A of SA pts was equal to 23,9 ± 2,96pg/ml, in subgroup
B 12,83 ± 1,63pg/ml. ET level was significantly higher in SA patients with a
history of MI (Subgroup A) compared to the other patients with SA (Subgroup
B). Poor clinical outcome unstable angina pts was more frequently observed in
pts with high levels of ET-1. Conclusions: 1. Plasma ET level depends on the
severity of CAD: it was significantly higher in patients with unstable angina com-
pared to the patients with stable angina. 2. In a group with stable angina, the
plasma ET level was significantly higher in patients with a history of myocardial
infarction compared to the patients without a history of MI.

P465 Prognostic markers in patients older than 75 years with
acute coronary syndromes without ST-segment
elevation

P. Schygiel, A. Ahuad, O. Bazzino, L. Guzman, MI. Sosa Liprandi, J. Fuselli,
J. Santopinto, S. Salszberg on behalf of PACS Investigators. Antartida instituto
medico, Cardiologia, Buenos aires, Argentina

Purpose: the prognostic value of clinical and serum markers in patients (pts.)
older than 75 years with non ST elevation acute coronary (NSTACS) are not
known.Aim: identify prognostic markers of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) or
death at 180 days in pts. older than 75 years with NSTACS. Methods: This
prospective multicenter study included 1520 consecutive pts., 389 were older
than 75 years (25.5%). Single assays of TnT, PCR of high sensitivity and myo-
globin were performed after 9 hours (median) from symptoms onset. Results
were kept blinded until the end of the study. The association between clini-
cal and serum markers and 180 events was examined by chi square and cox
regression analysis. Results: Baseline clinical and electrocardiographic data
were: media age 80.5 ± 4.4 years, male sex 187 pts. (48.1%), previous AMI
83 pts. (21.2%), previous revascularization 77 pts. (20.2%), diabetes 81 pts.
(20.8%) and ST segment depression 95 pts. (24.4%). The combined event
rate at 180 days was 15.9%. The variables that suvived multivariate analisys
were TnT >0.1 ng/ml (hazard ratio 2.5, p=0.001), PCR > 3 mg/L (hazard ratio
2.4, p=0.007) ST segment depression (hazard ratio 1.85, p=0.03) and diabetes
(hazard ratio 1.6, p=0.08). The event rate in pts. wihout any of these variables
and with at least one variable was 2.5% and 19.4% respectively (p<0.001, lon
rank test). Kaplan Meier curves of both groups are shown in the figure.

Free time of infarction or death.

Conclusions: Pts older than 75 years with with NSTACS are heterogeneous.
We identify a model that is predictor of worse evolution at 180 days. The pa-
tients without these variables have a reduced event rate and could be handled
with a conservative strategy and low cost resourses.

P466 Close correlation between soluble CD40 ligand and
soluble CD40 disappears in patients with unstable
angina

M. Tsuzuki 1, I. Morishima 2, Y. Nishimoto 1, T. Hirai 1 , H. Matsui 1 , T. Sone 2,
K. Okumura 1 , T. Murohara 1 . 1Nagoya University, Dept. of Cardiology, Nagoya,
Japan; 2Ogaki Municipal Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Ogaki, Japan

Background: CD40 ligand (CD40L)/CD40 system mediates inflammatory pro-
cesses important in atherogenesis and plaque instability. It has been shown

the expression of CD40L on activated T cells is suppressed by soluble CD40
(sCD40) in vitro. However, the relationship between soluble CD40L (sCD40L)
and sCD40 in unstable angina (UA) is still unknown.
Methods: Consecutive 37 patients with recent chest pain or oppression were
recruited in this study. The patients with both IB-IIIB of Braunwald Classification
and coronary stenosis(es) >75% of AHA Classification were included in UA
group (n=19, aged 67.2±8.2 years), and the others in control group (n=18,
aged 63.4±8.7 years). Serum levels of sCD40L, sCD40, MCP-1 and interferon
(IFN)-gamma were determined by ELISAs.
Results: There was no statistical significance between UA and control groups
in terms of age, sex, plasma lipid levels, blood pressure, smoking, HbA1c,
CRP or serum amyloid A level. There was also no statistical significance be-
tween the two groups in terms of sCD40L, sCD40, MCP-1, or IFN-gamma. As
shown below, close negative correlation between sCD40L and sCD40 in con-
trols (r=-0.72) disappeared in UA group (r=-0.16). The differences of the regres-
sion slopes and intercepts between the two regression lines were statistically
significant (p<0.01, respectively). Similarly, the negative correlations between
sCD40L and blood neutrophil and blood monocyte count observed in control
group disappeared in UA group. The differences of the slopes and intercepts
were also significant (p<0.05, respectively).

Relation between sCD40L and sCD40.

Conclusions: These results suggest that the expression of sCD40L may ex-
ceed the supression by sCD40 in patients with UA. This loss of balance may
be involved in the pathogenesis of UA.

P467 Very early percutaneous coronary intervention
eliminates the adverse prognostic effect of elevated
serum markers in non-ST-elevation acute coronary
syndromes

H.J. Buettner, CH. Mueller, W. Perach, K.D. Werner, H.-P. Bestehorn,
T. Comberg, V. Bassignana, F.-J. Neumann. Herz-Zentrum, Bad Krozingen,
Germany

Background: Elevated serum markers of myocyte necrosis indicate an ad-
verse prognosis in patients with non-ST-elevation acute coronary syndromes
(NSTACS) that could be influenced by very early percutaneous coronary inter-
vention (PCI) with stenting of the culprit lesion.
Methods: In a cohort of 1047 consecutive patients with NSTACS 601 patients
(57%) were treated with PCI at a median of 5.3 (25th and 75th percentile
2.2 and 24) hours from admission. Mean age was 65±11 years and 66% of
PCI-patients had multi-vessel disease. Stent rate was 80% and periprocedu-
ral use of GPIIb/IIIa-antagonists 11%. PCI-Patients were stratified according to
myocardial markers on admission: 196 patients with negative serum markers
(Group A), 263 patients with elevated Troponin T (TnT) >0.1µg/L and normal
creatine kinase (CK) (Group B), and 137 patients with CK-elevation > twice the
upper normal limit (Group C).
Results: Mean follow-up was 24±16 months. For patients treated with PCI
Kaplan-Meier analysis showed a cumulative 3-years survival of 95.5% in Group
A, 89.8% in Group B, and 91.2% in Group C (p 0.05 by log-rank). Cumulative
survival free of MI at 3 years (see Figure) was 85.8% in Group A, 87.2% in
Group B, and 87.4% in Group C (p 0.47 by log-rank).

Survival without MI.

Conclusions: Patients with NSTACS treated with very early PCI have an excel-
lent prognosis irrespective of negative serum markers, isolated TnT elevation
or CK elevation at baseline.
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P468 Synergistic interaction between biomarkers and killip
class in patients with acute coronary syndromes:
lessons from the pursuit trial

M. B. Srichai 1, R. A. Harrington 2 , J. S. Hochman 3, P. L. Houghtaling 1 ,
E. Velazquez 2, R. M. Califf 2, M. L. Simoons 4, W. A. Jaber 1. 1Cleveland Clinic
Foundation, Cardiovascular Medicine, Cleveland; 2Duke University Medical
Center, Durham; 3St. Luke’s/Roosevelt Hospital, New York, United States of
America; 5University Hospital of Rotterdam, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: Patients with some degree of heart failure on presentation with acute
coronary syndromes are at high risk for future cardiac events. Elevated cardiac
enzymes have also been shown to negatively impact outcomes. We sought to
determine the interaction between these two variables. Methods: We analyzed
data on 860 patients who were enrolled in the PURSUIT trial and had Killip
Class II or III heart failure symptoms at the time of presentation. We assessed
clinical characteristics as well as 7 and 30 day outcomes of death or myocardial
infarction in patients with and without elevated myocardial biomarkers defined
as CK-MB greater than the upper limit of normal (ULN) value. Results: Results
are shown in the Table.

Positive biomarkers Negative biomarkers p-value
(CKMB > ULN) n=594 (CKMB < ULN) n=266

Age 69.3 ± 10.3 67.5 ± 8.9 0.01
Sex (Female) 244 (41%) 97 (36%) NS
Hypertension 221 (37%) 94 (35%) NS
Diabetes Mellitus 210 (35%) 81 (30%) NS
Prior Myocardial Infarction (MI) 251 (42%) 116 (44%) NS
History of Cerebrovascular Accident 37 (6%) 15 (6%) NS
Prior Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting 69 (12%) 46 (17%) 0.02
Prior Percutaneous Coronary Intervention 58 (10%) 45 (17%) 0.003
History of Congestive Heart Failure 238 (40%) 89 (33%) 0.06
Tobacco Use 132 (22%) 57 (21%) NS
ST depression on ECG 317 (56%) 119 (47%) 0.02
Heart rate 79 ± 17 78 ± 17 NS
Systolic Blood Pressure 129 ± 21 134 ± 22 < 0.001

7 Day Death or MI 147 (24.7%) 7 (2.6%) < 0.001
7 Day Death 53 (8.9%) 6 (2.3%) < 0.001
30 Day Death or MI 197 (33.2%) 14 (5.3%) < 0.001
30 Day Death 84 (14.1%) 12 (4.5%) < 0.001
30 Day MI 148 (24.9%) 4 (1.5%) < 0.001

Conclusion: Patients who were in heart failure during presentation with acute
coronary syndrome and had elevated CK-MB suffered worse outcomes.

P469 Myoglobin elevation predicts angiographic findings in
patients with non-ST-elevation acute coronary
syndromes. A large prospective cohort study

J.L. Navarro Estrada 1, L. Guzman 2, M.C. Bahit 1, J. Gabay 1, J. Alvarez 3,
C. Rojas Matas 1, R. Sarmiento 4 , O. Bazzino 1 on behalf of PACS
Investigators. 1Hospital Italiano de Buenos Aires, Cardiology, Buenos Aires,
Argentina; 2Instituto Cardiovascular Buenos Aires, Cardiology, Buenos Aires,
Argentina; 3Hospital Aleman, Cardiology, Buenos Aires, Argentina; 4Hospital
Frances, Cardiology, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Background: Recent reports suggest that myoglobin is a useful marker for
risk stratification in patients with non-ST elevation acute coronary syndromes
(NSTEACS). Angiographic plaque characteristics have been also associated
with adverse prognosis in this setting. However the relation of myoglobin and
angiographic findings has not yet been explored. The goal of this study was
to relate angiographic data to myoglobin status in NSTEACS patients and de-
termine whether the predictive value of Myoglobin might be associated to the
angiographic findings.
Methods: This prospective multicenter cohort study included 1,500 consecu-
tive pts admitted with NSTEACS. Among these, 1,253 patients were prospec-
tively included in the angiographic sub-study. Myoglobin was measured at a
median of 9 hours from symptoms onset and the results were kept blinded
up to the end of the study. Myoglobin > 80 ng/ml was considered positive.
Coronary angiography was performed in 590 patients (47%). Angiograms were
reviewed by two angiographers unaware of the lab results and clinical course.
Complex coronary lesion (CCL) was defined as the presence of at least one of
the following: Thrombus (+), TIMI flow <2 or ulcerated plaque (UP).
Results: Myoglobin (+) was found in 37% of the patients. Patients with (+)
myoglobin were older, more likely male and more frequently to present with ST
depression and elevation of troponin T and C-Reactive Protein.
Conclusion: In this cohort of NSTEACS patients, myoglobin elevation was sig-

Myoglobin and angiographic findings

Myoglobin (+) n=217 Myoglobin (-) n=373 P value

Thrombus 50 (23%) 55 (15%) 0.014
TIMI </= 2 65 (30%) 70 (19%) 0.002
UP 88 (24%) 56 (27%) 0.480
CCL 119 (55%) 147 (39%) 0.000

nificantly linked to morphological complexity of the lesion, abnormal flow and
visible thrombus. This association may explain, at least in part, the adverse
outcome seen in patients with myoglobin elevation in the setting of NSTEACS.

PREDICTORS OF OUTCOME IN NON-ST-ELEVATION
ACUTE CORONARY SYNDROMES II

P470 Sensivity, specificity and predictive value of the
echocardiography and troponin-T test combination in
non-ST-elevation acute coronary syndromes

P. Di Pasquale 1, S. Cannizzaro 1 , S. Scalzo 1, F. Pipitone 1, A. Giubilato 1,
MG. Vitrano 1, M. D’Amato 1, S. Paterna 2 . 1G.F. Ingrassia, Cardiology,
Palermo, Italy; 2University of Palermo, Emergency Medicine, Palermo, Italy

Introduction: Patients with a negative troponin (TnT) result showed 1.4% mor-
tality during a mean follow-up of 9-10 weeks. The mortality was greater in pa-
tients with evidence of ischemic ECG changes and a negative TnT test (1.6-
4.4%).Few studies have examined the efficacy of echocardiography (2DE) in
patients with chest pain. The purpose of the present study was to determine
the clinical utility,sensivity and specificity of the combination of the TnT levels
and 2DE in patients presenting with chest pain,ST-depression,T-wave negative
and no diagnostic ECG. Methods: 280 consecutive patients with chest pain
and presence of ST depression, T wave inversion, and non diagnostic ECG,
acceptable 2DE window, evidence or no evidence of alterations of the seg-
mentary motion, and evidence and no evidence of injury, as assessed by TnT
and normal value of CK-CK MB, were enrolled.2DE, blood CK, and TnT lev-
els were performed at entry and subsequent samples were obtained every 4
hours for the first 12 h and then every 12 hours. All patients performed hemo-
dynamic test within 12-72 from admission. PTCA or CABG were performed
according to angiographic findings and left ventricular function. Results: The
280 patients (98 F/M 182),mean age 59.7+11.9 years, who met the entry cri-
teria, were divided as follows: group 1: ST-segment depression (192 patients);
group 2: T wave inversion (36 patients); and group 3: non diagnostic ECG (52
patients). The combination of positive TnT and wall motion alterations showed
a higher sensivity, specificity and predictive values in comparison with alone
TnT or 2DE. Patients, with the concordance between TnT and 2DE, were at
higher risk. Patients with negative combination in all groups (94), showed a low
incidence of coronary stenosis (10.6%), as well as negative 2DE alone (102 pa-
tients)(12.7%),while patients with negative TnT (128) showed higher incidence
of coronary stenosis (39%), p<0.0001. Conclusion: Our results suggest that
the combination of negative TnT test and negative 2DE in patients presenting
to EDs with chest pain either with ECG changes or without ECG changes is a
useful tool to identify those who can be discharged safely.We think that our data
are important because by the combination we can identify the high risk (when
positive) patients,reduce incidence of the false negative, but mostly it allows us
to identify true negative patients to discharge safely.

P471 Six-months follow-up of patients coming to the
emergency room with chest pain and negative troponin
levels

J. Sanchis, V. Bodí, A. Llácer, M. Pellicer, V. Bertomeu, A. Martínez-Brotons,
L. Facila, FJ. Chorro. University Clinic Hospital, Cardiology, Valencia, Spain

Purpose: The benign prognosis of patients with chest pain and negative tro-
ponin levels is controversial. The aim was to investigate emergency room pre-
dictors of poor outcome in this population. Method: A total of 439 consecutive
patients were evaluated in the emergency room for chest pain with normal tro-
ponin I levels (determined upon arrival, and 8 and 12 hours after pain onset).
Clinical (chest pain score according to the clinical presentation - maximum of
16 points - and risk factors) as well as ECG data were collected. One hun-
dred and twenty seven patients were discharged immediately after early (<24h)
exercise testing, according to a chest pain unit protocol. In hospitalized pa-
tients (n=312) the rate of in-hospital catheterization and revascularization were
49% and 21%. All patients were followed-up in an ambulatory setting. Results:
Within 6-months of follow-up, 25 (5.7%) major events were detected (6 car-
diac deaths and 19 non-fatal myocardial infarctions). By univariate analysis the
predictors were: chest pain score >11 (p=.006), age >68 years (p=.003), di-
abetes mellitus (p=.008), previous history of ischemic heart disease (p=.006),
ST-segment depression (p=.07) and left bundle branch block (p=.02). By mul-
tivariate analysis (C-statistic= 0.77, 0.70 to 0.84 95% CI, p=.0001), 3 indepen-
dent factors were found: chest pain score >11 (OR=3.5, 1.4 to 8.6 95% CI;
p=.008), age >68 years (OR=3.6, 1.4 to 8.9 95% CI; p=.006) and diabetes
mellitus (OR=2.7, 1.2 to 6.4 95% CI; p=.02). A risk score proved useful for
patient stratification according to the presence of 0 factors (n=119, 0% major
event rate), 1 (n=175, 4%), and 2 or all 3 factors (n=145, 12.4%, p=.0001).
Conclusions: A negative troponin result does not assure a good prognosis in
patients coming to the emergency room with chest pain. Clinical data should
be carefully evaluated in this population.
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P472 Diabetes as the strongest predictor of complications
after incident of unstable angina in 2-years follow-up

K. Kolodziej, J. Drozdz, J.D. Kasprzak, M. Kurpesa, Z. Bednarkiewicz,
M. Krzeminska-Pakula. Szpital im. Biegañskiego, Klinika Kardiologii IMW,
Lodz, Poland

Purpose: Clinical assessment of patients with unstable angina is based not
only on clinical symptoms, but also on concomittant diseases. The aim of this
study was to investigate the adverse outcome in patients receiving successful
treatment and discharged from the hospital.
Methods: The group consisted of 53 consecutive patients after incident of
unstable angina (62±11 years, 29-men, 55%), among who 17 patients were
diabetics (32%). On admission 61 clinical, electrocardiographic, echocardio-
graphic, angiographic and laboratory features were taken into consideration.
We analyzed the frequency of recurent myocardial infarctions, recurent is-
chemia, need for revascularization, and death during follow-up of 23±2 months.
Results: The mortality rate was 9% and in 38% patients any of above com-
plications occurred. Univariate analysis revealed that age (p=0.005), diabetes
mellitus (p=0.017), wall motion abnormalities on echocardiography (p=0.02),
ST segment depressions on admission ECG (p=0.033), male gender (p=0.036)
and pattern of mitral inflow (p=0.047) were predictors for adverse events. Mul-
tivariate analysis showed diabetes mellitus (Figure) to be the strongest inde-
pendent predictor of complicated outcome (OR=9; p=0.008) beside a filling
pattern of mitral inflow (OR=1.9; p=0.03) and lateral wall motion abnormalities
(OR=1.5, p=0.05). Left ventricular end-diastolic diameter (p=0.016) and poste-
rior wall motion abnormalities (p=0.051) were the only independent predictors
of death.

Conclusion: Diabetes is the strongest prognostic factor in patients after inci-
dent of unstable angina. Therefore such patients should be considered for more
extensive medical care.

P473 ACC-AHA 2000 guidelines: the need for further
stratification of high-risk patients with
non-ST-elevation acute coronary syndromes

O. Bazzino 1, R. Ahuad 2, J. Fuselli 3, J. Santopinto 4 , M. Russo 5,
S. Salzberg 6, J. Gant Lopez 7, M.C. Bahit 1 on behalf of PACS group of
investigators. 1Hospital Italiano de Buenos Aires, Cardiology, Buenos Aires;
2Hospital Privado Antártida, Cardiology, Buenos Aires; 3CEMIC, Cardiology,
Buenos Aires; 4Hospital Leónidas Lucero, Cardiology, Bahía Blanca; 5Instituto
Cardiologia Hospital Español, Cardiology, Buenos Aires; 6Hospital Fernandez,
Cardiologia, Buenos Aires, Argentina; 7Hospital Alemán, Cardiology, Buenos
Aires, Argentina

Background: Patients classified at high risk by ACC/AHA criteria are clini-
cally heterogeneous, varying from patients with severe angina to those with
advanced age, heart failure, ECG changes, or troponin elevation.
Objective: We aimed to improve the risk stratification of the high risk category
using simple and objective prognostic variables.
Methods: Prospective multicenter study including 1000 consecutive patients
with non ST elevation acute coronary syndromes (NSTE-ACS).
Results: The 6 months rate of death or new myocardial infarction was 1.3%,
6.2% and 11.9% in the low, intermediate and high risk subsets respectively.
In turn, in the high risk category (n=649), the rate of events associated with
age >75 years(n= 242), baseline troponin T >0.03 ng/ml(n= 341) and ST
segment depression >0.5 mV at entry(n= 221), was 17.8%(p=0.001), 16.7%
(p=0.0001)and 15.8%(p=0.03), respectively. Conversely, when all these three
markers were negative (n=105), the 6 months rate of major events was only

Logistic regression model

OR 95%CI p

Tn T (+) (n= 122) 3.3 1.89-5.73 0.0001
Age > 75 (n= 341) 2.9 1.74-4.74 0.001
ST-segment depression (n=221) 1.6 0.95-2.57 0.08

1%. When all three variables were forced in a logistic regression model the
following results were observed (table).
Conclusion: The prognosis of patients classified as high risk by ACC-AHA
guidelines is heterogeneous. The use of simple and widely available markers
might help physicians to select those patients in whom the use of aggressive
treatment may not be justified.

P474 IL-1RN (VNTR) gene polymorphism predicts clinical
events up to 1 year after a non-ST-elevation acute
coronary syndrome: an association independent of
troponin T and C-reactive protein

K K. Ray 1, S.E. Francis 2, D.C. Crossman 3 . 1University of Sheffield,
Cardiovascular Research Group, Sheffield, United Kingdom; 2University of
Sheffield, Cardiovascular Research Group, Sheffield, United Kingdom;
3Cardiovascular Research Group, Sheffield, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: We have shown that any carriage of the *2 allele of
the IL-1 receptor antagonist gene polymorphism {IL-1RN(VNTR)} is associated
with a higher delta vWF and predicts Troponin T (TnT) positive status during
Non ST-elevation acute coronary syndromes (ACS).(Ray et al, Clin Sci Sep
2002). Our aim was to determine if this gene polymorphism predicted clinical
events after an ACS and if any association was found, to determine whether
this was independent of biological markers associated with risk, specifically
vWF, CRP and TnT.
Methods: We studied 63 patients with Braunwald class IIIB unstable angina.
Blood was taken at 24 & 48 hours after admission for measurement of vWF,
CRP and TnT. Change (delta) in vWF and CRP was determined (48-24hour
levels). Patients were followed up for 1 year. The clinical events recorded were,
urgent in-patient angiography for refractory angina, death and readmission with
an ACS. Comparison between carriage & non-carriage of *2 was performed
using Fisher’s exact test.
Results: At 1 year comparing carriage of *2 with non-carriage, 50% had ur-
gent angiography cf 28.6% (p=0.12, RR 1.63), 3.6% died cf 5.7% (p=1.0, RR
0.74), 57.1% were readmitted with an ACS cf 17.1% (p=0.0014, RR 2.49) &
71.4% had one or more clinical event versus 45.7% (p=0.046, RR 1.88). For
each genotype we compared the association between clinical events and TnT
positive status using a 2 by 2 contingency table and Fisher’s exact test. There
was no significant association between TnT positive status and clinical events
for either genotype (p=1 for both). Next for each genotype we compared the
mean delta vWF levels for patients having a clinical event versus no-event (un-
paired t test). There was no significant association between events and delta
vWF for either genotype (p=0.66 for allele *2, and p=0.85 for non carriage of *2.
Finally we compared mean delta CRP levels in patients having a clinical event
versus no events for each genotype. There was no association between delta
CRP and clinical events for either genotype (p=0.91 for *2 and p=0.60 for non
carriage. These data suggest that the incresed risk of clinical events associated
with *2 carriage is independent of TnT, delta CRP and delta vWF.
Conclusion: Carriage of the *2 allele of IL-1RN(VNTR) predicts adverse clin-
ical events after an ACS, independently of TnT, delta vWF and delta CRP af-
ter admission. Therefore IL-1RN(VNTR) genotype may be a useful additional
marker in the risk stratification of ACS patients. The full clinical impact of this
polymorphism and its mechanisms of action warrant further evaluation.
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P475 Predictors of in-hospital coronary artery bypass
grafting across the spectrum of acute coronary
syndromes: an analysis from the Global Registry of
Acute Coronary Events

D. Brieger 1, A. Nussbacher 1 , M. Knobel 2, J. Allegrone 1 , A. Avezum 2 on
behalf of the GRACE Investigators. 1Concord Hospital, Coronary Care Unit,
Concord, Australia; 2Hospital Albert Einstein, Sao Paolo, Brazil

Background: Among patients with acute coronary syndromes (ACS), factors
associated with in-hospital coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) are poorly
defined.
Aim: To identify presenting factors associated with an increased use of CABG
among ACS patients.
Methods: 12,367 patients with unstable angina (UA), non-ST elevation
(NSTEMI) and ST elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) presenting to hospi-
tals with surgical facilities were included. Patients were grouped according to
whether they underwent CABG during hospital admission.
Results: 1119 patients (9.1%) underwent CABG. Significant geographical vari-
ation exists in the use of CABG: US 12.4%, Argentina/Brazil 10.5%, Aus-
tralia/New Zealand/Canada 9.5%, Europe 4.8% (P<.0001). CABG was more
likely in NSTEMI or UA than in STEMI patients (12.8% vs 8.8% vs 5.9%,
P<.0001). Multivariate analysis identified independent predictors of CABG: his-
tory of documented CAD (OR 1.81, 95% CI 1.49-2.2), history of angina (OR
1.77, 95% CI 1.51-2.09), male sex (OR 1.68, 95% CI 1.44-1.96), ST depression
(OR 1.36, 95% CI 1.18-1.58), prehospital aspirin (OR 1.24, 95% CI 1.06-1.45),
diabetes (OR 1.18, 95% CI 1.02-1.38), history of hypertension (OR 1.24, 95%
CI 1.07-1.44). A risk score was derived (OR>1.5= risk score 2, OR1-1.5=1),
predicting likelihood of patients undergoing CABG (C statistic 0.71, Fig).

GRACE risk score for CABG (all ACS).

Conclusions: In ACS patients, there is geographical variation in the use of
in-hospital CABG. Information available soon after hospital presentation allows
prediction of the use of CABG, and may be used to aid selection of initial ther-
apies.

P476 Independent and additive predictive power of
C-reactive protein and myocardial damage biomarkers
to predict first-month and first-year major events in
non-ST-elevation acute coronary syndromes

V. Bodí 1, J. Sanchis 1, A. Llàcer 1, L. Fácila 1, J. Núñez 1, M. Blasco 2,
M. Pellicer 1, FJ. Chorro 1. 1Hospital Clínic i Universitari, Servei de Cardiología,
València, Spain; 2Hospital Clínic i Universitari, Coronary Unit, València, Spain

Purpouse. C-reactive protein (CRP) and myocardial damage markers are re-
lated to prognosis in non-ST-elevation acute coronary syndromes (NSTE-ACS).
We analysed whether the analysis of CRP provides independent prognostic in-
formation in predicting 1-month (1m) and 1-year (1y) major events.
Methods: During a two-year period 630 consecutive patients admitted to a
tertiary hospital with a diagnosis of NSTE-ACS were prospectively studied. In-
clusion criteria were: troponin I (TnI) >1ng/ml, dynamic ECG changes, positive
stress test in the chest-pain unit (in the absence of the first two criteria) or a
high suspicion of ACS (in the absence of the first two criteria and contraindica-
tion to stress test). Myoglobin (Myo) and TnI peak levels were determined. CRP
was analysed within the first 48 hours. Mean age was 68±12 years and 68%
of cases were male. Cut-off values were defined as follows: Myo >70 ng/ml
(n=280; 44%), TnI >1ng/ml (n=354; 56%) and CRP >11 mg/l (n=273; 43%).
Results: Within one-year follow-up period 56 (8.9%) cardiac deaths, 85
(13.5%) myocardial infarctions (MI) and 127 (20.2%) first major events were
detected. Patients with CRP >11 mg/l showed higher rates of death 1m (7.7%
vs 1.4% p <.0001), death 1y (15% vs 4.2% p <.0001), MI 1m (8.1% vs 3.9%
p=.04), MI 1y (18.7% vs 9.5% p=.001), major events 1m (15% vs 5% p <.0001)
and major events 1y (29.7% vs 12.9% p <.0001). In the multivariate analysis,
once adjusted for baseline and ECG characteristics death 1m was related to
CRP >11 mg/l (odds ratio (OR) 4.6 p=.003) and to Myo >70 ng/ml (OR 3.3
p=.02); death 1y to CRP >11 mg/l (OR 2.7 p=.003) and to Myo >70 ng/ml (OR
2.2 p=.02). MI 1m was related to TnI >1 ng/ml (OR 2.5 p=.03); MI 1y to TnI >1
ng/ml (OR 2.1 p=.02). Major events 1m were related to CRP >11 mg/l (OR 2.4
p=.006) and to TnI >1 ng/ml (OR 2.5 p=.02); major events 1y to CRP >11 mg/l
(OR 1.8 p=.006) and to TnI >1 ng/ml (OR 2.2 p=.002). By subgroups, major
events rates at 1y were: CRP >11 mg/l - TnI >1ng/ml 36%; CRP <11 mg/l -
TnI >1ng/ml 18%; CRP >11 mg/l - TnI <1 ng/ml 13%; CRP <11 mg/l - TnI <1
ng/ml 9% (log rank 55 p <.0001).

Conclusions: CRP affords independent information to predict short-term and
long-term major events in NSTE-ACS. Taking into account the independent and
additive role of CRP and myocardial damage markers in the risk stratification of
NSTE-ACS it seems worthy the analysis of both parameters in these patients.

P477 Circulating pregnancy associated plasma protein A
(PAPP-A) indicates high 6-month risk in troponin
negative chest pain patients

J. Lund 1, Q-P. Qin 2, T. Ilva 1, K. Pettersson 2, LM. Voipio-Pulkki 3, P. Porela 1,
K. Pulkki 4 on behalf of Dr. J Lund. 1University of Turku, Medicine, Turku,
Finland; 2University of Turku, Biotechnology, Turku, Finland; 3Helsinki
University Central Hospital, Medicine, Helsinki, Finland; 4University Central
Hospital, Clinical Chemistry, Helsinki, Finland

Purpose: Risk stratification in cardiac troponin (cTn) negative acute coronary
syndromes (ACS) remains a clinical challenge. We studied whether measure-
ment of PAPP-A, a zinc containing protease present in unstable atherosclerotic
plaques, might add to risk assessment in such patients.
Methods: Of 200 consecutive patients hospitalised for ACS, 136 (68%, 69 men
and 67 women; mean (SD) age 66 (16) yrs) remained cTnI negative up to
24 hrs. PAPP-A was measured post hoc by a point-of-care time resolved im-
munoflurometric assay in serum samples obtained at admission, 6-12 hrs and
24 hrs. Cox’s proportional hazards model was used to study the associations
of prognostic variables and cardiovascular mortality, myocardial infarction (MI)
and revascularization during the 6-month follow-up.
Results: Elevated PAPP-A was associated with diabetes (p=0.027), previous
MI (p=0.035) and heart failure (p<0.01). 20/26 adverse events (77%) occurred
in patients with elevated PAPP-A (cut-off value 2.9 mIU/l). After adjusting for
other prognostic variables, elevated PAPP-A was an independent predictor of
adverse 6-month outcome (RR 4.6 for the combined endpoint, 95% CI 1.8-11.8;
p=0.0016). Also CRP>2.0 mg/l emerged as an independent risk factor in mul-
tivariate analysis (RR 2.6, 95% CI 1.1-6.5; p=0.03). There was no correlation
between CRP and PAPP-A levels.
Conclusions: We demonstrate for the first time that point-of-care measure-
ment of PAPP-A could be a powerful risk stratifier in cTn negative ACS patients.

P478 Clinical relevance of secondary unstable angina in the
elderly

J. Tronge, P. Schygiel, M. Giorgi, G. Suarez, R. Ahuad, F. Sokn. Antartida
Hospital Privado, Cardiology, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Purpose: Secondary Unstable Angina Pectoris (UAP) (Braunwald IIIA) is
recognised by the presence of extracardiac causes of instability. These condi-
tions are more frequent in the elderly. Because there are only few registries that
focuses on Secondary Angina in the elderly, our aim is to compare the clinical
characteristics and in hospital outcomes of elderly patients with Primary UAP
(Braunwald IIIB and C) and Secondary UAP.
Methods: We prospectively and consecutively included elderly (>75 years old)
patients (p) with diagnosis of Unstable Angina admitted to our Coronary Care
Unit. Sample was divided in two groups: PUAP: primary UA; and SUAP: sec-
ondary UA. Comparisons were analysed with chi-squared and Student t tests.
Results: We included 298 p, mean age 80.3 years, 178 p (59.7%) women.
Total in hospital mortality was 21 p (7%). Table bellow shows our main find-
ings. Extracardiac causes of inestability in SUAP were anemia 24 p (46.15%),
taquiarrhythmia 13 p (25%), uncontrolled hypertension 13 (25%) and infection
2 p (3.85%).

PUAP SUAP p OR (95CI)
n=246 (82.5%) n=52(17.5%)

Women 144 (58.5) 36 (65.4%) 0.44 1.33(0.71-2.49)
ST depression 82 (33.3) 23 (44.2) 0.18 1.58(0.86-2.91)
ST elevation 11 (4.5) 4 (7.7) 0.53 1.78(0.54-5.82)
T wave changes 37 (15) 1 (1.9) 0.009 0.11(0.01-0.82)
Death 17 (6.9) 4 (7.7) 1.00 1.12(0.36-3.48)
Death/MI 24 (9.7) 4 (7.7) 0.79 0.77(0.25-2.32)

MI: myocardial infarction.

Conclusions: In our population of elderly patients with unstable angina sec-
ondary unstable angina has similar outcomes (myocardial infarction and mor-
tality) compared with primary unstable angina, this fact enhances the relevance
of this condition.
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P479 Gender influence treatment and outcome of patients
with unstable coronary artery disease

J. Alfredsson 1, S. Sederholm-Lawesson 1 , U. Stenestrand 1 , L. Wallentin 2,
E. Swahn 1. 1University Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Linköping, Sweden;
2University Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Uppsala, Sweden

Background: Sex bias in management of unstable coronary artery disease
(UCAD) has been reported. The aim of this study was to investigate gender
differences in treatment and outcome of patients with objective signs of UCAD.
Method: The Register of Information and Knowledge about Swedish Heart In-
tensive care Admissions (RIKS-HIA)contains data including 100 variables for
each patient admitted to participating intensive coronary care units (ICCU).
77 354 patients (46 363 men and 30 991 women) with ST-depression on
admission-rest-ECG and/or elevated markers (CKMB and/or troponin-T) were
included between 1995 and 2000. Pts. with ST-elevation or LBBB were ex-
cluded. Adjustment for age and other covariates was done by multiple logistic
regression analysis.
Results: Female patients were older (mean age 72.7 vs 68.7 years, p< 0,001),
more likely to have diabetes (22.6% vs 19.6%, p<0.001) and hypertension
(40.5% vs 34%, p< 0.001),and less likely to be smokers (13.4 vs 18.9,4%,
p<0,001) or have a history of AMI (35.4% vs 42.1%, p< 0.001).

Treatment and outcome

Unadjusted OR Adjusted OR

Exercise test 1.64 (CI 1.58-1.70) 1.32 (CI 1.27-1.38)
Coronary angiography 1.58 (CI 1.51-1.65) 1.23 (CI 1.18-1.30)
PCI/CABG 1.67 (CI 1.59-1.75) 1.34 (CI 1.27-1.42)
Heparin/LMWH, iv 1.28 (CI 1.24-1.32) 1.14 (CI 1.10-1.18)
Beta blocker, orally 1.27 (CI 1.23-1.31) 1.15 (CI 1.10-1.20)
ASA/thrombocyte inh./anticoag. 1.42 (CI 1.36-1.48) 1.27 (CI 1.21-1.33)
ACE-inhibitor 1.12 (CI 1.09-1.38) 1.22 (CI 1.17-1.28)
Lipid lowering drug 1.33 (CI 1.29-1.38) 1.01 (CI 0.96-1.06)(ns)
30-d mortality 0.95 (CI 0.93-1.01)(ns) 1.27 (CI 1.19-1.35)
1-year mortality 0,91 (CI 0.88-0.95) 1.26 (CI 1.20-1.32)

OR calculated for male patient. All CI at 95% level. All p-values, unless indicated, < 0.001.

Conclusion: In an ICCU population, with objective signs UCAD, the utilization
of cardiac procedures and prescription of prophylactic medicine were lower in
women. Adjustment for covariates did not change this association.
Unadjusted mortality for women were higher at 30 days and 1 year but after
adjustment for age and other risk factors, male sex was significantly associated
with a higher mortality at 30 days and 1 year.

P480 C-reactive protein and interleukin-6 increase in acute
coronary syndromes could be due to intraarterial
thrombosis

A. Merino, I. Segura, A. Gaya, J. Calvo, C. Imizcoz, I. Alins, V. Iñigo,
E. Alegria. Palma de Mallorca, Spain

Background: Intraarterial thrombosis and arterial wall inflammation interac-
tions could be responsible for the sharp increase in C-reactive protein (CRP)
and IL-6 observed in acute coronary syndromes. Thus, we tested the hypoth-
esis that CRP and citokyne increase in a model of acute coronary syndromes
such as coronary angioplasty could be due to intraarterial thrombosis.
Methods: One hundred forty-four patients who underwent a coronary angio-
plasty procedure at our cath lab were included. We excluded patients with
inflammatory, metabolic or neoplastic diseases, and patients with post angio-
plasty CK/MB elevation. C-reactive protein was analyzed in all patients. In a
subgroup of 29 patients IL 6, IL-1b, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12, TNF-alfa and screening
for IL-6 production gene 174 GG was also performed. Blood samples were col-
lected pre angioplasty, 24 and 48 hours after the procedure. In 80 patients an
eptifibatide perfusion was initiated immediately after the procedure, and contin-
ued for only 24 hours. The remaining 64 patients received standard antithrom-
botic therapy.
Results: CRP figures are shown in the table. From all citokynes studied, only
IL-6 increased after coronary angioplasty (6.81±7.04 to 21.15±13.79;p<0.05).
This increase was blocked by Eptifibatide in homocigotous (174 GG) IL-
6 hyperproduction patients when compared to controls (-1.06±12.79 vs
14.33±14.65; p<0.05).
Conclusions: C-reactive protein and IL-6 increase after coronary angioplasty

CRP after PTCA

Basal 24 h 48 h

Control 0.63 (0.9) 1.21 (1.23) 1.67 (1.61)
Eptifibatide 0.93 (1.5) 0.91 (1.36) 1.59 (2.76)
p ns <0.05 ns

Results are listed as: mean (standard deviation)

was suppressed by eptifibatide, a synthetic peptide which is a selective blocker
of the platelet GP IIb-IIIa receptor with no known anti-inflammatory effects.
Thus, it seems that CRP increase in acute coronary syndromes could be mostly
due to intraarterial thrombosis.

P481 Prevalence of heat shock protein 60 homologues in
acute coronary syndrome lesions – correlation with
serum antibodies to heat-shock protein 65

R. Andrié 1, P. Braun 2, H.W. Höpp 3, B. Lüderitz 1 , G. Bauriedel 1 . 1University
of Bonn, Department of Cardiology, Bonn, Germany; 2Heart Center, Duisburg,
Germany; 3University of Cologne, Department of Cardiology, Cologne,
Germany

Background: Recent studies provide evidence that increased titers of antibod-
ies against heat-shock protein (HSP) 65 are associated with atherosclerois,
cross-react with HSP60 and mediate endothelial cytotoxicity. Both chlamydial
(c) HSP60, produced during chronic persistent infection, and endogeneous hu-
man (h) HSP60, upregulated under stress conditions, contribute to inflamma-
tion in atherogenesis and serve as a target for (auto-)immune reactions. How-
ever, a correlation between intimal tissue-bound HSP and serum antibodies to
HSPs is unknown.
Methods: Coronary atherectomy specimens retrieved from 60 primary target
lesions of patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS; n=30) or stable angina
(SA; n=30) were assessed immunohistochemically for the presence of cHSP
60 and hHSP 60. Blood samples from 30 patients were tested for antibody
titers to HSP65 by ELISA.
Results: Coronary plaques revealed immunoreactive cHSP60 in 65% and
hHSP60 in 79% of the lesions vs. none of 20 undiseased control samples. Inti-
mal predilection sites were regions with macrophages/foam cell accumulation,
inflammatory infiltrates and sparse cellularity. Mean expressions were 6.7% for
cHSP60 and 6.5% for hHSP60. As the central finding, the expression of both
HSP homologues was significantly (p<0.01) higher in ACS lesions compared
to SA lesions (8.9% vs. 3.1% and 8.7% vs. 2.1%). Moreover, we found posi-
tive correlations in both subgroups (r=0.42, r=0.33; p<0,05). Most interestingly,
the serum titers of HSP65 antibodies correlated (p<0.05) with both the intimal
cHSP60 (r=0.52) and hHSP60 expression (r=0.44). Mean titers were higher
(p<0.05) in lesions associated with both HSPs (1:576) compared to those with
one (1:343) or no intimal HSP60 homologue (1:300).
Conclusion: cHSP60 and hHSP60 colocalize within coronary primary
atheroma, most prevalent in lesions associated with ACS. For the first time,
our data demonstrate a significant correlation between serum HSP65 antibod-
ies and the intimal expression of the HSP60 homologues, thereby suggesting
that humoral immune reactions to bacterial and human HSPs may play an im-
portant role in coronary atherosclerosis and plaque instability.

P482 Overexpression of cardiac tumour necrosis
factor-alpha and interleukin-6 genes and cardiac RAS
activation in unstable angina

M. Boddi 1, M. Coppo 1, T. Toscano 2, ML. Papa 1, PA. Modesti 1 , GG. Neri
Serneri 1 . 1Università di Firenze, Clinica Medica Generale e Cardiologia,
Firenze, Italy; 2Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery, Siena, Italy

Angiotensin (Ang) II is a potent mediator of inflammation and is able to induce
the gene expression of several inflammatory mediators. In unstable angina (UA)
a selective activation of cardiac renin-angiotensin system (RAS) was recently
shown. To investigate whether the increased cardiac Ang II formation induces
an inflammatory reaction in myocardium, the gene expression and localization
of tissue necrosis factor (TNF)-alfa and interleukin (IL)-6 were investigated in
left ventricle biopsies from 2-vessel disease anginal patients. Biopsies spec-
iments were collected from 10 UA and 10 stable angina (SA) patients who
underwent coronary by-pass surgery and from 6 patients with mitral steno-
sis who underwent valve replacement, examined as control hearts (CH). An-
giotensinogen (AGTN), angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE), TNF-alfa and
IL-6 gene expression was quantified by reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) and expressed as ratios to the costitutively expressed gene
for glyceraldeyde-3-phosphatase deydrogenase (GAPDH). RAS and cytokine
genes were localized by in situ hybridization procedure carried out with specific
cDNA photobiotin-labeled (Vector) probes.
RT-PCR showed that AGTN and ACE mRNAs were expressed in all myocardial
ventricular biopsies from anginal patients and controls, whereas TNF-alfa and
IL-6 genes were well expressed only in specimens from UA hearts. Importantly,
in UA hearts AGTN, ACE, TNF-alfa and IL-6 genes were overexpressed versus
SA and controls hearts (p<0.01).Hybridization studies showed that in ventricu-
lar myocardium from CH and SA patients AGTN, ACE, TNF-alfa and IL-6 genes
were expressed in trace amounts.Conversely, in UA specimens the signal for
RAS components and cytokine genes was strong and was almost exsclusively
detectable on endothelial and interstitial cells. No signal was detected on my-
ocytes.
In UA heart the selective activation of cardiac RAS components is associated
to a myocardial inflammatory reaction.
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P483 Time course of markers of inflammation and plaque
instability in patients presenting with acute coronary
syndromes

M. Brückmann 1, T. Sueselbeck 2, T. Bertsch 3, S. Lang 2, C. Jaramillo 2,
M. Neumaier 3, M. Borggrefe 2 , KK. Haase 2. 11st Medical Department,
Mannheim, Germany; 2Faculty of Clinical Medicine Mannheim, 1st Medical
Department, Mannheim, Germany; 3Faculty of Clinical Medicine Mannnheim,
Institute of Clinical Chemistry, Mannheim, Germany

Background: Inflammation within vulnerable coronary plaques may cause an
acute coronary syndrome by promoting rupture and erosion. Yet, it is unclear
whether 1) the inflammatory process is confined to a single vulnerable plaque,
2) whether markers of inflammation and plaque stability are from a cardiac or
extracardiac source and 3) which effect angioplasty exerts on the time course
of these markers.
Patients and Methods: Blood samples were taken from patients with acute
coronary syndromes (ACS) (n=13), and from healthy controls (n=13). Blood
was taken from the femoral vein and from the great cardiac vein before and after
coronary angioplasty (day 0). On day 1 and day 120 blood was collected from a
peripheral vein. Markers of inflammation and markers of plaque instability were
measured by Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays.
Results: Levels of interleukin-1-receptor antagonist (IL-1-ra) and interleukin-
6 (IL-6) were elevated in ACS patients compared to controls in central and
peripheral blood from day 0 until day 120. Tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-
alpha)- and tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase-1 (TIMP-1)-levels were higher
in ACS-patients on day 0 and day 1 as compared to controls, but showed
comparable values at day 120. Monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1)
and metalloproteinase-2 (MMP-2) plasma levels were higher in coronary si-
nus blood and in peripheral blood of ACS patients on day 0, but not thereafter.
CD40 ligand (CD40L) and MMP-9-levels showed an increase on day 1 in ACS-
patients and were still elevated as compared to baseline levels by day 120.
There were no significant differences of the plasma levels of these markers
between blood from the great cardiac vein and the femoral vein.
Conclusion: The time course of markers of inflammation and plaque instability
may vary according to their role as an either more local or systemic mediator
of inflammation. The rapid decrease in concentrations of several markers, such
as TNF-alpha, MCP-1, MMP-2 and TIMP-1 indicates their release from a more
focally defined process whereas the long-term up-regulation of IL-1 ra and IL-6
suggests to be a systemic reaction in patients having presented with an acute
coronary syndrome.

P484 Human heart-type fatty acid-binding protein for
diagnosis of unstable angina and non-ST-elevation
myocardial infarction

N. Atsuchi, K. Nakao, T. Sawamura, M. Hayashi, K. Arai, K. Nozaki,
K. Horiuchi, T. Honda. Saiseikai Kumamoto Hospital, Cardiovascular center,
Kumamoto, Japan

Back ground: H-FABP has been considered as a diagnostic and prognostic
marker in acute myocardial infarction (AMI). However, the clinical usefulness
for UA/NSTEMI is not well defined.
Method: A total of 57 patients with typical chest pain without ST elevation were
enrolled. The patients with renal function abnormality (creatinine clearance <50
mL/min) were excluded. We measured H-FABP and Troponin T (TnT) levels,
and their diagnostic values were compared in terms of the timing of sampling.
Results: Patients were diagnosed as ACS (n=31) and non-ACS (n=26) by
coronary angiography and/or exercise test. The overall diagnostic sensitivity
of H-FABP was 41.9%, against was 25.8% with TnT. On the other hand, the
diagnostic specificity in the group of patients with non-ACS was 88.5% with H-
FABP, against 96.1% with TnT. Within 6 hours of the onset of symptoms, the
diagnostic sensitivity of H-FABP and TnT were 24.4% and 7.3% respectively
(p<0.05, Figure).

Conclusion: H-FABP is more sensitive than TnT for diagnosis of UA/NSTEMI
within 6 hours of the onset.

P485 Soluble P-selectin, a marker of endothelial activation

P. Burger 1, D. Wagner 2. 1University Hospital, Cardiology, Basel, Switzerland;
2Center for Blood Research Inc., Boston, United States of America

Background: Atherosclerosis, a chronic inflammatory process, is initiated and
perpetuated by activated endothelium. P-selectin, a cell adhesion molecule,
is expressed and released by activated endothelial cells and could therefore
be a marker of endothelial activation. However P-selectin is also expressed by
activated platelets and was often used as a marker of platelet activation. In this
animal study we investigated the origin of soluble P-selectin and whether its
release can be stimulated by high cholesterol diet.
Methods and Results: Recipient LDLR deficient (LDLR-) mice that were either
P-selectin wild type or P-selectin deficient were lethally irradiated at the age of
7 weeks and reconstituted with bone marrow of LDLR- P-selectin deficient or
LDLR- P-selectin wilde type mice respectively. By this we obtained one group
of mice that expressed P-selectin on their endothelium but not on their platelets
(EC+/Plt-) and one that expressed P-selectin on their platelets but not on the
endothelium (EC-/Plt+). FACS analysis of activated platelets showed that more
than 95% of platelets were of donor origin. Five weeks after transplantation,
mice were put on a high cholesterol diet for 18 days. In all the mice choles-
terol levels increased from a mean of 210 mg/dl before to 2684 mg/dl after the
diet. Soluble P-selectin was measured by sandwich ELISA; mean OD at 450
nm of non-transplanted LDLR-P-selectin wilde type mice (EC+/Plt+) on high
cholesterol diet was set 100%. In EC-/Plt+ mice, levels of soluble P-selectin
remained unchanged before and after the diet (20.96 ± 0.87% versus 23.14 ±
1,4%; mean ± SEM; p = 0.22; n = 5), whereas in EC+/Plt- mice, levels of solu-
ble P-selectin increased significantly upon high cholesterol diet (46.01 ± 3.2%
versus 107.37 ± 8.9%; p < 0.05; n = 3). This increase corresponded quite well
to the increase seen in non-transplanted EC+/Plt+ mice (56.37 ± 5.6% versus
100 ± 5.7%; n = 8).
Conclusions: These data show convincingly that in atherosclerotic prone
LDLR- mice soluble P-selectin stems mainly from endothelium and its release
can be stimulated by a high cholesterol diet.

P486 Risk prediction in diabetic post-infarction patients

G. Schmidt 1 , A. Bauer 2, P. Barthel 2 , R. Schneider 1, K. Ulm 3. 1Technische
Universität, I. Medizinische Klinik, München, Germany; 2Deutsches
Herzzentrum, München, Germany; 3Technische Universität, IMSE, München,
Germany

Background: Diabetic post-infarction patients are at a higher mortality risk
than non-diabetic patients. This study was performed to investigate the pre-
dictive power of risk stratifiers in post-infarction patients with diabetes mellitus.
Methods: 1,455 consecutive post-infarction patients were prospectively in-
cluded. Inclusion criteria were acute myocardial infarction <4 weeks, age ≤75
years, sinus rhythm, Holter ECG duration ≥10 hours. 294 patients suffered
from diabetes mellitus. Primary endpoint was total mortality. Mean follow up
was 22 months. Univariate and multivariate Cox-proportional hazards analyses
were performed with respect to age, arrhythmia count, mean heart rate, heart
rate variability, history of previous myocardial infarction, LVEF and Heart Rate
Turbulence (HRT), all with prospectively defined dichotomy limits. Both parame-
ters of HRT (HRT-TO and HRT-TS) were determined according to the published
technology.
Results: During follow up period 5% of the non-diabetic patients and 13%
of the diabetic patients died (p<0.0001). With the multivariate approach age,
LVEF and HRT-TS were the only independent risk predictors in diabetic post-
infarction patients. In diabetic patients with an abnormal HRT-TS, 24 out of 84
patients died, the corresponding positive predictive value was 29% at a sensi-
tivity level of 62%. In diabetic patients with a LVEF ≤30%, 9 out of 25 patients
died, the corresponding positive predictive value was 36% at a sensitivity level
of 23%.
Conclusion: In diabetic post-infarction patients HRT-TS is a strong and inde-
pendent risk predictor. HRT-TS performs particularly well, probably because it
identifies patients with relevant autonomic dysfunction.
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P487 The long-term prognostic value of elevated cardiac
troponins in patients undergoing major vascular
surgery is not influence by renal function or skeletal
muscle injury

D. Poldermans 1 , JJ. Bax 1, M. Kertai 1 , A. Schinkel 1, M. Bountioukos 1,
J. Klein 2, H. Van Urk 3, E. Boersma 1. 1Erasmus Medical Centre, Cardiology
Dept., Rotterdam, Netherlands; 2Erasmus MC, Anaesthesiolgy, Rotterdam,
Netherlands; 3Erasmus MC, Vascular Surgery, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Background: Perioperative myocardial infarction (MI) is associated with a poor
long-term outcome, but diagnosis is often difficult as cardiac symptoms may be
absent during surgery. Troponin T (TnT) is a recently developed marker of my-
ocardial necrosis, however it’s interpretation in patients with severe renal dys-
function or massive skeletal muscle CK release during surgery is controversial.
Aim: To evaluate the long-term prognostic value of perioperative TnT in pa-
tients undergoing vascular surgery without symptoms or ECG changes sug-
gestive of perioperative MI.
Methods: Cardiac enzymes (CK/CK-MB ratio and TnT), serum creatinine and
ECG were measured on day 1, 3, and 7 after vascular surgery. Elevated car-
diac enzymes were defined as: TnT positive (2nd generation assay), TnT >0.1
ng/ml (3rd generation assay). A creatinine >180 µmol/l indicated severe renal
dysfunction, a CK >1000 U/L massive CK release. During follow-up cardiac
death and MI was noted. The relation between serum markers and long-term
outcome was evaluated by Cox’ proportion hazard regression analyses. Re-
sults are presented as hazard ratios (HR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI).
Results: 517 consecutive patients were enrolled, and 126 (24.4%) had ele-
vated TnT. During a median follow-up of 4.0 years cardiac death occurred in 22
(4.3%) patients. The composite of cardiac death or MI occurred in 51 (9.9%)
patients. Patients with elevated TnT had significant worse prognosis than those
with normal TnT (composite endpoint: 20.6% versus 6.4%; HR 3.4, 95% CI 2.0-
5.9; p<0.001). There was no interaction between TnT and renal function (HR
2.2 [1.1-4.6] in normal renal function, and 4.1 [1.4-12.5] in renal dysfunction; p-
value for interaction 0.41) or massive CK release (HR 3.0 [1.7-5.7] if CK <1000
U, and 8.1 [1.0-6.5] if CK >1000 U; p-value for interaction 0.36). After adjust-
ment for age, gender, cardiovascular risk factors, TnT remained an significant
long-term outcome determinant (HR 2.9 [1.6-5.2]; p<0.001).
Conclusion: Perioperative TnT release is associated with late cardiac death
and MI in cardiac asymptomatic patients undergoing major vascular surgery.
There was no influence of renal dysfunction or massive CK release on the
prognostic value of TnT.

P488 The predictive value of dobutamine stress
ecocardiography in the assessment of unstable angina
patients with low and moderate risk for infarction and
death

B. Markman-Filho 1 , MC. Almeida 2, MN. Dantas 3, M. Markman 2,
JAF. Ramires 4, LAM. Cesar 4. 1Federal University of Pernambuco, Cardiology,
Recife, Brazil; 2Procardio, Coronary Unit, Recife, Brazil; 3Oswaldo Cruz
University Hospital, Emergency Department, Recife, Brazil; 4Heart Institute
Univ. of Sao Paulo, Cardiololgy, Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose: In coronary artery disease, dobutamine stress echo (DSE) has been
used for the investigation of many conditions including post acute myocardial
infarction (MI. However there is concern to use this method in patients with
unstable angina. We then thought to evaluate the role of DSE for the risk strat-
ification of patients admitted to the emergency department with chest pain and
diagnoses of low to moderate risk unstable angina (UA).
Methods: Ninety-five patients (mean age 59.7 ± 12.2 yo) admitted to the emer-
gency department with unstable angina of low to moderate risk were submitted
to an DSE during the first 72 h. We then accessed the combined end point of
death, MI, recurrent UA and either percutaneous or surgical revascularization
procedures during a 6 month follow-up by univariate and multivariate analy-
sis. Patients had hypertension (67.4%), dislipidemia (54.7%) and previous MI
(12.6%).
Results: Most of the patients had UA of moderate risk. DSE was positive
for myocardial ischemia in 40 patients (42.1%) and negative in 55 patients
(57,4%). We observed 28 end-points at follow-up. So, the positive predictive
value and negative predictive value of the test were: [65.0%, IC95%: 48.3 -
78.9%] and [96.4%, IC95%: 86.4% - 99.4%], respectively. Univariate analysis
identified UA classification, left ventricle ejection fraction, rest and peak wall
motion score index, DSE result and history of previous MI associated to the
combined end point. However DSE result was the only independent predictor
of cardiac events by multivariate analysis (p<0.001) in these patients.
Conclusions: DSE showed an excellent negative predictive value and a posi-
tive result for ischaemia was the only independent predictor for cardiac adverse
events during 6 month follow-up in these patients.

PROGNOSIS AND RISK ASSESSMENT IN ACUTE
CORONARY SYNDROMES

P489 Unstable coronary artery disease – a missed
diagnosis?

J. Alfredsson, S. Sederholm-Lawesson, U. Stenestrand, L. Wallentin,
E. Swahn. University Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Linköping, Sweden

Background: Previous studies have suggested that women with unstable coro-
nary artery disease (UCAD) less often than men are subject to risk assessment
before discharge. Little is known about differences between men and women in
diagnosing unstable coronary artery disease. The aim of this study was to in-
vestigate gender differences in diagnosing UCAD in a population with objective
signs of UCAD.
Method: The Register of Information and Knowledge about Swedish Heart
Intensive care Admissions (RIKS-HIA) includes all patients from participat-
ing intensive coronary care units (ICCU) and collect data including 100 vari-
ables for each patient. 76,256 patients with ST-depression on admission-rest-
ECG and/or elevated markers indicating myocardial damage (troponin-T and/or
CKMB) were included between 1995 and 2000. All patients with ST-elevation
or left bundle branch block (LBBB) on admission-rest-ECG were excluded.
Results: Diagnosis at discharge is prsented in the table.

Men (n=45,606) Women (n=30,560) p-value

Unstable coronary artery disease (%) 58.2 48.7 <0.01
Other angina pectoris (%) 18.1 20.6 <0.001
Congestive heart failure (%) 3.9 5.3 <0.001
Arrhytmia (%) 6.5 9.6 <0.001
Other heart disease (%) 1.4 1.7 0.013
Chest pain with unknown origin (%) 7.1 8.4 <0.001
Other disease (%) 4.7 5.7 <0.001

Conclusion: A large proportion of patients with objective signs of UCAD, based
on admission-ECG findings and myocardial damage marker levels, were given
a non-UCAD diagnosis at discharge. More than half of the women were given
a non-UCAD diagnosis.
The relevance of this is unknown but could have implications on treatment and
outcome, especially for women.

P490 Are “region based” and “population based” registries
comparable? Comparison of reperfusion therapy and
30 day mortality between a region-based and two
population-based registries

JP. Bassand on behalf of Investigators of the "Reseau Franc Comtois de
Cardiologie". University Hospital Jean-Minjoz, Dept. of Cardiology, Besançon,
France

Aim: to determine whether large "population-based" registries actually reflect
real life situations, as observed in a "region-based" registry. Methods: Franche-
Comte is a region in eastern France covering 16,200 km2 and with 1.1 million
inhabitants. Between October 1 and March 30, 2002, all patients admitted for
acute coronary syndromes in one of the 12 hospitals in the region were en-
tered in a prospective registry. The population and use of reperfusion therapy
were compared with the published results of three "population-based" registries
(ENACT, GRACE and Euro Heart Survey ACS). Results: 882 patients were in-
cluded, 333(38%) with ST elevation MI, 421(48%) non Q MI and 118(14%)
unstable angina (table). Conclusion: In comparison with the results of large
multinational registries, the results of this region based registry show a lower
use of reperfusion therapy and higher 30-day mortality.

Franche-Comte GRACE ENACT EHS ACS P P P
(a) (b) (c) (d) (a vs b) (a vs c) (a vs d)

n 333/873 2501/8636 1331/3292 4431/10484 <0.001 0.21 0.02
(38%) (29%) (39%) (42%)

Male (%) 235 1283/1763 838/1331 3172/4431 0.41 0.01 0.69
(70%) (73%) (63%) (72%)

Admitted<12h 225 1763/2501 958/1331 <0.001 0.11
(68%) (70%) (72%)

No reperfusion 157 887/2310 559/1331 1958/4431 0.002 0.09 0.29
(47%) (38%) (42%) (44%)

Thrombolytic 111 987/2310 488/958 1555/4431 <0.001 <0.001 0.51
(33%) (43%) (51%) (35%)

Angioplasty 38 289/2310 76/958 917/4431 0.33 0.05 <0.001
(11%) (13%) (8%) (21%)

TL & Angio 27 (9%) 147/2310 (38%) 0.03
30-day mortality 372/4431 <0.001 0.06

(8.4%)
Global 39/333 252/3419 83/1382 0.04 <0.001

(12%) (7%) (6%)
Admitted<12h 23/225 108/1763 0.04

(10%) (6%)
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P491 Recurrence rates of acute coronary syndromes in
patients undergoing percutaneous coronary
intervention

HH. Hansen, J. Aaroe, S. Hjortshoej, J. Ravkilde, K. Rasmussen. Aalborg
Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Aalborg, Denmark

Purpose: Patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) may have multiple
plaques becoming unstable at different times. The study was performed to
investigate whether patients successfully treated with percutaneous coronary
intervention (PCI) due to ACS have a higher incidence of recurrent acute coro-
nary events due to new plaque instability than patients treated with PCI due to
stable angina pectoris (SAP).
Methods: Retrospective study of 526 patients who had a successful PCI.
Patients were excluded if they had undergone revascularization prior to the
index PCI. Patients were subgrouped into three groups: SAP (SAP-group),
ACS (ACS-group) and previous ACS (i.e >1 month prior to PCI) (prev-ACS
group). Primary end-points were: occurrence of a new acute coronary event
(ST-segment changes or elevated myocardial markers), and occurrence a new
acute coronary event in a vessel different from the initially treated. Patients
were followed at least 12 months.
Results: The SAP-group included 134 patients; the ACS-group: 236 patients
and the prev-ACS group: 156 patients. Median follow-up was 22 months; range
12-36 months. In the SAP-group 4% had a new coronary event compared to 8%
in the ACS-group (ns) and 8% in the prev-ACS group (ns). In the SAP-group 6%
had a new acute coronary event deriving from a different vessel compared to
8% in the ACS-group (p<0.05) and 3% in prev-ACS group (ns). No differences
were seen regarding restenosis rate among the three groups; 10%, 12% and
11%, respectively.
Conclusion: Our study shows that after a successful PCI, patients with ACS
have a higher incidence of recurring acute coronary events from a vessel dif-
ferent from the one initially treated than patients with SAP or prev-ACS.

P492 Usefulness of TIMI risk score in a non-selected chest
pain population. Additive prognostic value of
left-ventricular ejection fraction

F.J. García, J.R. Gimeno, M.J. Antolinos, F. Teruel, J. González, J. Hurtado,
M. Villegas, M. Valdés. Murcia, Spain

TIMI Risk score has demonstrated to be of prognosis value in selected pa-
tients enrolled in clinical trials on unstable angina and myocardial infarction
(MI). There is little information about its application to non-selected chest pain
population and whether other variables such as ejection fraction (EF) can add
prognostic information.
Aim: To evaluate this score in a non-selected chest pain cohort and determine
the prognostic value of EF for risk stratification.
Methods: 711 consecutive patients (463 (65%) male, aged 65±12 years) ad-
mitted to our hospital with chest pain suggestive of a cardiac origin without ST-
segment elevation were included. Patients underwent clinical evaluation, serial
ECGs, measurements of cardiac markers, echocardiography and ischaemia
testing. Individuals considered to be at high risk underwent cardiac catheteri-
zation. All patients were followed-up for 6 months. Logistic regression analysis
was employed for prognostic markers.
Results: 61 (8.5%) patients had at least one cardiac event during follow-
up (20 (2.8%) death, 22 (3.1%) MI, 28 (3.9%) subsequent revasculariza-
tion). TIMI risk score [Odds Ratio (OR) for 1 unit increase: 1.52 (95%CI:
1.19-1.95, p=0.001)] and EF [OR for 10% decrease: 1.48 (95%CI: 1.10-
1.98, p= 0.009)] were independent predictors of the composite cardiac event
(Death/MI/Revascularization) at 6 months. (Figure 1, from Regression Model).

Conclusions: TIMI risk score is an important predictor of prognosis in a non-
selected chest pain population. EF provides an additional value in this setting.

P493 Extend of myocardial damage and long-term outcome
after non-ST-elevation acute coronary syndromes
treated with very early revascularization

H.J. Buettner, CH. Mueller, W. Perach, K.D. Werner, H.-P. Bestehorn,
T. Comberg, V. Bassignana, F.-J. Neumann. Herz-Zentrum, Bad Krozingen,
Germany

Background: There is limited information about the prognostic implications of
the new (elevated troponin) versus the old (elevated creatine kinase (CK) >

twice the upper normal limit (2x UNL)) definition for myocardial infarction (MI)
in patients with non-ST-elevation acute coronary syndromes (NSTACS) treated
with early revascularisation.
Methods: In a prospective study of 1047 consecutive patients (age
64.7±11years) with NSTACS stenting of the culprit lesion within 24 hours of
admission was the primary revascularisation strategy. Treatment was percuta-
neous coronary intervention in 57% (stent rate 80%), coronary bypass graft-
ing in 14% and conservative in 29%. Patients were stratified according to
myocardial markers on admission: 420 patients with negative serum markers
(Group A), 420 patients with elevated troponin T (TnT) >0.1µg/L and normal
CK (Group B), and 205 patients with CK-elevation > 2x UNL (Group C).
Results: Mean follow-up was 24±16 months. Kaplan-Meier analysis showed a
cumulative 3-years survival of 97.1% in Group A, 84.4% in Group B, and 90.1%
in Group C (p<0.0001 by log-rank). Cumulative survival without MI at 3 years
(see Figure) was 90.3% in Group A, 80.3% in Group B, and 86.8% in Group
C (p<0.0001 by log-rank; p 0.019 by log-rank for Group B versus C). By Cox
regression analysis elevated TnT at baseline was an independent predictor for
long-term mortality (hazard ratio 2.60, 95% confidence interval 1.34 to 5.04;
p<0.005).

Survival without MI.

Conclusions: Patients with NSTACS who present with an isolated elevation
of TnT have a worse long-term outcome after an early invasive strategy than
those presenting with elevated CK.

P494 Early invasive strategy for acute coronary syndromes
without persistent ST-segment-elevation – 6-month
outcome of 401 consecutive high-risk patients from
Zabrze registry

B. Szygula 1, K. Wilczek 1, M. Gasior 1 , A. Lekston 1, P. Jarski 2,
J. Szkodzinski 1 , E. Adamowicz-Czoch 1 , L. Polonski 1. 1Silesian Heart
Disease Center, 3 Dept. of Cardiology, Zabrze, Poland; 2Silesian Heart
Disease Center, 1 Dept. of Cardiology, Zabrze, Poland

Background: Long-term results of acute coronary syndromes (ACS) depend
largely on the early treatment strategy employed. Published data on the late
outcome of ACS patients (pts) treated invasively are equivocal and scarce.
Methods: We analysed 401 consecutive pts who fulfilled at least one of the
following criteria: 1) Braunwald class III angina, 2) ST segment changes, 3)
positive serum cardiac markers. All patients were diagnosed invasively with
subsequent revascularisation (PCI or CABG) if appropriate. Analysis of long-
term survival and occurrence of major adverse cardiovascular events requiring
hospitalisation (MACE) was performed.
Results: Baseline characteristic of the pts: Age: 61,2±10,2 y, >65y 35,4%,
males: 67,1%, diabetes: 25%, hypertension: 72,8%, smokers: 41,9%, hyper-
lipidemia: 78,6%, previous myocardial infarction: 49,9%, previous CABG 6%.
Coronary angiography revealed 1-vessel disease in 31% of pts, 2-vessel and
3 vessel disease in 30% and 37% of pts respectively. PCI was performed in
70,9% of pts, 19,2% underwent CABG, 1,5% had combined PCI and elective
CABG and 8,4% of pts were treated conservatively. 30-day and overall mortal-
ity was 3,9% and 4,7% respectively. MACE were observed in 32% of pts; 9,5%
required PCI (7,9%) or CABG (1,6%). In multivariate analysis combined end-
point (death and MACE) occurred more often in pts with previous MI and heart
failure (OR 2,14 and 1,44 respectively: p=0,003). Baseline ECG changes and
cardiac markers did not influence the combined endpoint.
Conclusion: Invasive strategy in high-risk ASC patients yields good long-term
results with low rate of repeat revascularisation procedures. Mortality rate is
low especially beyond 30 days from the admission to the hospital.
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P495 Beneficial impact of the United Kingdom national
refractory angina guidelines on hospitalization

R. Moore 1, D. Groves 1, D. Scutt 2, C. Hammond 1 , B. Huda 1, T. Grayson 3,
A. Leach 1, MR. Chester 1. 1CTC, NRAC, Liverpool, United Kingdom;
2University of Liverpool, Medical Imaging, Liverpool, United Kingdom; 3CTC,
Clinical Audit, Liverpool, United Kingdom

Background: In 1999 the Scientific committee of the ESC selected the UK
national Refractory Angina Guideline (www.angina.org) as a hot outcome from
the Barcelona congress. We report on the effect of the fully implemented guide-
line on hospitalisation rates in a consecutive series of 336 patients referred to
the UK national refractory angina centre (NRAC). NRAC is the only specialist
referral hospital for a mixed urban and rural population of 2.8 million.
Methods: Since 1995 all hospitals in the NRAC catchment area have recorded
all hospital admissions on all patients on local databases. All data was collected
and collated on all patients referred to NRAC between 1/1/1997 and 1/10/2001.
This time period was selected in order to ensure that at least one year post en-
rolment follow up was available. Independently predefined periods were used
to calculate normalised annual hospital admission rates before and after enrol-
ment. The data was independently statistically analysed using non-parametric
tests of significance.
Results: Demographics: 336 patients, aged 34 to 86 years, 70% male, 310
(92%) chronic refractory angina sufferers(of which 260 (84%) had undergone
previous revascularisation and 224 (73%) had suffered a previous MI) and 26
(8%) patients diagnosed with syndrome X.

Annual Hospitalisation Rates

Pre NRAC Post NRAC Absolute difference p (Wilcoxon)

Total number of hospital days 4150 3007 1143 <0.001
Total hospital days/patient 12.4 9.0 3.4 <0.001
Total hospital admissions 676 486 190 <0.001
Total hospital admissions/patient 2.01 1.45 0.56 <0.001

Conclusions: This research demonstrates that full implementation of the UK
national refractory angina guidelines reduces hospitalisation. Assuming an av-
erage European bed day cost of 300 Euro, this would generate a recurrent
annual saving of 1020 Euro per patient.

P496 Inflammation and endothelial dysfunction –
correlations with with TIMI risk score in unstable
angina patients

R.O. Jurcut 1, A. Gavrila 2, M. Rugina 1, T. Puscariu 3, V. Uscatescu 3,
M. Mihaila 1, E. Apetrei 1 . 1Prof. Dr. "C.C.Iliescu" Institute of Cardiovascular
Disease, Bucharest, Romania; 2University Hospital CF, Craiova, Romania;
3Fundeni National Institute, Bucharest, Romania

Aim of the study: Antman et al (JAMA, 2000) suggested a new risk score for
patients with unstable angina. Trying to elucidate further the role of inflamma-
tion and endothelial toxicity in the evolution of patients with unstable angina, we
assessed the correlation between the TIMI risk score and the plasmatic levels
of C-reactive protein (CRP) and homocysteine (Hcys).
Material and method: 77 patients (pts), 41 men (53.2%), mean age = 57.6±11.9
years-old, with unstable angina. Measurement of Hcys (enzymatic immunoas-
say) and of CRP was performed (upper limit of normal range 15 µM/L and 5
mg/L, respectively). Patients with infectious or inflammatory conditions were
excluded from the study. The patients were assessed using the variables of the
TIMI risk score: age >65 y, at least 3 risk factors, >2 anginal events in the last
24 h, ST deviation, coronary stenosis >50%, elevated serum cardiac markers
(CKMB/CK, Troponin T), use of aspirin in the last 7 days. We correlated the
TIMI risk score with the plasmatic values of CRP and Hcys.
Results: We noted a normal distribution of the TIMI risk score in our study
group, with over 77% of pts having a TIMI risk score of 3 to 5. We found a pro-
gressive pattern of the values for both CRP and HCys (see table), with higher
plasmatic concentrations significantly correlated with the level of cardiovascular
risk. CRP had a more significant ascending trend and a better Pearson corre-
lation coefficient with TIMI risk score than Hcys (r=0.73 vs. r=0.51).

Table 1

TIMI score 0/1 2 3 4 5 6/7

No pts (%) 7 (9.1%) 11 (14.3%) 16 (20.8%) 17 (22.1%) 20 (25.9%) 6 (7.8%)
CRP (mg/L) 4.11 6.98 9.34 17.63 21.31 36.2
Homocysteine (mcM/L) 9.27 12.67 16.29 18.03 18.82 17.98

Conclusion: Both inflammation (with CRP as a marker) and endothelial tox-
icity induced by Hcys correlate well with cardiovascular risk as quantified by
the TIMI risk score, with a more significant association for C-reactive protein.
Values above normal for both CRP and homocysteine predict quite accurately
the presence of a TIMI risk score higher than or equal with 3.

P497 Flu vaccination in acute coronary syndromes:
treatment benefits in prespecified subgroups

R. Leon de la Fuente, D. Toledo, E. Duronto, G. Lev, E.P. Gurfinkel. Fundacion
Favaloro, Cardiologia, Capital Federal, Argentina

The first clinical prospective study Flu Vaccination in Acute Coronary Syn-
dromes (FLUVACS) trial has shown that flu vaccination, to be more effective
in addition to standard therapy during the winter season in reducing the risk of
death in patients with acute myocardial infarction (MI). However, patients with
MI with or without ST segment elevation are a heterogeneous group.
Methods: An analysis using data was performed to examine the efficacy of flu
vaccination in different patient subgroups.
Results: Cox regression analyses revealed that Flu vaccination was more ef-
fective in reducing the incidence of death, MI or recurrent angina in the majority
of subgroups at 6 months after randomization, particularly in patients with non-
ST-segment deviation or older than 65 years old, non-smokers and patients
with TIMI Risk Score more than 6 (table).

Characteristics No. of Control Group Vaccine Group Relative Risk
Patients with events with events (95% CI)

Overall 301 34 17 0,50 (0,29-0,85)
PCI Group 101 10 7 0,69 (0,28-1,66)
AMI Group 200 24 10 0,42 (0,21-0,83)
Male 138 18 8 0,44 (0,21-0,95)
Female 62 6 2 0,33 (0,07-1,53)
≤ 65 years old 91 10 5 0,49 (0,18-1,32)
> 65 years old 109 14 5 0,36 (0,14-0,92)
ST Segment elevation MI 74 8 8 1,00 (0,42-2,38)
Non ST Segment elevation MI 116 16 2 0,13 (0,03-0,52)
Enzymes elevated at entry 150 14 8 0,57 (0,25-1,28)
Enzymes not elevated at entry 50 10 2 0,20 (0,05-0,82)
Diabetes 39 4 1 0,26 (0,03-2,15)
No diabetes 161 20 9 0,44 (0,22-0,92)
Smoker history 72 7 7 1,00 (0,39-2,56)
Non smoker 128 17 3 0,18 (0,05-0,57)
TIMI Risk Score < 6 168 15 8 0,53 (0,24-1,19)
TIMI Risk Score ≥ 6 32 9 2 0,22 (0,06-0,87)

Conclusions: Secondary prevention against flu during the acute phase of my-
ocardial infarction may be effective in a broad range of patients with acute coro-
nary artery disease.

P498 Relative power of autonomic nervous system
high-frequency components and Framingham risk
factors in predicting future cardiovascular events. The
proof study

J.-C. Barthelemy 1 , V. Pichot 1, D. Duverney 1, F. Costes 1, P. Joubert 1 ,
M. Garet 1 , J.-M. Gaspoz 2, F. Roche 1. 1CHU Saint-Etienne, Physiologie
Clinique, Saint-Etienne, France; 2Hopitaux Universitaires, Internal Medicine,
Geneva, Switzerland

Aim: A prospective cohort of 1011 subjects aged 65 years old at the entry of the
study was selected from the electoral register from the town of Saint-Etienne,
France.
They were free of symptomatic cardiovascular event. In such a cohort, heart
rate variability could be considered as a powerful predictor of cardiovascular
risk but was never prospectively compared to the established risk factors.
Methods: Their cardiovascular risk assessment was evaluated from the clas-
sical Framingham weighted risk factors which include age, body mass in-
dex, presence of diabetes, of hypertension, level of total and HDL cholesterol,
triglyceride, and smoking habits.
The subjects were then classified according to these data from the highest to
the lowest global risk. Nocturnal heart rate variability (HRV) was simultaneously
assessed in the whole cohort. Subjects were again classified according to their
high frequency (HF) component power spectral density (Wavelet decomposi-
tion) from the lowest to the highest value. The order of the classification of the
two lists was then compared using Pearson rank correlation.
Results: The pearson rank correlation coefficient reached 0.995 (p<0.000)
demonstrating an equivalent ability to summarize cardiovascular risk factors by
HF or by the complex set of Framingham risk factors.
Conclusion: The nocturnal HF Power Spectral Density measurement should
thus become an easy to use tool to assess global cardiovascular risk and even-
tually monitor the benefits resulting from medical interventions.
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P499 Effect of preintervention coronary flow and myocardial
perfusion on clinical outcome one year after early
post-thrombolysis stenting. An angiographic substudy
of the GRACIA trial

F. Fernández-Avilés 1 , B. Ramos 1, A. Serrador 1 , J. Goicolea 2,
JM. Gutierrez 3, R. Melgares 4, A. Bethencourt 5 , J. Alonso 1 on behalf of
GRACIA investigators. 1Hospital Universitario de Valladolid, Institute of Heart
Science (ICICOR), Valladolid, Spain; 2H. do Meixoeiro, Vigo, Spain; 3H.
Arquitecto Marcide, El Ferrol, Spain; 4H. Virgen de las Nieves, Granada,
Spain; 5H. Son Dureta, Palma de Mallorca, Spain

Background and Objective: To address the effect of posthrombolysis culprit-
artery flow and myocardial perfusion on prognosis we analysed the relationship
between the clinical outcome and the acute angiographic findings of interven-
tional patients of the GRACIA study.
Methods: The GRACIA trial included 500 pts randomly assigned to angiogra-
phy and stenting within 24 hours of thrombolysis versus conservative posthrom-
bolysis ischemia-guided approach. We studied the angiographic data from the
252 interventional patients (age: 60±12 years, 87% female), which were ob-
tained 6 to 24 hours after thrombolysis. The delay between onset of symptoms
and thrombolysis was 3.0±1.9 hours. Angiographic evaluation was carried out
by an independent core laboratory.
Results: At 17±6 hours of thrombolysis patency of the culprit artery was doc-
umented in 90% of interventional patients, with the following TIMI corrected
frame count (CTFC) distribution: CTFC grade 3 in 80%; CTFC grade 2 in 10%;
CTFC grade 1 in 4%; and CTFC grade 0 in 6%. However, only 38% of throm-
bolysed patients had adequate myocardial perfusion (TIMI Myocardial Perfu-
sion [TMP] grade 3 [30%] or grade 2 [8%]). Early posthrombolysis stenting sig-
nificantly improved myocardial perfusion (TMP-3 from 30% to 83%, p<0.001;
TMP-2 from 8% to 11%; TMP-1 from 2% to 1%; and TMP-0 from 60% to 5%,
p<0.001). At one year, patients with baseline impaired flow (CTFC grade 0-
1) had worse prognosis than patients with normal or acceptable flow (CTFC
grade 2-3): death or reinfarction combined: 25% vs 6% (p=0.009); mortality:
20% vs 2% (p= 0.001). Impaired myocardial perfusion (TMP grade 0-1) had
similar effect: on the combined incidence of death and reinfarction (12% vs
1.4%, p= 0.02). Concordantly, multivariate analysis (logistic regression) identi-
fied preintervention epicardial flow (OR 1.94, 95% CI: 1.01-3.92, p= 0.047) and
myocardial perfusion (OR 3.49, 95% CI: 1.19-10.28, p=0.02) as independent
predictors of death or reinfarction at one year. By contrast, flow after stenting
did not correlate with one-year mortality or reinfarction.
Conclusions: Although early posthrombolysis stenting improves epicardial
flow and myocardial perfusion, pre-intervention CTFC and TMO continue to
be strong independent predictors of one-year clinical outcome.

P500 Small creatine kinase-MB elevations after
percutaneous coronary intervention in patients with
acute coronary syndrome do not have prognostic
implications

C. Aguiar 1 , J. Ferreira 2, M. Almeida 2, P. Goncalves 2, M. Trabulo 2,
R. Seabra-Gomes 2 . 1Hospital Santa Cruz, Cardiology, Carnaxide, Portugal;
2Hospital Santa Cruz, Cardiology Dept., Carnaxide, Portugal

Purpose: The new ESC/ACC definition for myocardial infarction (MI) consid-
ers that the same discriminative value for each biochemical marker of my-
ocardial necrosis be applied, irrespective of the clinical circumstances (spon-
taneous acute coronary event or percutaneous coronary intervention), as they
reflect the same amount of myocardial damage. However, it remains uncertain
whether a similar amount of myocardial necrosis in different clinical settings
has the same prognostic implications. The aim of this study was to determine
the prognostic value of CK-MB levels after myocardial revascularization proce-
dures in the setting of non-ST-elevation acute coronary syndromes.
Methods: We studied 307 consecutive patients who underwent myocardial
revascularization during hospitalization for a non-ST-elevation acute coronary
syndrome. The CK-MB level immediately before the intervention was normal
in all patients. Further blood samples were obtained after the revascularization
procedure and assayed for CK-MB: at 6 and 12 hours after percutaneous coro-
nary intervention and at 12 and 24 hours after coronary bypass surgery. The
study endpoint was death or nonfatal MI by 1-year follow-up.
Results: Myocardial revascularization was percutaneous in 230 patients (75%)
and surgical in the remainder. During the first year of follow-up, 24 patients died

Outcomes by peak CK-MB level

Death/MI (%) CK-MB<1xULN CK-MB 1 to 3x ULN CK-MB 3 to 5x ULN CK-MB>5xULN

PCI 13.1% (n=168) 10.2% (n=49) 14.3% (n=7) 16.7% (n=6)
CABG 16.7% (n=12) 9.1% (n=33) 18.2% (n=22) 20.0% (n=10)

PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; CABG, surgical revascularization; ULN, upper refer-
ence value

(7.8%) and 25 had a nonfatal MI (8.1%): the combined incidence of death or
nonfatal MI was 13%. The table shows the distribution of peak CK-MB levels
after revascularization and their relation with the endpoint rate. No significant
association was found between the peak CK-MB level and 1-year outcome,
whether revascularization was percutaneous (P=0.9) or surgical (P=0.7).
Conclusion: Small CK-MB elevations (up to 3 times the upper reference value)
after myocardial revascularization in the setting of non-ST-elevation ACS do not
have prognostic implications at 1-year. The definition of procedure-related MI
in this specific clinical setting may require a higher discriminative value for CK-
MB.

P501 Preprocedural TIMI flow and mortality in patients with
acute myocardial infarction treated by primary
angioplasty

G. De Luca, H. Suryapranata, N. Ernst, AWJ. Van’t Hof, JCA. Hoorntje,
ATM. Gosselink, MJ. De Boer, F. Zijlstra. De Weezenlanden Hospital, Division
of Cardiology, Zwolle, Netherlands

Purpose: Although the excellent outcome conferred by primary angioplasty
in patients with acute myocardial infarction (AMI), the prognostic role of early
recanalization in these patients has yet to be extensively investigated.
Methods: Our population is represented by a total of 1791 patients with AMI
treated by primary angiopalsty at our institution from 1994 to 2001. All angio-
graphic, clinical and follow-up data were prospectively collected. TIMI criteria
were used to identify a high-risk population.
Results: Preprocedural TIMI flow was related to postprocedural TIMI 3 flow
(p=0.004), myocardial blush grade 2-3 (p<0.001), enzymatic infarct size
(p<0.001), predischarge ejection fraction (p<0.001). Preprocedural TIMI flow
was significant determinant of 1-year mortality only in high-risk patients (n =
393 patients) (see Figure). Multivariate analysis showed that preprocedural
TIMI 3 flow was an independent determinant of 1-year mortality in high-risk
patients (p<0.05).

Conclusions: This study showed that preprocedural TIMI 3 flow is an inde-
pendent determinant of 1-year mortality in high-risk patients with AMI treated
by primary angioplasty.
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P502 Myocardial infarction and patent coronary arteries – is
this such an uneventful association?

C. GINGHINA 1, R. Apriotesei 2 , M. MARINESCU 3, D. DRAGOMIR 4,
E. APETREI 1. 1C C Iliescu Cardiovascular Institute, Cardiology, Bucharest,
Romania; 2Fundeni Clinical Institute, Anaestesiology-Intensive Care,
Bucharest, Romania; 3Floreasca Emergency Hospital, Cardiology, Bucharest,
Romania; 4Prof. Dr. D. Gerota Clinical Hospital, Cardiology, Bucharest,
Romania

Purpose: The evaluation of the clinical course of the patient with myocardial
infarction and patent coronary arteries and the post-infarction short-term prog-
nosis.
Methods: A retrospective study based on the cases of acute myocardial in-
farction (AMI) admitted to the Prof. Dr. C. C. Iliescu Institute of Cardiovascular
Diseases, Bucharest, Romania, between 1995 and 2002. The study group con-
sisted of 62 patients with AMI which presented angiographically patent coro-
nary arteries (defined as either normal coronary arteries or non-obstructive
coronary disease). They were compared to an age and sex-matched control
group of 62 patients with AMI and significant coronary stenoses in terms of
cardiovascular risk factors, ventricular function and post-infarction events. In
both of the groups, the coronary angiography was performed within the first 30
days after the infarction.
Results: Smoking was represented in the study group in a proportion almost
similar to the control group: 47 (66.1%) vs. 54 (87.1%), p=NS. Dyslipidemia
was found in 18 patients (29.0%) in the study group vs. 44 patients (74.2%) in
the control group, p<0.005, and the family history of coronary heart disease
(CHD) in 16 patients (25.8%) in the study group vs. 37 (61.3%) in the control
group, p<0.05.
The post-infarction complications were: ischaemic recurrences in 25 cases
(40.3%) in the study group vs. 46 (74.2%) in the control group, p<0.05; car-
diac failure in 11 cases (17.7%) vs. 26 (41.9%), p<0.05; mechanical events
(including ventricular aneurysm and new-installed mitral regurgitation) in 12
patients (19.4%) vs. 16 (25.8%), p=NS; arrhythmias in 18 patients (29.0%) vs.
12 (19.4%), p=NS; peripheral embolizations in 5 cases (8.1%) vs. 2 (3.2%),
p=NS.
Conclusions: In the population with AMI and patent coronary arteries, smok-
ing was the only well represented risk factor. Dyslipidemia and family history of
CHD were less frequently found in this group.
Although there was a significantly lower incidence of the ischaemic events and
cardiac failure after myocardial infarction with patent coronary arteries, the me-
chanical, arrhythmic and embolic complications occurred with the same fre-
quency as in the group with coronary stenoses. This is particularly striking for
the ventricular remodelling which was observed to take place also in the pres-
ence of an open infarct-related artery, suggesting that the microcirculation may
play also an important role in revascularization.

P503 Profile and early outcome of patients admitted for
acute myocardial infarction while on antiplatelet
therapy: data from the nation-wide French USIC 2000
registry

J.M. Lablanche 1, J.P. Cambou 2 , D. Blanchard 3, P. Gueret 4 , G. Hanania 5,
N. Genes 6, L. Vaur 6, N. Danchin 7. 1CHU Lille, Cardiologie, Lille, France;
2Inserm U 518, Toulouse, France; 3Clinique St Gatien, Cardiologie, Tours,
France; 4CHU Mondor, Cardiologie, Créteil, France; 5Cardiologie, Aulnay sous
Bois, France; 6Aventis, Paris, France; 7Cardiology Dept., Paris, France

The profile and outcome of patients presenting with acute MI while on chronic
antiplatelet therapy are not well established. In the French USIC 2000 registry,
which included patients admitted to ICUs for AMI < 48 hours from symptom on-
set in November 2000, 581 of 2320 patients (25%) were on antiplatelet therapy
before the index episode. The initial profile of patients on antiplatelet agents
was quite specific: older age (70 ± 13 vs 64 ± 15 yrs, p<0.001), more hy-
pertension (58% vs 42%), current smoking (33% vs 22%), diabetes mellitus
(29% vs 18%), more frequent history of cardiovascular disease (prior MI: 46%
vs 8%, prior PTCA: 29% vs 3%, prior CABG: 11% vs 2%, prior stroke: 10%
vs 3%, prior peripheral artery disease 20% vs 6% and prior CHF: 14% vs 4%).
Patients on antiplatelet agents were more likely to receive other cardio-vascular
medications (beata-blockers: 44% vs 12%, Calcium antagonists: 24% vs 7%,
ACE-I: 29% vs 11%, nitrates: 36% vs 7%, diuretics: 25% vs 14%, statins: 38%
vs 12%, all p values < 0.001). Initial presentation was less frequently ST el-
evation or Q wave MI (60% vs 76%, p < 0.001), and less frequently anterior
MI (32% vs 37%, p = 0.01). More patients on antiplatelet agents were Killip
class II or more on admission (31% vs 19%, p<0.001). Reperfusion therapy
with intravenous thrombolysis or early PTCA was used less often in patients
on antiplatelet agents (35% vs 46%). During the hospital stay, all complications
except development of heart failure were similar in the 2 groups: ventricular
fibrillation (3.8% vs 3.4%, A-V block (4.8% vs 4.6%), VSD (1.6% vs 1.7%), oc-
currence of stroke (0.7% vs 1.0%), signs of heart failure (38% vs 26%, p <

0.001). Five-day mortality was similar in patients on antiplatelet agents (6.4%)
and in those without such therapy (5.6%).

Conclusion: though patients treated with antiplatelet agents have more unto-
ward initial clinical characteristics, their early mortality at the acute stage of MI
appears similar to that of patients without such treatment.

P504 The effect of subsequent events on survival following
myocardial infarction, stroke or a diagnosis of PAD

JJ. Caro 1, K. Migliaccio-Walle 2, KJ. Ishak 3. 1Caro Research Institute,
Concord, MA, United States of America; 2Caro Research Institute, Concord,
United States of America; 3Caro Research Institute, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada

As new preventive interventions for cardiovascular disease emerge, and their
benefits are quantified in terms of their ability to prolong quality-adjusted life, it
is important to have accurate estimates of the corresponding survival functions
and of the effect of subsequent atherothrombotic events and other determi-
nants.
Methods: We obtained the health care records of residents of Saskatchewan
who had a myocardial infarction (15,590) or an ischaemic stroke (18,704), be-
tween 1990-1995, or a diagnosis of peripheral arterial disease (PAD) (16,440)
between 1985-1995. Data on patient characteristics and medical history were
available from January 1980 and follow-up was complete to December 2000
or date of death. All subsequent hospitalizations were classified on the basis
of primary diagnosis, into ischaemic stroke, myocardial infarction or other. The
period-specific hazard was estimated at each death and functions were fit in
four periods: hyperacute (first 30 days, Weibull), acute (remainder of first year,
Weibull), mid (years 2-5, Gompertz), late (beyond year 5, Gompertz). The re-
sulting hazards over time were used to derive the survival curve, which was
then integrated to obtain the mean survival.
Results: The mean age of study subjects (50,734) was 68.3 (±0.14) years;
55% were male, nearly two thirds died during follow-up, and at least one sub-
sequent event occurred in 8,579. The hazards were extremely elevated follow-
ing the initial event, dropped over time and then began to rise again after 2 to
4 years. Subsequent events cause a secondary rise in the hazard. Integrating
the resulting survival curves led to a mean survival of 12.9 years after the in-
dex myocardial infarction, 11.1 after ischaemic stroke, and 13.6 with PAD. An
additional myocardial infarction decreased these to 6.4, 4.1, and 4.4 years, re-
spectively and an additional ischaemic stroke to 7.4, 8.9 and 4.7 years. Other
factors that significantly affected these estimates were the age at the time of
event, the presence of diabetes, or a history of prior atherothrombotic events.
Conclusions: The already shortened life expectancy of patients with
atherothrombotic disease is substantially reduced by further events. Thus, pre-
venting these should increase survival. The functions may be customized for
use in different patient populations or economic analyses.

P505 Higher mortality in women after myocardial infarction
is dependent on the presence of heart failure. A
national community study

M. Haim 1, E. Chen 2, D. Hasdai 1, V. Boyko 3, A. Battler 1, S. Behar 3. 1Rabin
Medical Center, Beilinson Campus, Cardiology Dept, Petach-Tikva, Israel;
2Meir General Hospital, Departmet of Medicine, Kfar-Saba, Israel; 3Heart
Institute, Neufeld Cardiac Research Institute, Tel Hashomer, Israel

Heart failure is associated with poor outcome after myocardial infarction (MI).
Women have higher mortality rates as compared to men after MI. It is currently
not known if women with or without heart failure (HF) after MI have different
prognosis than men.
Aim: To compare the prognosis of men and women with MI complicated by HF
Methods and Results: Among 3,458 consecutive patients with MI (2563 men,
and 893 women): 447 men (18%) had heart failure on admission as compared
to 254 women (30%). Among MI patients complicated by HF: women were
older, had a higher rate of coronary risk factors, and had higher 7-day, 30-days
and 1-year mortality rate as compared to men with heart failure. On adjustment
to coronary risk factors, MI type (Q vs. Non-Q) and location (anterior vs. non-
anterior), and hospital treatment: reperfusion, and medical, women complicated
by HF had a 50% higher 1-year mortality risk as compared to men (Table).
Among patients without heart failure on admission to hospital, there was higher
crude mortality rate and risk in women at 1-year. However, adjustment for dif-
ferences in age and other risk factors completely eliminated this association.

Killip I Killip II+III

Unadjusted Risk 1.93 (1.42-2.60) 1.89 (1.36-2.64)
Multivariate Adjusted Risk 1.29 (0.92-1.80) 1.48 (1.02-2.16)

Crude and adjusted 1-year mortality risk in women with MI as compared to men

Conclusions: Female gender is independently associated with higher mortality
in MI patients complicated by HF, but not in patients without HF. Women with
HF on admission are a high risk group which deserves aggressive work-up and
management to reduce their risk.
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P506 Early assessment of heart rate variability is predictive
of in-hospital death and major complications during
acute myocardial infarction

C. Carpeggiani, M. Emdin, P. Landi, C. Michelassi, A. L’Abbate. CNR Institute
of Clinical Physiology, Coronary Unit, Pisa, Italy

Background: Depressed heart rate variability (HRV) at AMI discharge is asso-
ciated with poor long-term prognosis. However, its early (< 48 hours) predictive
value has not been extensively investigated. Aim of the study was to investigate,
during acute myocardial infarction (AMI), in-hospital prognostic value of HRV.
Methods: Twenty-four hour ECG Holter monitoring was prospectively obtained
on admission in 413 patients with AMI. Cardiac death and resuscitated ven-
tricular fibrillation were the primary end-points; cardiogenic shock, ventricular
tachycardia, post-infarction angina and heart failure the secondary end-points.
Results: A marked reduction in HRV indices but not in LF and HF normalized
values was evident. Nine patients died during hospitalization and 13 were re-
suscitated from ventricular fibrillation. Secondary endpoints occurred in other
91 patients. At univariate analysis, LF, mean RR interval, WMS and family his-
tory of ischemic heart disease were predictive of combined primary and sec-
ondary end-points. At multivariate analysis, only LF and family history were
predictive with a relative risk of 2.01 and 1.84 respectively (p< 0.003).
Conclusions: A depressed HRV was present in the early phase of AMI. LF
power was an independent predictor of the combined unfavorable short-term
events.

P507 Spontaneous ST-elevation resolution in acute coronary
syndrome – early and late outcome

H. Hod 1, S. Gottlieb 2, M. Green 2, H. Hammerman 2 , D. Hasdai 2 , J. Leor 2,
D. Zahger 2, S. Behar 2 on behalf of The Working Group for Intensive Cardiac
Care, Israel Heart Society. 1Sheba Medical Center, Cardiology, Tel Hashomer,
Israel; 2Sheba Medical Center, Neufeld Cardiac Research Institute, Tel
Hashomer, Israel

Background: Patients (pts) with spontaneous ST elevation resolution (SSTER)
represent a unique subgroup of ST elevation MI (STEMI) pts, which has re-
ceived limited attention in the literature.
Aim: To examine the incidence, characteristics, and outcome of patients with
SSTER in a large national survey of acute coronary syndrome (ACS) pts.
Methods and Results: The ACSIS 2002 survey included all ACS pts (n=2049)
hospitalized during a two month period in all cardiology departments (n=26)
operating in Israel. Out of 1011 STEMI pts, 588 (58%) were treated with reper-
fusion therapy (thrombolysis or primary PCI), and are referred to as the "ST
reperfusion group". Among 423 pts (42%) in whom reperfusion was not per-
formed, early SSTER occurred in 173 (17%), and they constitute the "ST spon-
taneous resolution group". The characteristics and outcome of both groups are
presented in the table: After multiple adjustment for age, sex, past MI, Killip
class and peak CK, the risk of death was lower among the ST spontaneous
resolution group in comparison with the ST reperfusion group (7 day OR: 0.33;
95% CI: 0.07-1.10; 30-day OR: 0.34; 95% CI: 0.09-0.99; 6 month OR: 0.48;
95% CI: 0.18-1.16).

SSER versus ST Reperfusion

ST Spontaneous Resolution ST Reperfusion
Group (n=173) % Group (n=558) %

Men 79 81
Age (mean) 62 ± 13 61 ± 12
Killip 2+ 10 18*
Peak CK (median) 303 1344*
Q-wave 47 84*
Re-ischemia 8.1 4.3*
CABG 11 4.0*
Mortality: 7 days 1.7 5.4*
30 days 2.3 6.6*
6 months 4 9.0*

*p<0.05

Conclusions: (1) SSTER occurs in a significant (17%) number of STEMI
pts.(2) SSTER is a marker of smaller infarction and lower early and late mor-
tality. (3) The higher incidence of re-ischemia and the need for CABG in the
SSTER group emphasize the importance of special attention and prompt as-
sessment of this group prior to hospital discharge.

P508 Prognostic value of B-type natriuretic peptide levels on
admission in patients with acute ST-elevation
myocardial infarction

M. Grabowski, KJ. Filipiak, G. Karpinski, D. Wretowski, A. Rdzanek, D. Rudzki,
R. Glowczynska, G. Opolski. Medical University of Warsaw, Department of
Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland

Background: B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) levels in the first days after the
onset of symptoms are predictive of short-term mortality in patients with acute

coronary syndromes (ACS). Few data are available for BNP levels obtained
on admission in patients (pts) with acute ST elevation myocardial infarction
(STEMI).
Objective: To assess the relation between BNP levels on admission in STEMI
and short-term, all-cause mortality.
Methods: Blood samples for BNP determination were obtained on admission
in 88 pts (mean age 60,6±10,7 years old) with STEMI. In a 15-minute period,
BNP was measured by using simple bedside test for rapid quantification of BNP.
30 days follow-up was performed.
Results: During the period of follow-up 12 (13,6%) pts died. Mean for BNP was
228,74±269,98 pg/ml. Lowest value was 5 pg/ml, highest value 1300 pg/ml
due to limitation of method. The base-line level of BNP was higher among pa-
tients who died than among those who were alive at 30 days (median, 545,6
vs. 178,7 pg/ml; p<0,05). Mortality increased among pts in increasing quartiles
(p<0,01). Kaplan-Meier survival curves according to BNP quartile are shown
in figure. The unjustified odds ratio for 30 day risk of death in third quartile was
4,7 (95 percent confidence interval, 0,5 to 46) and in fourth 9,8 (95 percent
confidence interval, 1 to 88). When BNP was added to a multivariate Cox re-
gression model including clinical, electrocardiographic, biochemical markers of
myocardial damage, BNP levels were independently associated with prognosis
(p<0,05).

Survival in quartiles according to BNP.

Conclusions: BNP levels obtained on admission are powerful, independent
indicator of short-term mortality in pts with STEMI. Rapid tests for BNP assay
seem to be new tool in risk stratification of pts with STEMI.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY AND CLINICAL INTERVENTION

P509 Effects of leonurus heterophyllus sweet on
haemorheology and thrombosis on rat with myocardial
ischaemia

J. Yin 1, GG. Shi 1, HL. Wang 2. 1Shantou University Medical College,
Pharmacology, Shantou, China; 2Shanghai Second Medical University,
Shanghai Institute of Hematology, Shanghai, China

Objective The effects of leonurus heterophyllus sweet injection was observed
by means of parameters such as hemorheology, platelet aggregation rate and
extrasomatic thrombosis on rat with myocardial ischemia.
Methods 20 male SD rats, (body weight 280±35g) were divided randomly into
2 groups: (1) control group (n=10): rats were anesthetized with 1% sodium pen-
tobarbital (1.5ml/100g body weight, i.p.) and fixed on operation table. Sternum
was split open with heart exposed. Left anterior descending branch of coronary
artery was ligated at the site of 0.3cm from left auricle, which ST segment rising
over 0.3 millivolt on electrocardiogram demonstrated the model of myocardial
ischemia was successfully constructed. 1 hour later after myocardial ischemia,
1.0 ml of 0.85% NaCl solution was injected into caudal vein. (2) group treated
with leonurus heterophyllus sweet (n=10): all procedures were the same as
the control group except changing 0.85% NaCl solution into equal volume of
leonurus heterophyllus sweet injection (2.0g/ml). 2 hours later after myocardial
ischemia, blood sample was collected from carotid artery in both groups to be
detected blood viscosity, plasma viscosity, ESR, the content of fibrinogen in
plasma, and platelet aggregation rate, as well as the length, wet weight and
dry weight of thrombi formed ex vivo.
Results Leonurus heterophyllus sweet decreased blood viscosity, plasma vis-
cosity, ESR and the content of fibrinogen in plasma which increased during
myocardial ischemia (p<0.05-0.001, compared with control), besides this, it
also lowered platelet aggregation rate induced by ADP and collagen respec-
tively (p<0.05-0.01, compared with control). In addition, extrasomatic thrombo-
sis was also inhibited, which showed as shortened length, lighter wet weight
and dry weight of thrombi (p<0.05-0.01, compared with control).
Conclusion Leonurus heterophyllus sweet can improve hemorheology, inhibit
platelet aggregation and extrasomatic thrombosis, so it has the effect of im-
proving myocardial ischemia even other thrombotic diseases.
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P510 Inflammation and thrombosis interaction in acute
coronary syndrome

O.I. Lytvyn, L.T. Malaya, N.B. Volnenko, O.V. Petunina. Institute of therapy,
Kharkov, Ukraine

Inflammation and thrombosis are important in the pathogenesis of acute coro-
nary syndrome (ACS). Cytokines (interleukin-1b (IL-1b) and interleukin-6 IL-6))
are the inflammation markers which have a great role in coronary heart disease.
Experimental data prove cytokine and von Willebrand factor levels increase in
unstable angina (UA) and no-Q-wave myocardial infarction (MI) patients and
predict adverse outcome.
The aim of the study was to investigate IL-1b, IL-6 and von Willebrand factor
levels in ACS (UA, non-Q-wave MI, Q-wave MI) patients.
Method: We examined 60 patients, 49 men and 11 women, aged from 43 to
76. Patients were divided into 3 groups. The first group included 14 patients
with UA, the second group – 24 ones with no-Q-wave MI, the third group – 22
ones with Q-wave MI. All patients were given 250 mg aspirin, bolus of 5000
units followed by infusion unfractionated heparin titrated to maintain an acti-
vated partial thromboplastin time of 50 – 75 s. Patients with Q-wave MI were
given thrombolytic therapy – 1.5 million streptokinase units. IL-1b, IL-6 and and
von Willebrand factor levels was measured on patients admission, on the 7-th
and 21-st days of illness. 15 stable angina patients were the control group.
Results: As was shown in the Table, cytokines and von Willebrand factor levels
were increased at patients admission versus control (p<0.05), with the excep-
tion IL-6 second group level, which was equal control. On the 7th and 21st
days of disease IL-6 and von Willebrand factor levels significantly decreased
(p<0.05), but IL-1b level increased. It has been found the correlation between
von Willebrand factor and IL-6 levels in the third group at the patients admission
and at the 7th ACS day (r=+0.74 and r=+0.55). Also the correlation was found
between von Willebrand factor and admission the 1st and 2nd group IL-1b and
von Willebrand factor levels (r=+0.7 and r=+0.61).

Patients IL-1b, pg/ml IL-6, pg/ml von Willebrand factor, %
group adm. 7th day 21st day adm. 7th day 21st day adm. 7th day 21st day

1 542.68 609.8 417.8 103.8 90.1 72.1 171.1 154.0 107.6
±97.3 ±98.6 ±71.6 ±15.2 ±21.1 ±16.2 ±83.7 ±92.9 ±38.0

2 352.5 431.1 497.3 50.7 44.3 47.1 168.2 134.6 77.7
±9.3 ±195.1 ±121.9 ±9.3 ±16.1 ±8.9 ±91.1 ±81.6 ±39.6

3 84.7 69.9 102.8 84.7 58.6 52.1 102.8 136.0 88.0
±18.4 ±27.5 ±14.8 ±18.4 ±19.4 ±10.7 ±14.8 ±85.8 ±16.0

Control 51.2 50.7 44.0
± 12.6 ±8.4 ±16.5

adm.: admission.

Conclusion: Our data suggests that there is positive correlation between ACS
inflammation and thrombosis markers.

P511 Inflammatory response in acute myocardial infarction
patients: a long-term follow-up

S. macin, ER. Perna, J. Cialzeta, N. Augier, M. Brizuela, F. Medina, E. Jantus,
JR. Badaracco. Instituto de Cardiologia JFCabral, Corrientes, Corrientes,
Argentina

Objective: To assess the prognostic long-term usefulness of white-cell blood
count (WCBC) and erythrosedimentation (ES) as markers of an inflammatory
response in AMI-pts.
Methods: The retrospective analysis of 804 consecutive pts admitted because
of AMI within 24hr-period since the onset of symptoms. ROC curves were plot-
ted for WCBC and ES in order to predict death, selecting the cutoff point of
each variable; determining sensitivity (S) and specificity (SP) of these ones in
order to identify events. Average follow-up: 42mo.
Results: During hospitalization it accounted for 6.7% and 43.2% during follow-
up. The area under the ROC curve for WCBC and ES was 0.70 and 0.62 with a
cutoff value of 10,000 WCBC and 10mm for ES. The leukocyte count > 10,000
yielded a sensitivity 68% and a specificity 40% in order to predict long-term
mortality rate. An ES > 10 showed a sensitivity 75% and a specificity 50%.
The cummulative survival rate of 140 mo was 0% for the group with WCBC
>10,000 vs 57% in the group WCBC< 10,000 (Log Rank Test p= 0.015). In
the Cox proportional model, the independent predictors of death were WCBC
(p< 0.0001), Age (p= 0.0008), previous infarction (p= 0.01), highest CK-level
(p=0.0092) and glycemia (admission) (p< 0.0001).
Conclusion: Considering all the inflammatory markers, which are almost al-
ways available during AMI-pts’admission, the WCBC was the only one that
yielded a high sensitivity and specificity level in order to identify pts with se-
vere long-term events, showing to be an independent predictor of long-term
mortality too.

P512 AGATHA, an investigation of the prevalence and extent
of atherothrombosis in patients with or at risk of
vascular disease – results of an interim analysis

J. Kozak on behalf of The AGATHA Investigators. Toronto, Canada

Aims AGATHA is a prospective study to assess the prevalence and extent of
atherothrombosis in patients with a history of vascular events, current symp-
toms of vascular disease or who are at an increased risk of suffering a vascular
event in the future. The value of ankle-brachial index (ABI) measurements in
the routine examination of patients with or at risk of atherothrombosis will also
be evaluated.
Methods Patients are recruited if they 1) have a history of vascular events or
current symptoms of vascular disease defined as history of ischemic stroke or
transient ischemic attack, myocardial infarction, stable or unstable angina, es-
tablished peripheral arterial disease (PAD) or prior vascular intervention (symp-
tomatic patients) or 2) are at increased risk of vascular disease defined as aged
>55 years and have at least two cardiovascular risk factors (asymptomatic pa-
tients). Recruitment began in March 2002; target total is 8000 patients in 24
countries.
At entry, risk factors, antithrombotic medication, ECG, ABI and carotid echo-
Doppler (optional) are assessed. Data analysis will determine the characteris-
tics of patients with atherothrombosis, the extent of the disease and the rela-
tionship between this and risk factors, ABI value and treatment.
Interim data (first 4702 patients from 20 countries)
In symptomatic patients (n=3902), 27.8% had two arterial beds affected while
6.0% had three. In symptomatic patients without PAD (n=2963), 34.4% had an
abnormal ABI. In asymptomatic patients (n=800), 81.3% had diabetes, 91.0%
hypertension, 58.0% dyslipidemia, 15.9% obesity and 20.5% smoking history.
Abnormal ABI indicating obstruction was found in 28.0% of asymptomatic pa-
tients (Table 1). Globally, 71.5% of patients were treated by antiplatelet agents
(79.9% of the symptomatic patients and 31.4% of the asymptomatic patients).

Table 1

Normal Mild obstruction Moderate obstruction Severe obstruction
ABI>0.96 0.7<ABI≤0.96 0.3<ABI≤0.7 0≤ABI≤0.30

Symptomatic
patients* 2088 (53.5%) 1031 (26.4%) 609 (15.6%) 173 (4.4%)

Asymptomatic
patients 576 (72.0%) 184 (23.0%) 36 (4.5%) 4 (0.5%)

Categorisation of patients according to ABI measurement. * = missing ABI for 5 patients

Conclusions Interim analysis suggests that atherothrombosis is present in
many patients with or at risk of vascular disease even if they are asymptomatic.
ABI appears to be a useful tool for identifying patients with the disease.

P513 Long-term survival after multivessel surgical or
percutaneous revascularization: analysis of high-risk
groups

S. Brener 1, BW. Lytle 2, I. Casserly 1, JP. Schneider 1, MS. Lauer 1, SG. Ellis 1,
EJ. Topol 1. 1Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cardiology Dept., Cleveland, United
States of America; 2Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cardiothoracic Surgery,
Cleveland, United States of America

Background: Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) have reported overall equiva-
lent outcome after percutaneous (PCI) or surgical (CABG) revascularization for
multi-vessel coronary artery disease (CAD) in patients suitable for both inter-
ventions. Post-hoc analyses suggested significantly worse outcome after PCI
in diabetic patients. We investigated the 5-year survival in a large cohort of pa-
tients with multi-vessel CAD treated with PCI or CABG at a tertiary institution
and focused on the outcome of high-risk groups, including diabetics.
Methods and Results: There were 1,389 PCI and 5,429 CABG patients
treated between 1995 and 1999. CABG patients were more likely to have stable
angina, 3-vessel CAD, >1 total occlusion and left main coronary (LMT) stenosis
than PCI patients. Propensity analysis identified unstable angina, higher ejec-
tion fraction and absence of total occlusions or LMT stenosis as main predictors
for choosing PCI. Mammary grafts were used in 89% of CABG patients, whose
peri-operative mortality was one-third of the national average. Stents (65%)
and glycoprotein IIb/IIIa antagonists (49%) were frequently used in PCI. At 5
years, survival was 86.0% vs 79.8% for CABG and PCI, respectively, P<0.001.
These observations were confirmed in an analysis of 2,000 patients matched
for propensity score and after exclusion of PCI patients with previous CABG.
Among 2,709 diabetics, survival was 81.6% vs 76.2%, respectively, P<0.001,
not nearly as profound a difference as seen in earlier reports. Similar results
were observed in patients with impaired ejection fraction. PCI was an indepen-
dent predictor of increased mortality (adjusted hazard ratio 2.5, P<0.001).
Conclusions: In a cohort of predominantly high-risk patients, 5-year survival
appears to be superior after CABG compared with PCI. However, the differ-
ences in survival observed in the highest-risk subsets are far smaller than re-
ported in randomized trials.
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P514 Hypercholesteremia induces baroreceptro reflex
dysfunction

SJ. Lewis, J. Munday, M. Barton, DJ. Hurley, J. Graves. University of Georgia,
College of Veterinary Medicine, Athens, United States of America

Purpose: Hypercholesteremic guinea pigs display concentric cardiac remod-
eling. The autonomic nervous system is likely to play a role in the expression
of this remodeling. The purpose of this study was to determine whether the
baroreceptor reflex control of cardiac sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve
activity was disturbed in cholesterol-fed guinea pigs.
Method: Groups of guinea pigs were fed certified guinea pig chow with or
without 1% cholesterol for 13 weeks (n = 4 per group). The guinea pigs were
anesthetized with ketamine (120 mg/kg ip)-acepromazine (12 mg/kg ip) and a
catheter was placed in a jugular vein to administer drugs and into a carotid
artery to determine pulsatile (PAP) and mean (MAP) arterial blood pressures
and heart rate. The guinea pigs were allowed at least 4 days to recover from
surgery. The guinea pigs received bolus doses of the alpha-1-adrenoceptor
agonist, phenylephrine (1-40 mg/kg iv), to elicit pressor responses and bolus
doses of the nitric oxide-donor, sodium nitroprusside (1-40 mg/kg iv), to elicit
depressor responses. The maximal changes in heart rate in response to the
changes in MAP were recorded and subjected to sigmoidal curve fitting analy-
ses.
Results: Resting MAP of cholesterol fed guinea pigs were similar to controls
(77 ± 4 vs 75 ± 4 mmHg, P > 0.05). Resting heart rate of cholesterol fed
guinea pigs were also similar to controls (249 ± 9 vs 269 ± 13 bpm, P >

0.05). The sensitivity (gain, Gave) of the baroreflex was markedly diminished
in cholesterol-fed as compared to control guinea pigs (2.63 ± 0.14 vs 4.08 ±
0.20 bpm/mmHg, P < 0.05). The heart rate range (upper plateau-lower plateau)
of the baroreceptor heart rate reflex was markedly impaired in cholesterol-fed
as compared to control guinea pigs (69 ± 6 vs 178 ± 11, bpm, P < 0.05).
The maximal increases in heart rate for the cholesterol-fed and control animals
were 34 ± 6 and 92 ± 10 bpm, respectively (P < 0.05) whereas the maximal
decreases in heart rate were 35 ± 6 and 90 ± 8 bpm, respectively (P < 0.05).
Conclusion: Hypercholesteremia is associated with an impaired barorecep-
tor reflex function. We are currently conducting temporal studies to determine
whether the loss of control of cardiac autonomic nerve activity precedes the
concentric remodeling in cholesterol-fed guinea pigs in order to provide evi-
dence as to whether the loss of baroreflex function is causal to or results from
the cardiac remodeling.

P515 Comparison of beta blockers and calcium antagonists
on brain natriuretic peptide reduction after acute
myocardial infarction

A. Namiki, M. Ishikawa, S. Yajima, T. Kubota, H. Hirai, T. Yamaguchi. Toho
University Ohashi Hospital, Third Department of Internal Medicine, Tokyo,
Japan

Background: Because Japanese patients with acute myocardial infarction
(AMI) have a greater incidence of coronary spasm than Caucasians, calcium
antagonists are prescribed generally in Japan. A multicenter clinical trial in
Japan (The Japanese Beta Blockers and Calcium Antagonists in Myocardial
Infarction Study: JBCMI) revealed that beta blockers increased heart failure
events compared with calcium antagonists in patients with AMI. The objective
of this study was to compare brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) between patients
administered with a beta blocker and a calcium antagonist after AMI in addition
to angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors.
Methods: We investigated 26 patients with AMI who underwent successful per-
cutaneous coronary intervention. They were divided into 2 groups, one was
administered with carvedilol, a beta blocker (13 patients; Group B) and the
other with amlodipine, a calcium antagonist (13 patients; Group C). All patients
were prescribed with ACE inhibitors. BNP levels before, 3 and 6 months after
medication and BNP reduction rate at 3 and 6 months after medication were
compared in both groups.
Results: There was no difference of maximum CK levels in both groups (3649
and 2767 IU in Group B and C). There was also no difference of left ventricular
ejection fraction at discharge in both groups (63 and 65% in Group B and C).
BNP levels before medication showed no difference between 2 groups (138 and
122 pg/ml in Group B and C). At 3 months after starting carvedilol or amlodip-
ine, BNP level was 101 and 36 pg/ml (p<0.05), and 101 and 31 pg/ml (p<0.01)
at 6 months in Group B and C. BNP reduction rate compared with that before
medication was 32 and 64% at 3 months (p<0.05), 32 and 69% at 6 months
(p<0.05) after starting medication in Group B and C.
Conclusion: BNP reduction in patients after AMI who underwent emergent
successful percutaneous coronary intervention and prescribed with ACE in-
hibitors are more augmented by calcium antagonist than by beta blocker.

P516 Impact of infarct related coronary artery flow on
vagosympathetic interactions in patients with acute
myocardial infarction

H. Bonnemeier 1 , UKH. Wiegand 1, F. Hartmann 1 , F. Bode 1, V. Kurowski 1 ,
H.A. Katus 2, G. Richardt 1 . 1Medizinische Universität zu Lübeck, Medizinische
Klinik II, Lübeck, Germany; 2Universität Heidelberg, Innere Medizin III,
Heidelberg, Germany

Background: Incomplete reperfusion is associated with an increased risk for
life-threatening arrhythmias. It seems likely that these arrhythmias are facili-
tated by the interaction of neurohormonal activation and autonomic reflexes.
However, the relationship between heart rate turbulence (HRT), a surrogate
marker for reflex vagal activity, and plasma norepinephrine (NE) concentrations
have so far not been studied in patients with acute myocardial infarction (AMI).
Methods: Therefore we prospectively screened 187 consecutive patients un-
dergoing direct PCI for a first AMI. A total of 126 of these patients (TIMI 2, n=28;
TIMI 3, n=98) fulfilled the clinical and technical inclusion criteria. Turbulence
onset (TO) and turbulence slope (TS) were determined after single ventricular
premature beats in the time interval before reperfusion, within the initial two
hours after reperfusion, and within the time period from hour 6 to hour 24 af-
ter reperfusion, respectively, from 24-hour-Holter-ECG-recordings initiated on
hospital admission. Corresponding arterial plasma concentrations of NE were
investigated using HPLC method.
Results: There were no significant differences in baseline clinical characteris-
tics between TIMI 2 and 3 patients. TS significantly increased (Fig 1.) and TO
decreased (-0.008±0.04 to -0.023±0.04%, P<0.01) after PCI only in the TIMI
3 subgroup. There were also no significant alterations in NE concentrations in
both groups within the observation period (figure).

Conclusion: Complete reperfusion in AMI is associated with a significant im-
provement of reflex vagal activity, whereas incomplete reperfusion is associ-
ated with significant vagosympathetic alterations, reflected by a persistent sup-
pression of reflex vagal activity and increased NE concentrations.

P517 Effects of pravastatin on cardiomyocyte hypertrophy
and ventricular vulnerability in normolipidemic rats
after myocardial infarction

T. Lee 1, TF. Chou 2, CH. Tsai 3. 1Chi-Mei Medical Center, Dept. of Internal
Medicine, Tainan; 2Municipal Jen-Ai Hospital, Dept. of Surgery, Taipei;
3National Taiwan Univ Hospital, Dept. of Surgery, Taipei, Taiwan

Objective: Reactive cardiomyocyte hypertrophy after myocardial infarction is
an important risk factor for arrhythmias. Endothelin (ET)-1 has been implicated
in the development of cardiac hypertrophy. We investigated the effect of pravas-
tatin on ventricular hypertrophy during remodeling after myocardial infarction
and whether the attenuated hypertrophic effect was via reduced regional ET-1
expression.
Methods: After ligation of the anterior descending artery, male Wistar rats were
randomized to either vehicle, pravastatin, mevalonate, or a combination of the
2 drugs for 4 weeks. Sham operation served as controls.
Results: Pravastatin decreased cardiomyocyte sizes isolated by enzymatic dis-
sociation at the border zone. The myocardial ET-1 levels at the border zone
were 6.3-fold higher (P<0.0001) in the vehicle group compared with sham
group. The increased regional ET-1 levels can be inhibited after pravastatin ad-
ministration. Immunohistochemical analysis confirmed the localization of ET-1
mainly in the cardiomyocytes. This was paralleled by a 9.8 2.3-fold upregu-
lation of preproET-1 mRNA assessed by real-time quantitative RT-PCR in the
vehicle-treated rats, which reduced after administering pravastatin. Cardiomy-
ocyte sizes at the border zone correlated positive with regional ET-1 levels
(P=0.001). Arrhythmic scores during programmed stimulation were significantly
higher than those treated with pravastatin (3.0 1.3 in the vehicle group vs. 1.3
1.0, P<0.0001). In contrast, pravastatin-induced effects were reversed by the
addition of mevalonate, implicating 3-hydroxy-3-methyglutaryl-CoA reductase
as the relevant target.
Conclusions: The results of the present study suggest that the pravastatin ad-
ministration after infarction can reduce the inducibility of ventricular arrhythmias
as a result of attenuated cardiomyocyte hypertrophy through decreased tissue
ET-1 level, which is linked to mevalonate metabolism.
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P518 Spatial orientation of ruptured coronary plaques does
not correlate with its morphometric appearance

L. Kalinczuk 1, J. Pregowski 2 , G.S. Mintz 3, J. Kotani 1, M. Kruk 2, L. Satler 1,
A. Pichard 1, N.J. Weissman 1. 1Washington Hospital Center, IVUS Core Lab,
Washington, DC, United States of America; 2National Institute of Cardiology,
Hemodynamics Department, Warsaw, Poland; 3Cardiovascular Research
Foundation, New York, NY, United States of America

It has been shown that plaques oriented towards pericardium have more posi-
tive remodeling and are exposed to a greater shear stress compared to plaques
oriented toward the myocardium. To determine whether this affects the mor-
phometry of plaque rupture, we identified 57 ruptured plaques in 56 patients in
which spatial orientation within the vessel was possible. On the basis of vascu-
lar and perivascular landmarks we classified ruptured plaques as myocardial
(n=28) or pericardial (n=29). Intravascular ultrasound analysis at the site of
both the largest plaque cavity and at reference sites included plaque composi-
tion; lengths; and measurements of external elastic membrane (EEM), lumen,
plaque, plaque cavity, arc of calcium, arc of disease-free vessel wall, and re-
modeling index (lesion/reference EEM) (Table).

pericardial plaques (29) myocardial plaque (28) P

Rupture length (mm) 4.34±2.48 3.79±3.64 0.49
EEM area (mm2) 18.64± 5.27 20.41 ± 6.09 0.25
Lumen area (mm2) 4.01 ± 1.42 4.81± 2.71 0.17
Plaque area (mm2) 14.62 ± 4.61 15.60 ± 4.91 0.44
Cavity area (mm2) 2.83 ± 1.40 2.97 ± 1.98 0.77
Calcium arc (°) 30.78 ± 43.23 18.24 ± 27.99 0.20
Curve of free disease wall (mm) 2.19 ± 2.71 2.69 ± 3.73 0.56
Remodeling index 1.17 ± 0.25 1.17 ± 0.14 0.95

15 lesions contained thrombus, 8 in pericardial plaques and 7 in myocardial
plaques. 22 plaques were classified as soft, 8 pericardial plaques and 14 my-
ocardial plaques (p=0.071).Reference segments were similar for pericardial
and myocardial plaques.
Conclusions: IVUS analysis of ruptured plaques showed that the orientation
of a ruptured plaque does not affect its morphometric appearance.

P519 Beneficial effects of dealcoholized red wine on
endothelial function and fibrinogen levels in patients
with coronary artery disease

K. Karatzi 1 , C. Papamichael 2 , K. Aznaouridis 2, E. Karatzis 2, G. Feliou 1,
J. Lekakis 2, A. Zampelas 1, M. Mavrikakis 2. 1Harokopio University, Nutrition
and Dietetics, Athens, Greece; 2Alexandra University Hospital, Clinical
Therapeutics, Athens, Greece

Purpose: The long-term effects of red wine are well investigated in both healthy
subjects and in patients with coronary artery disease (CAD). On the other hand,
there are few studies, only in healthy individuals, looking at the acute effect of
red wine or its antioxidants on endothelial function and haemostatic factors.
Therefore, the aim of the present study was to investigate the acute effect of
red wine with or without alcohol in CAD patients.
Methods: Fifteen male adults with angiographically documented CAD ingested
250 ml of red wine, or 250 ml of dealcoholized red wine, in a single–blind,
cross–over design. Blood samples were collected for lipid (triglycerides, HDL,
LDL), apolipoprotein (A-I, B) and fibrinogen determination. High–resolution
ultrasounds were used for determination of endothelium dependent flow-
mediated dilatation (FMD), as a marker of endothelial function. All measure-
ments were performed at fast, 30, 60 and 90 minutes following the consumption
of each beverage. Endothelium independent vasodilatation (nitrate mediated –
NMD) was also determined.
Results: Baseline FMD was similar in the two study days. According to re-
peated measures analysis of variance, regular red wine consumption caused
a significant impairment on FMD from 3.83+2.4% at baseline, to 2.81+2.2% at
30 minutes and to 1.51+1.8% at 60 minutes (p= 0.015) and then to 3.14+2.9%
at 90 minutes. After ingestion of dealcoholized red wine there was not a sig-
nificant change in FMD but only a trend to increase (2.37+2.3% at baseline,
5.01+3.8% at 30 minutes, 4.45+3.1% at 60 minutes and 4.80+2.0% at 90 min-
utes). Incremental areas under the curves were statistically different following
the consumption of the two beverages, as FMD was significantly higher fol-
lowing dealcoholized red wine consumption, than following red wine containing
alcohol (p=0.0004). Fibrinogen levels, increased following red wine consump-
tion and decreased following dealcoholized red wine ingestion and the two
response curves were statistically different (p=0.035). Blood lipid levels were
unaltered. NMD was not different in the study days.
Conclusions: In conclusion, acute ingestion of red wine with alcohol impairs
FMD and increases fibrinogen levels, compared to red wine without alcohol
in CAD patients. The acute effect of red wine on endothelial function of CAD
patients may be different than its long-term effect and its favorable effect could
be attributed to its antioxidant substances, rather than its alcohol content.

CORONARY STENTING IN CHALLENGING STENTS OR
LESIONS

P520 Restenosis is higher after stent implantation for
myocardial bridges than restenosis after direct
stenting for atherosclerotic lesions. An angiographic
follow-up study

C. Barcin, A. Iyisoy, H. Kursaklioglu, S. Kose, HF. Tore, E. Isik, E. Demirtas.
Gulhane Military Medical Academy, Cardiology, Ankara, Turkey

Purpose: To assess the angiographic outcome after stent implantation for
symptomatic myocardial bridges (MB) and to compare these results with the
results of direct stenting for atherosclerotic lesions.
Methods: Angiographic follow-up results of 12 patients (8 male) who under-
went stent implantation for symptomatic MB in mid left anterior descending
artery (LAD) were compared with that of 41 patients (25 male) who underwent
direct stent implantation for atherosclerotic lesions in LAD (control group), be-
tween January 2001 and December 2001. All patients with MB had positive
results for ischemia with myocardial perfusion studies. Patients with total occlu-
sions, acute myocardial infarction (AMI) and multiple stents were not included.
Results: Baseline coronary risk factors were not different between the groups.
Two patients in MB group and 3 patients in control group had AMI during follow-
up. The results are shown in the table.

Angiographic Results

MB Group (n=12) Control Group (n=41) p

Baseline RD (mm) 3.08 (0.27) 3.18 (0.37) ns
MLD (mm) 0.94 (0.25) 0.65 (0.27) 0.004

DS (%) 69 (8) 79 (8) 0.001
Post Stent MLD (mm) 2.95 (0.30) 2.97 (0.37) ns

DS (%) 4 (5) 7 (6) ns
6m Follow-up MLD (mm) 1.18 (1.28) 2.07 (1.03) 0.04

DS (%) 62 (40) 35 (31) 0.06
Late Loss (mm) 1.77 (1.1) 0.89 (0.95) 0.02

Restenosis rate (%) 67 32 0.03

mean (SD). MB:myicardial bridge; RD:reference diameter; MLD:minimal luminal diameter;
DS:diameter stenosis

Conclusion: Although intracoronary stent implantation for MB prevents vessel
compression early after the procedure, angiographic restenosis rate at 6 month
follow-up was higher than restenosis rate after stent implantation for atheroscle-
rotic lesions. This approach should be reserved for symptomatic patients with
MB who have objective ischemic findings and who are refractory to the medical
treatment.
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P521 Sirolimus-eluting stent implantation in very small
coronary vessels treated in RESEARCH Registry

P.A. Lemos, A.C. Arampatzis, A. Hoye, K. Tanabe, W.J. Van der Giessen,
P. De Feyter, R.T. Van Domburg, P.W. Serruys. Erasmus Medical Center,
Thoraxcenter, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Background: Small vessel size is a well-known powerful risk factor for in-
stent restenosis. Sirolimus-eluting stents (SES) have recently proved to reduce
restenosis in selected patients with relatively large arteries. However, it is cur-
rently unknown the impact of this treament for patients with small vessels. In
the present study we evaluated the clinical outcomes of patients treated with
SES implantation in vessels with very small diameters.
Methods and Study Population: Since 16th April 2002, a policy of routine
SES implantation has been instituted in our hospital, with no clinical or anatomi-
cal restrictions, as part of the RESEARCH (Rapamycin-Eluting Stent Evaluated
At Rotterdam Cardiology Hospital) registry. At 6 months of enrollment, 563 pa-
tients were treated exclusively with SES implantation (71% of the total number
of procedures performed in the period) and composed the present study pop-
ulation, divided into 2 groups: 1) patients treated with implantation of at least
one 2.25-mm SES (n=89 pts; 16%) and 2) patients in whom only SES with
diameters greater than 2.25mm were utilized (n=474; 84%). The primary end-
point was the occurrence of major cardiac adverse events (MACE) during the
follow-up (death, non-fatal MI, or repeat revascularization).
Results: When compared with patients with larger vessels, those with small
vessels presented a lower frequency of acute coronary syndromes (39% vs
55%; p<0.01) and had a higher prevalence of multivessel disease (77% vs
50%; p<0.01), hypercholesterolemia (69% vs 56%; p=0.02), and hyperten-
sion 57% vs 38%; p<0.01). The presence of diabetes mellitus was not sig-
nificantly different between patients with and without small vessels (24% and
18% respectively; p=NS). Bifurcation stenting was significantly more common
in patients with small vessels treated (35% vs 13%; p<0.01). Overall, 65% of
patients had completed 6-month follow-up at the time of this evaluation. In a
interim analysis, patients treated with very small SES had a similar 6-month
MACE occurrence as patients with larger stented vessels (5.6% vs 4.6% re-
spectively; p=NS), with no difference in the need for repeat revascularization
(3.4% vs 1.3%; p=NS). Complete 6-month follow-up for the entire cohort will be
available at the time of presentation.
Conclusions: Sirolimus-eluting stents implantation in very small vessels was
associated with a favorable clinical outcome, similar to that observed in patients
with larger vessels. Further analyses with extended follow-up are warranted to
confirm these preliminary results.

P522 Sirolimus-eluting stent for treatment of left main
coronary artery disease: experience from the German
CYPHER registry

A. Khattab, R. Tölg, V. Geist, L. Klatt, G. Richardt on behalf of the German
CYPHER Registry Investigators. Segeberger Kliniken, Herzzentrum, Bad
Segeberg, Germany

Since the introduction of PTCA, intervention of the LMCA has been an attractive
target. The initial acute catastrophic emergencies of dissection with abrupt ves-
sel closure have been overcome by the introduction of coronary stents, yet the
high restenosis rate remains the major problem with this procedure. The SES
has been reported to be effective in de-novo coronary lesions. We assessed
the in-hospital and long term outcomes of SES treated patients for unprotected
and protected LMCA stenosis from the German CYPHER Registry.
Methods: A total of 35 Bx-velocity SES treated patients were analysed; 26
treated for protected and 9 for unprotected LMCA disease. The lesions were
of type B aqnd C and included thrombus containing, ostial and bifurcational le-
sions. The primary end point was procedural success defined as in-stent resid-
ual stenosis <20% and the absence of in-hospital MACE. The secondary end
point was MACE at 6 months follow up.
Results: All the procedures were angiographically successful, no in-hospital
deaths nor new Q wave MI occurred. One patient(2.9%) was sujected to a
repeat revascularisation which was unrelated to the LMCA SES.
Conclusion: SES for treatment of protected and unprotected LMCA stenosis is
technically feasible and safe. Results of the 6 months follow up will be available
at ESC 2003.

P523 Sirolimus-eluting stents for the treatment of
unprotected left main coronary lesions

J. Suarez de Lezo 1, A. Medina 2, M. Pan 1, A. Delgado 2, J. Segura 1,
F. Melián 2, M. Romero 1, L. Burgos 2. 1Reina Sofía Hospital, Cardiology Dept.,
Cordoba, Spain; 2Hospital Dr Negrín, Cardiology, Las Palmas, Spain

Conventional bare stents have been used to treat unprotected left-main (LM)
coronary stenoses. However, restenosis remains the main limitation. Since
Sirolimus-eluting stents (SES) appear to inhibit neo-intimal proliferation, their
application to this specific site seems promising.

Methods: Since May/02 we have studied a series of 37 consecutive patients
(pts), 63±11 years old, with left main coronary lesions treated by SES. Com-
bined treatment of co-existing lesions in the coronary tree was also needed
in 11 (30%) pts. The use of bare stents or SES in these lesions was based
on our judgement of restenosis risk at each specific site. Clinical presentation
was stable angina in 7 pts (19%), unstable in 23 (62%) and peri-myocardial
infarction in 7 (19%). At cardiac catheterization, the mean ejection fraction was
56±13%. Eleven pts had multi-vessel disease at remote sites; 4 of them had
right coronary artery involvement. The angiographic characteristics of the LM
lesions were as follows: reference LM-diameter 3.7±0.3 mm, LM-length 14±5
mm, lesion-length 13±7 mm, stenosis percentage 72±14%. The lesion was na-
tive in 32 pts and due to in-stent restenosis in 5. Location of the lesions within
the main stem was as follows: ostial 2, body 21 and bifurcation 14. For ostial
and body lesions, a single stent was attempted, trying to avoid bifurcation. For
bifurcational lesions, the stent was mostly oriented towards the left anterior de-
scending artery, covering the circumflex. Intervention at this site was stepwise
oriented, including 2 pts needing full stent covering. Once implanted, the SES
was overexpanded to match LM size.
Results: Primary success was obtained in 36 pts (97%). Acute myocardial in-
farction occurred in one pt (2.7%). At 1-month follow-up, 36 pts (97%) were
symptom free. After a mean follow-up time of 4.5±2.4 months, 1 pt with a bi-
furcational lesion developed restenosis 2 months later at the non-covered os-
tium of the circumflex and was treated with a new SES. Another pt became
symptomatic again because of restenosis at a remote site. Eight pts, who have
reached 6-month follow up, have been angiographically re-evaluated. None of
them have shown restenosis. All pts are scheduled for late angiography.
Conclusions: Tailored treatment of lesions located at the LM stem by overex-
panded SES is feasible and safe. Intermediate-term results seem promising.

P524 Influence of diabetes on small vessel stenting;
intracoronary ultrasound sub-analysis of a prospective
multicentre randomized CHIVAS (Coronary Heart
disease stenting In Vessels with smAll Size)

Y. Ozaki 1, T. Muramatsu 2 , K. Iwasaki 3, N. Inoue 4, Y. Horita 5, T. Tanaka 6,
N. Fujita 7, N. Namura 8 on behalf of the CHIVAS study group. 1Aichi Medical
University, Cardiology, Nagakute, Japan; 2Kawasaki Social Insurance
Hospital, Cardiology, Kawasaki, Japan; 3CV Ctr Sakakibara Hospital,
Cardiology, Okayama, Japan; 4Kyoto Second Red Cross Hospital, Cardiology,
Kyoto, Japan; 5Ishikawa Prefectural Cent Hospital, Cardiology, Kanazawa,
Japan; 6Showa General Hospital, Cardiology, Tokyo, Japan; 7Easten Japan
Medical Ctr., Cardiology, Yokohama, Japan; 8Kanawasa CV Hospital,
Cardiology, Ishikawa, Japan

It is commonly believed that the superiority of stenting may reduce in small ves-
sel and diabetes. We prospectively performed a multi center randomized trial
(CHIVAS study) comparing small vessel stenting or POBA in 302 patients with
and without diabetes (DM). DM was defined as patients treated with oral hy-
poglycemics or insulin. Of the 302 patients 273 with suitable quantitative coro-
nary angiography were divided into four groups based on stenting or POBA in
patients with DM and non-DM. The distribution was as follows: DM with stent-
ing, 46 patients; DM with POBA, 44; NDM with stenting, 91; NDM with POBA,
92. Follow-up angiography was performed in 228 patients and intracoronary
ultrasound (ICUS) was performed in 115. Restenosis was defined as >50%
diameter stenosis at follow-up.
Results:

Stent POBA p

DM
IRD pre (mm) 2.22 ± 0.41 2.23 ± 0.37 ns
MLD pre (mm) 0.64 ± 0.36 0.74 ± 0.30 ns
MLD post (mm) 1.70 ± 0.34 1.48 ± 0.27 <.01
MLD fup (mm) 1.34 ± 0.51 1.11 ± 0.45 <.05
Restenosis rate (%) 25% 57% <.01
Lumen gain by ICUS (mm2) 2.74 ± 1.59 1.26 ± 1.25 <.05
Vessel expansion by ICUS (mm2) 1.86 ± 1.45 0.11 ± 2.33 <.05
Non-DM
IRD pre (mm) 2.33 ± 0.42 2.28 ± 0.36 ns
Restenosis rate (%) 33% 31% ns
Lumen gain by ICUS (mm2) 2.00 ± 1.18 1.86 ± 1.48 ns

IRD; interpolated reference diameter, MLD; minimal lumen diameter

Conclusions: This ICUS sub-analysis of CHIVAS with an average vessel size
<2.50mm indicated that restenosis rate of stenting was significantly lower than
POBA in DM, while the restenosis rate of stenting was similar to POBA in non-
DM. ICUS indicated that greater lumen gain (mainly due to vessel expansion)
in stenting than POBA may explain this phenomenon, while such a beneficial
effect of stenting over POBA was not observed in NDM. Small vessel stent-
ing (<2.50mm) could convey more favourable long-term outcome than POBA
especially in DM as compared to non-DM.
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P525 Sirolimus-eluting stents for the treatment of bifurcation
lesions

K. Tanabe, C. Arampatzis, A. Hoye, P. Lemos, G. Sianos, W. Van der Giessen,
R. Van Domburg, P. Serruys. Thoraxcenter, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Background: Although stents have improved procedural success rate, the
treatment of bifurcation lesions still remains problematic with an increased
restenosis rate and consequent need for repeat revascularizatin. Sirolimus-
eluting stents (SES) have recently shown a remarkable reduction in restenosis
rate in selected simple lesions. The aim of this study was to investigate the
efficacy of SES in the treatment of bifurcation lesions.
Methods: Since 16 April 2002, a policy of SES implantation for all procedures
has been instituted in our hospital, irrespective of clinical presentation and le-
sion morphology. This study consisted of the patients with bifurcation lesions
being treated with SESs in both vessels. The stent deployment technique was
left to the discretion of the operator. Clinical and angiographic follow-up will be
performed at 6 months after procedure.
Results: Up to October 2002, 74 patients were included in this study. The mean
age was 63 years old and 21 patients (28%) were diabetic. The techniques
used were as follows: T stenting (55 patients: 74%); crush stenting (14 patients:
19%); kissing stenting (4 patients:5%); Y stenting (1 patient:1%). The baseline
QCA data are present in the table. To date, 16 patients have undergone the
6-month follow-up; of those restonosis has occurred in 3 patients (19%). All
restenosis were at the ostium of a side branch that was not fully covered with
SES. The clinical and angiographic follow-up will be completed at the time of
presentation.

QCA data

Parent vessel Side branch

Lesion length (mm) 15.0 10.3
Reference diamenter 2.66 2.31
MLD pre (mm) 0.91 0.65
MLD post (mm) 2.35 1.98

Conclusions: This study will provide insights into the treatment of bifurcation
lesions with sirolimus-eluting stents.

P526 Drug eluting stent failure: a new challenging
therapeutic problem

M. Loutfi 1, D. Dolatabadi 2 , J. Silveira 1, A. Sauguet 1, M. Boccalatte 1,
B. Farah 1, J. Fajadet 1, J. Marco 1. 1Clinique Pasteur, UCI, Toulouse Cedex 3,
France; 2CHU de Charleroi, Cardiology, Charleroi, Belgium

The advent of drug eluting stent (DES) technology has the potential promise of
dramatic reduction of in-stent restenosis. However, competing with this suc-
cess, there were a series of failures. Currently, no data is available on the
management of DES complications. In our center, we faced few cases of DES
failure, a new emerging problem.
Methods and Results: We describe 18 cases of DES failure after DES im-
plantation in a subset of patients presenting with extremely complex lesions in
native coronary vessel: 12 patients with de novo lesions (Mean lesion length =
15mm, type B2/C lesion); 6 patients with diffuse recurrent ISR. IVUS guidance
was not used during intervention. The reported DES complications, mean time
to DES failure and treatment strategy are listed in the table. IVUS evaluation
was done for all patients who underwent repeat percutaneous coronary revas-
cularization for in-DES restenois (n=12), in 9 patients the mechanism of in-DES
restenosis was neointimal proliferation and in the remaininig 3 was stent malap-
position. After a follow-up period ranging from 1-6 months there were no further
clinical events, except for one patient with failure of brachytherapy performed
for in-DES restenosis and was referred for surgery. Six-month clinical and an-
giographic follow-up data will be available in August 2003 and will be presented
at the meeting.

Cases with DES failure+ their management

Mean time Treatment strategy
to event

DES for de novo lesions (n=12 pts)
Focal ISR (n=3) 6 m POBA (n=3)
Diffuse ISR (n=7) 6 m Medical (n=1) POBA+

Brachytherapy (n=4) CABG (n=2)
Subacute stent thrombosis (n=2) 3.5 m POBA (n=2)
DES for ISR (n=6 pts)
Edge restenosis (n=3) 6 m SES* implantation (n=2) POBA (n=1)
Complex bifocal edge restenosis (n=2) 6 m POBA+Brachytherapy (n=2)
Occlusive ISR (n=1) 6 m CABG (n=1)

*SES = Sirolimus-eluting stent

Conclusion: IVUS evaluation is advisable to define the mechanism of DES
failure. The analysis of mid-term clinical and angiographic may allow better
understanding of the prognosis of in-DES restenosis and its management.

P527 Randomized comparison of direct stenting and
stenting after balloon predilation in acute myocardial
infarction (DIRAMI trial)

M. Gasior, M. Gierlotka, A. Lekston, K. Wilczek, T. Zebik, J. Szkodzinski,
R. Wojnar, L. Polonski. Silesian Centre for Heart Disease, III Card. Dep.
Silesian School of Med., Zabrze, Poland

The purpose of the study was to assess feasibility, safety and long term effec-
tiveness of direct stenting in acute myocardial infarction (AMI).
Methods: A total of 248 consecutive patients (pts) with AMI (Killip III-IV ex-
cluded) were randomized before angiography to direct stenting (DS-125pts) or
stenting after balloon predilation (PS-123pts). After angiography 31 pts were
excluded due to operators’ decision not to perform angioplasty or stenting. Fi-
nal study groups comprised 110 and 107 pts in the DS and PS groups, re-
spectively. TIMI flow 0-1 was not considered a contraindication for DS. 1-year
clinical and angiographic follow-up was performed. Analyses were performed
on an intention-to-treat basis.
Results are summarized in the table.

Direct stenting Predilation+stent P value

Procedural data N=110 N=107
Cross-over rate, % 11.8 0.0 -
Final TIMI flow grade 3, % 95.4 93.5 0.52
Additional stent(s), % 12.7 14.9 0.63
Fluoroscopy time, min (SD) 12.2 (7.5) 14.9 (7.7) 0.011
Procedure time, min (SD) 59 (22) 72 (31) 0.0006
Minimal lumen diameter after procedure, mm (SD) 2.20 (0.42) 2.25 (0.53) 0.39
Acute gain, mm (SD) 1.97 (0.49) 2.04 (0.54) 0.35
MACE at 1 year N=110 N=107
Cardiac death, % 5.5 7.5 0.54
Non-fatal myocardial infarction, % 5.5 3.7 0.55
Target lesion revascularisation, % 8.2 6.5 0.64
1-year MACE, % 14.6 14.0 0.91
QCA at 1 year (in-segment) N=91 N=95
Reference diameter, mm (SD) 3.09 (0.51) 3.08 (0.50) 0.93
Minimal lumen diameter, mm (SD) 1.72 (0.83) 1.87 (0.71) 0.18
Late loss, mm (SD) 0.45 (0.87) 0.41 (0.69) 0.73
Loss index 0.21 (0.52) 0.20 (0.38) 0.93

Conclusions: Direct stenting for acute myocardial infarction is feasible and
safe in a majority of patients suitable for stent implantation. One-year clinical
and angiographic outcomes are similar with both stenting techniques.

P528 Sirolimus-eluting stent Cypher in patients with acute
myocardial infarction

F. Weber 1, H. Schneider 1, F. Laubenthal 2 , C.A. Nienaber 1 , G.V. Sabin 2 on
behalf of German CYPHER (TM) Registry. 1University of Rostock, Cardiology,
Rostock, Germany; 2Elisabeth-Krankenhaus, Cardiology and Angiology,
Essen, Germany

Background: Recent data showed a significant reduction in restenosis rate
with Sirolimus eluting stent Cypher (SES). However, experience with SES in
acute revascularization of infarct related coronary arteries is not available.
Aims: Feasibility and safety of the use of SES in the treatment of acute my-
ocardial infarction (MI, according to the 2003 ESC definition).
Material and methods: Intraprocedural and in-hospital data from 188 patients
assigned for SES with acute MI (143 male, 45 female, mean age 59.6 years)
were compared to results from 988 patients (743 male, 245 female, mean age
63.4 years) assigned for SES without acute MI, all followed in the German
Cypher Registry.
Results: The ratio of NSTEMI/STEMI was 68/120. Other results are summa-
rized in table 1.
Table 1

pts. with MI (n=188) pts. without MI (n=988)

No. of stenosis 213 1074
Mean diameter stenosis (%) 95 90
SES (%) 88.8 92.5
Other stents (%) 10.4 6.2
No stent implanted (%) 0.8 1.2
TIMI flow post angioplasty 0 (%) 0.0 0.6

1 (%) 1.0 0.4
2 (%) 1.0 1.4
3 (%) 98.1 97.6

In-hospital follow-up death (%) 0.0 0.1
re MI (%) 1.8 1.1
stent thrombosis (%) 0.0 0.4
TVR (%) 2.4 1.4

Procedural and in-hospital follow-up data from patients with or without acut MI assigned for
Sirolimus eluting stent

Conclusions: The implantation of SES in patients with acute myocardial in-
farction is safe. There is no evidence of increasing complication rates (including
stent thrombosis) during the in-hospital period. Six months follow-up data and
clinical restenosis rate will be reported later in 2003.
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P529 Impact of stenting on angiographic outcome in
multivessel disease (GABI II study) and comparison
with results of the GABI trial

U. Dietz 1, S. Baldus 2, H-J. Rupprecht 3 , R. Küchler 4, J. Vom Dahl 5,
CH. Hamm 2. 1German Clinic for Diagnostic, Cardiology, Wiesbaden,
Germany; 2Kerckhoff Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Bad Nauheim,
Germany; 3University of Mainz, Dep. of Cardiology, Mainz, Germany;
4General Hospital St. Georg, Dep. of Cardiology, Hamburg, Germany;
5University Hospital, Dep. of Cardiology, Aachen, Germany

Percutaneous coronary interventions (PCI) using stents in patients with multi-
vessel disease was evaluated in a prospective multicenter study (GABI II)
which served as a third arm of the randomized GABI trial which compared
PTCA (n=182) and CABG (n=177) in multi-vessel disease. Patients (Pts) were
screened for multi-vessel coronary artery disease amenable for bypass surgery
or PCI accord-ing to the GABI trial inclusion criteria in five cardiologic centers.
Quantitative coronary angiography of acute and long-term results was done
and compared with those of the PTCA group of the GABI trial. Participating in
the GABI II study were 134 Pts requiring multi-vessel PCI. The 277 lesions (Ls)
(2.1 Ls/Pts) were treated by PTCA in 90, stent in 175, or other devices in 12.
Angiographic and procedural success were achieved in 268/277 (97%) Ls. and
118/134 Pts. (88%), respectively. Angiographic success was reduced in small
(<2.5 mm) vessels (92% vs. 98%, p=0.04). Control angiography performed in
90/118 (76%) of eligible Pts exhibited restenosis in 43/182 (24%) Ls. Resteno-
sis rates increased with lesion complexity (AHA A 9%, AHA B1 24%, AHA B2
29% and AHA C 41%, p = 0.02). There was no difference in restenosis for
Ls re-ceiving a stent or not. Multivariate regression analysis found a diffuse Ls,
the Ls and stent lengths and the final luminal diameter predictive for restenosis.
Angiographic success was higher compared to PTCA in the GABI trial (98% vs.
92.5%, p = 0.003) and no patient needed emergency bypass surgery compared
to 15 in GABI (p < 0.001). The need for TLR during follow-up was lower than
it was in the PTCA group of GABI (28% vs. 44%, p = 0.005). An obstruction
> 50% diameter stenosis of one of the major coronary arteries (>2.5mm) 6
months after the procedure was more frequent in the PTCA group of the GABI
trial than after CABG. PCI using stents resulted in an obstruction status com-
parable to CABG.

Obstruction Status of Main Pathways

GABI-CABG GABI-PTCA GABI II-PCI p p p
(a) (b) (c) (a vs. b) (a vs. c) (b vs. c)

Obstruction > 50% 55/255 83/241 38/177 <0.01 <0.01 0.02
(21.6%) (34.4%) (21.5%)

Thus, immediate and long-term results of multi-vessel coronary intervention
utilizing stents have improved compared to PTCA of multi-vessel lesions. How-
ever, in lesion subgroups CABG is still superior to multi-vessl PCI.

CORONARY AND NON-CORONARY PERCUTANEOUS
INTERVENTION: MISCELLANEOUS

P530 The effects of prior beta blocker therapy on creatine
kinase rise after percutaneous coronary intervations

I. Atar, M E. Korkmaz, H. Muderrisoglu, A. Atar, O. Gulmez, B. Ozin,
S. Demircan, E. Tayfun. Baskent Universitesi Týp Fakultesi, Cardiology,
Ankara, Turkey

Background: There are two retrospective studies investigating the impact of
beta-blocker (BB) usage on CK-MB levels after percutaneous coronary inter-
ventions (PCI). In one of these studies prior BB usage was found to be the only
independent factor that limited CK-MB increase after PCI; whereas in the other
study BB did not have any effect on CK-MB levels. On the basis of this data we
formulated a prospective randomized study to investigate the impact of BB use
on CK-MB in patients who underwent elective PCI.
Methods: In an ongoing, prospective study, 300 patients with coronary artery
disease in whom PCI was elected as the revascularization modality were in-
cluded. The patients were randomized to either BB or to control group at least
one week before the planned PCI. Blood samples for cardiac enzymes were
obtained before and after 6th, 24th and 36th hours after the procedure.
Results: Of the 300 patients included, 150 received metoprolol 100 mg/day
(age 59.0 ± 10,2 years; 106 male, 44 female) and 150 did not receive any BB
(age 59.8 ± 9.8 years; 114 male, 36 female) and served as the control group.
The baseline clinical characteristics of both groups were similar. The groups
did not differ with respect to single or multivessel PCI (p > 0.05). The CK-MB
and troponin-I levels of both groups were also similar before intervention (p >

0.05). We did not observe a significant difference in CK-MB levels between the
two groups after PCI (BB group 18%, control group 20%, p > 0.05).
Conclusions: Our study is the first randomized, prospective study conducted
to evaluate the effect of BB usage on CK-MB levels after PCI. Prior BB therapy
seems to have no cardioprotective effect in limiting CK-MB rise after PCI.

P531 Creatine kinase-MB enzyme elevation after
percutaneous coronary interventions using
sirolimus-eluting stents

G. Stankovic 1, D. Orlic 1, A. Chieffo 2, V. Spanos 1, N. Corvaja 1,
GM. Sangiorgi 1 , F. Airoldi 2, A. Colombo 1. 1EMO Centro Cuore Columbus,
Milan, Italy; 2San Raffaele Hospital, Milan, Italy

Background: Elevation of serum creatine kinase MB fraction (CK-MB) after
percutaneous coronary interventions has been associated with early and late
mortality. Procedure and lesion-related variables were reported related to CK-
MB elevation. Possible impact of changes in stenting technique in drug-eluting
stent era, with intent to fully cover diseased segment, has not been evaluated.
Methods: We studied 320 consecutive patients who underwent the Cypher
stent (Cypher, Cordis, Warren NJ) implantation (941 stents) in 740 coronary le-
sions between April 2002 and January 2003. Univariate and multivariate logistic
regression analyses were used to determine predictors of CK-MB elevation and
the independent variables selected were clinical, angiographic and procedural
covariates.
Results: 81% of patients had multivessel disease, 18% had diabetes mellitus
and 25% had unstable angina. 134 patients (42%) received electively platelet
glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors. The mean reference vessel size was 2.68 ± 0.55
mm and the mean lesion length was 17.4 ± 11.9 mm. Total stent length per
patient was 63 ± 43mm, with a range 8-205mm. CK-MB elevation >/= 3 times
upper limit of normal (normal <5ng/ml for our Institution) occurred in 42 patients
(13.1%).
Univariate predictors of CK-MB elevation were: multivessel disease, OR 2.05
(95% CI 1.05-3.99), P=0.032; number of treated lesions, OR 1.43 (95% CI 1.17-
1.76), P=0.001; de-novo lesion, OR 1.80 (95% CI 1.02-3.18), P=0.034; total
stent length per patient, OR 1.13 (95% CI 1.01-1.20), P=0.001; and elective use
of platelet glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors, OR 0.57 (95% CI 0.34-0.95), P=0.043.
Multivariate analysis indicated that total stent length per patient [OR 1.02 (95%
CI 1.01-1.03), P=0.001, predisposing factor] and elective use of platelet gly-
coprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors [OR 0.22 (95% CI 0.08-0.58), P=0.002, protective
factor] were independent predictors of CK-MB elevation.
Conclusions: In patients treated with the Cypher stent, CK-MB elevation cor-
relates with implantation of longer stents. Elective use of platelet glycoprotein
IIb/IIIa inhibitors is suggested, especially when long stents are used. Six-month
clinical outcome will be available at the time of presentation.

P532 Mortality risk conferred by small elevations of
creatine-kinase MB isoenzyme after percutaneous
coronary intervention

D. Katritsis 1, E. Karvouni 1, J PA. Ioannidis 2. 1Athens Euroclinic, Cardiology,
Athens, Greece; 2University of Ioannina, Epidemiology, Ioannina, Greece

Background: Several studies have evaluated the relationship of creatine
kinase- MB (CK-MB) isoenzyme levels after percutaneous coronary interven-
tions (PCI) with the subsequent risk of death. While there is consensus that
elevations exceeding 5 times the upper limit of normal increase mortality sig-
nificantly, there is uncertainty about the exact clinical impact of smaller CK-MB
elevations.
The aim of this study was to assess whether small creatine kinase MB isoen-
zyme (CK-MB) elevations after PCI affect the subsequent mortality risk.
Methods: We performed a meta-analysis of 7 studies with CK-MB measure-
ments and survival outcomes on 23,142 subjects who underwent PCI. Data
were combined with random effects models.
Results: Mean follow-up was 6-24 months per study. By random effects, 18%
(15-22%) had 1-5-fold CK-MB elevations, while only 6% (95% CI, 4-8%) had
>5-fold elevations. Compared with subjects with normal CK-MB, those with
1-5-fold CK-MB elevation had a 29% (95% CI, 7-54%) relative increase in mor-
tality risk (Figure 1). There was a dose-response relationship with relative risk
increase 22% (95% CI, 0-50%) in 1-3-fold CK-MB elevations and 50% (95% CI,
12-110%) in 3-5-fold elevations. There was no between-study heterogeneity in
the relative risk estimates.

Conclusions: Any increase in CK-MB level post-PCI is associated with a small,
but significant increase in the subsequent risk of death.
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P533 The “crushing stenting technique: a new technique for
treatment of bifurcation lesions with drug-eluting
stents

G. Stankovic 1, D. Orlic 1, A. Chieffo 2, V. Spanos 1, N. Corvaja 1,
GM. Sangiorgi 1 , F. Airoldi 2, A. Colombo 1. 1EMO Centro Cuore Columbus,
Milan, Italy; 2San Raffaele Hospital, Milan, Italy

Background: The use of sirolimus-eluting stents significantly reduced the in-
cidence of angiographic restenosis in the BIFURCATIONS study, but also re-
vealed the prevailing occurrence of restenosis at the ostium of the side branch
(SB). Incomplete coverage of the ostium of the SB was a most probable cause
of restenosis. To overcome that problem, we designed a new technique for
stenting bifurcation lesions: modified T stenting with "crushing".
Methods: new stenting technique was employed in 31 consecutive patients to
treat true bifurcation lesions using the Cypher stent (Cordis a J&J Company,
Warren, NJ). Technique description: both stents are advanced at the site of the
bifurcation. The proximal marker of the SB stent must be situated in the main
branch (MB) at a distance of 4-5mm proximal to the carina of the bifurcation
and the MB stent must cover the bifurcation as well as the protruding segment
of the SB stent. The side branch stent is deployed first and balloon and wire are
removed. When deployed, the stent in the main vessel will completely "crush"
the proximal segment of the stent protruding from the side branch against the
wall of the main vessel. Kissing balloon inflation is not routinely performed es-
pecially if complete predilatation of the SB is performed. This fact and full ostial
coverage of the SB are major advantages of this approach.
Results: Mean reference vessel diameters of the main branch and of the
SB were 2.84±0.51mm and 2.51±0.55mm, with the mean lesion length of
17.4±8.9mm and 9.5±5.8mm, respectively. Glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors were
electively administered in 77.4% of the patients. Following main and side
branch predilatation, stents were successfully deployed in all lesions. Final kiss-
ing balloon inflation was performed in 12 patients. The acute gain achieved was
1.88±0.6mm in the MB and 1.51±0.6mm in the SB, resulting in final diame-
ter stenosis of 12.9±6.3% and 13.1±7.5%, respectively. Two patients had in-
hospital myocardial infarction and one patient underwent in-hospital re-PTCA
due to a dissection distal to a stent. No other major adverse cardiac events
were observed in-hospital and during one month clinical follow-up.
Conclusion: Treatment of bifurcation lesions using "crushing" stent technique
is feasible, with acceptable rate of procedural complications. Angiographic
follow-up is necessary to prove the advantage of this specific technique. Six-
month clinical and angiographic outcome will be available at the time of pre-
sentation.

P534 Has there been any progress in percutaneous coronary
intervention treatment of saphenous vein grafts?
Evolution of outcomes between 1997 and 2002

Y. Louvard 1, A. Kokis 2, T. Lefèvre 2 , P. Dumas 2, C. Loubeyre 2 , O. Tavolaro 2,
MC. Morice 2. 1Institut Hospitalier Jacques Cartier, Institut Cardiovasculaire
Paris Sud, Massy, France; 2Institut Cardiovasculaire Paris Sud, Massy, France

Background: Angioplasty of saphenous vein grafts remains a challenging
technique which is associated with a high risk of distal embolization and a non
negligible rate of major events.
Method: We retrospectively evaluated the impact of new techniques on the
outcome of saphenous graft angioplasty between 1997 and 2002 by comparing
two groups of patients treated from 1997 to 1999 (Group 1) and 2000 to 2002
(Group 2). Study population: A total of 197 procedures involving saphenous
grafts were performed during the study period; 29 procedures were excluded
from analysis due to: acute myocardial infarction in 19 cases, out-of-hospital
cardio-circulatory arrest in 3, and in the immediate post-surgery period in 8.

Group 1 Group 2 p

Patients (n) 81 87
Male (%) 86.4 78.2 NS
Age (y) 68.2 ± 9.2 71.2 ± 8.2 0.027
Age of grafts (months) 111 ± 61 137 ± 66 0.011
Unstable (%) 56.8 63.2 NS
Saphenous sites treated (n) 1.6 ± 0.7 1.7 ± 0.8 NS
Use of thrombectomy device (%) 4.9 4.6 NS
Direct stenting (%) 24.7 55.2 <0.001
GPIIbIIIa inhibitors (%) 7.4 8.0 NS
Distal protection (%) 6.2 43.7 <0.001
Procedural time (min) 57 ± 34 51 ± 20 NS
Primary success (%) 82.7 96.6 0.006
Death (%) 5.3 0 NS
Mean CPK (IU) 570 ± 2312 152 ± 265 0.012
MACE (%) 16 3.5 0.012

Conclusion: Though the patients in Group 2 were older and had older by-
pass grafts, their in-hospital outcome after treatment of saphenous vein grafts
lesions were significantly improved.
This improvement was associated with a more aggressive strategy involving
wide use of direct stenting and protection devices.

P535 Nitric oxide through biodegradable layer elective study
for safety and efficacy (NOBLESSE) – first in man pilot
trial

X. Liu 1, C. Costantini 2 , H. Bonnier 3, H. Londero 4, I. De Scheerder 1 on behalf
of On behalf of the NOBLESSE investigators. 1Cardiology UZ Gasthuisberg,
Leuven, Belgium; 2Costantino Costatini, Clinico Cardiologica, Parana, Brazil;
3Catharina Ziekenhuis, Eindhoven, Netherlands; 4Sanatorio Allende, Cordova,
Argentina

Background: In-stent restenosis may be prevented by drug eluting stents. One
pre-requisite for successful drug coated stent development is a biocompatible
and biologically inert polymer for drug impregnation to obtain a sustained drug
release. The NO preserver loaded Blue Medical stent is a new generation Blue
Medical Stent characterized by its particular PEA coating and a NO preserving
substance conjugated to the PEA coating. Pre-clinical work showed a similar
tissue response and reduced intimal hyperplasia in a porcine coronary stent
model using the NO preserver loaded Blue Medical stent. The aim of this study
is to evaluate the acute safety and efficacy of the NO preserver loaded Blue
Medical stent implanted in patients with de novo single vessel disease.
Methods: In this multicenter trial, 47 patients, 66% were male, average age 61
(range 37 - 86) from 3 study sites were included. Risk factors: 38% had lesion
type B2 or C. One 14 mm or 18mm long NO preserver loaded Blue Medical
stent was used. Minimal lumen diameter (MLD) and % diameter stenosis (DS)
were measured before, immediately after stenting and at 4-month (m) follow-
up (f-up). The primary endpoint of the study is 4m in-stent %DS and late loss
determined by QCA. The secondary endpoints are binary restenosis rate at
4m follow-up and 30 days, 60 days and one year major adverse cardiac events
(MACE) defined as death, MI, CABG & target vessel revascularization.
Results: All the stent implantations were successful except one that re-
sulted in a distal dissection, treated by an additional coated stent implantation.
QCA: mean reference diameter: 2.97±0.31 mm, MLD: 1.04± 0.31mm, % DS:
65.08±9.89% and MLD and % DS after stent implantation was 2.74±0.26 mm
and 8.52±4.31% respectively. There was no MACE at 30 days and 60 days
f-up. Four months angiographic follow-up and 6 month clinical follow-up will be
presented.
Conclusion: This preliminary results show that implantation of a NO preserver
loaded Blue Medical stent is safe and feasible. It seems a promising approach
to prevent in-stent restenosis.

P536 Transcatheter closure of post-infarction ventricular
septal defects with the Amplatzer septal occluder

M. Demkow, W. Ruzyllo, Z. Chmielak, C. Kepka, M. Konka, Z. Dzielinska,
J. Wilczynski. Institute of Cardiology, General Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland

Background: Clinical experience with transvascular closure of post-infarction
ventricular septal defects (MI-VSD) is so far limited. Recently introduced de-
vices provide new potentials and options for treatment of this complication.
Method: Nine pts underwent transcatheter closure of chronic (7pts) or acute
(2 pts) MI-VSD with the Amplatzer septal occluder-a device originally used for
secundum atrial septal defect closure. The procedures were performed under
general or local anaesthesia, with transoesophageal or transthoracic echo guid-
ance, from a femoral arterial and jugular venous approach, with the aid of an
arteriovenous guidewire loop. In one patient two occluders were implanted on
separate sessions.
Results: (table) The procedure resulted in a complete MI-VSD closure in two
pts, in 6 pts the shunt was not significant and in one there was no improvement.
Two pts, both in an acute phase of infarction, died from heart and multiorgan
failure 2 and 13 days after the procedure. A transient self-limited haemolysis
was observed in 3 pts (nr 1,4 and 9) at the periprocedural period. Seven sur-
vivors improved dramatically and are doing well at follow-up.

Patients characteristics and results

Patient 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Age (years) 52 75 77 71 70 66 81 63 54
MI-implant (weeks) 56; 68 3.5 0.3 14 56 9 2.5 7 10
NYHA III IV IV III III III IV II II
Qp/Qs 3.1 2.9 2.2 3.8 6.2 4.0 3.9 2 1.8
VSD (mm) 8; 15 14 14 21 12 17 17 15 10
ASO (mm) 11; 19 16 24 30 16 22 22 18 16
Result: echo with CD compl mild signif mild mild compl mild mild mild
Follow up weeks 77 142 death 136 74 21 death 14 3
Follow up NYHA I II I II I I I

Qp/Qs - pulmonary to systemic flow ratio; VSD - VSD diameter; ASO - occluder size; CD - color
doppler; compl - complete occlusion; mild - mild residual shunt; signif - significant residual shunt

Conclusions: Transcatheter closure of chronic or acute MI-VSD with the Am-
platzer septal occluder is technically feasible. Haemolysis is a possible compli-
cation. The successful implantation provided clinical success in pts with com-
pleted necrosis. The clinical success is not proven in pts in the early phase of
infarction.
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P537 Microcoil embolization for ablation of septal
hypertrophy in hypertrophic obstructive
cardiomyopathy

M. Iacob, F. Pinte, I. Tintoiu, L. Cotuna, G. Cristian, V. Murgu, E. Postolea.
Army Center of Cardiovascular Diseases, Catheterization Laboratory,
Bucharest, Romania

Background: Percutaneous transcatheter occlusion with ethanol injection of
septal arteries is an efficient treatment procedure of hypertrophic obstructive
cardiomyopathy (HOCM). The aim of our study is to evaluate the feasibility and
efficiency of septal artery embolization with microcoils.
Methods: The microcoils were delivered through the guide-wire lumen of a
2mm-diameter coaxial balloon positioned inside the target vessel as distally
as possible. One or more 0.018"-straight microcoils (Hilal straight coils, Cook,
USA) were used for each target vessel until complete flow obstruction was
noted. The intraventricular pressure gradient was measured before, during and
after the procedure. Septal branch occlusion was finally documented by coro-
nary angiography.
Results: We treated 7 patients (pts) (male: 5 pts; mean age: 48±10 years). All
pts were symptomatic (NYHA class 3 or 4). The target vessels were success-
fully occluded in all pts, without complications. Moderate pain was recorded
during and after the procedure and the CK level increased five- to ten-fold.
The pressure gradient diminished during the procedure from 72±21 mm Hg to
30±15 mm Hg. The number of coils delivered ranged from 3 to 7/patient. The
embolized septal branches: 1 vessel in 5 pts; 2 vessels in 1 patient; 3 vessels
in 1 case. After the procedure the pressure gradient, evaluated by transthoracic
echocardiography, was 34±16 mm Hg and 42±12 mm Hg at 3 month-follow-up.
Clinical improvement was recorded in all pts after the procedure (NYHA class
1 or 2). Temporary pacing was necessary in 3 pts during and immediately after
the procedure but no patient needed permanent pacing.
Conclusions: Microcoil embolization is an efficient and safe approach for tran-
scatheter ablation of septal hypertrophy in HOCM. This technique induced my-
ocardial necrosis without the toxic effects of alcohol, reducing the risk of compli-
cations (permanent pace-maker implantation, ethanol flow to other myocardial
regions).

P538 First-line therapy for platypnea-orthodeoxia syndrome
with percutaneous catheter-based placement of
amplatzer septal closure devices

D. Talreja, G. Reeder, D. Hagler. Mayo Clinic, Cardiology, Rochester, United
States of America

Introduction: Platypnea-Orthodeoxia Syndrome (POS) is a rare syndrome of
arterial deoxygenation in the upright but not recumbent position despite nor-
mal right heart pressures. While surgical closure of the shunt has been the
traditional approach, less invasive alternatives are available.
Methods: Six patients (mean age, 62 yrs) with POS underwent percutaneous
atrial septal closure at the Mayo Clinic from 1997 to 2002. We reviewed their
clinical presentation, echocardiography and cardiac catheterization studies.
Results: The right-to-left shunt occurred across a PFO (3 patients) or secun-
dum ASD (3 patients). The etiology of POS was status-post pneumonectomy
(3 patients), lung reduction sugery for emphysema (1 patient), and other lung
injury (2 patients). All patients had normal right heart pressures. Preoperative
oxygen saturation (mean, 82%; stdev 3) increased in all patients (mean, 96%;
stdev 2) and was statistically significant by paired t-testing (p<0.0001). Five
patients maintained their response during follow-up; one developed recurrent
symptoms with residual flow across the device requiring surgical closure. There
were no major procedural complications among the five patients.

Saturations Pre-/Post-Septal Occlusion.

Conclusions: POS can be treated successfully with catheter-based closure of
the atrial shunt using an Amplatzer Septal Closure Device. The risk of compli-
cations is acceptably low to consider this as first line therapy with the under-
standing that surgical closure may occasionally be necessary.

P539 Comparison of 9.5 F versus 8.0 F and sheath versus
sheathless balloons when treating patients with
intra-aortic balloon counterpulsation: data from
benchmark registry analysis

T. Azeem 1, T. Spyt 2, D. Adalam 3, R. Hartshorne 4 , R. Reeves 4, A
H. Gershlick 3. 1Glenfield Hospital, Cardiology, LEICESTER, United Kingdom;
2Glenfield Hospital, Cardiothoracic Surgery, Leicester, United Kingdom;
3Glenfield Hospital, Cardiology, Leicester, United Kingdom; 4Glenfield
Hospital, Cardiac Services, Leicester, United Kingdom

Objective: To study the impact of balloon sheath & size on complications, fail-
ure & outcomes during intra-aortic balloon (IAB) counterpulsation
Methods & Results: Benchmark is an international Counterpulsation Out-
comes Registry and has collected data on 27207 patients from various cen-
tres all over the world. Patients were divided into following groups: Sheath
(n=21268) vs. Sheathless (n=5939)& 9.5F (n=17954) vs. 8F (n=9253). There
were no significant demographic or procedural differences in all groups. In both
groups, IAB related complications, failure & outcomes were compared.
Sheathless vs. Sheath IAB: There were no significant differences in total IAB
related complications (7.12% vs. 6.70%;p1) and limb ischaemia (2.83% vs.
2.91%;p0.7) between sheathless & sheath IAB. Sheathless group was associ-
ated with higher failure (3.28% vs. 2.80%; p0.049) and higher IAB leak (1.92%
vs. 1.28%; p0.0003). Difficult removal (0.69% vs. 0.47%; 0.04) and surgical re-
moval (3.79% vs. 1.72%; p<0.0001) was also higher in sheathless IAB group.
There was no significant difference in deaths related to IAB therapy in both
groups {10 (0.05%) vs. 7 (0.12%); 0.0727}.
9.5F vs. 8F IAB: 9.5F balloon compared to 8F was associated with higher IAB
related complications (7.17% vs. 6.03%; p 0.0005) & limb ischaemia (3.42% vs.
1.84%; p<0.0001). More patients with 9.5F required balloon removal (3.08%
vs. 2.15%; p<0.0001) & surgical removal (1.46% vs. 0.79%; p <0.0001). It
was easier to achieve haemostasis manually in 8F group (9.5F; 57.18% vs. 8F;
59.79%; p<0.0001). In 9.5F group higher no. of patients had difficult removal
(0.62% vs. 0.31%;p0.0012) & surgical removal (2.131% vs. 1.9%;p0.027) com-
pared to 8F group. There was no significant difference in IAB related deaths
in both groups {9.5F; 11 (0.061%) vs. 8F; 6 (0.064%):p0.9}. More IAB failures
were reported with 8F compared to 9.5F (3.33% vs. 2.68%;p0.002) eventually
leading to higher rate of IAB replacement (1.35% vs. 1.02%;p0.019).
Conclusion Sheathless balloon is associated with higher failure rate and com-
plications. 9.5 F balloon is associated with higher rate of IAB related compli-
cations compared to 8.0 F balloon. Therefore on the basis of this study 8.0 F
balloon with sheath appears to be a better option when treating patients with
intra-aortic balloon counterpulsation.

P540 The microsatellite polymorphism of Heme oxygenase-1
is associated with the inflammatory level but not with
restenosis after coronary in-stenting

P. Li 1, M. Elrayess 1, A. Gomma 2, J. Palmen 1, E. Hawe 1, K. Fox 2,
SE. Humphries 1. 1Centre for Cardiovascular Genetics, London, United
Kingdom; 2Royal Brompton Hospital, National Heart & Lung Institute, London
SW3 6NP, United Kingdom

Purpose: Vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) can express Heme-
oxygenase (HO), a rate-limiting enzyme in the degradation of heme to bilirubin,
ferritin and carbon monoxide (CO). VSMC-derived CO can suppress VSMC
proliferation and may serve as a antiproliferation factor.The promoter region of
HO-1 shows a microsatellite polymorphism with different (GT)n repeats that
have been reported to differently induce gene expression, with the short allele
being associated with higher gene expression and protection from restenosis
following in-stent treatment in peripheral arterial disease. The object of this
study was to confirm the effect of this variation on the occurrence of restenosis
after in-stent treatment in patients with coronary artery disease.
Methods: 187 patients who underwent successful coronary stent implantation
were studied. The genotype for HO-1 promoter microsatellite polymorphism
was determined using polymerase chain reaction and automated DNA capillary
sequencing.
Results: Repeat length ranged from 22 to 42, with (GT)25 and (GT)32 be-
ing the two most common alleles.The allelic repeats were divided into short
class(S) with <30 (GT)n, the middle class(M) with 30-37 (GT)n and the long
class(L) with >37 (GT)n according to their distribution and previous studies
of promoter activity. There was no difference in the prevelance of angiographic
restenosis between the genotype groups or between post operation levels of in-
flammation markers; although carriers of the S allele (n=120) had 33.3% lower
baseline IL-6 compared with non-S carriers (n=67)(p=0.0008).
Conclusion: Our results do not confirm an association between the HO-1 pro-
moter polymorphism and restenosis following in-stent treatment, however the
association with plasma IL-6 levels suggests that HO-1 S allele might protect
from atherosclerotic inflammatory processes.
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P541 Thrombospindin-4 gene polymorphism predicting
Ala387Pro is associated with an increased risk of
angiographic coronary in-stent restenosis

Z.H. Rittersma 1, S.M. Boekholdt 1 , K.T. Koch 1, M. Bax 1, C.E. Schotborgh 1 ,
J.J. Piek 1, P.H. Reitsma 2, R.J. De Winter 1. 1Cardiology, Academic Medical
Center, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 2Academic Medical Center, Experimental
Internal Medicine, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Background: The risk of in-stent restenosis (ISR) may be modulated by ge-
netic risk factors. Thrombospondins (THBS) are extracellular matrix proteins
involved in many vascular wall processes, potentially influencing the process of
ISR. Recently, polymorphisms in thrombospondin genes encoding for THBS-1
(A8831G), THBS-2 (T-G substitution in the 3’ untranslated region) and THBS-4
(G29926C, predicting Ala387Pro) were associated with an altered risk of pre-
mature coronary artery disease or myocardial infarction. We tested the hypoth-
esis of association between three THBS gene polymorphisms and the risk of
angiographic ISR.
Methods: Six hundred forty-six patients with stable angina were included in
a prospective observational cohort after successful stent placement. Quantita-
tive Coronary Analysis was performed off-line using standard methods (Medis,
Leiden). Binary ISR was defined as 50% diameter stenosis or more at follow-
up angiogram, using the mean value of two orthogonal views. Genotyping of
THBS-1, -2 and -4 gene was successfully performed in 85%, 79% and 83% of
patients, respectively.

Thrombospondin-4 genotypes and ISR

Genotype No ISR ISR OR (95% CI) P

CC 13 (2.9%) 7 (8.0%) CC vs GG 3.03 (1.15-7.94) 0.019
CG 142 (31.8%) 28 (32.2%) CG vs GG 1.11 (0.67-1.83) 0.69
GG 292 (65.3%) 52 (59.8%) CC+CG vs GG 1.27 (0.79-2.03) 0.32

CC vs CG+GG 2.92 (1.13-7.55) 0.021

Results: There was no association between the THBS-1 or THBS-2 polymor-
phisms and ISR. Results for THBS-4 are shown in the table as number of pa-
tients (percentage).
Conclusion: Individuals homozygous for the THBS-4 C allele have a signifi-
cantly increased risk of angiographic ISR, compared to wild-type homozygotes.

PERIPHERAL ARTERIES

P542 Prevalence and prognostic role of ABI (Ankle Brachial
Index) in patients with high risk of cardiovascular
events. The PATHOS (polyvascular atherothrombosis:
an observational survey) study

S. Urbinati 1 , G. Agnelli 2, C. Cimminiello 3, G. Meneghetti 4 on behalf of
PATHOS Investigators. 1Bellaria Hospital, Div. of Cardiology, Bologna, Italy;
2University, Dpt of Internal Medicine, Perugia, Italy; 3Hospital, Div. of Internal
Medicine, Vimercate (MI), Italy; 4University, Dpt of Neurology, Padova, Italy

Background: Pts with known coronary or cerebrovascular disease have high
prevalence of further cardiovascular events, and, on the other hand, even pts
with symptomatic peripheral arterial disease (PAD) have high prevalence of
coexisting coronary artery disease that may strongly influence the prognosis.
Nevertheless, the prevalence and prognostic role of PAD in pts with a recent
cardiovascular event has not been fully investigated, and the usefulness to de-
tect early markers of PAD (such as ankle-brachial index - ABI) has not been
well established.
Methods: PATHOS study is an italian multicenter prospective study, involving
49 centers (Cardiology Div. 49%, Neurology Div. 31%, Internal Medicine Div.
20%)that investigated the prevalence and prognostic role of PAD in a consecu-
tive series of pts admitted for acute coronary syndrome (unstable angina -UA-
or acute myocardial infarction - AMI) or for acute cerebral ischemia (stroke or
TIA). Coexistence of PAD was diagnosed by means of clinical history of PAD,
symptoms of claudication, and abnormal ABI (<0.9 or <0.6).
Results: Preliminary results are referred to 1651 pts, mean age 66.6 yrs, M
69.7%, admitted for UA-AMI in 57.4% and for stroke-TIA in 42.8%. History of
PAD was present in 106 pts (6.4%), symptoms of typical claudication were
referred in 118 pts (7.3% -left leg) and in 124 pts (7.7% -right leg), respectively,
finally, abnormal ABI (<0.9) was detected in 501 pts (30.3%), and severely
abnormal ABI (<0.6) in 333 pts (20.1%). The prevalence of abnormal ABI was
similar in pts with coronary or cerebrovascular disease.
Conclusions: PATHOS was the first study that prospectively evaluated the
prevalence and prognostic role of abnormal ABI, a low-cost, easy test to identify
early PAD, in pts with high-risk atherothrombosis disease such as those admit-
ted for coronary or cerebrovascular events. Our preliminary data suggests that
abnormal ABI is very frequent involving nearly 1/3 of these pts, while a severely
abnormal ABI was detectable in 1/5 of pts. The ongoing follow-up will define the
prognostic role of PAD in this population and if ABI could be included among
the independent predictors of adverse prognosis.

P543 Novel compound ultrasound imaging for in vitro and in
vivo validation of automated carotid intima media
thickness measurements

C. Breburda 1, D. Skyba 2, E. Miller 3 , C. Johnson 4 , J. Caya 4, K. Kunzelman 1 .
1Univ. of Wisconsin/Clinical Science C, Medicine, Madison, WI, United States
of America; 2Phips Ultrasound, Bothell, United States of America; 3Philipps
Univ., Heartcenter, Marburg, Germany; 4Univ. Wisconsin, Medical Science,
Madison, United States of America

Ultrasound imaging of carotid intima media thickness (IMT) is an emerging non-
invasive screening tool for coronary artery disease. However, it is operator de-
pendent and performed manually, which hinders the broader application of IMT.
We hypothesized that novel vascular compound imaging and automated IMT
(Q-IMT) would provide accurate measurements and be feasible for automated
carotid IMT evaluation.
Methods: We imaged three string phantoms with a linear array epivascular
probe (using Sono-CT  HDI5000, L12-5, Philips Ultrasound) for in vitro vali-
dation of compound imaging, which reregisters scatter for improved endothelial
image resolution. In vivo validation of Q-IMT (Q LAB ) was done by imaging
the far field IMT of the common carotid arteries (CCA) in three mini-pigs. Q-
IMT measurements, performed along the vessel length by 5 independent users
on the phantom images (n=33), were compared with the fundamental ultra-
sound images of the physical diameters of the strings. Q-IMT measurements
performed on the left and right carotid arteries of the porcine model were com-
pared with post-mortem histology IMT measurements (n=60) of the excised
CCA’s.
In vitro Results: Phantom string diameters were 0.50, 0.60, and 0.90 mm, while
Q-IMT yielded 0.55 ± 0.02, 0.59 ± 0.02, 0.87 ± 0.05 mm respectively, with y =
0.86x + 0.11, r = 0.95, SEE = 0.08, p < 0.001 by regression analysis with mean
difference 0.02 ± 0.01.
In vivo Results: Mean left CCA IMT was 0.39 ± 0.05 mm by histology and 0.41
± 0.04 by Q-IMT, with y = 0.96x - 0.009, r = 0.67, SEE = 0.04, p < 0.05. Mean
right CCA IMT was 0.41 ± 0.07 mm by histology and 0.45 ± 0.04 mm by Q-
IMT, with y = 1.48x - 0.25, r = 0.85, SEE = 0.04, p < 0.003. Mean difference in
the left and right CCA measurements were 0.02 ± 0.08 mm and 0.03 ± 0.08
mm, respectively.
Conclusions: 1. Compound imaging with automated IMT of string phantoms
correlates strongly with physical diameters. 2. Automated IMT in combination
with compound carotid imaging accurately measures far field carotid intima
media thickness. 3. Automated IMT measurements are feasible in vivo, thus
possibly contributing to less operator dependence and use of Q-IMT as a risk
assessment tool in the future.

P544 Carotid intima-media thickness as a precursor of
carotid atherosclerosis in patients with mitral/aortic
sclerocalcification

M. Leggio, L. Sgorbini, E. Nevola, A. Scuteri, F. Leggio. I.N.R.C.A. - I.R.C.C.S.,
Cardiology, Rome, Italy

It has been previously suggested that aortic valve calcium (AVC) and mitral
annular calcium (MAC) can be considered as form of atherosclerosis in the
elderly and that these patients are at increased risk for future cardiovascular
disease. Several echocardiographic and angiographic studies demonstrated a
significant association between AVC, MAC and coronary artery disease, aortic
atheroma and arterial atherosclerotic disease. It is also well demonstrated that
intima-media thickness (IMT) represents an early phase of atherosclerosis.
Aim: To explore the association between AVC, MAC and the presence of
carotid artery atherosclerosis diagnosed by IMT.
Methods: We evaluated 780 consecutive patients who underwent transtho-
racic echocardiography and echoDoppler of carotid artery for various indica-
tion. Patients with important primitive and/or secondary valvular disease were
excluded. Consequently, each patient had two qualitative indipendent grad-
uated scores, based on acoustic densitometry (1=no calcium; 2= sclerosis;
3= annular calcium; 4= valvular calcification; 5= valvular calcification without
recognition of the leaflets) for mitral and aortic valve; the resulting assigned
score was the higher of both. We identified two groups: 1) control group (168
pts; mean age: 43.6±10.5; gender: 88 M/80 F), without AVC/MAC (scores 1);
2) study group (354 pts; mean age: 74,3±8.5; gender: 165M/189F) with signs
of AVC/MAC (scores 2-5). All pts underwent measurements of IMT.
Results: Control group (score= 1) showed mean IMT: 0.43±0.06; study group
showed the following data: score 2 IMT= 0.61±0.08, score 3 IMT= 0.84±0.07,
score 4 IMT= 1.12±0.1, score 5 IMT= 1.40±0.11.
Conclusions: Our preliminary results showed a clear direct correlation be-
tween AVC/MAC and IMT; IMT elevation is an important precursor of carotid
atherosclerosis in patients with AVC/MAC.
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P545 Endovascular stent- graft repair for penetrating
atherosclerotic ulcer of the descending aorta

H. Eggebrecht 1 , D. Baumgart 1 , A. Schmermund 1 , C. Von Birgelen 1,
U. Herold 2, H. Jakob 2, R. Erbel 1. 1Cardiology Dept., 2Cardiovascular
Surgery, University Hospital Essen, Essen, Germany

Background: Penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer (PAU, class 4 aortic dissection)
of the aorta is increasingly recognized in patients with acute aortic syndromes.
Given the high morbidity and early disease-related mortality rate of 6-20%,
endovascular stent-graft repair may be an attractive treatment alternative in
selected patients.
Methods: We prospectively evaluated safety and efficacy of endovascular
stent-graft placement in 10 patients with PAU of the aorta. All patients were
symptomatic and/or presented with complications of PAU. Two patients had
contained aortic rupture with left hemothorax. With the patients under gen-
eral anesthesia, stent-graft placement was performed using a transfemoral ap-
proach.
Results: Endovascular stent-graft placement was technically successful in all
patients (mean stent diameter 34 mm (24-46 mm), mean length 91 mm (60-
130 mm). In one patient with PAU in the aortic arch, the left subclavian artery
was covered by the stent-graft, which remained asymptomatic. All patients de-
veloped transient elevation of C-reactive protein levels (13.2±5 mg/dl) and mild
leukocytosis (11.3±3.6/nl) after the intervention. There were no neurological
complications or deaths during the in-hospital period. Within a follow-up pe-
riod of 24.4±10 months (6-39), one distal endoleak was observed which was
successfully treated by additional stent-graft implantation. There were no other
aorta-related complications. Two patients died 18 months after the procedure,
one of thyroid cancer, one had congestive heart failure.
Conclusion: PAU is a rare but serious acute disease of the aorta with a high
rate of bleeding complications. Our experience suggests that endovascular
stent-graft placement is a safe and effective therapeutic option.

P546 Percutaneous ultrasound-guided thrombin injection in
iatrogenic pseudoaneurysm

O. Mutschke, G.S. Werner, A. Krack, G. Pöhlmann, H.R. Figulla. Clinic for
Internal Medicine III, Cardiology, Angiology, Intensive Care, Jena, Germany

Pseudoaneurysm (PA) is a significant complication after transfemoral catheter-
ization. Ultrasound-guided compression as standard method for non-surgical
repair is time-consuming, painful for the patients and has poor success rates.
An alternative is the percutaneous ultrasound-guided thrombin injection.
Methods: After transfemoral catheterization 28 PA were diagnosed with colour
doppler ultrasound. In 24 patients (14 men, age: 38-84 years, median 70 years)
an ultrasound-guided thrombin injection was performed. One patient had a PA
at both sides. We injected a single bolus of 1-4 ml (median 2 ml) of thrombin-
solution (500 IE/ml). Three patients with significant systolic-diastolic flow un-
derwent surgical repair as primary therapy.
Results: In 20 PA an immediate occlusion was achieved with a single thrombin-
injection. Four PA required a second injection, 2 of the 4 PA consisted in at least
2 lobes. A further PA had a spontaneous recurrence at the following day and
was treated by a repeated single injection. The overall-success-rate was 100%.
The volume of the PA were between 0,7 and 19 ml (median 8,1 ml). At the time
of the thrombin-injection 12 patients had an anti-platelet-medication (aspirin
and/or clopidogrel), 4 patients received heparin and 5 patients were on a com-
bination of both medication groups. Only 2 patients had no anticoagulation or
anti-platelet-therapy, in none of the patients with PA the anticoagulation/anti-
platelet-therapy was discontinued. Patients were discharged after 2,6 ± 1,6
days. There were neither allergic reactions nor signs of ischemia following
thrombin-injection.
Conclusion: The ultrasound-guided thrombin injection is a safe, simple and ef-
fective method for occlusion of PA. Complex PA may require a second injection
and a recurrence is rare.

P547 Prospective registry of below the knee percutaneous
interventions (cutting balloon application)

RS. Kiesz 1, MM. Rozek 2, L. Tarkington 1, J. Shaikh 1, G. Samman 1,
S. Rao-Kothapalli 1 . 1Southeast Endovascular and Heart Inst., Port Arthur;
2UTHSC/Cardiology, San Antonio, United States of America

Background: Ten million people in the US alone are suffering from peripheral
vascular disease, yet their therapeutic options are very limited. Majority of those
patients have serious co-morbid disease, which often prevent them from seek-
ing surgical help. This progressive disease often leads to severe limb ischemia
and necessity of amputation, especially in patients with diabetes mellitus. We
hypothesized that use of Cutting Balloon (Boston Scientific, USA) during per-
cutaneous peripheral angioplasty (PTI) on vessels below the knee would result
in complete dilation of lesions, improvement in the circulation, and resolving of
ischemia.
Methods and Results: We are presenting preliminary results on 41 patients,
The mean age was 73.7±10.3 years, 58.5% were males. Risk factors in-

cluded: 87% patients with hypertension, 16% with renal failure, 73% with hy-
percholesterolemia, 12% tobacco users, 51% with diabetics mellitus, 66% pre-
sented with coronary artery disease, and 22% had previous CABG. In most of
these patients, affected multiple vessels were affected. Accordingly, 75 arteries
were treated with Cutting Balloon in sub optimal PTA. Treated vessels distribu-
tion was as follows: 28.6%, anterior tibial artery, 21.4% posterior tibial artery,
23.2% perineal artery, and 26.8% popliteal artery. Average baseline stenosis
was 89.4±2.3%, with pedal pulse of 1.2±0.8. Residual post-op stenosis was
3.0±4.2% and pedal pulse increased significantly to 2.3±0.5. The success rate
was 100% with no peri-procedure complications. During the follow up only 3.2%
of patients developed significant restenosis, majority of the patients remained
asymptomatic.
Conclusion: Our preliminary experience suggests that patients with peripheral
vascular disease below the knee can safely undergo percutaneous intervention
using Cutting Balloon (Boston Scientific). Optimization of the lumen and de-
crease of elastic recoil results in superior angiographic and clinical outcomes.
Percutaneous intervention in lower extremities appears to be safe, carries low
risk of restenosis, and should be considered in bifurcations below the knee.

P548 Percutaneous transluminal angioplasty of
infrapopliteal arteries in patients with intermittent
claudication – acute and 1-year results

H. Krankenberg, M. Schlüter, T. Tübler. Center for Cardiology, Angiology,
Hamburg, Germany

Background: In advanced stages of infrapopliteal peripheral arterial occlusive
disease (PAOD) with critical ischemia of the lower limb, the efficacy of percu-
taneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) is well established. In contrast, PTA
is currently not the therapy of choice in intermittent claudication (IC). In this
prospective study, patients with IC were treated percutaneously. Technical as-
pects and long-term results are presented.
Methods: In 81 patients (61 males [75%], age 71 ± 11 years) with IC (Ruther-
ford grade 2 or 3), 104 interventions (23 patients with bilateral PTA) were per-
formed. At baseline the relative/absolute claudication distance (RCD/ACD) was
49 ± 34/102 ± 57 m, the ankle-brachial index (ABI) was 0.61 ± 0.2 before and
0.49 ± 0.2 after exercise. In 19 interventions (18.3%), the excimer laser tech-
nique was used, in 26 cases (25%) a total of 39 stents were implanted and in
59 limbs balloon angioplasty was done.
Results: Primary angiographic success rate (residual stenosis < 30%) was
89.4%. RCD and ACD improved to 107 ± 67 m and 167 ± 74 m (p < 0.05 vs.
baseline each), respectively, and the ABI at rest and after exercise increased to
0.88 ± 0.13 and 0.72 ± 0.19 (p < 0.05 vs. baseline each). Complications: One
major groin hematoma requiring surgical repair. One minor hematoma, 1 distal
embolic occlusion, 1 arteriovenous fistula, 1 compartment syndrome and one
vessel perforation were treated conservatively. After 12 months, the primary
patency rate was 66.3%, cumulative primary assisted patency rate was 81.9%
and secondary patency rate was 91.5%.
Conclusion: Revascularization of infrapopliteal arteries in patients with IC is
feasible and associated with good clinical results and an encouraging long-
term patency rate. The complication rate is low.

P549 Duplex ultrasound for follow-up examination after
stent-angioplasty of renal artery stenoses

T. Zeller, U. Frank, K. Buergelin, U. Schwarzwaelder, FJ. Neumann.
Herz-Zentrum Bad Krozingen, Angiology, Bad Krozingen, Germany

Purpose: Renal artery stenosis may lead to deterioration of renal function
and/or secondary hypertension. Stent-angioplasty has become the method of
choice in the treatment of atherosclerotic ostial renal artery stenosis. We de-
scribe the changes of the duplex parameters intrarenal resistance index RI
according to Pourcelot, and of the renal-aortic flow velocity ratio (RAR) di-
rect after intervention and during follow-up, and the value of the method in
detecting restenosis. Materials and Methods: We present the results of a
prospective study of 241 patients with stent angioplasty for the treatment of
355 severe atherosclerotic ostial renal stenoses (lesions of at least 70% diam-
eter stenosis). Duplex examinations were performed before intervention, before
discharge, after 6 and 12 months, and then annually resulting in 1292 examina-
tions. Results: RAR could be calculated in 98.9% (1278/1292), RI was calcu-
lated in 100% of the examinations. The RAR decreased significantly from 5.9
± 2.1 to 1.2 ± 0.4 after intervention (p <0.00001) with a slight increase during
follow-up. RI increased significantly from 0.64 ± 0.11 to 0.74 ± 0.06 after in-
tervention (p <0.00001) equal to the RI of the contralateral side (0.74 ± 0.07).
During a mean follow-up of 27 ± 15 months, 37 restenoses (10.4%) and 12 re-
restenoses were, angiographically confirmed, detected by duplex examination
resulting in 48 reinterventions. In case of restenosis, RAR increased from 1.3
± 0.4 to 6.3 ± 2.8 (p <0.001) with a decrease to 1.3 ± 0.6 after reintervention
(p <0.001), and RI decreased from 0.75 ± 0.08 to 0.64 ± 0.11 (p <0.001) with
an increase to 0.75 ± 0.07 after reintervention (p <0.001). Conclusion: In the
hand of an experienced technician, duplex ultrasound is a reliable method to
follow-up patients after renal artery stent-angioplasty and to detect restenoses.
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P550 Comparison of intravascular ultrasound and colour
coded duplex sonography for the evaluation of femoral
artery stenoses

J. Rieber 1, F. Tató 2, O. Meissner 3 , J. Rieger 3, A. König 1, U. Hoffmann 2 ,
U. Siebert 4 , V. Klauss 1. 1Medizinische Klinik der Universität, Cardiology
Dept., Münich, Germany; 2GefässZentrum der Universität München,
Department of Angiology, München, Germany; 3Institute for Clinical Radiology,
Munich, Germany; 4Harvard School of Public Health, Harvard Center for Risk
Analysis, Boston, United States of America

The color coded duplex sonographie (CCD) is a well established, non invasive
method for the assessment of peripheral artery stenoses. However, the crite-
ria for the quantification are not well defined. Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS)
provides the unique ability to exactly measure lumen and vessel parameters
with high spatial resolution. The aim of our study was to compare certain CCD
derived parameters with the area stenosis as assessed by IVUS
Methods: Patients scheduled for PTA of a symptomatic femoral artery steno-
sis were included in this study. CCD of the stenoses were performed within
24hs before the planned angiography. CCD (Accuson Aspen 7,5 MHz) parame-
ters comprised peak systolic velocity (PSV) and intra-/prestenotic velocity index
(VI). IVUS was performed using a 3.5F 40MHz transducer (Atlantis, CVIS) and
an automated pullback device with a standardized pullback speed of 1.0mm/s.
Percent stenosis (AS) was defined as the ratio of minimal lumen area and the
mean reference lumen area.
Results: Up to now 27 patients entered the study. PSV and VI ranged from
104 to 400 cm/s and from 1.1 to 6.7, respectively. AS ranged from 30.7 to
90%. A close correlation between AS and PSV (r=0.81; p<0.001) as well as VI
(r=0.89; p<0.001) was observed. All stenoses with AS > 60% showed a PSV
> 250 cm/s and a VI >2.0. However, in contrast to VI PSV was not useful for
further discrimination if AS was >60%.
Conclusion: Hemodynamic parameters derived from CCD showed a strong
correlation with invasive parameters as assessed by intravascular ultrasound.
These preliminary data suggest that VI is superior to PSV for the quantification
especially of high grade stenoses.

P551 Relationship of sonographic wall thickness in the
carotid, brachial and coronary arteries of coronary
artery disease patients

B. Lackner 1, M. Frick 1, W. Sturm 2, HF. Alber 1, O. Pachinger 1, F. Weidinger 1.
1Division of Cardiology, Department of Medicine, University of, Innsbruck,
Austria; 2Department of Medicine, Division of General Medicine, Innsbruck,
Austria

Background: The association between atherosclerosis among different vascu-
lar beds is still unclear. Also, studies comparing the extent of atherosclerosis in
peripheral and coronary arteries using ultrasound are lacking. The aim of this
study was to investigate the relation of intima-media thickness (IMT) of brachial
(BA) and common carotid artery (CCA) with plaque burden of coronary arteries
assessed with intracoronary ultrasound (ICUS).
Methods: Intracoronary ultrasound was performed in 42 patients, in whom
coronary angiography revealed a ≥50% stenosis. An automated mechanic pull-
back was performed to allow exact volumetric measurements. Manual planime-
try was used to calculate vessel area, lumen area and plaque area in an aver-
age of 35 images per patient. Plaque burden and plaque volume (using Simp-
son’s rule) were calculated. On the day after angiography, flow-mediated va-
sodilation (FMD) of the BA and IMT of the CCA and the BA were examined
with high-resolution ultrasound.
Results: IMT of the BA correlated significantly with IMT of the CCA (r=0.56,
p<0.001). However, neither parameter showed a significant correlation with
ICUS measurements. Endothelial function (FMD) of the BA did not correlate
with either plaque volume of coronary arteries or IMT in both peripheral vessels.
Conclusions: In this selected group of CAD patients, we found no significant
correlation between IMT of peripheral arteries with ICUS-derived plaque bur-
den. Although peripheral arteries show a close correlation in the extent of IMT,
the lack of an association with coronary plaque burden may point towards dif-
ferences in the progression pattern of atherosclerosis in these vascular beds.

P552 Intravascular ultrasound study in assessment of
long-term results of intravascular Gamma
brachytherapy of renal arteries after percutaneous
transluminal angioplasty

A. Lekston 1 , T. Niklewski 1, K. Wilczek 1, T. Zêbik 1, M. Gasior 1 , F. Kokot 2,
M. Fijalkowski 3, L. Polonski 1 . 1Silesian Heart Disease Center, 3 Dept. of
Cardiology, Zabrze, Poland; 2And Metabolic Disease, Dept. of Nephrology and
Endocrynology, Katowice, Poland; 3Institute of Oncology, Gliwice, Poland

Background: Intravascular brachytherapy (IVBT) is considered as an effective
prevention modality of restenosis after peripherial and coronary percutaneous
angioplasty (PTRA). The aim of this study was to assess of the long term out-
come of IVBT after PTRA in intravascular ultrasound examination (IVUS).
Materials and Methods: 59 patients (pts.) aged 51.6±8 years with severe hy-
pertension complicating renal artery atherosclerotic stenosis, were treated with
PTRA and randomised to Group I (PTRA alone) and group II (PTRA followed
by IVBT). Femoral or brachial approach with 8F sheath was used. The PTRA
procedure was optimised by an IVUS examination. Both IVBT and ultrasound
procedure were uneventful and well tolerated by the patients.
IVBT was performed with PARIS catheter and MicroSelectron HDR
(Nucletron) system for peripheral arteries. A dose of 15 Gy to adventitia with
7 mm margins from both edges was delivered. Mean irradiation time was 180s
(80s –270s range). Baseline, post PTRA and follow-up stenosis were analysed
with IVUS and quantitative angiography (QCA).
Results: All 59 pts. were successfully treated with PTRA and IVBT. Post-
PTRA IVUS revealed 2 cases of moderate dissection, not compromising re-
nal blood flow. Post-PTRA minimal lumen diameter (MLD) was 4,72±0,48mm
in group I and 4,68±0,58mm in group II (NS). Angiography and IVUS were
obtained in all 59 pts. Mean follow up was 311±152 days. Control stenosis
was 33,9±11,7% in group I and 25,5±12,3% in group II (p=0,0096).Minimal
lumen area (MLA) was significantly larger in group II than in group I 15,6±5,4
vs 11,9±4,4 (p= 0.0053). In IVUS examination late loss of MLD was 1,09±0,68
and 0,57±0,68mm in group I and II respectively (p= 0,006). Similarly late loss of
cross sectional area was smaller in group II: 3,66±3,37 vs 7,2±4,77 (p=0,003).
Conclusions: An intravascular ultrasound is useful method of optimalisation
the procedure and assessment of early results and long term effect after pre-
cutaneous renal angioplasty
IVUS data proved that IVBT of renal arteries is safe an effective method in
prevention of restenosis in long term observation after PTRA.

P553 Prognostic implications of different modalities of
presentation in the acute aortic dissection

G. Dialetto 1, G. Scognamiglio 1 , F.E. Covino 1, A. Caruso 2, M. Cotrufo 1. 1A.O.
Monaldi, CardioThoracic and Respiratory Science, Naples, Italy; 2A.O.
Cardarelli, Division of Cardiology, Naples, Italy

Background: Aortic dissection is well recognized as a medical emergency
whose clinical presentation at the in-hospital admission can be characterized
by a great variety of symptoms and signs, sometimes generic and not very
specific, sometimes dramatic.
Aim of our study is to investigate in a large cohort of patients affected by acute
aortic dissection the impact of the different modalities of clinical presentation
on the in-hospital mortality rate.
Methods: Accordingly, we evaluated 393 patients (pts) with acute aortic dis-
section, referred to our Division between 1983 and 2002. Study population con-
sisted of 311 pts with type A aortic dissection (79.1%) and 82 pts with type B
aortic dissection (20.9%). The modalities of presentation at the admission were
classified in: 1) chest pain, 2) worsening dyspnoea, 3) neurological deficits, 4)
signs of peripheral hypoperfusion.
Results: The in-hospital mortality rate was of 29.2% (115 pts, of whom 86
pts with type A dissection and 29 pts with type B dissection). The most fre-
quent symptom at the admission was represented by chest pain, present in
the 90% of cases, while neurological disorders were the less common modality
of presentation (10%). Dyspnoea was present in 34 pts (16.1%) and in 13 of
them (38.2%) a pericardial effusion was found. At the univariate analysis in-
hospital death was significantly greater in patients showing dyspnoea (p= 0.01)
and signs of peripheral hypoperfusion (p= 0.003). At the stepwise multivariate
regression analysis both dyspnoea and peripheral hypoperfusion confirmed a
significant correlation with early mortality (OR, 2.28; 95% CI, 1.21 to 4.30, p =
0.03, OR, 2.03; 95% CI, 1.28 to 3.2,p= 0.009 respectively).
Conclusions: Although the great improvements in surgical techniques and in-
tensive care management achieved in the last years, acute aortic dissection is
still characterized by a high in-hospital mortality. A clinical onset characterized
by abrupt and worsening dyspnoea and/or peripheral hypoperfusion syndrome
is able to identify a subgroup of patients at higher risk of early death.
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P554 Do differences between guidelines on stroke
prophylaxis in atrial fibrillation have relevant
implications for treatment? The GEFAUR-2 Study

P. Laguna 1, A. Martín 2 , C. Del Arco 1, P. Gargantilla 1 on behalf of the
GEFAUR-2 investigators. 1Spanish Society of Emergency Medicine, Scientific
Committee, Madrid, Spain; 2Spanish Society of Emergency Medicine, Sientific
Committee, Madrid, Spain

Background: Clinical practice guidelines (CPG)recommendations for stroke
prophylaxis in atrial fibrillation (AF) often greatly vary in patient’s risk pro-
file stratification. This may contribute to the reluctance of many clinicians to
apply this CPG in daily practice and the underuse of anticoagulants(AC) as
stroke prophylaxisin this patients (pts). Objectives: To determine the differ-
ences of 4 widespread CPG on stratification the risk of stroke and its po-
tential impact on the eligibility for AC in a scenario of routine practice. Meth-
ods: Prospective multicenter observational study carried out in 12 emergency
departments during July-2000 and Feb-2001. Data was collected on clinical-
epidemiological variables, no management recommendations were made. We
compared pts classified as having low, moderate and high risk for stroke us-
ing published criteria from the Atrial Fibrillation Investigators (AFI), Stroke
Prevention in Atrial Fibrillation Investigators (SPAF), the CHADS2 index and
the American College of Chest Physicians (ACCP-1998) guidelines. Results:
1220 pts included, age 75±11 y.Prevalence of stroke risk factors: sex (female)
56.1%, age>65y 83.7%, age 66-75y 27.8%, age>75y 55.9%, hypertension
60.5%, diabetes 22.7%, previous stroke 16%, systolic BP>160 mmHg 16.8%,
heart failure 21.7% and ischemic heart disease 20.8%. The no. pts strati-
fied as high/moderate/low risk following each CPG was: 70%/22%/8% (AFI),
38%/41%/21% (SPAF), 13%/45%/42% (CHADS2) and 86%/7%/7% (ACCP)
respectively. The agreement between the 4 CPG on pts’ classification in
high/moderate/low risk groups was: 29%/0%/7% (AFI and SPAF), 70%/5%/7%
(AFI and ACCP), 13%/3%/8% (AFI and CHADS2), 37%/0%/7% (SPAF and
ACCP), 6%/19%/20% (SPAF and CHADS2) and 13%/0%/7% (ACCP and
CHADS2). AC prescription in the ED for high/moderate/low risk pts was:
23%/24%/25% (AFI), 16%/30%/26% (SPAF), 16%/20%/28% (CHADS2), and
23%/28%/29% (ACCP). Conclusions: There are profound differences on the
stroke risk stratification provided by these CPG (best agreement is observed
between AFI and ACCP-1998 and worst between SPAF and CHADS2); there-
fore the number of pts with AF in whose AC is indicated significantly vary ac-
cording to the CPG followed. This decision may have a relevant impact on clin-
ical practice so, an effort to homogenise the stroke risk stratification guides is
needed to improve their capability to identify high risk pts and clinicians’ con-
fidence on their recommendations.Thus CPG would constitute a more reliable
and helpful tool for stroke prophylaxis in routine practice.

P555 Improvements in treatment of coronary heart disease
and the cessation of the stroke mortality rate decline

A. Peeters, L. Bonneux, JJ. Barendregt, JP. Mackenbach. Erasmus University,
Dept. of Public Health, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Purpose Many countries observed rapidly declining stroke mortality rates be-
tween 1970 and 1990, followed by a slowing or a cessation of this decline. This
slowing was seen for both sexes and all ages. Here we test the hypothesis
that improvements in coronary heart disease survival can explain this slowing,
through an increase in the number of coronary heart disease survivors, at an
increased risk for stroke.
Methods We created multi-state life table models based on the survival experi-
ence of 46 years of follow-up of the Framingham Heart Study cohort. Improve-
ments in survival post-coronary heart disease were modelled by decreasing
mortality rates for those with coronary heart disease. We analysed whether im-
proved coronary heart disease survival could result in a greater than 3% annual
increase in stroke mortality rates- enough to eliminate the previously observed
decline.
Results Coronary heart disease survival improvements lead to an increase in
the number of stroke deaths, but also a concomitant increase in the total pop-
ulation size. Consequently, there was very little increase in the stroke mrtality
rate. Under no circumstances was there an increase in annual stroke mortality
rates approaching 3% for males or females, the young or the elderly.
Conclusions The hypothesis that increases in the numbers of people with
coronary heart disease, as a consequence of improvements in coronary heart
disease survival, explain the observed slowing of the stroke mortality rate de-
cline must be rejected. The true explanation is also likely to be a factor that
changed markedly around 1990, but with more direct effects on stroke mortal-
ity.

P556 The predictive value of white blood cell count and
hematocrit measured at admission with in-hospital
mortality in acute stroke patients

R. Kazmierski 1 , P. Guzik 2, W. Ambrosius 1, A. Wolinska 1, J. Moskal 1 ,
H. Wysocki 2, W. Kozubski 1. 1Univerisity of Medical Sciences, Dep. of
Neurology, Poznan, Poland; 2Univerisity od Medical Sciences, Dep. of
Cardiology-Intensive Therapy, Poznan, Poland

Ischemic stroke is associated with increased in-hospital mortality. In the present
study we sought to determine which blood morphology variables are helpful in
an identification of stroke patients at risk of in-hospital death. Blood morphology
was measured at the admission in 400 consecutive acute stroke patients with
symptoms starting up to 12 hours prior to hospitalization. Logistic regression
adjusted for age, gender, the presence of diabetes, hypertension, atrial fibrilla-
tion, previous stroke and ischemic heart disease was used for the calculation
of the risk of in-hospital mortality.
Of all analyzed variables, only the white blood cell (WBC) count and hematocrit
(HCT) were significantly associated with in-hospital mortality. Odds ratio (OR)
for in-hospital death was 1.27 (95%CI: 1.17-1.39; p<0.0001) for every incre-
ment of WBC count by 1000cell/µL and 1.14 (95%CI: 1.06-1.23; p=0.0003) for
every increment of HCT by 1%. Stroke patients with WBC counts in the 3rd
tertile (over 9.7x103/µL) had an 8.26 fold (95%CI: 3.95-17.25; p<0.0001) in-
creased risk of in-hospital mortality and those with HCT in the 3rd tertile (over
43.2%) had a 3.33 fold (95%CI: 1.71-6.48; p=0.0004) increased risk compar-
ing to the rest of patients. The presence of both WBC count and HCT in their
3rd tertiles was associated with more than an 8 times increased in-hospital
mortality (OR: 8.34; 95% CI, 4.09-17.02; p<0.0001).
Conclusion: An increased WBC count within the first 12 hours after the onset
of ischemic stroke is a strong predictor for in-hospital mortality. An increased
HCT is also of predictive value but appears to be less powerful than the value
of the increased WBC count.

P557 The role of venous-to-arterial circulation shunts and
thrombophilia in ischaemic stroke in young adults

S. Sastry 1, G. Riding 2, D. Taberner 3 , N. Cherry 4, A. Heagerty 5,
C. McCollum 2. 1Department of Academic Surgery, Manchester, United
Kingdom; 2South Manchester University Hospital, Department of Academic
Surgery, Manchester, United Kingdom; 3South Manchester University
Hospital, Thrombosis Reference Centre, Manchester, United Kingdom;
4University of Manchester, Department of Epidemiology, Manchester, United
Kingdom; 5University of Manchester, Department of Medicine, Manchester,
United Kingdom

The cause for ischaemic stroke (IS) in young adults is often unclear. Paradox-
ical embolism may be a more important cause than previously thought. We
investigated the role of venous-to-arterial circulation shunts (v-aCS), such as
patent foramen ovale, and thrombophilia in a case-control study of young adults
suffering IS and healthy matched controls.
101 survivors of IS aged 16-39 years (cases) were identified from hospital med-
ical records. 101 controls matched by age and sex were drawn from the same
GP practice. Testing for v-aCS was performed using transcranial Doppler with
agitated saline contrast. Thrombophilia testing included activated protein C re-
sistance, antithrombin III, protein C, protein S, lupus anticoagulant and pro-
thrombin gene variant.
The frequency of v-aCS in IS cases was similar to IS controls (41% vs 40%;
odds ratio [OR] 1.04; 95% CI [0.59,1.85]; p=0.88). After adjustment for the con-
founding effects of smoking, hypertension and hypercholesterolaemia, the risk
of IS associated with v-aCS was 1.07. Functionally significant shunts (>50
bubbles spontaneously or >10 bubbles spontaneously with >80 bubbles on
provocation) were found more frequently in IS cases compared to controls
(25%vs13%; OR 2.1 [0.99,4.46]; p=0.05), with the result becoming more statis-
tically significant after adjustment for confounding factors (OR 2.36 [1.05,5.29];
p=0.037). Hypertension and migraine were more common amongst IS cases
than controls (21% vs 8%; p=0.017 and 63% vs 34%; p<0.001 respectively).
There was no significant difference in the frequency of smoking, hypertension,
hypercholesterolaemia and migraine between v-aCS positive and negative pa-
tients. The frequency of major thrombophilia was similar between IS cases and
controls (29% vs 23%; OR 1.40 [0.72,2.71]; p=0.32).
This study does not suggest a relationship between presence of a v-aCS and
IS. The higher frequency of functionally significant shunts in IS cases compared
to controls is an interesting finding, and further research is required to clarify
whether these are the patients who should be targeted for transcatheter closure
of patent foramen ovale to prevent recurrent IS.
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P558 Emboli monitoring in subjects at risk of stroke

L.P. Pascazio 1, MM. Ciccone 2, M. Sancilio 1, G. Regina 3, G. Impedovo 3,
MR. Liccese 2, N. Eletto 2, P. Rizzon 2. 1Neurological Clinic, Neurological and
Psychiatric Dept., Bari, Italy; 2Azienda Policlinico, Universitary Cardiology,
Bari, Italy; 3Vascular Surgery, General Surgery, Bari, Italy

Microembolic signals (MES) monitoring can be considered a good tool of eval-
uating etiopathogenesis of thromboembolic stroke.
Aims of the present study were: to correlate the number of emboli per hour
detected by transcranial Doppler (TCD) monitoring to ischemic acute cerebral
event or risk of ischemic cerebrovascular event; to identify the embolic sources;
to codify therapeuthical strategy.
The study was carried out in 59 pts, aged between 40 and 75, 43 males and
16 females; 25 pts. affected by acute stroke -group A and 27 pts. affected by
carotid artery disease (16 symptomatic and 11 asymptomatic pts) waiting to
receive carotid endarterectomy (CEA)-group B. All pts. underwent ECG, Echo-
cardiography, aortic arch Echo-color-doppler, supraortic trunks Echo-color-
doppler, standard and monitoring emboli TCD, Neuroimaging.
Results: Comparing pts. affected by stroke to pts. with symptomatic carotid
artery disease, the higher rate of cerebral MES was detected in pts. with acute
event(X2: 2,208; P: 0,332). Stroke patients presented a higher number of MES
per hour when compared to asymptomatic carotid artery disease patients (X2:
4,435; P: 0,350). In surgical pts. the number of MES detected in post-operative
was smaller than in pre-operative (X2: 2,790; P: 0,248). Subjects with symp-
tomatic carotid disease showed a higher frequency of MES when compared
with asymptomatic subjects (X2: 8,226; P: 0,084). In all pts. affected by emody-
namic stenosis we detected an increased rate of emboli in the omolateral mid-
dle cerebral artery when compared to pts. affected by not emodynamic stenosis
(X2: 0,548; P: 0,770). High intensity MES were found in pts. with stroke and with
asymptomatic carotid artery disease (X2: 21,889; P: 0,009). The higher rate of
MES was detected in pts with acute event and correlated with worse stroke.
Conclusions: Our results suggests that microembolism is based on an under-
lying pathology that is a dynamic process not complete after the clinic event.
Furthermore, the efforts to identify MES characters that codify the markers of
risk for acute cerebral event reveal the significance of high intensity MES.

P559 Mitral valve prolapse and atrial septal aneurysm in
young patients with stroke and normal carotid arteries

AV. Mattioli 1, S. Bonatti 1, M. Aquilina 2, A. Oldani 2, L. Bonetti 1 , G. Mattioli 1.
1University of Modena and Reggio E., Dpt of Cardiology, Modena, Italy;
2Pierantoni Hospital, Dpt of Cardiology, Forlì, Italy

Background.Background. The association between mitral valve prolapse and
cryptogenic stroke is controversial. The Atrial Septal Aneurysm Multicenter Ital-
ian (ASA-MI) Study is a prospective multicenter study evaluating the prevalence
of ASA in patients with a recent stroke and normal carotid arteries. The aim of
the present research was to evaluate the frequency of ASA and its association
with MVP in the stroke population and in the subgroup of young patients (under
55) included in the ASA-MI Study.
Methods: The study group included 245 of the 606 patients referred for TEE
(77 women and 168 men, mean age 65.7 ± 21 years). All patients were se-
lected on the basis of recent unexplained cerebral ischemia and were included
in the study if they had normal carotid arteries. Control population included 245
patients (mean age 64.7 ± 23 yrs) who underwent TEE examination during the
same period for indication other than cerebral ischemia. The subgroup of young
patients (<55 years) included 90 patients (61 men and 29 women, mean age
49 ± 5 years).
Results: The prevalence of MVP was 18% (95% CI 8 to 21%) in the stroke pop-
ulation and 15% (95% CI 7% to 20%) in control population (X2=2.1, p=n.s.).
The prevalence of mitral valve prolapse did not differ between young stroke
patients (28.8%) and young controls (20%) (X2 0.835 p=0.3). Mitral valve pro-
lapse was not significantly associated with stroke. We found an association be-
tween ASA and MVP: there was an higher incidence of MVP in stroke patients
with ASA than in patients without stroke and ASA (40.9% vs 25%: p<0.05).
There was also a higher frequency of MVP associated with ASA in the group
of young patients than in all patients of the ASA-MI study (28.8% versus 18%;
X2=20.313, p<0.001).
Conclusions: We found an association between ASA and MVP in young pa-
tients with stroke and this association between ASA and MVP bore an in-
creased risk than in patients without these abnormalities.

P560 Embolic event rate in patients with atrial
tachyarrhythmias: comparison between atrial
fibrillation, atrial flutter plus atrial fibrillation and pure
atrial flutter

K. Seidl, M. Vater, M. Rameken, A. Droegemueller, H. Lorenz, J. Senges.
Klinikum Ludwigshafen, Cardiology Dept., Ludwigshafen, Germany

Recent studies showed controversial results on the prevalence of atrial thrombi
and the risk of thromboembolism (TE) after restoring sinus rhythm in (pts) with

atrial flutter (AFlut). Primary objective of this prospective observational study,
performed on an intention to cardiovert basis, was to evaluate the thromboem-
bolic event rate (TE) in pts with pure AFlut compared to pts with atrial fibrillation
(AF). This study comprised 1839 pts (1269 pts with atrail fibrillation (AF), 215
pts with AFlut and AF, 362 pts with pure AFlut).
Results: Transesophageal echocardiography was performed in 845 pts with
AF and in 209 pts with pure AFlut. Left atrial thrombi were detected in 65/845
pts with AF(7,7%) compared to 8/209 pts with AFlut (3,8%). Spontaneous echo
contrast was observed in 429/845 pts (51%) with AF compared to 43/209 pts
(21%) with AFlut. Effective anticoagulation (INR 2-3) was obtained in 85% of
pts with AF compared to 63% of pts with AF plus AFlut and 57% of pts with
pure AFlut. Acute and long-term TE are listed in the table.

Thromboembolic events

Atrial Atrial flutter plus Pure atrial
fibrillation atrial fibrillation flutter

n 1269 pts 215 pts 362 pts
History of TE 134/1269 pts (10.6%) 15/215 pts (7%) 14/362 pts (3.9%)
Acute TE (< 48 h) 2/1269 pts (0.16%) 1/215 pts (0.47%) 0/362 pts (0%)
TE > 48 h - 4 weeks 10/1269 pts (0.79%) 2/215 pts (0.93%) 4/362 pts (1.1%)
Long-term TE 19/1269 pts (1.5%) 7/215 pts (3.36%) 4/362 pts (1.1%)

(median 20 months)
Overall TE 13% 11.6% 6.06%

Conclusion: 1) Transesophageal echo revealed 2 times more often left atrial
thrombi in pts with pure AF compared to pure AFlut. 2) Pts with AF had 3 times
more often history of TE compared to pts with AFlut. 3) The thromboembolic
event rate in between 4 weeks after cardioversion was not different between pts
with AF compared to pts with AFlut. 4)During a long-term follow up thromboem-
bolic events occurred 2 times more often in pts with AF plus AFlut, compared
to pts with pure AF or pure AFlut.

P561 Percutaneous closure of a patent foramen ovale, a
possible treatment for migraine?

MC. Post 1, V. Thijs 2, L. Herroelen 2, W. Budts 3. 1UZ Leuven, Leuven,
Belgium; 2UZ Leuven, Neurology, Leuven, Belgium; 3UZ Leuven, Cardiology,
Leuven, Belgium

Introduction: Recent studies reported an increased prevalence of a patent
foramen ovale (PFO) in patients with migraine and a causal relationship has
been suggested. We wanted to evaluate changes in the occurrence of migraine
before and after percutaneous closure.
Methods: All patients with a right-to-left shunt and/or a history of a paradoxi-
cal embolic event through a PFO, who underwent a percutaneous closure in
our centre between 1999 and 2002, were included. The medical files were
reviewed. Catheterisation data and complications immediately related to the
closing procedure were notified. The efficacy of closing was evaluated by tran-
soesophageal echocardiography (TEE) after six months. Late outcome was
obtained by reviewing the most recently available medical records. All patients
were questioned about headache before, two, and six months after closure. Two
neurologists, blinded to the patients’ files, diagnosed migraine, according to the
criteria of the International Headache Society. McNemar paired chi-square test
was used to describe changes in proportions of migraine. Statistical signifi-
cance was defined as P<0.05.
Results: Seventy-six patients were included (43 male, 33 female, mean age
50.7±12.9 years). Sixty-nine patients suffered from a cryptogenic stroke, seven
from a paradoxical peripheral embolism or systemic desaturation. Right-to-left
shunt on TEE appeared spontaneously in 28 (37%) or needed to be provoked
by Valsalva in 48 (63%) patients. Four types of devices were used (Starflex,
n=12, PFO Star, n=25, Amplatzer, n=38, Helix, n=1). Immediately after the
procedure, twelve patients developed minor arrhythmias, one a significant in-
guinal haematoma, one an aspiration pneumonia and one a transient episode
of dysarthria. After six months, a trivial right-to-left shunt was found on TEE
in 7%. The median follow-up time was 579 days (range 110-1419 days). No
recurrent strokes were notified. The prevalence of migraine was 39.4% and de-
creased to 12.1% and 15.8% two and six months after the closing procedure
(P<0.05 for both). The prevalence of migraine with aura decreased from 18.2%
to 6.5% and 5.6%, respectively (P<0.05 for both).
Conclusions: This study confirmed the higher prevalence of PFO in patients
with migraine. Percutaneous PFO closure appeared not only to be safe and
effective in preventing cryptogenic stroke, but also to decrease the prevalence
of migraine. These data suggested a causal relationship between a PFO and
migraine. Whether closing a PFO would be an additional treatment of migraine,
needs to be determined with prospective randomised trials.
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P562 Cardiovascular fitness predicts the risk of stroke
among men with or those without common risk factors

S. Kurl 1, JA. Laukkanen 2 , R. Rauramaa 3 , J. Sivenius 4, JT. Salonen 4.
1Kuopio, Finland; 2University of Kuopio, Ressearch Institute of Public Health,
Kuopio, Finland; 3Kuopio Res Inst of Exercise Medicine, Kuopio, Finland;
4University Hospital of Kuopio, Department of Neurology, Kuopio, Finland

Purpose: Little is known about the association of cardiovascular fitness with
the risk of stroke among low and high-risk men in the same cohort. We there-
fore investigated the relation of maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max) with the risk
of stroke in men with and those without common risk factors employing different
pre-test probabilities.
Methods: During an average follow-up of 12 years, a total of 137 strokes oc-
curred in a prospective population-based random sample of 2361 men (42-60
years). The standarised testing protocol comprised of an increase in the work-
load of 20W per minute with the direct analyses of respiratory gases.
Results: There were statistically significant risk reductions and varied from
30 to 40% for 7.5 mL/kg per minute (corresponding to a standard deviation
in VO2max)increment of VO2max in healthy and unhealthy (cardiovascular or
pulmonary disease), hypercholesterolemic, overweight men, non-smokers and
normotensive men, whereas respective increase in VO2max amounted to mi-
nor risk reduction in smokers (RR=0.7, 95% CI 0.5 to 1.0) and hypertensive
men (RR=0.8, 95% CI 0.6 to 1.0), after adjustment for age, examination year,
smoking, alcohol consumption, serum lipids, systolic blood pressure, diabetes
and physical activity. However, VO2max as a continuous variable was not asso-
ciated with the risk of stroke in normocholesterolemic and normal-weight men.
Good VO2max was related to reduced risk of stroke in the presence of one
or more common risk factors. On the other hand, the cumulative number of
risk factors in unfit men was related to a greatly increased risk for stroke. High
blood pressure and low VO2max were among the two strongest independent
risk factors for any or ischemic stroke.
Conclusion: Unfit men with poor risk factor profile or underlying chronic dis-
ease may be the risk groups that will benefit most from the risk factor reduction
and other preventive measures with respect to the risk of stroke.

P563 Effects of valsartan on endothelial function and aortic
stiffness in hypertensive patients with stroke

H. Watanabe 1, K. Nakagawa 2, M. Kakihana 3. 1KINU Medical Association
Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Mitsukaido City, Japan; 2KINU Medical
Association Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Mitsukaido City, Japan;
3Ibaraki Prefectural University, Ami, Japan

Background: Hypertension (HT) is a major risk factor of atherosclerosis. We
compared the effects of valsartan or enalapril on endothelial function and aortic
stiffness in hypertensive patients (HT-Pt) between ischemic stroke and non-
stroke patient.
Methods: Twenty stroke HT-Pt and twenty non-stroke HT-Pt were randomized
to receive valsartan (VAL group, 40-80 mg/day) or enalapril (ENL group, 10-
20 mg/day). Brachial artery diameter was measured at rest and during reac-
tive hyperemia (FMD, flow-mediated vasodilation), and then before and after
sublingual nitroglycerin (NID, nitroglycerin-induced vasodilation) by using ultra-
sound system with a 7.5-Mhz transducer to evaluate endothelium-dependent
and endothelium-independent vasodilation. Aortic pulse wave velocity (PWV)
was measured to evaluate aortic stiffness. Measurements were performed in
12-hour overnight fasting condition at baseline and at 12 months after the treat-
ment.
Results: At the baseline, there was no difference in FMD, NID, and PWV be-
tween the VAL and ENL groups of stroke and non-stroke patients. There was
no difference on antihypertensive effects between the VAL and ENL groups at
12 months. FMD and PWV were improved in the VAL and ENL groups, but the
improvement was much better in the VAL group of stroke patients as compared
with ENL group.

Effects on FMD and PWV

Baseline 12 months

Stroke FMD Valsartan 3.2±0.9# 6.8±1.1*†#
(n=20) (%) Enalapril 3.3±1.0# 5.0±1.2*#

PWV Valsartan 1784±114# 1426±92*†
(cm/sec) Enalapril 1794±121# 1685±84*#

Non-stroke FMD Valsartan 4.6±1.1 7.8±1.1*
(n=20) (%) Enalapril 4.7±1.1 7.5±1.0*

PWV Valsartan 1588±123 1416±98*
(cm/sec) Enalapril 1609±115 1448±86*

Data are mean ± SD; * p=0.01; †p<0.05 vs enalapril; # p<0.05 vs stroke.

Conclusion: Valsartan is more useful for the improvement of endothelial func-
tion and aortic stiffness in HT-Pt with stroke as compared with enalapril.

P564 Intima-media-thickness normal values chart in a
French cohort: impact of age, gender and number of
cardiovascular risk factors. The PARC study

P.J. Touboul 1, S. Kownator 2, JJ. Portal 3, J. Labreuche 1 , JP. Belliard 3,
P. Amarenco 1 , I. Pithois-Merli 3 , E. Vicaut 4 on behalf of the investigators of
PARC Study. 1Hopital Bichat Svce Neurologie, Paris, France; 2Thionville,
France; 3Paris, France; 4Hopital Lariboisière, Paris, France

Purpose: Intima-media thickness (IMT) of common carotid artery (CCA) is as-
sociated with modifiable and non-modifiable cardiovascular risk factors (e.g.,
age, gender, genetics, or still unrecognized risk factors - RF).It is considered
as a marker of early atherosclerosis and may reflect adaptative modifications
of the arterial wall. Normal values are likely different from one country to an-
other according to the population characteristics (e.g., geography, nutritional
habits, etc.) and are unknown at a country level. In this study, we assessed
IMT in a large cohort of French subjects with or without atherosclerotic RF in
order to obtain normal values chart. Material and Methods: IMT was eval-
uated using a dedicated software (M’Ath) with an automatic edge detection
algorithm in 6416 subjects with no RF (20%) or at least one RF (80%) recruited
by 247 centres. RFs were assessed following a structured questionnaire as
well as measurement of blood pressure and blood cholesterol level. IMT was
calculated for each subject as the mean value of more than 100 measurements
on a length of 10 mm of both CCAs. Subjects were analysed if the quality in-
dex (QI) was greater than 0.50 (i.e., more than 50% of measurements available
for mean IMT calculation). A centralized reading of IMT measurement was per-
formed by a core laboratory. Results: Among 6416 subjects 983 were excluded
because of inadequate inclusion or exclusion criteria (n = 212) or a QI < 0,50
(n = 812). In the 1050 subjects without RF, IMT was strongly associated with
age and gender (p < 0.0001). IMT increased linearly by 0.048 mm for each
range of 10-year of age, this increase was not significantly different between
men and women (p = 0.97). In the 4383 subjects with at least one RF, the value
of IMT was greater than in subjects without RF for the same age and IMT in-
creased with the number of RF at each range of 10-year of age. Conclusions:
This study provides CCA IMT normal values chart in a French cohort without
RF. It also points out the major impact of age and gender, with IMT in subjects
with RF being similar to that of subjects without RF but 10 years older. Further
analyses will assess the weight of RFs and global cardiovascular risk in this
cohort.

P565 Long-term prognosis after transcatheter treatment of
atrial septal aneurysm associated with patent foramen
ovale in patients with paradoxical embolism

A. Wahl 1, U. Krumsdorf 2 , H. Sievert 2, M. Schwerzmann 1 , S. Ostermayer 2 ,
K. Billinger 2, B. Meier 1, S. Windecker 1. 1Swiss Cardiovascular Center Bern,
Cardiology, Bern, Switzerland; 2Cardiovascular Center Bethanien, Cardiology,
Frankfurt, Germany

Background: Atrial septal aneurysm (ASA), which is frequently associated
with patent foramen ovale (PFO), has been identified as a risk factor for cere-
bral ischemia. Patients with both PFO and ASA appear at substantial risk for
recurrent embolic events, and may require additional preventive strategies be-
yond medical treatment. While percutaneous PFO closure has been shown
safe and feasible in previous reports, the role of this procedure in patients with
additional ASA is less clear. Thus, the purpose of this study was to determine
the safety, feasibility, and long-term protective effect of transcatheter treatment
of ASA associated with PFO in patients with presumed paradoxical embolism.
Methods: 121 consecutive patients (mean age 49±13 years) with ASA asso-
ciated with PFO and at least one documented ischemic stroke, transient is-
chemic attack (TIA) or peripheral embolic event presumably due to paradoxical
embolism underwent transcatheter treatment with an atrial septal occluding de-
vice. Contrast transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) was performed prior
to and 6 months after device implantation. All patients were followed prospec-
tively for up to 8 years.
Results: The implantation procedure was successful in 120 patients (99%) and
failed in 1 patient (1%; device embolization). The mean procedure time was
38±20 minutes with a fluoroscopy time of 7±5 minutes. Contrast TEE revealed
complete abolition of right-to-left shunt via PFO in 103 patients (86%), whereas
a minimal, moderate, or large residual shunt persisted in 8 (7%), 6 (5%), and
3 (2%), respectively. Atrial septal protrusion into the left and right atrium de-
creased from 9±5 mm and 6±5 mm to 2±3 mm and 1±2 mm, respectively,
and maximal atrial septal excursion from 16±4 mm to 4±3 mm (p<0.001 for all
comparisons) after the intervention. During a mean follow-up period of 2.7±1.6
years (median 2.3 years; total 328 patient-years) 1 ischemic stroke and 5 TIAs
were observed. The actuarial survival free from recurrent ischemic stroke, TIA,
or peripheral embolism was 97% at 1 year, and 95% at 2 and at 6 years. A
residual shunt was a risk factor for recurrence (RR 7.1; 95%CI 1.3-38.9).
Conclusions: Transcatheter treatment of ASA associated with PFO achieves
abolishment of right-to-left shunt in the majority of patients, and a marked de-
crease of atrial septal mobility. The procedure is safe and feasible in patients
with presumed paradoxical embolism, and long-term prognosis compares fa-
vorably with published data on medical treatment.
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P566 Feasibility of early ambulation after percutaneous
coronary interventions using 5 French catheters and
low dose anticoagulation

S. BATTAGLIA 1, N. Danchin 2, L. SALEMME 1, G. POPUSOY 1,
F. MOSCATO 1, P. RUBINO 1. 1Clinica Montevergine, Cardiology, Avellino,
Italy; 2Cardiology Dept., Paris, France

Health cost containment is becoming a major issue in all countries. Early am-
bulation after PCI, beside its advantages in terms of patient comfort, may help
to shorten the duration of in-hospital stay. The present study was to assessed
the feasibility and safety of early ambulation after PCI using 5 French catheters
and a femoral access. To assess the optimal time for ambulation, 3 groups
of consecutive patients undergoing PCI at a single institution were constituted
chronologically, with a progressive shortening of the time duration before ambu-
lation: ambulation was authorized 6 hours after the procedure for the first group
(n = 103), 5 hours after the procedure for group 2 (n = 45) and 4 hours and 30
minutes after the procedure for the third group (n = 109). All patients received
aspirin, a thienopyridine and heparin before the procedure or, in a few patients,
at the time of the procedure. The arterial sheath was removed immediately after
the procedure in all patients. The heparin dose was targeted at 50 to 60 U/kg.
It was, however, slightly, but significantly lower in group 1 (3822 ± 925, vs 4267
± 870 vs 4137 ± 709 units, p < 0.01; 50 ± 10 vs 54 ± 10 vs 55 ± 10 U/kg).
All patients were contacted 7-10 days after hospital discharge to rule out any
delayed complication. Mean age (62 ± 10 years) and weight (77 ± 12 kg) were
similar in the 3 groups. All 3 groups comprised a majority of men (85%, 87%,
and 81%), and the risk factors were similarly distributed except for hypertension
(61% vs 47% vs 75%, p < 0.01) and for treated hyperlipidemia, which was more
common in the last 2 groups, reflecting the more widespread use of statins in
the most recent period (8% vs 49% vs 43%, p < 0.001). Fewer group 3 patients
had a history of myocardial infarction (61% vs 64% vs 45%, p< 0.05). Group 1
comprised fewer ad hoc procedures (angiography and intervention during the
same session) (36% vs 89% vs 66%, p< 0.001). The number of treated sites
and the number of stents implanted were similar in the 3 groups. Procedural
success was achieved in 95%, 96% and 92% of the patients, respectively (p =
ns). Only 4 complications occurred, 3 patients developed an haematoma at the
femoral access site, (2 in group 3, without clinical consequences and 1 in group
1, which required surgical intervention). No blood or platelet transfusions were
required. There were no acute or subacute occlusions at the dilated site. Using
5 F catheters and moderate periprocedural anticoagulation, early ambulation
(4h30) after a percutaneous coronary intervention through a femoral access is
feasible and safe.

P567 The workload for specialized heart failure nurses of
having a heart failure program

GVE. Cleuren, C. Lucas. Rijnland Hospital, Cardiology, Leiderdorp,
Netherlands

During recent years there has been growing interest in guiding patients with
CHF using a heart failure program involving specialized heart failure nurses.
As number of CHF-patients is increasing it has not been clear in a regular
CHF-population how many patients would get involved in such a program after
some years which has implications for the workload of the CHF-nurse. At the
Cardiology department in Leiderdorp an intensified program for CHF-patients
has started in 2000 and is still running until now. Patients being admitted with
CHF as well as outpatient CHF-patients (NYHA class III-IV) have been included
in this program. One cardiologist and 1 specialized nurse have been involved
in their care. Methods: From 2000 until 2002 data on both the number of pa-
tients being admitted each year as well as being seen at the outpatient CHF-
clinic have been collected including patient characteristics. Results:In 2000,
2001 and 2002 in total 186, 177 and 230 individual patients were admitted re-
spectively as shown in the table. This table also demonstrates the number of
individual patients seen at the outpatient clinic and the patients dying. Patient
characteristics during this time-interval are also demonstrated.

Patient characteristics

2000 2001 2002

Admitted patients(n) 186 177 230
Outpatient clinic pat(n) 227 309 445
Deceased patients (n) 27 38 35
Age (mean) 74 76 77
Male patients (%) 53 49 53
LVEF (%) 43 41 41
Ischemic cause (%) 45 55 54

Conclusion: As demonstrated by the results a specialized CHF-program in-
volving a regular CHF-population results in an impressive load of work es-
pecially for the CHF-nurse considering the fact that this person is intensively
involved in the guidance and instruction of the patients. Considering the ex-
pectations that the number of CHF-patients will increase during the uncoming

decade, precautions should be taken to have enough nurses involved in their
care.

P568 Which echocardiographic parameters in patients with
repaired tetralogy of Fallot reflect their functional
status and perceived health?

K. Van Deyk 1, P. Moons 1, W. Budts 2. 1Katholieke Universiteit, Center for
Health Serv. & Nursing Res., Leuven, Belgium; 2University Hospitals of,
Division of Congenital Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium

Traditionally, the assessment of the left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) is
used as an indicator of patients’ functional status. In congenital heart disease
(CHD), and more specifically in patients with tetralogy of Fallot (TF), LVEF mea-
surement is not always reliable. Moreover, sequellae of Fallot repair are located
in the right heart. We explored which echocardiographic parameters are asso-
ciated with TF patients’ functional status and perceived health.
Methods: One hundred TF patients (67m/33f) with a median age of 27.6
(Q1=21.3; Q3=34) years were included in this cross-sectional, correlational
study. Inclusion criteria were repaired TF, 18 years or older, Dutch speaking
and literate. Patients with learning disabilities were excluded. Transthoracic
echocardiogram was used to assess the gradient over the right ventricular out-
flow tract (RVOT) and the right ventricular end-diastolic diameter (RVEDD). Via
Color Doppler, pulmonary regurgitation (0-4/4) and tricuspid regurgitation (0-
4/4) were appraised. The global right ventricular function was scored as nor-
mal, mild or severe dysfunction. Functional class was represented by NYHA
and Ability Index (AI). Patients’ perception of their health status was measured
using a Linear Analogue Scale (LAS).
Results: NYHA and AI were positively correlated with the gradient over the
RVOT and the degree of tricuspid valve regurgitation. No association was found
between echocardiographic parameters and patients’ perception of their health.

Table: Correlation matrix

NYHA AI LAS

RVEDD parasternal 0.120 0.151 0.080
RVEDD apical 0.138 0.103 0.020
RVOT gradient 0.202* 0.232* 0.029
Pulmonary valve regurgitation -0.003 0.100 0.076
Tricuspid valve regurgitation 0.202* 0.313** 0.025
Right ventricular function 0.094 0.047 -0.178

Spearman’s Rho correlation coefficient: *p≤0.05; **p≤0.01

Conclusion: Echocardiogram reports may provide nurses with initial informa-
tion on patient’s functioning. In CHD, this is more complicated. This study indi-
cates that echocardiogram, indeed, can offer data that reflect functional capac-
ity, but not perceived health status. For this purpose, a good clinical interview
remains crucial to provide appropriate care.

P569 Patients with chronic heart failure rate psychosocial
and existential needs higher than physical needs when
recently discharged from hospital

PM. Davidson 1, J. Cockburn 2 , JK. Webster 1, DM. Rees 1, G. Paull 1,
S. Stewart 3 . 1St George Hospital, Nursing, Sydney, Australia; 2University of
Newcastle, Newcastle, Australia; 3University of South Australia, CRNHC,
Adelaide, Australia

Background: Measuring health status is becoming increasingly important in
both clinical practice and research for patients with chronic heart failure (CHF).
The Heart Failure Needs Assessment Questionnaire (HFNAQ) is a new, val-
idated, self-administered, 30-item questionnaire that quantifies physical, psy-
chological, social and spiritual domains.
Objectives: To assess the pattern and revalence of needs in patients with CHF
recently discharged from hospital following an acute exacerbation of this debil-
itating syndrome.
Methods: The HFNAQ was administered to patients (n =132; mean age 72.3
(SD 9.69) years; 37% female) consenting to participate in a heart failure cardiac
rehabilitation program.
Results: In this sample, the overall mean HFNAQ Score was 67.3 (95% CI
= 65.03-69.75), indicating an average level of need around the mid-range of
the scale used. In this vulnerable post-discharge phase there was evidence
of predominance of psychosocial and existential issues over physical needs.
None of the variables that were examined for associations with the measures
of needs, reached statistical significance.
Conclusions: The findings of high levels of unmet needs in the psychosocial
and existential domains identify this as an important focus for health care inter-
ventions in CHF. Failure to identify physical, social or demographic predictors of
needs in this sample underscores the importance of assessing the individual’s
unique perspective of the CHF illness experience. These findings emphasize
the importance of the individualized care planning for individuals with CHF fol-
lowing discharge from hospital.
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P570 Out-patient intravenous diuretic administration is a
valuable part of a hospital based disease management
programmme for heart failure

E. Ryder, C. Kingston, E. Ryan, E. Kieran, J. Lewin, MT. Ledwidge,
K. McDonald. St Vincent’s University Hospital, Heart Failure Unit, Dublin,
Ireland

Background Disease Management Programmes (DMP) for heart failure (HF)
help maintain clinical stability and reduce readmission following discharge from
hospital. Such programmes frequently respond to patient-initiated unscheduled
contacts (UC) due to weight gain and/or clinical deterioration using clinical re-
view and out-patient increase in oral diuretic. An additional benefit of hospital-
based DMPs is the ability to give IV diuretic in an out-patient clinic and observe
response for a period of two hours in an effort to avoid hospitalisation.
Aim This study reports on the frequency of use and success of administration
of out-patient intravenous diuretic in our institution.
Methods Following UC, out-patient IV diuretic was administered to patients
with Class IIIb symptoms where augmentation of oral diuretic on one occasion
failed to reduce weight or improve symptom and/or where there was marked
right ventricular failure. All patients with class IV were admitted and not in-
cluded in this study. We assessed diuretic/dose administered, subsequent ad-
justments to regular medication, requirement for repeat administration and im-
pact on weight gain and BNP.
Results In the period between Jan and Dec 2002 there were 86 new patients
entered into our DMP for HF. Of these, 12 patients fulfilled the criteria for in-
travenous diuretic following an average of 81 ± 71 days of out-patient stability
post discharge. Four patients were initiated on IV bumetanide 2mg and eight
were intiated on IV frusemide (average dose 64 ± 17 mg). During the admin-
istration of IV diuretic, five patients received oral metolazone. Subsequently, 7
patients had changes to chronic diuretic medication either by increasing loop
doses or addition of metolazone. In the majority (8 patients), single dose admin-
istration was sufficient, while in 4 patients sequential daily administration was
required. In one patient intravenous lasix was given daily for 7 days. All but one
patient regained clinical stability without requirement for hospitalisation. The av-
erage BNP value of the cohort before outpatient administration of IV diuretics
was 1215 ± 103 pg/ml, which reduced significantly to 408 ± 264 pg/ml subse-
quently. Additionally, the average weight of the cohort was significantly reduced
by an average of 2.2 ± 1.2 kg. No clinical or biochemical complications were
observed.
Conclusions Intravenous diuretic is an additional safe and effective approach
in the outpatient management of decompensating HF patients and is particu-
larly suited to clinic based disease management programmes.

P571 Prevalence and independent predictors for haematoma
generation in conjunction with invasive procedures i.e,
coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary
interventions

H. Kæstel, K. Andersen, M. Bregendahl, I. Hansen, J. Ravkilde on behalf of
Dept. of Cardiology, Aalborg University Hospital. Aalborg University Hospital,
Cardiology, Aalborg, Denmark

Purpose There are only few international studies concerning the problem of
haematoma generation in patients undergoing invasive procedures i.e., coro-
nary angiography (CA) and percutaneous coronary interventioin (PCI).
The purpose of this investigation is to find the prevalence of haematomas in
patients undergoing CA and PCI via the femoral artery and to find independent
predictors for haematoma generation.
Methods We included 464 patients, 323 patients (69.6%) undergoing CA and
141 patients (30.4%) undergoing CA+PCI or PCI. We defined a haematoma as
an accumulation of blood sensible at skin level with a circumference of > 10
cm in accordance to similar studies.
Results Six patients (1.3%) had a haematoma > 10 cm. In order to find in-
dependent predictors, this was only possible using a lower cut off value in the
definition of a haematoma using > 5 cm of which 46 patients (9.1%) had such.
Using 40 variables including sex, age, body mass index (BMI), systolic blood
pressure (BTsys), patient medical therapy, sheathsize, way of compression,
rest hours; we performed initially univariate succeeded by multivariate statois-
tical assessment. Independent predictors (Odds Ratio) for haematoma > 5 cm
were sex (woman) 1.5; age > 70 years 2.1; BTsys > 160 mmHg 1.4; multiple
artery puncture 3.5; ACT > 200 sec.mafter the procedure 3.8; anticoagulant
theraphy up to the procedure 2.2. No significance was seen in univariate test-
ing for e.g., BMI, diabetes mellitus, clopidogrel up to the procedure, and multiple
people performing compression.
Conclusions We found a prevalence of haematoma after invasive proce-
duress of 1.3% (> 10 cm)/9.1% (> 5 cm). Independent predictors of evolving
haematoma are sex (woman), age > 70 years, BTsys > 160 mmHg, antico-
agulant treatment up to the procedure, ACT > 200 sec. after the procedure.
These risk factords can be used in order to change procedures and minimize
generation of haematomas.

P572 Do inpatient cardiac rehabilitation programmes make a
difference in quality of hospital practice and patients
health?

CJ. Koppelaar 1 , W.J.M. Scholte op Reimer 2, E. Boersma 2, J.W. Deckers 3.
1Dept. of Cardiology, Room BD 377, 2Dept. of Cardiology, Room H556, 3Dept.
of Cardiology, Room BA 350, Erasmus Medical Centre, Rotterdam,
Netherlands

Background Well-evaluated cardiac rehabilitation programmes are available
for outpatient care, but not for the hospital phase. We investigated if an inpatient
programme based on guidelines for cardiac rehabilitation improves quality of
hospital practice and patient’s health.
Methods An inpatient cardiac rehabilitation programme was initiated by nurses
and developed by a multidisciplinary team. It consisted of decision schemes,
pre-structured report forms, structured patient education (i.e., video, discharge
interview), and agreements regarding consultation of physiotherapist, psychol-
ogist, dietician, and social worker.
Before and after implementation of this cardiac rehabilitation programme, we in-
cluded in total 162 patients hospitalised for myocardial infarction, angina or first
diagnosis of heart failure (2x81 consecutive patients). To evaluate the quality
of hospital practice, we assessed whether topics in guidelines on cardiac re-
habilitation (e.g., secondary prevention, physical exercise, handling chest pain,
and psychosocial support) were addressed during hospitalisation. Data on hos-
pital practice were abstracted from medical and nursing charts, after hospital
discharge. Three weeks after discharge, patients were asked to fill out ques-
tionnaires regarding their health status in terms of anxiety (Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale), activities of daily living (ADL; Groningen Activity Restriction
Scale), and quality of life (Euroqol 5D). Differences in quality of hospital practice
and patient’s health outcomes between before and after implementation of car-
diac rehabilitation were analysed using t-tests and X2-tests where appropriate,
and multiple regression.
Results Baseline characteristics of patients participating in pre and after as-
sessment were comparable for sociodemographic characteristics (except age;
mean age 62 (SD 12) vs. 58 (SD 12) years), cardiovascular risk factors, co
morbidity, anxiety, ADL, and quality of life.
Improvement in quality of hospital practice between pre and after assess-
ment was observed in terms of attention for mobilisation problems (P=0.03),
psychosocial problems (P=0.02), smoking (P=0.04), overweight (P<0.01), and
timely removal of telemetry (P=0.03). Multiple regression analysis showed an
improvement of patient’s quality of life (P<0.01).
Conclusion Inpatient cardiac rehabilitation programme proved to be beneficial
regarding quality of hospital practice as well as patient’s quality of life. Applica-
tion of cardiac rehabilitation guidelines should start in the hospital phase, and
not after discharge.

P573 Anxiety level and factors that effect this level in
patients who will undergo coronary angiography

H. Vural 1 , S. Uzun 1, M. Uzun 2, S. Hatipoglu 3 , N. Inanc 4, E. Demirtas 2.
1GMMA Nursing High School, Fundemantals of Nursing, Ankara, Turkey;
2GATA, Cardiology, Ankara, Turkey; 3Surgical Nursing, 4Obstetric and
Gynecologic Nursing, GMMA Nursing High School, Ankara, Turkey

Anxiety is an important issue in medical procedures. It may cause some prob-
lems for both the patient and the health care team. Coronary heart disease is
especially important from this point of view because anxiety may lead to a lot
of problems such as arrhythmias and angina. Coronary angiography is a refer-
ence method for both diagnosis and management of these patients. Anxiety of
the patients who are to be performed coronary angiography may lead to some
unwanted events during the procedure. This study is planned to determine the
anxiety levels of these patients and the factors that may influence this level.
Methods: The study consisted of 100 consecutive patients (age=61±11 years;
male:female ratio=69:31). The patients were asked to fill in a data collecting
form and also a sheet consisting of situational and continuous anxiety level
scale, which was developed by Spielberg et al. (The consistency of this scale
in our people was proved.) The anxiety level was determined by averaging the
value of each patient. The factors were analyzed by multivariate analysis in
SPSS for windows. The statistical significance of p value was set at 0,05.
Results: Both situational and continuous anxiety level of the patients were
found to be intermediate. The multivariate analysis revealed that these fac-
tors were independently increasing the anxiety level: female gender, having no
or very little information about the procedure, having no or very little informa-
tion about the possible results of the coronary angiography, recent myocardial
infarction, first hospitalization because of ischemic heart disease, being per-
formed coronary angiography for the first time, having no relatives who have
been performed coronary angiography. The social status, marital status, hav-
ing noncoronary heart disease, having noncardiac disease and age were found
to be ineffective.
Conclusion: The anxiety level of the patients who are to be performed coro-
nary angiography is multifactorial. Among these factors, the modifiable ones are
about the informing the patient about the procedure and the possible results of
the coronary angiography.
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P574 Use of the European heart failure self-care behaviour
scale in a heart failure unit in Spain

B. González, J. Lupon Roses, T. Parajón, A. Urrutia, S. Altimir, R. Coll,
M. Prats, V. Valle. Hospital U. Germans Trias i Pujol, Unitat d’Insuficiència
Cardíaca, Badalona, Spain

Recently the European Heart Failure Self-care Behaviour (EHFScBS) has been
developed by Jaarsma et al. and presented in the ESC Congress 2002 and in
the AHA scientific sessions 2002. The scale has been tested and validated in
442 patients (P) in 6 European centres from the Netherlands, Sweden, and
Italy. In October 2002 we started to use the scale in our P in a heart failure
(HF) Unit in Badalona, Spain. We assessed if the self-care behaviour of our P
was influenced by sex, age, aetiology of HF and with the time elapsed since
they had been admitted to the Unit, assuming that the longer time they had
been receiving education and treatment in the Unit the better should be their
self-care behaviour.
Results: We studied 267 P, 196 men and 71 women with a mean age of 64.9
years. HF aetiologies were ischemic heart disease 164 P, valvular heart dis-
ease 17 P, idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy 28 P, hypertensive cardiomyopa-
thy 18 P, alcoholic cardiomyopathy 18 P, toxic cardiomyopathy (adriamicin) 4
P, and others 18 P. 48 P were evaluated at the first visit in the Unit, 29 P at 3
months, 22 P at 6 moths, 36 P at 9 months, 79 at 12 months and finally 53 P at
15 months after their first visit. The global score of the EHFScBS in our patients
was 22 (median) (range 12-46, P25 17, P75 29). There was no linear correla-
tion with age in global assessment although there was an statistical correlation
with age in several items: taking a rest during the day, flu vaccination and ex-
ercise. There were no differences between women and men in global self-care
behaviour and there was a significant difference only in exercise when each
item was analysed individually. We found no significant differences among the
aetiologies of HF in any item of the scale nor in global assessment. We found
a linear correlation between EHFScBS score and the time elapsed since P had
been admitted to the Unit (p<0.001). The medians of the score were: 28.5 in
P evaluated at the first visit, 22 in P evaluated at 3 months, 24.5 in P evaluated
at 6 moths, 22 in P evaluated at 9 months, 21 in P evaluated at 12 months and
finally 18 in P evaluated at 15 months after their first visit.
Conclusion: In conclusion the use of the EHFScBS in a HF Unit in Spain has
shown a better self-care behaviour in P with a longer follow-up in the Unit,
probably due to the education task of the nurse. No differences were found in
global self-care assessment relating to age, gender and aetiology of HF.

P575 Nurses observational study on the practice of
secondary prevention in a cardiovascular department

G. Steffenino 1, M. Galliasso 2, M. Cordero 1, C. Gastaldi 2 , A. Giubergia 1 ,
S. Malusardi 1 , N. Ricca 3, MB. Mangiacotti 2 . 1Cardiology, 2Cardiovascular
Surgery, Azienda Ospedaliera S.Croce, Cuneo, Italy; 3DUI, Cuneo, Italy

Background: Although it is recognised that Secondary Prevention (SP) mea-
sures in patients (pts) with cardiovascular (CV) disease should be started dur-
ing admissions for acute CV manifestations or interventions, recent reviews
invariably show that implementation of SP is unsatisfactory.
Methods: The current practice of SP in the CV department have been the
object of "neutral"observation by a group of nurses in our hospital, as part of a
quality assurance program: 221 pts (66 ± 10 y, 23% female) discharged from
the intensive cardiac care unit (101 pts), cardiac surgery unit (56 pts), and the
vascular surgery unit (64 pts) were prospectively included. Data were extracted
from the medical records and the discharge documents. All pts who, during
the present admission, showed at least 1 modifiable risk factor (RF) which was
previously not known or not corrected, were interviewed on that specific RF and
were scheduled for a new assessment 3 months later.
Results: In 72% of pts the diagnosis was coronary artery disease, 22% had
diabetes, and 49% had a previous CV major event or intervention; in 69% of
pts myocardial revascularisation was performed during admission. Written pre-
scriptions about cessation of smoking and reduction of body weight were given
to 7% of current smokers and 3% of overweight/obese pts, respectively. In 17%
of pts no lipid measurement was reported, and in 49% of pts with LDL-C >

130 mg/dl statins (S) were not prescribed. In 83 pts with history of MI, aspirin,
beta-blockers (BB), both, and angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACE-
i) were prescribed in 90%, 64%, 59% and 48%, respectively. In pts treated for
diabetes, S were prescribed in 50% and ACE-i in 41%. The interview showed
that < 50% of pts could tell appropriate levels for arterial blood pressure, body
weight, and cholesterol; > 50% of current smokers did not realise the impor-
tance of complete cessation. At the 3-month visit (83 pts), treatment with BB
and/or S and/or ACE-i had been dropped in 16% of pts; 68% of pts had LDL-C
> 100 mg/dl and 29% > 130 mg/dl, and one half of these pts were on S. In
62% of diabetics, glycaemic control was poor, and one third of smokers had
not quitted.
Conclusions: This observation by the nurses has shown substantial pitfalls in
the implementation of current guidelines, due to incomplete risk assessment,
insufficient drug treatment and ineffective pt education. Data from this study
are the start point for upcoming actions of quality improvement in the CV de-
partment of our hospital.

P576 Drug regimen calculator: a computing software for
critical care drugs delivery in the acute setting

F.L. Dini, E. Cabani, G. Saviozzi, A.M. Paci, S.M. De Tommasi. Santa Chiara
Hospital, Cardiovascular Diseases Unit 2, Pisa, Italy

Background: Although it is essential to reliably determine the administration
rate (AR) of drugs that must be given by continuous infusion in the coronary
care unit (CCU), accurate dosage regimen calculations are not often easy to
perform in the acute setting.
Objectives: An infusion rate computing program (Drug Regimen Calculator;
DRC) built to facilitate dosage regimen calculations of critical care drugs was
developed and tested in critically ill patients admitted to the CCU.
Methods: The DRC package was written using Excel 5.0 and FLASH for
Windows; the latter permits the association of data onto cards collected in
stacks. After the program has been launched, click upon a button opens a
corresponding card which displays the presentation of the drug and requires
to set the type of preparation, the number of vials, the patient’s weight, the
desired dose (DD) and the volume of diluent in the appropriate field. Thirty-
tree critical care drugs, including inotropes, vasodilators, anti-thrombotics, anti-
arrhythmics, beta-blockers and calcium-antagonists are contemplated in the
software. For each compound, the program allows calculation of a wide range
of ARs [from the concentration of the solution (CONC) according to the for-
mula: AR (mL/h) = [DD (µg/kg/min) x weight (kg) x 60]/CONC (µg/ml)], time
of infusion, total dosage and volume of fluid to be administered over time. To
test the reliability of the DRC program, ARs of a number of drugs (dopamine,
dobutamine, nitroprusside, nytroglicerin, amrinone, verapamil, diltiazem, amio-
darone, lidocaine and non-fractionated heparin) were calculated and then com-
pared to corresponding rates derived from drug nomograms (from ACLS Guide-
lines) in a group of critically ill patients (n=35).
Results: The use of the DRC computing software allowed rapid and accurate
drug regimen calculations for all the drugs. ARs derived from the DRC pack-
age and nomograms for drugs delivery showed correlation coefficients between
0.99 and 1 at linear regression analysis. At the Bland-Altman model, the differ-
ences between the two methods were close to zero.
Conclusions: The DRC computing package provides a time-saving and re-
liable means of estimating the AR of critical care drugs in the acute setting.
Application of the DRC program to a hand-held computer may be a profitable
way to achieve optimal bedside individualization of critical care drugs regimens.

INTERVENTIONS IN CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE

P577 Platelet activation is increased in patients with atrial
septal defects suitable for transcatheter closure with
the amplatzer device

E. Mackie 1, M. Dawson 2, A. McKenzie 3, WS. Hillis 3. 1Glasgow, United
Kingdom; 2WesternInfirmary, Department of Haematology, Glasgpw, United
Kingdom; 3University of Glasgow, Medicine and Therapeutics, Glasgow,
United Kingdom

Patients with atrial septal defects (ASD)and patent foramen ovale (PFO) of-
ten present with features consistent with paradoxical embolism. This study
assessed platelet activation in a group of patients referred for transcatheter
ASD/PFO closure to determine if increased platelet activation was a con-
tributing factor in the increased thrombotic tendency in this group. Methods:
28 patients with confirmed ASD (n=18) and PFO (n=10) awaiting device clo-
sure were recruited. 16 healthy controls had identical venous sampling. All pa-
tients with PFO had a confirmed neurological event. Platelet activation was
assessed by flow cytometry using surface P-selectin (CD62)expression and
antifibriiogen antibody binding. All patients and controls were in aspirin(75-
150mg). Results: All 28 patients had successful closure of the defect. Increased
Right Ventricular (RV) dimensions (3.6(0.7), 2.3(0.4) p=0.0001) and pulmonary
aretery pressure (PAP)(38.4(12.6), 18.8(3.6),p=0.0001) was found in the ASD
group compared to the PFO group. Significantly increased CD62 was found
in the ASD group compared to the PFO group (2.18(1.6), 1.32(0.5) p=0.05)
and the healthy controls(2.18(1.6), 1.1(0.3), p=0.01). Anti-fibrinogen binding
was increased in both the ASD’s(14.3%(24.5), 3.26(4.44),p=0.07) and PFO’s
(14.7%(13.6), 3.26(4.44),p=0.05) relative to healthy controls. Repeat sampling
at 6 weeks post closure showed a trend for a reduction in CD62 (2.18(1.6),
1.72(1.24) p=0.4) and anti-fibrinogen (14.5(24.5), 10.6(12.4), p=0.1) in the ASD
group. Pre-closure RV size and PAP positively correlated with P-selectin ex-
pression in the ASD group. (Pearson co-efficient 0.6 and 0.7 respectively).
Platelet activation was increased in the presence of a right to left shunt de-
spite normal RV and PAP in the PFO group. Despite anti-platelet therapy with
aspirin, right to left shunting results in increased platelet activation which corre-
lated with the magnitude of haemodynamic change. Conclusion:Device closure
does not increase platelet activation in the short term and may have benefits
in reducing platelet activation. Increased platelet activation may be a contribut-
ing factor for paradoxical embolus in this group. This would support the need
ofr additional anti-platelet therapy in combination with transcatheter closure as
mechanisms to reduce thrombotic risk.
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P578 Transcatheter closure of multi-fenestrated atrial septal
aneurysm mimiking a secundum atrial septal defect:
correct diagnosis and device selection by intracardiac
echocardiography

GL. Rigatelli 1, M. Zanchetta 1, L. Pedon 1, M. Zennaro 1, E. Onorato 2 ,
P. Maiolino 1. 1Cardiology/cittadella, Cardiovascular disease, Cittadella, Italy;
2Gavazzeni "Humanitas" Clinic, Division of cardiology, Bergamo, Italy

Purpose: Transcatheter closure of patent foramen ovale (PFO) is an attrac-
tive alternative to paradoxical embolism secondary prevention in selected pa-
tients. Intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) evaluation of atrial septal anatomy
has several advantages on conventional echocardiography and can help the
diagnosis and device selection in cases in which standard echocardiography
is inconclusive. Aim of our study was verifying the role of ICE in transcatheter
closure of PFO mimicking a secundum atrial septal defect.
Methods: Ninety-one cases of transcatheter closure of PFO with the Amplatzer
Occluder device were reviewed. The mechanical ICE has been used as pri-
mary imaging technique both for choosing the device size and monitoring the
procedure. The diameters of the atrial septum and fossa ovalis (FO), and the
distance between the guide-wire passage and the limbus of the FO have been
determined in two orthogonal planes, the axial "great vessels" and the longitu-
dinal "4-chambers" planes. The device size has been chosen on the criterion of
the complete coverage of the FO. Initial standard echocardiographic diagnosis
before the procedure and ICE diagnosis during the intervention were reviewed
as well as the Amplatzer Occluder device type and size.
Results: Ten patients (6 women, mean age 45±18.0 years) of 91 undergone
transcatheter closure of PFO, had a standard echocardiography consistent with
a secundum atrial septal defect (7 small ASD, 2 ASD with associated atrial sep-
tal aneurysm, 1 polifenestrated ASD) and an ICE diagnosis of multi-fenestrated
atrial septal aneurysm. Mean pulmonary arterial pressure and Qp/Qs ratio were
14.8±4.5 mmHg and 1.17±0.28, respectively: these values did not statistically
differ from those of the rest of the 91 patients. The intracardiac longitudinal
and transverse diameters of the fossa ovalis were 21.8±6.3 and 19.5±3.8 mm,
respectively. Six Amplatzer PFO Occluder 35 mm and 4 Amplatzer PFO Oc-
cluder 25 mm have been successfully implanted. Mean follow-up was 19.4±7.2
months. In 7 patients the pre-discharge transthoracic echocardiography and 3,
6,12 months transesophageal echocardiography failed to show any residual
shunt. Three patients had a "small" residual shunt at 1-year echocardiography.
No patients experienced recurrent symptoms during the follow-up.
Conclusion: Sometimes standard echocardiography fails to correctly differen-
tiate a small secundum ASD from a multi-fenestrated atrial septal aneurysm.
In such cases, ICE is an effective and safe technique for making the correct
diagnosis and selecting the proper device.

P579 Assessment of the markers of platelet and coagulation
activation following transcatheter closure of atrial
septal defects

J. Rodés-Cabau 1 , A. Palacios 2, C. Palacio 2, J. Girona 3, E. Galve 1,
A. Evangelista 1, M. Picó 2, J. Soler-Soler 1 . 1Cardiology, 2Hematology,
3Pediatric Cardiology, Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron, Barcelona, Spain

Antiplatelet treatment for 6 months instead of antiocagulants or even no treat-
ment is standard following transcatheter closure of atrial septal defects (ASDs).
However, no biological basis supports such an approach in this context. More-
over, some studies have reported an incidence of about 0.5% of cerebrovascu-
lar events as well as several cases of device thrombosis within the first weeks
following device implantation despite aspirin treatment. The purpose of our
study was to prospectively evaluate the presence, degree and timing of the ac-
tivation of the coagulation and platelet systems following transcatheter closure
of atrial septal defects (ASDs).
Methods and Results: A total of 14 patients (9 females, mean age 41±22
years) who underwent successful transcatheter closure of an ASD defect with
the Amplatzer septal occluder were included in the study. The procedures were
performed under plain anticoagulation, and aspirin (125 mg/day) was admin-
istered for 6 months. The activation of the coagulation and platelet systems
was determined by measuring the prothrombin fragment 1+2 (F1+2) levels and
the percentage of activated platelets (determined by P-selectin expression),
respectively. Blood samples were taken at baseline just before the procedure,
and at 1, 7, 30 and 90 days following device implantation. F1+2 levels increased
from 0.85±0.29 at baseline to 1.18±1.10 nmol/L at 1 day (p=ns), and to a max-
imal value of 1.20±0.52 nmol/L at 7 days (p=0.006), returning to the baseline
levels at 30 days (0.95±0.53 nmol/L, p=ns) and 90 days (0.79±0.53 nmol/L,
p=ns). No significant variations of the percentage of platelets expressing P-
selectin were detected at any time (1.05±2.12%, 0.28±0.53%, 0.40±0.88,
0.38±0.78%, and 0.62±0.88%, respectively). In a control group of 20 healthy
subjects, the mean value for the F1+2 levels was 0.80 ± 0.22 nmol/L (signif-
icantly lower than those obtained in the study population at 7 days after ASD
closure, p=0.02) and the mean percentage of activated platelets was 0.88 ±
1% (with no differences compared to the values obtained at any time in the
study population).

Conclusions: Transcatheter closure of ASDs with the Amplatzer septal oc-
cluder was associated with a mild but significant increase of F1+2 levels at
least during the first week after device implantation, with no detectable effect
on the activation of the platelet system. These results might contribute to a
better determination of the type and duration of antithrombotic treatment to be
prescribed following ASD closure.

P580 Stenting the neonatal arterial duct in duct-dependent
pulmonary circulation

M. Gewillig 1, D. Boshoff 1, J. Dens 2, L. Mertens 1, L. Benson 3. 1UZ Leuven,
Pediatric Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium; 2UZ Leuven, Cardiology, Leuven,
Belgium; 3Hospital Sick Children, Cardiology, Toronto, Canada

Objectives To assess the feasibility and safety of a new approach and tech-
nique to stent the arterial duct in neonates with a duct dependent pulmonary
circulation.
Background Previous attempts to stent the neonatal arterial duct were unsat-
isfactory: the early generation rigid stents were relatively large, bulky, required
stiff wires and long sheaths, and only partially covered the duct. Learning from
these failures, we speculated that covering the complete length of the duct with
current low profile stents with good scaffolding properties might avoid previous
problems.
Methods Ten neonates with duct dependant pulmonary circulations through a
short straight duct were treated with stent implantation. The duct was crossed
with an atraumatic 0.014" wire. A low profile premounted coronary stent (outer
diameter < 4Fr, length 13 – 24 mm, diameter 3.0- 4.0 mm) was positioned
within the duct, not protected by a sheath; care was taken to cover the complete
length of the duct from the aorta-ductal junction until well within the pulmonary
trunk.
Results All stents could safely be deployed with adequate pulmonary flow at
early and medium term follow-up. There were no procedure related compli-
cations; 1 patient died early from sepsis. All patients had adequate relief of
cyanosis for at least 3-4 months. During follow-up the pulmonary vasculature
bed had grown without distortion. Acute occlusion of a stented duct was not
observed. Ductal flow progressively decreased slowly over several months by
luminal narrowing (intimal proliferation or peal formation), until the stented duct
either had become redundant, was dilated/restented, or elective staged surgery
was performed.
Conclusions With current technology, complete stenting of a short straight
duct is a safe and effective palliation, allowing adequate growth of the pul-
monary arteries.

P581 Thoracoscopic asd closure is a reliable alternative for
percutaneous treatment

FP. Casselman, H. Dom, F. Wellens, R. De Geest, I. Degrieck, F. Van Praet,
Y. Vermeulen, H. Vanermen. OLV Clinic, Cardiovascular & Thoracic Surgery,
Aalst, Belgium

Objective: To demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of a totally endo-
scopic isolated ASD closure technique, thus avoiding median sternotomy.
Methods: Between March 1997 and January 2003, 74 patients underwent an
endoscopic ASD closure. Mean age was 43,6±16.4 and 63% were female. Me-
dian preoperative functional class was I. Data were collected retrospectively
and included patient assessment of scar esthetics, procedure related pain,
functional recovery and overall patient satisfaction. Clinical and echocardio-
graphic follow-up was obtained in all patients (mean 37.8±18.7 months).
Results: Successful ASD closure was obtained in all patients (2 ASD type I,
70 type II, 2 type III). Patch repair was performed in 42% of the patients and
primary repair in the remainder. Mean aortic cross-clamp and cardiopulmonary
bypass times were 54.3±24.5 min and 97.7±35.4 min respectively. Morbid-
ity included one iliac vein stenting, one femoral artery plasty, two revisions for
suspected bleeding and atrial fibrillation in 6 patients. There were no hospital
mortalities neither early reoperations. Two patients required late reoperation:
one for atrial thrombus and another one for tricuspid regurgitation. Echocar-
diographic control confirmed complete ASD closure in 71 patients and a small
residual shunt in 3 patients.
Ninety three percent of the patients were highly satisfied with very low proce-
dure related pain and 97% felt they had an esthetically pleasing scar.
Conclusions: Endoscopic ASD closure can be safely done with a high degree
of patient satisfaction. This technique is now our exclusive surgical approach
whenever percutaneous treatment is not indicated or failed.
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P582 A comparison between surgery and therapeutic
catheterization in the management of congenital
coronary arteriovenous fistula in children

S. Quek 1, W. Yip 1, CN. Lee 1, E. Sim 1, SA. Qureshi 2 . 1National University
Hospital, Paediatrics, Singapore, Singapore; 2Guy’s Hospital, Paediatric
Cardiology, London, United Kingdom

Until recent years, the management of congenital coronary arteriovenous fis-
tula (CAVF) in children has been surgical. Advances in interventional catheter-
ization now allow an alternative treatment option with device occlusion. This
study reviews the advantages and disadvantages of the 2 modalities.
From 1993 to 2002, 7 children (M=4, F=3) were diagnosed with CAVF (mean
age of diagnosis 1.2±2.2 years). Three CAVF were from the right coronary
artery, and 4 from the left coronary artery. All drained into the right ventricle,
except for 2 (right atrium = 1, superior vena cava = 1). The left to right shunt
was 1.9±1.0, and mean pulmonary pressure 20.4±8.3 mmHg.
Two patients presented with congestive cardiac failure and underwent surgery
in infancy. Another was operated on at 8 years, before the technique of tran-
scatheter embolization was available in our institution. The average hospital-
ization was 12±4 days. Overall outcome was good without major complication
except for a residual shunt in 1. Transcatheter embolization was performed in 4
asymptomatic patients (including one with a residual flow from surgery) using
Cook’s and/or interlocking detachable coils. The mean age at procedure was
7.8±7 years, and the patients were discharged the following day. Successful
obliteration was achieved in all. One asymptomatic child is awaiting elective
therapeutic catheterization at an older age.
Surgery for CAVF is associated with longer hospitalization and therefore higher
costs. Transcatheter treatment offers the advantages of cosmesis, less pain
and trauma to the child and family, and without the need for cardiopulmonary
bypass. Device embolization, being the newer of both methods, demands ex-
pertise in interventional catheterization, and is technically difficult to perform in
the young infant or with unfavourable anatomy. In selected children, however,
transcatheter device occlusion now offers an effective and state-of-art option in
the management of CAVF in children.

P583 Uselfulness of a gradual balloon aortic valvuloplasty
guided by colour Doppler-ecocardiography strategy for
the treatment of severe aortic stenosis in children

J. Rodés-Cabau 1 , D. Albert 2, J. Sanmartí 2 , J. Casaldáliga 2, J. Girona 2,
Q. Ferrer 2 , J. Miró 3, J. Soler-Soler 1 . 1Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron,
Cardiology, Barcelona, Spain; 2Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron, Pediatric
Cardiology, Barcelona, Spain; 3Hôpital Sainte Justine, Pediatric Cardiology,
Montreal, Canada

Percutaneous balloon aortic valvuloplasty (BAV) has been demonstrated to be
a good alternative to surgical valvulotomy in infants. However, the occurrence
of significant aortic regurgitation related to BAV is a worrying complication that
occurs in 10 to 30% of cases. This complication is especially dreaded in infants
since the solution requires the implantation of a prostheses or the realisation of
a Ross procedure, with unknown long-term results. The use of color Doppler-
ecochardiography (DE) in the cath-lab has undergone a tremendous increase
during the last years, but the systematic use of this technique to guide BAV has
not been reported. The objective of our study was to evaluate prospectively,
in a series of consecutive children with severe aortic stenosis, the efficacy of
gradual BAV guided by DE strategy for relieving aortic stenosis while preventing
the appearance of significant aortic regurgitation
Methods: A total of 10 consecutive patients were included (median age 5.5
months, range 28 days to 8 years; median weight 6.8 kg, range 3 to 29 kg). All
procedures were performed by retrograde femoral approach. A DE examination
was performed at baseline, after crossing the valve with the guidewire, and
following each balloon dilation. The gradual approach consisted of choosing
the first balloon diameter to obtain a balloon/aortic annulus (BA) ratio of 0.8-
0.9, and subsequent larger balloons up to a ratio of 1.0 in case of residual
gradient >50 mmHg as determined by DE. The procedure was terminated if
residual gradient <50 mmHg with >40% gradient reduction was obtained or
significant aortic regurgitation appeared as determined by DE.
Results: BAV achieved a residual aortic gradient <45 mmHg in all cases (from
65±13 mmHg to 26±9 mmHg, p<0.0001), with a final BA ratio of 0.88 (one
balloon was used in 6 cases and 2 balloons in 4 cases). Median fluoroscopy
time was 18 minutes (range 8 to 39 minutes). Significant aortic regurgitation oc-
curred in 2 cases (moderate in one patient and moderate to severe in another).
At mean follow-up of 20±11months, one patient required repeat valvuloplasty
because of restenosis.
Conclusions: Gradual BAV guided by DE was associated with a high success
rate in relieving severe aortic stenosis. However, despite avoiding valve cusp
perforation and massive aortic regurgitation, such a strategy did not preclude
the occurrence of significant aortic insufficiency in 20% of cases.

P584 Immediate and intermediate term results of stent
therapy for aortic coarctation

A. Honing-Hemmers 1 , W. Van Putten 1, M. Gewillig 2, D. De Wolff 3,
M. Talsma 4, G. Mast 5, R. Tanke 6, N. Sreeram 7. 1Wilhelmina Children’s
Hospital, Dept of Cardiology, Utrecht, Netherlands; 2Universoty Hospital
Leuven, Dept of Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium; 3Academic Hosptital Gent,
Dept of Cardiology, Gent, Belgium; 4Academic Hospital Groningen, Dept of
Cardiology, Groningen, Netherlands; 5University Medical Center, Dept of
Cardiology, Utrecht, Netherlands; 6University Hospital Nijmegen, Dept of
Cardiology, Nijmegen, Netherlands; 7Dept of Pediatric Cardiology, University
Hospital of Cologne, Cologne, Germany

Aims: To assess the immediate and intermediate term outcomes of stent
thearpy for aortic coarctation.
Methods: A review of all patients undergoing stent implantation in a tertiary re-
ferral center in the Netherlands or Belgium. Coarctation was defined as systolic
arm to leg blood pressure gradient of >20mm Hg, and confirmed by echocar-
diography (n=34), MRI (n=18) and/or angiography.
Patients and Results: Stents were implanted in 34 patients, at a mean age of 21
± 16 years. Eleven patients had native coarctation, while 23 had recoarctation
following previous surgery alone (n=13), balloon angioplasty alone (n=1), or
surgery followed by balloon angioplasty (n=9). Stent implantation was elective
in 33 patients; one 58 year old patient underwent stent implantation as a bailout
procedure for treatment of acute dissection following balloon angioplasty. In
32/34 patients, stents were correctly placed. In 2 patients the stent produced in
partial occlusion of the left common carotid artery and right subclavian artery
respectively. Apart from one infant who died from a retroperitoneal hematoma
related introduction of the long sheath, three other patients had major com-
plications (femoral artery thrombosis requiring streptokinase, cerebrovascular
accident, aortic aneurysm upstream from the stent implantation site).
The peak systolic blood pressure gradient decreased from 149 ± 37 mm Hg to
124 ± 24 mm Hg. The diameter of the coarctation segment increased from 7.3
± 3.8 to 13.3 ± 3.9 mm, while the pressure gradient decreased from 37 ± 16
to 7 ± 7 mm Hg. There was no significant difference in the percentage change
of any of these parameters between children (defined as <18 years of age)
and adults. Similarly, no difference in outcome was observed between patients
with native coarctation and those with recoarctation. During follow-up (range
6 to 63 months) 10 patients (33%)developed recoarctation requiring further
therapy. This consisted of redilation of the original stent (n=8), implantation of
an additional stent in series (n=1), or surgery (n=1). Twelve patients (36%; 10
adults, 2 children)were still using antihypertensive medications at last follow-up,
compared with all 34 patients prior to stent therapy.
Conclusions: Stent therapy provides reasonable immediate and intermediate
term palliation in the majority of patients. The incidence of complications asso-
ciated with the procedure is significant, and may in part be due to the relatively
small number of patients treated per center. Longer term follow-up studies are
indicated to define the place of stent therapy in young patients.

P585 Transcatheter patch occlusion of adult atrial septal
defects: a single institution experience

NS. Saridakis, EB. Sideris, S. TH. Toumanidis, J. Lekakis, S. Rokas,
JN. Nanas, SD. Moulopoulos. Medical School, University of Athens, Dpt. of
Clinical Therapeutics, Athens, Greece

The transcatheter patch (TP) is a wireless polyurethane patch used for the
occlusion of atrial septal defects (ASDs), supported on the atrial septum by a
double balloon catheter for 48 hours.
Since December 1999, 17 consecutive adult ASD patients were implanted by
a TP after a previous balloon test occlusion. Balloon size of the ASDs was
17-35 mm (med. 27); deficient rim was present in most of them (anterior 12,
inferior 2, superior 1). Qp:Qs was larger than 1.5:1 in all of them and pulmonary
hypertension was present in three.
Transcatheter patch implantation was successful in all patients, resulting in ef-
fective occlusions (full occlusion in 9 and trivial shunts in 6), in all of them except
for two. Both patients had premature balloon deflation resulting in significant
residual shunt. One of the patients with residual shunt underwent a second TP
implantation with effective occlusion.
On follow-up (1 month - 3 years, med. 14 months) all successfully implanted pa-
tients remain well. There were no heart murmurs and the second heart sound
was normal. By echocardiography the patch was progressively diminishing in
size, becoming indistinguishable from the rest of the septum, approximately a
year after the implantation. The good result was maintained in all cases with
the trivial residual shunt disappearing in 2 additional cases. No long-term com-
plications were noticed.
In conclusion transcatheter patch occlusion of adult ASDs appear effective and
safe; advantages of the method include wide application, lack of wire related
complications, no embolizations and progressive normalization of the septal
appearance.
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P586 Intracardiac echocardiography in the diagnosis and
transcatheter closure of secundum atrial septal defect:
effectiveness of a mathematical model for defect and
device sizing

M. Zanchetta 1, GL. Rigatelli 1, L. Pedon 1, M. Zennaro 1, E. Onorato 2 ,
P. Maiolino 1. 1Cardiology/cittadella, Cardiovascular disease, Cittadella, Italy;
2Gavazzini "Humanitas" Clinic, Division of cardiology, Bergamo, Italy

Purpose: The standard method for transcatheter closure of secundum atrial
septal defect (ASDs) requires balloon sizing of the defect and transesophageal
echocardiography (TEE) monitoring. In an effort to shift toward minimally inva-
sive endovascular therapy, we used the mechanical single-element intracardiac
echocardiography (ICE) as the primary means for both the selection of the Am-
platzer Septal Occluder (ASO) and the guidance of the procedure. This study
was aimed to assess the effectiveness of an ICE-derived mathematical model
of defect and device sizing.
Methods: Ninety-one patients (mean age 46.4 ± 16.1 years, range 14 to
76 years) with hemodynamically significant ASDs underwent ICE-guided tran-
scatheter closure. Two standardized orthogonal views, scanning perpendicular
to the plane of the atrial septum, were used to obtain ICE-derived measure-
ments of the fossa ovalis and to assess optimal device deployment: the ax-
ial view on the aortic valve plane and the long-axis view on the 4-chamber
plane.The major and the minor axes of the fossa ovalis (that is, secundum-to-
secundum atrial septum distance) on these two orthogonal planes were mea-
sured, using end-diastolic frames, assuming its shape to be an ideal ellipse.
The ASO waist diameter was estimated on the basis of the r value (r=/c2+p2,
where r is the radius of the ICE-predicted ASO, c is the half focal distance of
the elliptical fossa ovalis, and p is its semi-latus rectum distance).
Results: In all cases ICE planes were identified with excellent resolution and
detail, providing proper measurements of the fossa ovalis from which to derive
geometrical assumption for selection of an appropriately sized device. During
the procedure, the 4-chamber plane allowed obtaining clear and easily inter-
pretable images of overall the stages of device placement. Mid-term complete
occlusion rate were 97.8% (89/91), 97.7% (88/90), 97.6% (81/83) and 98%
(49/50) at 24 hours, 1, 3 months and 1 year, respectively. There were no com-
plications ICE-related.
Conclusions: We conclude that ICE evaluation of ASDs allows quantitative
and qualitative information for both proper device selection and optimal de-
ployment during catheter-based closure, eliminating the cumbersome balloon
sizing technique and the need for general anaesthesia during TEE monitoring.

P587 Percutaneous treatment of atrial septal aneurysm

M. Pan 1, J. Suárez de Lezo 1, A. Medina 2, M. Romero 1 , J. Segura 1 ,
JR. Ortega 2 , J. Muñoz 1, A. Delgado 2. 1Reina Sofía Hospital, Cardiology
Dept., Cordoba; 2Dr. Negrin Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Las Palmas, Spain

Atrial septal aneurysm are localized saccular deformities associated to patent
foramen ovale (PFO) or atrial septal defects (ASD). Patients with this malforma-
tion are often asymptomatic. However, in some cases, serious sequellae have
been described. Atrial septal aneurysm is considered a potential risk factor for
stroke. This study focuses on percutaneous treatment for these complex atrial
septal malformations.
Methods: From a total number of 169 patients with ASD or PFO that were
treated by percutaneous closure, for the study we selected 23 (18 with ASD
and 5 with PFO) that fulfilled the following criteria of atrial septal aneurysm: the
malformation measuring >15 mm at the base in adults and 8 mm/m2 of body
surface area in children. The mean age was 36±26 years (range 5 to 72). Six
patients had functional class II or III dyspnea, 1 severe pulmonary hyperten-
sion and 7 (30%) a previous event of cerebral ischemia. In patients with ASD
the mean pulmonary flow to systemic flow ratio was 1.9±0.6; 6 patients had
a single hole and 12 showed multiple holes. Thirteen patients received a sin-
gle Amplatzer septal occluder and 5 patients needed 2 or 3 devices. A 35 mm
Amplatzer devices was placed in the 5 patients with PFO. Results: Complete
closure of the ASD defect was achieved in 17 (94%) patients during predis-
charge transthoracic Doppler ultrasound study. The only complication was a
cardiac tamponade successfully resolved by pericardial drainage. After the pro-
cedure all patients were treated with low molecular weight heparin for 1 month
and aspirin for 6 months. The evolution of residual post-implantation shunt is
summarized in the table below. The transthoracic ultrasound study at 6 months
follow-up showed defect closure in all patients. At a mean follow-up time of
24±18 months, all patients remain alive and symptom free.
Conclusion: Patients with atrial septal aneurysm and associated ASD or PFO,
can be successfully treated with Amplatzer septal occluders. Despite more
technical difficulties, these results are similar to those obtained in patients with
ASD without atrial aneurysm.

Evolution of residual shunt

Angiographic TE echo in laboratory TT echo (48 hours) TT echo (6 months)

No 8 10 17 18
Mild 10 8 1 0

TE: transesophageal. TT: transthoracic

CARDIAC INTERVENTIONS: VALVES, CONGENITAL
HEART DISEASE

P588 Is it possible to predict patients quality of life after
open heart surgery?

Z. Potic, DJ. Jakovljevic, M. Potic, B. Mihajlovic, M. Popov, N. Radovanovic.
Inst. of CVD, Clinic for Cardiovascular Surgery, Sremska Kamenica,
Yugoslavia

Using QOLi-NS index, an integral numerical value for measuring disease spe-
cific health related Quality of life in cardiovascular patients undergoing open
heart surgery, we tried to develop a simple (additive) model for predicting im-
provement of QOL after surgery.
Target variable was improvement of QOL six months after open heart surgery
calculated as difference between QOLi-NS scores before and after surgery. For
factors influencing changes in QOLi-NS we chose widely available preoperative
clinical data. We collected relevant data for 294 consecutive patients (both risk
factors and QOLi-NS scores before and six months after operation).
After applying multivariate stepwise linear regression using QOLi-NS improve-
ment as dependent variable and set of preoperative risk factors as independent
ones, a simple linear (additive) model with 18 risk factors was created. Cor-
relation between predicted QOL improvement and observed was very strong
(r=0.78 p<0.001). Patients form training set were stratified into four groups ac-
cording to the predicted QOLi-NS improvement: The developed method was
applied to another group of 465 patients and also has shown strong capabili-
ties of prediction.

QOLi-NS improvement groups <30 30-45 45-60 >60 0-100

Predicted QOL improvement 11.4 39.3 51.8 64.9 40.7
Observed QOL improvement 11.0 40.5 51.2 65.1 40.7

Obtained method may be used for prediction of patient’s outcome after open
heart surgery in order to help patients to weight risks and benefits of an opera-
tion and as quality monitoring tool for healthcare professionals.

P589 Exercise stress echocardiography enhance diagnostic
accuracy in chest pain unit

A. Conti 1, L. Sammicheli 1 , L. Chiarugi 1 , F. Pieralli 1, M. Zanobetti 1 ,
C. Gallini 2, E. Costanzo 2, G. Barletta 3. 1Careggi Hospital, Chest Pain Unit,
Florence, Italy; 2Careggi Hospital, Nuclear Medicine, Florence, Italy; 3Careggi
Hospital, Noninvasive cardiology, Florence, Israel

Background: Resting ECG, echocardiography (Echo), and myocardial scintig-
raphy (SPET) showed a poor negative predictive value (NPV) in risk stratifica-
tion of patients (pts) presenting without ongoing chest pain (CP) at low-risk of
coronary events (CE) managed by the chest pain unit (CPU).
Aims: To assess feasibility, NPV and diagnostic accuracy (Acc) of exercise-
ECG (ex-ECG), exercise-Echo (ex-Echo), and exercise-SPET (ex-SPET) in pts
with low-risk CP.
Methods: We evaluated 503 consecutive pts (mean age 62 y.,36% fe-
male,during 2000-02 y.) complying recent (<24h) symptoms suggestive of
coronary artery disease (CAD). All pts had CP, non-diagnostic ECG, negative
troponins and normal resting left ventricular function on presentation.
End points. Detection of CAD defined as follows: coronary stenoses ≥ 50%
in pts with ≥ 1 positive test at least, and CE at 6-month follow-up in pts with
negative tests.
Results: Of 503 pts enrolled, 181(36%) had ≥ 1 positive test at least; all these
pts underwent angiography and finally 87 pts (17% of the study population
and 48% of pts with positive tests) had CAD. In addition 5 pts (0.1% of the
study population) with negative tests were recognised as having CAD at follow-
up. Thus, overall diagnostic strategy in the CPU had sensitivity 95%, speci-
ficity 80%, NPP 99%, PPV 48%, and accuracy 94%. Ex-ECG was positive in
105(21%) pts; ex-Echo was positive in 105(21%) pts; ex-SPET was positive in
155(31%) pts. Among 398 pts with negative ex-ECG, 28(7%) pts were recog-
nised as having CAD (Sens 70%, Spec 90%, NPV 93%, PPV 66%, Acc 86).
Among 498 pts with negative ex-Echo, 10(2%) pts had CAD (Sens 89%, Spec
94%, NPV 97%, PPV 77%, Acc 93%). Among 348 pts with negative ex-SPET,
8(2%) pts had CAD (Sens 91%, Spec 83%, NPV 98%, PPV 54%, Acc 84%).
In this series of pts ex-Echo and ex-SPET had higher NPV (97% and 98%
respectively; P=n.s.) as compared to ex-ECG (93%; P=.004); moreover both
these tests had higher sensitivity (89% and 91% respectively; P=n.s.) as com-
pared to ex-ECG (70%; P=.00001). Finally,ex-Echo showed a high accuracy
(P=.0003 versus ex-SPET and ex-ECG), high specificity (P=.01 versus ECG
and P=.001 versus SPET), and optimal PPV (P<.0001 versus ex-ECG and
ex-SPET).
Conclusions: Low-cost and high availability ex-Echo is safe and effective in
ruling out CAD in CP pts at CPU, and it is especially valuable for implementa-
tion of early discharge. Indeed, ex-Echo showed similar NPV and higher accu-
racy as compared to high cost and low availability ex-SPET. Thus ex-Echo is
particularly appealing for those hospital without nuclear facilities.
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P590 Non-invasive bypass angiography with the
cardio-computed tomography avoids unnecessary
cardiac catheterizations

S. Finsterer 1, P. Lochow 1, I. Krischke 1, H. Mühling 1, S. Silber 2 on behalf of
Heart Diagnostic Center. 1Cardiology Associates, Munich, Germany; 2Dr.
Mueller Hospital, Cathlab, Munich, Germany

Despite all improvements, the patency rate of coronary bypass grafts is still
limited: One year after surgery, 12 to 17% of venous and 3 to 6% of arterial
grafts are occluded. Since clinical outcome depends on graft patency, more
frequent evaluation of bypass anatomy could be performed non-invasively.
Multislice-CT (MSCT) has evolved as a valuable alternative to catheterization
of coronary bypass grafts. We therefore examined 80 patients with no angina
pectoris and no clear evidence of myocardial ischemia. The mean age was 65
± 9 years (5% female). The average time interval since bypass surgery was 4.9
years. Of the 220 bypass vessels, 60% were venous and 40% were arterial. CT-
angiography (CTA) was performed using the Philips Mx 8000 4-slice spiral CT
in 1 mm collimated sections and retrospective gating within a single breathhold
at 120 kV and 300 mAs. Heartrates above 60 per minute were reduced with
beta-blockers for better image quality.
36.4% of bypass grafts were occluded. As compared to cardiac catheterization,
MSCT was able to identify all occluded grafts. One LIMA bypass presumed to
be occluded by the CTA was shown to have a narrow lumen with slow flow.
Therefore the sensitivity was 100%; the specificity 96%.
Summary: Non-invasive bypass angiography with the MSCT has excellent sen-
sitivity and specificity in detecting occluded coronary bypass grafts in asymp-
tomatic patients. MSCT can therefore be helpful in avoiding unnecessary car-
diac catheterizations.

P591 Role of helical computed tomography and computed
tomography angiography in diagnosis of
cardiovascular anomalies in infants and children with
congenital heart diseases

H MF. Al-Marsafawy 1 , AA. AbdelRazek 2, M. Fouda 3. 1Children Hospital,
Mansoura University, Pediatric cardiology, Mansoura, Egypt; 2Mansoura
Faculty of Medicicne, Diagnostic Radiology, Mansoura, Egypt; 3Mansoura
Faculty of Medicine, Cardiothoracic Surgery, Mansoura, Egypt

Purpose: to evaluate complementary role of helical CT and CT angiography in
assessment of cardiovascular anomalies in infants and children with congenital
heart diseases.
Methods: 23 patients with congenital heart diseases(12 males,11 females)
with mean age of 5 years(range:1 month -15 years)were included.All patients
were examined with contrast enhanced helical CT(dose and rate of IV contrast
material administration varied according to patient’s age and weight).Three di-
mensional reconstructions with multiplanar reformation and shaded surface
display were done for 20 patients.Results were correlated with results of
echocardiography(n=23),angiography(n=15),and surgery(n=13).Patients were
grouped into 5 groups based on indication for imaging
Results: Coarctation of aorta(n=15;13native and 2recurrent after surgery)CT
angiography delineated the anatomic substrate of coarctation as discrete
short narrow segment in 11 patients,long segmenttubular hypoplasia in 2 pa-
tients,presence of patent arterial duct in 4 patients and presence of collaterals
in anterior and posterior chest walls in 7 patients.Also,CT angiography demon-
strated extent and location of recurrent coarctation after surgery.Tetralogy of
Fallot (n=2)CT angiography identified origin stenosis of left pulmonary artery
and right aortic arch with mirror image branching in one patient, and cervical
aortic arch in another patient.Aortic pulmonary window (n=1) was suspected
by echocardiography and confirmed by CT angiography between ascending
aorta and main pulmonary artery.Vascular rings(n=2)were suspected in 2 pa-
tients:CT angiography delineated presence of true ring in one patient with pul-
monary artery sling, and excluded presence of another one in one patient
with right aortic arch and large patent arterial duct.Anomalous pulmonary ve-
nous connections(n=3):CT angiography identified the drainage of all pulmonary
veins to brachiocephalic vein via ascending vertical vein in 1 patient,right lower
pulmonary vein to inferior vena cava at diaphragm inanother patient,and con-
nection of right superior pulmonary vein to superior vena cava in third one.
Conclusion: Helical CT and CT angiography provided enhanced diagnostic
accuracy in evaluation of coarctation of aorta,Tetralogy of Fallot associated
with central pulmonary arteries and aortic arch anomalies, aortic pulmonary
window,vascular rings,and total or partial anomalous pulmonary venous con-
nections.Helical CT and CT angiography helps in thorough preoperative un-
derstanding of complex cardiovascular anatomy in infants and children with
congenital heart diseases.

P592 Transcatheter closure of atrial septal defect with the
amplatzer septal occluder

P. Podolec 1, T. Przewlocki 1, M. Pieculewicz 1, M. Hlawaty 1,
L. Tomkiewicz-Pajak 1, W. Plazak 1, K. Zmudka 2, W. Tracz 1. 1Joohn Paul II
Hospital, Cardiac and Vascular Diseases, Krakow, Poland; 2Jagiellonian
Uniwersity, Haemodynamic and Angiocardiography, Krakow, Poland

Objective: To evaluate short-term the outcomes of transcatheter closure of se-
cundum atrial septal defect (ASD) using the Amplatzer Septal Occluder (ASO).
Methods: Throughout Dec.2000 - Dec. 2002, 27 adult patients (20 F; 7 M;
mean age 41.1 "b 13.3; range 18-62 years) were admitted for an attempt at ASD
closure with the ASO device. All patients had an isolated secundum ASD with
a large left-to-right shunt (ratio of pulmonary to systemic blood flow or Qp:Qs
>1.5:1). Transthoracic colour Doppler echocardiographic study was performed
on all patients before the procedure, 24 hours after, and after one month of
follow-up. The echo-calculated diameter of the defect ranged 7 - 24 mm.
Results: The ASO device was successfully implanted in all patients (proce-
dure lasting 25-65 minutes; median 43 minutes; fluoroscopy time 4-40 min-
utes; median 15 minutes); only 3 patients presenting a trivial residual shunt.
The stretched diameter of ASD ranged 11 - 26 mm. The diameter of implanted
devices ranged 13 - 28 mm. No predictors for a residual shunt were identified.
At one month of follow-up transthoracic echocardiography showed that the de-
vice was correctly positioned in all cases. Residual trivial shunt at one month
follow-up was confirmed in 3 patients. Septal motion abnormalities normalized
in all patients. The right ventricular dimension evaluated by 2D echocardiogra-
phy decreased in 20 patients (74.1%), mean 5.0 mm (range 1.5-8 mm), the right
atrium dimension decreased in 21 patients (77.8%), mean 8.65 mm (range 2-
20 mm) and the left atrium dimension decreased in 15 patients (55.6%), mean
6.36 mm (range 2-21 mm). Pulmonary artery systolic pressure decreased in
22 patients (81.5%), mean 5.8 mm (range 1-16 mm). No correlation was found
between the ratio of left-to-right shunt before ASD closure and the decrease of
right heart, nor indeed any decrease of pulmonary artery systolic pressure.
Conclusions: Transcatheter closure of secundum ASD using the ASO is a
safe and effective procedure, characterised by excellent short-term follow-up
results. The ASO device corrects the haemodynamic disturbances secondary
to the right ventricular volume overload.

P593 Decline in ventricular function and clinical condition
after mustard repair for transposition of the great
arteries (a prospective follow-up study of 22–29 years)

J. Roos-Hesselink 1, F.J. Meijboom 1, S.E.C. Spitaels 1, R. Van Domburg 2,
A.J.J. Bogers 3, M.L. Simoons 4. 1Erasmus MC, Cardiology, BA 308,
Rotterdam, Netherlands; 2Erasmus MC, Cardiology, Rotterdam, Netherlands;
3Erasmus MC, Cardiothoracic Surgery, Rotterdam, Netherlands; 4Erasmus
MC, Thoraxcenter, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: Great concern exists about the abilities of the anatomic right ventricle
to sustain the systemic circulation in patients with transposition of the great
arteries who underwent a Mustard procedure. Therefore, the objective of this
study was to examine long term survival, clinical outcome and right ventricular
function 25 years (range 22-29) after surgery.
Methods: Ninety-one consecutive patients underwent a Mustard procedure be-
tween 1973 and 1980 in our hospital. A systematic follow-up study was per-
formed in 1990 and again in 2001.
Results: The cumulative survival was without heart transplantation was 77%
after 25 years. Event-free survival was only 36%. Re-operations (46%), pace-
maker implantation (28%), and hospital admission for heart failure (9%) were
frequent. At last follow-up (54 survivors) 24% of the patients were in NYHA
class I, 53% in class II and 23% in class III. Sinus rhythm was present in 69%
in 1990 and in 63% in 2001; sinus node disease was observed in 37% and
43% respectively. While all patients had good or only mildly impaired right ven-
tricular function 14 years after repair, 61% of the patients showed moderate to
severe dysfunction after 22-29 years. Furthermore, the QRS-complex widened
from 94 ms to 110 ms and the exercise capacity decreased from 84% to 72%
of normal. At last follow-up only 24% of the patients had a normal exercise ca-
pacity. Predictors for systemic ventricular dysfunction were: atrial flutter at the
first outpatient visit after repair, and complex Mustard procedure.
Conclusion: The anatomic right ventricle appears unable to sustain the sys-
temic circulation at long-term follow up and clinical condition of patients late
after Mustard repair is declining. We may expect more deaths or need for heart
transplantation in the next decade. Additional therapy (medication, new pacing
modes, double switch procedure) should be considered.
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P594 Factors influencing brain natriuretic peptide levels in
adult patients after Mustard procedure

M. westhoff-bleckWesthoff-Bleck 1 , GP. Meyer 1, I. Luhmer 2 , JS. Bleck 3,
H. Drexler 1 . 1Medizinische Hochschule Hannover, Cardiology and Angiology,
Hannover, Germany; 2Medizinische Hochschule Hannover, Pediatric
Cardiology, Hannover, Germany; 3Medizinische Hochschule Hannover,
Gastroenterologie, Hannover, Germany

In chronic right ventricular pressure overload BNP is regarded as a marker of
heart failure. The influence of medication, underlying concomitant lesions and
hypertension on BNP levels still needs to be elucidated.
Patients: In a cohort of 76 patients P(m=46; f=30; 23.3±3.3 years) echocardio-
graphically assessed right ventricular function, AV-valve incompetence, pres-
ence of subpulmonary stenosis (SPS), VSD und D. Botalli (DB) occlusion, clin-
ical parameters, medication (ACE-inhibitors, B-Blockers, diuretics, digitalis) and
arrhythmias were correlated with BNP levels.
Results: The mean BNP level was 278.5±146.3 pmol/l (normal:<250pmol/l).
NYHA III (5P) had significantly higher BNP levels than NYHA II (61 P:
p<0.001; 566±233 vs.263106 pmol/l). Echocardiographically severely reduced
RV-function (11 P) had significantly higher BNP than slightly/moderately re-
duced RV-function (p<0.001; 406±239 vs. 249±98pmol/l). 12 P with VSD
and/or DB(9 P) closure had significantly worse RV-function(p<0.03) and
higher BNP(p<0.02). Without decrease in RV-function 17 P with an operated
SPS(p<0.007) and 9 P with B-Blockers (p<0.001) had increased BNP-levels.
Arterial hypertension, diuretics, digitalis, the degree of AV-valve incompetence,
intermittent supraventricular arrhythmias and pacemaker dependency did not
affect BNP levels.
Conclusion: In the chronic pressure overloaded systemic right ventricle BNP is
a good marker of RV-dysfunction. In contrast elevated BNP levels are of limited
value as a marker of RV-dysfunction in the presence of concomitant SPS and
B-Blocker medication.

P595 Transcatheter closure of interatrial communications –
one centre experience

J. Bialkowski 1, M. Szkutnik 2, J. Kusa 2, P. Banaszak 2, J. Baranowski 1 ,
M. Zyla-Frycz 2, J. Skalski 3, M. Zembala 3. 1Silesian Centre for Heart Disease,
Congenital Heart Disease, Zabrze, Poland; 2Silesian Center for Heart
Disease, Congenital Heart Disease, Zabrze, Poland; 3Silesian Centure for
Heart Disease, Cardiac Surgery, Zabrze, Poland

Introduction: Percutaneous closure of the interatrial comuniction became
more and more frequent method of treatment.
Patients and methods: Since October 97 till December 2002 - 220 patients(pts),
aged 0,4–69 (mean 19,5) years, were catheterized with intent of closure of
ASD or foramen ovale apertum (FoA). In all pts simultaneous transoesophageal
echocardiography was performed. There were 215 pts with ASD (25 with mul-
tiple ASD) and 5 with FoA. Three different kinds of devices were applied: Am-
platzer Atrial Septal Occluder (ASO), CardioSEAL (CS) and Starflex (SF).
Results: Implantation of the devices was performed in 192 pts (87,2%). The
procedure was abandoned in 28 patients, generally because of too large ASD.
There were 183 ASO implanted in 181 pts with ASD (in 2 pts with double ASD 2
ASO were implanted), and CS/SF in 11 pts (in 5 pts with FoA and 6 with ASD).
The procedure was effective in 175/181 (96,6%) ASO pts and in 10/11 (90,1%)
CS/SF pts. In 7 patients the procedure was unsuccessful with the necessity of
withdrawal of the device (6 ASO and 1 SF). The occlusion rate with ASO was
88% after 24 hours, 91% after 1 months, 95% after 1 year, 97% after 2 and
100% after 4 and 5 years. All defects treated with SF/CS were closed success-
fully after 24 hours. In 2 cases supraventricular tachycardia and in another 2 pts
transient left ventricle failure appeared during the first month after implantation
of ASO. No late complications were observed.
Conclusion: Transcatheter closure of selected type of ASD using ASO, Car-
dioseal or Starflex should be offered to patients as a non-surgical alternative.
The type of device depends on the size and morphology of the defects as well
as the experience of operator. The presence of multiple defects does not ex-
clude successful transcatheter closure.

P596 Is coronariography mandatory as pre-operative
evaluation for valvular heart disease?

R.O. Sampaio 1, J.L. Falcão 2, S. Falcão 2, E.G. Rossi 2, G. Spina 2,
F. Tarasoutchi 2 , M. Nigri 2, M. Grinberg 2. 1Heart Institute (InCor), University of
São Paulo Medical School, São Paulo, Brazil; 2Heart Institute, Clnical Division,
São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Coronariography has been usually indicated for valvular heart
disease (VHD) patients (pt) over 35 years as a pre-operative evaluation (Amer-
ican Heart Association/American College of Cardiology Guidelines, Circulation
1998:98:1949-84). However, the real prevalence of obstructive coronary dis-
ease (CAD) in this population has been poorly studied. The aim of this study
was to evaluate the prevalence of and risk factors for CAD in candidates for
VHD surgery.
Methods: . We performed coronariography in 3736 VHD candidates for valvu-
lar heart surgery in the last 10 years (1992 to 2001) at our Institution, and
evaluated the prevalence of obstructive coronary heart disease (CAD) (defined
as coronary artery narrowing over 70%) and VHD. Besides, we evaluated the
risk factors for CAD in this population.
Results: CAD was associated to VHD in 116 pt (prevalence: 3.42%). In 37
pt there were previous diagnosis of CAD, but in 79 (68.1%) the diagnosis of
CAD had only been made by routine pre-operative coronariography. We studied
these 79 (2.11% of total) newly CAD diagnosed patients, 55 of these (69.62%)
were male, mean age: 64.74±9.23 years. There were 50 (63.3%) isolated aor-
tic valve disease or combined aortic and mitral valve disease and 29 isolated
mitral valve disease. Tabagism was seen in 54 pt (68.3%), Hypertension in 34
pt (43.0%), familial history in 24 (30.3%), Hypercholesterolemia in 22 (27.8%),
Diabetes mellitus in 15 (18.9%), and obesity in 8 (10.1%). Age over 50 years
was observed in 95.7% of the entire study patients (116). Only 5 pt (4.3% of
CAD pt or 0.13% of VHD pt) were younger than 50 years and all they had at
least one risk factor for coronary artery disease (1 isolated mitral valve dis-
ease, 2 isolated aortic valve disease, and 2 combined mitral and aortic valve
disease).
Conclusions: Prevalence (3.42%) of CAD in VHD patients was similiar to our
general population; 2. Aortic valve disease was the most frequently associated
with CAD; 3. Tabagism and Hypertension were the most frequently risk factors
of CAD associated with VHD; 4. The majority of CAD pt was over 50 years.
Therefore, coronariography as a routine pre-operative exam for candidates to
valvular heart disease surgery should be performed particularly in patients over
50 years, with aortic valve disease, and at least one risk factor for coronary
artery disease.

P597 Valve replacement for critical aortic stenosis with
severe left-ventricular dysfunction: perioperative risk
and predictors of outcome

B. Vaquette 1, H. Corbineau 2 , M. Laurent 3 , B. Lelong 2, T. Langanay 2 , C. De
Place 3, C. Daubert 3 , A. Leguerrier 2 . 1CHU, Department of Cardiology,
Rennes, France; 2CHU, Department of Cardiovascular Surgery, Rennes,
France; 3University Hospital, Cardiology, Rennes, France

Background: Natural history of patients [Pts] with symptomatic aortic stenosis
[AS] is poor, and accounts for large surgical indications. However, in case of
severe left ventricular systolic dysfunction (LVSD), questions remain about the
higher perioperative mortality rate and the long-term outcome including LVSD
reversibility.The aim of this cohort study was to identify predictive factors of
peri- and postoperative mortality and of long-term improvement in LV systolic
function.
Methods and Results: between 1990 and 2000, 155 consecutive Pts (72±9
yrs) underwent aortic valve replacement [AVR] for critical (mean gradient:
43±13 mmHg), and symptomatic AS (NYHA class III-IV: n=138, and severe
LVSD (LVEF<30%).
The perioperative (30-day) mortality was 12%. Advanced NYHA class
(p=0,004), higher cardiothoracic ratio [CTR] (p<0, 0001) or pulmonary artery
pressure level (p=0,03) and complete left bundle branch block (p=0,03) or re-
nal failure (p=0,001) were predictors of operative mortality in univariate anal-
ysis. Using a multivariate analysis, the only predictive factor of perioperative
mortality was CTR >0,6 (p=0,002).
Difference (Delta EF) between post- (Day 7) and preoperative EF was >+10%
in 55/136 (40%) survivors. Multivariate analysis showed that preoperative CTR
(p=0,006) and mean gradient (p=0,045), were independent predictive factors of
Delta EF>+10%.
During a mean follow-up [FU] time of 4,6±3 yrs, 50 (36%) Pts died, from non-
cardiac cause in 70%. The 3 independent predictors of postoperative mortality
were in multivariate analysis: diabetes (p=0,003), age >75 yrs (p=0,004) and
Delta EF>+10% (p=0,01). The postoperative clinical benefit was significantly
greater in Pts with Delta EF>+10%.
Conclusion: Despite a relatively high but acceptable perioperative mortality
risk, the benefit of AVR in Pts with critical AS and severe LVSD, is clearly im-
portant. Improvement in both quality of life and LV systolic function is greater
when LVEF increases significantly in the early post-operative period.
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P598 Transcatheter closure of patent ductus arteriosus – a
10-year single centre experience

C. Kepka, M. Demkow, W. Ruzyllo, Z. Dzielinska, M. Konka. Institute of
Cardiology, General Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland

Background: During the last ten years new occluders became available for
transcatheter closure of patent ductus arteriosus (PDA). Nowadays percuta-
neous techniques became a treatment of choice for selected patients. The de-
sign of the devices is not ideal and their use has been associated with several
drawbacks, especially for large PDAs.
Methods and Results: From 1993 to 2003, 148 pts referred for PDA closure
underwent cardiac catheterization and aortography. PDA was confirmed in 128
pts. Seven pts had residual shunt after surgery. In 116 pts transcatheter clo-
sure was performed using three types of occluders: Jackson’s detachable coils
(group1; n=41), Rashkind double umbrella (group 2; n=35) and Amplatzer Duct
Occluder (group 3; n=38). Twelve pts with large PDA’s, referred between 1993
and 1998 were sent for surgical ligation due to percutaneous method limita-
tions. Mean age of patients was 29.6 years (range 1.8-74; 91 pts > 16 years);
mean minimal PDA diameter was 4.54 mm (range 0.9-10.2) 80 pts had PDA
larger than 3.0 mm. Duct and/or aortic wall calcifications were seen in 12%
of adult patients. Complete angiographic closure of the PDA at catheterization
was: 90%, 44% and 95% in group 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 24 hours after the
procedure transthoracic echocardiography demonstrated complete occlusion of
the PDA in 93%, 57% and 100%. The residual shunt was estimated as signifi-
cant in 29% of pts (all from group 2), all these pts had a PDA diameter>4mm.
In 3 pt from group 2 (duct diameters 3.6; 4 and 3.4mm) a coil was implanted but
withdrawn prior to release due to a residual shunt. Procedure related compli-
cations included device embolization in 1 patient (in group 2), and haemolysis
treated by a second device implantation in 1 patient. 96 of 116 pts (82.8%)
were observed at 1 to 97 months (mean 34), 6 patients had a second proce-
dure because of residual shunting (2 in group 1, 4 in group 2).
Conclusions: With the use of now available devices percutaneous closure of
the PDA is safe and effective procedure with nearly 100% occlusion rate. Follow
up data suggest that the successful procedure means complete closure at he
end of the procedure. Spontaneous closures during observation are rare. The
Amplatzer occluder is the most effective device for patients with large (≥3mm)
PDA. For small PDA <3mm the single coil is very effective device with very high
closure rate. Implantation of Rashkind umbrella results in high rate of residual
shunts and no possibility of device withdrawal in case of significant residual
shunt.

MYOCARDIAL CONTRACT-ECHO FROM BENCH
TO BESIDE

P599 Real time myocardial perfusion in infarcted and sham
operated wistar rats by contrast echocardiography

G. Wasmeier 1, JU. Voigt 2, I. Melnychenko 3 , WH. Zimmermann 3 ,
T. Eschenhagen 4 , FA. Flachskampf 2, WG. Daniel 2, U. Nixdorff 2.
1Friedrich-Alexander University, Medical Clinic II/Cardiology, Erlangen;
2University Erlangen, Cardiology Dept., Erlangen; 3Friedrich-Alexander
University, Inst. of Experimental Pharmacology, Erlangen; 4University, Inst. of
Experimental Pharmacology, Hamburg Eppendorf, Germany

Background: Myocardial contrast echocardiography (MCE) is in an experi-
mental state for the assessment of myocardial perfusion in humans. For small
animals there are further echo associated problems (high heart rate, extreme
near field focus without power modulation, difficult contrast agent (CA) applica-
tion). Therefore, MCE in small animals is not sufficiently evaluated.
Methods: 36 segments (SEG) of short axis view of male Wistar rats (3 with
ligation of left anterior descending (LAD), 3 Sham operated) were investigated
by MCE in a real time power Doppler mode (Philipps Sonos 5500, 7.5MHz
transducer). Examinations were performed under anesthesia (20-30mg/kgBW
ketamine + 0.3mg/kgBW xylazine) in a left lateral decubitus position. For MCE
the CA (SonoVue, 0.3ml) was injected as bolus in sublingual vein. Loops of
enhancement by CA in the left ventricle (LV) were acquired digitally. In blinded
off-line analysis every SEG was analyzed by visual assessment of wall motion
as well as by signal intensity (SI). SEG were divided in groups of normal and
abnormal wall motion.
Results: All rats with LAD ligation had akinesia in the anterior SEG. In addition,
hypokinesia in one lateral and one anteroseptal SEG became apparent. Sham
operated rats had normal wall motion. All SEG with normal wall motion (n=31)
had a clear increase of SI (23.96 ± 5.00 dB). In SEG with akinesia (n=3) no
increase of SI (4.43 ± 0.98 dB), and in hypokinetic SEG a lower increase of
SI was observed (19.88 ± 8.20 dB). SI between akinetic and normal SEG was
significantly different (p < 0.001) and also between akinetic and hypokinetic
SEG (p < 0.05). Heart rate between infarcted and Sham operated rats was not
different (350 ± 35 vs. 390 ± 30 bpm, n.s.).
Conclusion: Myocardial contrast echocardiography with power Doppler mode
makes assessment of myocardial perfusion and perfusion defects in experi-
mental series with small animals like Wistar rats valuable.

P600 Absolute quantification of myocardial perfusion using
real-time myocardial contrast echocardiography: an in
vitro study and first in vivo results

R. Vogel 1, M. Namdar 2, PH. Kaufmann 2, C. Seiler 1. 1Swiss Cardiovascular
Center Bern, Cardiology, Bern, Switzerland; 2University Hospital, Nuclear
Cardiology, Zuerich, Switzerland

Background: Theoretically, myocardial perfusion (ml/min/g) can be quantified
using myocardial contrast echocardiography (MCE) by determining ultrasound
contrast agent (UCA) kinetics, i.e. refill curves of UCA after its destruction by
ultrasound. Video signal intensity generated by the UCA refill follows an expo-
nential curve and statistical correlation between fitting parameters and perfu-
sion has been demonstrated. However, due to the proposed kinetic model, it
was not possible to derive absolute perfusion.
Objectives of this study are (1) to derive a model of UCA kinetics allowing the
measurement of perfusion and to prove its validity by an in vitro experiment and
(2) to demonstrate its applicability in vivo.
Methods: (1) Based on Fick’s Law of Mass Transfer, a new kinetic model has
been developed yielding perfusion by interpretation of the fitting parameters. A
flow phantom comprising a haemodialysis filter was perfused with saline by a
peristaltic pump. Two filters with different blood volume fractions were examined
with flow velocities ranging within physiological limits. (2) Regional myocardial
perfusion (sixteen-segment model) of, so far, one healthy volunteer was as-
sessed by MCE and positron emission tomography (PET, 13N-Ammonium). For
in vitro and in vivo studies, UCA refill sequences were recorded during con-
tinuous UCA infusion (OPTISON) using real-time MCE. Perfusion data were
calculated with the new kinetic model.
Results: (1) MCE perfusion data were converted into volume flow rates
(Qmce) for the comparison with pump flow rates (Qpump). For both filters,
the relation between Qmce and Qpump demonstrated good linear corre-
lation and comparable precision (filter one: Qmce=0.82*Qpump+6.7ml/min,
r2=0.92, standard error of the estimate (SEE)=15.5ml/min; filter two:
Qmce=1.02*Qpump+0.6ml/min, r2=0.96, SEE=12.6ml/min). Flow rates of fil-
ter one were somewhat underestimated (slope 0.82, intercept 6.7ml/min),
while the measurements of filter two were very accurate (slope 1.02, intercept
0.6ml/min). (2) Regional perfusion could be quantified in 11 of 16 segments
by MCE, mean perfusion measured by MCE and PET was 0.645ml/min/g and
0.622ml/min/g, respectively.
Conclusion: Our model is a valid description of UCA kinetics in haemodialysis
filters and, likely, in the human myocardium and yields regional perfusion using
real-time MCE. The model generally characterizes the microcirculation the fact
of which may also apply to organs other than the heart.

P601 Quantitative validation of intermediate power triggered
replenishment imaging as a method to assess
myocardial blood flow

M. Hickman, P. Jeetley, R. Senior. Northwick Park Hospital, Cardiology,
London, United Kingdom

Background: Intermediate mechanical index triggered replenishment myocar-
dial contrast echocardiography (MCE) is a new technique being developed for
the assessment of myocardial perfusion. We hypothesised that this technique
could be used to accurately assess myocardial blood flow (MBF).
Methods: Twenty six patients underwent MCE using an intravenous infusion
of Sonazoid at rest and following dipyridamole stress. A mechanical index
of 0.5 was used for imaging and 1.0 for pulsed bubble destruction. MBF was
assessed offline using Qlab an automated quantification software package.
A region of interest was placed over the apex in the apical 4 chamber view and
following microbubble destruction a reperfusion curve was plotted. Values for A
(peak video intensity) and β (rate of replenishment) were recorded. MBF was
calculated as a product of Aβ at rest and following vasodilator stress. Coronary
flow reserve (CFR) was calculated as a ratio of resting/vasodilator stress MBF.
All patients underwent coronary angiography within 4 weeks of their MCE.
Results: The mean resting MBF was similar in the 6 patients with normal coro-
nary arteries (10.2, SE=1.9), the 5 patients with moderate (50-75%) LAD steno-
sis (8.7, SE=2.9) and the 10 patients with severe (>75%) LAD stenosis (9.9,
SE=1.3). However, the mean resting MBF in patients with documented my-
ocardial infarction (MI) was low (3.3, SE=0.46). Following vasodilatation MBF
increased (27, SE=7.1; CFR=2.7) in patients with normal coronary arteries,
remained unchanged (8.2, SE=2; CFR=0.94) in patients with moderate LAD
stenosis and dropped (4.5, SE=1.5; CRF=0.45) in patients with severe LAD
stenosis. In patients with a history of MI there was a small increase in MBF(5.7,
SE=2; CFR=1.7). This persistence of CFR may imply myocardial viability.
Conclusion: Intermediate mechanical index MCE is a useful technique for as-
sessing MBF and CFR in humans. This technique can be utilised to quantitate
severity of coronary artery stenosis and assess myocardial viability.
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P602 Triggered replenishment imaging improves
reproducibility of myocardial contrast
echocardiography at low emission power: an intra- and
interobserver study

A. Ghanem 1, AN. DeMaria 2, MA. El-Sayed 2, M. Strachan 2,
S. Kuntz-Hehner 1 , H. Omran 1, B. Lüderitz 1 , K. Tiemann 1. 1University of
Bonn, Dept. of Cardiology, Bonn, Germany; 2University of California at San
Diego, Cardiovascular Division, San Diego, United States of America

Purpose - We studied variability, reproducibility and validity of quantitative
myocardial contrast echocardiography (MCE) in a rest - vasodilatator proto-
col (adenosine) at two experienced centers using real-time perfusion imaging
(RTPI) and triggered replenishment imaging (TRI) at low emission power. Re-
plenishment kinetics following ultrasound induced destruction of contrast mi-
crobubbles were assessed applying the mathematical model f(t)=A*(1-eβt ), with
parameter β describing mean flow velocity and parameter A representing blood
volume.
Methods - 36 patients were prospectively enrolled. Replenishment kinetics
were assessed at rest and at peak stress. MCE was repeated at least three
times at rest and during stress in all patients. In a subgroup of 6 healthy subjects
reproducibility and intraindividual variability of replenishment parameters in dif-
ferent myocardial segments was assessed on three consecutive days. Intra-
(IOV) and interobserver (INV) variability (CV) was assessed by repetitive anal-
ysis of the same data-sets in both centers. All measurements were obtained in
a blinded fashion. To assess validity of MCE to detect coronary artery disease
(CAD), myocardial perfusion reserve (MPR) was calculated in both centers and
compared with quantitative coronary angiography and Doppler derived flow re-
serve measurements.
Results - Parameter A was found to be a very robust parameter in all settings
(CV < 7.2%±5.1 for IOV). For β highest IOV was found for RTPI if only one
frame per heart-cycle was considered (CV: 32.2%±18.9). New averaging al-
gorithms (2 frames/cycle) improved CV to 14.6%±12.6. Variability was lowest
for TRI in apical segments (CV: 6.5%±5.2, p<0.01). As expected intraindivid-
ual variability of β on consecutive days was higher (RTPI: 29.1%±14.1, TRI:
36.7%±14.3). However, MPR in flow-limiting CAD was significantly different
as compared to normal subjects (p<0.01) and no significant differences were
found between both centers (regression MPR/CFR: BN: 1.31x+0.29, r=0.62,
p<0.0001; SD: 1.61x+0.54, p=0.007). Bland-Altman plots revealed homoge-
neous distribution around zero.
Conclusions - 1. A is a robust and highly reproducible parameter. 2. TRI im-
proves reproducibility of MCE studies. 3. Although intraindividual variability is
relatively high, MCE allows assessment of CAD by calculation of MPR. In sum-
mary, quantitative MCE allows user independent assessment of severity of
CAD.

P603 Advanced 1.5-harmonic imaging can make possible a
visual subtraction image of myocardial perfusion

Y. Lim 1, H. Yamaguchi 1 , S. Yoshida 1, A. Iwata 1, T. Nakagawa 1,
M. Mishima 1, F. Ishikura 2, S. Beppu 2. 1Kawachi General Hospital,
Cardiology, Higashi-Osaka, Japan; 2, Faculty of Medicine, Osaka Universit,
School of Allied Health Sciences, Osaka, Japan

Harmonic imaging (HI) using the 1.5 (one and half) harmonics is a new con-
trast echo technology that images sensitively the signals from the microbub-
bles. Recently an advanced 1.5-harmonic (TOSHIBA, Japan) based on the
rate subtraction image was developed by designating cancellation of all the
signals from the background tissue reflection. Thus, this rate subtraction 1.5
HI may achieve a clear visual subtraction image of myocardial perfusion. In or-
der to assess the validity of advanced 1.5-harmonic in intravenous myocardial
contrast echocardiography (IV-MCE), 2nd HI and conventional 1.5-harmonic
IV-MCE was followed by the rate subtraction HI IV-MCE in 12 patients. Equip-
ment used was APLIO SSA-770A (TOSHIBA, Japan). IV-MCE study of the
four-chamber view was performed as follows: intravenous continuous injec-
tion of Levovist (125mg/ml, 5ml/min) utilizing 2nd HI (1.4MHz/2.8MHz), 1.5 HI
(1.7MHz/2.5MHz) and end-systolic intermittent imaging (1:4). Myocardial stain-
ing was scored as strong=3 to none=0 in the septum. Results: 1. Baseline my-
ocardial staining score of 2nd HI, conventional 1.5 HI and advanced 1.5 HI
were 1.5±0.6, 0.6±0.2 and 0.1±0.2* (mean±SD, *p<0.05 to others). 2. Peak
myocardial staining score was 1.8±0.6, 2.4±0.5* and 2.8±0.5* in the same or-
der (mean±SD, *p<0.05 to 2nd HI). Myocardial staining score was lower in the
baseline image and higher in the peak image in advanced 1.5 HI than in 2nd
HI and in conventional 1.5 HI. Conclusions: Superiority of advanced 1.5 HI was
recognized for a visual subtraction image of myocardial perfusion.

P604 Correlation between real-time myocardial contrast
echo parameters of regional perfusion and severity of
coronary stenosis by quantitative angiography

M. Previtali 1, P. De Filippo 1, L. Scuteri 1, M. Revera 1, U. Canosi 1,
L. Lanzarini 1 , M. Ferlini 1, C. Klersy 2. 1IRCCS Policlinico San Matteo,
Cardiology Dept., Pavia, Italy; 2IRCCS Policlinico S.Matteo, Biometry Unit,
Pavia, Italy

Background: Experimental studies have shown that myocardial contrast echo
(MCE) parameters of regional myocardial perfusion are well correlated with the
severity of coronary lesions but clinical data in coronary pts are still scarce.
Purpose: To assess whether in pts with coronary artery disease (CAD) the
parameters of regional myocardial perfusion derived from real-time MCE are
correlated with severity of coronary lesions by quantitative coronary angiogra-
phy (QCA) and to determine the sensitivity and specificity of MCE parameters
in detecting critical CAD.
Methods: 31 pts, 16 males, aged 60±7 years, 18 with ≥ 50% stenosis of left
anterior descending artery (LAD), and 13 with normal or ≤50% stenosis of
LAD underwent real-time MCE with Sonovue using Power Doppler Armonic
Imaging (Vivid 7 GE)at baseline and during Dipyridamole stress (0.84 mg/kg).
MCE time-intensity data in 2 regions of interest (proximal (SP) and distal sep-
tum (SD))were fitted to the exponential function y= A(1- e-bt)+ c, where A is
the peak plateau signal intensity,reflecting myocardial blood volume, b the rate
of signal increase, reflecting microbubble velocity and the product A x b is pro-
portional to myocardial blood flow.Baseline and peak stress MCE parameters
were correlated with minimal luminal diameter (MLD) and % diameter stenosis
(%DS) by QCA.
Results: The product A x b in SD at peak stress was significantly correlated
with both MLD (r=.61, p=.0015)and %DS of LAD (r=.66, p<.0001); b in SD at
peak stress was significantly correlated with %DS of LAD (r<.61, p=.0003). No
significant correlations were found between baseline MCE variables and QCA
parameters. By ROC analysis a value of A x b at peak stress < 2.48 showed
a 92%sensitivity (Confidence Interval (CI) 64-99) and a 76% specificity (CI 50-
93) for identifying a > 50% stenosis of LAD, and a 82% sensitivity (CI 57-96)
and a 85% specificity for a > 70% LAD stenosis.
Conclusions: In pts with LAD stenosis real-time MCE parameters of regional
myocardial perfusion during hyperemia induced by dipyridamole are signifi-
cantly correlated with QCA parameters of coronary stenosis and show a good
sensitivity and specificity in identifying a critical LAD stenosis.

P605 Contrast dobutamine echocardiography in the
evaluation of coronary artery disease: a comparison
with transoesophageal dobutamine echocardiography

B. Cosyns 1, J. Van der Auwera 1, D. Schoors 2, M. Menassel 1 , M. Mantia 1,
G. Van Camp 2. 1Hop. Braine l’Alleud Waterloo, Cardiology, Braine- Waterloo,
Belgium; 2AZ VUB, Cardiology, Brussels, Belgium

Introduction: Dobutamine echocardiography (DASE) has been shown to be
a very useful non-invasive technique for the detection of myocardial ischemia.
However, inadequate transthoracic images preclude the use of DASE in a sig-
nificant group of patients. Transoesophageal approach (TOE) can overcome
this limitation and improves endocardial border delineation. Transthoracic con-
trast echo (CE) has also been shown to improve left ventricular opacification at
rest and during stress echo.
The aim of our study was to compare prospectively the feasibility, safety, sen-
sitivity and specificity of dobutamine CE and TOE for the detection of coronary
artery disease (CAD).
Methods: Thirty-two poorly echogenic patients scheduled for cardiac catheter-
isation underwent prospectively both CE and TOE dobutamine tests. All un-
derwent coronary angiography within the 48 h. A lesion > 50% by quantitative
analysis was considered significant.
Results: One patient did not tolerate intubation with TOE probe but had de-
veloped wall motion abnormalities before the test was stopped. Mean duration
of dobutamine TOE and CE was respectively 21.3 ± 1.0 min and 15.5 ± 0.8
min (p<0.05). There were no major complications with both techniques. Eigh-
teen of 21 patients with significant CAD using TOE and 19 using CE had a
positive DASE (sensitivity: 86% vs 90%, NS). One of 11 patients without signif-
icant CAD had false positive findings using TOE, 0 using CE (specificity 91%
vs 100%,NS).
Conclusions: In poorly echogenic patients, dobutamine CE is a safe, feasible
and accurate technique for the detection of myocardial ischemia and compared
well with dobutamine TOE.
Because dobutamine CE is less invasive, of shorter duration and more com-
fortable than TOE, it should be used in patients with suboptimal transthoracic
echocardiograms for the evaluation of CAD during dobutamine stress testing.
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P606 Quantitative evaluation of regional myocardial
perfusion during dipyridamole stress by real-time
myocardial contrast echocardiography in patients with
and without coronary artery disease

L. Scuteri 1, P. De Filippo 1, M. Revera 1, M. Previtali 1 , L. Lanzarini 1 ,
U. Canosi 1 , M. Ferlini 1, C. Klersy 2. 1IRCCS Policlinico S. Matteo, Cardiology,
Pavia, Italy; 2Cardiology, Biometry Unit, Pavia, Italy

Background: Experimental studies showed that myocardial contrast echo
(MCE) parameters of mycardial perfusion are correlated with the severity of
coronary lesions but clinical data are still scarce.
Purpose: To assess whether real-time MCE shows significant differences in
regional myocardial perfusion parameters between pts with and without coro-
nary artery disease (CAD)and to define the sensitivity and specificity of MCE
parameters in identifying critical coronary stenosis.
Methods: 31 pts, 16 males, aged 60±7 years, 18 with ≥50% stenosis of left
anterior descending artery (LAD), and 13 with normal or ≤50% stenosis of
LAD underwent real-time MCE with Sonovue using Power Doppler Harmonic
Imaging (Vivid 7 GE)at baseline and during Dipyridamole stress (0.84 mg/kg).
MCE time intensity data in 2 regions of interest (Proximal (PSE) and distal sep-
tum (DSE)) were fitted to the exponential function y= A (1-e-bt)+c, where A is
the peak plateau signal intensity, b the rate of signal increase and the product A
x b is proportional to myocardial blood flow. Baseline and peak stress MCE pa-
rameters were correlated with quantitative coronary angiography (QCA)minimal
luminal diameter (MLD) and % diameter stenosis (DS)of LAD.
Results: see table. The product A x b in DSE at peak stress was related with
MLD (r=.61, p=.0015) and %DS of LAD (r=.66, p=.0001); b in DSE at peak was
related with %DS of LAD (r=.61, p=.0003). By ROC analysis a value of A x b
at peak < 2.48 showed a 92% sensitivity (Confidence Interval (CI) 64-99)and a
76% specificity (CI 50-93) for a >50% LAD stenosis and a 82% sensitivity (CI
57-96) and 85% specificity (CI 54-98) for a >70% LAD stenosis.

Table of results

Normal CAD p value

Basal A x b distal sept 2.16 ± 1.09 1.42 ± 0.71 .0303
Peak A x b prox sept 5.56 ± 2.12 3.03 ± 2.15 .0037
Peak b distal sept 0.68 ± 0.27 0.33 ± 0.28 .0018
Peak A x b distal sept 4.71 ± 2.1 1.92 ± 1.63 .0003

sept= septum; prox= proximal

Conclusions: Quantitative MCE shows significant differences in regional my-
ocardial perfusion parameters between pts with and without critical LAD steno-
sis. MCE parameters during hyperemia are significantly correlated with QCA
parameters and show a good sensitivity and specificity for detecting critical
LAD stenosis.

P607 Detection of coronary artery disease in heart failure:
role of myocardial contrast echocardiography in
patients with first presentation of heart failure without
acute myocardial infarction

R. Janardhanan, U. Raval, C. Kinsey, A. Lahiri, R. Senior. Northwick Park
Hospital, Cardiology, Middlesex, United Kingdom

Introduction: Identification of significant coronary artery disease (CAD) as the
underlying aetiology in patients presenting for the first time with acute heart fail-
ure (AHF) and no clinical evidence of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) has im-
portant therapeutic and prognostic implications. Both myocardial contrast echo-
cardiography (MCE) and 99mTc-Sestamibi Gated SPECT have the potential to
accurately detect CAD.
Methods: Fifty-two consecutive patients (67% males, 33% females; mean age
63±12 years) with first presentation of AHF and no clinical evidence of AMI
were assessed with 99mTc-Sestamibi Gated SPECT and low power continu-
ous MCE using intravenous infusion of Sonovue . Rest studies were followed
by dipyridamole stress after the patients were medically stabilised (mean 9±2
days). All patients underwent coronary angiography.
Results: Of the 52 patients, 22 (42%) had significant CAD (>50% diameter
stenosis of any major coronary arteries). MCE correctly detected CAD in 18
(82%) patients and SPECT in 17 (77%). Of the 30 patients without significant
CAD, MCE showed normal perfusion in 29 (97%) and SPECT in 24 (80%).
The overall accuracy of MCE to detect CAD (90%) was higher than SPECT
(79%) [p = 0.03]. MCE detected all the six patients who satisfied the criteria for
ischaemic cardiomyopathy (i.e. ≥ 75% proximal LAD and/or ≥ 75% proximal
RCA and ≥ 75% proximal LCX) and SPECT detected five.
Conclusion: Myocardial contrast echocardiography is accurate for the detec-
tion of CAD in patients presenting with acute heart failure without signs of AMI.
The better spatial and temporal resolution of MCE could explain the superiority
over 99mTc-sestamibi gated SPECT for the detection of CAD in this patient
cohort.

P608 Feasibility of the real time myocardial contrast
echocardiography during bicycle stress

T. Miszalski 1, H. Schmidt 2, J. Pischel 2, C. Hammerstingl 2 , S. Illien 2,
B. Lüderitz 2 , H. Omran 2 , S. Kuntz-Hehner 2 . 1Jagiellonian University of
Cracow, Kraków, Poland; 2University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany

Myocardial contrast echocardiography (MCE) after intravenous injection of the
ultrasound contrast agent has the potential to evaluate myocardial perfusion
and wall motion simultaneously at real time.
Purpose: The aim of this study was to assess the feasibility of MCE during
supine bicycle stress echocardiography.
Methods: The study group consisted of 60 consecutive patients (pts) sched-
uled for coronary angiography. All pts underwent supine bicycle stress echocar-
diography. MCE was performed at peak stress and 10 min afterwards, during
continuous infusion of Sonovue , administered with a prototype infusion pump
(BR-INF 100, Bracco Research). Segmental myocardial opacification (OPAC),
replenishment (RP) and wall thickening (WTh) were evaluated for all 3 apical
views at peak stress and rest. A 18-segment model of the left ventricle was
used for analysis. The segment was considered as diagnostic, if it was evalu-
able both at rest and at peak stress.
Results: OPAC, RP and WTh were assesed in a total of 1080 segments (seg).
WTh wasdiagnostic in 969 seg (89,7%), OPAC in 731 (67,7%) and RP - in 647
(59,9%). The evaluability for apical seg ranged from 100% to 93% for WTh, 85%
to 74% for OPAC and 81% to 67% for RP. The respective values for the basal
seg were: 93% to 63%, 70% to 30% and 63% to 19%. The mean segmental
evaluability for each wall of the left ventricule has been shown below (table).

Wall Wall thickening Opacification Replenishment

Inferior 97,7% 77,6% 70,4%
Septal 96,3% 80,2% 75,3%
Lateral 91,4% 69,1% 61,7%
Posterolateral 91,4% 67,9% 59,3%
Anteroseptal 85,2% 64,2% 55,5%
Anterior 76,5% 46,9% 37,0%

The mean percentage of stress and rest diagnostic segments in every wall of the left ventricule.

Conclusion: The assesement of myocardial perfusion and wall motion is fea-
sible using real time MCE during supine bicycle stress echocardiography. Best
results were found in all apical segments and in the inferior and septal wall.

P609 Myocardial microvascular damage contributes to
left-ventricular dysfunction in patients with idiopathic
dilated cardiomyopathy; usefulness of intravenous
myocardial contrast echocardiography

K. Inoue, M. Hamada, T. Ohtsuka, J. Suzuki, A. Ogimoto, Y. Hara,
Y. Shigematsu, J. Higaki. Ehime University, The 2nd Dept. of Internal
Medicine, Ehime, Japan

Background: Myocardial microvascular impairment involves in the progression
of heart failure in idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). This study was de-
signed to clarify whether myocardial microvascular abnormalities assessed by
intravenous myocardial contrast echocardiography (MCE) were associated with
left ventricular (LV) dysfunction in patients with DCM.
Method: Forty-eight patients with DCM and 10 age-matched normal subjects
were enrolled in this study. All patients had been treated with a combination of
diuretics, angiotensin II type 1 receptor blockers and beta-blockers. MCE was
performed at apical 4- and 2- chamber view with a S3 transducer (SONOS
5500, PHILIPS). Intravenous contrast agent (Levovist) was constantly infused
with intermittent, incremental and end-systolic triggering method. Background-
subtracted myocardial intensity at the plateau (MCI) was measured and MCI
was adjusted by intensity at adjacent left ventricle. The extent score (ES) using
thallium-201 SPECT was calculated as the value of perfusion defect. LV ejec-
tion fraction (EF) was calculated using left ventriculography. Plasma levels of
norepinephrine (NE) and brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) were also measured.
Results: Univariate analysis showed that plasma NE and BNP levels, ES and
averaged MCI were significantly correlated with EF (NE: r= 0.499, p= 0.0009;
BNP: r= 0.583, p< 0.0001; ES: r= 0.499, p= 0.0017; averaged MCI: r= 0.772,
p< 0.0001). According to stepwise regression analysis, averaged MCI was the
most powerful contributory factor to EF (r= 0.619, p< 0.0001).
Conclusion: Myocardial microvascular abnormalities using MCE may be
closely related to LV dysfunction in patients with DCM.
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P610 Impact of stroke volume on mitral annular velocities
derived from tissue Doppler imaging

C. Bruch, M. Grude, R. Gradaus, TH. Wichter, G. Breithardt. WWU Muenster,
Innere Medizin C, Muenster, Germany

Background: Mitral annular velocities assessed by tissue Doppler imaging
(TDI) have been shown to complement traditional Doppler variables in evaluat-
ing left ventricular (LV) systolic and diastolic performance. The mitral E/E’-ratio
has been suggested as an estimate of LV filling pressures in selected subsets
of patients. However, the impact of LV stroke volume (SV) on mitral annular
velocities has not been clearly defined.
Methods & Results: 18 patients (pts.) with increased SV (defined as SV in-
dex (SVI) > 45 ml/m2) due to either > 2 + primary mitral regurgitation (n=11)
or > 2 + aortic regurgitation (n=7, age 53±15 years, ISV group), 41 pts. with
reduced SV (SVI < 25 ml/m2) due to ischemic cardiomyopathy (n=27), dilated
cardiomyopathy (n=14) (age 60±13 y., RSV group) and 29 asymptomatic con-
trols with normal SV (age 55±11 y., CON group) underwent echocardiographic
measurements of SVI, ejection fraction (EF) and mitral inflow velocities (E, A,
E/A-ratio). Peak systolic and diastolic mitral annular velocities (S’, E’, A’) de-
rived from pulsed TDI were obtained at four sites of the mitral annulus and
averaged.

Group SVI EF E/A S’ E’ A’ E/E’
(ml/m2) (%) ratio (cm/s) (cm/s) (cm/s)

CON (n=29) 36±9 67±8 1.20±0.35 8.8±1.3 11.6±2.5 11.3±2.0 6.5±1.5
ISV (n=18) 62±18 1 70±10 1.50±0.56 12.0±2.2 1 14.1±2.7 1 11.8±3.1 7.3±4.3
RSV (n=41) 19±5 12 36±15 12 1.44±1.16 5.7±1.2 12 6.7±1.5 12 8.6±2.6 12 15.5±4.5 12

1 p<0.05 vs. CON group, 2 p<0.01 RSV vs. ISV group

Using linear regression analysis, SVI was significantly related to S’ (r=0.72, S’=
4.58+ (0.11SVI), p<0.001), to E’ (r=0.75, E’= 5.11+ (0.14SVI), p<0.001) and
to A’ (r=0.40, A’= 8.26+ (0.06SVI), p<0.01).
Conclusion: SV strongly impacts on systolic and diastolic mitral annular veloc-
ities. This must be considered, if TDI is used for the evaluation of patients with
impaired systolic or diastolic performance, but preserved or even increased SV.

P611 Application of automatic analysis algorithms on tissue
Doppler data acquired during dobutamine stress
echocardiography

R. Hoffmann, J. Schröder, D. Rulands, A. Franke, J. Ortlepp, P. Hanrath.
University Aachen, Medical Clinic I, Aachen, Germany

The subjective, experience-dependent interpretation process is the main limi-
tation of dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE). Tissue Doppler imaging
(TDI) has been used for quantitative analysis of DSE. It requires extensive time
consuming analysis. Tissue tracking (TT) and a new analysis algorithm (Q-
stress) which allows instantaneous automatic analysis of TDI information by
comparison of obtained peak systolic tissue velocities with expected "normal"
peak systolic tissue velocities and subsequent color coding of areas reaching
normal values have been suggested for facilitated analysis.
Methods: In 55 consecutive patients with normal left ventricular function at rest
DSE using only three apical views was performed with color TDI data being ac-
quired in the background. DSE test results were determined by visual analysis
of an expert reader and compared to results obtained from three quantitative
analysis modalities based on TDI: (1) measurement of peak systolic tissue ve-
locities (PSTV) from TDI tracings, (2) maximal tissue displacement in the basal
segments using TT and (3) the new Q-stress analysis algorithm. For the first
two modalities previously reported cut-off values were used to determine nor-
mality of a study.
Results: 28 DSE were defined to be pathologic and 27 as normal by visual
assessment. Non-automatic analysis of PSTV had a sensitivity of 86% and a
specificity of 56% to identify a pathologic DSE as defined visually. Sensitivity
and specificity for TT were 82% and 56% respectively. For Q-stress sensitivity
and specificity were 79% and 44%, respectively. False positive findings were
located in the anterior or lateral segments in 75% of cases for TT and in 80%
for Q-stress. Impaired Doppler signal quality was found in 53% of these cases.
Conclusion: Recently suggested TDI based modalities allow the detection of
pathologic DSE with high sensitivity. TT and Q-stress reach accuracy recently
reported for PSTV and are more likely to be used in clinical practice as they
allow instantaneous visual semiquantitative assessment. A low specificity due
to false positive results affecting mostly anterior and lateral segments in cases
of impaired Doppler signal quality has to be recognized.

P612 Changes in mean velocity gradients in patients with
left bundle branch block: a Doppler myocardial imaging
analysis

P. Caso 1, AR. Martiniello 2 , A. D’Andrea 1, R. Iengo 1, N. Mininni 1,
R. Calabrò 2, M. Desco 3, MA. Garcia Fernandez 3 . 1Ospedale Vincenzo
Monaldi, Cardiology Dept., Naples, Italy; 2Second University of Naples,
Cardiology Dept., Naples, Italy; 3Gregorio Maranon, Cardiology, Madrid, Spain

Aim of the present study was to evaluate whether quantification of left yentric-
ular (LV) myocardial function by Doppler Myocardial Imaging (DMl) enhances
the assessment of an ischemic cardiac involvement in patients with left bundle
branch block (LBBB). 6 with significant coronary stenosis (group A) and 6 pa-
tients with normal coronary vessels (group B) by coronary angiografy, all com-
parable for age (Gruppo A 66±8,Gruppo B 57±8) and sex, underwent standard
Doppler echo and DMI. By use of M-mode DMI, in 2 different basal myocardial
segments (LV septal and posterior walls) both endocardial and epicardial mean
velocity gradients were calculated during ventricular ejection (systolic endocar-
dial or epicardial MVG) and during early diastolic filling (diastolic endocardial
or epicardial MVG). Results: patients of group A showed increased diastolic
posterior wall (PW) (p <0,05) and increased systolic septal wall (IVS) diame-
ters (p < 0.05). Conversely, heart rate, QRS duration, blood pressure, LV end-
diastolic diameter (LVDD),ejection fraction (EF), mass index and end-systolic
circumferential stress were comparable in the 2 groups. At the leve1 of PW
patients of group A showed reduced both endocardial and epicardial diasto1ic
MVG (p 0,05) while they showed impaired both endocardial and epicardial sys-
tolic MVG of IVS (p <0,05). In patients of group B, significant correlations were
found among systolic both endocardial and epicardial MVG and LVEF (r 0,716,
p < 0,05), LV index mass (r -0,778, p < 0,05) and PW thickness (r -0,916, p
< 0,05) at the level of PW. The same DMI parameters during diastolic filling
were strongly associated with septal thickness (r -0,75, p 0,05) and LVDD (r
0,709 , p < 0,05) at the level of IVS. Conversely, in patients of group A with sig-
nificant coronary stenosis, a close negative association was assessed among
both endocardial and epicardial systolic MVG and blood pressure (r -0,961, p
< 0,05) and end-systolic circumferential stress at the level of IVS (r -0,945, p
< 0,05), and a close negative association among both endocardial and epi-
cardial systolic MVG and LVDD at the level of PW (r -0,84, p < 0,05).In con-
clusion, DMI is an effective non invasive technique for assessing the severity
of regional ischemic involvment of LV septal and posterior.wall in patients with
LBBB. Patients with significant coronary stenosis showed impaired diastolic
function at the level of PW and reduced systolic parameters at the level of IVS
in MVG. Such impairment appeared to be closely related to the degree of both
LV preload (i.e.LVDD) and afterload (i.e. wall thickness, end-systolic stress).

P613 Tissue Doppler echocardiography: the new method of
right-ventricle preload assessment in patients with
atrial septal defect

W. Plazak, P. Podolec, T. Przewlocki, E. Suchon, L. Tomkiewicz-Pajak,
M. Pieculewicz, W. Tracz. John Paul II Hospital, Krakow, Poland

Introduction: Recently the new method of left ventricle preload assessment
based on tissue doppler echocardiography was described. The maximal early
diastolic mitral inflow velocity (E) depends on diastolic compliance of left ven-
tricle and left ventricle preload. The maximal early diastolic velocity of mitral
annulus assessed by tissue doppler (Ea) depends only on left ventricle dias-
tolic compliance. Thus, E/Ea ratio represents left ventricle preload. To assess
right ventricle preload by E/Ea ratio, E represents maximal early diastolic tri-
cuspid inflow velocity and Ea represents maximal early diastolic velocity of tri-
cuspid annulus. Aim of the study: To assess right ventricle preload in patients
with atrial septal defect (ASD) by E/Ea ratio before and after closure of the de-
fect. Material and methods: In 27 patients (20 females, 7 males) aged 18-62
years (mean age 41,1) ASD was diagnosed by transesophageal echocardio-
graphy. The diameters of the defects were 7-24 mm (mean diameter 16,5mm),
the Qp:Qs ratio was 1,5-2,86 (mean 1,9). The control group consisted of 14
healthy, age and sex matched persons. In all the patients maximal early dias-
tolic tricuspid inflow velocity (E) and maximal eary diastolic velocity of tricuspid
annulus (Ea) were calculated. The measurements were done before and af-
ter the percutaneous closure of the defects by Amplatzer devices. Results:
Results are shown in the figure below. In the group of patients with Qp:Qs ra-
tio > 2,0 E/Ea was significantly higher than in the patients with Qp:Qs < 2,0
(7,73±2,01 vs. 5,86±1,80 respectively, p<0,05). Conclusion: Significant de-
crease of E/Ea ratio was observed after the closure of ASD. E/Ea ratio seems
to be useful noninvasive method for right ventricle preload assessment.
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P614 Arterial-ventricular coupling changes after
antihypertensive therapy with angiotensin-II receptor
antagonists

I. Iakovou 1, EK. Karpanou 2, GV. Vyssoulis 3, PK. Toutouzas 3, DV. Cokkinos 2.
1SOUDA, Greece; 2Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, 1st Cardiology
Department, ATHENS, Greece; 3Hippokration Hospital, University Cardiology
Clinic, Athens, Greece

Background: The integration between arterial and ventricular function has
been studied by mostly invasive techniques. We considered assessing the in-
fluence of angiotensin-II receptor antagonists (AIIRA) on hypertensive patients
with the use of a non-invasive method of calculation the arterial-ventricular cou-
pling (AVC) changes.
Methods: A total of 640 patients with essential arterial hypertension, were
studied echocardiographically at baseline, and after 6 months of antihyperten-
sive monotherapy with AIIRA. The AVC was calculated by echocardiographic
measurements based on the equation: AVC= Ea/Emax = ESP/SV/ESP/ESV=
ESV/SV (ESP, End-Systolic Pressure; SV, Stroke Volume; ESV, End Systolic
Volume).
Results: AIIRA decreased significantly the AVC values (percentage change:
4.11 ± 3.45%, p<0.00001)(see Table). Patients with non-dipping status, mi-
croalbuminuria, and left ventricular hypertrophy had significantly higher AVC
changes (p<0.001 for all). Changes in AVC correlated with baseline character-
istics [age (r=-0.115, p=0.004), body mass index (r=-0.108, p=0.006), dipping
status (r=0.203, p<0.0001)], changes in systolic (r=0.159, p<0.0001) and di-
astolic blood pressure (r=0.143, p<0.003), pulse pressure (r=-0.088, p=0.03),
heart rate (r=-0.097, p=0.01) and echocardiographically derived parameters
such as left ventricular mass index (r= 0.372, p<0.0001) and midwall fraction
shortening (r= -0.547, p<0.0001).

Selected clinical and echocardiographic

Before After % Change

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 167 ± 13 132 ± 8 -26.2 ± 7.6
Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) 102 ± 8 83 ± 5 -23.5± 6.4
Pulse pressure (mmHg) 65 ± 16 49 ± 10 -21.4 ± 13.4
Heart rate (bpm) 75 ± 7 75 ± 6 0.9 ± 4.3
Plasma renin activity (ng/ml/hr) 1.1 ± 1.1 3.4 ± 3.9 310 ± 364
Left ventricular mass index (g/m2) 140 ± 21 121 ± 15 -13.6 ± 4.1
Midwall fractional shortening 21.3 ± 3.1 22.2 ± 3.0 4.7 ± 4.1

All values are mean ± SD. All p values < 0.0001, except heart rate (p=NS). AIIRA, Angiotensin-
II Receptor Antagonists.

Conclusion: AIIRA antihypertensive therapy decreased significantly the AVC
values. Baseline characteristics, and changes in clinical and echocardiographic
indices were related to AVC changes.

P615 Determination of left-ventricular mass from
contrast-echocardiography compared with magnetic
resonance imaging

GP. Bezante 1, L. Deferrari 2 , KQ. Schwarz 3, V. Sebastiani 2 , A. Valbusa 2,
X. Chen 3, G. Molinari 2 , A. Barsotti 2. 1Cardiologia, Dipartimento Medicina
Interna, Genova, Italy; 2Cardiologia, Dipartimento di Medicina Interna,
Genova, Italy; 3University of Rochester-Medical Center, Cardiology, Rochester
(NY), United States of America

Background: Patients with LV hypertrophy (LVH) or reduced ejection fraction
(LVEF) have been shown to be at high risk of cardiac events. Determination
of LVH and accurate and reliable measurement of left ventricular myocardial
mass (LVM), left ventricular volume (LVV), and LVEF are crucial to the clinical
practice The aim of the study was compared an ultrasound based computer
interpreted analysis for the assessment of the left ventricular mass, while using
magnetic resonance imaging as the reference standard.
Methods: Contrast enhanced color Doppler and 2D echocardiographic images
and MRI data were analyzed in 35 patients. Echocardiography exam was per-
formed with Sequoia C256. LV opacification was achieved by bolus injection of
Levovist. Custom software was used to detect the endocardial border from the
color information of the echocardiographic image. The epicardial border was
traced automatically using the endocardial border and posterior wall and septal
wall thickness. LVM was then calculated from the volume occupied by the LV
myocardium multiplied by the density of the myocardium. For MRI, a supercon-
ducting 1.5 Tesla MR unit was used with 25 mT/m gradients and 0.6 millisec-
onds rise time, with the patient in the supine position. A segmented ECG-gated
breath-hold cine gradient-echo sequence was used for imaging 6-10 short-axis
contiguous 10-mm slices covering the whole LV. A standard method of disks
(Simpson’s rule) was used to calculate the LVM. LVM results from echocardio-
graphy and MRI were compared using linear regression analysis.
Results: The mean MRI Simpson’s rule LVM was 171,0 g (S.D.52,4 g, range
105,1 to 318,7 g). The mean echo Simpson’s rule LVM was 178,2 g (S.D.46,0 g,
range 112,6 to 307,6 g). The linear regression correlation between MRI Simp-
son’s and echo Simpson’s LVM was excellent (y= 1,022 x; R2 = 0,9860) with
a mean difference of 7,20 g (S.D. 20,9 g). Conclusions. LVM may be obtained
from contrast enhanced color Doppler and 2D echocardiography reliably. Our

results indicated that, the contrast Doppler method-derived LVM produces an
accurate determination of left ventricular mass with an excellent agreement
with the MRI technique.

P616 Aortic distensiblity and left-ventricular diastolic
function are impaired in patients with
Adamantiades-Bechets disease

I. Ikonomidis 1, J. Lekakis 1, A. Protogerou 1 , K. Stamatelopoulos 1 ,
K. Aznaouridis 1, N. Markomihelakis 2 , P. Kaklamanis 2, M. Mavrikakis 1.
1Alexandra Hospital, Univ. of Athens, Dep. of Clinical Therapeutics, Athens,
Greece; 2Athens Medical Center, Rheumatology, Athens, Greece

Adamantiades-Behcet’s disease (ABD) is a multisystem disorder characterized
by vasculitis leading to vascular complications (VC) such as aneurysm forma-
tion, stroke, arterial or venous occlusive disease. We investigated whether ABD
is related with impaired aortic distensibility (AoD) and left ventricular (LV) func-
tion.
Methods: We studied 82 patients with ABD (age 3811 years) and 24 normal
controls by 2D, and Doppler Echocardiography. AoD was calculated using the
formula 2 x (pulsatile change in aortic diameter)/[diastolic aortic diameter x
(aortic pulse pressure)]. Thoracic aorta diameters (TAO-mm/m2) were mea-
sured 3 cm above the aortic valve by 2D guided M-mode echocardiography
and pulse pressure was obtained simultaneously by cuff sphygmomanometry.
Abdominal aorta diameters(ABAO-mm/m2 )were also noted. Isovolumic relax-
ation time (IVRT-ms), deceleration time (DT-ms) and flow propagation velocity
(FPV-m/s) were measured to assess diastolic LV function. The duration of dis-
ease from diagnosis to time of examination and presence of VC were noted.
Results.Patients had normal systolic LV function and similar age and
atherosclerotic risk factor distribution with controls. ABAO, TAO, AoD (cm2

dyn-1 10-6) ,IVRT, FPV and E/FPV ratio were impaired in patients compared
to controls(table).Low AoD was related to the duration of disease(r=-0.48,
p<0.01) and to prolonged DT (r=-0.37, p<0.01). Patients with VC (n=19) had
higher LV mass (g/m2)and DT than patients without (table). DT>190ms pre-
dicted VC with 83% sensitivity and 81% specificity (ROC curve area:81% (CI:
65-97%, p<0.01) independently of age and risk factors.

ABAO Ao D IVRT FPV E/FPV Vascular LV mass DT
complications

Patients 10.2±1.7 0.79±0.5 87±15 0.43±0.13 1.8±0.6 Yes(n=30) 103±12 220±34
(n=82)

Controls 8.9±1.6 2.0±0.9 77±19 0.65±0.19 1.1±0.4 No(n=52) 89±17 180±30
(n=24)

p <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 p <0.01 <0.01

Conclusion: ABD is related with impaired AoD possibly due to vasa vasorum
vasulitis leading to increased Ao diameters as disease progresses in time. ABD
is related with impaired diastolic LV function likely due to coronary vasculitis or
reduction of coronary blood flow during diastole caused by increased aortic
stiffness.Diastolic LV dysfunction is linked to presence of vascular complica-
tions implying the presence of a common pathophysiological pathway.
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P617 Mitral valve prolapse in atrial septal defect patients: a
functional disorder

E. Suchon, P. Podolec, W. Plazak, L. Tomkiewicz-Pajak, M. Pieculewicz,
A. Mura, W. Tracz. John Paul II Hospital, Cardiac & Vascular Diseases
Department, Krakow, Poland

High incidence of mitral valve prolapse (MVP) associated with atrial septal de-
fect (ASD) has been reported. The study aimed to evaluate the prevalence,
etiology and clinical significance of MVP in patients with ASD.
Methods: 47 consecutive patients with secundum ASD (30 F; 17 M; mean age:
37,9±14,0;16-62 years) were enrolled into the study. All patients underwent M-
mode and 2-D echocardiography to check for MVP. Pulmonary to systemic flow
ratio (Qp/Qs), diastolic right (RV), left (LV) dimensions and left to right ventricle
ratio (LV/RV) were measured. Mitral and tricuspid valve insufficiency and right
ventricle systolic pressure (RVSP) were evaluated. A cardiopulmonary exercise
test (CPX) was performed in every patient. We determined: time of exercise -
Time (min), peak oxygen uptake - V02 peak (ml/kg/min), V02 peak expressed
as % of predicted value - V02% and anaerobic threshold - AT (as % V02 max).
The population was divided into two groups: Group I - with MVP and Group II -
without MVP.
Results: MVP was recognized in 17 patients (36%). MVP was not associated
with significant mitral regurgitation. There were no significant differences in age,
RVSP, RV and LV between groups,but Qp/Qs was significantly higher (p=0.01)
and LV/RV significantly lower (p= 0.02) in the MVP group. Moreover, there was
a significant negative correlation between Qp/Qs and LV/RV ratio (r = - 0.70;
p<0.001) in a study group. No significant differences in CPX data were ob-
served between groups.

Table I.

Variables Group I Group II P value

Age 36.6 ± 14.4 38.6 ± 14.0 NS
Qp/Qs 2.95 ± 0.8 2.28 ± 0.6 p=0.01
LV/RV 1.1 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.3 p= 0.02
RVSP 36.3 ± 4.9 32.2 ± 2.5 NS
Time 722 ± 347 725 ± 256 NS
VO2peak 22.6 ± 8.6 23.8 ± 7.9 NS
VO2% 62.5 ± 20.6 67.6 ± 16.9 NS
AT 39 ± 8.3 39.7 ± 8.2 NS

Conclusions: MVP associated with secundum type ASD is a functional disor-
der due to the atrial shunt and leftward shift of interventricular septum. MVP
does not affect cardiopulmonary capacity in ASD patients.

P618 Double-chambered right-ventricle: an unexpected
echocardiographic finding

M. Serban, B. POPESCU, I. GHIORGHIU, A. CORNEA, E. ACATRINEI,
C. TOMESCU, P. PLATON, C. GINGHINA. Institute of Cardiovascular
Diseases, Cardiology Dept., Bucharest, Romania

Background: Double-chambered right ventricle (DCRV) is a rare form of right
ventricular (RV) outflow tract obstruction in which muscle bundles divide the RV
into a proximal high-pressure and a distal low-pressure chambers. The diagno-
sis is most often made by echocardiography, which also allows the identification
of associated lesions and is useful in surgical planning.
Objective: We sought to determine the prevalence of this lesion in our practice
and to describe the morphology of the lesion and the associated lesions.
Methods: By reviewing 5800 echocardiographic studies performed in our Insti-
tute (tertiary referrral center) during the last year we have identified the cases
with a diagnosis of DCRV. All had an initial TTE followed by a TEE study.
Results: Three cases of DCRV, all women, ranging in age from 19 to 22 were
identified. The referral diagnoses were: VSD with aortic regurgitation in one
patient (pt), tetralogy of Fallot (1 pt) and VSD (1 pt). Two of them had a clini-
cal suspicion of infective endocarditis. TTE clearly showed the existence of a
subinfundibular muscular stenosis (giving rise to a DCRV) in 2 pts and raised
the suspicion of DCRV in the third pt. TEE confirmed the DCRV in all these 3
pts and offered details about its morphology. In all cases the obstruction was
severe with peak gradients of more than 100 mm Hg by CW Doppler. The as-
sociated lesions were membranous VSD in 2 pts, both of them presenting with
large vegetations (1 pt had a vegetation on the VSD and 1pt at the level of
the subinfundibular obstacle), severe aortic regurgitation in 1 pt and PFO with
right-to-left shunt in all, due to high RA pressure. The echo findings were con-
firmed both at cardiac catheterization and at surgery, all pts being successfully
operated.
Conclusions: In a highly selected population DCRV is more prevalent (0,05%)
than previously reported. Echocardiography (especially TEE) is diagnostic and
offers useful information about the morphology of DCRV and its associated
lesions. VSD is commonly present and this association is a particular hazard
for infective endocarditis.

P619 Value of real time 1.5-harmonic contrast echo for
assessing myocardial vascular damage after
reperfusion in myocardial infarction

Y. Lim 1, H. Yamaguchi 1 , S. Yoshida 1, A. Iwata 1, T. Nakagawa 1,
M. Mishima 1, F. Ishikura 2, S. Beppu 2. 1Kawachi General Hospital,
Cardiology, Higashi-Osaka, Japan; 2, Faculty of Medicine, Osaka Universit,
School of Allied Health Sciences, Osaka, Japan

Harmonic imaging (HI) using the one and a half (1.5) harmonics is a new
contrast echo technology that may exclusively image the signals from the mi-
crobubbles because the signals from the background tissue reflection become
nearly 0 at the 1.5 harmonics. Therefore, peak subtracted contrast intensity
of the microbubbles is remarkable at the 1.5 harmonics. We performed 1.5-
harmonic (TOSHIBA, Japan) intravenous myocardial contrast echocardiogra-
phy (IV-MCE) in 15 patients with old myocardial infarction. Echo equipment
was APLIO SSA-770A (TOSHIBA, Japan). IV-MCE study was performed be-
fore and after dipyridamole stress as follows: intravenous bolus injection of
Levovist (300mg/ml, 7ml, 0.5ml/sec) utilizing 1.5-harmonic (1.8MHz in transmit
and 2.6MHz in receive) at 10 frames/sec. Myocardial staining was scored us-
ing a 4-point scale (strong=3 to none=0) in each segment to provide a staining
ratio of the infarct to normal segment (I/N ratio). Results: 1. Myocardial staining
score was 2.5±0.5 in the normal segment and 1.7±0.5* in the infarct segment
(mean±SD, p*<0.05). Myocardial staining was significantly low in the infarct
segment. 2. Dipyridamole stress testing decreased I/N ratio from 0.76±0.16 to
0.59±0.30. Conclusions: Real time 1.5-harmonic made it possible to assess
the decrease of myocardial blood flow in the infarct area after reperfusion. In
addition, the change in myocardial blood flow distribution in the normal and
infarct regions may be assessable using stress 1.5HI.

P620 Echocardiographic quantification of right-ventricular
myocardial performance index in the late follow-up of
Senning procedure

S.M. Leal, A. M. Soares, J. L. Andrade, Z. S. Ribeiro, T.M. Wilberg,
L.N. Bustamante, E. Atik. Heart Institute (InCor), University of São Paulo
Medical School, São Paulo, Brazil

Background: The evaluation of the global right ventricular (RV) function has
been limited because of its complex geometry. In the Senning procedure this
evaluation is of major importance, since the RV is submitted to systemic bur-
den. A Doppler index, combining systolic and diastolic time intervals, has been
used to assess ventricular function (named Myocardial Performance or Tei In-
dex). Because this index is independent of geometry it may be particularly use-
ful in the evaluation of the RV function. The aim of this study was to determine
values for RV myocardial performance index (RVMPI) to assess global RV func-
tion in the late follow-up of Senning procedure.
Methods: Forty four patients submitted to Senning procedure were prospec-
tively studied by echocardiography. Mean age was 16,7 years, ranging from 12
to 26 years. Mean postoperative period was 15,3 years, ranging from 10 to 23,5
years. Forty one patients were in NYHA Class I, and 3 in Class II. RVMPI was
calculated using PW Doppler from tricuspid inflow and aortic outflow. RVMPI
values were compared to RV ejection fraction (EF) calculated by magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI) to establish normal and abnormal values. Both methods
were performed within one month.
Results: RVMPI ranged from 0.16 to 1.42 (mean=0.50). MRI showed 32 pa-
tients (72,7%) with normal RVEF (≥55%), and 12 (27,3%) with some degree
of abnormal RVEF (<55%). A cut off value of 0.475 for the RVMPI was deter-
mined (ROC curve), with a sensitivity of 75% and a specificity of 62,5%. The
NYHA functional classes of the patients did not correlate with RVMPI or MRI
values (Kappa).
Conclusion: The RVMPI could be a good parameter to quantitatively evaluate
global RV function in late follow up of a group of patients submitted to Senning
procedure. Further experience with a larger number of patients is necessary to
establish the real value of this index.
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P621 Dynamic changes of brain natriuretic peptide during
dobutamine stress echocardiography are correlated
with induced ischaemia

G. Athanassopoulos 1 , I. Ikonomides 2 , D. Degiannis 3, A. Haidaroglou 3 ,
M. Marinou 3, G. Karatasakis 3 , J. Lekakis 2, D.V. Cokkinos 3. 1Onassis Cardiac
Surgery Center, Cardiology Dept, Athens, Greece; 2Alexandra State Hosp,
Therapeutics Dep, Athens, Greece; 3Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center,
Cardiology Dept., Athens, Greece

Introduction: Brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) is accepted as a marker of heart
failure. It is produced by left ventricle and related with regional wall tension
thus reflecting LV enddiastolic pressure.We assessed the dynamic changes of
BNP induced by dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE) and interrogated
relationships with the outcome of the test.
Methods: We studied 75 consecutive pts (age 60±11, 10 women, a previous
infarction was documented in 26, ejection fraction was 40±12%, range 15-60).
All underwent conventional DSE for ischemia interrogation. Sampling of BNP
was performed at rest (R) and during recovery (Rec), 15 min post discontinua-
tion of DSE
Results: A positive DSE was found in 34/75 pts. BNP changes were not related
with EF or score at R.BNP(R)had a weak relationship with both EF (R) (r=-
0.24, p=0.07) and wall motion score at peak DSE (r=0.30, p=0.023). Pts with
a positive DSE had smaller changes of BNP compared with a negative DSE
(p=0.041 and 0.034 for absolute and % changes).
Using ROC analysis, then a %BNP >16 has sensitivity 80% with specificity
50% for prediction of an ischemic DSE (area =0.68, p=0.04). When ischemia
in the LAD territory was detected, pts with an ischemic DSE had a significant
increase in BNP at Rec (% changes p=0.031).
Using ROC analysis, a 16% increase of BNP at (Rec) had sensitivity 50% and
specificity of 91% for prediction of LAD territory ischemia by DSE (area 0.71,
p=0.044). Incidence of %BNP>16 among ischemic responces was 6/12 for
LAD, 2/9 for RCA and 0/13 for Cx territories (p<0.05).
Presence of ECG changes, ventricular extrasystoles, LVH, delayed recovery
of regional wall motion abnormalities post a positive DSE outcome were not
related with differences on BNP (R) or dynamic changes.
Conclusion: BNP dynamic changes may be induced by DSE. A BNP increase
during recovery implies ischemia in the LAD territory, but not in smaller is-
chemic segments.

P622 Stress echocardiography for liver transplant evaluation

A. Pinheiro Vieira 1, M.S. Cabral 2 , F. Oliveira 2, A.S. Pereira 2 , R. Seca 2,
M. Amil 2, S. Torres 2, J.J. Lopes Gomes 2. 1Cardiology, Santo António
Hospital, Oporto, Portugal; 2Cardiology, Santo António Hospital, Oporto,
Portugal

The detection of coronary disease (CD) by imaging methods has been rec-
ommended in the preoperative assessment of patients (pts) proposed to liver
transplantation (LT).
Objective: To evaluate the contribution of pharmacological stress echocardio-
graphy (PSE) in the preoperative study of cardiac risk in patients proposed to
LT.
Methods and Materials: Between July 1996 and September 2002, 46 pts re-
ferred to LT were evaluated using PSE, having an average age of 53 ± 8 years
and of whom 34 (74%) were male. Ten pts presented with at least 2 cardio-
vascular risk factors: hypertension 8 pts (17%); diabetes mellitus 11 pts (24%);
smoking 11 pts (24%); dyslipidemia 4 pts (9%). In 35 pts (76%) it was used
dobutamine protocol and dipiridamol protocol for the remaining 11 pts. A retro-
spective analysis into angiography evidence of CD and the occurrence of major
cardiac events (unstable angina, non-fatal AMI and death from cardiac causes)
was done.
Results: A negative PSE was found in 31 pts (67%), it was inconclusive in 12
pts (26%) and positive in 3 pts (7%). Of the inconclusive examinations, 6 (50%)
resulted from insufficient chronotropic response (beta blockers effect on 4) and
6 from complications that led to early test cessation: auricular fibrillation (n=1);
hypertensive response (n=1); development of significant intraventricular gradi-
ent (n=4). Cardiac catheterisation was carried out on 5 pts: 3 pts with positive
PSE and 2 pts with inconclusive PSE in whom CD still was suspected. There
was evidence of CD in 2 pts, 1 with two-vessel CD and positive PSE and the
other with one-vessel CD and inconclusive PSE due to the development of gra-
dient. The remaining 3 pts did not present significant CD. Of this population,
30 pts were submitted to LT, 7 pts are still on waiting list and the rest were
excluded. Of the pts submitted to LT, 22 presented a negative PSE, 7 an incon-
clusive PSE (for not reaching the 85% maximum heart rate, but excluding high
risk CD) and 1 patient with positive PSE without evidence of significant CD.
Major cardiac events were not recorded in the perioperative period, in which
occurred 3 non-cardiac deaths. Based on the evidence of significant CD and/or
major perioperative cardiac events, PSE is connected with a negative predictive
value of 100% and a positive predictive value of 33%.

Conclusions: PSE showed to be a useful technique in risk stratification of pts
proposed to LT with a high negative predictive value.
Based on these results, the systematic use of this test in pts referred to LT
might be questionable.

P623 Long-term outcome of patients with high amount of
myocardium at risk and stress-induced left-ventricular
dysfunction

I.P. Nedeljkovic, M. Ostojic, B. Beleslin, A. Djordjevic-Dikic, N. Milic,
M. Nedeljkovic, S. Stojkovic, J. Stepanovic. University Institute for CVD,
Cardiology Dept., Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Background: Myocardial jeopardy score (MJS) is shown to be very important
predictor of survival during interventional procedures, but its impact on long-
term mortality rates in the presence of various clinical, angiographic and stress
echocardiographic variables is unclear.
Objective: To identify prognostically important clinical variables for 5-year
survival among patients who underwent Dobutamine-Atropine (DobAtro),
Dipyridamole-Atropine (DipAtro) and Exercise (Ex) stress echocardiography.
Methods: From existing database of stress echo laboratory, 166 patients were
identified who all underwent DobAtro (up to 40 mcg/kg/min i.v. Dob with addition
of 1 mg of atropine), DipAtro (up to 0.84 mg/kg Dip with addition of 1mg of at-
ropine), Ex (Bruce) and coronary arteriography (analysed by quantitative arte-
riography). Coronary artery disease (CAD) was present in 114 pts: 91 one-, 23
multi-vessel CAD. Myocardial jeopardy score is calculated for each vessel as a
sum of all significant lesions represented as a product of: (1) myocardial kinetic
status (0 for akinetic, 0.5 for hypokinetic, and 1 for each normokinetic myocar-
dial segment subserved by the vessel with more than 50% diameter stenosis),
(2) diameter stenosis of significantly stenosed coronary vessel (scored from
3-5), and (3) weighting flow factor for particular localisation.
Results: Among clinical, demographical, stress echocardiographic and angiog-
raphycal variables, factors strongly associated with high mortality rates were:
myocardial jeopardy score >7 (p=0.0003), positive DobAtro (p=0.016), posi-
tive DipAtro (p=0.0215) and the number of diseased vessels (p=0.005), while
other variables and the results ox Ex stress echocardiography didn’t show
significant influence on long-term risk of cardiac death (p=ns). Variable most
strongly associated with cardiac death was myocardial jeopardy score (RR
1.05; p=0.00054).
Conclusion: Patients with high amount of potentially ischemic myocardium and
positive DipAtro and DobAtro stress echocardiography are at high risk for sub-
sequent cardiac death. Myocardial jeopardy score is the strongest predictor of
long-term outcome in patents with stress induced myocardial ischemia.

P624 Detection of coronary artery disease using dobutamine
stress echocardiography in elderly patients:
importance of left-ventricular geometry

C. Aggeli, S. Brili, G. Georgiadis, M. Bonou, G. Roussakis, C. Pitsavos,
C. Stefanadis, P. Toutouzas. Hippokration Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Athens,
Greece

Purpose: The adaptive variations in wall thickness and ventricular size result
in different systolic meridional wall stress, which may alter the threshold for
demand-based ischemia and may impair the capacity of dobutamine stress
echocardiography (DSE) to detect coronary artery disease. The aim of this
study was to investigate the effect of the different patterns of left ventricular
hypertrophy on the accuracy of DSE in elderly patients.
Methods: Three-hundred and five elderly patients (pts) (age >65 years, mean
age 78±4 y, 185 males/120 females) with known or suspected coronary artery
disease underwent both DSE and coronary angiography. Mean and relative
wall thickness, chamber size, left ventricular mass, and end-systolic wall stress
were measured. The patterns of ventricular hypertrophy were: concentric hy-
pertrophy, eccentric hypertrophy and concentric remodeling.
Results: The LV mass was 153±30 g, systolic circumferential wall stress
(dyne/cm2) was 195±36, and the systolic meridional wall stress 68±14
(dyne/cm2). 108 pts had normal and 197 pts abnormal DSE. Coronary an-
giography detected significant coronary artery disease in 206 pts (68%). The
sensitivity and specificity of wall motion abnormalities for detecting coronary
artery disease were 83% and 86%. Sensitivity was higher in pts with abnormal
vs. normal resting wall motion (98% vs. 81%, p<0.001), but specificity was sim-
ilar (85% vs. 87%, p=NS). The sensitivity of DSE was comprised only in small
subset of pts with concentric remodeling (41%). Specificity was not altered by
any hypertrophy patterns. The univariate analysis revealed small chamber size,
concentric remodeling, increased wall thickness, single vessel disease as pre-
dictors for false negative results. Moreover, the multivariate predictors were
concentric remodeling (p<0.001) and single-vessel coronary artery disease
(p<0.001).
Conclusions: Elderly pts with small LV chamber size and increased wall thick-
ness, the pattern called concentric remodeling, exhibit an excessively high
number of false-negative DSE studies in the presence of significant angio-
graphic coronary stenosis.
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P625 Prognostic significance of left-ventricular contractile
reserve in patients with idiopathic dilated
cardiomyoptahy: dobutamine versus dipyridamole
stress-echocardiography

P. Otasevic 1, Z. Popovic 2, A. Vlahovic 2, A.N. Neskovic 2. 1Pathology,
2Cardiovascular Research Center, Dedinje Cardiovascular Institute, Belgrade,
Yugoslavia

Aim: To assess prognostic significance of LV contractile reserve elicited by
dobutamine (DOB) and dipyridamol (DIP) stress-echocardiography in patients
with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy.
Methods: A total of 48 consecutive pts with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopa-
thy was enrolled in the study. DOB was performed using 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40
mcg/kg/min dobutamine infusions in progressive stages lasting 5 minutes each.
DIP was performed according to the standard protocol, by using 84 mcg/kg of
dipyridamole. Tests were stopped before maximal dose if submaximal heart
rate was achieved or complex ventricular arrhythmias were noted. Pharma-
cologically induced changes in wall motions score index (WMSi) and ejection
fraction (EF) were considered as indices of LV contractile reserve. Contractile
reserve was considered preserved if there was a change in WMSi of >0.22
and/or in EF>4% during the test. All patients were followed for 12 months for
the occurrence of composite end-point that included cardiac death, partial left
ventriculectomy and hospitalization due congestive heart failure.
Results: The study group consisted of 41 men and 7 women (mean age 50±10
years, 13/48 NYHA class III/IV, mean EF 21±8%). Combined end-point was
noticed in 15/48 pts during the follow-up. Kaplan-Meier analysis demonstrated
that DOB induced change in WMSi achieved best separation of pts with re-
spect to composite end-point (log rank=18.83, p<0.001), followed by DIP in-
duced change in WMSi (log rank=11.61, p=0.0007), and DOB and DIP induced
change in EF (log rank=9.28, p=0.0023 and log rank=8.30, p=0.004, respec-
tively). Cox regression model, that included indices of contractile reserve, iden-
tified DOB induced change in WMSi as the only independent prognostic vari-
able.
Conclusions: Contractile reserve elicited by both DOB and DIP can identify
pts with dismal prognosis during one-year follow-up. However, it appears that
DOB may yield greater prognostic significance.

P626 The prognostic value of myocardial viability recognized
by low dose dobutamine echocardiography in chronic
ischaemic left-ventricular dysfunction

R. Sicari 1, L. Cortigiani 2 , A. Borges 1, A. Varga 1, C. Palagi 1, R. Rossini 1,
E. Pasanisi 1, E. Picano 1 on behalf of (Viability Identification with Dobutamine
Administration) study group. 1CNR, Institute of Clinical Physiology, Pisa, Italy;
2Lucca Hospital, Cardiology Division, Lucca, Italy

Aim: to assess the prognostic value of myocardial viability recognized as a
contractile response to inotropic stimulation in patients with left ventricular dys-
function in a large scale, prospective, multicenter, observational study.
Methods: 425 patients (age= 61±10 years) with angiographically proven coro-
nary artery disease, previous (>3 months) myocardial infarction and severe
left ventricular dysfunction (ejection fraction < 35%; mean: 28±6%) were en-
rolled in the study. Each patient underwent low dose dobutamine echo (up to
10 mcg/kg/min). Myocardial viability was identified as rest-stress variation in
the wall motion score index (WMSI), each segment scored from 1=normal to
4= dyskinetic in a 16 segment model of left ventricle. Myocardial viability was
identified as an improvement >0.40 in wall motion score index. All patients
were followed up for a median of 3.1 years. The only end-point analyzed was
cardiac death.
Results: One hundred and eighty-eight were revascularized by either coro-
nary artery by pass grafting (n= 118) or coronary angioplasty (n=70). In the
revascularized group cardiac death occurred in 4 of the 52 patients with and in
37 of the 136 patients without myocardial viability (7.7% vs. 27.2%, p<0.003).
Kaplan-Meier survival estimates showed a better outcome for those patients
with compared to patients without myocardial viability who underwent coro-
nary revascularization (90.1 vs. 62%, p<0.0078). The survival rate in medically
treated patients was similar irrespective of the presence of myocardial viability
(viable=60% versus non-viable 56%, p=ns).

Conclusion: In severe LV ischemic dysfunction, myocardial viability by low
dose dobutamine echo is associated with improved survival in revascularized
patients.

P627 Prognostic significance of intraventricular conduction
defects in patients undergoing stress
echocardiography for suspected coronary artery
disease

L. Cortigiani 1 , R. Bigi 1, G. Gigli 1, C. Coletta 1, E. Mariotti 1 , C. Dodi 1,
C. Astarita 1, E. Picano 2 on behalf of EPIC and EDIC International
Cooperative Study Groups. 1CNR, Institute of Clinical Physiology, Pisa, Italy;
2CNR, Institute of Clinical Physiology, Pisa, Italy

Aim: To investigate the still unclear prognostic implication of conduction defects
in subjects without proven coronary artery disease referred for stress echocar-
diography.
Patients and Methods: The study group consisted of 1230 patients [574 men
and 656 women; mean (±SD) age, 63±10 years] who underwent stress echo-
cardiography with dipyridamole (n=780) or dobutamine (n=450) to evaluate
suspected coronary artery disease. Four-hundred twenty of them presented
with intraventricular conduction defects, whilst 810 with normal intraventricular
conduction served as control group. A summary wall motion score (on a 1 to 4
scale) was calculated. Overall mortality was the only end point of the follow-up.
Results: Ischemia at stress echo (new or worsening of preexisting wall mo-
tion abnormality) was found in 250 (20%) patients. During a mean follow-up
of 41±27 months, there were 56 deaths. Multivariate predictors of mortality
were resting wall motion score index [hazard ratio (HR)=6.0 per unit increase;
95% confidence interval (CI), 2.3 to 15.7; P<0.0001], ischemia at stress echo
(HR=3.9; 95% CI, 2.2 to 6.7; P<0.0001), right bundle branch block with left
anterior hemiblock (HR=3.7; 95% CI, 1.8 to 7.5; P<0.0001), age >65 years
(HR=3.2; 95% CI, 1.7 to 5.9; P<0.0001), and hypertension (HR=1.8; 95% CI,
1.1 to 3.2; P=0.03). Patients without ischemia showed a lower survival in case
of right bundle branch block with left anterior hemiblock (figure).

Conclusion: Right bundle branch block with left anterior hemiblock is an inde-
pendent predictor of mortality in patients with suspected coronary artery dis-
ease undergoing stress echocardiography. In subjects without ischemia, right
bundle branch block is associated with an excellent outcome.
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P628 Force-frequency relationship in the echo lab:
a non-invasive assessment of contractile reserve
during exercise

T. Bombardini 1 , MJ. Correia 1, C. Cicerone 2, E. Agricola 3, A. Ripoli 1, M. De
Nes 1, E. Picano 1. 1CNR, Institute of Clinical Physiology, Pisa, Italy;
2University of Palermo, Cardiology Dept, Palermo, Italy; 3S. Raffaele Hospital,
Cardiology Division, Milano, Italy

Background: The assessment of force frequency relationship (FFR) is a theo-
retically robust approach to evaluate left ventricular contractility.
Aim: To assess the feasibility of a totally noninvasive estimation of FFR during
exercise stress in the echo lab.
Methods: We enrolled 13 normal healthy subjects (12 males, 38±15 years) as
standard controls (group I) and 50 patients (38 males, 64±11 years) referred for
exercise-echo (group II). To build the FFR, the force was determined at each
step as the ratio of the systolic pressure (SP, cuff sphygmomanometer)/end-
systolic volume index (ESV, biplane Simpson rule/body surface area). The
slope of the relationship was calculated with the linear best fit of the FFR.
Results: Non invasive SP/ESV ratio was obtained in all patients. The slope of
the linear best fit of the force-frequency curve was lower in patients compared
to controls (group II = 10.1±9.3 x 10-2 vs group I = 14.9±9.9 x 10-2 group
I, p=0.04). By regional wall motion analysis, 2 subgroups were identified in
group II: Group II A (n=8) had a positive echo; and group II B (n=42) had a
negative echo. The slope of the force-frequency curve was lower in patients
with, compared to those without ischemia (Group IIA= 3.5 ± 4.2 x 10-2 vs
Group IIB= 11.4 ± 9.5 x 10-2; p=0.012): see figure.

Conclusion: A noninvasive estimation of FFR can be easily determined dur-
ing exercise-echo. This index of global contractility is exquisitely sensitive to
regional ischemia and theoretically appealing for identification of limited con-
tractile reserve and latent global left ventricular dysfunction.

P629 An intensive computer-based interactive training
program improves interpretation of dobutamine stress
echocardiography

S. Choy, T. Marwick. University of Queensland, Dept of Medicine, Brisbane,
Australia

Objectives: This study aimed to evaluate the effect of an intensive computer-
based interactive training course on accuracy of interpretation of dobutamine
stress echocardiography (SE).
Methods: 27 cardiologists with minimal experience in SE attended a 2-day
training course involving lectures on SE interpretation and computer-based in-
teractive readings of 40 dobutamine studies with experts. Participants com-
pleted a test of 10 studies before and after the course. Interpretations to each
study were reported in terms of ’Site of Abnormality’ and ’Nature of Pathology’
and were scored against expert interpretation. The before- and after-training
scores are compared using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Sensitivities and
specificities, defined by comparison with the presence or absence of coronary
disease from angiographic data, were compared using the paired t test.
Results: Specificity (mean±SD) improved markedly from 48%±31% to
73%±28% (p=0.002), but sensitivity was changed little from 95%±11% to
98%±5% (p=NS). Overall scores (out of 10) were 4.93 ±1.51 before and
6.24±1.40 after the course (p=0.002). The ’site’ scores (out of 5) were
2.80±1.02 before and 3.59±0.82 after training (p=0.003). Improvements were
especially made in the RCA territory (Table). The scores for ’nature of pathol-
ogy’ (out of 5) were 2.13±0.70 before and 2.65±0.68 after training (p=0.029).
No particular subgroup seemed to benefit more than the others (Table).

Site of abnormality Before training After training Wilcoxon test p value

RCA (3 studies) 64% 83% 0.002
LAD (3 studies) 50% 50% NS
Multivessel (1 study) 70% 93% 0.03
Nature of pathology Before training After training Wilcoxon test p value
Ischaemia (4 studies) 36% 37% NS
Viability (1 study) 26% 30% NS
Mixed (2 studies) 56% 67% NS

Conclusion: An intensive computer-based interactive training course signifi-
cantly increased accuracy of dobutamine stress echocardiography interpreta-

tion - especially specificity. Accuracy of recognition of RCA and multivessel
territory abnormalities improved significantly.

P630 Assessment of longitudinal myocardial function under
pharmacological stress in patients with heart failure
and preserved left-ventricular systolic function using
tissue Doppler imaging

S. Chattopadhyay, MF. Alamgir, NP. Nikitin, AL. Clark, JGF. Cleland. University
of Hull/Castle Hill Hosp., Academic Dept. of Cardiology, Hull, United Kingdom

The mechanisms of signs and symptoms of chronic heart failure (CHF) in pa-
tients with preserved left ventricular (LV) systolic function are poorly defined
though LV diastolic dysfunction is implicated as a major factor. Systolic (Sm),
early diastolic (Em) and late diastolic (Am) mitral annular velocities are increas-
ingly used to assess systolic and diastolic longitudinal LV function and left atrial
function respectively. These indices measured with tissue Doppler imaging
(TDI) during Dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE) could be employed
to better understand the pathophysiology of CHF in these patients.
Methods: 29 consecutive patients with CHF (mean age 71 years, 72% men,
NYHA functional classes II and III) and preserved LV systolic function (LV ejec-
tion fraction > 50%) undertook DSE. Colour-coded TDI images were acquired
using three standard apical views at rest and during 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40
mcg/kg/min of dobutamine as tolerated using a Vivid 5 scanner (GE Vingmed).
All patients reached at least 85% of the age-related THR. At each dose of dobu-
tamine, the Sm, Em and Am velocities were measured at 6 sites of the mitral
annulus using Echopac software and averaged. Peak early (E) and atrial(A)
velocities of transmitral flow, isovolumetric relaxation time (IVRT) and E wave
deceleration time (DT) were also recorded.
Results: The Sm velocities progressively increased from the baseline to the
peak dose of dobutamine (from 4.6±1.2 to 7.4±2.1 cm/s, p<0.001) in all pa-
tients. The Em velocities increased from 3.8±1.3 to 5.1±1.5 cm/s (p<0.001) in
21 patients (Group1) and decreased from 4.7±1.8 to 2.7±1.4 cm/s (p<0.05)
in 8 patients (Group2). In contrast, peak transmitral E velocities did not signif-
icantly change in either group (65±30 vs 68±21 cm/s, p=0.46 in Group 1 and
61±14 vs 64±27 cm/s, p=0.76 in Group 2). In both groups the Am velocities in-
creased (from 7.0±1.9 to 8.4±1.8 cm/s, p<0.001 and from 7.3±0.8 to 9.9±1.7
cm/s, p=0.003 respectively). Peak transmitral A velocities also increased signif-
icantly (from 97±37 to 110±28 cm/s, p=0.003) in Group 1 but not in Group 2
(85+21 vs 94±29 cm/s, p=0.3). Other conventional parameters of LV diastolic
function i.e. E/A ratio, DT and IVRT did not change in either group.
Conclusions: The results of this study suggest that longitudinal LV diastolic
function can deteriorate with parallel augmentation in left atrial function under
dobutamine stress in CHF patients with preserved LV systolic function. TDI is
a more sensitive technique than conventional Doppler in detecting these func-
tional changes.
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P631 Assessment of a protocol driven, web-based, rapid
access chest pain clinic

A. Harkness 1, E. Roberts 2, HK. Whelan 3, PD. MacIntyre 2, S. Hood 2,
B. Goldberg 4, IN. Findlay 2. 1St Bartholomew Hospital, London, United
Kingdom; 2Royal Alexandra Hospital, Level 5 Cardiology, Paisley, United
Kingdom; 3University of Glasgow, Cardiovascular and Medical Sciences,
Glasgow, United Kingdom; 4University of Wales, Centre for Health Informatics,
Swansea, United Kingdom

We describe a rapid access chest pain referral using web browser technology
via the Scottish Health service secure internal internet - NHSnet. The family
doctor (GP) refers a patient online using the 6 standard chest pain questions
derived by Patterson & Horowitz. These are used to determine the patient’s
baseline probability of CHD (Diamond & Forrester). The patient’s history, risk
factors and medication are entered on-line in the GP practice. An appointment
is then booked on line. ECG and exercise test data are entered in the hospital.
This data further refines the probability of CHD using more powerful equations
(Duke Treadmill & Detrano). The final consultant report is available for the GP to
view online. 750 referrals were made between 1/12/99 and 30/6/02. The com-
puter classified most patients (>80%) as typical angina (baseline probability of
CHD=91%). The Duke Treadmill Score refined the probability of CHD to 60.5%.
42% of patients were discharged, 39% were referred for further investigation or
follow up and of these virtually all had a computer probability of typical anginal
pain. Only 2% of patients were admitted directly from the service. Of those with
atypical chest pain only 7% had a positive ETT. Of the remainder (93%) 22%
required further Ix, diagnosis or follow up. No one required angiography. Of
those with typical chest pain 36% had a positive ETT, 49% required further Ix,
discharge or follow up and 9% required angiography. The probability of signif-
icant CHD from Duke Score in those with definite AP=76%, possible AP=57%,
not AP=42%. Using <40% probability identified virtually all of those discharged
back to the GP with a consultant diagnosis of non or insignificant cardiac
diagnosis. This could result in 37% of all referrals not requiring a cardiologist
opinion. Similar figures using the Detrano score were definite AP=74%, possi-
ble AP=64%, not AP=41%; using <41% probability could discharge 28% to GP.
In summary the baseline probabilities of CHD were significantly over-estimated
by the Paterson & Horowitz questionnaire. Some "standard" cardiac questions
were of no help in risk stratification. The pre-test questionnaire stratification of
patients into atypical and typical chest pain separated those who were likely
to have a reassuring test from those who required further management. This
service represents one of the first web based clinical referral systems between
primary and secondary care.

P632 Quality assurance measures in the CONCOR national
registry and DNA bank of adults with congenital heart
disease in the Netherlands

E.T. Van der Velde 1, J.W.J. Vriend 2, E. Theeuwes 2, H.D.M. Murk Jansen 2,
B.J. Mulder 3. 1Leiden University Medical Center, Cardiology Dept., Leiden,
Netherlands; 2Inter University Cardiology Institute, Utrecht, Netherlands;
3Amsterdam Medical Center, Cardiology, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: A national registry and DNA-bank of adults with congenital heart
disease has been instigated in the Netherlands to investigate long term out-
come in these patients and to allow investigation of the molecular basis of
congenital heart defects. All eight academic medical centers in the Nether-
lands are participating in the CONCOR project (CONgenital CORvitia). After
informed consent has been obtained clinical data of patients with congenital
heart disease is collected using a web-based application (Promise). For each
patient, all clinical events (diagnoses and interventions) are registered using
the EPCC (European Pediatric Cardiac Code) coding scheme. Blood samples
of participating patients are collected, and DNA is isolated and stored. Data is
collected by two trained research nurses from the patient records and by inter-
viewing the patients. To assure the quality of the data in the registry, a large
number of quality assurance measures have been implemented.
Methods: All data that are collected are stored in a central Microsoft SQL
server database using the Promise Web application. One of the strong features
of the Promise system is the unlimited quality control during data entry, based
on logical criteria. In addition, on a monthly basis, the full dataset is exported in
Microsoft Access format. Various queries on this Access database have been
designed to create reports based on the present content of the registry. For
instance, based on these data a monthly report is published in the Netherlands
Heart Journal. For quality assurance, extra queries are carried out monthly on
the CONCOR database to identify possible errors or problems. Some of the
standard items that are checked are:
– Identification of patients without main diagnosis
– Correctness of patient-ID and birthdate (checked versus data from the re-
spective hospital information systems)
– Agreement between the information in the DNA-lab database (CONCOR-id,
birthdate) and the information in the CONCOR database

Results: The CONCOR registration has officially started in January 2002. One
year later almost 2000 adult patients with congenital heart disease are regis-
tered; from 49% of these 2000 patients DNA has already been obtained.
Conclusions: The quality checks that have been implemented assure the ac-
curacy of the contents of the registry. Furthermore, based on the results of
the montly reports, and on designing the queries to produce these reports, im-
provements in the database structure of the Promise/CONCOR database have
been implemented.

P633 Trends in management of hypercholesterolaemia in the
United Kingdom primary care practice from 1998 to
2001

D. Yin 1, L. Melilli 2, E. Alemao 1. 1Merck and Co, Outcomes Research,
Whitehouse Station, United States of America; 2City University of New York,
Health Sciences, Hartsdale, United States of America

Introduction: British guidelines recommend that physicians identify patients
with and at a significant risk for coronary heart disease (CHD) and offer them
statins and dietary counseling to lower total cholesterol (TC) to <5 mmol/L
(LDL-C to <3 mmol/L). This study was conducted to assess general practitioner
(GP) management of hypercholesterolemia from 1998 to 2001.
Methods: This retrospective cohort study was based on data from the UK
MediPlus database, a national GP database. Patients starting lipid-lowering
therapy (LLT) between 1998 to 2001 were identified and followed for up to 4
years. Trends in initial LLT, therapeutic changes, TC monitoring before and af-
ter LLT initiation and goal attainment were evaluated.
Results: 19,898 patients initiated LLT from 1998 to 2001. The rate of new-start
patients doubled from 4.4/10000 in 1998 to 8.5/1000 in 2001. The proportion
of patients with prior CHD decreased annually from 44.4% to 34.2% (p<0.05)
while the proportion with other atherosclerotic disease or diabetes increased
from 14% to 24.4% (p<0.05). 18,847 (95%) patients were prescribed statins
as initial LLT - most commonly atorvastatin 10mg (25.8%) and 20mg (4.2%),
and simvastatin 10mg (24.7%) and 20mg (13.7%). Annual average initial doses
of atorvastatin and simvastatin increased from 11.4mg to 12.3mg and 13.3mg
to 16.9mg, respectively, from 1998 to 2001. Overall, less than 30% of patients
titrated to a higher dose. 18% of patients discontinued therapy (median time
2.5mo after initial LLT)and 60% had gaps between prescriptions for 60 days
or greater. 8635 patients (43.4%) had no baseline TC record (6mo prior to
initial LLT). After therapy initiation, 34.2% of patients had no record of follow-
up cholesterol measurements. Among patients with a baseline TC>5 mmol/L,
45% never achieved goal cholesterol (TC<5mmol/L). Those with highly el-
evated baseline cholesterol (TC>7mmol/L) were least likely to achieve goal
(p<0.05), with 60% never achieving goal.
Conclusion: Overall, relatively minor changes were seen in hypercholes-
terolemia management from 1998 to 2001. While more patients initiated LLT
from 1998 to 2001, most patients continued to receive low-dose statins as ini-
tial monotherapy. Cholesterol monitoring was not performed consistently. Only
a small proportion of patients were ever-titrated and a large proportion of pa-
tients never achieved treatment goal. More consistent follow-up and use of
combination therapy may help more patients to attain goal cholesterol.

P634 The “Have a Heart Paisley coronary heart disease
register: using information technology to improve
health in those with or at risk of coronary heart disease

IN. Findlay 1, AM. Clark 2, HK. Whelan 2, M. Flood 1 on behalf of the ’Have a
Heart Paisley’ IT Group. 1Royal Alexandra Hospital, Level 5 Cardiology,
Paisley, United Kingdom; 2University of Glasgow, Cardiovascular and Medical
Sciences, Glasgow, United Kingdom

Throughout Scotland and Europe there is great potential to improve the man-
agement of, and tackle inequalities in relation to, the primary and secondary
prevention of Coronary Heart Disease (CHD). While the practice of evidence
based healthcare has, and will continue to, foster improvements in practice and
outcomes, it is also important to strengthen the structures and tools that sup-
port CHD management. As part of the ’Have a Heart Paisley’ Scottish Executive
Demonstration Project, an innovative computerised regional CHD Register of
those with or at risk of CHD has been developed in Paisley. The CHD Register
is a central computerised database that can store, receive and send informa-
tion from a variety of national and local databases related to people with or
at high risk of CHD. The Register contains data, stored over 109 fields, on
an individual’s demographic profile, CHD risk factors, pharmacological thera-
pies, lifestyle behaviours, access to services and previous CHD-related med-
ical history. Via various established local computer systems, fields stored on
the Register can be accessed and modified by health professionals involved in
CHD management and prevention. This paper aims to demonstrate the aims
and main functions of the CHD Register and its potential benefits to those with
CHD, health professionals, researchers and commissioners. The main ethical
and data-protection issues that were encountered during the development of
the register will also be discussed.
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P635 Utility of a telecardiology service dedicated to general
practitionairs in the management of patients with
hyperlipidaemia

E. Zanelli 1, S. Scalvini 1, D. Raccagni 2, F. DallaValle 2, S. Ghiringhelli 2 ,
A. Giordano 1 , F. Glisenti 2 . 1Cons for Res and Devel of Telemedicine, Dept of
Cardiology S Maugeri IRCCS, Gussago, Italy; 2CO.ME.TE, Brescia, Italy

HL is one of the principle risk factor for cardiovascular diseases; early diagnosis
and treatment of HL play an important role in atherosclerosis prevention.
Aim of our study was to assess an TS with co-operation between Cardiologists
and GPs, in HL pts’ daily management. 1224 GPs resident anywhere in Ital-
ian territory received a portable personal 12 leads electrocardiographer which
can be interfaced with a fixed or a mobile TACS telephone. The ECG trace
was transferred to the receiving station where 22 cardiologists, covering the 24
hours period, were available for the ECG referral and for an interactive tele-
consultation. A total of 13796 calls were analyzed, corresponding to an equal
number of pts. This study is focused on the subgroup of 1088 pts with known
and documented HL.
Results:

General population Hyperlipidaemia p

Patients 13796 1088 (7.9%)
Sex (%M/F) 44.4/55.6 46.9/53.1 ns
Age (yrs) 61 ± 20 62.4 ± 13.4 0.023
Previous cardiopathy 6173 (44.7%) 635 (58.4%) 0.01
Hypertension 5091 (36.9%) 578 (53.1%) 0.001
Obesity 1388 (10%) 231 (21.2%) 0.001
Normal ECG 8459 (61.3%) 630 (58%) 0.034
Lipid lowering drug 403 (2.9%) 323 (29.6%) 0.000
Action taken:
– None 9118 (66.1%) 679 (62.4%) 0.008
– Therapy adjustment 1970 (14.3%) 145 (13.3%) ns
– Further investigation 2030 (14.7%) 224 (20.7%) 0.000
– Referral to ED 678 (4.9%) 40 (3.6%) ns

HL was present in 7.9% of general population and was significantly associated
with previous cardiopathy, obesity and hypertension. Drug treatment of HL is
present in a small percentage of pts (29%); cardiological teleconsultation in-
crease this therapy in the 13.3%; laboratory evaluation of lipid assessing was
requested in 20.7% to decide drug therapy beginning.
These data evidenced an understimation of this risk factor by GPs and suggest
an important role of a TS dedicated to GPs in diagnosis and management of
HL.

P636 Atrial fibrillation home management with a
telecardiology service

S. Scalvini 1, E. Zanelli 1, M. Piepoli 2, G. De Vigili 2, C. Zappa 2, A. Giordano 3 ,
F. Glisenti 2. 1Cons for Res and Devel of Telemedicine, Dept of Cardiology S
Maugeri IRCCS, Gussago, Italy; 2CO.ME.TE, Brescia, Italy; 3Cons for Res
and Devel of Telemedicine, Dept of Cardiol. Fond S Maugeri IRCCS,
Gussago, Brescia, Italy

AF is the most common sustained cardiac tachyarrythmia and frequently is an
occasional diagnosis, in particular in older people where the General Practi-
tionairs (GPs) are often alone to care them.
Aim of our study was to investigate how a TS can help GPs in the diagno-
sis and management of AF. 655 Italian GPs received a portable Card Guard
7100 transferring a 12 lead ecg to a receiving station, where a cardiologist was
available 24-hours a day for ecg reporting and teleconsultation.
Results:

General pop AF popul p< Persistent AF Paroxys AF p<

Patients (%) 7516 707(9.4%) 448(63.4%) 259(36.6%)
M/F 3334/4182 281/426 169/279 112/147
Mean age (yrs) 61 ± 20 77 ± 12 0.000 76.5 ± 12.7 75.6 ± 11.4
Pts older >70 2945(39.3%) 562 (79.5%) 0.000
No cardiopathy 2790(37.1%) 49 (6.9%) 0.000 49 (18.9%) 0.000
Hypertension 2746(36.5%) 283(40%) ns 167 (37.2%) 116 (44.8%) ns
CAD 955(12.7%) 122(17.2%) 0.000 78 (17.4%) 44 (17%) ns
CHF 326(4.3%) 116(16.4%) 0.000 99 (22%) 17 (6.6%) 0.000
Other disease 1585(21.8%) 137(19.4%) ns 105 (23.4%) 33 (12.7%) 0.000
No symptoms 4017(53.4%) 264(37.3%) 0.000 268 (59.8%) – 0.000
Chest pain 1634(21.7%) 62 (8.8%) 0.000 24 (5.3%) 36 (13.9%) 0.000
Dispnea 594(7.9%) 139 (19.6%) 0.000 57 (12.7%) 67 (25.8%) 0.000
Palpitation 725(9.6%) 151(21.4%) 0.000 61 (13.6%) 98 (37.9%) 0.000
Syncope 100(1.3%) 11(1.5%) ns 2 (0.4%) 9 (3.5%) 0.004
Fatigue 446(5.9%) 80 (11.3%) 0.000 36 (8.2%) 48 (18.9%) 0.000
TS problem sol. 5458(72.6%) 469 (66.3%) 0.000 348 (78%) 118 (45.5%) 0.000
Referral to ED 411(5.5%) 168 (23.7%) 0.000 47 (10.5%) 121 (46.9%) 0.000
Further investigat. 1647(21.9%) 70 (9.9%) 0.000 51 (11.5%) 19 (7.6%) ns

Only 207 (46.2%) pts with persistent AF were treated with aspirin or warfarin
and in 130 pts (29%) an uncontrolled heart rate was reported even if 408 pts
(91%) were in antiarrhytmic therapy.

TS seems to be a useful tool in diagnosis and management of AF pts. GPs
with TS solve the cardiac problem in 66.3% of cases, probably avoiding further
cardiac consulence, optimising ED admission, drug treatment and strategies to
reduce complications.

P637 Evaluation of an innovative disease management
model based on continuous interaction with
congestive heart failure patients through
teletransmission of data

C. Borghi 1, G. Parati 2 , S. Collatina 3, M. Cassi 4, A. Dormi 1, E. Cosentino 1,
E. Ambrosioni 1 . 1Internal Medicine III, CHF Unit, Bologna, Italy; 2University of
Milano-Bicocca, Dept of Internal Medicine-Cardiology 2, Milan, Italy; 3ROMA,
Italy; 4MMT, Rome, Italy

Disease management programs improve the quality and efficiency of care
for chronic patients. However some uncertainty still remains. Past disease
management programs failed because they were too costly and complicated.
Emerging technologies that support the management process through tele-
transmission of data could be of use.
Aim: Aim of the present study is to evaluate the feasibility of a new palm
computer-based approach using a wireless teletransmission of patient’s data
to the Management Center. A 3 months, Randomized, Parallel Study compar-
ing Usual Specialized Care (USC) from a Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) Unit
and an Integrated approach (IA) characterised by remote interaction with CHF
patients is ongoing.
Patient Population: III-IV NYHA Class; LVEF <40%; recent hospital discharge
(<6 weeks) for HF. 15 patients will be randomized to each group.
Procedures/Software: 1) a pocket PC phone edition device that allows daily,
real-time data transmission of the following parameters: weight, DBP, SBP, HR
water intake and urine volume. Patient is monitored by the CHF unit team.
2) a dedicated software for the Pocket PC device that prompts Patients to take
their medication and to confirm it.
Study objectives: Practical: level of patient acceptance and usage of the
device. Clinical: functional status (NYHA class); hospitalizations due to CHF;
management of complex therapies, including treatments (especially ACEi and
BB) dosage and side effects (hypotension occurrence); Technological: data ex-
change patterns to/from the CHF unit server.

Architecture.

Conclusions: We describe a new system for remote care of CHF patients
using a wireless technology for exchange of clinical data, including vital signs,
symptoms, compliance and side effects. Study results will be presented.
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P638 Beta-blocking up-titration in patients with stable
chronic heart failure: the role of a telecardiology
service

S. Scalvini, E. Zanelli, M. Volterrani, G. Martinelli, D. Baratti, L. Marchina,
F. Glisenti, A. Giordano. Cons for Res and Devel of Telemedicine, Dept of
Cardiology S Maugeri IRCCS, Gussago, Italy

In chronic heart failure (CHF), large clinical trial have demonstrated that beta-
blocking agents impact favourably on mortality and on the reduction in rehos-
pitalization, but the beta-blocker will be up-titrated slowly, as tolerated by the
patients. For this reason, many cardiac consultations are needed.
Aim of our study was to analyse a home based intervention with a telecardiol-
ogy system in the Beta-blocking up-titration in CHF stable patients (pts).
One hundred fifty-three CHF stable pts, aged 59±12 years were enrolled. The
program consists in a transtelephonic follow-up and ecg monitoring followed by
paramedical and medical team. The pts received a portable device, transferring
by a mobile or fixed telephone a one lead trace to a receiving station, working
24/24 hours, where a nurse was available for reporting and interactive telecon-
sultation (providing informations on health status, symptoms, weight, diuresis,
drug adjustment and optimization). The nurses have acquired the knolewdge
base and practice experiences in the disease, were able to take some diagnos-
tic and therapeutic decision previously arranged. The patient can call the centre
when he need (teleassistance), while the team call the patient with scheduled
appointment (telemonitoring). The follow-up was of 300 days. During the tele-
phone calls, therapy was changed in 98 pts (64%): Beta-blocking (Carvedilol) in
53 pts (35%) and Ace-Inhibitors in 45 pts (29%). Carvedilol mean initial dosage
was 35.9±21.5 mg and was up-titrated till 42.0±20.8 mg. In 53 pts, Carvedilol
was: up-titrated in 29 (54%), reduced in 7 (13%), up-titrated and then reduced
or vice versa in 14 (27%) and stopped taking the medication in 3 (6%). These
modifications were executed with 141 telephone call (2.6±1.9/patient). The
one-lead ECG recording had have an important role for these modifications:
the trace was similar as the basal one in 37 calls (70%) and different in 16
(30%)(sinus bradycardia in 4, first grade A-V Block in 3, sinus tachycardia in
4, PVB in 5). In conclusion, a telemedicine service permits to follow the CHF
patients:- up-titrating Beta-blockers, as tolerated by the patient, in a safe way
with the control of the one-lead ECG transferred by the telephone;- permitting
the patient to call the healthcare team if he experiences any adverse effects;
and permitting the health care team to stop the treatment if any adverse effects
or rhythm alterations were present.

P639 Cardiac event recorder yeld more diagnoses than
24-hour Holter monitoring in patients with palpitations

S. Scalvini 1, G. Martinelli 1 , E. Zanelli 1, P. Gazzaniga 2, M. Volterrani 1 ,
A. Giordano 1 , F. Glisenti 2. 1Cons for Res and Devel of Telemedicine, Dept of
Cardiology S Maugeri IRCCS, Gussago, Italy; 2CO.ME.TE, Brescia, Italy

Palpitation is a common symptom than sometimes results from a substantial
cardiac arrhythmia. A 24- hour Holter monitoring is usually used, but the yield
of this instrument is low in patients whose symptoms occur infrequently. The
aim of this study was to compare the diagnostic yield of transtelephonic event
recorder (ER) with those of Holter monitoring in patients (pts) with intermittent
palpitations.
200 pts were randomly assigned to receive an event recorder (ER) or 24-hour
Holter monitoring. ER were used for 7 days or until two recordings were ob-
tained while symptoms occurred. The main end point was an electrocardio-
gram recorded during symptoms. The pts with palpitation recorded the one lead
ECG trace and send it to the telemedicine call center were a nurse compared
the trace with basal one, checked the pt’s symptoms, and decided to end the
telephone call or, in presence of major arrhythmia to request the cardiologist’s
intervention.
Results (table 1)

results

EVENT RECORDER HOLTER p

Patients 100 100
Sex (M/F) 28/72 20/80 ns
Age (yrs) 57.7 ± 18.1 53.1 ± 16.4 ns
Cardiac disease NO/YES 57/43 63/37 ns
Asymptomatics pts 25 51 0.000
Symptomatics pts 75 49 0.000
Tachyarrhythmia (AF, PSVT, nsTV) 9 (12%) 3 (6%) ns
Supraventricular or ventricular beats 20 (27%) 11 (22%) ns
No arrhythmia 46 (61%) 35 (71%) ns

In conclusion, more patients and in real time reached a clear diagnosis
when use ER in comparison with Holter for palpitation. For this reason Event
Recorder should replace Holter monitoring for this purpose whenever possible.

P640 The TeleMarker – A new trans-telephonic blood
testing device. Evaluation of feasibility in cardiac
patients

A. Roth 1, M. Kehati 2, N. Malov 2, M. Tamari 2 , I. Alroy 2, M. Golovner 2,
E. Oren 2. 1Tel-Aviv Sourasky Medical Center, Cardiology Dept., Tel-Aviv,
Israel; 2Telemedicine, SHL, Tel Aviv, Israel

Background: Improved diagnostic accuracy, in the pre-hospital setting, in pa-
tients with chest pain would enhance identification of individuals with acute
coronary syndromes, conserve resources by appropriate triage when clinical
evidence of infarction is incomplete, and improve patients’ motivation to seek
medical assistance by obviating unessential hospital admissions. Objectives:
To assess the efficacy, safety and patient acceptability of the TeleMarker,
a compact, personal blood-testing device, for determining the presence of
cardiac markers in whole blood. Methods: SHL’s (a telemedical facility cur-
rently seving over 62,000 subscribers) cooperative subscribers who were in
stable clinical and hemodynamic condition, independent and with no sensoric
or motoric disabilities or being treated with anticoagulants were included. The
TeleMarker is a hermetically sealed plastic device into which the patient in-
serts a finger that gets stabbed by a standard lancet at the push of a button. A
vacuum created by the device is released after 4 drops of blood (∼190 mic/ml)
have dripped into a disposable chemical stat-kit or after 3 minutes had passed.
Fifteen minutes later, the test results are photographed by a micro-camera
contained within the device and automatically transmitted telephonically via
SHL’s Home Care Center interphase device to its Monitor Center for review
and decision-making. The patients learned to perform the test independently at
home by a physician and technician who stood by: the physician then examined
the finger-prick for wound condition and, together with the patients, filled out a
questionnaire on the testing procedure and acceptability. Results: 80 cardiac
patients (mean age 66 years, range 33 to 91) were examined. All stabs ceased
bleeding within 2 minutes. A sufficient amount of blood (3 to 4 drops) was col-
lected in 96% of the patients. Test time (mean±SD) was 102±60 seconds;
1.3±0.6 (range 1 to 3) attempts were needed, resulting in a 2±2 subjective
pain score (0=none, 6=painful). Conclusion: The TeleMarker was safe and
efficacious for independent use by cardiac patients.

MISCELLANEOUS COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

P641 Acute right atrial strain

N. Asad 1, V.M.P. Johnson 2, D.H. Spodick 1. 1Worcester Medical Center,
Cardiovascular Medicine, Worcester; 2Brown University Medical School,
Center for Behav. and Prevent. Med, Providence, United States of America

P-Pulmonale (P waves > 2.5 in leads II, III, aVF) occurs under a variety of
circumstances, including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Emergency
room (ER) electrocardiograms (ECGs) in patients with acute exacerbations of
COPD had suggested that P-Pulmonale tends to resolve subsequent to acute
treatment. RA "strain" is defined as a response to RA stress (probably transient
pressure rise and/or acute RA enlargement) in COPD patients. Since P pul-
monale occurs in a small minority of COPD patients, we investigated dynamic
changes in size and mean vector (axis) of all frontal plane P waves in the ER
vs. the immediate subsequent ward ECG in patients with acute exacerbations
of COPD. Aim: To evaluate right atrial (RA) strain as reflected by changes in P
wave amplitude and vector in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary dis-
ease (COPD) immediately before and immediately after beginning treatment
of exacerbations. Methods: We prospectively compared P wave amplitude in
the ER with the first in-patient ECG in 50 consecutive patients with acute ex-
acerbations of COPD and in 20 consecutive non-pulmonary control patients,
analysing only ECGs showing sinus rhythm and in which P waves were clearly
recorded. Despite using a calibrated magnifying graticule, it was difficult to in-
terpret a dynamic change if the initial ER ECG had P wave amplitude smaller
than 1.5 mm, in leads II and aVF. We selected lead II because it usually has
the largest frontal plane P waves and also aVF to reflect the relative verticality
of the mean P vector (axis). We performed a matched pair analysis to compare
the equality of means. Results: Of the COPD patients, only 7 patients (14%)
had classical P Pulmonale on the ER ECG. 48 out of 50 consecutive patients
(96%) demonstrated a decrease in P wave amplitude between ER and subse-
quent ward ECGs. 2 patients showed no change. The mean differences of P
wave amplitude between ER and ward ECGs in lead II was 0.78 mm and that
in lead aVF was 0.8 mm. The difference of the mean P-axis between ER and
ward ECGs was -5.24 degrees. P < 0.0001 for all three measurements. There
was no P-wave amplitude change in the control group between ER and ward
ECGs. Conclusions: P-wave amplitude in COPD patients decreases once an
acute exacerbation subsides. Thus, P wave amplitude and vector are dynamic
and could reflect reduced RA strain. We question the traditional (1935) abso-
lute cutoff of 2.5 mm for P Pulmonale as of limited value due to insensitivity,
hence inappropriate for what this investigation demonstrates to be a continu-
ous variable.
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P642 QU and not QT measures repolarisation duration due
to a TU continuum

HJ. Ritsema van Eck, J.A. Kors, G. Van Herpen. Erasmus MC, Medical
Informatics, Rotterdam, Netherlands

QT prolongation is a harbinger of ventricular rhythm problems and QT disper-
sion as a sign of myocardial impairment. But the measurement of QT duration
is beset by problems. Crucial to its measurement is the methodology and the
definition of the end of T wave. We present a model of the repolarisation of the
ventricular myocardium, based on known physiological data and established
physical principles, from which the course of the repolarisation potentials in an
outside point P is calculated. The model shows that the U wave is generated by
the last part of the myocardial repolarisation and that T and U together are the
resultant of the total repolarisation process: they form a TU continuum and only
at the end of the U wave is repolarisation finished. A variety of combinations of
T and U amplitudes and durations occur, giving rise to various morphological
patterns of the TU wave in the 12-lead ECG. We have studied this in a set of
184 ECGs from healthy volunteers, part of a population study. The ECGs were
1 minute recordings sampled at 500 samples/second. T and U were measured
with a special technique, which uses the coherence of small segments in the
ECG waveform for signal averaging around the presumed T offset. All record-
ings showed the repolarisation process to extend beyond the classical end-of-T
fiducial point. The TU patterns could be divided into 3 categories (figure), with
a prevalence of 54.3%, 40.2% and 5.4%. This reflects the findings of the model
that (1) the T and U form a single complex, and (2) measuring the end of the T
wave is artificial and leads to ambiguous results.

These findings also show that the concept of QT dispersion is meaningless,
and suggest that new parameters to characterize the repolarisation process in
the myocardium must be defined.

P643 Empirical simulation model of intravascular ultrasound

O. Rodriguez Leor 1, E. Fernandez-Nofrerias 1 , J. Mauri 1, C. Garcia Garcia 1,
R. Villuendas 1, V. Valle Tudela 1, M. Rosales 2, P. Radeva 2. 1HU Germans
Trias i Pujol, Cardiology, Badalona, Spain; 2Universitat Autonoma de
Barcelona, Computer Vision Center, Bellaterra, Spain

Extraction of quantitative information through intravascular ultrasound (IVUS)
images is a very important goal for the diagnostic and the therapy in atheroscle-
rotic vessels. At the moment this kind of analysis is made without considering
the ultrasonic signal principles for the IVUS image generation.
Purpose: We propose a physics-based model for simulating IVUS images, that
allows studying the significance and the relation between different tissues, the
ultrasound waves and the IVUS image appearance.
Methods: The model uses the transmission and reception principles of ultra-
sound (US) while crossing the simulated radial artery (fig. 1). The US rotational
transducer is located in the centre. It can be the emission signal (P1) and the
reflecting signal (P2). US waves are emitted from a rotational trasducer located
in the artery centre. We consider that the propagation is radially collimated
through the blood and the arterial structure. The reflecting waves are received
by the transducer. Subsequently the echo’s amplitudes are converted to grey
scale for the image generation.
Results: Fig. 2 shows the image generated with a standard IVUS 30MHz
equipment, and fig. 3 is a simulated image at the same frequency. For this
simulation we have used the cross section average of the blood (120mm2),
tissue (400mm2), the calcified plaque (550mm2) and the sound propagation
speed (340 m/s) published in the literature.

Conclusions: Our physics-based model based on the ultrasonic signal princi-
ples allows to study the physics parameters for the IVUS image generation and
can be a useful tool for the cardiac dynamics analysis, the elastics properties
of the vessels as well as the behavior and the interaction between blood flow
and vessel structures.

P644 Reconstruction of a spatio-temporal model of the
intima layer from intravascular ultrasound sequences

O. Rodriguez Leor 1, J. Mauri 1 , E. Fernandez-Nofrerias 1 , C. Garcia Garcia 1,
R. Villuendas 1, V. Valle Tudela 1, D. Gil 2, P. Radeva 2. 1HU Germans Trias i
Pujol, Cardiology, Badalona, Spain; 2Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona,
Computer Vision Center, Bellaterra, Spain

Detection of arterial lumen in IntraVascular UltraSound (IVUS) for segmentation
demands manual intervention (a tedious and time consuming task that requires
experienced observers) or ECG-gating (not available in all centres).
Purpose: To introduce a parametric algorithm that detects the arterial lumi-
nal border in in vivo sequences based on a spatio-temporal analysis of the
sequence’s intensity changes.
Method: Under the assumption that blood presents a chaotic movement com-
pared to the periodic dynamics of the structures of the artery, a measure of
the sequence’s is computed, calculated as the correlation between the gradi-
ent of the sequence and a robust mean based on the image structure tensor.
An inverse function of this measure is used as a stopping term in an anisotropic
diffusion process that removes irregularities of the level surfaces. To achieve a
proper interpolation of the lumen at the side branches and in the presence of
artefacts we use a snake parameterised by a cubic B-spline surface to obtain
a compact representation of the final model.
Results: Eigth sequences of 500 frames obtained in vivo have been anal-
ysed. We compared our automated detected border with a border manually
traced by 3 experts, and we made measurements on luminal areas and po-
sitioning error between automated segmented and observer defined borders.
Statistics show a good correlation between areas (a regression line equal to
y=0.9165x-0.3789, with a correlation rate r=0.8452), as well as an average dis-
tance of 0.1.94±0.0366 mm between automated and user defined luminal bor-
ders. Points of maximum error, in the range of 0.416±0.196 mm, are isolated
points difficult to locate even for an expertise observer.
Conclusions: Our three-dimensional analysis of IVUS has proved to succeed
in adapting to the intima layer in vivo pullbacks whatever the geometry of the
vessel. By tracking the intima in non-ECG-gated sequences we reconstruct
a model that recovers not only the morphology of the vessel but also its de-
formations. Such a model allows a later study of both clinical measurements
(severity and location of the coronary lesion, luminal area) and estimation of
dynamic parameters (artery’s elasticity and cardiac dynamics).

P645 An empiric model for three-dimensional reconstruction
of coronary vessels from X-ray angiography

O. Rodriguez Leor 1, E. Fernandez-Nofrerias 1 , J. Mauri 1, R. Villuendas 1,
C. Garcia Garcia 1, V. Valle Tudela 1, C. Cañero 2, P. Radeva 2. 1HU Germans
Trias i Pujol, Cardiology, Badalona, Spain; 2Universitat Autonoma de
Barcelona, Computer Vision Center, Bellaterra, Spain

Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of the coronary vessels’ structure has
many applications as the fusion of data obtained by intravascular ultrasound
(IVUS) for the study of the morphology and the real length of coronary lesions.
Purpose: Develop a model of image acquisition and software which allows
high precision on the 3D reconstruction of vessel’s structure from angiographic
images.
Method: First we have determined the distortion introduced by the image in-
tensifier by fixing a calibration grid on the intensifier’s screen and acquiring
it for different values of rotation and angulation, chosen at random. Once the
model of distortion has been estimated, we can correct the distortion for any
projection.
Second we have estimated the parameters of the movement of the C-arm and
the image acquisition model by acquiring a calibration grid on the table at dif-
ferent values of rotation and angulation.
Then we have estimated the precision of our model by acquiring the grid from
different projections and comparing the positions of the intersections of the grid
on the image with the one predicted by our estimation model.
Finally, we have acquired 8 different views of a phantom which simulates a
coronary artery of 14 mm length; from 2 of these views our software generates
a 3D curve of 12.97 mm. In order to validate the precision of this 3D recon-
struction, we have projected the curve on the other 6 views.
Results: When comparing the intersections of the grid obtained from different
views with the ones predicted by our model, we obtain an error with standard
deviation (SD) of 0.86 pixel and maximum of 5.4 pixel. Without applying our
model, the SD is of 6.81 pixel and the maximum error is of 33 pixel.
When we project the 3D curve generated by our software on the other 6 views,
we obtain a maximum error of 0.3 pixel.
Conclusions: The proposed model allows to obtain the 3D reconstruction of a
coronary artery from two views with a high precision, and thus to measure the
exact length of the vessel and its different segments.
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P646 Mayers waves are shifted toward lower frequencies in
patients with cardiovascular diseases – simulation
study based on DeBoers model

J. Simek 1, D. Wichterle 1, J. Kofranek 2, S. Svacina 1. 1General University
Hospital, 3rd Dept. of Internal Medicine, Prague, Czech Republic; 2Institute of
Pathophysiology, Prague, Czech Republic

Purpose: In healthy subjects, spontaneous baroreflex oscillations of heart rate
and blood pressure can be typically found at frequency of 0.1 Hz (Mayer’s
waves) as a resonance of sympathetic and parasympathetic interaction. Shift
of these waves to lower frequencies has been observed in patients with hyper-
tension, diabetes mellitus, and ischemic heart disease. Mechanism responsible
for this phenomenon has not yet been described.
Methods: DeBoer’s computer model of short-term beat-to-beat hemodynamic
fluctuations was used to study the origin of the frequency shift of Mayer’s waves.
Frequency-domain characteristics of the model were derived analytically. Pa-
rameters of the model (sympathetic and parasympathetic modulation, delay
of beta- and alpha-sympathetic baroreflex response, peripheral vascular re-
sistance, systolic and diastolic blood pressure) were independently tested to
disclose the association of their changes with the shift of Mayer’s waves.
Results: Leftward shift of Mayer’s waves was predominantly attributed to the
prolonged latency of sympathetic component of baroreflex loop. Both longer
beta- and alpha-sympathetic delay had similar impact on the frequency of
Mayer’s waves and their effect was synergic. Other variables of the model failed
to have any significant effect.
Conclusion: Sympathovagal balance has negligible effect on the frequency of
Mayer’s waves. Their shift toward lower frequencies in patients with cardiovas-
cular diseases can be fully explained by more lagging response of sympathetic
arm of autonomic nervous system. This finding is compatible with substantial
discriminative power of the frequency of Mayer’s waves, which is independent
of traditional frequency-domain characteristics of heart rate variability.

P647 Interoperable smart-card based system applied in
cardiology

E. Ovricenco 1, I. Dobre 2, H. Cocei 2, M. Croitoru 2, C. Sinescu 1.
1"BAGDASAR-ARSENI" Emergency Hosp., Cardiology-CCU, Bucharest,
Romania; 2Institute for Computers, Dept. of Medical Informatics, Bucharest,
Romania

An integrated informatic system, BAGDACARD-CARDIOCARD, has been de-
veloped in the Cardiology Department of Bagdasar-Arseni Hospital in order to
improve medical data exchange between different health care providers and
the medical insurance system. The system was designed for emergency pur-
poses and was enhanced by the strong security features of the smart-card
technology.
Aim: In this pilot phase, the aim of the study was to test the interoperability of
the system in real conditions.
Methods: Complete medical data concerning a patient were stored in an elec-
tronic medical record. BAGDACARD is the database designed for the man-
agement and statistical analysis of these records. This database was stored
on a server at Bagdasar-Arseni Hospital.CARDIOCARD is a smart-card is-
sued by the Cardiology Department, containing all the information considered
to be useful in medical emergencies. Each card has 4 fields: (1)personal and
general medical data (blood group, alergies, organ donor etc), (2)medical in-
surance details, (3)general practitioner’s field, (4)hospital physician’s field (last
6 hospital admissions available via BAGDACARD). Each field has dedicated
read-write permissions. The interface is user-friendly and is adapted to each
different health care provider necessities. The data could be recorded on the
smart-card only with the full, informed patient consent, and presume general
read-only permission. Only authorized physicians could modify or add data in
CARDIOCARD (write permission). For security purposes, doctor’s smart-card
and Personal Identification Number (PIN) and patient’s smart-card and PIN
code (certifiing his consent) are required concomitently and only the smart-
cards issued in the department are accepted by the server.
Results: The acceptance of the system was general among doctors and pa-
tients. There were no major problems during interogation of data. Less than
5% handling problems occurred, especially when patients forgot there PIN
code number; after 3 wrong PIN numbers consecutively introduced, the card is
blocked. 96% of the patients involved, consider BAGDACARD-CARDIOCARD
system useful, but only 36% keep the smart-card always with them.
Conclusions: BAGDACARD-CARDIOCARD was perceived as an easy to use
informatic system. The main problem was the lack of dedicated hardware-a
large number of smart-card reader devices. Health Insurance provider dedi-
cated field, with the possibility of statistic data report, make the system attrac-
tive for an extended use. A better education of the patients using CARDIO-
CARD seems to be necessary.

P648 New baroreflex sensitivity assessment technique
dramatically improves clinical applicability in
congestive heart failure

CA. Swenne 1, G.D. Pinna 2, H. Van de Vooren 1, M.D. Schalij 1, E.E. Van der
Wall 1. 1Leiden Univ. Medical Center, Cardiology Dept., Leiden, Netherlands;
2Ist. di Riabilitazione di Montescano, Cardiology, Montescano, Italy

Purpose: Baroreflex sensitivity (BRS) is a prominent nonivasive prognostic
parameter in chronic heart failure (CHF) patients. We recently showed that
the usual analysis strategy to discard measurements with a blood-pressure-
to-heart rate coherence <0.50 can better be replaced by the calculation of in-
dividual BRS confidence intervals. This allows for weighted statistical analysis
of all patients instead of unweighted analysis of only part of the patients. The
following study was meant to test the feasibility of this technique for BRS trend
analysis.
Methods: In the experimental CHF rehabilitation programme that we are cur-
rently testing, we wanted to detect a possible BRS increase in the first days. We
measured BRS in a group of 24 CHF patients (17 male, 7 female, mean±SD
age 62.0 ± 11.1 yr, NYHA-class 2.2 ± 0.7) at day 0 (control) and 2 days later
(effect) by recording, after 30 min of supine rest, continuous noninvasive blood
pressure (Finapres) and ECG during 10 minutes of 15/min metronome respi-
ration. All patients had rehearsed this measurement protocol one week before.
BRS was computed offline, by applying the transfer function method in the 0.05-
0.15 Hz band to the longest arrhythmia-free episode of each recording. This
analysis included computation of the coherence and of the confidence interval.
Results: According to the coherence-based strategy only 5/24 (21%) patients
had valid control-BRS values and 10/24 (42%) had valid effect-BRS values.
Paired BRS comparison (control-effect) was only possible in 3/24 (12%) of
the patients. No meaningful statistical analysis could be made. Contrastingly,
paired weighted statistics with the new confidence interval strategy revealed
a significant (P=0.004) upward trend in BRS (1.93 ± 1.83 vs 3.20 ± 2.83
ms/mmHg, a 66% increase).
Conclusions: Our study demonstrates that the coherence-based strategy ex-
cludes greater part of the study group from the analysis (CHF patients tend
to have low coherences). Contrastingly, the new confidence-interval based
strategy demonstrated a very significant upward BRS trend after 2 days. This
methodological improvement hence contributes greatly to the clinical applica-
bility of baroreflex sensitivity assessment.

P649 Structured reporting for cardiology using templates
based on recommendations from national societies

T. Jensen, B. Baumgartner. Agfa Healthcare Informatics, Hartland, United
States of America

A general purpose structured reporting system has been implemented and is
available to provide electronic reporting in a hospital environment. This system
uses templates as the basis for the electronic report. Two cardiology-specific
templates were developed to support the primary users in the department.
A DICOM working group has developed a draft template based on recom-
mendations from the American College of Cardiology (ACC) for adult car-
diac catheterization procedures. The American Society of Echocardiography
(ESC) has developed guidelines for the contents of a structured report for adult
transthoracic echocardiography procedures. These drafts and guidelines were
used as the basis of two templates.
The templates are built from these elements as a tree structure, matching the
recommendations (see Template Tree Figure). A site may optionally add, mod-
ify, or remove elements to support their reporting requirements.
Element values can be defined to be the result of a calculation based on the
value of one or more other elements in the report. Conditional logic can be
used to limit the set of values an element is allowed to have (e.g. if heart rate
greater than 100, then remove ’bradycardia’ from set of values for arrhythmia),
and to hide it in the report view. It should be noted that the recommendations
sometimes do not always make this logic explicit, and persons familiar with a
procedure type have been questioned to infer this for a specific template.
The result of this work was the implementation of two templates for cardiology
structured reporting based on recommendations from national societies. Car-
diologists using these templates will generate structured reports containing the
data deemed important by their peers.

Template tree.
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651 Brain natriuretic peptide usefulness for diagnosing heart
failure in elderly patients (BUD study): about 300
patients over 75

P. Jourdain 1, D. Logeart 2 , E.L. Mahmoud 3 , F. Funck 1, Y. Alibay 3,
M. Desnos 4, Y. Julliere 5, G. Jondeau 3 on behalf of French Working Group on
Heart failure. 1René Dubos Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Pontoise, France; 2CH
Beaujon, Cardiology Dep., Clichy, France; 3Ambroise Paré, Cardiology dep.,
Boulogne, France; 4Hopital G. Pompidou, Cardiology Dept., Paris, France;
5French working group on heart failure, Nancy, France

Background: Because polypathology is the rule in the elderly, differenciating
heart failure from pulmonary disease is often difficult on clinical grounds alone
over 75. Therefore BNP dosage may be particulary useful in this setting. How-
ever, aging of the heart with reduced compliance may increase plasma levels
of BNP in the absence of CHF and therefore lower its diagnostic value.
Objective: Evaluate BNP value for dyspnea in elderly subjects
Methods: 300 consecutive patients older than 75 consulting at the emergency
department of three hospitals for acute dyspnea were included. Blood was with-
drawn for delayed BNP dosage (Triage) at admission before any treatment and
patients were managed as usual, BNP plasma level. Reference diagnosis was
adjudicated by 2 independent cardiologists using all available information at
discharge.
Results: Mean age was 82 ±5, mean LVEF was 45.5 ±15 (51% had an LVEF
> 50%), 45% were male and 54% suffering from pre-existent hypertension.
Dyspnea was related to heart failure 58% of the patients according to refer-
ence diagnosis. 39% of the patients suffering form heart failure previous to the
study, 12% were diabetics and 29% had an ischemic cardiopathy. Mean BNP
at admission was 714± 92 pg/ml. The area under the receiver operating char-
acteristic curve was 0.81. A BNP plasma value of 100 pg/ml had a sensitivity
of 92% for identifying heart failure patients i.e. BNP level below 100 pg/ml was
associated with a 9% risk of heart failure.
Conclusion: Low BNP level allows confident ruling out of heart failure in elderly
patients as it was demonstrated in younger populations. This may be particu-
larly useful in this population where poly-pathology is frequent.

652 Blood pressure, C-reactive protein, and risk of future
cardiovascular events: a prospective study among
15,215 women

G. J. blake, N. Rifai, J.E. Buring, P.M. Ridker. 1Brigham and Women’s
Hospital, Cardiovascular Division, Boston, United States of America

Purpose: Accumulating data suggest a link between blood pressure and vas-
cular inflammation. We sought to evaluate the relationship between blood pres-
sure, C-reactive protein (CRP) and future cardiovascular events.
Methods: 15,215 women without overt cardiovascular disease at baseline
were followed prospectively over a 8.1 year period for the occurrence of first
cardiovascular events, defined as death due to cardiovascular causes, non-
fatal myocardial infarction, nonfatal ischemic stroke, or coronary revasculariza-
tion. Baseline CRP levels and blood pressure were determined. Blood pressure
was categorized according to Framingham categories (<120/75, 120-129/75-
84, 130-139/85-89, 140-159/90-94, and ≥160/95 mmHg).
Results: In cross-sectional analyses at baseline, median levels of CRP for
those women with blood pressure <120/75, 120-129/75-84, 130-139/85-89,
140-159/90-94, ≥160/95 mmHg were 0.96, 1.42, 2.20, 2.82, and 3.34 mg/L,
respectively (p for trend < 0.0001). In all models, increasing Framingham cat-
egories of blood pressure were highly significant predictors of CRP levels (risk
factor-adjusted geometric mean levels of CRP = 1.33 mg/L for those women
with blood pressure <120/75 mmHg vs 1.84 mg/dl for those women with blood
pressure ≥160/95 mmHg; p<0.0001). In prospective analyses, both elevated
CRP levels (≥3mg/L) and increasing Framingham categories of blood pressure
were independent determinants of future cardiovascular events, and CRP had
incremental prognostic value at all levels of blood pressure. The adjusted rela-
tive risk for those women with blood pressure ≥160/95 mmHg and CRP levels
≥3mg/L was over 8 fold greater than for those with blood pressure <120/75
and CRP levels <3mg/L (hazard ratio = 8.31, 95% confidence interval 4.44-
15.55, p<0.0001). After dividing the study participants into four groups on the
basis of CRP levels (<3 or ≥3 mg/L) and blood pressure levels (<130/85 or
≥130/85) the risk factor-adjusted relative risks were as follows: low CRP-low
blood pressure, 1.0; high CRP-low blood pressure, 1.87 (95% confidence inter-
val 1.25-2.80, p=0.002); low CRP-high blood pressure 2.54 (95% confidence
interval 1.79-3.58, p<0.0001); high CRP-high blood pressure 3.27 (95% confi-
dence interval 2.28-4.71, p<0.0001).
Conclusions: CRP and blood pressure are independent determinants of car-
diovascular risk, and their predictive value is additive. Strategies targeted to
lower blood pressure and reduce vascular inflammation may potentially pro-
vide increased clinical benefit.

653 The A1166C angiotensin II type I receptor gene
polymorphism is a strong predictor of death after acute
myocardial infarction

E. Filippi codaccioni 1 , R. Morello 2, S. Fradin 3, G. Grollier 1 , M. Hamon 1.
1CHU Caen, Cardiology, Caen, France; 2CHU de Caen, Department of
statistics, Caen, France; 3CHU de Caen, Biochemistry, Caen, France

Purpose: The A1166C polymorphism of the angiotensin II type 1 receptor
(AT1R) gene, which appears to be the main receptor mediating the pleitropic
vascular effects of angiotensin II in human beings, has been associated with
the risk of myocardial infarction (MI), the severity of coronary vasoconstriction
and the occurrence of sudden death. The question therefore arises wether the
A1166C polymorphism constitutes a hereditary risk factor of survival after an
acute myocardial infarction.
Methods: In a large prospective study of 970 consecutive patients with a recent
myocardial infarction the A1166C polymorphism was detected using a PCR
based protocol. During the follow-up period (median, 2.5 years), 75 patients
died and 62 from cardiovascular causes. The prespecified primary and sec-
ondary end points considered were total mortality and cardiovascular mortality.
Results: No differences between AA, AC, and CC groups were observed
with respect to baseline clinical characteristics. Beyond conventionnal risk fac-
tors like age (RR=2.77 [1.55-4.98] 95% CI; p<0.001), hypercholesterolemia
(RR=2.07 [1.16-3.69] 95% CI; p<0.014) or low left ventricular ejection frac-
tion (RR=2.64 [1.45-4.82] 95% CI; p<0.002), the AT1R CC genotype was also
identified as a strong independent predictor of death after myocardial infarc-
tion (RR=3.19 [1.46-7.02] 95% CI; p<0.004). After adjustment for mortality
causes, the AT1R CC genotype was confirmed to be an independent predictor
of cardiovascular death after myocardial infarction (RR=2.75 [1.17-6.49] 95%
CI; p<0.021).
Conclusions: The AT1R CC genotype is a strong independent predictor of
death in post MI patients. This new finding may help to identify high risk post
MI patients who may benefit from new therapeutic strategies.

654 White coat hypertension and development of sustained
hypertension

P.H. Gustavsen, A. Hoegholm. Naestved County Hospital, Internal Medicine,
Naestved, Denmark

Purpose: To evaluate the development of established hypertension (EH) in
patients with white coat hypertension (WCH).
Methods: At baseline 420 mild to moderate hypertensives newly diagnosed by
their GP were referred for ABPM, of these 76 were WCH defined by a daytime
ABP < 135/90 mmHg and 344 were EH. Furthermore 146 normal controls (NT)
were recruited at random from the Danish National Register, however only 92
of these had a daytime ABP < 135/90 mmHg. After 10 years ambulatory blood
pressure monitoring (ABPM) and office blood pressure (OBP) was repeated. In
the WCH group 70 patients were still alive and in the NT group 87 of those 92
who at baseline had a daytime ABP < 135/90 mmHg were still alive.
Results: 61 (87,1%) in the WCH group and 72 (82,8%) in the NT group
accepted to participate in the follow-up examination. In the WCH group 33
(54,1%) had a daytime ABP > 135/90 mmHg
and further 10 had a daytime ABP < 135/90 mmHg but were treated with an-
tihypertensive medication because of a daytime ABP or home BP > 135/90
mmHg performed during the follow-up period, so 43 (70,5%) had developed
EH. In the NT group 26 (31,1%) had a daytime ABP > 135/90 mmHg and 5
had a daytime ABP < 135/90 mmHg but were in antihypertensive treatment
because of a hypertensive daytime ABP or home BP during follow-up, so 31
(43,1%) had developed EH. The difference between the groups were signifi-
cant (p<0.01). Adjustment for age and gender did not change the result.
Conclusions: We conclude that to a large extent WCH is a prehypertensive
state. During a 10-year follow-up period 70,5% developed EH compared to
43,1% in the NT group.
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655 Carotid artery plaque burden, stiffness, and mortality
risk in elderly men: a prospective, population-based
cohort study

S. Stork 1, AW. Van den Beld 2, C. Von Schacky 3, C.E. Angermann 1 ,
SWJ. Lamberts 2 , DE. Grobbee 4 , ML. Bots 4. 1Julius Maximilians Univ.
Würzburg, Cardiology, Würzburg, Germany; 2Erasmus Medical Center
Rotterdam, Dept. of Internal Medicine, Rotterdam, Netherlands; 3Klinikum
Innenstadt der LMU, Medizinische Klinik - Kardiologie, Munich, Germany;
4University Medical Center Utrecht, Julius Center, Utrecht, Netherlands

Background and Aim: Indicators of carotid atherosclerosis may confer addi-
tional prognostic value and guide clinicians in cardiovascular risk assessment.
Carotid artery morphology (plaque burden) and function (stiffness indices) as
predictors of all-cause and cardiovascular mortality were prospectively evalu-
ated in elderly men.
Subjects and Methods: In 367 independently living men (mean age±SD,
78±4 years) the cardiovascular risk profile was measured. The number of
carotid plaques was assessed by B-mode ultrasound and arterial stiffness was
quantified using a wall tracker system. Cox regression and ROC analysis was
used for data analysis.
Results: In 84% of the cohort at least 1 plaque was seen, 61% had bilateral
plaques. Stiffness indices were 1.5 to 2fold increased compared to 50-year old
men. Previous myocardial infarction was prevalent in 16% of the cohort, chronic
heart failure in 5%, hypertension in 24%, COPD in 14%, diabetes in 6%. During
48 months of follow-up, 70 deaths (28 cardiovascular) occurred. Total number
of carotid plaques was the parameter most closely related to prognosis. Pre-
dictors of all-cause mortality in the age-adjusted Cox model were: number of
plaques (hazard ratio [HR] per 1-unit increase, 1.35; 95% confidence interval
[CI], 1.12 to 1.64) and history of heart failure (HR 2.59; 95% CI, 1.28 to 5.24).
Predictors of cardiovascular mortality in the respective model were: number of
plaques (HR, 1.18; 95% CI, 1.04 to 1.33), Young’s elastic modulus (HR 1.68;
95% CI, 1.26 to 2.26), and use of diuretics (HR 3.19; 95% CI, 1.39 to 7.32).
Number of plaques improved the prognostic utility in any prognosis model when
added to commonly available cardiovascular risk information. In contrast, stiff-
ness indices had no substantial additive value.
Conclusion: In elderly men, carotid artery plaque burden is a strong indepen-
dent predictor of all-cause and cardiovascular mortality in the forthcoming 4
years. The additional value of carotid artery stiffness measurements in this age
group appears to be limited and, if anything, confined to cardiovascular mortal-
ity risk.

YOUNG INVESTIGATORS AWARD SESSION –
BASIC SCIENCES

657 The pro-angiogenic factor CYR61 is highly expressed
after myocardial stress and depends on activation of
protein kinase C and mitogen-activated protein kinases

K. Kaminski 1, A. Kaminska 2, A. Hilfiker 2, M. Fuchs 2, G. Klein 2,
E. Podewski 2, H. Drexler 2 , D. Hilfiker-Kleiner 2. 1Medical University of
Bialystok, Cardiology, Bialystok, Poland; 2Medizinische Hochschule Hannover,
Cardiology and Angiology, Hannover, Germany

CYR61 is a secreted, extracellular matrix associated protein, which induces
angiogenesis in corneal implants and ischemic hind limb model. In the present
study, we investigated the expression and regulation of CYR61 in the stressed
myocardium.
C57BL/6 male mice (12 weeks of age) were subjected to transient (I/R) or per-
manent coronary occlusion (MI). Both, I/R and MI induced a significant increase
in CYR61 expression in ischemic (402, resp. 540%, p<0.05) and remote my-
ocardium (226, respectively 202%, p<0.05) of left ventricles (LV). Whereas af-
ter MI CYR61 expression peaks 6h post MI and remains significantly increased
for up to 48h, I/R causes a transient but rapid peak at 1h post I/R. CYR61 pro-
tein expression can be localized predominantly to cardiomyocytes (24h post
MI; Immunohistochemistry). Similarly, transverse aortic constriction produced
rapid increase (after 1 hour) in CYR61 transcripts in LV (402% of sham values
p<0.01). Infusion of humoral factors, i.e. AngII and norepinephrine (NE), in-
duced CYR61 expression in mice hearts. Similarly exposure of isolated neona-
tal rat cardiomyocytes (CM) to AngII and NE augmented CYR61 expression.
To elucidate signaling pathways involved, CM were treated with phenylephrine
(PE) or phorbol ester, a potent activator of protein kinase C (PKC), which
both strongly induced CYR61 expression. In contrast, inhibition of PKC with
chelyrethrine or PD980598, an inhibitor of MEK1/2, abolished PE and AngII
mediated expression of CYR61 completely. The inhibition of p38 (SB203580)
and IP3K (wortmannin) attenuated PE induced CYR61 expression moderately,
while the JAK2 inhibitor AG490 had no effect.
Thus, the pro-angiogenic factor CYR61 is potently induced in the heart follow-
ing ischemia and overload. Humoral factors, induced after myocardial stress,
contribute to myocardial CYR61 expression in vivo and in vitro. After in vitro
stimulation, CYR61 expression largely depends on activation of PKC and
MAPKs. The observation that cardiomyocytes are a major source of the se-

creted CYR61 protein, suggests CYR61 as a part of a paracrine mechanism
promoting wound healing and angiogenesis following myocardial stress.

658 Regulation of the growth arrest and DNA
damage-inducible gene 45 (GADD45) by peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor gamma in vascular
smooth muscle cells

D. Bruemmer 1 , F. Yin 2, J. Liu 2, E. Fleck 1, A. Van Herle 2, RE. Law 2. 1German
Heart Institute, Dept. of Cardiology, Berlin, Germany; 2University of California,
Los Angeles, Div. of Endocrinology, Los Angeles, United States of America

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPARg) is the molecular
target for the thiazolidinediones (TZD), a class of drugs widely used as insulin-
sensitizing agents for the treatment of type 2 diabetes. TZDs have been shown
to induce apoptosis in a variety of mammalian cells. Recent evidence suggests
that vascular smooth muscle cell (VSMC) proliferation and apoptosis may be
competing processes during the formation of restenotic and atherosclerotic le-
sions. The precise molecular mechanisms by which TZDs induce apoptosis in
VSMC, however, remains unclear. In the present study, we demonstrate that the
TZDs rosiglitazone (RSG) and troglitazone (TRO) and a novel non-TZD partial
PPARg agonist (nTZDpa) induce caspase-mediated apoptosis of human coro-
nary vascular smooth muscle cells (HCSMC). The ability of the PPARg ligands
to induce VSMC apoptosis correlated closely with a dose-dependent and time-
dependent induction of GADD45 mRNA, a well-recognized modulator of cell
cycle arrest and apoptosis (TRO 4.9 ± 0.75, RSG 3.2 ± 0.41, nTZDpa 3.4 ±
0.53 fold increase at 30 µM afer 24 h, n=3, p<0.05). All PPARg ligands tested
markedly stimulated the transcriptional activation of the GADD 45 promoter
(RSG 2.96 ± 0.33, TRO 3.9 ± 0.47, and nTZDpa 3.21 ± 0.38 fold at 30 µM
after 24 h, n=3, p<0.05). Deletion analysis revealed that a 153 bp region be-
tween -234 and -81 bp proximal to the transcription start site was crucial for the
PPARg ligand-mediated induction of the GADD45 promoter. This portion of the
5’-flanking regulatory DNA of the GADD45 gene contains an Oct-1 consensus
sequence. Activity of luciferase reporter construct driven by multiple Oct-1 sites
was induced by PPARg ligands (RSG 1.86 ± 0.15, TRO 2.21 ± 0.19, nTZDpa
2.16 ± 0.21 fold at 10 µM after 24 h, n=3, p<0.05) indicating that the Oct-1
regulatory element might be one of the essential elements involved in the acti-
vation of the GADD45 promoter by PPARg. Using adenoviral-mediated overex-
pression of a constitutively-active PPARg mutant and NIH3T3 fibroblasts that
express no PPARg, we provide evidence that PPARg ligands induce caspase-
mediated apoptosis and GADD45 expression through a receptor-dependent
pathway. These findings suggest that activation of PPARg can lead to growth
arrest and induction of apoptosis in vascular smooth muscle cells, at least in
part, by inducing transcription of GADD45.

659 Is Skp-2 the missing link between the extracellular
matrix and vascular smooth muscle cell proliferation?

M. Bond, G. Sala-Newby, A C. Newby. University of Bristol, Bristol Heart
Institute, Bristol, United Kingdom

Proliferation of vascular smooth muscle cells (SMCs) is important in atheroscle-
rosis, restenosis and late vein graft failure. Availability of mitogens and interac-
tion with the intimately associated extracellular matrix (ECM) regulate SMC
proliferation. For example, we previously demonstrated that mitogen stimulated
SMCs interacting with native ECM in rat aorta do not proliferate. This is partly
because of constitutively elevated levels of cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors,
including p27. These are normally downregulated in proliferating SMC by post-
translational mechanisms that may involve proteosome-mediated degradation.
Here we sought to further elucidate the link between the extracellular matrix
and regulation of SMC proliferation.
We studied the S-phase-associated kinase protein-2 (Skp-2), an F-box pro-
tein involved in the ubiquitination and proteosome-mediated degradation of cel-
lular proteins. Skp-2 mRNA and protein expression is significantly (5.7 fold,
p<0.0024) lower in rat aorta compared to isolated SMCs; it is also strongly
induced by serum from undetectable levels in isolated SMCs but remains un-
detectable in aorta. Furthermore, SMCs cultured in suspension also fail to up
regulate Skp-2, which implies that interaction with the ECM regulates Skp-2
expression. Further experiments implicated the protein kinase B/Akt pathway,
integrin-linked kinase and small GTPase, RhoA, in upregulation of Skp-2 (re-
sults not shown). To confirm the essential role of Skp-2 in SMC proliferation, we
constructed a recombinant adenovirus expressing a dominant negative F-box
deleted mutant form, Delta F-Skp-2. Expression of Delta F-Skp-2 significantly
inhibited proliferation by cell numbers (55%, p<0.0057) and 3H-thymidine incor-
poration (31%, p<0.0009). Taken together, this data demonstrates that Skp-2
is essential and participates in the coordinate regulation of SMC proliferation
by mitogens and the ECM.
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660 Altered phosphorylation status of phopholamban, PLB,
and its contribution to the negative [Ca2+]i-frequency
relationship in the MLP−/− mouse with heart failure

G. Antoons 1, P.G. Volders 2, P. Vangheluwe 3, F. Wuytack 3, P. Holemans 1,
P. Caroni 4 , K. Mubagwa 5 , K. R. Sipido 1. 1Univ. of Leuven, Lab. Exp.
Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium; 2Academic Hospital, Maastricht, Netherlands;
3Univ. of Leuven, Lab. Physiology, Leuven, Belgium; 4Friedrich Miescher Inst.,
Basel, Switzerland; 5Univ. of Leuven, CEHA, Leuven, Belgium

Mice lacking muscle LIM protein (MLP-/-) develop dilated cardiomyopathy and
reproduce many clinical signs of human heart failure. We examined [Ca2+]i
handling and the mechanisms underlying the frequency dependence of [Ca2+]i
transients in single MLP-/- ventricular myocytes vs. wild-type (WT) during
whole-cell voltage-clamp. At 1 Hz, the amplitude of the [Ca2+]i transients was
not different between MLP-/- and WT, but the rate of Ca2+ decline, Tau, was
faster in MLP-/- (81±9 ms, n=11, vs. 174±30 ms in WT, n=20, P<0.05). The
protein levels of the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPase, SERCA, and of
phospholamban, PLB, were not increased in MLP-/- compared to WT. The
density of the Na/Ca exchange current was unchanged. However, the basal
phosphorylation status of PLB was markedly altered in MLP-/-. The PKA-
dependent phosphorylation at the Ser16 site of PLB was 233±4% of aver-
age WT levels, and the CaMKII-dependent phosphorylation at Thr17 was in-
creased to 289±9% (nhearts=8, P<0.05). Increasing the frequency of stimu-
lation resulted in a modest increase of the [Ca2+]i transient amplitude in WT
(n=7), whereas in MLP-/-, the amplitude decreased (n=9), resulting in a nega-
tive [Ca2+]i-frequency relation. This was related to a lack of increase in the Ca2+

content of the sarcoplasmic reticulum in the MLP-/-. The frequency-dependent
acceleration of the rate of [Ca2+]i decline, observed in WT, was absent in MLP-
/-: Tau of [Ca2+]i decline increased from 81±9 ms at 1 Hz to 94±16 ms at 4 Hz,
whereas in WT it significantly decreased from 174±30 ms at 1 Hz to 146±19ms
at 4 Hz in WT (P<0.05). In conclusion, in MLP-/- sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+

uptake appears to be increased at baseline, due to increased phosphorylation
of PLB at both PKA and CaMKII-dependent sites. This may limit the required
increase of sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ uptake at the higher stimulation fre-
quencies, and contribute to the negative [Ca2+]i-frequency relation in MLP-/-
. These novel findings imply that an elevated basal phosphorylation status of
PLB can be an important mechanism limiting contractile function at higher heart
rates in heart failure.

661 Matrix metalloproteinases-9 and -12 have opposite
effects on atherosclerotic plaque stability

J.L. Johnson, S.J. George, A.C. Newby, C.J. Jackson. University of Bristol,
Bristol Heart Institute, Bristol, United Kingdom

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are thought to be involved in the destabi-
lization and rupture of atherosclerotic lesions. We are testing this hypothesis
in apolipoprotein E (apoE) knockout mice that have been crossed with various
MMP knockouts and fed a high-fat diet for 8 weeks. The present study focuses
on apoE/MMP-9 (gelatinase B) or apoE/MMP-12 (macrophage metalloelas-
tase) double knockouts. Plaques in the proximal 150 µm of the brachiocephalic
artery were 57% smaller (54181±8358µm v 126026±12161µm; p<0.0001) in
apoE/MMP-12 double knockouts (n=27) than in age-matched, strain-matched
apoE knockout controls (n=24). In marked contrast, plaques were 110% larger
(87896±13693µm v 41288±7915µm; p=0.005) in apoE/MMP-9 double knock-
outs (n=26) than in controls (n=24). The frequency of silent plaque rupture
(seen as buried fibrous layers within the plaque) was 64% lower in apoE/MMP-
12 double knockouts than in controls (0.44±0.11 v 1.21±0.20; p=0.01), but
very surprisingly was 93% higher in apoE/MMP-9 double knockouts than in
controls (0.81±0.12 v 0.42±0.12; p<0.05). There was no significant difference
in the percentage of elastin or lipid in lesions from double knockout mice and
their wild-type counterparts (p>0.05). These data indicate that MMP-12 plays
an essential role in plaque growth and destabilization, but MMP-9 appears to
have a protective role: it limits plaque growth and promotes plaque stability.
This challenges the concept that MMPs simply degrade matrix and thus desta-
bilise plaques, and suggest instead that different members of the MMP family
have differing effects on plaque stability. Notwithstanding this, the present data
suggest that inhibition of MMP-12 may be an attractive target for prevention of
atherosclerotic plaque rupture.

YOUNG INVESTIGATORS AWARD SESSION –
THROMBOSIS

663 Effects of a novel platelet selective NO donor, aspirin +
clopidogrel and combined therapy in inhibiting flow and
lesion-dependent thrombosis

G. Vilahur, L. Casani, M. Baldellou, L. Badimon. Hospital Sta.Creu i S. Pau,
Cardiovascular Research Center, Barcelona, Spain

Background: Recent evidence shows that the combination of Aspirin + Clopi-

dogrel seems an appropriate treatment for the prevention of acute coronary
thrombosis in patients with cardiovascular disease. However, novel approaches
such as the use of platelet selective NO donors may also provide appropriate
protection against thrombosis.
Objective: To evaluate whether a novel platelet selective NO-donor (LA816)
can provide protection against thrombosis triggered by severely damaged ves-
sel wall when administered alone or in combination with the reference treatment
of Aspirin+Clopidogrel.
Methods: Thrombogenicity was measured in the porcine experimental model
and assessed as platelet-thrombus formation in the ex vivo Badimon perfu-
sion chamber. Pigs were randomly assigned to one of the following groups: I)
placebo; II) placebo + LA816; III) aspirin + clopidrogel (oral, 10 mg kg-1 of each,
for three days); and IV) aspirin + clopidrogel (oral, 10 mg kg-1 of each, for three
days) + LA 816. Animals were anesthetized, heparinized, catheterized and a
perfusion chamber was placed in an extracorporeal carotid artery-jugular vein
shunt. After baseline control perfusions, both groups of animals with LA816
treatment (groups II and IV) received the iv-infusion of LA816 (6.6 nmols kg-1
min-1 at an infusion rate of 1.25 ml min-1) during 2 hours. Blood pressure, and
heart rate were also evaluated.
Results: At high and low shear rates, both LA816 (group II) and As-
pirin/Clopidogrel (group III) significantly inhibited platelet deposition. In both
cases a 40% inhibition from placebo controls (group I) was achieved by treat-
ment (P<0.05). Combined treatment of oral Aspirin+/Clopidogrel and iv LA816
(group IV) produced a significant further reduction in platelet deposition (20%
additional inhibition; and 60% from placebo-controls; P<0.0001). The iv LA816
treatment (groups II and IV) did not modify systemic blood pressure nor heart
rate in the treated animals.
Conclusion: Acute treatment with LA816 inhibits flow mediated thrombosis
triggered by severely damaged vessel wall. Interestingly, without modifying
blood pressure or heart rate, acute NO donation with LA 816 provides addi-
tional benefits in platelet passivation and inhibition of thrombosis to the combi-
nated blockage of COX and Py1,2 with three days treatment with aspirin and
clopidrogel.
This study was funded by Lacer, SA, SAF-2000/0174, BEFI

664 Increased platelet reactivity in healthy young individuals
with a two-generational family history of premature
myocardial infarction

N. Qamar 1, A. Bhatti 2, P. DeSouza 1, J. Ogleby 1, RK. Singh 1, AH. Goodall 2 ,
NJ. Samani 1. 1University of Leicester, Department of Cardiology, Leicester,
United Kingdom; 2University of Leicester, Dept of Clinical Biochemistry,
Leicester, United Kingdom

Purpose: While plaque fissuring provides the immediate template for coronary
occlusion, the extent of the thrombotic reaction and especially the reaction of
platelets to this stimulus may be an important determinant of the clinical out-
come. Although studies have shown increased platelet reactivity in subjects
with myocardial infarction (MI), it is unclear whether some individuals have an
inherent tendency to increased platelet reactivity, which increases their risk of
MI. Such a tendency, if inherited, may also partly explain the increased familial
risk of MI. The aim of this study, therefore, was to compare platelet function
of young healthy individuals (cases (CA), n = 24, 26.10 (6.1) yrs) with a two-
generational family history of premature MI (defined as an MI < 50 years in a
parent and < 65 years in the corresponding grandparent), with age and smok-
ing matched subjects with no family history of coronary disease (controls, (CT),
n=24, 27.08 (6.4) yrs). We also studied whether platelet function in cases cor-
related with their parent who had had an MI.
Methods: Whole blood flow cytometry was used to measure fibrinogen binding
and P-selectin expression in response to stimulation with ADP, thrombin recep-
tor agonist peptide (TRAP) and collagen related peptide (CRP) all at 1 x 10-6
M, and to measure the percentage of monocyte-platelet aggregates (MPAs)
in blood samples incubated at 37°C for 4 hours with lipopolysaccharide (LPS
200ng/ml).
Results: There was no significant difference in basal fibrinogen binding, P-
selectin expression or percentage of MPAs between CA and CT. However in re-
sponse to stimulation with ADP, TRAP and CRP, both fibrinogen binding (ADP:
CA 67.6±2.5, CT 57.2±2.8, p =0.008; TRAP: CA 78.4±2.2, CT 66.6±3.4, p
=0.007; CRP: CA 87.3±1.7, CT 80.4±1.7, p = 0.04) and P-selectin expres-
sion (ADP: CA 34.2±2.0, CT 28.0±1.7, p =0.021; TRAP: CA 75.4±1.7, CT
68.9±2.7, p =0.047; CRP: CA 84.7±1.4, CT 77.1±3.3, p = 0.04) were signifi-
cantly higher in cases compared to controls The percentage of MPAs following
LPS stimulation was also higher in cases (22.8±11.2±15.7±4.2 p=0.006). Fib-
rinogen binding in response to both ADP (r2 = 0.24, p = 0.02) and TRAP (r2 =
0.0.45, p = 0.001) correlated between children and their affected parent.
Conclusions: Healthy young individuals with a strong family history of prema-
ture MI have significantly more reactive platelets than matched controls. The
results suggest a possible genetic tendency to a prothrombotic state in such
individuals, which may partly explain their increased risk.
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665 Increased soluble adhesion molecules in patients with
slow coronary flow

H. Turhan 1, E. Yetkin 2, AR. Erbay 1, R. Atak 1, K. Senen 1, H. Sasmaz 1,
S. Cehreli 2, E. Kutuk 1. 1Turkiye Yuksek Ihtisas Hospital, Department of
Cardiology, Ankara, Turkey; 2Inonu University Faculty of Medicine,
Department of Cardiology, Malatya, Turkey

Background: The coronary slow flow phenomenon is an angiographic phe-
nomenon characterized by delayed opacification of vessels in the absence of
any evidence of obstructive epicardial coronary disease. It is believed to rep-
resent coronary microvascular dysfunction. It is well established that endothe-
lium plays an important role in the control of coronary blood flow by regulating
coronary vascular resistance. Previously, endothelial activation and inflamma-
tion have been reported to be important precursors to atherosclerosis initiation
and progression. In the present study, we aimed to evaluate soluble adhesion
molecules in patients with slow coronary flow.
Methods: Study population included 17 patients with angiographically proven
normal coronary arteries and slow coronary flow in all three coronary vessels
(group I, 11 male, 6 female, mean age=48±9 years), and 20 patients with an-
giographically proven normal coronary arteries without associated slow coro-
nary flow (group II, 11 male, 9 female, mean age=50±8 years). Coronary flow
rates of all subjects were documented by Thrombolysis In Myocardial Infarction
frame count (TIMI frame count). TIMI frame count method is a simple, repro-
ducible, objective and quantitative index of coronary flow velocity. TIMI frame
count was determined for each major coronary artery in each patient. All pa-
tients in group I had TIMI frame counts greater than two standart deviation
above those of control subjects (group II) and therefore, were accepted as ex-
hibiting slow coronary flow. Serum levels of ICAM-1, VCAM-1, and E-selectin
were measured in all patients and control subjects using commercially available
ELISA kits (Bender Med Systems, Vienna, Austria).
Results: There was no statistically significant difference between two groups
in respect to age, gender, hypertension, diabetes mellitus and cigarette smok-
ing (p>0.05). Serum ICAM-1, VCAM-1, and E-selectin levels of group I pa-
tients were found to be significantly higher than those of group II patients
(ICAM-1: 545±198 ng/ml vs 242±113 ng/ml respectively, p<0.001, VCAM-1:
2040±634 ng/ml vs 918±336 ng/ml respectively, p<0.001, E-selectin: 67±9
ng/ml vs 52±8 ng/ml respectively, p<0.01).
Conclusion: Increased levels of soluble adhesion molecules in patients with
slow coronary flow may be an indicator of endothelial activation and inflamma-
tion and is likely to be in the causal pathway leading to slow coronary flow.

666 Both ticlopidine and clopidogrel prevent acute phase
elevation of von Willebrand factor in non-ST-elevation
acute coronary syndromes

N.N. Slavina 1, O.V. Averkov 1, N.A. Gratsiansky 2 . 1Institute of
Physico-Chemical Medicine, Center for Atherosclerosis, Moskva, Russian
Federation; 2Institute of Physico-Chemical Medicine, Center for
Atherosclerosis, Moskva, Russian Federation

The rise of von Willebrand factor (vWF) is a predictor of unfavorable outcome
in non-ST-elevation acute coronary syndrome (NSTEACS). Both clopidogrel
(CL) and ticlopidine (TIC) have been shown to reduce the risk of new ischemic
events in patients with NSTEACS and CL has become a part of standard treat-
ment. However effects of these mainly antiplatelet agents on acute changes of
vWF in NSTEACS have not been elucidated.
Methods: Effects of TIC and CL were investigated in 2 subsequent open ran-
domized studies in aspirin treated pts admitted within 48 hours from last rest
pain onset. Patients included into study of TIC (n=19, 500 mg BID for two days
loading dose and 250 mg BID day for subsequent 5 days) vs control (no TIC,
n=18) received unfractionated heparin (UFH) infusion for at least 48 hours from
admission. Patients included into study of CL (n=10, 300 mg loading dose and
75 mg/day for subsequent 6 days) vs control (no CL, n=9) received enoxaparin
(ENOX) also for 48 hours or more. Venous blood samples in both studies were
obtained at baseline, on days 1,3,7 and 14 (7 days after thienopyridines dis-
continuation).

Results: vWF %; M±SD, t-test comparison

TIC (+UFH) Control (+UFH) p CL (+ENOX) Control (+ENOX) p

Baseline 162±20 165±32 NS 158±39 165±30 NS
Day 1 163±35 170±41 NS 165±41 181±24* NS
Day 3 163±27 186±33** <0.05 152±38 185±20* <0.05
Day 7 155±20 168±24 NS 141±30* 166±19 <0.05
Day 14 144±22** 173±27 <0.01 145±30 163±22 NS

*p<0.05 and **p<0.01 from group baseline.

Conclusion: TIC and CL used in loading dose regimes in addition to stan-
dard treatment for NSTEACS prevented acute phase elevation of vWF without
signs of this marker reactivation after study drugs discontinuation. This effect
on prognostic marker may contribute to clinical efficacy of thienopyridines in
NSTEACS.

667 Using the PFA-100 and serum thromboxane B2 to
measure aspirin resistance in patients with
cardiovascular disease

R. Curtin 1, A. Maree 1 , M. Dooley 1, P. Crean 2, DJ. Fitzgerald 1 . 1Royal
College of Surgeons in Ireland, Department of Clinical Pharmacology, Dublin,
Ireland; 2St. James’s Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Dublin, Ireland

Background: Aspirin reduces the risk of cardiovascular events in patients with
pre-existing vascular disease. However there is heterogeneity in the way indi-
viduals respond to aspirin with some patients suffering a thromboembolic event
despite treatment. "Aspirin resistance" has been used to describe patients who,
despite treatment with aspirin, fail to show significant inhibition of platelet func-
tion. This study was designed to determine the incidence of "aspirin resistance"
and its underlying mechanisms.
Methods: In the first phase of the study 209 patients with a history of coronary
artery disease and on aspirin 75-300mg daily were screened using the Platelet
Function Analyser (PFA)-100 assay (Dade Behring) and serum thromboxane
(Tx) B2 levels (ELISA, Assay Designs Inc.). In the second phase of the study
we recalled 25 aspirin non-responders and 25 matched controls 3 to 12 months
after initial sampling. Serum TxB2 was repeated and platelet aggregation to
arachidonic acid (1.6mM), epinephrine (5µM), fibrillar collagen (0.5µg/ml) and
TRAP (5µM) was performed.
Results: 8 patients were classified as non-compliant based on unsuppressed
serum TxB2 levels (>50ng/ml). Of the remaining 201 patients 172 (86%) were
classified as aspirin responders based on prolongation of the closure time on
the PFA-100 (>193 seconds). 29 (14%) did not show prolongation of the clo-
sure time on the PFA-100, and were classified as aspirin non-responders. 23
of the 29 aspirin non-responders showed complete suppression of serum TxB2
(<10ng/ml) while the remaining 6 showed partial suppression (10-50ng/ml). 18
of the 172 responders also showed incomplete suppression of TxB2. On retest-
ing, repeat serum TxB2 correlated well with the initial measurement, r = 0.62
(P<0.0001). 8 of the 25 aspirin non-responders aggregated to arachidonic acid
compared to 4 of the 25 responders (p=NS). In addition, 12 of the 25 aspirin
non-responders aggregated to epinephrine versus 3 of the 25 responders (p =
0.01). There was no difference in aggregation to collagen or TRAP in aspirin
non-responders versus responders.
Conclusion: We have shown that 14% of cardiovascular patients have normal
platelet function despite confirmed treatment with aspirin. In some cases this
is associated with incomplete suppression of serum TxB2 and residual aggre-
gation to arachidonic acid. However, the PFA-100 does not detect all patients
who have incomplete suppression of cyclooxygenase during treatment with as-
pirin. In addition, enhanced sensitivity to epinephrine may explain many cases
of "aspirin resistance" detected using the PFA-100.
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669 Stem cell homing in myocardial infarction

J.M. Sorger 1, D. Despres 2, E.R. McVeigh 1, J.M. Hill 1. 1National Heart, Lung
and Blood Institute, National Institute of Health, Bethesda, United States of
America; 2National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, National
Institute of Health, Bethesda, United States of America

Background Stem cell homing to myocardial injury is dependent on cytokine
and chemokine mediated cell-trafficking. Using magnetic resonance imaging
we demonstrate the preferential homing ability and milieu-specific differenti-
ation of magnetically-labeled bone marrow derived stem cells to myocardial
infarction.
Methods Rat mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) were labeled with micron-scale
iron fluorescent particles (IFP). Myocardial infarction was induced in adult
Sprague-Dawley rats following 1 hour of ligation of the proximal left anterior
descending artery. IFP-labeled MSCs (15-20 million/kg) were administered via
the tail vein, one hour after reperfusion. Serial cardiac MRIs were performed up
to 8 weeks using an Oxford Instruments 4.7 Tesla/40 cm or Magnex 7 Tesla/20
cm horizontal MRI with Bruker consoles running Paravision. Imaging parame-
ters were as follows: flip angles ranging from 10-40 degrees, TR = 100-200 ms,
TE = 2.2 – 3 ms, field of views ranging from 5.3cm – 6.4cm with matrix sizes
ranging from 5122 to 256 x 96. High resolution ex-vivo imaging was performed
using a 7 Tesla microimaging system. Following euthanasia the heart was ex-
amined using fluorescent confocal microscopy for the presence of IFP-labeled
MSCs and immunohistochemical markers of cardiomyogenic differentiation.
Results IFP-labeled MSCs appeared as a signal void within the infarct
zone. Following euthanasia, high resolution 3D-MRI revealed the IFP-labeled
MSCs were distributed throughout the infarct. Using confocal fluorescence mi-
croscopy, engrafted IFP labeled cells appeared to be preferentially localized
to the infarction zone and were most concentrated in the center of the infarct,
with the populations dwindling upon reaching the border zones. In addition,
immunohistochemistry showed desmin and connexin 43 coexpression in IFP-
labeled cells engrafted within are of infarction.
Conclusion We have non invasively demonstrated the homing ability of iron-
labeled mesenchymal stem cells in vivo in the heart at 4.7 and 7 Tesla. In
addition engrafted cells appear to differentiate along a cardiomyogenic lineage
in response to a milieu-specific differentiation signal. These results may allow
further investigation of the chemokine and cytokine axis governing stem cell
homing to sites of tissue injury.

670 The pathological basis of Q-waves in myocardial
infarction – infarct extent rather than transmurality

JCC. Moon 1, D. Perez 2, R. Janardhanan 3 , AG. Elkington 1, AK. Taneja 2,
R. Senior 3, PA. Poole-Wilson 4, DJ. Pennell 1 . 1Royal Brompton Hospital,
Department of MRI, London, United Kingdom; 2Royal Brompton Hospital,
Clinical Trials Evaluation Unit, London, United Kingdom; 3Northwick Park
Hospital, Department of Cardiology, London, United Kingdom; 4National Heart
and Lung Institute, Deaprtment of Cardiological Sciences, London, United
Kingdom

Introduction: For 40 years, the nature of Q-wave and Non-Q-wave myocardial
infarction (QW/NQW MI) has been controversial, principally because of debate
over the influence of transmurality. Previous study has relied on autopsy data
for infarct assessment which has significant limitations. We hypothesised that
late gadolinium CMR measurement of infarction would identify the anatomical
basis of QW MI because both infarct extent and transmurality is assessed in-
vivo.
Methods: 100 consecutive patients with previous infarction (recent, n=33,
chronic, n=41, multiple, n=17, 9 excluded for LBBB) underwent ECG and CMR.
The total extent of infarction, degree of transmural infarction and ECG classifi-
cation as QW/NQW MI was determined in 3 territories and correlated.
Results: Non-transmural MI could be QW (28%); transmural MI, NQW (29%).
As both MI extent and degree of transmurality increased, the probability of clas-
sification as QW increased: (anterior territory, extent chi2= 53, p<0.0001, trans-
murality chi2=36, p<0.0001; inferior territory, extent chi2=16, p=0.001, transmu-

rality chi2=10, p=0.001), but this relationship was better for extent than transmu-
rality, and transmurality was not an independent predictor in multivariate anal-
ysis. The QW/NQW classification was a good test for size of MI (area under
ROC curve: anterior 0.9, inferior 0.77)and QWMIs had lower ejection fractions
(47% vs 55%, p=0.02). None of these findings held for posterior MI which were
electrically silent to 12 lead ECG.
Conclusion: The regional extent rather than transmurality of MI determines
classification as QW or NQW MI. The presence of a QW MI indicates a larger
MI with worse function which is more likely to be transmural, but if you want to
definitively determine transmurality, use gadolinium CMR.

671 Biventricular endomyocardial biopsy findings in patients
with Brugada syndrome

M. Pieroni 1, C. Chimenti 1 , F. Bellocci 2, MA. Russo 3, A. Maseri 1,
A. Frustaci 2 . 1San Raffaele Hospital, Cardio-Thoracic-Vascular Department,
Milan, Italy; 2Catholic University, Department of Cardiology, Rome, Italy; 3La
Sapienza University, Department of Pathology, Rome, Italy

Background: Various entities may present with electrocardiographic and clini-
cal features of Brugada syndrome (BS). However no systematic assessment of
the histologic substrate has been reported so far.
Methods: We studied 16 consecutive patients (pts) (13 M/3 F; mean age
40.2±13.8 ys) with clinical and electrocardiographic diagnosis of BS. All pa-
tients presented with normal cardiac volumes and function and normal valvular
pattern at 2D-echocardiography with color-Doppler analysis. At standard ECG,
type I depolarization pattern was present in 10 pts, and type II evolving in type I
after flecainide challenge in 5 pts. Clinical presentation was cardiac arrest with
ventricular fibrillation in 5 pts, documented sustained polymorphic ventricular
tachycardia in 7 pts and syncope without arrhythmias documentation in 4 pts.
All pts underwent cardiac catheterization, coronary angiography, right ventri-
cle (RV) and left ventricle (LV) angiography with biventricular endomyocardial
biopsy. Myocardial samples were processed for histology, immunohistochem-
istry and electron microscopy studies. PCR for common cardiotropic viruses
was performed on frozen endomyocardial samples in all pts. Electrophysiologic
study was performed in all pts.
Results: At cardiac catheterisation an increase in left (17.5±3.2 mm Hg) and
right (12.2±3.9 mm Hg) ventricular end-diastolic pressure was measured in all
cases. All pts showed wall motion abnormalities of the RV (7 pts), of the LV (2
pts) or both (7 pts). Microaneurysms of the RV and of the LV were detected in
10 pts and 6 pts respectively. At histology a focal active myocarditis according
to Dallas criteria was present in RV samples of 6 pts and in RV and LV samples
in 5 pts. RV fibrofatty replacement diagnostic for arrhytmogenic right ventricular
dysplasia was found in 2 pts. In the remaining 3 cases histologic and electron
microscopy studies showed non specific cardiomyopathic changes. PCR was
positive for parvovirus B19 (1 pt) and enterovirus (2 pts) among the 11 pts with
myocarditis (27%). In the 4 pts with syncope electrophysiologic study induced
sustained polymorphic ventricular tachycardia, while in the remaining pts re-
produced the spontaneous arrhythmia.
Conclusions: Abnormal histological findings consistent with myocarditis, car-
diomyopathy and arrhytmogenic right ventricular dysplasia can be observed
in pts with electrocardiographic and clinical diagnosis of BS. Endomyocardial
biopsy may contribute to the diagnosis and to the definition of treatment and
prognosis.
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672 Endothelial dysfunction in children with acute infection

M. Charakida 1, A. Donald 1, N. Lloyd 1, A. Ness 2, C. Storry 1, J. Halcox 1,
J. Golding 2, J. Deanfield 1. 1Institute of Child Health, Vascular Physiology Unit,
London, United Kingdom; 2University of Bristol, Department of Child Health,
Bristol, United Kingdom

Background: Atherosclerosis begins in early life and endothelial dysfunction
is recognised as a key initiating event in the development of the atherosclerotic
process. Evidence suggests that infection may be associated with endothelial
dysfunction (ED) and vascular injury. However, the impact of the exposure to
common infective pathogens in childhood on vascular endothelium is still un-
known.
Methods: We studied 262 children, aged 11yrs drawn from the "ALSPAC" pop-
ulation. The children were separated into groups according to documented ev-
idence of infection: current acute infection (AI) group; convalescent (CONV)
group, infection in the past two weeks; control (C) group, healthy children. Of
the 83 AI children (41 male, 42 female) 73 had chest infection, 3 ear infection
and 7 upper airway respiratory infection at the time of study. In the CONV group
(44 male, 47 female) 88 had had chest infection, 2 gastro-enteritis and 1 ear
infection. The C group had no infection (44 male, 44 female).
Flow mediated endothelial function was assessed in all the children. Using
high-resolution ultrasound the brachial artery diameter, at rest and following
reactive hyperaemia, induced by forearm cuff occlusion for 5 minutes, was mea-
sured. Flow mediated dilatation (FMD) is expressed as the percentage change
in diameter from baseline.
Results: Baseline diameter was comparable in all groups; AI: 2.75±0.03mm,
CONV: 2.75±0.03mm, C: 2.68±0.027mm. Percentage FMD was significantly
lower in both the AI group (6.93±0.326) and the CONV group (7.93±0.291)
compared to the Control group (10.74±0.257) (p<0.0001). The FMD in the AI
group was also significantly lower than in the CONV group (p<0.02). Values
expressed as mean±SE.
The observed differences between groups remained when multivariate analysis
was performed controlling for age, sex and vessel size.
Conclusion: An acute infection in childhood is accompanied by a significant
decrease in endothelium dependent vasodilatation. These findings suggest that
AI may be involved in the initiation of vascular injury in early life which may have
implications for development of atherosclerosis in later life.

673 White cell telomere length and risk of premature
myocardial infarction

S. Brouilette 1, RK. Singh 1, JR. Thompson 2, AH. Goodall 3 , NJ. Samani 1.
1University of Leicester, Department of Cardiology, Leicester, United Kingdom;
2University of Leicester, Epidemiology and Public Health, Leicester, United
Kingdom; 3University of Leicester, Dept of Clinical Biochemistry, Leicester,
United Kingdom

Purpose: Biological ageing is distinct from chronological ageing and may con-
tribute to the pathogenesis of age-related diseases such as coronary heart
disease. The lengths of telomeres provide an assessment biological age with
shorter telomeres indicating increased biological age. We investigated whether
subjects with premature myocardial infarction (MI) had shorter leucocyte telom-
eres.
Methods: Mean terminal restriction fragments (TRF) length, a measure of av-
erage telomere size, was compared by Southern blot analysis in leucocyte
DNA of 203 cases with an MI under the age of 50 years and 180 age and sex
matched controls. Both demographic as well as levels of biochemical markers
of cardiovascular risk including fibrinogen, white cell count, C-reactive protein,
cholesterol and homocysteine were measured in all subjects.
Results: Age and sex adjusted mean TRF length of cases was significantly
lower than that of controls (difference 299.7±69.3 base pairs (bp), p < 0.0001).
Mean TRF length declined by 26.4±8.1 bp per year in all subjects. Thus, on av-
erage mean TRF length in cases was similar to controls 11.3 years older. The
difference in mean TRF length between cases and controls was unaffected by
adjustment for hypertension, diabetes, smoking, white cell count or plasma lev-
els of C-reactive protein, fibrinogen or homocysteine. Compared with subjects
in the highest quartile for mean TRF length, the odds ratios for MI were 1.63
(95% CI, 0.91-2.92, p = 0.102), 3.27 (95%CI, 1.79-5.97, p < 0.0001) and 2.79
(95%CI, 1.53-5.11, p = 0.001), respectively in subjects in the second, third and
lowest quartile of mean TRF length.
Conclusion: There is a strong and independent association between shorter
mean leucocyte telomere length and risk of premature MI. Telomere length has
a strong genetic determination. Therefore, apart from describing a novel asso-
ciation the findings could have important implications for our understanding of
the genetic aetiology, pathogenesis and highly variable age of onset of coro-
nary artery disease.

ESC LECTURE ON POPULATION SCIENCES

700 Prevalence of coronary heart disease related to passive
smoking by self-report and serum cotinine in the
Scottish MONICA population surveys

R. Chen, R. Tavendale, H. Tunstall-Pedoe. Ninewells Hospital and Medical
School, Cardiovascular Epidemiology Unit, Dundee, United Kingdom

Purpose: To investigate in never-smokers the relationship between prevalent
coronary heart disease (CHD) and passive smoking measured by self-report,
serum cotinine and a combination score, in the four random population sample
surveys of the Scottish MONICA Project.
Methods: Random samples of men and women aged 25-64 were recruited in
North Glasgow in surveys carried out in 1986, 1989, 1992 and 1995 involv-
ing questionnaires, risk factor and biochemical measurements. These included
questions on passive exposure to tobacco smoke (classified at four levels 1-
4 from "none" to "a lot"), and measurements of serum cotinine, an indicator
of nicotine exposure, classified at four levels 1-4 in never smokers,from unde-
tectable to just below the level identifying possible smoking deceivers. Results
from each of these measures were analysed separately, and then for seven
groups produced by adding their category numbers from the two measures into
a score. Prevalent coronary heart disease was derived by combining medical
diagnosis, the Rose questionnaire and Minnesota coding of the ECG.
Results: 1854 never smokers were identified after excluding a few potential
deceivers whose cotinine exceeded the defined threshold of 17.9ng/ml. After
combining the sexes and surveys and using multiple risk-factor adjustment the
odds ratio (OR) for prevalent CHD showed a gradient from 1.0 self-reported, "no
exposure" to 1.8 (1.1-2.8) for "a lot" of exposure. The OR for cotinine groups
ranged from 1.0 for undetectable to 1.1 (0.7-1.8) for cotinine 4-17.9ng/ml. The
combined score showed a gradient of ORs peaking at OR of 2.6 (1.1-6.0)for
group 7. Prevalent CHD related most strongly to exposure at work. It also cor-
related with length of exposure per day.
Discussion: These results show a gradient of coronary risk associated with
passive smoking even after correction for other risk factors. They endorse cur-
rent policies protecting non-smokers from passive exposure to tobacco smoke.

701 Blood folate levels and subclinical atherosclerosis in
Chinese inside and outside China: a report from
CATHAY study

M. Qiao 1, P. Chook 1, GN. Thomas 1, XS. Huang 2, GG. Wang 3, SW. Chan 4,
DS. Celermajer 5 , KS. Woo 1. 1Chinese Univ. of Hong Kong, Dept of Medicine
& Therapeutics, Hong Kong; 2Guangdong Prov. Hosp., Dept. of Cardiovasc.
Medicine, Guangzhou, China; 3Cardiovascular Inst., Dept. of Emergency,
Beijing, China; 4Chinese Hosp., Dept. of Medicine, San Francisco, United
States of America; 5 Univ. of Sydney, Dept. of Cardiology, Sydney, Australia

Background: Blood folate level relates to cardiovascular mortality in the White,
but its impact on atherosclerotic disease in the Chinese has not been docu-
mented.
Methods: To evaluate its impact among the Chinese, we recruited 493 asymp-
tomatic healthy Chinese ethnic (mean age 46.9±12.4 years, 51.3% males)
from our on-going Chinese Atherosclerosis in the Aged and Young (CATHAY)
study in southern China, Sydney and San Francisco. Carotid intima-media
thickness (IMT, surrogate atherosclerosis marker) was measured by high res-
olution ultrasound, using an off-line validated automated edge-detection and
measurement computer package. Blood folate and homocysteine levels were
measured by radioassay and immunoassay (IMx) respectively.
Results: Mean carotid IMT was 0.6±0.1mm. The mean plasma folate and
homocysteine was 19.1±1.6nmol/l and 7.8±1.3umol/l respectively. The preva-
lence of methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) TT genotype was 5.5%
and T allele frequency was 24.3%. Carotid IMT was significanlty greater in
those with low blood folate levels (<15nmol/l) compared with normal folate lev-
els (0.62 ±0.1mm vs 0.59±0.09mm, p <0.01). On multivariate backward step-
wise logistic regression, low plasma folate was significantly associated with
carotid atherosclerosis (IMT>0.64mm)(odds ratio of 2.1 95% CI 1.24-3.40), in-
dependent of age, gender, hypertension (blood pressure >160/90mmHg), hy-
perglycaemia (fasting glucose > 6.1mmol/l), after adjustment for lipid profiles,
plasma homocysteine levels, MTHFR genotype, smoking, body mass index and
place of residence.
Conclusion: Low blood folate level is an important determinant of subclinical
atherosclerosis, independent of homocysteine, with great implication in primary
prevention of atherosclerosis in the Chinese.

Risk factors for atherosclerosis

Odds Ratio (95% CI) p-value

Age (yr) 1.09 (1.07-1.12) <0.001
Sex (male) 2.14 (1.35-3.38) 0.001
Hypertension 2.90 (1.44-5.84) 0.03
Hyperglycaemia 1.96 (1.08-3.58) 0.027
Low folate level 2.06 (1.24-3.40) 0.005
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702 Evaluation of the direct and indirect causal effect of risk
factor interventions on coronary heart disease. A WHO
project

U. Siebert 1 , MA. Hernan 2 , JM. Robins 2. 1Harvard School of Public Health,
Harvard Center for Risk Analysis, Boston MA, United States of America;
2Harvard School of Public Health, Department of Epidemiology, Boston,
United States of America

Background: WHO has established a project on comparative risk assessment
for coronary heart disease (CHD) which addresses the overall impact of public
health interventions on the risk of CHD. To obtain causal effect estimates, such
an evaluation has to consider not only the direct risk factor (RF) effects but also
effects mediated through other RFs. As various RFs simultaneously affect and
are affected by other RFs (time-dependent confoundig), traditional regression
analysis fails. We sought to use causal methods to investigate the expected
effect of interventions on CHD risk factors.
Methods: We used the Framingham Offspring Study’s longitudinal data
(n=5124) with a 20-yr follow-up. We used the parametric g-formula (Robins,
1986) to adjust for time-dependent confounding and to estimate the counter-
factual CHD risk under each intervention. First, we fit pooled logistic regression
models to predict RF and CHD distributions conditional on given risk factor his-
tory. Second, Monte Carlo technique was used to simulate RFs and CHD in
10000 counterfactual subjects. Third, we estimated 95% bootstrap confidence
intervals (CI) of relative CHD risks (RR). Evaluated strategies included inter-
ventions on smoking, alcohol consumption, body mass index (BMI), low density
lipoprotein (LDL), and a combined strategy.
Results: After exclusions, our analyses included 2230 men (47.8%) and 2440
(52.2%) women with 189 and 68 CHD events, respectively. The observed 12-yr
risk of CHD in the study population was 8.48% (CI 7.37%-9.73%) for males and
2.79% (CI 2.19%-3.54%) for females. The simulated 12-yr risk of CHD under
no intervention was 8.48% for males (CI 6.72%-10.24%) and 2.82% for females
(CI 2.10%-3.54%). Smoking cessation at baseline in all male and female smok-
ers had a RR of 0.80 (CI 0.70-0.91) and 0.83 (CI 0.70-1.00), respectively. The
RR after shifting the LDL distribution to the distribution of the Chinese pop-
ulation was 0.68 (CI 0.52-0.89) for men and 0.48 (CI 0.35-0.67) for women.
Shifting alcohol consumption to moderate alcohol intake or constantly lowering
BMI to 22kg/m2 did not change CHD risk significantly. The combined interven-
tion on smoking cessation, BMI, and LDL reduced the CHD risk by 53% (RR
0.47; CI 0.32-0.69) in men and by 61% (RR 0.39; CI 0.23-0.67) in women.
Conclusions: The parametric g-formula could be applied in a situation with
time-dependent confounding, where traditionl regression analysis fails. Highest
risk reductions could be achieved by interventions on smoking cessation and
LDL. Combined interventions may reduce CHD risk by more than 50%.

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF DYSLIPIDAEMIA

703 Plasma lipoproteins and severity of coronary
atherosclerosis in diabetic and non-diabetic patients

J. Ferrières 1, M. Elbaz 2, C. Piot 3, D. Carrié 2, M. Galinier 4, JM. Fauvel 4,
JP. Cambou 5, J. Puel 2. 1Rangueil Hospital, Cardiology B and INSERM U558,
Toulouse cedex 9, France; 2Rangueil Hospital, Department of Cardiology B,
Toulouse, France; 3Cardiology, Montpellier, France; 4Rangueil Hospital,
Department of Cardiology A, Toulouse, France; 5INSERM U558, Department
of Epidemiology, Toulouse, France

Background: Most studies have related lipoprotein levels only to the presence
or absence of coronary artery disease (CAD) but not to its angiographic ex-
tent. Whether CAD patients (pts), with or without noninsulin-dependent dia-
betes mellitus (NIDDM), have similar severity of CAD is in dispute. Further-
more, the determinants of the extent of CAD in pts with NIDDM are not well
known. The aim of this study was to evaluate the relationships between risk
factors (RF) and the extent of CAD in 282 NIDDM (68±10 years; 70%, men)
and 283 non diabetic pts (66±12 years; 65%, men).
Methods: All the 565 consecutive pts underwent coronary angiography and
none of them had a previous revascularization. The pt’s characteristics, RF,
treatment before hospitalization were recorded for each pt. Blood samples were
drawn upon admission to the hospital. The extent of CAD atherosclerosis was
assessed by 2 different scores, the Gensini score and the Atherosclerotic score,
calculated as the average severity [grades 0 (<25%), 1 (<50%), 2 (<75%), 3
(≤95%), and 4 (>95% stenosis)] of all 15 coronary segments.
Results: NIDDM pts had a higher prevalence of hypertension (63 vs 42%), and
a higher body mass index (29 vs 26 kg/m2) than non diabetic pts. HDL choles-
terol (0.43 vs 0.48 g/L), LDL cholesterol (1.22 vs 1.30 g/L), and Lp (a) (0.34 vs
0.41 g/L) levels were significantly lower and triglycerides levels (1.66 vs 1.41
g/L) were significantly higher in NIDDM than in non diabetic pts. The Gensini
(35 vs 27) and Atherosclerotic (0.50 vs 0.43) scores were significantly higher in
NIDDM than in non diabetic pts. In backward stepwise multiple regression anal-
yses, age, sex, admission with an acute coronary syndrome, a previous history
of stroke or peripheral arterial disease, a diagnosis of CAD older than 1 month,
and hypertension (for NIDDM only) were significantly (p<0.05) associated with

the 2 scores in NIDDM and non diabetic pts. In the same models, LDL choles-
terol (p<0.05) levels were associated with the Gensini score in NIDDM and non
diabetic pts whereas HDL cholesterol (p<0.02), LDL cholesterol (p<0.02) and
Lp (a) (p<0.006) levels were associated with the Atherosclerotic score only in
non diabetic pts.
Conclusions: Lipoproteins are more strongly associated with the severity of
coronary atherosclerosis in non diabetic than in NIDDM pts. Further studies
are needed to study the role of lipoprotein particles as determinants of coronary
atherosclerosis in NIDDM pts.

704 Dislipemia in patients with heart failure. Should we treat
these patients?

P. Serrano Aisa 1, I. De los Mártires 2 , P. Cia 2, IJ. Ferreira 1 . 1Hospital Clinico
"Lozano Blesa", Cardiology Dept., Zaragoza, Spain; 2Hospital Clínico "Lozano
Blesa", Internal Medicine, Zaragoza, Spain

Purpose: The two main causes of heart failure (HF) are ischemic heart disease
(IHD) and hypertension. There is increasing evidence of the benefits of statin
use in most of patients with IHD and recently ASCOT trial results suggests
a significant benefit for many hypertensive patients. The aim of our work was
to investigate the influence of statin use on survival in a cohort of patients
hospitalised with descompensated HF.
Methods: From January 1999 until June 2000, all consecutive patients di-
agnosed during hospitalisation of descompensated HF were investigated
(N=1212) by reviewing the discharge letter, and by a structured telephone in-
terview after a mean follow up of 20±2 months. Data regarding past medical
history, clinical data and lipid analyses during hospitalisation, as well as treat-
ments on discharge and follow-up were analysed.
Results: Of 1212 patients included (49.8% males; mean age 76.5±10.5 years
old), 402 patients (33.2%) had been diagnosed of dislipemia (total cholesterol
>200 mgr/dL) (36.9% males vs. 29.8% females, p<0.001. Of those patients
>75 years-old, 27.1% were dislipemic, vs. 43.4% of patients <75 years-old
(p<0.001). On discharge, only 7.4% of patients were discharged on statins,
that increased up to 17.7% after follow up. Patients with atherosclerotic disease
(AD) (ischemic heart disease, diabetes, stroke or peripheral vascular disease)
presented a low rate of statin use on discharge (5%), that increased up to
22.8%. On the other hand, statin use in patients without demonstrated AD was
3.5% on discharge and 9% on follow up. Survival analysis by Kaplan-Meier
demonstrated in this population that the presence of dislipemia was not an
influencing risk factor for survival, but the use of statins was associated with
a lower risk of death (log rank p=0.01) and hospitalizations due to HF during
follow up (log rank p=0.01). In addition, the lower values of total cholesterol and
LDL-cholesterol levels were associated with a higher mortality during follow up
(p<0.01).
Conclusions: In our study population, although one third of patients with HF
had previously diagnosed of dislipemia, the prevalence of statin use was low
on discharge and increased slightly during follow-up. In our cohort, statin use
on discharge was associated to better prognosis in terms of less mortality and
hospitalizations due to HF, although low total and LDL cholesterol levels were
associated with poor prognosis.
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705 The role of the total to high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol ratio to predict myocardial infarction
incidence and mortality in a middle-aged southern
German population

H. Loewel, A. Döring, C. Meisinger, M. Heier. GSF-Research Center, Institute
of Epidemiology, Neuherberg, Germany

Objective: To examine the sex-specific impact of the total/HDL cholesterol ratio
(lipid-ratio) on incident acute myocardial infarction (MI) and total mortality.
Material and methods: The study sample included 6,725 men and 6,702
women aged 25 to 74 years who participated in the MONICA Augsburg sur-
veys between 1984 and 1995. Serum lipids as well as other CHD risk factors
were measured at the baseline examination. In 1998 a morbidity and mortality
follow-up was assessed for all study participants. During a median follow-up of
7.6 years 277 deaths and 234 MI occurred in men (81 and 66 in women). MI
incidence and mortality rates per 1000 person years were calculated for three
levels of the lipid-ratio: <3.5, 3.5 to 4.9, and ≥5.0. The relative hazard rates
associated with lipid status were calculated using Cox regression.
Results: In 1994/95, 49% of men and 21% of women were characterized by a
lipid-ratio ≥ 5. Of them, 61% in women and 73% in men were not aware of this
risk constellation and were not treated. Screening lidid ratio, more than 80% of
the population with at least two main risk factors could be identified. In men,
MI incidence was 3,8- and total mortality was 2.1-fold higher than in women.
After multivariable risk factor adjustment, MI incidence was 2.5 times higher in
men, and 3.1 times higher in women with lipid-ratio ≥5 compared to those with
a ratio <3.5. The lipid-ratio showed a u-shaped association with total mortality
in men and a j-shaped in women. The high mortality in people with a lipid ratio
<3.5 was partly due to an increased percentage of cancer deaths.

MI incidence and mortality rates

Ratio of Men Women
Total/HDL-C MI Incidence Total Mortality MI Incidence Total Mortality

<3,5 3.74 (1.97-6.29) 13.35 (10.37-16.87) 0.84 (0.28-1.76) 5.03 (3.62-6.75)
3,5-4,9 4.13 (3.14-5.33) 9.14 (7.75-10.70) 0.95 (0.55-1.52) 4.64 (3.71-5.73)
>=5,0 7.94 (6.59-9.47) 12.94 (11.40-14.62) 3.41 (2.17-5.02) 7.01 (5.41-8.90)
All 5.77 (4.98-6.63) 11.49 (10.49-12.54) 1.51 (1.13-1.96) 5.45 (4.75-6.22)

C cholesterol, MI acute myocardial infarction, CI confidence interval

Conclusions: Because of the poor awareness, treatment and control of dys-
lipidemia in the population, for preventive activities the total/HDL cholesterol
ratio should be measured independently from the fasting status of the patient.
Doing this routinely, evidence based treatment could start.

706 Cardiovascular events and persistence with statins in
primary and secondary prevention: a population-based
analysis including 19.178 patients treated between 1996
to 2000

P. Russo 1, A. Capone 2, L. Degli Esposti 2, A. Sturani 3 , S. Buda 2, M. Di
Martino 2 , S. Saragoni 2 , E. Degli Esposti 4. 1University "La Sapienza", Dpt.
Human Physiology and Pharmacology, Rome, Italy; 2Health, Economics, and
Outcome Res., Clicon s.r.l., Ravenna, Italy; 3Hospital of Ravenna, Department
of Nephrology, Ravenna, Italy; 4Local Health Unit 110, Ravenna, Italy

Purpose: An aim of this study was to investigate the frequency of cardiovascu-
lar events (CVEs) in patients with renewed prescriptions for statins compared
with that of patients with single prescription (in an intention-to-treat perspec-
tive).
Methods: On the whole population listed in the administrative database of the
Local Health Unit of Ravenna (population of 356,000) a longitudinal cohort
study was conducted. In the period between 1996 and 1999, 19,178 patients
receiving prescriptions for a statin were considered eligible for analysis. The ex-
posure to treatment and fatal/non-fatal CVEs were observed up to 2000, with
a follow-up period ranged between 1 to 5 years. Pharmaceutical and nosoco-
mial databases were cross-linked to recognise CVEs as well as the pharma-
coutilisation profile on a patient-by-patient basis. In order to assess the odds to
develop a CVE among patients with renewed prescriptions in comparison with
those with a single prescription, a stratified asymptotic odds ratio estimation
was performed by type of prevention.
Results: The analysed cohort was composed of 15,927 (83%) and 3,251 pa-
tients (17%) treated with statins in PP and SP respectively. In the group of
treated for SP, patients experienced a mean of 1.3 events before their index
date.
The frequency of renewed prescriptions was significantly lower among patients
in PP [9,397 cases (59%)] compared with that of patients in SP [2,613 cases
(80.4%); p<0.001]. The persistence rate reached a level over 75% (calculated
as proportion of days covered by a treatment with statins) just in 1,717 patients
in PP (18.3%) and in 1,089 patients (41.7%) in SP (p<0.001).
In PP, 1,092 CVEs were observed, and the odds to develop an event in patients
with renewed prescriptions was 1.42 (95%CI: 1.25-1.62; p<0.001). Conversely
in SP, the odds ratio was 0.35 (95%CI: 0.29-0.42; p<0.001), with a level of total
CVEs corresponding to 1,251.

Overall, patients with renewed prescriptions showed lower odds to develop
CVEs in respect to those with a single prescription (0.88; 95%CI: 0.79-0.98;
p<0.001).
Conclusion: Although a general benefit induced by a treatment with statins on
the prevention of CVEs was observed, this seems to be mainly attributable to
SP. Among patients in PP, a dramatically unexpected increase of CVEs was
found. However, this worrying result might be related to a level of treatment
persistence with statins which was lower than that observed in SP, and also
remarkably less than suggested by landmark randomised clinical trials.

707 Under-treatment of patients with highly elevated
cholesterol in UK primary care practices

L. Melilli 1, E. Alemao 2, D. Yin 2. 1City University of New York, Health
Sciences, Hartsdale, United States of America; 2Merck and Co, Outcomes
Research, Whitehouse Station, United States of America

Introduction: European and British guidelines recommend lipid-lowering ther-
apy (LLT) and lifestyle changes for patients with or at significant risk for coro-
nary heart disease (CHD) to reduce total cholesterol (TC) below 5 mmol/l (LDL-
C<3 mmol/l). This observational study was conducted to assess whether cur-
rent management in UK primary care practices enabled patients with highly
elevated cholesterol (TC>7 mmol/l) to achieve this goal.
Methods: This retrospective cohort study was based on the UK Mediplus
Database, a national general-practitioner database. Patients with recorded TC
>7 mmol/L prior to initiating LLT between 1998 to 2001 were identified and
followed for up to 4 years. Cox hazard models were used to determine factors
associated with goal attainment (defined as TC< 5 mmol/L) in these patients.
Results: 4,047 patients with a baseline TC>7 mmol/l initiated LLT between
1998 and 2001. 44.9% were male; mean age was 61.1y (SD 9.8y). Prior to ini-
tial LLT, 21.8% had CHD and 21.3% had other atherosclerotic disease (stroke,
peripheral vascular disease) or diabetes. Majority of patients were prescribed
low to medium dose statin as initial LLT (31.6% atorvastatin 10mg, 6.1% ator-
vastatin 20mg, 25.3% simvastatin 10mg, 11.4% simvastatin 20mg). During the
first year of therapy, 974 patients (24%) doubled their statin dose, 482 (11.9%)
reduced therapy dose, and 707 (17.5%) switched to another drug. Less than
1% of patients were initiated or switched to combination therapy. Patients with
baseline TC between 7 and 8 mmol/l, 22.2% achieved goal at 6 months and
26.1% at 12 months. Among patients with baseline TC>=8 mmol/l, 13.4% and
15.7% achieved goal at 6 and 12 months, respectively. 896 patients (22.1%)
did not have any record of follow-up cholesterol measurement. Patients with >8
mmol/l baseline TC were 50% less likely (HR 0.54, 95% CI 0.44,0.64) and those
with >7-<8 mmol/l were 25% less likely (HR 0.74, 95% CI 0.67,0.81) to achieve
goal compared to patients with cholesterol between 5 and 7 mmol/L. These ef-
fects were independent of initial statin dose (HR 1.10, 95% CI 1.04,1.16), num-
ber of therapy changes (HR 1.10, 95% CI 104,1.16) and other patient charac-
teristics.
Conclusion: Less than 25% of patients with highly elevated cholesterol
(TC>7mmol/L) achieved treatment goal recommended by guidelines. A ma-
jority of these patients were prescribed a relatively low dose of statin and less
than 25% ever doubled their initial statin dose. Few patients received combina-
tion LLT. Better efficacy and closer monitoring are needed to help these patients
achieve treatment goal.
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708 Recent trends in (under)treatment of
hypercholesterolaemia in The Netherlands

W.M.M. Verschuren 1 , A.K. Mantel-Teeuwisse 2 , O.H. Klungel 2, A. De Boer 2,
D. Kromhout 3. 1Nat. Inst. Public Health & Environment, Centre Prevention &
Health Care Research, Bilthoven; 2Pharmaceutical Sciences, Utrecht Univ.,
Pharmacoepidemiology & Pharmacotherapy, Utrecht; 3Nat. Inst. Public Health
& Environment, Division Nutrition and Consumer Safety, Bilthoven,
Netherlands

Purpose: In 1998, un update of the Guideline for Management of Hypercholes-
terolemia was published in the Netherlands. We assessed the prevalence of
pharmacological treatment and control of hypercholesterolemia over the period
1998-2001, and compared it to prevalence figures in two previous periods.
Methods: In the Doetinchem Cohort Study, 4,165 men and women aged 30-
70 years of age, were examined for cardiovascular risk factors from 1998-2001.
For the period 1987-1992 and 1993-1997 data from two large population based
surveys on cardiovascular risk factors were available. In primary prevention,
treatment is indicated when the absolute risk for coronary heart disease (cal-
culated with the Framingham risk function) exceeds an age and gender specific
threshold. This risk function includes age, gender, smoking, blood pressure, to-
tal and HDL cholesterol and the presence of diabetes. In secondary prevention,
treatment is always indicated, unless total cholesterol is less than 5.0 mmol/l.
All data are standardized to the age and gender distribution of the Dutch popu-
lation.
Results: For the period 1998-2001, 397 respondents (11%) were eligible for
treatment. Only 170 (43%) of those eligible were actually treated. Women were
more frequently treated than men (51% versus 39%). Only 15% of those eligi-
ble for treatment were both treated and controlled (=total cholesterol below 5
mmol/l). This was equally true for men and for women. Prevalence of treatment
was similiar in primary and secondary prevention (45% and 40%), but being
treated and controlled was more prevalent among those eligible for secondary
prevention than among those eligible for primary prevention (19% vs. 11%).
Compared to earlier periods, control of hypercholesterolemia had increased:
during the years 1987-1992 only 10% of those eligible were treated and only
1% of those eligible were treated and controlled; from 1993-1997 about 27% of
those eligible were treated and 7% were treated and controlled. Treatment es-
pecially increased since 1995, the year of publication of a number of landmark
trials on statin treatment. Determinants of treatment will be discussed.
Conclusion: Treatment of hypercholesterolemia in the Netherlands has
steadily increased during the past 15 years. However, of those eligible for treat-
ment, at present still less than 1 out of 2 is treated, and only about 1 out of 6
is both treated and controlled. Implementation of guidelines of management of
hypercholesterolemia should be reinforced to obtain full benefit of lipid lowering
drug use in both primary and secondary prevention of coronary heart disease.

EXERCISE TESTING IN HEART FAILURE: CHOOSE THE
RIGHT PROTOCOL

709 Comparison between 6 min. walk test and a fixed
distance walk test in the evaluation of heart failure
patients

D. Zdrenghea, M. Beudean, M. Haragus. Rehabilitation Hospital, Cardiology,
Cluj Napoca, Romania

Introduction: Of the walk tests used for functional evaluation of heart failure
patients, 6 min. walk test (6 MWT) is the most popular, even if there is not a
good correlation with peak VO2 (cycloergometer, treadmill) or left ventricular
performance (ejection fraction). That is why we studied the value of a fixed
distance (400 m) walk test (400 m WT) in comparison with 6 MWT, in heart
failure patients.
Material and methods: There were studied 28 patients with dilated ischaemic
or idiopathic cardiomiopathy, 23 males and 5 females, aged 30-65 years. Left
ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) was determined by 2D echo. Each patient
performed in three consecutive days a maximal, symptom limited exercise
stress testing on cycloergometer, a 6 MWT and a 400 m WT the results of
the last test being expressed in seconds.
Results: The mean values of the studied parameter were: LVEF 34±3.2%;
peak VO2 (cycloergometer) 15.2±1.4 mlO2/kg/min; 381±37 m (6 MWT),
442±40 s (400 mWT). There is no correlation between LVEF and peak VO2 (r:
0,20), 6 MWT (r: 0,21) and 400 m WT (r: -0,25). In turn, the correlation between
peak VO2 and both 6 MWT (r: 0.58) and 400 m WT (r: -0.57) was good. The
correlation between 6 MWT and 400 m WT (r: -0.60) was excellent, suggesting
that both tests have the same value in the evaluation of submaximal functional
capacity of heart failure patients. Because the peripheral muscular mechanical
work is the same for all the patients during 400 m WT, but it is different during
6 MWT, the contribution of periphery to the limitation of the exercise capacity is
probably better evaluated by 400 m WT.
Conclusion: It is concluded that 400 mWT is a useful tool for the evaluation of
submaximal effort capacity in heart failure patients.

710 Ramp treadmill tests generate higher workload and
cardiopulmonary response than bicycle tests in chronic
heart failure

P. Beckers, V.V. Conraads, H. Vandekerckhove, N.M. Possemiers, C. Vrints.
University Hospital Antwerp, Cardiac Rehabilitation, Edegem, Belgium

Introduction: Maximal oxygen uptake (peak VO2) is used in risk stratification
of patients with chronic heart failure (CHF) and is also considered when pri-
oritizing patients for heart transplantation. On one hand evidence has shown
that Upright Bicycle Tests (UBT) may underestimate peak VO2 values and that
Standard Treadmill Tests (STT) are more suitable for this purpose. On the other
hand Ramp Protocols (RP) on UBT provide an interesting alternative to the
STT 2 or 3 minute stage-protocols because they can be created across various
levels of difficulty, thus ensuring the patients ability to perform in accordance
with individual capabilities. In addition, during RP, VO2 increases linearly with
time,allowing a better visualisation of a maximum VO2 or "plateau" if attained.
To join these beneficial effects we developed a treadmill RP with a wide range
of adjustable speed and inclinations. Mean metabolic equivalents,energy ex-
penditure and oxygen consumption of walking levels deduced from the STT
protocols enabled us to create an Adjustable New Treadmill Weighted for En-
ergy Ramp Protocol (ANTWERP)to evaluate the cardiopulmonary response to
exercise in patients with CHF. In this study we compared this test with UBT.
Methods: 130 patients with stable CHF(mean Ejection Fraction = 30.5% ± 9.5,
mean age = 59y ±11,and 28% female) with normal pulmonary function under-
went in random order both a maximal Treadmill Test with ANTWERP(TTA) and
a maximal UBT (at comparable increments of 10W/min or 20W/min) over a one-
week period.Respiratory gas analysis and cardiac parameters were assessed
during both tests.Body-composition was calculated by bioelectrical impedance
analysis.
Results: Peak VO2 (TTA: 19.5 ± 4.4 vs. UBT: 18.2 ± 4 ml/kg/min, p<0.0001),
maximal workload (TTA: 114.5 ± 39.2 vs. UBT: 109 ± 41.1 watt, p<0.05), oxy-
gen uptake (TTA: 17.8 ± 4.2 vs. UBT: 15.7 ± 3.6 ml/kg/min, p<0.0001)and
workload (TTA: 102.6 ± 35.3 vs. UBT: 92 ± 36.4 watt, p <0.005)at venti-
latory threshold were higher on treadmill than on bicycle test. Moreover, af-
ter correction for Lean Body Mass, peak VO2 (p<0.0001),maximal workload
(p<0.005)and both oxygen uptake (p<0.0001)and workload (p<0.0001)at ven-
tilatory threshold were significantly higher in TTA.
Conclusion: Patients with CHF reach a higher mechanical workload and a
higher cardiopulmonary response in TTA than in UBT even after correction for
Lean Body Mass.These data suggests that TTA is more suitable for determining
peak VO2 than UBT in CHF.
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711 Relationship between low workload and maximum
workload cardiopulmonary exercise data in chronic
heart failure patients

J P. LeMaitre 1, S. McKee 1, K A A. Fox 2, M A. Denvir 1. 1Western General
Hospital, Cardiology, Edinburgh, United Kingdom; 2Royal Infirmary of
Edinburgh, Cardiovascular Research Unit, Edinburgh, United Kingdom

Background: The use of cardiopulmonary exercise data in the assessment of
prognosis for chronic heart failure (CHF) patients is well established. The re-
sults of these tests are also used as markers of outcome following intervention.
Symptom-limited maximal exercise testing can be uncomfortable for subjects
and is often precluded by comorbidities. We compared low-workload cycle er-
gometer exercise tests with maximal treadmill exercise tests.
Methods: 29 stable CHF patients, NYHA grade II-III, mean age 62 ± 12.1, un-
derwent cardiopulmonary exercise testing. Each subject performed a constant
workload bicycle test (BIKE) at 30 watts and, subsequently, a symptom-limited
ramped treadmill test (TREAD) where the subject was encouraged to exer-
cise to exhaustion. Subjects also performed a 6-minute walk test (6MW) and a
quadriceps strength and fatigue test on each occasion.
Results: Mean cardiopulmonary data for bike and treadmill tests are shown
in table 1. VEVCO2 slope was not significantly different between the 2 tests
although oxygen uptake efficiency slope (OUES) was lower during the bike
test. VO2 (BIKE) correlates with VO2 (TREAD) both for absolute values (r=0.42,
p=0.028) and when expressed as a percentage of predicted peak VO2 (r=0.43,
p=0.022). VEVCO2 (BIKE) and VEVCO2 (TREAD) are also correlated (r=0.4,
p=0.035) as are OUES (BIKE) and OUES (TREAD) (r=0.59, p=0.003). Peak
VO2 (BIKE) correlates with 6MW distance (r=0.41, p=0.011), and the VEVCO2
slope (BIKE) correlates with 6MW (r=-0.56, p<0.001), quad strength (r=-0.33,
p=0.042) and quad fatigue index (r=-0.33, p=0.046). OUES (BIKE) correlates
with 6MW (r=0.41, p=0.011).

Bike Treadmill p value

peak VO2 (ml/kg/min) 10.5 ± 2.23 17.7 ± 3.58 <0.001
% of predicted VO2 achieved at peak 37.9 ± 9.66 64.6 ± 14.4 <0.001
VEVCO2 slope 34.7 ± 15.2 29.2 ± 3.30 0.70
OUES 1.11 ± 0.45 1.93 ± 0.58 <0.001

OUES, oxygen uptake efficiency slope

Conclusions: Peak VO2 and VEVCO2 slope from maximal exercise tests
have been identified as predictors of mortality in CHF patients. Data from low-
workload tests correlate with data from maximal tests and with tests of func-
tional capacity and should be further evaluated for their usefulness as outcome
predictors as they are easier for patients to perform.

712 The relationship between isokinetic muscle endurance
and exercise capacity in chronic heart failure

K. Suzuki 1, K. Omiya 1, N. Osada 1, S. Yamada 2, M. Tamura 1 , N. Azuma 1,
T. Kobayashi 3, F. Miyake 1. 1St. Marianna University Hospital, Department of
Cardiology, Kawasaki, Japan; 2Nagoya University, School of Health Sciences,
Nagoya, Japan; 3St. Marianna University Hospital, Department of
Rehabilitation Medicine, Kawasaki, Japan

Aim: This study was designed to clarify the relationship between isokinetic
muscle endurance and exercise capacity in chronic heart failure (CHF) patients.
Methods: Subjects comprised 33 CHF patients (27 males and 6 females, mean
age of 60.3 years)whose mean left ventricular ejection fraction was 38.9%. Un-
derlying diseases were 19 dilated cardiomyopathy, 9 old myocardial infarction,
4 valve disease and 1 hypertensive heart disease. Symptom-limited cardiopul-
monary exercise testing (CPX) using a cycle ergometer with ramp exercise pro-
tocol was performed in each patient and anaerobic threshold (AT), peak oxygen
uptake (peak VO2), slope of ventilatory equivalent (VE) against carbon dioxide
output (VCO2)(VE/VCO2 slope), VO2 increase against work rate (WR)increase
(dVO2/dWR), time constant for post-exercise VO2 decrease (tau off)were mea-
sured. Prior to CPX, peak leg extension power based on 3 maximal revolutions
with 50 cadences per minute (CPM) and strength decrement index (SDI) on
10 maximal revolutions with 60 CPM, an index of muscle endurance, were
obtained using Strength Ergo240 (SE240: Mitsubishi Electric C.O. Tokyo), a
pedaling type isokinetic device. SDI was calculated by the following formula;
SDI (%) = S9-10*100/S2-3 where S9-10 is an average value in peak power
during 9th and 10th revolutions and S2-3 during 2nd and 3rd revolutions.
Result: Average value in SDI was 85.5 ± 4.94%. SDI showed a signifi-
cant correlation with VE/VCO2 slope(r=-0.55 p<0.001), dVO2/dWR (r=0.63,
p<0.0001), not with tau off (r=-0.37). Peak power significantly correlated with
peak VO2 (r=0.66 p<0.001) and tau off (r=-0.43, p<0.05), not with VE/VCO2
slope. Both SDI and peak power had significant correlations with AT and peak
VO2.
Conclusion: These results suggest skeletal muscle endurance may be a deter-
minant for the ventilatory response to exercise. These observations lend sup-
port to the muscle hypothesis of the generation of symptoms in chronic heart
failure. In conclusion, measurement of muscle endurance is useful to estimate
the severity of dyspnea and mortality in CHF patients.

713 Brain natriuretic peptide levels as marker of enhanced
ventilatory response during exercise test in patients with
chronic heart failure and intermediate-level peak oxygen
consumption

AB. Scardovi, N. Aspromonte, M. Romano, E. Cerquetani, C. Coletta, T. Di
Giacomo, M. Greggi, V. Ceci. S.Spirito, Cardiology, Rome, Italy

The aim of this study was to evaluate if brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) levels
are associated with the severity of ventilatory abnormalities during cardiopul-
monary exercise test (CPx) in patients (PTS) with mild symptoms of chronic
heart failure (CHF) and VO2 peak (PVO2) ranging from 10 and 18 ml/kg/min.
The enhanced ventilatory response was assessed as ventilation and carbon
dioxide production ratio (VE/VCO2) slope > 35.
Methods: 94 CHF consecutive PTS with 10-18 ml/kg/min PVO2 (Age 71±10;
F 22%; beta-blocker therapy 53%; ischemic 51%; hypertensive 23%) were con-
sidered.9% of PTS were in functional class (FC) I NYHA, 74% FC II, 17% in
FC III.The mean echocardiographic ejection fraction (EF) was 41,62 ± 13%.
29% of PTS had VE/VCO2 slope > 35.Mean BNP plasma level, measured by
means of the triage system (Biosite Diagnostic Triage BNP Test), was 203,9±
239,2.VE/VCO2 slope, VE/VCO2, ventilation and breathed out oxygen ratio
(VE/VO2) were considered for analysis.
Results: A significant correlation between BNP and abnormally high ventilatory
response to exercise, expressed as VE/VCO2 slope, (r = 0,265; p <0,01) was
observed.A non significant correlation between BNP and VE/VCO2 (r = 0,134)
and between VE/VO2 (r = 0,172) was also observed.

table I

PVO2 ml/kg/min 13,06 ± 2,11

VE/VCO2 slope 32,4 ± 5,5
VE/VCO2 36,93 ± 6,93
VE/VO2 43,55 ± 7,89

Conclusions: CPX has become a routine clinical tool for predicting mortal-
ity of PTS suffering from CHF. However the prognosis of CHF-PTS with mild
symptoms and PVO2 ranging from 10 to 18 ml/kg/min is not well estabilised.
In this subset of PTS enhanced ventilatory response to exercise expressed as
VE/VCO2 slope > 35 predicts poor prognosis. BNP seems, indeed, to be well
correlated to this parameter and might offer a simple and cost-saving alterna-
tive in the future to select CHF-PTS for more aggressive therapeutic strategies.

714 Increased exercise capacity and quality of life in patients
with chronic heart failure participating in an organized
training and special care program

B. B. Nilsson, C. HolstHansen, H. Simonsen, S. Solheim, H.K. Grøggaard,
T. Jensen, A. Westheim. Ullevaal University Hospital, Department of
Cardiology, Oslo, Norway

In patients with chronic heart failure (CHF) both exercise capacity and quality
of life (QoL) are reduced in addition to a poor prognosis. The aim of this study
is to examine the effects of a standardized exercise program and special care
by CHF-nurse on exercise tolerance (ET) and QoL.
Material and Methods: 25 patients (4 females) mean age 70 years, range 45-
85 years, with stable CHF in NYHA class II-III B, on optimal medical treatment
were randomized to an out-patient training and special care group (T)(n=12)
and a control group (C)(n=13). The ejection fraction was 30±11 in C. The
training programme consists of dynamic low intensity interval training with
strength,endurance,respiratory,stretching exercise(the Ullevaal model),twice a
week over a 16-week periode. It is a interval model with 3 peaks of perceived
exertion at 15-17 on Borg‘s scale. At the same time the patients had 4 con-
sultations with a CHF-nurse,including diatory advice, medication adherence,
symptom monitoring and social support. The effect was evaluated by: bicy-
cle ergometer test, 6-minute walk test for evaluation of exercise capacity and
"Minnesota Living With Heart Failure Questionnaire" for evaluation of the QoL
(score 0-105).
Results: At baseline ET was 75±19 watt and exercise time 345±118 sec-
onds in T and 73±17 watt and 331±107 seconds in C respectively. The walk-
ing distance (WD) was 468±70 meters in T and 428±98 meter in C. After 6
months both ET (p=0.008), exercise time (p=0.006) and the WD (p=0.007) had
increased significantly in the T group without any change in C group. For all
parameters a significant difference between the groups was observed. QoL
improved in the T group and with significant difference between the groups
(p=0.01). A significant negative correlation between ET and QoL was observed
in the whole group of patients (r=-0.549, p=0.05).
Conclusion: Our results support the implementation of an organized training
program in addition to a nurse based out-patient information program, to im-
prove both ET and QoL in patients with CHF.
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RIGHT-VENTRICULAR FUNCTION – NEW APPROACHES,
NEW METHODS

715 Prognostic utility of a novel echocardiographic
parameter of right-ventricular function in dilated
cardiomyopathy

G. Aldama, L. Monserrat, R. Campo, M. Piñeiro, B. Bouzas, J. Peteiro,
N. Álvarez, A. Castro-Beiras. Juan Canalejo, Cardiología, La Coruña, Spain

Background: The prognostic value of right ventricular dysfunction in patients
with heart failure has been reported in various studies. Some echocardio-
graphic parameters have demonstrated a good correlation with tomographic
techniques in this regard.
Objective: To assess the usefulness of echocardiographic markers of right
ventricular function as predictors of prognosis in patients with Dilated Car-
diomyopathy (DCM).
Methods: 137 consecutive patients (mean age 59 years, [SD 14]; 122 males)
underwent two-dimensional and Doppler echocardiography between Novem-
ber 1999 and December 2000 (median follow-up 19 months). Eighty patients
(58%) presented with non-ischaemic DCM (NIDCM) and 57 (42%) with is-
chaemic DCM (IDCM).
Results: Most patients were in NYHA class II (42%) and III (26%). Mean left
ventricle ejection fraction (LVEF) was 31% (SD 9). Thirteen patients died and
22 underwent heart transplantation. In multivariate analysis LVEF, NYHA class
and Tricuspid Annulus Diameter/Tricuspid Annulus Plane Systolic Excursion
ratio; (TAD/TAPSE); were found the independent predictors of outcome. In sub-
group analysis, only TAD/TAPSE predicted prognosis regardless etiology. A
TAD/TAPSE >2.4 predicted death with an odds ratio of 10.3 (p<0.01, 95%CI:
2.2-48.2) after adjusting by NYHA and LVEF.

Transplantation & death-free survival.

Conclusion: TAD/TAPSE was found an independent predictor of survival in
DCM. In addition to traditional left ventricular function parameters, this novel
parameter, provides a simple and accurate clinical tool in the management of
DCM patients.

716 Tissue Doppler myocardial pre-systolic velocity:
a reliable marker of right-ventricular systolic dysfunction

M. Galderisi 1 , UC. Conti 2, FLD. Dini 2, SMDT. De Tommasi 2 , GDS. De
Simone 1. 1Federico II University, Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Naples,
Italy; 2Santa Chiara Hospital, Unit of Cardiovascular Disease 2, Pisa, Italy

Purpose: Ultrasound approach of right ventricular (RV) function is challenging.
Pulsed Tissue Doppler (TD) has been proposed as a reliable method to detect
abnormalities of RV function. Aim of this study was to evaluate clinical value
and reliability of RV TD in healthy and known pathologic conditions.
Methods: We studied 13 normal subjects (mean age = 41.6 years, 3 women)
and 28 patients (mean age = 66.8 years, 5 women) with RV systolic dys-
function, assessed by tricuspid annular systolic excursion (TAPSE). Standard
Doppler echocardiography and pulsed TD of RV tricuspid annulus (apical 4-
chamber view) were performed. Myocardial systolic (Sm) and diastolic (Em,
Am) velocities, Em/Am ratio and myocardial time intervals (pre-contraction time
= PCTm, contraction time = CTm, relaxation time = RTm) were measured. My-
ocardial pre-systolic velocitiy (= PSVm), which precedes Sm during PCTm, was
also evaluated. Inter-observer reproducibility of TD measurements was blindly
tested in a subset of 20 subjects by 2 independent readers from 2 different
echocardiographic laboratories.
Results: TD measures had optimal inter-observer variability: 4.0% for PSVm,
4.5% for Sm, 2.9% for Em/Am ratio, 2.8% for PCTm, 1.7% for CTm, 2.6% for
RTm. Patients with RV dysfunction had lower TAPSE and higher Doppler stan-
dard tricuspid inflow E/A ratio (both p<0.0001) than controls. They also exhib-
ited lower PSVm (0.32 ± 0.3 vs. 0.67 ± 0.4 cm/s, p=0.006) and a prolongation
of RTm (p=0.04). In contrast, Sm velocity and Em/Am ratio were similar be-
tween the 2 groups. In pooled groups, PSVm was related negatively with age (r
= -0.60, p<0.0001) and positively with TAPSE (r = 0.46, p<0.002). This relation
remained significant even controlling for age (r = 0.32, p=0.04). In a multiple lin-
ear regression analysis, the association between PSVm and TAPSE (β = 0.30,
p<0.005) was independent of the effects of age, heart rate and sex (multiple
R2 = 0.65, p<0.0001).
Conclusions: Pulsed Tissue Doppler is a reliable, simple method which can be
used for the assessment of RV function. In particular, myocardial pre-systolic
velocity appears as an interesting marker of RV dysfunction, correlated with
longitudinal motion of the right ventricle.

717 Right-ventricular function in patients with left-ventricular
myocardial infarction and reduced ejection fraction:
analysis by tissue Doppler

R. CITRO 1, M. Galderisi 2 , G. Bottiglieri 1 , V. Ducceschi 1, A. Bianco 2,
L. Petraglia 1, O. De Divitiis 2, G. Gregorio 1. 1San Luca Hospital, Department
of Cardiology, Vallo della Lucania, Italy; 2Federico II University, Clinical and
Experimental Medicine, Naples, Italy

Purpose: Standard Doppler echocardiography has several limitations for the
evaluation of right ventricular (RV) function due to difficult ultrasound approach.
Aim of the study was to assess RV myocardial function by pulsed Tissue
Doppler (PW-TD) in patients with left ventricular (LV) myocardial infarction (MI)
and reduced LV systolic function.
Methods: 44 patients (M/F = 36/8, mean age 71 years) with recent (<30 days)
LV MI and ejection fraction (EF) <50% were enrolled after excluding patients
with RV MI and unstable angina. All patients underwent coronary angiography,
standard Doppler-echo and PW-TD, with the sample volume placed at the level
of LV lateral mitral and RV tricuspid annuli, in apical 4-chamber view. Myocardial
systolic indexes (systolic peak velocity = Sm, pre-contraction time = PCTm and
contraction time) and diastolic measurements (early diastolic and atrial veloci-
ties = Em and Am respectively, Em/Am ratio and relaxation time = RTm) were
determined at both the levels. According to MI location, patients were divided
into 2 groups: 22 with inferior MI and 22 with anterior MI.
Results: The 2 groups were comparable for age, body surface area, blood
pressure, heart rate, EF and wall motion score index. Standard Doppler mi-
tral and tricuspid indexes and pulmonary artery systolic pressure (PASP) did
not differ between the 2 groups. Even by dividing patients according to the an-
giographic involvement of coronary arteries, no difference in Doppler standard
measurements of RV function was found between 12 pts with single-vessel dis-
ease and 22 with multivessel disease. PW-TD analysis of RV tricuspid annulus
showed lower Sm (9.5 ± 2.9 versus 13.2 ± 2.9 cm/sec, p<0.01) and longer
PCTm e RTm (both p<0.01). In the overall population PASP had negative re-
lation with Sm (r = -0.60, p<0.01) and positive relation with RTm (r = 0.55,
p<0.05) in patients with inferior MI. PCTm (r=0.58, p<0.01) and RTm (r = 0.55,
p<0.05) of LV mitral and RV tricuspid annuli were related one each other.
Conclusion: In patients with LV MI and reduced LV systolic function, Tissue
Doppler, but not standard Doppler, allows to unmask RV involvement. This in-
volvement is influenced by the degree of pulmonary arterial pressure and by
ventricular interaction.
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718 Regional right-ventricular function and haemodynamic
changes in pulmonary arterial hypertension: ultrasonic
strain and strain rate imaging study

V. Dambrauskaite 1 , P. Claus 1, G. Di Salvo 1, B. Bijnens 1, J. D’hooge 1,
M.C. Herregods 1 , M. Delcroix 2, G.R. Sutherland 1 . 1University Hospital
Gasthuisberg, Department of Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium; 2University
Hospital Gasthuisberg, Department of Pulmonology, Leuven, Belgium

The ultrasonic regional myocardial deformation parameters, strain (S) and
strain rate (SR) could be applied to better evaluate regional RV function in pts
with pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH).
Study Aim: To investigate if a relationship exists between changes in regional
deformation in the RV free wall (RVFW) and hemodynamic findings in pts with
PAH.
Methods: Right heart catheterisation with pulmonary artery pressure (PAP)
and thermodilution cardiac output measurement was performed in 11 pts (age
60±14 years) with PAH using a flow directed Swan-Ganz Catheter. In all pts
mean PAP was elevated (42±10mmHg) and pulmonary vascular resistance
(PVR) increased (588±258 dyne.s.cm-5). The cardiac index was 2.9±0.8 l.min-
1.m-2. Blood pool Doppler and S/SR measurements were performed during
the same examination. For data analysis, the RVFW was divided into its two
morphologically distinct segments: 1) the basal smooth and 2) the apical tra-
becular segments, and the RVFW longitudinal deformation indices determined
for both.
Results: The measured variables are shown in the table. Peak systolic SR
measured in RVFW apical segment correlated significantly with mean PAP
(p<0.05; R=0.7) and PVR (p<0.01; R=0.8); the same was found for mean SR
(p<0.01; R=0.77 and p<0.05; R=0.7) and peak systolic S (p<0.05; R=0.7 and
p<0.05; R=0.63). Deformation parameters calculated in the basal RVFW did
not correlated with any hemodynamic variable.

Basal segment Apical segment

Peak systolic Strain Rate,s-1 -2,2±0,8 -1,5±1,5
Mean systolic Strain Rate,s-1 -0,9±0,3 -0,6±0,6
Peak systolic Strain, % -28±9 -21±20

Conclusions: For the first time, we have demonstrated that regional deforma-
tion parameters derived from the apical RVFW correlate with invasively mea-
sured hemodynamic variables. These observations would suggest that defor-
mation in the morphologically distinct apical trabecular portion of the RV better
reflects changes in the pulmonary circulation than those in the smooth basal
segment inferring that each segment has a different functional response to
raised wall stress. Thus deformation parameters measured in trabecular api-
cal RV part could be used as non-invasive indices in the follow-up of pts with
PAH.

719 Echocardiographic assessment of left and right heart
function in patients with obstructive sleep apnoea

B. Shivalkar 1, C. Van de Heyning 1, M. Kerremans 1, D. Rinkevich 2,
J. Verbraecken 3 , W. De Backer 3, C. Vrints 1. 1University Hospital Antwerp,
Department of Cardiology, Edegem, Belgium; 2University of Virginia, Cardiac
Imaging Centre, Charlottesville, United States of America; 3University Hospital
Antwerp, Pneumology, Edegem, Belgium

Purpose: Echocardiographic assessment of right ventricle (RV) morphology
and function is technically difficult, and data over right heart alterations and
function in patients with obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome (OSAS) are incon-
sistent. We sought to investigate left and right heart function in OSAS patients
by echocardiography and assess the relationship with the severity of OSAS.
Methods: Thirteen patients (M/F: 10/3) with OSAS, and 12 age matched con-
trols (M/F: 7/5) had a routine 2-D and Doppler echocardiographic examination,
as well as pulsed wave tissue Doppler (PWTD) mapping of systolic (Sm) and
diastolic (early, Em, late diastolic Am) velocities of the mitral (MV) and tricuspid
annulus (TA) and the RV free wall. The RV performance index (PI) was deter-
mined from the ratio of the sum of the isovolumic times and ejection time, which
conceptually combines systolic and diastolic performance. All patients also had
lung function tests, arterial blood gas analysis and a polysomnography.
Results: Clinically there was absence of full blown right heart failure in all
OSAS patients. There was no significant difference (p>0.1) between patients
and controls regarding, age: 61±11 versus 57±5 years, and left ventricle ejec-
tion fraction: 62±5 versus 66±4%; (values given are average±SD). However
significant differences could be seen between, body mass index: 34±7 ver-
sus 24±2; systolic blood pressure (BP): 161±26 versus 130±10 mmHg; dias-
tolic blood pressure: 92±21 versus 73±7 mmHg; RV end diastolic dimension:
3.0±0.3 versus 2.1±0.3 cm; pulmonary arterial systolic pressure: 39±10 ver-
sus 20±5 mmHg; RV PI: 0.33±0.5 versus 0.21±0.03;; MV Sm: 9±2 versus
12±3; TA Sm: 13±2 versus 15±2 cm/s; and RV Sm: 11±3 versus 13±1 cm/s
(for all variables p<0.02). The diastolic parameters showed no significant differ-
ences. The apnoea hypopnoea index (AHI) was 46±27, tiffeneau ratio 97±11;
PCO2 39±3 mmHg and PO2 84±8 mmHg. Regression analysis showed a
strong correlation between AHI versus tiffeneau ratio (Spearman correlation,

rho: -0.65, p<0.05), and between AHI and tissue Doppler derived indices of
RV systolic function (TA Sm: r=0.65, p<0.05; RV Sm: r=0.70, p<0.01).
Conclusions: In these patients with mild pulmonary hypertension, the tissue
Doppler derived indices of systolic RV function show a strong correlation with
the severity of OSAS. PWTD imaging is a quantitative and technically simple
way of assessing RV function, and may be potentially useful in the follow up
and assessment of the effects of treatment in OSAS.

720 Right-ventricular tissue Doppler analysis in patients
undergoing percutaneous closure of atrial septal defect

M. Pascotto 1, P. Caso 2, G. Santoro 3, C. Pisacane 3, M. Cappelli Bigazzi 3,
C. Iacono 3, I. Caso 4, R. Calabrò 4. 1Monaldi Hospital, Pediatric Cardiology,
Naples, Italy; 2Monaldi Hospital, Cardiology, Naples, Italy; 3Monaldi Hospital,
Pediatric Cardiology, Naples, Italy; 4SUN-Monaldi Hospital, Pediatric
Cardiology, Naples, Italy

Purpose: To evaluate the effects of preload variations on TDI parameters in
patients with RV overload undergoing percutaneous atrial septal defect (ASD)
closure.
Methods: Thirty-nine patients with normal invasive pulmonary pressures un-
dergoing percutaneous ASD closure were divided according to lateral RV TDI
E/A: Group I (E/A>1, normal relaxation, n=30); Group II (E/A≤1 abnormal re-
laxation, n=9). Both parasternal M-Mode dimensions and right ventricular bor-
der TDI systolic, early and late diastolic peak velocities (S, E, A) as well as E/A
ratio were recorded at baseline, 24 h and 1 month after intervention.
Results: No statystically different heart rates were recorded (baseline 85bpm;
post 24h 83bpm; post 1 month 78bpm). A positive correlation was found
only in group I at multivariate analisys between right ventricular diameter and
both S peak (r=0.58 p<0.01, Fig.1) and E peak velocity (r=0.53 p<0.01). RV
myocardial S and E baseline velocities (17.23.2 and 20.63.2cm/sec, respec-
tively) significantly decreased both at 24 h (15.12.6 and 16.93.7cm/sec re-
spectively, p<.001) and 1 month follow-up (14.82.5 and 17.63.0cm/sec respec-
tively, p<.001 vs baseline) after ASD closure in the group I while no significant
changes where found in group II (Fig.2). Early after intervention 66% of group
II patients showed normalization of tissue Doppler E/A ratio.

TDI and Atrial Septal Defect.

Conclusions: Both RV systolic and diastolic TDI peak velocities seems to be
preload dependent when normal tissue relaxation is found while preload depen-
dence seems to be lost when abnormal tissue relaxation ensues. Furthermore
percutaneous ASD closure early reverted TDI E/A in most patient showing ab-
normal tissue relaxation before intervention.
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721 Determinants of platelet nitric oxide response and
superoxide levels in diabetic patients with acute
coronary syndrome

M.I. Worthley, S.R. Willoughby, A.M. Kucia, A.S. Holmes, Y.Y. Chirkov,
C.J. Zeitz, J.D. Horowitz. Queen Elizabeth Hosp., Cardiol., Adelaide, Australia

Diabetic patients (DM pts)have an increased mortality with acute coronary syn-
dromes (ACS) when compared to non-DM pts. The mechanisms behind this ob-
servation remain uncertain. Recently, elevated blood sugar levels (BSL) have
been shown to be independent predictors of mortality in DM pts with ACS.
Platelets from patients with ACS are hyporesponsive to the anti-aggregatory
effects of nitric oxide(NO) a phenomenon partially related to inactivation of NO
by superoxide (O-

2). We assessed the determinants of platelet NO response
and O2- levels by a univariate and stepwise multivariate analysis in DM pts
with ACS.
Methods: In 76 DM pts with ACS, we measured; (i) ex vivo platelet re-
sponsiveness to ADP and its inhibition by NO donor sodium nitroprusside
(SNP,expressed as a % inhibition); (ii) whole blood O2- production, assessed
by lucigenin derived chemiluminesence (LDCL) and (iii) platelet cyclic GMP
(cGMP) generation in response to SNP. Correlates of these parameters were
assessed by univariate analysis. Correlates of SNP response and O2- produc-
tion were sought by a stepwise multiple logistic regression. The parameters
assessed are summarised in the table.
Results: The mean SNP response was 39.6%±23.5SD. The LDCL was
20.8mv±21.2. Patient characteristics are summarized in the table.

Age (yrs) 66 ± 12.1 Statin therapy (n) 28
Sex 47M:29F BSL (mmol/L) 14.3 ± 5.4
Insulin therapy (n) 12 CK (U/L) 332 ± 474
ACE-I therapy (n) 34

On univariate analysis, increased BSL was correlated with impaired SNP re-
sponse (p<0.01), and increased O2- production (p<0.001) but not with ADP
induced aggregation or cGMP formation. On stepwise multiple logistic regres-
sion, SNP response was inversely related to BSL(P<0.01) and increasing
age(P<0.05), while O2- production was directly related to BSL(P<0.01).
Conclusions: These findings are consistent with the concept that extent of
BSL elevation is the critical (and potentially correctible) determinant of oxidant
stress and NO bioavailability in DM pts with ACS.

722 The influence of simvastatin on the angiotensin type 1
receptor density, oxidative stress and endothelial
function in patients with coronary disease

M. Kiliszek on behalf of M1czewski M, Styczyñski G, Duda M, Berêsewicz A,
Opolski G. CSK AM, Internal Diseases and Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland

Aim: Oxidative stress is thought to be a key event in the pathogenesis of en-
dothelial dysfunction and atherosclerosis. Statins are known to improve en-
dothelial function in patients with coronary disease. We tested the hypothesis
that in patients with stable angina simvastatin: (i) improves endothelial function
by reducing oxidative stress and (ii) that this effect is due to the drug-induced
reduction in cellular angiotensin AT1 receptor density.
Materials and methods: Lipid profile, platelet AT1 receptor density, serum F2-
isoprostanes (marker of oxidative stress) and nitrate + nitrite concentration, and
brachial artery flow mediated dilation (FMD, index of endothelial function) were
assessed in 11 patients (LDL cholesterol 103-181 mg%) with proven coronary
heart disease, which were not on hypolipemic treatment. These measurements
were performed at baseline and after treatment with simvastatin 40mg/24 h for
12 weeks.
Results: At baseline there was a significant linear correlation (i) between AT1
density and F2-isoprostanes concentration (r=0,65; p<0,05) and (ii) between
F2-isoprostane and FMD (r= -0,75; p<0,05). Simvastatin treatment caused a
significant reduction in LDL cholesterol (134±28 vs. 78±20mg/dl; p<0,00001),
AT1 receptor density (13,19±5,31 vs 6,73±1,76 receptors/platelet; p=0,0006),
F2-isoprostanes (41,55±14,83 vs. 24,88±9,47pg/ml, p=0,032), a significant
improvement in FMD (7,71±3,64% vs 10,41±4,73%; p=0,031), and non-
significant increase in nitrite + nitrate (16,92±7,67 vs. 19,96±5,57uM; p=0,17).
Among these simvastatin-induced effects, only changes in AT1 receptors
and F2-isoprostane concentrations showed strong linear correlation (r=0,72,
p<0,05).
Conclusions: For the first time we have shown in one study that statin (sim-
vastatin) causes, in addition to LDL cholesterol reduction and endothelial func-
tion improvement, reduction in AT1 receptor density and oxidative stress. The
results suggest cause-effect relationship between renin-angiotensin-aldosteron
system activity and oxidative stress. The cause-effect relationship between LDL
cholesterol, AT1 receptors, oxidative stress and endothelial function is not ap-
parent from our study.

723 Induction of oxidative stress and endothelial
dysfunction by interleukin-6 via angiotensin type 1
receptor overexpression

S. Wassmann, M. Stumpf, K. Strehlow, M. Boehm, G. Nickenig.
Universitaetskliniken des Saarlandes, Medizinische Klinik-Innere Medizin III,
Homburg/Saar, Germany

In atherosclerotic plaques, the pro-inflammatory cytokine interleukin-6 (IL-6),
the AT1 receptor (AT1-R), and angiotensin II (ang II) are co-localized. Interac-
tions of IL-6 with the AT1-R may play an important role in the pathogenesis
of atherosclerosis. Therefore, we investigated whether IL-6 influences AT1-R
gene expression and production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in vascular
tissue and cultured vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC).
Methods and Results: C57BL6 mice were treated with IL-6 for 18d (i.p.).
IL-6 led to a significant overexpression of the AT1-R (161%±35% of control
mice; real-time PCR) and to an increased ROS production (163%±32%; L-
012 chemiluminescence) in the aorta. This was accompanied by an impaired
endothelium-dependent vasodilatation and an enhanced ang II-induced vaso-
constriction (aortic ring preparations). In AT1-R knock-out mice, these IL-6 ef-
fects were completely omitted. Cultured aortic VSMC were incubated with IL-6
for 0-24h. IL-6 led to a significant, time- and dose-dependent upregulation of
AT1-R mRNA expression (max. 166%±25% of control; Northern blot) and pro-
tein expression (Western blot). IL-6 enhanced AT1-R gene transcription (nu-
clear run-on assay) but had no effect on AT1-R mRNA stability (transcription
blockade). Experiments with specific pharmacological inhibitors revealed that
the IL-6-induced AT1-R upregulation involved activation of PI-3-kinase, p38-
and p42/44-MAP-kinase, and JAK2. Ang II-induced ROS production in VSMC
was enhanced after pre-incubation with IL-6 for 24h (DCF fluorescence laser-
microscopy).
Conclusions: IL-6 induces a significant enhancement of AT1-R gene expres-
sion and ROS production in vascular tissue and in cultured VSMC, leading to
an impaired endothelial function and increased ang II-induced vasoconstric-
tion. This interaction of interleukin-6 with the AT1 receptor may represent an
important pathogenetic mechanism in the development and progression of en-
dothelial dysfunction and atherosclerosis.

724 High serum cholesterol levels are associated with
increased vasoconstriction and impaired relaxation in
human internal mammary arteries

P. Van der Harst 1, L.J. Wagenaar 2 , C.H. Buikema 3, A.A. Voors 2, D.J. Van
Veldhuisen 1 , W.H. Van Gilst 3. 1University Hospital Groningen, Cardiology,
Groningen; 2St. Antonius Hospital, Cardiology, Nieuwegein; 3Universital
Hospital Groningen, Clinical Pharmacology, Groningen, Netherlands

Objective: Increased angiotensin II (Ang II) and Ang II type 1 receptor overex-
pression of the activated renin-angiotensin system (RAS) plays a crucial role in
the development of endothelial dysfunction. Since endothelial (dys-)function is
also related to serum cholesterol levels we hypothesised cholesterol is associ-
ated with functional responsiveness to Ang II as well as endothelium-dependent
relaxation.
Methods: Internal mammary artery segments of 27 patients undergoing
coronary bypass surgery were harvested and evaluated in organ baths.
Endothelium-dependent relaxation was measured by adding cumulative doses
of acetylcholine (ACh, 10nM-100µM). After a washing and stabilisation period
constriction to cumulative doses of Ang II were evaluated (0.1nM-1µM). Both
were expressed as percentage of response to phenylephrine and correlated
with cholesterol by Spearman Correlation (2-tailed). Comparisons between the
complete concentration-response curves of Ang II and ACh were made by re-
peated measures analyses of variances.
Results: Maximal constriction in response to Ang II (r=0.44, p=0.03) and
maximal relaxation in response to ACh (r=0.50, p<0.01) correlated well with
total serum cholesterol. Furthermore, response to ACh was inversely corre-
lated with Ang II response (r= -0.49, p=0.01). Multiple comparisons analysis of
variance between concentration-response curves according to tertiles of total
cholesterol (<3.7; 3.7-5.4; >5.4 mmol/L) demonstrated increasing constriction
in response to Ang II (p=0.04) and decreasing relaxation in response to ACh
(p=0.02), respectively (figure).
Conclusion: We demonstrated for the first time a direct beneficial effect of
lower cholesterol on Ang II response and observed an inverse correlation with
endothelium-dependent relaxation.
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725 Deletion of p66Shc gene protects against age-related
endothelial dysfunction

P. Francia 1, F. Cosentino 2, C. Savoia 2, C. Delli Gatti 1, M. Schiavoni 2,
G. Tocci 2, T.F. Luscher 1, M. Volpe 2. 1Cardiovascular Research, University of
Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland; 2Cardiology, II Faculty of Medicine, "La Sapienza",
Roma, Italy

Purpose: Cardiovascular disease increases in frequency with age even in the
absence of established risk factors, suggesting that aging by itself alters vascu-
lar function. Indeed, an enhanced production of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
has been recognized as the major determinant of age-related endothelial dys-
function. P66shc protein modulates oxidative stress response. Recently, it was
reported that p66shc knock-out (p66-/-) mice are resistant to oxidative stress
and have a 30% increase in total life span. The present study was designed to
assess age-dependent changes of endothelial function in this model.
Methods: Aortic rings from young (6 month old) and old (16 month old) p66-/-
and wild-type (WT) control mice were suspended for isometric tension record-
ing. Nitric oxide (NO) release was measured by a porphyrinic microsensor.
Endothelial NO synthase (eNOS) and total nitrotyrosine-containing protein ex-
pression were assessed by western blotting.
Results: The endothelium-dependent relaxations to acetylcholine (10-9 to 10-4
M) were significantly increased in both young and old p66-/- compared to age-
matched WT control mice (maximal response: 48±8% vs 32±5% and 38±9%
vs 26±10%, respectively; n=9-13 p<0.05). Accordingly, higher levels of NO re-
lease were found in aortas from young and old p66-/- compared with WT mice
(496±34 vs 310±26 nM/L and 415±70 vs 224±29 nM/L, respectively; n=8-13;
p<0.05). We further investigated the NO pathway by assessing eNOS protein
expression in all groups. Only a slight eNOS up-regulation was found in p66-/-
compared to WT mice. To determine whether the increased NO availability in
p66-/- mice was due to a reduction of ROS-induced NO breakdown, we also
quantified the amount of aortic nitrotyrosine-containing proteins as a marker
of oxidative stress. Old WT displayed a two fold increase of total nitrated pro-
teins compared to young mice (n=6, p<0.05). In contrast, no age-dependent
difference in protein nitrosilation was found in p66-/- mice.
Conclusions: Our results strongly suggest that the enhanced oxidative stress
resistance of p66-/- mice is protective against age-dependent ROS-mediated
endothelial dysfunction.

726 Impaired endothelial vasomotor function in
angiographically normal artery after acute coronary
syndrom: a transient phenomenon influenced by
hs-C-reactive protein and high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol levels

M. Elbaz 1, E. Maupas 1, B. Perret 2 , J. Puel 1, D. Carrié 1. 1Rangueil Hospital,
Cardiology B, Toulouse, France; 2La Grave Hospital, Biochemistry, Toulouse,
France

Background: Endothelial dysfunction is an initial event in the development
of atherosclerosis and may contribute to the progression of the disease. In
previous trials, forearm blood flow measurements or intra-coronary testing at
the location of the culprit lesion, have shown a high incidence of abnormal
endothelium-dependent vasoreactivity in patients (pts) after acute coronary
syndrome (ACS).
Objective and Methods: The present study tests the hypothesis that ACS
may be associated with endothelial dysfunction far from the responsible lesion.
Serial doses of acetylcholine were infused in an angiographically normal coro-
nary artery to assess endothelium-dependent coronary vasomotor response.
Endothelium-independent response was studied by intra-coronary injection of
molsidomine. These tests were performed before any coronary angioplasty, at
least 72 hours after the last symptom and the withdrawal of vaso-reactive drugs.
43 consecutive male pts (aged 54.3 ± 1.7 years) with one or two focal lesions
were included (dyslipidemia, diabetes and malignant disease were exclusion
criteria). All the patients had similar tests 6 months later.
At baseline and follow-up a large panel of lipid analyses (total cholesterol,
triglyceride, HDL-C, LDL-C, VLDL-C, apoA-1, apoB, apoCIII, apoE, LpA1,
Lp(a)) were carried out. Inflammatory markers (fibrinogen, hs-CRP) and ad-
hesion molecules (VCAM-1, ICAM) were assessed.
Results: Of the 43 pts, 35(81.4%) presented initial abnormal endothelium-
dependent vasomotricity. The univariate analysis did not show any significant
relationships between baseline vasomotor function and clinical or biological
characteristics. At 6 months, a significant improvement was observed in 27
(77.1%) of the 35. In univariate analysis, predictors of improvement were: HDL-
C and apoA1 6-month levels,delta HDL-C (% change between 6 months and
baseline) and 6 months hs-CRP value. In multivariate models, HDL-C, apoA1
and delta HDL-C remained statistically significant. A strong inverse relation was
found between % arterial diameter change (baseline to 6 months) and 6-month
hs-CRP level (r = -0.67, p < 0.0001).
Conclusion: Patients with ACS have frequent and severe initial endothelial
dysfunction in angiographically "normal" coronary arteries. In most cases, we
observe a significant improvement at follow-up, suggesting a possible systemic
reaction component in the first few days after ACS. The relationship between

improved vasomotor function and HDL-C values shows the need for therapeutic
intervention to increase HDL-C and particularly the apoA1 subfraction.

NON-CORONARY PERCUTANEOUS CARDIAC
INTERVENTIONS

727 The effect of probucol and brachytherapy (EVBT) on
restenosis after angioplasty of the femoro-popliteal
arteries: a randomised multicentre trial

A. Gallino 1, I. Baumgartner 2 , D. Dai Do 2, K. Jäger 3, B. Amann-Vesti 4 ,
E. Schneider 4, J.M. Segatto 5, F. Mahler 2 . 1Ospedale San Giovanni,
Cardiology, Bellinzona, Switzerland; 2Inselspital, Angiology, Bern, Switzerland;
3University Hospital, Angiology, Basel, Switzerland; 4University Hospital,
Angiology, Zurich, Switzerland; 5Ospedale San Giovanni, Cardiologia,
Bellinzona, Switzerland

Background: There is an increasing interest of invasive cardiologists in periph-
eral interventions.We present here the final results of a randomized multicenter
trial evaluating the effects of endovascular (EVBT) and/or pharmacological drug
prevention using the anti-oxidant P on the incidence of restenosis after (PTA)
of the femoro-popliteal arteries.
Methods: A total of 335 patients with claudication Rutherford 2 or 3 undergo-
ing PTA of the femoro-popliteal arteries were randomized according to a 2x2
factorial design to one of the following four groups: EVBT, probucol, EVBT plus
probucol and control placebo group. The intravascular gamma-radiation dose
was 14 Gy applied from a non-centered endoluminal catheter at a depth of
2 mm. P (1 g/day) given according to a randomized double blinded protocol
was started one month before up to 6 months after PTA. Primary endpoint was
restenosis defined as > 50% reduction of diameter reduction as detected by
duplex ultrasound performed 6 months after PTA.
Results: The actuarial restenosis rate at 6 month follow up was 17% in the
group of patients undergoing EVBT, 20% in the patients treated with EVBT and
P, 27% in those treated with P and 42% in control patients (p <0.01 for both
EVBT and P). The rates of patients free of claudication at 6 month follow up
(Rutherford 0) were 79.4 percent in EVBT group, 74,2 percent in the combined-
treatment group, 78,5 percent in P group and 56 percent in the control group
(p<0.01 for both EVBT and P). The rates of repeated angioplasty were 4,7
percent, 7,4 percent, 11,9 percent and 17 percent, respectively (P< 0.01 for
EVBT). Late thrombotic occlusion occurred in 4,8% and exclusively in patients
treated with EVBT after stent implantation.
Conclusions: This randomized multicenter trial demonstrates for the first time
that EVBT and P after PTA of the femoro-popliteal arteries reduce the resteno-
sis rate by 50% and by 23% respectively with significant improvement of symp-
toms and reductions of re-interventions in a range similar to that obtained by
drug eluting stents.
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728 Different outcome after percutaneous closure of a patent
foramen ovale or medical treatment to prevent
cryptogenic stroke

M. Schrooten 1 , V. Thijs 1, W. Budts 2. 1UZ Leuven, Neurology, Leuven,
Belgium; 2UZ Leuven, Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium

Background: Paradoxical embolism through a patent foramen ovale (PFO)
may be one of the causes of a cryptogenic stroke (CS). Nevertheless liter-
ature remains inconclusive about the optimal therapy to prevent recurrence:
percutaneous closure of the PFO or medical treatment? We were interested
in detecting differences in clinical and demographic variables, outcome and
safety in both treatment regimens. Methods: One hundred and fifty records of
patients who were admitted to our hospital with stroke between 1998 and 2001
were reviewed. Patients with CS and the presence of a PFO were included.
When no cause was identified, stroke was defined as cryptogenic. Depend-
ing on the choice of treatment (medical therapy or percutaneous PFO closure)
patients were categorised in group A and B, respectively. Demographic and
clinical variables (age, gender, arterial hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hyper-
triglyceridemia, nicotine abusus, ischemic heart disease or familial cardiovas-
cular antecedents) were obtained. PFO characteristics (hypermobile septum,
aneurysm of the interatrial septum) and type of stroke (transient ischemic at-
tack, cerebral ischemia with transient signs or cerebrovascular accident) were
noticed. Recurrent stroke or death were considered as primary endpoint and
safety of both treatment regimens was evaluated. Student t, chi square and
Fisher exact-test were used where applicable. Statistical significance was de-
fined as p<0.05. Results: Eighty-seven patients (49 male, 38 female; age
52±14 y, mean±SD) were included; sixty-three patients, who did not match
with the criteria of CS, were excluded. Mean follow-up time was 22±13 months.
Demographic and clinical variables were comparable in both groups, except
for age (58±16 and 48±12 y for group A (n=38) and B (n=49), respectively,
p<0.05). No differences were found in PFO characteristics. Ninety-two per-
cent of the patients in group A were treated with anti-platelets; all patients in
group B were treated with anti-platelets for at least six months. On treatment,
stroke reoccurred in 3 patients in group A versus no patients in group B (8%
versus 0%, p < 0.05). In one patient on aspirin of group A bleeding of a stom-
ach ulcer and in two patients of group B transient atrial fibrillation occurred.
Conclusions: Although paradoxical embolism through a PFO is considered as
one of the causes of CS, percutaneous closure to prevent recurrence remains
controversially. This pilot study suggests benefit of percutaneous closure, and
proves safety and efficacy. More powered studies will be necessary to confirm
these preliminary findings.

729 Percutaneous closure of patent foramen ovale reduces
migraine frequency

M. Schwerzmann 1 , S. Windecker 1, K. Nedeltchev 2, H. Mattle 2, A. Wahl 1,
C. Seiler 1, B. Meier 1. 1Swiss Cardiovascular Center Bern, Cardiology, Bern,
Switzerland; 2University Hospital, Neurology, Bern, Switzerland

Background: Patients with migraine with aura have a higher prevalence of
right-to-left shunt compared with controls, as assessed by transcranial Doppler.
Accordingly, paradoxical embolism might be a trigger of migraine attacks.
Methods: In 215 pts. with patent foramen ovale (PFO) mediated paradoxical
embolism, we retrospectively assessed the prevalence of migraine, and the
effect of percutaneous PFO closure on its frequency and intensity. Headache
was classified according to the criteria of the International Headache Society
(IHS). Headache severity before and after PFO closure was assessed using
the validated Headache Impact Test (HIT-6; score 36 to 78). A HIT-6 score >

55 indicates substantial impact of headache on daily life.
Results: The one-year prevalence of migraine with aura was significantly
higher in patients with PFO and presumed paradoxical embolism (17%
[37/215]) compared with the general population (3-4%)(P<0.001). After per-
cutaneous PFO closure, relative reduction in migraine attack frequency was 56
± 41%, compared with 18 ± 87% in patients with other headache (P=0.02).
Attack frequency was similarly reduced in patients with migraine with and with-
out aura 54 ± 44% vs. 62 ± 35%, p>0.2). Headache impact on daily life as
assessed by the HIT-6 score decreased from 59 to 46 in patients with mi-

graine, and from 53 to 48 in patients with other headache (figure, p=0.001).
Conclusions: In patients with presumed paradoxical embolism across a PFO,
the prevalence of migraine, especially with aura, is increased. After percuta-
neous PFO closure, attack frequency of migraine with and without aura is re-
duced in 80% of all patients.

730 Patients at risk for recurrent embolism after
percutaneous closure of patent foramen ovale for
resumed paradoxical embolism

M. Schwerzmann 1 , G. Moschovitis 1 , T. Heimes 1, K. Nedeltchev 2 , H. Mattle 2,
C. Seiler 1, S. Windecker 1, B. Meier 1. 1Swiss Cardiovascular Center Bern,
Cardiology, Bern; 2Univ. Hospital, Neurology, Bern, Switzerland

Background: Percutaneous closure of a patent foramen ovale (PFO) is an al-
ternative to medical or surgical prevention of recurrent embolism in patients
with presumed PFO mediated paradoxical embolism. Risk factors for recur-
rence after successful PFO closure have not been completely elucidated yet.
Methods: 299 patients with presumed PFO mediated paradocixal embolism
were followed after percutaneous PFO closure for a total of 662 patient-years
(mean follow-up: 2.2 years, range 0.2 – 8.5 years), assessing postprocedural
shunt, recurrent embolic events and device-related morbidity. Freedom of re-
currence was calculated according to the Kaplan-Meier method. Predictors of
recurrence were calculated using a Cox proportional hazard model. Results:
Twenty recurrent embolic events were observed (14 transient ischemic attacks,
5 events of peripheral embolism, 1 stroke), resulting in an actuarial recurrence
rate of 3.8% (95% CI 1.7-6.4%) at 1 year, 7.9 (95% CI 4.9-12.6) at 2 years, and
8.7 (95% CI 5.5-13.7%) at 4 years. Univariate predictors of recurrence were
age at implantation > 60 years (hazard ratio 2.7, 95% CI 1.1-6.5), cardiovas-
cular risk factors (hazard ratio 1.5 for every additional factor, 95% CI 1.05-2.1),
and most importantly the number of embolic events prior to PFO closure (> 2
events: hazard ratio 4.1, 95% CI 1.7-9.8; Figure 1). Since patients with multiple
embolic events prior to PFO closure were older, only the cardiovascular risk
profile and > 2 events prior to PFO closure remained significant predictors of
recurrence in a multivariate Cox proportional hazard analysis. There was no re-
lation between recurrence rate and atrial septal anatomy (PFO with or without
atrial septal aneurysm), gender, residual shunt after 6 months, type or size of
device, and embolic index event. Conclusions: Patients with > 2 thromboem-
bolic events prior to device implantation and patients with multiple cardiovas-
cular risk factors are at increased risk for recurrence of embolic events after
PFO closure. These findings suggest that alternative mechanisms in addition
to paradoxical embolism may be present in this patient group.

731 Transient neurological symptoms in adult patients after
transcatheter atrial septal defect closure

M. Demkow, W. Ruzyllo, M. Dabrowski, E. Jakubowska, C. Kepka, M. Konka,
J. Wilczynski. Institute of Cardiology, General Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland

Background: Transcatheter closure of atrial septal defects (ASD) with the Am-
platzer septal occluder (ASO) appeared to be safe and effective and has be-
come the treatment of choice for selected patients (pts). However, some of
the pts complained of neurological problems after ASO implantation. The inci-
dence, pattern and risk factors of these symptoms were investigated. Material
and methods: Between XI.1997 and XI.2002, 163 adults (40 male), aged 16-
76y (38.7 ± 17.1) underwent successful ASO implantation. Aspirin, 150-300mg
was originally prescribed for 3 months. They had follow-up visits at 1 month
(163pts), 3 months (163pts), and 12 months (103pts) and yearly thereafter, ac-
cording to the protocol. Results: Neurological episodes - transient vision dis-
turbances (TVD) and headaches (HA), were reported by 22 pts (13.5%). There
were no pts with a history of TVD before the procedure. TVD included: tem-
porary bilateral (1 patient), or unilateral (2 pts) loss of vision, reduced field of
vision (7 pts) and scotomas (7 pts). These occurred from 1 to 24 weeks (mean
6.11) after the procedure and incidentally recurred (6pts) during 3-12 weeks
after the first incident. The single episode duration was from few minutes up
to four hours. In four pts episodes of TVD coincided with HA. All the symp-
toms resolved without neurological deficit. There was a coincidence of TVD
onset with aspirin discontinuation in two pts. Intensified (4pts) or new HA with-
out TVD occurred in 5 pts 1 to 4 weeks after the procedure and recurred during
1 to 8 weeks after the first episode. In repeated transoesophageal or transtho-
racic echocardiogram performed in all pts with HA or TVD the device was in
proper position, with neither residual shunt, nor evidence of thrombus. In all pts
with neurological symptoms aspirin therapy was prolonged for up to 6 months.
Coumadin was added to aspirin in the group of patients with TVD. There were
neither differences in terms of gender (82.3% vs 77.4% female) nor ASO size
(21.7±7.4 vs 21.5±7.1 mm) between pts with and without symptoms (respec-
tively). The pts with symptoms were younger (31.7±11.5 vs 41.9±16;p=0.005).
Conclusions: Transient vision disturbances and/or headaches are observed in
13.5% of adults with ASD after ASO implantation. These symptoms may be re-
lated to microembolies originating from the occluder and/or platelet activation
on the disc. We recommend antithrombotics (Coumadin) in addition to Aspirin
for at least 6 months for all adults after ASO implantation.
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732 Percutaneous closure of patent foramen ovale:
head-to-head comparison of two different devices

J.-M. Meier, A. Delabays, E. De Benedetti, C. Roguelov, G. Girod, P. Vogt,
E. Eeckhout. CHUV, Cardiology, Lausanne, Switzerland

Background: Percutaneous closure of patent foramen ovale (PFO) is an
emerging treatment for young patients who suffered cryptogenic stroke or
paradoxical embolism. Amongst different devices used for PFO closure, two
different types are being implanted at our institution: PFO-Star (Cardia Inc,
Burnsville, MN) and Starflex (NMT Medical Inc, Boston, MA). We present the
results of an ongoing comparison of both devices.
Methods: We prospectively collected data of 33 patients (females: 33%, age:
23-61 years, mean: 45 ± 10 y, interatrial septal aneurysm (IAS) > 11 mm:
67%) who underwent percutaneous closure of PFO after cryptogenic stroke (n
= 31) or paradoxical embolism (n = 2), divided into two subgroups who received
either a PFO-Star (Pop 1, n = 20) or a Starflex occluder (Pop 2, n= 13). Residual
shunting after closure is echocardiographically controlled at rest and during a
Valsalva maneuver (grade 3 = important, grade 2 = moderate, grade 1 = minor,
grade 0 = absent) at 1, 3, 6 and 12 months.
Results: In Pop 1, mean age was 45 ± 9 years, IAS 60%, mean degree of
shunting 2.8 ± 0.4, and in Pop 2 mean age was 46 ± 12 years, IAS 78%, mean
degree of shunting 2.7 ± 0.5. The degree of residual shunting was significantly
reduced in both populations after intervention. The proportion of pts with no
or minor residual shunt after closure was 79% in Pop 1 vs 88% in Pop 2. The
degree of residual shunt appears to be higher in the presence of an IAS in
Pop 1 but not in Pop 2. No recurrent stroke or paradoxical embolism was seen
during a follow-up of 3-28 months (mean: 11.4).
Conclusion: Our datas concerning percutaneous closure of PFO, in a modest
number of patients extracted from an ongoing comparison in a highly selected
population with a large proportion of IAS, confirm that this treatment is a safe
and effective technique. The residual shunting after closure might be influenced
by the type of device used, and by the presence of an IAS. The clinical signif-
icance of these results remains to be determined by a longer follow-up and
extended study population.

ELECTRICAL REMODELLING AND
ARRHYTHMOGENESIS: NOVEL INSIGHTS

733 A molecular basis for HCN channel over-expression

F. Stillitano, P. DePaoli, L. Sartiani, R. Paola, A. Mugelli, E. Cerbai. University
of Firenze, Dept. Pharmacology, Firenze, Italy

Background: Myocardial hypertrophy and failure is characterized by remodel-
ing of ventricular cardiomyocytes (VCM), leading to electrophysiological abnor-
malities responsible for severe arrhythmias. A functional over-expression of the
f-current occurs in VCM isolated from both hypertrophied rat hearts and failing
human hearts, where it might contribute to arrhythmias. Four different genes
encoding for the f-channel are known and termed Hyperpolarization-activated
Cyclic-Nucleotide-gated Channels (HCN 1-4). No information is available on
the influence of cardiac disease on isoform expression, and its relationship with
the functional occurrence of the f-current. This study aimed to investigate the
effect of hypertrophic factors on HCN expression in primary cultures of adult
rat VCM, a well-established model for studying the molecular events involved
in myocardial remodeling.
Methods and Results: VCM isolated from the left ventricle of adult rat
hearts were cultured either in control condition or in the presence of 0.1
µM endothelin-1 (ET-1) for 4-9 days. Total mRNA was converted to cDNA
by reverse transcription. Primers and probes were designed to amplify
cDNA of HCN1-4 genes and quantify mRNA by Real-Time PCR. Cultured
VCM expressed HCN2, 3 and 4 isoforms, the rank of expression being
HCN2�HCN4>HCN3. The specific mRNA for HCN3,4 isoforms significantly
increased with time (HCN3: +19.7±0.9% at 6 days and +24.5±1.5% at 7 days,
p<0.001 vs. 0-4 days; HCN4: +48.5±4.9% at 6 days and +93.2±7.4% at 7
days, p<0.001 vs. 0-4 days). At 6 day of culture, exposure to ET-1 caused a se-
lective and significant increase of mRNA coding for HCN2 with respect to con-
trols (+141.3±54.8% vs. +38.5±12.2%, p<0.001). These results were in agree-
ment with patch-clamp measurements of f-current in cultured cells. The tech-
nique was used to measure (Cm), an index of cell size, and f-current, evoked by
hyperpolarization to -120 mV. At 6-9 days of culture, membrane capacitance, an
index of cell size (+72%) and f-current density (+171%) markedly augmented
as compared to 3-5 days. f-current density was significantly higher in cells ex-
posed to ET-1 (3.7±0.5pA/pF, n=31) than in control cells (2.3±0.4pA/pF, n=40)
(p<0.05).
Conclusions: Ventricular cardiomyocytes express HCN2,3,4 isoforms with a
predominance of HCN2. In cultured cells, chronic exposure to ET-1 increases
the mRNA expression of the HCN2 isoform and the functional expression of
f-current density, with respect to control conditions. These results suggest that
hypertrophic factors such as ET-1 play a major role in cardiac electrophysiolog-
ical remodeling.

734 Increased number of Ca2+ sparks and waves in human
atrial myocytes from patients with atrial enlargement

L. Hove-Madsen, A. LLach, A. Bayes Genis, J. Cinca. Hospital de Sant Pau,
Cardiology, Barcelona, Spain

Background: Spontaneous calcium (Ca2+) release from the sarcoplasmic
reticulum (SR) is potentially arrhythmogenic and atrial enlargement predis-
poses to the development of atrial fibrillation. We sought to investigate whether
atrial enlargement is arrhythmogenic by altering the spontaneous SR Ca2+ re-
lease.
Methods: Myocytes were obtained by enzymatic digestion of atrial tissue from
patients undergoing open-chest cardiac surgery. Ca2+ sparks were detected
using the fluorescent Ca2+ indicator fluo-3 and confocal microscopy in the
line scan mode. Ca2+ sparks were detected at rest during 2x10 seconds. The
frequency of Ca2+ sparks and waves were normalized to the cellular volume
scanned.
Results: 109 atrial myocytes from 21 patients were used to analyze the rela-
tionship between atrial size and local spontaneous Ca2+ release (Ca2+ sparks
and Ca2+ waves). Echocardiographic atrial size was normal in 6 patients
(34±1 mm) and enlarged in 15 patients (50±2 mm). The frequency of Ca2+

sparks was higher in patients with atrial enlargement (88±8 vs 15±6 pl-1 s-1,
p<0.001). Likewise, the frequency of Ca2+ waves was increased in patients with
enlarged atria (28±5 vs 0.9±0.9 pl-1 s-1, p<0.005). Permanent atrial fibrillation
occurred in 4 out of the 15 patients with atrial dilation, while the arrhythmia was
not observed in patients with normal atria.
Conclusions: The increased number of Ca2+ sparks and waves in atrial my-
ocytes from patients with atrial enlargement suggest that 1) Atrial enlargement
leads to alterations in the Ca2+ release from the SR and 2) Spontaneous Ca2+

release from the SR could be involved in the genesis of atrial arrhythmias in
patients with atrial dilation.

735 Alteration of cardiac connexins in patients with
cardiomyopathy

A. Salameh 1, K. Muehlberg 1 , P. Mahjour 1, S. Dhein 2, D. Pfeiffer 1 . 1University
of Leipzig, Cardiology, Leipzig, Germany; 2Heart Center Leipzig, Cardiac
Surgery, Leipzig, Germany

Cardiomyopathy is a heart disease which is often associated with arrhythmia.
Remodeling processes have been described to be involved in the pathophys-
iology of this disease. The normal heart works as a syncytium the cells of
which are connected via low resistance pathways, the intercellular gap junc-
tion channels. These gap junction channels are dodecameric channels of con-
nexins. In the heart at least three connexins are expressed: Cx43, Cx40 and
-in early stages of development- Cx45. The goal of our study was to investi-
gate in humans whether dilated (DCM) or hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM)
is associated with alterations of the connexin isoform expression and localisa-
tion. Therefore, biopsies were taken from the ventricle of either healthy controls
(n=8), patients with DCM (n=6) or patients with HCM (n=3). Only patients with-
out coronary heart disease (CHD) were admitted to the study. In all patients
ejection fraction was assessed using echocardiography. Tissue was quickly
frozen and processed for immunohistology and for polymerase chain reaction
(PCR). For immunohistological analysis we determined the percentage of the
longitudinal membrane length which expressed connexin and the percentage
of the cell pole membrane expressing connexin. PCR was performed for Cx43
and Cx40 and was related to the house keeping gene GAPDH. Immunohis-
tological analysis of the biopsies revealed that in DCM the overall expression
of Cx43 was significantly diminished if ejection fraction was lower than 50%.
More detailed analysis showed that expression of Cx43 at the polar membrane
was reduced from 55±6% to 30±8% and at the lateral membrane from 10±4%
to 4±2%. PCR analysis of Cx43mRNA revealed that in DCM Cx43mRNA was
significantly decreased to 25±5%. Cx40mRNA was not altered significantly in
these patients. In contrast to DCM in HCM patients we found a significant in-
crease in Cx43mRNA to 225±34%. Cx40mRNA was not altered in these pa-
tients and was at very low levels. Thus, we conclude that in patients with DCM
in absence of CHD Cx43 is downregulated, while in patients with HCM Cx43
expression is enhanced. This altered expression of the gap junction channel
protein may be involved in the pathophysiology of arrhythmia associated with
cardiomyopathy.
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736 Chronic beta-adrenoceptor blockade enhances 5-HT
effects on calcium current and action potentials in
human atrial myocytes

D. Pau 1, AJ. Workman 1, KA. Kane 2, AC. Rankin 1. 1Royal Infirmary, Section
of Cardiology, Glasgow, United Kingdom; 2University of Strathclyde, Dept. of
Physiology & Pharmacology, Glasgow, United Kingdom

Purpose: Long-term treatment with beta-adrenoceptor antagonists (beta-
blockers) has been shown to enhance the 5-HT induced increase in human
atrial contractility but it is not known if this is accompanied by electrophysio-
logical changes. The aim of this study was to compare the effects of 5-HT on
calcium current, action potentials and refractoriness in atrial cells from patients
treated and not treated with beta-blockers.
Methods: Cells were isolated enzymatically from the right atrial appendage of
30 consenting patients undergoing cardiac surgery who were in sinus rhythm.
Procedures for obtaining tissues were approved by the institutional ethics com-
mittee, and conform to the Declaration of Helsinki. The whole cell perforated
patch clamp technique was used at 37°C to record L-type Ca2+ current (ICaL)
using depolarising voltage clamp steps from a holding potential of -40 mV. Ac-
tion potentials and the effective refractory period (ERP) were recorded using
current clamp with cells paced at a frequency of 75 beats/min.
Results: 5-HT (1 nM-10 µM) caused a concentration dependent increase in
ICaL with a maximum response at 1 µM. This 5-HT induced maximal increase
in ICaL was potentiated in cells from beta-blocked (300±13% increase above
control values, n=19 cells from 13 patients) compared with non-beta-blocked
patients (220±6%, n=15 cells from 7 patients; P<0.05). Neither the affinity
nor the Hill coefficient of the 5-HT dose-response curve was affected by treat-
ment with beta-blockers. In line with this effect on ICaL, 5-HT (10 µM) pro-
duced a significantly greater prolongation of action potential duration (APD)
measured at 50% repolarisation in the beta-blocked (absolute prolongation of
33±9 ms, n=20 cells from 11 patients) than in the non-beta-blocked patients
(10±4 ms, n=16 cells from 8 patients; P<0.05). However, both the APD90 and
ERP, at 193±20 and 178±23 ms, respectively, in the cells from the non-beta-
blocked patients, and at 235±21 and 223±21 ms, respectively, in those from
the beta-blocked patients, were unaffected by 5-HT. Abnormal automaticity was
observed in response to 5-HT in 25% of the cells studied from beta-blocked,
compared with 0% from the non-beta-blocked patients (P=0.056).
Conclusions: These data indicate that in the human atrium, chronic beta-
blockade is associated with a potentiated effect of 5-HT on calcium current,
early repolarisation and automaticity but not on late repolarisation and refrac-
toriness. Supported by Johnson & Johnson Pharmaceutical Research and De-
velopment.

737 The contribution of the human atrial Na+,K+ pump
current to atrial fibrillation-induced electrical
remodelling

A J. Workman 1, K A. Kane 2, A C. Rankin 1. 1University of Glasgow,
Cardiovascular & Medical Sciences, Glasgow, United Kingdom; 2University of
Strathclyde, Dept of Physiology & Pharmacology, Glasgow, United Kingdom

Aim: To assess the contribution of the Na+,K+ pump current (Ip) to the action
potential duration (APD) and effective refractory period (ERP) in human atrial
cells, and to investigate whether Ip contributes to the changes in APD and ERP
associated with chronic atrial fibrillation (AF).
Methods: Action potentials and ion currents were recorded using the whole cell
patch clamp in atrial myocytes isolated from consenting patients undergoing
cardiac surgery, who were in sinus rhythm (SR) or AF (of >3 months duration).
Results: In cells from patients in SR, the Ip blocker, ouabain (10 µM)
significantly depolarised the resting membrane potential (Vm) from -80±2
(mean±SE) to -73±2 mV, and lengthened both the APD (174±17 vs 197±23
ms at 90% repolarisation) and ERP (208±22 vs 276±14 ms; P<0.05 for each,
Student’s t-test, n=7 cells, 5 patients). Ip was measured with an elevated pipette
[Na+] of 30 mM, by increasing extracellular [K+] ([K+]o) from 0 mM to 5.4 mM.
This produced an outward shift in the holding current at -40 mV, which was abol-
ished by 10 µM ouabain. The K+ and ouabain sensitive current densities were
similar, at 0.99±0.13 and 1.12±0.11 pA/pF, respectively (P>0.05; n=9 cells, 3
patients), confirming the K+ induced current as Ip. Ip increased linearly with in-
creasing Vm (between -120 mV and +60 mV) from 0.46±0.08 to 1.54±0.13
pA/pF (P<0.05; n=25 cells, 12 patients). Stepwise increments in [K+]o (be-
tween 0 mM and 10 mM) increased Ip at -40 mV in a concentration dependent
manner (maximum response, Emax=1.19±0.09 pA/pF; EC50=1.71±0.15 mM;
n=27 cells, 9 patients). In cells from patients in AF, the sensitivity of Ip to both
Vm and [K+]o (Emax=1.02±0.05 pA/pF, EC50=1.54±0.11 mM; n=44 cells, 9
patients) was not significantly different from that in the cells from patients in
SR. Within the group of patients in AF, long term treatment with digoxin (n=5
patients) was associated with a small, but significant, reduction in both Emax
(0.92±0.07 pA/pF) and EC50 (1.35±0.15 mM), compared with non treatment
(Emax=1.13±0.08 pA/pF, EC50=1.76±0.14 mM; P<0.05 for each, n=4 pa-
tients). In cells from patients in AF, but not treated with digoxin, both the voltage
and [K+]o sensitivity (Emax and EC50) were similar to those in the cells from
patients in SR.

Conclusions: The Na+,K+ pump current, Ip, contributes to the human atrial cell
Vm, action potential shape and ERP. However, the similarity in Ip sensitivity to
both [K+]o and Vm between atrial cells from patients with and without chronic
AF suggests that Ip is not involved in AF-induced atrial electrophysiological
remodelling in patients.

738 Atrial contractile remodelling in chronic atrial fibrillation
is due to impaired calcium release from a normally
loaded sarcoplasmic reticulum

M. Greiser 1, M. Reil 1, L-H. Go 1, S. Brose 2, C. Stellbrink 1, P. Hanrath 1,
M. Allessie 3, U. Schotten 3. 1Univ. Hospital RWTH Aachen, Cardiology,
Aachen; 2Univ. Hospital, Cardiothoracic Surgery, Aachen, Germany; 3Univ. of
Maastricht, Cardiovascular Research Institute, Maastricht, Netherlands

Background: After prolonged atrial fibrillation (AF) the mechanical function of
the atria is reduced (contractile remodeling). Apart from a downregulation of
the L-type Ca2+ current also changes in Ca2+-handling by the sarcoplasmic
reticulum may contribute to this phenomenon. We hypothesized that contractile
remodeling is due to depletion of the intracellular Ca2+-stores.
Methods: Thin atrial trabeculae were isolated from the right atrial appendages
of 40 consecutive patients undergoing open heart surgery. 28 patients were
in sinus rhythm, 12 were in persistent AF (>3months). The muscle bundles
were transferred to an organ chamber and connected to an isometric force
transducer (stimulation at 1 Hz). During cooling of the unstimulated muscle
preparations from 37°C to 0°C all Ca2+ stored in the sarcoplasmic reticulum
is released into the cytoplasm resulting in contracture. The amplitude of this
rapid cooling contracture (RCC) indicates the amount of Ca2+ stored in the
sarcoplasmic reticulum.
Results: Steady state force of contraction (1Hz) was 78% lower in AF patients.
Surprisingly, the RCC amplitude did not differ between both groups. The ratio
between steady state and RCC amplitudes was clearly reduced in AF patients.

RCC and Force of Contraction in SR vs AF.

Conclusion: Although steady state force of contraction is reduced by 78% in
atrial myocardium of AF patients, the Ca2+-load of the sarcoplasmic reticulum is
not decreased. Rather, the reduced steady state/RCC ratio strongly suggests
that the atrial contractile dysfunction induced by atrial fibrillation is due to an
impaired release of Ca2+ from a normally loaded sarcoplasmic reticulum.

DIABETES AND CORONARY DISEASE: FROM LEPTIN TO
RAGE

739 Leptin, a new target for stimulation of collateral artery
growth

S. H. Schirmer 1, I. R. Buschmann 1, M. Jost 1 , S. Grundmann 1 , I. E. Hoefer 1,
J. J. Piek 2, C. Bode 1, N. Van Royen 2. 1Univ. of Freiburg, Cardiology and
Angiology, Freiburg, Germany; 2Univ., Cardiology, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Background: Arteriogenesis is orchestrated by migrating monocytes/
macrophages; in previous studies we have shown that GM-CSF (Granulocyte-
Macrophage Colony-Stimulating Factor), a cytokine known to stimulate arterial
collateral growth, strongly induces Leptin expression in bone-marrow derived
macrophages. These data prompted us to investigate the direct effects of leptin
on collateral artery formation in a pump-driven pressure-flow perfusion model
in the rabbit hind limb.
Methods and Results: In 12 New Zealand White Rabbits (NZWR) the femoral
artery was ligated, leptin (0,1 mg/kg/d) was continuously infused via osmotic
minipump into the proximal stump of the occluded artery over 7 days. Body
weight and temperature were monitored. After 7 days, a significant increase
in net forward flow into the right hind limb (21,33 ± 1,20 vs. 17,22 ± 3,40
ml/min, P < 0,05) as well as a significant increase in the flow ratio (occluded vs.
non-occluded leg) was found upon Leptin treatment (Leptin: 0,674 ± 0,094 vs.
PBS: 0,536 ± 0,099, P<0,05). These data were confirmed by the gold standard
method of microsphere perfusion as well as histological markers (Ki-67).
Conclusion: To the best of our knowledge this is the first report about a novel
property of the adipocytokine Leptin, augmenting perfusion of peripheral tissue
via stimulation of collateral artery growth (arteriogenesis). This multifunctional
hormone could constitute a new target for therapeutic arteriogenesis as a treat-
ment modality to treat patients with vascular occlusive disease.
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740 Acarbose prevents cardiovascular events in patients
with impaired glucose tolerance. Results of the
STOP-NIDDM electrocardiogram evaluation

U. Zeymer 1, A. Schwarzmaier-D’Assie 2 , D. Petzinna 3, JL. Chiasson 4 on
behalf of the STOP-NIDDM trial research group. 1Klinikum Ludwigshafen,
Medizinische Klinik B, Ludwigshafen, Germany; 2Hospital Rudolfstiftung, 2.
Medizinische Klinik, Wien, Austria; 3Bayer Vital GmbH, Leverkusen, Germany;
4University of Montreal, Department of Medicine, Quebec, Canada

Purpose: The administration of the alpha-glucosidase inhibitor acarbose to pa-
tients with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) has been shown to delay the devel-
opment of type 2 diabetes in the randomised placebo-controlled STOP-NIDDM
trial. The objective of this analysis was to evaluate the impact of acarbose on
cardiovascular events in patients with IGT.
Methods: A total of 1353 patients with IGT were randomly allocated to acar-
bose or placebo in the STOP-NIDDM study. The mean follow-up was 3.3 years.
Cardiovascular events were evaluated centrally and blinded. In addition 12-
lead ECGs of every subject were recorded at baseline and at the end of the
treatment period. All ECGs were read by two independent cardiologists and
changes were classified according to the Minnesota coding conventions.
Results: A total of 1181 patients had evaluable ECGs at baseline and at the
end of the treatment. In 74 patients significant changes were observed (Ta-
ble 1), in 5 patients there was an improvement according to the Minnesota
code, all of these occurring in the acarbose group. The total number of my-
ocardial infarctions confirmed by the clinical events committee and observed
in the ECG evaluation were significantly higher in the placebo group (2.8% vs.
0.3%, p=0.002). In addition lower rates of angina pectoris (1.7% vs. 0.7%) and
coronary revascularization procedures (2.9% vs. 1.6%) were reported in the
acarbose treated patients.

ECG Evaluation

Placebo (n=604) Acarbose (n=577)

Myocardial infarction 7 (1.2%) 1 (0.2%)
Ischemia 23 (3.8%) 21 (3.6%)
Other findings 8 (1.4%) 9 (1.6%)

Conclusions: By reducing postprandial hyperglycaemia acarbose prevents
myocardial infarctions in patients with IGT. This is the first study to support
the postprandial glucose hypothesis in cardiovascular disease and this concept
should be tested in future trials in higher risk populations.

741 The receptor RAGE as a progression factor amplifying
arachidonate-dependent inflammatory and proteolytic
response in human atherosclerotic plaques

F. Cipollone 1, A. Iezzi 1, M. Fazia 1, C. Cuccurullo 1, B. Pini 1, M. Zucchelli 1,
AM. Schmidt 2 , A. Mezzetti 1 . 1School of Medicine, University of Chieti "G.
d’Annunzio", Chieti, Italy; 2Columbia University, New York, United States of
America

Background: Strong evidences suggest a central role for RAGE (receptor for
advanced glycation end products [AGEs]) in the accelerated progression of
atherosclerosis observed in diabetes.
Recently, we have demonstrated enhanced expression of inducible cyclooxy-
genase and PGE synthase-1 (COX-2/mPGES-1) in human symptomatic
plaques, and provided evidence that it is associated with metalloproteinase
(MMP)-induced plaque rupture. However, the specific transmembrane sig-
naling pathway(s) influencing COX-2/mPGES-1 expression in human plaque
macrophages is still unknown.
The aim of this study was to characterize the expression of RAGE in human
carotid plaques and to correlate it with the extent of inflammatory infiltration,
COX-2/mPGES-1 and MMP expression and with clinical evidence of diabetes.
Methods and Results: Plaques were obtained from 60 patients undergoing
carotid endarterectomy and divided into 2 groups (diabetic and nondiabetic)
according to clinical evidence of type 2 diabetes. Plaques were subjected to
analysis of RAGE, NF-kB, COX-2/mPGES-1, MMP-2 and MMP-9, lipid and ox-
idized LDL (oxLDL) content, and collagen content by immunohistochemistry
and Western blot, whereas zymography was used to detect MMP activity. Im-
munohistochemistry was also used to identify CD68+ macrophages, CD3+ T-
lymphocytes, smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and HLA-DR+ inflammatory cells.
Plaques from diabetic group had more (P<0.0001) macrophages, T-
lymphocytes, and HLA-DR+ cells; more (P<0.0001) immunoreactivity for
RAGE, activated NF-kB, COX-2/mPGES-1 and MMPs; increased (P<0.0001)
gelatinolytic activity; reduced (P<0.0001) collagen content, and increased
(P<0.0001) lipid and oxLDL content. Interestingly, RAGE, COX-2/mPGES-1
and MMP expression was linearly correlated with plasma level of HbA1c.
Conclusions: In conclusion, this study demonstrates in humans that RAGE
overexpression is associated with enhanced inflammatory reaction and COX-
2/mPGES-1 expression in diabetic plaque macrophages, and this effect in turn
may contribute to plaque destabilization by inducing culprit metalloproteinase
expression.

742 Plasma leptin in a family study: associations with the
metabolic syndrome and haemostatic cardiovascular
risk factors

U. Prasad 1, A. M. Carter 2 , M. Freeman 2 , P. J. Grant 2 . 1Leeds General
Infirmary, Cardiology, Leeds, United Kingdom; 2Leeds General Infirmary,
Academic Unit Molec. Vasc. Medicine, Leeds, United Kingdom

Background: Leptin is synthesized and secreted mainly from adipocytes and
correlates with obesity and features of the insulin resistance syndrome. In the
WOSCOPS study elevated plasma leptin was predicative for subsequent car-
diovascular events, and leptin has been associated with increased vascular
stiffness.
Aim and Methods: To investigate the contribution of metabolic and haemo-
static cardiovascular risk factors to circulating leptin in a healthy Caucasian
family study. Leptin levels were determined by ELISA in 531 individuals from
89 families. Statistical analyses were carried out using the SPSS and SOLAR
software packages.
Results: In keeping with previous studies plasma leptin levels were signifi-
cantly higher in women (13.2 [11.8-14.7] ng/ml compared with men (3.3 [2.9-
3.8] ng/ml, p<0.0001). Age and sex-adjusted leptin concentrations were sig-
nificantly associated with fibrinogen (r=0.20, p<0.0001), factor VII (r=0.23,
p<0.0001), PAI-1 (r=0.43, p<0.0001), and tPA (r=0.30, p<0.0001). In addition,
in keeping with previous
reports leptin was significantly associated with classical cardiovascular risk
factors and features of the insulin resistance syndrome: systolic BP (r=0.22,
p<0.0001) and diastolic BP (r=0.18, p<0.0001), calculated insulin resistance
(HOMA, r=0.40, p<0.0001), BMI (r=0.70, p<0.0001), fasting plasma glucose
(r=0.21, p<0.0001), fasting plasma insulin (r=0.41, p<0.0001), fasting plasma
cholesterol (r=0.19, p<0.0001), triglyceride (r=0.28, p<0.0001), LDL (r=0.15,
p=0.001), HDL (r= - 0.18, p<0.0001), and WHR (r=0.37, p<0.0001). Finally,
leptin was significantly lower in current smokers (5.1 [4.1-6.3] ng/ml) compared
with non-smokers (8.4 [7.5-9.5] ng/ml, p=0.01). In quantitative genetic analy-
ses, additive genetic components explained 13.7% of the variance in plasma
leptin whilst BMI, sex, smoking, PAI-1, WHR and fibrinogen together explained
a further 51% of the variance in plasma leptin.
Conclusion: Our results indicate that elevated leptin is associated with a pro-
thrombotic phenotype through elevated fibrinogen and PAI -1, occurring in con-
junction with clustering of a plethora of cardiovascular risk factors. The mech-
anisms underlying the association of leptin with cardiovascular disease remain
to be elucidated but our data suggest a central role of the adipocyte in deter-
mining vascular risk.

743 Rage gene polymorphism study and clinical
manifestations of coronary heart disease

C. Falcone 1, I. Campo 2, M P. Buzzi 3, L. Nespoli 3, A. Bertaina 3, M. Zorzetto 2,
M. Cuccia 2. 1Policlinico San Matteo, Cardiology, Pavia, Italy; 2University of
Pavia, Genetics & Microbiology, Pavia, Italy; 3Pol S Matteo IRCCS/University
of Pavia, Cardiology, Pavia, Italy

The inflammatory process plays a central role in the development of atheroscle-
rosis and acute coronary syndromes. It has been demonstrated that RAGE,
(Receptor of Advanced Glication End products) a multiligand receptor member
of the immunoglobulin superfamily, is primarly involved in the process of inflam-
mation and chronicization of disease. RAGE is encoded by a gene located on
the short arm of chromosome 6 in the HLA class III region near the junction
with class II [6p21.3]. Purpose: In our study we decided to analyse a genomic
polymorphism of the promoter region, due to a T/A substitution in order to ver-
ify whether this RAGE gene polymorphism might play a role in different clinical
manifestations of coronary heart disease (CHD).
Methods: We studied this DNA polymorphism in 125 consecutive patients (pts)
who were referred for coronary angiography and subsequently underwent exer-
cise stress test. Sixty pts with acute coronary syndromes in history (acute my-
ocardial infarction, unstable angina or restenosis after coronary revasculariza-
tion) were compared with 65 pts with chronic stable CHD (effort angina, silent
myocardial ischemia, asymptomatic pts). Two hundred and thirteen healthy
blood donors were considered as a control group.
Results: The study sample consisted of 94 males and 31 females with a mean
age of 59± 10 years. Acute and stable pts were similar regarding to age (re-
spectively 58± 19 years vs 59 ±9 years, p= ns), distribution of common CHD
risk factors and ejection fraction while they had a different severity of coronary
artery disease; 75% of acute pts and 43% of stable pts had less than 2-vessel
disease (p<0.01). The genotype frequencies of the study sample were 18.4%
AA, 48.8% AT, 32.8% TT, similar to the control population 23% AA, 46% AT,
and 31% TT. Acute and stable pts had the following genotype frequencies:
30% AA, 46.6% AT, 23.4% TT, and 7.7% AA; 50.7% AT; 41.6% TT, respec-
tively. These data demonstrate that in stable pts the AA genotype was less
frequent (p<0.001) while TT was more frequent (p<0.05) than in acute ones.
Conclusion: Our findings show a strong association between the RAGE poly-
morphism and clinical manifestation of CHD. We suggest that the T/A poly-
morphism of the RAGE promoter modulating the quantitative expression of this
receptor, might be involved in chronic CHD.
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744 Insulin enhances vascular cell adhesion molecule
expression in human cultured endothelial cells: a link to
the pathogenesis of accelerated atherosclerosis in
diabetes

R. Madonna 1, A. Pandolfi 2, M. Massaro 3, A. Consoli 2, R. De Caterina 1.
1G. d’Annunzio University, Cardiology Division, Chieti, Italy; 2G. d’Annunzio
University, Chair of Endocrinology, Chieti, Italy; 3CNR, Institute of Clinical
Phisiology, Lecce, Italy

Hyperinsulinemia is a risk factor for atherosclerosis by mechanisms that are
poorly understood. We tested the hypothesis that insulin (I) alone or in concert
with other stimuli, can increase monocyte-endothelial interactions, which are
implicated in atherosclerosis.
Confluent human umbilical and saphenous vein endothelial cells were incu-
bated in serum-free medium with I (10-10 to 10-7 mol/L) for 0-24 hours ±
tumor necrosis factor (TNF)alpha (0.1 ng/mL), lipopolysaccharide (LPS 0.1
ng/mL), the p38 mitogen activated protein (MAP) kinase inhibitor SB203580
(SB 0.1-20 µg/mL) and the phosphatidylinositol (PI) 3-kinase inhibitor wortman-
nin (WT 10-9 to 10-6 mol/L). Vascular cell or intercellular adhesion molecules
(VCAM-1 and ICAM-1) and E-selectin were assessed by enzyme immunoas-
says (EIA), flow-cytometry, immunocytochemistry and Northern analysis. U937
cell adhesion to endothelial cells was determined by a rotational adhesion as-
say.
At pathophysiological concentrations (10-9 to 10-7 mol/L) I induced VCAM-1
but not ICAM-1 or E-selectin as shown by EIA, flow-cytometry and immuno-
cytochemistry, and potentiated the effects of TNF-alpha and LPS. I 10-8 mol/L
with and without TNF increased U937 cell adhesion by 9.2 and 2.7 fold respec-
tively, and markedly induced expression of VCAM-1 mRNA. In the absence of
any cytotoxicity WT (10-7 mol/L) potentiated the effect of I alone, while SB (1
µg/ml) abolished this effects. Optical density values for VCAM-1 expression at
EIA, expressed as mean ± SD % of unstimulated control, for n=3 experiments
in each condition, are shown in the Table.

VCAM-1 expression

I 10-10 mol/L I 10-9 mol/L I 10-8 mol/L I 10-7 mol/L

I 96 ± 15 130 ± 10* 150 ± 15* 160 ± 13*
I+WT 124 ± 15 180 ± 17* 198 ± 13* 213 ± 10*
I+SB 96 ± 4 118 ± 16#* 98 ± 12#* 102 ± 6#*
I+LPS 139 ± 11 175 ± 15** 235 ± 23** 238 ± 13**
I+TNF 242 ± 25 489 ± 14*** 493 ± 20*** #

p<.05 vs unstimulated control (*), control with I (#), LPS (**), TNF (***). # data lacking because
of citotoxicity

Therefore, I promotes VCAM-1 expression by a p38MAPKinase pathway am-
plified by the PI3-kinase block. This may contribute to atherosclerosis in hyper-
insulinemic subjects.

CORONARY VASOMOTION AND COLLATERAL
CIRCULATION

745 Coronary vasomotion during dobutamine stress testing
in patients with coronary artery disease

E. Barbato 1 , J. Bartunek 1 , E. Wyffels 1, M. Penicka 1, M. Vanderheyden 1 ,
W. Wijns 1, G R. Heyndrickx 1, B. De Bruyne 2. 1O.L.V.-Ziekenhuis,
Cardiovascular Center, Aalst, Belgium; 2O.L.V.-Ziekenhuis, Cardiovascular
Center, Aalst, Belgium

Coronary artery disease (CAD) is associated with endothelial dysfunction and
enhanced alpha-adrenergic receptor responsiveness. Dobutamine (DOB), a
drug currently used in clinical practice to diagnose CAD, is a coronary dila-
tor acting through both endothelial and adrenergic mechanism. Aim: To study
the endothelial and alpha-adrenergic component in the vasomotor response to
dobutamine in patients (pts) with stenotic coronary arteries.
Methods: Forty-five pts with at least one coronary stenosis ([>-50%) were
recruited. Vessel diameter (VD) was assessed at baseline (BL), during IV DOB
(10, 20, 30, 40 y kg-1.min-1) and after IC isosorbide dinitrate (ISDN, 0.2 mg)
in 12 patients (Gr 1, 36 coronary segments [cs]). An IC infusion of the NO
precursor L-arginine (L-ARG, 150 mM/min, for 20 min) preceded IV DOB in 11
pts (Gr 2, 63 cs). An IC bolus of phentolamine (PHENTO, 12 µg/kg), a non-
selective alpha-adrenergic antagonist, preceded IV DOB in 12 pts (Gr 3, 55
cs).
Results: Angiographic stenosis severity was not different among the 3 groups.
A similar rate pressure product increase during DOB was observed in all the
pts. In Gr 1, DOB did not induce any significant vasomotion, while ISDN did.
In Gr 2, L-arginine improved DOB-induced vasodilation. Yet, when pretreated
with PHENTO, an even more pronounced improvement of DOB relaxation was
observed in Gr 3. ISDN resulted in a similar vasodilation in all three groups.
(See graph)
Conclusion: The loss of DOB vasomotion in stenotic coronary arteries is
due to both an endothelial dysfunction and alpha-adrenergic receptor hyperre-
sponsiveness. Patients undergoing DOB stress testing on therapy with alpha-

blockers and/or endothelial acting drugs might potentially experience false neg-
ative results.

746 Nebivolol therapy improves coronary flow reserve in
hypertensive patients without coronary heart disease

M. Galderisi 1 , GDS. De Simone 1, SC. Cicala 2, ADE. D’Errico 1, ODD. De
Divitiis 1. 1Federico II University, Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Naples,
Italy; 2Santobono-Pausillipon Hospital, Cardiology, Naples, Italy

Purpose: Nebivolol (NB) is a selective β-blocker with a potent nitroxide-
mediated vasodilating properties. In this study, we evaluated the effect of NB
on coronary flow reserve (CFR) in patients with uncomplicated arterial hyper-
tension.
Methods: 14 newly diagnosed, never treated, I-II WHO hypertensive patients
(M/F = 9/5, mean age = 47 years,) without coronary artery disease (no angina
and negative maximal effort test), heart failure, valvular heart disease and atrial
fibrillation, underwent standard Doppler echocardiography. CFR was assessed
as the ratio between coronary diastolic flow peak velocity after dipyridamole
(0.56 mg/kg ev in 4’) to resting coronary diastolic flow peak velocity of distal left
anterior descending artery using color-guided, harmonic Doppler. The exam
was performed at baseline and after 4-week monotherapy by NB 5 mg o.i.d.
Results: At baseline the prevalence of left ventricular (LV) hypertrophy (LV
mass index > 50 g/m powered to 2.7) was 64.3% (n=9/14). After 4-week ther-
apy, blood pressure (BP) decreased from 148 ± 8.1/101.4 ± 4.6 mm Hg to
140.7 ± 7.0/91.1 ± 7.4 mm Hg) (p<0.00001) and end-systolic stress was con-
sistently reduced (p<0.0001). Diastolic BP was normalized in 10 of 14 patients
(71.4%). Heart rate was also significantly reduced (p<0.01). No change could
be detected in LV mass index, relative wall thickness, fractional shortening and
Doppler-derived diastolic inflow indexes. LV end-diastolic internal diameter and
stroke volume tended to increase (p=0.07 and p=0.09 respectively). After 4-
week therapy, CFR increased in 12 of 14 patients (85.7%), from an average of
1.89 ± 0.3 to 2.13 ± 0.3 (p<0.0001). The increase in CFR after therapy was
due to enhanced post-dypiridamole, hyperemic diastolic peak velocity (from
47.9 ± 7.3 cm/s to 55.7 ± 6.8 cm/s, p<0.005), resting flow velocities being
substantially unchanged. The increase in CFR after NB remained significant
even after adjusting baseline and dipyridamole coronary flow diastolic veloci-
ties for the respective mean BP (p=0.009).
Conclusions: Coronary flow reserve improves in hypertensive patients free of
coronary artery disease after 4-week treatment with Nebivolol. This improve-
ment occurs despite decrease in mean BP and independently of changes in LV
mass.
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747 Deleterious effect of brachytherapy on vasomotor
response to exercise

M. Togni, S. Windecker, P. Wenaweser, D. Tueller, A. Kaisaier, B. Meier,
O.M. Hess. University Bern, Cardiology, Bern, Switzerland

Background: In-stent restenosis is one of the major drawbacks of coronary
stenting, leading to considerable cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. De-
bulking strategies, drug eluting stents and brachytherapy have been used with
variable success but long-term results with regard to vessel patency, vascular
integrity,and vasomotor responsiveness are largely unknown. Thus, the present
study was to determine the vasomotor response of stented coronary arteries
following brachytherapy, and to assess its influence on vasomotion of adjacent
vessels segments during bicycle exercise.
Patients and methods: Biplane coronary angiography was performed at rest
and during bicycle exercise in 24 patients with coronary artery disease. Four-
teen patients underwent coronary stenting for therapeutic reasons and were
restudied ten months after stent placement and served as controls (group 1).
Twelve patients were treated with i.c. brachytherapy (Guidant Galileo System)
for in-stent restenosis (focal restenosis 4 patients, diffuse restenosis 8 patients)
with a mean dosis of 20 Gy. These patients were restudied 6±2 months after
radiotherapy (group 2). Coronary vasomotion of the proximal and distal vessel
segment of the stented vessel as well as in-stent luminal area and a refer-
ence vessel were studied by quantitative coronary angiography. Minimal lumi-
nal area, stent area, and proximal and distal vessel areas were determined in
all patients at rest, during two levels of exercise (50±5 Watt and 75±10 Watt,
respectively) as well as after sublingual nitroglycerin.
Results: The normal vessel segment showed exercise induced vasodilation
(+15%±4%, P <0.05) in both groups. Vasomotion within the stented vessel
segments was abolished (0%), whereas in the control group the proximal and
distal segments showed exercise-induced vasodilation (8±2% and 11±3%, re-
spectively; p<0.005). In contrast, there was exercise-induced vasoconstriction
in the proximal and distal vessel segments of the irradiated artery (-6±5% and
-14±2%, respectively; p<0.05). Sublingual nitroglycerin was associated with
maximal vasodilation of the proximal and distal vessel segments in both groups.
Conclusions: Normal vessel segments show flow-mediated vasodilation dur-
ing bicycle exercise. As expected, vasomotion is abolished in the stented re-
gion. Simple stent implantation does not affect physiologic response to exer-
cise proximal and distal to the stent. However, i.c. radiotherapy destroys nor-
mal vessel function although dilatatory response to nitroglycerin is maintained
suggesting endothelial dysfunction as the underlying mechanism.

748 Impaired effect of endogenous endothelin-1 on coronary
artery stiffness in patients with type II diabetes mellitus

Z. Kyriakides 1, A. Raptis 2, S. Raptis 2, DT. Kremastinos 1 , S. Kyrzopoulos 1 ,
E. Sbarouni 1 , N. Johnston 3, DJ. Webb 3. 1Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center,
Cardiology B’, Athens, Greece; 2University of Athens Medical School, Athens,
Greece; 3University of Edinburgh, Western General Hospital, Edinburgh,
Greece

Vasoconstriction in brachial arteries in response to exogenous and endoge-
nous endothelin-1 (ET-1) is impaired in type II diabetic (NIDDM) patients.
Aim: We examined whether there is differential effect of ETA antagonism on
coronary artery compliance in NIDDM compared to non-diabetics (ND).
Methods: We examined 32 patients with atherosclerotic epicardial arteries
without significant coronary artery stenoses. BQ-123, 6 µmol, an ETA recep-
tor antagonist, was infused intracoronarily in the proximal part of an epicardial
artery, over 20 min. The artery lumen area in the proximal arterial segment
was measured at end diastole and end systole before and after BQ-123 admin-
istration using an intravascular catheter. Calculations were made of normalized
arterial compliance index (NCI, in (mmHg-1 x 103) and of arterial stiffness index
beta. Results: Pulse pressure and heart rate did not change after BQ-123. In
NIDDM normalized compliance index decreased from 1.79±1.36 at baseline to
1.29±0.82 after BQ-123 administration and in ND increased from 2.10±1.36 to
3.00±2.07 (p<0.05 versus baseline), respectively (F=6.39, p=0.02). In NIDDM
beta index increased from 1.97±0.53 to 2.46±0.95 and in ND it decreased from
1.83±0.95 to 1.63±0.84, respectively (F=7.80, p=0.009). Big-ET-1 at baseline
was correlated to the baseline beta index (p<0.0001, r=0.68).
Conclusion: Big ET is correlated to the stiffness of the coronary artery stiff-
ness. The coronary artery stiffness effect of endogenous ET-1 is impaired in
NIDDM patients. This may have important therapeutic implications with respect
to the introduction of ET receptor antagonists as cardiovascular therapeutic
agents.

749 Quantitative assessment of collateral derived myocardial
perfusion using real-time myocardial contrast
echocardiography during elective coronary angioplasty

R. Vogel, R. Zbinden, M. Schwerzmann, S. Windecker, B. Meier, C. Seiler.
Swiss Cardiovascular Center Bern, Cardiology, Bern, Switzerland

Background: Today, coronary collaterals are becoming promising targets for
the treatment of coronary artery disease (exercise, growth factors). The effi-
cacy of such therapeutic strategies is demonstrated by the increase of collateral
relative to normal flow obtained by invasive methods at the level of epicardial
coronary arteries.
Myocardial contrast echocardiography (MCE) can assess myocardial perfusion
at the microcirculatory level. Based on a new model of ultrasound contrast
agent (UCA) kinetics, we developed a method allowing absolute quantifica-
tion of myocardial perfusion (ml/min/g) using real-time MCE. The validity of this
method has been demonstrated in a phantom study.
We hypothesized that this method can be used to quantify collateral derived
perfusion during coronary angioplasty in humans.
Methods: In 13 patients undergoing coronary angioplasty, a collateral flow in-
dex (CFI) was determined using simultaneous measurements of mean aortic
pressure, intracoronary wedge pressure distal to the stenosis to be dilated and
central venous pressure. During balloon occlusion and after successful dilata-
tion, MCE of the collateral receiving myocardial area was performed using a
continuous, intravenous UCA infusion. Perfusion data were calculated accord-
ing to our kinetic model and a collateral perfusion index (CPI) was defined as
the ratio of perfusion during occlusion and after dilatation.
Results: 6 patients had a left anterior descending coronary stenosis, 4 had
a right coronary artery stenosis and 3 had a left circumflex coronary artery
stenosis. The mean CFI was 0.217 ± 0.155. Assessment of perfusion by MCE
was feasible in 11 patients, mean perfusion during occlusion and after dilatation
were 0.262 ± 0.212 ml/min/g and 1.282 ± 0.397 ml/min/g, respectively. Mean
CPI was 0.221 ± 0.189. CPI was linearly related to CFI (CPI=1.11*CFI-0.02,
r2=0.988).
Conclusion: Real-time MCE during coronary angioplasty allows online visuali-
sation of collateral derived myocardial perfusion, which can be quantified using
our new model of UCA kinetics. CPI is a valid measure of the coronary collater-
alisation the fact of which may be important in developing non-invasive methods
for the assessment of collateral derived myocardial perfusion.

750 Long-term regression of collaterals after recanalization
of a chronic total coronary occlusion

GS. Werner, O. Mutschke, U. Emig, HR. Figulla. Friedrich-Schiller-University,
Klinik Innere Medizin III, Jena, Germany

Background: The collateral circulation has the potential to maintain myocar-
dial function in chronic total coronary occlusion (CTO). Animal data indicate
that collaterals regress after revascularization, but casuistic reports showed
that collaterals may remain recruitable in man. The present study is the first to
systematically investigate to what extent and under what circumstances collat-
eral function (CF) is preserved several months after successful recanalization
of a CTO.
Methods: 87 patients with a recanalized and stented CTO (duration >2 weeks)
underwent a repeat angiography after 4.5±1.5 months. CF was assessed by
advancing intracoronary Doppler and pressure wires through the occlusion be-
fore the first balloon inflation (baseline). The average peak Doppler velocity
(APVd) and pressure (Pd) distal to the TCO, and the aortic pressure (Pao)
were recorded, and antegrade APV was determined at the identical record-
ing site after recanalization. A collateral flow index CFI=APVd/APV and col-
lateral pressure index CPI=Pd/PAo were calculated. Acute recruitable CF was
assessed during a balloon inflation at the end of the procedure. Late recruitable
CF was assessed in patients with restenosis or reocclusion treated by a repeat
PTCA during the first balloon inflation, and in patients without restenosis during
a balloon inflation within the stent at low occlusive pressures of 2-4 atm.
Results: Immediately after recanalization APVd decreased from 10.7±5.9cm/s
to 6.5±4.4 cm/s (p<0.001), and it was further decreased to 4.7±4.3 cm/s
at follow-up. Acutely recruitable CPI was 76% of the baseline level, late re-
cruitable CPI at follow-up reached only 54%. CFI was reduced to 60% acutely,
and 51% of baseline at follow-up. A multivariate analysis was applied to deter-
mine the factors influencing collateral recruitability at follow-up. Patients with a
reocclusion had the highest CFI and CPI at follow-up which reached the base-
line levels, whereas there was no significant difference between patients with
and without restenosis. The duration of the TCO (< or >3 months), or the re-
gional function of the region supplied by the collaterals had no influence on
collateral regression.
Conclusion: Collaterals lose their function immediately after PTCA, and they
regress further during follow-up. Collaterals regress independently of the re-
gional function and the duration of the CTO. The loss was similar in patients
with and without restenosis, but in those with a reocclusion collaterals reached
baseline levels of CF. This indicated that collaterals are gradually recruited in
case of reocclusion.
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751 Abrupt coronary no-flow phenomenon in hypertrophic
obstructive cardiomyopathy: no specific adverse effect
of alcohol injection in alcohol septal ablation

F. Lieder, T. Lawrenz, G. Beer, C. Leuner, L. Obergassel, C. Strunk-Mueller,
H. Kuhn. The Bielefeld Klinikum, Department of Cardiology, Bielefeld,
Germany

Background: Abrupt coronary no-flow (ACNF), a no-reflow like phenomenon,
was described by many groups performing alcohol septal ablation in HOCM.
The potential of alcohol back flow during the procedure was supposed to be
the underlying reason of this severe complication.
Patients: We report on our experience in HOCM pts in whom the new catheter
based method (Transcoronary Ablation of Septal Hypertrophy–TASH) was per-
formed (n=415). The ACNF was observed in 11 pts with HOCM (2.6%, 55±14y,
31-72y, 8 males). In 5/11 pts the ACNF occurred already during diagnostic
coronary angiography before any alcohol injection. In one pt severe cardiogenic
shock developed with sudden, extreme increase of left ventricular obstruction.
After immediate rescue TASH and total abolition of intraventricular obstruction
stable circulation was achieved. Two patients died from sudden cardiogenic
shock (1 pt before, 1 pt after alcohol injection), in one pt TASH was stopped
and in 2 pts the procedure was continued after transient ACNF. In 6/11 pts
the ACNF occurred after ethanol injection (1.6±0.5 ml), the peak CK activity
was 1918±1827 U/l. In all cases there was no evidence of alcohol coronary
back flow. Affected vessels were LAD, Ramus diagonalis, RCX or all major
branches of the LCA. ACNF resulted in extensive persistent infarction (2/11
deaths), moderate contraction disorder (3/11) or complete recovery of myocar-
dial injury (6/11). A most striking aspect of all pts was an extremely anxious,
stressed personality, which might have exacerbated a vasospastic reaction. In 5
pts it occurred in combination with abnormal catheter-induced vagal stimulation
(prolonged intuabtion of coronary sinus, clinical study) or difficult catheterisa-
tion because of a pronounced kinking of abdominopelvic arteries.
Conclusions: ACNF is a potentially harmful adverse effect in pts with HOCM
in whom the new catheter based treatment is performed or intended. It is ob-
served before alcohol injection or after the procedure and may be caused by
vagal stimulation or the injection of contrast medium only. ACNF may reflect the
common abnormal autonomic function in HOCM leading to abrupt multivessel
spasm. Prophylactic deep sedation of patients and intravenous or intracoronary
application of verapamil and urapidil for ACNF seems to be helpful.

752 Echo-guided septal ablation for symptomatic
hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy: 7 years of
experience

L. Faber 1, D. Welge 1, H. Seggewiss 2, D. Fassbender 1, H.K. Schmidt 1,
U. Gleichmann 1 , D. Horstkotte 1 . 1Heart Center North Rhine-Westphalia,
Cardiology Dept., Bad Oeynhausen, Germany; 2Leopoldina Hospital,
Department of Internal Medicine, Schweinfurt, Germany

Background and Introduction: Ethanol-induced septal ablation for symp-
tomatic hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy (HOCM) requires the exact
definition of the septal myocardium to be abladed. We report on our cumulative
experience with septal ablation (PTSMA) guided by intra-procedural contrast
echo (MCE) on an intention-to-treat basis in 337 patients (pts.) treated from
1/1996 - 12/2002.
Results: Ethanol could not be injected in 26 of 337 pts. (8%), predominantly
due to an unwanted extension of the echo contrast effect away from the septal
target region as documented by MCE in 18 pts. (6%). In 33 out of the 311 pts.
(11%) who received ethanol, a target vessel (TV) change was necessary for
the same reason. In-hospital mortality in 311 pts. was 1.3% (4 pts.). After 3
months, symptoms had improved in 276 pts. (91%) from NYHA class 2.8±0.5
to 1.5±0.6, with an increase of exercise capacity from 94±51 to 115±43 watts,
and of peak oxygen consumption from 18±4 to 21±6 ml/kg/min (p<0.01 each).
164 pts. (54%) reported to be free of symptoms. A satisfactory reduction of the
left ventricular outflow gradient (LVOTG) was achieved in 252 pts. (83%) from
60±33 to 13±18 Hg at rest, and 120±43 to 38±35 mm Hg with provocation
(p<0.0001). 121 pts. (40%) were free from outflow obstruction. LVOTG with
probatory balloon occlusion (PBO) during the intervention was 40±32 mm Hg.
There was a weak correlation between the LVOTG with PBO and the residual
acute LVOTG during the intervention. After 3 months, however, there was no
difference between the pts. with different levels of PBO-induced LVOTG reduc-
tion (<30%: n=58, >30%: n=148; or >50%: n=105).
Conclusions: In case of a positive intra-procedural MCE study, PBO adds little
information to PTSMA for HOCM. Furthermore, MCE is able to exclude alcohol
necrotization of myocardium remote from the septal target area, and thus adds
to the safety of the procedure.

753 Abnormal heart rate and blood pressure behaviour after
exercise in patients with hypertrophic obstructive
cardiomyopathy and recurrent syncope – normalization
after catheter interventional treatment

F. Lieder, U. Elmendorf-Daut, C. Strunk-Mueller, T. Lawrenz, L. Obergassel,
G. Beer, H. Kuhn. The Bielefeld Klinikum, Department of Cardiology, Bielefeld,
Germany

Background: Syncope is common in HOCM and is associated with an in-
creased risk of sudden death. Surgical or catheter interventional relief of out-
flow tract obstruction (LVOTG) leads to a reduction of syncopal events, but the
precise mechanism contributing to this beneficial outcome remains controver-
sial.
Patients and Methods: Therefore, the hemodynamic response to exercise was
investigated in 36 consecutive HOCM pts. (26 male, 53±14y, range 29-73) in
a prospective manner before and 6.4±1.3 months after Transcoronary Ablation
of Septal Hypertrophy (TASH). Before TASH 18 pts. had unexplained recurrent
syncope (Group A), 18 age-matched pts. had no syncope (Group B).
Results: Except of IVS thickness (Group A:21.7±3.6 mm; Group B:18.6±3.8
mm, p=0.034) all subjective and objective measurements were comparable be-
tween Group A and B before TASH. In all patients a significant reduction of
LVOTG, decrease of IVS thickness and improvement in NYHA functional class
could be reached by TASH. During upright bicycle exercise maximal workload,
heart rate and blood pressure behavior did not differ between Group A and
B. However, early heart rate fall 1min. after exercise cessation was signifi-
cantly increased in syncopal patients (deltaHR 1.min: -19.7±9.6% (Group A)
vs.-15.3±6.9% (Group B); p=0.034). Systolic blood pressure fall 1min after ex-
ercise was also significantly increased in Group A (deltaRRs 1.min:-25.5±8.1%
(Group A) vs.-19.6±10.5% (Group B),p=0.033).
Within the 6.4±1.3 months follow-up after TASH no pt. experienced any
episodes of syncope or presyncope. Early HR fall after exercise in Group A was
significantly diminished compared to the pre-TASH results (deltaHR: -19.7±9.6
before vs.-13.8±6.3% after TASH, p=0.015). There were no significant inter-
group differences of heart rate and blood pressure behaviour after exercise.
Conclusions: 1) In HOCM patients with recurrent syncope there is a signifi-
cantly increased heart rate and blood pressure fall during the early recovery
period after exercise compared to HOCM patients without syncope 2) In these
patients TASH leads to complete relief of syncope during follow up. 3) This
relief of syncope after TASH is accompanied by the reduction of prior exag-
gerated fall of hemodynamics after exercise probably due to a TASH induced
normalization of autonomic dysfunction.

754 What is the correct amount of ethanol in the catheter
based treatment for hypertrophic obstructive
cardiomyopathy?

T. Lawrenz, F. Lieder, C. Leuner, L. Obergassel, B. Gockel, C. Strunk-Mueller,
H. Kuhn. Bielefeld Klinikum, Dept. of Cardiology, Bielefeld, Germany

Background and Methods: Since 1995 a total of 418 pts (age: 58 ± 14.9
years, male: 49.6%) with severe hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy
(HOCM) was treated with transcoronary ablation of septal hypertrophy (TASH)
in our institution. The pressure-angiography guided method was performed.
To minimise the myocardial injury we systematically reduced the amount of
ethanol. In the present study clinical parameters (quality of life (QoL), mortal-
ity, complications, peak creatine kinase activity (CK) and intraventricular gradi-
ents) were retrospectively analyzed and correlated to the amount of ethanol. In
a subset of 329 consecutive pts a standardised and valiated questionaire (23
variables) was used to estimate the quality of life (QoL) before and after TASH
(follow up periode 2.1 ± 1.6 years, maximal 6.2 years, 98.8% follow up).
Results: On the average, since 1995 there was no change in the hemodynamic
outcome (gradient reduction in different subsets 83% vs. 76%), however, a sig-
nificant reduction (1st vs. 4th quartile) of the ethanol dosage (3.9 to 1.0 ml),
peak CK (690 to 345 U/l), intraprocedural third degree AV-block rate (58.6% to
17.7%) and permanent pacemaker rate (25% to 11.3%). In a different subset
(pt No 1-200 vs. pt No 201-418) the in hospital rate of ventricular fibrillation and
sustained ventricular tachycardia was also reduced (3.0% vs. 0%). The HOCM-
related mortality was significant lower in the group of pts who were treated with
low levels of ethanol (< 2.0 ml). The pre/post QoL did not differ in both groups
(≤2.0 ml vs. > 2.0 ml ethanol).
Conclusions: The reduction of ethanol in TASH leads to pronounced reduction
of arrhythmogeneity and myocardial injury combined with remarkable improve-
ment of prognosis. This effect was achieved by using the pressure-angiography
guided method which provides an individual and precise approach regarding
the appropriate septal branch selection, the ethanol dosis adaptation and the
injection technique predominantly by the consideration of wash out and flow
characteristics of the contrast medium injected selectively prior to alcohol in-
stillation.
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755 Relation of myocardial scarring to clinical risk factors for
sudden death in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

H. Mahrholdt 1 , A. Wagner 1, C. Kupfahl 1 , L. Choudhury 2 , RO. Bonow 2,
U. Sechtem 1, RM. Judd 3, RJ. Kim 3. 1Robert Bosch Med. Ctr., Cardiology,
Stuttgart, Germany; 2NWU, Northwestern Memorial Hospital, Chicago, IL,
United States of America; 3Cardiology, Duke Cardiovascular MR Center,
Durham, NC, United States of America

The risk of sudden death (SD) in patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
(HCM) is commonly estimated using established clinical predictors. Although
myocardial scarring is thought to be an important anatomic component of the
arrhythmogenic substrate that leads to SD, the relation between scarring and
clinical risk factors for SD is unknown.
Cine and Gd contrast-enhanced MRI (ceMRI) was performed in 45 HCM pa-
tients (48 ± 16 yrs, 27 male) on a 1.5T scanner. For each patient, the clini-
cal risk of SD was assessed using the following additive scale: history of car-
diac arrest = 4 points, sustained VT = 3 points, extreme hypertrophy (max wall
thickness ≥30mm) = 2 points, family history of SD (≥1 first degree relative,
<50 yrs) = 1 point, unexplained syncope = 1 point, repetitive nonsustained VT
(≥2 episodes) = 1 point. Scar volume was assessed by planimetry of hyperen-
hanced regions on ceMRI.

Scarring was present in 33 pats.
(74%). The average amount of
scar was 10 ± 9% LV. Dividing pa-
tients into 5 subgroups according
to scar volume (Fig 1), we found
a progressive stepwise relation be-
tween scar volume and clinical risk
for SD (P<0.001 for trend). For
example, in pats. with scar vol-
ume >30% LV the average risk
score was 5 ± 2 points (range 3-7)
whereas in pats. without scar, all
had a risk score of zero. Interest-

ingly, of the 25 patients with a risk score of zero, a third (32%) had scar volume
greater than 10% LV, suggesting that tissue substrate for SD may be present in
some pats. without clinical risk factors.
The extent of myocardial scarring on MRI relates in a progressive stepwise
fashion to the clinical risk of SD. Whereas pats. without scar do not have clinical
risk factors for SD, the absence of risk factors does not rule out substantiative
amounts of scarring.

756 Left-ventricular outflow tract obstruction increases the
risk of sudden cardiac death in patients with
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

L. Chojnowska 1, L. Malecka 1, E. Michalak 2, M. Karcz 1, W. Piotrowski 2 ,
K. Kukula 1, M. Dabrowski 1 , W. Ruzyllo 1. 1Institute of Cardiology, Dept. of
General Cardiolgy, Warsaw, Poland; 2Institute of Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland

The left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) obstruction determines disease pro-
gression to severe heart failure in patients (pts) with hypertrophic cardiomyopa-
thy (HCM). However, the impact of LVOT obstruction on mortality remains not
wholly resolved. We investigated the overall mortality rate and sudden death
rate in patients with HCM.
Methods: 492 consecutive pts (263 M, age 38.2 years, range from 6 to 68)
were followed prospectively for a mean of 5.1 years. Out of these 133 (27%)
had LVOT obstruction with a resting peak gradient of at least 30 mm Hg (HOCM
pts).
Results: 51 (10%) pts died of HCM, either suddenly or due to heart failure. In a
subgroup of 359 pts without LVOT obstruction 24 pts died, 13 of them suddenly.
In the subgroup of 133 pts with LVOT obstruction 27 pts died, 20 of which sud-
denly. Overal mortality related to HCM was significantly higher among patients
with LVOT obstruction compared to those without (P=0.0087). Mortality due to
sudden death was also substantially greater in patients with LVOT gradient of
at least 30 mmHg than in those without obstruction (P=0.0022).
Conclusion: In patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy the left ventricular
outflow obstruction increases both the overal mortality and the risk of sudden
death.

Risk of sudden death in HOCM.

ACUTE PULMONARY EMBOLISM: MARKERS OF
SEVERITY AND TREATMENT

763 Predictors of unsuccessful thrombolysis in acute
massive pulmonary embolism

N. Meneveau, L. Lorgis, MF. Seronde, P. Legalery, F. Briand, F. Schiele,
Y. Bernard, JP. Bassand. University Hospital Jean-Minjoz, Dept. of Cardiology,
Besancon, France

Rationale: Selection of appropriate candidates for thrombolytic therapy (TT) in
massive pulmonary embolism (MPE) is still debated. To date the identification
of predictive factors of unsuccessful thrombolysis in patients (pts) with massive
PE has never been undertaken.
Methods: 354 consecutive pts with MPE were submitted to TT and a manage-
ment strategy of systematic echocardiography (echo) and lung scan pre- and
post-thrombolysis. Pts were included if they met at least one of the following
criteria: (1)cardiogenic shock, (2)syncope, (3)pulmonary vascular obstruction
(PVO)>50%, (4)>=1 echo findings indicating right ventricular (RV) dysfunction
(RV/left ventricular end-diastolic diameter ratio >1 in the 4-chamber view, para-
doxical septal systolic motion or pulmonary hypertension defined as a RV/atrial
gradient >30mmHg). In-hospital results were determined using a composite
endpoint including death, recurrent PE, persistent RV dysfunction at 48h echo
and residual PVO>40% at 8 days lung scan. Predictors of in-hospital course
were identified from among: age, sex, body mass index, heart rate, previous
thrombo-embolic disease, cancer, diabetes, obstructive pulmonary disease,
deep vein thrombosis, vena cava filter insertion, shock, systemic hypotension
<90 mmHg, syncope, ECG with RV overload, as well as pre-thrombolysis echo
findings and PVO data.
Results: The in-hospital clinical course was uneventful in 211(60%) pts; 35
(9.9%) pts died, of whom 17 died from the PE process (10 pts from refrac-
tory shock and 7 pts from recurrent PE). A total of 27(7.6%) had fatal or
non fatal recurrent PE. 24(6.8%) pts suffered from major bleeding complica-
tions. Initial RV dysfunction was present in 299(85%) pts and was reversible
in 260(80%) pts within 48h following TT. By univariate analysis, the variables
associated with in-hospital clinical adverse outcome were age>80, history of
cardiac failure, shock, right heart thrombus, RV dilatation and pulmonary hy-
pertension >50mmHg. Age�80 (relative risk (RR) 2.42 [1.19;4.92]; p=0.01),
right heart thrombus (RR 2.95 [1.03;10]) and pulmonary hypertension (RR 2.58
[1.58;4.54]; p=0.004) were independent predictors of poor in-hospital course in
multivariate analysis.
Conclusion: Successful thrombolysis is obtained in a vast majority of pts with
massive PE. Poor initial outcomes can be expected in pts presenting with
age>80 or with severe RV afterload as defined by the presence of right heart
thrombus and pulmonary hypertension >50mmHg. These results warrant the
investigation of alternative therapy in such pts.
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764 Elevated cardiac troponin I levels in acute pulmonary
embolism predict increased long-term mortality

JA. Sallach 1, SM. Sallach 2, JD. Thomas 3, M. Garcia 3, RW. Troughton 4 ,
JK. McCord 5. 1Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cardiology, Cleveland, United
States of America; 2University of Texas Southwestern, Cardiology, Dallas,
United States of America; 3Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cardiology,
Cleveland, United States of America; 4Cleveland Clinic Foundation,
Cardiology, Beachwood, United States of America; 5Henry Ford Heart and
Vascular Institut, Cardiology, Detroit, United States of America

Background: In the setting of acute pulmonary embolism (PE) an elevated
cardiac Troponin I (cTnI) level is the strongest independent predictor of short-
term mortality. The purpose of this study was to determine the significance of
cTnI elevation on 2 year survival in patients presenting with acute PE.
Methods: Between 1998 and 2000, 176 patients presented to a US tertiary
center with acute PE diagnosed by pulmonary VQ scan, spiral CT or pulmonary
angiography and had cTnI measured within 24 hrs. Mortality status 2 yrs follow-
ing diagnosis was determined using the US Social Security Death Index (SSDI)
database. Baseline characteristics and mortality status at 2 yrs were compared
between patients with elevated vs normal cTnI levels.

Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier Survival Curve

Results:
At the time of PE diag-
nosis, 58 patients (33%)
had elevated cTnI > 1.0
µg/dL. Patients with el-
evated cTnI were signif-
icantly older (73±13 vs.
65±17 yrs, p<0.01) and
had a higher incidence of
known malignancy (36%
vs. 22%, p=0.05) but had
no increased prevalence
of CAD (21% vs. 23%,
p=0.74). Two years fol-
lowing diagnosis, 34 of

58 patients (59%) with elevated cTnI and 37 of 118 patients (31%) with normal
cTnI levels had died (p=0.0001). Kaplan-Meier survival curve analysis demon-
strated a significantly higher probability of death for cTnI positive compared to
cTnI negative patients (Figure 1). However, 8 to 24 months following acute PE
diagnosis the two survival curves paralleled each other.
Conclusions: In addition to predicting short-term mortality, elevated concen-
trations of cTnI predict increased late mortality 2 years following acute PE.
Lack of divergence of cTnI positive and cTnI negative survival curves beyond 8
months suggest that the highest risk period for death following acute PE occurs
relatively early.

765 Mobile thrombi of the right heart in pulmonary
embolism. Delayed disappearance after thrombolytic
treatment

E. Ferrari, M. Benhamou, P. Cerboni, C. Moisan, M. Baudouy. Hopital Pasteur,
Cardiology, Nice, France

The presence of a mobile clot in the right heart, distinguishes a particular se-
vere form of pulmonary embolism (PE). The outcome of these mobile clots dur-
ing or after thrombolytic treatment is poorly known. We described the outcome
of right heart mobile clots in patients hospitalized in our cardiology department
for PE.
Method: A transthoracic echocardiography was performed on entry in all pa-
tients hospitalized for PE. When a right heart clot was seen, echocardiography
was repeated twice a day for 48 hours, then once a day, permitting major infor-
mation concerning outcome of these clots.
Results: From Jan. 1998 to May 2002, 343 patients were hospitalized in our
cardiology department for PE. Eighteen patients (5.2%) presented a mobile clot
in the right heart. In all this cases, PE was severe: the mean right to left end di-
astolic diameters ratio was 0.86±0.18; mean systolic pulmonary pressure was
68±17mmHg. All thrombi were located in the right atrium, except one, which
was trapped in a patent foramen ovale. All were mobile. Their mean length was
4.2 cm. The treatment chosen was thrombolysis (tPA, 2 hours infusion) in 16
cases (88%); heparin alone in one, surgical removal for the thrombus trapped
in the foramen ovale. All patients were alive at day 30. In all cases treated with
thrombolysis, the clot disappeared. This happened in 8 cases (50%) just after
the end of the infusion, in 4 cases (25%) between the 4th and the 12th hour
after thrombolytic treatment, and in the remaining 4 cases (25%) between the
12th and the 24th hour. In the only patient treated with heparin alone, the clot
was still present on day 5, then it disappeared on day 6.
Conclusion: A mobile clot can be seen in the right heart in about 5% of pa-
tients presenting PE. In our series, thrombolytic treatment gave excellent re-
sults. Clots disappeared immediately during or after thrombolytic treatment in
50% of cases and within 24h in 100% of cases. It is noteworthy that the course
of the disease was favorable even when the clots did not disappear immedi-
ately. The early improvement induced with thrombolytic treatment may have

permitted patients to better tolerate later migration of these mobile clots in pul-
monary arteries.

766 Plasma N terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide reflects
the severity of right-ventricular overload in patients with
acute pulmonary embolism

M. Szulc 1, M. Kostrubiec 1, A. Bochowicz 1, A. Kuch-Wocial 1 , M. Kurzyna 2,
A. Fijalkowska 2, A. Torbicki 2, P. Pruszczyk 1. 1The Medical University of
Warsaw, Departament of Hypertension, Warsaw, Poland; 2Institute of
Tuberculosis, Department of Chest Medicine, Warsaw, Poland

Objective: It was proved that brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) released from
ventricles upon stretch reflects the severity of left ventricular systolic dysfunc-
tion in pts with congestive heart failure. However, there are limited data on
plasma BNP in pts with right ventricular (RV) overload. Therefore, we assessed
if plasma levels of NTproBNP reflects the severity of RV overload in acute pul-
monary embolism (APE).
Material and Methods: We evaluated 74 patients (27M, 47F, aged 63±17
years) with APE proven by high probability lung scintigraphy or spiral CT. On
admission blood samples were collected for NTproBNP (Roche, ECLIA) and
echocardiography was performed for the determination of RV overload.
Results: Studied group comprised 54 (73%) pts with RV overload (RV+) de-
fined by RV/LV >0,6 and/or tricuspid valve peak systolic gradient (TVPG)
>30mmHg, while remaining 20 (27%) pts showed no alteration in RV morphol-
ogy or function (RV-). When compared to age and sex specific reference val-
ues of plasma NTproBNP (F<50rs, <153pg/ml; F>50yrs, <334pg/ml; M<50rs,
<88pg/ml; M>50 yrs, <227pg/ml) it was increased in 61 (83,6%) pts, 10 (50%)
pts of RV-, and 51 (94%) pts from RV+ (p<0,0001). Moreover, plasma NT-
proBNP was significantly lower in RV– than in RV + (median 183 pg/ml (range:
16-31168), vs median 4619 pg/ml (range: 161-60958), p<0,001). Interestingly,
significant correlations between echocardiographic indices of RV overload and
NTproBNP were found (table), while plasma NTproBNP correlated with sys-
temic hemodynamic status to the lesser degree.

Correlations between echocardiographic indices of RV overload and NTproBNP

RV/LV IVC exp TVPG RV HR RRs SO2
(mm) (mmHg) (mm) (1/s) (mmHg) (%)

Plasma NTpro BNP (pg/ml) r = 0,53 r = 0,49 r = 0,40 r = 0,38 r = 0,15 r = -0,32 r = -0,34
p<0,001 p<0,001 p=0,003 p=0,003 p=NS p=0,01 p=0,008

IVC: inferior vena cava expiration, TVPG: tricuspid valve peak systolic gradient.

Conclusions: Plasma NTproBNP can be elevated in majority of patients with
acute pulmonary embolism and reflects the echocardiographically assessed
degree of RV overload.

767 Clinical experience with the temporary “tulip caval filter
for prevention of pulmonary embolism

W.-B. Winkler, M. Nachtnebel, A. Jaeger, J. Slany. KH Rudolfstiftung, Dept. of
Internal Medicine II, Wien, Austria

Purpose: In patients suffering from recent deep venous thrombosis or pul-
monary embolism (PE)and who have a transient contraindication to anticoag-
ulation a Tulip caval filter was inserted into the inferior vena cava. This caval
filter (CF)can be retrieved within 14 days or can remain in place serving as a
definitive CF in case of persisting filter need.
Method: In a cohort of 118 pts a Tulip CF was implanted, of whom in 42 pts
the CF was planned to be temporary. Outcome was prospectively assessed
with regard to procedural complications, feasibility of CF retrieval and recurrent
embolic events.
Results: Indications for filter placement were contraindications to anticoagulant
therapie due to haemorrhage (n=7), perioperative condition (n=24) or prophy-
lactic during venous thrombolysis (n=8) and massive PE (n=3). Implantation
was performed via the jugular approach in 6 pts, the left and right femoral vein
in 11 and 25 pts, respectively. In 2 pts CF placement was too close to the prox-
imal thrombus end; optimal placement was achieved by repositioning the CF
using a retrieval set. No other periprocedural complications were noticed. The
CF was explanted in 25 of 42 pts. Reasons for not explanting the CF were
failure to grasp the CF at its hook (n=1),new thrombus formation in the inferio
vena cava (n=2), captured embolus in the CF (n=1), and persistence of orig-
inal contraindication to heparin (n=11). One patient refused retrieval and one
died of multiorgan failure. Retrieval of the Tulip CF was achieved using the right
jugular vein (n=21) or the subclavian vein (n=4). The mean duration of tempo-
rary CF use was 9,5 (5 - 17) days. At the time of CF retrieval 13 of 25 pts were
treated with heparin in therapeutic dosage. No recurrent PE neither during the
protection period nor during the explantation procedure was observed.
Conclusion: The temporary Tulip CF was useful for prevention of PE. The
implantation and explantation procedure has a low complication rate. Retrieval
of the CF is feasible and could be achieved in all but one case. In approximately
40% the filter has to remain in the inferior vena cava, predominantely due to
prolonged contraindication to anticoagulants.
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768 Patients after successfully treated acute pulmonary
embolism present impaired long-term functional
capacity and disturbed echo Doppler parameters

M. Ciurzynski 1, M. Kurzyna 2, A. Bochowicz 3, A. Kuch-Wocial 3 ,
B. Lichodziejewska 1, A. Torbicki 2, D. Liszewska-Pfejfer 1 , P. Pruszczyk 3.
1Medical Univ. of Warsaw, Dept. of Int. Medicine and Cardiology, Warsaw;
2National Inst. of Lung Diseases, Dept. of Chest Medicine, Warsaw; 3Medical
Univ. of Warsaw, Dept. of Int. Med. and Hypertension, Warsaw, Poland

Background: Right ventricular (RV)pressure overload can be echocardio-
graphically detected in almost 50% of patients with acute pulmonary embolism
(APE). In the majority of patients receding of echocardiographic signs of RV
overload and normalisation of clinical status occur within several weeks of
proper anticoagulation. However, development of CTEPH was reported in some
patients after APE. Therefore we assessed whether patients after properly
treated APE present limitation in exercise capacity or any differences in echo-
doppler indices at long-term follow up.
Methods: We compared 36 asymptomatic patients (23 F, 13 M. age 66
±10years) after at least 1 year after diagnosis of hemodynamically significant
APE defined by the presence of RV strain at TTE in the acute phase and group
of 30 age-matched subjects (17 F, 13 M; age 67 ±12 years). In APE group 6
months of oral anticoagulation resulted in normalisation of clinical status. Af-
ter at least one year after diagnosis of APE all these pts underwent additional
examinations including TTE and 6-minutes walking test (6mWT).
Results:

APE (N = 36) Controls (N = 30) p

Echo Doppler
RV (mm) 26,9±2.5 22,9±1.8 <0.001
RV/LV 0.57±0.08 0.49±0.04 <0.001
AcT (ms) 96±19 122±19 <0.001
TVPG (mmHg) 24±8 (n= 13) 24±7 (n= 9) NS

6mWT
HR before test (1/s) 78±11 69±10 0.002
Distance (m) 473±138 527±101 NS
Desaturation after test (%) 3,04 ± 2,08 1,45 ± 0,69 =0.0005

We also found interesting corellations in APE group: (distance vs AcT, r =0.58,
p<0.001),(distance vs TVPG n=13, r=-0,67, p = 0.02).
Conclusion: Despite normalisation of PAP (estimated noninvasively as TVPG)
and similar exercise capacity, patients after episode of APE presented more
pronounced desaturation at exercise what could indicate local ventilation to per-
fusion mismatch at exertion. Tachycardia, enlarged RV, shortened pulmonary
artery acceleration time suggest disturbed RV-pulmonary artery dynamic cou-
pling. This findings warrant further investigation to assess its prognostic signif-
icance.

SURGICAL TREATMENT OF AORTIC DISEASE

769 Endovascular stent-graft implantation: a save
therapeutic alternative in patients with dissection of the
thoracic descending aorta

T. Rehders 1, S. Kische 1, H. Ince 1, M. Petzsch 1, T. Körber 1, F. Weber 1,
D. Koschyk 2, C. Nienaber 1. 1Universität Rostock, Kardiologie, Rostock,
Germany; 2Universitätsklinikum Eppendorf, Kardiologie, Hamburg, Germany

Purpose: Endovascular stent-graft placement is a promising therapeutic al-
ternative to treat patients with type B aortic dissection. By abolishing malper-
fusion syndrome and false lumen expansion via endovascular reconstruction,
the concept of aortic remodeling has been proven. This study presents mid-
term follow-up of 115 patients with thoracic aortic dissection and endovascular
reconstruction.
Methods and Patients: Between October 1997 and December 2002 115 multi-
morbid patients (75% male, mean age 58.7 years, range 30-81) were subjected
to endovascular stent-graft placement using 129 prostheses; 84% of cases suf-
fered from typical type B dissection, 16% were subjected to hybrid procedures
in type A dissection combining surgical repair of the ascending and interven-
tional repair of the descending aorta. Mean follow-up was 35 months (range 3
– 62).
Results: Primary success was achieved in 97%; in 7% placement of a sec-
ond stent was necessary. Early 30-day mortality was 2% and mortality in the
entire follow-up period was 8%; 4% of patients died from late rupture of the as-
cending or descending aorta. Additional 4 fatalities were non-vascular. Neuro-
logical complications were observed in 5% during follow-up with minor stroke in
4%, and temporary paraparesis in 1%; persistent paraplegia was not observed.
Within mid-term follow-up 5% of patients required a second adjunctive aortic in-
tervention to take care of secondary endoleaks or progressive pathology of the
aorta. Elective surgical corrections were necessary in 5% due to progressive
aortic diameter or persistent perfusion of the false lumen in dissection.
Conclusion: This retrospective interim analysis after stent-graft placement in
thoracic aortic dissection represents the largest published follow-up series of

interventional thoracic endovascular stent-grafting. The results confirm proce-
dural safety, the necessity of clinical follow-up surveillance, and a better prog-
nosis than published natural history data with medical treatment.

770 Endovascular stent-graft placement for non-surgical
repair of descending aortic perforations – acute and
follow-up results

D. Scheinert 1 , A. Schmidt 1, S. Ropers 1, S. Braunlich 1, H. Krankenberg 2 ,
G. Biamino 1, F. Mohr 3. 1Heart Center - University of Leipzig, Clinical and
Interventional Angiology, Leipzig, Germany; 2Center for Cardiology and
Vascular Int, Hamburg, Germany; 3University of Leipzig - Heart Center,
Department of Cardiothoracic Surgery, Leipzig, Germany

Background: Perforating lesions of the descending thoracic aorta are a life-
threatening condition associated with high morbidity and mortality.
Methods: Between January 1999 and October 2002 a total of 25 consecutive
patients (15 male, mean age 63.3 years) underwent percutaneous treatment
for perforating lesions in the descending aorta. In 19 cases (group A) the aor-
tic perforation was due to ruptured aortic type-B dissections (n=13) or rupture
of preexisting atherosclerotic thoracic aneurysms (n=6); 6 patients (group B)
were treated for posttraumatic perforations of the descending aorta. In total 31
endoprostheses were implanted (4 patients with two and 1 patient with three
endoprostheses).
Results: The implantation of the endoprosthesis was successfully performed in
all cases without periinterventional complications. In one case implantation of a
second endoprosthesis became necessary due to incomplete coverage of the
lesion with subsequent leakage. Three of the 25 patients died within 30 days,
for an early mortality rate of 12%. As all deaths occurred in group A, the mortal-
ity rate in this group was 15.8% vs. 0% in group B. Similarly, postinterventional
complications were more prevalent with 31.6% in group A (renal failure n=4;
ischemic stroke n=2) vs. 16.6% in group B (renal failure n=1). There was no
further death or rupture during the average follow-up period of 16 months.
Conclusion: These initial results suggest that percutaneous stent-graft place-
ment offers an effective nonsurgical treatment option for emergency repair of
descending aortic perforations. The procedure associated morbidity and mor-
tality is higher for patients with ruptured dissecting or atherosclerotic thoracic
aneurysms.

771 Endovascular treatment of type B aortic dissection with
multiple stent-graft placement in very high surgical risk
patients

G. Sarno 1, G. Iannelli 2 , F. Piscione 1, M. Monaco 2, G. Di Tommaso 2,
M. Ragni 1, N. Spampinato 2, M. Chiariello 1. 1Federico II University,
Cardiology, Naples, Italy; 2Federico II University, Cardiovascular Surgery,
Naples, Italy

Background: Surgical treatment of descending aortic dissection is associated
with high morbidity and mortality, particularly in patients with comorbities and/or
in emergency situations. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness
and safety of endovascular treatment of type B aortic dissection with multiple
stent-graft placement in high surgical risk patients.
Methods: Between April 2002 and October 2002, 18 patients (16 males; me-
dian age=62, range= 21- 84 yrs) underwent endovascular treatment of type B
aortic dissection. All patients were at very high surgical risk because of their
emergency situation (n=8;44.4%) and/or presence of serious comorbidities,
such as CAD (n=5;27.7%), heart failure (n=6;33.3%), renal failure (n=2;11.1%),
severe BPCO (n=3;16.6%) and cerebrovascular disease (n=2;11.1%). A nu-
merical risk score (range: 0-11), including clinical and anatomic criteria, was
applied to these pts in order to establish their potential risk for endovascu-
lar treatment. The median risk score was 9. We used a Talent endograft, a
custom-made endoprothesis, made of a self-expanding nitinol stent and a wo-
ven polyester fabric. The uncovered proximal and distal extremes allow blood
flow in sovraortic and abdominal branches. All patients received more than one
endoprothesis (mean = 2.68; range: 2-4), placed with "telescope technic", such
as the proximal extreme of the distal endoprothesis on horseback to the distal
extreme of the proximal endoprothesis. Patients were clinically followed dur-
ing hospytalization and they performed a computed tomographic scan at 3 mm
intervals two weeks and six months after discharge.
Results: The primary success rate was 94.4%. There was one surgical com-
bined conversion in a patient affected of perypheral vasculopathy, tipe B aortic
dissection and abdominal aneurysm, who underwent a double aorto-femoral
by-pass and a surgical treatment of the abdominal aneurysm and thereafter
an endovascular thoracic placement of two endoprothesis. The average length
of hospitalyzation was 8 days. There were no paraplegia and no treatment re-
lated organ dysfunctions, such as limb and/or bowel ischemia, cerebrovascular
and renal desorders. At six months CT scan a complete obliteration of false
lumen was observed in all pts without endoleaks and/or endoprothesis migra-
tion.
Conclusion: Endovascular treatment of type B aortic dissection is a safe and
effective alternative to surgical therapy in patients at very high surgical risk.
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772 Surgically corrected type I acute aortic dissection: what
happens to the thoracic descending aorta during the
follow-up?

G. Dialetto 1, F.E. Covino 1, G. Scognamiglio 1, A. Caruso 2, M. Cotrufo 1. 1A.O.
Monaldi, CardioThoracic and Respiratory Science, Naples, Italy; 2A.O.
Cardarelli, Division of Cardiology, Naples, Italy

Introduction: The only effective therapeutic choice in the De Bakey type I acute
aortic dissection is actually represented by a prompt surgical intervention of
substitution of the ascending aorta with a tubular prosthesis. Little information
is available at the moment about the modifications of the descending tract of the
thoracic aorta in consequence of such a surgical treatment. Aim of the present
study is to evaluate during a long-term follow-up the changes of the thoracic
descending aorta in subjects undergone to the surgical intervention for acute
type I aortic dissection.
Methods: From our database of 497 patients (pts) with aortic dissection, we
examined 67 pts (52 M, 15 F, age 54,8 ± 10,4 years) affected by type I acute
aortic dissection and survived at least 6 months after the surgical treatment,
with a complete follow-up. For the evaluation of the aortic diameters a trans-
esophageal echocardiography (TEE) was performed in each patient at 3,6, 12
months from the intervention and successively scheduled once a year, in ab-
sence of complications. The aortic diameters at the TEE were calculated at
different distances form the incisors and an average value of these was so ob-
tained. The mean duration of the follow-up was 3,8 ± 3,4 years (range 6 months
to 144 months).
Results: During the follow-up there was a progressive enlargement of the tho-
racic descending aorta. The mean thoracic descending aorta diameter at the
baseline was 3,1 ± 0,4 cm; the increase in dimension was 18,6 ± 14,5%, with
a mean velocity of dilatation of 0,4 ±0,5 cm/year. No significant correlation was
shown between the progression of the dilatation and the aortic diameter at the
baseline (p= 0,65). The TEE evidenced in the follow-up the presence of intimal
tears in the thoracic aorta distal to the prosthesis in 43 pts (64.1%), of whom 2
were re-operated and 2 underwent a stent-graft implantation for the excessive
dilatation.
Conclusions: In the De Bakey type I acute aortic dissection the involvement
of the descending tract of the aorta is responsible for its progressive dilatation,
even after a surgical repair of the dissected ascending aorta. As consequence
of this, a careful monitoring during the follow-up is fundamental to guarantee a
correct management of such an insidious disease.

773 Treatment of infrarenal aortic stenoses by direct
stenting-acute and long-term results

M. Schröder 1, D. Scheinert 2 , M. Möckel 1 , R. Dietz 1, G. Biamino 2. 1Charité,
Campus Virchow-Klinikum, Cardiology, Berlin, Germany; 2Leipzig Heart
Center, Cardiology, Leipzig, Germany

Objective: Although surgical aortic bifemoral bypass grafting is associated with
a high mortality and morbidity risk, it is the gold-standard method in treatment
of infrarenal aortic obstructions. Endovascular stenting has been shown to be a
highly effective technique in treatment of iliac artery stenoses and occlusions,
but the efficacy and long-term patency of infrarenal aortic stenting seems un-
certain. The objective of this study was to assess the acute and long-term re-
sults of infrarenal aortic angioplasty in aortoiliac obstructive disease.
Methods: In 38 patients (pts.) (male 26, 63 ±11.2 years) with symptomatic
claudication (Rutherford class II (n=3) or III (n=35)) infrarenal aortic stenoses
(n=25) or combined aortoiliac stenosis (unilateral n=6, bilateral n=7) were
treated by direct stenting (n=30) or stent-supported angioplasty (n=8). Coex-
istent iliac ostial lesions were treated by unilateral stenting (n=4) or kissing bal-
loon dilatation and stent implantation (n=9). Preinterventional mean diameter
stenosis of the infrarenal aorta was 77 ±14% with a mean pressure gradient
(p mean) of 37mmHg. Excentric, calcified stenoses were found in 27 pts., con-
centric stenoses in 11 cases. 45 Palmaz stents (length of the stented segment
38-68 mm) were implanted in aortic position (7 pts. with two stents).
Results: Technical success (residual stenosis <50%) was achieved in all pa-
tients. Postinterventional diameter stenosis was 22 ±18%. In calcified lesions
a residual stenosis of 34% vs. 7% in non-calcified concentric lesions was ob-
served. However, in all cases a sufficient hemodynamic result with a mean
pressure gradient of 3mmHg could be achieved. A clinical improvement of +2
to +3 according to the AHA criteria was observed in 31 and 7 pts. respec-
tively. Follow-up was performed clinically using standarized treadmill test and
colour-coded Doppler ultrasound. After a mean follow-up of 36 months primary
patency rate was 92.1%. In three cases significant restenosis was observed
in angiography. Two of them were treated successfully by percutaneous trans-
luminal angioplasty, showing a secondary patency of 97.4%. In one patient
aortoiliac bypass grafting was performed.
Conclusion: Direct stenting is an effective treatment for infrarenal aortic ob-
structions providing a high technical feasibility and a long-term patency, espe-
cially in patients with severe comorbidity.

COMPUTER APPICATIONS IN CARDIOLOGY

780 Prognostic value of the non-linear dynamicity
measurement of atrial fibrillation waves detected by
GPRS internet long-term electrocardiogram monitoring

J. Nieberl 1, S. Khoór 2, K. Fügedi 3, E. Kail 1. 1BION Ltd., Budapest, Hungary;
2Szent István Hospital, 3rd Internal Med., Budapest, Hungary; 3Szent István
Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Budapest, Hungary

The extended length (28 days) internet Holter registrations were performed with
our mobile ECG system with GPRS transmission. The internet server collected
continuously the data for further analysis. The atrial fibrillation waves were de-
tected by the extraction of the QRST segments of the ECG registrations. The
dynamics of the atrial fibrillation waves were investigated by estimating the
coarse-grained correlation dimension (CGCD) and entropy (CGCE) from the
correlation integral. The study population consists of 68 patients (age: 61.1
± 7.2 male/female: 31/37) with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (PAF) and sinus
rhythm recurrence within 24 hours. The internet-Holter registration was started
within 6 hours after the onset of PAF and lasted continuously for 28 days. At the
end of the observation the patients were divided into two groups: (A-group (39
pts): 28 day with recurrent PAF, B-group(29 pts): without it). Nonlinear analysis
starts with reconstruction the dynamics of the system from the measured time
series and delay vectors (�x) are constructed in the phase space using lagged
values of the time series as vector components �x(i) = (v(i), v(i + k), v(i + 2k),
... v(i + (m-1)k)), where k is the embedding delay and m is the embedding di-
mension of the reconstruction, the phase plots (PP) were also determined. The
correlation dimensions (D_m) is estimated as the slope of the correlation in-
tegral within the scaling region (in a double logarithmic plot of the correlation
integral (C_m (r)) as a function of distance r), the correlation entropy (K_m),
the CGCD and the CGE were also calculated. Using the multivariate discrimi-
nant analysis three variables (the amplitude values of the 2D plots of the C_m
(r) at r value of -1.0 (x1), and -0.5 (x2), of the CGCD at r value of -0.4 (x3))
were determined for the model. The separation of the two groups revealed ex-
cellent (Wilks’ lambda 0.011 p< 0.001), the equation of the discriminant score:
D=0.56∗x1+0.42∗x2-1.9∗x3+15.45. Our study showed a powerful method for
the predicting of PAF recurrence and it would be help in the managing strat-
egy (surveillance of the individual risk, frequency of ECG monitoring, change
of drug therapy etc.) of PAF.

781 Continuous 12-lead ST monitoring adds prognostic
information to TIMI risk score in patients with
non-ST-elevation acute coronary syndromes

MN. Zairis 1, O. Papadaki 2 , A. Lyras 2, A. Kardoulas 2, G. Bibis 2,
C. Apostolatos 2, A. Papantonakos 2 , SG. Foussas 2. 1Piraeus, Greece;
2Tzanio Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Piraeus, Greece

Background: Recurrent ischemia detected by continuous 12-lead ECG ST-
segment monitoring early in the course of non ST elevation acute coronary
syndromes (NSTACS)has been associated with adverse prognosis. TIMI Risk
Score for NSTACS (NSTACS-TIMI-RS) is a simple, accurate and validated tool
for early risk stratification. We hypothesize that detection of recurrent ischemia
by this device may add prognostic information to NSTACS-TIMI-RS.
Methods: Out of 397 pts underwent continuous ST-segment monitoring with a
12-lead ECG-ischemia monitoring device in the first 24 hrs of NSTACS. An ST
ischemic shift was defined as a transient ST-segment depression or elevation
in any lead of at least 0.10 mV compared with the reference ECG, lasting for at
least 1 min. NSTACS-TIMI-RS was assessed upon admission. The composite
of cardiac death, new myocardial infarction and urgent revascularization by 30-
days was the primary endpoint.
Results: One hundred and one out of 397 (25.4%) pts had at least one ST
shift and the incidence of the composite endpoint in the whole population was
24.2%. There was a significant increased risk for 30-day composite endpoint
incidence with increasing of NSTACS-TIMI-RS (P<0.001). Moreover the oc-
currence of ≥1 ischemic shift during 12-lead monitoring was associated with
increased incidence of 30 days composite endpoint (P<0.001). Finally, there
was significant difference in 30-day composite endpoint incidence between the
several subgroups of NSTACS-TIMI-RS with or without ST-segment shifts (fig.).
Conclusions: The present study suggests that continuous 12-lead ST moni-
toring early in the course of NSTACS may serve as an affordable tool which
adds prognostic information to well established NSTACS-TIMI Risk Score.
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782 Towards enhanced, personal, intelligent and mobile
systems for early detection and interpretation of
cardiological syndromes. The EPI-MEDICS project

P. Rubel 1, J. Fayn 1, F. Gouaux 1, D. Assanelli 2, A. Cuce’ 3, L. Edenbrandt 4 ,
C. Malossi 5 on behalf of The EPI-MEDICS working party. 1Hôpital
Cardiologique, INSERM ERM107, Lyon cedex 03, France; 2University of
Brescia, Brescia, Italy; 3STMicroelectronics, Crema, Italy; 4University of Lund,
Lund, Sweden; 5Elettronica Trentina, Cavareno, Italy

Background: Correct and timely pre-hospital diagnosis of acute ischemia is a
very difficult task. Cardiac care strategies are moving towards decision making
based on advanced information from the ambulance and on the follow-up of
patients at home. But none of the existing trans-telephonic home care ECG
recorders embed decision making algorithms, and all need specific receivers
and monitoring equipment, which increases the overall cost of possession.
Methods: The solution adopted by the European EPI-MEDICS project(2001-
2003)was to design and experiment a novel, affordable and easy to use,
portable and intelligent Personal ECG Monitor (PEM) for the early detec-
tion of cardiac ischemia and arrhythmia that is able to record, store and de-
rive standard 12-lead ECGs, incorporate intelligent self-adaptive serial ECG
data processing and decision-making techniques, generate different levels of
alarms, and forward the alarm messages with the recorded signals and the
patient’s Electronic Health Record (EHR) to the relevant health care providers
by means of new generation wireless communication protocols (Bluetooth and
GSM/GPRS.
Results: The project has designed an easy to use, pseudo-orthogonal sub-
set of four ECG electrode positions that is adequate for home care or ambula-
tory use, developed generic and patient specific methodologies for synthesizing
standard 12-lead ECGs from the 3-lead PEM ECGs for control by cardiologists,
designed robust, neural network based decision-making methods for the detec-
tion of ischemic events, and developed a set of twelve PEM devices that are
being tested in different clinical settings. The patients ECGs are acquired and
processed by the software embedded in the PEM devices and locally stored as
SCP-ECG files on a secured personal Smart Media Card. The alarm messages
and the EHR are encoded in XML. Major alarm messages are automatically
transmitted to the nearest emergency call center by means of GSM or GPRS.
Data leading to medium or minor alarms are temporarily stored on a central
Web Server and the health professionals are informed by a SMS. The PEM
embeds itself a web server to facilitate the reviewing and/or update of the EHR
during a routine visit at the GPs or cardiologists office.
Conclusion: EPI-MEDICS provides concretely cost saving solutions to en-
hance the quality of care: only a standard web browser and internet connectiv-
ity are requested, no specific infrastructure is required, and the care providers
will be involved only if necessary. A new era has started: health systems will
become citizen oriented, personalized, wearable, ubiquitous.

783 Feasibility of seamless remote monitoring of pacemaker
patients

M. Santini 1, J. Gill 2, A. Hartmann 3 , C. Stellbrink 4, E. Wunderlich 5,
K. Wallbrück 6 on behalf of Home Monitoring technology for pacemaker
therapy. 1Ospedale S. Filippo Neri, Cardiology, Rom, Italy; 2Guy’s & St.
Thomas’ Hospital, Cardiology, London, United Kingdom; 3St. Georg Hospital,
Internal Medicine, Leipzig, Germany; 4University of Aachen, Clinic for
Medicine I - Cardiology, Aachen, Germany; 5Hospital Dresden-Friedrichstadt,
Internal Medicine, Dresden, Germany; 6BIOTRONIK, Technology & Service
Center, Erlangen, Germany

Introduction: Home Monitoring (HM) shall enable remote monitoring of pa-
tients with implantable pacemakers by regular automatic transmission of se-
lected implant data to the physician. Technical feasibility and clinical utility of
Home Monitoring was investigated in a prospective clinical trial in 11 centers in
4 European countries. We report on the technical feasibility.
Methods: Patients (pts) implanted with the dual-chamber HM pacemaker (PM)
BA03 DDDR (Biotronik, Germany) were followed for 3 months. The PM auto-
matically transmitted every 24 hours HM messages to a mobile phone which re-
layed them to the attending physician per fax in the form of Cardio Report (CR).
Primary endpoint of the study was the percentage of pts seamlessly monitored
by HM. A pt was classified as "not successfully monitored" for 2 reasons: (A)
More than 3 contacts to the pt were necessary to maintain HM; (B) the longest
interval without message exceeded 5 days.
Results: 122 pts (44 f, 69.9 ± 10.0 years, 37 to 87 years) have been included
for a mean follow-up time of 76 ± 29 days. For 6 pts (4.9%) HM transmission
could not be established within 5 days after hospital discharge. For 4 pts the
reason was insufficient GSM coverage at the patients home, 2 pts were not able
to correctly set up the system. These 6 pts were excluded as non-compliant. For
the others, 8515 messages were transmitted to the attending physicians. 21 pts
(18.8%) were classified as not successfully monitored 41 ± 25 days (7 to 113
days) after hospital discharge, 17 pts due to criterion (A), 4 pts due to criterion
(B). The percentage of not successfully monitored patients ranged from 0% to
67%, with 4 centers having less than 10%, and 2 centers having more than 30%
of not successfully monitored pts. For the successfully monitored pts, 92% ±

7% of the messages were transmitted. 380 interrupts in the message sequence
occurred, with 328 (86%) lasting less than 3 days. 56 (61%) of the successfully
monitored pts had no interrupts longer than 2 days.
Conclusions: The novel Home Monitoring technology enables seamless re-
mote monitoring for pacemaker patients. Only a small minority of patients can-
not be monitored due to technical reasons. Some patients require regular re-
minders for correct handling of the HM system. The majority of patients, how-
ever, can be monitored with minimal maintenance efforts.

784 CARIS-NT: development of a multi-tier,
component-based multicentre cardiology information
system to support regional healthcare

E.T. Van der Velde, T.A. Witteman, H. Foeken, C. Brobbel, M. Kalshoven,
C. Louwerse, D.E. Atsma. Leiden University Medical Center, Cardiology Dept.,
Leiden, Netherlands

Introduction: The Department of Cardiology at the Leiden University Medical
Center (LUMC) closely works together with hospitals in the region to provide
optimal regional healthcare. Academic care is provided at the LUMC, while rou-
tine care is provided by the other hospitals. Patients are therefore often under
treatment in the LUMC as well as in the other hospitals. To provide continuous
care, it is necessary to have all clinical information about each patient available
in either of the hospitals. This is especially important when a patient is admitted
at the emergency department of one of the hospitals.
At the LUMC, cardiologists use the Cardiology Information System (CARIS),
developed by the IT-group of the department, for entry and retrieval of all clini-
cal cardiology data. CARIS consists of a database server (Oracle) and various
application modules built with Borland Delphi. CARIS contains all clinical in-
formation specific for Cardiology (on catheterizations, pacemaker implants and
follow-up, CCU, etcetera). In addition, information in separate dedicated infor-
mation systems (ECG management system, DICOM angio and echo image
servers) can be viewed in CARIS. Access to CARIS is possible at any location
in the department. CARIS is connected to the clinical information systems in
the department (ECG’s, images, hemodynamics) and to the Hospital Informa-
tion System (patient demographics, discharge letters, billing).
Methods: As part of a nation-wide project (EPDCAR) we have developed a
completely new version of CARIS, CARIS-NT. CARIS-NT is based on a new,
multi-tier architecture. Some of the features are: (*) web-based front-end, which
will be used to connect to the CARIS database in the LUMC from any of the
other hospitals via the Internet (via a secure connection) (*) optimal integration
with the electronic patient record system of the LUMC, and also with that in the
other hospitals.
Results: The first SOAP/XML based modules (short-stay, stress-ECG, Tho-
racic Surgery admittance forms) have been implemented. CARIS-NT based
versions of the other existing modules will follow shortly, and also new mod-
ules.
Conclusion: The new IT architecture that CARIS-NT is based on provides
a Cardiology Information System that is accessible via Internet in all regional
hospitals. It will be an important step forward in improving regional patient care.
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785 A variable valve area lumped parameter model of
left-ventricular filling

G. Szabo 1, D. Soans 2, A. Graf 1 , L. Waite 2, CF. Vahl 1, S. Hagl 1. 1University
of Heidelberg, Department of Cardiac Surgery, Heidelberg, Germany;
2Rose-Hulman Institute, Terre Haute, United States of America

Despite diagnostic advances the quantitative description of left ventricular di-
astolic filling and mitral valve function remains difficult. We developed a lumped
parameter model of left ventricular filling and validated in porcine trials under
physiological conditions and valve replacement.
Six animals were instrumented with aortic flow meter, left atrial pressure
catheter and combined left ventricular pressure-conductance catheter. Mitral
valve replacement was performed with St. Jude Medical prostheses. The model
simulates ventricular and arterial pressures and flows during diastolic filling.
Input parameters include maximum mitral valve area, blood viscosity and den-
sity, atrial compliance, left ventricular active relaxation characteristics and initial
pressure and flow values. The outputs of the model are atrial and ventricular
pressure and transmitral flow as a function of time. The model primarily con-
sists of a system of four first-order, non-linear ordinary differential equations
which are solved with MATLAB software.
Left atrial and ventricular pressure data and model curves were nearly identical
under physiological conditions and valve replacement. The figure below shows
a very good agreement between measured and model transmitral flow curves.
Measured and calculated E-wave (8.86±2.22 vs. 8.45±1.31 ml) and total filling
volume (12.1±2.1 vs. 11.9±1.7 ml) were also similar. There was a good corre-
lation (r=0.97 p<0.0000001) between measured and calculated volume values
in a range of 2.5 to 22 ml.

The new lumped parameter model of left ventricular filling allows for the first
time a detailed simulation of pressure and flow curves in the left heart including
transmitral hemodynamics.

IN-STENT RESTENOSIS: THE REAL WORLD

800 Current percutaneous transluminal coronary
angioplasty practice and results in the Netherlands:
insights from the GENDER project

W.R.P. Agema 1, P.S. Monraats 1 , R.J. De Winter 2, R.A. Tio 3,
P.A. Doevendans 4 , M.P.M. De Maat 5, E.E. Van der Wall 1, J.W. Jukema 1 on
behalf of the GENDER research group. 1Leiden University Medical Center,
Department of Cardiology, Leiden, Netherlands; 2Academic Medical Center,
Department of Cardiology, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 3Academic Hospital
Groningen, Department of Cardiology, Groningen, Netherlands; 4University
Medical Center Utrecht, Department of Cardiology, Utrecht, Netherlands;
5TNO-PG, Gaubius Laboratory, Leiden, Netherlands

Objective: To document the practice of interventional cardiology and the clin-
ical restenosis rates in an unselected population of patients in the pre-drug-
eluting stent era and to provide a perspective for the need of these new de-
vices.
Methods: The Genetic DEterminants of Restenosis (GENDER) project is a
prospective cohort study of 3000 patients after successful PTCA (less than
30% stenosis) in four academic tertiary referral centers for interventional car-
diology in the Netherlands. Patients with acute myocardial infarction (MI) were
excluded.
Results: 3000 patients (age 62±11 yrs) were followed for 10.6±3.7 months. Of
them 858 (25.6%) were female, 438 (14.6%) had diabetes and 1378 (45.9%)
had multivessel disease. The majority was treated for stable angina, 967
(32.2%) had a non-ST elevation acute coronary syndrome. Multilesion PTCA
was done in 768 (25.6%). Stenting was performed in 2888 (76.3%) and IIb/IIIa
inhibitors were used in 779 (26.0%). All stented patients received life-long as-
pirin and ticlopidin/clopidogrel during at least 1 month after the procedure. Tar-
get vessel revascularisation during follow-up by either CABG or PTCA was nec-
essary in 309 patients (10.3%). Thirty-eight (1.3%) died of cardiac disease, 20
(0.7%) of other causes. 28 (0.9%) suffered from MI attributable to the origi-
nally treated vessel. Overall a need for revascularisation, cardiac death or MI
occurred in 378 patients (12.6%).
Conclusion: In this unselected series of patients treated according to the cur-
rent standards in the pre-drug-eluting stent era clinical restenosis occurred in

only 12.6%. A proper selection of patients that benefit from the new devices
is warranted, since the vast majority is well treated with standard techniques
and proper assignment of expensive new devices obviously is of importance
for overall health care.

801 Sirolimus-eluting stents for treatment of in-stent
restenosis in the real world: results from the
rapamycin-eluting stent evaluated at Rotterdam
Cardiology Hospital (RESEARCH) Registry

F. Saia, P.A. Lemos, M. Degertekin, C.H. Lee, P.C. Smits, P. De Feyter, R. Van
Domburg, P.W. Serruys. Interventional Cardiology, Thoraxcenter, Erasmus
MC, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: In-stent restenosis (ISR) represents a significant clinical problem fol-
lowing stent implantation. Coronary vascular brachytherapy is, to date, the only
effective treatment available. However, complex logistic requirements and the
identification of some long-term sequelae have prevented its widespread use.
Preliminary studies have shown that sirolimus-eluting stents (SES) are safe
and effective for treatment of ISR. We tested the efficacy of this strategy in
daily practice.
Methods: Since 16th April 2002 all patients undergoing PTCA at our institution
have been treated with SES, irrespective of clinical presentation and lesion
morphology. They have been enrolled in the RESEARCH registry. ISR patients
were selected to undergo routine 6-month angiographic follow-up, as well as
12-month clinical status assessment. Their outcomes will be compared to the
historical cohort of patients treated for ISR in our catheterization laboratory in
the preceding six months.
Results: From October 16th 2001 to October 15th 2002, 123 consecutive pa-
tients underwent PTCA for ISR at our institution: 66 patients treated in the first
six months compose the control group (74 lesions, major treatment: brachyther-
apy in 31%, cutting balloon in 23%, balloon in 28%, bare stent in 18%), whereas
in the subsequent RESEARCH phase 57 patients (with 67 ISR lesions) re-
ceived SES. Baseline demographics and clinical presentation were similar
among the two groups. Severe patterns of ISR (Mehran type III and IV) were
more frequently observed in the RESEARCH group (46% vs 22%; p=0.002),
as well as the incidence of previous brachytherapy of the target vessel (25% vs
6%; p=0.005). A similar proportion of patients underwent multivessel procedure
(23% RESEARCH vs 27% control; p=NS). Procedural success was achieved
in 56/57 RESEARCH patients (98%) and in 64/66 (97%) controls. At 6-month
follow-up (complete for 67% of the RESEARCH patients vs 100% controls) the
incidence of major adverse cardiac events (death, myocardial infarction, revas-
cularization) was similar among the two groups (17% RESEARCH vs 19% con-
trol; p=NS).
Conclusions: Preliminary results suggest that SES implantation is as effective
as standard treatment (including brachytherapy) to treat ISR in a real-world
setting.
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802 Long-term outcome of intracoronary radiation to prevent
restenosis in diabetic patients after stenting: 6-month
results of a randomized trial

M. Sabaté 1, G. Pimentel 1 , D.J. Angiolillo 1, C. Prieto 2, JM. Corral 2 ,
C. Bañuelos 1, F. Alfonso 1, C. Macaya 1. 1San Carlos University Hospital,
Interventional Cardiology Unit, Madrid, Spain; 2San Carlos University
Hospital, Medical Physics, Madrid, Spain

Intracoronary brachytherapy (ICB) has been proven to be effective to prevent
recurrence in pts with in-stent restenosis. The role of ICB for the treatment of
de novo coronary stenosis remains unknown. Purpose: to assess the efficacy
of ICB with beta radiation following successful coronary stenting in diabetic pts
with de novo lesions. Methods: This was is a single-center, prospective, ran-
domized, placebo-controlled trial; sub-randomization according to the type of
diabetes was also performed. Primary endpoints were: 1) in-stent mean neoin-
timal area as assessed by intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) at 6-month follow-up
(primary endpoint of effectiveness), and 2) minimal luminal area of the entire
vessel segment as assessed by IVUS at 6-month follow-up (primary endpoint of
clinical efficacy). A total number of 92 pts were included: 46 randomized to ra-
diation (R), using the P32 Guidant Galileo system, and 46 to no radiation (NR).
IVUS was performed after PTCA and at follow-up. QCA analysis was performed
(before, after PTCA, and at follow-up) at 4 segment sites: stented, injured, irra-
diated, and vessel segments. Results: Angiographic follow-up was performed in
93% of R patients and in 91% of NR patients. No clinical nor angiographic dif-
ferences were observed at baseline between groups. Insulin-(35%) and non
insulin-dependent (65%) pts were equally allocated. During hospital stay, 1
death (non-cardiac)and 1 non-Q wave myocardial infarction (MI) occurred in
group R; no events occurred in group NR. In-stent mean neointimal area as as-
sessed by IVUS at 6-month follow-up was 52% smaller in group R (1.04 mm2

vs. 2.16 mm2; p<0.0001). However, there was no difference in minimal luminal
area of the vessel segment at follow-up (4.5 mm2 vs. 4.4 mm2). Restenosis
rates assessed by QCA varied according to analyzed segments, with a pro-
gressive increase in restenosis rate in group R (group R vs group NR): stented
(7.1% vs 20.9%; p=0.07); injured (9.5% vs 20.9%; p=ns); radiated (14.3% vs
20.9%; p=ns); vessel (23.8% vs 25.6%; p=ns). At 6 months, 1 cardiac death,
5 MI (due to stent thrombosis), and 10 target vessel revascularization (TVR)
occurred in group R; in group NR, there were 11 TVR and no deaths nor MI.
Major adverse cardiac events were 13 in group R and 11 in group NR (p=ns).
Edge effect accounted for 6 out of 10 TVR of group R.
Conclusions: ICB significantly inhibited in-stent neointimal hyperplasia after
stent implantation in diabetic patients. However, this was not translated in any
clinical benefit at 6 months due to the occurrence of edge effect and late stent
thrombosis.

803 Evolution of late lumen loss after intracoronary
beta-radiation – a prospective quantitative angiographic
study at 3, 6, 12 and 24 months

T. M. Schiele 1, B. Pöllinger 2, R. Kantlehner 2 , E. Dühmke 2, J. Rieber 1,
A. König 1, K. Theisen 1, V. Klauss 1. 1Ludwig-Maximilians-University,
Cardiology Dept., Munich, Germany; 2Ludwig-Maximilians-University,
Radiation Therapy and Radiooncology, Munich, Germany

Objective: Vascular brachytherapy (VBT) has proven to reduce restenosis rate
(RR) and major adverse cardiovascular events. Yet it has been suspected that
radiation does not inhibit but rather delay the process of restenosis. The time
course of the restenotic process after beta-VBT of in-stent restenotic lesions
(ISR) is unknown. The objective of the study was to investigate the evolution
of late loss (LL) and RR after successful percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI) and VBT.
Patients and Methods: The study population consisted of 58 consecutive pts
who had undergone successful PCI for ISR and VBT with 90Sr/90Y and who
were prospectively enrolled into an angiographic and clinical follow-up proto-
col at 3, 6, 12 and 24 months (MO) after the index procedure, regardless of
their symptomatic status. Restenosis rate was calculated by the Cutler-Ederer-
method, and quantitative coronary angiography indexes were determined.
Results: Actuarial RR measured 5,4±3,0% at 3 MO follow-up, 10,7±4,1%
(6 MO); 23,2±5,6% (12 MO) and 26,7±6,4% (24 MO), respectively. Min-
imum lumen diameter at the target lesion was 0,65±0,49mm before PCI
and 2,71±0,65mm after PCI. At follow-up, LL of the target lesion (TL) mea-
sured 0,15±0,46mm, p<0,001 (after PCI/3 MO), 0,18±0,15mm, p=0,003 (3/6
MO), 0,21±0,52mm, p=0,033 (6/12 MO) und -0,04±0,59mm, p=0,599 (12/24
MO), respectively, and LL at the non-target lesion target vessel (nTLTV)
was 0,15±0,34mm, p<0,001 (post/3 MO), 0,09±0,38mm, p=0,009 (3/6 MO),
0,02±0,41mm, p=0,357 (6/12 MO) und 0,01±0,59mm, p=0,700 (12/24 MO).
Conclusions: The restenotic process after beta-irradiation is not complete
within the traditional 6 months interval but sustained up to 1 year. During the
second year of follow-up, a significant further late loss could not be demon-
strated.

804 Long-term efficacy of intracoronary beta-radiation for
treatment of diffuse in-stent restenosis: evidence for late
restenosis

PW. Radke, A. Kaiser, S. Kobella, P. Haager, J. Vom Dahl, U. Janssens,
P. Hanrath, R. Hoffmann. RWTH University Hospital, Medical Clinic I, Aachen,
Germany

Intracoronary radiation therapy (ICR) using beta or gamma emitters has sig-
nificantly improved the long-term angiographic and clinical outcome after treat-
ment of in-stent restenosis (ISR) as compared to balloon angioplasty alone.
Recent experimental and clinical data, however, indicate a delayed initiation of
smooth muscle proliferation following ICR subsequently leading to an onset of
recurrent restenosis beyond a 6 or 8 month follow-up.
Data from a systematic mono-center registry including 100 patients (62±11
years, 80% male) undergoing angioplasty and subsequent intracoronary beta-
radiation (90Sr Novoste system) for diffuse ISR (lesion length 14±8mm) were
analysed. Follow-up angiography (FUA) 6±1 month post intervention was per-
formed in all patients. Thereafter, patients were scheduled for recurrent angiog-
raphy (RA) when typical angina and/or objective signs of myocardial ischemia
were present. Late restenosis was defined as a >50% diameter stenosis (DS)
of the target lesion at recurrent angiography in those patients with a <50% DS
at 6 month angiography.
FUA documented angiographic restenosis in 28/100 (28%) lesions with the
need for target lesion revascularisation due to recurrent ISR in 26/100 (26%)
cases. Another angiography was performed in 17/100 (17%) patients 6±3
month (range 2-18 month) after initial FUA (12±3 month post ICR). Late steno-
sis was present in 6/100 (6%) patients with the need for TLR in all cases. Those
6 patients had a DS of 33±6% at FUA and of 78±7% at RA indicating clinically
relevant, delayed neointimal proliferation.
Intracoronary radiation therapy of diffuse ISR in an unselected patient popula-
tion leads to angiographic restenosis in 28% patients 6 months and in 32%pa-
tients 18 month after index procedure as a result of late restenosis. These re-
sults complement preclinical data suggesting that intracoronary radiation pro-
duces a significant delay in the onset of recurrent restenosis, but does probably
not completely prevent the restenosis process. A follow-up period of at least 2
years after ICR seems neccessary to identify late restenosis in patients with
ISR undergoing ICR.

805 Sirolimus-eluting stents to treat recurrent in-stent
restenosis after brachytherapy

F. Saia, M. Degertekin, K. Tanabe, P. Lemos, C.A. Arampatzis, G. Sianos,
P.C. Smits, P.W. Serruys. Interventional Cardiology, Thoraxcenter, Erasmus
MC, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: Coronary brachytherapy is the most effective treatment available for
complex in-stent restenosis (ISR). However, it is not free from failures and up
to one-third of the patients will need a new revascularization over long-term
follow-up. We sought to evaluate the safety and efficacy of sirolimus-eluting
stent (SES) implantation to treat recurrent ISR after brachytherapy.
Methods: We prospectively collected data of patients treated with SES for ISR
at our institution as part of two different studies: the First In Man (FIM), an in-
ternational, dual-center pilot study, and the RESEARCH (Rapamycin-Eluting
Stent Evaluated At Rotterdam Cardiology Hospital) Registry. Patients with pre-
vious target vessel irradiation have been selected for this report.
Results: 18 consecutive patients, enrolled in two different time periods, were
treated with SES implantation for recurrent ISR after "failed" brachytherapy (15
catheter-delivered beta irradiation, 1 gamma, and 2 radioactive stents). Acute
coronary syndrome was the clinical presentation in 45% of cases. Half of the
patients had at least 2 previous episodes of ISR. Previous myocardial infarc-
tion was present in 12 patients (67%), and 8 (44%) had had a coronary bypass
operation. Multivessel disease was a frequent finding (78%), and 4 patients
(22%) had more than one vessel treated. Lesion length averaged 23±20 mm,
with an average 2.8±0.5 mm reference diameter. 11 patients (61%) presented
severe proliferative pattern of ISR (Mehran classification III-IV). The attempt
to entirely cover the lesions is confirmed by device utilization (1.6 stents per
patient, 37±30 mm per lesion). All the procedures were considered clinically
successful. No episode of subacute thrombosis was reported. During a median
follow-up of 5 months, 5 patients (28%) experienced a major adverse cardiac
event: one patient died of congestive heart failure (not related to the procedure;
angiographic and IVUS control at 4 months did not show neointimal hyperpla-
sia), and 4 patients (22%) presented target vessel failure (3 had clinically-driven
re-PTCA, one showed silent reocclusion at elective angiographic control).
Conclusions: Sirolimus-eluting stent implantation is a safe and clinically effec-
tive strategy to treat recurrent in-stent restenosis after brachytherapy, although
rapamycin efficacy in preventing neointimal hyperplasia in this context seems
to be reduced compared with other less complex situations.
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HEART FAILURE: INTRIGUING FINDINGS BUT NOVEL
MESSAGES?

850 Prognostic impact of matrix metalloproteinases gene
polymorphisms in patients with heart failure according
to the etiology of left-ventricular dysfunction

F. Mizon-Gérard 1 , P. De Groote 2, N. Lamblin 2, X. Hermant 1 ,
J. Dallongeville 1, P. Amouyel 1 , C. Bauters 2, N. Helbecque 1. 1Inserm 508,
Lille, France; 2CHRU de lille, Cardiologie C, Lille, France

Left ventricular remodeling is a major determinant of survival in patients with
heart failure (HF). Changes in extracellular matrix proteins play an important
role in this process. We hypothesized that functional polymorphisms in matrix
metalloproteinases (MMP) gene promoters could affect the outcome of HF pa-
tients.
Methods: We studied 444 consecutive patients who were referred to our center
for evaluation of left ventricular dysfunction. We extracted genomic DNA from
white blood cells and determined -1306 C>T MMP-2, -1171 5A>6A MMP-3
and -1562 C>T MMP-9 polymorphisms. Clinical follow-up (median 717 days)
was obtained for 443 patients.
Results: There was a statistically significant effect of MMP-3 polymorphism on
cardiac survival that differed according to HF etiology (interaction p<0.03). In
patients with non-ischemic cardiomyopathy, the MMP-3 5A/5A genotype was
an independent predictor of cardiac mortality (HR 2.92; p=0.01) (Figure). In
contrast, there was no evidence for any significant effect of MMP-3 genotype
on cardiac survival in patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy. The MMP-9 poly-
morphism was associated with cardiac survival (p<0.03) independently of HF
etiology. By multivariate analysis, the presence of at least one MMP-9 T allele
was an independent predictor of cardiac mortality (HR 1.81; p=0.02). Finally,
there was no evidence for any association between MMP-2 polymorphism and
cardiac survival.

Survival in non ischemic heart failure.

Conclusions: MMP-3 and MMP-9 polymorphisms contribute to variability in
cardiac survival in HF patients. The more active MMP-3 5A and MMP-9 T alle-
les are associated with higher mortality. These data suggest that MMP geno-
typing could provide important additional information to refine risk stratification
in patients with heart failure.

851 Elevated myocardial TIMP1 expression correlates with
interleukin-6 in patients with deteriorating heart failure,
and is stimulated by interleukin-6 in vitro

LE. Felkin, EJ. Birks, MH. Yacoub, PJR. Barton. Heart Science Centre,
Harefield, United Kingdom

Background: Differential regulation of cytokines, matrix metalloproteinases
(MMPs) and the tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs), is observed
in heart failure. We have previously shown elevated myocardial mRNA levels
of cytokines, including TNF-alpha, IL-1beta and IL-6 in patients with deteriorat-
ing heart failure requiring LVAD support, compared both to patients with stable
end-stage heart failure and to donor organs. Here we have examined mRNA for
TIMP1, MMP1 and the MMP inducer EMMPRIN, in the same patients in order
to further characterise deteriorating HF at the molecular level and to identify
potential regulatory pathways.
Methods: Myocardial samples were obtained from patients requiring LVAD
support (deteriorating HF, n=26), donor organs with normal hemodynamic func-
tion (donors, n=28) and from stable end-stage heart failure taken at the time of
transplantation (ESF, n=17). TIMP1, MMP1 and EMMPRIN mRNA levels were
measured by quantitative real-time PCR (TaqMan). Neonatal rat cardiomy-
ocytes were cultured in serum free medium in the presence or absence of
human IL-6 for 65 hours, RNA extracted and analysed by real-time PCR.
Results: TIMP1 mRNA was similar in donors (1.47±0.80) and stable ESF
(1.00±0.50), but significantly increased in deteriorating HF (5.38±3.63,
p<0.001). Likewise, MMP1 was similar in donor (0.91±0.79) and stable ESF
(1.00±0.63), but elevated in deteriorating HF (6.04±5.06, p<0.001). In con-
trast, EMMPRIN was slightly higher in both deteriorating HF (1.15±0.38) and
ESF (1.0±0.27) compared to donors (0.78 ± 0.21, p<0.05). Comparing all pa-

tients (n=54), TIMP1 and MMP1 levels correlated with each other (R=0.45,
p<0.001) and to previously determined mRNA levels of IL-6 (R=0.27 and
R=0.35 respectively, p<0.05), and IL-1beta (R=0.43 and R=0.41 respectively,
p<0.05). Neither correlated with TNF-alpha or EMMPRIN. Myocardial TIMP1
is predominantly expressed by myocytes and has been previously shown to be
up-regulated by IL-1beta in vitro. The effect of IL-6 on expression is unknown.
We therefore tested the effect of adding IL-6 to myocytes cultured in vitro. Ad-
dition of IL-6 resulted in a dose dependent increase in TIMP1 mRNA reaching
3.7-fold at 1ng/ml.
Conclusions: Elevated TIMP1 and MMP1 mRNA expression parallels that of
the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-6 and IL-1beta. Positive correlation of TIMP1
with IL-6 in myocardium of patients, and the induction of TIMP1 mRNA expres-
sion by IL-6 in myocytes in vitro implicates this as a contributory pathway in the
pathogenesis of deteriorating heart failure.

852 Borderline myocarditis according to the Dallas criteria of
myocarditis in clinical routine endomyocardial catheter
biopsies: a problem of continuing clinical and
pathological confusion?

G. Beer, H. Kuhn. Städtische Kliniken Bielefeld-Mitte, 2. Medizinische
Klinik/Kardiologie, Bielefeld, Germany

Up to now the Dallas criteria of myocarditis are still the basis of the morpho-
logical definition of myocarditis (M). Although additional immunhistochemical
methods for the identification of an inflammatory infiltrate are recommended,
bioptic diagnosis of M in clinical routine is generally based exclusively on the
Dallas criteria of myocarditis (i. e. exclusively based on light microscopic eval-
uation). Especially the diagnosis of "borderline myocarditis" (BLM) implicates
ambiguous terms which seem to cause continuing confusion in clinical routine
evaluation of pts. with suspected M.
Methods: Therefore, we investigated for the first time in a prospective study
the comparative application of the Dallas criteria of M/BLM in relation to if the
pathologist received clinical information (first group) or if the biopsies were
judged in a blinded manner (second group) (i.e. biopsy evaluation and the
written report of the pathologists were made without any clinical information).
EMCB (approximately 4 right ventricular EMCB per pt.) were performed in 2
consecutive cohorts of 100 pts. each with dilated cardiomyopathy, new onset
congestive heart failure, regional/global left ventricular dysfunction and/or clin-
ical history of inflammation.
Results: In the first group an inflammatory/interstitial infiltrate was described in
45 of 100 pts.(45%); in 35 of these 45 pts. (78%) a firm or suspected diagnosis
of M was stated. In the second group which was judged in a blinded manner an
inflammatory/interstitial infiltrate was described in 38 of 100 pts.(38%). How-
ever only in 2 of these pts. (82 of 38 pts.;5%) a diagnosis of M was stated. The
diagnosis of M with definite myocyte necrosis and adjacent inflammatory infil-
trate was stated in 1 pt. in each group (1%); BLM with extensive changes was
present in 3 pts. (group 1: 2 pts.; group 2: 1 pt.). In 42 pts. (93%) the diagno-
sis of BLM was stated on the basis of a sparse infammatory/interstitial infiltrate
influenced by information from the clinician about strong clinical suspicion of
myocarditis.
Conclusion: These results highlight the ambiguous nature of the term BLM
according to the Dallas criteria of M. Difficulties in identification of inflammatory
cells, the subjective basis of evaluation, sampling error and high interobserver
variability are a cause of diverging diagnosis. Especially in BLM "clinical bias"
may lead a pathologist to classify a sparse inflammatory/interstitial infiltrate as
BLM. Additional immunhistological investigation is mandatory even in clinical
routine EMCB in suspected inflammatory heart disease.
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853 In chronic heart failure overactive chemokine system is
associated with immune activation, low grade
inflammation and predicts loss of fat tissue

M. Naruszewicz 1, R. Zymlinski 2, H. Bukowska 1, B. Millo 1, E.A. Jankowska 2,
W. Banasiak 2, P. Ponikowski 2. 1Pomeranian Academy of Medicine, Clinical
Biochemistry, Szczecin, Poland; 2Military Hospital, Cardiac Department,
Wroclaw, Poland

Background: In chronic heart failure (CHF) elevated C-C chemokine levels
have been documented, which may be linked to immune activation and inflam-
matory state. Since in CHF patients who develop weight loss immune and in-
flammatory reactions are particularly abnormal, chemokines may play an im-
portant role.
Aim: To assess whether plasma macrophage chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-
1) level is related to inflammatory cytokines, markers of acute phase response,
presence of weight loss and body composition in patients with CHF.
Methods: We studied 29 stable CHF patients (23 men, age: 65 ± 2 years,
peak VO2: 14 ± 1 ml/min/kg, left ventricular ejection fraction: 33 ± 2%, New
York Heart Association [NYHA] class I/II/III/IV: 1/11/3/4), 6 of which had docu-
mented, non-intentional, non-oedematous weight loss > 7.5% of previous nor-
mal weight over > 6 months. MCP-1 was measured and correlated with clin-
ical data, cytokine levels (interleukin-6 [IL-6] and tumor necrosis factor [TNF]-
alpha), C-reactive protein (CRP, high-sensitivity method), erythrocyte sedimen-
tation rate (ESR). Body composition was assessed with dual energy X-ray ab-
sorptiometry (DEXA).The control group consisted of 30 well-matched healthy
subjects.
Results: CHF patients had significantly higher MCP-1 levels (443 ± 34 vs. 209
± 8 pg/mL), together with elevated cytokines, CRP levels and ESR (7.0 ± 1.1
vs. 2.3 ± 0.2 pg/mL for IL-6; 4.4 ± 0.5 vs. 1.6 ± 0.1 pg/mL for TNF-alpha; 7.0
± 1.1 vs. 1.6 ± 0.2 mg/L for CRP, 18 vs. 4 mm/h for ESR; CHF vs. controls:
all p<0.0001). MCP-1 did not correlate with age, peak VO2 and hemodynamic
indices (r<0.2, all p>0.2) and was only marginally higher in patients with most
severe CHF symptoms (371 vs. 490 pg/ml, NYHA class I-II vs. III-IV, p=0.09).
We found significant relationships between MCP-1 and cytokines (r=0.46 for
IL-6, r=0.36 for TNF-alpha, both p<0.05), CRP levels (r=0.63, p<0.001) and
ESR (r=0.58, p<0.01). Interestingly, MCP-1 was markedly elevated in those
CHF patients who developed weight loss (631 ± 59 vs. 394 ± 34 pg/mL, vs.
remaining patients, p=0.004). Additionally, in CHF there was an inverse rela-
tionship between MCP-1 levels and fat tissue (r=-0.65 for total fat and r=-0.67
for leg fat, both p<0.01) but not with lean tissue mass (r<0.2 for total lean and
leg lean, p>0.2).
Conclusion: In CHF elevated MCP-1 levels are markers of immune activation
and inflammation and also closely relate to loss of fat tissue and body weight.
This finding may form a novel therapeutic background for the treatment of car-
diac cachexia in CHF.

854 Bisoprolol restores the lipopolysaccharide-induced
tumour necrosis factor-alpha production in
catecholamine-treated whole blood

S. von Haehling, S. Genth-Zotz, AP. Bolger, W. Doehner, PR. Kalra,
W. Steinborn, SD. Anker. National Heart and Lung Institute, Clinical
Cardiology, London, United Kingdom

Background: Elevated levels of TNF lead to progression of chronic heart fail-
ure (CHF). Bacterial LPS might trigger TNF production in vivo. Catecholamines
reduce the LPS-stimulated production of TNF. This process is thought to be
mediated via beta-adrenergic receptors on monocytes. Beta-blockers reduce
morbidity and mortality in CHF. We investigated the TNF suppressive effect of
catecholamines and the role of beta-blockers in this setting.
Methods: We studied 11 healthy subjects (33±1 years, serum creatinine
75±4 µmol/L, uric acid 241±10 µmol/L, norepinephrine [NE] 1.7±0.3 nmol/L,
epinephrine 0.29±0.06 nmol/L, 6 female, mean±SEM) and 8 male pts with
stable CHF (NYHA 2.1±0.2, 61±3 years, creatinine 107±7 µmol/L, uric acid
364±40 µmol/L, NE 3.6±0.6 nmol/L, epinephrine 0.45±0.12 nmol/L). Ex vivo
whole blood was stimulated simultaneously with LPS (1 ng/mL) and seven
doses of isoproterenol (0.01-1000 nmol/L and control) or NE (identical doses)
for 6 hours. Some samples were additionally treated with bisoprolol (2.5
µg/mL). TNF production was detected in the supernatant by ELISA.
Results: Healthy subjects and CHF pts produced substantial levels of TNF
after stimulation with low LPS doses (698±100 vs 1079±140 pg/mL, p<0.05).
Isoproterenol and NE reduced TNF-production in healthy subjects and CHF pts
dose-dependently (isoproterenol: 698±100 to 171±54 pg/mL vs 1079±140 to
494±147; NE: 698±100 to 206±61 vs 1079±140 to 570±154, repeated mea-
sures ANOVA all p<0.05). The beta1-selective bisoprolol restored the respec-
tive pattern of LPS-response in both groups. TNF production was reduced to
a lesser extent in CHF pts than in healthy subjects (isoproterenol: 40±9 vs.
20±4%; NE: 48±10 vs. 26±5%, both p<0.05).
Conclusions: Our data show that the suppression of LPS-stimulated TNF pro-
duction is mediated mainly by beta1-receptors. Beta2-receptors yield an ad-
ditional effect. Compared to healthy subjects, catecholamines decrease LPS-
stimulated TNF production in CHF to a lesser extent. Beta-receptor down-

regulation on monocytic cells, which is known to occur in CHF, may account
for this phenomenon. Bisoprolol and possibly other beta-blockers restore the
normal pattern of responsiveness to LPS.

855 Both ramipril and telmisartan reduce serum levels of
high-sensitivity C-reactive protein without affecting
low-density lipoprotein cholesterol oxidation in patients
with type II diabetes mellitus

S. koulouris 1, F. Symeonides 2, E. Vratsista 2, A. Melpidou 3, Z. Zoulien 3,
J. Nanas 4, S. Stamatelopoulos 4 , P. Toutouzas 5. 1Evangelismos Hospital, 1st
Cardiology Department, Athens, Greece; 2Evangelismos Hospital, 1st
Cardiology Department, Athens, Greece; 3Evangelismos Hospital,
Biochemistry Laboratory, Athens, Greece; 4Alexandra University Hospital,
Dept of Clinical Therapeutic, Athens, Greece; 5University of Athens, Dept of
Cardiology, Hippokration Hosp., Athens, Greece

Aim: Growing evidence suggests that activation of the renin-angiotensin-
aldosterone system (RAAS) predisposes to vascular inflammation and in-
creased oxidative stress. The aim of this study was to assess the effect of
ramipril (an angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor) and telmisartan (an angio-
tensin II receptor antagonist) on inflammation and lipid oxidation in patients with
type II diabetes mellitus.
Methods: Thirty pts, 57.32±8.45 years old,13 men and 17 women, with well
controlled diabetes (glycated hemoglobin < 8%), of mean duration 6.9±3.9
years, free of microalbuminuria, with a negative history of hypertension or
coronary artery disease and a negative exercise stress test were recruited
in this double blind cross-over trial. All pts had a baseline measurement of
high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) with the use of a Dade Boehring
Prospec nephelometric analyzer. Moreover, IgG autoantibodies against Cu++-
oxidized LDL-cholesterol (aox-LDL) were measured with a commercially avail-
able ELISA kit (Biomedica). Subsequently, pts were started randomly on treat-
ment with ramipril (2,5mg/day) or telmisartan (40mg/day) or their combination
for 3 months. Every pt was crossed over to the alternative regimen after a 2-
week wash out period. Measurements were repeated at the end of each treat-
ment period.Statistical analysis was done with Friedman’s analysis of variance.
Results: All types of treatment were associated with a significant fall of
the hs-CRP serum levels(0.19±0.19 mg/dl baseline vs 0.14±0.16 mg/dl with
ramipril vs 0.11±0.8 mg/dl with telmisartan vs 0.11±12.5mg/dl with combined
therapy, p=0.003).On the other hand, aox-LDL were not affected by the ad-
ministration of any of the above regimens (273.8±190.8mU/ml baseline vs
287.1±214.5mU/ml with ramipril vs 301.1±224.4mU/ml with telmisartan vs
279.8±192.5mU/ml with combined therapy, p=0.667).
Conclusions: Both ramipril and telmisartan suppress inflammation without af-
fecting lipid oxidation in pts with type II diabetes mellitus. In view of the accumu-
lating data supporting the current concept that type II diabetes may be associ-
ated with a chronic low-grade inflammatory process, blocking of the RAAS may
be of great clinical significance. This may be the case even in the early stages
of the disease when microalbuminuria or overt macrovascular complications
are absent.
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856 Signs and symptoms of heart failure as endpoints for
assessing therapeutic response: Val-HeFT data

M. Wong 1, Y. Chiang 2, R. Glazer 2, J.N. Cohn 3 on behalf of Val-HeFT
investigators. 1VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare Syst, Los Angeles, CA,
United States of America; 2Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation, East
Hanover, NJ, United States of America; 3University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
MN, United States of America

Purpose: Signs and symptoms (S&S) are indispensable in monitoring the pa-
tient’s well-being with heart failure (HF), yet they are not emphasized as end-
points for judging the response to therapy. Val-HeFT which showed a 13.2%
risk reduction in morbidity with valsartan (V) formed the database for investi-
gating the usefulness of S&S as measures of therapeutic response.
Methods: From data in 5010 HF patients changes in S&S including fatigue,
dyspnea on effort and at rest, paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea, orthopnea, jugu-
lar venous distension, edema, rales and S3 gallop were examined as sec-
ondary variables. The numbers of improved or worsened patients were ana-
lyzed using the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test. A post-hoc analysis was per-
formed in which each of the S&S scores was normalized between best (0)
and worst (1) and summed as a totality score. An ANCOVA model adjusted for
baseline, site and use of ACE inhibitor and beta blocker was used to analyze
treatment differences in change from baseline in totality score.
Results: At endpoint, statistically significantly more patients treated with V
showed an improvement and fewer worsened in all S&S compared to placebo
(P) with the exception of S3 gallop and orthopnea. At all analyzable timepoints
during the trial except for month 24, statistically significant improvements in the
totality score were observed in V compared to P patients (table).

Month V (N) P (N) V Change P Change V-P p-Value

4 2294 2323 -0.25 -0.18 -0.07 0.01331
12 2004 2080 -0.34 -0.24 -0.10 0.00084
18 1795 1857 -0.34 -0.24 -0.10 0.00389
24 1197 1235 -0.30 -0.25 -0.05 0.23389
30 609 611 -0.35 -0.23 -0.12 0.03626
Endpoint 2494 2482 -0.23 -0.07 -0.16 <0.00001

Least-Squares Mean Change from Baseline S&S Totality Score

Conclusion: Sustained improvement in S&S in patients with chronic HF was
concordant with a morbidity benefit from valsartan and re-emphasized the im-
portance of the history & physical examination.

857 Advanced heart failure among patients with coronary
artery disease in absence of myocardial infarcton:
prevalence, risk factors and prognosis

A. Tenenbaum 1, S. Behar 2, EZ. Fisman 1, J. Leor 2, V. Boyko 2,
L. Mandelzweig 2 , M. Motro 1. 1Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer, Ramat
Gan, Israel; 2Neufeld Cardiac Research Institute, Ramat Gan, Israel

Background: Some patients developing congestive heart failure (CHF) have
no history of myocardial infarction (MI), and stable angina pectoris is their prin-
cipal clinical manifestation of coronary artery disease (CAD). The possible dif-
ferences in the epidemiology of CAD-related CHF in patients with and without
history of MI has not been elucidated.
Methods: The present study was aimed to evaluate the outcome of CAD-
related CHF in patients with and without a history of MI over a 7.7-year follow-
up. The study sample comprised 14283 coronary patients aged 45 to 74 years.
The presence of NYHA functional class II in patients with clinically established
heart failure was defined as mild CHF and the presence of NYHA functional
class III-IV was defined as advanced CHF.
Results: The patients were divided in 2 groups: 1) With a history of MI – 10307
patients, who formed 3 subgroups: NYHA I – 7551 patients (73.3%); NYHA II–
2176 patients (21.1%); NYHA III, IV – 580 patients (5.6%). 2) Without a history
of MI – 3976 patients, who also formed 3 subgroups: NYHA I – 2744 patients
(69.0%); NYHA – 981 patients (24.7%); NYHA III, IV – 251 patients (6.3%). For
patients without history of MI, independent variables associated with advanced
CHF were peripheral vascular disease (PVD), higher body mass index and
blood glucose level. For post MI patients, in addition to the above-mentioned -
female gender, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), history of hy-
pertension (but lower current systolic blood pressure) and higher heart rate.
Multivariate analysis identified a history of MI as a consistent predictor of in-
creased all-cause and cardiac mortality for patients with NYHA I, II and III+IV
subgroups with escalating significance for patients with advanced CHF: hazard
ratios of 1.55 (95% CI 1.36-1.75), 1.56 (95% CI 1.30-1.86) and 1.72 (95% CI
1.24-2.40) for all-cause and 1.93 (95% CI 1.60-2.33), 1.73 (95% 1.35-2.20) and
3.22 (95% CI 1.87-5.54) for cardiac mortality, respectively.
Conclusions: The prevalence of advanced CHF was unexpectedly similar
among coronary patients with and without a history of MI, but their long-term
survival differed substantially in favor of the latter. Therefore, from a clinical

point of view, two different types of CAD-related advanced CHF (post MI and
non post MI) can be distinguished.

858 Electrocardiographic features of uncomplicated
ventricular conduction blocks predict long-term risk of
cardiovascular morbidity

W.L. Miller 1 , D.O. Hodge 2, S.C. Hammill 1. 1Mayo Clinic, Cardiovascular,
Rochester, United States of America; 2Mayo Clinic, Biostatistics, Rochester,
United States of America

Background: Ventricular conduction blocks (VCB) identified on electrocardio-
gram predict an adverse outcome in patients with heart failure. The prognostic
implications of VCB in asymptomatic patients are not established. The purpose
of this study was to evalute the long-term outcome of patients in a community-
based population with VCB and documented normal left ventricular ejection
fraction and no cardiac disease symptoms or diagnosis at the time VCB was
identified.
Methods: A retrospective observational cohort study was undertaken of Olm-
sted County, MN patients evaluated at the Mayo Clinic during 1975 to 1999 who
met the above inclusion criteria. Kaplan-Meier (K-M) analysis of time to devel-
opment of first cardiovascular morbidity (coronary artery disease, myocardial
infarction, congestive heart failure, dilated or ischemic cardiomyopathy, valvular
disease, rhythm abnormality, or permanent pacemaker implantation) post-VCB
diagnosis was performed with 10-year data.
Results: 706 patients (mean age 64 ± 16 [SE] years) were identified (LBBB
with left axis deviation [LAD], 12%; LBBB without LAD, 20%; left anterior fas-
cicular block [LAFB], 26%; and RBBB, 42%). K-M analysis indicated signifi-
cant differences among groups for the development of cardiovascular morbidity
(p=0.017). Patients with LAFB and LBBB with LAD were at highest risk (39%
and 31% survival free of CV morbidity respectively).

K-M morbidity analysis.

Conclusions: The diagnosis of uncomplicated VCB is associated with a sig-
nificantly increased risk of developing cardiovascular morbidity. The majority of
the increased risk is associated with the presence of LAD (LAFB or LBBB).
These findings suggest that these patient groups should be identified early for
preventive management.
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859 Long-term survival in diabetic patients with congestive
heart failure

P. De Groote, N. Lamblin, F. Mouquet, D. Plichon, J. Dagorne, A. Millaire,
E. Van Belle, C. Bauters. CHRU de lille, Cardiologie C, Lille, France

Background: Previous studies have documented an increased risk of heart
failure (HF) in patients with diabetes mellitus; a significant proportion of HF
patients are diabetic. We designed the present study to test the hypothesis that
diabetic status may also be used as a prognostic indicator in HF patients.
Methods and Results: We studied 1246 consecutive patients who were re-
ferred to our center for evaluation of left ventricular dysfunction. All patients
had a cardiopulmonary exercise test and an echocardiography. Routine car-
diac catheterization was performed to define HF etiology. Clinical follow-up
(median 1200 days) was obtained for 1241 patients. Twenty-two percent of the
patients were diabetic; in diabetics, HF etiology was ischemic in 58% vs 40% in
nondiabetics (p<0.0001). There was a statistically significant effect of diabetes
mellitus on cardiac survival that differed according to HF etiology (interaction
p<0.008). In nonischemic patients, there was a trend for a better cardiac sur-
vival in diabetics; by contrast, in ischemic patients, diabetics had a significantly
worse prognosis than nondiabetics (p<0.004). By multivariate analysis, dia-
betes mellitus was an independent predictor of cardiac mortality in ischemic
patients (HR = 1.50 [1.10-2.03]) but not in nonischemic patients (HR = 0.62
[0.38-1.01]). Compared to non-ischemic patients, the adjusted hazard ratio for
cardiac death was 1.71 [1.32-2.22] in ischemic patients without diabetes and
2.58 [1.91-3.49] in ischemic patients with diabetes.

Cardiac mortality.

Conclusion: Diabetes mellitus interacts with HF etiology to influence the prog-
nosis of HF patients. Further studies are needed to determine whether any spe-
cific therapeutic approach may be beneficial in diabetic patients with ischemic
HF.

860 Gender differences on current in-hospital management
of heart failure by Cardiologists and Internists. Data
from the TEMISTOCLE Study

G. fabbri, C. Opasich, S. De Feo, M. Annicchiarico, P. Bellis, L. Gonzini,
R. Lavecchia, A.P. Maggioni on behalf of TEMISTOCLE Investigators. Centro
Studi ANMCO, Florence, Italy

Background In recent years, epidemiological and clinical reports have shown
some differences in medical management and prognosis of men and women
with heart failure (HF). We sought to evaluate sex-related differences in the clin-
ical profile, use of resources, management and outcome in a large population
of "real world" HF patients.
Methods The TEMISTOCLE survey evaluated 2127 patients discharged from
167 Italian Cardiology Departments and 250 Internal Medicine Units with a
primary diagnosis of worsening HF between 14 and 25 February 2000. Gender-
related differences were assessed comparing clinical characteristics, frequency
in the use of diagnostic tests during hospital admission, therapy, in-hospital and
6-month follow-up outcome.
Results Among the 2127 consecutive pts enrolled, 1000 (47%) were women.
Female pts were significantly older (mean age 77±11 vs 72±12 yrs, p=0.0001),
presented a higher incidence of atrial fibrillation (49.2% vs 40.6%, p=0.0001), a
more frequent hypertensive or valvular aetiology (48.1% vs 26.3%, p<.00019)
and a less severe left ventricular dysfunction (mean ejection fraction 41.4% vs
34.8%, p<0.0001). Women were admitted more frequently in Medicine units
than in Cardiology wards (69.7% vs 30.3%, p<0.0001). Among the precipitat-
ing factors, myocardial ischemia was less frequent (20.9% vs 28%, p=0.0004),
while uncontrolled hypertension, anemia and endocrine dysfunction, including
diabetes, were more frequent in women (23.5% vs 19.1%, p<0.02; 16.0% vs
8.5%, p=0.0036 and 15.8% vs 11%, p=0.0022, respectively). A significantly
lower rate of diagnostic invasive or non-invasive procedures was performed
in women. Length-of-stay was similar (11.2±7.4 days in women, 11.1±7.9 in
men, ns). At discharge women were less frequently prescribed ACE-inhibitors,
amiodarone and spironolactone and more frequently prescribed digoxin. No
differences in betablocker prescriptions were found. In-hospital and post dis-
charge (6 months) mortality rate was similar (6.5% in women vs 4.8 in men,
ns 13.7% vs 16.9%, ns, respectively). At 6 months follow-up, 45.9% of women
and 43.7% of men had a readmission without significant differences between
the groups.

Conclusion The "real" woman with HF is usually older than man, more likely
to be hospitalized in a Medical Unit and less likely to receive diagnostic and
therapeutic procedures. Gender did not significantly influence both mortality (in
hospital and 6 months) and readmission rates.

861 Comparing baseline characteristics of patients from
‘routine clinical practice and those who enrolled in
clinical trials. Information from the EuroHeart Failure
Survey

M.J. Lenzen 1, E. De Teresa Galvan 2, W. Scholte op Reimer 3, E. Boersma 3,
F. Follath 4, M. Komajda 5, K. Swedberg 6 , J. Cleland 7. 1Erasmus MC,
cardiology, Rotterdam, Netherlands; 2Malaga, Spain; 3Rotterdam,
Netherlands; 4Zurich, Switzerland; 5Paris, France; 6Gothenburg, Sweden;
7Hull, United Kingdom

Background: Randomised controlled trials form the basis of evidence-based
medicine and clinical guidelines. However, it is not clear to what extent patients
included in trials are representative of the population requiring treatment.
Methods and Patients: We performed a prospective survey in 115 hospitals
from 24 countries and identified 10.701 patients (46.788 screened) with sus-
pected heart failure. Baseline characteristics were compared with patients who
enrolled in a number of landmark clinical trials (i.e. SOLVD, DIG, MERIT-HF,
RALES, ELITE-II, etc.). Left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) was an entry
criterium in patients enrolled in these trials. Accordingly, we compared only pa-
tients in whom LVEF had been measured in the survey (N=5451, 51%).
Findings: The overall mean age was 68 years, 39% were women and the
LVEF was <40% in only 2,410 (44%). In the clinical trials, 48-65% had a prior
myocardial compared to 40% in the survey population; 0-31% had chronic atrial
fibrillation versus 23%; 42-50% had hypertension versus 54%; 24-29% had
diabetes versus 27%; while 10% of the survey population had a malignancy, a
contra-indication for participation in clinical trials of heart failure. Of the 5451
patients, 15% were eligible for participation in the SOLVD trial, 15% in DIG,
13% in MERIT-HF, 17% in RALES and 17% in the ELITE-II trial. Of the 15%
who were eligible for participation in the SOLVD trial, 82% received an ACE-
inhibitor, while 52% of the patients who were eligible for MERIT-HF were treated
with a bèta-blocker, and 46% of RALES eligible patients received a potassium
sparing diuretic.
Conclusions: Patients in randomised clinical trials represent a minority of pa-
tients encountered in routine clinical in-hospital practice, limiting the generalis-
ability of these trials to ’real life’. Unfortunately this results in a lack of evidence
based recommendations for a substantial number of patients with heart failure.
Future trials should either attempt to recruit more representative patient popu-
lations or conduct separate trials in different populations. However, for patients
fulfilling clinical trial criteria their was a substantial under-utilisation of some
treatments.

THE BRUGADA SYNDROME

888 A multicentre histological study of autopsied and
biopsied specimens in Brugada syndrome

S. Morimoto 1, A. Uemura 1 , E. Watanabe 1, H. Hishida 1, I. Watanabe 2,
A. Obata 3, Y. Yazaki 4, M. Sekiguchi 4. 1Fujita Health University, Division of
Cardiology, Toyoake, Japan; 2Nihon University, 2nd Department of Internal
Medicine, Tokyo, Japan; 3Saka General Hospital, Division of Cardiology,
Siogama, Japan; 4Sinshu University, 1st Department of Internal Medicine,
Matsumoto, Japan

Objectives: Histological studies in Brugada syndrome have not been suffi-
ciently documented in the literature. We conducted a nationwide survey from 7
institutions in Japan.
Methods: Three sudden-death autopsied cases with Brugada syndrome (2 of
which showed documented ventricular fibrillation: VF) and 22 biopsied cases
with clinical evidence of this syndrome (18 of the 22 cases showed VF) under-
went conventional gross anatomical and/or histopathological examinations.
Results: In 2 of the 3 autopsied hearts, no gross anatomical abnormalities
were observed, whereas, marked fatty tissue infiltrations were noted in the
entire myocardial layer and were more prominent in the epicardial side. This
pathology was seen only in the anterior site of the right ventricle (RV), and
the histology showed a similar picture to that of arrhythmogenic right ven-
tricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC). Another autopsied heart showed gross left
ventricular wall thickening and mild RV fatty tissue infiltration. In the biopsied
specimens from the RV, pathognomonic fatty tissue infiltration simulating ARVC
was observed in 8 of the 22 (36%) cases. One case showed postmyocarditic
change. Two other cases showed disorganization of myocytes characteristic
of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Fourteen (64%) other cases showed various
other non-specific or minor findings.
Conclusions: Clinically recognized Brugada syndrome may not be a single
disease entity and shows ARVC-like fatty tissue infiltration in at least 30% of
cases.
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889 Diagnostic yield of the ajmaline challenge for Brugada
syndrome in patients with syncope of unknown origin

S. Rolf 1, W. Haverkamp 2, G. Breithardt 1 , L. Eckardt 1. 1University of
Muenster, Department of Cardiology and Angiology, Muenster, Germany;
2Charite, Campus Virchow-Klinikum, Department of Cardiology, Berlin,
Germany

Purpose: The Brugada Syndrome (BS) describes a subgroup of patients with-
out structural heart disease associated with atypical right bundle block and
coved-type ST-segment elevation in V1-V3 at risk for ventricular tachyarrhyth-
mias. In patients who have already experienced syncope, the implantation of
a cardioverter defibrillator seems to be warranted. The diagnostic ECG pattern
can transiently normalize and may be unmasked by sodium channel blockers
such as ajmaline. Therefore, we studied the diagnostic yield of the ajmaline
challenge for BS in patients with syncope of unknown origin (SUO).
Methods: The study population consisted of 89 consecutive patients without
evidence of structural heart disease who had experienced syncope of unknown
origin. They underwent the ajmaline challenge as part of a routine diagnostic
evaluation.
Results: A positive reaction to ajmaline was seen in a total 16 out of 89 (18%)
patients with SUO. In the subgroup of 45 pts patients without abnormalities
typical of BS in the baseline ECG nor a family history of BS, SUO or sudden
death, only 2 (4%) had a positive ajmaline challenge. In another subgroup of
22 patients with SUO and a suspicious baseline ECG, ajmaline unmasked the
typical BS ECG pattern in 7 (32%) patients. The diagnostic yield of the ajmaline
test was highest, if patients had a family history of SUO or SCD in addition to
a suspicious baseline ECG. In this subgroup, 6 of 8 patients (75%) were tested
positive.
Conclusions: The diagnostic yield of the ajmaline challenge in patients with
SUO is high, particularly if suspicious although nondiagnostic ECG abnormali-
ties are present in the baseline ECG. It is further increased in patients who also
have a family history of SUO or SCD. Due to the prognostic importance all pa-
tients with SUO without demonstrable structural heart disease should presently
undergo drug testing for unmasking BS.

890 Flecainide test for diagnosis of Brugada syndrome:
diagnostic accuracy and complications

D. Corrado 1, L. Leoni 1 , E. Bertaglia 2 , P. Delise 3, A. Raviele 4, G. Zanotto 5,
F. Zardo 6, G. Buja 1. 1University Hospital, Division of Cardiology, Padua, Italy;
2Civil Hospital, Mirano, Italy; 3Civil Hospital, Conegliano, Italy; 4Civil Hospital,
Mestre, Italy; 5Division of Cardiology, University Hospital, Verona, Italy; 6Civil
Hospital, Pordenone, Italy

Background: Brugada syndrome is characterized by the ECG pattern of high
take-off ST-segment elevation in V1-V3 and the propensity to ventricular fibril-
lation, in the absence of structural heart disease. The ECG abnormalities show
dynamic changes over time (including complete normalization) and can be un-
masked by sodium channel block.
Methods: We assessed diagnostic accuracy and safety of flecainide test in 92
patients (pts) with suspect Brugada syndrome and 21 control subjects. Among
the 92 patients (78 males and 14 females, aged 42 years±12), 11 were re-
suscitated from sudden arrhythmic death; 31 experienced syncopal episodes;
18 were asymptomatic family members; and 32 were asymptomatic individuals
with borderline Brugada-like ECG abnormalities. Flecainide (2 mg/kg, max 150
mg; in 10 minutes) was stopped if ventricular arrhythmias or significant QRS
widening occurred.
Results: Flecainide test was positive in 68 of 92 pts (74%), either symptomatic
(29) or asymptomatic (39), by unmasking coved ST-segment elevation in V1-
V2/V3 (3.6±0.6mm); QRS interval was prolonged from 90±15ms to 115 ±20
ms. Ventricular arrhythmias were observed in 3 pts (3%) and consisted of non-
sustained polymorphic ventricular tachycardia that terminated after flecainide
interruption in 2 pts and sustained ventricular flutter (260 bpm) that needed
DC-schock for cardioversion in 1 pt. Two pts (2%) experienced electrome-
chanical dissociation which was self-terminating in one, and needed prolonged
cardiopulmonary resuscitation maneuvers followed by an extracorporeal mem-
brane oxygenation (ECMO) device for recovery in another.The test was nega-
tive and uneventful in all control subjects.
Conclusions: Flecainide test showed a good specificity in confirming diag-
nosis of Brugada syndrome in both symptomatic and asymptomatic patients
with borderline ECG abnormalities. Because of the risk of rare (5%) but life-
threatening complications the test must be performed in the hospital setting
under continuous ECG and blood pressure monitoring as well as defibrillator
and advanced life support facilities at hand.

891 Ajmaline versus flecainide: a prospective
pharmacological comparision for the detection of
Brugada-syndrome in patients with Brugada-like
electrocardiogram changes

C. Echternach, J. Kuschyk, F. Streitner, S. Spehl, R. Schimpf, C. Veldmann,
C. Wolpert, M. Borggrefe. University Hospital of Mannheim, First Department
of Medicine, Mannheim, Germany

Ajmaline and flecainide are used for pharmacological challenge in patients with
typical or suspicious Brugada-like ECG changes for the detection of Brugada-
syndrome. The drugs are used in different countries, but it is not yet known
which of the sodium-channel blocker has the highest sensitivity in order to un-
mask the typical ECG changes. The aim of the present study was therefore
to assess prospectively the inter- and intraindividual response in ECG changes
while testing both i.v. ajmaline or flecainide in patients with suspected Brugada-
syndrome.
Patients and methods: A total of 110 patients underwent diagnostic work-up
for the potential diagnosis of Brugada-syndrome. All of these patients under-
went ajmaline testing and 53 of them both ajmaline and flecainide testing. 26
patients were found to have the Brugada-syndrome after full invasive and non-
invasive diagnostics. In 22 of these 26 patients ajmaline and flecainide testing
was performed.
Results: 25 patients with a Brugada-syndrome had a positive ajmaline test. In
14/22 patients in which an additional flecainide test was performed both ajma-
line and flecainide test were positive. 7/22 patients had a positive ajmaline but
negative flecainide test. In one patients both tests were negative. This results
in a concordance of 64% of both tests and a respective discordance in 32%
of the patients with Brugada-syndrome. In comparision of both tests in all 53
patients the sensitivity was 0,67 and the specificity was 1,0.
Conclusion: Ajmaline is superior in the detection of J-point elevations in pa-
tients with a Brugada-syndrome. Intraindividually, there is a significant discor-
dance of both pharmacological challenges. These results have significant con-
sequences for clinical phenotyping in family screen of Brugada-syndrome and
may combinate the search for the molecular basics of Brugada-syndrome.

892 Diagnostic role of acute NA channel blockage for risk
assessment in subjects with type 1-2-3 Brugada
electrocardiogram pattern

R.C. Carlioz 1, G. Quiniou 2, E. Perrier 2 , PH. Doireau 2, JF. Paris 2,
J. Deroche 2, S. Geffroy 2 . 1Clamart cedex, France; 2Hopital percy, Cardiology,
Clamart cedex, France

Na channel blockage (Na CB) is widely used to unsmask the typical Brugada
(B) ECG in subjects (S) with type 2-3 pattern, but predictive value to develop
malignant ventricular arrhythmias (B syndrome) is still discussed. Our purpose
is to evaluate the diagnostic role of acute NA CB by Ajmaline (A) (50 mg/1 mn
intavenous bolus) for risk assesment in S with type 1-2-3 B ECG.
Methods: 69 S with B-compatible ECGs [group I: 10 type 1B (asymptomatic),
1 female, 42 ± 12.5 years; group II: 27 males type 2B (1 symptomatic), 29.1
± 12.1 years; group III: 32 type 3B (asymptomatic), 3 females, 32.2 ± 16.2
years] consecutively underwent A test. Type 1B ECG was defined as ≥ 0.2 mv,
coved ST segment elevation (ST-SE) in V1, V2-V3, type 2B ECG as ≥ 0.1 mv,
saddle back ST-SE, type 3B ECG as =< 0.1 mv, saddle back ST-SE. Signal-
averaged ECG (SAECG) (positive if late potentials), programmed ventricular
stimulation (PVS) (positive if inducible sustained ventricular arrhythmias) and
genetic analysis (SCN5A coding region) were complementary proposed for all
S with basal or after A type 1 B ECG.
Results: Group I: A test induced ST segment coved superelevation, SAECG
was positive in 6/10 and PVS in 4/10. Group II: 6/27 (22%) had type 1B ECG
after A, none of them had positive SAECG and PVS was negative in 5/6; ven-
tricular fibrillation was induced immediatly after A injection in the lonely symp-
tomatic (syncope) S. Group III: 3/32 (9%) had type 1B ECG after A and none
were positive for SAECG and PVS. Genetic analysis was positive for one group
I S [SAECG(-), PVS(-)].
Conclusion: In asymptomatic S with type 1B or 3B ECG, Na CB had no inter-
est; medical history and PVS are decisive for risk stratification in type 1B. In our
experience, acute Na CB had a major positive predictive value for ventricular
arrhythmias inducibility and risk assessment in symptomatic type 2 S.
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893 Efficacy and effectiveness of implantable defibrillator in
Brugada syndrome

E. Bartholomay, L. Mont, M. Matas, A. Berrruezo, J. Ortiz, P. Osorio,
E. Chueca, J. Brugada. Hospital Clinic. Univeristy Barcelona, Arrhythmia
Section.Cardiovascular Inst, Barcelona, Spain

Effectiveness of implantable defibrillator (ICD) in reducing mortality in patients
with structural heart disease has already been demonstrated; however the ben-
efit of ICD in a large group of patients with Brugada syndrome has not been
evaluated. The objective of the study is to analyze the efficacy and effective-
ness of ICD in Brugada syndrome patients.
Methods: From a multicentric cohort of 618 patients with diagnosis of Brugada
syndrome, a total of 248 received an ICD because of the high risk for sudden
death (SD). The stored electrograms were reviewed to asses the efficacy and
effectiveness of defibrillation for ventricular fibrillation (VF) episodes. Efficacy
was defined as the ICD ability of reversion of each VF episode. Effectiveness
was defined as the probability to receive an appropriate defibrillation due to a
VF episode. Only the first VF episode was considered for outcome.
Results: The mean age was 42±13.5 years, there were 204 (82.3%) males. A
total of 160 patients were symptomatic before the diagnosis was established.
There were 120 patients (48.4%) with a family history of SD and/or electrocar-
diographic pattern of Brugada syndrome. Inducibility of sustained ventricular
arrhythmias at the electrophysiologic study was observed in 178 (72%). During
a follow up of 3.1 years (median 2) there were no cases of SD. However, 69
(27.8%) had an appropriate ICD defibrillation therefore, the efficacy of ICD was
100%. The Kaplan Meier curve depicts the probability to receive the first appro-
priate shock during follow up (figure). At 5 years, the probability to be rescued
by the defibrillator is 23.3%

Conclusion: The ICD treatment had a high efficacy in reverting VF episodes
and an adequate effectiveness in this group of patients with Brugada syndrome.

EMERGING CONCEPTS IN AORTIC STENOSIS

904 Aortic valve calcification is influenced by gender and
associated with polymorphisms of the interleukin 10 and
ccr5 gene in patients with degenerative calcific aortic
stenosis

J. Ortlepp 1, F. Schmitz 1, V. Mevissen 1, R. Dronskowski 2 , K. Zerres 3,
G. Langebartels 4 , P. Hanrath 1 , R. Hoffmann 1 . 1University Hospital, Medical
Clinic I, Aachen, Germany; 2University of Technology, Institute for Inorganic
Chemistry, Aachen, Germany; 3University Hospital of Aachen, Institute for
Human Genetics, Aachen, Germany; 4University Hospital, Clinic for Cardiac
Surgery, Aachen, Germany

Objective: The study evaluated the relationship between cardiovascular risk
factors (CRF), gene polymorphism and calcification and fibrosis of stenotic aor-
tic valves.
Background: Aortic valve calcification might be influenced by CRF. The influ-
ence of genetic factors remains uncertain.
Methods: The calcium content of 190 excised stenotic aortic valves was de-
termined using atomic absorption spectroscopy. Hydroxyproline content was
quantified. Left heart catheterization was performed. CRF and genotypes of
the interleukin 10 and CCR5 polymorphisms were assessed.
Results: Calcification revealed to consist of Ca-deficient hexagonal hydroxya-
patite, Ca10-x (HPO4)x (PO4)6-x (OH)2-x; with 0=x=1. Calcification (quintiles)
was positively associated with the mean gradient across the aortic valve (44 ±
14, 52 ± 16, 54 ± 16, 61 ± 15, 68 ± 19 mmHg; p<0.001). This association
was not seen for hydroxyproline content. Males had a higher degree of calci-
fication (26.2 ± 8.9 vs 20.6 ± 9.4 mass%; p<0.001), despite the same mean
gradient across the aortic valve (56 ± 17 vs 56 ± 19 mmHg; p=0.955). Inter-
leukin 10 polymorphisms -1082, -819, and -592 were significantly associated
with the degree of calcification (haplotypes: 17.9 ± 9.0 vs 24.5 ± 8.3 vs 25.4 ±
9.4 mass%; p<0.001). This was pronounced if certain allele carriers had also
the CCR5 D32 allele (haplotypes plus CCR5: 17.9 ± 9.0 vs 24.5 ± 8.5 vs 27.5
± 10.9 mass%; p<0.001).

Conclusion: Calcification of stenotic aortic valves consists of Ca-deficient
hexagonal hydroxyapatite. Gender and genetic polymorphism of the interleukin
10 and CCR5 gene have an impact on the degree of aortic valve calcification.

905 Bone morphogenetic protein-2 and bone sialoprotein are
upregulated in calcific aortic stenosis

JJ. Kaden 1, S. Bickelhaupt 1, R. Grobholz 2, C. F. Vahl 3, K. K. Haase 1,
C.-E. Dempfle 1, M. Borggrefe 1 . 1University Hospital of Mannheim, 1st
Department of Medicine, Mannheim, Germany; 2University of Heidelberg,
Institute of Pathology, Mannheim, Germany; 3University of Heidelberg,
Department of Cardiac Surgery, Heidelberg, Germany

Background: Calcific aortic stenosis (AS) is the most prevalent heart valve
disease in the elderly. Previous reports suggest that valvular calcification may
be an active process resembling bone development. Bone morphogenetic pro-
tein (BMP)-2 is a cytokine of the transforming growth factor beta superfam-
ily that promotes bone formation. Bone sialoprotein (BSP) is an RGD-binding
bone matrix protein that acts as a nucleator for hydroxyapatite deposition. The
pathogenetic influence of BMP-2 and BSP in valvular calcification is unknown.
Methods and Results: Human tricuspid aortic valves with (n=16) and without
(n=7) calcific AS were obtained at valve replacement or autopsy, respectively.
By histology using hematoxylin-eosin and alizarin red staining, bone-like and
cartilage-like areas were observed in calcified valves, whereas no calcifica-
tion was present in control valves. Immunohistochemistry was performed on
cryosections using mouse monoclonal antibodies against human BMP-2 and
BSP. BMP-2 was prominently expressed in stenotic valves in association with
focal calcifications, but not detectable in control valves. BSP expression was
enhanced in stenotic valves as compared to controls by semiquantitative scor-
ing (2.7±0.1 versus 0.6±0.2 score units, P<0.001).
Conclusion: Stenotic aortic valves show focal calcification containing bone-
like and cartilage-like areas. For the first time, we demonstrate that BMP-2
expression is induced and BSP expression is enhanced in stenotic valves as
compared to controls. The data support the concept that valvular calcification
may be actively regulated involving mechanisms of bone development. This
could be a target for therapeutic modification of calcific AS.

906 Differential expression of receptor activator of nuclear
factor kappa B ligand and osteoprotegerin in calcific
aortic stenosis

JJ. Kaden, S. Bickelhaupt, R. Kilic, A. Sarikoc, S. Lang, K. K. Haase,
C.-E. Dempfle, M. Borggrefe. University Hospital of Mannheim, 1st
Department of Medicine, Mannheim, Germany

Background: Recent studies have suggested that valvular calcification in cal-
cific aortic stenosis (AS) may be actively regulated. Receptor activator of nu-
clear factor kappa B ligand (RANKL) and osteoprotegerin (OPG) are members
of a cytokine system involved in bone turnover and vascular calcification. Their
role in calcific AS is not known.
Methods and Results: By immunohistochemistry using human aortic valves,
RANKL was not expressed at relevant levels in controls but detectable in AS.
OPG expression was marked in controls but significantly lower in AS. Areas
containing focal calcification exhibited significantly less OPG-positive cells as
compared to non-calcified regions. In human aortic valve myofibroblasts cul-
tured for 21 days in promineralization media containing ascorbic acid and beta-
glycerophosphate, stimulation with RANKL lead to a significant rise in matrix
calcification (2.7-fold), nodule formation (32-fold), alkaline phosphatase activity
(2.3-fold) as compared to untreated controls (P<0.05), and induced the expres-
sion of the bone-type isoenzyme of alkaline phosphatase and of osteocalcin.
Moreover, RANKL increased DNA binding of the essential osteoblast transcrip-
tion factor, cbfa-1.
Conclusion: RANKL and OPG are differentially expressed in calcific AS. In
cultured human aortic valve myofibroblasts, RANKL promotes matrix calcifi-
cation and induces the expression of osteoblast-associated genes, indicating
a transition towards an osteogenic phenotype. These results suggest that the
RANKL/OPG pathway may regulate valvular calcification in calcific AS.
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907 C-reactive protein predicts progression of degenerative
aortic valve stenosis

P.L. Sanchez, J.M. Gonzalez Matas, A. Arribas, A. Villa, J.L. Santos,
R. Jimenez, F. Nieto, C. Martin-Luengo. University Hospital, Cardiology,
Salamanca, Spain

Purpose: Clinical factors associated with valvular aortic stenosis (AS) are sim-
ilar to risk factors for atherosclerosis. Thus, several lines of evidence suggest
that systemic signs of inflammation are present in patients with degenerative
AS. The aim of this prospective study was to examine the relationship between
systemic signs of inflammation and the rate of hemodynamic progression of
valvular AS. Methods: C-reactive protein (CRP) was measured in 43 patients
with asymptomatic valvular AS. Echocardiographic data were obtained at the
time that venous blood samples were collected and six months later. Results:
CRP was > or = 0.3 mg/dL in 19 of the patients (44 percent). The rate of pro-
gression of stenosis, as reflected by an increase in aortic jet velocity > or =
0.15m/s and a decrease in aortic valve area of > or = 0.05 cm2, was higher in
patients who had levels of CRP > or = 0.3 mg/dL than those who had levels <

0.3 mg/dL (66.7% vs 33.3%, p=0.012 for aortic jet velocity and 62.5% vs 37.5%,
p=0.063 for aortic valve area). We did not detect a relationship between CRP
levels and the severity of aortic stenosis. Conclusions: Elevation of C-reactive
protein predicts hemodynamic progression among adults with valvular AS and
may reflect an important inflammatory component in the pathogenesis of this
condition.

908 Percutaneous aortic valve replacement with a
self-expandable stent-valve-device in the beating heart –
in vivo stress testing in an animal model

M. Ferrari 1 , G. Hellige 2, M. Schlosser 3, I. Frerichs 2, C. Damm 4, E. Mueller 4 ,
V. Guyenot 4, H.R. Figulla 3. 1Jena, Germany; 2Univ. of Göttingen, Cardiac
Center, Göttingen; 3Univ. of Jena, Clinic of Internal Medicine III, Jena;
4Fraunhofer Institute, Optic And Miniaturized Mechanics, Jena, Germany

Introduction: Due to an increasing number of elderly patients with relevant
co-morbidity there is need for a non-invasive technique of aortic valve replace-
ment. Therefore, we evaluated the feasibility of percutaneous aortic valve re-
placement without cardiac arrest in animal experiments. Methods: Pulmonary
valves from pigs were fixed in a self-expanding stent after low-pressure fixation
in glutaraldehyde solution. The Nitinol stent containing the biologiocal valve
in its proximal part was implanted in 6 pigs (88-118 kg) by means of a 25F
catheter via the left subclavian artery by guidance of fluoroscopy and trans-
esophageal echocardiography (TEE). During the implantation the original aortic
valve was pushed against the aortic wall by the self-expanding stent. Results:
In 4 pigs (67%) it was possible to replace the aortic valve in the beating heart
without any complication or even relevant drops in blood pressure (baseline).
The procedure failed in 2 pigs (33%) due to failure of the catheter device in one
case, and due to problems with the correct positioning in the left ventricular
outflow tract in the other case. The first pig died of bleeding complications, the
second pig died of an acute aortic insufficiency. In the remaining 4 pigs we in-
fused dopamine (DP), dobutamine (DB), and nor-epinephrine (NE). Under the
stress testing we did not observe any relevant aortic insufficiency by TEE, nor
an increase of peak aortic flow above 1.7 m/s.

Stress test after stent-valve implant

Baseline DP (10 µg/kg/’) DB (10 µg/kg/’) NE (0.2 µg/kg/’)

Heart rate (1/min.) 77.3 ± 6.10 97 ± 13.8 158 ± 31.3 119 ± 37.4
Cardiac output (l/min.) 4.0 ± 1.06 6.8 ± 1.38 7.5 ± 1.31 6.8 ± 1.45
Aortic pressure (mmHg) 93 ± 15.3 113 ± 9.9 119 ± 13.4 149 ± 3.4

Results under i.v. infusion of dopamine (DP), dobutamine (DB), and nor-epinephrine (NE) after
percutaneous aortic valve replacement with a self-expandable stent-valve-device.

Conclusion: This study proves the feasibility of percutaneous aortic valve re-
placement in the beating heart, and shows the safety of the device under patho-
physiologic stress. By further diameter reduction of the implantation-catheter-
device, and chronic animal experiments this concept might become a feasible
option for treating patients with relevant aortic valve disease but a high opera-
tive risk.

RISK ASSESSMENT OF CORONARY ARTHERY
DISEASE: FROM THE CLINICAL TO THE GENES

910 Striking reduction in mortality in patients with acute
coronary syndromes in 2002

S. Behar 1, S. Gottlieb 2, M. Green 2, H. Hammerman 2 , D. Hasdai 2, J. Leor 2,
D. Zahger 2, H. Hod 2 on behalf of The Working Group for Intensive Cardiac
Care, Israel Heart Society. 1Israel Heart Society, Neufeld Cardiac Research
Institute, Tel Hashomer, Israel; 2Working Group-Intensive Cardiac Care,
Neufeld Cardiac Research Institute, Tel Hashomer, Israel

We compared the outcome of 2 cohorts of patients (pts) with ACS, hospitalized

during 2 months in 2000 (n=1795) and 2002 (n=2049) in all 26 CCU’s in Israel.
Age (64 vs. 64 yrs), men (75 vs. 76%), prior MI (29 vs. 27%) and diabetes (32
vs. 32%) were similarly distributed in 2000 vs. 2002 pts respectively. A number
of guideline-recommended therapies and interventions were used more widely
in 2002. [2000 vs. 2002] After multiple adjustment, the 30-day and 6-month OR
(95% CI) for death in the 2002 cohort was 0.75 (0.60-0.90) and 0.84 (0.54-0.99)
respectively. Mortality was similarly reduced regardless of whether the data
were analyzed according to the ECG pattern on admission or the discharge
diagnosis.

2000 versus 2002

2000 (n=1795)% 2002 (n=2049)%

Killip 2+ 18 21
ST-elevation 57* 49
Aspirin 94 92
Beta-blockers 66 74*
Statins 37 59*
Coronary angiography 58 69*
Thrombolysys (for ST-elevation) 46* 33
Primary PCI (for ST-elevation) 11 25*
Ib/IIIa antagonist 18* 12
Clopidogrel 27 49*
Any PCI 43 62*
Hospital duration (median 25-75) 7 d (5-9) 6 d (4-8)*
Mortality: 30 days 8.5 5.5*
6 months 11.4 9.1*

*p<0.05

Conclusion: As pts characteristics in both surveys were similar, and since both
surveys enrolled consecutive, unselected pts, it seems that the significant mor-
tality reduction between 2000 and 2002 reflects improvement in management.
National Surveys play a major role in assessing adherence to guidelines and
for evaluation of their impact on health outcome in the community.

911 PAMI risk score for mortality prediction in acute
myocardial infarction treated with primary angioplasty

SB. Baptista, P. Farto e Abreu, B. Thomas, JR. Loureiro, M. Nédio, S. Gago,
P. Leal, R. Ferreira. Hospital Fernando Fonseca, Cardiologia, Amadora,
Portugal

Purpose: Based on PAMI 1 and 2, AIR PAMI, SOS and STENT PAMI trials,
a risk score to predict mortality in patients submitted to primary angioplasty
(PCI) was recently proposed - the PAMI risk score. It includes only 6 param-
eters (age>75 years=7 points; age between 65 and 75 years=3 points; dia-
betes=2 points; anterior acute myocardial infarction (AMI) or AMI with right
bundle branch block=2 points; Killip class>1 =2 points; cardiac frequency>100
bpm =2 points). As one of the first tools available to predict mortality in this
group of patients, it results from controlled trials, with restricted inclusion crite-
ria. It was our objective to evaluate if the PAMI risk score applies to the "real
world" patients.
Methods: 149 patients (mean age 58.2±13.6 years, 113 males) submitted to
primary angioplasty were included. Six-month follow-up was available for 113
patients. PAMI risk score was applied and patients were divided in 3 groups: 0
to 2 points (Group 1), 3 to 6 points (Group 2) and >7 points (Group 3).
Results: sixty eight patients (46%) were included in Group 1, 41 (27%) in
Group 2 and 40 (27%) in Group 3. There were no significant differences in
symptom-to-balloon times between the 3 groups. The immediate mortality (0%,
2.4% and 15%; p<0.001), intra-hospital mortality (2.9%, 7.3% and 37.5%;
p<0.001), 30-day mortality (2.9%, 7.3% and 37.5%; p<0.001) and 6-month
mortality (4.4%, 14.6% and 45%; p<0.001) was significantly different between
the 3 groups. In the figure the survival curves for the 3 groups are presented.

Survival at 6-month curve.

Conclusions: PAMI risk score is a simple prognostic tool, with parameters
that can be easily acquired, allowing a reliable prediction of immediate, intra-
hospital, 30-day and 6-month mortality in patients with AMI treated with primary
PCI.
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912 Prognostic value of ST-segment resolution time and
electrocardiogram measurement point relations in acute
myocardial infarction: 6 months follow-up evaluations

K. Zmudka 1, C. Zorkun 1, J. Sadowski 2, M. Pasowicz 3, A. Dziatkowiak 2.
1Institute of Cardiology, Hemo and Angio, Krakow, Poland; 2Institute of
Cardiology, Cardiac Surgery, Krakow, Poland; 3Institute of Cardiology,
Cardiovascular Disease, Krakow, Poland

Background: Early and complete ST segment resolution after primary coro-
nary angioplasty is an independent predictor of successful reperfusion therapy.
ST measurement points and resolution time effects on late outcomes are still
not clear.
Aim: The study endpoint was relationship between ST segment resolution
within 60 minutes after PCI and Major Adverse Cardiac and Cerebral Events
(MACCE) at 6 months of hospital discharge.
Material and Methods: From June 2001 to June 2002, 482 consecutive pa-
tients between 32-86 years old with STEMI were enrolled in this study. All
patients transferred from remote hospitals (3-139 km) to our center, had Per-
cutaneous Coronary Interventions (PCI), and were on continuous ST seg-
ment resolution monitoring (Cardiology Review Station, Siemens, Germany).
Although risk of its oversensitivity, 20 msec after J point had taken for ECG
measurements. Patients with cardiogenic shock prior cathlab admission, previ-
ous MI, right ventricular MI, previous coronary artery bypass surgery, prior LV
aneurism, multivessel coronary artery disease, longer chest pain time (chest
pain to ballon time is > 6 hours), and periferal artery disease were excluded.
Patients were divided into three groups; 1- Complete resolution (>70%), 2- Par-
tial resolution (30-70%), and 3- No resolution (<30%) within 60 minutes after
PCI. After 1, 3 and 6 months of hospital discharge, exercise stress tests and
echocardiographic examinations have been done.
Results: 217 (45,02%) patients had complete ST segment resolution, 172
(35,68%) patients had partial ST segment resolution, and 93 (19,3%) patient
had no ST segment resolution within 60 minutes after PCI. Patients in group
1 had significantly higher exercise tolerance capability, better LV Ejection Frac-
tion, and MACCE free survival than group 3 within 6 months period (p values
were 0.014, 0.021, 0.00079 respectively) regardless of primary PCI or prior ad-
junctive drug therapy. This relation was more significant in diabetic patients. All
patients had controlled at least twice, but 454 (94,19%) of them had all follow
up examinations.
Conclusion: 1) ST segment resolution within 60 minutes after PCI is an impor-
tant, strong and independent prognostic indicator for ST elevation myocardial
infarction,
2) 60 minutes after PCI procedure is an optimal assessment time for ST seg-
ment resolution, and 20 msec after J point should be taken as a measurement
point.

913 Elevated tumour necrosis factor-alpha in acute
myocardial infarction following primary angioplasty is
associated with poor prognosis

R. Witthaut, D. Stoevesandt, R. Prondzinsky, I. Stabenow, K. Werdan.
Klinikum Kröllwitz, Med.Klinik III, Halle, Germany

Background: Tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), interleukin-6 (IL-6), atrial natri-
uretic (ANP) and N-terminal probrain natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) are up-
regulated in the myocardium in response to myocardial ischemia-reperfusion.
Persistent overexpression of these cytokines and natriuretic peptides, respec-
tively, after ischemia might lead to adverse coronary outcome. The purpose
of this study was to assess the prognostic value of TNF-a, IL-6, ANP and NT-
proBNP in patients with acute myocardial infarction (MI) following successful
angioplasty.
Methods: In a prospective study, 70 pat. presenting with MI (age 58,7±1,5 y,
M±SEM) undergoing emergency angioplasty (PTCA; TIMI III) were enrolled.
The study design allows for a discrimination of procedural effects from MI se-
quelae. TNF-a, IL-6, ANP and NT-proBNP were analysed for up to 4 days post
MI. White blood cell count (WBC) and C-reactive protein (CRP) gave evidence
of systemic inflammation. Creatine kinase (CK-MB) detected myocardial injury.
In a subgroup of 45 patients LVEF was determined by levocardiography and left
ventricular enddiastolic pressure (LVEDP) was measured. The ability of vari-
ables to predict the presence of LV dysfunction (LVEF≤45%) was assessed by
univariate logistic regression. Prognostic value of TNF-a, IL-6, ANP, NT-proBNP
was tested in a Cox proportional hazards regression analysis.
Results: TNF-a values pre PTCA were not different from day 4 (16.3±3.3pg/ml
vs. 12.6±2.2pg/ml,p=2,382). ANP rose correlated to LVEDP (p<0.05) 4 h fol-
lowing PTCA (p<0.001) and went down to baseline by 24 h. The increase
of ANP was paralleled by a significant rise of IL-6 (p<0.001). IL-6 was posi-
tively correlated with WBC (p<0.01), CRP (p<0.001), CK-MB (p<0.05), LVEDP
(p<0.05) and negatively LVEF (p<0.01). TNF-a correlated with ANP at any time
point (p<0.001). NT-proBNP rose continuously up to day 4 (p<0.001), and was
weakly related to LVEF (p=0.07). Logistic regression analysis showed that IL-6
(p=0.04) and CK-MB (p<0.04) were significantly associated with LV dysfunc-
tion 4 h post PTCA. During follow up (648±38 d), 12 pat. died of a cardio-
vascular cause. Univariate Cox analysis showed that TNF-a (p<0.001), ANP

(p<0.005) and IL-6 (p<0.05) were all significant predictors of long-term prog-
nosis 4 h post PTCA. By multivariate analysis, only TNF-a (p<0.005) provided
independent prognostic information.
Conclusion: Increased plasma levels of IL-6 in patients undergoing success-
ful PTCA in MI are associated with systemic inflammation and left ventricular
dysfunction. In those patients TNF-a provide early prognostic information.

914 Elevated N-brain natriuretic peptide predicts death
following high-risk anterior myocardial infarction but not
following high-risk non-anterior myocardial infarction:
an OPTIMAAL substudy

S. Ørn 1, C. Manhenke 1 , I. Squire 2, K. Kristianson 3, T. Aarsland 4,
K. Dickstein 1 on behalf of the OPTIMAAL study group. 1Central hospital in
Rogaland, Cardiology, Stavanger, Norway; 2Leicester Royal Infirmary, Clinical
Research Unit, Leicester, United Kingdom; 3MSD (Sweden) AB, Sollentuna,
Sweden; 4Hjertelaget Research Foundation, Hjertelaget Research
Foundation, Stavanger, Norway

Purpose: Anterior MI is associated with a greater degree of left ventricular re-
modelling compared with non-anterior MI. Elevated plasma levels of N-terminal
brain natriuretic peptide (N-BNP) are related to left ventricular dysfunction and
increased risk of death in patients with acute MI and in chronic heart failure.
The relationship between localisation of infarction, mortality and N-BNP profile
following high risk acute MI is not adequately described.
Methods: N-BNP from the 235 patients who participated in the neurohormonal
substudy of the OPTIMAAL trial (losartan vs. captopril in patients with heart fail-
ure and/or evidence of left ventricular dysfunction following MI) were assessed
at randomisation (mean 3 days following MI), at one month and one year. N-
BNP values at each time point in survivors and non-survivors with anterior vs.
non-anterior MI were compared.
Results: 61% (n=143) of all patients had anterior MI of whom 88 had new Q-
waves. There was no significant difference between anterior and non-anterior
MI with regard to age, gender or co-morbidity at baseline. There was no differ-
ence in concomitant medication or frequency of revascularisation. There was
also no difference in mortality or reinfarctions. N-BNP levels of non-survivors
with anterior MI were significantly (p<0,001) elevated at all time points com-
pared with survivors (both anterior and non-anterior MI). There was no differ-
ence in N-BNP levels between any of the following groups: non-survivors with
non-anterior MI, survivors with anterior MI or survivors with non-anterior MI.

MI localisation and N-BNP.

Conclusion: Only non-surviving patients with anterior MI demonstrated signif-
icantly elevated N-BNP levels compared with survivors. Among survivors, MI
localisation did not influence N-BNP levels any time point.
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915 Stromelysin-1 promoter 5A/6A polymorphism is an
independent genetic prognostic risk factor in premature
myocardial infarction

PY. Liu 1, JH. Chen 1, YH. Li 1, WC. Tsai 1, TH. Chao 1, HL. Wu 2, GY. Shi 2,
PY. Liu 3. 1Cardiology, 2Dept. of Biochemistry, 3Inst. of Clinical Medicine,
National Cheng-Kung Univ. Hospital, Tainan, Taiwan

Objective: To evaluate the prognostic role of the common multiple polymor-
phisms with traditional cardiovascular risk factors in premature myocardial in-
farction (MI).
Background: Plaque rupture is well established as a critical factor in the patho-
genesis of acute MI. Several genetic polymorphisms had been reported to be
associated with the onset of acute MI in respect to the prothrombotic event,
endothelial modulation, vascular function and the stability of plaque. However,
little was known about the prognostic and interaction roles of these various
polymorphisms in the subsequent cardiac events.
Methods: We studied 150 consecutive patients with acute MI onset at age un-
der 45 (range 27 to 50 years, 84% men, all are Chinese) with MI and 150 sex-
and age-matched control subjects of 5A/6A mutation of stromelysin-1 gene,
PIA1/PAI2 mutation of the platelet glycoprotein IIIa gene, 4G/5G mutation of the
plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 gene, G-33A mutation of the thrombomodulin
(TM) gene, C677T mutation of the methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase gene
and 27-bp repeat polymorphism of the endothelial nitric oxide synthase gene
by using PCR, SSCP and direct sequencing. The cardiac end-points were de-
fined as reinfarction, unstable angina, new revascularization and sudden car-
diac death.
Results: Follow-up data were available on 135 (90%) premature MI patients.
During a mean period of 4.43 years (from 0.4 to 13 years) follow-up, cardiac
events occurred in 40 (30%) patients. There were no significant differences
in traditional cardiovascular risk factors between the patients with and with-
out cardiac events except diabetes mellitus (odds ratio [OR] 3.33, 95% confi-
dence interval [CI] 1.69 to 3.55, p=0.0005). In genetic background, there were
higher frequencies of 5A/5A homozygous stromelysin-1 gene and the G33-
A TM gene polymorphisms (OR 2.33, CI 0.99 to 5.44, p=0.052; OR 1.85, CI
1.08 to 3.17, p=0.025, respectively) in patients with cardiac events. In the mul-
tivariate analyses of Cox proportional hazards model, only the 5A/5A homozy-
gous stromelysin-1 gene polymorphism remained the independent predictors
of subsequent cardiac events in the premature MI (OR 3.68, CI 1.33 to 10.07,
p=0.012).
Conclusion: In this Chinese premature MI population, we found that the 5A/5A
homozygous polymorphism in the promoter region of stromelysin-1 gene had
significant influence on the prognosis and subsequent cardiac events after the
first premature MI.

PLAQUE COMPOSITION AND VULNERABILITY

925 In-vivo coronary plaque characterization in diabetic
patients by optical coherence tomography: comparison
with non-diabetic patients

M. Takano 1, B. Mac Neill 1, G. Tearney 2, B. Bouma 3, D. DeJoseph 1 ,
IK. Jang 1. 1Dept. of Cardiology, 2Dept. of Pathology, 3Dept. of Photomedicine,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, United States of America

Purpose: Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a major risk factor for coronary artery dis-
ease. Autopsy studies showed that coronary plaques in DM patients (pts) are
rich in fibrous components, compared to non-DM pts. Intravascular optical co-
herence tomography (OCT) is a high resolution imaging technique capable of
in-vivo plaque characterization.
We performed this study to compare coronary plaque characteristics between
pts with and without DM utilizing OCT.
Methods: Intracoronary imaging was performed using a 3.2 Fr OCT catheter
in pts undergoing catheterization. OCT images were recorded digitally and re-
viewed off-line by three investigators blinded to the clinical information. Lipid-
rich plaque was defined as a plaque with a lipid area greater than 2 quad-
rants. Plaques with lipid in less than two quadrants were categorized as mixed
plaques.
Results: A total of 64 plaques in 46 pts were examined: 24 plaques in 10 pts
with DM and 40 plaques in 33 pts without DM. There were no differences in
baseline. The prevalence of lipid-rich plaque and fibrous plaque was similar
between the groups.
Conclusion: There is no significant difference in the plaque composition be-
tween pts with and without DM.

Coronary plaque characteristics

DM Non-DM p value

Number of plaques 24 40
Lipid-rich plaque 9 (38%) 22 (55%) 0.18
Mixed plaque 4 (16%) 5 (12%) 0.64
Fibrous plaque 11 (46%) 13 (33%) 0.29
Calcification 5 (21%) 5 (13%) 0.58

926 Importance of plaque composition on the
immune-inflammatory response related to coronary
stent implantation in stable angina patients

ES. Santos 1, JA. Mangione 2, M. Scheinberg 3, JC. Nicolau 1, EE. Martinez 1 ,
JAF. Ramires 1, CV. Serrano 1 . 1Heart Institute (InCor), Univ. of Sao Paulo,
Medical School, Sao Paulo, Brazil; 2Hospital Santa Paula, Instituto de
Cardiologia, São Paulo, Brazil; 3Center for Clinical Immunology-Lid Lab, São
Paulo, Brazil

In order to evaluate the correlation between the acute immune-inflammatory
response post-coronary stent implantation (CSI) and plaque composition, spe-
cific markers were measured in 30 stable angina patients (67% men, 61±11
years of age) that underwent an elective CSI due to stenoses of >70% luminal
narrowing and demonstration of viable myocardium at risk. Immediately before
CSI, intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) was performed and target lesions were
classified according to plaque composition: calcified (C), fibrocalcified (FC),
fibrolipidic (FL), or lipid (L). Angiographic (ACC/AHA) lesion types were also
determined. Venous blood samples were collected at baseline (BL) and 15 min
after CSI and, afterwards, neopterin (N), interleukin-6 (IL6), tumoral necrosis
factor-alpha (TNF) and interferon-gamma (IFN) were measured by ELISA. Re-
sults are shown in the Table. FC and FL plaques presented a marked increase
on all markers after CSI. In addition, the majority of the lesions were B1 (n=11)
and B2 (n=17) and resulted in significant changes only for IL6 and IFN, respec-
tively.
Results:

N (ng/ml) IL6 (pg/ml) TNF (pg/ml) IFN (IU/ml)

BL 15 min BL 15 min BL 15 min BL 15 min

C (n=6) 3.2±0.8 4.6±1.6 1.3±3.0 1.4±1.6 8.0±3.5 7.4±6.5 0.1±0.2 0.08±0.1
FC (n=8) 3.8±2 9.4±1.6* 6.7±3.3 16.1±4.8* 1.9±2 4.4±3.2* 0.1±0.1 2.4±0.3*
FL (n=7) 4±2.4 9.9±1* 0.7±0.9 5.7±4.7* 8.7±4.3 18.8±2.8* 0.1±0.2 3.1±0.2*
L (n=9) 5.2±3.3 5.6±3 1.9±2.8 5.1±8.3 0.9±1.4 3.7±3.5 0.0±0.1 0.1±0.1

Data expressed in mean IL6 (pg/ml) ± SD. Wilcoxin and the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis
one-way ANOVA, with the Mann-Whitney U statistic test. *P<0.02: 15 min vs BL.

Thus, these data suggest that "mixed" plaques are susceptible to a greater
acute immune-inflammatory response following CSI in stable angina patients.

927 Identification of plaque constituents using quantitative
measurements of tissue optical properties by optical
coherence tomography

F.J. van der Meer, D.J. Faber, M.C.G. Aalders, T.G. Van Leeuwen. AMC, Laser
Center, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Background: Optical coherence tomography (OCT), the optical equivalent of
ultrasound imaging, is a high resolution imaging technique, in which the back
reflection of light rather than sound is measured. It has been shown that OCT
is capable of visualizing the morphology of the arterial wall and of (vulnerable)
atherosclerotic plaques. Up to now, the identification of tissue structures and
plaque constituents is based on qualitative image analysis (e.g. appearance,
structure, delineation). On the qualitative criteria, however, identification of for
example the lipid-rich regions in an OCT image, is not always possible. We
propose to use quantitative data analysis of the OCT signal to identify tissue
structures, based on the intrinsic differences in optical properties (e.g. attenu-
ation of the OCT light) of the tissue components themselves. We hypothesize
that by obtaining the attenuation coefficient (µt) of tissue components from the
OCT data, quantitative differentiation between plaque constituents is possible.
Methods: Human carotid artery specimens were subjected to high resolution
OCT imaging (4 µm resolution, 800 nm center wavelength), and subsequent
histological analysis (HE and Picrosirius Red staining). Using histology, regions
were identified as intimal, lipid-rich tissue, and thrombus. Using the correspond-
ing OCT images, the µt was determined for these regions, using an algorithm,
based on Beers law, in which was corrected for the position and the depth of
focus.
Results: The attenuation coefficients of intimal tissue, lipid-rich tissue and
thrombus (Table 1) were found to differ significantly from each other (p<0.01).

Table 1. Attenuation coefficients of intima, lipi-rich regions, and thrombus. Results were ana-
lyzed using ANOVA. The depicted p-values are between groups

n attenuation coefficient (mm-1) st.dev. p

intima 10 6.52 1.52 <0.01
lipid-rich 5 2.42 0.52 <0.01
thrombus 2 14.92 0.83 <0.01

Conclusion: Quantitative data of the optical properties of plaque constituents
can be obtained from OCT data, which in turn can be used to distinguish the
lipid-rich regions and thrombi from the intimal tissue. This quantitative analysis
can improve the interpretation of OCT images.
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928 The more low-density lipoprotein cholesterol decreases
by statin, the more fibrous component increases in a
coronary atherosclerotic plaque: a prospective
randomized study with intravascular ultrasound-
radiofrequency analysis

N. Komiyama 1, M. Yokoyama 1, BK. Courtney 2, I. Komuro 1, PJ. Fitzgerald 2.
1Chiba University Hospital, Center for Cardiovascular Intervention, Chiba,
Japan; 2Stanford University Medical Center, Ctr. for Research in CV.
Interventions, Palo Alto, United States of America

Several clinical trials have demonstrated that statins can reduce coronary
events. Purpose: To assess whether statins alter the structure of coronary
atherosclerotic plaques in a manner clinically detectable by intravascular ul-
trasound radio-frequency signal (IVUS-RF) analysis.
Methods: 42 consecutive patients undergoing PCI were enrolled. We searched
for echo-lucent plaques in non-PCI-targeted coronary vessels using a 40 MHz
IVUS catheter after PCI and acquired IVUS-RF. The patients were randomly
assigned into two groups: Gr S (n = 20) taking atorvastatin 10 mg/day and Gr
C (n = 22) as control. At 6-month follow-up, IVUS-RF were sampled at the same
plaque sites (n = 29 in Gr S, n = 30 in Gr C). IVUS-RF parameters were blindly
calculated in all regions of interest (ROIs), which were placed on each plaque,
and compared between the paired ROIs at baseline and follow-up (n = 148 in
Gr S, n = 190 in Gr C). Plaque volumes including the cross-sections sampled
by IVUS-RF were measured at baseline and follow-up.

Results: 1) IVUS-RF parameters sig-
nificantly changed in Gr S (integrated
backscatter (IB): - 53.8 ± 4.5 to - 51.2 ±
4.9 dB, p < 0.0001; mean-to-standard-
deviation ratio: 1.20 ± 0.30 to 1.14 ±
0.29, p < 0.05) during 6 months but
not in Gr C, the change of which meant
increase of fibrous tissue as previously
reported. 2) The more LDL cholesterol
decreased in blood, the more IB in-
creased (figure). 3) Plaque volumes did
not change in both Gr.
Conclusions: Statin may increase fi-

brous component in a coronary plaque within 6 months without volumetric re-
gression. The change of plaque composition may be related to the amount of
LDL cholesterol reduction. IVUS-RF may be useful to evaluate the effect of
strategies aimed towards the stabilization of vulnerable plaques.

929 Plaque temperature heterogeneity is associated with
macrophage accumulation and metalloproteinase
activity

R. Krams 1, LCA. Van Damme 1, S. Verheye 2, B. Mousavi Gourabi 1 ,
C. Strijder 3, G. Pasterkamp 3, MWM. Knaapen 2, PW. Serruys 4. 1Erasmus
MC, Experimental Cardiology,thoraxcentre, Rotterdam, Netherlands;
2Middelheim Hospital, Interventional Cardiology, Antwerpen, Belgium;
3Utrecht Medical Center, Experimental Cardiology, Utrecht, Netherlands;
4Erasmus MC, Interventional cardiology,thoraxcentre, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Background: Plaque rupture has been related to a high matrix metallopro-
teinase (MMP) activity. Recently, regional temperature variations have been
observed in atherosclerotic plaques in vivo and ascribed to the presence of
macrophages. As macrophages are a major source of MMP’s, we examined
whether regional temperature changes are related to local MMP activity and
macrophage accumulation.
Methods and Results: Rabbit (n=11) aortas were denuded and fed a high
cholesterol diet for two months. At the day of sacrifice, a pull back was per-
formed with a novel temperature catheter(Thermocore Medical Ltd,Guildford,
GB). Hot,cold (inside the denuded region) and reference regions (outside the
denuded region) were dissected and analyzed for smooth muscle cell (SMC),

lipids (L), collagen (COL), and macro-
phage (MF) cell densities (%) and a vul-
nerability index (VI) was calculated as
(VI = MF + L/(SMC + COL). In addition,
MMP2 and MMP9 accumulation and ac-
tivity were determined with zymography.
In eleven animals, 12 hot regions were
identified with an average temperature
0.4±0.03 °C above cold (0.07±0.03 °C,
n=14; p<0.05 vs hot) and above refer-
ence (0 °C, n=11; p<0.05 vs hot). In the
hot regions a higher lipid density, less
SMC density,and a higher VI index was
identified. In addition, inactive MMP2,
and MMP9 activity were increased (fig-

ure). Regression analysis revealed that temperature heterogeneity was posi-
tively related to macrophage density, VI-index, inactive MMP2 and MMP9 ac-
tivity and negatively related to SMC.

Conclusions: Temperature measurements in vivo enables to detect plaques
that contain more macrophages, less smooth muscle cells and a higher MMP9
activity. As these factors have been associated with plaque rupture, tempera-
ture measurements may identify rupture prone plaques.

930 Relation between plaque temperature and histology

T. Akasaka, Y. Koyama, Y. Neishi, T. Kume, M. Tsukiji, H. Yoshitani, S. Kaji,
K. Yoshida. Kawasaki Medical School, Cardiology, Kurashiki, Japan

Thermal heterogeneity has been reported within atherosclerotic plaques, and
increase in plaque temperature has been demonstrated in cases with unstable
angina compared with that in stable angina patients. It has been reported that
macrophage infiltration is observed in unstable plaques. To assess the relation
between thermal heterogeneity and histological findings, intracoronary temper-
ature and histology of the specimen obtained by directional atherectomy (DCA)
were compared in 32 patients with angina pectoris (AP) including 9 unstable
and 23 stable AP.
Methods: Using a pressure guide wire (Radi Medical Systems Inc., Sweden.),
intracoronary temperature was measured with pressure tracings proximal and
distal to the stenosis during pull-back the wire through the stenosis. Histological
examinations were performed using specimens obtained by DCA.
Results: A significant increase in temperature was observe in the stenotic
lesiona in unstable AP compared with stable AP patients (0.34 ± 0.17 vs
0.12 ± 0.11 centigrade degree, p<0.01). Macrophage infiltration was demon-
strated more often in unstable than stable AP (67% vs 9%, p<0.01). Further-
more, plaque temperature was significantly higher in cases with than with-
out macrophage infiltration (0.37 ± 0.15 vs 0.11 ± 0.10 centigrade degree,
p<0.01). A cutoff value of 0.20 centigrade degree can predict macrophage in-
filtration histologically with a sensitivity of 80% and a specificity of 100%.
In conclusion, increase in plaque temperature correlates well to histological
findings of macrophage infiltration.

COMPUTER DEMONSTRATIONS

931 Functional computer analysis of cardiac phases by
regional myocardial pressure-strain loops

E. M. McMahon 1, S. Urheim 1, J. Korinek 1, T. Kierulf 2, T. P. Abraham 1,
M. Belohlavek 1. 1Mayo Clinic, Translational Ultrasound Research, Rochester,
MN, United States of America; 2GE Vingmed Ultrasound AS, Horten, Norway

Introduction: Capitalizing on tissue velocity measurements by Doppler echo-
cardiography obtained simultaneously with left ventricular (LV) pressures, we
developed a computer application for objective and quantitative analysis of LV
function by local strains and myocardial physical work by regional pressure-
strain loops.
Methods: Using a Vivid 7 ultrasound system (GE Vingmed), digital tissue
Doppler data are converted to regional LV strains. A micromanometer catheter
(Millar Instruments, Inc.) measures LV pressures. Data from the two sources
are synchronized and the resulting traces are then displayed individually and in
combination as a pressure-strain loop (see figure).
Results: The figure presents an example of myocardial functional analysis in
which tissue Doppler data were acquired in a short-axis LV projection. The
computer system permits interactive selection of cardiac phases on the com-
ponent pressure and strain traces. Each interactively selected cardiac phase
is automatically highlighted by color in the resulting pressure-strain loop plot.
The corresponding strain and pressure time points are tracked so that the loop
analysis: a) allows qualitative characterization of the pressure-strain relation-
ship and of cardiac phases within the loop; and b) quantitates the regional
myocardial work based on the loop area.

Conclusion: We present a software system for objective and quantitative anal-
ysis of regional myocardial pressure-strain relationships. A user-friendly com-
puter interface, automated tracking, and an intuitive graphical display make it
an efficient tool for the assessment of regional myocardial function. Investiga-
tive and diagnostic analyses are often based on multimodality data and our
computer application supports such a trend.
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932 A computerized system for the percutaneous treatment
of thoracic aortic aneurysm

A. Ripoli, C. Palmieri, M. Ravani, E. Rocca, F. Pardini, A. Biagini, S. Berti.
CNR, Institute of Clinical Physiology, Massa, Italy

Background: in the percutaneous treatment of thoracic aortic aneurysm (TAA),
the evaluation of the stress distribution in the vessel wall is of fundamental
importance to establish the optimal timing for the intervention and to optimize
the introduction of stent-grafts.
Aim: to develop a computerized system for TAA evaluation.
Methods: a three-dimensional (3D) finite element model is created assessing
the geometry and the material properties of TAA. Processing the DICOM im-
ages, obtained by magnetic resonance and by angiography, the 3D morphology
of TAA is automatically reconstructed. On the basis of a nonlinear elastic con-
stitutive equation, the material properties are evaluated; a reverse problem is
faced, changing the constitutive equation parameters and iteratively solving the
finite element model, in order to match observed and computed displacements.
The pressure load causing the observed displacement is evaluated during the
cath-lab study. Image processing is performed by a MATLAB program, the finite
element model is solved by the ANSYS package. The computerized system re-
quires a Pentium platform (2 GHz) and 256 MB RAM.
Results: the material properties and the 3D morphology of the TAA of the
specific patient are evaluated, allowing the computation of stress distributions
under different pressure conditions. The 3D finite element model has been used
to simulate the introduction of nitinol endovascular devices.
Conclusions: the computerized system should furnish a substantial aid in the
preoperative assessment and in the follow-up evaluation of TAA.

933 A computerized system for single-beat extraction of
ventricular mechanics and neuro-humoral control
parameters

A. Ripoli, C. Palmieri, A. Rizza, G. Trianni, A. Biagini, S. Berti. CNR, Institute
of Clinical Physiology, Massa, Italy

Background: The left ventricle continuously interacts with the systemic circu-
lation network, under the complex control of neural and humoral mechanisms.
During the first phase of heart failure, the neuro-humoral factors contempo-
raneously act on the heart and the vessels, in order to guarantee the needed
cardiac output. Heart failure dramatically appears as soon as the compensation
mechanisms cease functioning.
Aim: To develop a computerized system for the evaluation of ventricular me-
chanics and neuro-humoral control, on a beat-to-beat basis, exploiting cath-lab
studies.
Methods: A computerized system has been developed to acquire the hemody-
namic signals (left ventricular and aortic pressure, left ventricular volume) and
the ECG; for the continuous monitoring of ventricular volume, a conductance
multileads catheter has been used. A mathematical model has been developed
to describe the systole and the isovolumic relaxation. The systolic behavior has
been simulated by a time-varying elastance, with a viscous resistance in se-
ries. The isovolumic relaxation has been described by the classical exponential
model. A program has been developed to fit, the three resulting equations, to
the data acquired during pressure-volume studies performed in cath-lab. The
inotropic state has been assessed by single-beat elastance, the lusitropic state
by the time constant of isovolumic relaxation, the viscous behavior by the ven-
tricular resistance. The sympathetic and vagal activity has been evaluated by
the classical spectral analysis of RR interval, as detected by ECG signal, and
by the estimation of other nonlinear dynamics parameters, such as Lyapunov
exponents and Conditional Entropy. Acquisition and processing software has
been developed in LabView environment.
Results: The system has been exploited for the study of myocardial energet-
ics, mechanics and neuro-humoral control in patients with ischemic cardiomy-
opathy undergoing routine heart catheterization. Particularly, the viscous re-
sistance showed, during each observed ejection, a decreasing course, related
to the slope of the elastance function. The analysis of RR interval showed a
decrease in the power, within the LF band, correlated with decrease in end-
systolic elastance.
Conclusions: The developed system resulted effective in the evaluation of
ventricular pump function and simpatho-vagal balance. It is hoped that these
parameters, when contemporaneously considered, may one day provide clini-
cians with another diagnostic tool for early detection of cardiac disorders.

934 The SLOPE software for continuous repolarisation
analysis in 24-hour electrocardiogram

R. Baranowski 1 , T. Buchner 2. 1Warsaw, Poland; 2University of Technology,
Warsaw, Poland

Repolarisation is an important factor in arrythmogenesis. It is analyzed in dif-
ferent way – interval measurement, dispersion assessment etc. QT – RR re-
lationship is various during 24h, however in most of QT software is analyzed
in long time periods – 24h, day night. We propose the software for continuous

QT-RR relationship analysis in a flexible, user defined way of analysis. QT and
RR interval can be implemented as an ASCI file or EVL files from the QT option
of DelMar Medical system. The user defines the length (50 to 50000 beats) of
sliding QT/RR slope analysis window. The window step (in beats) is also de-
fined. Mean, minimal and maximal QT/RR slope is calculated for every hour,
day, night and 24h recording, however any separate period is possible to be
defined and analyzed. In this way repolarisation dynamicity can be assessed
for example before the onset of VT (see on the figure the abrupt increse in
QT/RR slope just before cardiac arrest) or provocative tests.

24h QT/RR slope.

Parallel to QT analysis the dynamicity of Diastolic interval (T end to Q wave) can
be also investigated. Supplementary, QT (DI) values are analysed in the narrow
heart rate windows (5 beat steps) and compared for day and night differences.
The software is written in C++ and is a Windows application.
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P935 Long-term follow-up from a national cohort of patients
with acute coronary syndrome without ST-elevation:
results from the prospective registry of acute
ischaemic syndromes in the United Kingdom
(PRAIS-UK)

A. K. Taneja 1, A. Bakhai 1, MD. Flather 1, D. Perez 1, D. Wang 2, U. Mallick 1,
KAA. Fox 3, J. Collinson 1. 1Royal Brompton Hospital NHS Trust, Cardiology
(CTEU), London, United Kingdom; 2London School of Hygiene & Tropical
Med, Medical Statistics department, London, United Kingdom; 3Edinburgh
Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, United Kingdom

Background: Non-ST elevation acute coronary syndromes (ACS) are a com-
mon cause of hospital admissions. Little data is available on long term out-
comes nationally - particularly the causes of mortality.
Methods: Unselected patients (n=1046) with ACS were enrolled from 56 teach-
ing and non-teaching UK hospitals (1998- 99). Causes of death (adjudicated by
2 medical practitioners) were obtained from the Offices of National Statistics.
Results: All pts had 6 months follow-up (fu) and a long-term cohort of 490 pts
(47%)had fu to December 2002. Characteristics of the long-term and the full co-
horts were similar for mean age (66 yrs), male gender (61%), diabetes (16%),
smoking (23%) and prior heart failure (13%). 95/490 (19.4%) pts had died by
45 months and mortality rates at 12, 24 & 36 months were 9%, 14% and 19%
respectively. Cardiovascular, cancer and other causes comprised 72%, 15%
and 13% respectively. Predictors of all cause mortality (multivariate analyses)
are shown. Pts not taking any aspirin [18%] or any of the following: beta-blocker
(BB), statin or ACEI [22%] at 6 months were at higher risk of death.

Long Term Mortality Predictors: PRAIS-UK

Parameters Hazard ratio P value 95% CI

Age >70 yrs 4.6 <0.001 2.2- 9.6
Men 1.7 0.02 1.1- 2.6
Prior Heart Failure 2.7 <0.001 1.6 - 4.4
ST-dep/BBB 3.9 0.003 1.6 - 9.5
T wave inversion 2.7 0.03 1.1- 6.3
Aspirin at 6 m 0.5 0.001 0.3- 0.8
BB/statin/ACEI at 6m 0.4 <0.001 0.3- 0.7
Revascularisation by 6m 0.3 0.01 0.1- 0.8

Conclusion: Our data showed that following an admission with ACS, 1 in 5
pts had died by 45 months. Nationally this would reflect about 24,000 deaths
over 4 years. Cardiovascular causes accounted for almost 3 out of 4 deaths.
Cancer was responsible for 1 in 7 deaths. Age > 70, heart failure, abnormal
ECG & male gender increased mortality, while evidence based treatments and
revascularisation reduced it, either because this is truly the case or there was
a bias in providing these treatments to healthier patients. Further studies are
needed to investigate this.
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P936 Is hyperglycemia associated with worse outcome in
non-diabetic patients with non-ST-elevation acute
coronary syndromes?

F. Rolandi, N. Vensentini, R. Rey, M.C. Bahit, O. Bazzino. Hospital Italiano,
Cardiology, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Background: Hyperglycemia has been associated with increased mortality in
non-diabetic patients admitted for ST-elevation myocardial infarction. However,
it is not known whether hyperglycemia is associated with poor outcome in pa-
tients with non-ST elevation acute coronary syndromes (NSTEACS)and no his-
tory of diabetes.
Objective: We sought to investigate the relation between fasting glucose level
and the occurrence of death or myocardial infarction at 6 months in non-diabetic
patients admitted for NSTEACS.
Methods: We selected 787 patients without history of or previous treatment for
diabetes from a cohort of 992 consecutive patients hospitalized with NSTEACS.
Hyperglycemia was defined as the first fasting blood glucose level greater or
equal to 126 mg/dl (1997-ADA classification). Patients were then grouped ac-
cording to whether they had hyperglycemia or not. The primary endpoint was
the 180-day incidence of the composite of death or myocardial infarction (D/MI).
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Results: Of the 787 non-
diabetic patients, 684 (87%)
had glucose level below 126
mg/dl (Group A) and 103 (13%)
had glucose level greater or
equal to 126 mg/dl (Group B).
Patients in Group B were older
and had more history of hyper-
tension. There were no differ-
ences in the rates of tobacco
abuse, prior MI or history of

heart failure. Likewise, TnT > 0.01 and the presence of ischemic changes in
the EKG at entry were similar in both groups. However more patients in Group
B were classified as high risk by ACC/AHA. Patients with hyperglycemia had
2 fold increase risk of death/MI at 180 days than patients with normoglycemia
(p=0.01). Even after adjustment for age, troponin T levels and ST segment de-
pression, hyperglycemia was still associated to worse outcome (OR:1.8, 95%IC
0.9-3.9).
Conclusions: This study suggests that hyperglycemia is associated with worse
long term outcome in non-diabetic patients admitted for a NSTEACS.

P937 Anti-thrombotic effects of eptifibatide administered
following enoxaparin or unfractionated heparin in
acute coronary syndrome patients

E. Lev 1, D. Hasdai 2, E. Scapa 2, A. Tobar 2, A. Assali 2, A. Battler 2 ,
J. Badimon 3, R. Kornowski 2 . 1Rabin Medical Center, Cardiology, Petah Tikva,
Israel; 2Rabin Medical Center, Cardiology, Petah Tikva, Israel; 3Mount Sinai
Medical Center, Cardiovascular Institute, New York, United States of America

Background: Acute coronary syndrome (ACS) patients are increasingly
treated early with low molecular weight heparin followed by glycoprotein IIb/IIIa
inhibitors during percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI).
Purpose: To evaluate the anti-thrombotic effects of enoxaparin followed by
eptifibatide as compared with unfractionated heparin (UFH) followed by epti-
fibatide.
Methods: Twenty-six ACS patients planned to undergo PCI were treated with
subcutaneous enoxaparin (n=13) or intravenous UFH (n=13) continued until
PCI. All patients received eptifibatide bolus prior to PCI. Antithrombotic effects
were assessed as platelet-thrombus formation using the Badimon ex-vivo per-
fusion chamber. Perfusions were carried out at high and low shear rate (HSR,
LSR) conditions typical of mild-moderate coronary artery stenosis. Porcine aor-
tic tunica media with severe arterial injury served as thrombogenic substrates.
Patients underwent two perfusion studies: at baseline (under enoxaparin or
UFH) and 10 minutes post eptifibatide. Total thrombus area was quantified by
computerized planimetry. Platelet function was evaluated by ADP induced ag-
gregation and the Rapid Platelet Function Analyzer (RPFA).
Results: Anti-factor Xa activity did not differ significantly from the pre- to the
post-eptifibatide samples in either group. The relative decrease from baseline in
ex-vivo thrombus area and in the platelet function assays, following eptifibatide,
is shown in the table. The combination of enoxaparin and eptifibatide achieved
a significantly higher reduction in thrombus formation than eptifibatide given
with UFH.
Conclusions: Eptifibatide administered to ACS patients receiving enoxaparin
effectively inhibits platelet function and ex-vivo platelet-thrombus formation.

HSR LSR 10 mM ADP 20 mM ADP RPFA
Thrombus area Thrombus area Aggregation Aggregation

Enoxaparin -Eptifibatide 75.6%* 79.7%* 82.9% 89.7% 94.9%
UFH - Eptifibatide 63.9% 66.1% 77.8% 85.5% 92.9%

* p<0.01 for difference between the two treatment groups

This combination therapy exerts a more potent anti-thrombotic effect than epti-
fibatide and concomitant UFH.

P938 Early diagnosis of thrombosis by circulationg
hepatocyte growth factor in patients with unstable
angina pectoris and other deseases

A. Matsumori 1 , M. Kinoshita 1, S. Miyazaki 2 , H. Takano 3, J. Obata 3,
N. Tsuyuguchi 3 , H. Nonogi 2 , S. Daikoku 2. 1Kyoto University, Department of
Cardiovascular Medicine, Kyoto, Japan; 2National Cardiovascular Center,
Cardiovascular Medicine, Suita, Japan; 3Kofu-Jonan Hospital, Cardiovascular
Medicine, Kofu, Japan

Plasma concentrations of hepatocyte growth factor(HGF), a powerful angio-
genic growth factor inducible by heparin, increased in thrombus-associated
disorders. Recently, we have found that mast cell degranulation stimulated by
thrombin is necessary for the rapid induction of plasma HGF in intravascular
thrombus-associated disorders.
More recently, we have shown that circulating HGF increased in the early stage
of arterial thrombosis and that its measurement could contribute to its early di-
agnosis. The present study was performed to determine whether circulating
HGF may assist in the diagnosis of thrombosis in patients with unstable angina
pectroris and cerebral infarction. A new enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
detected 10 pg/ml of HGF. Circulating HGF was significantly higher in patients
with unstable angina (274 ± 173 pg/mL, mean ± SD, n=54) than in healthy
volunteers (201 ± 64 pg/mL, n=250, p<0.0001). Individual concentrations ex-
ceeded the mean control value +2 SD (329 pg/mL) in 17 of 54 (31%) patients
with unstable angina. We also measured HGF in 32 patients with cerebral in-
farction. Circulating HGF levels exceeded the mean value +2SD measured in
controls in 10 of 20 patients (50%) within 6 h after the onset. Increased lev-
els of D-dimar were found in 6 of 11 patients (55%) with high HGF values,
although patients with increased HGF did not consistently have elevated D-
dimer levels. Because the mechanisms of increase in the concentrations of
HGF and D-dimer may be different, combining 2 measurements detected cere-
bral thrombosis more reliably on admission (18 of 23 patients, 78%) than either
measurement alone. The results suggest that circulating HGF is a reliable early
marker of arterial thrombosis, and that this new sensitive HGF assay may be
useful for diagnosing thrombotic diseases.

P939 Effects of different cut-off values of cardiac troponin I
on the prevalence and risk stratification of patients
with acute pulmonary embolism

L. La Vecchia 1, F. Ottani 1 , C. Bonanno 1, L. Varotto 1, G. Mezzena 2 ,
A. Rubboli 1 , A. Fontanelli 1 , A.S. Jaffe 3. 1Cardiology, 2Clinical Chemistry, S.
Bortolo Hospital, Vicenza, Italy; 3Mayo Clinic, Laboratory of Medicine and
Pathology, Rochester, United States of America

Background: Recent reports suggest that troponin elevations occur in patients
(pts) with acute pulmonary embolism (PE) and contribute to their risk stratifica-
tion. However, there is still debate as to the most appropriate threshold defini-
tion in terms of diagnostic and prognostic capabilites.
Methods: We performed an observational, prospective enrolment of consec-
utive pts admitted to our CCU, because of confirmed acute PE. cTnI determi-
nation was performed on admission and every 8 hours in the first 24 hours.
The method used (Dimension RxL system, Dade-Behring) has an upper refer-
ence limit of <0.07 ng/ml, while the suggested value for detection of myocardial
damage is set at 0.6 ng/ml. Pts were categorized based on cTnI levels on ad-
mission as having myocardial damage (cTnI>0.6 ng/ml), minor elevation (cTnI
>0.07 and <0.6 ng/ml), or normal values (cTnI<0.07 ng/ml). Data derived from
cTnI assay were analyzed in order to define the prevalence, the clinical corre-
lates and the prognostic impact of cTnI elevations in this condition. The main
outcome measure was in-hospital mortality.
Results: The study population consists of 48 patients, 23 males and 25 fe-
males, with a mean age of 64 years (range 23 to 90 years). Deep venous
thrombosis was present in 17 pts (35%), malignancy in 9 (19%), recent surgery
in 8 (17%) and pre-existing chronic obstructive lung disease in 5 (10%). On ad-
mission, 14 pts (29%) had cTnI levels>0.6 ng/ml (group A), 21 (44%) between
0.6 and 0.07 (Group B), while 13 (27%) had cTnI levels <0.07 ng/ml (Group
C). A grading of progressive severity was observed among the 3 groups. None
of the pts in group A had a normal ecg (compared to 10% for group B and 23%
for group C; p=0.1), or a normal echo (vs 10% and 31% in group B and C,
respectively; p=0.05). Bilateral massive PE on CT scan was observed in 36%
of pts in group A, 24% in group B and 8% in group C (p=0.2). Overall, there
were 6 deaths, accounting for a 12.5% in-hospital mortality rate. Five fatalities
occurred in group A (36% mortality), 1 in group B (4.8% mortality), and none
in group C (p for trend = 0.005). An elevated cTnI on admission was the most
powerful independent predictor of mortality at multivariate analysis (p=0.04).
Conclusions: In this cohort of high-risk pts with acute PE, cTnI elevations
are frequently detected on admission and are quantitatively related to clinical
severity and outcome. Thus, a role for risk stratification and more aggressive
therapy in acute PE based on cTnI assay on admission may be foreseen.
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P940 Genetic linkage analysis for C-reactive protein in
families with myocardial infarction

C. Hengstenberg 1 , U. Broeckel 2, S. Holmer 3, C. Glöckner 3, B. Mayer 4,
AG. Commuzie 5 , GAJ. Riegger 3, H. Schunkert 4 . 1University Clinic
Regensburg, Cardiology, Regensburg, Germany; 2Human and Molecular
Genetics Center, Milwaukee, United States of America; 3University of
Regensburg, Cardiology Dept., Regensburg, Germany; 4Cardiology,
University Hospital, Lübeck, Germany; 5Southwest Foundation of Biomedical
Res, Department of Genetics, San Antonio, TX, United States of America

Background: C-reactive protein (hsCRP), an inflammatory marker, is an inde-
pendent predictor of long-term prognosis in coronary artery disease (CAD). In
addition to environmental components and cardiovascular risk factors, recent
reports demonstrate a significant genetic component to inter-individual hsCRP
variability.
Methods and Results: An autosomal genome scan was performed in 513
Caucasian families (1,406 individuals) ascertained for myocardial infarction
(MI) in order to identify chromosomal regions linked to serum hsCRP, as mea-
sured by a high-sensitivity assay. Employing variance component analysis, 31%
of the inter-individual variation in hsCRP levels was explained by genetic factors
(p=0.0000015). Subsequently, loci related to hsCRP were identified on chromo-
somes 10 (at 141cM) and 5 (at 150cM) producing LOD scores of 3.02 and 2.24,
respectively. An additional suggestive signal was detected on chromosome 2
in subset analyses. These regions contain clusters of candidate genes known
to act in inflammatory pathways.
Conclusions: This genome scan has identified the first chromosomal regions
influencing hsCRP levels. The results may facilitate the search for genetic vari-
ants involved in the regulation of hsCRP and thus in the development and pro-
gression of CAD/MI.

P941 Expression of Toll-like receptors in human
atherosclerotic lesions and the relevance to myocardial
infarction

K. Edfeldt 1 , A.M. Bennet 2, P. Eriksson 3, A. Hamsten 3, G.K. Hansson 1,
U. DeFaire 2, Z-Q. Yan 1. 1Karolinska Institute, Center for Molecular Medicine,
Stockholm, Sweden; 2Karolinska Institute, Institute for Environmental
Medicine, Stockholm, Sweden; 3Karolinska Institute, King Gustav V Research
Institute, Stockholm, Sweden

Background: Certain bacterial infections have been linked to progression of
atherosclerosis and its complications including myocardial infarction (MI). To
explore the molecular mechanism by which recognition of microbes occurs
in the artery wall, we characterized expression of Toll-like receptors (TLRs),
a family of pathogen pattern recognition receptors, in atherosclerotic lesions.
TLR4 is the receptor responsible for cellular activation by lipopolysaccharide of
bacterial endotoxin and also recognizes microbial as well as eukaryotic heat
shock protein 60. To assess the impact of TLR4-mediated innate immunity on
the risk of MI we determined the prevalence of the Asp299Gly polymorphism in
TLR4, a mutation causing an impared LPS-response, and its association with
MI in a case control study.
Methods and Results: Using semiquantitative polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR) and immunohistochemical analysis we demonstrated that of nine
TLRs, expression of TLR1, TLR2 and TLR4 was markedly enhanced in hu-
man atherosclerotic plaques. A considerable proportion of TLR expressing cells
were also activated as shown by nuclear translocation of nuclear factor kappa
B.
Using TaqMan PCR technology, we determined the prevalence of the
Asp299Gly polymorphism in TLR4, a common genetic variant of this gene, and
its association with MI in a study of 1213 survivors of a first MI and 1561 con-
trols from the Stockholm region. This missense mutation results in an impaired
host response toward LPS due to the substitution of an aspartic acid residue
with glycine at amino acid 299 located in the extracellular leucine-rich domain
of TLR4.
Compared with wild-type carriers, men with the hyporesponsive TLR4 299Gly
allele had significantly increased risk of MI (OR [95% CI]: 1.4 [1.0-1.9]). This
was not the case for women. Male carriers of the TLR4 299Gly allele also had
a significantly elevated plasma concentration of tumor necrosis factor-alpha.
Otherwise there were no associations between Asp299Gly genotypes and in-
flammatory markers.
Conclusion: Our findings illustrate a repertoire of TLRs associated with in-
flammatory activation in human atherosclerotic lesions. The associations found
between the hyporesponsive TLR4 genotype and risk of MI suggest that the
TLR4 genetic variant affects the susceptibility to MI and that a proper TLR4-
mediated innate immunity may be implicated in protective mechanisms against
MI. Together these findings encourage further exploration of innate immunity
on the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis.

P942 Infarct size and mortality after
glucose-insulin-potassium infusion in primary
angioplasty for acute myocardial infarction

JCC. Van der Horst, JP. Ottervanger, AWJ. Van ’t Hof, S. Reiffers, K. Miedema,
F. Zijlstra on behalf of the Zwolle Myocardial Infarction Group. Isala Klinieken,
hosp.De Weezenlanden, Cardiology Dpt., Zwolle, Netherlands

Background Results of early trials have suggested that combination of reper-
fusion therapy and high-dose glucose-insulin-potassium infusion (GIK) may be
beneficial in acute myocardial infarction (MI). However, very limited patients
have been treated by primary angioplasty, and no previous trial in the era of
reperfusion investigated the effect on myocardial function.
Methods A randomized controlled trial was performed of GIK (80 mmol potas-
sium in 500 mL glucose 20%, at a rate of 3 mL/kg body weight/h, and short-
acting insulin for 8-12 hours) in patients with acute MI, treated with primary an-
gioplasty. End points were 30-day mortality, cumulative enzyme release in the
highest quartile and a left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) lower than 30%.
Infarct size was determined by serial measurements of enzyme concentrations
with lactate dehydrogenase as reference enzyme. LVEF was measured before
discharge by radionuclide ventriculography using the multiple gated equilibrium
method following the labelling of red blood cells of the patient with 99mTc-
pertechnate. In the analyses, adjustments were made for differences in previ-
ous MI, infarct location, and Killip class.
Results A total of 940 patients was randomized, of whom 476 received GIK.
30-day mortality was 5.8% in the controls compared to 4.8% in the GIK group
(p=0.5). In the 856 patients (91%) without signs of heart failure (Killip class I)
mortality was reduced from 4.2% to 1.2% (p<0.05). Cumulative enzyme re-
lease in the highest quartile was observed in 29% in the controls and in 22% in
the GIK group (p<0.05). After multivariate analyses, GIK resulted in a relative
risk of 0.63 (95% CI 0.43-0.91) on a high enzyme release. LVEF <30% was
observed in 17% in the controls and in 13% in the GIK group (P=0.2). After
multivariate analyses, GIK resulted in a relative risk of 0.69 (0.44-1.0) on LVEF
<30%.
Conclusion High-dose GIK in patients treated with primary angioplasty for
acute myocardial infarction results in a decrease of 30-day mortality in patients
without heart failure and is associated with limitation of infarct size.

P943 Characteristics of 2423 screened patients in the
occluded artery trial. International patterns in the care
of acute myocardial infarction patients

V. Fridrich 1, S. Mizera 1 , P. Buszman 2, B. Thomas 3, E. Verna 4 , M. Kurowski 5 ,
J. Col 6, W. Ruzyllo 7 on behalf of the OAT Investigators. 1Bratislava, Slovakia;
2Katowice, Poland; 3Amadora, Portugal; 4Varese, Italy; 5Szezecin, Poland;
6Brussels, Belgium; 7Warsaw, Poland

Background: Up to 1/3 of stable post-MI patients have an occluded infarct-
related artery (IRA). OAT is an international randomized trial designed to deter-
mine if benefit exists in opening the occluded IRA 3-28 days post MI in asymp-
tomatic, high-risk patients. As of 1/31/03, 1108 patients were randomized. The
purpose of this interim analysis is to define characteristics that correlate with
practice differences in the care of acute MI in OAT sites in the US, Canada and
other countries. A criterion for selection of an OAT site was the availability of an
experienced PCI operator who met rigorous standards.
Methodology: In order to define the population of MI patients from which OAT
patients are derived, all OAT hospitals are instructed to screen all MI patients
for one-month. Data are entered into a screening log, regardless of eligibility
for the trial.
Results: As of 12/31/02, 2423 MI patients (mean age 64 years) were logged
in 63 centers in the US, 22 in Canada, and 51 in other countries. Of these,
70% were men and 88% were white. EF was <50% in 54%. ST elevation MI
(STEMI) was present in 62%. Patients with STEMI were younger (63 vs. 66
years, p<0.0001), more likely to be male (73% vs 66%, p=0.0009) and to have
an EF <50% (59% vs 43%, p<0.0001) compared to non-STEMI patients. Coro-
nary angiography occurred more frequently in STEMI patients (82% vs. 69%;
p<0.0001) and more STEMI patients underwent PCI (61% vs 37%, p<0.0001).
In the US, angiography was more likely to be performed in STEMI patients
(86%) than in Canada (80%) and other countries (81%) (p=0.03). Reperfu-
sion strategies were different in STEMI patients with 48% of US patients un-
dergoing primary PCI compared to 31% in Canada and 46% in other coun-
tries (p<0.0001). Thrombolysis was more frequent in non-US sites (54% in
Canada and 34% in other countries) compared with only 31% of US patients
(p<0.0001).
Conclusions: In hospitals participating in OAT, 62% of patients present with
STEMI and the majority of these undergo angiography post MI. In hospitals
selected to participate in OAT, thrombolysis is still the predominant mode of
reperfusion in Canada and primary PCI is the dominant strategy in the US and
other sites.
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P944 Acute coronary syndromes complicated by
symptomatic and asymptomatic heart failure. Does
current treatment comply with guidelines?

M. Haim 1, A. Battler 1 , S. Behar 2, V. Boyko 2, D. Hasdai 1 . 1Rabin Medical
Center, Beilinson Campus, Cardiology Dept, Petach-Tikva, Israel; 2Heart
Institute, Neufeld Cardiac Research Institute, Tel Hashomer, Israel

Patients with acute coronary syndromes (ACS) complicated by heart failure
(HF) are at high risk of in-hospital and long-term mortality. Treatment with ACE
inhibitors (ACEI), β-blockers and early invasive risk stratification are recom-
mended to improve their short- and long-term prognosis.
Aim: To assess adherence to treatment guidelines of patients with ACS com-
plicated by HF in Europe and the Mediterranean basin.
Methods and Results: We analyzed the data of 10,484 patients who partici-
pated in Euro-Heart ACS survey. Of the 9587 with known HF status and without
cardiogenic shock, 7058 (74%) did not have symptomatic HF, and 2529 (26%)
presented with, or developed symptomatic HF during hospitalization. HF pa-
tients were older, and had more cardiovascular risk factors. ACEI were more
commonly used in HF patients (72% vs. 56%) whereas â-blockers were simi-
larly used (75% vs. 82%). Coronary angiography and in-hospital revasculariza-
tion rates were lower among HF patients (42% vs. 57% for coronary angiogra-
phy, and 28% vs. 40% for revascularization). Similar trends were noticed among
patients with left ventricular dysfunction (symptomatic and asymptomatic). Ad-
justed mortality risk at 30 days was higher among patients with ACS compli-
cated by symptomatic HF regardless of electrocardiographic type of ACS: (ST-
elevation- ACS; OR – 2.5; 95% CI:1.6-3.9, Non- ST- elevation- ACS; OR - 8.9;
95% CI:4.5-17.8, undetermined-ECG-ACS; OR - 9.3; 95% CI 2.5-34).
Conclusions: Patients with ACS complicated by HF were at increased risk
of dying. A relatively high percentage of HF patients were treated with ACEI
and â-blockers in accordance with current recommendations. The suboptimal
cathetherization and revascularization rates in patients with HF need to be sub-
stantially improved, thus possibly ameliorating their prognosis.

PROGNOSTIC ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC INDEXES

P945 Heart rate variability and turbulence in hyperthyroidism

F. Osman 1, J. Daykin 2, S. Chowdhary 1 , M. Sheppard 2, JA. Franklyn 2 ,
MD. Gammage 1. 1Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Cardiovascular Medicine Dept.,
Birmingham, United Kingdom; 2Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Department of
Medicine, Birmingham, United Kingdom

Purpose: To evaluate cardiac autonomic function in hyperthyroidism before
and after effective anti-thyroid therapy.
Methods: 405 consecutive unselected patients with hyperthyroidism were re-
cruited with 405 age- and sex-matched euthyroid controls for matched compar-
isons; all had 24-hour Holter monitoring performed. Patients were reassessed
when rendered clinically and biochemically euthyroid. Time domain parameters
of heart rate variability (HRV), namely SDNN, HRVi, pNN50 and RMSSD were
derived from the Holter data as well as heart rate turbulence (HRT) parameters.
Results: The median age (+IQR) of the hyperthyroid and control cohorts was
50.0 (37-65); 320 females and 85 males were in each group. The cohorts were
matched with respect to past history and family history of vascular disease (88
vs 80 and 278 vs 280 respectively, p=ns). The median serum free thyroxine (T4)
and tri-iodothyronine (T3) concentrations at presentation were 37.1pmol/L (IQR
27-52) and 11.3pmol/L (IQR 8-18) respectively; serum thyrotrophin (TSH) con-
centration was undetectable in all patients. Serum free T4, T3 and TSH were
normal in all controls. Both SDNN and HRVi were reduced at the first visit com-
pared with matched controls (111msec {IQR 86-136} vs 136msec {IQR 112-
164}, p<0.0001 and 30{IQR 23-38} vs 38 {IQR 31-46}, p<0.0001 respectively).
The pNN50 and RMSSD (measures of vagal modulation) were also reduced at
presentation compared with matched controls (6% {IQR 2-14} vs 9% {IQR 3-
17}, p<0.0001 and 28 {IQR 20-39} vs 31 {IQR 22-41}, p<0.0001 respectively).
Measures of HRT onset and HRT slope (believed to represent vagal modula-
tion) were also reduced at initial visit compared with matched controls (-0.8%
{IQR -2.5 to 0.3} vs –1.6% {IQR –3.3 to -0.5}, P<0.01 and 5.1msec/RR interval
{IQR 2.5-8.7} vs 6.4msec/RR interval {IQR 3.7-10.9}, p<0.05). Two hundred
and three patients were rendered euthyroid at a median follow up 21 weeks
(IQR 15-42); all had serum free T4, T3 and TSH concentrations in the nor-
mal range. All HRV and HRT parameters returned to values comparable with
matched controls (p=ns).
Conclusions: Overt hyperthyroidism is associated with cardiac autonomic dys-
function with reduced autonomic control and specifically reduced vagal modu-
lation of heart rate; restoration of euthyroidism appears to correct this. Both
HRV and HRT parameters convey prognostic significance in ischaemic heart
disease. Long-term follow up of our cohort will address whether these parame-
ters convey similar prognostic information in hyperthyroidism.

P946 Prevalent low-frequency oscillation of heart rate
probably reflects fractal properties of heart rate
variability

D. Wichterle 1, J. Simek 1, J. Camm 2, M. Malik 2. 1General Univ. Hospital, 3rd
Dept. of Internal Medicine, Prague, Czech Republic; 2St. George’s Hospital
Medical School, Dept. of Cardiological Sciences, London, United Kingdom

Purpose: Prevalent low-frequency oscillation of heart rate (PLF) is a powerful
and independent postinfarction risk stratifier, as shown in the placebo popu-
lation of EMIAT trial. In the same population, we investigated the relationship
between PLF and other risk factors.
Methods: PLF index was calculated by advanced processing of frequency-
domain characteristics of heart rate variability (HRV) as previously described.
Time- and frequency-domain indices of HRV and HRT were assessed using
standard methods. Short-term scaling exponent alfa (SEA) was calculated in
all 5-min segments by detrended fluctuation analysis and averaged. Cox’s re-
gression analysis was used to establish the univariate association of risk factors
with all-cause mortality within mean follow-up of 662 days (n = 633, 87 deaths).
Results: Unlike many traditional HRV indices, PLF did not correlate with mean
RR (r = -0.02, NS, figure). Weak correlation with HRV index (r = -0.14, p <

0.05), low-frequency spectral power (r = -0.33, p < 0.00001), high-frequency
spectral power (r = -0.01, NS), and Turbulence Slope (r = -0.21, p < 0.0001)
was found. The strongest correlation was observed between PLF and SEA (r
= -0.59, p < 0.00001, Figure). SEA ≤ 1.0 was associated with relative risk for
all-cause mortality of 2.1 (95% CI 1.4 - 3.4, p = 0.001) while PLF ≥ 0.1 Hz had
relative risk of 6.4 (95% CI 3.9 - 10.6, p < 0.00001).

Conclusions: PLF probably reflects fractal properties of HRV. However, being
considerable stronger predictor than SEA, PLF has to convey additional infor-
mation relevant to "high-risk" heart rate oscillatory pattern.

P947 The influence of psychological factors on heart rate
variability after myocardial infarction

S. Boldoueva, V. Shabrov, O. Trofimova, V. Zhuk on behalf of S. Boldoueva, A.
Shabrov, O. Trofimova, V. Zhuk. St.-Petersburg State Medical Academy,
Internal Diseases, Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation

It is known that the psychological factors encourage the development of life-
threating ventricular arrhythmias (VA) in patients (pts) after acute myocardial
in-farction (AMI); however, the mechanisms of such interaction are still unclear.
On the other hand, the changes in autonomic nervous system in these pts are
the predictors for VA. The purpose of the study was to assess the influence of
anxiety (A) and symptoms of depression (D) on the heart rate variability (HRV)
in pts after AMI. Material and methods: The Minnesota Multiphasic Personal-
ity Interview (MMPI) and the personal questionnaire of Spielberger and Hanin
(S-H) was used to assess pts. Short-term HRV was determined on the 10-14
days of AMI in accordance with the International Standards. 320 patients were
investigated. Results: According the results of S-H test pts were divided in two
groups: 1 - with high level of reaction anxiety (RA - 29 pts) and 2 - with moder-
ate and mild levels of RA (291 pts). HRV in the 1 group was significantly lower
then in the 2 group: SD - 19,4±10,3 vs 27,4±12,9 (p<0,05); RR -760,8±98,7
vs 915,3±136,2 (p<0,05); RMSSD - 6,8±6,3 vs 16,5±9,0 (p<0,05), HFnu -
26,8±14,2 vs 46,4±17,7 (p<0,05). According to the results of the MMPI, pts
were divided in two groups: with elevation in the scales of A and D (I group -
144 pts) and without it (II group - 176 pts). HRV in the I group also was sig-
nificantly lower then in the II group: SD - 24,5±10,3 vs 31,3±14,0 (p<0,05);
CV - 2,1±1,4 vs 3,5±1,5 (p<0,05); NN50 - 6±10,2 vs 11,4±21,0 (p<0,05),
PNN50% - 1,2±12,7 vs 6,8±13,8 (p<0,05); TP - 456,0±301,8 vs 740,4±670,0,
p<0,01. During the one year period after AMI, 22 pts died suddenly. Compar-
ing non-survived and survived pts demonstrated that on days 10-14 of AMI
19 (86%) pts who died had high level of personal anxiety (vs 36% survived
pts, p<0,05), 23% pts had high level of RA and 77% - moderate level RA (vs
8% and 45% survived pts, p<0,05). According to the results of MMPI, sudden
death pts also had more significant psychological disturbance.
Conclusion: Thus sudden death pts on days 10-14 of AMI had severe
psychologi-cal disturbance, including personal and reaction anxiety, as well as,
symptoms of depression. At the same time, the patients with high level of anxi-
ety and depression after AMI demonstrated significant alterations of autonomic
nervous system, which could be one of the additional causes of life-threating
ventricular arrhythmias.
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P948 QT and QTc dispersion increase after successful
internal cardioversion of chronic persistent atrial
fibrillation: clinical implications

G. Boriani, M. Biffi, C. Valzania, C. Camanini, C. Martignani, I. Diemberger,
C. Greco, A. Branzi. Inst of Cardiology, Bologna, Italy

The aim of the present study was to assess the extent and the time course
of changes in repolarisation parameters that occur following shock delivery for
internal atrial cardioversion.
Methods: Twenty-two patients with chronic persistent atrial fibrillation (AF)
(mean AF duration = 17±23 months, range 1-96) underwent transvenous low
energy internal atrial cardioversion for restoring sinus rhythm. Shocks were de-
livered according to a step-up protocol between catheters positioned in right
atrium and coronary sinus. Sinus rhythm was restored by shocks at 7.2±4.2 J
and a mean of 3 shocks per patient were delivered. Before and after unsuc-
cessful shocks and at sinus rhythm restoration, the following parameters were
measured three times and then averaged (recordings at 75 mm/s): RR, QT and
QTc interval on 12 leads, QT and QTc interval dispersion on 12 leads.
Results: After an unsuccessful shock (persistence of AF) no significant
changes in QT and QTc dispersion were observed. QTc dispersion was 37±19
ms pre-shock and 38±19 ms (NS) at the first minute post-shock. After suc-
cessful shocks, a significant increase in QT and QTc interval dispersion was
observed, with an abrupt increase at 1 min (+44% in QT dispersion vs pre-
shock; +30% in QTc dispersion vs pre-shock) and a subsequent return to pre-
shock values at 15 min. The following values of QTc dispersion (mean± s.d.)
were measured: 40±20 ms pre-shock; 52±32 ms at 1 min (p<0.05 vs base-
line), 47±27 ms at 5 min, 40±21 ms at 10 min (p<0.05 vs 1 min), 40±22 ms
at 15 min (p<0.05 vs 1 min) [Least significant difference analysis].
In conclusion, in patients with chronic persistent AF, restoration of sinus rhythm
by intracardiac shocks is associated with a significant increase in QTc disper-
sion, with maximal values at 1 min following the shock. In view of the common
use of antiarrhythmic agents before and during cardioversion these findings
suggest that in the minutes that follow atrial cardioversion an increased vulner-
ability to proarrhythmic events (especially with class III antiarrhythmic agents)
may occur, due to increased dispersion of ventricular depolarization.

P949 Does the sinus node work as a digital-like detector?

J. Sacha 1, W. Grzeszczak 2. 1Regional Medical Center in Opole, Department
of Cardiology, Opole, Poland; 2Silesian School of Medicine, Internal Diseases
and Diabetology, Zabrze, Poland

Sinus node (SN) generates heart rate (HR) which is modulated by respiration.
The modulation depends both on a frequency and depth of respiration. SN
may be treated as a digital detector (DD) that samples a respiratory wave with
a frequency equal to an average HR. Each DD possesses some properties:
Nyquist criterion, aliasing phenomenon or symmetries in a frequency spec-
trum. To prove the analogies of SN with DD, we compared signals generated
by a model DD (i.e. regular sinusoids sampled with a constant frequency) with
signals of the heart rate variability (HRV) (i.e. RR intervals of ecg) of a volun-
teer breathing regularly with a metronome. We chose four frequencies of the
respiration: 0.17, 0.33, 0.5, 0.67 Hz which were accompanied by four average
heart beat frequencies (after 50 mg of Metoprolol per os): 1.0, 0.86, 0.85, 0.95
Hz, respectively. Figure shows fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectra of HRV (A,
B, C, D) and the corresponding spectra obtained from the model DD (A’, B’,
C’, D’). fR is a frequency of a respiratory wave and sinusoid. fH is a sampling
frequency of DD and corresponds to an average HR. In: A, A’, B, B’, where
fR<fH/2, the main peak is localized at frequency fR. In: C, C’, D, D’, where
fR>fH/2 (i.e. fR is greater than the Nyquist frequency), the peaks at fR are re-
duced (marked by arrows) while additional peaks (marked by crosses) appear
at fH-fR which result from the aliasing effect. The presence of the peaks at fR
(in: C, C’, D, D’) is a result of the symmetries of the FFT spectra.

Thus the limitations of DD apply to the analysis of HRV, especially half of an
average HR corresponds to the Nyquist frequency which determines the upper
frequency band where the HRV spectrum is reliable. To conclude: in some view
SN may be treated as a DD.

P950 Predicting sleep apnea from the heart period: a
time-frequency domain analysis

F. Roche 1, V. Pichot 1, E. Sforza 2, D. Duverney 1, M. Garet 1 ,
JC. Barthelemy 1 . 1EFCR, Clinical Physiology, Saint-Etienne, France;
2University Hospital Belle Idee, Sleep Laboratory, Geneva, Switzerland

Aim.Heart rate fluctuations are a typical finding during obstructive sleep apnea
characterised by bradycardia during the apneic phase and tachycardia at the
restoration of ventilation. In this study we evaluated a time-frequency domain
analysis of the nocturnal heart rate variability (HRV) as the single diagnostic
marker for obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS).
Methods.The predictive accuracy of time-frequency HRV variables (Wavelet
Decomposition parameters from level 2 (Wv2) to level 256 (Wv256)) obtained
from nocturnal ECG Holter monitoring were analysed in 147 consecutive pa-
tients aged 53.8±11.2 years referred for possible OSAS.
Results: OSAS was diagnosed in 66 patients (44.9%) according to an ap-
nea/hypopnea index > 10. Using ROC curves analysis, the most powerful pre-
dictor variables was Wv32 (W=0.758, p<0.0001), followed by Wv16 (W=0.729,
p<0.0001) and Wv64 (W=0.700, p<0.0001). Classification And Regression
Trees (CART) methodology generated a decision tree for OSAS prediction
including all levels of Wv coefficients, from Wv2 to Wv256 with a sensitivity
reaching 92.4%, and a specificity of 90.12% (% of agreement: 91.2%) with this
non-parametric analysis.
Conclusion: Time-frequency parameters calculated using Wavelet Transform
and extracted from the nocturnal heart period analysis appeared as powerful
tools for OSAS diagnosis.

P951 Heart rate variability trends in different time intervals
over 90-minute period before onset of ventricular
arrhythmias in implantable cardioverter-defribrillator
patients

A. Zienciuk, A. Lubinski, K. Mus, T. Krolak, E. Lewicka-Nowak, M. Kempa,
G. Swiatecka. Medical University of Gdansk, II Department of Cardiology,
Gdansk, Poland

Analysis of trends of heart rate variability (HRV) parameters prior to onset of
ventricular tachyarrhythmias (VTA) could serve in predicting risk of VTA. Aim of
the work was to find HRV parameters most stably and strongly correlating with
occurrence of VTA in patients with ICD.
Methods: 90 sinus rhythm (SR) tachograms preceding episodes of spon-
taneous VTA retrieved from 37 patients with ICD (Phylax XM, Mycrophylax
Biotronik) were analyzed. Time and frequency domain indices were studied
in 2-min intervals over 90-min period of SR before VTA. Least-squares curve fit
regression test was performed for each index in 40-min window (20 intervals)
shifted every 2 min over whole 90-min period. Regression confidence level was
used as statistical measure of systematic trend of HRV parameters.
Results: During 30-min period preceding initiation of VTA constant increase in
frequency of premature beats was observed, however 2 min before VTA amount
of ectopic beats increased suddenly (3.0±0.43% vs. 6.8±0.6%, p<.000). This
variable had the strongest predictive value for VTA onset. Mean RR interval
decreased significantly (786±17 ms vs. 763±17 ms; p<.000) in 10-min period
before VTA, while other indices, except for RMSSD and pNN50, have changed
significantly only 2 minutes prior to VTA. However, while LF power increased,
decrease in LF/TP was observed already 8 min before onset of VTA followed
by increase in VLF/TP demonstrated 4 minutes before VTA.

HRV values for different window shifts

(-2,0) interval Shift=0
Index Value Regr. p Shift (min) Value Regr. p

%ect.beats 6.77 ± 0.62 <.000 30 3.15 ± 0.42 .02
Mean RR(ms) 763 ± 17 <.000 10 786 ± 16 .0001
LF/TP 0.182 ± 0.012 <.000 8 0.202 ± 0.014 .02
VLF/TP 0.696 ± 0.021 <.000 4 0.721 ± 0.019 .001

"Shift=0" indicates (-40,0) window, "Regr.p" nonlinear regression confidence level

Conclusions: 1) In 90-min period of sinus rhythm preceding VTA, trends of
most spectral and time-domain HRV parameters can be observed. 2) We sug-
gest the combined analysis of several HRV parameters may increase the pre-
dictive power of the observed trends and possibly could serve as a basis for
developing new ICD algorithms to predict occurrence of VTA.
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P952 Comparison of heart rate turbulence indexes induced
by premature ventricular and atrial beats

A. Kirilmaz 1, K. Erinc 1, O. Baysan 1, F. Kilicaslan 2, M. Uzun 1, M. Yokusoglu 1,
E. Isik 1, E. Demirtas 1. 1GATA, Cardiology, Ankara, Turkey; 2Territorial Military
Hospital, Cardiac Dept., Ankara, Turkey

Background: Heart rate turbulence (HRT) is a newly established risk predictor
that characterizes the early acceleration (TO; turbulence onset) and late decel-
eration (TS; turbulence slope) of sinus rhythm following ventricular premature
complexes (VPCs). HRT presumably reflects a baroreflex trigger by VPC. This
study was designed to compare HRT indexes induced by PVC and PAC to pro-
vide new insights into the reflex counterparts.
Twelve patients (age 36±16 considered for electrophysiologic test for SVT (no
WPW) were involved to compare the effects of prematurity index (PI) of RR
intervals induced by VPC vs PAC on HRT indexes. S2 from the right ventricle
and atrium was given during sinus rhythm with coupling intervals of 500, 450,
400 for PVC and 400, 350, 300 for PAC. PI is calculated by the formula (1-
premature RR/average of the previous 4 RR) and reflects prematurity of the
PVC or PAC on RR interval adjusted to the previous sinus rate. PI was matched
to obtain similar groups. TO and TS was calculated according to the Schmidt‘s
criteria.
Results and Conclusions: Table summarizes the results. The main difference
between the premature beat induced by PVC and PAC is that the later one is
physiologic and precedes the QRS. In contrast, PVC induces atrial contraction
across closed valves and causes atrial stretch and expected to induce more
prominent hypotension. PI is similar in comparison providing the assumption of
equal RR prematurity. PAC did not provide long PPI as a result of physiologic re-
sponse of AV node as prolonged conduction thus retarding the following QRS.
PAC did not induced normal TO. In contrary, PAC has the same effect on the
TS (late slowing of heart rate) as PVC does. This may be due to lone response
of the sinus node to PAC regardless of induced hypotension.

Parameters PVC (n=50) PAC (n=34) p value

PI 0.41±0.06 0.39±0.06 NS
Post pacing interval (msn) 1085±137 998±144 0.007
TO -2.68±4.79 0.74±4.34 0.001
TS 25±15 23±13 NS

These results raise a question of different mechanistic equivalents in the prop-
agation of TO and TS. TS may represent a combination of different arms of
baroreflex response to premature beats.

P953 The evolution of heart rate variability patterns
following acute myocardial infarction in the
post-thrombolytic era

P. Mann 1, K. Leong 2, I. Malik 2, J. Wilding 2, A. Amadi 2. 1Cardiothoracic
Centre - Liverpool, Liverpool, United Kingdom; 2University Hospital Aintree,
Aintree Cardiac Centre, Liverpool, United Kingdom

Introduction: Abnormality of heart rate variability (HRV) following acute my-
ocardial infarction (AMI) is recognised as an independent adverse prognostic
marker. Measurement of HRV is reproducible in normal subjects and in patients
with chronic stable heart disease. However, little is known about the evolution
and stability of HRV profiles from short term electrocardiogram (ECG) record-
ings in the acute and convalescent phase following AMI.
Method: 171 patients prospectively underwent 15 minute resting ECG record-
ings for HRV within 48 hours of admission (day 1) following a first Q-wave AMI.
The recordings were repeated at 3 and 18 months. The control group con-
sisted of 20 healthy individuals. Fast Fourier power spectral analysis quantified
the total power (TP), very low frequency (VLF, 0-0.04Hz), low frequency (LF,
0.04-0.15Hz) and high frequency (HF, 0.15-0.4Hz) bands and expressed them
as mean ln msec2(SD).
Results: AMI resulted in a significant reduction of HRV in subjects compared to
controls across all frequency bands up until 3 months (p<0.005) and all values
except VLF power up to 18 months (p<0.005). There was a gradual increase
in power in all bands over the 18 month period, most marked in the first week.
The most prominent and early rise was in the HF band of patients with anterior
AMI, the HF power on day 1 was 3.64 (1.6) vs 4.50 (0.92) by day 7.

Day 1 3 Months 18 Months Controls

TP 6.60(0.9) 7.18(0.6) 7.23(0.4) 8.11(0.87)
VLF 6.03(0.9) 6.60(0.6) 6.79(0.5) 7.29(0.86)
LF 5.17(1.1) 5.35(0.8) 5.52(0.3) 6.78(0.86)
HF 4.20(1.4) 4.73(0.8) 4.99(0.7) 6.60(1.31)

HRV values following AMI

Conclusion: There are major changes in HRV patterns in the 18 months fol-
lowing AMI, most marked in the first 3 months. Knowledge of these evolutionary
changes in HRV is important when considering the use of power spectral HRV
measures for risk stratification following AMI

P954 The impact of stress on heart rate variability of
physicians being on-call

D. Stergiopoulou, D. A. Moutzouris, G. Papaioannou, G. Kontozoglou,
G. Lappas. Livadia General Hospital, Cardiology Department, Livadia, Greece

Introduction: The analysis of HRV has been recommended for the study of the
impact of work-stress on the autonomic cardiac control. The literature related
to the effect of work stress on physicians on-call is extremely limited. Our study
aimed to evaluate the role of on-call stress on the HRV of physicians.
Methods: 26 healthy physicians (11 men- 15 women) undertook a 24-hour
Holter-ECG recording while being on-call, as well as on a normal work-day at
least 3 days after the day on-call. The mean age was 34±7,49 years (range:
25-51 years). All recordings started at 3 p.m. and lasted 24 hours.
Results: The physicians presented decreased values of SDNN during the day-
on call in comparison with a normal workday (SDNN: Standard Deviation of all
filtered RR intervals over the length of the analysis): 89.9 and 110.9 respec-
tively, p<0.05) The rhythm disturbances during the day on-call were clearly
more (p<0.05) and included sinus tachycardia and bradycardia, sinus pauses,
supraventricular tachycardia, as well as premature atrial and ventricular sys-
toles.
Conclusions: The physicians presented decreased SDNN values. Although it
is already known, that decreased HRV correlates with increased morbidity and
mortality, the studies about the clinical use of this marker in healthy subjects
are few. Our findings show the negative impact of stress on the cardiac func-
tion during the day-on call. However, further studies are needed, in order to
establish the prognostic value of HRV in healthy individuals as well.

P955 Long-term evolution of heart rate variability after heart
transplantation

F. Beckers, D. Ramaekers, G. Speijer, AE. Aubert. UZ Gasthuisberg, Lab. of
Experimental Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium

Background: While in dogs reinnervation has been demonstrated, in humans
the occurrence of reinnervation remains controversial and many studies have
been published in regard to this issue.
Methods: A total of 1009 Holter recordings of 245 heart transplant patients
were retrieved from the hospital archives. 206 recordings were excluded due to
various reasons. The average age of the patients was 56±13 years at the time
of the last recording. In 144 patients 3 or more consecutive recordings were
available (average 4.5±1.1 recordings). All patients were on immunosuppres-
sive therapy, consisting of azathioprine, cyclosporine and methylprednisolon.
Time after transplantation of the recording varied from 0 to 10 years. Heart rate
variability (HRV) was used to assess the evolution in autonomic modulation and
as such, possible signs of functional reinnervation.
Results: HRV analysis of all data (not separated into different subgroups) re-
vealed an increase in 24-hour total power starting from 2 years after transplan-
tation, up to 9 years compared to recordings in the first year after transplan-
tation (year 2: p<0.05, year 3-8: p<0.001, year 9: p<0.05; Tukey’s post-hoc
analysis). 24-hour low frequency (LF) power started to increase significantly
from year 3 up to year 8 compared to the early recordings (all p<0.001 com-
pared to year 0). High frequency (HF) power did not show a significant evolu-
tion. Sub-group analysis showed a clear increase in LF and HF power in 6% of
the patients, starting from about 4 yrs after transplantation.

Evolution after heart transplantation.

Conclusion: The vast majority of the patients remain functionally denervated
up to 10 years after heart transplantation. However some patients show signs
of reinnervation after heart transplantation.
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QT DISPERSION AND OTHER
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY FEATURES II

P956 The reliability of QRS duration and morphology on
surface electrocardiogram to identify ventricular
dyssynchrony. A Fourier phase analysis of
angioscintigraphy

L. Fauchier 1 , O. Marie 1, D. Casset-Senon 2 , J. Douglas 1, D. Babuty 1,
J.P. Fauchier 1 , P. Cosnay 1. 1Trousseau University Hospital, Cardiology B
Dept., Tours, France; 2Trousseau University Hospital, Nuclear Medicine and
Ultrasound Dept, Tours, France

A long QRS duration (>120ms) with complete left bundle branch block (BBB)
has been proposed as a determinant criteria for selecting heart failure patients
to cardiac resynchronization therapy because it may be associated with marked
intra-left ventricular (LV) dyssynchrony. However, the relationship between the
QRS duration, the type of bundle branch block and the importance of regional
electromechanical LV dyssynchrony remains somewhat unclear.
Methods: 20 control subjects and 103 patients with idiopathic dilated cardiomy-
opathy (WHO criteria), underwent equilibrium radionuclide angiography. Fourier
phase analysis were examined in both ventricles. Interventricular delay be-
tween the mean phase of RV and LV assessed interventricular asynchrony,
standard deviations (SD) of the mean phase in each ventricle assessed in-
traventricular asynchrony and were correlated with the QRS morphology and
duration. Dyssynchrony was defined as results >mean + 2 SD of the results
obtained in the control group: > 40 ms for interV delay, >45 ms for left intraV
dyssynchrony and >50 ms for right intraV dyssynchrony.
Results: 73% of the patients with complete left BBB (n=26) presented with
inter-V dyssynchrony vs 26% for the other patients (p<0.0001). Intra-LV
dyssynchrony was observed in 73% of patients with complete left BBB (and
92% of patients with LBBB on left axis, n=13), 75% of patients with incomplete
left BBB (n=8), 52% with left anterior hemiblock (n=23) and 44% of patients
with "normal" QRS. There was a significant correlation between the QRS width
and inter-V dyssynchrony (R =0.56, p=0.0001) intra-LV dyssynchrony (R=0.57,
p=0.0001) and at a less degree intra-RV dyssynchrony (R=0.31, p=0.002). In-
crease in pulmonary capillary wedge pressure and in SD of LV mean phase
were independent predictors of death or heart transplantation during a follow-
up of 27 ± 23 months but surface ECG parameters were not.
Conclusions: The QRS width remains a first line parameter to select patient
responders to cardiac resynchronization since it is in part correlated to the pres-
ence of inter-V or intra-LV dyssynchrony. LBBB on left axis may reflect a high
intra-LV dyssynchrony. However, a more precise evaluation of the dyssynchrony
is useful since a relatively high proportion of patients with incomplete LBBB as
well as "normal" QRS exhibited a marked intra-LV dyssynchrony and might be
likely to respond to cardiac resynchronization therapy.

P957 Prognostic significance of late ventricular potentials in
the first year after acute anterior wall myocardial
infarction in patients treated with t-PA fibrinolysis who
had successful reperfusion

Z. Cosic 1, B. Gligic 2, D. Tavcioski 1, G. Radjen 1, Z. Mijailovic 1,
R. Romanovic 2, A. Jovelic 1. 1Military Medical Academy, Clinic of Cardiology,
Belgrade, Yugoslavia; 2Military Medical Academy, Clinic of Emergency
Medicine, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Purpose: To determine the prognostic significance of the late ventricular po-
tentials on signal-averaged electrocardiogram (SAECG) for the occurrence of
arrhythmic event (combined sustained ventricular tachycardia and sudden car-
diac death), cardiac death and total mortality in patients within first year after
anterior wall acute myocardial infarction(AMI), treated with accelerated tissue-
type plasminogen activator (tPA) protocol, who had successful reperfusion.
Methods: We prospectively studied 135 patients (80% men) mean age 64 ±
0,5 years, for one year after their first AMI. All patients were treated with tPA and
subsequently underwent coronary angiography to ascertain successful reper-
fusion, which was determined by TIMI grade 3 flow. Serial recordings of both
SAECG and 24 hour Holter monitoring were obtained 3, 10, 30, 90 days after
infarction. Left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) was determined by echocar-
diography. Multivariable logistic regression was used to examine the effect of
SAECG, Holter ECG, LVEF and clinical variables on single and combined clin-
ical outcomes.
Results: An abnormal signal-averaged ECG was seen in 12% of patients. With
an abnormal SAECG, the 1-year rates of the arrhythmic events (17% versus
7%, P<0.01), cardiac death (31% versus 26%, P<0.05), and total mortality
(39% versus 35%, P>0.05) were significantly higher. In a logistic regression
analysis that included clinical variables, EF, ventricular arrhythmia on Holter
ECG an abnormal SAECG was the independant predictor for the arrhythmic
events (RR=3.2, p < 0.01). When combined with EF<40% and complex ven-
tricular arrhythmias on the Holter monitoring positive, negative predictive ac-
curacy and relative risk for arrhythmic event were 23%, 95% and 7.1, respec-
tively,

Conclusions: In our study the signal-averaged ECG independetly predicts ar-
rhythmic event, but not cardiac death and total mortality patients in the first
year after first anterior wall myocardial infarction treated with accelerated tPA
protocol who had successful reperfusion.

P958 Influence of electrical and electromechanical cardiac
asynchrony on exercise capacity in heart failure
patients with chronic left-ventricular systolic
dysfunction

A. Champagne de Labriolle 1, C. Leclercq 1, V. Sebille 1, F. Carre 2, C. De
Place 1, P. Mabo 1, C. Daubert 1 . 1University Hospital, Cardiology, Rennes,
France; 2CHU, Department of Cardiology, Rennes, France

Background: The aim of this prospective cohort study was to assess whether
electrical and electromechanical cardiac asynchrony may independently affect
symptoms and exercise tolerance in patients with left ventricular systolic dys-
function (LVSD) and chronic heart failure.
Methods and results: 103 consecutive patients with echo LV ejection fraction
<40% (26±9%) and LV end-diastolic diameter >60mm (71±8 mm) were as-
sessed by 12-lead surface ECG, echocardiography to measure pre-ejection,
ejection and post-ejection electromechanical intervals, cardiopulmonary exer-
cise testing and radionuclide angiocardiography. Mean PR and QRS duration
were 191±43 ms and 139±39 ms, respectively. PR >200ms and QRS >120ms
were documented in 36% and 60% of cases, respectively. Univariate analysis
showed that PR was correlated positively with NYHA class (p<0.001), and neg-
atively with exercise duration (p<0.001) and VO2 peak (p<0.01). Significant but
weaker correlation were found for QRS with NYHA class and exercise time. De-
crease in pulmonary and aortic ejection times, and in isovolumetric relaxation
time (IVRT) were associated with higher NYHA class and lower VO2 peak. No
significant correlation was found for any pre-ejection parameter.
At multivariate analysis PR prolongation, and shortening in ejection times
and/or IVRT were shown to be predictive of more severe symptoms and poorer
exercise tolerance independently of baseline LVSD severity. By contrast QRS
widening did not appear to be an independent predictor of exercise intolerance.
Conclusion: Electrical and electromechanical cardiac asynchrony are inde-
pendent predictive factors of exercise intolerance in chronic heart failure pa-
tients with left ventricular systolic dysfunction.

P959 Electrocardiographic changes during long-term
follow-up in patients with arrhythmogenic
right-ventricular dysplasia: relation with age

JM. Rubio, JA. CABRERA, M. Orejas, F. Cabestrero, B. Ibañez, A. Baranchuk,
P. Ramirez, J. Farre. Fundación Jiménez Díaz, Cardiology, Madrid, Spain

Arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy/dysplasia (ARVC) is charac-
terized by the progressive replacement of myocites by fibrous and adipose tis-
sue. The ECG as a diagnostic tool is useful, but it has some limitations and
may change with the time.
Methods: We have analyzed the long term follow-up of the resting ECG in 38
patients (Pts) with ARVC, (51 ± 16 years; 64% male), excluding those Pts with
a follow-up of less than 2 years (3 Pts). Diagnosis was confirmed by right ven-
tricular angiography and cardiac resonance imaging. The first and last available
ECG tracing were compared, and we analyzed: The amplitude and width of the
QRS complex, the presence of new conduction disturbances and the extension
and polarity of T waves in all leads. We defined "massive form" of ARVC as a
50% reduction in a period of time in the QRS amplitude complex in all leads
with a complete right bundle branch block (RBBB).
Results: Mean age at the time of first ECG tracing was 41 ± 14 (range 11-
68) years. Mean follow-up was 10 ± 6 years (range 2–29). ECG changes were
found in 17 Pts (49%). In those Pts with longer follow-up, changes were sig-
nificantly more frequent (<4 years of follow-up: 0% Pts; 6-12 years 48% Pts;
12-18 years 75% Pts; > 18 years 100% Pts; p< 0,001). ECG changes were:
New RBBB in 6 Pts (35%), new negative T waves in precordial leads in 3 Pts
(17%), the QRS amplitude is diminished in 2 Pts (12%) and appearance of
a "massive form" in 5 Pts (29%). Moreover, changes were significantly more
frequent in younger (<35 years; 50%) and older (>60 years; 75%) than in mid-
dle age Pts (35-60 years; 29%; p<0.05). In older Pts, the most frequent ECG
change was the appearance of massive forms of ARVC (55%), and in middle
age Pts, the pressence of new negative T waves in precordial leads (60%).
Conclusions: In almost 50% of Pts with ARVC, there are ECG changes in the
long term follow-up. The longer the follow-up, the more frequent the changes in
the ECG, (100% in ARVC Pts with a follow-up >18 years). Moreover, the sort of
ECG changes are different depending on Pts age, with appearance of massive
forms in older Pts, perhaps expressing a greater extension of the disease in
both ventricles.
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P960 P-wave dispersion: can it differentiate atrial fibrillation
patients with and without recurrences after electrical
cardioversion?

G. Boriani, I. Diemberger, M. Biffi, C. Valzania, C. Camanini, I. Corazza,
C. Martignani, A. Branzi. Inst of Cardiology, Bologna, Italy

Background: P wave dispersion (PDisp) has been suggested as a marker po-
tentially able to predict the risk of atrial fibrillation (AF) recurrences after elec-
trical cardioversion (CV).
Aim of the Study: The aim of this study was to assess how different values
of PDisp (calculated on 12-lead ECG at 150 mm/s) are associated to AF re-
currences, considering two different time periods after CV: short term (< = 1
month after CV) and long term (mean follow-up = 530±278 days).
Patients and Methods: In 37 patients with long-lasting AF (mean duration
21±36 months, range 2-156) with (N=19) or without (N=18) pre-treatment with
amiodarone (AMIO), P wave duration (PMax, PMin) and PDisp were measured
1 minute after internal CV.
Results: PDisp was lower in pts with AMIO pre-treatment compared to pts
without AMIO pre-treatment (28.3±9.5 vs 21.9±7.3 ms, p=0.029). Pts with AF
recurrences at 1 month or at long term did not differ with regard to age, sex,
AF duration, left atrial dimensions or ejection fraction. Higher values of PDisp
were associated to recurrence of AF at 1 month, but not at long term follow-up
(see Table: ECG parameters and recurrence of AF).

ECG parameters and recurrence of AF

AF recurrence SR maintenance AF recurrence SR maintenance
at 1 month at 1 month at long term at long term

Number of pts. 5 30 15 20
PDisp (msec) 33.0 ± 4.6 23.6 ± 9.0* 23.3 ± 8.3 26.1 ± 9.8
PMax (msec) 131.2 ± 7.8 129.5 ± 8.8 129.1 ± 8.2 130.2 ± 9.1

Legend: * = p < 0.05; AF = atrial fibrillation; PDisp = P wave dispersion value; PMax = value of
maximum P wave duration; pts. = patients; SR = sinus rhythm.

Conclusions: PDisp may differentiate patients with AF recurrences in the early
post-CV period from patients without AF recurrences in the same time period.
However, no differences in PDisp exist comparing patients with and without AF
recurrences at long term. These findings may be related to different mech-
anisms and predisposing factors for early and late recurrences. AMIO pre-
treatment is associated with shorter values of PDisp.

P961 Abnormal functional Holter late potential analysis with
reduced ejection fraction: best prediction of sudden
cardiac death in 738 post-infarction patients

P. Steinbigler 1 , R. Haberl 1 , T. Brüggemann 2 , D. Andresen 2, G. Steinbeck 3.
1Klinik München-Pasing, Medical Department I, München, Germany;
2University of Berlin, Krankenhaus am Urban, Berlin, Germany; 3University of
Munich, Medical Hospital I, München, Germany

Purpose: Reduced ejection fraction (EF) of < 35% is proposed as criterion for
cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) - implantation in postinfarction patients (MADIT-
II). However, the positve predictive value (ppV) for sudden cardiac death (SCD)
only based on impaired EF is rather low. We therefore performed a prospective
substudy among a large postinfarction trial.
Methods and Results: Among 1120 patients with an acute myocardial infarc-
tion, 738 patients both survived the first month and had evaluable high resolu-
tion Holter-ECG and RNV-EF. Holter-ECG were subdiveded in 24 segments, 60
min each and late potential (LP) analysis was performed in each segment. Dur-
ing follow-up (2 years) 28 patients had SCD, strictly defined as witnessed, in-
stantaneaous, unexpected death without prodrome or unexpected during sleep.
42 patients had non-SCD by progressive myocardial dysfunction. Predefined
risk factors in clinical data, Holter-ECG-parameters and EF were compared to
repeated LP-analysis in the high resolution Holter-ECG and related to follow-
up. SCD was associated with EF<35%, non-sustained VT and late potentials in
more than 75% of analyzed Holter-ECG segments (=abnormal LP75). Accord-
ing to multivariate analysis the only independent significant predictor of SCD
was LP75 (p=0.003). Positive predictive value for LP75 was 31%, for EF<35%
only 7%. Combined EF<35% with LP75 (n=13) had a ppV of 47%. Non-SCD
was associated with age>65years, EF<35% whereas multivariate analysis re-
vealed EF<35% as independent significant predictor (p<0.002).
Conclusions: Thus, repeated, functional LP-analysis in the high resolution
Holter-ECG combined with estimation of EF is superior to EF alone in pre-
diction of postinfarction patients at risk of SCD potentially to prevent by ICD.

P962 Electrocardiographic changes in patients with acute
ischaemic stroke and their prognostic importance for
early mortality

A. Dogan 1, E. Tunc 2, M. Ozturk 3, MK. Erdemoglu 4 . 1Sevket Demirel Heart
Center, Cardiology, Isparta, Turkey; 2Suleyman Demirel University, Internal
Medicine, Isparta, Turkey; 3Suleyman Demirel University, Public Health,
Isparta, Turkey; 4Kirikkale University, Medical Faculty, Neurology, Kirikkale,
Turkey

Background: Ischemic stroke induces electrocardiographic (ECG) changes.
The significance of these changes remain unclear as there is limited data. The
purpose of this study is to observe the frequency and short-term prognostic
importance of ECG changes in ischemic stroke patients without a history of
primary heart disease.
Methods: In this prospective study, 162 patients (92 male, mean age: 64±14
years) with first ischemic stroke, verified by computerized tomography (CT)
were evaluated during 4 weeks. The ECG changes were assessed and mor-
tality was analyzed by means of clinical parameters (age and gender), ECG
findings (ST-segment change, T inversion, U wave, long QT and arrhythmia),
and CT findings (lesion location) by using univariate and multivariate analysis.
Results: Ischemia-like ECG changes were observed in 79% of stroke patients,
and long QTc in 26% and arrhythmias in 44%. Early mortality (4 weeks) rate
was 27% (n:44). Age, ST-segment change, prominent U wave and lesion loca-
tion (frontal, temporal and occipital lobes) were univariate predictors of early
mortality (each p<0.05), whereas the age (OR=1.4, 95% CI: 0.6-3.5, p=0.02)
and presence of ST-segment change (OR=2.6, 95% CI: 1.3-5.6, p=0.01) were
only independent predictors of early mortality in multivariate analysis. Although
sensitivity (61%) and specificity (67%) of ST-segment change were relatively
low to identify mortality rate, its negative predictive value was 82%.
Conclusions: The ECG changes are frequently seen in ischemic stroke pa-
tients without a history of heart disease. In addition to age, ST-segment change
may be an independent predictor of early mortality.

CLINICAL ASPECTS OF DEVICE THERAPY I

P963 Elevation of plasma pro-brain natriuretic peptide
concentration in chronic ventricle-based permanent
pacemaker implantees: evidence of mechanical
asynchrony-related left-ventricular remodelling

JM. Lin, LP. Lai, JL. Lin. National Taiwan University Hospital, Cardiology,
internal Medicine, Taipei, Taiwan

Background: Permanent pacemaker (PM) implantation is effective for symp-
tom relief and survival improvement in bradyarrhythmia patients (pts). Never-
theless, in theory, ventricle-based PM per se represents electro-mechanical
asynchrony due to eccentric pacing and is potentially at risk of inappropriate
remodeling and functional impairment in the ventricles.
Methods: Plasma N-terminal pro brain natriuretic peptide (proBNP) concentra-
tion, a surrogate marker of left heart failure (LHF), together with tissue doppler
echocardiographic indices including times to peak sustained systolic contrac-
tion (Ts) of 6 basal segments of both ventricles and interventricular time delay
(IVTD) derived from difference between aortic and pulmonary flow times were
studied in 56 pts with chronic PM implantation (AAI in 13, DDD in 26, VVI in
17) for 4±2 years. They were 69±14 yrs of age, 23 male and 33 female. None
had clinical LHF nor significant valvular heart diseases.
Results: The median plasma proBNP concentration was 77.9pg/ml (ln
4.2±1.0) for AAI pts, 109.5 (ln 5.3±1.7) for DDD pts and 880.6 (ln 6.7±1.7)
for VVI pts. (p<0.0001, ANOVA or between pairs) For pts with physiological AV
synchronized pacing (AAI, DDD), stepwise multivariate analysis disclosed that
IVTD (p = 0.019) and age (p=0.023), but not respective Ts difference, were the
only independent determinants for proBNP elevation after chronic PM implan-
tation.
Conclusion: ProBNP elevation is prominent in pts receiving ventricle-based
PM, with or without AV synchronization. The implicated structural and functional
remodeling of relevant left ventricle can hardly be reemphasized, particularly in
the mainly aged pts.
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P964 Natriuretic peptide profiles are improved after dual
compared with single chamber cardiac pacing in
patients with high-grade atrioventricular block

W.D. Toff 1, G.H. Broomes-Pakeerah 1 , J.D. Skehan 2, L. L. Ng 3. 1Univ. of
Leicester, Div. of Cardiology, Leicester; 2Glenfield Hosp., Dept. of Cardiology,
Leicester; 3Univ. of Leicester, Dept. of Medicine, Leicester, United Kingdom

Dual chamber pacing may be associated with better haemodynamic function
than single chamber ventricular pacing. Natriuretic peptides are good markers
of haemodynamic function and prognosis.
Aim: To measure natriuretic peptide levels in patients randomised to single or
dual chamber pacing as a substudy of the UKPACE trial at one centre.
Methods: Patients were aged ≥70 years, in sinus rhythm and receiving their
first pacemaker implant for high-grade AV block at trial entry. 84 patients were
venesected at their 10-month follow-up visit. All were in their randomised mode
(21 VVI, 18 VVIR, 45 DDD(R)). Brain natriuretic peptide (BNP), N-terminal pro-
atrial natriuretic peptide (N-ANP) and N-terminal pro-BNP (N-BNP) were mea-
sured using in-house immunoluminometric assays.
Results: Median peptide levels at 10 months were 69(BNP), 1094(N-ANP) and
886(N-BNP)pM. Peptide levels normalised to medians are shown in figure 1,
with significant differences between groups for all peptides (Kruskal-Wallis test
p<0.002). Mann-Whitney tests confirmed that BNP, N-ANP and N-BNP were
lower in the DDD(R) group than in the VVI group (p<0.023, p<0.025, p<0.012
respectively) or the VVIR group (p<0.001 for all comparisons). VVI and VVIR
did not differ. Paired samples before and after DDD(R) pacing (n=12) showed
significant falls in N-BNP (median 1772 to 1142 pM, p<0.028) and BNP (me-
dian 122 to 71 pM, p<0.028) but not N-ANP (median 2104 to 1727 pM, p=ns).
Falls in N-BNP, BNP and N-ANP levels were not significant in 15 VVI/VVIR
patients.

Conclusion: Dual chamber pacing is associated with lower levels of BNP, N-
ANP and N-BNP, than single chamber ventricular pacing (either fixed or adap-
tive rate) in elderly patients with high-grade AV block. Dual chamber pacing
may confer a haemodynamic advantage.

P965 Atrial natriuretic peptide level is dependent on duration
of atrial fibrillation in patients with heart failure and
chronic atrial fibrillation

B. Wozakowska-Kaplon 1 , G. Opolski 2 , M. Janion 1. 1Wojewodzki Szpital
Zespolony, Oddzial Kardiologii, Kielce, Poland; 2Medical University of Warsaw,
Internal Medicine & Cardiology Dept., Warsaw, Poland

Atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) has strong diuretic, natriuretic, and vasorelaxant
activities and is released in response to growing frequency of atrial depolariza-
tion, hypervolemia and increasing atrial filling pressures. The increased ANP
levels are described in patients (pts) with atrial fibrillation (AF) and in pts with
heart failure. The aim of this study was to evaluate plasma ANP concentra-
tions in pts with heart failure and concomitant chronic AF and to analyze the
determinants of ANP levels in this group.
Methods: The study group was comprised of 42 pts with mild to moderate
heart failure and chronic AF. All pts were in controlled AF, normalized blood
pressure and clinically stable heart failure. Echocardiography examination was
performed in every patient. Plasma samples of ANP were obtained at rest,
were prepared by refrigerated centrifugation and stored until radioimmunoas-
say. Heart rate was assessed from ECG at the same time as plasma sam-
ple collecting. Echocardiography parameters (left atrial and left vetricular sizes,
left ventricular ejection fraction) and clinical data (age, sex, NYHA functional
class, heart rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressure and duration of AF) were
analyzed as the determinants of ANP values. Univariate and multivariate re-
gression analysis were used. Pearson’s test was used to calculate correlation
coefficients.
Results: Median ANP level was 57 (range 21 to 102) pg/ml. Median AF du-
ration was 7 (range 1 to 24) months. Twenty six out of 42 pts (62%) were in
NYHA I-II class., 16 pts (38%) were in NYHA III class. Mean heart rate was
85 beats/minute. The mean left anteroposterior atrial, left ventricular enddias-
tolic, endsystolic dimensions and ejection fraction were: 48,0; 54,6; 38,7 mm
and 54% consecutively. The univariate and multivariate regression analysis re-
vealed significant negative correlation between duration of AF and plasma ANP
level (r=-0,41, p=0,02) and identified duration of AF as an independent predic-
tor of ANP.

Conclusion: Plasma ANP levels in pts with heart failure and chronic AF are
dependent on time of AF duration. Longer duration of AF is associated with
lower ANP level.

P966 Utility of home monitoring for surveillance of
pacemaker patients

C. Stellbrink 1, J. Gill 2, M. Santini 3, A. Hartmann 4 , E. Wunderlich 5,
K. Wallbrück 6 on behalf of Home Monitoring technology for pacemaker
therapy. 1Univ. of Aachen, Clinic for Med. I - Cardiology, Aachen, Germany;
2Guy’s & St. Thomas’ Hosp., Cardiology, London, United Kingdom; 3Osp. S.
Filippo Neri, Cardiology, Rome, Italy; 4St. Georg Hosp., Intern. Med., Leipzig,
Germany; 5Hosp. Dresden-Friedrichstadt, Intern. Med., Dresden, Germany;
6BIOTRONIK, Technology & Service Center, Erlangen, Germany

Introduction: The novel Home Monitoring (HM) technology enables automatic,
regular transmission of selected data from the pacemaker (PM) to the attending
physician. Technical feasibility and clinical utility of HM was investigated in a
European multicenter trial. We report on the utility findings.
Methods: 122 patients (pts) were enrolled following implantation of the BA03
DDDR pacemaker (Biotronik, Germany). PM data were transmitted from the
implant to the clinics every 24 hours per fax in the form of Cardio Report (CR).
CRs indicated mean and maximal ventricular rate, percentage of intrinsic atrial
and ventricular rhythm and of intrinsic and PM-mediated atrioventricular con-
duction, and counters of ventricular extrasystoles (VES), couplets, triplets, runs
and of ventricular tachycardia. The physician examined CRs gathered in the pe-
riods from 0-2 weeks (w), 2-4 w, 4-8 w, and 8-12 w of implantation, to figure out
if HM data would indicate the need for a supplementary medical examination
or therapeutic intervention necessitating the patient’s referral to the hospital.
Results: 95 pts were "successfully monitored" according to the pre-defined
technical criteria. A total of 318 examinations of CR clusters were received
from the investigators. In 50 examinations (15.7%), a patient visit to the hos-
pital was considered necessary. The reasons were: frequent VES (33 cases),
ventricular (4) or atrial (3) tachyarrhythmia, lead problem (2), or other situa-
tions (8 cases). 79 interventions or medical examinations (table) were deemed
necessary based on CR analysis, yet not all interventions were classified as
requiring immediate patient referral to the hospital. The measures were imple-
mented during the subsequent follow-up visits in 81% of patients.

Interventions/Examinations No. of cases No. of pts Implemented for affected pts

24-h-Holter-ECG 53 31 26
PM reprogramming 12 11 11
Change in medication 10 8 5
Stress-ECG 1 1 1
Others 3 2 0

Measures proposed based on HM data

Conclusion: HM enables remote transmission of data from the PM to the
physician, offering the possibility of intensified monitoring with respect to clini-
cally relevant events.

P967 Correlation between closed-loop stimulation, quality of
life and vital capacity

A.S. Menezes Jr 1, H.G. Moreira 2 , M.T. Daher 2, J.M. Paiva 2. 1Hospital Sao
Francisco De Assis, Goiania; 2Univ. Federal de Goias, Goiania, Brazil

Introduction: The improvement of the patient’s quality-of-life (QoL) is currently
one of the major goals for development and optimization of cardiac stimulation.
The CLS integrates the pacemaker with the autonomic nervous system, and
thus, sensitive to the physical and mental stress.
Objectives: To evaluate the CLS and its relationships with the life quality (QoL)
and vital capacity.
Methods: This prospective, randomized, controlled, single-blinded and
crossover study includes patients (P) with Sinus Node Disease, who were im-
planted Inos2+ pacemaker. The patients were randomized in 2 groups (DDD
and DDD-CLS). First evaluation after 30 days with application of QoL Sin-
gle Form-36 (SF-36) questionnaire and ergometric and espirometric test per-
formed. Patients were crossed-over and after 1 month a new evaluation was
accomplished with the same parameters. Test T of Student and ANOVA were
used for validation of the data (alfa=5%, CI=95%)
Results: It has been enrolled 34 patients 50 patient, 27 male, with mean age
62±8 years old. The patients with DDD-CLS demonstrated significant improve-
ment (p<0,05) of the physical and emotional aspects through QoL question-
naire. Significant difference was demonstrated (p <0,05) also when the indexes
of vital capacity obtained through the Ergo-espirometric test was compared
(VO2max, Myocardial consumption of O2 - MVO2, and Heart Output) between
the DDD-CLS and DDD patients.
Conclusions: The CLS stimulation provides a pronounced variation of the
heart frequency, approaching to the normal physiologic answer at physical and
emotional stress, and, with that, improving not only the resistance to the maxi-
mum exercise but the quality of life either.
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P968 10-year single centre experience with VDD pacing

M. Weinbacher, B. Schaer, T. Cron, S. Osswald. University Hospital, Division
of Cardiology, Basel, Switzerland

Purpose: Current guidelines suggest the use of single lead VDD pacemakers
(VDD-PM) in patients with heart block and normal sinus node function. Never-
theless, DDD systems are often preferred, because later system upgrades for
sinus node dysfunction and/or atrial undersensing are feared. Therefore, we
aimed 1) to evaluate long-term performance of VDD-PMs with regard to proper
atrial sensing and maintenance of AV-synchronicity, and 2) to determine the
natural incidence of secondary sinus node dysfunction in this population.
Methods: Retrospective analysis of follow-up data from all patients (pts) who
had a VDD-PM implanted at our clinic between 1992 and 2000 with regard to
appropriate atrial sensing, necessity for reprogramming to the VVI mode for
atrial fibrillation (AF) or atrial undersensing, incidence of pacemaker revisions
and DDD upgrades, respectively.
Results: 265 consecutive pts (74±13 yrs; 56% men) with VDD-PMs were fol-
lowed for 4.1±2.4 yrs (range 6 days to 10.1 yrs). The indications for pacemaker
implantation were second-degree AV block in 92 pts (35%), third-degree AV
block in 144 pts (54%), bifascicular block with first-degree AV block in 17 pts
(6%) and other indications in 12 pts (5%). Death occurred in 95 pts (36%), with
a mean period after PM implantation of 3.2±2.1 yrs. At the latest follow-up, 228
pts (86%) were in the VDD mode, including 9 pts who had intermittently been
programmed to the VVI mode for transient AF-episodes. 33 pts (12%) remained
permanently in the VVI mode (26 pts for AF, 4 pts for atrial undersensing, 3 pts
for other reasons). Two pts (0.8%) received DDD upgrades during follow-up due
to chronotropic incompetence. Two other pts received a DDD-ICD for serious
ventricular arrhythmias. Revision of the VDD lead had to be performed in 11
pts (4%) (atrial undersensing 3, ventricular lead dislocation 4, insulation defect
1, fracture 1, perforation 1 or infection in 1, respectively). Battery depletion led
to elective replacement in 27 pts (10%) after 6.9±0.8 yrs.
Conclusions: VDD pacemakers in patients with heart block and normal sinus
node function exhibit an excellent long-term performance with a very low inci-
dence of lead revisions for atrial undersensing (1.1%) and an even lower rate of
DDD upgrades for secondary sinus node dysfunction (<1%). The rate of repro-
gramming to the VVI mode (12% at 4.1 yrs) is comparable to that in the DDD
literature (17% at five yrs in the large C-TOPP trial).

P969 The effects of pacing and pacemaker mode on anxiety
and fear of falling

G.M. Gribbin 1, RA. Kenny 2, P. McCue 2, WD. Toff 3, RS. Bexton 4,
JM. McComb 4. 1The Royal Victoria Infirmary, Department of Cardiology,
Newcastle upon Tyne, United Kingdom; 2Royal Victoria Infirmary,
Cardiovascular Research, Newcastle upon Tyne, United Kingdom; 3Glenfield
Hospital, Cardiology, Leicester, United Kingdom; 4Freeman Hospital,
Cardiology, Newcastle upon Tyne, United Kingdom

Purpose: Symptoms of dizziness and syncope can increase anxiety and the
fear of falling. Pacing prevents bradycardia and syncope, and improves dizzi-
ness. The effects of pacing and different pacemaker modes on anxiety and the
fear of falling however have not been evaluated. This study was undertaken
to assess the impact of pacing and pacing mode on cardiac symptoms and
psychological variables in patients with symptomatic bradycardias.
Methods: A subgroup of patients from the UKPACE and STOP-AF studies ran-
domised to AAI(R)/DDD(R) or VVI(R) pacing were evaluated at the time of pac-
ing and 1 and 24 months afterwards using the Activities Balance Confidence
(ABC), Geriatric Depression (GD), Hospital Anxiety (HA), and Karolinska Car-
diovascular Symptom (KCS) scales.
Results: Data for those patients who completed the 3 stages of the assess-
ment are shown in the table as the change in score expressed as a % of
maximum possible score. A negative change in score in GD, HA or KCS in-
dicates an improvement. Levels of depression, anxiety and balance confidence
improved significantly after pacing as did the cardiovascular symptoms of chest
pain, breathlessness, dizziness and palpitation. Baseline scores had significant
effects on 24 month scores (P<0.001 for each of the 4 scales) but pacing mode
had no independent effect on 24 month scores (P>0.4 for each of the 4 scales).

Scale D 1 month D 24 Month N1 P N2

ABC 10.2 1.2 118 0.002 75
GD -12.0 -0.7 129 0.02 81
HA -24.4 -5.2 79 <0.001 50
KCS -59.2 -15.6 115 <0.001 81

Key: D1 month, the change from baseline to 1 month; N1, number of patients with baseline and
one month data; P, significance of change from baseline to 1 month; N2, number of patients
with baseline, 1 and 24 month data.

Conclusion: Pacing improves balance confidence and decreases anxiety, de-
pression and cardiac symptoms in the first month after pacing. Baseline scores
were the major predictors of subsequent scores. Pacemaker mode had no sig-
nificant effects on levels of balance confidence, anxiety, depression or cardiac
symptoms.

P970 Female gender predicts longer survival despite higher
age at pacemaker implantation

M. Brunner 1, B. Schmidt 1, C. Hummel 1, M. Olschewski 2, M. Zehender 1 .
1Universitaetsklinik, Innere Medizin III - Kardiologie, Freiburg, Germany;
2Universität, Medizinische Biometrie und Statistik, Freiburg, Germany

Implantation of cardiac pacemakers (PM) is the treatment of choice in symp-
tomatic bradycardias, however, little is known about the impact of gender on
very long term survival, as this might influence the device-selection.
Methods: Analysis of a database containing 6505 PM patients in a university
hospital implanted from 1971-2000. Survival analysis was based on standard-
ized 6-12 months control intervals and telephone follow up, the Kaplan-Meier
method was used for estimation of survival.
Results: A total of 6505 pts was analyzed (3078 female, 47,3%; age: 72,1y
±11,8; mean follow-up period: 56,9 months). Women (W) were significantly
older than men (M) at PM implantation (73,3 ±11,2y vs. 71,0 ±12,3y) Despite
this, their median survival time (MST) after PM implantation was still longer than
men (118,0 vs. 91,7 months, p>0.0001, fig 1). Subgroup analysis showed that
in pts with atrial fibrillation (AFIB) no age difference was found between W and
M (74,4 ±8,8 vs. 73,5 ±9,4 months; p=n.s.) and MST differed markedly (93,6
vs. 70,7 months, P<0.01). In AV-block (> 2nd degree), the age difference was
more pronounced (73,2 ±12,9 vs. 71,3 ±13,0; p<0.0001) and MST differed by
22,4 months (106,3 vs. 83,9 months, figure). In sick-sinus syndrome (SSS) we
observed the highest difference in age (72,8 ±10,3 vs. 68,5 ±12,8y), but the
survival advantage was still seen for W (MST: 145,7 vs. 115,5 months, p<0.05)

Conclusion: Women have a markedly longer survival after PM-implantation for
all indications. Despite the markedly higher age of W at implantation for AVB
and SSS, this age difference does not offset their better survival. This difference
needs to be considered when selecting PM-devices for women.

P971 Telemetric homemonitoring: can it replace routine
contolls of implantable defibrillators?

A. Dorszewski, P. Schirdewahn, H. Kottkamp, U. Wetzel, E. Grebe,
G. Hindricks. University of Leipzig, Heartcenter, Cardiology, Leipzig, Germany

Implantable defibrillators (ICDs) are the treatment of first choice concerning
survived sudden cardiac death (SCD) or symptomatic ventricular tachycardias
(VT). Routine controlls are performed every 3 to 6 months after implantation.
Technical progress now offers telemetric performed longdistance interroga-
tions and controlls including information about the system status, episodes de-
tected and treated via homemonitoring (HM). Since May 2002 27 patients (pts.;
age 64±14.8 years, ejection fraction: 35±20.4%, underlying disease: coronary
artery disease: n=19, dilative cardiomyopathy: n=7, hypertrophic cardiomyopa-
thy: n=1) received ICDs with HM (Biotronic Inc.: single chamber ICDs, Biotronic
Belos VR-T: n=23; dual chamber ICDs, Belos DR-T: n=4). Indications for ICD
implantation: survived SCD: n=9, sustained VT: n=11, syncope and inducible
VT: n=6, prophylactic indication: n=1. Directly after implantation implementa-
tion and testing of HM was performed. Routine interrogations and controlls
of ICDs were performed 4 weeks after surgery followed by controlls every
3 months. HM-interrogations and reports were obtained every 2 wks. includ-
ing information regarding battery status (battery), lead impedance (LI), shock
impedance (SI), counts of episodes (VT/VF (ventricular fibrillation)) and ther-
apies aborted/delivered (ATP (overdrive stimulation)/shocks. Event triggered
reports were delivered in case of episode detection and treatment, system sta-
tus changes, i.e. LI>2000 Ohms, battery status ERI, etc. HM can be performed
on request, every 24 hours, weekly or every 2 weeks. Out of 289 scheduled
reports 273 were received, 11 event reports due to episode detection and ter-
mination. Missing report delivery was caused by transmission failure of the cel-
lular net. Data of HM versus routine controll at 6 months (n=27): battery [V]:
6.21±0.03 vs. 6.20±0.01; LI [Ohm]: 447±13 vs. 451±38; SI [Ohm]: 51±2 vs.
54±4; VT/VF: 1/2 vs. 1/2; ATP/shock: 1/1 vs. 1/1.
Conclusions: Close ICD interrogations and controlls including information re-
garding system status, episode counts and therapies aborted/delivered can be
performed reliably via longdistance telemetric HM offering the possibility of im-
mediate data transfer in case of necessary consultation and reduction of routine
controlls in outpatient clinics or hospital admissions.
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P972 The prospective predictive power of 24-hour
ambulatory electrocardiogram markers in determining
implantable cardioverter-defibrillator discharge

H.C. Routledge, AN. Buch, M.M. Clune, D. Jones, H.J. Marshall,
S. Chowdhary. Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Cardiology, Birmingham, United
Kingdom

Twenty four hour ECG markers of cardiac autonomic function (heart rate vari-
ability (HRV) & heart rate turbulence (HRT)) are known to stratify the risk of ar-
rhythmic death in cardiovascular disease, but their utility in selecting candidates
for an implantable cardiodefibrillator (ICD) has not been studied. Whereas the
analysis of HRV is limited by frequent ectopic beats, common in ICD candi-
dates, HRT quantifies fluctuations in sinus cycle length after such ectopic beats
to assess cardiac autonomic control. We have prospectively studied the utility
of 24-hr HRV and HRT in predicting appropriate use of an ICD implanted ac-
cording to current selection criteria.
Methods: 69 consecutive patients selected for ICD implantation according to
MADIT-I or AVID criteria, underwent 24 hr digital holter recording 1 day after
their procedure. After a follow-up period of 20[9-30](mean[range])months pa-
tients were divided into 2 groups: utilisers had received at least one appropriate
therapy from the ICD; non- utilisers had not.
Results: 24 hour HRV analysis was not possible in 8(12%) of patients due to
a high percentage of ectopic beats, whilst HRT analysis was successful in all
cases. Utilisers and non-utilisers could not be separated by 24-hr SDNN. In
contrast, mean values of HRT in the two groups dichotomised either side of
the previously validated prognostic thresholds, with non-utilisers falling into the
better prognostic stratification (i.e. higher HRT: slope >2.5 ms/mmHg and a
negative value for onset). No patient with a slope of >5.8 ms/mmHg received
any ICD therapies. This identified 15% of the non-utilisers.

24-hour SDNN (ms) HRT Onset (ms) HRT Slope (ms/mmHg)

Utilisers 86 (4) 0.1 (0.2) 2.2 (0.3)
Non-utilisers 90 (8) - 0.3 (0.2) 3.6 (0.7)
Good Prognosis > 70 (ATRAMI 1997) < 0 (Schmidt 1999) > 2.5 (Schmidt 1999)

24 hour ECG markers (mean (SEM)) in users and non-users of ICD.

Conclusion: HRT was easily obtained from all patients and unlike conventional
24 hour HRV distinguished those who benefited from ICD implantation. A high
HRT slope (>5.8 ms/mmHg) may identify low-risk patients who would other-
wise receive ICD according to current criteria. The addition of HRT to current
selection criteria should be examined in future trials.

PULMONARY VEIN ABLATION

P973 Substrate modification by left atrial linear lesions as an
alternative in patients with recurrence of atrial
fibrillation despite pulmonary vein isolation

S. Ernst, F. Ouyang, D. Baensch, P. Falk, H. Hachiya, M. Antz, KH. Kuck. St.
Georg General Hospital, II. Medical Department, Hamburg, Germany

Trigger elimination by pulmonary vein (PV) isolation has been demonstrated to
cure atrial fibrillation (AFib). Despite initially successful PV isolation, AFib may
recur during follow-up.
Methods: Of a total of 347 pts (mean age 57±9 yrs) who underwent PV isola-
tion resulting in acute elimination of the PV spike potential (max. 30 W, 50° C
over max 180 sec), a subgroup of 15 pts (12 m, mean age 56 ± 12 years) un-
derwent additional ablation procedures aiming at a compartmentalization of the
left atrium (LA) interrupting possible reentrant circuits to treat their unchanged
arrhythmia (4 intermittent AFib). Despite a mean number of 2.5 ± 0.9 acutely
successful PV isolation procedures, PV spike potentials were demonstrated in
9/15 pts at the beginning of the linear ablation session. Two linear lesions in the
LA were deployed by point-by-point radiofrequency current applications: one
connecting the superior right to the superior left PV ("roof" line) and a second
line from the middle of the roof line to the anterior aspect of the mitral annulus
to interrupt atypical flutter ("anterior line"). Mapping and ablation (irrigated tip
14/15 pts with max. 30-35 W) were performed using the CARTO system during
SR or coronary sinus pacing.
Results: A mean number of 37.4 ± 17.7 RF applications were used to deploy
the two lines. Procedure duration amounted to a mean of 478± 113 min and
29.6 ± 9.8 min of fluoroscopy. Validation of line completeness was performed
using both conventional stimulation criteria and the CARTO system (local acti-
vation time and voltage amplitude maps).
During follow-up (mean 130 ± 90 days), 10/11 (91%) pts with complete lines
were in SR, whereas in the group with persistent gaps 3/4 pts experienced
recurrence of AFib or incessant scar-related atrial tachycardia. In one pt a sig-
nificant PV stenosis eventually necessitated stent implantation.
Conclusion: One explanation for AFib relapse after demonstrated complete
PV isolation might be re-conduction of the previously interrupted conducting
fibres into the PV. However, even after repeat "successful" pulmonary vein iso-
lation, AFib does recur in a subset of patients. Additional modification of the

atrial substrate by left linear lesions resulted in SR in 91% of these pts when
lines were completely deployed. Incomplete linear lesions resulted in AFib re-
currence or scar-related reentry tachycardia.

P974 Anatomic particularities of human atrial myocardial
extensions into pulmonary veins

M. Chauvin, L. MARCELLIN, L. JESEL, MP. DOUCHET. Hopital De
Hautepierre, Cardiology Department, Strasbourg, France

Purpose RF ablation of paroxysmal atrial fibrillation initiated in one or more
pulmonary veins (PV) specifically targets the electrical disconnection of PV -
left atrium junction. This emphasizes the importance of precisely understanding
the anatomical particularities of this junction.
Method Twelve human hearts without known cardiopathy were obtained at au-
topsy. Left atrium with PV and adjacent right atrial tissue were excised then
fixed in formaldehyde. Macroscopic analysis of the fiber structure was carried
out, with special attention to the myocardium extending at least 5 mm into the
PV junction from the left atrium myocardium (LAM).
Results 44 PV and a unique Left PV could be examined. Myocardial exten-
sions were observed in 100% of Left Superior PVs (LSPV), 70% of Right Su-
perior PVs (RSPV), 55% of Left Inferior PVs and 50% Right Inferior PVs. All
extensions consisted of circular muscle bundles, parallel to each other and per-
pendicular to the PV axis.
All LSPV extensions were directly linked to the LAM by distinct myocardial bun-
dles, originating from Bachmann’s bundle (60%) or from organized muscular
fibers always surrounding both left PVs. All of these were in the high posterior
quadrant of the PV.
60% of RSPVs were directly connected to the myocardium surrounding the
superior vena cava – right atrium junction by distinct myocardial fibers.
Inferior vein extensions did not present with recurrent features.
Conclusions Left Atrial Myocardium is always connected to the LSPV by spe-
cific muscular bundles. These are derived from either Bachmann’s bundle or
structured muscular fibers. The RSPV often present distinct structures linking
the muscular extensions to the right atrial myocardium.

P975 Evaluation of the anatomy and the diameter of the
pulmonary veins before and after ablation for atrial
fibrillation

L. De Roy, F. Deprez, B. Collet, I. Mancini, A. Gonta, E. Popsecu, A. Ciausu,
D. Blommaert. Cliniques UCL Mont-Godinne, Cardiology/Arrhythmology, Yvoir,
Belgium

Background: Isolation of the pulmonary veins (PV) by ablation (ABL) for cure
of atrial fibrillation (AF) carries a potential risk of stenoses of these veins with
consequent pulmonary hypertension and sometimes serious complications.
Furthermore, anatomical variants of PV are encountered in some patients (pts).
Methods: Since february 2002 we performed systematically a contrast spiral
CT scan of the PV, 3 to 4 days before ABL, after 1 week and during follow-up
(FU) after ± 2 months in order to calibrate the diameter of the PV ostia and
to detect possible PV stenoses. The diameters were measured at 5 mm from
the extrapolated border of the left atrial cavity. After a transseptal puncture,
ABL was performed systematically in the first mm of the ostia of the PV. ABL
was guided by spontaneous or paced PV potentials, detected at the ostia on a
10 pole Cordis Lasso catheter. A maximum energy of 30 W was used and a
temperature of 40 to 50°C. Ten pts had an electro-anatomic (CARTO) circum-
ferential exclusion with an 8 mm or an irrigated 3.5 mm catheter with a power
setting of 50 W and a temperature of ± 50°C.
Results: Thirty two consecutive pts (10 CARTO pts) were eligible for this
study. All PV were successfully isolated during the procedure (mean procedure
time: 4.2 ± 0.7 hours). Seven pts had more than 2 right PV ostia (7 x RMPV).
The diameters (mm) of the PV were shown in the table. No pt had a clinically
significant (maximal narrowing observed: 30%) reduction of the diameter of the
ostia. For the 16 pts having completed the follow-up, the mean difference of the
diameter of the 4 veins were respectively: 1.5(LSPV), 0.6(LIPV), 0.6(RSPV),
0.4mm(RIPV). No pt had complaints suggestive of PV stenosis, pulmonary in-
volvement or pulmonary hypertension.

Diameters (mm) of the PV

n LSPV LIPV RSPV RIPV P

(1) before 32 14.4 ± 3.3 12.1 ± 2.2 14.5 ± 3.6 12.6 ± 2.7 /
(3) 2 months 16 12.9 ± 2.5 11.1 ± 1.7 13.1 ± 2.8 12.7 ± 1.7 P=NS (1vs2)

Conclusion: ABL of the PV with a maximum power setting of 30 Watts and a
temperature limited to 50°C with the classical Lasso catheter method seems
to be safe without significant stenoses of the ostia of these veins after ABL. No
clinical events related to this possible complication were noted. This was also
the case in the ten pts with circumferential electro-anatomic approach.
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P976 Usefulness of phased array intracardiac
echocardiography during pulmonary vein isolation
with radiofrequency catheter ablation in patients with
atrial fibrillation

S. Themistoclakis, A. Bonso, A. Rossillo, F. Rigo, B. De Piccoli, A. Raviele.
Umberto I Hospital, Division of Cardiology, Mestre-Venice, Italy

Purpose: to assess the usefulness of phased array intracardiac echocardio-
graphy (ICE) during pulmonary vein (PV) isolation in patients (pts) with AF.
Methods: Twenty-four pts (22M, 2F; mean age 55±11 years) with symptomatic
paroxysmal (13 pts), persistent (7 pts), and permanent (4 pts) AF, underwent
to ICE-guided PV isolation. The mean AF duration was 6 years (range 1.5-30)
with daily or weakly episodes for pts with paroxysmal AF. All the pts were on
anticoagulation therapy and tried at least 3 antiarrhythmic drugs (AAD) without
success. Structural heart disease was present in 17 pts. The mean left ventri-
cle ejection fraction was 58±7% and the mean left atrial diameter was 45±6
mm. The transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) was performed in all pts 1-
3 days before ablation. AAD were discontinued at least 5 half-lives prior to the
procedure. The ablation was performed under ICE-guide to visualize the intra-
atrial septum during the transeptal puncture, to define the left atrium (LA)-PV
junction for the circular mapping catheter positioning and to guide energy titra-
tion by monitoring micro-bubbles formation. The power was titrated upward until
bubbles limited to the area around the ablation catheter (type 1) were observed
and was terminated if shower of dense bubbles extending to the LA cavity (type
2) appears. PV isolation was considered acutely successful after abolition of all
ostial PV potentials. All pt were followed with history, ecg, Holter recording at
1 and every 3 month. TEE was repeated at 1, 3, 6 and 12 month. In case of
symptom recurrences ECG and Holter recording were also performed. Com-
plete success was defined as the absence of AF recurrences in the follow up
(FU) without AAD. Pts with recurrences of AF during the FU that remain in sinus
rhythm with AAD previously ineffective, were considered as partial success.
Results: Four PV were isolated in all pts. After a mean FU of 3±1.5 months the
success rate was 79.5% (19 pts)with a complete success in 16 pts (67%) and
a partial success in 3 (12.5%). The radiofrequency energy delivered during the
ablation ranged from 30 to 100 W. The procedure was complicated in 1 case
with cerebrovascular embolic event. No severe PV stenosis were observed dur-
ing the procedure and in the FU.
Conclusions: The PV isolation guided by ICE seems to be effective to prevent
the AF recurrences. The ICE is a useful tool to guide the titration of radiofre-
quency energy by direct visualization of micro-bubbles formation reducing the
risk of PV stenosis in a short-term FU.

P977 Impact of the duration of cryoablation application on
the clinical efficacy of pulmonary vein isolation using
transvenous cryoablation

HF. Tse 1, KLF. Lee 1, SH. Wan 2, C. Lam 3, V. Tsang 1, CP. Lau 1. 1Queen
Mary Hospital, Medicine, Hong Kong, Hong Kong; 2Tuen Mun Hospital,
Medicine, Hong Kong, Hong Kong; 3Kwong Wah Hospital, Department of
Medicine, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Background: Recent studies have demonstrated that transvenous cryoabla-
tion (Cryo) is a safe and feasible method for pulmonary veins (PVs) isolation
for treatment of atrial fibrillation (AF). However, a significant limitation of this
technique is cryoablation requires a much longer ablation time. Whether de-
crease the duration of Cryo affects the clinical efficacy for PV isolation remains
unclear.
Methods: We compared the procedure time and clinical efficacy of Cryo (Cry-
oCorTM, San Diego, USA) for PV isolation in 25 pts (mean age 51±13, 18
men) with paroxysmal AF using either double-5 mins (5x2, n=15) or double-
2.5 mins (2.5x2, n=10) freeze delivered with a 10 F deflectable transvenous
catheter. PV isolation was performed as guided by identification of PV poten-
tial recorded with a circular catheter (Lasso, Webster). All pts underwent Holter
and event recorder at 3 and 12 months to evaluate for AF recurrence. Anti-
arrhythmic drugs were discontinued at 3 months if pts had no AF recurrence.
Results: Successful electrical isolation was achieved with Cryo in 76 of 78
(97%) targeted PVs in 25 pts (mean: 3.1±0.7 PVs per patient). A mean of
47±21 (range 12 to 79) Cryo were delivered per pt, and there was a median
of 12 (range 2 to 40) applications per vein (7.5 ± 3.2 sites). The overall mean
percentage of effective Cryo applications was 75 ± 10% (range 25 to 100%).
The mean temperature achieved at target sites during effective applications (-
77.8 ± 5.5 °C). After 12±6 months, 15 (60%) pts had no recurrences of AF.

Comparison Between 5x2 vs. 2.5x2 Freeze

No. of PV No. Cryo % Acute Chronic Fluoro- Procedure
isolated applications Effective efficacy efficacy scopy time
per pt per pt Cryo time

5x2 freeze 3.1 51 69 47/48 (98%) 8/15 (53%) 138 510
(n=15)

2.5x2 freeze 3.3 52 73 29/30 (96%) 7/10 (70%) 117 380*
(n=10)

*p=0.01

There were no significant differences in the mean number of PV isolated and
Cryo application, percentage of effective Cryo, the acute and long-term clini-
cal efficacy and fluoroscpy time between using 5x2 and 2.5x2 freezes (Table).
However, the procedure time of using 2.5x2 freezes was significantly reduced
compared with 5x2 freezes (380±131 vs. 510±115 mins, p=0.01).
Conclusions: Transvenous catheter Cryo is an effective method to create PV
electrical isolation for the treatment of AF. The use of 2.5x2 freeze protocol
significantly reduces the procedure time without affecting the acute and long-
term clinical efficacy of Cryo.

P978 Pulmonary vein isolation using a novel circular
cryoablation catheter: early changes in pulmonary vein
activation predict effectiveness

T. Wong, V. Markides, NS. Peters, DW. Davies. Imperial College - St. Mary’s
Hospital, Waller Cardiac Department, London, United Kingdom

Background: Pulmonary vein (PV) isolation by cryoablation can be time-
consuming, predominantly due to the duration of each application. We hypoth-
esized that the likely effectiveness of each application can be predicted by early
changes in PV activation during cryo-delivery.
Methods: Using a novel 7F steerable circular tipped cryoablation catheter (Ar-
tic CirclerTM), we targeted 32 PVs (diameter 19±5mm) in 17pts (12M, age
52±12yrs) with drug refractory paroxysmal atrial fibrillation. The cryoablation
catheter was placed at the ostium of each targeted vein, proximal to a circum-
ferential mapping catheter (LassoTM). Cryoablative lesions were created at -
80°C for ≥4min. PV isolation was defined as either the elimination of PV elec-
trograms or their dissociation from left atrial (LA) electrograms. An effective
application was defined as one causing a significant change in PV activation.
Results: Twenty-five (78%) PVs were successfully isolated, 16 using the circu-
lar cryoablation catheter alone, and 9 after additional cryoablation with a 6mm
tipped catheter. Of 371 (12±8 per PV) applications delivered using the circular
catheter, 107 (29%) were terminated within 60s due to suboptimal catheter po-
sition resulted from catheter expansion or technical problems. The remaining
265 applications (71%) were continued for >60s (mean 200±64s), of which
92 (35%) were effective. To detect a possible cumulative effect, applications for
each PV were divided into tertiles. Effective applications were evenly distributed
across these (32, 30 and 30 for the 1st, 2nd, and last tertile, respectively), so
that the index of effectiveness was independent of total energy delivered. All
but one effective application caused a >/=10% prolongation of LA-PV conduc-
tion time or a significant change in PV morphology, within the first 40 (17±13)
sec of the delivery.
Conclusion: Effective application using a circular cryoablation catheter can be
predicted by early changes in PV activation. This may avoid prolonged applica-
tions at ineffective sites and shorten procedure time.

P979 Cartilage, bone, and marrow formation as a marker for
unintended energy deposition post-ablation in the
canine heart

W. Su, SB. Johnson, DL. Packer. Rochester, United States of America

Background: Laser energy ablation to create circumferential lesions at the PV
orifice has shown promising results in treating AF, but the chronic effects of
endocardial injury, both intended and unintended, from laser energy ablations
have not been well described.
Methods: To assess the chronic effects associated with the use of circumferen-
tial laser energy balloon ablation, 42 PV lesions were created in 19 dogs. Laser
energy ablation was performed at power levels of 3.5, 4.5, and 5.5 W/cm, for
durations of 120 to 600 seconds in 14 PVs each. To assess subsequent chronic
effects, 16 dogs were randomly survived to 4 months, and 3 dogs survived to 6
months.
Results: Post-mortem investigation demonstrated extensive cartilage forma-
tion both grossly and histologically at the orifice in 36 out of 42 (86%) of the
ablated PVs. Cartilage was seen in 8/14 PVs (57%) ablated at 3.5 W/cm, 14/14
PVs (100%) at 4.5 W/cm, and 14/14 PVs (100%) at 5.5 W/cm. In each case,
cartilage was formed superior to either the left or right superior PVs. In 2 cases,
there was also extension of cartilage inferior to the affected PV. The main site
of cartilage formation in all cases was the point of previous contact between
the superior aspects of the non-ablating part of the balloon and the superior
aspect of the PV and left atrium. Bone formation was found in 13 of 36 PVs
with cartilage, and bone-marrow formation was seen in 10 of these 13 PVs.
There was no regression of cartilage or bone formation at 6 months compared
to 4 months.
Conclusions: Cartilage, bone, and marrow formation within the canine atrium
after laser energy balloon ablation at the pulmonary vein orifice is seen in most
of the PV ablations in this study. Nevertheless, cartilage formation may be a
species-specific phenomenon.
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P980 Usefulness of a new radiofrequency thermal balloon
catheter for pulmonary vein isolation to treat atrial
fibrillation

S. Satake. Shonan kamakura general hospital, Heart Center, Kamakura,
Japan

Background: A triggering ectopic focus originated from the pulmonary
vein(PV)or its ostial lesion induces atrial fibrillation (AF). We evaluated the
safety and efficacy of a new radiofreqency thermal balloon catheter for PV iso-
lation to treat atrial fibrillation.
Methods: We treated 50 patients with drug resistant paroxysmal AF using this
catheter. By trans-septal approach,the inflated baloon with a diameter 5-10mm
larger than that of PV ostium, was wedged at the left atrium(LA)-PV junction,
which was heated by a very high frequency current(13.56 MHz) applied to the
coil electrode inside the balloon for 3-5 minutes repeatedly up to 4 times. The
ballon center temperature was maintained at 60-75 degree Celsius by regulat-
ing the output of the generator.
Results: Successful PV isolation was performed in 49 of 50 left superior PVs,
in all of 50 right superior PVs, in 18 of 20 left inferior PVs, and in 18 of 20 right
inferior PVs, associated with a significant reduction of the amplitude of the ostial
potentials. Total procedure time was 1.5-3.2 hours, including 25-46minutes of
fuluoloscopy time. After 6-12 months follw-up period, 45 patients were free from
AF, including 35 not taking and 10 taking the same antiarrhythmic agents before
ablation. Electron beam tomography revealed no PV stenosis. There were no
major complication associated with this thermal balloon ablation.
Coclusion. Using a radiofrequency thermal balloon catheter, we can safely and
quickly isolate the PV and its ostial lesion from the LA to treat paroxysmal AF,
through circumferential ablation around the PV ostium.

P981 Morphologic study of the pulmonary veins by
three-dimensional magnetic resonance angiography:
implications for the electrophysiologist

E. Guillaumet 1 , F. Carreras 1 , R. Leta 1, S. Pujadas 1, J. Sanchez-Rubio 2 ,
X. Viñolas 1, G. Pons-Llado 1 . 1Hospital de Sant Pau, Cardiology Dpt.,
Barcelona, Spain; 2Hospital Miguel Servet, Cardiology Dpt., Zaragoza, Spain

Radio frequency ablation (RFA) of focal atrial fibrillation has renewed the inter-
est in the morphological study of the pulmonary veins (PVs). Transesophageal
echocardiography (TEE) is semi-invasive and limited technique in readily visu-
alizing the more distal part of all PVs draining into the left atrium. The wide
field of view of cardiovascular magnetic resonance imaging (CMRI) allows the
fully depiction of PVs anatomy, and 3D contrast enhanced magnetic resonance
angiography (3D-CEMRA) is an outstanding method to identify PVs anatomical
details and relationships and the position of the ostia in the left atrium.
Purpose: To report our experience in the anatomical study of PVs by means
of 3D-CEMRA
Methods: The study group consisted on 23 patients scheduled for a CMRI
study for different reasons (5 of them pre-RFA studies) and who presented with-
out significant left atrial dilatation on the initial CMRI sequence of pilot scans.
In them, a 3D-CEMRA sequence was performed after the completion of the
study protocol in every case. The MRI system used was a Philips Intera 1.5 T,
and the contrast agent administered in the 3D-CEMRA study was gadoteridol
(0.2 mmol/kg) at an infusion rate of 3 ml/s. Reconstructions on maximal inten-
sity projection (MIP) and 3D volume rendering of the images were displayed
for analysis on a dedicated workstation. A measurement of the diameter of all
vessels was performed on coronal slices of the 3D volume set at the section
nearest to the ostium.
Results: In all cases, adequate images from all PVs were obtained. Diame-
ter ranged from 11-21 mm. In 17 cases (74%) 4 independent ostiums were
observed, and in 5 patients (22%) 5 independent ostiums were present (3 left
PVs and 2 right PVs in 3 patients and 2 left PVs and 3 right PVs in 2 patients),
while in 1 patient (4%) – this case corresponding to a pre-RF ablation study-
only 3 ostiums were detected because of the presence of a unique left PV os-
tium. In 13 patients (56%) the right lobar veins converged distally forming a very
short common trunk. In 5 patients the PV ostium was formed from the direct
convergence of the lobar veins into the left atrium (right upper PV in 3 cases,
left upper PV and right inferior PV in one case respectively).
Conclusions: 3D-CEMRA is a non-invasive diagnostic technique allowing the
complete morphological study of the PVs pre and post-RFA. Knowledge of the
anatomical details of the PVs distal part and the position of the ostia in the left
atrium is a very useful information for the electrophysiologist to make easier the
RF ablation procedure.

P982 Isolation of pulmonary veins during sustained atrial
fibrillation: efficacy of combined treatment with
ultrasound balloon ablation and radiofrequency
ablation

C. Ma, XP. Liu, X. Liu, JA. Wang, JZ. Dong, GC. Guo, DP. Fang. Beijing
Anzhen Hospital, Cardiology, Beijing, China

Aims: Pulmonary veins (PVs) isolation can be achieved easily by targeting the
PV potentials during sinus rhythm and/or atrial pacing, but during an ongoing
episode of atrial fibrillation (AF), the PV potentials may be difficult to differ-
entiate from the left atrium (LA) potentials. The purpose of this study was to
determine the efficacy of combined treatment with ultrasound balloon ablation
and radiofrequency ablation during sustained AF.
Methods and Results: Fifteen patients with markedly symptomatic and drugs
refractory AF were included in this study. In each patient, cardioversions have
been performed but with prompt recurrence. Mapping of PVs was performed
with a circumferential mapping catheter (A-focus/Lasso). Ultrasound PV abla-
tion was performed anatomically until complete isolation of the PV or the PV
activity allowing secondarily a more localized ablation with a radiofrequencyt
(RF) catheter. Right inferior PV mapping and ablation was performed with a RF
catheter. In total, 57 PVs were ablated. Complete PV isolation was achieved in
54 (94.7%) of them. Ultrasound balloon ablation was performed in 45 PVs. Af-
ter a mean of 6.4±3.1 (2-17) ultrasound energy applications were delivered, 34
PVs (75.6%) were complete isolated and 11 PVs were partial isolated. Ostial
ablation with RF was performed in these PVs. The total procedure duration and
fluoroscopy times were 138±21min and 38±9min, respectively. There were no
PVs stenosis or other complications in this study. After a mean follow-up of
6.9±2.9 (5-13) months, 7 patients (46.7%) were AF free without any antiar-
rhythmic drugs and AF can be controlled by drugs in 4 patients (26.7%).
Conclusions: Isolation of multiple PVs during sustained AF is feasible and
safe. Combined treatment with ultrasound balloon ablation and RF ablation had
a high efficacy in PVs isolation during ongoing AF.

P983 Circumferential pulmonary vein ablation as a new
anatomic approach for atrial fibrillation and predictive
criteria for succesfull radiofrequency ablation

J. Atie 1, S. Martelo 2 , W. Maciel 1 , E. Andrea 1, N. Araujo 2, L. Siqueira 2 ,
H. Carvalho 2, C.F. Munhoz 2. 1Sao Vicente Clinic, Electrophysiology, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil; 2Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Cardiology Unit, Rio de
Janeeiro, Brazil

Background: Circumferential radiofrequency (RF) ablation of all 4 pulmonary
vein (PV) ostia has recently been described as an effective and safe anatomic
approach for the treatment of atrial fibrillation (AF). It seems that the amount
of post-RF low voltage encircled area is the only predictive criterion for a suc-
cessful ablation.
Objectives: Our aim is to report the outcome of this approach in a small cohort
of patients with highly symptomatic drug-recurrent paroxysmal AF (PAF) and
investigate possible predictive criteria for a successful ablation.
Methods: We studied 39 patients (32 male, mean age 59,9 yr.) with PAF who
underwent Circumferential PV ablation deployed transseptally predominantly
during sinus rhythm, using 3D electroanatomic guidance. We determined the
total left atrial volume (LAvol), the amount of encircled area around each PV,
the number of RF lesions and the number of PVs with complete lesions. These
were complete when distances between 2 consecutive lesions were less than
10mm.
Results: No PV stenoses were detected by transesophageal echocardiogra-
phy or magnetic resonance. Among 144 lesions surrounding individual PVs,
79% were defined as complete. After a mean of 8,5 months, 31 patients were
AF free and 5 had AF recurrence. Patients with (Group A) and without (Group
B) AF recurrence did not differ in age, prevalence of heart disease, ejection
fraction or LA diameter. Ablated area around Left PV/LAvol was significantly
smaller in patients from Group A (p=0,032). The percentage of PV with incom-
plete lesions did not differ between groups. There was no significant difference
considering the amount of low voltage encircled area on the right PVs, the total
number of RF lesions and LAvol, although patients from Group A presented
with larger LA volumes (p=0,057).
Conclusions: Circumferential PV ablation seems to be an effective and safe
treatment for paroxysmal AF. Present experience suggests that the amount of
encircled area around the left PVs may be regarded as a possible predictive
criterion for a successful RF ablation.
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P984 Nadroparin versus unfractionated heparin for
anticoagulation of all cause atrial fibrillation:
preliminary results of the NADROPAF trial

H. Gamra 1 , F. Addad 2, K. Ben Hamda 2, F. Betbout 2, F. Maatouk 2 ,
M. Derdabi 3 , A. Mahdhaoui 4 , M. Ben Farhat 2 on behalf of The NADROPAF
investigators. 1Cardiology Department, Monastir, Tunisia; 2University Hospital,
Monastir, Tunisia; 3University Hospital "F. Bourguiba", Monastir, Tunisia;
4F Hached University Hospital, Cardiology, Sousse, Tunisia

Background: Few studies were conducted to test the safety and efficacy of
low molecular weight heparin (LWMH) as an anticoagulation modality in new
onset atrial fibrillation (AF) before cardioversion and most of those studies ex-
cluded patients (pts) with high risk for systemic embolism particularly those with
valvular heart disease.
Methods: The NADROPAF trial (Nadroparin for Atrial Fibrillation) is a prospec-
tive randomized open label multicenter study comparing Nadroparin versus un-
fractionated heparin (UH) in pts with all cause atrial fibrillation of more than
48 hours duration. Pts > 75 year-old, with a history of < 6 months systemic
embolism, cerebral or gastro-intestinal hemorrhage, prosthetic valve, left atrial
thrombus or renal failure were excluded. Pts were given LMWH or UH at a body
weight adjusted dose.
From Oct 2001 to Dec 2002, 179 pts were included: 107 pts in the LMWH group
and 72 in the UH group. Age, sex, and distribution of AF etiology were similar
between the 2 groups as shown in the table below:
Treatment duration was of 5.7 ± 2.8 days in the LMWH group versus 6.37 ±
2.8 in the UH group (p: NS)
Results: There was only one death that occurred in the UH group 10 hours
after inclusion, most likely related to ventricular arrhythmia. There was no ma-
jor stroke in either group. Transient ischemic attack was observed in one pt
with mitral stenosis in the UH group. There was no major hemorrhagic events
in either group. However, minor hemorrhage was observed in one pt of each
group.

Comparison of demographic characteristic

LMWH UH p

Age (years) 58.9 ± 13.5 60.0 ± 13.2 NS
Sex (Female) 72 (67%) 52 (72%) NS
AF Etiology
– Valvular disease 28 (26%) 23 (32%) NS
– Hypertension 34 (32%) 23 (32%) NS
– Other 13 (12%) 7 (10%) NS
– Lone 32 (30%) 19 (26%) NS

Conclusions: Anticoagulation of AF from all cause including valvular heart
disease can be safely and effectively accomplished by LMWH. These findings
need to be confirmed as the study progresses before recommending an outpa-
tient management of all pts with AF.

P985 Risk of cerebral embolism in patients with left atrial
thrombi and atrial fibrillation: a prospective and serial
study using transesophageal echocardiography and
cerebral magnetic resonance imaging

H. Schmidt 1 , P. Bernhardt 1 , T. Sommer 2, H. Schild 2, H. Omran 1. 1University
of Bonn, Dept. of Cardiology, Bonn, Germany; 2University of Bonn, Dept of
Radiology, Bonn, Germany

Background: Patients (pts) with left atrial (LA) thrombi and atrial fibrillation
(AF) have an elevated risk of cerebral embolism. The aims of this prospective
study were (1) to evaluate the fate of LA thrombi in anticoagulated AF pts and
(2) to determine predictors of thrombus resolution and cerebral embolism.
Methods: The study group consisted of 20 pts with LA thrombi (age 62±12
years). All pts received oral anticoagulation therapy and underwent serial
transthoracic and transesophageal echocardiographic examinations, serial as-
sessment of the anticoagulation level (an INR > 2 was defined as effectively
anticoagulated) and cranial MRI including diffusion- weighted imaging to de-
termine the presence of cerebral embolism at the beginning of the study, at 4
weeks, at 3 months and at 1 year.
Results: Seven pts had cerebral embolism at the index admission. Three pts
had cerebral embolism with neurological deficits during the follow up period.
One patient died. 4 out of 20 thrombi resolved within 4 weeks. An additional
9 thrombi disappeared within 12 months (65% resolution within 12 months).
Pts with and without thrombus resolution did not differ for ejection fraction
(51±20 vs. 45±18%; p=0.60), LA size (5.2±1.0 vs. 4.5±0.4cm; p=0.13), mobil-
ity (62% vs. 43%; p=0.26), protrusion (15% vs. 29%; p=0.48) and echogenicity
of thrombi (77% vs. 86%; p=0.64), whereas the thrombi were smaller in pts with
thrombus resolution (1.0±0.5 vs. 2.5±1.8; p=0.02). Pts with cerebral embolism
had larger thrombi (3.2±2.7 vs. 1.1±0.62; p=0.02) and a higher incidence of
previous cerebral embolism (2 vs 5; p=0.03) as compared to pts without em-
bolism.

Conclusions: Most LA thrombi disappear within 12 months under continued
anticoagulation therapy. Thrombus size is the only predictor for thrombus res-
olution. Cerebral embolism may even occur under continued anticoagulation
therapy (15%). Thrombus size and previous embolism are predictors of cere-
bral embolism during follow-up.

P986 A post-cardioversion transoesophageal
echocardiography strategy with the use of enoxaparin
for brief anticoagulation in atrial fibrillation patients:
a pilot trial study

M. Sorino 1, S. Carerj 2 , M. De Tommasi 3 , F. Iacopi 4 , N. D’Amato 5,
G. Pettinati 6 , V. Montericcio 7 , A. Cualbu 8 on behalf of POSTEC Study.
1Division of Cardiology, Bari, Italy; 2Messina, Italy; 3Pisa, Italy; 4Faenza, Italy;
5BARI, Italy; 6Casarano, Italy; 7Milano, Italy; 8Cagliari, Italy

Transeosophageal echocardiography (TEE)-guided cardioversion (C) of atrial
fibrillation (AF) foresees post-C oral anticoagulation theraphy (OAT) of four
weeks, as empirically determined, due to the possibility of an atrial/left atrial
appendage stunning (S) related thromboembolism. Many studies agree that in
most patients (pts) post-C S lasts about one week. The aim of this work is to
evaluate the feasibility and safety of a new TTE-guided strategy that entails a
2nd, 7 days post-C, TEE in order to select those pts who, without S, can benefit
from a one week period of anticoagulation. For a rapid and brief anticoagulation
we use enoxaparin (E) in alternative to OAT.
Methods: We enrolled into a multicenter, randomized, prospective, clinical trial
206 pts with AF ≥ 2 days eligible for electrical and/or pharmacological C. They
were randomly assigned to two groups, A and B. Group A pts received E at
a dosage of 100 IU antiXa/kg twice a day and underwent TEE-guided C. After
seven days a 2nd TEE was carried out and, in the absence of S, E was stopped.
Otherwise, E was embricated with OAT for three weeks. Group B pts carried out
a conventional TEE-guided C with heparin and four weeks of OAT post-C.
Results: Of the 105 group A pts, 98 underwent the 1st TEE. Of these 2 (2.1%)
did not undergo C due to thrombi (T) and 7 (7.1%) due to dense spontaneous
echocontrast (SEC). C was efficacious in 76 pts. After 1 week 53/61 pts in SR
underwent the 2nd TEE. In the 43/53 pts (81.1%) who showed no signs of
stunning, E was stopped. Of the 101 group B pts, 87 underwent TEE. C was
not carried out in 5 pts due to T (5.7%) and in 5 pts due to dense SEC (5.7%).
C was efficacious in 75 pts. At one month follow up 84 group A pts and 84 pts
group B pts were evaluated.
In group A one patient (pt) who had shown complex plaques in the aortic arch
at 1st TEE had a stroke during E anticoagulation treatment.
In group B there was one death, non treatment-related, and a TIA. A severe
hemorrhage occurred while on OAT in a group A pt with atrial S.
There was 1 minor hemorrage in group A and B respectively. In the 43/53 pts
who showed no signs of stunning at 2nd TEE the mean duration of antithrom-
botic therapy was 8.7±1.47 days compared to 33±2.45 days in group B.
Conclusions: These results suggest that the POSTEC strategy for AF may
constitute a feasible and safe therapeutic alternative to the conventional TEE-
guided approach with undoubted clinical advantages. If a larger trial, currently
under way, should confirm these data, the management of pts undergoing C for
AF could be greatly simplified.
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P987 Whats “lifelong anticoagulation in patients with
chronic atrial fibrillation?

S. Asbach, U. Giesler, M. Brunner, B. Schmidt, T.S. Faber, C. Bode,
M. Zehender. University Hospital, Kardiologie, Freiburg, Germany

Chronic atrial fibrillation (AFIB) is the most common arrhythmia in patients (pts)
>60y with benefit from oral anticoagulation. There is a lack of prognostic data
in terms of life expectancy in this group of pts.
We analysed 1627 pts (886 male [55%]; 741 female [45%]) with chronic AFIB
and pacemaker (PM) therapy in terms of mortality, and a non-selected sub-
group of these pts in terms of morbidity (ischemic stroke) and status of oral
anticoagulation. Between 1971 and 2000 pts were followed in standardized 6-
12 months intervals. In the first decade (D1; 1971-1980), we included 571 pts
(mean age 72,3y), in D2 (1981-1990) 676 pts (mean age 74,2y) and in D3
(1991-2000) 380 pts (mean age 75,7y).
Female PM-recipients lived significantly longer than male (p<0.01, mean sur-
vival: 93.6 vs. 70.7 months) despite older age at time of inclusion. Mean time of
survival was 66.8 months in D1 and 75.9 months in D2 (p=ns). In D3 however,
survival time was significantly longer than in D1 (p<0.001) and D2 (p<0.005)
despite older age at implantation in D3.

Kaplan-Meier survival curve.

Life expectancy in pts with chronic AFIB has increased in the last three decades
to now more than 10y. Only 34% of these pts were effectively treated with oral
anticoagulation with a total incidence of ischemic cerebral events of 26.4%.

P988 Conversion of atrial fibrillation to sinus rhythm could
induce hyperclotting state: the relationship with the
atrial fibrillation duration

E. Hatzinikolaou 1 , Z. Kartasis 2, G. Bobotis 3, A. Hotidis 3, D. Margaritis 4 ,
I. Ppadopoulos 3 , G. Bourikas 2, D. Hatseras 3 . 1Academic Cardiology,
Alexandroupolis, Greece; 2Dimikritious University, Academic Hematology,
Alexandroupolis, Greece; 3Dimokritious University, Academic Cardiology,
Alexandroupolis, Greece; 4Dimikritious University, Academic Hematology,
Alexandroupolis, Greece

Introduction: It is well known that thromboembolic events are likely to occur
in patients(pts) with long-lasting atrial fibrillation (Af) but not in pts with Af of
recent onset. However, the correlation between the duration of Af and the car-
diovascular clotting level after cardioversion (CV) is not clarified.
Aim: The aim of the study was to determine whether the duration of Af could
be a risk factor for the hyperclotting state after CV of Af.
Methods: Fourty-two pts undergoing CV of Af. There were divided into two
groups. In Group A (24pts,14 male, 56±11 years), the duration of Af was 72
hours or more (142.7±103.8 hours). In Group B (18 pts, 10 male, 61±13 years)
the duration of Af was less than 72 hours (25±16 hours). Plasma D-dimer levels
(an index of hyperclotting levels) were measured before and 36 hours after CV
by the enzyme immynoassay. The changes of plasma D-dimer levels n 36 hours
after CV were calculated as Alpha- D-dimer.
Results: There were no significant dfferences n age, sex, hematocrit,
hemoglobin, plasma fibrinogen level, underlying heart disease, the success
ratio of electrical CV and the presence of diabetes mellitus or hypertension
between the two groups.
Alpha D-dimer levels were significantly higher in Group A than in Group B
(48.5±72.9 ng/ml vs. -19.2±47.8ng/ml, p=0.005). There were no significant
differences in plasma D-dimer levels before and 36 hours after CV between the
two Groups.
Furhermore, plasma D-dimer levels 36 hours after CV and Alpha D-dimer
showed significant correlations with the duration of Af (D-dimer 36 hours af-
ter CV;r=0.52, p=0.0016, Alpha D-dimer;r=0.73, p<0.0001).
Conclusions: Our results show that the longer Af duration could lead to the
more prominent cardiovascular hyperclotting states after CV and that the dura-
tion of Af might be a risk factor for the high occurrence of the post-CV throm-
boembolic events.

P989 The safety of clopidogrel for the prevention
thromboembolic events in patients with atrial
fibrillation

Z. Yigit 1, B. Ökçün 2, S. Küçükoglu 2, V. Sansoy 2, D. Güzelsoy 2 . 1Istanbul
University, Cardiology Institute, Istanbul, Turkey; 2Cardiology Institute, Istanbul
University, Istanbul, Turkey

Aim: Atrial fibrillation (AF), the prevalence of which reaches 6% in those aged
over 60 years, carries an increased risk of thromboembolism. The aim of this
study was to determine the applicability of clopidogrel therapy and the value
of clopidogrel as an altenative therapy in preventing thromboembolic complica-
tions in patients with AF.
Material and method: The study group consisted of 118 consecutive pa-
tients with chronic nonvalvular atrial fibrillation in whom warfarin/aspirin can not
be used for different reasons. The study population included 50 men and 68
women aged 63.1 ± 10.3 years. Mean AF duration was 28.2 ± 5.3 months. Of
these patients 72 had hypertension, 34 coronery artery disease, 22 diabetes
mellitus type II, 28 congestive heart failure, 15 chronic obstructive lung dis-
ease, 3 hypertiroidism and 4 prior cerebral events. Six patients had mitral valve
prolapse and 14 had mitral annulus calcification. Left atrial spontaneous echo
contrast (LASEC) was present at baseline in 55% patients. After clinical eval-
uation and echocardiographic examination, all patients received clopidogrel 75
mg/day. Five patients with left atrial thrombus were excluded. All patients were
followed-up for a miminum of one year (mean followin duration: 15.8 ± 2.7
months).
Results: One patient had a thromboembolic event at the secondary day of the
treatment (0.9%). The thromboembolic event was transient ischemic attack.
The patient had prior cerebrovascular event. Only one patient had a bleeding
complication (minor) during followed up. There was no major bleeding inthe
group. Five patients (4.5%) stopped the study due to adverse effects of clopi-
dogrel. Two of them (1.8%) have gastric complaint and nausea and vomiting
were occurred. Pruritic reaction was seen at one patient (0.9%). There were
2 patients (1.8%) with significant reduction in neutrophils (<4.000/mm3), but
there was no major severe neutropenia (<450/mm3). There was no death in
the group.
Conclusion: In patients with nonvalvular atrial fibrillation clopidogrel is a safe
and efficient as aspirin preventing thromboembolic complications and can be
used as an alternative regimen in patients with contrendications to aspirin or
warfarin.

P990 Population prevalence of atrial fibrillation and factors
associated with use of warfarin

DL. Murdoch 1 , RC. Tait 2, IW. Wallace 3, KF. O’Neill 3, J. Jackson 4,
AD. McMahon 4 , A. Rumley 4, GDO. Lowe 4. 1Southern General Hospital,
Cardiology Dept., Glasgow, United Kingdom; 2Glasgow Royal Infirmary,
Haematology, Glasgow, United Kingdom; 3Greater Glasgow Primary Care
Trust, Glasgow, United Kingdom; 4University of Glasgow, Glasgow, United
Kingdom

Atrial fibrillation (AF), a major risk factor for thrombotic stroke, has an estimated
population prevalence of around 1%. We have undertaken a cross-sectional,
community-based study (36 general practices, population base 186,000) of AF
patients in the Glasgow area, to study factors associated with warfarin use and
concordance with Scottish national guidelines.
1466 patients with documented AF were identified (48% aged >75y), giving a
population prevalence of 0.79%. There was a positive correlation with age (45-
54y, 0.25%; 55-64y, 1.3%; 65-74y, 3.1%; >75y, 5.9%). Overall 53% of patients
were receiving warfarin, but fewer of the elderly (age "> 85y, 19%; 75-84y, 53%;
45-74y, 70-80%).
Detailed clinical information was available on a subgroup of 1034 patients, of
whom 65% were taking warfarin (8% with aspirin), 25% aspirin alone and 10%
no antithrombotic therapy. Traditional risk factors for AF-related stroke were
common (ischaemic heart disease 44%, hypertension 42%, diabetes 16% and
prior stroke or TIA 27%), as were relative contra-indications for warfarin, (e.g.
alcohol, falls, haemorrhage and likely non-compliance) 20%. 85% of those re-
ceiving warfarin had no identifiable contra-indication, while of those not on war-
farin, 22% had one relative contra-indication and 8% >2 contra-indications.
However, 69% of those not receiving warfarin (24% of all AF patients) had no
apparent contra-indication and may have benefited from warfarin treatment.
Compared to historical estimates the prevalence of AF is not increasing. Follow-
ing publication of guidelines, more AF patients are receiving warfarin. However,
up to one quarter may be eligible for warfarin, but not yet receiving it.
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P991 Interleukin-6, endothelial activation and
thrombogenesis in chronic atrial fibrillation

V. Roldan 1, F. Marín 2, AD. Blann 3, A. Garcia 4, V. Climent 4, P. Marco 5,
F. Sogorb 4, GYH. Lip 3. 1Hospital San Vicente, Hematology, Alicante, Spain;
2Alicante, Spain; 3City Hospital, Department of Medicine, Birmingham, United
Kingdom; 4Hospital General de Alicante, Servicio de Cardiología, Alicante,
Spain; 5Hospital General Alicante, Hematology, Alicante, Spain

A prothrombotic or hypercoagulable state is present in AF, which could increase
the risk of thromboembolism. As inflammation has been related to thromboge-
nesis and endothelial activation, we hypothesised that the prothrombotic state
in AF (as assessed by an index of thrombogenesis, prothrombin fragment 1+2
[F1+2]) and endothelial activation (soluble E-selectin, sEsel) could be related
to an index of inflammation (interleukin-6, IL6).
Methods: We studied 191 consecutive patients (98 male; mean age
72.3±9.2years) with chronic non-rheumatic AF who were not on anticoagulant
therapy. Plasma IL-6, sEsel and F1+2 were measured by ELISA. Research in-
dices were compared to 74 controls in sinus rhythm matched for age and sex.
In 43 patients with AF, the effects of introducing anticoagulation (INR 2.0-3.0)
were also studied. Results are expressed as median [IQR].
Results: Patients with AF had elevated levels of F1+2 and IL6 (table), but not
sEsel. There were no significant correlations between F1+2 and IL6. In mul-
tivariate analysis (linear regression), only F1+2 levels were independently as-
sociated with the presence of AF (p=0.001). After oral anticoagulation, plasma
levels of F1+2 and sEsel were significantly decreased: F1+2 1.24[1.00-2.03]
vs 0.42[0.35-0.49], p<0.001; and sEsel 50.0[38.0-70.0] vs 31.6[20.0-46.0],
p<0.001.

Research indices

Patients Controls p value

F1+2 (nmol/L) 1.35 (1.02-1.92) 1.05 (0.88-1.25) <0.001
IL6 (pg/mL) 5.0 (2.5-11.0) 3.2 (2.5-8.5) 0.045
sEsel (ng/mL) 44.0 (31.2-62.4) 42.0 (32.4-58.0) 0.566

Conclusion: High levels of IL6 in AF suggest an inflammatory state, which ap-
pears to be more related to clinical variables of the patients, rather than to the
presence of AF per se. There was no association of inflammation (IL6)with en-
dothelial activation (sEsel) or the presence of abnormal thrombogenesis (high
F1+2 levels) in AF. Moreover no changes in IL6 levels were found despite the
reduction of the other markers by anticoagulant therapy.

P992 Raised plasma levels of interleukin-6 predict stroke or
adverse outcome in atrial fibrillation

DSG. Conway, E. Hughes, P. Buggins, GYH. Lip. University Department of
Medicine, HTVBU, Birmingham, United Kingdom

Background: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is associated with an increased risk of
stroke and death. Evidence exists of an inflammatory state in AF, but the re-
lationship to prognosis is unknown. We hypothesised that inflammation may be
associated with stroke or death in AF.
Methods: We measured plasma interleukin-6 (IL-6) and C-reactive protein
(CRP) among 77 AF cases (mean±sd age 67±10; 57% male) regularly attend-
ing our hospital outpatient clinic in the early 1990s. Using hospital records, we
identified subsequent stroke or death among our cohort and used Cox propor-
tional hazards to identify the predictive value of IL-6 and CRP for the composite
endpoint ’stroke or death’.
Results: Median (IQR) IL-6=20 (9-61) pg/ml; median (IQR) CRP=0.31 (0.17-
0.95) mg/ml. High (above median) IL-6 was associated with an increased risk of
stroke or death (OR 2.99 (95%CI 1.34-6.65), see figure). High (above median)
CRP was associated with a non-significant trend towards increased risk (OR
2.09 (95%CI 0.97-4.47). Age was the only clinical characteristic significantly
associated with increased risk (OR 1.05 (95%CI 1.00-1.10) per year, p=0.046).
Gender, heart failure, diabetes, prior stroke, ischaemic heart disease, hyper-
tension and blood pressure were not significant predictors of outcome in this

Kaplan-Meier survival curve.

cohort(all p>0.05, data not shown here). High IL-6 remained a significant pre-
dictor after adjustment for age (OR 2.91 (95%CI 1.20-6.51), p=0.007).
Conclusion: High plasma levels of IL-6 were associated with an increased risk
of stroke or death in AF. Similar trends were also seen for plasma CRP, but did
not reach statistical significance. The role of inflammation in the pathogenesis
of stroke and thromboembolism in AF deserves further study.

P993 Increased platelet expression of P-selectin (CD62P) in
atrial fibrillation

K. Putarek 1, N. Rojnic-Putarek 1 , Z. Miletic 2, K. Trutin-Ostovic 2,
J. SeparovicHanzevacki 1 , M. Lovric-Bencic 1, M. Strozzi 1, A. Ernst 1. 1Clinical
hospital Rebro, Cardiology clinic, Zagreb, Croatia; 2Clinical Hospital Dubrava,
Cytology department, Zagreb, Croatia

Purpose: In order to define the range of intravascular platelet activation the
expression of CD62P (P-selectin) molecule on the surface of platelets in pa-
tients with atrial fibrillation (AF) was determined. Expression of CD62P is a
consequence of intravascular platelet activation and subsequent degranulation
of á-granules containing CD62P and other procoagulant factors. Thromboem-
bolism is well known frequent complication of atrial fibrillation. We tested the
hypothesis whether increased intravascular platelet activation is related to clini-
cal parameters such as structural heart abnormalities and frequency regulation.
These data may be usefull in stratification of patients at higher risk of throm-
boembolism.
Methods: We measured platelet CD62P expression by flow cytometry using
anti-CD62P monoclonal antibody method in the platelet population defined by
CD41 (alpha-chain of integrin molecule GPIIb/IIIa, CD41/CD61) specific for
platelets and megakaryocytes. AF group comprised of 35 patients (mean age
± SD: 64.43 ± 11.89 y) and control group of 30 subjects with sinus rhythm
(63.10 ± 16.23 y).
Results: There is significant difference in expression of CD62P between these
two groups (AF: 8.41 ± 3.31, control: 3.56 ± 2.65; p<0.05). Criteria for intravas-
cular platelet activation were defined as more than 5% of platelets expressing
CD62P on their surface. These criteria were present in 8 patients with AF, and
in 7 control subjects (p>0.05). Aortic root diameter (<0.001), platelet num-
ber (<0.001), left ventricular ejection fraction (<0.05) and heart rate (<0.05)
were defined as significant for platelet activation by multivariant discriminant
analysis. Conclusion: These preliminary data suggest increased activation of
platelets in patients with atrial fibrillation greatly caused by advanced structural
heart changes and poor frequency regulation.

P994 Impaired flow-mediated dilatation as evidence of
endothelial dysfunction in atrial fibrillation

B. Freestone, AY. Chong, GYH. Lip. City Hospital, University Department of
Medicine, Birmingham, United Kingdom

Hypothesis Endothelium-dependent flow-mediated dilatation (FMD) has been
used to demonstrate endothelial dysfunction in hypertension, diabetes mellitus,
hypercholesterolaemia and heart failure, as well as to identify individuals at risk
of atherosclerosis. We hypothesised that endothelial dysfunction exists in atrial
fibrillation (AF) and could contribute to the risk of stroke and thromboembolism
seen in these patients.
Methods High-resolution ultrasound was used to measure the diameter of the
right brachial artery at rest, during reactive hyperaemia (with increased flow
causing endothelium- dependent dilatation), and after sublingual GTN (to as-
sess endothelium-independent dilatation) in 49 fasted subjects (29 outpatients
with chronic AF and 20 healthy controls). All readings were performed over 5
cardiac cycles, and patients with AF were rate-controlled and stable on car-
dioactive medications (excluding nitrates). Successful scans were undertaken
in all patients.
Results Groups were matched for age, sex and systolic blood pressure.

AF Controls P value

Age (years) 68.7 (8.7) 65.7 (8.7) 0.258
Systolic BP (mmHg) 139.9 (17.8) 137.8 (20.5) 0.694
Brachial artery diameter (mm) 4.1 (0.6) 3.8 (0.8) 0.309
Flow-mediated dilatation (mm) 0.0 (-0.2 - 0.1) 0.4 (0.23 -0.5) <0.001
Flow-mediated dilatation (%) 0.0 (-5.1 - 2.6) 9.0 (6.4 - 14.6) <0.001
GTN-induced dilatation (mm) 0.43 (0.19) 0.53 (0.23) 0.115
GTN-induced dilatation (%) 11.1 (7.2 -14.1) 10.9 (8.8- 19.3) 0.158

All indices expressed as mean (SD) except flow-mediated dilatation and GTN-induced dilatation
(mean, IQR).One-way ANOVA used for all except flow-mediated and GTN-induced dilatation
where Mann-Whitney test used.

FMD was significantly impaired in AF compared with healthy controls
(p<0.001). There was no significant difference between the groups in relation
to GTN-induced (endothelium independent) dilatation.
Conclusion Our data suggests that FMD can be used to assess endothelial
function in stable outpatients with chronic AF, who demonstrate evidence of
endothelial dysfunction.
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P995 Spontaneous development of heart failure in mice
overexpressing protein phosphatase 2 (PP2A)

L. Fabritz 1, P. Kirchhof 1, M. Matus 2, P. Boknik 2, J. Neumann 2 ,
G. Breithardt 1 , W. Schmitz 2, U. Gergs 2. 1Dept. of Cardiol. and Angiol., 2Inst.
of Pharmacol. and Toxicol., University Hospital Muenster, Muenster, Germany

An increased activity of protein phosphatases has been described in failing hu-
man myocardium. We studied the spontaneous development of heart failure
and response to stress in transgenic mice with cardiac specific overexpression
of the catalytic subunit of PP2A (PP2A, increased mRNA levels, protein levels
increased by 110%, PP2A activity increased by 68%) Echocardiography was
performed in age and sex matched littermates using a 15 MHz transducer at
the age of 8, 16 and 52 weeks (w, n=10 per group). Cardiac dilatation and
dysfunction were already present in young (8 w) mice, reflected by reduced
fractional shortening (FS, WT 35±2 vs. PP2A 26± 3%*, *: p<0.05) and left
ventricular diameter (WT 4.0±0.1 vs. PP2A 4.8±0.0 mm*). While impaired
contractility remained constant between 8 and 16 w, left ventricular dilatation
progressed (WT4.1±0.1 vs. PP2A 5.4±0.2 mm*). In senescent PP2A (52 w),
contractility further declined to 53% of WT, and challenge with isoproterenol (2
µg/g intraperitoneally) increased fractional shortening in WT mice from 36±1
to 70±1% and in PP2A mice from 19±2 to 39±4% (* for WT vs. PP2A and for
baseline vs drug in each genotype). In intact catheterised mice, 42% less max-
imal rate of left ventricular pressure development and 47% less rate of maximal
pressure decline were measured compared to WT. In vivo and ex vivo, absolute
and relative heart weight was increased in PP2A (calculated LV mass 8w: WT
71±4 vs. PP2A 89±3mg, 16w: WT 82±6 vs. PP2A 146±10*, 52w: WT 93±6
vs. PP2A 165±22 mg*). Diameter of cardiomyocytes was enlarged in PP2A at
the age of 16w (WT 16.2±0.3 vs. PP2A 21.4±0.6 µm*). Phosphorylation of
phospholamban and troponin I was reduced in PP2A mice.
Conclusions: Cardiac-specific overexpression of PP2A results in progressive
decline in cardiac contractility, progressive ventricular dilatation and reduced
response to maximal stress in vivo. Increased activity of PP2A may contribute
to the development of impaired cardiac function in human heart failure (Sup-
ported by SFB556 B2 and Z2).

P996 Left-ventricular dysfunction and molecular remodelling
in pulmonary hypertension

J. Correia-Pinto 1 , T. Henriques-Coelho 1 , R. Roncon-Albuquerque Jr 1,
G. Melo-Rocha 1 , TC. Gillebert 2 , AF. Leite-Moreira 1 . 1Faculty of Medicine,
Physiology Dept., Porto, Portugal; 2University of Ghent, Cardiology, Gent,
Belgium

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) represents increased afterload to the right (RV),
but not to the left ventricle (LV). Both ventricles however are exposed to en-
docrine and paracrine activation. Impaired LV function in PH was attributed
to impaired filling due to ventricular interaction. The present study evaluated
the occurrence of intrinsic LV haemodynamic and molecular abnormalities in a
monocrotaline (MCT) model of PH.
Wistar rats were instrumented with RV and LV tip manometers and ultrasonic
crystals to measure intracavitary pressures and LV septal free wall diameter 4
and 6 weeks after random injection with MCT (60mg/kg, sc) or vehicle. Four
groups were investigated: i) Control 4th week (C4; n=6); ii) MCT 4th week (M4;
n=6); iii) Control 6th week (C6; n=6); iv) MCT 6th week (M6; n=6). Graded
single beat constrictions of ascending aorta increased systolic LV pressure
from baseline to isovolumetric (LVPiso). Transmural LV samples were collected
to quantify SERCA2a and phospholamban (PLB) proteins (Western blot, nor-
malised to calsequestrin), and myosin heavy chains (MHC) isoforms (SDS-
PAGE). Results presented as mean±SEM; p<0.01.
MCT increased systolic RV pressure (C4: 20.8±1.3; M4: 39.1±1.9; C6:
21.2±1.6; M6: 51.4±4.1 mmHg) and RV/LV weight ratio (C4: 0.23±0.02; M4:
0.37±0.03; C6: 0.22±0.02; M6: 0.58±0.03), whilst end-diastolic LV dimensions
decreased (C4: 8.2±0.6; M4: 6.9±0.7; C6: 8.3±0.7; M6: 5.4±0.9 mm). LV sys-
tolic function was severely impaired in the M6 group: dP/dtmax (C4: 4953±550;
M4: 5263±393; C6: 5197±567; M6: 2205±272 mmHg/s); LVPiso (C4: 194±7;
M4: 208±4; C6: 202±7; M6: 132±7 mmHg). No slowing of pressure fall nor
upward shift of the end-diastolic pressure-dimension relation were observed
in response to afterload elevations, in C4 and C6, while such alterations be-
came apparent with afterloads exceeding 78-82% and 50-55% of LVPiso in
M4 and M6 groups, respectively, reflecting progressive diastolic intolerance to
afterload. SERCA2a (C6: 0.6±0.1; M6: 0.3±0.1) and PLB (C6: 2.2±0.3; M6:
1.3±0.2) protein levels were decreased in M6. Relative expression of beta-
MHC was increased both in M4 (C4: 10.6±1.8; M4: 25.4±3.6%) and M6 (C6:
10.0±2.0; M6: 28.2±3.1%).
PH induced dysfunction and molecular remodelling of the LV. Diastolic distur-
bances and increased beta-MHC preceded systolic dysfunction and SERCA2a
and PLB down-regulation. These results suggest that myocardial overload is
not essential for inducing haemodynamic and molecular phenotypes found in
congestive heart failure.

P997 Age-stage specific of p-38β mitogen-activated protein
kinase and apoptosis in hypertensive rats

V. Salpeas, I. Rizos, S. Papathanassiou, V. Barberis, DV. Cokkinos,
P. Toutouzas. University of Athens Medical School, Cardiology Dept., Athens,
Greece

Mitogen activated protein kinases (MAPKs) are involved in the early develop-
ment of cardiac hypertrophy, but their roles are still unclear in cell fate decision.
Recently we determined the differential activation of caspase-3 (C-3) in spon-
taneously hypertensive rats (SHR) and its specific role in hypertrophy (H) and
heart failure(HF). In this regard we correlated the activation of C-3 and p38
MAPKs in SHR.
Methods: Western Blotting: Left ventricles were removed, lysed, and proteins
were separated by SDS-PAGE and electroblotted onto nitrocellulose. An anti-
body that recognises 32kDa inactive procaspase and 20kDa C-3 fragment as
well as specific antibodies for p-38 beta and phosphorylated p-38 (p-p38)beta
were detected by chemiluminescent autoradiography. Digitised images were
analysed with Diversity Database image analysis software.
Results: p38 beta activation (determined as p-p38 beta/p-38 beta ratio) was
found to be highly elevated in the early period of hypertrophy (20 weeks of age)
where C-3 activation (cleaved 20kDa caspase/procaspase)was also increased
and remained so during the decompensation period (60-80 weeks of age) dur-
ing which C-3 activation was attenuated.

Caspase-3, p-38beta activation timecourse.

Conclusions: In SHR chronic pressure overload induces C-3 dependent apop-
tosis in the early hypertrophic period probably due to p38 activation. During this
period the role of p38 beta phosphorylation suggests a pro-apoptotic effect in
contrast to the late decompensation period suggesting an anti-apoptotic one.
This mismatch of p-38 and C-3 induced apoptosis may be age related.

P998 ETA receptor antagonism, angiotensin type 1 receptor
antagonism, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibition
and combined treatments after experimental
myocardial infarction in stroke-prone spontaneously
hypertensive rats

A. Reinecke 1, Q. Xia 2, M. Dorenkamp 2 , H. Bitterling 2, S. Penz 2, C. Storz 2,
R. Simon 1, T. Unger 3. 1Clinic of Cardiology, University of Kiel, Kiel, Germany;
2Institute of Pharmacology, University of Kiel, Kiel, Germany; 3Institute of
Pharmacology, Charité-Hospital, Humboldt University, Berlin, Germany

Objectives: We investigated the effects of combined treatments with the en-
dothelin ETA-receptor antagonist, darusentan (ETA-RA, 30 mg/kg/d) with ei-
ther the ACE-inhibitor, trandolapril (ACE-I, 0.1 mg/kg/d), or the angiotensin
II AT1-receptor antagonist, irbesartan (AT1-RA, 50 mg/kg/d) in comparison
with monotherapies (equal doses for combined treatments and monotherapies)
with darusentan, trandolapril, irbesartan and vehicle on cardiac function and
left ventricular (LV) structure, in stroke-prone spontaneously hypertensive rats
(SHRSP) after myocardial infarction (MI).
Methods: SHRSPs were treated from 4 weeks prior to 6 weeks after induction
of MI. (n=90-200 per group).
Results: In comparison to vehicle, the two combined treatments of the ETA-
RA with the ACE-I (combination 1) or with the AT1-RA (combination 2) showed
substantially different influence on myocardial remodelling: combination 1 fol-
lowed the pattern of monotherapy with ETA-RA, (1) the infarcted area featured
vital, diffusely fibrotic myocardium and transmurality of the infarction scar was
prevented, (2) interstitial collagen content (ICC) was reduced to a high extent
(p<0.001) and LV was dilated, and (3) LVEDP and dP/dtmax were signifi-
cantly (p<0.05-0.001) improved despite marked (p<0.01) LV-dilation. In con-
trast, combination 2 followed the pattern of monotherapy with AT1-RA, (1) a
compact transmural collagen-fibrous scar of the infarcted area, (2) ICC was
reduced to a lesser extent and LV was not dilated, and (3) dP/dtmax was im-
proved to a lesser extent despite the absence of LV-dilation.
Conclusions: In rats, these findings point to (1) a hitherto undescribed early
protection of infarcted myocardium by chronic pretreatment with ETA-RA, (2)
a correlation of improved LV-hemodynamics with reduced ICC but not with LV-
dilation, and (3) a differentially modulated crosstalk between the cardiac renin-
angiotensin system and the endothelin system by the use of ACE-I or AT1-RA.
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P999 Effects of IKr block on myocardial repolarisation in
pacing-induced heart failure

P. Milberg 1, F. Reinke 2, C. Wollmann 1, J. Stypmann 1, S. Ramtin 1, J. Biertz 1,
G. Breithardt 1 , L. Eckardt 1. 1University Hospital of Münster, Department of
Cardiology and Angiology, Münster, Germany; 2Westfälische-Wilhelms
University, Institute of Arteriosclerosis Research, Münster, Germany

Background: Sudden cardiac death due to life-threatening arrhythmias is a
major problem in chronic heart failure (CHF). CHF is associated with action
potential prolongation due to downregulation of potassium channels and may
therefore increase the proarrhythmic side-effects of cardiovascular and non-
cardiovascular drugs. We aimed to examine underlying mechanisms in a model
of pacing-induced heart failure. Methods and results. In 12 rabbits, heart failure
was induced by 4 weeks of rapid pacing (400 beats/min). 10 of 12 rabbits (83%)
developed clinical signs of congestive heart failure. The mean ejection fraction
decreased from 72±14% to 17±5%. In the failing Langendorff-perfused hearts,
the QT-interval (31±15ms) increased significantly as compared to 13 sham-
operated control hearts. Eight simultaneously recorded endo- and epicardial
monophasic action potentials showed a significant homogenous prolongation
of repolarization (APD 90) of 17±6ms to 9±4ms after induction of AV-block and
stimulation at cycle lenghts between 900 and 300ms. There was no increase in
dispersion of repolarization. After infusion of the IKr-blocker erythromycin (150-
300µM) there was a further increase in action potential prolongation in fail-
ing hearts as compared to control hearts. (mean increase: +58ms vs. +43ms;
p<0,05). The increase in dispersion was significantly higher in the heart failure
group than in the sham group (39ms vs. 16ms; p<0,05) Conclusions: In pacing
induced heart failure, a homogenous prolongation of action potential duration
occurs. Block of IKr results in a further increase of action potential duration and
dispersion of repolarization in failing hearts. These findings may contribute to
arrhythmogenesis in heart failure. Thus, administration of repolarisation pro-
longing drugs should be monitored especially careful in heart failure.

P1000 Inhibition of the Na+/H+ exchanger attenuates the
functional deterioration in pacing-induced heart
failure in rabbits

S. Aker 1, I. Konietzka 1, A. Van de Sand 1, A. Snabaitis 2 , M. Avkiran 2,
S. Belosjorow 1, G. Heusch 1, R. Schulz 1. 1University of Essen,
Pathophysiology, Essen, Germany; 2King’s College London, Cardiovascular
Biology and Medicine, London, United Kingdom

In rats, inhibition of the Na+/H+ exchanger (NHE) reduces myocardial infarct
size and attenuates hypertrophy and left ventricular (LV) dilatation following
myocardial infarction. Whether or not inhibition of the NHE also attenuates LV
dilatation and functional deterioration in heart failure (HF) of non-ischemic ori-
gin - especially when treatment is started after LV dysfunction has already de-
veloped - is unknown. We therefore investigated the functional consequences
of NHE inhibition with BIIB 722 (sabiporide), a compound which competes with
sodium at the NHE, in pacing-induced HF in rabbits. HF was induced in 25
rabbits by LV pacing at 400 bpm for 3 weeks. Eighteen sham-operated rabbits
served as controls. In sham rabbits, 9 animals received placebo while the other
9 received BIIB 722 at a concentration of 30 mg/kg po once a day. In HF rab-
bits, 9 animals received placebo, 9 animals received BIIB 722 prior to pacing
while the remaining 7 animals received BIIB 722 following 1 week of pacing.
In sham rabbits treated with placebo or BIIB 722, LV end-diastolic diam-
eter (LVedD), echocardiography) and systolic fractional shortening (FS) re-
mained unchanged. In HF rabbits, LVedD increased and FS was reduced from
31.5±1.4 to 8.1±1.0% (p<0.05). The activity of the 90 kDa NHE kinase was
significantly (p<0.05) greater in HF (2.25±0.20 AU) than in sham (1.56±0.15
AU) rabbits. Morphologically, the extent of fibrosis and apoptosis and, biochemi-
cally, the extent of p38 MAPK phosphorylation (66.9±9.0 vs. 28.9±5.9% of total
p38 MAPK) and iNOS protein expression (168,382±34,845 vs. 68,944±20,624
density AU; both p<0.05) were significantly increased in HF compared to sham
rabbits.
In HF rabbits receiving BIIB 722, FS was significantly better preserved than in
HF rabbits when treatment started before (18.1±2.2%) or at 1 week of pacing
(15.5±1.6%; both p<0.05 vs. HF). Along with the improved LV function, the
extent of fibrosis, apoptosis, phosphorylation of p38 MAPK (20.4±6.1% of total
p38 MAPK) and iNOS protein expression (62,623±17,957 density AU; both
p<0.05 vs.HF) were significantly reduced in HF rabbits receiving BIIB 722.
In conclusion, inhibition of the NHE attenuates the functional and biochemical
derangements in pacing-induced heart failure in rabbits, even when treatment
is started after LV dysfunction developed.

P1001 Angiotensin type 1-receptor blockade preserves
baroreflex sensitivity in experimental heart

M. Benetti 1, L. Fedele 1, L. Mircoli 2 , M. Centola 3, A. Radaelli 3, AU. Ferrari 4 .
1Univ Milano-Bicocca, Milano, Italy; 2IRCCS Ospedale Maggiore, Divisione di
Cardiologia, Milano, Italy; 3Div Cardioriabilitazione, Az Osp Vimercate,
Seregno, Seregno, Italy; 4Centro Fisiologia Clinica Ipertensione, Dipt Med.,
Prev. e Biotecnol. Sanit., Milano, Italy

Depressed baroreflex sensitivity (BRS) and marked activation of the renin-
angiotensin system are common features characterizing the congestive heart
failure (CHF) syndrome. Since angiotensin (AT) is known to blunt baroreflex
function, we examined whether blockade of AT1 receptors preserves BRS in
rats with post-coronary artery ligation CHF. Eight week-old Sprague-Dawley
rats were subjected to i) left anterior descending coronary artery ligation (Lig)
to produce a large myocardial infarction (MI) and dysfunction of the left ven-
tricle (LV), or sham ligation (Sh), and ii) administration of irbesartan (Irb, 40
mg kg-1 day-1 in the chow) or placebo (Pl). Four weeks later the animals were
chronically instrumented and arterial blood pressure (BP), pulse interval (PI)
and BRS (slope of the regression of the rises in PI to the rises in BP in re-
sponse to graded iv injections of phenylephrine, 0.5, 1 and 2 µg kg-1) were
evaluated in conscious state. LV end-diastolic diameter (LVEDd, mm/g body
weight, BW) and fractional shortening (FS) were measured by echocardiogra-
phy whereas indices of heart weight and lung weight (HWI, LWI) were mea-
sured post-mortem.
Results are shown in table.

Veh-Sham (n=16) Veh-Lig (n=17) Irb-Sham (n=10) Irb-Lig (n=12)

BW, g 380±24.2 403±22.7 298±15.0#& 313±18.7#&
HWI, mg/g 2.9±0.3 3.6±0.4& 2.6±0.1# 2.8±0.2#
LWI, mg/g 5.2±0.4 7.5±0.4& 4.4±0.3# 4.9±1.1#*
LVEDd, mm/g 1.8±0.2 2.6±0.5& 1.9±0.4# 2.7±0.4*&
FS, % 45.2±6.2 22.6±4.6& 50.4±3.6# 33.5±5.4*#&
MAP, mmHg 99.6±10.1 92.2±10.3 92.2±6.5 91.8±5.8
PI, msec 161±17.5 154±16.2 190±14.4#& 169±14.2*
BRS, msec/mmHg 0.86±0.11 0.44±0.09& 0.92±0.06# 0.75±0.06#*

*, p<0.05 vs Irb-Sham; #, p< 0.05 vs Veh-Lig; &, p<0.05 vs Veh-Sham.

Conclusions: AT1-receptor blockade almost entirely prevents the impairment
in BRS observed in rats with post-MI LV failure. This may relate to the ability
of AT1 blockers i) to abolish the baroreflex-depressing effect of angiotensin II,
and/or ii) to prevent the development of the heart failure syndrome in spite of a
clearcut impairment of LV function.

P1002 Validation of a conductance system to determine
left-ventricular volumes in rats after myocardial
infarction: comparison to cine-magnetic resonance
imaging

M. Nahrendorf 1 , P. Galuppo 1, D. Fraccarollo 1 , K-H. Hiller 2, K. Hu 1,
WR. Bauer 1, G. Ertl 1, J. Bauersachs 1 . 1Medizinische Universitätsklinik,
Kardiologie, Würzburg, Germany; 2Experimentelle Physik 5, Würzburg,
Germany

Background: Studies investigating the use of a conductance catheter in rats
with left ventricular (LV) chamber dilation and hypertrophy after myocardial in-
farction (MI) are lacking. To validate the conductance system (CS) in rats with
MI we compared conductance with cine-fast low-angle shot (FLASH)-magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) data.
Methods and Results: LV end-systolic volume (ESV), LV end-diastolic vol-
ume (EDV) and ejection fraction (EF) were analyzed in sham-operated rats
and rats with MI (size range: 35-58%), 12 weeks after surgery. MRI was done
on a 7-T scanner using an electrocardiogram-triggered cine-FLASH sequence.
Pressure-volume loop data were obtained by a pressure-CS (miniaturized
catheter SPR-774, unit MPCU-200, Millar Instruments), acquired by BioBench
software (National Instruments) and analyzed by PVAN software (Conductance
Technologies). Hypertonic saline method was used to determine parallel con-
ductance volume (Vp). ESV (range: 240,2-1279,3µL) and EDV (range: 476,3-
1688,3µL) were calculated for each rat from conductance volume corrected by
the relative Vp. In sham-operated and MI rats volume and EF values obtained
with CS were similar and highly correlated (NMR vs CS ESV: r=0.96, p<0.001;
NMR vs CS EDV: r=0.94, p<0.01; NMR vs CS EF: r=0.90, p<0.01) with those
derived from Cine-FLASH-MRI.
Conclusion: Miniaturized conductance system can accurately measure LV vol-
umes in rats with moderate to extensive LV chamber remodeling following my-
ocardial infarction.
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P1003 Identification of proteins differentially expressed in
normal and experimentally infarcted mouse
myocardium

S. Scobioala, R. Klocke, G. Michel, S. Nikol. University Hopsital, of Cardiology
and Angiology, Muenster, Germany

Background: The molecular mechanisms underlying ischemic injury and my-
ocyte death in the infarcted myocardium are largely unknown. It is likely, that
significant alterations in myocardial protein expression underlie these disease
processes and determine their progression and outcome. The combined use
of 2 dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE) and mass spectrometry enables
the characterization of alterations of protein expression in the infarcted my-
ocardium.
Methods: Changes in protein expression in the experimentally infarcted mouse
myocardium were investigated. Protein spots displaying significantly different
intensities in silver-stained 2-DE gels of infarcted and normal myocardium were
visually located. The proteins within these spots were identified by high sensitiv-
ity matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS).
Results: Two of the identified proteins - isocitrate dehydrogenase 3 and eno-
lase 3 - are glycolytic enzymes and were down-regulated in the infarcted my-
ocardium whereas another enzyme - ATP synthase, H+ transporting F1 com-
plex, beta subunit - which also displayed a reduced abundance in the infarcted
tissue, is an enzyme of the respiratory chain in mitochondria. The changed ex-
pression of these enzymes probably reflects the metabolic difference between
the normal and the infarcted myocardium. Whereas the former is characterized
by a fast rate oxidative metabolism, the metabolic rate of the latter is much
lower.
Conclusion: The identification of further differences in protein expression be-
tween normal and infarcted myocardium will be presented. Such data may lead
to new insights into the molecular mechanisms involved in myocardial infarc-
tion and will likely result in the discovery of novel diagnostic markers and new
targets for therapeutic interventions.

P1004 Transplantation of HUVEC after myocardial infarction
results in improvement of left-ventricular function
and neovascularization

E. Skobel 1 , B. Butzbach 1, E. Linn 2, A. Schuh 1, M. Stöcker 3, C. Tietze 4,
C. Weber 1. 1RWTH Aachen, Med. Klinik I, Aachen, Germany; 2RWTH
Aachen, Molecular Cardiovascular Research, Aachen, Germany; 3Molecular
biotechnology, Fraunhofer Institute, Aachen, Germany; 4RWTH Aachen,
Pathology, Aachen, Germany

Introduction: The concept of tissue-restricted differentiation of postnatal
stem cells has been challenged by recent evidence showing pluripotency for
hematopoetic, mesenchymal and neural stem cells. Recent reports showed
that endothelial cells, either freshly isolated from embryonic vessels or estab-
lishes as homogenous cells in culture (human umbilical vein endothelial cells
HUVEC) differentiate into cardiomyocytes and express cardiac markers when
cocultured with neonatal rat cardiomyocytes. It opens perspectives for replace-
ment therapy after myocardial infarction.
Method: HUVEC (1x10E6) were injected in the margin zones of 4 week old
myocardial infarctions, done by occlusion of the left coronary artery by a suture
after thoracotomy in 12 rats, 12 control rats received sham operation with injec-
tion of culture medium. To identify transplanted cells in myocardial infarction,
cells were labeled with bromodeoxyuridine. Cyclosporine (20 mg/kg KG/d) was
administered orally to all rats to avoid rejection. LV function was assessed by
2D echocardiography using a 12 Mhz pediatric tranducer 2 and 8 weeks trans-
plantation. Thereafter, left ventricular pressure was measured by perfusion of
the hearts in a Langendorff perfusion system by a thin-wall balloon. After 30
min of stabilisation the balloon size was increased by 0.005 ml increments by
addition of saline solution.
Results: BrDU showed survival of transplanted cells after 2 weeks, but not
after 8 weeks in margin area of myocardial infarction. Further investigation
showed development of endothelial cells with neovascularisation without trans-
differentiation to cardiomyocytes.
Transplanted hearts developed higher pressures (70 ± 10 mm Hg in trans-
planted hearts, controls 40 ± 8 mm Hg) with normal balloon size and after
volume balloon size increase after 8 weeks (p<0.05 for all balloon sizes).
Conclusion: This study shows for the first time in an experimental setting that
transplantation of HUVEC improves global left ventricular function after 8 weeks
follow-up after myocardial infarction. HUVEC-transplantation results in neovas-
cularisation without transdifferentiation to cardiomyocytes.

STUNNING, HIBERNATION, PRECONDITIONING

P1005 Apical ballooning of the left ventricle: first series in
Caucasian patients

W. Desmet, C. Dubois, J. Dens. UH Gasthuisberg, Cardiology, Leuven,
Belgium

Introduction: Recently, a cardiac syndrome of "apical ballooning" was de-
scribed, consisting of an acute onset of transient extensive akinesia of the
apical and mid portions of the left ventricle, without significant stenosis on the
coronary angiogram, accompanied by chest symptoms, electrocardiographic
changes and a limited release of cardiac markers. Until now, this syndrome
has only been reported in Japanese patients.
Methods: We describe 13 Caucasian patients who presented with this syn-
drome at our institution over the last 4 years.
Results: All patients but one were of female gender, with a mean age of 62
years. Eight of them presented with chest pain, of whom 6 with cardiogenic
shock. In 9 patients a triggering factor was identified: emotional stress in 3,
trauma in 1, pneumonia in 1, asthma crisis in 1, exercise in 2, and cerebrovas-
cular accident in another. On left ventriculography, all patients showed very ex-
tensive apical akinesia ("apical ballooning") in the absence of a significant coro-
nary artery stenosis, not corresponding with the perfusion territory of a single
epicardial coronary artery. Mean maximal creatinekinase MB and troponin rise
were 27.4 µg/l (range 5.2 to 115.7, median: 16.6) and 18.7 µg/l (range 2.0 to
97.6, median: 14.5) respectively. Six patients were treated with intra-aortic bal-
loon counterpulsation. One patient died of multiple organ failure. On autopsy,
no myocardial infarction was found. In the 12 survivors, left ventricular systolic
function recovered completely within 3 weeks.

Conclusions: We report the first series of "apical ballooning" in Caucasian
patients. Despite dramatic initial presentation, left ventricle function recovered
completely within 3 weeks in the survivors.

P1006 Evidence of pharmacologic preconditioning during
percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty by
intravenous pretreatment with ATP-sensitive K+

channel opener nicorandil

H. Matsuo, S. Watanabe, T. Segawa, T. Yamaki, M. Iwama, S. Ono, S. Yamaki,
Y. Matsuno. Gifu Prefectural Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Gifu City, Japan

Background: The IONA study, a recently completed randomized placebo con-
trol trial, clearly demonstrated a significant reduction in major coronary events
after the oral administration of nicorandil to patients with stable angina.It is
not known whether pretreatment with nicorandil, an ATP-sensitive K+ channel
opener, induces a preconditioning effect independent of increased collateral
recruitment.
Methods: Forty-four patients with angina who underwent PTCA to proximal
LAD stenosis were randomly allocated for pretreatment with an intravenous
injection of nicorandil 5 minutes before initial ballooning or saline. 99mTc tetro-
fosmin was injected during balloon inflation, and quantitative analysis of oc-
clusion images by SPECT was conducted. The defect severity score (SS)
was calculated and compared with ST elevation(sigma ST) during balloon-
ing. Results:sigma ST levels were significantly reduced in patients with nico-
randil pretreatment compared with control patients (control:1.89 ± 0.85 mV
nicorandil:1.24 ± 0.57 mV, p=0.0052). However, no difference was observed
in defect severity(control:79.0 ± 32.5, nicorandil 98.7 ± 48.9). A close corre-
lation was observed between SS and sigmaST in both groups. A multivariate
regression model demonstrated that both defect severity (p<0.0001) and pre-
treatment with nicorandil(p<0.001) were significantly related to the level of sig-
maST, suggesting a cellular protective effect against ischemia by nicorandil,
independent of myocardial blood flow.
Conclusion: Nicorandil pretreatment resulted in the induction of myocardial
preconditioning independent of the severity of ischemia. The results of this
study strongly support the hypothesis that nicorandil has a cardioprotective ac-
tion, suggesting that the drug is effective for pharmacological preconditioning.
The attenuation of ischemic damage by pretreatment of nicorandil appears to
confer protection in patients undergoing PTCA and CABG.
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P1007 Predictors of myocardial recovery in hibernating
myocardium

H. Hausmann 1 , R. Meyer 1, H. Siniawski 1, R. Pregla 1, M. Gutberlet 2 ,
H. Amthauer 2 , R. Felix 2, R. Hetzer 1. 1Deutsches Herzzentrum Berlin,
Cardiovascular Surgery, Berlin, Germany; 2Charite, Campus Virchow Clinic,
Nuclear Medicine and Radiology, Berlin, Germany

Factors that influence functional recovery of hibernating myocardium after
revascularization are at present under investigation. From 3/2000 to 8/2002
we prospectively analyzed 41 patients with ejection fraction (EF)< 30% who
underwent coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG). All patients received low-
dose dobutamine echocardiography (DE), dobutamine myocardial scintigraphy
with SPECT, dobutamine magnetic resonance tomography (MRI), contrast-
enhanced MRI and when necessarry positron emission tomography. Hiber-
nating myocardium ("area of interest") was thus identified preoperatively and
biopsied intraoperatively. The early operative mortality rate was 2.4%. Three
patients died during follow-up. Six months postoperatively DE, MRI and SPECT
were repeated. LVEF increased in 23 patients (group I) by at least 5%, and in
14 patients (group II) it did not improve. The wall motion score in the "area of
interest" significantly increased during preoperative DE in group I. The score
did not change in group II. The diastolic-systolic wall thickness increase in the
"area of interest" rose by >15% during DE in group I preoperatively; the in-
crease was < 15% in group II. MRI hyperenhancement was measured with a
mean of 16.7±11.6% of the left ventricle in group I compared to a mean of
27.4±14.4% in group II (p<0.05) preoperatively. SPECT showed myocardial
viability in the "area of interest" in all 41 patients. There were no significant
differences between groups I and II. When the "area of interest" was located
in the anterior wall the patients showed more frequent ventricular improvement
postoperatively than patients with an "area of interest" located in the inferior,
lateral or posterior wall. Light microscopy showed more severe myocardial cell
hypertrophy (<19µm) and less severe destruction of myocardial cell architec-
ture in biopsies of group I compared to group II (<17µm). Gene expression
of pro-apoptotic genes such as BAK and BAX was lowered (0.5±0.1/0.8±0.1)
compared to "normal" myocardium (1.0±0.1)(p<0.05). The anti-apoptotic gene
BCL-XL was more expressed in the "area of interest" of patients of group II
(1.34±0.10) than of group I (1.0±0.1)(p<0.05). We conclude that in patients
with endstage coronary artery disease myocardial recovery after CABG can
be predicted using DE and MRI preoperatively. Myocardial regions without any
potential for functional recovery show less adaptive process (less pronounced
myocardial cell hypertrophy), a more severe degree of myocardial architecture
destruction and a higher degree of anti-apoptotic gene expression.

P1008 Tissue expression profiling in patients with pressure
overload hypertrophy due to aortic stenosis

J. Bartunek 1, S W. Kong 2, M. Vanderheyden 3 , W. Tack 4, F. Wellens 4,
F. Casselman 4, S. Izumo 2, M. Schinke 2. 1O.L.V.-Ziekenhuis, Cardiovascular
Center, Aalst, Belgium; 2Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center,
Cardiovascular Research, Boston, United States of America; 3O.L.V.,
Cardiovascular Center, aalst, Belgium; 4O.L.V.-Ziekenhuis, Dpt.of
Cardiovascular Surgery, Aalst, Belgium

Microarray profiling is a new tool to elucidate complex genomic pathways in LV
hypertrophy (H)/failure. We used the DNA microarray technique to study the ex-
pression of multiple transcripts in patients with LVH due to aortic stenosis (AS).
At surgery, LV biopsies were obtained in 9 patients with AS and in 4 pts with
coronary artery disease and normal (N) LV function. Invasive hemodynamics
was obtained at cardiac catheterization. Doppler echocardiography was per-
formed within 24 hours prior to surgery. Expression levels of 12 565 transcripts
were determined by Affymetrix HG-U95 Av.2 microarrays.
Results: AS pts had higher LV mass index vs N (133±10 vs 72±9 gm/m2,
p<0.01). Statistical filtering identified significant changes in 419 genes (3.9%,
delta = 0.24). We observed altered expression of genes related to 1) cytoskele-
tal and myofibrillar remodeling (troponin I and T, myosin binding protein C, ac-
tinin, microtubule-associated protein 4); 2) extracellular matrix proteins (vitron-
nectin, thrombospondin 2 and 4, collagens 1, 16, 21 and connective tissue
growth factor); 3) signal transduction (janus protein kinase 2, genes of the MAP
kinase cascade); 4) cell growth and survival (insulin growth binding protein 5,
heat show protein 25/27) 5) transcription regulators (four and half LIM domain
protein, AE binding protein, myobrevin). Yet, 30% of the genes had unknown
function. In patients with reduced LV ejection fraction (<60%,n=3), transition
from compensated hypertrophy to failure was associated with downregulation
of 90 genes mostly related to energy production/handling and mitochondria
(cytochrome C ad C1, COX 7, creatine kinase, aldose reductase) and signal
transduction (IP3 receptor, MAP kinase 3, MEK2 and 5, calmodulin kinase II).
Conclusion: This detailed transcriptional profile of human pressure overload
hypertrophy indicate that LV remodeling due to sustained pressure overload is
related to changes in genes governing critical pathways of the cell growth and
survival. In contrast, transition from compensated hypertrophy to LV dysfunc-
tion is associated with downregulation of genes related to signal transduction
and energy production/utilization. Thus, our data define sets of gene changes
that could lead to a novel molecular description of human cardiac hypertrophy.

P1009 A critical role for protein kinase C-epsilon in the
protection induced in the myocardium by delayed
ischaemic preconditioning of the in vivo mouse heart

S. Fisher, R. Heads, M. Marber. St. Thomas’ Hospital, Cardiology, LONDON,
United Kingdom

Background: The critical role of PKC-epsilon in early ischaemic precondi-
tioning (IPC) is undisputed. However, its signalling role in late preconditioning
has not been explored. Furthermore, controversy surrounds the role of HSP70
which is induced in late IPC.
Method: In this study we performed an in vivo IPC protocol of 3 cycles of
5-minute coronary artery occlusion/5-minute reperfusion followed by 24-hour
recovery or a sham procedure followed by 24-hour recovery in male wildtype
(WT) and PKC-epsilon knockout (KO) mice. The coronary artery of these mice
was then re-occluded for 30 minutes followed by 4 hours of reperfusion. Infarc-
tion volume (I) was quantified by TTC and risk volume (R) by dye.
Results: Delayed preconditioning resulted in a significant reduction in sensi-
tivity to ischaemia reperfusion injury in WT mice (I/R% 57.9±10.1v 35.4±4.2%
in sham v IPC, p<0.001, n=7). However, in KO mice late IPC was lost (I/R%
47.9±4.9% v 44.7±2.6% in sham v IPC, p=ns, n=7). Immunoblots of WT and
KO hearts homogenised 24-hours after IPC showed similarly increased HSP70
accumulation.

Comparison of myocardial infarct size.

Conclusion: In sibling mice the presence and absence of late IPC depends
on the presence or absence of PKC-epsilon suggesting a causal relationship.
Furthermore, the high expression of HSP70 in the unprotected PKC-epsilon
deficient mouse hearts dissociates its expression from protection against is-
chaemia reperfusion injury.
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P1010 Ischaemic preconditioning increases HSP-72 protein
expression and reduces elevation of creatine
kinase-MB following coronary artery bypass graft in
man

C. Vahlhaus 1, J. Neumann 2, D. Hammel 3, F. Janssen 3, H.-H. Scheld 3,
W. Schmitz 2, G. Breithardt 1 , T. Wichter 1. 1Dept. of Cardiology, 2Inst. of
Pharmacology and Toxicology, 3Dept. of Cardiothoracic Surgery, University of
Münster, Münster, Germany

Background: Ischemic preconditioning, ie, the reduction of infarct size devel-
opment during prolonged and severe myocardial ischemia by one or more pre-
ceding short episodes of ischemia and reperfusion, is the most powerful en-
dogenous cardioprotective effect. We investigated whether a stress activated
signal-transduction via heat shock protein 72 (HSP-72) mediated activation of
p38 Mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) is involved in the creatine kinase-
MB (CKMB) release reducing effect of ischemic preconditioning in patients un-
dergoing CABG.
Methods: 19 patients were grouped according to their ischemic episodes
within 24 hours before CABG: Patients with angina CCS III or IV were clas-
sified as preconditioned (IP, n=9), whereas patients with angina CCS I or II
formed the control group (CON, n=10). The effect of IP on the CABG induced
maximal release of creatine kinase (CK) and CK-MB was examined. Intraop-
erative biopsy specimens taken from ischemic and control regions in each pa-
tient were processed to analyse protein expression of HSP-72 and the cal-
cium handling proteins phospholamban (PL), sarcoendoplasmic Ca-ATPase 2a
(SERCA), calsequestrin (CSQ), the inhibitory subunit of troponin (TnI) and as
well as the activation of MAPK.
Results: While IP significantly reduced CKMB (18.7±1.3 vs. 13.8±1.5 U/L,
CON vs. IP, mean±SD, p=0.02) it only tended to reduce CK (292.7±32.8 vs.
274.1±31.1 U/L, CON vs. IP, mean±SD, p=0.68). Results of biopsy specimens
are depicted in the table.

Relative changes of *protein expression and #MAPK-activation (phosphorylation): differences of
values from individual ischemic and control biopsy specimens normalised by individual control
values

mean±SD PL* SERCA* CSQ* TnI* HSP-72* MAPK#

CON 0.24±0.12 -0.26±0.07 -0.09±0.04 -0.12±0.07 0.09±0.12 0.05±0.28
IP 0.06±0.35 0.33±0.19 -0.02±0.07 0.12±0.18 0.44±0.11 0.84±0.43
t-test: P 0.626 0.008 0.354 0.212 0.045 0.141

Conclusion: Cardioprotection during CABG can be improved with IP. Possible
mechanisms are the induced expression of HSP-72 and/or SERCA.

P1011 Cardioprotection with exercise training during
ischaemia-reperfusion in senescent heart

C. Le Page 1, AL. Bulteau 2, S. Rozenberg 1 , B. Swynghedauw 3, B. Riou 1,
S. Besse 1. 1Fac. de Médecine Pitié-Salpêtriere, Lab. d’anesthésiologie, Paris;
2Univ. Paris 7, Lab. biologie du vieillissement, Paris; 3INSERM, Paris, France

Aging is associated with a high vulnerability to myocardial ischemia-reperfusion
(I/R), associated with a major calcium overload. Exercise training in aged rats
improves diastolic function and limits calcium-regulating protein alterations.
However, beneficial effects of exercise training on functionnal post-ischemic
recovery of aged heart is presently unknown.
Methods: 2.5 and 21.5 month old (mo) rats (4 mo-S, n=10 and 24 mo-S, n=9,
respectively) were maintained in sedentary conditions whereas 21.5 mo rats
(24 mo-T, n=11) were treadmill trained (1h/day,5days/week,5% grade,16m/min)
for 10 weeks. Isolated perfused hearts from 4 mo-S, 24 mo-S and 24 mo-T
rats were submitted to 45 min of low-flow ischemia, by reducing coronary flow
(CF) at 15% of its initial value, and to 30 min of reperfusion. Active and resting
tensions (AT and RT respectively; g.g-1 of heart weight (HW)) and CF (ml.min-
1.g-1 of HW) were recorded at baseline and after 1,5,10,15,20,25 and 30 min
of reperfusion.
Results: Mean±SEM. *p<0.05 vs 24 mo-S group, $p<0.05 vs 4 mo-S group.
At baseline, training, in contrast to aging, does not significantly modify AT and
CF (respectively 11.6±0.4;6.8±0.3$;7.4±0.5 and 10.1±0.6;8.3±0.4$;8.9±0.4
in 4 mo-S, 24 mo-S and 24 mo-T groups). See figure: results in % of baseline
value during reperfusion. After 30 min of reperfusion, RT (% of baseline value)
is lower in 24 mo-T group (107±5* vs 137±8 in 24 mo-S group).

Conclusion: Post-ischemic recovery of contractile function and coronary perfu-
sion is reduced in senescent heart, indicating a major vulnerability to I/R during
aging. Contractile dysfunction and coronary vasoconstriction during reperfu-
sion is fully prevented in trained senescent hearts indicating major cardiopro-
tection by exercise training during aging.

P1012 The influence of hypercholesterolaemia and
HMG-CoA reductase inhibitor on contractility of
guinea pigs papillary muscle subjected to simulated
ischaemia-reperfusion injury

I. Kocic 1, R. Dworakowski 2 , D. Dworakowska 3 , E. Czestochowska 3 ,
J. Petrusewicz 1, A. Rynkiewicz 2. 1Dept. of Pharmacology, 2I Dept. of
Cardiology, 3Dept. of Internal Medicine, Gdansk, Medical University, Poland

Aim: Effect of hypercholesterolemia and HMG-CoA inhibitors on contractility in
response to ischemia-reperfusion injury remains questionable. The aim of the
present study was to examine whether hypercholesterolemia and cerivastatin
influence contractility of guinea pigs papillary muscle, subjected to experimen-
tal ischemia-reperfusion (IR).
Material and Methods: Animals were divided into three subgroups fed for
4 weeks with standard (StD), hypercholesterolemic (HD) and hypercholes-
terolemic diet with low-dose cerivastatin (HD+CE). HD (containing 0.05%
cholesterol) was prepared by Research Diets, INC (NY, USA). The mean
cerivastatin concentration in HD+C was 0.0005% (0.1mg/kg b. w.). Experiments
were performed on right papillary muscles that were perfused with Krebs-
Henseleit solution at 37 ° C±0.5°C and paced using two silver electrodes at
0.5Hz with stimulus duration 3 ms and 20% over threshold voltage. IR was
achieved due to 60 minutes of hypoxia followed by 60 minutes of reoxygena-
tion. Force of contraction (Fc), velocity of contraction (+dF/dt), velocity of relax-
ation (-dF/dt), time to peak (ttp) and relaxations at 10% of total amplitude (tt10)
were measured during the experimental procedure. Data were compared with
the use of ANOVA followed by Newman-Keuls test.
Results: The total cholesterol in HD, HD+CE and in StD was 119, 99 and
39mg/dl, respectively. Lipids concentrations were significantly higher in HD and
HD+CE groups in comparison to StD group (p<0.001). The cerivastatin added
to HD did not lower the lipids level in HD+CE. Baseline Fc and -dF/dt were
significantly higher in HD+CE comparing to HD and StD (Fc: 1.4, 1.1 and 0.9
mN, respectively; -dF/dt: 2.2, 1.7 and 1.5 mN/s, respectively). After IR injury
the Fc and +dF/dt were significantly lower in comparison to baseline values
in all experimental groups (Fc: 35, 25 and 43% of the control value for HD and
HD+CE and StD group, respectively; dF/dt: 41, 51 and 40% of the control value
in HD, HD+C and StD group, respectively). -dF/dt was completely reversed
only in HD group after IR. Baseline ratio ttp/tt10 was similar in all groups and
decreased during ischemia and recovered at the end of reperfusion.
Conclusions: HD alone and HD+CE did not change the systolic function of
guinea pig papillary muscle after EHR. However, recovery of diastolic function
was observed only in HD group. The reason of this phenomenon remains un-
known.

P1013 Angiotensin II activates NADPH oxidase in isolated
rat hearts subjected to ischaemia-reperfusion

A. Oudot, C. Vergely, A. Ecarnot-Laubriet, L. Rochette. Faculty of Medicine,
LPPCE, Dijon, France

The role of Angiotensin II in functional and metabolic alterations associated with
myocardial ischaemia-reperfusion is not clearly defined and, in this respect,
the implication of NADPH oxidase remains to be determined. The aim of this
study was 1) to evaluate the cardiac effects of AT1 receptor stimulation in non-
ischaemic conditions of perfusion or during ischaemia-reperfusion, and 2) to
measure the concomitant activation of NADPH oxidase.
Isolated perfused rat hearts underwent 45 min of non-ischaemic perfusion, or
30 min of total global ischaemia followed by 30 min of reperfusion. Angiotensin
II (0.1 µM) and/or the AT1 antagonist: Losartan (1 µM) were perfused dur-
ing the preischaemic and postischaemic periods. Our results showed that, in
non-ischaemic hearts, Angiotensin II induced rapid and prolonged vasocon-
strictive and negative inotropic effects, which were antagonized by Losartan
co-administration. After ischaemia, partial recovery of functional parameters
was confirmed. The development of post-ischaemic heart failure was associ-
ated, in control group, with a substantial increase in the mRNA expression of
AT1 (643 ± 81 vs 100 ± 17 Arbitrary Units) and AT2 receptors (293 ± 34 vs
100 ± 2 Arbitrary Units). During reperfusion, Angiotensin II administration 1) re-
duced the incidence of arrhythmias and the amount of lactate dehydrogenase
activity released, 2) increased NADPH oxidase mRNA expression (p22phox
subunit: 164 ± 24 vs 97 ± 12 Arbitrary Units in control group; gp91phox sub-
unit: 225 ± 26 vs 94 ± 18 Arbitrary Units in control group) and NADPH oxidase
activity (264 ± 14 vs 194 ± 10 Arbitrary Units/g of proteins in control group).
Losartan co-administration totally antagonized these effects of Ang II.
In conclusion, our study demonstrates that ischaemia-reperfusion induces
adaptative cardiac modifications which allow exogenously added Angiotensin
II to stimulate myocardial NADPH oxidase through AT1 receptor activation.
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P1014 Varying susceptibility to myocardial infarction among
C57BL/6 of different genetic background

D.A. Gorog, M. Tanno, A.M.N. Kabir, G.S. Kanaganayagam, S. G. Fisher,
R. Bassi, M.S. Marber. Cardiology Department, London, United Kingdom

Genetically manipulated mouse lines are invaluable to investigate the effects of
a single gene on sensitivity to ischemia. When choosing appropriate controls,
we were concerned that intrinsic, strain-independent but colony-dependent dif-
ferences may influence the susceptibility to ischemia. We therefore compared
the infarct:risk volume ratio (I:R%) after 30 min global ischemia in Langendorff-
perfused hearts from outbred C57BL/6 mice with that in wild-type mice derived
from heterozygote x heterozygote crosses of two different in-house C57BL/6
mouse lines with targeted disruption of an MKK3 or MAPKAPK2 allele.

Despite similar hemody-
namic characteristics, I:R%
in outbred C57BL/6 hearts
was significantly smaller
(40.8 ± 2.8%) than in
C57BL/6 MAPKAPK2 wild-
types (65.8 ± 4.5%, p =
0.0003) and
significantly larger than in
C57BL/6 MKK3 wild-types
(23.7 ± 2.9%, p=0.002).
Therefore, inherent colony
substrain dependent differ-
ences appear to influence
the susceptibility to infarc-
tion in response to global
ischemia, underscoring the

importance of using colony matched wild-type controls in murine studies of my-
ocardial ischemia.

P1015 Angiotensin II inhibition increases cellular glucose
transport during reperfusion but not ischaemia in pig
hearts

F. Randsbaek 1, HH. Kimose 2, HE. Bøtker 1, S. Lund 3, EL. Grove 1,
O. Schmitz 3, TT. Toftegaard 1 . 1Aarhus University Hospital, Skejby, Dept. of
Cardiology, Aarhus N, Denmark; 2Aarhus University Hospital, Skejby, Dept. of
Cardiothoracic Surgery, Aarhus, Denmark; 3Aarhus University Hospital,
Endocrinology, Aarhus, Denmark

Objective: To study whether ACE-inhibition modulates myocardial glucose up-
take during ischemia and reperfusion.
Design: We developed a method for in vivo sampling of large trans-myocardial
tissue samples from beating pig hearts and in vitro measurement of sarcolem-
mal glucose transport, in a series of experiments in which hearts were exposed
to stimuli (glucose/insulin and pacing) known to promote cellular glucose trans-
port. In the subsequent study we compared three experimental groups: 1) ACE-
inhibition (ACE-I, n=6): increasing oral doses of benazepril up to 40 mg daily
for three weeks, 2) Angiotensin II receptor antagonist (AT II-A, n=7): increasing
oral doses of valsartan up to 320 mg for three weeks, 3) Control (n=7). Sam-
ples were harvested at baseline, following 20 minutes of regional ischemia,
and following 5 and 15 minutes of reperfusion. The samples were incubated
with 3-O-methylglucose (MeGlu), and cellular MeGlu uptake was measured.
Results: insulin/glucose, pacing and ischemia increased cellular MeGlu trans-
port 2-4-fold (p<0.001). Sarcolemmal MeGlu transport was increased in ACE-I
and AT II-A animals during reperfusion (p<0.001), but not at baseline or during
ischemia, compared to controls.
Conclusion: Enhanced capacity for glucose transport during reperfusion may
be a mechanism underlying the beneficial effects of ACE-inhibition and AT II-
antagonism in ischemic heart disease.

HAS THE PROGNOSIS IN HEART FAILURE IMPROVED?

P1016 Mechanism of death in the valsartan heart failure trial

P. Carson 1, C. Opasich 2, M. Scherillo 3, G. Sinagra 4 , A. Volpi 5,
C. O’Connor 6 , F.E. Tristani 7, L.W. Stevenson 8 on behalf of Val-HeFT
investigators. 1VA Medical Center, Washington, DC, United States of America;
2Centro Medico Di Pavia, Fondazione S. Maugeri, Pavia, Italy; 3Ospedale
Monvaldi, Napoli, Italy; 4Ospedale Maggiore, Trieste, Italy; 5Ospedale
Fornaroli, Magenta, Italy; 6Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC,
United States of America; 7Coldspring, MN, United States of America;
8Brigham & Women’s Hospital, Boston, MA, United States of America

Background: With 979 total deaths, the Valsartan Heart Failure Trial (Val-
HeFT), provides one of the largest databases to examine mechanism of death
with modern heart failure (HF) therapy in an international trial. Valsartan (V)
added to prescribed HF therapy, reduced morbidity/mortality (m/M) by 13.2%

(p=0.009) and mortality (M) was unaffected. In subgroups based on back-
ground neurohormonal (NH) therapy, those taking ACE inhibitor (ACEI) or beta
blocker (BB) or neither had a favorable M trend with V. Those taking ACEI plus
BB unexpectedly exhibited higher M with V than placebo (P). Distribution of
mechanism of death was explored in the whole population and in the NH sub-
groups.
Methods: Causes of death were adjudicated by a central committee using a
standardized classification system after examining all available data relating to
the terminal event. Follow-up averaged 2 yrs.
Results: In the overall population (V, 2511 pts; P, 2499 pts), cardiovascular
(CV) causes were 86.4% of deaths, occurring in 17.0% of V pts and 16.8%
of P pts. The most frequent causes of death were sudden death (SD-53% of
deaths) (9.2%, 8.5% [V vs. P, respectively]), pump failure (PF-24.8%) (4.7%,
5.0%), and myocardial infarction (MI-2.8%)(0.7%,0.4%). Non-CV accounted for
12.7% of deaths (2.7% V, 2.6% P). Table shows NH subgroup data.

Causes of Deaths in NH Subgroups, %

ACEI-/BB- ACEI+/BB- ACEI-/BB+ ACEI +/BB+

V P V P V P V P

N= 112 114 1532 1502 73 67 794 816
All-cause deaths 17.0 31.6 21.8 22.5 17.8 19.4 16.3 11.9
CV 16.1 27.2 18.4 19.6 15.1 13.4 14.6 10.4
SD* 8.0 12.3 10.7 11.9 9.6 7.5 10.3 7.4
PF 5.4 13.2 5.4 6.1 2.7 3.0 3.5 2.0
MI 1.8 0.9 0.9 0.5 0 1.5 0.3 0.1
Non-CV 0.9 4.4 3.2 2.7 2.7 4.5 1.5 1.4

*includes SD with and without premonitory worsening HF

Conclusion: In Val-HeFT, in a mild-moderate HF population, SD was the pre-
dominant mechanism of death overall and in subgroups treated with a NH
blocker. ACEI or V reduced pump failure M which was further strikingly reduced
by the addition of BB. Further benefit on survival would require targeting SD.

P1017 Risk of worsening renal function in patients admitted
with decompensated heart failure: results of a
multicentre European study

MR. Cowie 1, M. Komajda 2, B. Ticho 3 on behalf of the POSH Investigators.
1National heart & Lung Institute, Cardiac Medicine, London, United Kingdom;
2Hopital Pitie-Salpetriere, Service de Cardiologie, Paris, France; 3Biogen, Inc,
Boston, United States of America

Little is known about the frequency, causes or consequences of worsening re-
nal function (WRF) in patients hospitalised with decompensated heart failure.
We report the results of a prospective multi-centre European study designed to
determine the proportion of patients who developed WRF during such hospi-
talisation, the risk factors for WRF, and the association with outcome.
Methods: 241 patients hospitalised with decompensated heart failure were en-
rolled in 16 centres in 8 countries in Europe between Oct 2001 & Nov 2002.
Heart failure was defined according to the ESC criteria but recruitment was
limited to those with documented systolic dysfunction (Ejection fraction ≤ 40%
on echocardiography or other imaging). Data on patient’s history, physical ex-
amination, medication use, complications, and mortality during the index hos-
pitalisation and at 30 and 180 days were recorded. Serum creatinine and elec-
trolytes were measured on day 1 and 3 of the index hospitalisation and then
every other day up to 15 days or discharge, whichever came first. WRF was
defined as an increase in serum creatinine > 25 umol/l (∼0.3mg/dl) during the
admission.
Results: The cohort included 180 (75%) men & 61 women with a mean age of
68 yrs (95% CI 45- 91). Follow up was 92% complete to 30 days. 81 patients
(34%)[95%CI: 28-40%] developed WRF during the hospitalisation. The median
time to the occurrence of WRF was 4 days from admission (median length of
hospital stay 9 days). Mortality in subjects with WRF was 12.4% during hospi-
talisation, rising to 16.0% by 30 days compared to 1.9% during hospitalisation
and 4.1% by 30 days for those without WRF (p=0.001 and p= 0.004, respec-
tively). Factors associated with WRF on univariate analysis were NYHA Class
(p=0.05), a history of peripheral artery disease (p=0.03), atrial fibrillation (p=
0.05), insulin treated diabetes mellitus (p=0.07) and serum creatinine levels at
admission (p= 0.007). On multivariate analysis, factors independently associ-
ated with WRF were a history of peripheral artery disease (OR 3.2 [1.3 - 8.3]),
atrial fibrillation (OR 0.5 [0.2-0.9]) and serum creatinine levels at admission (a
6% [1-12%] increase in the risk of WRF for a patient with a baseline serum
creatinine 10umol/l higher than another patient).
Conclusion: WRF is common in patients admitted to European hospitals with
decompensated heart failure, and is associated with a substantially increased
mortality. Simple clinical features can be used to identify patients at the highest
risk of WRF.
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P1018 Clinical prediction rule of mortality in ambulatory
patients with chronic heart failure

C. Zambrano, S. Varini, HC. Doval, H. Grancelli, D. Ferrante, S. Soifer, D. Nul
on behalf of GESICA Investigators. GESICA Foundation, Buenos Aires,
Argentina

Background: Chronic heart failure (CHF) is associated with different mortal-
ity risks. However, there are no validated predictive rules that could be used
prospectively to identify patients at higher risk.
Methods: To identify independent prognostic variables for mortality, we per-
formed a multiple stepwise logistic regression on a prospective and multicenter
registry of out-patients with CHF. The derivation set included 1341 patients
(pts), with at least one year follow-up. A scoring system was created based
on coefficients.Subjects from the validation set were grouped into risk cate-
gories. Observed and expected mortalities within categories were compared.
Calibration of the model was evaluated with goodness of fit (GOF) test, and
discrimination with ROC curve. The validation was performed with an indepen-
dent prospective group of 598 pts followed for one year, through calibration and
discrimination.
Results: A- Derivation set: 1) Independent variables and their scores are
shown in table 1. 2) GOF: Chi2 = 3.28, p= 0.91. 3) ROC area= 0.77 (CI 95%
0.73-0.81).B- Validation set: no significant differences were found between co-
efficients values, and their signification tests; 5) GOF test: Chi2= 10.54, p=
0.25; 6) ROC area= 0.74, (CI 95% 0.68-0.80). Patients with a score ≤19 had a
4.14% mortality, compared to 42.05% in patients with a score of ≥40.

Observed and expected mortalities

A – Score Observed mortality. % Expected mortality, %

derivation set validation set

0-19 4.14 5.68 3.42
20-29 8.23 9.67 8.89
30-39 19.33 19.88 19.29
≥40 42.06 41.81 41.80

Variables included in the model

Variable Scores Variable Scores

Age (y) ≤60 = 0 60-70 = 3 >70 = 8 Ventr. arrhythmia No = 0 Yes = 6
Diabetes No = 0 Yes = 4 Comorbidities No = 0 Yes = 8
BMI (kg/m2 <24 = 7 ≥24 = 0 Natremia (meq/L) <130 = 17 ≥130 = 0
NYHA class I = 0 II = 6 III-IV = 11 Urea (mg %) <45 = 0 ≥45 = 5
SBP (mmHg) ≤110 = 7 >110 = 0 LV dysfunction mild = 0 mod. = 4 severe = 8

Conclusion: In out-patients with CHF due to systolic or diastolic dysfunction,
the GESICA risk score is a simple scheme, built on easily available clinical vari-
ables, that categorizes ambulatory patients’ risk of death. This information may
be useful for clinical decision making and for identifying patients who warrant
more careful follow up.

P1019 Baseline predictors of adverse events with chronic
valsartan therapy in symptomatic heart failure.
Results from Val-HeFT trial

G. Tognoni 1, R. Latini 1, AP. Maggioni 2 , S. Barlera 1, S. Masson 1, IS. Anand 3,
JN. Cohn 4 on behalf of the Val-HeFT Investigators. 1Istituto Mario Negri,
Cardiovascular Research, Milan, Italy; 2ANMCO Research Center, Florence,
Italy; 3VA Medical Center, Minneapolis, United States of America; 4University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, United States of America

Background: Valsartan (V) decreased the combined endpoint of morbidity and
mortality in pts with chronic heart failure (CHF) enrolled into Val-HeFT. Despite
its satisfactory tolerability (84% of V pts received the target dose of 160 mg bid
vs 92% of P pts), adverse events (AE) were associated with treatment discon-
tinuation in 249 V pts (9.9%) and in 181 (7.3%) P pts (p<0.001).
Methods: Descriptive and multivariate logistic analyses were used on the Val-
HeFT database (5010 pts) to explore the existence of baseline predictors of
the main AEs (hypotension, hyperkalemia, renal impairment, as reported by
investigators) independent of treatment discontinuation in 5000 pts (2506 V,
2494 P; safety data were not available for 10 pts).
Results: Over a mean follow-up of 23 months, the rates of index AEs for V
and P were: hypotension 13.8% vs 8.1%; hyperkalemia 6.5% vs 3.2%, renal
impairment 5.4% vs 3.0% (for all: p<0.0001). Nevertheless, the outcome of pts
with hypotension, the most frequent treatment-related AE was better in those
on V vs those on P (e.g. combined endpoint of morbidity and mortality 42.4% in
V vs 57.7% in P for pts with hypotension, p=0.015, chi-square for interaction).

Baseline independent predictors

Hypotension OR (95% CI) Hyperkalemia OR (95% CI) Renal OR (95% CI)
impairment

Valsartan 1.84 (1.53-2.21) Valsartan 2.08 (1.58-2.75) Valsartan 1.80 (1.34-2.40)
NYHA III-IV 1.28 (1.07-1.54) Male sex 1.53 (1.05-2.23) NYHA III-IV 1.51 (1.13-2.02)
DBP 0.96 (0.95-0.97) NYHA III-IV 1.46 (1.11-1.91) DBP 0.97 (0.96-0.99)
LVEF 0.98 (0.97-0.99) DBP 0.95 (0.94-0.96) Serum Cr >

K+ > 5 mEq/L 1.89 (1.35-2.64) 115 umol/L 3.93 (2.87-5.37)

Independent predictors of AEs are reported in the Table. Concomitant exposure
to ACEi and/or BB was not associated with an increased risk of AEs, even in
univariate analysis.
Conclusions: In the context of the significant clinical benefit by V, this in depth
analysis of the Val-HeFT database suggests that V is the main predictor of hy-
potension, hyperkalemia and renal impairment but the other independent pre-
dictors of AEs coincide with the profile of more severely ill pts. In addition,
candidates for V therapy should be carefully controlled for K+, creatinine and
blood pressure.

P1020 Cardiovascular prognosis of patients with
beta-thalassemia major in the current era: an 8-year
(1995–2003) clinical follow-up study of young adults

C. Chrysohoou 1, S. Lambrou 2 , C. Pitsavos 2, D. Panagiotakos 2 , C. Aggeli 2,
A. Frogoudaki 2 , P. Toutouzas 2, C. Stefanadis 2. 1Athens, Greece;
2Hippokration Hospital, University of Athens, Attica, Greece

Background: Despite intense iron chelation therapy, life expectancy of patients
with beta-thalassemia major (b-TM) is still limited by the occurrence of heart
failure. In the present study we aimed at assessing the significance of several
clinical and echocardiographic factors regarding the prognosis of cardiovascu-
lar events in Greek patients with b-TM.
Methods: The study group consisted of 131 consecutive patients with b-TM
(71 males aged 21±4 yrs; 60 females aged 22±5 yrs) who were examined
initially in our department during 1995. The original charts of all patients were
reviewed (2003) and their current clinical status was assessed during a hospital
visit, by telephone interview or by review of hospital records. Cox proportional
hazards models were applied to assess the association between the inves-
tigated outcome (cardiac death or non-fatal events: congestive or subclinical
heart failure, arrhythmia), and, clinical (systolic and diastolic blood pressures),
echocardiographic (left and right ventricular diameter, left atrial and aortic route
dimensions, left ventricular ejection fraction (EF), and diastolic mitral Doppler
flow indexes), electrocardiographic (T-wave inversion in leads V1-V3, QRS ab-
normalities, heart rate) and laboratory (last trimester serum ferritine) factors,
after controlling for age, gender, body mass index, and medication).
Results: During the 8-year follow up, 11 (16%) young men and 5 (8%) young
women had a cardiac event (men vs. women, p = 0.212). The age-adjusted
8-year event rate was 16 events per 913 person-years (2%). At baseline only 6
(5%) of the patients had low EF (<50%). Cutoff point analysis revealed that
EF<63% was highly associated (p < 0.01) with an adverse cardiac event
in young adults with b-TM. Moreover, we observed that T-wave inversion 3-
folds (hazard ratio = 3.06, 95% CI 1.1 – 8.8) the risk for an adverse event, 5-
beats/min difference in heart rate is associated with 28% (hazard ratio = 1.28,
95% CI 1.03 – 1.58) higher risk for cardiac event, and decreased levels of ejec-
tion fraction are associated with 5% (hazard ratio per 1% change = 1.05, 95%
CI 1.01 – 1.09) higher risk for cardiac event.
Conclusions: In young patients with b-TM, EF<63%, the presence of T-wave
inversion in right precordial leads and increased heart rate, appear to confer
higher risk for cardiac events.
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P1021 In-hospital cause of death in patients with heart
failure

A. Di Lenarda 1 , R. Bussani 2 , E. Caliandro 2, P. Goliani 3, M. Grella 3,
G. Sabbadini 4 , G. Sinagra 1, F. Silvestri 2. 1Ospedale Maggiore, Cardiology
Department, Trieste, Italy; 2Anatomy and Pathological Histology, Trieste, Italy;
3Division of Legal Medicine, ASS 1, Trieste, Italy; 4Institute of Geriatrics,
Department of Internal Medicine, Trieste, Italy

Purpose: Since 1995, the in-hospital healthcare expenditure in Italy has been
based upon the so-called Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGs). The DRG 127
includes all the cases in which the main clinical diagnosis is heart failure (HF)
and, therefore, it can be used to obtain data concerning such a syndrome.
The aim of the study was to analyse the in-hospital cause of death in patients
(pts) hospitalised for HF in 1997 in the district of Trieste and deceased between
1997 and 2001.
Methods: From the analysis of the Data Base of "Regional Health Registry",
we selected 1,010 pts hospitalised for DRG 127 in the district of Trieste during
1997. Of them, 572 (56.6%) died between 1997 and 2001; 301 (52.6%) pts,
who died in-hospital, underwent autoptic examination.
Results: From the time of first hospital admission for HF, 1-, 2-, and 3-year in-
hospital survival was 92, 80, 68, and 56%. Of 301 pts who underwent autoptic
examination (117 males, median age 82 years; 184 females, median age 85
years), 263 (87.4%) pts (99 males, 164 females) died from cardiac causes, 30
(10%) from various types of cancer and 8 (2.7%) for other causes. One hundred
and eighty-three (69.6%) pts had ischemic heart disease (IHD) (104 (56.8%)
with previous myocardial infarction (MI), 64 (35%) with total occlusion of 2 of
3 coronary vessels), 85 (32.3%) pts had hypertensive (HHD) and 49 (18.6%)
valvular heart disease (VHD). Two hundred and five (77.9%) out of 263 pts
dying from cardiac causes had multifactorial disease etiology, especially among
pts with more advanced age. The most frequent intermediate causes of death
were acute pulmonary disease (n=139, 46.2%), acute MI (n=53, 17.6%), or
worsening decompensation of other heart disease (n=33, 11%). Refractory HF
(n=173, 57.5%), cardiogenic shock (n=45, 15%), and thromboembolic events
(n=37, 12.3%) resulted to be the main final causes of death while an arrhythmia
related death was documented in 30 pts (10%).
Conclusions: In HF pts, the most important predisposing factor to death ap-
pears to be the ischemic etiology of the disease frequently with a previous MI. A
concomitant acute pulmonary disease represents a precipitating factor in about
50% of cases. Among hospitalised pts, most cases die for worsening HF, while
only a minority for arrhythmic causes.

P1022 A prospective registry of patients hospitalized for
worsening heart failure: observations from the
IMPACT-HF registry

CM. O’Connor 1, WA. Gattis 2, DS. Gallup 1, V. Hasselblad 1,
M. Gheorghiade 3 . 1Duke University Medical Center, Medicine/Cardiology,
Durham, United States of America; 2Duke University Medical Center,
Medicine/Cardiology, Durham, United States of America; 3Northwestern
University, Cardiology, Chicago, United States of America

Background: Hospitalizations for decompensated heart failure (HF) occur fre-
quently with over 3 million patients admitted annually in the United States (US).
A similar rate of HF hospitalization is observed in Europe. The IMPACT-HF
registry was designed to collect observational data in patients hospitalized for
worsening HF.
Methods: The IMPACT-HF registry was conducted concurrently with the
IMPACT-HF study, a randomized trial of in-hospital initiation of carvedilol com-
pared to the standard practice of post discharge beta-blocker initiation. The
primary objective of the IMPACT-HF study was to determine if in-hospital ini-
tiation was associated with a higher rate of beta-blocker use at 60 days after
randomization. Patients were eligible for registry enrollment if they were admit-
ted with a primary or secondary diagnosis of HF regardless of ejection fraction.
There were no exclusions to participation. Data describing clinical history, de-
mographics, medications, symptoms, and clinical outcomes at 60 days were
captured.
Results: The characteristics of the registry population (n=567) are shown in
teh table. The majority of admissions were due to progressive volume over-
load; only 1% were attributed to low cardiac output. The 60 day rate of re-
hospitalization or death was 31%.
Conclusions: The IMPACT-HF registry enrolled elderly patients admitted for
worsening HF primarily due to progressive volume overload. Despite the use

n=567

Mean (SD) age (years) 71 (12)
% Men 52
% Caucasian 82
Mean (SD) LVEF (%) 36 (17)
% Ischemic Etiology 59
% ACEI or ARB at discharge 72
% Digoxin at discharge 41
% Beta-blocker at discharge 62

of evidence based therapies, the 60 day rate of death or re-hospitalization re-
mains alarmingly high. These data demonstrate the urgent need to identify new
treatments for this population to decrease the morbidity and mortality associ-
ated with decompensated HF.

P1023 Has the natural course of heart failure finally
improved?

B. Andersson, E. Kjörk, G. Brunlöf. Sahlgrenska University Hospital,
Cardiology, Göteborg, Sweden

Background: The use of recommended drugs for chronic heart failure is dis-
couragingly low in clinical practice. We studied the implementation of heart
failure drug titration (mainly ACE-inhibitors and beta-blockers) regarding toler-
ability and survival in the setting of a nurse directed outpatient heart failure
clinic.
Methods: Data on patients referred to the clinic for drug titration, 1995-2001
(n=454), were entered in a database. The type and doses of treatment, as
well as clinical and laboratory data were registered. The outcome of titration
was assessed, and all patients were followed regarding overall mortality until
February 2002.

Survival during different periods.

Results: A high percentage of
all patients was discharged with
an ACE-inhibitor (during 2001,
88%). The use of beta-blockers
increased significantly during the
observation (from 43 to 88%).
Patients started on treatment
continued with an ACE-inhibitor
in 89%, and in 95% when started
on a beta-blocker. There was a
significant improvement in tem-
poral survival, constituting a re-
duction in mortality of 15% per
year (95% confidence interval 3

to 26%), p=0.016 (Figure). In a multivariate Cox regression analysis, overall
survival was significantly associated with renal function, ejection fraction, the
use of beta-blockers and ACE-inhibitors, and negatively with NYHA-class and
the use of digitalis.
Conclusions: Drugs for heart failure treatment could successfully be intro-
duced in the setting of a nurse directed outpatient clinic. A high degree of
treatment with beta-blockers and ACE-inhibitors was associated with a striking
increase in survival during the observation period, reducing two-year mortality
from 21 to 8%.

P1024 2-year prognosis of 1346 patients with heart failure,
scheduled for guideline-based treatment

H. Voeller 1 , C. Dovifat 1, B. Ehrlich 1, S. Schulz 1, K. Stolze 1, W. Kamke 1,
K. Wegscheider 2 . 1Klinik am See, Cardiology, Ruedersdorf, Germany;
2University, Institute of Statistics/Econometrics, Hamburg, Germany

The prognosis of patients (P) with heart failure has been shown to improve in
controlled studies with ACE inhibitors and/or beta blockers. The extent to which
treatment guidelines isussed by professional organisations are implementable
in daily clinical practice is unknown, as are the effects on prognosis and mor-
tality predictors.
Methods: 1346 consecutive patients (64 ±10 years, 27% women) with an
ejection fraction (EF) < 45% (mean EF 36,3±6%) were enrolled in the study
(between 1/98 and 12/00). The etiology of the cardiomyopathy was ischemic in
77%, valvular in 6,5% and due to other causes in 16,5% of the cases. 15,5%
of the patients had atrial fibrillation. During inpatient rehabilitation resting ECG,
exercise testing, Holter monitoring with heart rate (HR) variability, echocar-
diogram to determine LV diameter, LV filling (E/A), mitral insufficiency and pul-
monary hypertension, and a 6-minute walk-test were performed. The drug ther-
apy was noted at the time of discharge. The patients were followed for 731 days.
Results: 89/10% of the patients received ACE inhibitors/AT1-blockers, 82%
beta blockers, 8% amiodarone, 57% diuretics, and 35% digitalis. Overall mor-
tality was 11%, cardiac mortality was 6%. Significant differences were observed
in sinus rhythm (85,3% survivors vs. 68,4% nonsurvivors), number of VES/h
(140 vs. 205), heart rate variability (SDANN 71,2 vs. 65,7), systolic diameter
on 2 D-echo (LVSD 47,7 vs. 51,5mm), E/A in the transmitral flow pattern (1,46
vs. 1,79), maximum exercise capacity (76,3 vs. 57,9W) and 6-minute walk test
(375 vs. 302m). Statins and BMI (kg/m2) did not differ. Multivariate analysis
showed that age, pulmonal hypertension, atrial fibrillation, mitral insufficieny,
higher NYHA grade, necessity of diuretics and digitalis, a short distance in the
6-minute walk test, and low exercise capacity were associated with a signifi-
cantly higher mortality.
Conclusion: Guideline-based therapy could be established in approximately
90% of patients with heart failure and was associated with improved prognosis.
While physical fitness was beneficial for the prognosis, symptomatic therapy
was related to poorer outcome.
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P1025 Mortality of patients in the UK community with
left-ventricular systolic dysfunction and heart failure
due to other causes

RC. Davis 1, FDR. Hobbs 2, AK. Roalfe 2, JE. Kenkre 2, RJ. Lancashire 2 ,
R. Hare 2, MK. Davies 3. 1Sandwell & West Birmingham Hospitals, Cardiology,
Birmingham, United Kingdom; 2University of Birmingham, Primary Care &
General Practice, Birmingham, United Kingdom; 3Selly Oak Hospital,
Department of Cardiology, Birmingham, United Kingdom

Purpose: Heart failure and left ventricular systolic dysfunction (LVSD) are com-
mon and important conditions. Some indication of the prognosis of sufferers in
the era of modern therapy is available from recent large therapeutic trials, but it
is not known how well such studies represent patients in the wider community,
who are often older and have more concomitant illnesses.
Methods: Over a 4 year period (1995 to 1999), the ECHOES (Echocardio-
graphic Heart of England Screening) study established the prevalence of left
ventricular systolic dysfunction (LVSD) and symptomatic heart failure due to
this and other causes, in 3960 subjects aged 45 and older chosen at random
from the community in the West Midlands region of England. Participants un-
derwent clinical assessment and echocardiography. Treatment with an ACE
Inhibitor was recommended for all those with an LV ejection fraction (EF) of
<40%. Mortality data are now available for all participants, a minimum of 3
years from the initial assessment.
Results: Of the 3749 from the population sample who had normal LV function
(EF, >50%), survival at 3 years was 97%. Survival at 1 year of the 72 with
definite impairment of LV function (EF <40%) was 92%, and at 3 years 86%,
with 92% 3 year survival for the 139 with borderline function (EF 40-50%). 3
year survival in those with EF <40% was slightly worse (82%) in those who
were symptomatic with dyspnoea than those with asymptomatic LVSD (88%).
Those with the syndrome of heart failure (symptoms plus objective evidence
of cardiac dysfunction) had a similar prognosis whether the main cause was
LVSD (82%) or other causes (atrial fibrillation or valve disease, 85%).
Conclusions: The prognosis of those with LVSD and heart failure in the wider
community is not as poor as some previous studies have suggested. This may
reflect the widespread use of ACE Inhibitor therapy. Further improvement might
be expected as beta-blocker use becomes more widespread. The prognosis of
those with asymptomatic LVSD is considerably worse than the general popu-
lation and identification by echocardiographic screening of those at risk should
be considered.

HOW TO PROPERLY IDENTIFY A HEART FAILURE
PATIENT

P1026 Individual symptoms and signs of heart failure. The
Reykjavík study

G. Thorgeirsson on behalf of G. Ólafsson, H. Sigvaldason, G.Thorgeirsson..
Landspitali-University Hospital, Medicine, Division of Cardiology, Reykjavik,
Iceland

Background: The definition of heart failure has been inconsistent in various
epidemiologic studies. The purpose of this study was to examine the preva-
lence of individual manifestations of heart failure and their independent effects
on cardiovascular mortality in a large population-based cohort study.
Methods: A general population sample of 9328 men and 10062 women aged
33-85 at entry was followed for 7-29 years. In addition to a questionnaire, phys-
ical examination and blood tests, a chest X-ray was obtained and cardiomegaly
defined as a relative heart size exceeding 550 ml/m2 in men and 500 ml/m2

in women. By Cox multivariate regression analysis those signs, symptoms and
X-ray features of heart failure independently predicting cardiovascular mortality
were calculated and their age-dependent prevalence determined.
Results: The prevalence of exertional dyspnea ranged from 9,6 in the youngest
age group of men (33-39 years) to 27,9 in the oldest (70-85). For women
the corresponding numbers were 16,9-31,4. The prevalence range for car-
diomegaly was 1,7-17,5 in men and 1,0-11,8 in women.

Prevalence RR Confidence interval p

Men
Exertional dyspnea 13.5 1.75 1.60-1.01 <0.0001
Diuretics 1.23 1.72 1.32-2.24 0.0001
Digitalis 1.51 1.81 1.45-2.27 <0.0001
Edema 0.2 2.01 1.23-3.21 0.014
Cardiomegaly 6.67 1.40 1.23-1.58 <0.0001

Women
Exertional dyspnea 20.9 1.53 1.38-1.69 <0.0001
Diuretics 6.1 1.32 1.12-1.56 0.001
Rales 0.7 2.06 1.37-3.09 0.0005
Rhonchi 1.9 1.59 1.23-2.06 0.0004
Cardiomegaly 5.2 1.37 1.54-1.61 0.0002

Conclusion: Individual manifestations of heart failure independently predicting
cardiovascular mortality could be detected. Exertional dyspnea was the most

common manifestation in both sexes with cardiomegaly and use of heart failure
drugs also statistially significant predictors of cardiovascular mortality.

P1027 SHAPE (study of heart failure awareness and
perception in Europe): a pan-European general public
survey on awareness and perception of the clinical,
social and economic importance of heart failure

W. Remme 1, J. McMurray 2 , B. Rauch 3, F. Zannad 4, K. Keukelaar 1,
A. Cohen-Solal 5 , W. Ruzyllo 6, J. Lopez-Sendon 7 on behalf of the SHAPE
Study Group. 1Sticares Cardiovascular Research Fnd, Rhoon, Netherlands;
2University of Glasgow, Glasgow, United Kingdom; 3Klinikum der Stadt
Ludwigshafen am Rhe, Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany; 4Hopital Jeanne d’
Arc, Dommartin-les-Toul, France; 5Hopital Beaujon, Clichy, France; 6National
Institute of Cardiology, Warzaw, Poland; 7Hospital Universitario Gregorio
Marano, Madrid, Spain

Background: Appropriate heart failure (HF) care and adequate resourcing of
HF treatment and research require recognition of its clinical, social and eco-
nomic importance by the general public and by health care authorities and
providers. It is conceivable that HF is in unknown by the general public and
its severity considered less important than well known diseases such as can-
cer. SHAPE is the first study aimed at documenting community awareness and
perception of HF in Europe.
Methods: 7,958 subjects were randomly selected from 9 countries (France,
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Spain, Sweden and UK) on the
basis of gender, age (25-45 and 65-85 years, respectively) and urban ver-
sus rural domicile (minimum 100/group/country). Each subject completed a
32-question survey covering recognition, impact on health, comparative preva-
lence and severity, treatment and costs.
Results: Although 86% of respondents claimed to have heard of HF, only 3%
could correctly identify HF after a description of typical symptoms and signs
("a condition causing breathlessness, tiredness and swollen ankles"), whereas
31% identified a description of angina and 51% a TIA/stroke. Only 29% thought
HF signs and symptoms as a "severe" complaint. Whereas, following an expla-
nation of HF, most respondents expected that modern drugs can improve well-
being and prognosis of HF patients (76% and 73%, respectively), most respon-
dents also thought HF patients should live quietly and reduce all physical activ-
ity. As regards etiology, 34% thought HF was a normal consequence of ageing.
Only 40% believed that quality of life was more affected by HF, closely followed
by diabetes and arthritis. When asked to compare cancer to HF, the major-
ity thought that cancer was more common and 67% thought HF patients lived
longer (versus 17% who thought cancer patients lived longer). 82% thought that
HF was more common than HIV infection and 66% thought survival was better
in HF than in HIV (whereas 21% thought HIV patients lived longer). As regards
the economic consequences of HF, only 9% of the population believed that HF
leads to greater health care expenditure than cancer (40%), HIV (27%) and
diabetes (11%). Overall, the responses were comparable between countries.
Conclusion: In Europe, community awareness and perception of heart failure
is low. Under these conditions, the general public is unlikely to demand appro-
priate measures by health care authorities and providers. Strategies to better
educate the public about the importance of HF are needed and could lead to
better funding of HF health care and research.
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P1028 Heart failure acute precipitants: frequence and
prognostic value

M. Imazio, P. Costanzo, F. Beqaraj, M. Giuggia, A. Ghisio, G. Gaschino,
A. Chinaglia, R. Trinchero. Maria Vittoria Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Turin,
Italy

Background: Factors that acutely precipitate heart failure are well known
and include non-cardiac causes(non-compliance to prescribed drug or ad-
verse drug interaction and effects, alcohol abuse, renal dysfunction, in-
fection, pulmonary embolism, thyroid dysfunction, anaemia) and cardiac
causes(arrhythmias, appearance or worsening of valve regurgitation, myocar-
dial ischaemia, excessive preload reduction). It is generally assumed that an
episode of heart failure with a discernible worsening cause has a better progno-
sis than one without it. However few reports have systematically studied wors-
ening causes frequence and prognostic value. Aim of this work is to study heart
failure precipitants and to verify their prognostic value.
Methods: From January 2000 to June 2002 clinical records of all consecutive
cases of heart failure admitted to our Cardiology Department were studied. We
performed a complete follow-up recording all major adverse events (including
all causes death, heart failure and myocardial infarction).
Results: A total of 300 episodes of heart failure occurred in 217 patients(67.4
± 11.7 years, 65.3% males, 50% of cases with ischemic cardiomyopathy, mean
ejection fraction 33.5 ± 8.0%).
A precipitating cause was identified in 169 out of 300 cases(56.3%): 39
cases(13.0%) with a non-cardiac precipitant and 130 cases(43.3%) with a
cardiac precipitant. We recorded myocardial ischaemia in 80 out of 300
cases(26.7%), atrial fibrillation in 22 cases(7.3%), other supraventricular or
ventricular arrhythmias in 17 cases(5.7%), infection in 14 cases(4.7%), drug
interaction or therapy compliance problems in 14 cases(4.7%), anaemia in 9
cases(3.0%), appearance or worsening of valve regurgitation in 7 cases(2.3%),
bradycardia in 3 cases(1.0%), alcohol abuse in 2 cases(0.7%) and thyroid dys-
function in 1 cases(0.3%). Prompt recognition of heart failure precipitants was
very useful for correct management of the episode. After a mean follow-up of
18 months patients with a non-cardiac precipitant had a longer survival without
major adverse events than patients with a cardiac precipitant or patients with-
out precipitating factors(respectively 17.8 ± 9.6 months vs 13.6 ± 9.7 months
vs 14.2 ± 9.4 months; for all p<0.05).
Conclusions: A worsening cause of heart failure is very frequent. Its detection
is very important for optimal treatment of the episode. Moreover precipitants
early recognition and a correct patient education could be useful to prevent fur-
ther exacerbations. Patients with a non-cardiac precipitant has a better short-
term prognosis than other patients.

P1029 The digital stethoscope: transforming a historic art
into a reproducible technique

D. conen 1, C. Jansen 2, H. Sisakyan 2, M. Pfisterer 3, S. Marsch 2,
P. Hunziker 2. 1University hospital, Internal Medicine, Basel, Switzerland;
2Intensive Care Unit, Internal Medicine, Basel, Switzerland; 3Cardiology,
Internal Medicine, Basel, Switzerland

Background: Auscultation was one of the first approaches for the diagnosis of
heart disease. Although very valuable in the hands of the experienced, its value
has been steadily declining due to problems of training that led to poor accu-
racy and reproducibility in the non-experienced. However, its universal avail-
ability, low cost and ease of repeated examinations argue for a revival of this
historic art. We hypothesized that performance of auscultation with a digital
stethoscope that allows electronic storing in the patient chart, comparing and
analyzing findings objectively would improve diagnostic accuracy as well as
interobserver variability of auscultation.
Methods: 100 nonselected patients underwent heart auscultation with a con-
ventional stethoscope and a novel electronic stethoscope by two clinicians.
Auscultation findings corresponding to current practice were taken from the
clinical exam sheet at admission. Echocardiograms were performed on all pa-
tients within one day to assess diagnostic accuracy. Digital auscultation findings
were stored on the hospital network for ready access. Digitized data were read
by three independent observers. Comparisons were done by chi-square tests
and ANOVA.
Results: We found that storing and interpreting data from digital auscultation is
feasible without prolonging the clinical exam. Digital auscultation improved the
interobserver concordance (F 10.2, p<0.0001 vs. F 7.7, p 0.0007 for systolic
murmurs). Intraobserver agreement of the two methods was 75%. Sensitivity
for relevant valve pathologies was unchanged with digital auscultation. Interob-
server agreement on systolic murmurs in digital auscultation was high (85-89%
and 73-78% in patients with and without relevant valve disease), as well as
sensitivity for detecting relevant valve disease (70-80% depending on the ex-
aminator). Similar results were found for splitting of the 2nd and presence of a
3rd heart sound.
Conclusion: The digital stethoscope is a new instrument in the hands of the
clinician that has the potential to revive the historic art of cardiac auscultation
by rendering it more objective and more reproducible. It allows reliable monitor-
ing of auscultation changes over time and objective reporting of findings. The

didactic value of reviewing auscultation findings and the potential for quality im-
provement of the clinical exam is of great promise in an era of cost constraints
and declining clinical judgment.

P1030 Clinical assessment of pulmonary congestion using
estimates of gas exchange parameters

J. Moesgaard 1 , J. Malczynski 1, S. Rees 2, D. Murley 2, S. Andreassen 2 ,
E. Toft 3. 1Aalborg University Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Aalborg,
Denmark; 2Aalborg University, MMDS-center, Aalborg, Denmark; 3Aalborg
University, Dept. of Health Science and Technology, Aalborg, Denmark

Purpose: Assessment of pulmonary congestion is part of the evaluation in
heart failure and involves X-ray and clinical examination. These methods are
semi-quantitative and insufficient. The aim of this pilot study is to evaluate the
possible use of a new clinical method to quantify pulmonary congestion using
gas exchange parameters.
Methods: Eleven patients (74years, 46years - 81years; median, range) with
pulmonary congestion on X-ray and 51 healthy volunteers (48years, 20years
- 75years) were examined using the Automatic Lung Parameter Estimator
(ALPE). The subjects were breathing spontaneously while the inspiratory oxy-
gen fraction was changed giving an arterial blood saturation (SpO2) within 90%
to 100% measured by pulse oximetry. The ALPE-system estimated the sub-
jects pulmonary shunt and ventilation/perfusion-mismatch (DeltaPO2) from the
obtained relation between the expired oxygen fraction and SpO2 and a mathe-
matical model on oxygen transport.
Results: The DeltaPO2 and shunt were higher (p < 0.001) in patients with
pulmonary congestion compared to healthy volunteers (Fig 1). Replicate mea-
surements in 11 healthy volunteers showed a good reproducibility with small
numerical differences in DeltaPO2 (0.00kPa, 0.00kPa - 0.63kPa) and shunt
(0.0%, 0.0% - 2.1%). The sensitivity and specificity for pulmonary congestion
were 91% and 98% for DeltaPO2 (cut-off = 1.00kPa) and 100% and 90% for
shunt (cut-off = 3.2%) when compared with chest X-ray.

Conclusions: The results of this pilot study suggest that it might be possible
to quantify pulmonary congestion by non-invasive estimation of gas-exchange
parameters. The ALPE-method is reproducible, sensitive and specific. The
method might be a tool to improve treatment in heart failure.
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P1031 Mediastinal lymphadenopathy in congestive heart
failure: a sequential computer tomography evaluation

J. Roncalli 1, V. Chabbert 2 , C. Baixas 3, M. Rémy-Jardin 4 , P. Otal 2, F. Joffre 2,
JM. Fauvel 3, M. Galinier 1 . 1CHU Rangueil, Cardiologie Dept. - INSERM
U586, Toulouse, France; 2CHU Rangueil, Radiology, Toulouse, France;
3Rangueil Hospital, Cardiology Department, Toulouse, France; 4Calmette
Hospital, Radiology Department, Toulouse, France

Aim: To evaluate the frequency and evolution of mediastinal lymphadenopa-
thy associated with congestive left heart failure on computed tomography (CT)
scans in correlation with clinical and echocardiographic findings.
Materials and methods: 31 consecutive patients with acute left heart failure
underwent a clinical evaluation using the NYHA class, a transthoracic echocar-
diography and a CT examination at the time of initial presentation (T1). Within
8 days after initiation of medical treatment (T2), follow-up CT scans were ob-
tained with a clinical evaluation.
Results: At T1, patients showed severe (NYHA III: n=12 (39%); NYHA IV: n=12
(39%)) to moderate (NYHA I: n=1 (3%); NYHA II: n=6 (19%)) dyspnea with a
mean ejection fraction of 39%. On initial CT scans, enlarged mediastinal lymph
nodes were seen in 14 patients (45%) with blurred contours in 5 patients (16%)
and hazy mediastinal fat in 1 patient (3%). Significant decrease in the size of
mediastinal lymph nodes was observed between T1 and T2 (T1: n=14; 45% vs
T2: n=10; 32%; p<0,01) with a concurrent decrease in the severity of dyspnea
(NYHA class III-IV at T1: n=24;78% vs NYHA class I-II at T2: n=26;83.5%). Pa-
tients with enlarged lymph nodes at T1 showed: i) a significantly lower ejection
fraction than those without lymphadenopathy (mean ± SD value: 33 ± 12.6%
vs 45 ± 14.8%; p=0.03); ii) a larger diameter of the right superior pulmonary
vein (mean ± SD value: 16 ± 2.9mm vs 14 ± 4mm; p=0.09); iii) a higher fre-
quency of abnormal peribronchovascular thickening (n=5 vs n=1; p=0.06) and
increased lung attenuation (n=13 vs n=11; p=0.09).
Conclusion: This pilot trial emphasize the frequency of mediastinal lym-
phadenopathy in patients with left heart failure (identified in 45%). From a
practical standpoint, follow-up CT scanning should be considered after initia-
tion of adequate treatment in order to search for their regression, identified in
69% of those patients with enlarged lymph nodes at T1 in the present study.
Awareness of such anomalies and their changes over time should lead to avoid
mediastinoscopy at first intention, and to demonstrate noninvasively their car-
diogenic origin on sequential CT scan examinations

P1032 Stress echocardiography is an insensitive test to
diagnose coronary artery disease in patients with
chest pain

E. García-Porrero, I. Iglesias-Garriz, MA. Rodríguez-García, F. Ereño,
G. Suarez, C. Olalla-Gomez. Hospital de León, Cardiology, León, Spain

Aim: To assess the sensitivity (Se), specificity (Sp), positive (PPV) and neg-
ative (NPV) predictive values and positive (LR+) and negative (LR-) likelihood
ratios of stress echocardiography to diagnose significant coronary artery dis-
ease in patients referred for the evaluation of chest pain avoiding the verification
bias.
Methods: We evaluated 279 consecutive patients between november 2001
and september 2002 submitted to our echo laboratory for symptoms sugges-
tive of coronary artery disease. An exercise echocardiogram was performed to
89.6%, dypiridamole-echo to 8.6% and dobutamine/atropine-echo to 1.8% of
our patients. A stress echo was considered to be demonstrative of myocardial
ischemia when at least 2 adjacent myocardial segments worsened their con-
tractility during the test. Coronary disease was defined as present if there was 1
or more vessels with at least 50% luminal diameter narrowing on the coronary
angiogram.
Results: The mean age was 64±11 years, 43% females. The distribution of
the risk factors for coronary heart disease was: arterial hypertension 48%, di-
abetes mellitus 18%, hypercholesterolemia 50%, current smokers 20%, early
familiar history of ischemic heart disease 14%. Twenty-nine percent were hos-
pitalised and in 26% the cardiologist considered the chest pain as "typical".
Sixty-eight percent reached the submaximal heart rate (exercise-echo and
dobutamine/atropine-echo) and 16% were taking beta-blockers 48 hours be-
fore the test. Forty-six (17%) patients were submitted to the cardiac catheter-
ization laboratory, 62% of those who had a positive stress echo and 6% of
those who had a negative stress echo (verification bias, P<0,0001). In this
subset of patients (biased sample), the Se was 82%, Sp was 54%, PPV=82%
and NPV=54% with LR+=1.8 and LR-=3.0. Using the 2 reported methods for
debiasing the results, we calculated a Se=30%, Sp=92% (Begg and Greenes
method) and Se=32%,Sp=94% (Diamond method). LR+=3.8 and LR-=1.3 for
both methods.
Conclusions: The sensitivity of stress echocardiography to detect significant
coronary artery disease in patients referred for the evaluation of chest pain is
low avoiding the verification bias. However, the specificity is very high and the
positive predictive power is higher than the negative predictive power.

P1033 A more effective algorithm using brain-type
natriuretic peptide for the diagnosis of congestive
heart failure in acute dyspnea

M.C. Aumont 1 , P.G. STEG 1, G. Baron 2, T. Omland 3, A.H.B. Wu 3,
A.B. Storrow 4, F. Mentre 2 , A.S. Maisel 5 on behalf of The Breathing Not
Properly Multinational Study Investigators. 1Hôpital Bichat, Département De
Cardiologie, Paris Cédex 18, France; 2Hôpital Bichat, Biostatistique, Paris,
France; 3Ulleval University Hospital, Olso, Norway; 4University of Cincinnati,
College of Medicine, Cincinnati, United States of America; 5University of
California, Verteran’s Affairs Medical Center, San Diego, United States of
America

Background B-type natriuretic peptide is a neurohormone synthesized pre-
dominantly in ventricular myocardium as a result of increased wall tension, and
has proven to be very valuable in the etiologic diagnosis of acute dyspnea. The
purpose of this analysis was to increase its predictive value.
Methods: The "Breathing Not Properly Multinational Study" included a total of
1586 patients who came to the emergency department with acute dyspnea and
whose B-type natriuretic peptide was measured with a bedside assay. The clin-
ical diagnosis of congestive heart failure was determined by two independant
cardiologists who where blinded to the results of the BNP assay.
Results: The mean age was 64 years. The final diagnosis was CHF in 744
pts, no CHF but LV dysfunction in 72 pts, no CHF in 770 pts. A cutoff of 100
microgrammes per milliliter was proposed (sensibility = 88%, specificity = 75%,
likelihood ratio (LR) + = 3,6). In multiple logistic regression analysis, 3 indepen-
dant factors appeared to predict which patients had dyspnea related to CHF:
history of CHF, BNP level and diuretic treatment.
Conclusion: We propose a more effective diagnostic algorithm with different
B-type natriuretic peptide cutoff (sensibility 90%, specificity 84%, LR + = 5,6).

P1034 Do changes in the incidence of heart failure
contribute to the heart failure epidemic?

JP. Hellermann 1 , SJ. Jacobsen 2, SA. Weston 2, JM. Killian 2, VL. Roger 3.
1University Hospital Zurich, Cardiovascular Epidemiology, Zurich, Switzerland;
2Mayo Clinic, Health Sciences Research, Rochester, United States of
America; 3Mayo Clinic, Cardiovascular Diseases, Rochester MN, United
States of America

Heart failure (HF) has been designated as an emerging epidemic with undis-
puted clinical and public health importance. The reported increased hospital-
ization for HF might be due to prolonged survival, more resource utilization or
higher incidence of HF. Yet, little is known on the incidence of HF and its sec-
ular trends in the population. This study was undertaken to test the hypothesis
that the incidence of HF in Olmsted County, MN increased between 1979 and
1998. All in- and outpatient first clinical diagnoses of HF were assembled using
the Medical Index system (which does not rely on billing), maintained by the
Rochester Epidemiology Project. The graph shows overall and age- specific
20-year trends in the incidence of first diagnosis of HF. The incidence rates per
100,000 in age strata 0-59, 60-74 and >75 years are 51, 1117, and 4032 re-
spectively. Using Poisson regression, men and women aged 0 to 59 had a 26%
and 20% increase, respectively, in the relative risk (RR, 95 CI) in 1993-1998
compared to 1979-1986 (men: 1.26; 1.11-1.43. women: 1.20; 1.02-1.34). For
persons age 75 years or older, the incidence of HF decreased over time in men
(RR 0.90, 0.82-0.99) and women (RR 0.86, 0.79-0.94).

Thus, while HF is more frequent in older individuals, its incidence increased
over time among younger persons. However, these data do not evoke an overall
increase in the incidence of HF implying that the HF epidemic cannot be fully
explained by increased HF incidence.
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P1035 Critical appraisal of the prognostic value of the
VE/VCO2 slope in chronic heart failure

JY. Tabet 1, G. Thabut 2, P. Hainault 2 , A. Cohen Solal 2. 1Paris, France;
2Beaujon Hospital, Clichy, France

Introduction: The slope of increase of ventilation relative to carbon dioxide pro-
duction (VE/VCO2) has been shown to have a high prognostic value in patients
with chronic heart failure (CHF). However, there is no consensus on how to cal-
culate it, as the relation between VE and VCO2 becomes non-linear near the
end of exercise, when ventilation is driven both by CO2 output and by decrease
in plasma pH. Methods: Ninety seven CHF patients with ejection fraction<45%
(mean 27±9%), in NYHA class II-IV underwent cardiopulmonary exercise test.
VE/VCO2 slope was assessed by linear regression using all the data points
(Sl), using only points before the non-linear part of the curve (Sli) and us-
ing only the first 3 minute data (Sl3min). Peak oxygen uptake (VO2), circula-
tory power (VO2 x systolic arterial pressure) were also assessed. Death and
transplantation were the end-points considered (mean follow-up 22 months).
Results: Mean value of VE/VCO2 overall slope (Sl) was 39.3±11.6 (22-78).
In 64% of the patients, two distinct slopes could be found: an initial, linear
slope (Sli: 31.8±7.5, 18-62) and a final (Slf), steeper slope (48.6±15.7, 24-
101). Patients in whom no rupture of slope was observed were sicker. There
was a relation between Sli and Sl slopes (r=0.915, p<10-4) and between Sl
and Sl3min slopes (r=0.808, p<10-4). VE/VCO2 slope (Sl) correlated with peak
VO2 (r=0.55, p<10-4) and peak circulatory power (r=0.49, p<10-4). Univariate
analysis showed that the prognostic value of VE/VCO2 Sl (Chi2 25.4, p<10-
4) was greater than Sli (Chi2 22.8 p<10-4), Sl3min (Chi2 14.6, p<10-4) or Slf
(Chi2 6.7, p=0.009). By multivariate analysis, the peak circulatory power had
slightly greater pronostic value (Chi2 5.6 p=0.02) than the VE/VCO2 overall
slope (Sl) (Chi2 2.27, p<0.07). Conclusion: The VE/VCO2 slope should be
computed from all the data points to have its highest prognostic value. Peak
circulatory power has similar prognostic value.

P1036 Oxygen uptake kinetics faithfully reflect the presence
and extent of left-ventricular dysfunction in dilated
cardiomyopathy patients with preserved functional
capacity

K. Asada 1, H. Takaki 2, Y. Ino 1, Y. Goto 1, K. Sunagawa 2. 1National
Cardiovascular Center, Cardiology, Suita, Japan; 2Research Institute,
Department of Cardiodynamics, Suita, Japan

Peak VO2 measured at exercise testing with respiratory gas analysis is poorly
correlated with left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF). In practice, some of pa-
tients with LV dysfunction exhibit normal or near-normal peak VO2, however,
parameters indicative of VO2 kinetics (DVO2/DWR = an increase in VO2 to
work rate increment, VO2 Recovery half-time; HT) may be impaired in those
patients, especially when LV dysfunction is severe. Since these parameters
may be affected by aging, we determined normal ranges in controls, and then
examined the above hypothesis. Methods: Among 237 consecutive patients
with mild to severe heart failure due to dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) who
underwent symptom-limited exercise (upright bicycle, ramp protocol), we se-
lected 77 patients with preserved peak VO2 ≥70%. According to LVEF, pa-
tients were divided into Group-1 (30<LVEF≤45%, 38 ± 4%, n=39) and Group-
2 (LVEF≤30%, 24 ± 5%, n=38). Normal 203 subjects (%Peak VO2>=75%)
served to determine the age-related changes in DVO2/DWR and HT. Results:
In normals, both DVO2/DWR and HT significantly correlated with age (r=-0.35,
r=0.47, respectively). When we defined normal limits as the range where 95%
of normal fell, a reduction of 25% or greater in DVO2/DWR and a prolongation
of 13% or greater in HT were considered abnormal. By these criteria, patients
with DCM but with preserved functional capacity (peak VO2 = 80 ± 9%) often
showed abnormal VO2 kinetics: attenuated DVO2/DWR in 27% and prolonged
HT in 35%. Furthermore, these abnormalities were more frequently found in
Group-2 than in Group-1: DVO2/DWR(40 vs. 15%, p=0.018) and HT(47 vs.
23%, p=0.026). Conclusion: Abnormal VO2 kinetics are often seen in DCM
patients, even when functional capacity (peak VO2) is preserved. These in-
dices may faithfully reflect the presence and extent of LV dysfunction.

P1037 Combined analysis of VE/VCO2 slope and slow
periodic oxygen uptake oscillations accurately
predicts future cardiac events in patients with dilated
cardiomyopathy

H. Takaki 1, Y. Ino 2, Y. Goto 2, K. Sunagawa 1. 1National Cardiovascular
Center, Cardiovascular Dynamics, Suita, Japan; 2National Cardiovascular
Center, Cardiology, Suita, Japan

Although an elevated VE/VCO2 slope (SLOPE) during exercise provides im-
portant information in predicting prognosis in patients with heart failure (HF),
its power is not necessarily sufficient. To improve the predictability of progno-

sis, we concomitantly analyzed SLOPE with slow periodic oscillations in VO2
(OSC) often observed in severe HF, and then evaluated its performance.
Methods: We analyzed VO2 data during symptom-limited exercise testing with
respiratory gas analysis in 237 consecutive DCM patients (LVEF = 30±11%).
Since we have no available method for quantifying OSC, we estimated low-
frequency (LF) components of VO2 measured during testing. LF (0.5-1.25 cy-
cle/min) and total power were computed by FFT (4-min time-window, overlap-
ping every 30sec), yielding RATIO (LF power/total power). According to the
cut-off values of SLOPE (=34) and RATIO (=35), determined by the compar-
ison between patients and 188 controls, patients were divided into 4 groups.
Long-term follow-up was performed.
Results: During 40±18 months, 58 hospital admissions for HF and 25 cardiac
deaths occurred. When both SLOPE and RATIO were normal, event rates were
markedly low (death 3%, admission 13%). A subgroup with abnormal levels of
both parameters had high event rates (death 38%, admission 69%), which were
similar to those in a subgroup with normal SLOPE but with abnormal RATIO
(death 36%, admission 64%).

Events rate.

Conclusion: Combined analysis of VE/VCO2 slope and slow VO2 oscillation
quantified by computing low-frequency components may serve to accurately
predict cardiac events in DCM patients.

P1038 Ventilatory response to exercise and recovery oxygen
kinetics are similar in cardiac transplant recipients
and patients with mild chronic heart failure

J. Terrovitis 1 , S. Nanas 2, E. Tsagalou 1, O. Papazachou 2 , Z. Margari 1 ,
D. Sakellariou 2, C. Charitos 3, J. Nanas 4. 1Dpt of Clinical Therapeutics,
University of Athens, Athens, Greece; 2University of Athens, Pulmonary and
Critical Care Madicine, Athens, Greece; 3Evangelismos Hospital,
Cardiothoracic Surgery, Athens, Greece; 4University of Athens, Department of
Clinical Therapeutics, Athens, Greece

Background: Exercise capacity is a widely used and accepted criterion for the
selection of patients for heart transplantation. However, exercise capacity does
not return to normal after cardiac transplantation. The purpose of our study was
to evaluate the ventilatory response to exercise and recovery oxygen kinetics in
cardiac transplant recipients and compare them with those measured in healthy
subjects and in patients with mild or severe heart failure (HF).
Methods: Cardiopulmonary exercise treadmill testing was performed in 18
endstage HF patients (Group 1), 12 patients in mild HF, matched for peak oxy-
gen consumption (pVO2) (Group 2), 12 cardiac transplant recipients (Group 3)
and 12 healthy subjects (Group 4). pVO2, O2 consumption at the anaerobic
threshold (AT), the first degree slope of O2 consumption decline during early
recovery (VO2/t), carbon dioxide output (VCO2), ventilation (VE), the slopes
VE/VCO2 and VE/VO2, the time required for a 50% fall from pVO2 (T1/2VO2)
and the difference in the heart rate between peak exercise and 1st min of re-
covery (dHR), were measured.
Results: The results are summarized in the table. * p<0,05 vs Group 1, @
p<0,05 vs Group 1, & p<0,05 vs Group 2, # p<0,05 vs Group 4, % p<0,05 vs
Group 1, ˆ p<0,05 vs Group 2.

Effects of exercise testing

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 F/p
(severe HF) (mild HF) (transplant (normal

recipients) subjects)

pVO2 (ml/kg/min) 9,4 ± 0,9 17,3 ± 4,8* 18,5 ± 5,7@# 28,4 ± 6,9%ˆ 37,9/<0,001
AT (ml/kg/min) 6,7 ± 1,8 14,5 ± 5,5* 13,8 ± 4,8@# 19,8 ± 4,5%ˆ 15,9/<0,001
VO2/t (l/min/min) 0,33 ± 0,21 0,60 ± 0,32 0,61 ± 0,21# 1,04 ± 0,39%ˆ 12,5/<0,001
T1/2VO2 (min) 2,36 ± 1,06 1,28 ± 0,39* 1,45 ± 0,3@ 1,03 ± 0,18% 11,4/<0,001
VEmax (l/min) 43 ± 19 57 ± 14 63 ± 16@ 79 ± 21%ˆ 9,1/<0,001
VE/VCO2 39,2 ± 9,9 34,8 ± 8,5 31,4 ± 3,8@ 23,6 ± 2,7%ˆ 11,0/<0,001
VE/VO2 29,1 ± 14,7 26,1 ± 4,9 26,7 ± 4,9 17,2 ± 5,0% 4,0/<0,013
dHR (bpm) 16 ± 10 20 ± 10 5 ± 9@&# 27 ± 7% 12,8/<0,001

Conclusion: Heart transplant recipients, despite their improvement in exercise
tolerance, continue to have impairment of the ventilatory response and recov-
ery oxygen kinetics, similar to those observed in patients with mild HF.
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P1039 Changes in oxygen uptake oscillations after 3-month
concurrent therapy with beta-blocker and exercise
training in patients with heart failure

H. Yamamoto 1, H. Takaki 2, S. Suzuki 1, N. Nagaya 1, Y. Yasumura 1 ,
N. Aihara 1, Y. Goto 1, K. Sunagawa 2. 1National Cardiovascular Center,
Divison of Cardiology, Suita, Japan; 2National Cardiovascular Center,
Cardiovascular Dynamics Dept., Suita, Japan

Although periodic oscillations of respiratory parameters during exercise have
important clinical and prognostic implications, how the short- to mid-term im-
provement in the status of heart failure by medical therapy affects oscillations
(OSC) remains poorly understood. We examined this issue in patients with
heart failure (HF) treated with the 3-month concurrent therapy with beta-blocker
administration and exercise training.
Methods: We analyzed VO2 during symptom-limited exercise testing (bicycle,
ramp) in 28 HF patients (LVEF<40%) before and after the 3-month concur-
rent therapy with beta-blocker and exercise training. Since we have no avail-
able method for quantifying OSC, VO2 oscillations were quantified by power
spectrum (PS) analysis with FFT (4-min window, serially shifting every 30 sec),
yielding the relative ratio (RATIO) of low-frequency VO2 PS (0.5-1.25 cycle/min)
to total VO2 PS.
Results: Peak VO2 significantly increased (1207 ± 423 to 1374 ± 532 ml/min,
p <0.001), while RATIO remained unchanged (32 ± 7 to 30 ± 8%, NS). When
patients were divided into 2 groups according to the increase in peak VO2
(≥15% in 16, <15% in 12), RATIO was significantly attenuated only in a sub-
group with an increase ≥15% (30 ± 8 to 27 ± 7%, p <0.02).

A representative case.

Conclusion: Despite a significant improvement in peak VO2 after 3-month
therapy, VO2 oscillations did not significantly changed. Significant attenuation
in VO2 oscillations was observed only in a subgroup with an apparent increase
in peak VO2 (≥15%).

P1040 Chronic beta-blocker therapy: effects on exercise
left-ventricular function and cardiopulmonary
exercise capacity in patients with chronic heart failure

S. Koelsch 1, R.C. Funck 1, H. Prinz 2, B. Maisch 1. 1Philipps-University
Marburg, Cardiology, Marburg, Germany; 2Philipps-University Marburg,
Coordinating center clinical studies, Marburg, Germany

Beta receptor blocking agents belong to evidence based therapy in patients
with chronic heart failure (CHF). For better understanding of the effects of beta
blocker therapy on left ventricular function and cardiopulmonary exercise ca-
pacity in patients with CHF we performed echocardiographic left ventricular
function analysis at rest and during dynamic exercise and treadmill spiroer-
gometry.
28 patients (NYHA class II–IV) were investigated before and after 12 months
of double-blind randomized treatment with bisoprolol, carvedilol or metoprolol.
Digital echo image loops were acquired at rest and during exercise at 20 Watts
and at 15 Watt levels above 20 Watts. Storage and off-line analysis was per-
formed by means of the software package EchoPac 6.3.4 (General Electric
Vingmed). The digital image loops acquired at rest and at levels of 20%, 80%
and 100% of maximum exercise capacity (MEC) were analyzed by an experi-
enced and blinded echocardiographer by means of manual boarder detection.
The biplane Simpson method was used to calculate left ventricular systolic and
diastolic volumes.
Results:

Before treatment After treatment p

RQ at identical exercise level 0.97 0.91 .013
Max. output [Watt] 105 125 n.s.
LVEF at rest [%] 31 34 n.s.
LVEF at 20% MEC [%] 33 39 .007
LVEF at 80% MEC [%] 34 38 .021
LVEF at 100% MEC [%] 32 39 .002

Chronic betablocker therapy improves cardiac function during exercise in pa-
tients with chronic heart failure. Significant improvement of left ventricular ejec-
tion fraction during mild, submaximal and maximal exercise could be shown.
The significant decrease of the respiratory quotient during identical exercise

before and after treatment with beta blockers shows the improvement of the cir-
culatory system during exercise. After therapy the patients were able to reach
the same exercise level under more favourable metabolic conditions than be-
fore beta blocker treatment.

P1041 Mild anemia as an indicator of functional impairment
and worsened functional capacity in patients with
chronic heart failure

N. Osada 1, K. Omiya 2, K. Suzuki 2, A. Seki 2, M. Tamura 2 , Y. Akashi 2,
N. Suzuki 2, F. Miyake 2. 1Kawasaki, Japan; 2St. Marianna University,
Cardiology, Kawasaki Kanagawa, Japan

Anemia is well known to be associated with functional impairment due to abnor-
malities in O2 transport. Recent reports have suggested that mild to moderate
anemia is a prevalent condition in chronic heart failure (CHF). This study was
designed to evaluate the relationship between anemia and exercise capacity,
and to investigate whether anemia is associated with functional impairment,
worsened functional capacity, and worsened heart failure in CHF patients.
Method: Thirty-eight clinically stable patients admitted to our hospital for con-
gestive heart failure and LV systolic dysfunction were enrolled in this study.
Cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPX) was performed using a ramp proto-
col. The levels of hemoglobin, noradrenaline (NA), and brain natriuretic pep-
tide (BNP) were measured. Patients were divided into three groups based on
the obesity index (OI=body mass index/22): body wasting (BW n=8) OI<0.95,
normal body weight (NB n=18) 0.96<OI<1.10, and overweight (OB n=12)
OI>1.11. The levels of hemoglobin, NA, and BNP were measured for reevalu-
ation 3 months after the initial test.
Results: There were no significant differences among the three groups in the
peak VO2, VE/VCO2 slope, or hemoglobin level. In the overall study population,
the hemoglobin level was significantly correlated with the body weight (r=0.37),
obesity index (r=0.41), peak VO2 (r=0.35) and VE/VCO2 slope (r=-0.29). In pa-
tients with body wasting, the hemoglobin level was significantly correlated with
the obesity index (r=0.47), peak VO2 (r=0.76), VE/VCO2 slope (r=-0.62), and
BNP (r=0.41). The hemoglobin level in the overweight group was not correlated
with any parameters.
The change in the hemoglobin from the initial evaluation to the second evalua-
tion was correlated with the changes in the peak VO2 (r=0.42), VE/VCO2 slope
(r=-0.46), and NA (r=-0.63).
Conclusion: In CHF patients with body wasting, hemoglobin levels may play
an important role in the development of functional impairment and aggravated
severity, in spite of the mild anemia. Hemoglobin levels are associated with
functional impairment, worsened functional capacity, and neurohormonal ab-
normalities in CHF patients These results suggest that CHF patients with mild
to moderately low hemoglobin levels can expect to develop neurohormonal ab-
normalities and worsened functional capacity, conditions that contribute to the
process of severe chronic heart failure.

P1042 Influence of exercise on arterial distensibility in
congestive heart failure

M. Kurpesa, E. Trzos, T. Rechcinski, Z. Bednarkiewicz, M. Krzeminska-Pakula.
Medical University, Cardiology Department, Lodz, Poland

Introduction: Patients with congestive heart failure (CHF) have limited exer-
cise capacity because of depressed left ventricular (LV) function. Arterial dis-
tensibility is inversely correlated to pulse wave velocity (PWV), and plays an
important role in determining LV function because increased arterial stiffness
leads to greater cardiac workload.
Aim: The aim of the study was to evaluate the response of arterial distensibility
on exercise in patients with CHF vs normal subjects.
Material and Methods: The study population consisted of 20 patients with
CHF (NYHA II-III) and 8 normal subjects. Normals were comparable to CHF
patients according to age and gender. Treadmill exercise test was performed.
PWV was assessed before the test and up to 10 minutes after exercise using
a computer system COMPLIOR-Colson. For automatic measurements of PWV
pressure waveforms were digitized at rate 500 Hz for carotid – femoral distance.
Results: During exercise systolic blood pressure (SBP) increased by 20% in
CHF group and by 40% in normals, p<0,05) Initial PWV was higher in CHF
group (10,4 ± 0,8 m/s) than in normals (8,0 ± 0,6 m/s), p<0,05. After exercise
the significant changes of PWV were observed. In normals PWV decreased to
7,0 ± 0,4 m/s. In contrast, CHF patients presented with significant increase of
PWV (11,8 ± 0,7 m/s). The possible explanation of observed results could be
an endothelial dysfunction in patients with CHF.
Conclusions: 1. Exercise provokes the decrease of arterial distensibility in
patients with CHF in contrast to normal subjects. 2. Postexercise decrease of
arterial distensibility could affect cardiac function in patients with CHF.
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P1043 Oscillatory changes of oxygen uptake during exercise
in cardiomyopathy: relationship with clinical status

M. Gewillig 1, S. Vangesselen 2, M. Weymans 2, D. Boshoff 1, T. Reybrouck 3.
1University Hospital Gashuisberg, Pediatric Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium;
2University Hospital Gasthuisberg, Cardiac Rehabilitation, Leuven, Belgium;
3University Hospital Gasthuisberg, Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium

Oscillatory changes of the parameters of gas exchange during exercise, have
been reported in patients (pts) with congestive heart failure and have been
ascribed to hemodynamic dysfunction. The aim of the present study was to
analyse if this phenomenon is also observed in pts with cardiomyopathy (CMP).
Patients: 14 children with CMP (7 dilated CMP: DCMP, and 7 hypertrophic
CMP: HCMP) were selected for this study. The pts were compared to 29 normal
controls (Nl) of the same age range, and 8 pts with a ventricular septal defect
(VSD).
Methods: All pts underwent exercise testing on a treadmill. Gas exchange was
measured breath-by-breath by mass spectrometry. Variability of VO2 was de-
termined as the difference between all single breaths during one minute and
the mean of those breaths, expressed as a percentage of the mean value for
VO2 during that minute.
Results: The oscillatory changes in VO2 (difference individual breaths-mean
value for VO2 for each exercise level) were significantly (P<0.05) higher in pts
with DCMP compared to nl, HCMP and VSD. In pts with DCMP, the highest
variability for VO2 (exceeding the 95% CL of normal) was found in pts with the
lowest value for fractional shortening determined on echo (15-17%).

Oscillations for VO2 during exercise

Patients N Age 2% 4% 6% 8%

DCMP 7 9.6 ± 3.6 11.8 ± 8.3* 11.1 ± 5.4* 9.5 ± 4.2* 7.6 ± 2.5*
HCMP 7 11.4 ± 3.3 6.5 ± 2.6 6.7 ± 1.8 5.7 ± 2.1 5.1 ± 1.0
VSD 8 12.1 ± 2.4 7.7 ± 1.6 6.4 ± 1.2 6.3 ± 1.5 5.6 ± 1.0
NL 29 10.4 ± 2.9 7.1 ± 2.0 6.2 ± 2.0 6.3 ± 2.7 5.4 ± 1.8

Values (mean ± SD) represent oscillations of VO2 (single breaths- mean value for VO2) for
each level of exercise, expressed as % of mean value for VO2 for each level of exercise. 0%,
2%,4%,6% indicate inclination of treadmill. * P<0.05: DCMP vs NL.

Conclusion: Increased oscillatory changes of VO2 during exercise in DCMP
correlate with hemodynamic dysfunction of the left ventricle and suggest inad-
equate oxygen delivery to the exercising tissues.

P1044 Attaining energy equilibrium in proxies assessing
human bioenergetics

A.D. Flouris 1, G.S. Metsios 2, Y. Koutedakis 3. 1Brock University, Faculty of
Applied Health Sciences, St. Catharines, Canada; 2University of
Wolverhampton, School of Sports, Wolverhampton, United Kingdom;
3University of Thessaly, Department of Exercise Sciences, Trikala, Greece

Purpose: During the last two decades human bioenergetics have been largely
assessed by means of cardiorespiratory fitness field tests. The validity and ac-
curacy of such protocols is questionable, however, when the exercise mode
used in each field protocol does not closely simulate the movement patterns
utilized when bioenergetics are evaluated in laboratory conditions. When de-
signing proxies assessing human bioenergetics scientists should be aware of
the energetic specificity factor. The purpose of this study was to investigate on
the bioenergetics of the 15m Square Shuttle Run Test (15mSST), a novel field
test designed to predict treadmill maximal oxygen intake (VO2max) values and
compare it to that of the classic 20m Multistage Shuttle Run Test (20mMST)
and a treadmill test (TT) in the laboratory.
Methods: A repeated-measures randomized block design required 45 male
volunteers to perform within a 20-day period three VO2max assessments us-
ing a TT, the 20mMST, and the 15mSST. Workload throughout all tests was
identically regulated according to the classic 20mMST protocol. During test-
ing VO2max and total oxygen deficit (O2def) were recorded via a portable gas
analyzer, maximum heart rate (HRmax) was recorded via telemetry, and peak
blood lactate concentration (PLac) was obtained 5 minutes after each assess-
ment. Data were also obtained from knee flexion and extension isokinetic dy-
namometry at 60 and 120 d°/sec.
Results: The 20mMST demonstrated lower correlations with TT VO2max com-
pared to 15mSST (r=0.931, p<0.001 vs r=0.681, p<0.05). Unlike between
TT and 15mSST (p>0.05), significant bias was detected between the mean
VO2max values from TT and 20mMST (p<0.05) using repeated measures
ANOVA. The ’95% limits of agreement’ analyses indicated 20mMST to have a
wider range of error in predicting VO2max (±6.51 ml/kg/min) than the 15mSST
(±2.9 ml/kg/min). Mean PLac and O2def from the 20mMST were found to be
significantly elevated comparing with TT whereas the equivalent values from
TT and 15mSST were not significantly different (p>0.05). The mean HRmax
recorded during 15mSST and 20mMST was significantly elevated (p<0.05)
compared to that of TT. No significant relationship was detected between the
examined strength variables and performance in any of the VO2max protocols.
Conclusions: It is concluded that the novel 15mSST is a valid and reliable test
and it is generally a more efficacious proxy in predicting VO2max compared to
the classic 20mMST.

EXERCISE TESTING IN HEART FAILURE, TRAINING AND
OUTCOMES

P1045 ExTraMATCH: exercise training meta analysis of trails
in chronic heart failure patients. Effects on mortality
and hospitalization in different subgroups

M. Piepoli 1, C. Davos 2, D. Francis 2, AJS. Coats 2 on behalf of ExTraMATCH
Collaborative. 1Piacenza, Italy; 2Imperial College School of Medicine, Cardiac
Medicine, London, United Kingdom

Objectives: To determine the effects of exercise training programme on mor-
tality and hospitalisaton among heart failure (HF) patients and left ventricu-
lar dysfunction in pre-specified subgroups, namely male versus female sex,
NYHA functional class I-II vs. III-IV, ischaemic versus non-ischaemic aetiology,
age, peak O2 uptake (peakVO2<15 vs. >15ml/kg/min), left ventricular ejec-
tion fraction (LVEF<27 vs. >27%), and training programme duration (<28 vs.
>28 weeks). Review methods: Randomised trials of an exercise training pro-
gramme versus control in patients with chronic HF and LV dysfunction, from
which results were available before December 2000, were identified from Med-
line, search of abstracts of presentations at international congresses, exami-
nation of reference lists. Only the original individual patient data-sets of trials
constituted the data source. Results Nine data-sets satisfying the entry criteria
were identified, including 801 patients. In the patients with ischaemic aetiol-
ogy the training programme reduced the combined endpoint (OR 0.49, 95%
CI: 0.34-0.70, p<0.05), but not in those with non-ischaemic aetiology. There
were significant benefits on survival and reduced hospitalisation from exercise
training only in the male sex (OR 0.64, 95% CI 0.47-0.87) and in those patients
with more severe HF as categorised by NYHA class III or IV (OR 0.48, 95% CI
0.32-0.72), by LVEF< 27% (OR 0.58, 95% CI 0.39-0.85) or by peakVO2<15
ml/kg/min (OR 0.54, 95% CI 0.37-0.78) (p<0.05). Only training programmes
lasting >28 weeks reduced the combined endpoint of mortality and hospitali-
sation (OR 0.53, 95% CI: 0.36-0.77, p<0.05).
Conclusions: Exercise training affect hospitalisations and survival in HF pa-
tients. Significant larger benefits in patients with poorer functional status, more
depressed exercise tolerance and impaired heart function are evident.

P1046 Which exercise training intensity is better for dilated
cardiomyopathy patients concerning functional and
muscle oxidative capacity: low or high? A prospective
randomized study

A.S. Ferraz 1, G. Guimarães 2, B. Schmidt 3, A. Oliveira 3, R. Meneghelo 4 ,
J.E. Sousa 4, J.A. Ramires 2, E. Bocchi 2. 1Inst. Dante Pazzanese, Cardiac
Rehabilitation, São Paulo; 2São Paulo Medical School, Heart Institute (InCor)
São Paulo; 3Federal University of São Paulo, Seletal Muscle Disease Dept.,
São Paulo; 4Cardiology, Institute Dante Pazzanese of, São Paulo, Brazil

Background: Exercise training improves functional capacity in chronic heart
failure(CHF). However, there are concerns regarding what exercise training in-
tensity is better for CHF patients(pts). Methods: 31 men, 54 ± 2 yrs (mean ±
se), with non-ischemic dilated cardiomyopathy, class II-III, LVEF 28 ± 1%, peak
oxygen consumption(VO2)= 17.43 ± 0.55 mL/kg/min randomized into 3 groups:
low intensity exercise training (LO) - 9 pts, high intensity exercise training (HI) -
11 pts, and control (CO) - 10 pts, under optimal medical treatment. At baseline
and at 6 months, all pts underwent maximal treadmill cardiopulmonary exer-
cise testing, six minutes walking test,rest and peak exercise type B natriuretic
peptide (BNP),rest echocardiography (echo), skeletal muscle biopsy and qual-
ity of life score (QLS). Low intensity training was prescribed using the heart
rate corresponding to that immediately below the anaerobic threshold (67 ±
3% of peak VO2) and HI using the HR immediately below the respiratory com-
pensation point (88 ± 2% of peak VO2). Results: Significant differences from
baseline are in the table (* = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01). Oxidative enzymes in-
creased similarly in HI and LO but not in CO. Cardiac function and dimensions
by Echo did not change in any group. Conclusions: HI and LO enhanced max-
imal and submaximal exercise capacity and muscle oxidative enzymes. Only
LO improved respiratory efficiency and QLS and reduced rest and peak exer-
cise BNP levels. LO program is efficacious and would be stimulated in dilated
cardiomyopathy.

Variables before and after training

Variables HI - Before/After LO - Before/After CO - Before/After

Peak VO2 - mL/kg/min 18.2±0.5/21.8±1.4* 15.9±1.2/20.4±1.2** 18.0±1.0/18.6±1.4
Peak VO2/HR mL/beat 8.8±0.6/9.9±0.6 8.8±1.1/11.1±1.3* 9.9±0.9/10.4±1.2
Peak VE/VO2 56.2±7.1/50.5±3.3 56.2±7.0/43.9±2.8* 56.8±4.7/51.1±-5.1
Peak VE/VCO2 45.4±2.8/43.5±2.6 49.4±4.0/40.2±2.0* 50.9±3.4/45.7±3.9
Peak VD/VT 0.28±.02/0.24±.01 0.28±.02/0.23±.01** 0.26±.02/0.25±.02
6 min. Walking - meters 470±20/570±18** 503±24/557±22** 503±23/512±16
Rest BNP - pg/mL 491±146/315±123 451±112/176±37* 494±91/338±105
Peak BNP - pg/mL 525±/135/327±110 599±122/255±50* 643±110/406±116
QLS - Minnesota 413.±8.8/26.2±8.9 43.7±7.9/24.8±7.4** 38.3±8.3/36.5±6.8

Peak = Peak exercise, VO2/HR = oxygen pulse, VD/VT = Dead space/tidal volume ratio.
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P1047 Continuous training maintains positive
cardiopulmonary effects of a cardiac rehabilitation
programme in patients with chronic heart failure

P. Beckers, V.M. Conraads, N.M. Possemiers, C. Vrints. University Hospital
Antwerp, Cardiac Rehabilitation, Edegem, Belgium

Purpose: Rehabilitation of patients with Chronic Heart Failure (CHF) is one
thing. Maintaining their achieved physical performance is another. Many ad-
vices have been given to keep up the positive cardiopulmonary effects of such
a programme. To determine what kind of advice should be given after being
rehabilitated, different methods should be compared.
Method: We therefore trained 40 patients with stable CHF for 6 months in a
combined endurance-resistance training programme. At the end of this pro-
gramme patients were randomly assigned either to continue in this Trained (T)
group or given a Home Trained (HT) programme, others were advised not to
train at all and were considered as Untrained (UT) the last group was asked
to maintain their physical fitness by themselves and were considered as Self-
trained (ST). During rehabilitation all four groups were evaluated at baseline,
at 4 and at 6 months. After rehabilitation they were evaluated every 3 months.
Evaluation was done by cardiopulmonary exercise testing on treadmill, assess-
ment of biometric and linear isokinetic(LIK) measurements. Patients in T group
where closely monitored in a supervised programme the HT group by monthly
controlled home-monitoring.
Results: Three months after rehabilitation we found that UT patients lost 6%
of their Peak Oxygen Consumption (PeakVO2) while T and HT groups didn’t
change significantly. ST group gained 20% of Peak VO2. Maximal Workload
went down with 15% in UT group en did not change significantly in T, HT and ST
groups. All groups had a higher Ventilatory Response during maximal exercise
test. LIK measurements did not change in T, HT and ST groups. In the UT
group LIK measurements such as Maximal Isokinetic Force (-12%) and Mean
Explosive Force (-6%) decreased significantly.
Conclusion: Patients with stable CHF, trained in a 6 month cardiac rehabilita-
tion programme, lose almost 15% of all cardiopulmonary, biometrical and LIK
benefits they gained within three months if they don’t maintain regular physical
exercise. Therefore maintenance of physical fitness is crucial.

P1048 A randomized study of the effects of physical training
in chronic heart failure

K. Andersen 1 , S. Jonsdottir 1 , A. Sigurdsson 1, SB. Sigurdsson 2. 1Landspitali
University Hospital, Dept of Medicine, div. of Cardiology, Reykjavik, Iceland;
2University of Iceland, Deptartment of Medicine, Reykjavik, Iceland

Supervised physical training has proved to be safe and beneficial for patients
after myocardial infarction and following coronary bypass surgery. This type of
rehabilitation has been practiced for many years in Iceland in these particular
groups of patients. Until recently, physical training has not been considered to
be useful or safe in patients with chronic heart failure (CHF). The aim of this
study was to evaluate the efficacy of physical group training in patients with
CHF
Methods: Patients with CHF (NYHA class II and III, age 50-71 years, mean 67
years, 75% male) were randomized to either a control group (n=20), that contin-
ued regular treatment and lifestyle, or a training group (n=21), that in addition
to regular treatment attended supervised exercise classes two times a week
(50 min.) for five months. Initial measurements included exercise testing on bi-
cycle with maximal oxygen uptake (V02max), six minute walk test, spirometry,
muscular strength test (1RM), analysis of plasma ANP and BNP, 2-D echocar-
diography with evaluation of left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) and quality
of life questionnaire. All these measurements were repeated after five months.
Each exercise class consisted of warm up exercises, bicycle training, weight
training, breathing exercises, muscle stretch and relaxation.
Results: No training related adverse events were reported. Within group
changes between baseline and five months were compared between the two
groups. Significant improvement was found in the six minute walk test (+37.1
meters vs. +5.3 meters, p<0.01), work load on the exercise test (+6.1 watts
vs. 2.1 watts, p<0.05) and quadriceps muscle strength (+2.8 kg vs. +0.2 kg,
p<0.01) in the training group compared to the control group. Quality of life fac-
tors that reflect exercise tolerance and general health improved significantly in
the training group compared to the control group. No significant changes were
found between groups for the other parameters.
Conclusion: The training programme used in this study improved physical ca-
pacity, submaximal exercise tolerance and some aspects of quality of life in
patients with CHF but did not significantly affect V02max, LVEF, plasma ANP,
BNP or respiratory function.

P1049 Physical exercise training in patients with end-stage
chronic heart failure: effects on exercise capacity and
left-ventricular function

S. Erbs, A. Linke, S. Moebius-Winkler, S. Gielen, J. Boeger, K. Lenk,
G. Schuler, R. Hambrecht. University of Leipzig - Heart Center, Dept. of
Cardiology, Leipzig, Germany

Randomized trials showed that exercise training represents a safe and effective
adjuvant therapy to improve physical work capacity and hemodynamic param-
eters in patients (pts) with stable chronic heart failure (CHF) and moderate
symptoms. It remains unclear, whether pts in a more advanced stage of CHF
(NYHA III-IIIb) also benefit from a training intervention. Aim of the present study
is, therefore, to evaluate the impact of an individually tailored exercise training
on maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max), left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF)
and end-diastolic diameter (LVEDD) in pts with severe CHF fulfilling the inclu-
sion criteria of the COPERNICUS trial.
Methods: Eighteen male pts with CHF (NYHA III-IIIb) were randomized either
into a training group (4-6 times bycicle ergometer training per day) or an inactive
control group. At begin and after 6 months all pts performed a symptom-limited
spiroergometry to determine VO2max and maximal exercise time. LVEF and
LVEDD were assessed by echocardiography.
Results: After 6 months, pts in the training group showed a significant im-
provement of VO2max by 24% (from 16.3±1.6 mL/min/kg at begin to 21.5±1.2
mL/min/kg after 6 months, p<0.05 vs. controls), whereas VO2max remained
unchanged in control pts (14.8±2.4 vs. 16.3±2.5 mL/min/kg) In the exercise
training group LVEF increased by 16% (from 27±2% at begin to 32±4% after
6 months, p<0.05 vs. controls) compared to no change in control pts (24±2%
vs. 24±3%). Exercise training led to a reduction of LVEDD by -8% (-7±3 mm)
and remained unchanged in controls (+3%, +2±3 mm).
Conclusion: These data suggest that a carefully designed aerobic exercise
training in pts with end-stage heart failure fulfilling the inclusion criteria of the
COPERNICUS trial is not only associated with an increase of functional work
capacity but also with a small but significant improvement of cardiac function.

P1050 Exercise training in women with chronic heart failure
and its influence on clinical parameters and quality of
life

E. Miche, G. Herrmann, M. Nowak, U. Wirtz, B. Zoller, A. Radzewitz.
Herz-Kreislauf-Zentrum, Gernsbach, Germany

Introduction: There is now evidence that moderate training plays an important
role in the treatment of chronic heart failure (CHF). But little is known about how
such training programs should be carried out for women. The aim of our study
was to assess the outcome of a training program and its influence on quality of
life for women.
Methods: Women with stable chronic heart failure took part in a 4-week train-
ing program including muscle strength training, bicycle ergometer and the six-
minute walk test as a training unit. Quality of life was measured using the Ger-
man Version of the Short Form-36 questionnaire (SF-36). Women were studied
before (T1) and at the end (T2) of the training program.
Baseline data: 46 women, mean age: 70±9 years, cause of CHF: coronary
heart disease (n=29, 63%), valvular heart disease (n=6, 13%), non-ischemic
heart disease (n=11, 24%), LVEF: 32±9%, LVED Volume: 103±38ml and
VO2max: 9.6±3.5 ml/kg.
Results: see table.

T1 T2 p-value

LVEF (%) 32±9 39±10 p=.001
LVED (ml) 103±38 96±30 p=.01
VO2max (ml/kg) 9.6±3.5 11±4.5 p=.05
Work load (Watt) 45±21 50±20 p=.001
Physical summary scale (SF-36) 31±9 40±8 p=.001
Psychological summary scale (SF-36) 49±11 54±8 p=.01

Conclusion: Our results show that a standardized training program is benefi-
cial for women, improving clinical parameters and quality of life.
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P1051 The effect of physical training on exercise capacity
and left-ventricular function (estimated by magnetic
resonance) in patients with congestive heart failure:
preliminary report

B. Bacior 1, A. Klecha 1, A. Kubinyi 1, M. Pasowicz 2, P. Klimeczek 2,
R. Banys 2, M. Klocek 1, K. Kawecka-Jaszcz 1. 1Jagiellonian Uniwersity, I
Cardiac Department, Kraków, Poland; 2Jagiellonian University, John Paul II
Hospital, Kraków, Poland

Physical training is an accepted method of treatment in congestive heart fail-
ure (CHF). There are some controversies concerning the influence of physical
training on left ventricular (LV) function. The aim of this study was to assess
the effect of 6-month physical training with progressively increasing workload
on exercise capacity and LV function in patients with CHF.
Material and methods: 28 patients with ischemic CHF, NYHA II and III class,
EF ≤ 35% and a duration of CHF 2.4±1.5 years, receiving standard pharma-
cotherapy. Patients were randomized into 2 groups: A (trained - 14 patients)
and B (not trained - 14 patients). Groups were comparable in terms of age,
sex, duration and severity of CHF. Physical training was conducted at the reha-
bilitation center 3 times a week, 60 minutes daily. At the start and after 6 months
cardiopulmonary exercise test (Sensor Medics Vmax 29C-2130 spirometr sys-
tem) and magnetic resonance (Magneton Vision Plus Siemens with use of
Leonardo Workstation Siemens Argus Software) of the heart with estimation
of LV parameters were performed in both groups. At baseline analyzed param-
eters of exercise tolerance and LV function were comparable in both groups.
Until now control examinations were done for 16 patients (8 from group A and
8 from group B). After 6 months we observed in group A (trained) a marked in-
crease of exercise capacity: VO2peak was 14.4±2.8ml/kg/min (at baseline) and
19.1±3.6ml/kg/min (after 6 months); VCO2/VE 38.8±3.6 vs 34.5±4.1 l/min; du-
ration of exercise 370.8±45.0 vs 690±85.6sek; maximum workload 3.5±1.0 vs
6.2±1.4 MET respectively. All these changes were statistically significant. In
trained group a slight tendency to improvement of LV function was observed:
ejection fraction increased from 28.9±5.6% to 31.2±6.8%, LV end-diastolic vol-
ume decreased from 198±43 to 184±55ml and LV end-systolic volume from
123±34ml to 116±28ml, but these changes were not statistically significant. In
group B (not trained) both exercise tolerance and LV function parameters have
not changed during this study.
Conclusions: Physical training with progressively increasing workload has a
positive influence on exercise capacity and LV function (tendency to improve-
ment) in patients with ischemic CHF.

P1052 The use of cytokine parameters tp evaluate the
severity of chronic heart failure

N. Osada 1, K. Omiya 2, K. Suzuki 2, K. Inoue 2, M. Tamura 2 , N. Azuma 2,
M. Uno 2, F. Miyake 2. 1Kawasaki, Japan; 2St. Marianna University, Cardiology,
Kawasaki Kanagawa, Japan

Some investigators have recently reported that measurements of proinflamma-
tory cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor-alpha soluble receptors (TNFR-1
and TNFR-2) are useful to evaluate the severity of heart failure. This study
was designed to evaluate the relationship between cytokine levels and classi-
cal prognostic parameters.
Method: Forty-five clinically stable patients with chronic heart failure (CHF)
were enrolled in this study. All patients underwent cardiopulmonary testing
(CPX) using an ergometer with a ramp protocol. Plasma concentrations of brain
natriuretic peptide (BNP), noradrenaline (NA), TNFR-1, and TNFR-2 were mea-
sured prior to CPX. Left ventricular ejection fraction (EF) and left ventricular di-
ameter at diastole (LVDd) were measured by an echocardiogram. Patients were
divided into three groups by the obesity index (OI=body mass index/22): body
wasting (BW n=11) OI<0.95, normal body weight (NB n=24) 0.96<OI<1.10,
and overweight (OB n=20) OI>1.11. Three months later, CPX and blood sam-
pling were performed once more for reevaluation.
Results: In the patients of the BW group, TNFR-1 was related to NA (r=0.52),
BNP (r=0.59), peak VO2 (r=0.84), VE/VCO2 slope (r=0.66), LVDd (r=0.72), and
EF (r=0.63), and TNFR-2 was related to peak VO2, VE/VCO2 slope, LVDd,
and EF. In the OW group, TNFR-1 was not significantly correlated with any
clinical prognostic variables other than BNP (r=0.48). TNFR-2 showed similar
correlations with all clinical prognostic variables in the OW group. The change
in BNP during three months follow up period was correlated with the change in
EF (r=0.53), but not with the changes in peak VO2, VE/VCO2 slope, and NA.
In contrast, the change in TNFR-1 during three months was correlated with
the changes in peak VO2 (r=0.47) and VE/VCO2 slope (r=0.48), but not with
the changes in EF and BNP. The results for TNFR-2 were similar to those for
TNFR-1.
Conclusion: Proinflammatory cytokines were related to clinical prognostic vari-
ables in the patients with body wasting, but not in the overweight patients. And
the change in cytokine abnormalities may be associated with the change in
functional capacity rather than the change of EF. These results suggest that
the proinflammatory cytokines provide important prognostic information only
in patients with body wasting associated with cardiac cachexia and/or severe
heart failure.

P1053 Elevated C-reactive protein predicts reduced exercise
capacity in patients undergoing diagnostic treadmill
exercise testing

J. Shehadeh, DA. Halon, G. Weisz, M. David, T. Ashkenazi, BS. Lewis. Lady
Davis Carmel Medical Centre, Haifa, Israel

Introduction: Maximal exercise workload (Mets) predicts late cardiovascular
events in pts referred for diagnostic stress testing. Measurement of high sen-
sitivity C-reactive protein (CRP), a marker of underlying inflammatory activity,
identifies pts with a predisposition for future coronary events. The relation of
CRP to exercise performance in this population has not been examined.
Patients and Methods: High sensitivity CRP was measured (Roche particle
enhanced immunoturbidimetric assay) in 288 non-hospitalized pts undergoing
diagnostic, symptom limited, treadmill stress testing. Student’s t-test was used
to compare Mets for upper and lower quartiles of CRP (QCRP)distribution. Cor-
relation of a positive stress test (>1mm horizontal or downsloping ST segment
depression) with upper and lower QCRP was examined (2x2 table). Multiple
logistic regression was performed to determine independent predictive value of
QCRP for stress test outcome.
Results: A significant inverse correlation was found between QCRP and Mets
(p=0.001), and between QCRP and maximal heart rate (HRmax)(Table). Nei-
ther positive stress test nor ischemic threshold (HR at 1 mm ST depression
(HR1mmST)) correlated with QCRP (Table). In multiple linear regression mod-
els correcting for age, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, smoking and body mass
index, high CRP remained a significant predictor of reduced exercise workload
and of lower HRmax (Table) but did not predict an ischemic stress test.

Exercise Performance and CRP Quartiles

CRP correlates Age HRmax* Workload (Mets) DP# HR1ST GXT+ve

Lower qtl CRP 58.6 ± 12.5 150 ± 22 9.6 ± 3.6 27.2 ± 6.3 142 ± 21 31 (41%)
Upper qtl CRP 59.3 ± 11.1 143 ± 21 7.7 ± 2.9 26.5 ± 5.6 134 ± 22 24 (33%)
p (univariate) 0.73 0.04 0.001 0.54 0.2 0.32
p (multivariate) - 0.015 0.0001 - - -

*maximal heart rate attained; #Double product(HRmax x maximal systolic BP)/1000

Conclusions: In a non-hospitalized population referred for diagnostic treadmill
stress testing 1. High CRP was an independent correlate of lower estimated
exercise workload (Mets) and lower maximal heart rate. 2. CRP did not predict
ischemic stress test or ischemic threshold.
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P1054 Association of myocardial adrenergic denervation to
elevated proinflammatory cytokines levels in heart
failure, secondary to idiopathic dilated
cardiomyopathy

F.I. Parthenakis 1, A.P. Patrianakos 1, V.K. Prassopoulos 2 ,
E.A. Papadimitriou 1 , G.F. Diakakis 1, H.E. Mavrakis 1, N.S. Karkavitsas 2,
P.E. Vardas 1. 1Cardiology Dept., 2Radiology Dept., Heraklion University
Hospital, Heraklion, Greece

Purpose: Experimental studies showed that cytokine production might
be regulated in part, by sympathetic nervous system (SNS) stimula-
tion of cardiac beta-adrenergic receptors. The cardiac fixation of 123-
MetaIodoBenzylGuanidine (MIBG) has the potential to mirror the whole my-
ocardial adrenergic pathway disintegrity, while heart rate variability (HRV) is
thought to measure autonomic nervous system activity. In CHF, the cardiac
response to sympathetic stimulation is impaired and this may contribute to el-
evated levels of circulating cytokines. We evaluated the relationship between
MIBG cardiac uptake and HRV with circulating levels of proinflammatory cy-
tokines in patients(pts) with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy(IDC).
Methods: Fifty one pts, mean age 54±11,3 y, with angiographically proven
IDC, functional NYHA class II-III, with Left Ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF)
31,1 ± 8,1%, and twenty age-matched normal (N) individuals were studied with
planar MIBG. Early (10 min) and late (4 hours) heart to mediastinum MIBG up-
take ratio and washout was calculated. Circulating plasma levels of Interleukin-
1(IL-1), Interleukin-6(IL-6),TNF-a and its soluble receptors sTNFr1 and sTNFr2
were measured by Elisa method while 24 hours rhythm recording performed
and HRV parametres assessed in all patients. None of study pts were on beta-
blockers or suffered from diabetes mellitus.
Results: The IDC pts group had significantly reduced values in MIBG uptake at
10 min (1,6±1.15 vs 1,91±0,08, p<0,001) and 4 hrs(1,48±0,17 vs 1,84±0,12,
p<0,001) and increased WO (7±4%vs3±3%, p<0,005) compared to control
group. Late MIBG uptake was correlated with NYHA class (r=-0.42, p=0.02),
LVEF (r=0.34, p=0.01), LV systolic wall stress (r=-0.40, p=0.05), IL-1 (r=-0.55,
p<0.001), TNF-a (r=-0.33, p=0.02) and sTNFr2 (r=-0.44, p=0.001). Multivariate
regression analysis revealed that MIBG at 4 hours was independently associ-
ated with IL-1 levels (p=0,01). Additionally IL-6 was correlated with SDDNind
(r=-0,658, p<0,001) and RMSSD (r=0,658, p<0,001) both indexes of auto-
nomic nerve activation.
Conclusions: Cardiac sympathetic innervation is related to proinflammatory
cytokines levels in IDC, suggesting that the reduced myocardial innervation, in
addition to its cardiovascular consequences, has a potential inflammatory effect
via modulation of the production of multiple inflammatory mediators. The asso-
ciation of IL-6 to autonomic nervous activation suggests its mainly peripheral
production in these patients.

P1055 Cardiac peroxisome proliferation-activated receptor
alpha expression in patients with dilated
cardiomyopathy

M. Schupp 1, R. Pregla 2, U. Kintscher 1, R. Hetzer 2, T. Unger 1,
V. Regitz-Zagrosek 2 . 1Charité Hospital-Humboldt University, Institute of
Pharmacology/Toxicology, Berlin, Germany; 2German Heart Institute Berlin,
Department of Cardiovascular Surgery, Berlin, Germany

PPARalpha is a central regulator of myocardial fatty acid and glucose
metabolism implicated in the pathogenesis of heart failure. Hypertrophic car-
diomyopathy is associated with decreased cardiac PPARalpha activity resulting
in reduced fatty acid- and increased glucose-uptake/utilization, whereas a con-
verse regulation is seen in the diabetic heart. The role/activity of PPARalpha in
other types of cardiomyopathy, particularly in humans, is mostly unknown.
We studied PPARalpha expression levels in left ventricular biopsies from pa-
tients with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM, n=16) and control subjects (n=19).
PPARalpha mRNA was quantitated using real-time sybr green PCR. Target
gene mRNA was related to the stably expressed GAPDH mRNA from the same
sample. Tissue samples from DCM patients were obtained at orthotopic heart
transplantation, and the control group was composed from donor hearts which
were not used for logistic reasons. Mean left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF)
in the DCM group was 19.8 ± 6.5%. The control group had normal systolic car-
diac function, and no cardiac history. Left ventricular PPARalpha mRNA level
were significantly increased compared to the control group (1.3 ± 0.1-fold vs.
control, p<0.01). No correlation between cardiac PPARalpha mRNA levels and
age/LVEF was observed.
Elevated cardiac PPARalpha level may result in increased fatty acid metabolism
for cardiac energy production in DCM, suggesting a specific cardiac metabolic
programm in DCM compared to other types of cardiomyopathy.

P1056 Accumulation of a bradykinin type-2 receptor
promoter polymorphism in human end-stage heart
failure

L. Jaatinen 1, I. Liesmaa 1, N. Shiota 1, JO. Kokkonen 2, M. Mäyränpää 1 ,
PT. Kovanen 1, K. A. Lindstedt 3 . 1Wihuri Research Institute, Helsinki, Finland;
2Helsinki University Central Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Helsinki, Finland;
3Wihuri Research Institute, Helsinki, Finland

Objectives - To study the presence of a -58T/C promoter polymorphism in
the bradykinin type-2 receptor (BK-2R) gene in human end-stage heart fail-
ure. Background- Accumulating work in experimental animals suggests that
bradykinin (BK) exerts cardioprotective effects through specific BK-2Rs. We
have recently shown that, in human end-stage heart failure, the number of BK-
2Rs is significantly downregulated. However, nothing is presently known about
the mechanisms involved. Methods- Human heart tissue was obtained from ex-
cised hearts of patients undergoing cardiac transplantation (n=15) or from nor-
mal hearts (n=12) unsuitable for donation. The patients had heart failure due
to idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy (IDC; n=8) or to coronary heart disease
(CHD; n=7). The presence of a -58T/C polymorphism in the BK-2R gene was
analyzed in both normal and failing left ventricles by means of SSCP. Results-
Here we show that in normal hearts BK-2R expression increases with age.
In IDC hearts, the BK-2R expression also increases with age, but the relative
increase is significantly lower as compared to normal hearts. Using SSCP anal-
ysis, we found that the homozygous form of the C-allele of the -58T/C promoter
polymorphism, previously linked to a reduced BK-2R expression and to hyper-
tension, is accumulated (75%) in the IDC hearts, but not in the CHD hearts.
Conclusions- The present results suggest that the C-allele of the -58T/C pro-
moter polymorphism may be involved in the progression of heart failure in IDC
patients.

P1057 Role of polymorphisms in the beta1-adrenergic
receptor in susceptibility to idiopathic dilated
cardiomyopathy

C. Forleo 1, S. Sorrentino 1 , P. Guida 1, A. Manghisi 1 , M. Iacoviello 1,
G. Guanti 2 , P. Rizzon 1, MV. Pitzalis 1. 1University of Bari, Institute of
Cardiology, Bari, Italy; 2Human genetics, University of Bari, Bari, Italy

Beta-adrenergic signal transduction is markedly altered in idiopathic dilated
cardiomyopathy (DCM). Genetically based changes in beta-adrenergic recep-
tors (beta-AR) may favour the occurrence of the disease by altering receptor
function. Considering the beta1-AR predominance in the myocardium, we as-
sessed whether the known functionally relevant beta1-AR are associated with
an increased likelihood of developing DCM.
A total of 165 consecutive unrelated patients (pts) (49±14 years, 125 males,
NYHA functional class 1.8±0.7) with DCM (WHO criteria) and 203 unrelated
controls, coming from the same geographic area, were included in an associ-
ation study. Allele and genotype frequency distributions of the Ser49Gly and
Arg389Gly polymorphisms in the beta1-AR were compared between pts and
controls. For purposes of comparison, we also evaluated the Arg64Trp poly-
morphism in the beta3-AR and the Arg492Cys polymorphism in the alpha1a-
AR. All the polymorphisms were characterised on the basis of PCR-amplified
DNA using RFLP analysis. The allele and genotype frequencies in the pts and
controls were compared using chi-square test. There was no deviation from
Hardy-Weinberg equilirium for any of the considered polymorphisms. Single
locus analysis revealed that the polymorphism at position 49 in the beta1-
AR showed significant difference in genotype and allele frequencies between
patients and controls (table). The OR for DCM associated with the beta1-AR
Ser49Gly genotype was 1.87 (95% CI: 1.1-3.1). We did not find different distri-
bution in genotype and allele frequency between pts and controls for the other
analysed polymorphisms.

Genotype Controls (n=203) DCM patients (n=165) p

Ser49Ser 170 (84%) 121 (73%)
Ser49Gly 33 (16%) 44 (27%) 0.015
Gly49Gly 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Ser49 allele 0.92 0.87 0.022
Gly49 allele 0.08 0.13

In conclusion, the Ser49Gly genotype of the beta1-AR is associated with an
increased likelihood of developing DCM.
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P1058 Potential role of IgG-3 in cardiac dysfunction of
patients with dilated cardiomyopathy

A. Staudt 1, M. Dörr 2, S. Plötz 2, M. Böhm 3, A. Hummel 2, Y. Staudt 2,
G. Baumann 3 , SB. Felix 2. 1Ernst-Moritz-Arndt Universität, Innere Klinik B,
Greifswald, Germany; 2Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universität, Innere Klinik B Abt.,
Greifswald, Germany; 3Charité, I. Medizinische Klinik, Berlin, Germany

Background: Immunoadsorption (IA) capable of removing circulating autoan-
tibodies represents an additional therapeutic approach in dilated cardiomyopa-
thy (DCM). The role played by autoantibodies belonging to the immunoglobulin
(Ig) subclass G-3 in cardiac dysfunction remains to be elucidated.
Methods and Results: Patients with DCM (left ventricular ejection fraction
[LVEF] < 30%) participated in this case control study. 18 DCM patients were
treated by different treatment regimes of protein-A IA. Nine patients underwent
protein-A-IA with effective IgG-3-reduction (IgG-3 reduction >75%) and nine
patients were treated with ineffective IgG-3 elimination (IgG-3 reduction <40%).
IA was performed in 4 courses, at one-month intervals until month three. Hemo-
dynamics did not change in the group with ineffective IgG-3 reduction. In the
group with effective IgG-3 reduction during the first IA course, cardiac index (CI)
increased from 2.3 ± 0.1 to 2.9 ± 0.2 l/min/m2 (p < 0.01 vs. ineffective IgG-
3 reduction). After three months before the last IA course, CI was 2.2 ± 0.1
l/min/m2 in the group with ineffective IgG-3 reduction, and 2.8 ± 0.2 l/min/m2 in
the group with effective IgG-3 reduction (p < 0.01 vs. ineffective IgG-3 reduc-
tion). LVEF increased only in the group with effective IgG-3 reduction from 23
± 3% to 31 ± 3%(p < 0.05 vs. ineffective IgG-3 reduction).
Conclusion: Autoantibodies belonging to IgG-3 play an important role in car-
diac dysfunction of DCM.

P1059 A novel mutation, Ser143Pro, in the lamin A/C gene is
found in several families with dilated cardiomyopathy

S. Kärkkäinen 1, T. Heliö 2, M. Kaartinen 2 , J. Kuusisto 1, L. Toivonen 2,
MS. Nieminen 2, M. Laakso 1, K. Peuhkurinen 1 . 1University of Kuopio,
Department of Internal Medicine, Kuopio, Finland; 2Helsinki University
Hospital, Helsinki, Finland

Purpose Dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is familial in approximately 20-35% of
cases. The most frequent DCM associated gene defects have been detected in
the lamin A/C gene. In this study we screened for variants the lamin A/C gene
in Finnish patients with dilated cardiomyopathy.
Methods All 12 exons of the lamin A/C gene were screened by PCR-SSCP
method in 13 well-characterized familial patients with familial DCM from East-
ern and Southern Finland and in 45 sporadic patients with DCM from Eastern
Finland.
Results A novel mutation, S143P, was detected in the lamin A/C gene in 20
subjects from 3 unrelated families and in one sporadic case with DCM. The
Ser143Pro mutation locates in the rod domain of the lamin A/C protein. Al-
most all previously reported DCM associated mutations in the lamin A/C gene
have been located in the same domain. Clinically the Ser143Pro mutation was
characterized by sinus or atrioventricular nodal dysfunction, atrial fibrillation
and heart failure. Conduction defects were progressive in nature and need for
pacemaker became common at older ages. Several cases (5/25%) with S143P
mutation died suddenly or of progressive heart failure or underwent heart trans-
plantation. The S143P mutation explains 7% of unselected and 23% of familial
cases of DCM in our study population.
Conclusions A novel mutation S143P in the lamin A/C gene was found to
be common among Finnish DCM patients. The phenotype is characterized
by severe heart failure, progressive AV conduction defects and sudden car-
diac death. The screening of the S143P mutation seems warranted particularly
when patients with DCM have conduction system disturbances.

P1060 Frequent detection of parvovirus B19 genome in the
myocardium of adult patients with idiopathic dilated
cardiomyopathy

U. Lotze 1, R. Egerer 2, CH. Tresselt 3, B. Glück 2, G. Dannberg 3 ,
D. Reinhardt 3 , A. Stelzner 2, H.R. Figulla 3. 1KH Waltershausen-Friedrichroda,
Internal Medicine I, Friedrichroda, Germany; 2Virology,
Friedrich-Schiller-University, Jena, Germany; 3Internal Medicine III,
Friedrich-Schiller-University, Jena, Germany

Purpose: The present study was performed to assess the frequency of B19
(PVB19) genome, aside from the prevalence of enterovirus (EV) and aden-
ovirus (ADV) genomes, in the myocardium of adult patients with idiopathic di-
lated cardiomyopathy (IDC) and to analyze the significance of PVB19 with re-
gard to the course of the disease, as compared to the other cardiotropic viruses.
Methods: In 52 adult patients (mean age 50±11 years) with IDC endomyocar-
dial biopsy samples were investigated for EV RNA using polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) and Southern blot hybridization of the PCR product. Specific
nested PCR was used to assess the prevalence of ADV and PVB19 DNA in
addition to sequencing of the latter. The clinical and echocardiographic course
of the disease was followed for a mean [± SD] period of 23±9 months.
Results: Fourteen of the 52 patients (27%) were EV-positive, 2/52 (4%) were
ADV-positive, 14/52 (27%) were PVB19-positive, 8/52 (15%) patients were EV
plus PVB19-positive, and in 14/52 (27%) patients no viral genomes were found.
A total of six patinets died during the follow-up period without any significant
difference between the patient groups: 1/14 (7%) in the EV-positive, 0/2 (0%)
in the ADV-positive, 2/14 (14%) in the PVB19-posiitve, 1/8 (12.5%) in EV plus
PVB19-positive and 2/14 (14%) in the virus-negative group (p=NS).
Conclusion: In the myocardium of adult patients with IDC, PVB19 is detectable
as frequently as EV genome. PVB19-positive patients with IDC seem to have a
rather favourable prognosis and do not differ significantly from the other virus-
positive or virus-negative patient groups with respect to survival.

P1061 Increased activity of the regulatory site of the
calcineurin/NFAT pathway in human heart failure

B. Bölck 1, H. Diedrichs 2, M. Chi 2, U. Mehlhorn 3 , K. Brixius 2,
RHG. Schwinger 2. 1University of Cologne, Department of Internal Medicine
III, Cologne, Germany; 2University of Cologne, Department of Internal
Medicine III, Cologne, Germany; 3University of Cologne, Department of
Cardiac Surgery, Cologne, Germany

Background: Cardiac hypertrophy may initiate progression to a compromised
cardiac function. While the clinical consequences of hypertrophy are well un-
derstood, only little is known on the underlying molecular pathways. As re-
ported from animal experiments, the Ca2+-calmodulin activated phosphatase
calcineurin and its downstream transcriptional effector NFAT have been impli-
cated as transducers of the hypertrophic response.
Methods and Results: To study whether the calcineurin pathway is activated
in human heart failure, we investigated samples of human left ventricular my-
ocardium from patients with dilated (idiopathic) cardiomyopathy (DCM, NYHA
IV, n=9) in comparison to non-failing controls (NF, n=8). We analyzed the path-
way by measuring the calcineurin activity, and also by determination of the
protein expression of the calcineurin B subunit and additional key markers of
the calcineurin signaling cascade (NFAT-3, GATA-4). Calcineurin enzymatic ac-
tivity was increased by 80% in human dilated cardiomyopathy compared to
non-failing human hearts (135.42 ± 11.69 and 83.48 ± 1.81 nmol Pi/min/µl).
This was in line with increased protein expression of calcineurin B in DCM
(71.18 ± 9.11 vs. 46.41 ± 11.23 densitometric units (DU)/µg protein). In order
to verify the activated calcineurin pathway as described in animal models, we
compared the protein expression of NFAT-3 in homogenates within nuclear ex-
tracts. In nuclear extracts the protein level of NFAT-3 was increased in dilated
cardiomyopathy compared to non-failing myocardium (104.01 ± 8.85 vs. 71.47
± 8.79 DU/µg protein). In contrast, in homogenates the expression of NFAT-3
was higher in the non-failing tissue indicating subcellular distribution (19.56 ±
3.36 vs. 25.84 ± 3.16 DU/µg protein). The protein expression of GATA-4 was
increased in DCM (43.14 ± 2.89 vs. 29.87 ± 2.17 DU/µg protein).
Conclusion: In human heart failure (DCM) the calcineurin signaling pathway
is activated not only by an increased activity of calcineurin and expression of
GATA-4, but also by the shift from dephosphorylated NFAT-3 to the nucleus
indicating subcellular distribution and regulatory activation as well as activation
of cell growth.
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P1062 Dilated cardiomyopathy caused by lamin A/C
mutation: need for a prospective study to prevent
sudden death in lamin A/C mutation carriers

T. Rossenbacker 1 , Y.M. Pinto 2, J.H. Van Berlo 2, J. Van Cleemput 3,
K. Devriendt 4 , P. Van Tintelen 5, P. Carmeliet 6 , H. Heidbüchel 3 . 1University of
Leuven, CTG, Leuven, Belgium; 2University Hospital of Maastricht,
Department of Cardiology, Maastricht, Netherlands; 3University Hospital of
Leuven, Department of Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium; 4University Hospital of
Leuven, Center for Human Genetics, Leuven, Belgium; 5University Hospital of
Groningen, Department of Clinical Genetics, Groningen, Netherlands;
6University of Leuven, CTG, Leuven, Belgium

Background: Approximately one third of cases of idiopathic dilated cardiomy-
opathy (DCM) is inherited. Lamin A/C mutations can cause DCM associated
with cardiac conduction-system disease (CCD) and have been often reported
in small families, so that uniform clinical expressions of laminopathy are difficult
to evaluate. However, larger families allow to judge uniform clinical features of
lamin disease.
Findings: We report on a large 3-generation family with DCM-CCD due to an
Asn195Lys mutation in exon 3 of the lamin A/C gene which has been associ-
ated previously with DCM-CCD. Four family members progressed to terminal
cardiac failure requiring heart transplantation (HTX) within three years after ini-
tial diagnosis of DCM. Strikingly, atrial arrhythmias or conduction disturbances
developed in all during disease progression. Five family members died sud-
denly at the age of 48, 47, 42, 41 and 36 yr. Data on underlying disease were
available in one patient who presented with multiple VES, intraventricular con-
duction disturbance and first-degree AVB at the age of 39 yr; she developed
DCM 1 year later and died suddenly 8 years later. Two other patients show
similar conduction disease and DCM at this moment. Because of the malignant
familial history, implantation of an ICD seems warranted. However, no studies
are available on the predictive factors for sudden cardiac death and on the risk
in lamin A/C mutation carriers in general.
Conclusion: The clinical data of this large family with a lamin A/C mutation con-
firm its association with malignant presentations of DCM. Moreover, they indi-
cate that sudden death may be as important as clinical endpoint as congestive
heart failure. Risk identification in lamin A/C mutation carriers in general and
in individual affected patients is unknown and ask for a multicenter prospective
study. Such a pan-European effort is underway, including evaluation of conduc-
tion disturbances on the 12-lead ECG, atrial arrhythmias, Holter recording of
ventricular arrhythmias and an invasive electrophysiological study. It may help
to devise a strategy for risk-stratification and prophylactic ICD implantation.

P1063 Clonal T-cell composition, detected by analysis of the
T-cell receptor beta chain, is exclusively present in
dilated cardiomyopathy, and not associated with
enteroviral or adenoviral infection

M. Noutsias 1, JH. Blohm 1, C. Assaf 2, M. Hummel 3, RS. Warraich 4,
MH. Yacoub 4, M. Pauschinger 1, HP. Schultheiss 1. 1University Hospital
Benjamin Franklin, Cardiology Dept., Berlin, Germany; 2UKBF, Free
University, Dermatology, Berlin, Germany; 3UKBF, Free University, Pathology,
Berlin, Germany; 4Harefield Hospital, NHLI, Middlesex, United Kingdom

Background: Autoimmunity, resulting from molecular mimicry between viral
and cryptic cardiac antigens, is postulated for the pathogenesis of dilated car-
diomyopathy (DCM). Autoimmunity directed against distinct antigens evokes
expansion of specific T-cell clones infiltrating the target tissue, which can
also result from chronic presentation of foreign (e.g. viral) antigens. This phe-
nomenon leads to a clonal predominance of T-cells harboring an identical re-
arranged T-cell receptor gene (TCR), which can be reliably identified by family
specific PCR for the Vβ-N-Dβ-N-Jβ-region of the TCR gene in combination with
the GeneScan-analysis (Assaf et al., Blood 2000).
Methods: DNA extracted from explanted DCM hearts (n=17, 1 female; 49±13
years; LVEF: 18±5%) were investigated for clonality of the TCR-Vβ-gene. Non-
DCM-hearts (ischaemic cardiomyopathy: n=2, valvular heart disease: n=3,
donor hearts: n=3) served as controls. The TCR-PCR-products analyzed by
high-resolution fragment analysis (GeneScan), displayed a Gaussian-like dis-
tribution profiles in polyclonal and single dominant peaks in monoclonal T-
cell populations. Clonal TCR-β PCR-products were directly sequenced. Car-
diotropic viral (enteroviral and adenoviral) genome was amplified by PCR as
published (Pauschinger et al., Circulation 1999).
Results: The GeneScan analysis of the TCR-β PCR-products demonstrated a
clonal T-cell population in n=9/17 (53%) of the DCM hearts. In contrast, exclu-
sively polyclonal composition of the TCR-Vβ PCR-products were obtained from
the non-DCM hearts. Sequence analysis of the clonal TCR-Vβ PCR-products
from the n=9 DCM hearts determined Vβ19.01 in n=6 cases (67%), and Vβ6-
1.01, Vβ6-3.01 and Vβ10-3.04 in each of the remaining cases. Monoclonal
TCR-composition was not significantly (p>0.05) associated with PCR ampli-
fication of viral genome.
Conclusion: Clonal T-cell composition is exclusively present in DCM, as de-
tected by PCR and GeneScan analysis of the TCR-Vβ rearrangement. This
phenomenon indicates a clonal T-cell proliferation due to specific antigen, which

confirms the autoimmune hypothesis of DCM, since viral perstistence was not
associated with viral persistence. Our results, demonstrating a clear predomi-
nance of Vβ19.01 T-cell clones in DCM, warrant the molecular analysis of the
respective immunogenic sequence. Eventually, a TCR-based immunotherapy
in DCM (e.g. with anti-TCR antibodies or DNA vaccines) might be a feasible
therapeutic option in DCM with monoclonal TCR-composition.

DILATED CARDIOMYOPATHY, CLINICAL ASPECTS

P1064 Renal function in ischaemic and non-ischaemic
cardiomyopathy: effects on survival and
neurohormones

T.D.J. Smilde 1, H.L. Hillege 1, G. Navis 2, D.J. Van Veldhuisen 1. 1University
Hospital Groningen, Cardiology, Groningen, Netherlands; 2University Hospital,
Nephrology, Groningen, Netherlands

Background: Renal dysfunction, as presented by glomerular filtration rate
(GFR) is a strong predictor of mortality in CHF. However, most patients have
atherosclerotic vascular disease, and it has been suggested that impaired re-
nal function is not induced by a reduced renal blood flow but only a marker
of advanced atheroslerotic disease. We compared in a large survival study
(PRIME-II), patients with CHF and a history of proven myocardial infarction
and coronary artery disease (CAD, n=995), to those with idiopathic dilated car-
diomyopathy (IDC, n=429). In a substudy, neurohormones, including natriuretic
peptides, were also determined (IDC: n=37; CAD: n=270).
Methods: The population consisted of patients with NYHA class III-IV; at base-
line the mean age was 64±10 yr, mean LVEF 0.26±0.08 and 83% of the
patients were male. Baseline GFR was calculated using the Cockcroft Gault
equation (GFRc). Relations between GFRc with survival and plasma neurohor-
mones were performed within etiology groups.
Results: In a multivariate Cox regression analysis, GFR was significantly re-
lated to survival in both groups, but this relation was stronger and more pro-
nounced for IDC (table below; P<0.001 in IDC vs P =0.01 in CAD). Regard-
ing neurohormones, all natriuretic peptides showed a relation with the GFRc
in both ICD and CAD. However, this relation was stronger for IDC. For IDC,
the relation between GFRc and natriuretic peptides varied from r= -0.72 (N-
terminal BNP; P<0.01) till r= -0.49 (ANP; P<0.01) and for CAD, r= -0.59 (N-
BNP; P<0.01) till r= -0.37 (ANP; P<0.01).

GFRc in IDC RR-multivariate for IDC GFRc in CAD RR-multivariate for CAD
(ml/min) (95% CI) (ml/min) (95% CI)

>90 >73
90-69 0.87 (0.36-2.10 73-55 1.02 (0.63-1.63)
69-53 1.83 (0.83-4.06) 55-42 1.07 (0.68-1.71)
<53 3.04 (1.43-6.44) <42 1.81 (1.14-2.87)

Multivariate analysis of GFRc quartiles in IDC and CAD. RR= relative risk. CI= confidence
interval.

Conclusions: GFRc is strongly related to survival and neurohormones in both
ICD and CAD. This relation is even more pronounced in patients with IDC than
with CAD. These results suggest that the prognostic and clinical value of renal
dysfunction in CHF is more related to hemodynamics, rather than local renal
atherosclerotic disease.
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P1065 Predictive models of moderate or severe systolic
dysfunction in Chagas disease based on clinical,
electrocardiographic and radiological data

A.S. Sousa, S.S. Xavier, J. Borges-Pereira, L.O. Roy, G.A. Alvarenga,
A.L.R. Mallet, A.M. Hasslocher-Moreno. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Clinical trials have shown the benefits of pharmacological interventions to in-
crease the survival of patients with moderate or severe ventricular dysfunction,
even asymptomatic. The purpose of this study is to generate predictive mod-
els of systolic dysfunction in Chagas’ disease based on clinical, electrocardio-
graphic and radiological data to be used when it is not possible to evaluate
the left ventricular function by the echocardiogram (like in poor areas where
Chagas’ disease is most prevalent). Methods: 604 Chagas’ disease patients
were underwent to a prospective investigation of clinical, electrocardiogram,
thoracic X-ray and two-dimensional echocardiography evaluation. By logistic
regression, we derived a system score that predicts the probability of dysfunc-
tion (ejection fraction<45%). The cutoff points that identifies dysfunction were
defined by the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve.
Results: The normal electrocardiogram displayed a 100% negative predictive
value that excluded the dysfunction. The model featuring sex and electrocar-
diographic variables (model A) showed a sensitivity of 81% and a specificity
of 78% for a diagnosis of dysfunction with a positive predictive value of 61%
and a negative value of 91% to patients with an abnormal electrocardiogram.
Area under ROC curve from this score system model was 0.891 (95% CI 0.86-
0.92). Cardiothoracic ratio>0.5 showed a specificity of 93%. The addition of this
variable to the electrocardiographic model (model B) resulted in an increase
in its accuracy, with a positive predictive value of 70% among patients with
an abnormal electrocardiogram and area under ROC curve equal 0.926 (95%
CI 0.9-0.95). Addition of other clinical variables (symptoms, model C and co-
morbidities, model D) did not result in a significant increase in accuracy. The
model A was validated through its employment in 263 Chagas’ disease pa-
tients from a rural cohort with an excellent reproducibility (sensitivity=83.3%,
specificity=71.4% and area under ROC curve=0.824).
Conclusion: The employment of predictive models made it possible to identify
moderate or severe dysfunction in Chagas’ disease based on clinical, electro-
cardiographic, and radiological data.

P1066 Familial dilated cardiomyopathy: an international
registry

E. Carniel 1 , A. Di Lenarda 1 , L. Ku 2, M.R.G. Taylor 3 , M.M. Boucek 4,
M.R. Bristow 3, G. Sinagra 1, L. Mestroni 3 . 1Ospedale Maggiore, Cardiology
Dept., Trieste, Italy; 2University of Colorado, Health Science, Denver;
3Cardiovascular Institute, University of Colorado, Denver; 4The Children’s
Hospital, Division of Cardiology, Denver, United States of America

Background: Dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is a heart muscle disease char-
acterized by progressive ventricular dilation and systolic dysfunction. More than
50% of cases of DCM are familial forms. Familial DCM (FDC) can be inherited
in an autosomal dominant (AD), autosomal recessive (AR) or X-linked (XL) pat-
tern. Family screening is essential to perform molecular genetic studies for the
identification of disease genes and helps in the understanding of the full phe-
notypic and genotypic spectrum of FDC. The specific aims of our study are to
establish a comprehensive clinical and genetic Registry of families with DCM
(both FDC and sporadic pedigrees), to study known FDC-genes, to further un-
derstand the molecular basis of FDC, to test new candidate genes and to define
genotype/phenotype correlations in FDC.
Methods: Patients are enrolled from the University of Colorado Hospital and
Children’s Hospital, Denver and the Maggiore Hospital of Trieste, Italy. All par-
ticipants undergo detailed family history analysis, physical examination, ECG,
echocardiogram, serum CK and other laboratory investigations. DNA is ex-
tracted and systematically screened for disease causing mutations. Special
studies are also performed, if indicated, to define the phenotype, including
SAECG, stress test, Holter monitoring, chest x-ray and MRI. Informal consent
has been collected for all subjects.
Results: Our population is composed of 153 families (535 subjects). To date 90
families (207 subjects, 58.8% of the whole population), have been completely
screened for FDC and are enrolled in the study. Screening of other families
is in progress. Twenty-eight families have a sporadic DCM, while 62 have a
FDC. The latter group includes 173 subjects: 82 subjects are affected by the
disease, 78 are healthy relatives and 13 have an unknown status. Sixty-seven
percent of these families present an AD pattern of inheritance, while 5% an
AR one. No families have an XL pattern and 27.4% are unclassifiable at this
time. Screening of family member participants has also revealed evidence of
early echocardiographic signs of DCM in 11 otherwise healthy individuals. The
analysis of genotype/phenotype correlations is in progress.
Conclusions: This Registry represents one of the largest efforts in the DCM
field. Informations about phenotypic features and family history provides valu-
able data that can be translated into gene discovery, characterization, and
genotype-phenotype correlations. Finding early asymptomatic cardiac disease
in clinically unaffected relatives has important ethical and therapeutic implica-
tions.

P1067 Does idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy represent an
autoimmune-disease?

R. Jahns 1, V. Boivin 2, S. Triebel 2, L. Hein 2, W. Voelker 3, CE. Angermann 1 ,
G. Ertl 3, MJ. Lohse 2. 1Med. Poliklinik, Cardiology, Wuerzburg, Germany;
2Institute of Pharmacology, Wuerzburg, Germany; 3Med. Klinik, Wuerzburg,
Germany

Background: Today, dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) represents the main cause
of severe heart failure and disability in younger adults. Although up to 30% of
dilated cardiomyopathies may be genetic in origin, the large majority are spo-
radic, and a viral or immune pathogenesis is suspected. Following the classical
postulates for autoimmune diseases in our present study we attempted both to
generate (indirect evidence) and then to transfer (direct evidence) experimen-
tal immune-cardiomyopathy in a rat-model in order to analyze whether antibod-
ies against the the second extracellular loop of the beta1-adrenergic receptor
(beta1-ECII; 100% sequence-identity human/rat) might be causally involved in
the pathogenesis of DCM.
Methods and Results: According to the above postulates, first, we immunized
inbred rats against the second extracellular beta1-receptor loop (beta1-ECII;
100% sequence-identity human/rat) every month over a 15 months-period.
All rats developed receptor-stimulating anti-beta1-ECII-antibodies (functional
cAMP-assay) and after nine months progressive left ventricular dilatation and
dysfunction (echocardiography and left heart catheterization, confirmed by his-
tology/morphometry of the excized hearts).
Second, we mimicked autoantibodies by transferring anti-beta1-ECII-positive
sera every month to healthy rats of the same strain. All anti-beta1-ECII-
transferred rats also developed a cardiomyopathic phenotype within a similar
time-course (again determined by echocardiography, left heart catheterization,
and histology/morphometry of the excized hearts).
Conclusion: Thus, our data furnish direct evidence that beta1-adrenergic
receptor-targeted autoimmune-DCM should now be roughly categorized with
other known receptor antibody-mediated diseases, i.e. Graves’ disease or
myasthenia gravis. This fact further encourages development of therapeutic
strategies that combate harmful anti-beta1-ECII-antibodies.

P1068 Autoantibody profiles in patients with peripartum
cardiomyopathy: a distinct entity to idiopathic dilated
cardiomyopathy

R.S. Warraich 1, K. Sliwa 2, AA. Ansari 3, BJ. Sundstrom 3, MH. Yacoub 1,
JD. Fett 4. 1Harefield Hospital, Cardiothoracic Surgery, Middlesex, United
Kingdom; 2Baragwanath Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Johannesburg, South
Africa; 3Emory University School of Medicine, Dept. of Pathology, Atlanta, GA,
United States of America; 4Hospital Albert Schweiter, Aldult Medicine,
Deschapelles, Haiti

Peripartum cardiomyopathy (PPCM) represents a specific cause of heart failure
in which the underlying putative factors of the disease are largely unknown. We
have previously identified a distinct immunoglobulin (Ig) class/subclass profile
against cardiac myosin in patients (pts) with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopa-
thy (DCM) compared with ischemic cardiomyopathy (IHD) and healthy blood
donors. Levels of IgG3, a potentially damaging Ig, were specifically raised in
DCM pts despite equivalent levels of total IgG-reactivity in both disease states.
The current study sought to characterise Ig-class and subclass responses in
PPCM pts from two geographical locations (GL), and compare them to pts with
DCM.
Twenty four pts with PPCM from Haiti and 15 PPCMs including 15 age and par-
ity matched healthy mothers from South Africa (SA) were evaluated for Ig-class
and subclass (IgG1, IgG2 and IgG3) reactivity against cardiac myosin heavy
chain. PPCMs from either group did not differ in age; 32y (28-41) vs 32y (28-38)
or left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF); 25% (20-29) vs 22% (18-25), p=0.17,
although end-systolic dimensions were greater in the latter group (SA). Parity
(median) in PPCMs from Haiti 4.5 (2.25-7), higher than in PPCMs from SA 2
(2- 4), p=0.015, did not correlate with LVEF. Levels of total-IgG, 1,2 and 3 did
not differ in PPCMs from either GL sought or correlate with parity. Frequency of
Ig-G1,G2 and G3 in PPCMs from haiti was 58%, 66% and 54% respectively. In
PPCMs from SA, Ig-frequency was 53% for all the subclasses whereas the age
and parity matched healthy mothers were negative. Compared with Ig-levels in
DCM pts (UK: IgG1; 11%, G2; 8.8% and G3; 22%), frequency of all the Igs
in PPCMs was much higher: IgG1; p=0.0001, G2; p<0.00001, G3; p=0.0004
(Haiti) and p=0.005 (SA). Unlike the selective up-regulation of IgG3 in DCM
pts and its correlation with LV-dysfunction, approx. 90% of the auto-Ab signif-
icant PPCM pts were positive for two or more of the subclass-Igs. Levels of
C-Reactive Protein, available in the PPCMs from SA (raised in 45% of the pts),
showed no correlation with the Igs.
From an humoral-autoimmune perspective PPCM may represent a clinically
distinct entity compared to DCM. The differential distribution of the Igs in the
heart failure pts of different etiologies may contribute to a better understand-
ing of their evolution and biopathology of disease. The very high incidence of
the Igs in PPCMs raises concerns that warrant larger longitudinal studies to
determine their course in disease and clinical outcome.
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P1069 Meta-analysis on the histological and
immunohistological proof of intramyocardial
inflammation in myocarditis and dilated
cardiomyopathy

M. Noutsias, E. Noutsias, U. Kuhl, HP. Schultheiss, M. Pauschinger. University
Hospital Benjamin Franklin, Cardiology Dept., Berlin, Germany

Background: Myocarditis, often evoked by cardiotropic viruses, can transit
from the acute stage to dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM), which is in parts due to
chronic persistence of the intramyocardial inflammation, denoted inflammatory
cardiomyopathy. Since the standardized histological Dallas Criteria are prone
to considerable sampling error and interobserver-variability, several immuno-
histological evaluation techniques have emerged as more specific diagnostic
approaches. To summarize the current status on the immunohistological diag-
nosis of myocarditis and inflammatory cardiomyopathy, we performed a meta-
analysis.
Methods & Results: 25 studies were enrolled with a total of 5,635 patients
(males: 67%, mean age: 45±13 years) by Medline -query on immunohistologi-
cal diagnosis of myocarditis or inflammatory cardiomyopathy. The clinically sus-
pected diagnosis was myocarditis in n=4, DCM in n=19 and DCM or myocarditis
in n=2 of these studies. No histological or immunohistological proof for intramy-
ocardial inflammation was confirmed in the n=216 control hearts reported in
these studies. Myocarditis according to the Dallas Criteria was found signif-
icantly (p<0.01) less frequently (total: 14±18%; active: 5±13%; borderline;
8±9%) compared with immunohistochemical criteria (positive in 52 ± 18%).
As much as 12 different diagnostic criteria (pan-leukocytes, T-lymphocytes, cy-
totoxic T-cells, macrophages, cell adhesion molecules in various combinations)
were applied for the immunohistological diagnosis of intramyocardial inflamma-
tion.
Conclusions: Despite some divergence in the applied diagnostic criteria, in-
tramyocardial inflammation is detected substantially more often and with less
variances between the research centers by immunohistological evaluation tech-
niques than by the histological Dallas Criteria. These data warrant a standard-
ization of the immunohistological criteria for the diagnosis of inflammatory car-
diomyopathy.

P1070 Growth hormone treatment modulates circulating
cytokine network and improves left-ventricular
contractile performance in patients with dilated
cardiomyopathy

S. Adamopoulos 1 , JT. Parissis 2, J. Paraskevaidis 1, D. Karatzas 1 , E. Livanis 1,
C. Kroupis 1, G. Karavolias 1, D. Kremastinos 1 . 1Onassis Cardiac Surgery
Center, Dept. of Cardiac Medicine, Athens, Greece; 2Amalia Fleming Hospital,
Cardiology Department, Athens, Greece

Background: Previous studies have shown that abnormal inflammatory cy-
tokine activation contributes to the development and progression of chronic
heart failure (CHF). This study investigates whether growth hormone (GH) ad-
ministration modulates peripheral immune responses in CHF secondary to di-
lated cardiomyopathy (DC) and whether these effects are associated with the
improvement of left ventricular (LV) contractile performance in DC patients.
Methods: Plasma inflammatory cytokines TNF-a, IL-6, GM-CSF, its soluble
receptor sGM-CSFR and MCP-1, soluble adhesion molecules sICAM-1 and
sVCAM-1, and anti-inflammatory cytokines IL-10 and TGF-b2 were measured
(ELISA) in 12 DC patients (NYHA III; LVEF:24±3%) before and after a 3-month
subcutaneous administration of GH 4IU every other day (randomized crossover
design). Peak oxygen uptake (VO2 max), end-systolic wall stress (ESWS),
mean velocity of circumferential fiber shortening (Vcfc) and contractile reserve
(change of Vcfc/ESWS after dobutamine infusion) were also determined.
Results: GH produced a significant reduction in plasma TNF-a (7.8±1.1
vs 5.4±0.9 pg/ml, p<0.01), IL-6 (5.6±0.5 vs 4.6±0.3 pg/ml, p<0.05), GM-
CSF (27±2 vs 23±2 pg/ml, p<0.05), sGM-CSFR (4.0±0.4 vs 3.2±0.3 ng/ml,
p<0.05), MCP-1 (199±5 vs 182±6 pg/ml, p<0.05), sICAM-1 (324±33 vs
274±27 ng/ml, p<0.05) and sVCAM-1 (1237±88 vs 1043±77 ng/ml, p<0.05),
as well as a significant increase in ratio IL-10/TNF-a (1.9±0.3 vs 3.5±0.9,
p<0.05), IL-10/IL-6 (2.6±0.6 vs 3.2±0.5, p<0.05) and TGF-b2/TNF-a (3.1±0.6
vs 4.4±0.6, p=0.05) in DC patients. A significant reduction of ESWS (840±43
vs 634±41 gr/cm2, p<0.005), and a significant increase of contractile reserve
(0.0003±0.0001 vs 0.0005±0.0001 circ*cm2/gr*sec, p<0.001) and VO2max
(15.2±0.7 vs 17.1±0.9 ml/kg/min, p<0.001) were also observed.Good corre-
lations were found between GH-induced increase in contractile reserve and
the increase in VO2max (r=0.62, p<0.05), ratio IL-10/TNF-a (r=0.66, p<0.05)
and TGF-b2/TNF-a (r=0.58, p<0.05), as well as the reduction in TNF-a levels
(r=-0.86, p<0.001).
Conclusions: GH modulates beneficially circulating cytokine network and sol-
uble adhesion molecules in DC patients.These immunomodulatory effects may
be associated with the improvement in LV contractile performance and exercise
capacity of patients with CHF secondary to DC.

P1071 Amiodarone preserves cardiac sympathetic function
to hold norepinephrine in heart, as well as
suppressed left-ventricular remodelling and improves
cardiac function

H. Tachikawa 1, M. Kodama 1, K. Watanabe 2, T. Takahashi 3 , H. Hanawa 1,
K. Kato 1, Y. Aizawa 1. 1Niigata Univ., First Dept. of Medicine, Niigata; 2Niigata
College of Pharmacy, Dept. of Clinical Pharmacology, Niigata; 3Niigata Univ.,
Radioisotope Center, Niigata, Japan

Background: Recent studies suggest that amiodarone improves the prognosis
of chronic heart failure, but the mechanism remains uncertain. We investigated
the effect of amiodarone on left ventricular remodeling and the cardiac sympa-
thetic function in chronic heart failure. Method: Autoimmune myocarditis was
induced in Lewis rats by injection with porcine cardiac myosin. In the phase of
chronic heart failure from 28 day until 70 day, we treated normal rats and rats
with CHF by oral administration with amiodarone (50mg/kg). At 73 day, we ex-
amined hemodynamic parameter, pathological findings, plasma concentration
and tissue mRNA levels such as ANP, IL-6, TNFalpha, TGFbeta-1, sarcoplas-
mic reticulum Ca-ATPase and myosin heavy chain(MHC) isoform. After a dose
of 0.8 MBq 125I-metaiodobenzylguanidine(MIBG) was intravenously injected,
the rats were sacrificed at 3 min, 10 min and 240 min. The myocardial uptake
in each phase was measured by a scintillation counter.
Results: LV weight/body weight ratio were reduced in treated rats(p<0.005).
Myocardial fibrosis was not different significantly. Amiodarone improved hemo-
dynamics in LV pressure, central venous pressure and +dP/dt. Serum thyroid
hormone level was not different. Amiodarone decreased ANP and collagen III
and TGFbeta-1 mRNA levels compared with non-treated rats (p<0.05). TN-
Falpha and Ca-ATPase mRNA level were not different in 3 groups. The MHC
phenotype (alpha MHC mRNA level/beta MHC mRNA level) was improved
to be normal in treated rats (p<0.01). The initial uptake of MIBG was de-
creased(CHF:7.8 ± 1.0 vs normal:11.5 ± 0.8, p<0.001) and the washout rate
was higher (CHF: 73.8% vs normal:33.0%) in chronic heart failure. Whereas
amiodarone also more decreased the initial uptake (CHF+Amio: 7.5 ± 0.8 and
normal+Amio: 8.3 ± 1.0) but the washout rate was lower than non-treated rats
(CHF+Amio: 29.9% vs CHF: 73.8%). In result amiodarone kept the late accu-
mulation of MIBG compared with non-treated rats (CHF+Amio: 5.2 ± 1.2 vs
CHF: 2.0 ± 0.3, p<0.01).
Conclusions: Amiodarone suppressed LV hypertrophy and improved cardiac
hemodynamics. In cardiac sympathetic function, amiodarone decreased the
cardiac uptake and the washout rate was lower to hold norepinephrine in heart.

P1072 C-reactive protein and hypercholesterolaemia do not
influence myocardial immune response in patients
with dilated cardiomyopathy

R. Wojnicz 1, J. Szkodzinski 1, E. Nowalany-Kozielska 2 , E. Herczakowska 1 ,
T. Niklewski 1, J. Nowak 3, J. Wodniecki 2 , L. Polonski 3. 1Silesian Centre of
Heart Disease, Cardiology, Zabrze; 22nd Dept. of Cardiology, Zabrze; 33rd
Dept. of Cardiology, Silesian Medical School, Zabrze, Poland

C-reactive protein (CRP) and hypercholesterolemia occurred as important
components of chronic systemic inflammation. The aim of this study was to in-
vestigate whether these components were related to endomyocardial immune
response in dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM).
Methods: 258 consecutive pts with idiopathic DCM (125M, 40F, aged 40 ± 11
years), hypertensive DCM (66M, 9F, aged 47 ± 7 years) and ischemic DCM
(13M, 5F, aged 47 ± 12 years) with NYHA class II underwent coronary angiog-
raphy (82% of pts) and RV endomyocardial biopsy (all subjects). All pts were
taking standard therapy for heart failure at the time of the study. The expres-
sion of cell adhesion molecules (HLA, ELAM-1, ICAM-1), CD3 + lymphocytes
and macrophages counts were studied on cryostat biopsy sections (EnVision
method and monoclonal antibodies from DAKO). A highly sensitive latex-based
immunoassay was used to determine the CRP levels. Lipid levels (total choles-
terol, LDL cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, and triglycerides) were measured by
standard procedures (Cobas Integra 700, Roche).
Results: Pts with ischemic DCM had significantly higher CRP values (median,
8.86 mg/L, IQR, 2.62 - 13.99) as compared with idiopathic DCM (median, 2,09
mg/L, IQR, 1.03 - 5.59, P = 0.002), and hypertensive DCM (median, 2.42 mg/L,
IQR, 1.19 - 4.77, P = 0.002). Spearman’s correlation testing showed no associ-
ation between serum CRP levels and immunohistological markers of inflamma-
tion studied. Both expression of cell adhesion molecules and inflammatory cell
counts did not differ statistically between groups (Kruskal-Wallis test). Among
serum lipids, triglyceride concentration was significantly higher in the hyperten-
sive DCM as compared with idiopathic DCM, only (2.09 ± 1.46 vs. 1.67 ± 0.99
mmol/L, 95% CI, 0.08 - 0.75, P = 0.015; ANOVA). There was no correlation be-
tween serum lipid concentrations and immunohistological markers of immune
response in the biopsy specimens.
Conclusions: These results demonstrate the lack of direct relationship be-
tween serum CRP levels, lipid levels and local endomyocardial immune re-
sponse in pts with ischemic and non-ischemic DCM. The present data provide
evidence that immune response in the biopsy specimens pts with chronic heart
failure due to DCM is modulated by local factors.
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P1073 The benefit of immunoadsorption in dilated
cardiomyopathy on the level of gene expression

A. Kallwellis-Opara, A. Staudt, M. Landsberger, S.B. Felix.
Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universität, Klinik für Innere Medizin B, Greifswald,
Germany

Purpose: Disturbances of the humoral immune system may play a pathogenic
role in dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). Removal of cardiac autoantibodies by
immunoadsorption (IA) induces hemodynamic improvement of DCM patients.
The mechanisms of IA remain to be elucidated. We analysed the effects of IA
on myocardial gene expression of lumican and annexin I, which are known to be
upregulated in DCM. In addition, we measured the changes of gene expression
of the genes beta-actin, SLIM1 and SERCA, which are known to be reduced in
DCM.
Methods: In 9 DCM patients (LVEF<30%, NYHA III-IV) IA was performed in
monthly intervals until month 3. Endomyocardial biopsies were obtained before
and after IA treatment (after 3 months). The gene expression of lumican, an-
nexin I, beta-actin, SLIM1 and SERCA were compared in biopsies of 9 patients
before and after IA by real-time PCR.
Results: During IA therapy LVEF increased from 21.2 ± 2% to 29.4 ± 3%
(p<0.05). During IA lumican and annexin I, which are known to be upregulated
in DCM, were reduced by 45±7% and 41±6% (p<0.01). In addition, after IA
the genes beta-actin, SLIM1 and SERCA, which are known to be reduced in
DCM were upregulated by 180±25%, 240±140% and 220±120%.
Conclusions: IA therapy not only improves LVEF but also modulates gene
expression in myocardial tissue of DCM patients.

ANTITHROMBOTIC TREATMENT IN ST-ELEVATION
ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION

P1074 Subacute stent thrombosis in acute myocardial
infarction: insight from the abciximab and carbostent
evaluation (ACE) trial

D. Antoniucci 1 , A. Rodriguez 2, A. Hempel 3, R. Valenti 1, A. Migliorini 1,
G. Parodi 1 , A. Colombo 4, A. Bartorelli 5 . 1Careggi Hospital, Division of
Cardiology, Florence, Italy; 2Otamendi Hospital, Buenos Aires, Argentina;
3Hertzzentrum, Brandenburg in Bernau, Germany; 4Centro Cuore Columbus,
Milan, Italy; 5Centro Cardiologico Monzino, Milan, Italy

Background: It is unknown if a carbon coating stent may decrease the inci-
dence of stent thrombosis in patients with acute myocardial infarction (AMI),
and if the adjunctive use of abciximab may have a benefit in the reduction of
the incidence of stent thrombosis.
Methods: To determine the impact of abciximab therapy as adjunct to infarct
artery stenting in AMI, 400 pts without any restriction based on age or clinical
status on presentation were randomized at 4 sites to primary stenting alone (n
=200) or stenting plus abciximab (n=200). The stent used was the Carbostent
(Sorin, Italy). There were no angiographic exclusion criteria except for a refer-
ence infarct related artery diameter < 2.5 mm. Patients with diffuse disease,
left main disease, ostial location of the target lesion, major side branch involve-
ment in the target lesion, massive thrombosis were included. Randomization
had to be done after angiography and before the procedure. Protocol 1-month
angiographic follow-up was sheduled in a 264 patient subset in order to assess
asymptomatic stent thrombosis and the infarct artery patency. Unscheduled an-
giography was performed in all patients with recurrent ischemia or reinfarction.
Results: Overall, stent thrombosis occurred in 11 pts (2.75%). Out of these, 9
pts underwent urgent repeat coronary angioplasty, one asymptomatic patient
underwent coronary surgery, and one had conservative treatment. Subacute
stent thrombosis was complicated by reinfarction in 10 pateints despite suc-
cessful repeat emergency revascularization. Stent thrombosis rate was 0.5%
in the abciximab group, and 5% in the stent alone group (p=0.006). Patients
with stent thrombosis had at least 2 of the following unfavourable characteris-
tics: diabetes, shock, stent lenght > 20 mm, final inflation pressure > 18 atm,
and crossover to bailout abciximab treatment. There were no deaths due to
stent thrombosis. One-month angiography in 217 pts (F-U rate=82%) did not
show any evidence of stent thrombosis in all but one patient.
Conclusion: Overall, the Carbostent is associated with a low thrombosis rate
in patients with AMI. However abciximab provides a strong protective effect
against stent thrombosis.

P1075 Safety and efficacy of low versus very low dose of
unfractioned heparin in patients treated with
facilitated percutaneous coronary intervention for
acute myocardial infarction

D. Dudek, A. Dziewierz, J. Legutko, S. Bartus, C. Zorkun, L. Rzeszutko,
K. Zmudka, JS. Dubiel. Jagiellonian Univ., Inst. of Cardiology, Krakow, Poland

Background: Frequency of bleeding events after administration of combined
thrombolytic therapy in acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is strongly related to

heparin’s dose. The aim of this study was to asses the safety and efficacy of
various doses of unfractioned heparin (UFH) in patients treated with combined
thrombolytic therapy undergoing subsequent percutaneous coronary interven-
tion (PCI) for AMI.
Methods: 438 patients (pts.) with AMI < 12 hours, < 75 years old with an-
ticipated transfer time to an interventional cardiology center > 90 min. were
enrolled to the study. All pts. received aspirin (325 mg), alteplase (15 mg i.v. bo-
lus, followed by i.v. infusion of 35 mg/60 min), abciximab (0.25 mg/kg i.v. bolus,
followed by i.v. infusion of 0.125 µg/kg/min). Pts. were divided into two groups
according to UFH dose: 60 U/kg (max. 5000 U) - group I (291 pts.); 40 U/kg
(max. 3000 U) - group II (147 pts). All pts. were transferred from the remote
center to reference cardiology center for diagnostic angiography and immedi-
ate PCI. We evaluated occurrence of major adverse cardiac events (MACE)
(death, recurrent MI (re-MI), recurrent PCI (re-PCI)) and combined bleeding
complications (severe, moderate, minor) in 30-days follow-up.
Results: There was no difference in baseline clinical and angiographic char-
acteristic of pts. in both groups. Occurrence of MACE and combined bleeding
complications at 30 days for both groups is shown in the table.

Group I (291 pts.) Group II (147 pts.)

MACE (death, re-MI, re-PCI) 5.5% 3.4% NS
combined bleeding complications 20.9% 12.3% 0.03

Conclusions: Use of reduced dose of heparin in pts. treated with facilitated
PCI decrease occurrence of bleeding complications without any affection of
clinical outcome.

P1076 Use of IIb/IIIa receptor blockers before and during
percutaneous coronary intervention for acute
coronary syndromes versus stable angina in
consecutive patients in Europe: results of the
international SHAKESPEARE registry

AK. Gitt 1, JP. Bassand 2, D. Hasdai 3, R. Seabra-Gomes 4 , MG. Gottwik 5,
P. Fioretti 6 , K. Dawkins 7, J. Senges 1 on behalf of SHAKESPEARE Study
Group. 1Herzzentrum Ludwigshafen, Cardiology Dept., Ludwigshafen/Rhein,
Germany; 2University Hospital Pole Coeur Poumons, Cardiology, Besancon,
France; 3Rabin Medical Center, Cardiology, Petah Tiqwa, Israel; 4Instituto do
Coracao, Cardiology, Lisbon, Portugal; 5Klinikum Nuernberg Sued,
Cardiology, Nuernberg, Germany; 6Maria della Misericordia, Cardiology,
Udine, Italy; 7Southampton General Hospital, Wessex Cardiac Unit,
Southampton, United Kingdom

Background: In early 2001, the ACC/AHA Task Force on Practice Guidelines
published revised guidelines for percutaneous coronary interventions (PCI). At
this time, no data exist to help understand how these guidelines are imple-
mented into clinical practice, especially the use of IIb/IIIa receptor blockers
(IIb/IIIa). The SHAKESPEARE registry has been designed to fill this informa-
tional void.
Methods: Since February 2002 consecutive patients undergoing PCI have
been included in the international SHAKESPEARE registry to document clinical
practice in 30 centers in different countries of the European Society of Cardi-
ology (France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Portugal, UK). We examined the use of
IIb/IIIa for PCI in acute coronary syndromes (ACS) as well as in stable angina.
Results: Out of 4913 consecutive patients undergoing PCI 2881 patients
(59%) had ACS, 20.1% acute STEMI, 8.5% acute NSTEMI, 30.0% unstable
angina, 1251 patients (41%) underwent PCI for stable angina. Patient charac-
teristics, acute treatment and outcome are summarized in the table.

ACS versus stable angina

Parameter ACS (n=2881) Stable Angina (n=1944) p-value

Age (years) 65 65 ns
Male gender 74.2% 77.3% <0.01
Prior MI 19.5% 32.9% <0.01
IIb/IIIa before PCI 21.5% 3.2% <0.01
IIb/IIIa during PCI 48.7% 24.4% <0.01
Stenting 75.7% 74.8% ns
Bleeding complication 6.6% 5.1% <0.01
Hospital mortality 3.1% 0.2% <0.01

Conclusion: The use of IIb/IIIa was high in consecutive patients undergoing
PCI for ACS with 21.5% even before the start of the intervention and 48.7%
during the procedure. In consecutive patients undergoing PCI for stable angina
IIb/IIIa was given in only a minority before the intervention but in one quarter of
the patients during the PCI procedure.
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P1077 Differential benefit of abciximab as adjunct to infarct
artery stenting in patients with acute myocardial
infarction: insight from the abciximab and carbostent
evaluation (ACE) trial

D. Antoniucci 1, A. Hempel 2, A. Rodriguez 3, A. Migliorini 1 , R. Valenti 1,
G. Parodi 1, A. Colombo 4 , A. Bartorelli 5 . 1Careggi Hospital, Division of
Cardiology, Florence, Italy; 2Hertzzentrum, Brandenburg in Bernau, Germany;
3Otamendi Hospital, Buenos Aires, Argentina; 4Centro Cuore Columbus,
Milan, Italy; 5Centro Cardiologico Monzino, Milan, Italy

Background: Previous randomized studies have produced conflicting results
about the benefit of abciximab as adjunctive treatment to infarct artery stenting
in acute myocardial infarction (AMI). However, these studies enrolled mainly
low-risk patients, or were done with first generation stents.
Methods: To determine the impact on outcome of abciximab therapy as adjunct
to infarct artery stenting in AMI, 400 patients without any restriction based on
age or clinical status on presentation, were randomized at 4 sites to primary
stenting alone (n =200) or stenting plus abciximab (n=200). The stent used
was the Carbostent (Sorin, Italy). There were no angiographic exclusion criteria
except for a reference infarct artery diameter < 2.5 mm. The primary endpoint
of the study was the 1-month composite incidence of death, reinfarction, repeat
target vessel revascularization (TVR), and stroke (MACCE).
Twenty-two prespecified subgroups with fixed characteristics were examined.
A test of interaction was used to identify factors that were associated with a
differential treatment effect within subgroup.
Results: There were no differences in baseline clinical and angiographic char-
acteristics between the randomized groups. The incidence of the primary end-
point at one month was lower in the stent plus abciximab group (4.5% vs
10.5%, p=0.023). In the subgroups analysis the variables that positively inter-
acted with treatment at one-month were: age < 75 yrs (HR 0.29, 95% CI 0.01-
0.90, p=.032), non-anterior AMI (HR 0.07, 95%CI 0.0-0.58, p=0.014), diabetes
mellitus (HR 0.10, 95%CI 0.01-0.82, p=.032), hypertension (HR 0.33, 95%CI
0.11-0.95, p=.041), no previous myocardial infarction (HR 0.38, 95%CI 0.16-
0.90, p=0.027), preprocedure TIMI 0-1 (HR 0.31, 95%CI 0.12-0.81, p=.016),
coronary collateral grade Rentrop 0-1 (HR 0.36, 95%CI 0.16-0.84, p=.019),
single stent implantation (HR 0.12,95%CI 0.03-0.56, p=0.006), stent length <

20 mm (HR 0.22, 95%CI 0.06-0.80, p=.022), and time to reperfusion equal or
less than 6 hours (HR 0.33, 95%CI 0.11-0.93, p=.036).
Conclusion: Abciximab treatment interacted significantly with most of the pre-
defined subgroups of patients with AMI undergoing routine infarct artery stent-
ing.

P1078 Infarct size limitation with abciximab as adjunctive
therapy to infarct related artery stenting: data from
abciximab and carbostent evaluation (ACE) trial

D. Antoniucci 1, A. Migliorini 1, G. Parodi 1, R. Valenti 1, A. Rodriguez 2 ,
A. Hempel 3, A. Bartorelli 4 , GM. Santoro 1. 1Careggi Hospital, Division of
Cardiology, Florence, Italy; 2Otamendi Hospital, Buenos Aires, Argentina;
3Hertzzentrum, Brandenburg in Bernau, Germany; 4Centro Cardiologico
Monzino, Milan, Italy

Background: Previous randomized studies have produced conflicting results
about the benefit of abciximab as adjunctive treatment to infarct artery stenting
in acute myocardial infarction (AMI).
Methods: To determine the impact on outcome of abciximab therapy as ad-
junct to infarct artery stenting in AMI, 400 pts without any restriction based
on age or clinical status on presentation, were randomized to primary stent-
ing alone (S) or stenting plus abciximab (Abx). The primary endpoint of the
study (composite incidence of death, reinfarction, repeat target vessel revas-
cularization, and stroke) was reached in 4.5% in Abx group and in 10.5% in S
group, p=.023. One key secondary end point of the study was the infarct size
as assessed by 99Tc-sestamibi SPECT at 1 month in a prespecified subgroup
of 250 patients. Creatine kinase (CK) value was evaluated every 3 hours for
24 hours. Results: Median infarct size and interquartile ranges were smaller in

Correlation infarct size vs CK value.

the Abx group as compared to S group (12.5% [IQ 3.0-24.9] vs 16.6% [IQ 6.5-
26.1], p=.067). The difference reached significance in the subgroup of patients
with early ST-segment resolution (11.1% [IQ 1.5-22.5] vs 18.3% [IQ 11.7-24.4],
p=.007). Morover the occurrence of no detectable defect was more frequent in
Abx group than in S group (18.2% vs 8.4%; p=.032). In A group there were less
patients with CK over the median value than in S group (45% vs 57%, p=0.18);
similarly time-to-peak CK was shorter in A group than S group (median value:
10.1 vs 14.1 hours, p<.001). Finally, infarct size was correlated with peak CK
value (see Figure).
Conclusion: In patients with AMI, abciximab as adjunctive treatment to stent-
ing provides a more effective reperfusion and myocardial salvage as compared
to stenting.

P1079 Substitution of coagulation factor XIII partially
restores scar healing after myocardial infarction in
factor XIII KO mice

M. Nahrendorf 1 , K. Hu 1, K-H. Hiller 2, C. Waller 1, S. Gattenlöhner 1 ,
G. Dickneite 3, WR. Bauer 1, G. Ertl 1. 1Medizinische Universitätsklinik,
Kardiologie, Würzburg, Germany; 2Experimentelle Physik 5, Würzburg,
Germany; 3Aventis/Behring, Marburg, Germany

Background: Clotting factor XIII has been shown to have a role in healing
processes in tissues as skin, bone and cartilage. Because this role may be
universal in the organism, we studied healing after coronary artery ligation in
factor XIII knock out (FXIII KO) and wild type (WT) mice.
Methods: Magnetic resonance imaging was performed 1 day, 7 and 42 days
after myocardial infarction (MI) in a 7 T-Biospec using an ECG-triggered Cine-
FLASH-sequence: slice thickness 1 mm, echo-time 1.2 ms, resolution 230 µm.
Cardiac volumes and index, ejection fraction, scar thickness and left ventricular
mass were determined. To minimize bleeding from the thoracotomy wound,
FXIII-free fibrin glue was applied. 5 groups of 6-12 mice were studied: WT MI,
FXIII KO MI, FXIII KO sham operated, FXIII KO MI with iv. substitution of factor
XIII (200 U/kg via tail vein for 5 days).
Results: All FXIII KO mice died within 3 to 5 days after MI, whereas wild type
mice, sham operated KO mice and KO mice with MI and iv. substitution of fac-
tor XIII survived the subacute period (7 days). Histology revealed rupture of the
infarct area with little inflamatory response to ischemia in the KO group. Sub-
stituted KO mice survived, but the infarct scar was thinner than in WT 1 week
after MI (WT 0.66 ± 0.03mm, KO plus iv. FXIII 0.37 ± 0.06mm, p<0.005). LV
dilatation was more pronounced in KO than in WT (increase of end-diastolic
volume from day 1 to 42 after MI, WT 33.2 ± 5.2µl, KO plus iv. FXIII 68.3 ±
10.2µl, p<0.05). LV mass and cardiac index were not significantly different be-
tween WT and KO 42 days after MI. Ejection fraction of KO was not significantly
lower (WT 51.7 ± 5%, KO 43.8 ± 8.9% p=ns).
Conclusion: These data show that FXIII may have a major role in healing
processes post myocardial infarction. When compared to WT, scar healing in
substituted KO was not completely restored as indicated by a thinner scar. This
may be explained by the fact that the largest part of FXIII in WT is transported
inside platelets which home in at sites of injury, whereas in substituted KO mice
FXIII was transported in the plasma.
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THROMBOSIS, THROMBOLYSIS AND BLEEDING:
THERAPEUTIC AND PROGNOSTIC IMPLICATIONS

P1080 Statins impair the antiplatelet effect of clopidogrel –
a flow cytometry study

H. Neubauer, B. Günesdogan, C. Hanefeld, M. Spiecker, A. Mügge.
Ruhr-University-Bochum - St. Josef KH, Med. Klinik II - Cardiology, Bochum,
Germany

Purpose Clopidogrel is a pro-drug which is converted to an active, unstable
drug by cytochrome P450 (CYP). The active drug irreversibly modifies one
specific platelet adenosine 5’-diphosphate (ADP) receptor (P2Y12). Conflicting
data have been presented whether the most abundant human CYP isoform,
3A4, activates clopidogrel or not. Since certain lipophilic statins (i.e. simvas-
tatin, atorvastatin, lovastatin) are a substrate of CYP3A4, we were interested in
potential drug interactions between clopidogrel and statins
Methods In patients with coronary artery disease (n=60) in whom clopidogrel
treatment was initiated for balloon angioplasty and stent implantation, blood
samples were taken at 0, 5 and 48 hours after oral administration of clopidogrel
(loading dose 300 mg, followed by 75 mg daily). ADP-stimulated (1-100 µmol/L)
expression of p-selectin on platelets was measured by flow cytometry, and used
as a marker for the antiplatelet effect of clopidogrel.
Results Pre-treatment with statins (atorvastatin, simvastatin) reduced signifi-
cantly the antiplatelet effect of clopidogrel during the loading phase and, to a
lesser extent during the maintenance phase (Figure 1). In addition, 5 patients
(∼5%) were identified in whom clopidogrel exerted almost no antiplatelet effect.

Conclusion Certain statins which are substrates of the CYP 3A4 isoform com-
petitively inhibit the metabolic activation of clopidogrel. As a result the relative
antiplatelet effect of clopidogrel (p-selectin-expression) is diminished by about
22% - but still clopidogrel has an effect (relative inhibition of more than 75%
after 48h). It may be reasonable to test the therapeutic efficacy of clopidogrel
in those patients who require long-term treatment.

P1081 Long-term prognosis of patients with myocardial
infarction and normal coronary angiography: impact
of inherited coagulation disorders

A. Da Costa 1, B. Tardy 2, K. Haouchette 1 , P. Mismetti 3 , A. Cerisier 1 ,
M. Lamaud 1, K. Isaaz 1. 1CHU, Service De Cardiologie, Saint Etienne,
France; 2North Hospital, Haematology, Saint-Etienne, France; 3CHU Nord,
Clinical Pharmacology, Saint-Etienne, France

Background: Prevalence of inherited coagulation disorders including factor V
Leiden is higher in pts with myocardial infarction (MI) and normal coronary
angiography (NCA) than in pts with MI and coronary artery stenosis. Despite
a good long-term prognosis of patients with NCA, the prognosis of those with
inherited coagulation disorders is unknown.
Objectives: The purpose of this study was to compare the clinical thrombo-
sis outcome of patients with (GpI) or without (GpII) an inherited coagulation
disorders who suffered from an acute MI with NCA.
Methods: From September 1994 to November 2000, 82 consecutive patients
(mean age 49±15 years; 29 females) with MI but NCA were recruited.
Results: Twelve patients (15%) had an inherited coagulation disorder: APC
resistance in 8 pts, factor XII deficiency in 3 pts and protein C deficiency in
1 pt. GpI and GpII were statistically similar regarding age (45±11 vs 50±16
years-old), gender (33 vs 36% female), tobacco (50 vs 53%), diabetes mellitus
(8 vs 10%), hypertension (25 vs 17%), obesity (8.3 vs 14%), coronary heart
disease family history (33 vs 19%), hypercholesterolemia (50 vs 21%; p=.08),
and left ventricular ejection fraction (58±13 vs 61±13%). Prevalence of coro-
nary spasm did not differ significantly (8.3% vs 17%) between the two gps.
All patients were initially treated with antiplatelet agents with the exception of
one (8%) in GpI and 6 (9%) in GpII who were taken oral anticoagulant therapy
(ns). The mean follow-up was 57±26 (range from 2-91 months). Four patients
were lost of follow-up, 0% in GpI and 5.7% in GpII (ns). During the outcome,
12/78 (15.4%) thrombotic events occurred, including venous thrombosis or pul-
monary embolism (1/12 vs 1/66), reinfarction (2/12 vs 4/66), and stroke (2/12
vs 2/66), two events in one patient (GpI). Kaplan-Meier event-free survival, with
combined end-point defined as venous thrombo-embolic event, reinfarction, or
stroke differed between the two groups: 4/12 (33.3%) in GpI and 7/66 (10.6%)
in Gp II (p <.02).
Conclusions: Patients with MI, NCA and congenital coagulation disorder
present a high risk of thombotic recurrence under antiplatelet agent. This new
finding supports the hypothesis that anticoagulation therapy should be recom-
mended in this selected situation.

P1082 Prior use and withdrawing of oral antiplatelet agents
affect both the clinical presentation and the clinical
outcome of acute coronary syndromes

J.PH. Collet 1, B. Blanchet 2, ML. Tanguy 3, JL. Golmard 3, R. Choussat 2,
F. Beygui 2, D. Thomas 2, G. Montalescot 2 . 1Hôpital Pitié-Salpétrière,
Cardiology, Paris, France; 2Pitié-Salpétrière, Cardiology, Paris, France;
3Pitié-Salpétrière, Department of Biostatistics, Paris, France

Background: Aspirin can prevent myocardial infarction, stroke, and death in
cardiovascular disease. How prior use or recent discontinuation of treatment
affect the severity and the prognosis of acute coronary syndrome is unclear.
Aim: To investigate whether prior use or withdrawing of oral antiplatelet agents
(OAA) influence the severity of acute coronary syndromes (ACS) presentation
and the clinical outcome (death, MI).
Methods: A cohort of 1358 consecutive patients admitted for a suspected ACS
of whom 930 were non user (NU), 355 were prior user (PU) and 73 had recently
withdrawn (RW) OAA, was carefully characterized regarding hospital diagnosis
on admission and clinical outcome at 30 days.
Results: PU were at higher risk than NU with a significantly higher propor-
tion of diabetes, hypertension, past history of myocardial infarction (MI), stroke,
coronary revascularization and severe renal dysfunction. NU had more fre-
quently STEMI on admission and Q-MI at discharge than PU (36.6% vs 18.0%,
p<0.001 and 47.8% vs 27.1%, p<0.001, respectively). There was no differ-
ence regarding the incidence of death or MI at discharge between NU and
PU at 30-days (10.3% vs 12.4%, p=ns). However, PU experienced significantly
more major bleeds at 30-days compared to NU (3.4% vs 1.4%, p<0.01, re-
spectively). RW were admitted within 2 weeks after OAA withdrawal (average
of 11.9±0.8 days). OAA was discontinued on a patient decision (n =20) or on
a physician decision for scheduled surgery (n =47) or bleeding complications
(n=6). Despite a similar risk cardiovascular risk profile, RW had a higher rate
of death or MI (21.9% vs 12.4%, p=0.03) and bleedings (13.7 vs 5.9, p=0.02)
at 30 days compared to PU. In multivariate annalysis, aspirin withdrawal was
found to be an independent predictor of major ischemic events and of bleedings
at 30-days.
Conclusion: Prior use of OAA is associated with NSTE-ACS in comparison
to patients not pretreated by OAA. Although patients with a recent interruption
of OAA resembles those chronically treated by OAA, they displayed a much
worse clinical outcome.
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P1083 The effect of subjective and objective methods of
data collection on bleeding rates in the A to Z trial

M. Blazing 1, J.A. DeLemos 2, H. White 3, L. Gardner 1 , K. E. Ramsey 4,
W. Brady 4, J. Palmisano 4 on behalf of A to Z Study. 1Duke University Medical
Center, Medicine/Cardiology, Durham, United States of America; 2U T
Southwestern Medical school, Medicine/Cardiology, Dallas, United States of
America; 3Green Lane Hospital, Cardiology, Greenland, New Zealand; 4Merck
and Co, Horsham, United States of America; 5Brigham and Womens,
Medicine/Cardiology, Boston, United States of America

Purpose: Assessment of bleeding risk across trials involving anti-thrombotic
agents is known to be confounded by the non-uniform application of standard-
ized definitions of bleeding. Data from two independent bleeding evaluations
within the A-phase of the A to Z study indicate the method of data collection is
a second potentially important confounder.
Methods: The A-Phase of the A to Z study randomized 3987 patients with non-
ST elevation acute coronary syndromes to either enoxaparin or unfractionated
heparin as adjunctive therapy to baseline tirofiban and aspirin. During the trial
an unexpectedly low aggregate bleeding rate from case report form data (CRF)
led to a second independent bleeding evaluation. The original CRF evaluation
relied on investigators reporting TIMI bleeding using prespecified definitions
(major = Hemoglobin (Hgb) change > 5g/dl or intracranial hemorrhage or car-
diac tamponade; minor = Hgb change of > 3g/dl to 5g/dl with a site or with
spontaneous gross hematuria, hematemesis or hemoptysis; or Hgb change of
> 4g/dl but < 5 g/l without a site). The second independent inquiry retrospec-
tively evaluated Hgb values between enrollment and 24 hours after cessation
of study tirofiban. Drops in Hgb of > 3mg/dl generated a second query to eval-
uate key clinical circumstances associated with the Hgb change. An indepen-
dent reviewer adjudicated bleeding using the same TIMI criteria provided to the
investigators.
Results: The independent bleeding evaluation yielded 3723 evaluable patients
from the 3987 enrolled. (30 had no data and 234 had indeterminate values
due to early CABG or inadequate Hgb reporting). The CRF data yielded TIMI
major and minor bleeding rates of 0.33% (13/3976) and 1.13% (45/3976). The
independent assessment’s TIMI major and minor bleeding rates were 0.51%
(19/3723) and 0.83 (31/3723). The aggregate bleeding rate for the trial (de-
fined as worst identified bleed in either analysis) yielded TIMI major rate and
minor rates of 0.70% (26/3724) and 1.45% (54/3725). There were only 7 con-
cordant major bleeds between the two analyses. The analysis for any effect of
subjective versus objective data collection with regard to the specific type of
antithrombotic awaits imminent data unblinding.
Conclusion: Two independent analyses of bleeding yielded differing results,
suggesting that accurate assessment of bleeding risk during antithrombotic
therapy requires the incorporation of both subjective and objective measures
of bleeding.

P1084 Bivalirudin versus heparin plus protamine in
off-pump coronary artery bypass surgery: improved
graft flow rates without increased bleeding

H.D. White 1, A.F. Merry 2, P.J. Raudkivi 3 , N.G. Middleton 2, J.M. McDougall 2 ,
P. Nand 3, B.P. Mills 2, C.M. Frampton 4 . 1Green Lane Hospital, Cardiology
Dept., Auckland; 2Green Lane Hospital, Dept. of Anaesthesia, Auckland;
3Green Lane Hospital, Cardiothoracic Surgical Unit, Auckland; 4University of
Otago, Christchurch School of Medicine, Christchurch, New Zealand

Purpose: Bivalirudin is a short-acting direct thrombin inhibitor which may over-
come some of the limitations of unfractionated heparin plus protamine rever-
sal (bleeding, heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, prothrombosis) in cardiac
surgery. In this first randomized comparison of a new anticoagulant with heparin
in cardiac surgery, we tested the hypothesis that bivalirudin does not increase
bleeding compared with heparin plus full protamine in off-pump coronary artery
surgery. We also assessed flow in the grafted arteries using a modified TIMI
flow grading system.
Methods: 100 patients (pts) were randomized to bivalirudin (0.75 mg/kg bolus
plus 1.75 mg/kg/hour infusion) or heparin (150-300 IU/kg bolus). Blood loss
was measured for 12 hours after starting the study drug.

Results: Three (range 1-5) grafts were inserted per pt. The median 12-hour
blood loss was 793 mL (interquartile range 523-1,214) in bivalirudin pts and
805 mL (517-1,117) in heparin pts (p=0.33). Angiography was performed in
79% at 109 (range 46-200) days. The group medians of the individual mean
graft grades per pt were 3.0 in the bivalirudin group and 2.67 in the heparin
group (p<0.05). Analysis of pts with grade 3 flow in all grafts (p=0.06), pts with
grade 3 flow in at least 1 graft (p=0.04), or individual grafts with grade 3 flow
(p=0.03) showed better outcomes in bivalirudin pts.
Conclusions: Anticoagulation with bivalirudin is feasible in pts undergoing
off-pump coronary surgery. Bivalirudin improved graft flow without increasing
bleeding.

P1085 The importance of pharmacogenetic factors in the
occurence of bleeding complications in patients
receiving oral acenocoumarol anticoagulant therapy

L. Mark on behalf of J. Marki-Zay, Ö Fazekas, O Szüle, A Kondacs, A. Katona.
L Fodor. Pandy Kalman Bekes County Hospital, 2nd Dept Internal
Medicine-Cardiology, Gyula, Hungary

Background/Objective: The oral anticoagulants, in Hungary acenocoumarol,
are widely used for the primary and secondary prevention of thrombotic events.
The low therapeutic index and the frequent bleeding complications are charac-
teristic side effects of these drugs. Establishing the proper therapeutic dose
for different patients is complicated by a variety of conditions, such as the co-
morbiditation, age, other drugs used, diet, and pharmacogenetic factors. One
of these factors is the polymorphism of the cytochrome P450 CYP2C9 en-
zyme, which metabolises a wide range of cardiovascular drugs, including oral
anticoagulants and statins. The enzyme CYP2C9 has 3 alleles and 6 pheno-
types. The wild type CYP2C9*1 allele has the normal enzymatic activity, while
the CYP2C9*2 and CYP2C9*3 alleles carry only 12% and 5% of this activity,
respectively. In this study, we investigated the influence of CYP2C9 polymor-
phism on the occurrence of bleeding complications related to acenocumarol
therapy.
Patients and Methods: Genotyping of 421 patiens including 183 men and 238
women, (mean age 66.2±11.8 years) who took acenocoumarol for at least 6
months was performed. Based on anamnestic and laboratory data, the corre-
lation between the genotype and the acenocoumarol dose and bleeding com-
plications were retrospectively analysed.
Results: The frequency-distribution for the CYP2C9*1, CYP2C9*2, and
CYP2C9*3 alleles were found to be: 0.814, 0.110, and 0.076, respectively.
In the 145 patiens bearing the alleles with reduced activity (CYP2C9*2
and/or CYP2C9*3), the optimised dose of the acenocoumarol was significantly
(p<0.001) lower than in patients with the wild type allele (2.12±0.96mg/day and
2.90±1.45 mg/day, respectively). Although the occurrence of minor bleeding
complications in the former group was significantly (p<0.005) higher (OR=1.99
[CFI: 1.20–3.33]), there was no difference in major bleeding complications. In
patients taking an acenocoumarol dose lower than 2 mg/day, the occurrence of
an INR value higher than 6 in the anamnese was significantly (p<0.05) more
frequent, but there was no correlation with the frequency of bleeding complica-
tions.
Conclusions: The frequency-distribution of the CYP2C9 alleles was as re-
proted by others. In patients bearing alleles with reduced enzymatic activity, the
occurrence of minor bleeding complications was significantly more frequent. In
patiens with a lower acenocoumarol demand at the introduction of this therapy,
a caution is required, but the determination of the CYP2C9 genotype is not
necessary.
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P1086 The association between anticardiolipin antibodies
and left-ventricular thrombus formation in patients
with first acute anterior myocardial infarction

E. Okuyan 1, H. Mutlu 1, O. Ince 1, T. Sakaci 2, M.A. Cakar 1, B. Okcun 1,
E. Kucukates 1, N. Gultekin 1. 1Istanbul University Institution of Cardiology,
Istanbul, Turkey; 2Sisli Etfal Hospital, Internal Medicine, Istanbul, Turkey

Background: Anticardiolipin antibodies (ACA) are immunoglobulins that react
with phospholipids of prothrombin activator complex. The effects of phospho-
lipids on pathophysiology of venous and cardiovascular thrombotic events are
well known. Some previous studies reported that high ACA IgG levels increase
the risk of left ventricular (LV) thrombus formation after acute myocardial infarc-
tion (AMI). We evaluated the importance of ACA IgM and IgG on left ventricular
thrombus formation after acute anterior MI.
Methods and Results: Seventy patients with a first anterior AMI were prospec-
tively and consecutively enrolled. Patients with previous MI, autoimmune dis-
ease, collagen vascular disease and arterial or venous thrombosis history were
excluded from this study. At the time of hospitalization, key demographic and
clinical characteristics were collected including age, gender, ethanol intake
and presence of traditional risk factors for atherosclerosis (hypertension, di-
abetes, smoking, hyperlipidemia, positive family history). Patients were evalu-
ated for echocardiographic data, blood chemistry and ACA. Two-dimensional
and Doppler echocardiographic examinations were performed in all patients
within the first week and at 14, 30, 90, and 180 days after MI. LV thrombus was
detected in 30 (42.8%) patients. ACA IgM levels were significantly higher in the
patient group with LV thrombus than in the group without thrombus (12.44±4.12
vs. 7.69±4.25 mpl, p=0,01). ACA IgG levels were also found higher in the
group with LV thrombus (24.2±7.5 vs.17.98±6.45gpl, p=0.02). Univariate anal-
ysis showed that LV thrombus formation was associated with a higher ACA
IgM levels (beta=0.02, p=0.01), a higher ACA IgG levels (beta=1.75, p=0.02),
a lower initial ejection fraction (beta=0.04, p=0,001) and a higher initial wall
motion score index (beta=-0.86, p=0.01).
Conclusions: Our data demonstrate that beside the low ejection fraction and
higher wall motion score index, higher ACA IgM and ACA IgG levels are asso-
ciated with LV thrombus formation in patients with anterior MI.

P1087 New rapid ecarin clotting time assay stongly
correlates with bivalirudin concentration among
percutaneous coronary intervention patients

I.P. Casserly 1, D.J. Kereiakes 2, W.A. Gray 3 , P. Gibson 4, M.A. Lauer 5,
J.P. Reginelli 1, D.J. Moliterno 6 . 1Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cardiology,
Cleveland, OH; 2Lindner Clinical Trial Center, Cincinnati, OH; 3Swedish
Medical Center, Seattle, WA; 4St Anthony’s Medical Center, St Louis, MO;
5Borgess Medical Center, Kalamazoo, MI; 6Cleveland Clinic Foundation,
Cleveland, OH, United States of America

Background: Bivalirudin, a direct thrombin inhibitor (DTI), has recently been
approved for anti-coagulation during percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI).
Clinical monitoring of the anti-coagulant effect of DTI’s is limited due to the un-
certain correlation between DTI concentration and both the aPTT and Activated
Clotting Time (ACT). A new point-of-care assay based on the Ecarin Clotting
Time (RapidPoint Thrombin Inhibitor Management(TIM-ECT), Pharmanetics),
has been developed to more accurately assess the level of anti-coagulation
with DTI use.
Methods: We enrolled 233 consecutive patients at five clinical centers un-
dergoing PCI using bivalirudin for anti-coagulation. Blood samples were col-
lected at five pre-specified time points in each patient. For each sample,
ACT (Hemochron, Hemochron Pro, or ProDM), TIM-ECT (citrated and non-
citrated), and anti-Factor IIa levels (a direct measure of bivalirudin concentra-
tion) were determined. The correlation coefficients between assessments of
anti-coagulation were calculated by log transformed regression. Results: Of the
233 patients, 172 were male. The mean age was 67± 11 years. Glycoprotein
IIb/IIIa inhibitors were used in 52% of cases. In 993 samples (i.e. mean 4.3
samples per patient, there was a very strong correlation between both citrated
and non-citrated TIM-ECT and anti-Factor IIa levels (r2=0.89 and 0.85, respec-
tively). The correlation between ACT and anti-Factor IIa levels was moderately
strong (r2=0.72).
Conclusion: This study demonstrates that the TIM-ECT test reliably measures
the anti-coagulant effect of bivalirudin and is superior to ACT. This test may

have important application in the clinical monitoring of patients receiving direct
thrombin inhibitor therapy.

P1088 No clinically significant interaction between
ximelagatran, an oral direct thrombin inhibitor and
amiodarone

R. Teng 1, T. C. Sarich 1, U. G. Eriksson 2, J. E. Hamer 1, S. Gillette 1, G.
F. Carlson Jr 1, P. R. Kowey 3. 1AstraZeneca LP, Experimental Medicine,
Wilmington DE, USA; 2AstraZeneca R&D, Experimental Medicine, Mölndal,
Sweden; 3Lankenau Hospital, Wynwood PA, United States of America

Purpose: Ximelagatran, an oral direct thrombin inhibitor, is currently in clinical
development for the prevention and treatment of thromboembolism. After oral
administration, ximelagatran is rapidly absorbed and bioconverted to its ac-
tive form melagatran. This study investigated the potential for interaction during
coadministration of ximelagatran and amiodarone.
Method: In this single-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, parallel-group
study, 26 healthy male subjects (age, 20-45 years) were randomized to receive
either 36 mg oral ximelagatran or placebo bid for 8 days. On day 4, a single
dose of 600 mg oral amiodarone was administered with the morning ximela-
gatran dose. On days 3 and 4, plasma concentrations of melagatran were de-
termined at intervals up to 12 h after the morning dosing. Plasma amiodarone
and desethylamiodarone (DEA; active metabolite of amiodarone) concentra-
tions were measured up to 120 h after amiodarone dose. Blood samples were
also taken at specified times on days 3 and 4 to measure the activated partial
thromboplastin time (APTT).
Results: Mean melagatran AUC0-12 and Cmax estimates following ximela-
gatran+amiodarone treatment were 2.29 µmol.h/L and 0.44 µmol/L, respec-
tively, compared with the AUC0-12 and Cmax values of 1.89 µmol.h/L and
0.36 µmol/L following ximelagatran alone. The ratio of the mean melagatran
AUC0-12 and Cmax estimates for ximelagatran+amiodarone versus ximelaga-
tran was 1.20 (90% CI, 1.16-1.25) and 1.23 (90% CI, 1.18-1.28), respectively.
The concentration-effect relationship of melagatran on APTT was not altered by
amiodarone coadministration. Geometric mean ratios of the AUC0-120 values
for amiodarone+melagatran versus amiodarone+placebo were 0.87 (90% CI,
0.69-1.08) for amiodarone and 1.00 (90% CI, 0.89-1.12) for DEA. For Cmax,
the geometric mean ratios were 0.86 (90% CI, 0.66-1.11) for amiodarone and
0.92 (90% CI, 0.77-1.09) for DEA. These 90% CIs, except for amiodarone
Cmax, were within the predefined no-effect boundary of 0.70-1.43. The minor
decreases in exposure to amiodarone and DEA are not likely to be clinically
relevant, given the high variability of their pharmacokinetic properties.
Conclusions: This study showed no evidence of a clinically significant interac-
tion between ximelagatran and amiodarone with respect to melagatran, amio-
darone and DEA pharmacokinetics or the effect of melagatran on APTT; and
there is unlikely to be a need for dose adjustment of either drug when used in
combination.

REPERFUSION WITH THROMBOLYTIC THERAPY

P1089 Prehospital thrombolysis accelerates myocardial
reperfusion compared to percutaneous coronary
intervention for STEMI: results of the START in Berlin
pilot study

R. Stern 1, S. Hoffmann 1 , D. Andresen 1, R. Schröder 2. 1Vivantes Klinikum
Am Urban, Cardiology, Berlin; 2Freie Univ. Berlin, Cardiology, Berlin, Germany

Randomized trials had proven superiority of PCI over thrombolysis (TL) in AMI
when performed with similar time delays. However prehospital (p) initiation of
fibrinolytics saves critical time compared to in hospital administration. START is
the first prospective, randomized study measuring the extent of earliest possible
myocardial reperfusion by pTL compared with PCI.
Methods: Patients (Pts) with STEMI less than 6 hours, enrolled by MICU physi-
cians, were randomly asigned to pTL with reteplase or PCI with stenting. 12-
lead ECGs were obtained in both groups at MICU arrival (MICU 0), after 90 min
(MICU 90) and 180 min (MICU 180) as well as just before start of TL or PCI,
after 90 min and 180 min.
Results: From October 2000 to March 2002, 88 Pts were enrolled (44-pTL, 44-
PCI). There were no differences between the two groups regarding baseline
characteristics. Median time delay from symptom onset (SO) to MICU arrival
was 70 (45-125) min, from SO to first bolus of TL 85 (61-137) min and from SO
to first balloon 143 (110-195) min. Rates of complete ST resolution (>70%) 90
min and 180 min after the first diagnostic ECG (MICU 0) were higher in the pTL
group compared to PCI (MICU 90: 46% vs 29%, MICU 180: 60% vs 52%) while
no differences were observed 90 min and 180 min after start of pTL or PCI.
Conclusions: Initiated very early in the prehospital setting, mainly < 2 hours
after symptom onset, TL is associated with a higher extent of early myocardial
reperfusion compared to PCI. Considering facilitated PCI as a future strategy
for optimal management of AMI, pTL should be included in the pharmacological
pretreatment.
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P1090 Association between fibrinogene on platelet surface
and restenosis after thrombolysis

M. Jaster. Universityhospital Benjamin Franklin, Klinik for Cardiology, Berlin,
Germany

Purpose: Increased platelet activation is known to be responsible for failure of
thrombolysis due to thrombotic reocclusion. Platelet activation is known to be
an independent risk factor for acute ischemic events after Percutanous Coro-
nary Intervention (PCI). Beneficial effects on restenosis by thrombolysis due
to removal of residual thrombus as site for ongoing local platelet recruitment
are less well understood. Our study aimed to investigate, whether thrombolysis
in patients with Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI) influences platelet reactivity
and restenosis after stent-implantation during rescue PCI.
Method: In patients with AMI (n=63) platelet activation and blood thrombo-
genicity were obtained by flow cytometry. 47 patients were referred to our
hospital for primary PCI, 16 patients for rescue PCI after failed thrombolysis.
Intravascular Ultasound (IVUS) detected plaque rupture in all patients. Blood
samples were taken before intervention in all patients and after 5 months, when
IVUS was repeated during control angiography in 33 patients treated with hep-
arin coated coiled wire stent. No patient received GP IIb/IIIa receptor antago-
nists.
Results: Before intervention platelet activation was significantly increased in
patients treated with thrombolysis compared to control patients as indicated by
11% (6,1;15,6) versus 7,5% (6,5;10,5) P-selectin positive, 42,2% (30,3;52,5)
versus 30,3% (24,7;38,1) CD 63 positive and 12,2% (8,1;16,2) versus 10%
(8,2;13,1) thrombospondin positive platelets. Fibrinogene bound to platelet sur-
face was detectable in 39,7% (27,2;51,3) after thrombolysis versus 42,4%
(31,3;50,4) in control patients. 24 hours after intervention fibrinogene positive
platelets were even more decreased in patients treated with thrombolysis and
heparin coated stent. There was no difference in patients treated with stenting
only. After 5 months no restenosis was found in patients treated with throm-
bolysis and heparin coated coiled wire stent while 33% of patients treated with
stent implantation only presented with instent restenosis.
Conclusion: P-selectin, CD 63 and thrombospondin are independent pre-
dictors for acute ischemic events while changes in fibrinogene bound to the
platelet surface seem to predict in stent restenosis. For improving short and
long term results a combination of thrombolysis with platelet blockade might be
reasonable for all patients with AMI.

P1091 Impact of reocclusion on long-term survival following
fibrinolytic therapy: 10-year follow-up of the
APRICOT-1 Trial

H. Dieker, M.A. Brouwer, P.C. Kievit, G. Veen, F.W.A. Verheugt. UMCN,
Cardiology, Nijmegen, Netherlands

Background: Reocclusion after successful fibrinolysis occurs in about 30%
of patients, the majority in the absence of clinical reinfarction: asymptomatic
reocclusion. Whereas early symptomatic reocclusion has been associated with
a twofold increased risk of mortality, the prognostic impact of reocclusion after
the acute phase remains to be determined.
Methods: In the APRICOT-1 trial 248 patients had an open infarct related artery
at 24-hour angiography, with follow-up angiography at 3 months. Outcome was
recorded using medical charts and information from the general physician and
municipal registries.
Results: Reocclusion was observed in 71 patients (29%). Mean clinical follow-
up was 9.8+3.4 years, 71% having more than 10 years follow-up. No difference
in death from any cause was observed between patients with and without reoc-
clusion. However, 10-year cardiac death was higher in those with reocclusion:
22% vs. 11% (Figure, p = 0.06). This difference was primarily caused in the
subset of patients in whom 3-month reocclusion had occurred asymptomati-
cally.

Reocclusion and 10-year cardiac death.

Conclusions: After demonstrated coronary patency following fibrinolytic ther-
apy, patients who survived the first 48 hours had an excellent 10-year prog-
nosis. Whereas reocclusion was associated with a markedly increased risk of
cardiac mortality, even in case of asymptomatic reocclusion, all cause mortality
did not differ from patients with sustained patency.

P1092 Primary angioplasty versus intravenous thrombolysis
with a reasonable amount of early angioplasty in
acute myocardial infarction

R. Zahn, AK. Gitt, R. Schiele, C. Jünger, H. Wienbergen, J. Senges on behalf
of the ACOS investigators. Herzzentrum Ludwigshafen, Kardiologie,
Ludwigshafen, Germany

Background: Several studies for the treatment of acute ST elevation myocar-
dial infarction (AMI) showed that primary angioplasty (PA) is superior to throm-
bolysis (TL). However, the use of early angioplasty for failed thrombolysis has
been very low in these studies. Therefore we investigated if the benefit of PA
over TL will still be present, if early (<24 hours after TL) angioplasty is per-
formed in a reasonable amount after TL.
Methods: We analysed the data of the Acute COronary Syndromes (ACOS)
registry, which was performed at 154 hospitals from 7/2000-11/2002.
Results: Out of 7603 patients (pts) recruited in ACOS, 1453 pts with ST eleva-
tion AMI were treated with PA and 608 with TL within 12 hours after symptom
onset. Out of the pts treated with TL 130 (21.4%) were treated with angioplasty
(PCI) within 24 hours after start of TL. Pts characteristics and hospital data are
shown in the table.
By multivariate analysis after adjusting for confounding parameters, PA re-
mained an independent predictor of a lower death rate (multivariate OR: 0.52,
95%CI: 0.35-0.78, p=0.002).

PA TL+-PCI p-value

n=1453 (100%) n=608 (100%)
age (years) 62.7 62.5% ns
female gender 25.2% 22.4% ns
anterior wall infarction 45.2% 47.9% ns
heart rate <100/minute 12.0% 15.3% 0.041
systolic BB <100mmHg 12.3% 11.2% ns
events until discharge
death 5.7% 9.2% 0.004
non-fatal reinfarction 1.8% 6% <0.001
non-fatal stroke 0.3% 0.9% 0.075
death/MI/stroke 7.6% 15.1% <0.001

Conclusions: Early PCI after initial TL was performed in 21.4% of pts in ACOS.
However, PA was still associated with a lower mortality (5.7% versus 9.2%,
multivariate p = 0.002) as well as a lower morbidity compared to TL ± PCI.

P1093 Double bolus of 0.75 MU streptokinase plus
enoxaparin versus front-loaded alteplase plus
unfractionated heparin in ST-segment elevation
myocardial infarction

G. Tatu-Chitoiu, C. Teodorescu, M. Guran, P. Capraru, M. Dan,
O. Istratescu-Wolkowski, A. Fruntelata, M. Dorobantu. Spitalul de Urgenta,
Card. Dept., Bucharest, Romania

Background: We have previously reported a significantly higher rate of coro-
nary reperfusion (CR) and a lower in-hospital mortality with a new ’accelerated’
streptokinase (SK) regimen (double bolus of 0.75 MU in 10 min) in combina-
tion with unfractionated heparin (UFH), as compared with the traditional SK
regimen of 1.5 MU in 60 min plus UFH, in patients with ST-segment elevation
myocardial infarction (STEMI).
Objective: The efficacy and safety of the combination SK double bolus of 0.75
MU in 10 min plus enoxaparin (Enox) was compared with the combination of
front-loaded alteplase (t-PA), given 100 mg/90 min, plus UFH.
Methods: In a prospective, open study, 162 patients (age 20-74 years) admit-
ted within the first 6 hours after the onset of STEMI were divided in two sub-
groups: (1) ASKEnox subgroup (n=102) received an i.v. bolus of 40 mg Enox
followed by 0.75 MU SK in 10 min. A second bolus of 0.75 MU SK was ad-
ministrated only if no bedside signs of CR were detected within the 50 minutes
following thrombolysis. Enox was administered 1 mg/kg subcutaneously every
12 hours for 5-7 days. (2) t-PAUFH subgroup (n=60) received front-loaded t-PA:
15-mg bolus followed by 50 mg in 30 min and 35 mg within the next 60 min; the
t-PA infusion was followed by UFH 1,000 IU/hour for the next 48-72 hours. All
patients received aspirin 325 mg/day. Three criteria for noninvasive CR were
used: rapid cessation of chest pain; rapid reduction of the sum of ST-segment
elevations by more than 50% of the initial value; rapid increase of the plasma
CK and CK-MB concentrations with a peak within the first 12 hours. The in-
cidence of haemorrhagic events, the rate of CR, and the in-hospital mortality
were evaluated.
Results: Two patients from the t-PAUFH subgroup had non-fatal stroke (one
haemorrhagic, one ischemic). No other major haemorrhagic events were regis-
tered in either subgroup. The rate of CR was 78.4% in the ASKEnox subgroup
and 70.0% in the t-PAUFH one (P=0.311, NS). Six patients (5.88%) from the
double bolus SK group and 3 patients from the t-PA one (5.0%) died (P=0.906,
NS).
Conclusions: ASK plus Enox is at least as safe and efficacious a combination
as front-loaded t-PA plus UFH. Larger comparative studies are needed for a
definitive conclusion.
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P1094 Coagulation activation induced by full dose reteplase
is blunted by half dose reteplase and abciximab

PA. Merlini 1, A. Repetto 2, S. Ricci 3, A. Lombardi 4 , A. Andreoli 5 ,
D. Ardissino 5. 1Ospedale Niguarda, Division of Cardiology, Milan, Italy;
2Policlinico San Metteo, Pavia, Italy; 3Ospedale di Carpi, Carpi, Italy;
4Ospedale Bentivoglio, Bentivoglio, Italy; 5Division of Cardiology, Ospedale
Maggiore di Parma, Parma, Italy

Background: Fibrinolysis in acute myocardial infarction activates blood coag-
ulation and may favour reocclusion or ischemic complications. The aim of the
GUSTO V Italian Hematologic Substudy was to compare the effects of full-dose
reteplase versus half dose reteplase combined with full dose abciximab on the
markers of coagulation activation soon after myocardial infarction.
Methods and Results: We measured the plasma levels of prothrombin
fragment 1+2 (F1+2, a marker of prothrombin activation) and the throm-
bin/antithrombin complex (TAT, a marker of thrombin generation) in 67 pa-
tients participating in the GUSTO V study who were randomised to receive
full-dose reteplase (34 patients) or the combination of half- dose reteplase and
full-dose abciximab (33 patients), in addition to heparin. Blood samples were
obtained at baseline, and after 90 minutes and 24 hours. There was no differ-
ence in the baseline plasma levels of F1+2 or TAT between the two groups.
Median F1+2 levels at 90 minutes were significantly lower In the patients re-
ceiving combination therapy than in those receiving reteplase alone (2.0 vs 3.2
nmol/L; P=0.006), the median increase being significantly greater in the latter
(P=0.007); the same was true in the case of median 90-minute TAT levels (6.7
vs 7.9 ng/L; P=0.016), with a significantly higher median increase in the patients
receiving reteplase alone (P=0.005). There was no between-group difference
in the plasma levels of either F1+2 or TAT after 24 hours.
Conclusion: In patients with acute myocardial infarction, the combination of
half-dose reteplase and full-dose abciximab blunts the increase in prothrombin
activation and thrombin generation observed with full-dose reteplase.

P1095 Antecedent thrombolytic therapy followed by planned
rescue percutaneous coronary intervention for acute
myocardial infarction, compared with primary
percutaneous coronary intervention

T. Hasuda, M. Shimizu, T. Satoh, K. Kanae, I. Taniguchi, T. Shibata,
S. Yoshida, S. Mochizuki. Jikei University School of Medicine, Cardiology,
Tokyo, Japan

Objective: We investigated the clinical benefit of prior thrombolytic therapy with
mutant t-PA, monteplase, before percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) for
early reperfusion in patients with acute myocardial infarction (AMI). Method:
Forty patients who presented within 12 hours of symptom onset with ST seg-
ment elevation consistent with AMI at admission were enrolled and randomly
assigned to treatment with mutant t-PA followed by rescue PCI (group M) or
primary PCI (group P). PCI was performed if there was TIMI 2 flow or less at
the first coronary angiograpy. Results: There were no significant differences in
the baseline characteristics including age, sex, coronary risk factors, and in-
farct area between the two groups. TIMI 3 flow was observed higher in group M
than in group P (43% vs 15%; p=0.013),and resulted in undergoing fewer PCI
in group M. Peak creatine kinase values were lower in patients with anterior
myocardial infarction in group M (2265 ± 1739 vs 3958 ± 2658 IU/L, p=0.013),
though no difference for inferior wall myocardial infarction. There were no dif-
ferences in hemorrhagic complications (5% vs 8%) and the other in-hospital
complications between the two groups. Conclusion: These findings suggest
that administration of mutant t-PA prior to PCI for AMI is an effective modality
of facilitating early recanalization in patients with AMI without augmentation of
adverse events, especially in patients with anterior wall myocardial infarction.

P1096 Activation of the contact system and inflammation
during thrombolytic therapy in myocardial infarction

PA. Merlini 1, M. Cugno 2, PM. Mannucci 2 , P. Agricola 3, P. Diotallevi 4 ,
A. Andreoli 5 , D. Ardissino 5. 1Ospedale Niguarda, Division of Cardiology,
Milan, Italy; 2Hemophilia and Thrombosis Center, Milan, Italy; 3Humanitas,
Cardiology, Milan, Italy; 4Ospedale S Biagio, Cardiology, Alessandria, Italy;
5Division of Cardiology, Ospedale Maggiore di Parma, Parma, Italy

Background: Thrombolytic therapy activates the contact system, and factor
XII activation may in turn activate the coagulation cascade and produce inflam-
mation. It is not known whether an early inflammatory response is induced by
thrombolytic therapy in acute myocardial infarction.
Methods and Results: We prospectively measured the plasma levels of ac-
tivated factor XII (FXIIa), prothrombin fragment 1+2 (F1+2)(as indices of the
contact phase and factor Xa activity), interleukin 6 (as an index of inflamma-
tion) in 39 patients hospitalised for acute myocardial infarction within 12 hours
of symptom onset: 26 receiving thrombolytic therapy and 13 heparin alone.
Blood samples were collected at baseline, and after 90 minutes and 24 hours.
The patients undergoing thrombolysis showed a significant early increase in
FXIIa (from 2.2 ng/ml at baseline to 4.7 ng/ml after 90 minutes; P=0.0001),
and F1+2 (from 1.4 ng/ml to 2.1 ng/ml; P=0.0001), whereas the 24-hour levels
were not different from baseline levels. The levels of interleukin 6 significantly
increased during the first 90 minutes (from 3.9 mg/ml to 6.3 mg/ml; P=0.001),
and were even higher after 24 hours (11.9 ng/ml, P=0.0001). There were no
changes in these parameters in patients receiving heparin alone, except for a
24-hour increase in interleukin 6 levels.
Conclusions: In patients with acute myocardial infarction receiving throm-
bolytic therapy, early signs of inflammation parallel the activation of the contact
system and of the coagulation cascade and might contribute to microvascular
obstruction and reperfusion injury.

P1097 Activated factor XII levels do not influence the
outcome of thrombolytic therapy

PG. Campbell 1 , AC. Wood 2, J. Langstaff 2 , AGC. Sutton 1, K. Vijayalakshmi 1,
MA. De Belder 1. 1James Cook University Hospital, Cardiothoracic Division,
Middlesbrough, United Kingdom; 2James Cook University Hospital,
Haematology Department, Middlesbrough, United Kingdom

Introduction: Factor XII is a component of the contact system of blood coagu-
lation. When activated (XIIa), it has been shown to initiate the intrinsic clotting
pathway, as well as to participate in kinin formation. The exact physiological
function of XIIa remains unclear. Factor XII deficiency does not result in excess
bleeding but is instead associated with increased thrombotic risk. It is now be-
lieved that Factor XII is in fact an anti-thrombotic protein and has an important
role in fibrinolysis. It has been shown that XIIa will convert plasminogen to plas-
min and that XII can inhibit thrombin-induced platelet aggregation. We tested
the hypothesis that XIIa levels may be one of the many factors influencing the
success or failure of thrombolytic therapy when used in the treatment of acute
myocardial infarction.
Methods: Patients studied were those presenting within ten hours of the onset
of typical cardiac chest pain, and found to have characteristic ST elevation on
a 12 lead ECG. Failure of thrombolysis was defined as failure to obtain at least
50% resolution of ST elevation at one hour after the initiation of thrombolytic
therapy with streptokinase. This was applied to the lead showing the most ST
elevation on the 12 lead ECG recorded just prior to thrombolysis. Patients with
new left bundle branch block or a contraindication to thrombolytic therapy were
excluded. Venous blood samples were obtained immediately prior to throm-
bolytic therapy (Time, T=0), and eighteen hours later (T=18). XIIa levels were
calculated by means of ELISA by a technician blinded to the ECG findings.
Results: 82 patients were studied. XIIa levels were successfully obtained in
78 patients at T=0, (mean level 2.33ng/ml, range 0.5-10.5), and 74 patients at
T=18, (mean level 2.52ng/ml, range 0.8-7.5).In 38 patients thrombolysis was
successful (T=0 mean level 2.36ng/ml, range 0.90-10.50, T=18 mean level
2.56ng/ml, range 0.8-4.7). In 44 patients thrombolysis was unsuccessful (T=0
mean level 2.31ng/ml, range 0.50-6.60, T=18 mean level 2.49ng/ml,range 0.8-
7.5).
Conclusion: XIIa levels did not differ significantly between patients where
reperfusion was successful and in those in whom it failed. This was true both
at T=0 and T=18. XIIa levels did not change significantly between Time=0 and
Time=18. Levels of XIIa had no influence on the success or failure of throm-
bolytic therapy.
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P1098 Failure of thrombolytic therapy to reopen the infarct
related vessel in non-smokers: results of the TATAMI
study

C. de Chillou 1, G. Ethevenot 1, L. Nace 2, R. Krafft 1 , F. Moulin 1, M. Angioi 1,
F. Alla 3, E. Aliot 1 on behalf of the TATAMI Study Group. 1Dpt of Cardiology,
University Hospital, Vandoeuvre les Nancy, France; 2SAMU 54, Nancy,
France; 3Dpt of Epidemiology and Biostatistics, Nancy, France

Background: Intravenous administration of thrombolytic therapy and primary
percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) are the two validated
coronary artery reperfusion strategies in the treatment of acute myocardial in-
farction (MI). Smoking status has shown to have an impact on outcome of my-
ocardial infarction, smokers receiving thrombolytic therapy having better im-
mediate and short-term outcome than nonsmokers. Whether this could be ex-
plained by a different efficacy of the reperfusion strategies according to smok-
ing status on admission has never been evaluated prospectively. Such was the
aim of the TATAMI study.
Methods: Patients with an acute ST-elevation MI were randomly assigned in a
1:1 ratio to receive thrombolytic therapy (reteplase) or to undergo an immediate
PTCA. Efficacy of the treatment was defined as 1) the presence of a TIMI grade
flow =3 on the infarct related artery within days 5-8 after admission and 2)
no need to undergo a rescue revascularization procedure (either by PTCA or
coronary artery bypass grafting) within 8 days after admission.
Results: A total of 75 patients (64 men, mean age= 68.6±15.0 years) were
included in the study: 36 were randomised to receive reteplase (group A/15
smokers – 21 nonsmokers) and 39 to undergo a primary PTCA (group B – 23
smokers – 16 nonsmokers). The procedure was successful in 58.8% of group A
pts and 91.7% of group B pts (p=0.02). Percentages were respectively 89.5%
for smokers and 59.4% for non smokers (p=0.03). No significant interaction
was observed between treatment arm and tobacco (p=0.83). In the multivariate
analysis, the odds ratio of having a successful procedure is multiplied by 7.6 for
the use of PTCA and by 5.5 for smokers.
Conclusions: This randomized trial shows that smoking status on admission is
a key-factor associated with a higher reopening rate of the infarct related vessel
in the acute phase of myocardial infarction. Since nonsmokers do not benefit
from a thrombolytic treatment, they should be offered to undergo an immediate
PTCA.

P1099 Benefical effects of r-PA in combination with
abciximab: platelet-/leukocyte-interactions and
coagulation system

S. Szabo 1, D. Etzel 2, T. Walter 2, R. Ehlers 2, S. Kazmaier 2, U. Helber 2,
H.M. Hoffmeister 1 . 1Städtisches Klinikum, Innere Medizin, Abteilung II,
Solingen, Germany; 2Eberhard-Karls-Universität Tübingen, Abteilung Innere
Medizin III, Tübingen, Germany

A hypercoagulable state and the involvement of platelets and leukocytes
(monocytes and granulocytes) play a pivotal role in the pathogenesis of acute
myocardial infarction.
Methods: We investigated the effects of full dose reteplase (r-PA, 2x 10 IU)
versus half dose r-PA (2x 5 IU) in combination with a standard abciximab in-
fusion on activated factor XII (FXIIa), on prothrombin fragment 1+2 (F1+2), on
percentage of CD41-positive monocytes and granulocytes in 38 patients with
acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction. 28 healthy persons served
as control group.
Results: In the r-PA/abciximab group, there were lower FXIIa, F1+2 levels and
a marked decrease of the percentage of CD41-positive monocytes and granu-
locytes vs. the r-PA group.
Conclusions: In vivo, the thrombolytic regime with r-PA in combination with
abciximab causes a lower extent of procoagulatory effects and lower platelet-
monocyte- and platelet-granulocyte-aggregates vs. the r-PA group. The combi-
nation regime thereby could have benefical effects on platelet-induced leuko-
cyte activation and leukocyte-induced proinflammatory- and cytotoxic effects.
This could be, at least in part, a possible explanation of the observed significant
lower rates of reinfarction, recurrent ischaemia and the lower use of percuta-
neous coronary interventions within 6 hours in the combination group in the
GUSTO-V trial.

CORONARY ANGIOPLASTY IN ACUTE AND CHRONIC
CORONARY SYNDROMES

P1100 Angioplasty in cardiogenic shock due to myocardial
ischaemia: a 5-year follow-up study

P. Bulpa 1, Y. Ernst 1 , J. Jamart 2 , P. Evrard 1, P. Chenu 3, B. Marchandise 3 ,
E. Installe 1, E. Schröder 3 . 1ICU, 2Biostatistics, 3Cardiology, Cliniques
Universitaires de Mt-Godinne, Yvoir, Belgium

Background: Up to 10 percent of myocardial infarction are complicated by car-
diogenic shock (CS) with a high mortality rate. Early revascularization improved

survival at 6 months and the results were sustained at one year. No long-term
data are available, we report our experience of late outcome after angioplasty
(PTCA) in patients (pts) with CS due to myocardial ischemia (MI).
Materials and Methods: Between 1986 and 2001, all pts suffering from CS
due to MI who underwent PTCA were reviewed. CS was defined as vasopres-
sors infusion, systolic blood pressure <90 mmHg, the use of intraaortic balloon
counterpulsation or clinical evidence of end-organ hypoperfusion. We analyzed
their five year follow-up outcome.
Results: 115 pts fulfilled the study criteria, there were 83 males with a mean
age (±SD) of 63±11, 47 pts received thrombolysis. The culprit lesion was
mainly present in the left coronary arteries (left main 5, LAD 43, circumflex
19%). Although the number of diseased vessels was equally distributed, only
one artery was treated in 90% during the emergency procedure, corresponding
to the treatment of 1 to 4 lesions/pts (78.3, 19.1, 1.7 and 0.9%, from 1 to 4 le-
sions respectively). PTCA was successful in 96/143 lesions treated (84%), and
since 1991, mainly since 1997, stents were implanted in 54/136 procedures
(successfully in 53 cases). One month, 1 and 5 years survival were 59±5,
53±5 and 47±5%, respectively [fig]. The survival was significantly (p=0.008)
improved with a successful PTCA at 1 (58±5 vs 26±10%) and 5 years (52±5
vs 26±10%).

5 year survival (Kaplan-Meier).

Conclusions: Prognosis of pts suffering from cardiogenic shock due to MI and
who underwent PTCA is favorable up to five years if they survived one month
after PTCA. Therefore, early PTCA should be strongly recommended in these
pts.

P1101 Simple predictors of outcome in acute myocardial
infarctiontreated by primary percutaneous coronary
intervention

H. Tomoda 1, N. Aoki 2. 1Tokai University Hospital, Cardiology, Isehara, Japan;
2Yamato Seiwa Hospital, Cardiology, Yamato, Japan

Background: Although the outcome of patients with acute myocardial infarc-
tion (AMI) has improved significantly with the advent of primary percutaneous
coronary intervention (PCI), it is of great importance to predict patients who
cannot be saved by primary PCI. The present study was undertaken to verify
indicators that could predict the outcome of AMI patients treated by primary
PCI.
Methods: A total of 635 consecutive patients with AMI who underwent primary
PCI within 12 hours of onset were studied. Hemodynamic changes were moni-
tored by right heart catheterization, left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) was
evaluated on admission, and serial creatine kinase (CK) was measured for 48
hours. The end point of this study was 30-day cardiac mortality. Multivariate
logistic regression analysis was applied to examine the determinants of 30-day
mortality. Variables, which were assessed simultaneously, included age, gen-
der, previous AMI, prodromal angina, coronary risk factors, coronary anatomy
on admission, results of PCI including no-reflow, time from onset to PCI, peak
CK, LVEF, and post-PCI Killip class, left ventricular filling pressure (LVFP), car-
diac index (CI) and heart rate/systolic blood pressure (HR/SBP).
Results: Forty-five cardiac deaths occurred during the 30-day period. The fol-
lowing measurements assessed at the end of primary PCI were significantly
effective in predicting 30-day mortality as analyzed by multivariate logistic re-
gression: LVFP (LVFP >18 mmHg, OR; 11.98, p=0.0006), HR/SBP (HR/SBP
>1.0, OR; 17.64, p=0.0007), Killip class (Killip class >2, OR; 10.36, p=0.0028),
and CI (CI <2.2, OR; 6.22, p=0.0128). However, right heart catheterization was
not performed in 28% of patients. In contrast, post PCI Killip classification (sen-
sitivity 82%, specificity 91%, c statistic 0.923) and HR/SBP (sensitivity 67%,
specificity 97%, c statistic 0.868) were available in 100% of patients, and ap-
peared to be excellent practical predictors of 30-day mortality. Moreover, post-
PCI HR/SBP was the critical value in the setting of post PCI coronary care:
there were 30 patients with HR/SBP >1.0 at 24 hours after onset, 19 of whom
(63%) died within 30 days, whereas 11 of 13 patients (85%) who had post-PCI
HR/SBP >1.0 that improved to <1.0 within 24 hours after onset survived.
Conclusion: Post-PCI Killip class and HR/SBP are excellent predictors of 30-
day mortality in AMI patients treated by primary PCI.
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P1102 Mechanism of pexelizumabs mortality benefit in acute
myocardial infarction patients treated with primary
percutaneous coronary intervention

PW. Armstrong 1 , KW. Mahaffey 2 , WD. Weaver 3, JS. Hochman 4, P. Theroux 5,
S. Rollins 6, TG. Todaro 7, CB. Granger 2 on behalf of The COMMA
Investigators. 1University of Alberta, Medicine Dept., Edmonton, Canada;
2Duke Clinical Research Institute, Division of Cardiology, Durham, United
States of America; 3Henry Ford Hospital, Cardiovascular Medicine, Detroit,
United States of America; 4Columbia University, St. Lukes-Rossevelt Hospital
Centre, New York, United States of America; 5Montreal Heart Institute,
Montreal, Canada; 6Alexion Pharmaceuticals Inc., Clinical Development,
Cheshire, United States of America; 7Procter & Gamble Pharmaceuticals,
Mason, United States of America

In the COMMA (COMplement inhibition in Myocardial infarction treated with An-
gioplasty) study of 814 patients with ST elevation acute myocardial infarction
presenting within 6 hours of symptom onset, pexelizumab (Pex) bolus 2.0mg/kg
over 10 minutes, plus an infusion of 1.0 mg/kg over 20 hours, significantly
reduced all cause mortality at 90 days 5.9% (16/271) placebo versus 1.8%
(5/281) bolus plus infusion (p=0.014); whereas patients receiving only a bolus
of Pex had an intermediate mortality of 4.2% (11/262).
Although the primary hypothesis was that Pex would reduce infarct size, no
significant difference was observed in this principal outcome assessed by serial
CKMB release over 72 hours. We, therefore, explored alternative mechanisms
that might provide insights into the survival benefit. The table (left panel) shows
90-day mortality (%) in each of the 3 treatment groups categorized by time
to treatment. Pex’s impact on mortality appeared to be not only independent
of time to treatment, but also of ultimate infarct size as quantified by CKMB
ng/[mLh]. Interestingly, the survival benefit of Pex was not accompanied by
improved angiographically defined TIMI perfusion post-PCI, nor influenced by
territory at risk as measured by ST segment elevation (mm) on admission, nor
the extent of ST segment resolution (% pts) following PCI [right panel of the
table].

Mortality (%) and Other Outcomes

Time to Rx 0-2 h 2-4 h >4h n Infarct % of 3 Sum >70% ST
size TIMI 3 ST resolution

n= 263 316 133
Placebo 5.6 3.9 10.4 271 4393 87% 9.0 49
Bolus Px 3.3 2.7 9.7 262 4526 87% 10.5 54
Bolus/Infusion Px 1.2 1.9 1.9 281 4713 88% 10.0 48

These unexpected data imply an effect of Pex which appears to be independent
of conventional treatment modulators including time to treatment and raise the
possibility of unrecognized mortality benefits of complement inhibition on in-
ducible nitric oxide synthase, cardiac remodeling and apoptosis that warrant
confirmation and further investigation.

P1103 High in-hospital and 1-year mortality regardless of
infarct location in patients with ST-elevation
myocardial infarction not receiving reperfusion
therapy. Results of the MIR+ registry

U. Zeymer 1, R. Schiele 1, A. Gitt 1, S. Schneider 1 , R. Zahn 1, M. Gottwik 2,
J. Senges 1. 1Klinikum Ludwigshafen, Medizinische Klinik B, Ludwigshafen,
Germany; 2Klinikum Nürnberg, Medizinische Klinik 8, Nürnberg, Germany

Purpose: Recent large randomised clinical trials in patients with acute ST ele-
vation myocardial infarction (STEMI) receiving thrombolysis or primary percuta-
neous coronary intervetion report about a significant higher mortality in patients
with anterior infarct location compared to patients with inferior infarcts. We have
evaluated the "real world" mortality in patients with STEMI < 24 hours enrolled
in the large German MIR+ registry with respect to reperfusion therapy, age and
infarct location.
Methods: A total of 28,913 patients with STEMI were enrolled into this registry
and in-hospital mortality was obtained in over 99% of the patients. In a prede-
fined subgroup of 7,141 patients 1-year mortality could be evaluated. We have
divided the patients into 6 subgroups according to age (<75 and > 75 years)
and the use of reperfusion therapy (thrombolysis, primary PCI, no reperfusion
therapy).
Results: Thrombolysis was used in 51.1% vs. 53.8%, primary PCI in 14.3% vs.
14.0% and no reperfusion therapy in 33.7% vs. 31.1% of patients with anterior
and inferior infarct location, respectively. The in-hospital (1-year) mortality rates
are shown in the table.
Conclusions: In contrast to patients treated with thrombolysis or primary PCI
patients not receiving reperfusion therapy have a high in-hospital and 1-year

In-hospital (1-year) mortality

Anterior < 75 yrs Inferior < 75 yrs Anterior > 75 yrs Inferior > 75 yrs

Thrombolysis 11.0 (17.8) % 6.4 (10.0) % 25.4 (47.4) % 21.8 (35.8) %
Primary PCI 5.1 (9.2) % 3.8 (7.7) % 14.2 (26.5) % 10.3 (18.6) %
No reperfusion 12.5 (24.5) % 11.1 (21.5) % 28.1 (60.5) % 29.7 (64.1) %

mortality with no difference between patients with inferior and anterior infarcts.
In particular patients > 75 years have a very high mortality. Therefore all efforts
should made to increase the use of reperfusion therapy in patients with STEMI
regardless of infarct location.

P1104 Continuous 12-lead ST monitoring and long-term
prognosis following successful coronary stenting:
four years follow-up in GENERATION study

MN. Zairis 1, AJ. Manolis 2, A. Kardoulas 2, O. Ampartzidou 2 ,
S. Makrygiannis 2, J. Kouzanidis 2, C. Olympios 2, SG. Foussas 2 on behalf of
GENERATION Study Group. 1Piraeus, Greece; 2Tzanio Hospital, Cardiology
Dept., Piraeus, Greece

Background: 12-lead ECG monitoring of the ST segment is more sensitive
than patients’ symptoms for detecting ischemia after catheter-based interven-
tions. However, its usefulness for the prediction of long-term prognosis after
successful coronary stending (CS) was not thoroughly investigated.
Methods: The present study was part of the prospectively designed GENER-
ATION study which investigated the impact of several factors including contin-
uous 12-lead ECG monitoring on the long-term prognosis following successful
CS. All patients underwent continuous ST segment monitoring for 24 hours
following successful CS with a computer-assisted 12-lead ECG-ischemia mon-
itoring device. An ST ischemic episode was defined as a transient ST-segment
depression or elevation in any lead of at least 0.10 mV compared with the ref-
erence ECG, lasting for at least 1 min.

Results: One hundrend and one
(101/483, 20.7%)patients had at leats
one ST shift during the 24 ECG moni-
toring. The incidence of the composite
of cardiac death or myocardial infarc-
tion by the 4 years of follow up in the
whole population was 13.9%. Pts with
≥1 ischemic shifts during continuous
ST segment monitoring were on sig-
nificantly higher risk for the composite
endpoint than those without ST shifts
(25.5% vs. 10.9%; P<0.001) (figure).
Conclusions: The results of the GEN-
ERATION study suggest that continu-
ous ST segment monitoring is a useful
tool for the prediction of long-term is-

chemic complications following successful CS.

P1105 Late percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty
of occluded infarct-related arteries promotes
myocardial electrical stabilisation

C. Pristipino, A. Granatelli, V. Pasceri, F. Pelliccia, B. Pironi, G. Richichi. S.
Filippo Neri Hospital, Hemodynamics dept, Rome, Italy

Background: Long term patency of infarct related artery (IRA) is an indepen-
dent predictor of survival in patients with previous myocardial infarction (MI),
however it is unclear if myocardial electrical stabilization play a role in this late
mortality reduction.
Aim of the Study: to assess QT dispersion (QTd) and late potentials (LP),
two indexes of arrythmic risk, in patients with previous myocardial infarction
undergone to late reopening of occluded IRA.
Methods: We studied QT/corrected-QT (c-QT) dispersion and LP before and
1,3, 6 months after an attempt of late recanalization of IRA in 31 consecutive
patients (26 males, aged 57± 8 years) with previous MI and single vessel dis-
ease of IRA (occlusion or sub-occlusion) diagnosed ≥ 4 weeks after the acute
myocardial infarction. Patients underwent PTCA 131± 94 days after acute MI.
IRA reopening was successful in 24 patients (77%) (Group A), but failed or it
was impossible for technical reasons in 7 patients (33% – Group B). QTd of QT
and c-QT was calculated by 3 blinded expert and independent investigators on
3 consecutive cardiac cycles. Signal averaged ECG analysis (Arrhythmia Re-
search Technology 1200 EPX System) was considered positive for LP when
two of the following conditions were present: fQRS>114 msec, RMS40<20mV,
LAS > 38 msec.
Results: The two groups were similar for age, IRA, ejection fraction, risk fac-
tors, pharmacological therapy, distance from MI, basal QTd/QTcd and basal
LP prevalence. Group A showed a statistically significant lower LP prevalence
after one month from PTCA than before procedure (3/24 vs. 9/24 pts, p<0.03)
and reduced QTd and c-QTd (51±9 vs. 72±11 msec, p<0.00001 and 51±10
vs. 76±15 msec, p<0.00001, respectively). LP prevalence, QTd and c-QTd did
not vary significantly at 3 and 6 months after the procedure compared with 1
month control. Conversely Group B showed a similar LP prevalence, QTd and
c-QTd before and 1,3,6 months after failed PTCA.
Conclusions: IRA patency obtained ≥ 4 weeks after acute MI play a significant
role in myocardial electrical stabilization. This phenomenon may contribute to
the better outcome of patients with previous MI and long term patent IRA.
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P1106 Observations from the registry of the occluded artery
trial. Patient and physician preferences for therapy of
an occluded infarct-related artery late after
myocardial infarction

M. Kruk 1, P. Meciar 2 , K. Loboz Grudzien 3, P. Abreu 4, W. Banasiak 3,
M. Pfisterer 5, J. Renkin 6, Z. Sadowski 1 on behalf of the OAT Investigators.
1Warsaw, Poland; 2Bystrica, Slovakia; 3Wroclaw, Poland; 4Amadora, Portugal;
5Basel, Switzerland; 6Brussels, Belgium

Background: OAT is an international randomized trial of late percutaneous
coronary intervention (PCI) of an occluded infarct-related artery (IRA) in
asymptomatic patients after a myocardial infarction (MI). In a 1997 pre-study
registry we reported that 53% of patients with a recent MI underwent a non-
primary PCI of an occluded IRA in the absence of a standard clinical indica-
tion. Our aim is to report on current clinical practice in trial-eligible but non-
randomized patients and compare patient and physician preferences for late
revascularization in a prospective registry conducted concurrently with OAT.
Methods: The inclusion criteria for OAT include 1] MI 3 to 28 days prior; 2]
no recurrent symptoms or ischemia; 3] IRA with antegrade TIMI flow 0-1 and
EF<50%; or, if EF>/=50%, a proximal occlusion of a major artery. Patients are
randomized to PCI plus medical therapy or to medical therapy only. Eligible
non-randomized patients are entered into the registry.
Results: As of 12/31/02, 1065 patients were randomized and another 210 were
registered in 226 centers in 27 countries. Randomized and registry patients had
a similar mean age (59 vs. 58 years), proportion of women (22% vs 26%) and
% LAD as the culprit artery (37% vs 32%). Patient refusal was the reason for
non-randomization in 72%, physician refusal in 19% and other in 10% of cases.
These groups were similar in age, sex, IRA, and early MI therapy. Overall, 47%
of registered patients had a planned PCI; [31% of patients who refused to par-
ticipate and 90% of patients whose treating physician had refused participation
(p<0.001)].
Conclusions: Randomized patients and nonparticipating eligible patients have
similar clinical characteristics and proportion of LAD culprits. In patients with an
occluded IRA late post MI the rate of selection for PCI has not changed since
1997. OAT-eligible patients who refuse randomization generally do not undergo
PCI, which may reflect their apprehension regarding an invasive procedure in
the absence of proven benefit. In contrast physicians who refuse enrollment for
their patients generally exhibit a strong pro-PCI bias.

P1107 ST-segment elevation in the intracoronary
electrocardiogram and the occurrence of angina
during angioplasty for detection of myocardial
viability

A. ABACI 1, A. Oguzhan 2, R. Topsakal 2, E. Seyfeli 2, Y. Yilmaz 2, NK. Eryol 2,
E. Basar 2, A. Ergin 2. 1Kayseri, Turkey; 2Erciyes University School of
Medicine, Department of Cardiology, Kayseri, Turkey

Distinction of viable, but dysfunctional, myocardium from scar tissue in patients
with previous myocardial infarction (MI) has both prognostic and therapeu-
tic significance. The aims of this study were to evaluate the diagnostic value
of ST-segment elevation in the intracoronary electrocardiogram (ICE) and the
presence of angina pectoris during coronary angioplasty for detection of my-
ocardial viability in patients with recent MI. Method: Seventy-one patients (60
men, 54±11 years) with recent Q-wave MI and nonocclusive significant steno-
sis (>70% diameter stenosis) in the infarct related artery who were referred for
angioplasty were included. Myocardial viability was assessed by dobutamine
echocardiography. ICEs were recorded from 0.014-inch angioplasty wire be-
fore and during the balloon occlusion of the coronary artery. Significant ST-
segment elevation was defined as a new or worsening ST segment elevation
of at least 1 mm at 80 msec after the J point. During the procedure, patients
were questioned about presence or absence of angina pectoris. Results: Sig-
nificant ST elevation in the ICE and angina pectoris were observed 56 (78.9%)
and 49 (69%) of the 71 patients. Viability occurred in 52 (92.9%) of 56 patients
with and 3 (20%) of 15 those without ST elevation. Viability was detected in 45
(91.8%) of 49 patients with and 10 (45.4%) of 22 those without angina pectoris.
The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value,
and accuracy of ST elevation for viability were 94.5%, 75%, 92.9%, 80%, and
90.1%, respectively. The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, nega-
tive predictive value, and accuracy of angina pectoris for viability were 81.8%,
75%, 91.8%, 54.5%, and 80.3%, respectively. There were a positive correla-
tion between the number of viable segments and the presence of significant
ST elevation in the ICE (r=0.520, p<0.001) or the presence of angina pectoris
(r=0.344, p=0.003). There was also a good correlation between the number
of viable segments and the magnitude of ST elevation in the ICE (r=0.592,
p<0.001). Conclusion: This study demonstrated that a simple assessment of
ST segment elevation in the ICE or angina pectoris during coronary angioplasty
can be used to assess myocardial viability in patients with previous MI. This
approach requires no extra cost, and the presence or absence of myocardial
viability could be particularly relevant for clinical decision-making regarding ad-
junctive stent implantation and use of more sophisticated methods to evaluate
the result of the procedure.

P1108 Reperfusion therapy in ST-elevation myocardial
infarction: results from the Franche-Comte registry of
acute coronary syndromes. Reasons for
non-reperfusion therapy

JP. Bassand on behalf of Reseau Franc Comtois de Cardiologie. University
Hospital Jean-Minjoz, Dept. of Cardiology, Besancon, France

Rationale: In 30-45% of cases, reperfusion therapy in acute ST elevation MI is
not performed.
Aim: To determine the reasons for not using reperfusion therapy in patients ad-
mitted for ST elevation myocardial infarction, and incidence on 30 day mortality.
Methods: Franche-Comte is a region in eastern France covering 16 200 km2

and with 1.1 million inhabitants. Between October 1 and March 30 2002, all
patients admitted for acute coronary syndromes in one of the 12 hospitals in the
region were entered in a prospective registry. Demographic, clinical and ECG
data were entered in a logistic regression to determine independent factors for
non-use of reperfusion therapy.
Results: Among the 882 patients included, 333(38%) had acute MI with ST
elevation. Reperfusion therapy was used in 176/333(53%), 111/333(33%) by
thrombolysis, 38/333(11%) by angioplasty and both strategies in 27/333(9%).
The main reasons for non reperfusion in 157/333(47%) patients were older age
(OR = 1.05/year, p<0.01) and delayed admission (OR = 1.05/hour, p<0.01).
Among the 185/333(56%) patients admitted within the first 6 hours, reperfu-
sion strategy was used in 72% (thrombolysis 50%, angioplasty alone 10% and
both 12%) and older age was related to non use of reperfusion therapy (OR
= 1.05/year, p<0.001). Independent predictors for in hospital death were age
(OR = 1.09, p<0.001), heart rate (OR = 1.03/beat.min-1, p = 0.007). Availability
of on site angiography did not influence the rate of reperfusion therapy.
Conclusions: In a population based registry, reperfusion therapy for ST eleva-
tion acute MI is performed in 53%; older age and delayed admission are the
main reasons for non use of reperfusion therapy.

P1109 Myocardial contrast echo quantitative analysis in
acute myocardial infarction treated with successful
primary angioplasty: heterogeneity of myocardial
perfusion patterns

E. Perez 1, MA. García Fernández 2 , T. López Fernández 2 , MA. Zuloaga 2,
E. López de Sa 2, M. Moreno 2 , R. Rubio Sanz 2, JL. López-Sendón 2 .
1Majadahonda-Madrid, Spain; 2Hospital General Gregorio Maranon,
Cardiology Dept., Madrid, Spain

Recanalization of an occluded epicardial coronary artery is not equivalent to
restoring myocardial perfusion, due to the possibility of microvascular damage.
The aim of our study is to analyse myocardial perfusion patterns in patients (p)
with acute myocardial infarction (AMI) treated with successful primary angio-
plasty (PPTCA) with myocardial contrast echo (MCE).
Methods: Real-time MCE studies were performed in 24 p admitted to hospital
for first episode of AMI after PPTCA. MCE were performed in apical views with
contrast pulse sequencing (CPS), a new non-destructive method implemented
in a Acuson-Siemens Sequoia equipment and digitally stored. Sonovue was
administered in continuous infusion. Quantitative analysis was performed in 15
p with TIMI 3 flow in the infarct-related artery and good or acceptable acous-
tic window. In each p, VDI plateau (A), slope of VDI ascending curve (B) and
product AxB were calculated in an akynetic segment (AK) with patchy or homo-
geneous opacification and compared to the normokynetic segment (NK) with
the highest VDI in the same echocardiographic view.
Results: Mean VDI plateau was higher in NK than in AK segments (19.6±1.8
dB and 11.6±1.6 dB, p=0.003) and so were mean VDI slope (1.08±0.24 and
0.70±0.23, p=0.04)and product AXB (22.6±5.7 and 10.8±5.4, p=0.04). Three
flow patterns could be defined: AK segments with A and B >50% from corre-
sponding values in NK (40%), AK segments with A or B <50% from control
values (40%) and AK segments with depressed A and B (both values <50%
from NK) in 20% of the cases.
Conclusions: In spite of succesful PPTCA, different grades of impairment of
microvascular perfusion can be identified with quantitative analysis. These find-
ings could be related to myocardial function recovery during follow-up.

Different myocardial perfusion patterns.
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P1110 Detecting myocardial salvage after primary
angioplasty: comparative study of coronary flow
velocity pattern immediately after primary
angioplasty and perfusion- metabolism mismatch

N. Suzuki, Y. Hiasa, R. Ohtani, K. Kishi, T. Takahashi, S. Hosokawa, K. Yuba,
T. Ogata. Tokushima Red Cross Hospital, Cardiology, Komatsushima, Japan

Background: It has been known that perfusion-metabolism mismatch us-
ing thallium-201/radioiodinated 15-iodophenyl 3-methyl pentadecaenoic acid
(Tl/BMIPP) dual scintigraphy is an indicator of viable myocardium in acute
myocardial infarction. Coronary flow velocity (CFV) patterns immediately af-
ter primary angioplasty are predictive of recovery of regional and global left
ventricular function. In this study we investigated salvaged myocardium from
the Tl/BMIPP mismatch and CFV patterns in patients with acute myocardial
infarction.
Methods and Results: We studied 21 pts with a first anterior wallmyocardial
infarction who underwent primary coronary angioplasty and achieved reflow
within 8 hours of onset. By using a Doppler guide wire, CFV pattern were as-
sessed immediately after primary coronary angioplasty. Tl/BMIPP dual single
photon emission tomography (SPECT) performed within 48 hours after onset.
The left ventricle was divided into 20 segments, and regional myocardial up-
takes of the tracers in each segment were scored from 0 (normal) to 3 (no
activity). A severity score was determined from the extent of the score. The
extent of discordance in severity score between Tl and BMIPP defined as the
Tl/BMIPP mismatch. We investigated the relationship between Tl/BMIPP mis-
match and CFV pattern. By regression analysis, Tl/BMIPP mismatch correlated
well with deceleration time of diastolic flow velocity (r=-0.61, p<0.001).
Conclusions: CFV patterns were correlated well with Tl/BMIPP mismatch.
CFV patterns measured immediately after reperfusion may be useful indica-
tor for early prediction of myocardial salvage.

MYOCARDIAL TISSUE CHARACTERIZATION/FUNCTION

P1111 The assessment of cardiac toxicity of high-dose
continuous infusion 5-fluorouracil with ultrasonic
myocardial tissue characterization

C. ceyhan 1, S. Barutca 2, T. Tekten 1, A. Onbasili 1, N. Meydan 2, B. Ozturk 3,
T. Piskin 1. 1Adnan Menderes University, Cardiology, Ayd?n, Turkey; 2Adnan
Menderes University Int Medicine, Medical Oncology, Aydin, Turkey; 3Adnan
Menders University, Internal Medicine, Aydin, Turkey

Aim: A prospective clinical study was performed to determine the incidence
of cardiac toxicity under treatment of high-dose continuous 5-fluorouracil (5-
FU) infusion with calcium leucovorine. The mechanism responsible for cardiac
toxicity of 5-FU is classical coronary spasm without formal evidence. Since
acoustic properties of the myocardium are sensitive to the myocardial structure
and the contractile conditions of myocyte, cardiac toxicity is evaluated based
on cyclic variation of myocardial integrated backscatter (CVIBS).
Method: We examined 16 cancer patients (mean age 65±9) with normal car-
diac functions, who had received 5-FU bolus (400 mg/m2) plus continuous
infusion (600 mg/m2) with calcium leucovorine in 48 hours. Clinical exami-
nation, ECG, laboratory tests and transthorasic echocardiography (TTE)was
monitored in all cases. The parasternal long-axis view was used to obtain the
2-dimensional image of integrated backscatter. Two regions of interest were
chosen in the parasternal long-axis image (septum, posterior wall). Baseline
and post 5-FU infusion measurements of CVIBS were performed. During the
post infusion period on 15th day a third measurement was performed as con-
trol. We determined the magnitude of CVIBS in decibels as the difference be-
tween the maximal and minimal values in a cardiac cycle.
Results: None of the patients developed symptoms suggestive of cardiotoxic-
ity. Also pre and post-treatment no significant difference was detected on ECG
and TTE. There was a statically significant decrement in the magnitude of my-
ocardial CVIBS after 5-FU infusion which was equal in all myocardial segments.
On 15th day CVIBS values was returned to normal and did not show any dif-
ference from baseline (p>0.05).

Table-I

Before5FU-1 After 5FU-2 Control-3 P(1-2) P(1-3) P(2-3)

CVIBS IVS 9.1 ± 1.3 7.7 ± 1.4 9.0 ± 1.2 0.003 NS 0.003
CVIBS PW 9.0 ± 0.8 7.4 ± 0.9 8.9 ± 1.1 0.002 NS 0.003

CVIBS: Cyclic Variation of Integrated backscatter, IVS: Interventricular septum, PW: Posterior
wall, NS: Non-significant.

Conclusion: The mechanism of 5-FU induced cardiotoxicity is still not clear.
This study suggested that a new echocardiographic method, "integrated ultra-
sonic myocardial backscatter" may be a useful tool for determination of asymp-
tomatic cardiac events as well as in further evaluation of the underlying mech-
anisms of 5-FU induced myocardial toxicity.

P1112 Ultrasonic tissue characterization predicts
left-ventricular remodelling in patients with acute
myocardial infarction after primary coronary
angioplasty

Y. Ohara, Y. Hiasa, T. Takahashi, N. Suzuki, K. Yuba, S. Hosokawa, K. Kishi,
R. Ohtani. Tokushima Red Cross Hospital, Cardiology, Komatsushima, Japan

Objectives: The aim of this study was to assess the role of cyclic variation(CV)
of myocardial integrated backscatter (IBS) in the prediction of left ventricular
(LV) remodeling in patients with acute myocardial infarction (AMI) after primary
coronary angioplasty.
Background: Some studies have shown that the CV of myocardial IBS, which
reflects intrinsic contractile performance, predicts myocardial viability in pa-
tients with AMI.
Methods: We recorded short-axis IBS images within 24 hours after revascu-
larization in 37 patients with anterior AMI. IBS curves were obtained by placing
the region of interest on the anterior wall and 2 parameters were obtained; the
magnitude of CV and normalized time delay. The former was the difference
between the minimal and maximal values in a cardiac cycle averaged over at
least 2 consecutive beats. The latter was determined by dividing the interval
between the upstroke of the QRS complex and the nadir of the IBS curve by
QT interval. The increase in LV end-diastolic volume (LVEDV) at 4 weeks was
defined as LV remodeling (>15% increase from baseline).
Results: The patients were divided into 2 groups according to LV remodeling;
remodeling group (n=11) and non-remodeling group (n=26). Baseline clinical
and angiographic characteristics were similar between the 2 groups. However,
remodeling-group had a higher peak creatine kinase (8021 ± 4990 vs 3734 ±
3443 IU/l, p<0.005). There was no significant difference in the magnitude of CV
between the 2 groups (5.83 ± 1.34 vs 6.42 ± 1.87 dB, p=NS). Whereas, there
was significant difference in the normalized time delay (1.61 ± 0.32vs 1.24 ±
0.35, p<0.005). There was significant correlation between the normalized time
delay and the increase in LVEDV at 4 weeks(r=0.445, p<0.01). Normalized
time delay >1.35 as the optimal cutoff value had a sensitivity of 83% and a
specificity of 70% for the prediction of LV remodeling.
Conclusions: CV of myocardial IBS, especially normalized time delay is useful
for predicting LV remodeling in patients with AMI after primary coronary angio-
plasty.

P1113 The influence of growth hormone therapy on
ultrasound myocardial tissue characterization in
patients with childhood onset growth hormone
deficiency

A. Minczykowski 1 , M. Gryczynska 2, K. Ziemnicka 2, J. Sowinski 2,
H. Wysocki 1. 1Dept. Intensive Therapy-Cardiology, 2Dept. Endocrinology,
Poznan, University School of Medical Sciences, Poland

Objective: In GH deficiency (GHD) a reduction in left ventricular mass (LV-
mass) and impairment of systolic function has been shown. GH therapy was
associated with a decrease in ventricular diameter and increases in wall thick-
ness, ejection fraction, and myofibrillar content. In this study, we investigated
the effects of 12 months GH replacement therapy on cardiac structure and
functional indices measured by echocardiographic techniques including acous-
tic quantification with cyclic variation (CV) of integrated backscatter (IB). Sev-
eral studies have shown that the IB signals from the myocardium are affected by
both structural and functional properties of the myocardium, such as sarcom-
ere length, size and function of the myocyte, architecture and geometry of the
muscle fibers, collagen contents, myocardial thickness, and cardiac contractile
performance.
Patients and Methods: Sixteen patients with childhood onset GHD (age 42,3
± 13,1 years, 10 males) were investigated before and after 12 months of GH
treatment at a dose of 0,02 IU/kg/day (7 µg/kg/day). The GH dose resulted in
a serum IGF-I level in the normal range in all patients. Echocardiography of the
heart was performed including acoustic quantification techniques with CV of IB.
Results: Left ventricular diameter and wall thickness did not change after GH
treatment, although percent of left ventricular walls thickening increased signifi-
cantly (IVS% 52,15±31,94% vs. 67,25±30,38% and PWT% 48,71±20,15% vs.
57,96±17,68%, p<0,01, p<0,01, respectively). Ejection fraction calculated by
the Simpson’s rule increased from 0,56±0,07 to 0,63±0,06 (p<0,01). LV-mass
index increased after GH treatment (103,33±29,4 vs. 108,19±28,1 g/m2), al-
though it did not reach significance (p>0,05). CV-IB increased significantly after
GH treatment (p<0.05), in both the interventricular septum and the left ven-
tricular posterior wall (4.7±1.5 vs. 5.8±1.9 dB for the interventricular septum,
4.9±1.8 vs. 6.5±2.4 dB for the left ventricular posterior wall, p<0.05, p<0.05,
respectively). The calibrated integrated backscatter (cal-IB) also increased sig-
nificantly after GH treatment (-23.5±4.1 vs. -21.8±4.2 dB for the interventric-
ular septum, -23.0±4.4 vs. -21.8±4.3 dB for the left ventricular posterior wall,
p<0.01, p<0.05, respectively).
Conclusion: 12 months GH treatment in adults with childhood onset GHD re-
sulted in improvement of cardiac contractile performance. Observed changes in
cal-IB and CV-IB suggest that GH treatment in this patient group can lead to a
further somatic maturation of the heart, probably not accomplished previously.
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P1114 The relationship between regional integrated
backscatter levels and regional strain in normal,
acutely ischaemic and reperfused myocardium

J. D’hooge 1, O. Turschner 2 , C. Dommke 2, P. Claus 2, B. Bijnens 2, F. Van de
Werf 2 , P. Suetens 3, G.R. Sutherland 2. 1Medical Image Computing - ESAT,
Dept. of Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium; 2Catholic University Leuven, Dept. of
Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium; 3Catholic University Leuven, Dept. of Electrical
Engineering, Leuven, Belgium

Integrated backscatter (IB) and its cyclic variation (CV) are parameters used for
myocardial tissue characterization. Prior work of our group suggested that IB
is directly related to scatterer density while its CV could be induced by myocar-
dial strain. The aim of this study was to further test this hypothesis by simu-
lateneously recording changes in IB and strain in normal, acutely ischemic and
reperfused myocardium.
In 10 closed-chest pigs acute ischemia was induced by inflating a PTCA balloon
in the left circumflex. Radiofrequency (RF) M-mode data of the ischemic region
were acquired before, during and immediately after the balloon occlusion. IB
and radial strain, i.e. the temporal integral of the spatial velocity gradient, were
calculated from the same RF data sets. End-systole was defined on a simula-
taneously recorded LV pressure trace. Negative radial strain (NRS) was plotted
on top of the IB curve.
Results are shown in the figure. At baseline, both the NRS and IB pattern paral-
leled and showed to be minimum at end-systole. During acute ischemia, post-
systolic thickening was observed which resulted in a post-systolic peak in both
the NRS and IB traces: the overall minimum in both curves was phase shifted.
Moreover, the mean IB level increased acutely. At reperfusion, NRS showed
some remaining characteristics of acute ischemic myocardium in contrast to IB
that merely showed an hyperemic but normal response.

IB and NRS thus paralleled over the whole cardiac cycle in normal and acutely
ischemic myocardium. At reperfusion the IB curve normalized immediately
while the NRS showed some remaining ischemic characteristics. These ob-
servations might be explained by the hypothesis that changes in integrated
backscatter are induced by regional three-dimensional strain.

P1115 Early assessment of cardiac contractile performance
in patients with Thalassemia Mayor by ultrasonic
tissue characterization and magnetic resonance
imaging

M. Marano 1 , B. Rizzon 1, R. Iacobelli 1 , A. Guaricci 1 , P. Dimito 1, N. Tannoia 2,
P. Rizzon 1, C. Memmola 1 . 1University of Bari, Institute of Cardiology, Bari,
Italy; 2University of Bari, Chair of Hematology, Bari, Italy

Early cardiac dysfunction has been demonstrated in patients with Thalassemia
Mayor (ThM) by conventional transthoracic echocardiographic-Doppler tech-
niques (TE) as a consequence of myocardial iron overload. Previous reports
indicated the relationship between myocardial iron deposition and impaired
standard echocardiographic parameters. Aim of our study was to evaluate the
accuracy of the analysis of cyclic variations in integrated backscatter (IBScv) to
identify the initial impairment of cardiac contractility.
Material and Methods: We studied 10 young ThM patients with good quality
ecocardiographic imaging, no clinical signs of cardiac dysfunction, no abnor-
malities of regional or global systolic function at TE. Patients were receiving
blood transfusions and chelation therapy with desferroxamine. All patients un-
derwent to two-dimensional and M-mode TE to measure left ventricular dimen-
sions, thicknesses and functional parameters. The quantitative analysis of IB-
Scv was performed in parasternal long-axis and short-axis views with IBS soft-
ware available on echo system. Real time IBS images were acquired placing
the region of interest in the midmyocardium of anterior and posterior wall during
2 to 3 consecutive cardiac cycles. Magnetic resonance cine gradient echo (MR)
was acquired for each patient in short-axis and long axis slices imaging. The
heart/skeletal muscle signal intensity ratio (SIh/SIm) was calculated position-
ing the regions of interest within the myocardium and the skeletal muscle. The
results from ThM patients were compared to a control group (C) of 10 normals.
Results: Differences in mean values of ventricular dimensions and function
between ThM and normal subjects were not significant. SIh/SIm in ThM pa-
tients was lower than in C (0.63±0.3 vs 1.20±0.2, p<0.001). IBScv in patients
with ThM showed significant difference compared to C for anterior (4.7±1.6 vs
7.6±1.5 p<0.001) and posterior wall. A significant correlation was found be-
tween the SIh/SIm ratio and the IBScv in ThM patients.

Conclusions: This study indicate that IBScv is a sensitive index with a potential
in the identification of early contractile impairment in patients with ThM before
the appearance of echocardiographic cardiac dysfunction.

P1116 The relation between right-ventricular isovolumic
contraction velocity and end diastolic pressure: a
Doppler tissue imaging and cardiac catheterization
study

P. Lindqvist 1 , G. Wikström 2, A. Waldensröm 1, E. Kazzam 3. 1Umeå University
Hospital, Clinical Medicine, Umeå, Sweden; 2Uppsala University Hospital,
Cardiology, Uppsala, Sweden; 3Mälar Hospital, Cardiology, Eskilstuna,
Sweden

Purpose: Importance to assess right ventricular (RV) behaviour in acquired
and congenital heart disease is well known. Echocardiography and MRI were
used but not without certain limitations. A reliable load independent parameter
is needed.Doppler tissue imaging (DTI) of the longitudinal velocity during iso-
volumic contraction phase (IVCv) is proposed as a potential measurement of
intrinsic myocardial properties. However, this is not adequately tested in clini-
cal studies and available data was studied from one site of the RV. The aim of
this study was to validate IVCv, measured from different RV sites, in relation to
golden standard technique.
Methods: Twenty-seven consecutive patients with different cardiac diseases
(6 females and 21 males) mean age 55±11 (range 31-70) years referred for
cardiac catheterisation were underwent a simultaneous DTI to record IVCv at
3 levels across the RV free wall, basal, mid cavity and apical level.
Results: IVCv was correlated with RV end diastolic pressure at both basal (r=-
0.41,p=0.032) and mid cavity levels (r=-0.48,p=0.014). Interestingly, a linear
correlation was only seen between IVCv and dP/dt/P (r=0.41, p=0.035) at the
mid cavity level. Heart rate was not related to these 3 measurements.

RV IVCv and RVEDP.

Conclusion: RV end diastolic pressure overload seems to have an import influ-
ence on the RV wall motion velocity during the phase of isovolumic contraction.
IVCv is a non-invasive measurement that correlates well to invasive RV filling
pressure and its contractile function. It could be of potential value to give in-
sight about the contractile state of RV during acute changes. The exact role,
and clincal implication of IVCv on terapeutic intervension and different types of
RV involvement needs further investigation.
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P1117 Automated classification of wall motion abnormalities
by analysis of left-ventricular endocardial motion
patterns

J.G. Bosch 1, F. Nijland 2, O. Kamp 2, G. Van Burken 1, M. Sonka 3,
J.H.C. Reiber 1. 1Leiden University Medical Center, Radiology, Leiden,
Netherlands; 2Vrije Universiteit Medical Center, Cardiology, Amsterdam,
Netherlands; 3University of Iowa, Electrical Engineering, Iowa City, United
States of America

Objective: automated classification of wall motion abnormalities (WMA) is
highly desired for objective stress echo analysis.
Methods: Principal Component Analysis of temporal sequences of endocardial
contours over a large patient set renders eigenvariations of shape/motion, in-
cluding typical normal/pathological contraction patterns. Individual patterns are
closely approximated by a linear combination of these eigenvariations and thus
completely expressed by their Modal Shape Coefficients (MSCs). We gener-
ated shape models and derived MSCs from expert-drawn endocardial borders
and hypothesized these would allow classification of WMA.
Low-dose dobutamine (LDD) stress echo was performed in 129 infarct patients
split randomly into training (TRN, n=65) and test set (TST, n=64). Visual Wall
Motion Scoring (VWMS) was performed using a 13-segment model. Expert-
verified left ventricular endocardial contours were available in 16-frame single-
beat 4-chamber and 2-chamber sequences for baseline and LDD. Shape mod-
els were generated from TRN sets; MSCs for all sequences were extracted and
statistically related to segmental and global VWMS and clinical infarct severity
and volumetric parameters.
Results: Multivariate linear regression showed clear correlations between
MSCs and both global (R2=0.84) and segmental (average R2=0.60) VWMS.
Infarct severity measures correlated poorly to both MSCs and VWMS. Dis-
criminant analysis showed good prediction from low #MSCs of both segmental
(85±6% correctness) and global WMA (90% correctness). Volumetric parame-
ters correlated well to global, but poorly to segmental VWMS, as expected.

Regression MSC/Visual for Total & Apex WMS.

Conclusion: 1) MSCs can be used with promising accuracy for automated
classification of WMA. 2) VWMS and endocardial border motion are closely
related.

P1118 Force-frequency relationship during exercise-echo
predicts post-operative left-ventricular function in
severe mitral regurgitation

E. Agricola 1, T. Bombardini 2 , M. Oppizzi 1 , F. Maisano 1, A. Margonato 1 ,
O. Alfieri 1, A. Maseri 1 , E. Picano 3. 1S. Raffaele Hospital, Cardiology Division,
Milano, Italy; 2CNR, Institute of Clinical Physiology, Pisa, Italy; 3CNR, Institute
of Clinical Physiology, Pisa, Italy

Background: Assessment of left ventricular contractility is difficult in mitral re-
gurgitation, and latent dysfunction may be present despite conventional indices
being in the "normal" range. Force- frequency relationship (FFR) can be nonin-
vasively obtained in the echo lab.
Aims: To assess whether FFR during exercise echo can identify latent left ven-
tricular dysfunction in severe MR.
Methods: We performed symptom limited exercise echocardiography in 63 pa-
tients (47 men, age = 54 ± 11 years) with severe MR, and no coronary artery
disease, prior to mitral valve surgery (repair in 60, replacement in 3). To build a
FFR, the force was determined at each step as the ratio of the systolic pressure
(SP, cuff sphygmomanometer)/end-systolic volume index (ESV, biplane Simp-

son rule/body surface area). Left ventricular ejection fraction (EF) was also
assessed post-operatively, before discharge.
Results: Non invasive SP/ESVindex ratio was obtained in all patients during
exercise-echo and separated 2 groups: 52 patients with normal and upsloping
FFR (group I, FFR slope >11 x 10-2) and 11 patients with abnormal flat or
biphasic FFR (group II, FFR slope <11 x 10-2). The resting EF was similar
at baseline (I= 68 ± 5 vs II= 66 ± 3, p = ns), but different 7 days post-op
(I=60.1±5.2 vs II= 55.4±5.2%, one way ANOVA p =0.004). Postoperative EF
was directly albeit weakly related to the FFR slope (r = 0.54, p = 0.000): see
figure.
Conclusion: Despite normal resting preoperative EF, patients with severe MR
show a variable spectrum of contractility response to exercise. A flat or biphasic
FFR during exercise identifies patients with latent left ventricular dysfunction.

P1119 Early detection of cardiac involvement in patients
with pulmonary sarcoidosis by the use of tissue
Doppler image

EJ. Gialafos 1, A. Rapti 2, K. Aggeli 1, J. Vlaseros 1, P. Dilaveris 1,
C. Kostopoulos 3, J. Gialafos 1, C. Stefanadis 1 . 1University of Athens.,
Cardiology, Athens, Greece; 2Sotiria Hospital, 8th Department of
Pulmonology, Athens, Greece; 3Alexandras Hospital, Clinical Therapeutics,
Athens, Greece

Pulmonary Sarcoidosis (PS) is a granulomatous disease of unknown aetiology
that involves multiple organs among them the heart. Although cardiac involve-
ment can lead to heart failure or sudden cardiac death, it may also remain
clinical silent despite extensive involvement. Tissue Doppler Image (TDI) is a
new ultrasound modality that records systolic and diastolic velocity and can
detect LV and RV function. Aim of our study was the early detection of car-
diac involvement in asymptomatic patients with PS by the use of TDI modali-
ties.
Methods: 16 patients with established PS without clinical cardiac involvement
(group 1, 9 men/7 females, 43±11 years old) were compared to 19 age-
matched controls (group 2, 11 men/8 females, 39±14 yo). All the people under-
went physical examination, electrocardiogram and transthoracic echocardio-
graphic study including TDI velocities in order to exclude patients with cardiac
involvement. Early and late transmitral (Em and Am) and transtricuspidal (Et
and At) velocities, deceleration times of transmitral and transtricuspid velocities
(DTm and DTt), isovolumic relaxation time (IVRT) and flow propagation (Fp) of
left ventricle were measured whereas the TDI derived E,A and systolic veloc-
ities were measured at the mitral (TDIEm, TDIAm, TDISm) and the tricuspid
valve (TDIEt, TDIAt, TDISt) annulus.
Results: Dimensions of left and right ventricle as well as left atrium were similar
between the two groups. In addition, no significant differences were detected for
the following parameters: Em, Am, Et, At, DTm, DTt, IVRT, Fp. We observed
significant differences between the two groups in the TDIAm (14,6 vs 18,8,
p=0.026), TDIAt (14,6 vs 18,8, p=0.006), TDIE/Am (1,56 vs 1,21, p=0.035) and
TDIE/At (1,29 vs 0,91, p=0.004). Disease duration and SACE are not correlated
with cardiac indices.
Conclusion: Tissue Doppler Image detected early cardiac involvement in pa-
tients with Pulmonary Sarcoidosis.
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P1120 Validation of neural network-based approach to
identification of intracardiac masses

JD. Kasprzak 1, M. Strzelecki 2 , M. Krzeminska-Pakula 1 , M. Plewka 1,
A. Materka 2 , L. Chrzanowski 1 , JA. Moll 1, J. Drozdz 1. 1Medical University,
Cardiology IMW, Lodz, Poland; 2Institute of Electronics, Technical University of
Lodz, Lodz, Poland

We have previously reported the feasibility of intracardiac masses recognition
by neural network (NeN) according to their echocardiographic appearance. We
aimed to prospectively validate the usefulness of neuronal network-based ap-
proach for the computer-based characterization of cardiac tumors.
Methods: 108 images (teaching set)from echocardiograms of patients with car-
diac thrombi (62 images), benign (31) or malignant neoplasms (15) were digi-
tized and analyzed with custom software. For each image, a region of interest
covering a representative section of the image was defined and 291 image
features were calculated (including 9 from pixel histogram, 6/gradient matrix,
20/Run length matrix and 256/2nd order histogram). The most efficient param-
eters were selected using Fisher’s or probability of error minimalization (POE)
approach. Linear (LDA) and non-linear (NeN) discriminative analysis was then
used in prospective dataset of 44 samples of pediatric malignant and benign
tumors and 55 adult samples: 29 thrombi, 13 myxomas, 13 malignant tumors.
Results: Simple analysis using on pixel feature histograms was insufficient for
mass classification. Manually assisted POE was the most efficient feature se-
lection procedure. In teaching set, LDA classified correctly only 55% of images
but NeN - 91%. In the prospective dataset, the LDA using 5 best features cor-
rectly classified of 82% of tumors whereas NN - 91%, with similar results in
pediatric samples.

LDA vs NeN in validation dataset.

Conclusions: Simple parameters of tissue texture derived from echocardio-
gram are insufficient for the classification of intracardiac masses. Our results
confirm that neural network allows correct classification of intracardiac masses
and might be optimized by validation in broader dataset to become a novel
decision making tool.

DOPPLER MYOCARDIAL IMAGING: AN EMERGING
CLINICAL TECHNIQUE

P1121 Afterload-induced diastolic dysfunction diagnosed by
tissue Doppler echocardiography

S. Urheim, M. Belohlavek, J. Korinek, TP. Abraham. Mayo Clinic, Division of
Cardiovascular Diseases, Rochester, United States of America

Background: Clinically relevant increase in left ventricular (LV) afterload is as-
sociated with impaired diastolic function. The aim of the study was to investi-
gate if diastolic dysfunction can be detected by tissue Doppler echocardiogra-
phy (TDE) during incremental increase in LV afterload.
Methods: Five anaesthetized open chest pigs were analyzed. LV pressure was
measured by micromanometer and tissue velocities from the short axis view
(inferolateral wall) by TDE. Simultaneous recordings were obtained at base-
line and during incremental increase in LV pressure by briefly constricting the
ascending aorta (5-10 sec). We calculated the time derivative of LV pressure
(dP/dt) and defined end-systole at peak neg dP/dt. Tau was calculated as the
rate of LV pressure fall (logarithmic method).
Results: LV peak systolic and end-diastolic pressures increased from 92 ±
4 (± SEM) to 161 ± 5 mmHg (p<0.05) and 6.4 ± 0.5 to 8.3 ± 0.4 mmHg
(p<0.05) at peak aortic constriction, respectively. Tau increased slightly from
39.8 ± 0.8 to 44.5 ± 3.6 ms (p=NS). Peak systolic velocities of the inferolateral

wall decreased from 4.6 ± 0.6 to 2.6 ± 0.5 cm/s (p<0.05). The time from end-
diastole to peak early diastolic tissue velocity (E’) increased by 15 ± 2% (570
± 9 ms to 656 ± 14 ms, p<0.05) when corrected for heart rate. E’/A’ ratio did
not change with aortic constriction (0.9 ± 0.1 and 0.8 ± 0.2), respectively. We
observed post-systolic thickening by TDE (2.1 ± 0.3 cm/s) in all pigs during
aortic constriction 79 ± 15 ms after end-systole (figure).
Conclusion: Our results suggest that TDE can detect impaired diastolic func-
tion during increased afterload by demonstrating post-systolic thickening com-
bined with delayed onset of early diastolic peak velocity (E’).

P1122 Estimating systolic contractile forces using
myocardial Doppler imaging and mathematical
modelling

M. McLaughlin, P. Claus, J. D’Hooge, G.R. Sutherland, B. Bijnens. University
Hospital Gasthuisberg, Echo Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium

Ultrasound based deformation imaging has been proposed to quantify regional
myocardial function. The deformation is a result of the combined force devel-
opment within the ventricle. However, the contractile force component cannot
be measured directly. In this study we investigated the feasibility of estimating
the contractile force development based on velocity/deformation and pressure
measurements and a simplified mathematical model.
Methods: A mid-wall, short axis slice, through the left ventricle is modeled
as a circular array of nodes. The forces acting along the circumferential di-
rection are the contractile force and an elastic force. Cavity pressure acts in
the radial direction. In a pig, left-ventricular pressure was recorded using a
micromanometer-tipped catheter. The elastic force was estimated by fitting a
one dimensional simplification of Fung’s law for soft tissue, to the deformation
measured by CDMI velocity/deformation measurements, recorded concurrently
with the pressure traces, during the A wave where no ventricular systolic con-
tractile forces act. Knowing the elastic force and the pressure force it is possible
to solve the balance of forces and estimate the systolic contractile force built up
throughout systole.
Results: The systolic contractile force profile for a normal porcine heart is
shown in the figure. It peaks at 120ms (1/3 of systole) after the onset of pres-
sure rise after which it linearly decreases to zero during the rest of systole at
aortic valve closure. The peak value is 47 KPa. In contrast the elastic stress
peaks towards the end of systole.

Conclusions: The estimation of contractile force development is feasible. The
results obtained match with experimental data of measuring contractile force in
isolated muscle.
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P1123 Serial evaluation of tissue Doppler velocities after
percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty
during acute myocardial infarction

T. Tekten, AO. ONBASILI, C. CEYHAN, S. UNAL, T. PISKIN. Adnan Menderes
Univ., Cardiology Dept., Aydin, Turkey

Background: The use of tissue Doppler echocardiography (TDE) to assess the
recovery of wall motion has been less commonly studied. The aim of this study
was to evaluate the recovery of ventricular wall motion in patients undergoing
primary coronary angioplasty (PTCA) during acute myocardial infarction (AMI)
with the use of TDE.
Methods: In the setting of first AMI, Eleven patients undergoing successful
PTCA within 6 hours of presentation were studied by serial two-dimensional
(2D) and TDE. 7 patients had anterior, 4 patients had inferior AMI. All patients
underwent 2D and TDE before and at 1, 3, 7, and 21 days after PTCA. Coro-
nary angiography was repeated at 21 days after AMI in order to determine the
patency of the infarct related artery. For TDE velocity measurements, we used
basal, mid and apical portion of anterior, inferior, septum and lateral walls of the
left ventricle in the apical 4 and 2-chamber views. TDE velocities were recorded
at a sweep speed of 50 mm/s. Friedman and Wilcoxon signed ranks test was
used for repeated measurements.
Results: One hundred thirty three segments were studied. The peak systolic
velocity values in the basal infarct segments increased significantly from 5.7±1
cm/s before PTCA to 7.5±1.2 cm/s at 1 day after PTCA (p<0.007). In mid por-
tion of infarct segments, the peak systolic velocity values increased significantly
at 3 days after PTCA compared with the values before PTCA (6.7±1.2 cm/s vs
4.9±1.8 cm/s, p<0.007), In apical portion of infart segments, the peak systolic
velocity values did not changed significantly at day 1, 3, 7 days after PTCA. It
increased significantly at 21 days after PTCA compared with the values before
PTCA (4.3±1.7 cm/s vs 6.2±1.4 cm/s, p<0.007). There was no significant dif-
ference in the peak early and late diastolic velocities before and at 1, 3, 7 and
21 days after PTCA. In the noninfarct segments, no significant difference was
found in the peak systolic, peak early diastolic and peak late diastolic values
before and at 1, 3, 7 and 21 days after PTCA.
In conclusion, the peak early systolic velocities in the basal and mid portions
of infarct segments recover earlier than the apical infarct segments after PTCA
during AMI.

P1124 Regional ventricular function by Doppler tissue
imaging in dilated cardiomyopathy; relationship with
markers of inflammation and ongoing myocardial
necrosis

G. Athanassopoulos 1 , P. Iakovis 2, K. Limas 2, A. Motsi 2 , G. Karatasakis 2,
D.V. Cokkinos 2. 1Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, Cardiology Dept, Athens,
Greece; 2Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, Cardiology Dept., Athens, Greece

Introduction: In dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) markers of inflammation and
ongoing myocardial necrosis have been found. However there are no data con-
cerning the relationship of these indices with the the longitudinal component of
LV and RV function studied by DTI.
Methods: 22 pts with DCM were studied (age 53±14 years, ejection fraction
(EF)33±10%). VO2max was 18±6 ml/kg/min. Mean time from DCM diagnosis
was 6±4.4 years. The prolactin levels, troponin I, interleukin -6 soluble recep-
tors and CRP were measured. DTI profile was interrogated in 9 (6 LV and 3RV)
wall sites/pt: the annulus(site 1), in the middle of the segment (site 3) and in the
middle between sites 1 and 3 (site 2) of septal (IVS), lateral wall (LAT) and right
ventricular free wall (apical 4 chambers view). Systolic phase consisted of two
waves an early-isovolumic (Siso) and a late one-ejection (Sez). Left ventricular
enddiastolic/systolic volumes were estimated by echo (apical view, area-length
method) as well as ejection fraction. Total annular displacement was measured
in the posterior mitral annulus (LATann) and tricuspid annulus (Rvann).
Results: 1. Troponin I was related with: LAT1ez (r=0.43, p=0.05), LAT3ez
(r=0.47, p=0.04), IVS3iso (r=0.49, p=0.04), IVS1ez (r=0.44, p=0.045), IVS2ez
(r=0.75, p=0.001), IVS3ez (0.75, r=0.001) 2. CRP was related in lateral
wall with: isovolumic systolic phase in sites 1(r=-0.43, p=0.05), site 2 (r=-
0.51, p=0.04)and site 3 (r=-0.47 p=0.05)and ejection phase in sites 2 (r=-
0.47,p=0.04)and 3 (r=-0.52, p=0.02). It was related in septum with: isovolumic
phases in sites 2 (r=-0.60, p=0.01), and 3 (r=-0.64, p=0.02), and ejection phase
in sites 1 (r=-0.50, p=0.02) and 2(r=-0.54, p=0.03) 3. There was no relationship
of DTI indices with prolactin and s-interleukin 6 receptor. 4. EF was only related
with troponin (r=0.55, p=0.02). No relationship was found for other conventional
LV and RV overall systolic function indices.
Conclusions: Evidence of myocardial necrosis in DCM is related with regional
increase of DTI ejection indices implying functional recruitment of less affected
areas of myocardium. Increased levels of CRP are related with decreased sys-
tolic indices by DTI for both isovolumic and ejection phases in multiple myocar-
dial sites.

P1125 Characterization of grades of diastolic dysfunction by
diastolic strain rate patterns

S. Cauduro 1, K. Modesto 1, M. Belohlavek 1, Y. Takemoto 2, J. Seward 1,
T. Abraham 1. 1Mayo Clinic, Cardiovascular diseases, Rochester, United
States of America; 2Osaka City University Medical School, Osaka, Japan

Background: Severity of global diastolic dysfunction (DD) may be related to
changes that preferentially affect the early versus late phase of myocardial re-
laxation. Early myocardial relaxation is an energy-dependent active process
while late relaxation is thought to be a passive process related to chamber
compliance. Strain echocardiography (SE) can quantitatively depict regional
mechanical activity and allows analysis of early and late myocardial relaxation.
Aim: We sought to correlate the severity of DD to changes in the early versus
late phase of myocardial relaxation.
Methods: Conventional and SE were performed in 40 subjects-20 had grade
1 or 2 (mild DD), 10 had grade 3 or 4 (severe DD) and 10 were age-matched
healthy volunteers (HV). Standard clinical criteria were used to classify grade of
DD. For SE, single ventricular walls were imaged from apical views using high
frame rates. Peak early and late diastolic strain rates (SR; 1/s) were measured
and averaged to yield a mean value per subject.
Results: Peak early diastolic SR was similar in HV and mild DD (1.7±0.2
vs 1.5±0.17,p=NS) but significantly lower in severe DD(0.74±0.34, p<0.001).
Late diastolic SR increases with mild DD when compared to HV (2±0.12 vs
1.5±0.17, p<0.01) but is substantially decreased, below HV and mild DD val-
ues in severe DD (0.32±0.15, p<0.001)(figure).

Conclusion: In mild DD, early diastolic SR appears unchanged while there is
a significant increase in late diastolic SR. In contrast, severe DD is character-
ized by significant decreases in early and late myocardial relaxation probably
reflecting abnormalities in both the compliance and energy dependent phases
of relaxation.

P1126 The distinctive late systolic longitudinal and radial
deformation in mitral valve prolapse detected by
colour tissue Doppler-based strain rate and strain
analysis

C. Kaymaz, N. Ozdemir, E. Kaynak, C. Cevik, O. Karakaya, O. Ozveren,
C. Izgi, M. Ozkan. Kosuyolu Heart & Research Hospital, Cardiology,
Kadiköy,Istanbul, Turkey

In patients with mitral valve prolapse (MVP), distinctive late-systolic peaks in
the longitudinal tissue Doppler velocity (TV), strain rate(SR),and natural strain
analysis of the left ventricle (LV)and papillary muscles(PM) have been reported.
We aimed to assess longitudinal and radial systolic TV and deformation of LV
and PM in pts with MVP.Study population comprised of 29 pts with classical
MVP with moderate to severe mitral regurgitation (F 18,M 11,age 40±12) and
25 healthy controls(F 12,M 13,age 42±10).Individual curves of TV,time-velocity
integral(TVTI),SR and strain were extracted from selected segments. For longi-
tudinal analysis of LV, 7 points from basal,mid and low septal (S) and lateral(L)
segments, and base of the anterolateral PM were selected using the apical
views. For radial assessment of LV, 3 points from basal, mid, and low segments
along the posterior (P) wall on parasternal long axis, and 3 points from poste-
rior, posteromedial (MP),and posterolateral (LP) segments of the mid-posterior
LV wall on short axis were selected. Curves of the TV and TVTI from pts with
MVP revealed late systolic spikes (up to 10 times compared with baseline)
prominent in the PM, MP and LP segments which were not detected in con-
trols.Similarly, SR and strain curves also showed significant late systolic peaks
(up to 8-10 times compared with baseline) in PM, MP and LP segments. Late
systolic peaks in the TV,TVTI, SR and strain curves tended to increase along
the PM from its base to the chordal insertion points, and from midposterior wall
to the MP and LP segments(p<0.05), respectively. Late-systolic TV,TVTI,SR
and strain values were higher in the radial direction compared with the longitu-
dinal direction(p<0.05).Late systolic TV,TVTI, SR and strain values were higher
in PM (p<0.0001,p<0.05, p<0.001,p=0.002),MP and LP (<0.05) segments of
the MVP pts compared with those of controls.
In conclusion, longitudinal and radial TV, SR and strain analysis suggest dis-
tinctive late systolic increases in motion and deformation related to specific LV
segments and PM in pts with MVP. However,correlates and implications of this
heterogeneity remain to be determined.
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P1127 A new method for the evaluation of atrial function:
transthoracic tissue Doppler echocardiography

T. Palecek, V. Dambrauskaite, E. Eroglu, J. D’hooge, P. Claus, S. Langeland,
B. Bijnens, G.R. Sutherland. University Hospital Gasthuisberg, Department of
Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium

The assessment of left and right atrial function still remains a diagnostic chal-
lenge. Tissue Doppler echo (TDE) by measuring atrial velocities (VEL)could
quantify atrial contractility.
Methods: To determine the potential clinical role of TDE in assessing atrial
function pulsed TDE recordings of superior left and right atrial wall motion were
recorded from 10 young normals.
Results: Atrial contraction (AC) and relaxation (AR) VEL were consistently
identified (Fig.1: a)right atrium, b)left atrium). There was no statistical differ-
ence between peak left AC VEL (0,06±0,01 vs. 0,06±0,02 m/s, p=NS) and
also between peak left AR VEL (0,04±0,01 vs. 0,05±0,01 m/s, p=NS) mea-
sured in apical 4-chamber and 2-chamber views. There was no significant dif-
ference between peak right AC and between peak right AR VEL (0,04±0,01
vs. 0,04±0,01 m/s, p=NS for AC VEL; 0,03±0,01 vs. 0,03±0,01 m/s, p=NS for
AR VEL) measured in apical 4-chamber and parasternal short-axis views. The
average values of peak left AC and AR VEL were significantly higher then their
right atrial equivalents (0,06±0,02 vs. 0,04±0,01 m/s, p<0,001 for AC VEL;
0,05±0,01 vs. 0,03±0,01 m/s, p<0,01 for AR VEL). We have found strong cor-
relations between peak left AC and AR VEL(r= 0,85) and also between peak
right AC and AR VEL(r= 0,79).

Conclusions: In normal subjects, AC and AR VEL from both atria could be
consistently and reproducibly recorded.Left AC and AR VEL were higher then
their right atrial equivalents. The values of AR VEL were related to the values
of AC VEL. TDE indices represent a promising new method to investigate atrial
function (including atrial compliance).

P1128 Strain Doppler echocardiography: a moving sample
volume improves the strain estimates

S.I. Rabben 1, A.L. Haukanes 2, O.A. Smiseth 1, F. Irgens 2. 1Rikshospitalet
University Hospital, Institute for Surgical Research, Oslo, Norway; 2NTNU,
MTF/Division of Applied Mechanics, Trondheim, Norway

Background: In conventional strain Doppler echocardiography, strain is calcu-
lated in the beam direction by integrating strain rates of a sample volume at a
fixed location in space. If, in the case of longitudinal strain estimation, there is
a misalignment between the beam and the myocardial wall, the technique will
pick up wall thickening and thereby give erroneous strain estimates. Further-
more, the cardiac motion causes different portions of the myocardium to move
in and out of the sample volume.
Aims: 1) To quantify the errors introduced by misalignment between beam and
myocardial wall, and 2) to determine if the strain estimates can be improved by
moving the sample volume.
Method: LV diameter, wall thickness and long axis were measured in 12 healthy
individuals (age 23-39), and used as input to an ellipsoidal model of the LV. By
the formalism of continuum mechanics, we could calculate three-dimensional
strain and velocity gradient tensors for any material point within the wall. From
the strain tensor we obtained strain in the wall direction (true strain). In analogy
with strain Doppler echocardiography, we obtained strain in the beam direction
from the velocity gradient tensors (estimated strain). We simulated myocardial
deformations as imaged from an apical view.
Results: Table 1 compares estimated strains measured with fixed and moving
sample volumes with true strains. alpha = angle between the myocardial wall
and the ultrasound beam. Measurements from 3 different myocardial segments
are included.

Table 1: Systolic strains

Segment True strain Estimated strain: fixed SV Estimated strain: moving SV alpha

Basal -16.6 ± 1.6 -13.0 ± 1.4 (r=.75) -14.2 ± 1.4* (r=.89) 13.2 ± 1.0
Mid -16.5 ± 1.5 -14.1 ± 1.5 (r=.91) -15.0 ± 1.5* (r=.94) 10.3 ± 0.9
Apical -16.4 ± 1.7 -15.4 ± 1.6 (r=.96) -16.2 ± 1.6* (r=.99) 1.8 ± 1.4

Mean ± 1SD. Pearson’s r: estimated versus true strains. *p<.001 versus fixed SV.

Conclusion: Strain Doppler echocardiography was confounded by misalign-
ment between the ultrasound beam and the myocardial wall. Therefore, the

strains in the beam direction were consistently lower than the strains in the
wall direction. This measurement error was markedly reduced by moving the
sample volume during the cardiac cycle according to the motion of the material
point. These results indicate that strain Doppler echocardiography should be
done with a moving sample volume.

P1129 Evidence of ischaemic regional left atrial dysfunction.
A tissue Doppler analysis

F. Bauer, CH. Tron, H. Eltchaninoff, A. Troniou, A. Cribier, G. Derumeaux.
Hopital Charles Nicolle, Cardiology, Rouen, France

Background: Assessment of atrial ischemia is difficult using conventional
imaging. Left atrial (LA) blood supply is upon the left circumflex coronary artery
(LCx) with no contribution from the left anterior descending coronary artery
(LAD).
Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate the ability of tissue Doppler
imaging (TDI) to objective ischemia-related regional atrial dysfunction by com-
paring LA lateral wall velocity and strain in patients with chronic anterior my-
ocardial infarction (LAD occlusion, n=8) and chronic lateral myocardial infarc-
tion (LCx occlusion, n=7).
Methods: LA lateral wall was scanned from an apical 4-chamber view (Vivid 5).
Atrial contraction peak velocity and systolic strain of the mid portion of the LA
lateral wall were measured using tissue Doppler imaging modality. Additionally,
LA surface area was planimetered from the apical 4-chamber view and left
ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) was calculated using the Simpson’s rule.
Data were compared to 10 age-matched normal subjects.
Results: For a similar degree of LV dysfunction (LVEF = 42±7% in LAD group
vs. 46±5% in LCx group, p=ns) and LA enlargement (LA area = 19.3±3.6
cm2 in LAD group vs. 19.8±2.3 cm2 in LCx group, p=ns), LA contraction peak
velocity as well as LA systolic strain were significantly higher in LAD group
than in LCx group (4.9±2.1cm/s vs. 2.9±2.9 cm/s, p<0.05 and 11.8±5.0% vs.
4.5±3%, respectively). In LAD group, results were similar to those found in nor-
mal subjects(peak velocity: 5.2±2.4cm/s and strain: 12.3±4.9%, p = ns vs LAD
group)
Conclusions: Therefore, regional LA function is specifically affected by is-
chemia and may be accurately diagnosed by TDI.

P1130 Familial amyloidotic polyneuropathy. Doppler
myocardial imaging findings as a sensitive marker of
cardiac involvement

A G. Almeida 1, C A. Coutinho 2, C N. David 2, I. Conceicao 3, M C. Vagueiro 2.
1Lisboa, Portugal; 2Hospital Santa Maria, Cardiology Piso 8, Lisbon, Portugal;
3Hospital Santa Maria, Neurology, Lisbon, Portugal

Familial amyloidotic polyneuropathy (FAP) is a hereditary disease, with amy-
loid deposition in several organs, including the heart. Cardiac involvement has
prognostic implications. The aim of this study was to assess if Doppler myocar-
dial imaging (DMI) could detect early abnormalities in patients (pts) with FAP
before other echo-Doppler changes.
Methods: We studied 29 pts with FAP, 18 female, 45±8 years-old (23-55).
Exclusion criteria: nonsinusal rhythm, hypertension, ischemic or valvular heart
disease. All were submitted to conventional echo-Doppler and DMI and were
analysed: 1. Left ventricle (LV): dimensions, wall thickness, echogenicity, frac-
tional shortening; 2. Mitral flow - E and A velocity (cm/s)and Desaceleration
time (ms)after Valsalva (Des); 3. DMI - Velocity of Em (early diastolic), Am
(atrial systole), Sm (systolic), in basal and mid segments of LV walls (16 seg-
ments model), from the three apical views. DMI patterns were classified in three
types: a) "Normal": Em > 8 cm/s and Em/Am ≥ 1; b) Relaxation abnormality:
Em ≤ 8 cm/s and Em/Am < 1; c) Restrictive abnormality: Em, Am, Sm < 4
cm/seg. Mitral flow patterns: a) "Normal" (E/A - 1 a 1.9 and Des - 140 to 239);
b) Relaxation abnormality (E/A<1 and Des > 240); c) restrictive abnormality
(E/A > 2 and Des <140).
Results: All pts had normal LV dimensions and fractional shortening. Thirteen
had increased echogenicity and/or septum hypertrophy (Group A) and 16 no
structural changes (Group B). Mitral Doppler was normal in 16 pts, had a relax-
ation abnormality in 9 and restrictive in 4. From 348 analysed segments by DMI,
87 (from 18 pts) had relaxation or restrictive type abnormality. A normal DMI
pattern in all segments was found in 11 pts; 8 pts had a relaxation abnormality
pattern in one or more segments (mean 7.4 ± 1.7) (from these, 3 had a normal
mitral pattern); there was a restrictive pattern in one or more segments of 10
pts (mean 5.3 ± 1.1) (3 from these had a normal mitral pattern). In Group A all
pts had abnormal DMI pattern in one or more segments, with the exception of
one pt. Eight pts from Group B showed a DMI pattern of relaxation change in
one or more segments. There was a significant difference between Em and Sm
of all segments in Group A and B (5.6 ± 1.7 vs 9.8 ± 3.5, p=0.004 for Em; 6.5
± 4.4 vs 9.2 ± 3.8, p=0.005 for Sm)
Conclusions: Pts with FAP had a high incidence of abnormalities of LV lon-
gitudinal function as assessed by DMI, which occurred in pts with normal LV
radial function and mitral flow Doppler. DMI may be a more sensitive method
for early detection of heart involvement in FAP.
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P1131 Mitral annular systolic velocity: does it reflect global
or regional left-ventricular systolic function? Study of
systolic annular velocities at 4 mitral annular sites

AM. Hamdy, HM. Fereig, WB. Eteiba, NM. Attia. Cairo, Egypt

Purpose: Mitral annulus (M ann) motion represents changes in LV long axis
dimensions associated with LV volume and contractility changes during cardiac
cycle. Our purpose is to determine whether systolic velocities of the M ann
obtained at 4 annular sites, reflect global or regional LV systolic function.
Methods: This study included 35 subjects (25 with myocardial infarction "MI"
and 10 normal persons). All cases were subjected to conventional echo
Doppler evaluation of global LV systolic function, with measurement of 2D
echo ejection fraction (EF), Aortic velocity (Ao-V) and integral (Ao-Int). Tissue
Doppler imaging of the M ann was done with measurement of systolic annular
velocity (Sa) at 4 different annular sites including lateral (Lat ann Sa), medial
(Med ann Sa), anterior (Ant ann Sa) and inferior (Inf ann Sa) sites. Mean values
of regional myocardial velocities (Sm) were calculated for the lateral, septal, an-
terior and inferior walls. Coronary angiography was done for pts with MI. Sa at
each annular site was correlated with regional Sm at each wall and also with
EF, Ao-V & Ao-Int. Sa at each of the 4 sites was compared in pts with versus
those without LAD, LCX or RCA lesions.
Results: Sa at each annular site was significantly lower in patients with im-
paired EF compared to those with normal EF. No correlation was found be-
tween Sa at any annular site & Ao-V or Ao-Int. Sa in each annular site corre-
lates better with Sm of the related wall than with other walls or EF. Lat ann Sa
was significantly lower in pts with, versus those without LCX lesion (3.7 ± 1.6
vs 6.3 ± 1.6, p=0.01) and LAD lesion (5.1 ± 1.7 vs 6.6 ± 1.6, p<0.05) but was
not significantly different in pts with from those without RCA lesion. Med ann
Sa was significantly lower in pts with, versus those without LAD lesion (4.3 ±
1.2 vs 6.1 ± 1.1, p<0.005) and RCA lesion (4.5 ± 1.6 vs 5.6 ± 1.7, p<0.05)
but was not significantly different in pts with from those without LCX lesion.
Ant ann Sa was significantly lower in pts with, versus those without LAD lesion
(4.4 ± 1.1 vs 6.3 ± 1.6, p<0.01) but was not significantly different in pts with
from those without LCX or RCA lesions. Inf ann Sa was significantly lower in
pts with, versus those without LAD lesion (4.8 ± 1.3 vs 6.2 ± 1.7, p=0.01) and
RCA lesion (3.9 ± 1.3 vs 5.8 ± 1.6, p=0.01) but was not significantly different
in pts with from those without LCX lesion.
Conclusion: Mitral annular systolic velocity in each annular site reflects more
regional than global LV systolic function and is affected more by the presence
of lesion in the related coronary artery.

P1132 Tissue Doppler imaging tools in the acute evaluation
of the “region at risk after treatment by primary
coronary angioplasty. About 25 patients
mono-troncular patients

E. Donal 1, P. Raud-Raynier 2 , D. Coisne 2. 1Departement de cardiologie, CHU
La Milétrie, Poitiers, France; 2CHU La Miletrie, Cardiology, Poitiers, France

Multiples indices have recently been described using tissue Doppler imaging
(DTI)technology for diagnosing myocardial ischemia. The relevance of these
indices in the management of patient with an acute myocardial infarction (AMI)
remains poorly evaluated in the routine practice. We sought to analyze system-
atically patients treated by primary angioplasty (PTCA) for AMI by transthoracic
echocardiography and regional DTI analysis.
Methods: 25 consecutive patients (66.7±14.6 years old) were imaged in the
24 hours following the PTCA. Global and regional left ventricular function were
measured. High frame rate color DTI cineloop were recorded in apical 4 and 2
chambers for subsequent analyses of regional myocardial velocities and gra-
dients. At the level of the mitral annulus,the basal, mid and apical segments
of each of the 4 studied walls, peak velocity during isovolumic contraction
time, ejection time, isovolumic relaxation time (IVRT), filling time were mea-
sured.
Results: 14 patients were treated for anterior AMI (%rac 24±6%) and 11 for
a posterobasal one (%rac 28±5%). The IVRT peak velocity was significantly
different in the "region at risk" than in the control segments. This peak was
negative in control segments (segments related to no coronary artery stenosis,
-0.70±0.99 cm/s for the mean anterior wall) and became positive and delayed

Variation of IVRT peak velocity.

in ischemic segments (0.64±0.65 cm/s for the mean anterior wall, p<0.001).
this parameter appeared to be the most discriminative one.
Conclusion: DTI is a powerful tool of assessing patients with ischemic heart
disease. In the study of the "region at risk" 24 hours after a revascularized AMI,
differences of the regional IVRT peak velocity between normal or not myocar-
dial segments were striking,also quick and easy to observe.

ECHO-DOPPLER, MISCELLANEOUS I

P1133 Factorial parametric imaging of the left-ventricular
contraction: validation of a new tool for assessing
segmental wall motion abnomalities

B. Diebold 1, A. Delouche 2, H. Raffoul 3 , H. Diebold 3, E. Abergel 3 , F. Frouin 2.
1HEGP, Cardiology, Paris, France; 2INSERM, U 494, Paris, France; 3HEGP,
Cardiology, Paris, France

Factor Parametric Imaging of left ventricular (LV) B&W images analyzes the
time curve of each pixel of an image sequence, it extracts the most signifi-
cant curves and the corresponding factorial images. The present study has
tested its ability to automatically detect segmental wall motion abnormalities
on 48 patients (including 12 pts with LBBB or pace maker). After alignment by
correlation of each sequence, two factors were extracted (one flat curve and
one curve describing the contraction-relaxation sequence). A synthetic facto-
rial parametric image (FPI) was built for each sequence with the combination
of the constant in green, the positive values of the second factor in red and
the negative in blue. The FPI were read as follows: wide red = normal, narrow
red = hypokinetic, mosaic or green = akinetic, blue = dyskinetic. The evaluation
was carried out on 398 segments (38 apical four-chamber views and 35 api-
cal two-chamber views). The segments were graded independently (normal,
hypokinetic, akinetic, or dyskinetic) visually and by FPI by three experienced
echocardiographers.

FPI vs Visual wall motion score

Visual/FPI - 1 0 1 2

-1 7 3
0 12 20 12
1 3 11 53 39
2 1 1 43 193

On the entire population, an absolute concordance was obtained for 68.6% of
the segments and a relative concordance (within one grade) for 98.7. The 5
discordant segments were found on the often confusing basal portion of the
septum or the inferior wall. Wall motion indices derived from this scoring cor-
related strongly both with the biplane Simpson EF and with the visual score
index.
In conclusion. the Factorial Parametric Imaging is a promising tool to study the
regional wall motion of the left ventricle.

P1134 Tissue Doppler imaging of left atrial wall for detection
of pseudonormalization of mitral inflow pattern

H. Yilmaz, B. Kalayci, I. Demir, I. Basarici, F.E. Tuzuner. Akdeniz University,
Department of cardiology, Antalya, Turkey

Doppler echocardiographic study is the method of choice to evaluate the left
ventricular diastolic dysfunction. But pseudonormalization pattern (PN) of mi-
tral inflow often presents a major diagnostic problem in clinical practice. This
investigation was designed to explore the feasibility and the diagnostic value of
Tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) parameters of left atrial wall motion for assess-
ment of PN and to validate these parameters against invasive measurements.
We performed echocardiography in 46 consecutive patients (52±12 years, 32
males/20 females) who underwent left-sided cardiac catheterization because
of recently diagnosed coronary artery disease or suspected coronary artery
disease. Pulsed wave TDI of posterior aortic (LA) wall was performed from the
parasternal long-axis view. After a 8 mm sample volume was placed at the
posterior aortic root at the level of walve opening, early (Ela) and late (Ala) di-
astolic velocities, Ela/Ala were derived. An average value was obtained from
the recordings of 5 to 8 consecutive cardiac cycles with simultaneous electro-
cardiography. Patients with LVEDP of >17 mmHg and E/A>1 were supposed
to be pseudonormal, and was found in 11 patients. There was no differences
between normal (N) and pseudonormal group in respect to E/A(1,39±0,22 vs
1,32±0,24, p= NS), deceleration time(200±36 vs 196±27 ms, p= NS), and iso-
volumic relaxation time(90±6 vs 94±20 ms, p= NS). In the PN group Ela veloc-
ity (5,6±0,6 vs 8,4±2,0 cm/s, p< 0.001) was lower, and Ala velocity (8,2±2,0
vs 6,3±1,3 cm/s, p>0.001) was higher than normal group. Ela/Ala ratio re-
vealed significant differences between groups (PN 0,70±0,12, N 1,27±0,18,
p< 0.0001). Thus, simple application of a cut point of Ela/Ala ratio less than
1,0 was %100 sensitive and % 100 specific for the diagnosis of pseudonormal
pattern in symptomatic patients with pseudonormal mitral inflow and elevated
filling pressures.
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P1135 Left atrial electrical and mechanical function during
dobutamine stress in coronary artery disease

C.A. O’Sullivan 1, A. Duncan 1, C. Daly 2, W. Li 1, M. Henein 1. 1Royal
Brompton Hospital, Echo department, London, United Kingdom; 2Royal
Brompton Hospital, Department of Cardiology, London, United Kingdom

Background: Long standing coronary artery disease (CAD) is frequently com-
plicated by atrial fibrillation, the exact mechanism of which remains to be deter-
mined.
Aim: To study left atrial (LA) electrical and mechanical function at rest and
during dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE) in patients with CAD.
Methods: We studied 33 patients with 3-vessel CAD during DSE (aged 59±10
years, 30 males). LA diameter was measured from the aortic root-LA M-mode
echogram. Mean LA longitudinal amplitude and shortening velocity were mea-
sured from M-mode and tissue Doppler recordings of the mitral ring motion at
the left, septum (central fibrous body) and posterior sites. LA ejection velocity
(mitral A wave) was measured from the transmitral pulsed wave Doppler. The P
wave duration and amplitude were measured from V1-V2 on the 12-lead ECG
recorded concurrently during stress. Results were compared with 15 controls
(mean age 58±10 years, 10 males).
Results: At rest: LA diameter 4.3±0.6 vs. 3.4±0.3cm, amplitude 7.1±+2.0
vs. 5.9±1.2mm, and shortening velocity 12.6±2.8 vs. 7.7±1.8 cm/s were in-
creased in patients compared to controls, all p<0.001, but LA ejection velocity
was not different from controls. P wave duration was longer in patients 122±16
vs. 105±12 ms, p<0.001, but its amplitude was not different from controls
1.6±0.5 vs. 1.8±0.5mm, NS. At peak stress: LA amplitude failed to increase
in patients 6.6±1.4cm, (NS) but increased in controls to 6.9±1.7, p<0.005.
LA shortening velocity and ejection velocity increased by 28%, p<0.001, and
by 37%, p<0.01 respectively, in both patients and controls. P wave duration
fell by only 15±2ms in patients compared to 32±3ms in controls,p<0.001. P
wave amplitude increased to 2.4±0.7mm, p<0.001 only in patients but not in
controls.
Conclusion: Patients with CAD have abnormal LA electrical and mechanical
function at rest. Further deterioration occurs with stress, manifested by failure
of LA amplitude of motion to increase and its depolarisation to shorten. The
maintained LA ejection velocities seem to be preserved at the expense of a
possible rise in LA pressure as demonstrated by the voltage increase of P wave
on the surface ECG.

P1136 Should exercise treadmill test be replaced by stress
echocardiography in the risk stratification of
medically stabilized unstable angina?

R. Moreno, J. Zamorano, J.A. Pérez-González, A. Villate, L. Pérez de Isla,
C. Almería, L. Sánchez-Harguindey, C. Macaya. Madrid, Spain

Background: Management of patients with medically stabilized unstable
angina (MSUA) still deals with many controversies. The objective of this study
was to compare the prognostic significance of a negative exercise treadmill test
(ETT) and a negative stress echocardiography (SE) in these patients.
Patients and Methods: We identified and followed-up 326 patients hospital-
ized due to unstable angina that were medically stabilized and showed no is-
chemia at dypiridamole SE (n=128) or ETT with >85% of maximum heart rate
reached (n=198). Long-term outcome was compared between both groups us-
ing Kaplan-Meier cumulative survival curves, and Log-Rank and Breslow tests.
Results: no significant differences were observed between both groups in
long-term mortality rate: 98.2±1.3% vs. 99.5±0.2% at 1 year, 95.7±2.2% vs.
98.6±1.0% at 2 years 93.2±3.2% vs. 92.2±3.0% at 5 years in SE and ETT
groups, respectively (Log Rank: p = 0.3437, Breslow: p=0.2380). However,
probability of being free of events (death, myocardial infarction or coronary
revascularization) was higher in SE: 98.2±1.3% vs. 82.5±3.0% at 1 year,
95.7±2.2% vs. 80.0±3.2% at 2 years, and 87.6±6.1% vs. 70.5±5.3% at 5
years in SE and ETT groups, respectively (Log Rank: p=0.0013; Breslow:
p=0.0004).

Outcome in ETT versus SE groups.

Conclusion: both a negative ETT and SE are associated with very low mortal-
ity rates in patients with MSUA. However, a negative SE predicts a significantly
lower rate of overall events rates.

P1137 Relation between the extent of coronary artery
disease and arrhythmic disorders during dobutamine
stress echocardiography after acute myocardial
infarction

S. Salinger, M. Burazor, M. Pavlovic, N. Karanovic, S. Ciric-Zdravkovic,
M. Randjelovic, S. Apostolovic, A. Staojkovic. Clinical Center, Clinic of
Cardiovascular Diseases, Nis, Yugoslavia

Despite data regarding the safety of dobutamine stress testing, possible induc-
tion of arrhythmias during the test, especially after acute myocardial infarction,
may interfere with diagnostic accuracy and prognostic implications of this pro-
cedure.
Aims: The aim of this study was the evaluation of the echocardiographic, angio-
graphic and clinical predictors of arrhythmias during dobutamine stress testing
after acute myocardial infarction.
Patients and Methods: The investigation comprised 91 patients hospitalized
due to the acute myocardial infarction, all with uncomplicated AMI. The location
of AMI was: anterior in 53 patients (58.2%), and inferoposterior in 38 patients
(41.8%). 62 patients were treated with thrombolytic therapy (68.13%). After
10-12 days all of them underwent dobutamine stress echocardiography exam-
ination (DSE) and during the next 3-6 months they also underwent coronary
angiography. Average follow-up period was 60 ± 8 months.
Results: During the DSE tests there were no fatal events. Ventricular and
supraventricular tachycardia occurred in 5 (5.5%) and in 12 (13.2%) patients,
respectively, and were non-sustained. In 4 (4.4%) patients junction rhythm was
developed, and in 3 (3.3%) patients AV block II-III. Systolic blood pressure
decrease of ≥40mmHg occurred in 7 (7.7%) patients. Coronary angiography
showed that there was significant coronary artery disease in 36 (39.6%) pa-
tients, and they underwent PTCA and coronary artery bypass grafting. Two of
them died immediately after surgical revascularisation. In 55 (60.4%) patients
there was no significant artery stenosis (because of successful thrombolysis),
and they were treated only with medicaments. There was no significant differ-
ence between patients with and without arrhythmias, regarding the prevalence
of CAD or the mean number of diseased coronary arteries (1.62 ± 0.7 vs. 1.57
± 0.6). Independent predictors of arrhythmias by multivariate analysis of clini-
cal, angiographic, and echocardiographic characteristics were a higher resting
wall motion score index (p<0.01), and male gender (p<0.1). Independent pre-
dictors of systolic blood pressure decrease ≥40mmHg were a higher baseline
systolic pressure (p<0.0001), hypertrophic left ventricle with diastolic disfunc-
tion and a higher resting wall motion score index with systolic disfunction.
Conclusion: Arrhythmic disorders during DSE are predicted by the extent of
systolic or diastolic left ventricular disfunction, but not by the presence or the
extent of CAD.
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P1138 Evolution of ischaemic heart failure: prognostic
implications of brain natriuretic peptide and cytocine
changes induced by dobutamine stress echo

G. Athanassopoulos 1 , G. Hatzigeorgiou 1 , I. Ikonomides 2 , D. Degiannis 1,
A. Haidaroglou 1 , G. Karatasakis 1, J. Lekakis 2, D.V. Cokkinos 1. 1Onassis
Cardiac Surgery Center, Cardiology Dept, Athens; 2Alexandra State Hosp,
Therapeutics Dep, Athens, Greece

Introduction: Interleukin 6 (IL6) mediates the ischemia-reperfusion myocar-
dial injury and is elevated in acute coronary syndromes. BNP is produced by
the ventricles due to increased wall stress and is a marker of left ventricular
dysfunction.
Aim: Aim of the study was to assess changes of these parameters during
Dobutamine Stress Echo (DSE) and their prognostic implications for the evolu-
tion of ischemic heart failure.
Methods: We studied 55 consecutive patients (pts) with stable coronary artery
disease (6 women, age 60±9, ejection fraction 40±12, 22 with previous my-
ocardial infarction). The IL6 was measured at rest (R), peak (P) and during
recovery (Rec), 15min post DSE. BNP was estimated at R and Rec. A 16 seg-
ments model was used for DSE analysis. During follow up (f-up) of 67±12
(range 22-78) months, 19 pts had cardiac events (CE) (8 deaths, 11 decom-
pensation to NYHA class III-IV).
Results: Pts who died had greater BNP (R) (3553±25 vs 1981±30, p<0.05)
but similar IL6 (P) compared with pts having uneventful f-up (N). Group
CE compared with N had differences on EF (32±11 vs 44±10, p<0.0001),
score (R) (30±8 vs 21±6, p<0.001), IL6 (P) (4.2±4.3 vs 2±1.4, p=0.02)
and a trend in BNP (R) (291±242 vs 198±130, p=0.08). For prediction of
CE, ROC analysis showed the following cut off points and respective sensi-
tivity/specificity: EF=32%: 0.63/0.90, Score (R)=27: 0.58/0.87, BNP (R)=230:
0.42/0.77, IL6 (P)= 2.75: 0.50/0.86. In stepwise logistic regression analysis
(SLRA) for prediction of CE including EF, score(R), IL6(P)>2.75, BNP>230
parameters and DSE ourcome, then only IL6 (P) >2.75 had independent con-
tribution (exp(b)=0.0754, p=0.045). In SLRA for prediction of CE including DSE
outcome, BNP>230 and IL6 >2.75, then DSE outcome was not selected in the
model(exp(b)=3.5 and 0.11 for BNP and IL6(P)respectively, p<0.01). Pts with a
positive DSE could be further stratified for CE by IL6 (P) >2.75 (Kaplan-Meier
log rank p=0.052) Pts with a negative DSE and EF> 30% could also be fur-
ther stratified for CE by IL6 (P) >2.75 (Kaplan-Meier log rank p=0.03). Among
pts interrogated for viability, those with presence of viability had a worse prog-
nosis in the presence of a BNP baseline value > 230 (Kaplan-Meier log rank
p=0.027).
Conclusions: Markers of inflammation (IL-6)or LV dysfunction (BNP)contribute
to stratification incrementaly to functional changes by DSE.

P1139 Does dobutamine stress echocardiography induce
changes in brain natriuretic peptide levels?

E. Karvouni 1, N. Chiotinis 2, I. Karabinos 1, A. Papadopoulos 1 , O. Tsolas 2,
D. Katritsis 1. 1Athens Euroclinic, Cardiology, Athens, Greece; 2Athens
Euroclinic, Central Laboratories, Athens, Greece

Background: Plasma brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) levels have been con-
sidered as a prognostic marker in patients (pts) with heart failure and acute
coronary syndromes. There is limited evidence that exercise-induced ischemia
causes early and transient rise in plasma BNP levels. However, the effect of
dobutamine stress induced-ischemia on BNP levels has not been fully eluci-
dated.
The aim of this study was to evaluate BNP levels pre- and post dobutamine
stress echocardiography (DSE) in an unselected population.
Methods: We performed DSE for detection of inducible ischemia in consecu-
tive pts. We measured plasma N-terminal proBNP (fragment of the BNP pro-
hormone) levels before and 1 hour after DSE. N-terminal proBNP levels were
measured by an electrochemiluminescence immunoassay (ECLIA) on a Roche
Elecsys 1010 instrument.
Results: Seventy-one pts (mean age 55±10.4, 52 male) underwent DSE.
Thirty-five (49.3%) pts had a history of known coronary artery disease,
11(15.5%) pts were diabetic, 35(49.3%) pts were hypertensive, and 7(9.8%)
pts had ejection fraction <40%. Normal baseline BNP levels (cut off point
80 pg/ml) were detected in 23 (32%) pts. Inducible-ischemia during DSE
was detected in 17 (24%) pts. Diabetic pts were found to have significantly
higher baseline BNP levels compared with non-diabetics (298.75±245.76 vs.
149.88±173.78 pg/ml respectively, p=0.05). Baseline BNP levels were not sig-
nificantly different in pts with or without history of hypertension (p=NS). BNP
levels were not significantly changed after dobutamine infusion both in pts with
(187.43±182.50 vs. 194.59±184.13 pg/ml, t=-0.98, p=0.33) and without in-
ducible ischemia (155.30±198.52 vs. 161.58±208.83 pg/ml, t=-1.87, p=0.07).
Moreover, baseline and post DSE BNP levels were not found significantly differ-
ent both in pts with increased and normal baseline BNP levels (p=NS). There
was no correlation between BNP levels and left ventricular hypertrophy (wall
thickness>12mm), left ventricular end-diastolic diameter and diastolic dysfunc-
tion (p=NS).

Conclusions: BNP levels do not significantly increase shortly after DSE re-
gardless of the presence of inducible ischemia.

P1140 Prognostic implications of cTnI elevation after
elective percutaneous interventions on global and
reginal left-ventricular function in one year,
prospective follow-up study

A. Gerber 1, J. Drzewiecki 2, K. Wita 2, I. Mróz 3, M. Trusz-Gluza 2. 1Slaska
Akademia Medyczna, I Klinika Kardiologii, Katowice, Poland; 2Silesian
University School of Medicine, Ist Department of Cardiology, Katowice,
Poland; 3Samodz. Publ. Szpital Kliniczny 7, Analitycal Labolatory, Katowice,
Poland

Background: cardiac troponins are sensitive markers of minor myocardial in-
jury, its predictive role after elective PCI procedures is still uncertain.
Aim of the Study: was to assess the incidence of cTnI elevation after elec-
tive PCI, with and without stent insertion,it‘s impact on clinical and echocardio-
graphic data in prospective,one-year study.
Methods: 90 pts,who underwent elective PCI, were included into the study.
Serum levels of cTnI were measured before,12 and 24 h after procedure, by
the use of immunoassay(OPUS,Dade-Behring),cut-off 0,1ug/L. CK-MB was
measured 12 and 24 hours after the procedure,(enzyme activity method,cut-
off<24IU/L).Global left ventricle systolic function (LVEF)as well as wall motion
score index(WMSI)were assesed. One-year follow-up comprised clinical and
echocardiographic data.
Results: No patient had abnormal marker value before the procedure. Base-
line LVEF ranged from 25to60%(mean 50%), calculated WMSI was 1,2±0,2.
Postproceduraly,we noticed a few fold rise of cTnI serum levels in 66 pts(73%)-
cTnI positive (cTnI+) group, being the most prominent in PCI with stent. 24
pts (27%) presented with normal values of cTnI after PCI- cTnI negative(cTnI-
)group. Only 8 of 66 cTnI(+)pts, had significant(>1,0ug/l) postprocedural cTnI
concentration, coexisting with the rise of CKMB value. One year follow-up com-
prised 62 pts of cTnI (+) group and all (24) pts of cTnI (-)group. 4pts from
cTnI(+) group died of AMI. Results of LVEF and WMSI 1-year analyzis and
are given in table 1.Evaluation of post-procedural cTnI rise on the incidence of
MACE, revealed a positive correlation (7 MACE versus no MACE in cTnI + and
cTnI-group, respectively).No statistical significance was calculated(p=0.0967)

rise in EF & fall in WMSI fall in EF & rise in WMSI no change in EF & WMSI

cTnI(+) 62pts 9 pts (15%) 22 pts (35%) 31 pts (50%)
TnI(-) 24pts 5 pts (21%) 0 pts 19 pts (79%)
p ns p<0.001 p<0.02

Conclusions: a small rise in serum cTnI level is a common finding after elec-
tive PCI; in our study it does not significantly correlate with adverse outcome,
but it has some negative impact on global and regional left ventricle systolic
function. Stenting procedures seem to be associated with higher degree of mi-
nor myocardial injury.
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P1141 Early to late colour M-mode flow propagation velocity
ratio is related with natriuretic peptides levels in
patients with dilated cardiomyopathy

A.P. Patrianakos, F.I. Parthenakis, E.A. Papadimitriou, P.G. Tzerakis,
G.F. Diakakis, H.E. Mavrakis, D. Nikitovic, P.E. Vardas. Heraklion University
Hospital, Cardiology Dept., Heraklion, Crete, Greece

Purpose: The ratio of early transmitral (E) wave velocity to colour M-Mode
Doppler E flow propagation (Ep) in patients (pts) with heart failure, has been
used to evaluate left ventricular (LV) filling pressure non-invasively. However,
late LV filling velocity propagation (Ap) has not been studied. Atrial (ANP) and
Brain (BNP) natriuretic peptides are secreted from cardiomyocytes in response
to increased atrial stretch or elevated LV filling pressures. We assess the re-
lationship between the Ap and Ep/Ap ratio with natriuretic peptide levels in
patients (pts) with non-ischemic dilated cardiomyopathy (NIDC).
Methods: We studied 37 pts with angiographically proven NIDC, aged
58.1±11.3y, functional NYHA class II-III and LV ejection fraction (EF)
31.2±10.4%. A complete echocardiography study with colour M-Mode Doppler
was performed, and Ep and Ap measured. Pro-ANP and pro-BNP levels were
also calculated in all patients.
Results: The study population was divided into 2 groups. Group I [delayed
relaxation pattern if E/A<1, isovolumetric relaxation time (IVRT) >100msec,
Deceleration E time >220 msec and atrial component (AR) of the pulmonary
venous (PV) flow <35 cm/sec (24 pts)] and Group II [pseudonormal pattern if
E/A=1-2, IVRT=60-100 msec, DTE=150-200msec and AR>35 cm/sec].
There were no significant differences in age, NYHA functional class, LV dimen-
sions, LVEF, left atrial size and Ap (0.69±0.29 vs 0.54±0.3, p=NS) between the
two groups. Group II patients showed decreased peak systolic PV wave velocity
(SPV)(0.44±0.31 vs 0.52±0.05 m/sec, p=0.02), Velocity time integral of SPV
(11.3±3.8 vs14.8±5.5 sec, p=0.001), contribution of SPV to total atrial filling
(0.51±0.06 vs 0.57±0.11, p=0.01) and increased Ep (0.44±0.21 vs 0.31±0.14
m/sec, p=0.01) and Ep/Ap ratio (1.19±1 vs 0.56±0.41, p=0.01) compared to
Group I pts.
Group II pts also had increased ANP (6.2±4.2 vs 2.9±1.4 pmol/ml, p=0.03)
and BNP (1.2±0.81 vs 0.57±0.33, p=0.03) levels compared to Group I. Ep/Ap
ratio correlated with E/A ratio (r=0.73, p<0.001), AR(r=0.44,p=0.04), ANP
(r=0.49,p=0.04)and BNP (r=0.82, p<0.001)levels. Multivariate linear regression
analysis showed that the Ep/Ap ratio was the most powerful predictor of BNP
levels (p<0.001).
Conclusions: In patients with NIDC, the Ep/Ap ratio, in addition to other mark-
ers of LV diastolic dysfunction, was found to be associated with BNP levels. This
index may prove valuable in clinical practice in the assessment of LV diastolic
dysfunction, especially in those who have a pseudonormal pattern.

P1142 Left atrial size by planimetry is closer associated with
natriuretic peptides than M-mode diameter

A. Luchner 1 , A. Doering 2, H-W. Hense 3, G. Riegger 1, H. Schunkert 1 .
1Klinikum der Universität, Innere Medizin II, Regensburg, Germany; 2Institut
für Epidemiologie, GSF Forschungszentrum, München, Germany;
3Universitaet, Institut für Epidemiologie, Muenster, Germany

Left atrial (LA) size is routinely assessed by M-Mode (LA-diameter) upon
echocardiography. Alternatively, the assessment via planimetry has been sug-
gested. To determine which parameter reflects LA loading conditions best, we
calculated correlations with ANP and BNP, the two cardiac natriuretic pep-
tides. A total of 576 middle-aged subjects (50-67 years) from a population-
based sample (MONICA Augsburg, Germany) were characterized with respect
to LA area and volume from the apical two and four chamber views (2C and
4C, respectively) by planimetry and uniplane volumetry in addition to M-Mode
echocardiography. ANP and BNP plasma concentrations were determined by
sensitive and specific radioimmunoassay (Amersham, Shionogy, respectively).
A significant univariate correlation with ANP and BNP was present with all atrial
parameters. Other correlates were age, heart rate, LV mass-index (all p<0.05)
and LV systolic function (only BNP significant, p<0.03). Among the atrial pa-
rameters, the univariate correlation coefficients were greatest with 2C-volume
(r=0.205 with ANP and 0.285 with BNP, both p<0.01) and exceeded those
with 2C-area (r=0.192 with ANP and 0.249 with BNP, both p<0.01), 4C-volume
(r=0.143 with ANP and 0.228 with BNP, both p<0.01), and 4C-area (r=0.112
with ANP and 0.211 with BNP, both p<0.02). Most remarkably, the correla-
tion was lowest with LA-diameter (r=0.113 with ANP and 0.093 with BNP, both
p<0.04). Furthermore, when 2C-volume was entered into a multivariate model,
it displaced LA-diameter and heart rate as statistically significant predictors of
ANP (p<0.001) and LV systolic function and mass index as statistically signifi-
cant predictors of BNP (p<0.001).
The current population-based echocardiographic study allows new insight into
the value of different measures of LA size. The closer association between
parameters derived from planimetry and uniplane volumetry (particularly 2C-
volume) with natriuretic peptide concentrations suggests a superiority of these
parameters over LA-diameter, possibly also reflecting diastolic function. 2C-
volume should be included into routine echocardiography for optimized assess-
ment of LA size.

ECHO-DOPPLER, MISCELLANEOUS II

P1143 Response of brain-type natriuretic peptide to exercise
in diastolic heart failure: correlation with cardiac
function, haemodynamics and workload

PM. Mottram, BA. Haluska, TH. Marwick. Princess Alexandra Hospital,
University Department of Medicine, Brisbane, Australia

Background: Diastolic heart failure (DHF) is characterized by dyspnea due to
increased LV filling pressures during stress. B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP)
is associated with elevated filling pressures, so we sought the relationship of
increased BNP to exercise and whether this could be a useful marker of DHF.
Methods: Twenty-six treated hypertensive pts (18 women, age 62±6y) with
DHF (symptoms of HF, no angina, LV ejection fraction>50%, E/A<1 and E
deceleration time>250msec) underwent maximal exercise echocardiography.
BNP (Triage, Biosite), transmitral Doppler, and tissue Doppler for systolic (Sa)
and early (Ea) and late (Aa) diastolic velocities at septal and lateral mitral annu-
lus were obtained at rest and peak stress. LV filling pressures were estimated
with E/Ea ratios.
Results: Maximal exercise performance (4.6±2.5min) was limited by dyspnea.
BP increased with exercise (from 143±19/88±8 to 191±22/90±10mmHg).
Resting BNP correlated with resting pulse pressure (r=0.45, p=0.02). Peak ex-
ercise BNP correlated with peak transmitral E velocity (r=0.41, p<0.05) and
peak heart rate (r=-0.40, p<0.05). BNP increased with exercise (from 48±57
to 74±97pg/ml, p=0.007), and increment of BNP with exercise was associ-
ated with maximum workload and peak exercise mitral annular velocities (Ta-
ble); multiple linear regression revealed an independent relationship with peak
lateral Ea (p<0.001).Filling pressures, approximated by lateral E/Ea ratio in-
creased with exercise (7.7±2.0 to 10.0±4.8, p<0.01). BNP was higher in pts
with possibly elevated filling pressures at peak exercise (E/Ea>10), compared
to those with normal pressures (123±124 vs 45±71 pg/ml, p=0.027).

r p

Maximum workload 0.53 0.006
Peak Sa septal 0.41 0.046
Peak Sa lateral 0.54 0.005
Peak Ea lateral 0.84 <0.001
Peak Aa septal 0.54 0.007

Conclusions: Augmentation of BNP with exercise in DHF pts is associated
with better exercise capacity, left atrial function, and LV systolic and diastolic
function. Peak exercise BNP levels may identify exercise-induced elevation of
filling pressures in DHF.
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P1144 Validation of criteria for non-compacted myocardium
in dilated cardiomyoapthy, valvular and hypertensive
heart disease

B. Frischknecht 1, C.H. Attenhofer Jost 2 , P. Hoigné 1, E.N. Oechslin 1,
R. Jenni 1 . 1University Hospital Zurich, Division of Cardiology, Zurich,
Switzerland; 2HerzGefässZentrum Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland

Background: The echocardiographic criteria described in isolated ventricular
noncompaction (IVNC) have been described to rarely occur in patients (pts)
with valvular or hypertensive heart disease (HTN) or idiopathic dilated car-
diomyopathy (IDC). The definition of noncompaction (NC) includes thickened
myocardium with a 2-layer structure consisting of compacted (C) and noncom-
pacted (NC) myocardium (endsystolic ratio N/C >2), perfused deep intertra-
becular recesses, and hypokinesis.
Methods/Results: Retrospectively, echocardiographic and clinical findings of
19 pts (43±16 years=yrs) with IVNC were compared to 31 pts with IDC(47±14
yrs), 20 pts with aortic regurgitation AR (44±10 yrs), 44 pts with aortic stenosis
AS (59±17 yrs; bicuspid valve in 25 pts), 22 pts (59±10 yrs) with mitral regur-
gitation MR, 22 pts (58±14 yrs) with hypertensive cardiomyopathy (HTN) and
20 controls (48±17 yrs) to analyze frequency and specificity of NC. For anal-
ysis, the left ventricle was divided in 9 segments (apex, 4 middle and 4 basal
segments). The number of coarse trabeculations was counted in the apical 4
chamber view; hypertrabeculation was defined as >3. Results see table.

LVEDD EF Hypertrabecu- 2layers Recesses No. of NC NC
cm % lation % of pts N/C>2 % of pts segments % of pts

Controls 4.6(0.4) 65(6) 0 0 0 0 0
IVNC 6.1(1.0) 39(13) 11 100 95 3.4(1.9) 100
IDC 7.6(1.2) 27(16) 0 26 48 0.2(0.7) 3
HTN 5.5(0.8) 49(18) 0 5 9 0.4(0.1) 5#
AS 5.2(0.7) 59(16) 2 7 5 1.5(0.2) 5*
AR 6.8(0.9) 48(13) 0 10 5 2.0(0.5) 0
MR 6.4(0.5) 60(7) 0 10 9 0.4(0.1) 0

LVEDD = left ventricular enddiastolic diameter; EF = ejection fraction; no = number. # retro-
spectively also NC and not HTN. *in both patients with IDC, criteria were met for NC, however
there was no wall thickening.

Conclusion: Hypertrabeculation is not very useful. Perfused recesses or LV
wall segments with a two-layered structure may be observed especially in di-
lated cardiomyopathy IDC - however without wall thickening which must be
used as a criterion for IVNC. All criteria for noncompaction are rarely met in
heart disease other than IVNC but may be rarely found in pts with bicuspid
aortic valves.

P1145 The late consequences of anthracycline treatment on
the left-ventricular function in patients treated for
childhood cancer

L. Elbl 1, H. Hrstkova 2, V. Chaloupka 3. 1Brno, Czech Republic; 2Faculty
Hospital, Dept. of Pediatrics, Brno, Czech Republic; 3University Hospital,
Cardiopulmonary Testing, Brno, Czech Republic

Introduction: The purpose of this study was to determine the incidence of
changes in the left ventricular function as well as the presence of "late car-
diotoxicity" of the heart in patients in long-term remission after a treatment with
anthracyclines for a malignity in childhood.
Patients and Methods: The authors examined 155 patients who underwent
a treatment comprising anthracyclines in childhood. The group comprised of
90 males and 65 females in the age range of 15+4.9 years (5-29, median
15 years). The age at the time of diagnosis and beginning of the treatment
was 8.6+4.9 years (1-18, median 8 years). The average time of follow-up was
7.3+4 years (1-21, median 6,3 years). All the patients were in the long-term
remission of the disease. The patients were given the cumulative dose of dox-
orubicin, possibly even daunorubicin 250+131 mg/m2 (50-1200, median 240
mg/m2). The patients were examined by means of echocardiography. The val-
ues of ejection fraction below 55% and of fractional shortening bellow 30% were
considered as pathological. The control group comprised 40 healthy people.
Results: 12 patients (8%) showed pathological values of fractional shortening.
Only one patient (0,64%) showed the development of heart failure on the basis
of cardiomyopathy. The group of the patients after chemotherapy showed signif-
icantly worse values of left ventricular endsystolic wall stress (p<0.001), mean
velocity of circumferential fibre shortening (p<0.001), Tei index (p<0.001), and
isovolumic relaxation period (p<0.05) in comparison with the control group. We
found good correlation between the given cumulative dose of anthracyclines
and the indicators of the systolic function of left ventricle. We have not found a
relation to the time indicators (age at the diagnosis, time of follow-up).
Conclusion: In the period of the first decade after the completion of
chemotherapy the authors found subclinical cardiotoxicity in 11 patients (7%)
and cardiomyopathy with the symptoms of heart failure only in 1 patient. Further
indicators of subclinical damage are elevation of afterload (endsystolic stress),
impaired relaxation and increased value of the Tei index. The presented find-
ings entitle the authors to further monitoring of the patients and evaluating the
relevant subclinical abnormalities with a longer lapse of time.

P1146 Handheld echocardiography at bedside: which
patients can benefit most?

EI. Oliveira 1, S. Gonçalves 1, M. Fiuza 1, F. Pinto 2, MG. Lopes 1. 1Univ Hosp
Sta Maria, Dpt Cardiology, Lisbon, Portugal; 2Lisboa, Portugal

Purpose: Handheld echocardiography (HE) has shown different degrees of
correlation with standard echocardiography (SE) according with the environ-
ment where it is performed and the different variables tested. It is, however,
important to define in which clinical settings it may proof to be more useful and
accurate. The constant improvement of ultrasound technology may also over-
come some of the current limitations. In the present study the authors tested
the agreement between HE obtained at bedside in the adverse conditions of a
busy hospital environment – using a recent device - and SE findings.
Methods: A handheld ultrasound device (SonoHeart Plus) with M-mode, 2-D,
pulse and color Doppler was used as a screening tool at bedside in hospitalized
patients with a request for SE. The group included patients from medical and
surgical wards and intensive care units. The studies were all performed by level
III echocardiologists (ACC). According with the information needed, the findings
and the quality of the obtained images, the echocardiologist classified each
study as satisfactory or unsatisfactory. Ninety six studies were performed (42
men; 54 women; mean age 69.9±14.6 years; mean study time 6±3 minutes).
An unsatisfactory result was obtained in 31 patients (32%). SE was performed
in this subgroup by a different operator with no access to the previous study.
An agreement analysis (weighted Kappa) was performed considering a cate-
gorical scale for left ventricular (LV) global systolic function, LV segmental con-
tractility, LV and atrium dimensions, pericardial effusion, valvular disease (VD)
and cardiac masses. Each valve was classified as normal, significant stenosis,
significant regurgitation and prosthesis.
Results: The degree of agreement between HE and SE was very good for
cardiac masses (Kw=1.00); good for LV global systolic function (Kw=0.80)
and pericardial effusion (Kw=0.67); moderate for LV (Kw=0.59) and atrium
(Kw=0.56) dimensions; fair for LV segmental contractility (Kw=0.39), aortic VD
(Kw=0.25) and mitral VD (Kw=0.28) and poor for tricuspid VD (Kw=0.17).
Conclusions: HE has shown to be very accurate at bedside in assessing some
variables (such as LV global function, cardiac masses and pericardial effusion),
while it showed to be limited in obtaining others (such as valvular parameters or
segmental LV wall analysis). Therefore, handheld echocardiography may rep-
resent a very important and accurate screening tool in some clinical settings,
which should be continuously tested considering the fast development of the
new ultrasound technologies.

P1147 Community screening for left-ventricular hypertrophy
in hypertensive patients using hand-held
ultrasonography

R. Senior, G. Galasko, M. Hickman, P. Jeetley. Northwick Park Hospital,
Cardiology, Middlesex, United Kingdom

Background: Left ventricular hypertrophy(LVH) confers increased cardiovas-
cular risk in patients with hypertension. Echocardiography using hand-held de-
vices might allow community-based cost-effective screening for LVH in a tar-
geted hypertensive population. Thus, the aim of the study was to test the valid-
ity of hand-held ultrasound device to screen for LVH in the community.
Methods: Accordingly 189 hypertensive subjects attending a community-
based heart failure screening programme underwent echocardiography by both
hand-held and standard devices by an experienced echocardiographer. LV pos-
terior wall thickness, interventricular septal thickness and end-diastolic diame-
ter were measured in the parasternal short-axis view at the level of the papillary
muscles. LVH was defined as LV mass index(LVMI)>134gm/sq.m for men and
>110g/sq.m for women using the Devereux-modified ASE-cube equation.
Results: In the 179 subjects, who were assessed successfully by both echo-
cardiography devices, no significant differences were noted between the 2 de-
vices in the measurements of LV posterior wall thickness, interventricular wall
thickness, end-diastolic diameter or LVMI. Overall agreement for estimation of
LVH between the 2 devices was 86%(kappa=0.63). The sensitivity, specificity,
positive and negative predictive values of hand-held device for predicting LVH
were 72%, 91%, 73% and 90% respectively.
Conclusion: Hand -held echocardiography devices accurately assessed LVH
and may be used for community-based screening for LVH in targeted hyperten-
sive subjects.
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P1148 Left-ventricular diastolic dysfunction and other
complications in asymptomatic
non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus patients

G. Bajraktari 1 , S. Qirko 2, F. Hima 1, A. Bakalli 1, M. Ajeti 1, N. Rexhepaj 1 ,
N. Zeqiri 1. 1University Hospital Center, Service of Cardiology, Prishtina,
Albania; 2UHC "Mother Teresa", Second Clinic of Cardiology, Tirana, Albania

Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate diastolic function in pa-
tients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM), the presence of
its pseudonormalization and the prevalence of the complications of NIDDM in
these patients.
Methods: We studied 103 patients with NIDDM (with age 57±8.2 years, 34
men) and no clinical evidence for ischemic heart disease (Group 1) and 103
subjects without diabetes as a control group (Group 2) matched by age and
sex. Two-dimensional, M-mode and pulsed-Doppler echocardiography were
performed to assess LV systolic and diastolic function. Color M-mode echo-
cardiography was performed in patients with normal pulsed-Doppler findings.
To exclude the presence of coronary artery disease, exercise test with treadmill
was performed.
Results: The E/A ratio of mitral inflow registered by pulsed-Doppler indices
had significant differences between Group 1 and Group 2 patients (0.83±0.3
vs 1.16±0.38, p<0.01) and it was found in 71 (68.9%) patients of Gruop 1 and
in 36 (34.9%) subjects of Group 2 (p<0.01). There was also significant differ-
ence of deceleration time of E wave (173±20.7ms vs 163.5±31.4ms, p<0.01)
between groups.
Seven patients from group 1 and 3 subjects from group 2 with E/A > 1 resulted
with velocity propagation (Vp) <55cm/s. This was a significant difference be-
tween groups (p<0.01).
The age of NIDDM patients had good correlation with E/A ratio (r=-0.38,
p<0.01), whereas had non-significant correlation with EF (r=0.09, p=0.4).
There was good correlation between the duration of diabetes in these patients
with both systolic (EF) and diastolic (E/A ratio) function of left ventricle (r=-0.26,
p<0.01, and r=-0.295, p<0.01, respectively).
Valsalva Ratio was abnormal in 8.7%, while deep breathing test was abnormal
in 13.6% and standing-up test in 17.5% of NIDDM patients. Diabetic retinopathy
was found in 26.2% in these patients.
Conclusions: Left ventricular diastolic function is reduced in NIDDM patients
with no symptoms of cardiovascular disease and with negative exercise test.
The prevalence of pseudonormalization was significantly higher in NIDDM pa-
tients than in control subjects. The duration of diabetes had good correlation
with both systolic and diastolic function of LV in NIDDM patients, whereas, the
age of patients with NIDDM had good correlation with diastolic dysfunction of
LV, but has not-significant correlation with its systolic function. The autonom
neuropathy and diabetic retinopathy were frequent in patients with NIDDM.

P1149 Radiofrequency catheter ablation of ventricular
tachycardia guided by intracardiac echocardiography

M. Jongbloed. Leiden University Medical Center, Cardiology, Leiden,
Netherlands

Background: Ventricular tachycardia (VT) can originate from an anatomical
substrate. Reentry involving border zone areas of infarcted regions causes VT
in patients (pts) with ischemic heart disease. VT can also occur in the presence
of other cardiomyopathies. Radiofrequency catheter ablation (RFCA) is a treat-
ment option in a selected population of drugrefractory VT pts, but is associated
with a risk of complications. Identification of anatomic abnormalities to predict
the expected area of arrhythmogenicity and methods to monitor the occurrence
of intra-procedural complications, are mandatory.
Purpose: To assess the value of intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) in guid-
ing RFCA of VT (identifying VT substrate), guiding catheters and monitoring
potential complications.
Methods: Sixteen pts (age 55 ± 18, 13 male) with drug refractory hemody-
namic stable VT were studied. VT was post-ichemic in 7 pts, secondary to
arrhythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia (ARVD)/hypertrophic cardiomyopa-
thy in 4 pts and idiopathic in 5 pts. ICE was performed using a 10 F multi-
frequency (5-10 Mhz) phased array transducer (Acunav) positioned in the right
ventricle. On initiation of all procedures, ventricular function and anatomy was
investigated with ICE. VT mapping and ablation was performed using standard
techniques including pace and entrainment mapping.
Results: One pt did no undergo RFCA because of intracardiac thrombus, de-
tected with ICE (not detected by transthoracic echocardiography). Twenty-nine
VT’s were treated (CL 365 ± 115, 1.8 VT/pt). Localized ventricular aneurysms
were identified in 6 post-infarct pts and in all pts with ARVD. At these sites
early-activated endocardial areas were identified during VT mapping. Catheter
position and tip-tissue contact was monitored with ICE. Procedural success
(non-inducibility of hemodynamically stable VT after RFCA) was achieved in 14
pts (88%). Mean procedure time was 197 ± 53 min and fluoroscopy time 30 ±
15 min. Procedure related complications did not occur.
Conclusion: ICE is safe and feasible in guiding VT ablation procedures. ICE
can be used to identify VT-substrate, to ensure adequate tissue tip contact and
to safely manoeuvre catheters within the ventricles.

P1150 Left-ventricular hypertrophy in amateur and
professional cyclists

A. Linhart 1 , E. Abergel 2 , Z. Vilikus 3, K. Charalampidi 1 , K. Novackova 1,
M. Aschermann 1 . 1Charles University, Cardiology Dept., Prague 2, Czech
Republic; 2Georges Popidou European Hospital, Cardiology, Paris, France;
3Charles University, Sports Medicine, Prague, Czech Republic

Purpose: Endurance cycling is associated with an increase in left ventricular
(LV) mass. The differences between amateur and professional cyclists were
not yet extensively investigated. The objective of our study was to compare
the degree and type of LV hypertrophy in amateur and professional cyclists to
sedentary control population.
Methods: LV mass was assessed using echocardiography by applying ASE
cube formula in 149 professional cyclists of 1995 Tour de France race (group
P), 51 amateur cyclists (group A) and 94 sedentary healthy controls (group C).
LV mass was indexed for body surface area (BSA). Upper limit of normal values
was derived as mean + 2 standard deviations of the control group. Concentric
hypertrophy was considered for relative wall thickness above 0.42.
Results: The three groups did not differ in BSA significantly (1.89±0.12 vs.
1.91±0.13 vs. 1.92±0.15 in groups P, A and C, respectively, p=0.15). Inter-
ventricular septum thickness above 12 mm was present in 52 professionals
(34.9%) but only in one amateur cyclist and not noted in group C. There were
significant differences in LV mass among the three groups (144.1±22.0 g/m2

vs. 108.7±23.0 g/m2 vs. 80.4±13.7 g/m2 in groups P, A and C, respectively,
p<0.001). LV hypertrophy was present in 94,6%, 49.0% and in 2.1% of sub-
jects in groups P, A and C, respectively (p<0.001). In all amateurs and controls
the hypertrophy was eccentric. In contrast 17% of professionals had concentric
type of LV hypertrophy.
Conclusions: In amateur cyclists we noted a high frequency of LV hypertrophy.
However, the prevalence and extent of hypertrophy was incomparably lower
than in professional athletes. Of note is the virtual absence of concentric hy-
pertrophy and parietal thickness exceeding 12 mm in amateurs.

P1151 Is valve area always measured in patients with aortic
stenosis?

B. Iung 1, J.L. Vanoverschelde 2 , G. Baron 3, O. Levang 4, P. Tornos 5,
C. Gohlke-Bärwolf 6 , J.W. Deckers 7, A. Vahanian 1 on behalf of the Euro Heart
Survey on Valvular Heart Disease. 1Bichat Hospital, Cardiology, Paris, France;
2Cliniques Universitaires Saint-Luc, Cardiology, Brussels, Belgium; 3Bichat
Hospital, Epidemiology and Biostatistic, Paris, France; 4St. Elizabeth Hospital,
Cardiac Surgery, Trondheim, Norway; 5Vall d’Hebron Hospital, Cardiology,
Barcelona, Spain; 6Heart Centre, Cardiology, Bad Krozingen, Germany;
7Thoraxcenter, Cardiology, Rotterdam, Netherlands

The measurement of aortic valve area (AVA) is the main criteria for assessing
the severity of aortic stenosis (AS) in the current recommendations on the man-
agement of patients (pts) with valvular heart disease. We analysed the current
practices in the evaluation of the severity of AS using the data from the Euro
Heart Survey (EHS).
Methods: The EHS on valvular heart disease was performed between April
and July 2001 and included 5001 pts from 92 centres in 25 countries. Of them,
1197 pts had isolated AS, as defined by a maximal Doppler jet velocity ≥2.5
m/s. Etiology was degenerative in 82%. Mean age was 69±12 years; 156 pts
(13%) were asymptomatic; 484 (40%) had a mean aortic gradient < 50 mmHg.
Results: Of the 1197 pts with AS, transthoracic echocardiographic (TTE) mea-
surement of AVA was available in 849 pts (71%). The availability of AVA did
not differ either according to symptoms (71% in symptomatic pts vs. 69% in
asymptomatic pts, p=0.70), or to mean gradient (81% for mean gradient <50
mmHg vs. 78% for mean gradient ≥50 mmHg, p=0.16). Of the 348 (29%) pts
in whom AVA was not assessed by TTE, transesoephageal echocardiography
(TEE) was performed in 23 pts (6.6%) and catheterisation in 117 pts (34%),
among whom left and right catheterisation was performed in only 32 pts (9.2%).
When considering the 512 pts who underwent surgery for AS during the study
period, TTE measurement of AVA was available in 375 pts (73%). The avail-
ability of AVA did not differ according to symptoms (62% in symptomatic pts vs.
76% in symptomatic pts, p=0.07) but was more frequent in pts with low gradient
(87% for mean gradient <50 mmHg vs. 78% for gradient ≥50 mmHg, p=0.05).
Of the 137 pts (27%) in whom AVA was not assessed by TTE, TEE was per-
formed in 10 pts (7.3%) and catheterisation in 70 pts (51%), among whom left
and right catheterisation was performed in only 20 pts (14.6%).
Conclusion: 1) In current practice, the measurement of AVA using TTE is not
performed in 29% of cases and in 27% of operated pts. 2) The availability
of the measurement of AVA is not significantly higher in asymptomatic pts, in
whom the evaluation of AVA is of particular importance. 3) In the absence of
TTE evaluation of AVA, there is an infrequent use of alternative methods for
assessing AVA, including TEE or left and right catheterisation.
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P1152 Evaluation of pulmonary flow by Doppler
echocardiography and scintigraphy after
percutaneous closure of patent ductus arteriosus

A.M. Soares, J. L. Andrade, S.M. Leal, J. Soares-Jr, L. Kajita, W. Mathias-Jr,
A. A. Lopes, V. Aielo. Heart Institute (InCor), University of São Paulo Medical
School, São Paulo, Brazil

Background: Most patients (pts) submitted to percutaneous closure of a patent
ductus arteriosus (PCPDA), show some degree of protrusion of the occlusive
device into the left pulmonary artery (LPA). The purpose of this study is to
assess the prevalence of coil protrusion, and if it causes significant obstruction.
Methods: A study group (SG) of 70 pts were submitted to PCPDA with Gi-
anturco coils (mean age: 8.6 years). Doppler Echocardiographic studies were
performed with a mean time follow-up of 55 months. The coil and LPA assess-
ment were done by suprasternal, short-axis and high left parasternal views.
LPA diameter was indexed to body surface area. A Doppler Index was cal-
culated by the differences of the ratios of the velocities from each pulmonary
artery in relation to the pulmonary trunk, expressed in percentage (VD Index).
Pulmonary scintigraphy was performed using intravenous injection of 99Tcm
labeled macroaggregated albumin to evaluate lung perfusion. The diameters
and disturbances in flow velocities by Doppler Echocardiography of the pul-
monary arteries were compared with lung perfusion by pulmonary scintigraphy.
The same measurements were performed in a control group (CG) of 22 pts
(normal or with minimal heart defects). VD Index values of the SG were com-
pared with pulmonary scintigraphy values of the CG to establish normal and
abnormal values. Mean time interval between the two studies was 81 days.
Results: In 66 pts (95%), the coil protruded into the LPA. The mean LPA di-
ameter was 13mm (SG and CG). The mean VD Index was 22% in the SG and
1,7% in the CG. A cut off value of 50% for the VD Index was determined (ROC
curve),with 100% of sensibility and 98% of specificity. In 8 pts (11%) the VD
Index was ≥ 50%, with abnormal left pulmonary perfusion (LPP) in 7. A signifi-
cant correlation between the VD Index and LPP was demonstrated (R2 =65.19).
To estimate the LPP by Doppler a formula was obtained from a regression line:
LPP= 47,8 - 0,09 x (VD Index). The LPA diameter was compared between pts
with VD Index ≥ 50%, < 50% and CG, with no statistically significant difference
(p=0,6).
Conclusion: Protrusion of the coil to LPA was frequently found. LPA diameters
did not correlate with flow disturbances and reduced LPP. Patients showing
blood flow acceleration ≥50% at the left pulmonary artery by Doppler have
significantly lower values of lung perfusion.

OXIDATIVE STRESS, NITRIC OXIDE AND ENDOTHELIAL
FUNCTION

P1153 Vascular oxidative stress in patients with essential
hypertension: role of superoxide dismutase, catalase
and glutathione peroxidase

D. Simic 1, J. Mimic-Oka 2, T. Simic 2, B. Ivanovic 1, D. Matic 1,
A. Savic-Radojevic 2, M. Pljesa 2, D. Milanovic 1. 1Institute for Cardiovascular
disease, Cardiology, Belgrade, Yugoslavia; 2School of Medicine, Institute of
Biochemistry, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Introduction: Endothelial vascular dysfunction is relatively well documented
phenomena in essential hypertension (EH). Impairment of endothelium-
dependent vasodilation in patients with EH is, at least in part, due to accel-
erated degradation of nitric oxide by oxygen radicals. Therefore we determined
activities of major extracellular antioxidant enzyme systems (extracellular su-
peroxide dismutase, ecSOD; glutathione peroxidase, GPX and catalase) as
well as plasma markers of free radical activity (malondialdehyde, MDA; reac-
tive carbonyl derivatives, RCD) and their relation to the severity of hypertension
in EH patients.
Methods: Forty eight patients with different degrees of essential hypertension
and 24 healthy persons matched for age were included in the study. Activities
of ecSOD, GPX and catalase were analyzed using spectrophotometric assays.
Plasma levels of MDA were determined by HPLC method. Plasma RCD were
estimated after protein precipitation using 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine as car-
bonyl reagent.
Results: In patients with EH ecSOD activity was significantly reduced
(26.1±2.7 vs. 33.3±3.6 U/L; p<0.01) and correlated negatively with systolic
(r= -0.37) and diastolic blood pressure (r= -0.40). Catalase activity was also
decreased (62.1±5.8 vs. 86.1±4.9 U/L; p<0.01) and inversely related to sys-
tolic (r= -0.33) and diastolic blood pressure (r= -0.38). At the same time, con-
centrations of MDA and RCD, well established markers of oxidative lipid and
protein damage, were increased (0.78±0.06 vs. 0.40±0.05 µmol/L, p<0.001
and 0.82±0.09 vs. 0.61±0.06 µmol/g prot., p<0.01; respectively). Increases in
MDA and RCD levels in EH patients were positively related to systolic (r=0.54
and r=0.48, respectively) and diastolic pressure (r=0.49 and r=0.51, respec-
tively). EH patients exhibited an increase in the activity of extracellular GPX.
Namely, GPX activity was increased by more than 100% (601±25 vs. 298±56
U/L; p<0.001) and positively related to systolic blood pressure (r=0.32).

Conclusions: These results suggest that both reduced ecSOD and catalase
activities contribute to increased vascular oxidant stress in patients with EH.
Increased GPX activity probably represents an adaptive phenomenon in such
conditions, although production of free radicals overwhelms antioxidant poten-
tial. This loss of "vascular oxidative balance" likely represents an important
mechanism contributing to endothelial dysfunction in patients with EH.

P1154 Inhibition of p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase
prevents endothelial dysfunction in chronic heart
failure: role of vascular superoxide anion production

J. Widder 1, T.M. Behr 2, K. Hu 3, M. Berova 2, C.E. Angermann 2 , G. Ertl 1,
J. Bauersachs 1 . 1Medizinische Universitätsklinik, Kardiologie, Würzburg,
Germany; 2Kardiologie, Medizinische Poliklinik, Würzburg, Germany

Endothelial dysfunction contributes to increased peripheral vascular resistance
in chronic heart failure. The mitogen activated protein (MAP) kinase system,
especially the p38 MAP kinase, is activated in heart failure. The aim of this
study was to investigate the influence of p38 MAP kinase inhibition on vascular
reactivity in rats suffering from heart failure. Coronary ligation (MI) or sham-
operation (sham) was performed in male wistar rats. Animals were treated for
10 weeks with the p38 MAP kinase inhibitor SB239063 (800 ppm in standard
rat chow) or placebo. Only animals suffering from heart failure were included
(LVEDP>15 mmHg) in the vascular reactivity study. Acetylcholine-induced
endothelium-dependent vasorelaxation was blunted in isolated thoracic aortae
from placebo-treated MI rats compared with sham animals (Rmax 54±5% vs.
77±5%, p<0.01). Endothelium-independent relaxation induced by sodium ni-
troprusside was similar among the groups. Superoxide anion production was
significantly elevated in rats suffering from heart failure (343±30 cpm/mg [lu-
cigenin 5 µmol/l]) compared to sham animals (163±29 cpm/mg). Treatment
with the p38 MAP kinase inhibitor SB239063 did neither influence vasoreac-
tivity nor superoxide anion production in aortae from sham rats. However, in
MI rats treated with SB239063, acetylcholine-induced relaxation was normal-
ized (Rmax 80±4%, p<0.01 vs. MI placebo). Furthermore, the elevated vas-
cular superoxide anion production was corrected by treatment with SB239063
(179±45 cpm/mg, p<0.05 vs. MI placebo). Chronic treatment with the p38 MAP
kinase inhibitor SB239063 prevents endothelial dysfunction in rats with heart
failure after myocardial infarction. SB239063 appears to elevate NO bioavail-
ability through reduction of superoxide anion production.

P1155 Effects of pravastatin on endothelial function and
oxidative stress in patients with unstable angina

E. Karatzis, C. Papamichael, I. Andreadou, A. Cimponeriu, K. Aznaouridis,
A. Protogerou, J. Lekakis, M. Mavrikakis. Alexandra University Hospital,
Clinical Therapeutics, Athens, Greece

Purpose: Oxidative stress and local vascular inflammation is thought to be
associated with endothelial dysfunction, which plays a pivotal role in pathogen-
esis of atherosclerosis and acute coronary syndromes. Latest studies provide
evidence about the pleiotropic properties of HMG Co-A reductase inhibitors
(statins). The aim of this study was to examine the effects of statins in oxidative
stress and endothelial function independently from their lipid lowering proper-
ties in patients with unstable angina (UA).
Methods: 58 patients (males), 63.57+ 9.3 years, suffering from UA enrolled the
study. 38 of them were not on statin medication before hospitalization, and they
were randomized to receive either 40mg pravastatin daily (n=21)(group A), or
placebo (n=17)(group B), in addition with their medication for UA, for 10 days.
These two groups where matched for age, BMI, risk factors, severity of disease
previous and current medication, and also with a third (n=20) group (C) com-
prised of patients who where already on statins medication for the last 6 months
and also took 40mg of pravastatin daily. Malondialdehyde (MDA), a marker of
lipid peroxidation, endothelium dependent flow mediated dilatation (FMD) and
also endothelium (nitrate mediated) independent vasodilation (NMD) where ob-
tained during the first 24 hours of admission, as well as 10 days later.
Results: Serum lipids were unaltered. FMD in group A increased (from
3.07+3.1% to 5.67+3% p=0.003), whereas in group B (from 3.01+3.6% to
2.25+2.3% p=ns) and C (from 2.69+2.1% to 2.71+2.3% p=ns) did not change
(paired t-test). MDA in all groups decreased significantly (A, from 4.18+2.2µI
to 2.80+1.3µI p=0,004), (B, from 3.21+1.4µI to 1.94+1.3µI p=0.003) and (C,
from 3.32+1.2µI to 2.35+1.2µI p=0.006)(paired t-test). FMD value and also
FMD alteration of the second examination in group A was higher than in the
other groups (p=0.002 and p=0.009 respectively) (one-way ANOVA). Baseline
and final values of MDA, and baseline of FMD didn’t differ between groups.
NMD showed no change during the 10 days and no difference between groups.
Group C had lower initial LDL (p=0.026 one-way ANOVA) due to previous statin
therapy.
Conclusions: Oxidative stress in unstable angina reduced within 10 days
of hospitalization. Pravastatin therapy didn’t influence additionally this phe-
nomenon, but improved FMD before any changes in blood lipids, providing evi-
dence about its pleiotropic effects during the early phase of an acute coronary
syndrome.
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P1156 Cytomegalovirus impairs the nitric oxide pathway.
Role of ADMA in transplant arteriosclerosis

M. Weis 1, TN. Kledal 2, KY. Lin 3, SN. Panchal 3, HA. Valantine 3,
E. Mocarski 2 , JP. Cooke 3. 1University Hospital Munich-Grosshadern,
Cardiology, Munich, Germany; 2Stanford University, Dep. of Microbiology and
Immunology, Stanford, United States of America; 3Stanford University,
Cardiovascular Medicine Div., Stanford CA, United States of America

Atherosclerosis is an inflammatory disease initiated by endothelial injury.
Causes of endothelial injury may include pathogens such as cytomegalovirus
(CMV). We hypothesized that a major mechanism by which CMV could initiate
and/or accelerate arteriosclerosis is by dysregulation of the endothelial nitric
oxide synthase pathway.
Methods and Results: Human microvascular endothelial cells infected with
the clinical CMV isolates VHL/E and TP40/E elaborated more ADMA (the en-
dogenous NO-synthase inhibitor) in a manner that was dependent upon time
and the multiplicity of infection. The increased elaboration of ADMA, was due to
reduced activity of dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase (DDAH), the en-
zyme that metabolizes ADMA (DDAH activity index in TP40/E infected cells
versus controls, p<0.01). Infected cultures showed high levels of oxidative
stress with enhanced endothelial production of superoxide anion (+93±11%;
p<0.001). Heart transplant recipients manifested elevated ADMA levels com-
pared to non-transplant controls (+216%; p<0.001). Transplant patients with
CMV positive leukocytes (RT-PCR) had higher ADMA plasma concentrations
(2.27±0.8 uM compared to 1.96±0.7 uM; p<0.05) and more extensive coro-
nary artery disease than transplant patients without detectable CMV (p<0.05).
Conclusion: CMV infection in endothelial cells increases oxidative stress, im-
pairs DDAH-activity, and increases ADMA elaboration. CMV infection in human
heart transplant recipients is associated with greater ADMA elevation and more
severe transplant atherosclerosis. CMV infection may contribute to endothelial
dysfunction and atherosclerosis by dysregulation of the NOS-pathway.

P1157 Long-term L-arginine therapy improves endothelial
function assessed by a brachial artery vasoreactivity
testing in patients with normal coronary arteries

M. Shechter, MS. Feinberg, V. Guetta, O. Agranat, D. Freimark, V. Usmanov,
E. DiSegni. Sheba Medical Center, The Heart Institute, Tel Hashomer, Israel

Purpose: About 10-15% of patients referred to coronary angiography because
of recurrent chest pain have normal coronary arteries. Thus, the present study
was designed to test the hypothesis that long-term oral L-arginine supplemen-
tation for 6 months improves endothelium-dependent flow-mediated dilation
(FMD) of peripheral vessels assessed by a non-invasive brachial artery vasore-
activity testing (BRT) in symptomatic patients with normal coronary arteries.
Methods: We prospectively assessed endothelial function in 58 consecutive
patients with stable angina pectoris [Canadian Cardiovascular Society (CCS)
class II-III] who were referred to our laboratory 30±10 days after normal
coronary arteries were found on coronary angiography. After an overnight
fast and the discontinuation for ≥12 hours of all cardiovascular medications,
endothelium-dependent brachial artery FMD and endothelium-independent
nitroglycerin-mediated vasodilation (NTG) were assessed using high resolu-
tion (15 MHz) linear array ultrasound. Severe endothelial dysfunction (<6%
FMD) was observed in 26% (15/58) of the patients. These 15 patients (10 men,
mean age 66±11 years, mean left ventricular ejection fraction 52±9%, mean
body mass index 28±3 kg/m2) were recruited into the study. Oral L-arginine
(Carginine , Coraltis Ltd., Isarel) was given at a dose of 5 g daily for 6 months
to all study participants. Patients were instructed to avoid taking other med-
ications, over-the-counter vitamins, or amino acids. After 6 months a repeat
endothelial function assessment was performed.
Results: See Table.

%FMD %NTG No. SL NTG/day CCS class

Baseline 4.5 ± 1.2 8.5 ± 1.4 2.7 ± 1.9 2.4 ± 0.4
6-month follow-up 9.8 ± 1.5 9.7 ± 1.6 0.4 ± 0.5 1.0 ± 0.4
p-value 0.03 0.55 0.01 0.01

Values are expressed as mean±SD;%FMD,%NTG=% change from baseline in brachail artery
diameter caused by FMD and NTG, respectively; SL NTG=sublingual nitrate pills.

Conclusion: Long-term oral L-arginine therapy for 6 months improves periph-
eral endothelial function assessed by BRT, and is associated with significant
improvement of symptoms in patients with anginal syndrome and normal coro-
nary arteries. Thus, L-arginine is a therapeutic option in symptomatic patients
with endothelial dysfunction.

P1158 Synergistic stimulation of nitric oxide release from
human endothelial cells with amlodipine and
atorvastatin

RP. Mason 1, RF. Jacob 2, RD. Kay 3, L. Kalinowski 4, M. Madajka 4,
LW. Dobrucki 4 , T. Malinski 4. 1Harvard Medical School, Beverly; 2Elucida
Research, Beverly; 3Gordon College, Wenham; 4Ohio University, Athens,
United States of America

Epidemiology studies indicate that systolic hypertension and hyperlipidemia
contribute to increased rates of cardiovascular disease (CVD). These risk fac-
tors are also causally related to basic mechanisms of atherogenesis, including
endothelial dysfunction. Endothelial dysfunction, in turn, is associated with re-
duced nitric oxide (NO) bioavailability and increased vessel wall permeability to
lipids and inflammatory cells. Agents that directly improve endothelial function
and NO synthesis have a therapeutic advantage in CVD. The objective of this
study was to compare the separate and combined effects of the HMG-CoA re-
ductase inhibitor, atorvastatin, and the calcium channel blocker, amlodipine, on
acute NO release from human vein endothelial cells (HUVEC).
Methods and Results: Amperograms (current vs. time) of NO release from
HUVEC were measured using a porphyrinic nanosensor placed in close prox-
imity 3 ± 1 µm to the endothelial cell surface. Treatment with amlodipine and
atorvastatin produced a synergistic and dose-dependent increase in NO re-
lease. At 3.0 µM, the drug combination stimulated peak NO release (219 ± 6
nM) that was significantly greater (p<0.05) than either amlodipine (151 ± 18
nM) or atorvastatin (16 ± 2 nM) alone. The synergistic activity of the combina-
tion was even more apparent at lower concentrations; treatment with amlodip-
ine and atorvastatin together resulted in greater NO release than that achieved
by the sum of their individual effects. At the lowest level tested (1.0 µM), peak
NO release of 126 ± 18 nM was observed for the combination, significantly
greater (p<0.01) than amlodipine (53 ± 0.4 nM) or atorvastatin (2 ± 0.5 nM)
alone. The basis for this highly synergistic activity may be due to coordinated
interactions of these drugs with signaling proteins in the membrane, result-
ing in enhanced calcium-calmodulin formation, a co-factor for NO synthase. In
support of this model, small-angle x-ray diffraction analyses demonstrated that
these agents share a similar molecular location in the membrane lipid bilayer.
Additionally, direct intermolecular interactions for these drugs were predicted
from electrostatic potential maps.
Conclusion: These findings indicate that amlodipine and atorvastatin stimulate
NO release from human endothelial cells in a synergistic and potent fashion,
independently of effects on LDL levels or blood pressure. The highly synergistic
effect of this drug combination on nitric oxide release from human endothelium
represents a novel mechanism of action in the treatment of CVD.

P1159 Reduced level of tetrahydrobiopterin is responsible
for the lack of nitric oxide mediation of
flow-dependent arteriolar dilation in diabetes mellitus

A. Koller 1, ZS. Bagi 2. 1New York Medical College, Physiology, Valhalla, USA;
2Semmelweis Univ., Pathophysiology, Budapest, Hungary

Diabetes mellitus (DM) favors the development of myocardial ischemia, hyper-
tension and stroke, in part by altering the function and eventually the structure
of blood vessels. Although the mechanisms leading to microangiopathy in DM
are still not clearly elucidated the impairement of protective role of endothelium
seems to be well established. We hypothesized that DM affects the function
of the endothelium, thereby altering flow-dependent dilation of arterioles. Flow
dependent dilation is an important local mechanism that regulates tissue blood
flow and mediated by the release of endothelial factors. Thus, we isolated and
pressurized gracilis muscle arterioles (∼150 µm at 80 mmHg) from normal rats
(control) and rats with streptozotocin-induced DM. Arterioles from DM rats ex-
hibited reduced dilations to increases in intraluminal flow compared to vessels
of control rats (plasma glucose: 25.7±0.7 vs. 6.4 ±0.5 mmol/L; increase in di-
ameter at max.: 15±4 vs 31± 3 µm, p<0.05). In arterioles from control rats
both nitric oxide (NO) and dilator prostaglandins mediated the flow-dependent
dilation. In contrast, the reduced flow-induced dilation in arterioles from DM
rats was unaffected by the NO synthase inhibitor L-NAME and was abolished
by indomethacin an inhibitor of prostaglandin synthesis. Intraluminal adminis-
tration of sepiapterin - precursor of the NO synthase (eNOS) cofactor tetrahy-
drobiopterin - restored the L-NAME sensitive portion of flow-dependent dilation
of DM arterioles. Furthermore, depletion of tetrahydrobiopterin by 2,4-diamino-
6-hydroxypyrimidine (DAHP) in arterioles from control rats also resulted in a re-
duced, L-NAME insensitive flow-dependent dilation. The reduced dilation was
significantly augmented by sepiapterin, which then could be inhibited by L-
NAME. Thus these responses mimicked the vasomotor dysfunction of endothe-
lium observed in arterioles of DM rats. Collectively, these findings suggest that
in diabetes mellitus, due to the reduced bioavailability of tetrahydrobiopterin,
the endothelial synthesis of NO by eNOS is limited, resulting in a reduced flow-
induced arteriolar dilation, a pathomechanism that may importantly contribute
to the development of diabetic microangiopathy and exacerbation of other vas-
cular diseases.
(Supported by grants from the Hungarian NSRF/OTKA T-034779, T-033117
and AHA NY State Affiliate 00-50849T, and NIH HL-43023, HL-46813 USA).
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P1160 Mammary artery and saphenous vein, but not radial
artery release nitric oxide in response to histamine:
role of H2 receptor

P. Graf 1, S. Mei 1, H. Greutert 2 , T.P. Carrel 1 , F.C. Tanner 2. 1Clinic for
Cardiovascular Surgery, University Hospital Bern, Bern, Switzerland;
2Cardiovascular Research, Physiology Institute, Zürich, Switzerland

The radial artery (RA) is increasingly used as coronary artery bypass graft be-
cause its long-term patency rates are expected to be superior to those of the
saphenous vein (SV). Similar to SV, however, the RA can develop vasospasm.
As histamine may play a role in the pathogenesis of vasospasm, we inves-
tigated the effect of histamine on vascular tone of human RA in comparison
with mammary artery (MA) and SV. Vessels from patients undergoing coro-
nary artery bypass graft operation were cut into 3 mm rings and placed in
organ chambers for isometric tension recording. When added on baseline, his-
tamine induced a concentration-dependent contraction. The sensivity of MA
to histamine was lower as compared to RA and SV (ED50: MA 4.43x10-
5 M; RA 4.58x10-6 M; SV: 6.23x10-6 M; n=6; p<0.001 for MA vs. RA and
MA vs. SV; p=n.s for RA vs. SV). The contraction reached a similar maximal
level in all three vessels (p=n.s.). In the presence of L-NAME (3x10-4 M), the
concentration-response curve to histamine was shifted to the left for MA (ED50:
1.49x10-5 M; p=0.0005), but not RA (2.88x10-6 M; p=n.s.) and SV (3.17x10-
6M; p=n.s.). After precontraction with norepinephrine, histamine induced a re-
laxation at low concentrations in MA and to a lesser extent in SV (maximal
relaxation: MA -31.19%; SV -12.99%; p=0.0001 for MA vs. SV), but not in RA
(-1.35%; p=0.0002 for RA vs. MA; p=n.s. for RA vs. SV). At higher concentra-
tions, histamine caused a contraction, which reached a similar maximal level in
all three vessels (p=n.s.). In the presence of L-NAME, the histamine-induced
relaxation of MA and SV, but not RA, was blunted (MA: +4.78%, p<0.0001 vs.
control; SV: +24.30%, p<0.05; RA: -4.27%, p=n.s.). Moreover, in the presence
of L-NAME, the maximal contraction to histamine was increased in MA and SV,
but not RA (MA: p<0.005 vs. control; SV: p<0.005; RA: p=n.s.). In the presence
of cimetidine (10-5 M), the pattern of histamine-induced vasomotion was iden-
tical to that observed with L-NAME in all three vessels. Real time PCR could
demonstrate significant endothelial expression of histamine H2 receptor in MA
and SV, but not RA. Thus, histamine releases NO in MA and SV, but not RA,
rendering the latter more sensitive to contraction. Production of NO is related to
activation of histamine H2 receptor on the endothelium of MA and SV, while this
receptor is not expressed on the endothelium of RA. These differences provide
an explanation for the occurrence of vasospasm in the RA.

P1161 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase
and angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors in
cardiac syndrome X. Role of superoxide dismutase
activity

C. Pizzi, O. Manfrini, F. Fontana, A. Vitali, P. Boni, R. Bugiardini. University of
Bologna, Med. Intern., Cardioangiol., Epatol., Bologna, Italy

Purpose: Impairment of vasodilator capacity of coronary microcirculation
due to abnormal production of vascular superoxide anions and consequent
endothelial dysfunction have been suggested to be a mechanism cardiac
syndrome X (SX, chest pain, myocardial reversible perfusion abnormalities
during single photon emission computed tomography, and normal coronary
angiograms). This study sought to establish whether treatment with ACE-
inhibitors (ramipril) and statins (atorvastatin) reduces oxidative stress and im-
proves quality of life of patients with of Sx.
Methods: Forty-five SX patients were prospectively studied in a single blind,
placebo-control fashion. They were randomized to receive combination of
ramipril (10 mg/day) and atorvastatin (40 mg/day) or placebo for 6 months.
We determined the activity of extracellular (SOD), one of the major antioxidant
enzyme system, and its relation to flow-dependent endothelium-mediated dila-
tion (FMD). The quality of life was assessed by exercise capacity and by Seattle
Angina Questionnaire (SAQ). Evaluation was performed before and after treat-
ment. SOD activity on baseline was also tested in 20 healthy volunteers.
Results: On baseline, SOD activity (U/ml) was higher in SX, as compared with
healthy controls. (268.4±53.7 versus 170.01±9.8; p<0.001). After 6 months,
SX receiving atorvastatin and ramipril reduced significantly their SOD lev-
els (188.1±29.6, p<0.001). No significant changes were seen on placebo
(262.9±48.8). Reduction of SOD after therapy was negatively correlated with
FMD (r=0.35, P<0.02) and positively with total cholesterol, and LDL choles-
terol (r=-0.6, P<0.001). At six months follow up, SAQ (scores) and time of peak
exercise (seconds) of patients with atorvastatin and ramipril (84.2±9.8 and
555.6±84.6, respectively) differ significantly (p<0.001) from those of placebo
group (63.3±8.6 and 488.4±79.2, respectively).
Conclusions: Six months therapy with atorvastatin and ramipril improves en-
dothelial function and quality of life of SX patients. Reduced SOD activity may
reflect low superoxide anion production. Benefits of these drugs may be related
to reduction of oxidative stress within the arterial wall.

P1162 Comparative effects of statin and fibrate on nitric
oxide bioactivity and markers of inflammation in
hyperlipidaemia

KK. Koh 1, SH. Han 1, JY. Ahn 2, JW. Son 1, TH. Ahn 1, EK. Shin 1. 1Ghil
hospital, Gachon medical school, Cardiology, Incheon, Korea, Republic of;
2Ghil hospital, Gachon medical school, Clinical pathology, Incheon, Korea,
Republic of

Purpose: We investigated whether statins and fibrate improve nitric oxide (NO)
bioactivity and reduce serological markers of inflammation.
Methods: We administered simvastatin 20 mg daily to 27 patients with hyper-
cholesterolemia and coronary artery disease or fenofibrate 200 mg daily to 27
patients with pure hypertriglyceridemia in a random selection during 8 weeks.
Data= mean±SEM and median (25%-75%).
Results: As expected, simvastatin significantly lowered TC and LDL-C more
and fenofibrate decreased TG and increased HDL-C more than either therapy.
Simvastatin and fenofibrate significantly improved the percent flow-mediated
dilator response to hyperemia (FMD) from 3.36±0.45 to 6.06±0.47 and from
5.20±0.35 to 6.38±0.33, respectively (each P<0.001) and simvastatin signifi-
cantly reduced plasma levels of malondialdehyde (MDA), a marker of free rad-
ical from 1.95±0.13 to 1.60±0.15 uM (P<0.01). Simvastatin and fenofibrate
significantly lowered plasma levels of TNF-alfa from 3.31±0.35 to 2.67±0.27
pg/ml and from 1.61±0.10 to 1.43±0.10 pg/ml (each P<0.01), respectively
and serum levels of CRP from 0.59 to 0.16 (P<0.001) and from 0.17 to
0.11 (P=0.280), respectively. However, simvastatin significantly changed FMD,
MDA, and CRP levels to greater extent than fenofibrate. There were signifi-
cant inverse correlations between LDL-C and flow-mediated dilation percent
(r=-0.342, P=0.009) and between flow-mediated dilation percent and TNF-alfa
levels (r=-0.293, P=0.035).
Conclusions; Simvastatin and fenofibrate significantly improved NO bioactivity
through different biological mechanisms on lipoproteins and markers of free
radical and inflammation.

VASCULAR FUNCTION AND MEDIATORS: EFFECTS OF
LIVING HABITS AND TREATMENT

P1163 Inhibition of vascular xanthin oxidase improves
endothelial dysfunction in patients with coronary
artery disease

S. Spiekermann, U. Landmesser, SR. Jategaonkar, C. Preuss, D. Hausmann,
N. Engberding, B. Hornig, H. Drexler. Medizinische Hochschule Hannover,
Abteilung Kardiologie und Angiologie, Hannover, Germany

Introduction: Impaired flow dependent endothelium-mediated vasodilation
(FDD) has prognostic implications in patients with coronary artery disease
(CAD). Increased vascular superoxide (O2.-) formation contributes to endothe-
lial dysfunction in patients with CAD. Xanthine oxidase (XO) has been identi-
fied as one of the major superoxide forming enzyme systems within the human
arterial vessel wall. In the present study we examined whether oxypurinol, a
specific inhibitor of XO, improves endothelial dysfunction in patients with estab-
lished CAD.
Methods: Flow-dependent, endothelium-mediated vasodilation of the radial
artery was determined in 10 patients with CAD before and after infusion of
oxypurinol (600µg x min-1, i.a.), the antioxidant vitamin C (25 mg x min-1, i.a.)
and an intra-arterial coinfusion of both. Furthermore the endothelium-bound
XO activity that is released into plasma after heparin bolus injection was deter-
mined by electron spin resonance spectroscopy (ESR) and related to the effect
of oxypurinol on FDD.
Results: Intraarterial infusion of oxypurinol improves flow dependent
endothelium-mediated vasodilation in patients with CAD (54.7±4.8%;p<0.05
vs. control). Vitamin C improved FDD by more than 80% (88.2±8.2%;p<0.05
vs. control), the coinfusion of both had no additive beneficial effect on
endothelium-dependent vasodilatation. The activity of endothelium-bound xan-
thine oxidase in vivo as determined by ESR was positively related with the
effect of oxypurinol on FDD (r=0.71; p<0.05).
Conclusions: The results of the present study suggest, that inhibition of vas-
cular xanthine oxidase significantly improves endothelial dysfunction in patients
with CAD. The close relationship between the endothelium bound XO activity
in vivo and the effect of oxypurinol on FDD supports the concept that increased
activity of vascular XO contributes to endothelial dysfunction and thereby may
promote the atherosclerotic process in patients with coronary disease.
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P1164 Brachial artery endothelial function is reversible
impaired at moderate altitude

M. Frick 1, A. Rinner 1, J. Mair 1, HF. Alber 1, O. Pachinger 1, E. Humpeler 2 ,
W. Schobersberger 2 , F. Weidinger 1 . 1Division of Cardiology, Department of
Medicine, University of, Innsbruck, Austria; 2University of Innsbruck,
Department of Anesthesia, Innsbruck, Austria

Background: Hypoxia at moderate altitude leads to an improvement in cardiac
work which might have a positive effect on the cardiovascular system in patients
with metabolic syndrome. The aim of this AMAS (Austrian Moderate Altitude
Study)-2000 substudy was to assess the effect of a 3 week stay at moderate
altitude (1700m) on endothelial function.
Methods: Flow-mediated vasodilation (FMD) and nitroglycerin-mediated va-
sodilation (NMD) were assessed in 18 patients with coronary risk factors at 5
visits: visit 1 at location A (576m), visit 2 on the first day at moderate altitude (lo-
cation B, 1700m), visit 3 after 3 weeks at moderate altitude, visit 4 und 5 again
at location A (6 and 16 weeks after the stay at moderate altitude, respectively).
In addition, serum endothelin was measured. All subjects performed moderate
sports activities between 1500 and 2000m.
Results: FMD on the first day at moderate altitude was similar compared to
FMD at location A (7.0±3.3 vs. 7.4±4.6%, NS). A 3 week stay at moderate alti-
tude was associated with a significant reduction in FMD (3.8±2.5 vs. 7.0±3.3%,
p<0.05) despite a decrease in baseline diameter (4.3±0.4 vs. 4.5±0.3mm;
p<0.05). Six weeks after returning to location A, FMD was still reduced com-
pared to the 1. visit (4.3±2.8 vs. 7.4±4.6%; p<0.05) and after further 16 weeks,
FMD tended to increase again (5.5±3.5%). During the stay at moderate al-
titude body mass index, systolic und diastolic blood pressure, heart rate and
total cholesterol tended to improve. In contrast, NMD and endothelin levels re-
mained unchanged during the whole study period.
Conclusion: In patients with coronary risk factors, a stay of 3 weeks duration
leads to a long lasting, but reversible impairment of endothelial dysfunction.
The discrepancy to improvement of other physiologic and metabolic parame-
ters requires further investigation.

P1165 Brachial artery vasoreactivity is a predictor of major
cardiovascular events in patients with coronary artery
disease

J. Lekakis, A. Protogerou, C. Papamichael, I. Ikonomidis, E. Karatzis,
K. Aznaouridis, V. Pitiriga, M. Mavrikakis. Alexandra Hospital, Univ. of Athens,
Dep. of Clinical Therapeutics, Athens, Greece

Coronary endothelial vasodilator dysfunction is associated with increased car-
diac events; an association between coronary vasomotor dysfunction and
brachial artery vasoreactivity has been previously described, but the prognostic
value of brachial artery vasoreactivity is not clear.
Methods: To assess the relation of brachial artery vasomotor function to car-
diac events in patients with coronary artery disease (CAD), we examined 151
patients (pts) with CAD confirmed by angiography; age was 61±10.7 years.
Flow-mediated, endothelium-dependent dilatation (FMD) and nitrate-mediated,
endothelium-independent dilatation(NMD) of the brachial artery were exam-
ined in all patients using a high-resolution Echo Doppler ultrasound. Pts were
followed for 20.9±4.3 months (12-30 months). Cardiac death, myocardial in-
farction and unstable angina were determined as cardiac events (CE).
Results: FMD correlated significantly to number of coronary vessels dis-
eased (r=-0.188, p=0.02), Gensini score (r=-0.156, p=0.05), NMD (R=0.475,
P<0.001) and intima-media thickness of the carotid artery (r=-0.250,
p=0.001).NMD correlated significantly to FMD and the intima-media thickness
of the carotid artery(r=-0.297, p=0.003) FMD did not differ in patients suffering
CE from those without CE (3.3±2.9% vs 2.9±3.1%, ns) while NMD was signifi-
cantly higher in patients free of CE) (10±5.5% vs 7.3±3.9%, p=0.034). CE were
correlated to NMD (r=0.312, p=0.01) but not to FMD (r=0.047, ns). Patients with
NMD< 10% had 46,7% CE while pts with NMD >10% 12.2% CE (p=0.01). Pa-
tients with FMD>2.5% had 19% CE while pts with FMD<2.5% 31% CE (p=0.1,
ns). Multivariate analysis using Cox regression techniques showed that NMD
was a prognosticator independent of FMD and carotid intima-media thickness
(p=0.018).
In conclusion, endothelium-independent dilatation of the brachial artery, a
marker of the function of the arterial smooth muscle cells, is a strong, inde-
pendent prognosticator of CE in pts with CAD.

P1166 Indices of systemic inflammation and evidence for
infection from helicobacter pylori and Chlamydia
pneumoniae in patients with cardiac syndrome X

GA. Lanza 1, A. Sestito 2, G. Cammarota 3 , D. Speziali 4, E. Vecile 5,
RL. Grillo 4, A. Dobrina 6, F. Crea 1. 1Policlinico A. Gemelli, Istituto di
Cardiologia, Rome, Italy; 2Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Istituto di
Cardiologia, Roma, Italy; 3Istituto di Medicina Interna, Policlino A. Gemelli,
Roma, Italy; 4Microbiologia, Università Cattolica, Roma, Italy; 5Patologia
Generale, Trieste, Italy; 6Patologia Generale, Trieste, Italy

Purpose: Inflammation has been shown to play a relevant role in the pathogen-
esis of coronary artery disease (CAD). In particular, it has also been reported
to cause endothelial dysfunction. This latter is believed to be involved in caus-
ing microvascular coronary abnormalities in patients with cardiac syndrome X
(SX). In this study we investigated whether there is evidence of systemic in-
flammation in SX patients and whether this might be related to an increased
prevalence of infection with Helicobacter pylori (HP) and Chlamydia pneumo-
niae (CP).
Methods: We studied 55 consecutive SX patients (57.5±8 years, 27 women),
49 patients with stable angina and documented CAD (56.3±8 years, 24
women) and 60 apparently healthy controls (56.6±11 years, 24 women).
Plasma high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (CRP) and interleukin-1 receptor an-
tagonist (IL-1Ra) were measured in all patients. Seropositivity for HP (and for
the specific virulence-associated HP antigen Cag-A) and for CP was assessed
in 43 SX patients, 37 CAD patients and 39 healthy controls. HP infection was
also assessed by 13C-urea breath test.
Results: CRP values were significantly higher in CAD patients (5.99±7.8 mg/L)
than in SX patients (4.06±6.8 mg/L; p=0.01) and healthy controls (1.75±1.98
mg/L; p=0.01). However, CRP was also significantly higher in SX patients than
in healthy controls (p=0.01). Similarly, IL-Ra values were higher in CAD pa-
tients (570±738 pg/mL), compared to SX patients (494±677 pg/mL; p=0.01)
and healthy subjects (254±174, pg/mL; p=0.01), but they were also signifi-
cantly higher in SX patients than in healthy subjects (p=0.01). Evidence of HP
infection was found in 70% of SX patients, in 67.5% of CAD patients, and in
68% of healthy controls (p=0.97), with no differences among groups also in
serum anti-HP-CagA antibody positivity (SX 53%, CAD 59%, healthy controls
64%; p=0.72). Furthermore, no differences among groups were found for CP
infection (SX 35%, CAD 50%, healthy controls 40.5%, p=0.37).
Conclusions: While showing the highest indices of systemic inflammation in
stable CAD patients, our data also show increased evidence of systemic inflam-
mation in patients with cardiac SX compared to matched healthy controls, thus
suggesting a possible role in the pathogenesis of the syndrome. There was no
evidence of increased HP or CP infection, possibly explaining this increased
evidence of inflammation, in SX patients.

P1167 Abnormal cardioesophageal reflexes in variant angina

O. Manfrini 1 , C. Pizzi 1, GL. Morgagni 2 , G. Bazzocchi 1 , F. Fontana 1,
R. Bugiardini 1 . 1University of Bologna, Med. Intern., Cardioangiol., Epatol.,
Bologna, Italy; 2Ospedale di Macerata, Macerata, Italy

Purpose: The pathways of neural reflex arcs, connecting esophagus and heart,
may have a pathogenetic role in vasospastic angina. We tasted this hypothesis
in patients admitted to CCU for episodes of nocturnal angina.
Methods: ECG recording, and esophageal manometry (>4 hrs, mean 5.3 hrs)
were monitored during bed stay in CCU. Patients underwent coronary angiogra-
phy within 4 days from admission. Esophageal provocation with ice water and
hydrochloric acid was performed throughout cardiac catheterization. Patients
were grouped as variant angina (VA, angiographic evidence of no or minimal
atheroscerosis and coronary artery spasm during ergonovine test) and coro-
nary artery disease (CAD, lumen stenosis >50%).
Results Twenty-nine patients were asked to participate in the protocol. Twelve
patients were able to complete the study. Seven patients were affected by VA
and 5 by CAD. Manometric analysis in CCU showed a total of 143 esophageal
spasms (ES, broad, high pressure, non-peristaltic contractions). ES resulted re-
markably more frequent in VA than in CAD (16.4±1.4.3 vs 4.0±3.6, p < 0.005).
ECG recording showed 28 spontaneous episodes of ST shift in VA and 16 in
CAD. In VA, 85% of ST shifts were concurrent with or preceded (1 to 5 min be-
fore) by clusters of ES (>3 episodes in 5 min). The few ES episodes recorded
in CAD were sporadic (< 1 in 30 min) and not related to ECG ischemia. Dur-
ing catheterization, 5 patients with VA developed coronary artery spasm on
esophageal provocation. In the remaining 2 patients with VA esophageal ma-
neuvers precipitated diffuse coronary artery constriction, but not focal segmen-
tal spasm. No significant changes were seen in patients with CAD.
Conclusion: In VA: (1) The occurrence of cluster of ES is common and time
related with the development of ischemia. (2) Esophageal manipulation can
induce abnormalities of coronary motility and spasm. (3) An impaired regulation
of neural reflex arcs connecting esophagus and heart may play a role in the
pathogenesis of VA.
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P1168 Acute effects of growth hormone on vascular function

R. Napoli, V. Guardasole, V. Angelini, F. D’Amico, E. Zarra, M. Matarazzo,
L. Saccà. University "Federico II", Internal Medicine and Cardiovascular S,
Napoli, Italy

Growth hormone (GH) is involved in the long-term regulation of peripheral vas-
cular resistance (PVR) and vascular reactivity. Recently, it has been demon-
strated that chronic GH administration might be able to improve endothelium
mediated vascular reactivity in several diseases associated with endothelium
dysfunction, such as GH deficiency or heart failure. We sought to determine
whether GH plays a role in the acute regulation of vascular function in humans.
We studied the acute vascular effects of GH in 8 healthy subjects, according
to a double-blind, placebo-controlled design. Forearm blood flow (FBF), vascu-
lar resistance (FVR), and nitric oxide (NO) production were monitored during
a 4-hour infusion of GH into the brachial artery, at a rate chosen to raise local
GH to stress levels (40 ng/ml). During GH infusion, FBF rose 75% (p<0.05),
whereas FVR decreased comparably (p<0.05). These changes were paral-
leled by augmented forearm release of NO (p<0.02). GH heightened the re-
sponse of FBF to the endothelium-dependent vasodilator acetylcholine (Ach)
(p<0.02). With the highest Ach dose, FBF reached 30.4±4.2 and 16.9±3.1
ml/dL/min in the GH and placebo study, respectively (p<0.005). The slopes of
the dose-response curves also differed markedly (0.45±0.07 and 0.25±0.05
ml/dL/min/µg in the GH and placebo study, respectively; p<0.01). GH also po-
tentiated the FBF response to the endothelium-independent vasodilator sodium
nitroprusside (p<0.01). However, the entire dose-response curve was shifted
upwards and the slope remained unchanged. GH infusion did not cause any
appreciable increment in the venous insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) concen-
tration in the test arm. In conclusion, GH acutely lowers PVR and stimulates
endothelial function. These effects are mediated by activation of the NO path-
way and do not involve IGF-I.

P1169 Rapid bedside plethysmography detects statin
responsive endothelial dysfunction in ischaemic
heart disease and statin resistant endothelial
dysfuction in syndrome X

I. Beeton 1, E. Leatham 2. 1Royal Surrey County Hospital, Cardiac, Guildford,
United Kingdom; 2Royal Surrey County Hospital, Cardiac Dept., Guildford,
United Kingdom

Introduction Endothelial dysfunction occurs in ischaemic heart disease (IHD),
but current assays are not practical for clinical use. We assess a bedside test
utilising the properties of the reflected wave in the digital volume pulse plethys-
mogram (DVP).
Methods Consecutive patients attending a Chest Pain Clinic (52 noncardiac
controls and 44 IHD) and 22 with Syndrome X had DVPs before and after
400 µg inhaled salbutamol. The reflection index (RI) from the first derivative
of the waveform and its change from baseline (dRI) were calculated. The DVP
response is dependent on endothelial nitric oxide synthase is inhibited by L-
NMMA. dRI was remeasured 3 months later in statin treated and untreated
patients (table).
Multiple regression was used to control for age, mean blood pressure and
smoking status. dRI reported as mean ± SEM.
HYPOTHESES DVP dRI is lower in IHD and Syndrome X than in controls.
Statins improve endothelial function as assessed by an increase in dRI.
Results dRI is lower in patients with IHD (5% ± 2, p = 0.009) and Syndrome X
(5% ± 3, p = 0.004) than those with noncardiac chest pain (18% ± 3). This is in-
dependent of age, smoking status and mean BP. Three month statin treatment
was associated with increased dRI in treated IHD patients, but not in Syndrome
X (table).

Treated Control Treated Control
IHD IHD Syndrome X Syndrome X

Number 12 7 12 10
Cholesterol (mM, SD) 7.0 (1.1) 5.7 (1.4) 5.9 (1.2) 4.9 (0.4)
dRI change (%, SD) 13 (4.8) -4.7 (4.8) 4.3 (4.3) 6.1 (3.1)
Within group/vs control p = 0.01/0.02 p = 0.4 p = 0.3/0.7 p = 0.08

Effect of Statins on Reflection Index in Angina Pectoris and Syndrome X

Conclusion This rapid measure of endothelial function found similar degrees
of dysfunction in classical angina pectoris and Syndrome X. Endothelial dys-
function improved with statins in classical angina pectoris. This supports the
early use of statins in IHD. Syndrome X patients did not respond to statins.
This may be due to their lower initial cholesterol levels or the pathogenesis of
their endothelial dysfunction may be different to IHD.

P1170 Cerivastatin improves endothelial function in patients
with type 2 diabetes and moderate lipid levels

C. Tuxen 1, B. Myrup 2, J. Vibe-Petersen 2 , J. Faber 3, H. Perrild 2.
1Frederiksberg University Hospital, Endocrinology, Copenhagen, Denmark;
2Bispebjerg University Hospital, Internal Medicine, Copenhagen, Denmark;
3Frederiksberg University Hospital, Endocrinology, Copenhagen, Denmark

Purpose: To investigate the effect of cerivastatin on flow-mediated dilatation
(FMD) in type 2 diabetic patients with moderate lipid levels and without ischemic
heart disease.
Methods: Twenty-four patients (10 females) age 57 years (47-68) were inves-
tigated at 3 visits 3 months apart in a randomised, crossover study. FMD of the
brachial artery was examined using a high-resolution ultrasound device along
with 5 min ischemia and nitro-glycerine as control. A matched control group of
10 non-diabetic individuals (5 females) age 54 years (41-61) was investigated
at one visit.
Results: Baseline total cholesterol was 5,0+0,8 mmol/l in the diabetic patients
and 5,1+0,7 mmol/l in controls. FMD was reduced in type 2 diabetic patients
at baseline compared to controls (3.7+0.7% vs. 13.5+1,2%, p<0.0001). FMD
increased to 6.7+1.2% after treatment with cerivastatin compared to 2.1+0.6%
after standard treatment (p<0.001). The response to nitro-glycerine was un-
changed by cerivastatin. Total cholesterol was 4.0+0.14 mmol/l after treatment
with cerivastatin and 4.8+0.17 mmol/l after standard treatment (p<0.0001).
Conclusions: Type 2 diabetic patients display endothelial dysfunction mea-
sured by FMD despite moderate lipid levels and in the absence of ischemic
heart disease. This indicates additional mechanisms involved in the angiopa-
thy attributed to the diabetic state per se. Cerivastatin improves endothelial
function in these patients suggesting benefit of treatment regardless of lipid
measurements.

P1171 Cigarette smoking-induced acute endothelial
dysfunction is attenuated by red wines polyphenols

C. Papamichael 1 , E. Karatzis 1, K. Karatzi 2 , K. Aznaouridis 1,
T. Papaioannou 1, K. Stamatelopoulos 1 , J. Lekakis 1, M. Mavrikakis 1.
1Alexandra University Hospital, Clinical Therapeutics, Athens, Greece;
2Harokopio University, Nutrition and Dietetics, Athens, Greece

Although chronic smoking causes endothelial dysfunction by inducing oxida-
tive stress, there has not been described a mechanism through which acute
smoking impairs vasodilatation. Considering the fact that red wine and its con-
stituents have powerful antioxidant effect both in chronic and acute consump-
tion, the present study was designed in order to investigate whether red wine
and its constituents attenuate impaired endothelial function caused by acute
cigarette smoking and if this dysfunction is caused through induced oxidative
stress.
Methods: Sixteen healthy volunteers (8 males and 8 females) participated in
a single – blind, cross - over study, comprised of three study days. In the first
visit, each subject smoked one cigarette, in the second visit the volunteers
smoked and drank 250 ml of red wine and in the third visit they smoked and
drank 250 ml of dealcoholized red wine (containing the same type and similar
concentration of regular red wine’s antioxidants). Endothelium dependent, flow
mediated dilatation (FMD) was measured with a B-Mode ultrasound device at
fasting and 15, 30, 60 and 90 minutes after each trial (smoke or smoke and
drink either beverage). Also, endothelium independent vasodilatation (nitrate
mediated – NMD) was determined.
Results: Baseline FMD was not different in the two study days. Acute smok-
ing of one cigarette caused a reduction in FMD (p<0.001), from 6.52+2.4% at
baseline, to 1.91+2% (p<0.001), to 2.27+2% (p<0.001), to 4.1+2.6% (p=0.043)
and to 5.22+2.5 (p=ns), at 15, 30, 60 and 90 minutes respectively, following the
inhalation of smoke. However, simultaneous ingestion of red wine with smok-
ing did not lead to a change in FMD (5.79+2.1% at baseline, to 4.12+2%,
4.05+1.8%, 4.87+2.4% and 5.05+2.3%, at 15, 30, 60 and 90 minutes) (ANOVA
for repeated measures). The same results in FMD were observed with concur-
rent consumption of dealcoholized red wine with smoking (from 5.8+2.1%, to
4.65+3.6%, 6.08+3.6%, 5.66+2.5% and to 5.11+1.3%, at the study’s time points
respectively). Incremental areas under the response curves revealed a differ-
ence between smoking and smoking with concurrent consumption of regular
red wine (p=0.016), as well as between smoking and smoking with concurrent
ingestion of dealcoholized red wine (p<0.001). NMD didn’t differ in the trials.
Conclusions: Acute smoking caused a significant endothelial dysfunction and
concurrent ingestion of red wine or dealcoholized red wine, with smoking coun-
teracted smoke’s harmful effect on FMD, suggesting that this beneficial effect
could be attributed to red wine’s antioxidant substances.
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P1172 Vascular mediators in the flow-or
pressure-overloaded pulmonary circulation

R. Zimmermann 1 , I. Michel-Behnke 1, D. Tsikas 2, D. Schranz 1, J. Kreuder 1.
1Kinderherzzentrum Giessen, Pediatric Cardiology, Giessen, Germany;
2Medical School, Department of Clinical Pharmacology, Hannover, Germany

Background: Endothelial activation and alterations in vasoactive mediators
like endothelin (ET) and nitric oxide (NO) have been implicated in the regulation
of pulmonary vascular tone and the development of pulmonary hypertension
(PH). Therefore, soluble markers of endothelial damage and vasoactive com-
pounds were compared in patients with increased pulmonary flow (atrial septal
defect, ASD) as well as in patients with pressure overload due to increased
pulmonary resistance (Rp).
Patients: This study included 20 patients (median: age 6.1 years [range 3.5-
17.1], median Qp/Qs 2.1, Rp/Rs<0.12) before (1) and after interventional clo-
sure of an ASD II (2), and 20 patients with PH (median: age 8.1 years [1.2-13.5],
median Rp/Rs 1.1 (0.36-1.79) (3).
Methods: Plasma NO2, NO3 (GC-MS) and the endogenous inhibitor of NO
production asymmetric dimethyl-L-arginine (ADMA) (HPLC) were analyzed in
the pulmonary (PA) and femoral artery (SA). Transpulmonary ratio was calcu-
lated as [PA]/[SA]. Big-ET, ICAM, VCAM and P-selectin were measured in PA
samples (ELISA).
Results: 1) ASD patients showed increased Big-ET (1.45 fmol/ml, 0.51-5.69,
control: 0.95±0.68, p<0.001) and a significant transpulmonary ratio of 1.34
for NO2 (median, p<0.01 vs 1.0), but not for ADMA (1.05) or NO3 (1.01). 2)
ASD closure resulted in a decrease of Big-ET (1.22, 0.42-4.92) and the NO2
transpulmonary ratio (0.89, p<0.05), indicating a switch from NO2 production
to consumption. ADMA (1.00) and NO3 (0.99) remained unchanged. 3) In PH,
significant transpulmonary ratios were observed for ADMA (1.11, p<0.05) and
NO3 (1.03), but not for NO2 (0.84) reflecting inappropriate NO2 production.
Median levels of big-ET (2.08fmol/ml, 0.97-23.90) and VCAM (967 pg/ml, 348-
2617 vs 770, 407-1412 in ASD patients, p<0.05) were increased.
Conclusions: Different loading conditions of the pulmonary circulation are re-
flected by load-dependent changes in the intravascular hemeostasis of the ET
and NO pathways and activation of the pulmonary endothelium.

P1173 Associations between urinary kallikrein,
renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system components,
electrolyte homeostasis and hypertension in Hong
Kong Chinese

TTW. Chu 1, M. Arumanayagam 2 , GN. Thomas 1, B. Tomlinson 1. 1The
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Medicine and Therapeutics, Hong Kong,
China; 2The Chinese Universtiy of Hong Kong, Chemical Pathology, Hong
Kong, China

Introduction: Kallikrein influences kidney function and regulates blood pres-
sure through the production of kinin, a vasodepressor hormone and potent na-
triuretic. Aldosterone is a major regulator of kallikrein. Imbalance of the renin-
angiotensin aldosterone system (RAAS) and the kallikrein-kinin system may
be important in the development of hypertension. In this study we examined
the relationship between blood pressure, RAAS components, urinary kallikrein,
and other biochemical parameters in normoglycaemic Chinese subjects with
and without primary hypertension.
Methods: Normoglycaemic Chinese subjects were studied including 106 nor-
motensive controls and 75 hypertensive patients who had any antihypertensive
medication stopped for at least 2 weeks before the study. The relationships
between 24-hour urinary kallikrein excretion, electrolyte homeostasis and the
RAAS components, plasma renin activity (PRA), angiotensin-converting en-
zyme (ACE) activity and aldosterone were analysed.
Results: The hypertensive subjects were older (46.5±9.0 vs 41.0±9.3 years,
p<0.01) and more obese (BMI: 25.5±4.5 vs 23.9±3.3 kg/m2, p<0.01) than
the normotensive subjects. The urinary kallikrein level of the hypertensives
was lower than that of the normotensive subjects, (geometric mean [95% CI],
4.5 [3.3-6.2] vs 6.7 [5.7-7.7] KU/24hr, p=0.016). Plasma sodium was signifi-
cantly higher in the hypertensive subjects compared to controls (141.5±1.7 vs
140.7±1.5 mmol/24hr, p=0.001). PRA was not significantly different between
hypertensive and control groups, and direct relationships between PRA and
aldosterone (r=0.33, p=0.002) and plasma sodium (r=-0.19, p=0.051) were
found only within the normotensive group. There was a positive correlation be-
tween PRA and kallikrein (r=0.24, p<0.05) in the whole group. Urinary kallikrein
also had a negative relationship with plasma sodium (r=-0.27, p=0.01) and
was weakly related with urinary potassium (r=0.18, p=0.09), but not with other
plasma or urinary electrolytes in the whole group. It also correlated with systolic
blood pressure (r=-0.31, p<0.005) in the whole group. There was no significant
relationship between aldosterone and kallikrein in this subject group.
Conclusion: Reduced urinary kallikrein was associated with sodium retention
and elevated blood pressure in these Hong Kong Chinese subjects. These re-
lationships suggest that the kallikrein-kinin system may be responding inappro-
priately in these subjects and decreased kallikrein excretion may play a role in
the development of hypertension.

ATRIAL AND VENTRICULAR REMODELLING:
SIGNALLING PATHWAYS AND MYOCYTES PHENOTYPE

P1174 Cardiac hypertrophy and failure, abnormal calcium
handling, and various arrhythmias in the transgenic
mice overexpressing cardiac junctate-1

MC. Cho 1, YH. Kim 1, SY. Choi 1, JS. Kwon 1, H. Piao 1, CS. Hong 2,
DH. Kim 2. 1Chungbuk National University Hospital, Cardiology, Cheongju,
Korea, Republic of; 2KJIST, Life Science, Kwangju, Korea, Republic of

Junctate is a newly identified and high capacity calcium binding protein existing
in the integral ER/SR membrane and is an alternative splicing form of the same
gene generating aspartyl beta-hydroxylase or junctin. Three complete mouse
heart cDNAs homologous to the human junctate were cloned and these pro-
teins consisted of 270, 259 and 215 amino acids were named as junctate-1,
2 and 3, respectively. Junctate-1 was expressed in heart, brain, spleen, lung,
liver, kidney and stomach, but not in skeletal muscles. To elucidate the func-
tional role of junctate in heart, junctate-1 transgenic (TG) mice under the control
of mouse alpha-MHC promoter were generated. TG mice showed severe gen-
eralized cardiac hypertrophy (2-fold increase in mass compared with their wild-
type (WT) littermates), slow heart rate and fluid retention. Perivascular or inter-
stitial fibrosis was demonstrated in the TG hearts and intraatrial thrombi were
observed. As assessed by echocardiography, LV end-systolic and end-diastolic
dimension was increased and LV systolic function was moderately depressed
(fractional shortening; TG 34.7±9.2% vs WT 48.3±7.5%) (p<0.005). In addi-
tion to bradycardia, various forms of cardiac arrhythmias such as ventricular
premature beats, atrial fibrillation or sinus pause were observed in the young
TG mice. In TG hearts, the expression levels of calreticulin and SERCA2a
were significantly decreased without any changes in other E-C coupling pro-
teins such as DHPR, calsequestrin, triadin, junctin and phospholamban. Bmax
of ryanodine binding decreased without changes in Kd. Those morphological,
physiological and electrical alterations could be caused by the perturbations
of the intracellular calcium homeostasis due to the overexpression of junctate-
1.This model may be helpful to investigate the molecular framework involved
in the development of cardiac hypertrophy and failure and to elucidate the re-
lationship between altered expression of junctional SR proteins and the patho-
genesis of cardiac remodeling and arrhythmia generation.

P1175 Mitochondrial cardiomyopathy in mice
overexpressing fra-1 and lacking junD

R. Ricci 1, G. Sumara 1, U. Erikkson 2, R. Eferl 3 , L. Bakiri 3, J.P. David 3,
T.F. Lüscher 1, J.M. Penninger 2, E.F. Wagner 3. 1Institute of Physiology,
Cardiovascular Research, Zürich, Switzerland; 2IMBA, Vienna, Austria;
3Institute of Molecular Pathology, IMP, Vienna, Austria

The AP-1 transcription factor family consists of several bZIP (basic region
leucine zipper) domain proteins, the Jun, the Fos, and the ATF subfamilies,
which all have to dimerize before they can bind to their DNA target sites. AP-1
converts extracellular signals into changes in the expression of specific target
genes which harbour AP-1 binding sites in their promoter or enhancer regions.
AP-1 has been implicated in a large variety of biological processes includ-
ing cell differentiation, proliferation, apoptosis and oncogenic transformation.
In particular, it has been demonstrated that AP-1 is involved in muscle cell dif-
ferentiation, transformation and apoptosis and is expressed upon hypertrophic
stimuli in the heart.
In our study, we show that double mutant mice overexpressing fra-1 and lack-
ing junD died predominantly within the first two weeks after birth and displayed
marked cardiac ventricular and atrial dilation, myocard hypertrophy and reex-
pression of the fetal cardiac gene beta-myosin heavy chain (beta-MyHC) in the
heart. Mitochondrial content was markedly increased in the cardiomyocytes of
the double mutant newborn hearts and mitochondrial coupled respiration was
stimulated, since the beta?subunit of the F1-F0 ATP synthetase (beta-ATPase),
cytochrome C (CytC) and cytochrome oxidase II (COXII) were upregulated and
the uncoupling protein 2 (UCP-2) was downregulated. These findings were as-
sociated with a junD dependend increased DNA binding activity of MEF2.
The few surviving mice developed a congestive heart failure with enlargement
and disarray of myocytes and increased myocardial fibrosis. Interestingly, fra-1
transgenic hearts normally expressing junD were more susceptible to mechan-
ical pressure overload and Isoproterenol. These data provide first genetic evi-
dence in vivo, that appropriate expression of the two AP-1 members fra-1 and
junD is required for mitochondrial function in heart and is important to maintain
cardiac integrity.
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P1176 Downregulation of sodium/calcium-exchanger
expression by alpha-adrenergic stimulation in rabbit
myocardium

C. Christians, F. Schaub, P. Van Nguyen, O. Zeitz, P. Schott, G. Hasenfuss,
W. Schillinger. University of Goettingen, Dept. of Cardiology and Pneumology,
Göttingen, Germany

Introduction: Upregulation of Sodium/Calcium-exchanger (NCX) in end-stage
heart failure was suggested to underlay contractile dysfunction and arrhythmo-
genesis. It may therefore be of major interest to identify factors which influence
NCX expression to develop new therapeutic strategies. We tested the influence
of sympathetic activation on NCX expression.
Methods and Results: Electrically stimulated (1 Hz, 1.75 mmol/l Calcium,
37°C, pH 7.4), isometrically contracting, dissected right ventricular trabecu-
lae from adult rabbit hearts underwent continuous alpha-adrenergic stimula-
tion by phenylephrine (PE) (100 µmol/l) for different time courses (3, 6, 10h).
These trabeculae showed a downregulation of NCX-mRNA levels (normalized
to GaPDH) when compared to control muscles (same conditions, no PE), as
determined by quantitative real-time PCR to 149.28% ± 48.19 at 3h, 87.55%
± 6.95 at 6h, and 77.53% ± 3.22 at 10h (p<0.05) in per cent of control.
This downregulation was completely abolished in the presence of the selec-
tive alpha-adrenoceptor blocker prazosine (130 µmol/l), as well as the protein
kinase C (PKC) inhibitor GF 109203X (10 µmol/l). In contrast, no regulation
of NCX expression was found in electrically stimulated unstretched trabecu-
lae.
Furthermore, since the effect of alpha-adrenergic stimulation could be medi-
ated by increase in intracellular Calcium, we tested the effect of increased ex-
tracellular Calcium (3 mmol/l) in the presence of prazosine. Under these con-
ditions we observed a downregulation of NCX to 77.4% ± 7.82 p<0.02 as
compared to control (1.75 mmol/l Calcium). In addition, we investigated the PE
effects on isolated cultured (24h) rabbit myocytes, and determined NCX and
BNP mRNA-levels. Similar to the unloaded trabeculae, we found no significant
changes of NCX mRNA, while there was a significant increase in BNP mRNA
(258.41% of control ± 54.36, p<0.03).
Conclusions: alpha-adrenergic stimulation decreases NCX mRNA expression
in isometrically contracting multicellular rabbit muscle strips at optimum preload
via activation of PKC. NCX downregulation may be calcium-mediated and criti-
cally depends on load. Interpretations of previous findings on NCX expression
in isolated unloaded myocytes may be reconsidered.

P1177 Integrin signalling is activated and required after
myocardial infarction and aortic banding in mice for
early compensation

M. Laser 1, M. Joner 2, K. Hu 2, H. Han 2, R. Wu 2, G. Ertl 2. 1Medizinische
Universitätsklinik, Wuerzburg, Germany; 2Medizinische Universitätsklinik,
Würzburg, Germany

Hypertrophic growth and cardiac remodeling is characterized by reorganization
of the extracellular matrix (ECM) as well as growth and cytoskeletal reorga-
nization of the cardiomyocytes. Integrin receptors are mediating extracellular
changes to the cell through activation of non-receptor tyrosine kinases and
cytoskeletal reorganization. Here we tested the hypothesis, whether integrin-
mediated signalling plays a role in the cardiac remodelling after myocardial
infarction (MI) or aortic banding (AB) in mice.
Methods: Adult C57/black 6 mice, weighing 22-25 g, were analyzed by western
blot, echocardiographic and invasive hemodynamic analysis 1 wk and 8 wks
after MI or 1 and 4 wks after AB.
Results: Hypertrophic growth was observed within 1 wk after AB and for the
remote myocardium after MI, which was confirmed by echocardiography. The
LV enddiastolic pressure was significantly elevated 4 wks after AB and 8 wks
after MI. For western blot analysis detergent soluble and insoluble (membrane
and cytoskeletal) fractions were prepared. Within 1 wk of MI and AB a strong
tyrosine phosphorylation was observed in the cytoskeletal fraction with the
strongest signal for proteins at 25, 60, 75, 116, and 160 kD. The proteins at
60 and 116 kD could be identified as tyrosine phosphorylated c-Src and fo-
cal adhesion kinase (Fak), respectively. Further analysis with phospho-specific
antibodies revealed full kinase activation of c-Src and Fak in the cytoskele-
tal fraction. To understand the function of c-Src activation during hypertrophic
growth c-Src knockout mice were used for AB. While no c-Src was detectable
in these mice the tyrosine kinase Fyn was strongly upregulated and phospho-
rylated. Also LV hypertrophy was significantly increased 1 wk after AB in c-Src
knockout mice.
Additionally, conditional beta.1-integrin KO mice and a specific integrin al-
pha.v/beta.3 inhibitor was used in the AB model. Echocardiography 1 wk after
AB revealed for both groups revealed a severe reduction of LV function and con-
tractility as well as LV dilatation. The mortality rate was significantly increased
after AB compared to WT mice, while no changes in mortality and LV function
were seen in beta.1-integrin KO mice or mice with an alpha.v/beta.3 inhibitor
without pressure overload.
Summary: In summary, the data suggest that integrin-mediated signalling with
tyrosine kinase activation is strongly activated after AB and MI. Further, integrin

beta.1 and 3 are required for early compensation after AB and MI, while c-Src
kinase can be replaced by Fyn for early hypertrophic signalling.

P1178 Nuclear factor-kappaB role at end stage heart failure
in the hypertrophied myocardium

I. Rizos, V. Salpeas, V. Barberis, I. Karamitros, DV. Cokkinos, P. Toutouzas.
University of Athens Medical School, Cardiology Dept., Athens, Greece

Recently we showed increased levels of apoptosis (A) and upregulated
caspase-3 (C-3) activation in end stage heart failure (HF)left ventricles of 100
weeks of age and older spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR).
Tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-alpha) is known to promote apoptosis and to
activate Nuclear Factor-kappaB (NF-kB).
To further elucidate NF-kB’s role in myocardial protection we investigated apop-
tosis, necrosis and the expression of: heat shock protein 72 (HSP72), TNF-
alpha, and NF-kB in the SHR model of essential hypertension between 10 and
100 weeks of age.
Methods: Western Blotting: Left ventricles were removed, lysed, and proteins
separated by SDS-PAGE and electroblotted onto nitrocellulose. Monoclonal an-
tibodies specific for NF-kB (p65), TNF-alpha, and HSP72 were detected by
chemiluminescent autoradiography (Fempto, Pierce).
Left ventricular apoptotic index was evaluated by DNA laddering.
Necrotic rate(percent change in necrotic areas) was detected immunohisto-
chemically using the haematoxylin-eosin stain.
Image analysis was performed for autoradiography using Diversity Database
imaging software and for optical microscopy determination of necrotic areas
with Image Pro Plus software.
Results: are presented graphically in arbitrary units.

Apotosis-Necrosis-HSP72-TNFa in SHR.

These results suggest that in end-stage HF due to hypertrophy: 1. TNF-alpha
and A levels are highly elevated 2. NF-kB and HSP72 expression is attenuated
Conclusions: 1. Although TNF-alpha is known to strongly activate NF-kB,
there is evidence that TNF-alpha may predominantly trigger apoptosis in my-
ocardial cells that are either deficient or defective for NF-kB activation. 2. In
end stage heart failure, apoptosis and necrosis appear to be the outcome of
probably different pathways.

P1179 Beta-1-adrenoceptor antibodies induce apoptosis in
adult isolated cardiomyocytes

Y. Staudt 1, R. Mobini 2 , M. Fu 2, J. Kühn 3, SB. Felix 3, A. Staudt 1.
1Ernst-Moritz-Arndt Universität, Innere Klinik B, Greifswald, Germany;
2Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Wallenberg Laboratory, Göteborg, Sweden;
3Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universität, Innere Klinik B Abt., Greifswald, Germany

Beta-1-adrenoceptor autoantibodies are present in about 30% of patients suf-
fering from dilated cardiomyopathy. The apoptotic effects mediated by beta-
1-adrenoceptor antibodies remain to be studied. Monoclonal antibodies were
raised against a synthetic peptide corresponding to the second extracellular
loop of the human beta-1-adrenoceptor in BALB/C mouse, and were character-
ized by enzyme immunoassay. Purified immunoglobulin G from non-immunized
animals (controls) did not influence the rate of apoptosis. beta-1-adrenoceptor
antibodies caused a dose-related increase in apoptotic cells: Annexin test (di-
lution 1:2: 21±1.1% apoptotic cells vs. 4±0.4% apoptotic cells in controls;
p<0.01); TUNEL test (dilution 1:2: 26±2% apoptotic cells vs. 10±2% apoptotic
cells in controls; p<0.01). The effect of the beta-1-adrenoceptor antibodies was
blocked by the antigenic peptide and by the antagonist metoprolol (10µmol/l).
The apoptotic effect induced by isoproterenol was attenuated by the beta-1-
adrenoceptor antibody. After pre-incubation of cardiomyocytes with the protein-
kinase-A-inhibitor RpcAMPS, beta-1-adrenoceptor antibody was not capable
of inducing an increase of the rate of apoptosis. Beta-1-adrenoceptor anti-
bodies induce apoptosis in adult rat cardiomyocytes via the protein-kinase-A-
cascade.
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P1180 Angiotensin converting enzyme and endothelial nitric
oxide synthase polymorphisms in patients with atrial
fibrillation

F. Gensini 1, L. Padeletti 2, C. Fatini 2, E. Sticchi 1, A. Colella 2, A. Giuello 2,
G. Gensini 2, A. Michelucci 2 . 1Med. Genetic Unit, Clinical Physiopathology,
Florence; Italy; 2Hosp. Careggi, Med. and Surg. Critical Care, Florence, Italy

Experimental studies show a significant increase in angiotensin-converting en-
zyme (ACE) expression in atrial tissue of patients with atrial fibrillation (AF).
ACE regulates the synthesis of endothelial nitric oxide (NO), which modulates
autonomic nervous activity involved in the development of AF. The aim of our
study was to evaluate the prevalence of ACE insertion/deletion and endothelial
nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) T-786C, G894T and 4a/4b polymorphisms in 239
patients with persistent AF, compared to 210 control subjects. ACE I/D polymor-
phism genotype distribution and allele frequency were significantly different be-
tween patients and controls (P <0.0001 and P <0.0001, respectively). ACE DD
genotype was significantly associated with the risk of AF (OR DD/ID+II=2.31,
p<0.0001). Analysis of eNOS polymorphisms showed no significant difference
in genotype distribution and allele frequency between patients and controls. As
far as idiopathic and secondary AF are considered, no significant difference in
genotype distribution and allele frequency in ACE and eNOS polymorphisms
was observed. Our results suggest a possible role of ACE DD genotype as
a predisposing factor to AF and a pathophysiologic mechanism through which
ACE inhibition could reduce the incidence of AF in patients with LV dysfunction.

P1181 The selective aldosterone receptor antagonist
eplerenone ameliorates angiotensin II-induced
endorgan damage

A. Fiebeler 1 , I. Mazak 1, D. N. Muller 2 , S. Shagdarsuren 1 , C. Lindschau 3 ,
R. Dechend 4, B. Pilz 4, F. C. Luft 1 . 1Franz Volhard Clinic, Nephrology, Berlin;
2Max Delbruck Center, Franz Volhard Clinic, Berlin; 3Med. Sch. Hannover,
Nephrology, Hannover; 4Franz Volhard Clinic, Cardiology, Berlin, Germany

The RALES study suggests that aldosterone (Ald) acts independently from
angiotensin (Ang) II as a pathogenic factor in cardiovascular disease. The ac-
tion of Ald on cardiovascular endorgans is poorly understood. We treated rats
harboring the human renin and human angiotensinogen gene (dTGR) with the
Ald antagonist eplerenone (Epl). This selective Ald blocker ameliorated Ang
II -induced renal and cardiac damage with only a small effect on blood pres-
sure. Untreated dTGR showed significantly increased systolic blood pressure,
compared to Epl-treated dTGR and non-transgenic rats (204±5 vs. 180±5 vs.
119±6 mm Hg, p<0.05 respectively). Urinary albumin excretion was markedly
higher in untreated, than in Epl treated dTGR and SD rats (17.8±2.1 mg/d;
9.2±1.3 mg/d; p<0.05; 0.2±0,02 mg/d). Epl also reduced collagen IV matrix
deposition in the kidney and heart. Epl reduced the cardiac hypertrophy index
(4.5±0.1 vs. 5.4±0.2 mg/g; p<0.05) and improved left ventricular diastolic func-
tion (normalized E/A ratio) compared to untreated dTGR. These data document
marked amelioration of renal and cardiac damage by selective Ald blockade via
Epl in this Ang II-dependent model of end organ damage. To further explore
how MR blockade might act, we next investigated the effects of Ang II (10-7 M)
and Ald (10-7 M) on extracellular regulated kinase (ERK) and c-Jun N-terminal
kinase (JNK) signaling in vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) with western
blotting and confocal microscopy. Ang II induced ERK 1/2 and JNK phosphory-
lation at 2 min. Ald achieved the same by 10 min. Ang II + Ald had an additive
effect at 2 min. The oxygen radical scavenger gluthatione, as well as the spe-
cific epidermal growth factor receptor antagonist AG1478, markedly reduced
the Ang II, Ald, and combination-induced ERK1/2 phosphorylation. Similar re-
sults were obtained for JNK activation. Preincubating the cells with the nonse-
lective Ald blocker, spironolactone (10-6 M), abolished Ang II-induced ERK1/2
phosphorylation. Our data show that, not only Ang II, but also Ald participates
in both JNK and ERK signaling. These in vitro data may help explain the ef-
fects of Ald blockade on Ang II-induced end organ damage in vivo and suggest
that blockade of both receptors may be necessary to accrue maximal effects in
terms of vascular protection.

ANGIOGENESIS AND COLLATERAL FORMATION

P1182 Intracoronary angiogenic gene therapy is well
tolerated in patients with coronary artery disease

M. Watkins 1, N. Kleiman 2, G. Helmer 3, W. Penny 4, B. Tao 5,
H. Morales-Ballejo 5 , P. Marrott 5 , CL. Grines 6 on behalf of AGENT and
AGENT 2 investigators. 1Univ. of Vermont, Cardiology Unit, Burlington; 2The
Methodist Hospital, Cardiac Catheterization Laboratories, Houston;
3Minnesota Heart Clinic, Minneapolis; 4UCSD, Dept. of Medicine, San Diego;
5Berlex Laboratories, Montville; 6William Beaumont Hosp., Royal Oak, USA

Background: Theoretical risks from angiogenic therapy include angiogenesis
at non-targeted sites or viral vector related inflammation. A review of safety data
from the earliest trials is encouraging. We add our experience with Ad5FGF-4,

a replication deficient adenovirus, serotype 5, encoding the angiogenic growth
factor FGF-4 gene.
Method: Two double-blind studies, AGENT and AGENT 2, enrolled patients
with stable angina (CCS class II-III), LVEF ≥30% and NYHA heart failure
≤class III, who did not require immediate CABG or PTCA (AGENT) or were
not optimal candidates (AGENT 2). Patients were randomized to one-time in-
tracoronary administration of Ad5FGF-4 or placebo (AGENT: placebo n=19,
Ad5FGF-4 dose 3.2 x 108-3.2 x 1010 viral particles (vp) n=60; and AGENT 2:
placebo n=17, Ad5FGF-4 1010 vp n=35) and were followed for 12 months. Anti-
ischaemic effects were evaluated by exercise testing AGENT) and perfusion
radionuclide imaging AGENT 2).
Results: Adenoviral vector uptake and distribution following administration was
examined in AGENT. First-pass cardiac vector uptake was high (median 87%).
For dose ≥3.2 x 109 vp there was vector measured in venous blood at 1 hour
(36% of patients at highest dose). No vector was shed in urine over 6 hours and
no Ad5FGF-4 DNA was detected in semen (n=12) at 2 months. Neutralizing
Ad5 antibody titre increased ≥4 x baseline in 56/60 patients. In the combined
trials (active n=95) the safety response to Ad5FGF-4 was favourable. There
were no procedural complications. Dose-related transient fever was present
(n=8). There was no myocarditis or significant arrhythmia. Mild inflammatory
response to Ad5FGF-4 included transient increase in liver enzymes (n=3, in-
cluding 1 unrelated hepatitis C), increase in uric acid (n=18) and decrease
(<100,000/µl) in platelet count (n=1). There was no evidence of remote angio-
genesis including retinal neovascularization. Two patients were diagnosed with
cancer (judged present prior to treatment and tumour negative for Ad5FGF-4
DNA) and 1 death occurred due to unrelated cardiac arrest. Ad5FGF-4 was as-
sociated with a trend toward less worsening/unstable angina (13% vs 22%) and
revascularization (8% vs 17%) versus placebo. An additional 190 patients have
since received Ad5FGF-4 1010 or 109 vp, or placebo, and have been followed
for up to 14 months. Blinded review has revealed no cancers and 1 unrelated
death. The safety profile appears similar to that seen in AGENT and AGENT 2.
Conclusion: Intracoronary Ad5FGF-4 is well tolerated in patients with stable
angina and evaluation in a larger population is warranted.

P1183 Significant improvement of local wall motion
assessed by NOGA after intramyocardial injection of
genes into chronic ischaemic myocardium.
Preliminary results from NOGA Core Lab of
EUROINJECT-ONE study

M. Gyongyosi 1 , E. Joergensen 2 , J. Kastrup 2, C. Strehblow 1, W. Sperker 1,
D. Glogar 1, C. Sylven 3 on behalf of the EUROINJECT-ONE Study
Investigators. 1University of Vienna Medical Center, Div. of Cardiology,
Vienna, Austria; 2Rigshospitalet, Cardiac Cath Lab, Copenhagen, Denmark;
3Huddinge University. Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden

Purpose: The task of the NOGA Core Lab of EUROINJECT-ONE, a multicen-
ter double-blind placebo controlled study, was to assess myocardial voltage
and local linear shortening (LLS) values by NOGA endocardial mapping before
and 3 months after percutaneous intramyocardial injection of plasmid (either
VEGF A-165 encoding or inactive plasmid) in patients with chronic myocardial
ischemia not amenable for conventional revascularization.
Methods: Eighty patients (82% male, 61±8.5 years) with stress-induced my-
ocardial ischemia underwent diagnostic endocardial mapping before NOGA-
guided plasmid injections. According to double-blind study principles, 40 pa-
tients were treated with active (encoding VEGF A-165), and 40 patients
with placebo plasmid. Three months after plasmid injection, control coronary
catheterization was performed, NOGA endocardial mapping was repeated in
75 patients. The mapping images were analysed in two NOGA Core Labs (de-
lineation of the region of interest, ROI in Copenhagen, analysis of ROI in Vi-
enna) in a blinded fashion.
Results: Eighty baseline and 75 voltage and 74 LLS follow-up (FUP) NOGA
(1 FUP LLS map was not interpretable) images were analysed. The ROI was
the anterior wall in 31, lateral wall in 15, posterior wall in 10, posterolateral wall
in 9, and mixed regions in 15 patients. The distribution of mapping points in
ROI was sufficient in all patients, 19.4±18.9 points at baseline and 20.5±7.7
points at FUP. According to qualitative analysis, normal, dominantly decreased
and dominantly non-viable voltage values of the ROI were observed in 45, 32
and 3 patients at baseline, and 48, 21 and 6 patients at FUP. Normal, de-
creased LLS, akinesia and dyskinesia of ROI were found in 18, 26, 24 and
12 patients at baseline, 36, 27, 4 and 7 patients at FUP. The average voltage
values of the treated zone did not differ between baseline and FUP (13.2±4.4
vs 12.5±3.8 mV). However, the LLS of the ROI increased significantly, from
7.2±6.7 to 11.3±5.8%, p<0.001. The average voltage and LLS values of the
non-treated myocardial area did not change significantly during the FUP (volt-
age: from 11.5±3.7 to 11.5±3.6 mV, LLS: from 9.6±4.54to 10.3±3.5%).
Conclusions: A significant improvement of local wall motion, assessed
by NOGA endocardial mapping was found in patients enrolled in the
EUROINJECT-ONE Study. After completion of the FUP, the randomization code
will be broken in the near future and the final (non-blinded) results of the effect
of intramyocardial injection of plasmid encoding VEGF A-165 on chronic my-
ocardial ischemia will be presented.
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P1184 Growth factor generation in the collateral system of
chronically occluded coronary arteries and its
relation to invasively determined collateral function

GS. Werner, O. Mutschke, U. Emig, M. Ferrari, HH. Sigusch, HR. Figulla.
Friedrich-Schiller-University, Klinik Innere Medizin III, Jena, Germany

Background: Basic Fibroblast Growth Factor (bFGF) and monocyte chemo-
tactic protein 1 (MCP-1) promote arteriogenesis. Their interaction play a cen-
tral role in the collateral development of ischemic myocardium. In this study by
direct sampling of blood from human collaterals in vivo we aimed to assess to
what degree growth factor production is related to collateral function in chronic
coronary occlusions (TCOs) of more than 2 weeks duration. Methods: Fifty
consecutive patients were studied during successful recanalization of a TCO.
After crossing the occlusion with a guide wire, an over-the-wire probing catheter
was advanced distal to the occlusion, and blood samples were drawn from
this collateral receiving site, and at the same time from the guiding catheter
proximal to the occlusion. The concentrations of proximal and distal bFGF and
MCP-1 were measured with a standard immunoassay (Quantikine ). Then a
pressure wire were advanced distal to the occlusion and distal coronary pres-
sure (Pd), and aortic pressure (PAo) were recorded. From these parameters a
collateral pressure index CPI=Pd/PAo as parameter of collateral function was
calculated. The duration of the occlusion was defined by the time of a previous
myocardial infarction or angina onset. Data are given as x±SEM.
Results: We observed a significantly higher concentration of bFGF in the col-
lateralized vascular bed as compared to the aortic root (distal: 43±2 vs prox-
imal: 34±4 pg/ml; p=0.03). A similar concentration gradient was observed for
MCP-1 (distal: 78±20 vs proximal: 45±8 pg/ml; p=0.02). The duration of the
TCO had a significant influence on the gradient of bFGF (p=0.02). In TCOs
of <1 month duration a higher systemic concentration of bFGF as compared
with TCOs>1 month duration was measured (41±3 vs 28±4 pg/ml; p<0.05),
whereas concentrations in the collateralized bed were equally high (46±4 vs
45±6 pg/ml). For MCP-1 such a time-dependent influence was not observed.
A higher bFGF concentrations was detected in collaterals with a low CPI, i.e.
collaterals with insufficient function (CPI<0.25: 58±7 vs CP>0.25: 40±3 pg/ml;
p=0.03).
Conclusion: In patients with TCOs a gradient for bFGF and MCP-1 between
the collateralized vascular bed and the aortic root is observed as evidence
for an ongoing local growth factor release. While MCP-1 showed no time-
dependent relation with collateral function, the systemic bFGF concentration
was higher in recent than in TCOs of longer duration, and bFGF was gener-
ated more in collaterals of insufficient functional capacity.

P1185 In vitro angiogenesis: identification, growth and
function of endothelial progenitors cells from
peripheral blood

M.C. Barsotti, R. Di Stefano, T. Santoni, C. Armani, B. Chifenti, F. Buttitta,
A. Balbarini, M. Mariani. University of Pisa, Cardiac and Thoracic Department,
Pisa, Italy

Purpose: To identify best growth conditions of mononuclear cells isolated from
human peripheral blood (PBMNCs) for the in vitro differentiation into endothelial
progenitor cells (EPCs) involved in adult vasculogenesis.
Methods: 8x106/ml PBMNCs harvested from healthy volunteers were cultured
on fibronectin with the following experimental settings: 1) M199; 2) M199 with
VEGF, bFGF, and IGF-I; 3) M199 with bovine retina-derived growth supplement
(RDGS); 4) M199 with RDGS, VEGF, bFGF and IGF-I; 5) endothelial basal
medium (EBM) and 6) EBM supplemented with SingleQuots (EGM). 20% FCS
was added. For FACS analysis of EPCs, the adherent cells were detached by
trypsin/EDTA and incubated with mAbs for endothelial markers. Single color
flow cytometric analysis was performed using FACScan flow cytometer. EPCs
migration was determined using a modified Boyden chamber using VEGF as
chemoattractant. For in vitro angiogenesis, EPCs were collected at day 20,
labeled with CM-DiI and plated alone or with unlabeled HUVECs (ratio 1:4)
in 24-well plates precoated with 100 µl of matrigel. After 24 h of incubation
the three-dimensional network was examined under an inverted confocal laser
scanning microscope.
Results: With media 1-3, cell clusters appeared within 1 week. Spindle-shaped
and attached cells sprouted from them, differentiating in endothelial cell-like
cells (EC-like cells) within 2 weeks and eventually forming cobblestone-like
monolayers within 3 weeks. With medium 4, numerous large cell clusters ap-
peared within 1 week. Spindle shaped and attached cells sprouted also from
these clusters, but the number of differentiated cells with the morphology of ma-
ture endothelial cells decreased during culture. Interestingly, the use of media
without specific growth factors (setting 1) allowed the differentiation in EC-like
cells but only when a consistent number of PBMNCs was plated. With media
5-6, although few clusters were observed, an earlier differentiation of many EC-
like cells was obtained. FACS analysis confirmed the endothelial phenotype. All
cultured EPCs were able to migrate in response to VEGF in Boyden chambers.
EPCs were be incorporated in capillary-like structures formed by HUVECs on
Matrigel; moreover, growth factors-induced EPCs developed angionesis net-
works also when plated on matrigel alone.

Conclusions: EPCs with the capability to participate into angiogenesis pro-
cesses can be obtained under appropriate culture conditions. This may be
helpful for in vivo EPCs application in ischaemic patients.

P1186 Abnormal angiopoietin-2 levels as an index of
angiogenesis in congestive heart failure; relationship
to disease severity

AY. Chong, G. Caine, B. Freestone, A. Blann, GYH. Lip. City Hospital,
University Department of Medicine, Birmingham, United Kingdom

Recent studies have suggested abnormal angiogenesis (as indicated by in-
creased levels of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)) in congestive
heart failure (CHF). Angiopoietin-2 (Ang-2) is a new index of angiogenesis,
being highly abnormal in cancer biology but limited data are available in cardio-
vascular disease. We hypothesised that Ang-2 may be abnormal in CHF and
related to ejection fraction.
We studied 39 patients with acute CHF (defined by European Society of Car-
diology criteria) who were compared with 40 patients with chronic CHF and
18 normal healthy controls. Plasma Ang-2 was measured by ELISA, and the
ejection fraction ascertained by echocardiography.
Results: Ang-2 levels were highest in acute CHF, intermediate in chronic CHF
and lowest in healthy controls. A significant difference was noted between acute
and chronic CHF (Tukey’s post hoc test, p<0.05). There was a modest relation-
ship between Ang-2 levels and ejection fraction (p=0.02).

Variables according to groups

acute CHF chronic CHF controls p

Age 67(10) 63(10) 66(8) p=0.295
Ejection fraction (%) 29(10) 33(9) — p=0.072
Ang-2 (ng/ml) 16.0(10.0-20.0) 7,6(6.0-11.0) 5.0(4.0-6.0) p<0.001

Age and ejection fraction expressed as mean (SD); Ang-2 expressed as median (IQR). One
way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc analysis for age and Ang-2 after log transformation; t test for
ejection fraction

Conclusion: Abnormal angiogenesis in CHF extends to abnormality of the an-
giopoietin system, with a modest relationship to the severity of CHF. Further
studies are required to ascertain the association with treatment and prognosis
in CHF.

P1187 High-resolution magnetic resonance angiography
demonstrates arteriogenesis in response to
sustained release murine vascular endothelial growth
factor in a mouse model of peripheral arterial disease

TJA. Chico 1, J. Greve 2, H. Steinmetz 2, S. Bunting 2, N. Van Bruggen 2,
SP. Williams 2. 1Cardiovascular Research Group, Clinical Sciences Centre,
Sheffield, United Kingdom; 2Genentech inc., Department of Cardiovascular
Research, San Francisco, United States of America

Introduction: Preclinical studies have been unable to serially visualise arterio-
genesis due to limitations of existing techniques. We therefore refined high-
resolution magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) to assess the effect of
sustained-release murine VEGF165 (mVEGF) in a murine model of peripheral
arterial disease.
Methods and Results: Hindlimb ischemia was induced in male C57 mice
by left femoral artery ligation. Serial time-of-flight MRA was able to detect
spontaneous arteriogenesis by five days post-ligation. Twenty-one days af-
ter ligation, 50µg sustained-release mVEGF or vehicle was injected into the
left calf. MRA demonstrated a dramatic enhancement of collateral vessels by
mVEGF treatment, increasing over time from treatment. Figure 1 shows rep-
resentative angiograms from animals five days after injection with vehicle or
VEGF. Further, mVEGF induced a marked angiogenic reaction in the injected
area as assessed by an anti-PECAM1 radioimmunoassay (relative endothe-
lial cell density: 1.5±0.07 VEGF versus 0.68±0.02µg mAb/g Vehicle, p<0.01).
In association with this vascular expansion, resting left gastrocnemius perfu-
sion measured by radiolabelled microsphere deposition was significantly higher
in mVEGF treated animals (57±11 VEGF versus 7±1 ml/min/100g Vehicle,
p<0.01).
Conclusion: High resolution MRA can be used to serially visualise arterio-
genesis in an experimental setting. We have established that in addition to in-
duction of angiogenesis, controlled intramuscular delivery of mVEGF promotes
growth of collateral vessels that enhance tissue perfusion.
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P1188 Inhibition of nitric oxide synthase impairs
ischaemia-induced angiogenesis in the rat heart in
vivo: a magnetic resonance imaging study

DR. C. Waller 1, KH. Hiller 2, K. Hu 1, C. Konietzko 1, N. Hardt 1 ,
M. Nahrendorf 1 , G. Ertl 1, WR. Bauer 1. 1Medizinische Klinik, Universität
Würzburg, Würzburg, Germany; 2Universität Würzburg, Physikalisches
Institut, Würzburg, Germany

Background: In vivo studies revealed that NO synthase blockade or knock-
out reduces angiogenesis in the hindlimb of rodents. We hypothesized that
inhibition of NO synthase impairs ischemia-induced angiogenesis in the my-
ocardium. Therefore, functional myocardial microcirculation was determined by
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) in the ischemic rat heart in vivo during
antagonism of NO synthase by L-NAME (NG-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester).
Methods: In twenty female Wistar rats coronary stenosis was induced by a
probe of 300 µm which was quickly removed after artery ligation. Ten animals
received L-NAME (67 mg/100ml) and hydralazine (8 mg/100 ml) in drinking
water. Ten animals were not treated (controls). Two weeks later, myocardial
perfusion (in ml/g/min) and intracapillary blood volume (RBV, in %) were quan-
titatively measured at rest and during adenosine (2mg/kg/min) by MRI (Bruker
7 Tesla Spectrometer). Formalin-fixed tissue sections were double-stained for
lectin BS-1 (1:200, Sigma) and Ki67 (1:30, Santa Cruz). For the analysis of
angiogenic tissue response, colocalization of endothelial cells and Ki67 stain-
ing as a marker for endothelial cell proliferation were counted on a x400 field
(/mm2). All results (mean ± SEM) were determined in the poststenotic (sten.)
and the remote (rem.) left myocardium (table).

Group Scar tissue Perfusion Perfusion Perfusion Perfusion
(%) sten. sten. rem. rem.

rest adenosine rest adenosine

L-NAME 6.1 ± 0.8 1.14 ± 0.19*+ 2.45 ± 0.38# 1.98 ± 0.19*+ 4.22 ± 0.29*
Controls 6.8 ± 0.7 1.79 ± 0.11+ 3.12 ± 0.20# 3.34 ± 0.12+ 5.24 ± 0.24

Group Cell Cell RBV RBV RBV RBV
proliferation proliferation sten. sten. rem. rem.

sten. rem. rest adenosine rest adenosine

L-NAME 15.6 ± 1.0* 13.5 ± 1.3 11.31 ± 0.60+ 20.51 ± 0.61 12.32 ± 0.62+ 22.91 ± 0.99
Controls 9.6 ± 5.3*# 29.9 ± 2.0 12.63 ± 0.42+ 22.42 ± 0.81 12.92 ± 0.33+ 23.32 ± 0.52

*p<0.05 L-NAME vs. controls, #p<0.01 sten. vs. rem., +p<0.01 rest vs. adenosine

Conclusion: Inhibition of NO synthase in the ischemic rat heart impaired the
angiogenic response of the endothelium and resulted in a reduction of myocar-
dial perfusion and RBV. The results indicate that MRI allows to detect functional
changes in the microcirculation during impaired angiogenesis in the heart in-
duced by compromised NO production.

P1189 Tumour necrosis factor-alpha antagonism by
lnfliximab inhibits collateral artery growth

I. Hoefer 1, S. Grundmann 2 , N. Van Royen 3, S. Schirmer 2 , JJ. Piek 3,
I. Buschmann 2 . 1Perfusion Technologies GmbH, Freiburg, Germany; 2Dept. of
Cardiology, Freiburg, Germany; 3Academic Medical Centre, Dept. of
Cardiology, Amsterdam, Netherlands

TNF-alpha plays a decisive role during inflammatory diseases, such as
rheumatoid arthritis. Recent studies also showed a pathophysiological role of
TNF-alpha for cardiovascular diseases, e.g. chronic heart failure. Therefore, the
successful clinical use of the TNF-alpha antagonist Infliximab against rheuma-
toid diseases promised comparable benefits for patients suffering from chronic
heart failure. Unexpectedly, clinical trials however showed an increased mortal-
ity in the verum group as compared to placebo. In previous studies, we could
show that TNF-alpha is essential for proliferation and growth of pre-existing ar-
teriolar connections towards functional collateral arteries (arteriogenesis). The
current study therefore aims to examine the effect of Infliximab on collateral
artery growth in the rabbit hind limb after femoral artery ligation.
Methods: 24 White New Zealand rabbits were divided into two groups, n=12
each. Group 1 received a single dose Infliximab intravenously after ligation of
the right femoral artery, whereas group 2 served as control and received PBS
after the surgical procedure. Seven days later, collateral conductance was mea-
sured in-vivo via fluorescent microspheres, injected at different pressure levels
(n=6 per group). Post-mortem high-resolution angiograms were used to quan-
tify the number of detectable collateral arteries (n=6 per group).
Results: Consistent to our previous results that TNF-alpha deficient mice show
a reduced arteriogenic response, mediated by the TNF p55 receptor, the sin-
gle application of Infliximab significantly inhibits arteriogenesis as compared
to untreated controls (PBS: 52.39 ± 8.14 ml/min/100mmHg; Infliximab: 33.35
± 6.15 ml/min/100mmHg; p<0.01). Immunohistochemistry revealed a strong
accumulation of TNF-alpha in the adventitia of the proliferating vessels and
double-staining verified Infliximab binding to TNF-alpha.
Conclusion: TNF-alpha is one of the key factors during arteriogenesis. The
negative results for the treatment of patients with chronic heart failure might be
partially explained by the inhibition of the collateral circulation.

P1190 Pancreatic islet transplantation reverses impaired
angiogenesis in diabetic mice after limb ischaemia

A. Curcio 1, D. Torella 2, AM. Davalli 3, P. Madeddu 4, C. Coppola 2,
VG. Russo 2, M. Chiariello 2, C. Indolfi 1. 1Magna Graecia University, Div. of
Cardiology, Catanzaro; 2Federico II University, Div. of Cardiology, Naples;
3San Raffaele Scientific Inst., Dept. of Medicine, Milan; 4Nat Inst of
Biostructures & Biosystems, Card Med & Gene Therapy Section, Sassari, Italy

Introduction: Diabetes is a major risk factor for peripheral artery disease and
impairs endogenous neovascularization of ischemic tissues. Insulin induces
Akt phosphorylation and activity, increasing endothelial survival and prolifer-
ation.
Aim: Here, we tested the hypothesis that hyperinsulinemia after pancreatic
islet transplantation in diabetic mice has a major beneficial impact on neo-
angiogenesis after peripheral ischemia through Akt activation.
Methods: Diabetes was induced by streptozotocin (Stz) administration. The
animals were randomized in three groups: 1) Stz-induced diabetic mice; 2) Dia-
betic mice in which 250 pancreatic islets taken from syngenic mice were trans-
planted under the kidney capsule; 3) Diabetic mice in which 400 pancreatic
islets were transplanted. Non-diabetic mice were our control group. Unilateral
hindlimb ischemia was created by ligation of the femoral artery. Hindlimb per-
fusion was evaluated by serial laser Doppler studies at 7, 14, 21 and 28 days
after surgery. At 28 days, mice were sacrified, the ischemic muscles exised and
capillary density was measured by immunostaining for CD31 (specific marker
for endothelial cells). Additional mice were sacrificed 7 days after hindlimb is-
chemia to assess Akt phosphorylation and activity by western blotting.
Results: 7 days after surgery, in diabetic mice Doppler flow ratio between the
ischemic and the normal limb was already significantly reduced compared to
the control mice. This impairment in blood flow recovery persisted throughout
the duration of the study. Trasplantation of 200-islet rescused the impaired flow
in diabetic mice whereas an absolute improved flow ratio was observed with
400-islet trasplant compared both to diabetic and control mice. At 28 days after
hindlimb ischemia, capillary density was reduced in diabetic mice compared
to controls. 200- and 400-islet trasplant in diabetic mice significantly increased
capillary density compared to controls and non-trasplanted diabetic mice. Fi-
nally, ischemic muscles isolated from diabetic mice compared to controls re-
vealed a strongly reduced Akt phosphorilation and activity, which were restored
and increased after 200 and 400 pancreatic islet trasplant, respectively.
Conclusions: Hyperinsulinemia produced by islet transplantation increases
Akt activity in ishemic muscle and improves neovascularization after limb is-
chemia in diabetic mice.

P1191 Recombinant adeno-associated virus
vector-mediated human VEGF165 gene transfer
stimulates angiogenesis and wound healing in the
genetically diabetic mice

B. Deodato 1 , M. Galeano 2, D. Altavilla 3, N. Arsic 4, D. Cucinotta 5, V. Torre 6,
M. Giacca 4, F. Squadrito 3. 1Karolinska Hospital, Center for Molecular
Medicine, Stockholm, Sweden; 2Dept. of Surgical Sciences, 3Medicine and
Pharmacology, University of Messina, Messina, Italy; 4ICGEB, Molecular
Medicine, Trieste, Italy; 5University of Messina, Dept. of Internal Medicine,
Messina, Italy; 6F. Veneziale Hospital, Unit of Pathology, Isernia, Italy

It has been widely demonstrated that diabetes is a pathological condition asso-
ciated with a high incidence of atherosclerosis. Moreover,inefficient angiogen-
esis is one of the main mechanisms underlying the wound healing disorders
related to diabetes.
Experimental evidences indicate that in such conditions an altered expression
pattern of Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) plays a pivotal role in the
decrease of neovascularization observed in chronic diabetic ulcers.
Purpose: Here we explore the efficacy of gene therapy of diabetes-associated
skin repair disorders with a recombinant Adeno-Associated Virus (AAV) vector
expressing the 165 amino acid isoform of VEGF-A (rAAV-VEGF 165).
Methods: Diabetic C57BL/KsJ db+/+ mice and their normal littermates
(db+/+m) were randomized to receive intradermally into the edges of full-
thickness incisional skin wounds, either recombinant AAV-Lac-Z (rAAV-LacZ)
or rAAV-VEGF165.
Wounded skin specimens collected at different time points after delivery of the
vectors were used for gene marker studies, histological and immunohistochem-
ical evaluation and wound breaking strength analysis.
Results: By beta-galactosidase activity assay, we found that AAV vectors are
highly efficient for gene transfer to the mouse skin. Moreover, injection of rAAV-
VEGF165 into the wounds resulted in a remarkable increase of the tissue con-
tent of the mature protein. This phenomenon was associated with a significant
induction of new vessel formation, with consequent reduction of the healing
time. Histological examination of rAAV-VEGF165 treated wounds revealed an
improvement in reepithelization, granulation tissue formation, synthesis and or-
ganization of extracellular matrix and wound breaking strength.
Conclusions: Our study suggests that VEGF gene transfer might represent a
novel therapeutic approach to treat wound healing disorders associated with
diabetes.
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P1192 Improvement of coronary flow reserve following
inctracoronary stem cell

V. Schächinger 1, B. Assmus 1, R. Lehmann 1, A. Aicher 1, H. Martin 2,
S. Dimmeler 1, A. M. Zeiher 1. 1J. W. Goethe University Frankfurt, Internal
Medicine IV Dept., Frankfurt a. M., Germany; 2J.W. Goethe University
Frankfurt, Internal Medicine III, Frankfurt a. M., Germany

Experimental studies indicate that transplantation of adult progenitor cells from
circulating blood (endothelial progenitor cells, EPC) or bone marrow-derived
cells (BMC) improves neovascularization and myocardial function after acute
myocardial infarction (AMI).
Methods: We investigated in 56 patients 4.7±1.3 days after successful revas-
cularization (stent implantation) of the infarct vessel the effect of intracoronary
progenitor cell therapy with either EPC (n=28) or BMC (n=28) on coronary flow
reserve (CFR) as a measure of coronary vascularization. EPC (isolated from
peripheral blood and subsequently expanded) and BMC (derived from bone
marrow aspiration) were reinfused in the infarct artery during low pressure bal-
loon inflation. CFR (adenosine 2.4 mg/min i.c.) was measured in the infarct
and a reference vessel prior to cell therapy and at 4 months follow up in pa-
tients without restenosis (n= 32, out of 44 patients with follow up available up
to date).
Results: Prior to cell therapy, CFR was significantly reduced in the infarct
compared to the reference vessel (2.5±0.69 vs. 3.4±0.88, p<0.001). After 4
months, CFR was normalized in the infarct vessel (3.6±1.0, p<0.001), whereas
CFR in the reference vessel only slightly increased to 3.8±0.95 (p=0.045). After
4 months, there was no longer a significant difference between CFR in infarct
and reference vessel (p=0.21). Furthermore, relative CFR (infarct vessel CFR
normalized to reference vessel) significantly increased from 0.79±0.29 prior to
progenitor cell therapy to 0.96±0.26 after 4 months (p=0.017). In addition, dias-
tolic deceleration time improved significantly in the infarct artery from 907±207
ms to 1012±207 ms (p=0.023), whereas, there was no relevant change in the
reference vessel (867±157ms vs. 900±315ms, p=0.52). For all parameters, no
significant difference was observed between EPC and BMC therapy.
Conclusions: The nearly complete normalization of coronary flow reserve in
the infarct vessel following progenitor cell therapy after acute myocardial infarc-
tion suggests that intracoronary transplantation of progenitor cells contributes
to improved neovascularization.

P1193 Autologous bone marrow cells for the regeneration of
infarcted myocardium in patients

H.R. Figulla 1, B.M. Richartz 2, F. Küthe 2, H.G. Sayer 3, C. Kasper 3,
K. Höffken 3, G.S. Werner 3 . 1Klinikum der Friedrich-Schiller-Univ., Klinik für
Innere Medizin III, Jena, Germany; 2Clinic of Internal Medicine III,
Friedrich-Schiller-University, Jena, Germany; 3Clinic of Internal Medicine II,
Friedrich-Schiller-University, Jena, Germany

Mononuclear BMC are thought to have the potential to improve myocardial
function after myocardial infarction. The effect of autologous BMC on myocar-
dial function and myocardial blood flow was investigated over a 12 months pe-
riod in patients with an acute myocardial infarct (MI) and in patients with a
chronic MI.
Methods: In 6 patients (3 male, mean age 59 ± 11) with an acute anteroseptal
MI (max CK 2240 ± 432 U/l) and single vessel disease, the occluded artery was
recanalized by PTCA and stent implantation within 12 hours after symptom-
onset. On day 5 - 6 post MI 5.0 ± 1.3 x 107 autologous monocytic BMC in a
volume of 8 – 12 ml were injected with an over the wire PTCA-balloon catheter
expanded to 4 bar over 10 min. into the open and stented infarct artery. The
same methodological approach was performed in 5 patients with a chronic MI,
and an open infarct related artery. Global and regional ejection fraction, my-
ocardial perfusion by contrast echo, coronary flow reserve (CFR) and average
peak velocity (APV) were determined at this time and at 3 months follow up.
LVEF with determined at 3 months intervals within the first year.
Results: Within 12 months there were no major adverse cardiac events. All
stented arteries remained open within the first 3 months. The table summa-
rizes the results of BMC transplantation on myocardial function and myocardial
blood flow in pts with an acute MI. In pts with a chronic MI LVEF was virtually
unchanged over time. Echo contrast imaging demonstrated an unchanged area
of malperfusion.
Conclusion: Autologous transplantation of monocytic BMC in patients with an
acute and chronic MI has no significant effect on myocardial function or coro-

Global LVEF % CFR APV basal (cm/s) APV maximal (cm/s)

day 5-6 post MI 41 ± 14 1.75 ± 6.4 21.2 ± 6.4 37.5 ± 14
3 months post MI 41 ± 10 2.75 ± 0.69 14.2 ± 1.9 38.8 ± 12
12 months past MI 41 ± 9
p < ns < 0.05 < 0.05 ns

Global LVEF, coronary flow rate (CFR) and average peak flow (APV) in the coronary circulation
in response to autologous bone marrow cells after myocardial infarction.

nary flow capacity. The higher CFR after 3 months is related to a reduced basal
flow, and cannot be interpretated as neoangiogenesis.

P1194 Autologous marrow stromal cell transplantation
improves cardiac function after myocardial infartion
in rats

LL. Cheng, YL. Tang, XH. Shu, Q. Zhao, JB. Ge. Zhongshan Hospital, Fudan
University, Department of Cardiology, Shanghai, China

Objective: Marrow stromal cell(MSC) transplantation is promising for the treat-
ment of end-stage heart failure. This study investigated the value of autolo-
gous MSC transplantation into infracted myocardium through intramyocardial
injection and intracoronary infusion. Methods: Myocardial infarction was cre-
ated in 46 rats by left coronary artery ligation. All the rats were divided into
two groups: intracoronary implatation group(IC) and intramyocardial implan-
tation group(IM). Each group was consisted of three subgroups: injection of
induced MSC cells, MSC cells or culture medium alone(control rats) 7 days
after infarction. Left ventricular size and function were assessed by echocar-
diography (Philips Sonos 5500) before and 1 week after infartion, 2 weeks, 4
weeks and 8 weeks after implantation. The thickness of left ventricular wall, the
diastolic diameter of left ventricular(LVDd) and EF were measured. Results:
LVDd of implantation group was smaller and EF was increased compared with
that in the control group 2 weeks, 4 weeks and 8 weeks after MSC implan-
tation (p<0.01). The improvement in EF was similar in the MSC group and
the induced MSC group. The improvement in EF was greater in the IC than in
the IM(p<0.01). Conclusions: Autologous MSC transplantation improves con-
tractibility of infracted heart. This technique may lead to a novel therapy to treat
congestive heart failure caused by ischemic heart disease.

P1195 Magnetic resonance imaging of targeted
catheter-based implantation of myogenic precursor
cells into infarcted left-ventricular myocardium

J. Garot 1 , T. Unterseeh 1, E. Teiger 2, S. Champagne 1 , B. Chazaud 3,
R. Gherardi 3 , L. Hittinger 1, A. Rahmouni 4 . 1Henri Mondor University Hospital,
cardiology, Creteil, France; 2Henri Mondor University Hospital, Cath Lab,
Creteil, France; 3Henri Mondor University, INSERM E00-11, Creteil, France;
4Henri Mondor University Hospital, Department of Radiology, Creteil, France

Background: In vivo imaging of targeted catheter-based implantation of myo-
genic precursor cells (MPC) into infarcted left ventricular (LV) myocardium is
unavailable.
Methods and Results: The study was conducted in 7 farm pigs (4 with ante-
rior myocardial infarction), in which autologous MPC were injected through a
percutaneous catheter allowing for LV electromechanical mapping and guided
transendocardial micro-injections into normal and infarcted myocardium. Car-
diac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was used to detect implanted MPC
previously loaded with iron oxide nanoparticles. MRI data were compared with
LV electromechanical mapping and cross-registered pathology. All 9 injections
into normal and 12 injections into locally damaged myocardium were detected
on T2-weighted spin echo and inversion-recovery true-fisp MRI (low signal ar-
eas) with good anatomical concordance with sites of implantation on electrome-
chanical maps. All sites of injection were confirmed on pathology that showed
in all infarct animals iron-loaded MPC at the center and periphery of the infarct
as expected from MRI.
Conclusions: Targeted catheter-based implantation of iron-loaded myogenic
precursor cells into locally infarcted LV myocardium is accurate and can be re-
liably demonstrated in vivo by cardiac MRI. The ability to identify noninvasively
intramyocardial cell implantation may be determinant for future experimental
studies designed to analyze subsequent effects of such therapy on detailed
segmental LV function.
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P1196 Statin therapy reverses the impaired endothelial
progenitor cell differentiation into cardiomyocytes in
patients with coronary artery disease

C. Badorff, S. Rupp, M. Koyanagi, S. Fichtlscherer, C. Urbich, A. Aicher,
AM. Zeiher, S. Dimmeler. University Hospital, Department of Medicine IV -
Cardiology, Frankfurt, Germany

Further to promoting angiogenesis, cell therapy with stem or progenitor cells
may be an approach for cardiac regeneration in ischemic heart disease. We
have previously shown that human endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) can dif-
ferentiate into cardiomyocytes in vitro. Here, we tested the effects of statin ther-
apy on the differentiation of EPCs from patients with coronary artery disease
(CAD) who may benefit from autologous cell therapy.
EPCs from 3 age-matched groups were tested: No CAD (n=13), CAD patients
with (n=10) or without (n=16) statin therapy. From 4 CAD patients, EPCs were
tested before and after 4 weeks of therapy with 20 mg atorvastatin. EPCs were
obtained from peripheral blood mononuclear cells by cultivating with endothe-
lial cell medium and growth factors. After 3 days, >95% of adherent cells were
functionally and phaenotypically EPCs. EPCs were co-cultured in vitro with rat
neonatal cardiomyocytes to induce cardiomyocyte differentiation. EPC differ-
entiation was quantified by alpha-sarcomeric actinin staining (cardiomyocyte
marker) followed by flow cytometry.
After 6 days of co-culture, the percentage of alpha-sarcomeric actinin–positive
human EPCs was significantly (p=0.014) higher in EPCs of adults without CAD
(8.07%±1.48% of EPCs) compared to EPCs of CAD patients without statin
(3.56%±0.72%). Importantly, patients with statin therapy revealed significantly
higher numbers of alpha-sarcomeric actinin-positive EPCs (6.36%±0.69%,
p=0.01) when compared to CAD patients without statin. EPCs from CAD pa-
tients with statin were no longer different from control (No CAD) EPCs. In ad-
dition, statin therapy resulted in a significant (p=0.017) increase of EPC differ-
entiation in all 4 CAD patients prospectively investigated before and 4 weeks
after statin therapy. The survival of EPC assessed after 6 days of co-culture did
not differ between the different groups indicating that the regulation of EPC dif-
ferentiation is not secondary to modulation of EPC survival. Finally, we tested
whether statin treatment of EPCs in vitro enhances the EPC differentiation into
cardiomyocytes. However, EPC treatment with 0.1 µM atorvastatin did not af-
fect EPC differentiation (116.15%±49.11% alpha-sarcomeric actinin–positive
EPCs of control).
EPCs from CAD patients display an impaired in vitro differentiation capacity
into cardiomyocytes. This defect can be reversed by in vivo, but not in vitro
statin therapy. The therapeutic use of autologous EPCs may aid cardiomyocyte
regeneration in patients with ischemic heart disease.

P1197 Transplantation of bone marrow cell overexpressing
FrzA reduces infarct size and improves cardiac
function after myocardial infarction

L. barandon 1 , T. Couffinhal 2 , P. Dufourcq 3, L. Leroux 2, P. Alzieu 3, J. Ezan 3,
D. Daret 3, C. Duplàa 3 on behalf of T. Couffinhal Departement of Cardiology
Haut-leveque Hospital. 1Talence Bordeaux, France; 2Haut leveque hospital,
Dept. Cardiology, 33600 Pessac, France; 3INSERM U441, 33600 Pessac,
France

Background: We have recently shown that ubiquitary overexpression of a se-
creted frizzled related protein, FrzA, in transgenic (Tg) mice (CMV promoter)
reduced infarct size and modified infarct healing. However, myocardial infarct
size was not reduced in two others transgenic mice line overexpressing FrzA
in the vascular hood (tie-2 promoter) and in the cardiomyocytes (alpha-MHC
promoter). During characterization, we have shown by RT-PCR that FrzA trans-
gene was expressed in Bone Marrow Cells (BMC) and in circulatory mononu-
clear cells only in Tg mice overexpressing FrzA under CMV promoter. As these
inflammatory cells play keys role in myocardial healing process after myocar-
dial infarction, we would like, in this study, to explore if secretion of FrzA by
inflammatory cells during the first days after myocardial infarction could play a
role in reparation process.
Methods: Our strategy is based on BMC transplantation. BMC of giver mice
(Tg mice and Control C57Bl/6J mice) were extracted from femur and purified
in ficoll paque . Receiver mice (RM)were lethaly irradiated (9 grays). 24 hours
after irradiation, these mice were transplanted with 500 000 Tg-BMC mice or
Control-BMC (Cont- BMC mice) by sub-claviar veinous injection. RM were then
kept in sterile cage with oral antibiotic during 1 month and were subjected to
myocardial infarction by ligation or by cryolesion two months after irradiation.
15 days after surgery, hemodynamics study (HS) (Millar’s probe) and infarct
size (morphometric analysis) were determined.
Results: 32 mice were transplanted. 2 mice suffered of gaseous embolism dur-
ing transplantation. 6 mice died after transplantation (20%). 22 mice were used
for surgery (11 Tg- BMC mice and 11 Cont- BMC mice). 2 Cont- BMC mice died
by cardiac rupture. During HS, dp/dt max and dp/dt min were improved in Tg-
BMC mice (+3864 mmHg/s, -3406 mmHg/s, n=5) as compared to Cont- BMC
mice (+2519 mmHg/s, -1808 mmHg/s, n=3), p<0.001. Infarct size is decreased
in Tg- BMC mice after ligattion or cryolesion (30.5% Left Ventricle Necrosis for
ligation, n=5 and 20% Left Ventricle Necrosis for cryolesion, n=4) as compared

to Cont- BMC mice (45% Left Ventricle Necrosis for ligation, n=3 and 26% Left
Ventricle Necrosis for cryolesion, n=5), p<0.01.
Conclusion: Overexpression of FrzA in BMC can reduce infarct size and im-
prove cardiac function after myocardial infarction.

P1198 Transplanted mesenchymal progenitor cells
differentiate to an endothelial phenotype and improve
heart function in infarcted rat myocardium

S. Davani 1, N. Mersin 2, B. Royer 2, A. Marandin 3 , B. Kantelip 2, P. Hervé 3,
JP. Kantelip 2. 1Besancon, France; 2Besancon, France; 3EFS, Besancon,
France

Purpose: Cellular cardiomyoplasty is promising for improving postinfarcted car-
diac function. Over the past decade, a variety of cell types have been proposed
including mononuclear bone marrow cells. The latter contains different lineages
including mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). The aim of this study was to anal-
yse the differentiation pathways of engrafted syngenic mesenchymal progenitor
cells (MPCs) obtained in culture from bone marrow MSCs and their effects on
the left ventricular function in a rat model of myocardial infarction.
Methods: Bone marrow was obtained from Lewis inbred rats and then cul-
tured. MPCs were isolated by bone marrow cell adherence. In vitro differentia-
tion was assessed by immunohistochemical analysis using anti-alpha SM actin,
anti-vimentin, anti-beta actin, anti-CD31, anti-myosin heavy chain (MHC) and
anti-desmin. A ligation model of left coronary artery was used. Seven days after
ligation, MPCs labeled with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) were injected
into the infarcted myocardium (n=8). For control, culture medium was injected
(n=8). Transthoracic echocardiography was performed 6 days after myocardial
infarction (baseline measurements) and 30 days after cell implantation. For as-
sessment of the cell grafting and vascular density, rats were sacrified 30 days
after implantation. Histological and immunohistochemical analysis were per-
formed using the same antibodies as above.
Results: In vitro, all the cells express vimentin showing their mesenchymal ori-
gin. Moreover, they expressed alpha SM actin and beta actin filaments which
are respectively specific of smooth muscle and non-muscle cells, but they did
not express skeletal MHC and desmin. DAPI-labeled cells were observed in the
luminal face of endothelium vessels expressing the endothelial marker CD31
and not alpha SM actin or desmin. Many loci positively stained for alpha SM
actin were observed which were discrete positively stained for desmin. Fur-
thermore, vessel density was augmented in the MPC group in comparison with
the control group (8.4±0.9/0.2 mm2 vs 5.4±0.9/0.2 mm2; p=0.001). After 30
days, echocardiography showed an improvement on left ventricle ejection frac-
tion (42±2.7% vs 28±1.5%; p=0.002) and fractional shortening (16.7±1.3% vs
10.4±0.7%; p=0.003) in the MPCs compared to the control group.
Conclusion: The implantation of syngenic MPCs into a rat model of myocar-
dial infarction was safety demonstrated. Some engrafted cells appeared to dif-
ferentiate into endothelial cells. MPC engraftment seemed to contribute to the
improvement on the cardiac function.
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P1199 Bone marrow derived human mesenchymal stem
cells have the potential for myogenic differentiation
both in vivo and in vitro

A. Technau 1, H. Ebelt 2, T. Braun 1. 1University of Halle-Wittenberg, Institute of
Physiological Chemistry, Halle, Germany; 2University of Halle-Wittenberg,
Department of Medicine III, Halle, Germany

It has been proposed that stem cell-like cells might provide a valuable source
to restore function of injured heart tissue. Although numerous basic biological
properties of stem cell-like cells still remain unresolved its seems clear that op-
erationally defined stem cell-like cells have the potential to express numerous
markers characteristic for differentiated cell types. The aim of our investiga-
tion was to analyse the potential of bone marrow derived human mesenchymal
stem cells (HMSC) to differentiate into cardiomyocytes both in vitro and in vivo.
Methods: Human mesenchymal stem cells were isolated from bone marrow
aspirates and enriched in cell culture in DMEM/10% FCS. In co-culture exper-
iments, HMSC were first labelled with DiI (fluorochrome) and after 24h were
added to cultured ventricular cardiomyocytes from adult mice. Differentiation of
HMSC was analysed by antibody staining. The DiI labelled HMSC were also
injected into both the heart and skeletal muscle of SCID (severe combined im-
munodeficiency) mice, and the fate of DiI-labelled HMSC was analysed 14d af-
ter transplantation. Results: In cell culture, HMSC were positive for vimentin but
showed no expression of muscle specific markers MF20, Troponin I, Troponin
T, and F-Aktin. After 14d of co-culture of DiI-labelled HMSC and adult murine
cardiomyocytes, approximately 30% of cultured HMSC showed immunoreac-
tivity against MF20, cardiac Troponin T, and F-Aktin. In vivo, 14d after injection
of labelled HMSC into the heart of SCID mice, a rather low percentage of the
transplanted stem cells expressed MHC and cardiac Troponin T. Additionally,
DiI-positive myotubes were found after transplantation of labelled HMSC into
skeletal muscle. Conclusions: In our experiments we demonstrate that human
bone marrow derived HMSC have the capacity to express marker molecules
that are indicative for the myogenic lineage both in vitro and in vivo. The num-
ber of HMSC expressing myogenic markers was by far higher in cell culture
experiments than in vivo. We propose that the close interaction of HMSC and
cardiomyocytes achieved in cell culture favours the differentiation process as
every cultured HMSC gets into close contact with several cardiomyocytes. After
in vivo transplantation, only few of the injected HMSC’s get into direct contact
with the host’s cardiomyocytes or myotubes, while the majority of the injected
cells forms an isolated cluster. Therefore, in future experiments either an op-
timized way of HMSC delivery or transplantation of pre-differentiated HMSC
should result in a higher extent of new muscle formation.

P1200 Vascular endothelial growth factor modulates skeletal
myoblast function

A. Germani 1 , A. Di Carlo 2, A. Mangoni 1 , P. Biglioli 1, M. Capogrossi
Colognesi 2 . 1Centro Cardiologico Fond. "I. Monzino, Lab. Biol. Vascolare e
Terapia Genica, Milano, Italy; 2Istituto Dermopatico dell’Immacolata,
Laboratorio di Patologia Vascolare, Rome, Italy

Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) expression is enhanced in is-
chemic skeletal muscle and is though to play a key role in the angiogenic re-
sponse to ischemia. However, it is not known whether VEGF modulates skeletal
muscle cell function. The objective of the present study was to examine the ex-
pression and function of VEGF receptors (Flk-1 and Flt-1) in skeletal myoblasts
in vivo and in vitro.
Methods and Results: Unilateral hindlimb ischemia was induced in mice by
left femoral artery ligation (FAL) at its proximal origin as a branch of the exter-
nal iliac artery. Immunoistochemical analysis showed that, in normoperfused
hindlimbs, Flk-1 and Flt-1 receptors were expressed in quiescent satellite cells.
At day 3 and day 7 after FAL, Flk-1 and Flt-1 expression was observed in new-
formed myotubes. In order to characterize the role of VEGF receptors on skele-
tal myoblasts, experiments were performed with C2C12 cells, a murine my-
oblasts cell line. C2C12 cells were grown in DMEM supplemented either with
20% or 2% fetal calf serum for proliferation and differentiation studies, respec-
tively. Western blot analysis showed that Flk-1 and Flt-1 expression was down-
regulated during C2C12 myogenic differentiation. In a modified Boyden Cham-
ber assay, VEGF enhanced C2C12 myoblasts migration 5 fold (n=5; p<0.01).
Moreover, VEGF administration to differentiating C2C12 myoblasts prevented
apoptosis by activating the serine-threonine protein kinase AKT, while inhibi-
tion of VEGF signaling either with selective VEGF receptor inhibitors (SU1498
and CB676475) or a neutralizing Flk-1 antibody, enhanced C2C12 cell death
approximately 3.5 fold as evaluated by TUNEL labeling.
Conclusions: These results support a role for VEGF in myoblast migration and
survival, and suggest a novel autocrine role of VEGF in skeletal muscle repair
during ischemia.

P1201 Infusion of human umbilical cord blood-derived AC
133+ stem cells to treat myocardial infarction

JL. Leor 1, E. Guetta 2, H. Galski 3, IM. Barbash 4, L. Miller 4 , I. Weiser 4,
MS. Feinberg 4, A. Nagler 3. 1Neufeld Cardiac Research Institute, Sheba
Medical Center, Tel-Hashomer, Israel; 2Gertner Institute of Human Genetics,
Tel-Hashomer, Israel; 3Bone-Marrow Transplantation Department,
Tel-Hashomer, Israel; 4Sheba Medical Center, Neufeld Cardiac Research
Institute, Tel-Hashomer, Israel

Background: We designed a study to test the hypothesis that human umbilical
cord blood may be an alternative and novel source for stem cells that may
participate in post MI healing and neovascularization.
Methods and Results: Cord blood cells were isolated from human umbili-
cal cord bloods. AC 133 (+) cells were separated by a Miltenyi Biotec’s mag-
netic cell separation technology (MACS) and stored for transplantation. Athymic
nude rats (n=17) were used for cell transplantation study and the left anterior
descending coronary artery was permanently ligated to create MI. AC 133 (+)
cord blood stem/progenitor cells (∼2x106) or saline (control) were infused IV at
24 h after MI. By 3 weeks after transfusion, the hearts, lungs, spleen, liver, kid-
neys and bones were harvested and representative sections were either fixed
or frozen sectioned. The presence of human- donor cells in recipient heart
was confirmed by fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) using deoxyribonu-
cleic acid probes specific for human X and Y chromosomes or immunostaining
for HLA-DR. HLA immunostaining revealed that the infused donor cells homed
and colonize the bone marrow and infarcted myocardium. Positive HLA stain-
ing was observed in vessel walls suggesting differentiation of the donor cells
into vasculature cells. Examination of representative slides from control hearts
was negative for HLA or human sex chromosomes. Blinded computerized im-
age analysis of representative slides stained for smooth-muscle alfa-actin de-
tected a higher density (vessels/mm2) of capillaries and arterioles (mean"bSE)
(260"b18 vs. 187"b57;p=0.38) and vessel area (vessel area/slide) (12"b1% vs.
9"b1%; p=0.01) in the cell-treated vs. control hearts.
Conclusion: Our preliminary findings suggest that infused human umbilical
cord blood derived AC 133+ stem/progenitor cells can migrate to and colo-
nize the infarcted myocardium. The donor cells might give rise to a new vessel
formation. Our ongoing research evaluates whether these encouraging pre-
liminary results would be translated to improved myocardial remodeling and
function.

CONVENTIONAL AND EMERGING RISK FACTORS IN
CORONARY HEART DISEASE

P1202 Folic acid and B12 supplementation correct abnormal
endothelial function in asymptomatic population with
dual abnormality in homocysteine metabolism

E. Zittan, M. Preis, I. Asmir, O. Amir, S. Alroy, D.A. Halon, B.S. Lewis,
M.Y. Flugelman. Carmel Medical Center, Cardiology, Haifa, Israel

Background and Aims: In a previous study we have shown that 34% of
asymptomatic individuals with MTHFR C677T mutation have abnormally low
B12 levels and that these individuals have endothelial dysfunction (ECD). The
present study was designed to test the hypothesis that B12 and folic acid can
correct ECD in subjects with homozygosity for the C677T mutation and con-
comitant B12 deficiency.
Methods: Endothelial function using high-resolution ultrasound images of the
brachial artery was measured in three groups of subjects: Group A (n=19) con-
sisted of homozygotes for the C677T mutation and concomitant B12 deficiency
(<150 pmol/L), Group B (n=15) consisted of C677T homozygotes with normal
B12 levels, and Group C (n=15) consisted of subjects with no mutation and
normal B12 levels (control). Group A was treated with B12 for 12 weeks and
with folic acid for additional 12 weeks. Group B was treated with folic acid for
12 weeks. Endothelial function and blood tests for B12, folic acid and homocys-
teine were measured prior to, and after treatment.
Results: Abnormal flow mediated dilation (FMD), the major measurable pa-
rameter of endothelial function, was observed in groups A and B. Baseline
FMD in Group A was 3.6±1.2%, FMD increased to 8.1±1.2% after correction
of B12 deficiency but was normalized only when folic acid was supplemented
(11.5±3.1%). In group, B baseline FMD was 6.7±2.6% and with folic acid sup-
plementation reached 13.3±3.6%. In group C (controls) FMD was 15.1±3.0.%.
Conclusion: 1) Individuals with abnormal homocysteine metabolism have en-
dothelial dysfunction. 2) Folic acid alone can correct endothelial function in
individuals with the C677T mutation, while B12 and folic acid are neccecary
to correct endothelial dysfunction in individuals with concomitant homozygosity
for the mutation and B12 deficiency.
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P1203 Homocysteine-induced endothelin-1 release is
dependent on hyperglycaemia and mitochondrial
reactive oxygen species production in endothelial
cells

A. Sethi, DM. Lees, JA. Douthwaite, AB. Dawnay, R. Corder. William Harvey
Research Institute, Experimental Therapeutics, London, United Kingdom

Background: Hyperhomocysteinemia is a risk factor for cardiovascular dis-
ease and causes endothelial dysfunction. This is thought to involve reactive
oxygen species (ROS) production although the mechanism for this is not clear.
Raised glucose levels in cell culture and diabetics are also associated with
increased ROS production. As endothelin-1 (ET-1) is strongly implicated in
atherogenic processes, we investigated whether homocysteine (Hcy) either
alone or with high glucose induces endothelin-1 synthesis mediated by ROS.
Methods and Results: Bovine aortic endothelial cells were grown in high
(25mM) and low (5mM) glucose medium. In high glucose, Hcy caused a con-
centration and time dependent increase in ET-1 release, which was greatest
with 50µM Hcy (p<0.01) and at 24h was 40±8% above basal levels (p<0.01).
This effect was not seen in low glucose conditions. ET-1 mRNA levels were
maximal at 1h (p<0.05) and remained elevated for 4h (p<0.05). Tissue fac-
tor mRNA levels were raised at 4h (p<0.05) and functional activity was raised
at 6h (p<0.05). Intracellular ROS production was increased by Hcy 50µM at
24h (44±14% v. basal, p<0.05) but only in high glucose conditions. To investi-
gate the role of mitochondrial metabolism in ROS production, cells were incu-
bated with thenoyltrifluoroacetone (inhibitor of complex II) or carbonyl cyanide
m-chlorophenylhydrazone (uncoupler of oxidative phosphorylation). Both com-
pounds abolished the Hcy-induced increase in ROS production and ET-1 re-
lease. Phospholipase A (DEDA) and C (U-73122) inhibitors also abolished the
Hcy-induced increase in ET-1 release.
Conclusion: The combined metabolic burden of Hcy and high glucose stimu-
lates ET-1 synthesis from endothelial cells and involves the production of mito-
chondrial ROS.

P1204 The effect of lowering plasma homocysteine level on
vasomotor function and exercise-induced myocardial
ischaemia in coronary patients with no traditional risk
factors

M. Aksoy 1, N. Aksoy 2, H. Dinckal 1, V. Davutoglu 1, S. Soydinc 1, I. Akdemir 1.
1Gaziantep university, Cardiology, Gaziantep, Turkey; 2Maternity hospital,
Biochemistry, Gaziantep, Turkey

Background: Risk factor modification has shown to improve vasomotor func-
tion and exercise performance in patients with traditional risk factors (diabetes,
hypertension, smoking, dyslipidemia). This study was performed to determine
whether modification of high homocysteine level, as a novel risk factor, im-
proves vasomotor function and whether this results in a reduction in exercise-
induced ischemia in coronary patients with no traditional risk factors.
Methods: Thirty-four male patients (homocysteine levels >15 µmol/L) on a
waiting list for percutan coronary intervention (PCI) of a focal stenosis in the
LAD artery were studied. Twenty patients were received homocysteine lower-
ing therapy-HLT (folic acid, vitamin B6 and B12) and 14 patients did placebo
until the time of PCI (mean 3.2 weeks). At baseline and follow-up brachial artery
ultrasonography and exercise SPECT were performed in each patient. All pa-
tients had follow-up angiogram at the time of PCI.
Results: All patients had no traditional risk factors. Also, HLT and placebo
groups were comparable according to plasma total cholesterol, LDL, HDL,
triglyceride, CRP, fibrinogen levels and blood pressures. Plasma homocysteine
levels were significantly reduced by HLT compared with baseline (12.3±4 vs.
21.4±6 µmol/L; p <0.001) whereas placebo had no effect (20.9±5 vs. 22.2±8
µmol/L; p=NS). HLT produced a marked improvement in flow-mediated, en-
dothelium dependent vasodilatation from 3.7±1.5% to 8.9±3.2% (p<0.001),
and a significant reduction in exercise-induced ST depression (1.4±0.7 vs.
0.9±0.5 mm; p=0.01) and redistribution gradient on the polar map display of
SPECT imaging (26±14% vs. 17±8%; p<0.001). There were no significant
changes on all these parameters by placebo. The severity of LAD stenosis
was not different between the baseline and follow-up angiograms in both HLT
(82±11% vs. 80±9%; p=NS) and placebo (79±8% vs. 80±10; p=NS) groups.
Conclusion: Lowering plasma homocysteine levels may improve vasomotor
function with no change in angiographic stenosis and this may result in a re-
duction in exercise-induced myocardial ischemia in coronary patients with hy-
perhomocysteinemia.

P1205 Elevated levels of oxidized low-density lipoprotein are
associated with an increased risk of reperfusion
injury in patients with acute myocardial infarction

S. Fukuzawa, S. Ozawa, M. Inagaki, K. Shimada, J. Sugioka. Funabashi
Municipal Medical Center, Division of Cardiology, Chiba, Japan

Background: There is accumulating data that increased blood levels of ox-
idized low density lipoprotein (ox-LDL) could play a role in acute myocardial
infarction, but few data are available on their role in the reperfusion injury. The
aim of the study is to assess the relative risk of malondialdehyde-modified LDL
(MDA-LDL) on the reperfusion injury during acute myocardial infarction.
Methods: 33 patients of a first acute anterior myocardial infarction with primary
angioplasty were studied prospectively. Lipid parameters including MDA-LDL
were assayed at presentation, as were creatine kinase (CK) and high sensitive
C-reactive protein (CRP). All patients underwent stress sestamibi myocardial
perfusion gated SPECT imaging after 2 weeks. SPECT images were quanti-
fied by severity index using a polar map. Gated SPECT measurement for left
ventricular end-diastolic volume (LVEDV) index and ejection fraction (EF) was
obtained according to QGS methods.
Results: MDA-LDL levels at presentation were increased by 135 ± 47
U/L. A significant relationship was seen between CK and MDA-LDL (r=0.66;
p<0.0001) and between severity index of sestamibi defect and MDA-LDL
(r=0.62; p<0.0001). There was also a significant relationship between post
stress left ventricular enlargement (stress LVEDV - rest LVEDV) and MDA-LDL
(r=0.70; p<0.0001). By contrast, MDA-LDL was not correlated with EF, CRP
and other lipid parameters. Multivariate regression analysis revealed that the
most significant risk factor for the larger severity index was the high level of
serum MDA-LDL.
Conclusion: This study demonstrated that ox-LDL levels showed a significant
positive collation with the severity of myocardial damage in reperfused acute
myocardial infarction patients. The observations suggested that increased lev-
els of ox-LDL might play an important role of reperfusion injury in these circum-
stances.

P1206 C-reactive protein is related to heart rate variability –
a predictor of sudden cardiac death

T. Madsen 1, JH. Christensen 2 , E. Toft 3, EB. Schmidt 4. 1Aalborg Hospital,
Department of Cardiology, Aalborg, Denmark; 2Aalborg Hospital, Department
of Nephrology, Aalborg, Denmark; 3Aalborg University, Dept of Health Science
and Technology, Aalborg, Denmark; 4Aalborg Hospital, Department of
Cardiology, Aalborg, Denmark

C-reactive protein (CRP) is an independent predictor of cardiovascular events.
Recently, it has been suggested that CRP testing should be used in coronary
risk assessment, with CRP levels <1 mg/l, 1-3 mg/l and >3 mg/l indicating low,
intermediate and high risk, respectively. CRP has also been related to the risk
of sudden cardiac death (SCD) in apparently healthy men.
Purpose: To investigate a possible relation between CRP and HRV, which is a
strong predictor of SCD.
Methods: Subjects were recruited among patients referred for elective coro-
nary angiography at the Department of Cardiology, Aalborg Hospital, Aarhus
Universityhospitals, Denmark, due to suspected coronary artery disease
(CAD). Before the angiogram, a 24-hour Holter recording was obtained from
each patient and time-domain HRV variables were analysed. CRP was mea-
sured using a highly sensitive assay.
Results: A total of 269 patients (171 men and 98 women; mean age 60 ± 8 yrs)
were included. Thirty-six % had previously had a myocardial infarction and 70%
had a positive angiogram. Patients were divided into 3 groups according to CRP
levels (<1 mg/l, 1-3 mg/l, and 3-10 mg/l). Patients with intermediate and high
CRP levels both had significantly lower SDNN, SDNNindex, and SDANNindex
than patients with low CRP levels (table). There was no statistically significant
differences in RR, PNN50 and RMSSD between groups.

C-reactive protein

<1 mg/l (n=63) 1-3 mg/l (n=91) 3-10 mg/l (n=115)

RR (ms) 935 913 901
SDNN (ms) 142 124* 116*
SDNNindex (ms) 55 48* 46*
SDANNindex (ms) 127 113* 104*
PNN50 (%) 8.2 7.6 8.1
MSSD (ms) 27 29 29

Mean values of HRV indices in the three groups. *p<0.01 vs. CRP <1 mg/l

Conclusion: We report a strong relation between CRP and several HRV in-
dices in patients with angiographically documented CAD. This is a novel find-
ing supporting a possible link between CRP and SCD. Thus, risk assessment
of CAD by CRP testing might also be applicable to the risk of suffering SCD.
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P1207 White blood cell count and microalbuminuria are both
independent predictors of late ventricular
tachycardia/fibrillation in non-diabetic patients with
acute myocardial infarction

J. Lekatsas 1, S. koulouris 1, I. Karabinos 1 , G. Chrisanthopoulou 2 ,
G. Ioannidis 2 , N. Thalassinos 2, A. Kalofoutis 3 , L. Anthopoulos 1 . 11st
Cardiology Dept., Evangelismos Hospital, Athens; 2Evangelismos Hospital,
Endocrinology Dept., Evangelismos Hospital, Athens; 3University of Athens
Medical School, Dept. of Biological Chemistry, Athens, Greece

Aim: The role of inflammation and endothelial dysfunction in arrythmiogenesis
has not been elucidated. The aim of this study was to examine if microalbu-
minuria (ML), an index of endothelial dysfunction and white blood cell count
(WBC), an index of inflammation, are related to the development of malignant
arrythmias in patients (pts) with acute myocardial infarction (AMI).
Methods: We studied 201 nondiabetic patients, 157 men and 44 women,
61.3±12 years old, admitted with AMI. Cardiac enzyme measurements were
done every 8 hours for the first 3 days of hospitalization to assess the peak
CK-MB (MB isoenzyme of creatine kinase) value. WBC was measured on the
first day of admission. Patients enrolled in the study underwent a complete
echocardiography examination prior discharge to assess left ventricular ejec-
tion fraction (EF). Signal averaging of the surface QRS complex was done at
the third day in order to record late potentials (LP). A 8-hour urine sample was
collected on the third day and urinary albumin concentration was measured by
a radioimmunologic method. ML was defined as an albumin excretion rate of
20-200 µg/min. Symptomatic ventricular tachycardia/fibrillation (VT/VF), which
occurred after the first 48 hours, were defined as malignant arrythmias.
Results: Twenty six out of 201 pts (12.9%) developed VT/VF after the first
48 hours of hospitalization. Univariate logistic regression analysis revealed
that the presence of VT/VF was predicted by WBC (Exp(b)=1.179, p=0.002),
CK-MB (Exp(b)=1.005, p=0.006) and the presence of ML (Exp(b)=2.968,
p=0.016). Multiple logistic regression analysis which included the above vari-
ables, showed that only WBC and ML were independent predictors of VT/VF
(Exp(b)=1.12, p=0.046 and Exp(b)=3.02, p=0.029, respectively). It is worth to
note that the presence of LP and EF, did not correlate with the development of
VT/VF.
Conclusions: WBC and ML, but not LP and EF are independent predictors
of late VT/VF, in non-diabetic patients with AMI. Thus, the development of late
ventricular arrhythmias in AMI is possibly more closely related to the coexisting
inflammatory process and increased endothelial permeability, rather than to the
heterogeneity of impulse propagation around the infarct size.

P1208 Recombinant human C-reactive protein inhibits
platelet function independent of Fcγ RIIa-R-H131
genotype

O. Gorchakova, N. Von Beckerath, M. Gawaz, A. Joost, K. Tiroch, W. Koch,
A. Schomig, A. Kastrati. 1 Med. Klinik rechts der Isar, Deutsches
Herzzentrum, Munich, Germany

Background: Elevated levels of C-reactive protein (CRP) are associated with
cardiovascular events. CRP is an acute-phase reactant reported to modify
platelet function depending on its physiochemical state and purity. Recently, it
has been proposed that the immunoglobulin receptor FcgammaRIIa that is also
expressed on the platelet membrane surface binds CRP in an allele-specific
manner. We studied the effect of recombinant human CRP (rhCRP) on platelet
function and the potential involvement of FcgammaRIIa-R-H131 polymorphism.
Methods and Results: Agonist-induced platelet aggregation (5µM ADP and
4µg/ml collagen) was studied in 19 healthy subjects with known FcgammaRIIa-
R-H131 genotype (5 HH, 7 RH, and 7 RR, determined with fluorogenic probes)
after 10 minutes incubation with either rhCRP or PBS as a control. Incuba-
tion with rhCRP resulted in a pronounced reduction of maximal aggregation
(ADP: from 99.6 ± 12.2% to 43.6 ± 14.8%, P < 0.001), decrease of ATP re-
lease (ADP: from 1.23 ± 1.37 to 0.01 ± 0.05 nmol, P < 0.001) and increase of
deaggregation (ADP: from 5.1 ± 15.4% to 72.6 ± 22.8%, P < 0.001). Original
traces of a typical experiment are shown in the figure. The inhibitory effect of
rhCRP on ADP-induced aggregation was dose-dependent (EC50 = 0.05). The

rhCRP inhibits platelet aggregation.

inhibitory effect of rhCRP was independent of FcgammaRIIa-R-H131 genotype
[reduction of max. ADP-induced aggregation: 58.1 ± 9.9% (HH), 52.7 ± 17.2%
(RH) and 58.7 ± 12.4% (RR), P = 0.69].
Conclusions: rhCRP is a potent inhibitor of agonist-induced platelet aggre-
gation. The data does not suggest allele-specific binding of rhCRP to platelet
FcgammaRIIa as the underlying mechanism.

P1209 Serum levels of interleukin-10 are inversely related to
future events in patients with acute myocardial
infarction

I. Seljeflot 1 , M. Hurlen 2, S. Solheim 2, H. Arnesen 3 . 1Ullevål University
Hospital, Center for Clinical Research, Oslo, Norway; 2Ullevål University
Hospital, Cardiology, Oslo, Norway; 3Ullevål University Hospital, Center for
Clinical Research, Oslo, Norway

Background: Inflammation is generally accepted to play a major role in the
development of atherosclerosis. Increased attention has therefore been paid
to markers of inflammatory activity, and several studies have shown pro-
inflammatory markers to be related to clinical events in patients with coronary
heart disease. Little is known about the role of anti-inflammatory cytokines in
atherosclerosis. In the present study we have investigated the levels of IL-10 in
patients after an acute myocardial infarction (AMI) and related them to future
clinical events during 4-years follow-up.
Methods: The present investigation is a sub-study of the WARIS-II trial in which
patients with an AMI had been randomly assigned to treatment with aspirin
alone, aspirin and warfarin or warfarin alone and followed for 4 years. The clin-
ical end-points were pre-defined as a composite of death, myocardial reinfarc-
tion and stroke. The present population consisted of 239 patients randomly
recruited. Fasting blood samples were collected 3 months after the AMI for de-
termination of serum IL-10. Commercial ELISA method (R&D Systems Europe)
was used.
Results: No differences in IL-10 levels were observed between the treatment
groups. During the 4-years follow-up, 27 patients suffered a primary endpoint.
In those patients the levels of IL-10 were significantly lower compared to those
without: (medians) 1.79 vs 3.00 pg/mL, p<0.0001. When separating the levels
of IL-10 into quartiles there was a highly significant trend for increased event
rate with lower levels of IL-10 (p for trend <0.0001) with an odds ratio of 6.69
(95% CI 2.09-23.7) when dicotomizing the levels (p=0.0001).
Conclusion: The results show prospectively that an anti-inflammatory cytokine
may be protective for future clinical events in patients who have suffered an
AMI. These findings contribute to the understanding that anti-inflammatory ac-
tivity is implicated in the progression of atherothrombosis.

P1210 Early interleukin-1 receptor antagonist elevation in
patients with acute myocardial infarction

G. Patti 1, A. D’Ambrosio 1, S. Mega 1, G. Giorgi 2 , E.M. Zardi 2, G. Dicuonzo 1,
A. Dobrina 1, G. Di Sciascio 1. 1Campus Bio-Medico, Cardiovascular Sciences,
Rome, Italy; 2"San Sebastiano Martire" Hospital, Cardiology, Frascati, Italy

Background: Inflammatory markers are elevated in patients (pts) with unsta-
ble coronary syndromes, but interleukin-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1Ra) levels
during the early phases of acute myocardial infarction (MI) were not previously
investigated. Goal of the study was to evaluate IL-1Ra levels in pts with ST-
segment elevation MI upon Emergency Department (ED) admission and to as-
sess sensitivity of such determination in comparison with common markers of
myocardial necrosis.
Methods: IL-1Ra levels were measured in 44 consecutive pts with MI and com-
pared with creatin-kinase (CK), CK-MB, Troponin I, Myoglobin and C-reactive
protein (CRP).
Results: On admission, 82% of pts had elevated (>230 pg/ml) IL-1Ra levels
vs 41% of pts with raised CK (P=0.001), CK-MB (45%, P=0.002), Troponin I
(57%, P=0.027), Myoglobin (48%, P=0.004) and CRP (57%, P=0.019) levels.
IL-1Ra values were significantly higher in pts with heralded MI vs those without
pre-infarction angina [671 vs 320 pg/ml, P=0.013]. Sensitivity of IL-1Ra deter-
mination increased to 86% if pre-coronary time was ≤3 hours and to 91% if
heralded infarction occurred.
Conclusions: Our study indicates that, unlike markers of necrosis, elevation
of IL-1Ra levels occurs early in pts with MI, is more significant in those with
heralded infarction and with pre-coronary time ≤3 hours, and it precedes the
release of markers of necrosis. Thus, IL-1Ra determination may be an impor-
tant early adjuvant to diagnosis of MI in the Emergency Department.
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P1211 Early C-reactive protein levels in acute myocardial
infarction predicts short- and long-term prognosis

D. Sharif, E.G. Abinader, M. Hamouh. Bnai Zion Medical Center, Dept. of
Cardiology, Haifa, Israel

C-reactive protein (CRP) reflects the intensity of the inflammatory process as-
sociated with atherosclerosis and may be more predictive than low density
lipoprotein levels in predicting coronary events. Assuming that very early CRP
levels are reflective of the intensity of the inflammation preceding and precipi-
tating acute myocardial infarction (AMI), this study was prospectively performed
to evaluate its predictive power in assessing short and long term prognosis in
AMI. Methods: 118 patients with AMI, 88 men, age 63.3±8 yrs, were evalu-
ated, and CRP was assessed within the first 6 hours after the onset of chest
pains. Results: Average CRP was 15.7±14.1 mg/l. CRP levels increased with
higher killip class, 11.2±5 in class 1, and 62±7 mg/d in class 4, p<0.01. A
negative correlation was found between CRP and left ventricular ejection frac-
tion, 32.3±10 (EF<30%) and 9±4 mg/l(EF>40%), p<0.01. Higher CRP values
were found in patients with 3 vessel coronary artery disease 20.7±8, vs 8.7±4
in 2 and 1 vessel disease, p< 0.05. Patients with in-hospital events had higher
CRP, 33.7±10 vs 12.1±5 mg/l,p<0.001. At 1 year follow up 8 patients died,
with CRP 45.2±17 higher than the average 15.7±14.1 mg/l, p<0.01. Admis-
sion CRP was similar to the average in those re-admitted with unstable angina
and re-infarction 11.6±9 and those who had coronary bypass surgery 13.3±16
mg/dl. Conclusions: Very early CRP levels in patients with AMI predicts func-
tional capacity, ventricular function, extent of coronary disease, early and short
term complications and 1 year mortality but not late recurrent myocardial is-
chemic events.

CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE IN WOMEN: VARIA

P1212 Oral 17β-oestradiol treatment increases serum
C-reactive protein levels but not necessarily global
inflammatory activity in postmenopausal women

D. Rachon 1, L. Hak 1, K. Suchecka-Rachon 2 , J. Wieckiewicz 1, J. Mysliwska 1.
1Medical University of Gdansk, Department of Immunology, Gdansk, Poland;
2Medical University of Gdansk, Dep. of Hypertension and Diabetology,
Gdansk, Poland

Recent secondary and primary prevention trials have failed to demonstrate
beneficial effects of oral hormone replacement therapy in the prevention of CHD
in postmenopausal women. An explanation for these unexpected findings has
been suggested by the observation that oral oestrogen increases the levels of
C-reactive protein (CRP) which is an independent risk factor for CHD in healthy
men and women. CRP is and acute phase protein and the most potent and
broadly effective stimulant of its production by human hepatocytes appears to
be interleukin-6 (IL-6). Therefore, we studied the effects of oral and transdermal
17beta-oestradiol (E2) administration on serum CRP and bioactive IL-6 levels
as well as the spontaneous production of bioactive IL-6 by peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMC) of postmenopausal women.
Methods: Forty five healthy postmenopausal women were randomized to re-
ceive either oral micronized E2 (2mg/day, n=20) or transdermal E2 (50µg/day,
n=25) for 12 months. Preparations used in the study also contained sequen-
tial norethisterone acetate for the 10 days in a 28 day cycle at 1mg/day in the
oral group (Trisequens, Novo Nordisk) and for the 14 days at 250µg/day in
the transdermal group (Estalis Sequi, Novartis Pharma) to induce endometrial
shredding. Blood samples were drawn at baseline and after 6 and 12 months
of E2 treatment during "oestrogen only" phase to adjust for the progestin ef-
fect. Serum CRP levels were measured using highly sensitive latex-enhanced
immunoturbidimetric assay and an automated clinical chemistry analyzer (CRP
High sensitivity assay, RANDOX Laboratories Ltd., UK). Bioactive IL-6 levels in
the sera and supernatants from PBMC cultures were measured using a hybry-
doma B9 bioassay.
Results: Compared to baseline values, serum CRP levels in women treated
with oral E2 increased significantly after 6 and 12 months of the therapy by
178±57% and 210±45% respectively (p<0.05). In contrast, transdermal ad-
ministration of E2 did not elevate serum CRP levels after 6 and 12 months of
treatment. Serum bioactive IL-6 levels did not change significantly during the
study in both groups. However, the spontaneous production of bioactive IL-6
by the non-stimulated PBMC of postmenopausal women into the culture super-
natants was significantly lower after 12 months of E2 therapy in both groups
(p<0.05).
Conclusions: Our results strongly suggest that the increase in serum CRP
levels during oral oestrogen treatment is not mediated by the enhancement of
IL-6 production by the immune cells but is rather caused by the hepatic first-
pass metabolism effect.

P1213 Endothelial-dependent vasodilatation and the
incidence of atrial fibrillation in hypertensive
postmenopausal women. A long-term follow-up study

R. Rossi 1, G. Origliani 2 , MG. Modena 1 . 1University of Modena, Policlinico
Hospital- Cardiology, Modena, Italy; 2BeneEssereDonnaCenter, Azienda
Policlinico di Modena, Modena, Italy

Background: Hypertensive postmenopausal women (PW) have been shown
to have abnormal endothelial-dependent vasodilatation (EDVD). However, the
prognostic role of an impaired EDVD has been not investigated in terms of in-
cidence of atrial fibrillation (AF) that require hospitalization. AF is a common
complication of hypertensive cardiomyopathy, that is associated with often re-
current hospitalization and therefore significant increase in hospital costs. This
study was designated to investigate the relationship between abnormal EDVD
and long-term incidence of AF. It also allowed the assessment of the incidence
of AF in a less studied specific population.
Method: 213 PW (mean age: 63±10 years) with newly diagnosed mild to mod-
erate hypertension and sinus rhythm at the baseline electrocardiogram were
enrolled. All patients (pts) underwent an ultrasonographic study of the brachial
artery and were then followed-up for a mean period of 80 months (range: 65-
92). Pts were seen in our outpatients clinic at regular intervals (every 6 months).
In the interim, pts received an "optimal" antihypertensive treatment, in order to
maintain a systolic blood pressure (BP) < 140 and a diastolic BP < 90 mmHg.
Women were excluded from the study in case of BP > 140/90 mmHg in two or
more consecutive controls. Women with previous cardio and cerebrovascular
diseases were also excluded. All cases were validated by a review of hospital
records. EDVD was evaluated by measuring the diameter of the brachial artery
before and during reactive hyperaemia (induced after deflation of a blood pres-
sure cuff inflated to suprasystolic pressure for 5 minutes) and was calculated
from the diameters as: (reactive hyperaemia - baseline)/baseline %.
Results: The population was divided into tertiles according to the distribution of
EDVD. During the follow-up we noticed 27 episodes of AF that required hospi-
talization: 17 (62.9%) in the lowest tertile, 6 (22.2%) in the intermediate tertile,
and 4 (14.9%) episodes in the highest tertile of EDVD. The relative risk (RR)
of future episodes of AF for women in the lowest vs highest tertile was 4.3
(95% confidence interval [CI]: from 2.7 to 5.6; p < 0.001). A significant asso-
ciation persisted after adjustment for multiple factors: age, body mass index,
mean BP values at admission, use of beta-blockers and use of ACE-inhibitor
during follow-up. Multivariate RR for the lowest vs highest tertile was 1.5 (95%
CI: 1.1-2.2; p < 0.05).
Conclusions: Our data support a possible role for endothelial dysfunction in
the genesis of AF in PW.

P1214 Short term treatment with edaravone, a free radical
scavenger, reduced vascular injury response in rat
carotid artery and the vasoprotection was more
favorable in ovariectomized females than males

T. Mori, T. Hayashi, Y. Kitaura. Osaka Medical College, 3rd Department of
Medicine, Takatsuki, Osaka, Japan

Background: Increased free radicals found in estrogen depletion may be in-
volved in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis in postmenopausal women. In
this study, we examined the effect of edaravone (free radical scavenger) on the
vascular injury response.
Methods: Treatment groups; (a) intact ovary female (INT)+vehicle(V), (b)
ovariectomized female (OVX)+V, (c) OVX+edaravone 30mg/kg/day (Ed), (e)
male (M)+V, and (f) M+Ed. Each treatment was initiated soon after the bal-
loon injury of the right common carotid artery and continued for 4 days. Two
weeks later, the intima to media ratios of injured arteries were evaluated.

Results and Conclusion: the observation that edaravone effectively prevented
the injury response in OVX but could not in male, suggests the potential use of
free radical scavenger for the vasoprotection in postmenopausal women.
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P1215 Short-term transdermal oestradiol enhances nitric
oxide synthase III and oestrogen receptor mRNA
expression in arteries of women with coronary artery
disease

M. Sitges, A. Leivas, M. Heras, E. Ferrer, M. Roqué, D. Viles, E. Roig,
G. Sanz. Hospital Clinic, Cardiovascular Institute, Barcelona, Spain

Objective: The knowledge of the mechanisms by which estradiol E2 exerts
its vascular effects may facilitate the design of newer drugs with reduced side
effects that might be effective in the primary and secondary prevention of coro-
nary heart disease. Our aim was to analyze the short-term effects of (E2) on
the expression of nitric oxide synthase (NOS III) and estrogen receptors (ER)
a and b.
Methods: We studied 20 post-menopausal women with coronary artery dis-
ease (CAD) undergoing CABG surgery with left internal mammary artery
(LIMA) grafting. Ten women received treatment with transdermal E2 prior to
surgery (48-72 hours) and 10 did not. The distal segment of the LIMA was ex-
cised and processed to determine mRNA expression of NOS III and ER a and
b (reverse transcription reaction and amplification with polymerase chain reac-
tion). Semiquantitative expression of NOS III and ER a and b was measured in
arbitrary densitometric units (ADUs) relative to GPdH expression, constitutively
expressed in human vessels. Plasma levels of E2 were also determined.
Results: E2 plasma levels were similar in both groups of women at baseline,
but increased after E2 treatment (from 11.9 ± 4.2 to 37.0 ± 9.4 pg/dl, p <

0.01). NOS III and ER a and b mRNA expression was enhanced in women
treated with E2 as compared to the control group (NOS III: 1.7 ± 0.6 vs 1.3 ±
0.3 ADUs, p = 0.04; ER a: 6.5 ± 6.8 vs 1.8 ± 1.2 ADUs, p = 0.04; ER b: 4.2
± 3.4 vs 1.5 ± 0.6 ADUs, p = 0.03). ER a, but not ER b expression, correlated
with NOS III expression (r = 0.70, p< 0.001).
Conclusions: After short-term treatment with E2, NOS III, ER a, and especially
ER b mRNA expression was enhanced in arterial vessels of postmenopausal
women with CAD. NOS III mRNA expression was only correlated to ER a ex-
pression. Both ER may have a role in the vascular effects of E2, although NOS
III activation could be more mediated by ER a.

P1216 Preeclampsia is a risk factor for coronary artery
diasease in women

L. Haukkamaa 1, V. Hiilesmaa 1, H. Leinonen 2 , R. Kaaja 1. 1Helsinki University
Hospital, Obstetrics and Gynecology, Helsinki, Finland; 2Helsinki University
Hospital, Cardiology, Helsinki, Finland

Purpose: Endothelial dysfunction is known to be one of the pathophysiological
mechanisms in coronary artery disease (CAD) and preeclampsia. CAD and
preeclampsia share also common risk factors. History of preeclampsia could
indicate increased risk for CAD.
Methods: The patients were 141 parous women under 65 years of age with an-
giographically documented CAD.There were two age matched control groups,
one unselected (outpatient) and one selected (hospital), altogether 211 women
without diagnosed CAD. Obsteric history and CAD risk factors were asked with
questionnaires and checked from hospital records.
Results: The history of preeclampsia in the first and in any pregnancy were
observed more often in CAD patients (17-21%) than in controls (1.8-3.0%,
P<0.005). In logistic regression analysis age of >55 years (OR= 2,7, 95% CI
1.4-5.4), BMI >28 kg/m2 (OR=2.3, 95% CI 1.2-4.7), current smoking (OR= 4.2,
95% CI 1.8-9.8), hypertension (OR= 6.5, 95% CI 3.2-13.4), preeclampsia in any
pregnancy (OR=4.6, 95% CI 1.2-18) and multiparity (OR= 3.3, 95% CI 1.6-6.9)
were independent risk factors for CAD whereas current hormone replacement
therapy and time length from menarche to menopause were not.
Conclusions: This study suggests that preeclampsia is an independent risk
factor for developing CAD in relatively young women.

P1217 Coronary heart disease risk profile: comparison
between Arab and Jewish women in Israel

R. Jabara, C. Lotan. Hadassah University Hospital, Heart Institute, Jerusalem,
Israel

Background: Little is known on CHD and risk factor distributions among Arabs
in Israel. We showed that CHD mortality and all-cause mortality rates were sig-
nificantly higher among Arab residents of Jerusalem (males and females) than
among Jewish residents at ages between 35-74 years.The risk factor profile
of CHD among Arab women in Israel is unknown, but there are clear dietary
differences between Arab and Jewish women in Israel (consumption of oils),
socioeconomic inequalities and differences in medical care.
Aim: to establish and compare the risk profile of CHD between Arab and Jew-
ish women who underwent coronary angiography at the Hadassah University
Hospital and were found to have CAD.
Methods: Multiple risk factors were compared between 800 women residents
of Jerusalem (512 Jewish women, 288 Arab) according to a pre-determined
protocol.

Results: We found a number of statistically significant differences between the
two groups with respect to the life style, e.g., physical activity, alcohol and olive
oil consumption as well as socio-economic status.

Demographics

Arab (n=228) Jewish (n=512) p value

Age 64 ± 9 69 ± 9 <0.001
Family History 34.7% 55.5% 0.05
Smoking 19.4% 24.2% 0.484
Diabetes Melitus 63.9% 42.2% 0.05
Hypertension 66.7% 74.8% 0.252
Hyperlipidemia 72.2% 79.4% 0.295
Physical activity 11.1% 44.5% <0.001
Olive oil 92.2% 67.5% <0.001
Alcohol 2.8% 28.6% <0.001
Socio-economic status Low: 84.7% Low: 7.5% <0.001
Socio-economic status Average: 15.3% Average: 56.3% <0.001

Conclusions: In addition to a higher incidence of diabetes, the life style of Arab
women in Jerusalem, compared with that of Jewish women, seems to increase
the risk factors leading to CAD. The results may help to invest more effort in
reducing the incidence of CAD by early detection, modification and prevention
of the appropriate risk factors among this ethnic group.

P1218 Effect of high-density lipoprotein cholesterol levels
on carotid artery geometry and oxidation markers in a
Mediterranean female population

A. Salvato 1, M. De Michele 1, A. Iannuzzi 1 , S. Panico 1, M.G. Bond 2,
E. Celentano 1, L. Sacchetti 3 , P. Rubba 1. 1Federico II University, Clinical and
Experimental Medicine, Napoli, Italy; 2Wake Forest University, Vascular
Ultrasound Research, Winston Salem, United States of America; 3Federico II
University, Biochemistry and Med. Biotechnologies, Naples, Italy

Background and Purpose: Women generally have higher plasma HDL-C con-
centration than men and this difference is believed to account in part for their
lower risk of coronary heart disease. In the present analysis, we evaluated the
effect of HDL-C concentrations on carotid artery geometry and oxidation mark-
ers in a large sample of asymptomatic middle-aged women.
Methods: Over 5000 women (n = 5062, aged 30-69 years) living in the area
of Naples, Southern Italy, were recruited for a prospective, currently ongoing,
study on the etiology of cardiovascular disease and cancer in the female pop-
ulation (the Progetto ATENA study). A sample of 310 participants (those po-
tentially at higher atherosclerotic risk) underwent high resolution B-mode ultra-
sound examination and the intima-media thickness and diameters of common
carotid artery were measured using a semiautomated computerized program.
In addition to routine biochemical tests, these women had the determination
of serum IgG antibody titer against oxidized-low-density-lipoproteins and mea-
surement of thiobarbituric acid reactive substances and total radical-trapping
activity potential of plasma. The study population was classified into quartiles
according to HDL-C concentrations.
Results: Women in the upper quartile (HDL-C ≥ 73 mg/dL) had significantly
lower body mass index and waist to hip ratio values, and triglycerides con-
centrations when compared with women in the first 3 quartiles. A linear nega-
tive association was found between HDL-C and carotid intima-media thickness
(1.07 ± 0.16 mm for the IV quartile vs 1.10 ± 0.20 mm for the III quartile, 1.15
± 0.26 mm for the II quartile and 1.19 ± 0.23 mm for the I quartile; p < 0.01
by ANOVA). No difference was found between groups with regard to carotid
diameters and oxidation markers. After adjustment for other cardiovascular risk
factors, women in the highest versus the lowest quartile of HDL-C had a de-
creased risk of carotid intima-media thickening (OR 0.30, 95% CI 0.12-0.74).
Conclusions: In asymptomatic middle-aged women, HDL-C levels were inde-
pendently and negatively associated with preclinical atherosclerotic changes
of the carotid artery wall. High HDL-C concentrations were not related to a
decreased oxidative stress.
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P1219 Normalization of elevated plasma levels of
aminoterminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide after
surgically induced massive weight-loss in morbid
obese females

J. Pollak 1, K. Hermann 2 , U. Hanusch-Enserer 3 , U. Köller 2. 1Krankenhaus
Lainz, 4. Med., Vienna, Austria; 2Krankenhaus Lainz, Medizinisch-chemisches
Labor, Vienna, Austria; 3Wilheminenspital, 5. Medizinische Abteilung, Vienna,
Austria

Obesity is a risk factor for heart failure in both sexes but the population at-
tributable risk of obesity is higher in women than in men.
Purpose: The aim of our study was to investigate NT-proBNP levels in female
patients with morbid obesity before and after a gastric banding procedure.
Methods: 50 female patients with morbid obesity (body mass index (BMI)
40,1-68,4) lacking physical and radiological signs of heart failure were inves-
tigated before and 12 months after a gastric banding procedure and com-
pared to an age and sex matched normal-weight control group. NT-proBNP
were analyzed in triplicate with a competitive enzyme immuno assay test kit
(NT-proBNP/BIOMEDICA) in diluted plasma on an automated system (MINI
BOS-BIOMEDICA, Vienna). Samples <250fmol/ml were considered normal,
251-350 borderline and >350 as abnormal.
Results: NT-pro BNP levels were highly abnormal in females with morbid obe-
sity (mean 352,8fmol/ml, 53,1% within pathological range) before surgery. One
year after gastric banding procedure BMI decreased from 45,5 to 38,0, but was
still above 30 in 94% of patients. NT-proBNP was now markedly lower (mean
203fml/ml), only three patients were now in the pathological range but was still
significantly elevated when compared to normal-weight subjects. (Table). There
was no correlation of NT-proBNP with weight decrease but a significant corre-
lation with baseline levels of NT-proBNP and age.

Pts before Pts 1 year after Normal-weight p
gastric banding gastric banding controls (col B vs C)

N 50 50 52
BMI (kg/m2) 45,5 38,0 20,9 <0,0001
Weight (kg) 123,8 110,2 58,5 <0,0001
NT-proBNP 352,8 203,4 160,2 <0,0001

Conclusion: NT-proBNP levels are elevated in the majority of females with
morbid obesity but normalize after weight reduction despite persisting obesity.
As left ventricular hypertrophy and dysfunction are typical consequences of
morbid obesity the measurement of NT-proBNP could be seen as an inexpen-
sive screening method in a highly endangered population.

P1220 Phytoestrogens do not abolish the protective effect of
preconditioning in vivo

E. Sbarouni, EK. Iliodromitis, E. Bofilis, A. Zoga, A. Papalois, DT. Kremastinos.
Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, B’ Cardiology, Athens, Greece

Aim: Phytoestrogens are present in high concentrations in the diet of East
Asian subjects and may contribute to the strikingly low incidence of atheroscle-
rosis and coronary heart disease seen in this population. We have previously
shown that conjugated estrogens protect ischemic myocardium in ovariec-
tomized female rabbits. We now investigated the effect of genistein, a phytoe-
strogen derived from soy diet, on myocardial infarct size.
Methods: We studied 3 groups of sexually mature New Zealand white female
rabbits. Group A (n=8) were normal controls, group B (n=14) were ovariec-
tomized (OVX) 4 weeks prior to the experiment and group C (n=10) were
ovariectomized and treated with genistein (0.2 mg-kg-day subcutaneously) for
4 weeks. Subsequently all animals underwent 30 minutes of ischemia and 120
minutes of reperfusion, with (subgroup 1) or without (subgroup 2) precondition-
ing (PC) with two cycles of 5 minutes ischemia - 10 minutes reperfusion prior
to sustained ischemia. Infarct and risk areas were delineated by Zn-Cd fluores-
cent particles and tetrazolium chloride staining. The infarct size was expressed
as a percentage of the risk zone (I/R%).
Results; We analyzed our results with one way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and used the Least Square Differences test for post hoc analysis. There were
significant differences between the groups (p=0.0003). The groups with pre-
conditioning had significantly smaller infarcts compared to those without (A1
vs A2, B1 vs B2 and C1 vs C2, p<0.01). Genistein did not protect ischemic
myocardium (B2 vs C2, p=NS). Estrogen deprivation for 4 weeks was not as-
sociated with larger myocardial infarction (A2 vs B2, p=NS) (table).

A1 (n=4) A2 (n=4) B1 (n=6) B2 (n=8) C1 (n=5) C2 (n=5)

I/R% 11.34±2.07* 43.79±2.96 18.53±2.36* 43.05±8.37 10.61±1.63* 44.5±5.47

*: p<0.01 vs non PC groups

Conclusions: Phytoestrogens do not abolish the protective effect of precon-
ditioning in OVX rabbits. Protection remains in animals with intact gonads as
well as estrogen deprived. Estrogen deprivation is not associated with larger
myocardial infarction whereas treatment with phytoestrogens does not reduce
it.

P1221 N terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide in healthy
elderly men and women: influence of age, gender

N. Johnston 1, B. Lagerqvist 1 , T. Jernberg 1 , B. Lindahl 1, P. Venge 2,
M. Stridsberg 2, L. Wallentin 1. 1Dept of Cardiology, Uppsala, Sweden;
2University Hospital, Dept of Clinical Chemistry, Uppsala, Sweden

Background: In previous studies on healthy adults plasma levels of Brain Na-
turetic Peptide (BNP) have been shown to increase with age and differ accord-
ing to gender with higher basal levels found in women than in men. No such
data is available for the N-terminal part of BNP’s prohormone, NT-proBNP.
Study Population: 407 apparently healthy men and women (between 40-75
years old, median age 65) recruited as control subjects in a case-control study
on cardiovascular risk factors in an elderly population during 2000-2001. Sub-
jects were screened by history and clinical examination. Exclusion criteria were
established cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus or other chronic disease,
or cardiovascular medication.
Methods: NT-proBNP was determined using Elecsys proBNP sandwich im-
munoassay on an Elecsys 2010(Roche Diagnostics).

Figure 1. Boxplots depicting 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles of NT-proBNP according
to age and gender.

Conclusion: This study corroborates previous findings of the impact of gender
and age on natriuretic peptides and contributes with novel information concern-
ing levels of NT-proBNP in healthy elderly men and women.

CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE IN WOMEN: THE GENDER
DEBATE IS STILL ALIVE

P1222 Differences in utilization of diagnostic tools between
men and women accessing the emergency
department for chest pain: is the gender gap closing?

F. Pelliccia 1, D. Cartoni 2 , M. Verde 2, P. Salvini 2, P. Pino 2, L. Boccardi 2 ,
F. Re 2, P. Tanzi 2. 1Rome, Italy; 2San Camillo Hospital, Cardiology, Rome, Italy

Gender-specific differences in intensity of cardiovascular care are well-
recognized. Recent data, however, have suggested that utilisation rates of car-
diac services are not significantly dependent upon sex.
Purpose: Aim of this study was to verify whether differences in use of diagnos-
tic tools occur between men and women accessing the emergency department
(ED) for chest pain.
Methods: During 2001, 4,843 consecutive patients were admitted to the ED
of a large urban tertiary referral hospital because of chest pain and a possible
myocardial infarction (MI). They were 3,095 men (age: 63±21 years) and 1,748
women (age: 57±19 years). At entry, all patients were risk-stratified on the
basis of AHCPR’s classification and were then managed according to recently
developed ED critical pathways. Pathways include a protocol for ruling out MI
(i.e. q3 hour ECGs and serum markers of myocardial necrosis for 9 hours) as
well as pre-specified indications for Doppler echocardiography, continuous 12-
lead ST-segment monitoring, and exercise stress testing.
Results: During a mean stay of 12±10 hours at the ED, no significant differ-
ences between men and women were seen in the use of Doppler echocardio-
graphy (32% vs 38%, NS), continuous 12-lead ST-segment monitoring (15% vs
10%, NS), or exercise stress testing (18% vs 11%, NS). At the end of the ob-
servation period at ED, a similar proportion of men and women was admitted to
the hospital (39% vs 33%, NS). A MI could be diagnosed at ED in 191 men and
88 women (6% vs 5%, NS), while it was subsequently detected during hospital
stay in additional 111 men and other 62 women (4% vs 4%, NS). Diagnostic
accuracy at ED for MI was similar for men and women (63% vs 59%, NS).
In-hospital mortality was not significantly different between men and women
(2.8% vs 1.9%, NS).
Conclusions: In patients accessing the ED because of chest pain, men and
women are similarly likely to undergo diagnostic tests and a MI is usually di-
agnosed irrespective of sex. The finding that, in the era of critical pathways,
sex-specific differences in cardiovascular care are no more evident supports
the concept that gender gap for acute chest pain is eventually closing.
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P1223 Women are treated less aggressively than men after a
high-risk myocardial infarction

V. Bonarjee 1, T. Grimstad 1, S. Snapinn 2, K. Dickstein 1 on behalf of the
OPTIMAAL trial investigators.. 1Central Hospital in Rogaland, Cardiology,
Stavanger, Norway; 2Merck Research Laboratories, West Point. PA, United
States of America

Background: Previous reports have indicated that gender-related differences
exist in the way patients with coronary artery disease are managed. The OP-
TIMAAL trial included 5477 patients with acute myocardial infarction (AMI) and
clinical evidence of heart failure or left ventricular dysfunction, within 10 days
after AMI, at 329 centres in seven western European countries. Patients were,
in addition to conventional management, randomized to treatment with either
losartan or captopril. The aim of this analysis was to evaluate non-randomized
management patterns in women as compared to men.
Results: There were 1575 (28.8%) women and 3902 (71.2%) men who were
followed for an average of 2.7 (±0.9) years. The table presents data on the
management of the AMI during the initial phase and during follow-up. Signifi-
cantly fewer women were revascularized during follow-up. Women were older
than men, 70.9(±9.4) versus 66.0(±9.7) years respectively; p<0.0001, at the
time of AMI. However, even after adjusting for age, women were less likely to be
revascularized (risk ratio 0.82; p=0.001), mainly due to a lower rate of bypass
surgery (risk ratio 0.71; p<0.001).

Treatment Women Men p value

Thrombolytics 784 (49.8%) 2196 (56.3%) <0.0001
Beta-blockers 1208 (76.7%) 3098 (79.4%) 0.029
Aspirin 1495 (94.9%) 3739 (95.8%) 0.15
Statins 484 (30.7%) 1198 (30.7%) 0.99
Revascularization (CABG and/or PCI) 373 (23.7%) 1299 (33.3%) <0.001
CABG 162 (10.3%) 617 (15.8%) <0.001
PCI 222 (14.1%) 736 (18.9%) 0.001

CABG = Coronary artery bypass grafting, PCI = Percutaneous coronary intervention

Conclusion: Our data demonstrates that women are less likely to receive
thrombolytic treatment than men, and are less likely to be revascularized after
a high-risk AMI. Some, but not all of this difference is explained by a higher age
in women. However, the age difference put women at a higher risk of adverse
events, which should not result in less aggressive management.

P1224 Equal survival with equally aggressive primary
percutaneous intervention in women and men with
acute myocardial infarction – insights from a single
centre 2001–2002 registry

M. Karcz, P. Bekta, C. Kepka, A. Ciszewski, Z. Chmielak, M. Ciszewski,
A. Debski, W. Ruzyllo. National Institute of Cardiology, KKO, Warsaw, Poland

Background: Prior studies have indicated that women have worse prognosis
in acute myocardial infarction (AMI) than men and there are conflicting data
whether this is attributable to gender per se, higher baseline risk profile or
less intensive treatment. Most such studies were performed before the era of
widespread use of stents and glycoprotein receptor inhibitors in primary percu-
taneous intervention (pPCI).
Methods: Baseline clinical characteristics, procedural data and in-hospital out-
comes were evaluated by means of a prospective registry of 882 consecutive
unselected patients treated in years 2001-2002 with pPCI within 12 hours of
AMI. The setting was a single tertiary center dedicated to providing round-the-
clock cathlab service to the region.
Results: Women (n=243) were older than men (n=639), had more often dia-
betes or hypertension and were less often current/past smokers. Rate of stent-
ing (70% of women vs. 78% of men, p=0.02) and abciximab use (46% and
48%, NS) was high in both sexes. Unadjusted mortality was higher in women
(7% vs. 3%, p=0.01) but after controlling for baseline clinical variables and stent
and abciximab use female gender was not an independent predictor of death.
In patients <65 years there was no difference between men and women in
stenting rate, abciximab use and early mortality (3% vs. 2%, NS). In patients
>65 years women and men had similar rate of abciximab use but women re-
ceived a stent less often than men did and demonstrated a trend towards higher
mortality (11% vs 6%, p=0.10).
Conclusion: If treated equally aggressively with pPCI with stents and glyco-
protein receptor inhibitors women and men with AMI have similar in-hospital
outcome. Female gender is not an independent adverse prognostic factor.

P1225 Does admission ST depression and troponin impact
the use of angiography and revascularization
differently in men and women with acute coronary
syndromes (ACS)? Insights from the GUSTO-IV ACS
trial

CM. Westerhout 1, Y. Fu 2, MS. Lauer 3, ES. Barnathan 4 , L. Wallentin 5,
RC. Califf 6, ML. Simoons 7, PW. Armstrong 2 on behalf of GUSTO-IV ACS
Investigators. 1University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada; 2University of
Alberta, Edmonton, Canada; 3Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, United
States of America; 4Centocor, Malvern, United States of America; 5University
Hospital Uppsala, Uppsala, Sweden; 6Duke Clinical Research Institute,
Durham, United States of America; 7Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam,
Netherlands

Background: Although ECGs are used qualitatively for risk stratification, quan-
tification of ST depression (STdep) along with troponin (tpn) may offer ad-
ditional insight into the triage to angiography (angio) and revascularisation
(revasc(PCI/CABG))in men vs women with ACS.
Methods: GUSTO-IV ACS patients with either elevated tpn or STdep had base-
line ECGs read in a central core laboratory by blinded observers. Angio was not
recommended ≤12 hours of study-drug (abciximab/placebo) infusion.
Results: Of 7227 patients in this analysis, 36.9% underwent angio within 30
days (40.8% (1826men), 30.5% (891women), p<0.001). Angio rates did not
vary significantly in men according to STdep or tpn (table). In women, angio
rate tended to decrease as STdep increased (p=0.08); however, angio rate in-
creased with rising tpn (p=0.01). After baseline adjustment, women were still
less likely than men to undergo angio as STdep rose (no STdep: OR 0.66
95%CI (0.29,0.79); 1mm: 0.51 (0.39,0.66); ≥2mm: 0.48 (0.29,0.79), p-inter-
action=0.04). In contrast, angio was more likely to occur in women than men
as tpn increased (≤0.01µg/L: 0.66 (0.52,0.85); >0.01µg/L: 0.97 (0.75,1.25),
p-interaction<0.001). Of those with angio, more men underwent revasc within
30 days than women (52.1% vs 42.6%, p<0.001). Increasing STdep was not
significantly associated with revasc rates in men, but unlike angio, was pos-
itively so in women (p<0.001, table). After adjustment, women were more
likely than men to undergo revasc within 30 days as STdep increased (no
STdep: 0.58 (0.44,0.78); 1mm: 0.95 (0.67,1.35); ≥2mm: 0.58 (0.21,1.62) p-
interaction<0.02). Elevated tpn was associated with higher rates of revasc in
both men and women (p<0.001); however, the interaction was not significant.

F, angio % (N) M, angio % (N) F, revasc % (N) M, revasc % (N)

no STdep (2573) 33.2 (303) 40.2 (667) 34.0 (103) 50.1 (334)
1mm (4222) 29.0(490) 41.1 (1042) 48.6 (238) 53.4 (556)
>=2mm (432) 29.6 (45) 41.8 (117) 42.2 (19) 57.3 (67)
Tpn ≤0.01 (1904) 25.2 (251) 40.4 (367) 29.9 (75) 43.1 (158)
Tpn >0.01 (4701) 31.8 (489) 40.4 (1276) 49.1 (240) 55.0 (702)

Conclusion: STdep and tpn are differentially associated with angio and sub-
sequent revasc in men and women. Further investigation into the multifactorial
content vs process of care issues modulating this paradox is warranted.
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P1226 Gender-related differences in outcome after
myocardial infarction: possible role of survival
hormones

E. Conti 1 , F. Crea 1, C. Carrozza 2 , C. Zuppi 2, A. Lavorgna 1, B. Giardina 2,
E. Capoluongo 2 , F. Andreotti 1 . 1Catholic University School of Medicine,
Cardiology Institute, Rome, Italy; 2Catholic University School of Medicine,
Biochemistry and Clinical Biochemistry, Rome, Italy

Purpose: Reasons for the worse age-adjusted prognosis of women with ST-
elevation acute myocardial infarction (STEMI) vs men are unclear. Insulin-like
growth factor-1 (IGF-1) and dehydroepiandrosterone sulphate (DHEAS) are in-
creasingly recognised survival hormones, lower values signalling worse out-
comes. We investigated possible gender-differences in circulating IGF-1 and
DHEAS in the acute and chronic phases of MI.
Methods: Venous blood was collected soon after admission (146±74 min. from
symptom onset), at discharge, and after 18 months in 44 consecutive patients,
50 to 80 yrs (66±10) with STEMI (8 women, 75±4 yrs; 36 men, 63±10 yrs).
Matched controls (n=29, 60±10 yrs) were also investigated. Serum total (ng/ml)
and free IGF-1 (pg/ml) were measured by RIA, and DHEAS (ng/dl) by electro-
chemiluminescence. Values are age-adjusted; comparisons with controls are
sex-matched.
Results (Table): Total IGF-1 was lower in female vs male patients at all 3 times
(p=0.02, p=0.004 and p=0.036). Women, but not men, had lower total IGF-1
at discharge vs controls (p=0.017). Patients’ free IGF-1 did not differ signifi-
cantly by gender; values increased at follow-up vs admission in both genders
(p<0.040); in females, but not males, admission values were lower vs controls
(p=0.003). As expected, DHEAS was significantly higher on admission vs sub-
sequent times;levels, however, were lower in females vs males on admission
(p=0.006) and at follow-up (p=0.047). At follow-up, DHEAS was lower in women
(p=0.03), but higher in men (p=0.01), vs controls. At follow-up, women experi-
enced more hard end-points (death, recurrent infarction) vs men, even after
age-adjustment (p=0.005).

Total and free IGF-1 and DHEAS

Adm W Adm M Disc W Disc M F/U W F/U M Cont W Cont M

T IGF-1 1.1><0.6 2.1><1.2 0.6><0.7 2.0><1.3 1.0><1.3 2.7><1.9 1.8><1.4 2><1.3
F IGF-1 5><1 7><6 5><1 6><3 8><3 10><3 15><8 12><9
DHEAS 1.0><0.5 3.0><2.0 0.9><0.5 2.2><1.6 0.6><0.2 2.1><1.6 1.5><0.9 1><0.6

Adm=admission, W=women, M=men, Disc=discharge, F/U=follow-up, Cont=controls, T=total,
F=free

Conclusions: In both genders, IGF-1 levels were lowest, and DHEAS lev-
els highest, in the early phases of MI. However, compared to men, female
patients exhibited persistently lower total IGF-1 and DHEAS concentrations.
These gender-related differences may contribute to explain the worse outcome
of women admitted with acute MI.

P1227 Sex differences in rate of thrombolysis in acute
ST-elevation myocardial infarction is caused by
longer delay times in women

S. Lawesson 1 , J. Alfredsson 1, U. Stenestrand 1 , L. Wallentin 2, E. Swahn 3.
1University of Linköping, Department of Cardiology, Linköping, Sweden;
2University of Uppsala, Uppsala Clinical Research Centre, Uppsala, Sweden;
3University of Linköping, Department of Cardiology, Linköping, Sweden

Background: Previous studies have suggested that women with acute myocar-
dial infarction receive acute thrombolysis to a lesser degree than their male
counterparts. The aim of this study was to evaluate if there is a sex-difference
in the use of acute thrombolysis in patients with ST-elevation myocardial infarc-
tion (STEMI) and, if so, to evaluate if that is due to longer delay times in women,
either symptom-to-door-time, door-to-needle-time, or both.
Methods: RIKS-HIA, the Register of Information and Knowledge about
Swedish Heart Intensive care Admissions, contains data including 100 vari-
ables for each patient admitted to parcipitating ICCU’s in Sweden. Data for this
study was collected between 1995 and 2000. The study population consists of
29651 patients with STEMI, defined as ST-elevation upon arrival-ECG and the
diagnosis of myocardial infarction. Study objectives were delay times and the
rate of thrombolysis, the former divided into symptom-to-door-time and door-to-
needle time. Rate of thrombolysis was adjusted for age, delay-time and other
co-variates using logistic regression analysis.
Results: The study population consisted of 19187 men (65%) and 10464
women (35%). The women were in average 6 years older than the men (73
vs. 67 years, p<0.001). Female patients more often had diabetes or hyperten-
sion. They more seldom had a previous AMI, were smokers or had undergone
CABG or PCI. Women had 36 min longer delay-time from symptom to throm-
bolysis compared to men (5:09h vs. 4:33h, p<0.001). This was due to 40 min
longer symptom-to-door-time, (5:46h vs. 5:06h, p<0.001) while there was no
difference in door-to-needle-time (1:25 vs. 1:20, p=ns). Men had 26% higher
odds for receiving acute thrombolysis than women (OR 1.26, CI 1.20-1.32). Af-
ter age-adjustment they still had 9% higher odds for receiving this treatment
(OR 1.09, CI 1.04-1.20), but after adjustment for symptom-to-door-time the dif-
ference between the sexes was no longer significant (OR 1.03, CI 0.97-1.10).

Further adjustment for other co-variates such as higher co-morbidity did not
change this result.
Conclusion: Woman with STEMI more seldom get acute thrombolysis com-
pared to men, even after correcting for age. This is due to longer delay times
for women, as they wait longer than men before seeking medical care.

P1228 Outcome differences in women and men after early
percutaneous coronary intervention in “high-risk
patients with acute coronary syndromes

M. LOUTFI, M. BOCCALATTE, A. SAUGUET, J. SILVEIRA, C. HUANG,
J. FAJADET, JP. BOUNHOURE, J. MARCO. Clinique Pasteur, UCI,
TOULOUSE Cedex 3, France

Previous studies of acute coronary syndromes (ACS) have suggested gender
differences in outcomes and response to conservative and invasive strategies.
Objectives: To determine sex differences in outcomes after early percuta-
neous intervention (PCI) in high risk patients (pts) with ACS.
Methods and Results: A total of 694 consecutive pts [151 women/233 treated
lesions and 543 men/850 treated lesions] were included. Inclusion was lim-
ited to ACS pts judged to be at high risk [unstable angina (UA)/non-ST ele-
vation myocardial infarction (MI) with recurrent ischemia/dynamic ST changes
(53.6% vs 52.4%) or post infarction UA (46.4% vs 47.6%)] who underwent PCI
within 24h of admission if coronary anatomy was deemed suitable. Both groups
were well matched as regard clinical and lesions characteristics except that
women were older (67.9±11.3 vs 62.3±12.3, with higher prevalence of hy-
pertension and with lower prevalence of thrombus containing lesions (6.9% vs
15.2%). All the lesions were treated with stenting and GPIIb/IIIa inhibitors were
used equally (27.1% vs 30.5%). Acute procedural success rates were similar
(94% and 93.7%) with similar incidence of in-hospital MACE rates (4% vs 3.8%
p=0.56). After a mean follow-up of 564±294 days there were similar mortality
rates (2% vs 3.2%), MI (6.7% vs 7.1%) and TLR (7.2% vs 8.3%). The event-
free survival was 88±0.3% vs 83±0.3% at 1 yr and 87±0.1% vs 78±0.2% at 2
yrs (p=0.58) for women and men respectively.

Procedural and outcomes data

Women Men p value

QCA: Reference diameter (mm) 3.18 ± 0.63 3.31 ± 0.92 NS
Final MLD (mm) 3.11 ± 0.49 3.35 ± 0.71 NS
Mean stent length (mm) 11.37 ± 7.92 11.93 ± 9.4 NS
In-hospital death/TLR (%) 0 1 NS
In-hospital MI (%) 4 2.8 NS
Follow-up death (%) 2 3.2 NS
Follow-up MI (%) 6.7 7.1 NS
Follow-up TLR (%) 7.1 8.3 NS
MACE (%) 15.74 15.4 NS

Conclusion: High risk women with ACS treated with early coronary stenting
of culprit lesion derive the same treatment benefit as men with satisfactory in-
hospital and mid-term outcomes.
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P1229 Management of acute ST-elevation myocardial
infarction differs between the sexes, which may
impair the outcome for the female patient

S. Lawesson 1, J. Alfredsson 1, U. Stenestrand 1 , L. Wallentin 2, E. Swahn 3.
1University of Linköping, Department of Cardiology, Linköping, Sweden;
2University of Uppsala, Uppsala Clinical Research Centre, Uppsala, Sweden;
3University of Linköping, Department of Cardiology, Linköping, Sweden

Background: Previous studies have suggested that women with acute myocar-
dial infarction (AMI) receive less aggressive treatment than men and that they
have a poorer prognosis. The aim of this study was to assess sex-differences
in acute reperfusion therapy in patients with ST-elevation myocardial infarction
(STEMI) and to assess the short- and long-term mortality and evaluate if there
is an association between treatment and outcome.
Methods: RIKS-HIA, the Register of Information and Knowledge about
Swedish Heart Intensive care Admissions, contains data including 100 vari-
ables for each patient admitted to 73 ICCU’s in Sweden. Data for this study was
collected between 1995 and 2000. The study population consisted of 29651 pa-
tients with STEMI. Primary endpoints were reperfusion therapy (acute PCI or
thrombolysis), 30-days-mortality and 1-year-mortality, merging the RIKS-HIA
database with The National Cause of Death Register. Adjustment for age and
other co-variates was done with logistic regression analysis.
Results: The study population consisted of 19187 men (65%) and 10464
women (35%) with mean ages of 67 years (men) and 73 years (women) re-
spectively, p<0.001. Women had more often diabetes and/or hypertension
but were more seldom smokers, had less previous AMI and/or had under-
gone less CABG or PCI (p<0.001). Men had 42% higher odds of receiving
acute reperfusion therapy than women (OR 1.42, CI 1.35-1.49). Correcting for
age decreased the OR to 1.14 (CI 1.08- 1.20), but further adjustment for co-
morbidity and longer symptom-to-door-time did hardly decrease the OR any
further; OR1.13 (CI 1.05-1.21).
30-day-mortality was 66% higher for women (OR 1.66, CI 1.56-1.79) but af-
ter adjustment for age the difference in mortality decreased to 9% (OR 1.09,
CI 1.02-1.17). Further adjustment for co-morbidity did not change the odds ra-
tio (OR 1.09, CI 1.02-1.17). However, after adjustment for acute reperfusion
therapy and/or CABG or PCI during the in-hospital-time, the difference in mor-
tality was no longer significant (OR 1.09, CI 0.99-1.19). 1-year-mortality was
63% higher for women (OR 1.63, CI 1.54-1.73), but after correcting for age,
no more difference in mortality between the sexes could be seen(OR 1.06, CI
0.99-1.13).
Conclusion: Woman with STEMI more seldom get acute reperfusion therapy
than men, even after correcting for age, co-morbidity and symptom-to-door-
time. This may contribute to the higher short-term mortality in women.

P1230 Lower persistence with antihypertensive drugs
among women compared to men

J.A. Erkens 1, MJM. Panneman 1, OH. Klungel 2, G. Van den Boom 3,
RMC. Herings 1. 1PHARMO Institute, Utrecht, Netherlands; 2Utrecht Institute
of Pharm Science, Pharmacoepidemiology & Pharmacotherapy, Utrecht,
Netherlands; 3Institutional Medicine, Novartis Pharma BV, Arnhem,
Netherlands

Purpose: The aim of the study was to investigate gender differences in persis-
tence with antihypertensive drugs (AHT).
Methods: Data for this study were obtained from the PHARMO system in-
cluding pharmacy records and hospitalisations in the Netherlands (n=950,000).
Patients between 1997-2001 who newly received monotherapy of AHTs were
selected. One-year persistence was defined as the percentage of patients us-
ing AHTs at least 270 days and receiving AHT in 3 months after the one-year
follow-up period. Persistence was presented as one-year persistence (95%CI).
Odds ratios (OR) were calculated with logistic regression and adjusted for age,
use of antidiabetics and lipid lowering drugs, and prior cardiovascular hospital-
izations.
Results: In the period 1997-2001, 17,113 patients newly received at least one
AHT prescription with a follow-up >15 months. Of these patients, random sam-
ples of 500 patients per drug class were drawn. Persistence was highest in
angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARBs) (62.1%), progressively lower in ACE-
inhibitors (60.2%), betablockers (35.5%), calciumchannelblockers (34.7%), and
diuretics (33.0%), resulting in the highest OR of 3.3 [95%CI: 2.5-4.4] for ARBs

Table 1. Persistence of AHT users by gender

Type of AHT drug Men Women

% persistent OR adjusted % persistent OR adjusted

Diuretics 37.9 1.0 [ref.] 30.1 1.0 [ref.]
Beta-blockers 41.6 1.3 [0.8-2.1] 31.1 1.3 [0.9-1.8]
Calcium-channel-blockers 42.7 1.2 [0.8-1.9] 28.5 0.9 [0.7-1.8]
ACE-inhibitors 63.1 3.0 [1.9-4.7] 57.1 2.8 [2.2-4.6]
ARBs 61.0 3.0 [1.9-4.7] 63.0 3.9 [2.8-5.8]

Adjusted for age, use of antidiabetics, use of lipid lowering drugs, prior cardiovascular hospital-
isations.

compared to diuretics. The persistence of AHT use in women is substantially
lower than in men (40.4% versus 50.3%, OR 0.7 [95%CI: 0.6-0.8]). Results of
gender differences are further presented in Table 1.
Conclusions: These results demonstrate marked differences in persistence
between AHT classes, with the highest persistence for ARBs and lowest for
diuretics. Women were less persistent with their AHT compared to men. This
low persistence leads to suboptimal treatment with substantial consequences.
Especially in women, more improvement can be gained to improve their cardio-
vascular outcome.

P1231 Differential effects of combined and uncombined
replacement therapy on large artery elasticity in
hypertensive postmenopausal women

K. Tzioumis, C. Tsioufis, P. Zambaras, T. Psarros, C. Pitsavos, I. Kallikazaros,
C. Stefanadis, P. Toutouzas. Hippokration Hospital, Department of Cardiology,
Melissia, Greece

Purpose: To assess the hypothesis whether progesterone attenuates the ben-
eficial effects of hormonal replacement therapy (HRT) on large artery stiffness
in hypertensive postmenopausal women.
Methods: Towards this end, we studied aortic compliance in 56 post-
menopausal women (aged 52 years, 3.4 years after menopause) with un-
treated, mild essential hypertension randomized to either conjugated estrogen
alone (n=20), estrogen plus medroxyprogesterone (n=20) or placebo (n=16).
Aortic elasticity was evaluated non-invasively on the basis of pulse wave veloc-
ity (PWV) measurements at baseline and at 12 weeks after treatment.
Results: In our women BMI was 27.2 kgr/m2, office BP 146/93 mmHg, left
ventricular mass index (LVMI) 104±26 gr/m2, and mean plasma levels of to-
tal cholesterol 230 mg/d. The three groups were matched regarding age, time
since menopause, smoking status, office blood pressure, BMI, LVMI and PWV
values at baseline. At 12 weeks of treatment, in the women receiving estrogen
alone, aortic PWV was significantly reduced (231 vs 209 cm/sec, p<0.005),
while in the women receiving combined HRT or placebo, PWV did not change
(232 vs 228 and 233 vs 230 cm/sec, respectively, p=NS for both cases). In all
three groups, blood pressure and heart rate values did not change significantly
after treatment. At baseline, aortic PWV had a positive correlation with the age
of women (r=0.32, p<0.05) and LVMI (r=0.29, p<0.05).
Conclusions: Long-term combined HRT is without beneficial effects on large
artery function in hypertensive postmenopausal women. These findings sup-
ports the view that progesterone may attenuate the beneficial effects of unop-
posed HRT.

GENETIC AND OTHER RISK MARKERS FOR
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE

P1232 Unexpected identification of two new KCNQ1
mutations in the general population

L. Gouas 1, M. Berthet 1 , C. Bellocq 2, S. Demolombe 2, B. Balkau 3,
B. Hainque 4, I. Baro 2, P. Guicheney 1. 1INSERM 582/Hopital Pitié Salpêtrière,
Paris, Paris, France; 2Faculté de Medecine, INSERM 533, Nantes, France;
3INSERM 258, Villejuif, France; 4Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière, Service de
Biochimie B, Paris, France

Background: Long QT syndrome (LQTS) is an arrhythmogenic disorder char-
acterized by a prolonged QT interval, syncopes and sudden death. Mutations
in KCNQ1 are responsible for dominant (Romano-Ward) and recessive forms
(Jervell and Lange-Nielsen), with severe or milder phenotypes. We aimed to
evaluate the frequency of such mild mutations in the general population.
Materials and Methods: We selected 2008 unrelated and untreated healthy
individuals from the D.E.S.I.R. cohort (Data from an Epidemiological Study on
the Insulin Resistance Syndrome). KCNQ1 was screened on 50 males and 50
females presenting the longest QTc intervals (398 ms to 442 ms) by dHPLC.
Results: We identify two new mutations consisting of a heterozygous non-
sense mutation in exon 1, Y148X, and an in-frame heterozygous 3-bp dele-
tion in exon 5, 828-830delCTC, leading to serine 276 deletion (DelS276) in
S5 transmembrane domain. DelS276 KvLQT1 channel isoforms and MinK ex-
pressed in COS-7 cells failed to conduct any K+ current in contrast to ho-
momeric WT KvLQT1 channels. When DelS276 KvLQT1 were coexpressed
with WT KvLQT1 and MinK, no significant reduction in channel activity was
observed. Immunohistochemical methods and confocal microscopy were per-
formed on transfected COS-7 cells. Immunofluorescence pattern was local-
ized in the endoplasmic reticulum when cells were transfected with DelS276
KvLQT1, whereas WT KvLQT1 labelling was localized to the cell membrane.
Conclusions: Two subjects issued from a cohort of healthy individuals were
carriers of KCNQ1 mutations (Y148X, DelS276) inducing a borderline QTc pro-
longation (QTc = 438 and 442 ms). Deletion of serine 276 disrupts the cell sur-
face localization of the mutant. These results demonstrate a new mechanism
that accounts for loss of functional KvLQT1 channels causing mild phenotype
at heterozygous state.
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P1233 Relationship between the angiotensinogen (AGT)
M235T gene polymorphism and blood pressure in a
large, homogenous study population

J. Ortlepp 1, J. Metrikat 2 , V. Mevissen 1, F. Schmitz 1, P. Maya-Pelzer 2 ,
M. Albrecht 2 , K. Zerres 3, R. Hoffmann 1. 1University Hospital, Medical Clinic I,
Aachen, Germany; 2German Air Force Institute of Aviation, 82242
Furstenfeldbruck, Germany; 3University Hospital of Aachen, Institute for
Human Genetics, Aachen, Germany

Background: The aim of this study was to assess the association of the an-
giotensinogen M235T polymorphism with arterial blood pressure at rest and
under physical stress in a homogenous large-scale study population.
Method: 1903 men who passed routine medical examination for military flying
duty were recruited. Blood pressure and heart rate was measured at rest, dur-
ing, and after bicycle ergometry. Low physical activity was defined as regular
sports activity of three or less hours per week. Genotyping for the AGT M235T
polymorphism was done by PCR and RFLP-technique.
Results: The AGT T235 allele was associated with a non-significant lower sys-
tolic and a significantly higher diastolic blood pressure (p=0.003). Pulse pres-
sure at rest differed significantly between AGT genotypes (n=1903; MM 51 ±
10 mmHg, MT 49 ± 10 mmHg, TT 49 ± 10 mmHg; p = 0.001). This effect was
pronounced in men with low physical activity (n = 916; MM 51 ± 10 mmHg, MT
48 ± 10 mmHg, TT47 ± 9 mmHg; p = 0.002). During physical activity, blood
pressure values showed no significant difference between genotypes.
Conclusion: In healthy young men the AGT T235 allele is significantly associ-
ated with elevated diastolic blood pressure but also reduced pulse pressure at
rest. Hence reduced pulse pressure is inversely associated with cardiovascu-
lar mortality, the AGT T235 allele is likely not to have a harmful effect. During
physical activity, the AGT polymorphism had no impact on blood pressure, indi-
cating the existence of other counteracting mechanisms, which might balance
the influence of this gene.

P1234 Chemokine receptor (CCR2) genotype is associated
with myocardial infarction and heart failure in patients
under 65 years of age

J. Ortlepp 1, K. Vesper 1, V. Mevissen 1, F. Schmitz 1, K. Zerres 2, P. Hanrath 1 ,
R. Hoffmann 1. 1University Hospital, Medical Clinic I, Aachen, Germany;
2University Hospital of Aachen, Institute for Human Genetics, Aachen,
Germany

Background: Inflammation is associated with atherosclerosis of coronary
arteries. Chemokines have an important role for inflammation. The CCR2
chemokine receptor mediates leukocyte chemoattraction, which is involved in
the pathogenesis of coronary heart disease.
Methods: In this study we prospectively recruited 1960 consecutive patients
at an age of less than 65 years referred for their first-time left heart catheter.
Left heart catheter were analyzed by two independent cardiologist for pres-
ence of myocardial infarction (regional wall motion abnormality) and moderate
or severely reduced left ventricular function on cineventriculography and pres-
ence of coronary atherosclerosis on angiograms. Genotyping for CCR2 V64I
polymorphism was performed.
Results: The presence of the rare allele of the CCR2 gene was significantly
associated with a higher prevalence of myocardial infarction on cinventriculog-
raphy (32.0 versus 24.2%; p=0.002; OR 1.47; 95%CI 1.16-1.87), moderately or
severely reduced left ventricular function (14.0 versus 9.5%; p=0.009; OR 1.56;
95%CI 1.12-2.16) and NYHA class III or IV (16.7 versus 12.2%;p=0.017; OR
1.45; 95%CI 1.07-1.96). There was no association of the CCR2 genotype with
coronary atherosclerosis.
Conclusion: The CCR2 genotype seems to predispose patients for premature
myocardial infarction with consecutive higher prevalence of heart failure.

P1235 Screening for youth obesity: links to premature
parental coronary artery disease

A.D. Flouris 1, W. De Ruiter 1, S. Dobbin 2, B.E. Faught 1. 1Brock University,
Faculty of Applied Health Sciences, St. Catharines, Canada; 2Heart Niagara
Incorporated, Niagara Falls, Canada

Purpose: The pathology of coronary artery disease (CAD) is a long-term pro-
cess originating in childhood and adolescent years. To date, body mass index
(BMI) is recognized as an acceptable measure of body composition due to its
practical use in large community epidemiology research. Typically, a BMI score
>25 positively correlate with disease. Furthermore, a BMI >30 is considered to
be an unfavorable body composition and is indicative of obesity in adults. De-
spite the acceptance and accuracy of BMI in determining the health status of an
individual’s body composition, it is less accurate in peri-adolescent populations
due to variability in physical maturation among youth. Preliminary research by
Faught and de Ruiter (2002) suggested obesity in youth is more accurately
identified using BMI cut-off scores >23 and >25 in female and males, respec-
tively. The primary purpose of the study was to further validate these findings
in screening for youth obesity.

Methods: A 3-year cross sectional investigation of 10401 grade 9 students
(males=5165, females=5236) was conducted from grade 9 students. Body
mass index was calculated from standing weight and height evaluated on a
medical scale. Percent body fat (%BF) was measured using the Bio-electrical
Impedance Analysis (BIA). Clinical obesity was considered >25% and >30%
for males and females, respectively. Finally, subjects completed a standardized
questionnaire on family history of CAD.
Results: Prevalence of obesity was 14±2% in males and 36±2% in females.
ROC curve analysis identified the most appropriate BMI cut-off score for males
and females at >25 and >23, respectively. Calculated sensitivity (M=71%;
F=87%), specificity (M=84%; F=83%), and likelihood ratio (M=4.5; F=5.2)
were markedly elevated. Chi-square analysis indicated no significant difference
(p>0.05) between BMI cut-off scores and BIA measures in identifying obesity.
Finally, 23% of obese youth had a parent with premature CAD. Percent body fat
correlated with parental CAD in female youth (r=0.20, p<0.01), but not in male
youth (r=0.01, p>0.05).
Conclusions: This study further validates the gender specific BMI cut-off
scores previously identified in screening for youth obesity. The BMI cut-off for
identifying obesity was lower in youth compared to the customary adult cut-off
(ie. >30). This could be attributed to variability in maturation levels found in
youth. Finally, the positive correlation between female %BF and parental CAD
suggests that BMI may be useful in screening for early detection of familial
premature CAD.

P1236 Peak oxygen pulse and the risk of cardiovascular
diseases and overall mortality in men

JA. Laukkanen 1 , S. Kurl 2, JT. Salonen 1, R. Kuhanen 3, TA. Lakka 1,
R. Rauramaa 3 . 1University of Kuopio, Research Institute of Public Health,
Kuopio, Finland; 2University of Kuopio, Research Institute of Public Health,
Kuopio, Finland; 3Kuopio Res Inst Exercise Medicine, Kuopio, Finland

Background: We investigated the prognostic value of peak oxygen pulse
(POP), which indicates the amount of oxygen consumption during exercise.
Methods: During an average follow-up of 13 years, there were 393 overall and
134 coronary deaths in 2225 men from Finland. The POP was calculated by
dividing peak oxygen uptake with maximal heart rate and was expressed in mL
per beat during exercise.
Results: Among men with either no history of coronary disease or the use of
beta-blockers at baseline, the relative risk was 2.9 (95% confidence interval
1.1 to 7.1) times higher for coronary death and 2.3 (95% confidence interval
1.4 to 3.3) times higher for overall death in men with low POP (<13.5 mL per
beat, lowest quartile) than in those with high POP (>17.8 mL per beat, highest
quartile), after adjustment for age, smoking, body mass index, blood pressure,
serum lipids, diabetes, family history of coronary heart disease, regular use of
aspirin, anti-hypertensive or lipid lowering drugs and ischemic ST changes dur-
ing exercise. In men with coronary disease, POP increase of 3.9 mL (a standard
deviation) per beat was related to decreased risk of coronary death (RR=0.53,
95% confidence interval 0.38 to 0.72) and overall mortality (RR=0.53, 95% con-
fidence interval 0.42 to 0.67).
Conclusions: This study provides new prospective evidence that oxygen pulse
can be used as a prognostic measure in the exercise test for identifying men at
increased risk of cardiac disease.

P1237 Pulse pressure and coronary risk in dyslipidemic men

M. Mänttäri 1 , V. Manninen 1, L. Tenkanen 2. 1Helsinki University Central
Hospital, Dept. of Medicine, Helsinki; 2Helsinki Heart Study, Helsinki, Finland

Coronary risk associated to pulse pressure (PP), the pulsatile element of blood
pressure (BP), was studied in a prospective, nested case-control study among
dyslipidemic middle-aged men using logistic regression analyses. The cases
consisted of 241 men who suffered either coronary death or nonfatal myocar-
dial infarction during the 8.5 year follow-up in the Helsinki Heart Study, a coro-
nary primary prevention trial. The 241 controls consisted of men without coro-
nary events, matched for study drug (gemfibrozil/placebo) and the area of res-
idence. BP levels at study baseline were measured by study nurses in sitting
position. There was a close correlation between PP and systolic BP (r=0.75),
but no correlations were found between PP and diastolic BP (r=-0.05), or be-
tween PP and heart rate (r=0.09). Coronary risk (Odds Ratios) in the middle
(46-55mmHg) and highest (>55mmHg) PP tertiles were 1.14 and 1.58. The
product of heart rate and PP (HRPP) represents the frequency of pressure gen-
erations during one minute. The risks in the middle and highest HRPP tertiles
were 1.64 and 1.93, respectively. When diastolic BP was <90 mmHg (lowest
tertile), the ORs in the highest tertiles were 2.34 for PP and 4.43 for HRPP,
while when diastolic BP was >90 mmHg, the corresponding ORs were 1.35
and 1.37. When systolic BP was below the median (140 mmHg), the ORs in
the highest PP and HRPP tertiles were 3.86 and 3.85, but when systolic BP
was elevated, the ORs for PP and HRPP were 0.77 and 0.75, respectively.
Our results suggest that among middle-aged men, the product of pulse pres-
sure and heart rate can be used in coronary risk estimation, especially when
blood pressure is not high.
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P1238 Relation of daily alcohol consumption with the
prevalence of metabolic syndrome: the ATTICA study

D.B. Panagiotakos 1, C. Pitsavos 1, C. Chrysohoou 2 , D. Masourou 2 ,
J. Skoumas 2, P. Kokkinos 3, P. Toutouzas 1, C. Stefanadis 1. 1University of
Athens, School of Medici, Cardiology Clinic, Athens, Greece; 2University of
Athens, Hippokration Hospital, Athens, Greece; 3Veterans Affair Hospital,
Cardiology Division, Washington, United States of America

Objective: The aim of this study was to examine the association between the
clinical and biochemical features of the metabolic syndrome and quantity of
alcohol intake in cardiovascular disease free people.
Methods: During 2001 – 2002, 1128 men (18-87 years old) and 1154 women
(18-89 years old) from Athens greater area were randomly selected, accord-
ing to the age-gender distribution provided by the National Statistical Services.
Among others, we studied data regarding waist circumference, as well as high
lipoprotein cholesterol, triglycerides, fasting glucose, and blood pressure levels.
Data on alcohol consumption was collected by serial clinical interviews and a
questionnaire. The metabolic syndrome was defined according to the NCEP
ATP III criteria.
Results: Of the 2282 participants, 284 (25.2%) males and 169 (14.6%) females
(P < 0.001) met the ATP III criteria. 570 (25%) of the participants reported that
they consume at least one wineglass per day. Multiple logistic regression anal-
ysis revealed that alcohol consumption is associated with higher prevalence of
the metabolic syndrome (odds ratio = 1.53, P < 0.02). Also, alcohol consumers
showed a marked reduction in the adjusted odds ratio of type-2 diabetes (odds
ratio = 1.45, P < 0.05) compared with rare or nonconsumers. However, when
quantities of alcohol were taken into account there was a U-shaped relationship
between the amount and frequency of alcohol consumption and the prevalence
of the metabolic syndrome (odds ratio for 1-2 wineglasses consumption/day:
0.84, odds ratio for 3 – 4 w/d: 1.81, and odds ratio for +5 w/d: 2.28, P < 0.001).
The effect was attenuated when diabetics were excluded from the analysis.
Timing of alcohol consumption did not influence outcome measures.
Conclusion: Light-to-moderate alcohol consumption is associated with a lower
prevalence of metabolic syndrome. On the contrary, larger quantities of alco-
hol consumed were associated with higher likelihood of having the metabolic
syndrome.

P1239 Interleukin 18 and the risk of coronary artery disease
in apparently healthy European men

S. Blankenberg 1, G. Luc 2, P. Ducimetiere 3 , D. Arveiler 4, J. Ferrieres 5,
P. Amouyel 6, A. Evans 7, L. Tiret 8 on behalf of the PRIME Study Group.
1Johannes Gutenberg-University Mainz, Department of Medicine II, Mainz,
Germany; 2Institut Pasteur de Lille, Department of Atherosclerosis, INSERM,
Lille, France; 3INSERM U258, Villejuif, France; 4Laboratory of Epidemiology
and Public, Strasbourg, France; 5INSERM U558, Department of
Epidemiology, Toulouse, France; 6Institut Pasteur de Lille, INSERM U508,
Lille, France; 7The Queen’s University Belfast, Dpt of Epidemiology and Public
Health, Belfast, United Kingdom; 8Faculte de Medecine Pitie-Salpetriere,
INSERM U525, Paris, France

Background: Interleukin (IL)-18 facilitates atherosclerotic plaque growth
and/or vulnerability. Elevated systemic levels have been linked to fatal cardio-
vascular events in patients with coronary artery disease. However, information
about the prognostic value of IL-18 in a population-based healthy cohort is
lacking.
Methods: We evaluated the relationship between baseline levels of IL-18 and
the subsequent development of incident coronary event during a 5 yr follow-up
in the PRIME study including healthy French and Northern Irish men aged 50-
59 at entry. Analysis was performed in a nested case-control study comparing
335 cases with a coronary event to 670 age-matched controls.
Results: Baseline levels of IL-18 were significantly higher in men who devel-
oped a coronary event compared to controls (225.1 vs 203.9 pg/ml, P=0.005).
After adjustment for most potential confounders, including C-reactive protein,
IL-6, and fibrinogen, the relative risk of future coronary event comparing the
highest versus the lowest tertile of IL-18 was 2.43 (95% CI 1.14 to 5.16, P=0.02)
in Northern Ireland, 1.90 (95% CI 1.05 to 3.45, P=0.02) in France, and 2.06
(95% CI 1.32 to 3.23, P=0.002) in both countries pooled (P=0.59 for the test
of homogeneity between populations). In all models, IL-18 had an independent
contribution to prediction of risk in addition to lipids or other inflammatory mark-
ers such as CRP, IL-6 or fibrinogen.
Conclusions: Plasma IL-18 level was identified as a strong and independent
predictor of coronary events among healthy European middle-aged men. This
result strengthens the hypothesis of a pathophysiological role of IL-18 related
to plaque growth and/or vulnerability. Determination of circulating IL-18 might
provide an improved method of identifying men at risk for coronary events.

P1240 Evaluation of cardiovascular risk factor at the acute
phase of a coronary syndrome does not allow a
valuable estimation: the hidden cause of failure of
reducing the risk of recurrent disease

V. Pradeau, G. Bonnard, V. Bernard, P. Coste, J. Bonnet, T. Couffinhal. Hopital
Cardiologique, Cardiovasculaire, Pessac, France

The aim of this study was to evaluate the evolution and the distribution of the
main cardiovascular risk factors (CRF) between the acute(first week) and the
chronic phase (3 months) of an acute coronary syndrome (ACS)
We included 205 consecutive patients admitted to our institution for an ACS;
we studied systematically and extensively their CRF during the first week (M0)
(from day 4 to day 10) of the hospitalization and then at three months(M3)
Patients were 60 ± 13 year-old (83% men). 36% of the smokers at MO still
smoked at M3. At MO, 17% of the subjects with a normal BMI were overweight
at M3. At M3, 19% of patients had always high blood pressure although re-
ceiving at least one drug in 98% and at least two in 56%; 15% of the patients
with proved high blood pressure at M3 were considered as non hypertensive
at M0. At M3 35% of the patients still had high LDL-cholesterol level (>1.3 g/l)
although 87% of them had statins since M0; 15% of the patients with a normal
LDL-cholesterol at MO had high level (>1.3 g/l) at M3. HDL-cholesterol signif-
icantly increased (1.14 ± 0.27 g/l vs 1.29 ± 0.33 [p<0.0001]) 41% had high
level of triglycerides at M3; a quarter of them had normal level at MO. At MO
12% had glucose intolerance, 13% were diabetics; 15% of patient with normal
glucose level at MO were at least glucose intolerant at M3 and 4% were re-
ally diabetics. hsCRP remained over 1.5mg/l in 72% of patients at M3 although
100%of them were taken at least one antiaggregant. Between MO and M3 the
absolute and the relative risk according to Framimgham score were significantly
but poorly reduced (18.6 vs 16.30 and 1.92 vs 1.67, p<0,0001)
In conclusion, the evaluation of CRF at the acute phase of a ACS underes-
timated lipids and thrombotics profile but also blood pressure and glycemic
profile. Although an optimized treatment following the acute phase and a bet-
ter correction of CRF than in Euroaspire population, the risk remains high in
this study population. Because of biais CRF estimation at the acute phase, we
conclude to the need of a systematic reevaluation of CRF far from the initial
event.

P1241 Major cardiovascular events are associated with
increased incidence of resistance to activated protein
C and factor V Leiden mutation in well controlled
hypertensives

T. Makris 1, A. Hatzizacharias 2, P. Krespi 1, N. Pantazopoulos 1 , J. Paizis 1,
A. Zilidis 1, E. Batzoglou 1, V. Votteas 1. 1Laikon General Hospital of Athens,
Cardiology Dept., Athens, Greece; 2LAIKON General Hospital of Athens,
Cardiology, Athens, Greece

Background: Reduced response to activated protein C (APC-R), an inherited
hemostatic defect and heterozygosity of factor V (FV Q506) Leiden mutation
have been identified as risk factors not only for venous but also for arterial
thrombosis as well. This, study was designed in order to examine both APC-R
and FV Q506 mutation incidence in a cohort of Greek hypertensives (Hs) and
to test the possible effect of the above mentioned defects on the incidence of
cardiovascular events (CVE) in this group of patients (pts) during a five year
follow-up period under treatment.
Methods: FV Q506 mutation was estimated by a DNA analysis (Bertina
method) and APC-R was determined using the Coatest APC Resistance kit
of Chromogenix, Sweden, in 160 untreated Hs. The prevalence of APC-R was
36,25% (58/160). Twenty-two out of 160 had heterozygosity for FV Q506 mu-
tation (13,75%, Group A), while the remained 138 were negatives (Group B)
APC-R value expressed as mean±SD was 1,8±0,1 in group A vs. 2,04±0,2
in group B (p<.0001). The two groups are matched for age, sex, BMI, systolic
and diastolic blood pressure levels, smoking habits and lipid profile.
Results: During the 5-year follow-up period, under treatment and well con-
trolled (BP<140/90 mmHg), 7/22 (31,8%) pts of group A vs. 8/138 (5,8%) of
group B had been suffered a major cardiovascular event (p<.001).
Conclusions: These findings suggest that 1) there is an extremely high preva-
lence of APC-R in hypertensives (in general population 3-5%), 2) there is also
an increased incidence of heterozygosity of FV Q506 mutation in the same
population (in general population in Greece 8%), 3) it seems that the above
hemostatic defects may be additional risk factors for major CVE in treated well
controlled hypertensive patients.
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